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Large class strains campus
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Record freshman
class crunches
residence halls
De Andra Kenoly
Stajf Writer

Scott Donnell Q&A

he Whitworthian sits

down fo an exclusive
interview with ASWU
President Scott Donnell.
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Vititworth community.
According to the Whitworth
University admissions data chart,
the number of enrolled freshmen
has risen steadily since 2000.
However, the number jumped
from 470 in 2006 to 530 this year,
making the class of 2011 the largest
freshman class in Whitworth's
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A requiem

for
Traditiation

history.
Fred Pfursich, (lean ofenrollment
services, said freshmen enrollment
has increased over the 2 percent
benchmark detailed in the strategic
plan.
"The official statistics come out
[Sept. 181. but this year it appears
to be greater by 3.5 to .1 percent,"
Pfursich said.
Pfursich said although it may
be perceived to be a large rise in
the number of students coming to
Whitworth, this is not the case.
"To put it in perspective, a 2
percent increase from last year's
enrollment 111011S that there are
37 more students than last year,"
Pfursich saki. "A 4 percent increase
means that there are 74 more
students than last year."
Even with the small numbers
of additional students, some are
feeling the effects of the overflosv.
Junior Katie Trernayne said
although she is not affected
greatly by the increased number of
students, the growth of the student
body is not thc best thing for the
school at the moment.
"I think Vititworth is trying

Dani King delineates
the effects Traditiation
changes have made on
II)

alumni and others.

SCENE I PAGE 10

Program promotes
eating healthy
New WOW program
promotes low-fat, vegetarian dining options.
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The growth in the student body
bringing about change in the

S4te Chute / WhauvrthLsi

Freshmen (left to right) [van Staley, Peter Pastado and Matt McCloskey lounge in their overflow room in Duvall Hall.

to develop as a university too fast despite the situaticm.
and in the wrong kind of svays,"
"We are all adapting very well;
Tremayne said. "Otte of the ways McCloskey said. "To be quite
they are trying
honest, it's kind
to
expand
is
of nice having an
by
accepting
extra roommate
"Considering we pay a hefty
more and more
in our room:'
freshmen, and I amount to come to Whitworth,
Pascacio also
we should at least all have an
think it is becoming
said he is getting
equal amount of space."
a
along with his
problem,
over c r w ding
roommates.
Peter Pascacio, freshman
especially."
"Coping with
Some students
these gentlemen
are sharing double rooms with is just great," l'ascacio saiti.
three roommates instead of two.
Pascacio said they are also
Freshman roommates Matt dealing with the space.
ZsIcCloskey and Peter Pascacio
"We are a little cramped when it
share a double room with Evan comes to space but [since] Duvall
Staley.
has higher ceilings than most
McCloskey said he and his dorms [ve' can stack things [to]
roommates are getting along well, make more space: Pascacio said.

McCloskey said each roommate
receives a small compensation for

sharing the room.
"We receive
NIcCloskey said.

$20

a

week:

Pascacio said although they get
compensation, it does not make up
for the lack of space.
"Considering we pay a hefty
amount to come to Whitworth we
should at least all have an equal
amount of space," Pascacio said.
IsIcCloskey said he thinks
more student housing should be
constructed.
"[Whitworth] is more attractive
to [the] public I think sve're going
to have to nieet these needs of more
and more people coming into our

Sec GROWTH, page 3

New faculty brought on to fill open spots
Allan jumps down

Gabrielle Vaughn

to practice squad

Staff Writer

Chiefs release Allan alter the injury of another
player pushed him out.

new faculty
members have joined the
Vhitworth staff for the
2007-08 school year, after
a string of faculty retirements last year.
"It's a big group," Vice
President for Academic Affairs /slichael Le Roy said.
"Ten of the 16 are replacements for retired or previously unfilled positions.
There are four new faculty
positions, one replacement
of someone on a year-long
sabbatical, and one former
staff person in the library
who has been changed to
faculty status:
Sixteen

WORD FOR WORD

it isn't always easy to
be Whitworth, but
always good."

it is
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New faculty members
have joined academic departments across the campus:There is a significantly
larger number of new
faculty members this year
than there was last year.
"Last year there were
about four to six new faculty members," Le Roy
said. "We've had an un-

usually high number of
retirements."
The faculty-to-student
ratio is approximately 1 to
13, Le Roy said.
This year's incoming
freshman class had 530
students, the largest in
Whitworth's history.
"As long as sve continue
to grow we will keep hir-

ing more faculty," Le Roy
said.
\Ye are committed
to keeping the faculty-tostudent ratio steady."
Another faculty member
intent upon continuing the
close environment at Whitworth is new Vice President
of Finance and Administration Brian Benzel.
"[One of my goals is]
continued growth and development [as] ce all figure out how to respond to
growth at Whitworth without any change in the positive aspects of the school,
particularly the close relationships; Benzel said.
Henzel worked as a superintendent in three different public school dis-

tricts for 19 years and as
the superintendent of public instruction for Washington state.
In his new position,
Benzel is involved with
such areas as campus security and the bookstore.
"[Whitworth and I]
kind of chose each other.
I was seriously considering complete retirement,
but about 10 years ago Earl
Palmer, a pastor at Univer-

"

WHITWORTH EXPLORES THE WORLD

I

PAGE 8

sity Presbyterian in Seattle,
Wash. reshaped my view
on that subject," Henze)
said. "I-le said you don't
ever retire, you just change
jobs. It's thc fulfillment of
a 37-year-old career goal
for me:

r

f

r

NEW FACULTY
Art:Chris Baskin (v)

Communication Studies:
The Vigil (v)

Education:Dana Stevens, Kathryn

Pica= (v),

Kim Villalpando (v)

English:Angela Gonzalez

Sdiool of Education, MIT:
Roberta Wilburn

History:Janet Hauck, Chris Dalton (v)

Music Scott Miller
Philosophy: Matthew Roberts (y)

Psydiology: Patty Bruininks
Sdiool of Global Commerce:
Walter Hutchens

Spanish:Lindy Scott
Theology: Ladd GA Moses Pulei
(t.): 1.1.tams

VISIT WHITWORTHIAN.COM DAILY FOR BREAKING

NEWS, SPORTS UPDATES AND NEW FEATURES.
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Security shores up campus safety
Students get set to
swipe in at the door

la

Natalie Johnson
Staff Writer
Whitworth security is undergoing some
large dianges this school year, including the
implementation ola new card acccss system on
campus.
Many students have already noticed the small
black card readers that have been installed at
the front doors of all residence halls and some
academic buildings. During thc week of Sept.
24, all students and faculty will be recehing
new identification cards with small computer
chips inside them.
Beginning the week of Oct. I. students
and faculty vill be able to access buildings by
holding their cards in front of these readers. At
the point of conversion, keys will no longer work
in residence hall doors and will only be needed
to unlock individual rooms within the hall.
Until recently, residence halls at Whitworth
have remained opcn to anyone between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 11 p.m.
Marisha Hamm, manager of exhironmental
health, safety and security, said leaving the doors
open is a big security risk very few colleges in
the country still take.
Events last school year, induding theft in the
residence halls, causcd security to increase the
amount of time that they kept thc residence
halls locked.
With thc new card access systcm, provided
by ADT Security Senices, residence halls will
remain locked permanently. Students will have
card access to their own building during all
hours of the day and to other residence halls
between 8 a.m. and 11 p.m.
If a door is forced open, an alarm will sound
and security will be notified of the forccd entry.
Similarly. ifa door stays opcn for longer than 10
seconds, an alarm will sound and security will
be notified of a propped door.
Security supervisor LeRoy Fantasia said the
alarm may be annoying to students at first but

all part of the pisase one installation, which
cost the school about $200,000. Eventually,
have the ncw
every building on campus
technology. M this point there is no estimate
for when that may happen.
"We wanted it to start the year," said Vice
President of finance and administration Brian
Benzel.
Some parts of the system camc in late,
including the card stock and the new front door
needed on Stewart Hall, so the card system is
not yct up and running.
Henzel said thc decision to move to the card
access systcm had been in thc planning stages
for quite a while and was finalized last school
year by the President's cabinet and supported
by the Board of Trustees.
"Safety and security for students and staff
are very important to us," Benzel said. This
creates better control and it's easier to manage
than keys."
In addition to allowing students card access
to their own residence halls 24/7, the ncw
system can be programmed to allow specific
students access to certain academic buildings
during specified hours.
For example, thc technology could be used
to allow science majors acccss to the science
building after hours or let musicians use the
practice rooms in the Music Building aftcr it
is closed without involving sccurity officers or

Mee °tuft/ illutuvrthian

One of campus's card readers, which will activate
on Oct. 1.

hopes that it will end the habit of propping open
rcsidcncc hall doors.
Fantasia believed the new system will help
decrease the instances of theft in the residence
halls as ¡yell as academic buildings by denying
access to non-students. Sccurity will also no
longer be required to lock buildings at night
and unlock them in the morning, as thc systcm
will do that automatically. This will free them to
focus on ogler security needs.
The caid system is now installed in six
academic buildings; 'eyerhaueser Hall,
Lindaman Center, Hawthorne Hall. the Music
Building. thc Eric Johnston Science Center and
the Harriet Cheney. Cowles Library.
These buildings plus the residence halls were

building monitors.
Specific policies regarding where students
will have access and during what hours are
still to be decided upon by Student Life and
Academic Affairs.
The systcm allows you to set up anything,"
said Jack Miller, information systems director,
who played a key role in the installation of the
ncw technology. "It's what Academic Affairs
wants as far as policies go:'
Sincc the ncw cards arc more expensive to

produce than thc old identification cards, they
will be issued only once and used for a student's

entire time at Whitworth.
If lost. students will have to pay $25 for a
new card. Unlike a key, if a card is lost it can
be deactivated so that it will no longer unlock
doors oh campus.
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Whitworth launches emercrencv. elan
Natalie Johnson
Staff Writer
NVhitworth is one of the first
universities to take advantage ola
new program that allows schools
to send text and voice messages to
student, staff and parent phones
in the case clan emergency.
After the Virginia Tech
University incident last spring.
the social networking site Jyngle
decided to offer an emergency
notification system to universities
free of charge.
Students, staff, and parents can
join the program by registering

their cell phone or landlinc
numbers online. The numbers
will only be used in the case
of an emergency in which the
school needs to quickly notify the
campus, including weather and
campus safcty issues.
"After Virginia Tech, a lot of
people are concerned about safety
on campus:* Hamm said.
Hamm said it is a great program
that gives students and staff an
extra sense of safety, in addition
to providing assurance about
campus safcty to the families of
INhitworth students.
Along with these security

Morgan resides. Natal* Johnori. Jcedari
Rust 14srneen CA. Dad lang. Etaubeth
Vinson, Erb Prins, Galen Sardad, John

Manisa% Mtn

changes, Hamm has redesigned
Whitworth's emergency response
program. She has been doing
training sith Whitworth faculty
on how to rcspond and lead
students in different emergency
situations. Part of the training,
which began at the beginning
of the year, indudcs running
fire drills throughout the year in
academic buildings in addition to
residence halls.
The security office has also
hired an additional officer.
The additional officer will
be used for greater patrol in thc
evening hours and busier weekend

hours," security supervisor LeRoy
Fantasia said.
Fantasia wants to remind
students to take responsibility for
their own safety and sccurity by
locking doors, keeping valuables
out of sight in vehicles and locking
up bikes.
There have already bccn two
bike thefts this year. One bike was
inadequately locked and one was
not locked at all. Also, one car was
broken into because its owner left
her purse in plain sighi
They only s mash windows when
they know they can get something
of value," Fantasia said.
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Sodexho overhauls food programs, services
Christina Chea

of sugar cane.

Staff Writer

SpudWare may be two to three
times the cost of other silverware,
but when it comes to sustainability
and the environment, in the
long-term, price is not the issue;
Executive ChefJess Dozier said.
Some of the more noticeable
changes indude the trays being
moved to different areas in the
cafeteria and the utensils into the
dining room.
There is also the more frequent
appearance of organic fruits and
vegetables, healthier dishes and
vegetarian meals prepared in front
of the students, Dozier said.
With organic food costing 10-30
percent more (apples cost 50 cents
each), it's important for students to
not waste food, King said.
Approximately 490,000 meals
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Sodexho has made some obvious
changes this fall in response to
suggestions from students, faculty
and the Sodexho company.
'The services here change
every year," Operations Manager
Dan King said.."We are always
changing; adjusting for more
improvements:*
Ihis year, Asian cuisine called
Mein Street was added in the Café
and is available on Thursdays. Also,
the new A La Carte in Hawthorne
Hall is scheduled to open in early
October, King said.
Sodexho now uses SpudWare,
utensils made from potato starches
and cornstarch. The plates and
containers are made from the pulp

SODE.XHO CHANGES-FOR 2007-2008
it

Vegetarian meals are now prepared in front of students
Healthier dishes are being served
Mow organic fruits and vegetables are now /Will ble

Ill

Cooking classes will he offered once a month starting in °ember

-

son cuisine of feted

t new-Mein Street-in the

In October, a new A f affirrs4 svill open J fl

.
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Ilahorne
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Silvei ware dud trays hdge
s
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die din ny flan. .rndt lie food Cunt
Biddegradable-SpudWare-utensils are being used
Ne plats and cont.Siners e made froni sugar carie puiri

are served in Sodextro per year.
If just 15 cents (less than a pizza
slice) was discarded after each of
those meals, Sodexho would lose
about $73.500, Dozier said.
King said that best way for
students to change the way that

Sodexho operates is to sulnnit
comments or concerns to ASWU
or the administration.
"Sodcxho is an environmentally
responsible and humanitarian
company, making it a great
company to work with7 King said.
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Chapel revamps weekly programming
Grady LockTear
Staff Writer
For the first time, students and faculty may
find themselves walking to Chapel services
twice a week.
Chapel services will now take place each
Tuesday from noon to 12:30 p.m. andlhursdays
from II to 11:30 a.m. The services are open
to students, staff, faculty and community
members.
We hope to make Chapel a conncction
point between students, staff and faculty; said
Terry McGonigal, dean of the Seeley G. Mudd
ChapeL
Feedback from Chapel-goers suggested
shorter, more convenient and more frequent
services, McGonigal said.
Another important change regards the
structure of each Chapel service.
A guest speaker has been invited to every
service this semester. The list indudes a member
of the Board of Trustees and a representative
from World Vision.
Most of the speakers have been invited from
thc Spokane faith community, McGonigal said.
Eighty-five to 90 percent of Chapel services
will feature local pastors as an effort to build
and strengthen bonds between Whitworth and
nearby church communities.
"I've asked pastors to address onc question:
'What difference has Jesus madc in your life?"
McGonigal said. "With each speaker addressing
the same question,. we arc trying to provide
continuity for our worship experience together
as a community:
Last Thesday, Chapd guest speaker Joe
Wittwer of Life Center Foursquare Church

drew some mcmbcrs of his own congregation
to the service.
Two additional fcaturcs have been added to
Chapel programming. First, a 20-minute group
prayer time is available starting 10 minutes
after Chapel concludes. The prayer time is not a
part of the service.
"We've had students, faculty and staff ask
for a regular rhythm of gatherings for prayer,"

GROWTH
continued from page 1
great community, so it
is necessary to establish
more dorms," McCloskey
said.
There are discussions
underway about dorm
construction during thc
next five ycars, Pfursich
said.
'There are plans both
in our strategic plan and
in our facilities planning
process for additional
residence halls; Pfursich
said. 'At least in thc
foreseeable future, we
are thinking about two
additional
residences
halls that would be over
in the vicinity of Duvall

and Br'
The approval process
for that has not been
completed,
Pfursich
said.

Accommodations
have been made to help
the school adjust to the
growth of the student
body, Pfursich said.
Pfursich said changes
were made in thc dining
hall as well.
"(We added] a second
line for the cashier,"
Pfursich said. We have
made some physical
changes in the dining
hall so that the flow of
traffic through there [is
smoother] and the lines
are shorter:.
One of the purposes

of the opening of the
Mind & Hearth coffee
shop was to create eating
and gathering space to

World

BRIEFS
Former judge
might be next

attorney general
Michael B. Mukasey, a

retired federal judge, may
be nominated as attorney
general to replace Alberto
Gonzales.
Mulcasey was previously
appointed by Ronald Reagan to serve as a federal

I'
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judge. Mukasey also served
as a federal chief judge for
the Southern District of
New York.
Gonzales' last day in
office was Friday. White
House officials say President Bush will appoint a

new attorney general soon.

Junior Kathryn Mdvor and seniors Jessica Eriksson and Robyn Hubbuch lead worship lastThursday.
McGonigal said. This is a convenient way to
provide the opportunity to pray immediately
after each worship service."
Four times per semester, the regularly
scheduled Chapel service will take place in
Cowles Memorial Auditorium. All working
offices on campus will be shut down during
that half-hour.
While programming staff realize that this
will be somewhat inconvenient, these events
are intended as a worship opportunity for
staff members who otherwise cannot fit time
for a Chapel service together with their work
responsibility, McGonigal said.
"I'm very excited by the new format," the
Chapel's program assistant Toni Sutherla.nd
said. "There are more opportunitics for staff
members to get involved."
Sophomore Ellie Vergowe is the studcnt
Chapel coordinator this year. She is enthusiastic
about the changes as well. -

accommodate thc larger
number of students,
Pfursich said.
"Having more studcnts
on campus we need to
provide additional spaces
like that for eating and
gathering; Pfursich said.
Whitworth continucs
to work on measures to
get more prospective
students
to
apply,
Pfursich said.
"1 think every year we
try to do more college
fairs out there in the
high schools and in the
communities. We are
recruiting heavily in
about 10 states," Pfursich
said.
Pfursich said that
the school worked on
encouraging prospective
students to visit the
campus.
Our numbers of
campus visitors are up,"
Pfursich said. "We've
expanded our Fridays at
Whitworth program, so
we arc accommodating
more and more students
who are visiting the
campus:
Whitworth is using
the Internet to attract
students as well, Pfursich
said.
"We
are reaching
out through electronic
communication,
links
to our Web site (and]
online
applications,"
Pfursich said. "We are
reaching out to more
prospective students that
way as well to gain their
initial interest:

'1 think people will be able to make it more
often, and we have a chance to hear more
outside speakers; Vergowe said.
More feedback is expected regarding the
changes, McGonigal said. He views this year as
a trial period for the current changes.
"During this academic year, we are trying to
find out what works best for the community,
faculty and students," McGonigal said.
Students wishing to provide feedback
are encouraged to speak with their small

group coordinators or directly e-mail
the programming staff at the Chapel.
More changes may take place as feedback is
received.
McGonigal said a task force is beginning to
coordinate a schedule for next year.
Students should not expect to hear a full
sermon in the brief half-hour.
One thing that has not changed is the purpose
of Chapel meetings, McGonigal said.
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Earthquakes,
tsunamis shake
Indonesia
Several earthquakes have
shook Indonesia in the past
few days, but seismologists
say that the worst is still to
come.
A magnitude 8.4 quake
struck Sumatra Wednesday,
causing a 10-foot-high tsunami. Several large aftershocks followed, recorded at
magnitude 7.8 and 7.1.
Three quakes shook Indonesia Thursday, including a magnitude 6.4 quake.
A temporary tsunami alert
was issued Thursday.

Family of missing
girl to launch ad
campaign
The family of Madeleine
McCann, a four-year-old
British girl who has been
missing for four months after disappearing in Portugal,
announced Saturday they
will launch an ad campaign
to keep the search for Madeleine going.
Family spokesman John
McCann said the campaign
will begin in two weeks. The
cost of the campaign is approximately $160,500 and
will be paid for through a
nonprofit fund.
Since May, Madeleine's
disappearance has sparked
international attention.

a
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initiative to cut
poverty in Africa

,e111111--

whitworthian.com

Leaders of several financial institutions said in a
statement Friday that they
will work to cut poverty in
Africa in half by 2015.
The initiative is lead by
U.N.
Secretary-General
Ban Ki-moon.

Other participating organizations include several
U.N. agencies, World Bank,
the International Monetary
Fund, the African Union
and the Islamic Development Bank.

Compikd by Julie Wootton
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Conservative

author to present
lecture Thursday

6
Nate

)1

Conservative
author
Dincsh D'Souza will present a lecture "Christianity,
Islam and the \Var on Terror" Thursday at 7 p.m. in
Cowles Auditorium.
D'Souza is a best-selling
author and the Robert and
Karen Rishwain Fellow at
the Hoover Institution at
Stanford University.
His recent controversial
book "The Enemy at Home:
The Cultural Left and Its
Responsibility for 9/11" has
drawn the attention of critics. Warren Bass, senior editor at Book Vorld, stated in
a resiew in the Washington
Post that the book was "a
dim, dishonorable book:
Other books by D'Souza
include "'What's So Great
About America?" and "Letters to a Young Conservative." D'Souza's books are
known for influencing public policy and he has been
called one of the "top young
public-policy makers in the
country" by Investor's Business Daily.
Admission is free. For
more information, contact
Julie Shanholtzer, program
assistant for the Speakers
and Artists lecture series at:
(509) 777-4263.

Faculty artwork
featured in

campus exhibit
The opening reception of
the first Koehler Gallery exhibit of the year, "In House,"
will take place Tuesday from
5 to 7 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Building.
The exhibit opened yesterday in the Fine Arts Building and %ill run through
Oct. 25. Gallery hours are
Monday-Friday, 10 a.m. to
6 p.m. and Saturday, 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m.
"In House" features artwork by art department
faculty and will include
handmade books, sculpture,
ceramics, painting, printmaking and graphic design.
Admission is free. For
more information, contact
Nleagan Stirling, gallery director, at: (509) 777-4564.

Campus blood
drive to be held
Tuesday
A blood drive will be
held today. Sign-ups will
take place in Lied Square in
the Hixson Union Building
starting at 11 a.m.
Compiled by Julie t Vootton

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
The Whicworthian s (aria:rued to proviedng

Me Whitworth community with tbe most K-

arate infccmation possible. The Whitworthian nem bowingh/ publishes inaccuracies.if
you hare a comment or vestal about the
fairness or accuracy of a story, send an

to ettrtor erbitwortitiarscons

an evcerpt of an
interview by Morgan Fethks of 7he
tillitworthian with ASIVU President Scott Donnell conducted on
Sept. 13 in the Seeley G. Mudd Chapa For afidl transcript of the inter71re following is

viess; visit whitworthiats.cont.

the ASWU President
How does that affect you?
QSo,
How does that make you feel
whenever you hear that?
humbling, for one thing.

AIt's
I've spent the last four months

trying to realize the weight of it,
and it's really bringing me to my
knees because it's very hard. But
it's a blessing. I'm very glad for this
and couldn't be happier with how
things are going so far.

first motivated you to
get involved with ASWU?
I've had a lot of ideas for a

AQWhat
long time. I never thought that
"president" would be the avenue to
which that would be carried out
[until it came close to running.1The
more I thought about it. the more I
realized that I could do a lot. I could
serve, and my personality and
the things I wanted to see happen
could be continued and furthered
through the presidency. I had a lot
of dose people come to me, kind of
out of nowhere, and say, 'You need
to be president of this place next
year: It was kind of enlightening,
and definitely encouraging to me.
I felt like I WaS guided to it for a lot
of reasons.

year you promised to
focus on building a better
QLast

relationship between ASWU and

the student body. How do you
hope to fulfill that this year?

it's already being
as we speak. I .think
transparency is a great idea, but
when we talked about that in our
mission statement, it was very
difficult to figure out how that
looks- what it mcans to relate to

AWell,
fulfilled

students, to be open with them
and open to them. Mat wc did
talk about was a lot of things
that senators can do with their
constituents to get the students to
know what they're voting for, how
they're doing things....
So one thing we started to do
this year is this thing called "pad
checks:* Each senator has a little

notepad, and each week, we have
them do five pad checks. It's kind
of like the idea where you hear
something, and you get back to
your students within 24 hours with
anything they need help with. ...
So it's getting the senators to be
more focused on the students, and
it kind of creates a minciset. If you
carry around a pad, your whole
mindset changes. So they're able
to look at their constituencies and
talk to them....
We're going to be doing a lot of
voting and a lot more constituency
reports this year. And within
thosc
constituency
reports,
more than, "Hey, do you want a
sweatshirt? Would you pay $30,
yes or no?" That, to me, isn't really
a constituency report, that's a dayto-day operation. A constituency
rcport would be more of an issueoriented thing. 'Here's what we
talked about, here's what we're
seeing on campus- what are your
thoughts?" You can't just say "yes"
or "no' So those kind of ideas to
get more connection between who
represents the students and the
students themselves.
ASWU have any other

goals, other than
what you've already described,
for the next school year?
main
QDoes

have personal goals. Those

AIare dealing with the brochure
that I made this summer, kind of a
summer project. The brochure, the
Facets of the Administration, it's
kind of an all-you-need-to-know
about the administration of this
place.
That was one of my bridges that
I promised to vie for this year was
to try and build a link between the
administration and the students;
those who seem to run the
place, and try to get the students
informed about that. The brochurc
has fast facts about the freshmen,
Whitworth standings universally,
[vicc presidents), a profile of Bill, it
has an organizational chart for all of
the people in charge in McEachran
and communications in the Chapel
and who is under each of the VPs.
You ask the average student ...
who runs this place?" Everyone
says, "Bill." That's not true.
So one of our biggest campaigns
was to get these brochurcs out, to
get the students and thcir parents
to realize that, O.K., they're in
good hands, there's a lot of people

running things....
I'm going to be starting these
things called "table talks: One day
of thc week during thc lunch hour,
from about 12:15 to 1:00, we're
going to block offan arca ofthe caf6.
We're hoping to do this- it's not set
in stone, but this is a hopeful goal
for us- is to feature one student a
week.. We would scnd out an e-mail
saying, "ibis week we're featuring
so-and-so. Conte hear their life's
story.' I know for everyone I have
talked to, life stories are the most

(lute

11111tworthian

you have any concerns
for
QDo the coming year? Any
worries?

AI

think what happened last

Ayear- everything that happened

on our campus, with diversity
issues, discrimination- I guess you
could just call thcm rubs. Those
were difficult. The administration,
teachers, students- everyone had
a hard time. But to say that I wish
those weren't there I think would
important part of training and the be wrong because wc grew so
most informative to learning about much. Every single person that I've
other people. ... I think that will be met with, all four VPs I met with,
a great introduction to the students and with Bill, have so many things
on our campus, however diverse put in place now from last year.
So it was an incredible growing
they may be.
We talked a lot about rubs at experience....
think what it did, mostl), was
the beginning of the year. We
had a huge leadership discussion pop the Whitworth bubble. It's
about rubs and how people do kind of gotten students out of their
see things differently. and they comfort zone. They're saying, "O.K.
come from completely different This is the real world, and we're
backgrounds. No two people are getting closer." So they're learning
the same. Doesn't matter who about the environment around
you are. You don't have the exact us. Whitworth isn't a little bubble
same background as someone anymore where everyone can just
else, so there's altvays going to be get along and be happ), so they're
rubs involved. Scott Finney will be being able to learn and get some
coming on campus to talk about exposure.
ibis year I really think that
some issues. Ile came last year
and talked about diversit), racism, we have an opportunity to learn
prejudice and discrimination. 1101 about each other and learn about
be coming back to meet with the differences, and not just have one
administration and hopefully cookie-cutter mold of person. ...
myself, trying to set up a language People are rubbing, and although
for diversity on campus, what to there can be growth from the
put in curriculum, how to talk experience, it's just hard in general.
about these issues. That's a great Life isn't easy. There's crap. We havc
thing that's happening this year to realize that.
that I'm excited to be involved in.
closing comments?
I get to write for "The Tstind &
Heart" this year. It's going to be great QAny
for getting to people off-campus-I'm excited. Things are
the alumni, donors and people who
going well. We decided to do
aren't on the campus everyday-- AOnc-:
and being able to connect them the mission statement when we
to the students. We have 23,000 got bac.k from the retreat this year.
alumni' right now, and none of Everyone learned about each other
the students know anything about and hung out on the retreat, so they
them. That's the biggest resource wcrc able to get to know each other
our university has for [the alumni] more. Then the mission statement
to be able to know about us. Bill went so much more smoothly this
writes for that, he wants me to have year than ever before because wc
a little spot on it just to talk about did it after people started to krtow
the students, what's going on- cach other, instead of just diving
you know, midterms are coming into it first. So things arc going
up, students arc feeling this, the well. Everyone's happy. I don't want
weather's getting colder, but here's to be a people plcascr, but it's good
some things that arc happening on when people are in harmony. I'm
our campus that we would like you excited.
to know about. I think that'll be a
great little way to gct thc alumni to
Whitworth Currently has 23,204 alumni,
know about us.
according to the Whitinirtft Web sic.

Unexpected scramble pans out for department
I

Katie Goodell
Staff Writer

department chair John Yoder. Two
weeks before the school year began,
The new lecturer called and said
After a recently-hired lecturer he had been offered a position at
unexpectedly baciced out of his another institution.
teaching contract two weeks before
"Although it has never happened
school started, the political science in the political science department
department began the semester before, it is not terribly unusual for a
with some rapid reorganization.
professor to back out on a contract,"
The sudden decrease in staffing Yoder said.
for the four-person department
During the same week the new
forced quick changes in teaching lecturer dropped his contract,
assignments. In a two-week period, Yoder received a letter from Eastern
the department found professors Washington University professor
to take on the abandoned courses Pamela Indahl.
for which students registered last
"She had resigned from her
spring.
position there and applied to teach
A new lecturer was hired this at Whitworth," Yoder said.
summer as a replacement fo r lecturer
Indahl, a lawyer who lived
Sandra Simpson, who accepted a job overseas for 20 years, accepted the
teaching at the Gonzaga University position about a week before classes
School of Law, said political science began and is now teaching one

fa

section of International Relations.
"Even though the opportunity
opened itself kind of late, I think
living overseas has made me
accustomed to a more transitory
and flexible life," Indahl said.
Although she has never taught
a course in international relations,
Indahl taught at Eastern for four
years and at universities in Russia
and Lithuania for three years.
Indahl said her own experiences
lend themselves well to the themes
of the class.
"Having experience in various
countries
makes
[teaching
International Relations] exciting
and interesting to me," Indahl said.
Political science professor Julia
Stronks, who has been working at
'Whitworth for 14 years, said that
the last-minute shift in staffing

makes it difficult for professors to
fulfill all perceived obligations.
The good thing is that everyone
pulled together to figure out what
the bcst solution might be Stronks
said.
As a result of understaffing.
Stronks said she has postponed her
sabbatical, planned for this January
and spring, for two more years until
there is more stability in the department. She is now teaching Amencan Political Parties and one section of American National Politics,
which has twice as many students as
normal.
"I may have a large introductory
class, but the students in that class
understand the issue and are making a great effort to participate and
be engaged in the course," Stronks
said.
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Should Whitworth admit more students next year or fewer?
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EDITORIAL I IN THE LOOP

New Whitworthian brings
innovation, transparency
Since the first printcd issue on Jan. 16, 1905,
The NVIsitworthian has served as the main news
source for the Whitworth community.
The Whitworthian, like the community it
serves, has undergone all kinds of changes in
the more than 100 years of its history. It has
gone from printing student poctry, gossip and
wedding announcements, to covering Whitworth student protcsts in the 60s, to winning
the award for bcst Inland Northwest student
newspaper last year.
Today The Whitworthian is an organization
composed of around 60 staff members that
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and whitworthian.com.
The Whitworthian strives to present the most
complete coverage of the community to its audience. For that rcason, this ycar marks significant transformation for whitworthian.com.
While whitworthian.com has been accessible
for a number of ycars, it has traditionally been
used to "shovel" content from the print edition online. Now whitworthian.com has been
transformed into a unique, interactive publication with nesv features and commentaries daily,
breaking news and updates, multimedia and
much more.
The nesv whitworthian.com makes a variety
of coverage and information accessible to our
readers that hasn't been available in this capacity before. Want to know what to do in Spokane on a Friday night? Check our calendar for
events at Whitworth and in the Spokane area.
Want to knoiv how the men's socccr team did
in its last game? Check online to sec the latest
scores and standings.
While our coverage is changing, our values
have not. As our mission statement says, The
Whitworthian seeks to inform and engage the
Whitworth community, ever mindful of our
journalistic responsibilities. We value accuracy,
relevance, innovation and transparency.
The NVIsitworthian is committed to providing the Vhitworth community with the most
accurate information possible.
Ve encourage readers and members of the
community to be in dialogue with us. If a name
is misspelled, if a headline seems misleading or
¡fa story does not seem fair, we want to know.
No publication or person is perfect. If we don't
know something is wrong, we can't fix it.
The Whitworthian strives to provide relevant
information our readers hods want and need
to know. We welcome suggestions for covering
topics and events in our community.
While staff and time limitations may prevent
us from covering every story that might interest our readers, we try to cover news and events
that affect the largest parts of the Whitworth

community.
The Whitworthian wants to be open and accountable to its readers. If you have questions
about our policies or practices, ask us. We are
always willing to explain how we made a decision or how we put together the newspaper and
Web site.
The Whitworthian will be holding critique
meetings Wednesdays at noon in the Media Office, upstairs in the HUB. Anyone is welcome.
If you want to give us feedback or hear what
other people are saying, we encourage you to
attend. We will also be enlisting the assistance
of two regular reader representatives to solicit
and present feedback on a weekly basis.
We arc always looking for ways to improve
both our online and print publications, so
please give us your feedback and suggestions.
If you have questions or comments, let us
know. Talk to the editor-in-chief in person,
send an e-mail to editor@whitworthian.com or
call (509) 777-3248.
Or, check us out online at whitworthian.
COM.

Editorials in the In the Loop" section reflect the
majority opinion of the Editorial Board, which
is made up offive editors.

Thomai Rohituon/li'hitworthian

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT I HOW ABOUT THOSE FOOD SERVICE CHANGES?
aEmexdtedto
see biodegradable utensils and
take out stuff.
I like that they
have rice. Overall
I'm a fan of it:
Jeff Upton,
junior

"The reason to
come here:
Sunday Sundaes,
the Double"S7

"Appearances
have changed,
but the sub-

stance is what
it's always

"It's an effort
to make us
look more like
Gonzaga without

actually having

been."

better food'

Zach Parker,

AmY

freshman

sophomore

Jesse Pridiard,
sophomore

Expansion: To the Back 40... and Beyond!
KELLY

McCRILLIS

When Horatio Alger graduated from
Harvard he reflected, "No period of my
life has been one of such unmixed happiness as the four years which have been
spent within college walls."
The social constructs of the day in
which Alger lived gave way to ideals
of expansionism and Manifest Destiny.
Whitworth is on the brink of necessity
when dealing with its recent population
growth. The number of incoming freshmen is approximately 60 more than last
year, said dean of enrollment services
Fred Pfursich. Where this number would
be trivial to Washington State University or Eastern Washington University,
at Whitworth, any number out of the
single digits is of consequence.
Between the admission year of 2006
and that of 2007, the application rate increased by 188 percent; whereas the percentage of students admitted fell from
63 percent to 49 percent.
In the present, Whitworth College
er..."University" is growing. Just
the other day, I went to the dining hall
for a good old-fashioned Sodexho meal.
This occurrence, usually a daily and
consistent one, was greeted by Sodexho
employees and a new venue eat at: the
prestigious catering room.
At first I thought I had received the
honor of being the 1 millionth customer. It turned out however, that I was
sorely mistaken. I was a high-numbered
customer, but not in a good way. It turns
out that our Whitworth cafeteria was
overcrowded, and I was overflow.

As students of an era, we never foresee the change that will happen to us, or
around us. Some believe this:
Change is only read about in books
and happens to those people WC read
about, not to us underlings who live before the history books are written.
This is a mistake.
Look at the corner of Waikiki and
Hawthorne roads. Is something missing?

beyond Westminster and behind ciur
skeleton of an art building. The Back
40 is there, and will eventually become
housing, or other various buildings.
The expansion of campus is sure to occur with the rising student population.
This will spread us farther and farther
apart as a family of learners, associates
and friends.
We had, when we were a college, held
the surge at bay. But how long will it last?
NVhen Whitworth added the name "University" notice the sign? the number
of applicants rose from

That's right; you guessed it: there are
no more houses!
Replacing housing with
a new intramural field is
a completely sham use of
"With recent resident
time and money. Why remove houses that supply influx, and proposed plans

2,689 to 5,060.

Expansion is inevitable unless we become
like the Harvards and
students with rooms, for for newer dorms, Manifest Yates of the world,
a field that we previously Destiny is on the horizon." turning away all but 9
never needed. Sure, it will
percent of applicants.
"install great new tradiThat would not be
tions" of meeting places
bad.
and late night strip Frisbee (far away
The college was always accepting,
from prying eyes). But it is so alienat- but maintained high standards and
ed from the rest of campus that people with more students being admitted, the
won't be able to walk across the Loop school should think about revising some
and watch a game of ultimate Frisbee.
of its own acceptance policies.
The great thing about Whitworth is
Whitworth is on the verge of change,
that you can be a part of whatever you more so than ever, and we are all a part
wish to enjoy, and you don't even have of it.
to be involved half the time. But those
From Mac to the new art building, we
houses are gone, permanent ghosts on have grown, migrated, torn down and
the southeast of campus, now replaced built anew. A new age is ahead now that
by something I'm not going to want to WC are growing in population, the Back
%sulk to anyway!
40 will be dug into more and more. This
Community, one of the social strong- happens to be food for thought. Think
holds of Whitworth, is at risk.
about it, chew it around and think about
NVe are part of Whitworth history,
what you want your college to be.
Whitworth change. We can see that
physically in the razing of the Village
and the raising of Duvall.
With recent resident influx and proposed plans for newer dorms, Manifest MCCRIWS is ajunior majoring in Engrishand journarism.
Destiny is on the horizon. Look north Comments can be sent to kellymccrillisgwtiitworthian.corn

READER RESPONSE

I

Write a letter to the editor. The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to artides or
issues of interest to the Wilitwonh community.Send letters to editor@wbitworthian.can or
submit online. Limit to 200 words please. %tit whihvorthian.com for more details.
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Can a Muslim be Christian?

Galen Sanford and Maria Johnson discuss Islam, Christianity and the ideas of Paul-Gordon Chandler

GALEN SANFORD

Muslims can follow Jesus as well
and as honestly as any Christian,
without converting from their
religion or culture, Paul-Gordon
Chandler said in his lecture on
Sept. 6, 2007 in the Robinson
Teaching 'Theatre.
His book. "God's Global Mosaic," is slated for use in the Core 150

their cultural and religious roots.
The implications of religious
complementarily excite me. If
Muslims can be Christians sithout sacrificing their tenets, then so
can other beliefs or lifestyles.
I would advise that each religion
or lifestyle should be examined by
doctrinal experts to determine if
followers could follow Jesus without denying their own religions'
tenets. The technicalism enabled
by doctrine, however, may be the
exact source of the violence Chandler is attempting to extinguish.
MARIA JOHNSON

do not share Chandler's VjCWS
of the similarities between Christianity and the Muslim faith. I do
not see how Allah and Jehovah are
one in the same. We as Christians
believe in the Trinity. while Muscurriculum.
lims do
one of the biggest
Chandler insists that Muslims differences between Christianity
need not convert from their cul- and Islam.
ture. in order to follow Jesus. He
Furthermore, what does it mean
daims many Muslim practices arc to believe in Jesus?
derived from Eastern Christian
Any-one can believe the ethical
practices. Gordon used the Five teachings of Jesus Christ are more
Pillars of Islam to illustrate Islam's morally sound than the teachings
of Buddha or even the belief in the
Christian connections.
Besides commonalities in ritual, pagan gods of the Greeks. An athcMuslims are capable of follotsing ist could find thc moral teachings
Jesus sithout formally converting of Jesus wonderful in principle but
to Christianity. In fact, early fol- not necessarily believe that Jesus
lowers (and even Jesus) were not was the Szior of the world. It is
technically Christians. Those who easy to believe in the moral teachfollowed Jesus were originally re- ings of Jesus, but Mining in his
ferred to as foldeity requires
lowers of "the
far
greater
way7 Christiancommitmeni
"The tedmicalism enabled by
ity began as a
That's where
doctrine... may be the exact
way of life, not a
buttons
get
religion. Rather source of the violence Chandler pushed
and
is attempting to extinguish."
than commitsour feelings
ting to a formal
emerge.
Galen Sanford
creed (besides
The
real
the simple truth
question that
of "Jesus is Lord") or formally needs to be addressed is: What
converting to a new religion, early does it mean to be Christian?
followers 'converted" by simply
According to Galatians 3:26-29,
following. My personal underYou are all sons of God through
standing is investment, according faith in Christ Jesus..7
to Jesus and the apostle Paul, is as
NVhat was Paul speaking about
simple as belief that Jesus is alive to the Church in Galatia? The
and, according to John, is demon- promise that God Himself made to
strated by living a life of love for Abraham in Genesis 22:18, "...and
one's neighbor.
through your offspring all nations
Chandler reasoned that a Mus- on earth will be blessed..7
lim could believe Jesus is alive, and
The promise is due to Abraham's
live a life oflove without impinging faithfulness that all nations will be
I

not

Right there thc passage dearly
mere testimon» is belief (thc Hethat judgment is allowed!
indicates
means
hear,
to
%hand,
brew word
But it is only allowed when I have
to hear and obey!).
removed the plank out of my own
I wonder if a Muslim could act
cyc.
the
do
in charity to the poor and
I would love to discuss °cam's
senice to Jesus. I don't know nor
razor and the Trinity in the future,
am I capable of deciding.
My second response, my heresy, but for now I ask you to look closeis to question the necessity ofJesus' ly at the context around John 3:16.
lt states in
The
divinity.
verse 18, "WhoTrinity does not
"...doctrine Is what binds the
ever
sunive Occam's
believes
in him is not
razor, as it's
truth of the Christian faith, so
much simpler
condemned,
that false teachings will not
but
to say the Holy
whoever
poison the Churde
docs not believe
Spirit is God's
Maria Johnson
stands
breath and Jecondemned already
sus is the son of
because he has
God and Ntary
than to spend thousands of years not believed in the namc of God's
GALEN SANFORD
doctrinalizing how God died. Jesus one and only Son7
Maña, you've effectively dis- need not possess one-to-one idenGod has condemned those untilled the legitimate contentions of tity with God (though he must be believers who do not believe in the
devoted Christians: "Muslims can't God's son) in order to die and res- sovereignty of Jesus Christ.
be Christians because they don't urrect and live today. NVe needn't
Jesus was thc final P-assovcr
acknowledge the deity of Jestis7 keep such a small doctrinal point Lamb who had to die for our sins,
I'm going to respond in two ways. erected as a wall between us and and be resurrected to demonstrate
Neither will satisfy Christians, and othcr people who believe Jesus is fully God's majesty and power.
one will label me a heretic.
alive, and act like he acted.
Gott I limself is personal. He is the
My first response is that it's not
Alpha and the Omega.
any person's responsibility to deMARIA JOHNSON
You say that "we needn't keep
termine whether another person
Galen, I appreciate your honesty such a small doctrinal point as a
has met certain criteria (Mining and willingness to ask thc hard border between us and other peoin deification) in order to follow questions.
ple", but doctrine is what binds the
Jesus. You'll remember that famous
Scripture has the answers for truth of thc Christian faith, so that
line of the Bible "For God so loved what you are asking. You mention false teachings will not poison the
the world; which immediately judgment. Jesus Christ Himself Church.
precedes the one stating that God said in John 7:24, "Stop judging
Would any other discipline be
did not send his son into the world by mere appearances. and make a as tolerant as secularists arc asking
to judge the world, but to save it. right judgment."
Christianity to be?
Daniel, John. Job and Jesus agree,
Jesus clearly statcs one can make
For example in physics, say a
judgment is reserved for the Fa- a right judgment. Don't human be- physicist asscrts that it is possible
ther. If even Jesus isn't authorized ings make judgments all the time? to create energy for the sake of
to judge, then how can wc?
Why is it when an injustice has Unity in Science.Even if wc should presume to been done, wc quic.kly say: "That's
That would be an outrage, and
judge, I submit we'd often judge not fair!"
the physicist would be laughed at,
wrongly. Remember Emeth from
I low would society operate and
because it has been conclusively
CS. Lewis' "Ite Last Battle"? live without judgments? Look at shown that energy can only be
Emeth says to Asian, "I am no son the laws of the land. Are those not converted, not created.
of thine but the servant of Tash," judgments? Judgments must be
Vhy should the physics disciwhere Asian replies. "All the ser- made in order to differentiate right pline of academia be any different
%ice thou hast done to Tash, I acand wrong and to protect us from regarding the doctrine of Christicount as service done to me'
svickedness. Even non-Christians anity?
Jesus states a corollary in Ntat- know the quote in Matthew 7:1,
It shouldn't be at all.
thew, telling supposed Christian "Do not judge-7
superstars that he doesn't know
But one must look at the full
thcm.
context of the passage. Jesus says
You'll note that those in the par- later in the passage, "You hypoable of the sheep and the goats are crite, first take the plank out of SANFORD is a smior ma)oring in philosophy.
as surprised as Emcth was that your own eye, and then you will Comments un be sent to galen.sanford4
vitzvorthiaruorn. JOHNSON
their senices rendered were ser- see dearly to remove the sped: ing in theology.Comments is amnia mt)ycan be sent to rruria.
vices to Jesus. It seems action, not from your brother's cyc7
Ohnsontivifirtworthiaruorn.

blessed through God's redemption
by one man's simple act of obedience and faith in the God of the
universe.
The Muslim faith is very midi a
work-based faith, where the Islam¡c belief is that by completing the
Five Pillars of Islam, the individual
feels they have earned the rights
to enter into thc very presence of
God. Through these accomplishments, they have earned salvation
and God's grace.
This mentality completely contradicts the very teadrings of Jesus
Christ. Ephesians 2:8-10 dearly
states that by Grace wc are saved
and not by works, so that no man
can boasi

The Rec of the Good Ship Whitworth
NATHAN

HARRISON

amzi

It's the middle

week. You're

of the

well-fed,

your homework's all
done and Prime Time's
nothing to write home
about. What's a Whitworth student to do?
Get creative, since
our campus doesn't have
some of the centralized
recreation facilities common to other schools.
With Weyerhaeuser's
recent construction, a
still-new dorm and a factory-fresh art building
on the way, it might seem
strange that the HUB's
offerings are so limited,
but there's no denying
the costs that would be
involved to get a recreation center like those
found at state schools.

Aggravating the probThe creativity of last
lem is the recent change year's
Ninja
Theme
in the locking policies of House is a good example
dorms: Prior to last year's of harnessing students'
phone harassment issues undirected energy to
and the national story of make something. It's also
Virginia Tech. students possible that if a ready
could generally come outlet for R&R had existand go as they pleased ed last year, the headlinefrom any dorm until I
making "Whitworth's 95
p.m., no keys needed.
Theses" prank on GonWith the equipment zaga would never have
that serves as Whit- happened.
worth's impromptu rec
The administration's
center spread out across official position on the
multiple dorms - a ping- incident aside, it's hard
pong table in Warren, to argue that the group
Foosball in Ballard, a of students responsible
pool table in Mac - the didn't help build comincreased security also munity, among themmeans a harder time for selves, if nowhere else.
students trying to make
The "do-it-yourself"
connections in dorms approach doesn't always
outside their own.
manifest in such wholeGiven no central facil- some ways,
though.
ity to turn to with their The party scene that the
precious relaxation time, Whitworthian reported
students have discovered on last year is another
one of the benefits of incarnation of students'
their situation: the do-it- pent-up urge to relax,
yourself approach.
and one that many would

just as soon see disappear. Yet without other
places to turn to, the inevitable cycles of Fridaynight drinking in various
off-campus locales will
be hard to break.
The realities of the
situation aren't going to
allow a major change to
the situation anytime
soon; for no all that can
be asked is for is a plan
for easier dorm access,
so all students can make
use of thc equipment
that is provided on campus. And while it feels
natural to lament Whitworth's
shortcomings
when it comes to serving
students in their down
time, there are benefits
of varying definitions for
thc student with initiative to discover.

HARRISON is a senix majoring in

journalism Convnents can be sent to
nathaniorrison@whitworthian.com

whitworthian.com
Erika Prins: Core Tres to do Too Mudi, Not Enough.
"Trying.aLe both a Western °vibration and Worldview Studies program makes it imposible to teach either subject well

Justin Lindborg: The Cruel Calm of Sophomore Year.
"If you are like me, those of you who are retuming to Whitworth this
year miss all the hubbub surrounding your induction Into the pineone

brethren.'

John Williamson:The Human Cost of Gentrification

As the residents of the New Madison and Otis are leaming all MO
quickly, band-aid solutions only last so long

Trevor Hansen:What happened to identification we
could identify with?
But this whole hullabaloo over ID cards is only one
symptom of a
broader problem.Overthe last few years,l've seen the campus become
incrementally more utilrtarian and less interesting and I think it a

shame.'

Elizabeth Johnson: I'm Pretty Sure Jesus didn't say,
'Go and Make Senators!
'Give to Caesar what is Caesar, but how any sort of legislation will make
people want to seek Christ or become less depraved is beyond me.'

Read these Opinions artides on whitworthian.com.
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Please, Sir, I want simore.
Daniel Walters
Opinions Editor

a unique language that sounds, to the
naTve outsider, like incomprehensible

giggling;) and
Many of you probably spent your
summer vacation jumping diamondstudded Jet Slcis over beluga %yhales
in Brazil. Many of you had your entire
body dipped in chocolate, caramel and
sprinkles at a Belgian spa, while Sri
Lankan Supermodcls whisper words of
affirmation into your.ear.
I, on the othcr hand,
spent my summer wearily
explaining that not only
does thc Killer Spaghetti
Monster probably not exist,
but it's even more unlikely
that he would attack a
9-year-old boy at four in the
morning so go back to sleep!
Yes, I was a camp
counselor. If my summcr was
a Bill Cosby talk show, it'd be called "Kids
Pee their Pants at the Nlost Inconvenient

Times:'
For three months, I worked at Camp
Reedinglockenhaven Timber, (named
after an ancicnt Indian word meaning

"Land-that-gets-poor-cell-phonereception.)
"Camp Counseling," obviously, is
the second most popular Whitworth
summcr job, beaten only by "Taking A
Trip in the Bcamer to thc Bank to Make
a Trust Fund Withdrawal."
But while this was a job, for me it
wasn't about thc massive amounts of
money and stock options. It was about
teaching young children about the
sacred and important things of lifc.
"...his wisdom, his mix of pcifect
justice and perfect compassion, his
powerful presence, and the way his
example inspires us all:' My 7-year-old
camper said after an especially poignant
lesson.
"Absolutely," I responded, beaming
with pride, "That is exactly why Picard is
the superior Federation officer."
You may think that Cunp Counseling
Is all about playing silly games and
Roasting Niarshmallows in a Toasty
Fire. (Or, after thc burn ban w-as issued,
Toasting Toast in a Toasty Toaster.)
But Camp Counseling is considerably
harder than Bill Murray makes it look.
Staff Training portraycd it as "Final
Dcstination" Camp, with thc average
day consisting of wet beds, bee swarms,
broken ribs, Jason Voorhees, dinosaurs
breaking out of the Vdociraptor pen,
Nazgal swooping down and overturning
canoes... not to mcntion the Killer
Spaghetti Monster stealing kids from
thcir beds at four in the morning.
Then, at the moment of greatest chaos,
a fissure would open in the carth itself
and swarms of slobbering lawyers would
crawl out, ready to bankrupt the camp
with a single legal blow.
But all of these challenges paled
comparcd to this oft-overlooked detail:
As a Camp Counselor, you would often
have kids in your cabin.
Naturally, this puts a crimp in a lot
of things you had planned, like writing
Mock Rock intros or ever sleeping.
It's a nearly impossible challenge to
get the campers to be quiet after lights
out.
That's why it pays to have an uncle
who's an anesthesiologist.
"All right, kids we're going to play a
fun little game called 'Chloroform'!"
And just because you've figured out
how to trick one age or gender ofcampers
into not misbehaving, doesn't mean you
have a clue about the others. Consider
the comparative maturity level between
-I"' grade girls ("Now let us discuss the
intricate nuances of past, present and
future romantic relationship through

4rd

grade boys ("LET'S

PLAY KING OF THE ROARING FIRE
PIT! BUT WITH AXES!")
By Junior High, the guys still like the
occasional Axe Fight but their thoughts
soon turned to thc lurid subject that
consumes the thoughts of all males since

pubescence- farting.
Junior High girls, meanwhile, are at
that precarious young age where
thcy Must wake up three hours
early to smear contempt on
their face. From what I hear,
they even snore sarcastically.
"Zzzzz
Lake
Coeur
More like
d'Alene?... 7777
Lake Coeur d' A Lame."
Naturally, when the two very
different personalities of Junior
High Girls and Junior High Guys
collide, sparks fly. Soon, the sparks of
conflict ignite the kindling of hormones
and the brushfirc of Middle School love
breaks out.
The boy hopes to takc the girl to a
candlelight dinner of popcorn and Snoconcs at theSnak ShalCand then scamper
down to the beach to go stargazing on
thc Blob and
if everything goes
right somcbody might fart and it'll be
hilarious.
Sadly, thc Junior High Camper
relationship has a shelf life almost
as short as a First Semester College
Freshman relationship, although not as
likely to end in divorce.
And we had to keep these kids
entertained, despite the fact that their

that

attention span had bccn permanently
fizzled after they discovered that mixing
Pixie Sticks and Mountain Dcw with their
Ritalin makes them "like, really hyper."
Most of them, therefore, failed to find
my subtle allusions to Hegel's Dialectical
tension the least bit humorous.
Fortunately, even the daftest of
children can be entertained by a good
camp song. Writing one is easy. Just grab
a handful of thosc random wacky word
magnets and chuck them wildly onto a
nearby refrigerator. You'll end up with
something like this:
I'm afunky dtickert tractor/On a Walla
Walla Wallaby/ And my Blubber'sfidl of
Flubbed cue that is how I gotta be!
'That's definitely more profound than
anything John Mayer ever wrote. But it's
still not Dada enough. It needs words
that aren't technically "words."
Something like:
Bloongcc Bloop Gloober! Klaatu
Barada Nikto! Koo Koo Kachoo!
If this is a Christian camp, you should
probably tack on a phrase likc "and that's
why Jesus is neatr to ensure the song is
theologically sound.
Motions should involve as mud% limb
flailing as possible, especially if you're
making S'mores at the time.
Nothing entertains kids likc a flaming
mallow flicking off thC S'more stick and
sticking, memorably, to a counselor's
eyebrow.
"Yay!" Thc campers proclaim.
But camp songs have an even darker
purpose. We delight in teaching the most
annoying, rowdy, misbehaving children,

the most, annoying, nonsensical,
criminally catchy camp songs.
When their parents who've probably
never disciplined their kids in their
pick them up, they have no idea
what musical time bomb ticks down in
their child's brain.
As their car pulls away and the child's
armed to fill the four-hour car ride home
with 16 rounds of the 17 verse "7he
Goosiest Goose I ever seen; I silently
whisper:
"Boom Chicka Boom."

life

"The Varnished Truth'is a humor column by Daniel Walters. WALTERS is a senior majoring in communications
and history. Comments can be sent to daniel.walterstwhinvonhian.com.

New Traditiation rules
mean bummed alums
school is liable for the students and is
under the jurisdiction of the hazing
DANI
law. It is logical for the administration
KING
to put its foot down when it comes to
hazing rules, but they have exceeded
those limitations by not allowing returning students and alums to be presIn October 1954, back when Tradi- ent at some Traditiation ceremonies. In
tiation was known as initiation, Initia- the past, returning students and alumni
tors forced freshmen to "slosh in horse from the dorm would be involved in
troughs, camp into primitive stocks, the ceremonies, providing encourageand parade in humiliating costumes," ment and support for the freshmen,
according to a 1954 Whitworthian edi- and leaving a legacy that embodies the
torial.
history and the spirit of that dorm. TraIn 1968, Fenton Duvall wrote a let- ditiators also receive helpful input from
ter to The Whitworthian calling Initia- returning students to help pass on the
tion cruel and primitive. "Such medi- dorm's history.
eval initiation practices are .strictly for
But this year the male alums of Bald'squares: When will we elect to 'get with win-Jenkins were told they would each
it' and adopt twentieth century notions receive a Big Three if they gathered with
of welcoming, not torturing, fresh- the BJ freshmen to do any sort of dorm
men?"
unity activity. A group of The BrothAnd in 1988, ASWC banned two ers met with Dick Mandeville, associinitiation practices: The ice bucket tra- ate dean of students, on the subject to
dition of McMillan Hall and the "tub- plead their case but the administration
bing" tradition used for Baldwin men. did not give in.
The ice bucket tradition involved hav"If Whitworth is serious about coming freshmen stand in a bucket of ice munity, they made a grave mistake with
until they told a joke to make the Initia- BJ Traditiation this year; senior Aaron
tors laugh.
Monheim said.
"Tubbing" was the tradition of pourThe hazing rules make sense, but at
ing grease and garbage over the heads what cost does Whitworth modify its
of Baldwin freshmen and thanking traditions? How do the brothers of BJ
their Initiators for the punishment. The become "The Brotherhood?" How do
Traditiation ceremony has evolved over the Carlson boys of Arend become the
the coursc of Whitworth's history and Carlson Men?
now, in 2007, the rules of Traditiation
"Traditiation is so great because it
conduct have once again been modi- makes you feel like you belong to somefied.
thing that is bigger than yourself. That
Ask any Whitworth male on cam- bond runs deep," Monheim said.
pus what their most memorable college
The presence of returning students
experience has been and most likely he and alumni let the freshmen understand
will tell you, "Traditiationr For incom- they belong to a history of
greatness. a
ing freshmen boys, the sacredness of legacy of friendship, brotherhood, and
the Traditiation ceremonies are a rite honor. Students, notably former BJ stuof passage, a monumental event where dents, have seen the effects of this year's
boys become men, acquaintances be- revised Traditiation as diminishing
come brothers. Trathe closeness of the
ditiation has been a
dorm. BJ was once
rich celebration of
notorious for being
Iraditiation has been a rich
Wlitworth's perhaps
noisy and rambuncmost favored concept celebration of Whitworth's per- tious late into the
and overused phrase: haps most favored concept and night, but Brothers
'building commuoverused phrase:
say this year the hallnity:'
ways are generally
'building
community:"
But this year Whitquiet and the doors
worth University reremain closed.
placed
Whitworth
It must be taken
College and Traditiation 2007 was an into account that Whitworth Tradienormous letdown for returning stu- tiation is a bonding experience that
dents wanting to recreate the magic of is uniquely Whitworth and that it is
Traditiation for this year's freshman a privilege not to be abused. Yet there
dass.
seems to be a discontinuity between the
Due to some events that occurred commitment to community that Whitduring Traditiation 2006 in Baldwin- worth upholds and the new rules and
Jenkins, the administration made restrictions put in place by the authorichanges regarding Traditiation con- ties regarding the presence of returning
duct. The two head male BJ Traditia- students.
tors received Big Threes.
"Yes, the Traditiation events that took
It is common knowledge on the place in Baldwin-Jenkins took things
Whitworth campus that Traditiation too far last year, any BJ Brother will
for male students sometimes involves admit that; junior Tyson Baldwin said.
"unity through nudity; testosterone- "But the administration should not disdriven chanting, or Traditiators smok- credit our contribution to Whitworth."
ing cigars and acting as over-zealous
Mistakes were made last year, but is
drill sergeants. The administration de- it right to take out that punishment on
cided to place restrictions on such aC- this year's freshmen by giving them a
tivities by strictly adhering to what the watered-down Traditiation experience?
Washington state law might consider as The Brotherhood, loyal to the passhazing. That means no nudity, no exces- ing down of their traditions, doesn't
sive running in military formation, no seem to think so. Returning
Brothers
cigars, none of the subtleties that made responded to the new rules by displyWhitworth Traditiation the bonding ing a gravestone at Mock Rock reading
experience for male students like it has
Traditiation. Forever the Brothbeen in the past.
erhood shall endure;
Duvall residence hall had a chance to
Years from now the school will have
write its own history since this is only grown exponentially, new buildings
the second year of its Traditiation. But will have replaced old ones, students
even being the new dorm around cam- will have come and gone, and gradually
pus, its Traditiation ceremonies bravely it may be forgotten what Traditiation
attempted to rekindle the old flame by really was like.
having the freshmen go on a swift opAnd when that happens, Whitworth
tionally nude jog but the event was may lose its spirit of unity.
quickly stifled by student life.
The administration has been put in
a difficult situation. Traditiation is a KING is a sophomore majoring in journaEm and peace studrisky event for the institution since the ies. Comments can be sent to danikinggwtsitworthian.corn.
COLLAMIST
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WHITWORTH EXP OR!
LOCATION I AFRICA
When gising instructions
for the South Africa Study
Program, Andi Saccoccio, associate chaplain, tells students
to pack clothes thcy will not

SOUTH AFRICA I DR. GEBEDA
LOCATION: UMTATA, SOUTH AFRICA

want to bring back.
"We normally give all of
our clothes except what we are
wearing'at the end of thc trip
and they are taken back and
given to the people of Itipini,"

Dr. lama Gebeda, retired professor of education from Walter Sisulu Univeristy in South
Africa, will give a lecture titled Post Apartheid
South Africa: an assessment Tuesday at 730
p.m. in the Robinson Teaching Theatre.
Gebeda has worked with Whitworth's South
Africa Study Program for more than 10 years
and will meet up with the students and professors on the program during Jan Term 2003.
Gebeda and his wife Pat are risiting Whitworth from South Africa Sept. 17 through Sept.
25. He will also speak in chapel on Tuesday at
noon.

Saccoccio said.

ltipini, one of the places the
students and professors on the
program will visit, is translated
in Xhasa "place of the trash
dump."

Hundreds of people, mostly
children whose parents have
died of AIDS, live in makeshift
homes in the garbage dump of
Umtata. South Africa, Saccoccio said.
"I don't think anyone comes
back the same," Saccoccio
said.
Saccoccio. along with professor of communication studies Ron l'yle and professor of
political science John Yoder.
are preparing to lead 25 Whitworth students on a study tour
of South Africa over Jan Term
2008.

The group will depart Jan. 2.
and visit places such as Cape
Town, Robben Island. Durban
and Johannesburg.
Students meet Thursday
nights for a onecredit preparation class where the professors lecture on South African
history, the rhetoric of apart-

GEBEDA

heid and theological questions
of suffering, hope and reconciliation, Saccoccio said.
"I %vain tu provide students
%sill solid theological categories
to hang svhat they experience
on so that they know what to
do svith the various places and
stories they encounter," Saccocci° said. "When they talk to
people in the townships about
suffering and justice they'll be
able to ask thoughtful questions."
Saccoccio lectures using
South African theologians to
address issues such as "where
is God in the midst of suffering" and reconciliation.

hOL.1:6.'141 1.1'

.{

"Considering the horrible
things the people have experience'd, the African people and
their svillingness to move forward is astounding," Saccoccio
said.
%Vitae in South ¿frica, students svill participate in homestays with people from all different classes and perspectives
to hear different views of the
situation. Saccoccio said.
Students will isk questions
about life during apartheid
and life now.
You ask a whole different
set of questions when you arc
there because you have to,"

Saccoccio said.

'07 alumna Shelby Simmons talks with a young boy about his adoped family at-Little Angels-a home for at

LOCATION I PERUVIAN ANDES

LOCATI

This August, I spent three weeks in the Peruvian Andes where I attended an anthropological
research field school that focused on participatory
a ction research and Andean ethnography centered
on themes of health, ecology and community organization.
"There were 19 other students from all over the
United States, Norway, Sweden, England and Canada. For those three weeks, we leamed about Andean culture and practices and had the opportunity
to explore a research question of our choice. Language was an obstade at times for our interviews
as many of the local farmers only speak Quechua,
the indigenous language. I tried to learn Quechua,
but I would need to be there longer than three
weeks to truly catch on to the language. In addition
to our research project, we visited archaeological
sites, glacial lakes and attended community fiestas.
The communities in the area are beautiful and the
people welcomed us with open arms.
"One of my favorite experiences was going to a
fiesta in a nearby community. August is a time of fiestas because of the agricultural season and towns
come alive for a week of celebration. In the particular community where we attended the fiesta,
we found ourselves dancing with the people in a
procession up the road behind a bull. After an hour
or so of dancing there was a small bull fight vihich
was fairly entertaining. I think I enjoyed the fiesta
so much because of the people I met and who welcomed a bunch of gringos into their town:"

- Diana Stapp, senior

Diana Stapp attended a fiesta In a community near the area she worked in Peru.

l'hotJ tourteq (J 1 h.Tri4 Stqp

Mt.) courtesy JFi
Emmy Vudhisethakrit poses at hor
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Students, professors make

I

international connections

Professor oversees election
Julie Wootton
News Editor

Professor of political science John Yoder returned to Whitworth on Wednesday after spending one week in Sierra Leone overseeing the run-

off election between two presidential candidates.
Yoder was one of 35 members of a delegation
appointed by the National
Democratic Institute (NDI).
The delegation included election experts, human rights
activists and political leaders
from 18 countries.
l'oder previously went to
Liberia in October 2005 as a
member of a joint NDI and
Carter Center delegation.
YODER
"The hope is that the presence of outside obsen..ers will
encourage local and national election officials and
political parties to run a campaign and election
that has integrity and represents the vill of the
people," Yoder said.
The presidential run-off election took place on
Sept. 8 between Ernest Bai Koroma of the All People's Congress (APC) and Solomon Berewa of the
Sierra Leone People's Party (SLIP). Neither party
won the required 55% of the vote at the original
August 11 election.
According to Sierra Leones National Electoral
Commission Web site as of Sept. 14, the APC has
a lead over the SLIP. However, election data is still
coming in.
"I was interested in the difference between the
parties," Yoder said. "Repeatedly I asked, 'Was
there an ideological difference?' I came to the
conclusion that there was not really any difference; rather the competition was between two individuals and between elite groups hoping to gain
tourtny

control of the country."
Sierra Leone, a former British colony, has been
under the rule of the SLPP for six years.
"The SLPP is a group of old, educated elite who
have long controlled politics in Sierra Leone Yoder said.
Yoder was invited as a member of the delega(ion afier receiving a phone call from the NDI at
the end of August, once it had been established
that there was going to be a run-off election.
Yoder missed teaching the first week of classes.
He taped three lectures for his NIarxism & the Socialist World class and had his colleagues begin
his senior seminar class.
As a delegate, Yoder reported to the NDI about
thc activity at polling places. The delegation also
met with both presidential candidates, spokespeople, police and military officials and members
of the civil society.
"As a member of the delegation, I and my colleagues served strictly as observers and were solely
at the invitation of the country," Yoder said.
By noon on Sept. 8, the voter turn-out was 100
percent at a number of polling places south of the
town of Bo.
Yoder said that should a candidate win through
those means, it could cast doubt on the legitimacy
of the election.
The delegation also completed a written report
and gave a press conference during their last day
in Sierra Leone.
During the 2002 presidential election in Sierra
Leone, 50 civilians died. However, there were no
civilian deaths this year.
"Elections tend to polarize a population and
bring out tensions in society," Yoder said. "This
election ran well in terms of mechanics."

Mint to find out more? Read the full article online at whitworthian.com.

Ards S.' co,-rio

lttie Angels-a home for abandoned children with AlDs in South Africa.

XATION I THAILAND
Emmy Vudhisethakrit, junior
For junior Emmy Vudhisethakrit, being a cultural

diversity advocate is about sharing her experience.
Vudhisethakrit ame to Whitworth from Bangkok,
Thailand as a freshman.
"I wanted to learn English, but I also wanted to
grow up: Vudhisethakrit said."I'm an only child and
here I have to do everything by myself to survive:
Vudhisethakrit is majoring in business management and hopes to get a master's degree before returning to Thailand, she said.
'Business is something common that I can apply
in Thailand: Vudhisethakrit said. 'My dad owns his
own business so I get experience:
Vudhisethakrit only gets to return to Thailand in
the summers.
'Every time it is hard to come back:Vudhisethakrit
said. But I'm always looking forward to new things

at Vhitworth:
Vudhisethakrit said the biggest difference between Thailand and Spokane is the weather.
Vudhisethakrit came to Whitworth after several
alumni recommended the univeristy and she came
to visit.

reurtny

Ffitmy

udhisethaktit poses at home in Thailand.

"It's fairly small, but the people are nice," Vudhisethakrit said.
Vudhisethakrit misses her language but has been
able to speak with another Thai student during her
time at Whitworth, she said.

LOCATION I SPAIN
Hector Payo, international student
From the moment he arrived in the airport in Denver, everything was different,
Hector Payo said.
Payo, an intemational student from Ourente, Spain, had never been to the United
States before now.
"I wanted to come and learn English,"
Payo said."' hope to make friends, so then
I can go back and say 'I have friends in the
States!"
Payo arrived at Whitworth having recently dislocated part ()Ellis arm.
The international Education Center has
been supportive, Payo said. They have provided him with transportation, medical assistance and other services.
"The International (Education Center]
has been amazing," Payo said. "I was like,
'Wow."
Payo said the biggest difference so far
between Whitworth and his university in
Spain is the education style.
At Whitworth, Payo said he was surprised by the structure of having homework
for each day. In Spain, students may not
meet again after being told what to study
the first day until the exam. Students can
choose to attend lectures, Payo said.

Photo courtesy of Ilecter Ariv

Hector Payo (right) poses in Barcelona, Spain.
Informs:ion puktra'written by Jasmine
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Minus the Bear tomes to the Service Station, Sunday, Sept. 23.

For more infonnation about this event or other things
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to do In Spokane this week, visit whitworthian.com

Eating healthy on campus
New program
promotes lowfat options
Kelly MacDonald
Staff Writer
Returning to school brings back
many fun daily habits for returning students. Reconnecting with
friends, resuming classes and...
meals from Sodexho?
In the dining hall a ncw sign
above the roast turkey entree
reads: "Healthy:* The new program Wholesome Offerings at
Whitworth, WOW, is hoping to
explain what healthy actually
means.
Healthy, as defined by the
WOW program, is any food that
is low in fat and saturated fat and
contains limited amounts of cholesterol and sodium.
General Manager of Sodexho at
Whitworth Jim O'Brien said the
main focus of this new program is
to prtnide more fruits,yegetables
and healthy entrees along with
informative labels to educate studcnts on healthy options.
O'Brien said this program has
been steadily evolving for many
years. Last year Sodexho experimented with labeling caloric values on each meal choice but felt
that it was intimidating students.
-We had a positive intent, but
it was causing some problems.:
O'Brien said.
This year Sodexho hopes to
have worked out the IdnIts to their
healthy eating program by implementing WOW The program will
post signs by entrees indicating
whether they are healthy; locally
grown or low-calorie.
In addition to new food items,
students may have noticed that
the dining hall has smaller trays
and smaller dishes. This is in
hopes that students will waste
less. The idea behind this is that if

Note Chute/ Whouvrthim

The dining hall features new dish ware, trays and healthy food options, including fresh vegetarian meals, locally-grown produce and low calorie meals.

students w-aste less, Sodexho can
use the money saved to cater better to students.
"If we can educate the students
to waste less food, we can use
more money for organics and local produce: O'Brien said.
However, in order to help facilitate the changes, money is an
issue.

Approximately 490,000 me-als
are ser:ed in Sodexho per year.
If just 15 ccnts (less than a pizza
slice) was discarded after each of
those meals, Sodexho would lose
about $73,500, Executive Chef
Jess Dozier said.
To help promote total wellness,
Sodexho joined with the Scotford Fitness Center last spring for

the Whitworth fitness challenge
and released a DVD called "Eating Well On Campus" to address,
as O'Brien called it, the dassic
freshmen 157
The underlying reason for the
new program is what O'Brien saw
as a big problem for students that
come to Whitworth.
"As I sec college students
come in here, one of the biggest
struggles people have is how to
eat healthy," he said. "If we can
identify what is healthy it can be
a whole lot easier:*
To achieve this goal, O'Brien
said they designed the program so
it is easy for students to use and
for staff to implement.
In addition to new dish ware,

the vegetarian section will be
prepared frcsh for each student
by display cooks. O'Brien said
that the goal is always to cook the
freshest food. To him, the vegetarian section should be no exception.
"We should be display cooking for them [the vegetarians) as
weir O'Brien said.
Sophomore Sara Preston valucs
the new approach to the vegetarian scction.
"I think it's greatly improved,"
she said. "As a vegetarian, the
switch between casseroles and
fresh food being prepared before
your eyes is the bcst change so
far:*

In addition to dining hall

changes, ncw items are coming to
the Café and Mind & Hearth coffee shop. Mein Street, the Asianstyle buffet, will be returning every Thursday in September and
permanently in October. Also,
new salad choices will be available
In the Café.

The Ntind & Hearth will also
start offering grilled paninis in
October to cater to students wishing to cat after hours or outside
the dining hall.
NVith all the changes that have
occurred, O'Brien encouraged
studcnts input.
Vhat can we do better?" he
asked. "(Whitworth) is a small
enough campus that we can make
changes7

Kunin and Horse Feathers to perform again
Caitlin Richmond
Staff Writer

lease, Kunin has put out two
EPs, "Sigh Lens" and "Up
North:*

Having played at Whitworth last spring, Johanna
Kunin . will be returning to
Whitworth Saturday, Sept.
22. The concert opens with
the band Horse Feathers at
8 p.m. in the HUB multipurpose room.
While Kunin's wispy, lilting
voice lends a somewhat ethereal tone to her music, she is
anything but timid. Rather,
Kunin's sound resembles that
of other strong female artists such as Laura Veirs, Tori
Amos and Regina Spektor.
Kunin self-released her first
full-length album, "Clouds
Electric," in 2006. The album
was produced by Tucker Martine, who has worked with
artists such as Sufjan Stevens
and The Decemberists.
In addition to her 2006 re-

Although she is originally
from Minneapolis, Minn.,
the 27-year-old now lives in
Seattle, Wash., where she frequently performs. In spite of
her current Seattle residence,
many of her somewhat abstract lyrics were inspired by
her Minnesotan childhood.
ASWU Activities Coordinator Vi Nguyen, who arranged the concert, describes
Kunin as "similar to Sufjan
Stevens, but more accessible,
because she doesn't talk about
God as much:'
Kunin and Horse Feathers,
the opening act, are Icicking
off their U.S. and Canadian
tour in Spokane. Kunin has
toured with Robyn Hitchcodt
8c The Venus 3, and played at
Bumbershoot Music and Arts
Festival in Seattle.

Horse Feathers, who hails
from Portland, Ore., was
originally comprised of Justin Ringle, who writes many
of the songs, and Peter Broderick. who plays most of the
instruments.
The two met after Broderick tracked down Ringle be.
cause he liked some of Ringle's songs he had heard on the
Internet.
Ringle and Broderick have
been playing together since
2005. A year later, Broderick's sister Heather Broderick
joined the band to play cello
and sing.
Horse Feathers' 2006 debut album, "Words are Dead7
was released by Lucky Madison Records and was nominated for "Americana Album
of thc Year" at the 2007 PLUG
Independent Music Awards,
which celebrates artists who
thrive in the margins.

THE BASICS
Who:Johanna Kunin, Horse feathers
When: Saturday, Sept. 22 at 8 p.m.
Where:HUB multipurpose room
Cost: Free for Whitworth students
CONTACT VI NGUYEN FOR MORE INFO:

xnguyen09?Aitworth.edu

RIGHT:Johanna Kunin will perform at Whit-

worth on Saturday, Sept. 22.

Photo courtesy ofijuktnnaluttitteotn

ABOVE: Portland-based indie rock outfit

Horse Feathers will open for Kunin.
Photo
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Athletic training takes heart
Felicity Brigham
Stqff Writcr
Being an athletic trainer takes
more than %vhat can be learned in
a class. An athletic trainer needs
to be outgoing, charismatic, organized, empathetic and be able to
relate to people, said Rachel Ferguson, a senior athletic training
major.
"You just have to have a scrvant's
heart," she said.
An athletic trainer's job includes
preventive treatment, rehabilita-

tion, administration, paperwork
and triage, or immediate care. An
athletic trainer also has to be certified for first response and understanding privacy policies.
Ferguson made the decision
to become an athletic trainer at a
week-long basketball camp. She
sprained her ankle, was put in the
camp's rehab and was able to play
on the last day.
was amazed that they [the
athletic trainers' were able to figure out what was wrong and treat
it; Ferguson said.
lier drcam job is to work in the
NFL as an athletic trainer, then
teach athletic training at a college
or university.
Emergency Response, Medical
Conditions, and Pathophysiology
and Modalities are just some of the

Erica Nabitt/Whitivorthian

Senior Rachel Ferguson, an athletic trainer, helps keep athletes safe and
healthy by treating injuries and idng Joints.

dasses within the athletic training
major that Ferguson has taken.
Ferguson said shc most enjoyed
Intro to Athletic Training with
associate profesior Russ Richardson, head of the Athletic Training
program. The class gave Ferguson
. "a whole perspective on athletic
training."
Ferguson feels %Vhitworth has
prepared her well to enter the
workforce.
"[Whitworth has] a fantastic
program, their goal is to produce

prepared athletic trainers.Our curriculum is based on preparing us
for the NATABOC [National Athletic Trainers' Association Board of
Certification], the exam to become
certified; Ferguson said.
She said her role models in athletic training are the professors.
"They've dedicated so much to
this program at Whitworth," Ferguson said.
Athletic Training has evolved
quite significantly in recent ycars.
Athletic trainers have "evolved

from being tapers [someone who
tapes an injury] to being respected
health care professionals; Richardson said. The training of athletic
trainers has also shiftedfrom internships to an academic degree.
As an athletic trainer, Ferguson
loolcs forward to working with athletes on a daily basis and if there's
an injury, seeing the progress that
is made.
There is one thing about being
an athletic trainer that doesn't particularly appeal to Ferguson: the
cleaning.
"%Ve have to do a lot of cleaning,
but that's part of it, making sure we
have a safe clean environment for
our athletes," said Ferguson.
The main aspect of being in athletic training is caring for the athletes. An athletic trainer is there for
practices and games, arriving before the athletes and staying until
all the athletes have been treated.
Taking care of the athletes isn't
all that is involved with being an
athletic trainer.
"A big thing is working on yourself and keeping healthy so you
can care for the athletes," said Ferguson.
Ferguson said athletic trainers
must have a love of working with
people.
it's a servant thing," Ferguson
said.

'Yuma' brings back Western genre
,

Blair Tellers
Staff Writcr

ing job of escorting infamous outlaw Ben Wade (Crowc) through

a perilous trek to a train station
If anyone was despairing at the that will transport %Vade to Yuma,
fact that a decent Western flick Ariz., to stand trial.
hasn't "yellawed" through HolCrowe's character is a rugged solywood since "Butch Cassidy and ciopath who easily seduces all who
.:%; the Sundancc Kid," the chance to
cross his path with a surprising
satisfy that classic American nos- and unexpected charm. The rene'. talgia for guns, horscs and out- gade demonstrates cunning trick! laws has finally come
ery by slyly getting his
.! around again.
captors to drop their
It's "Gladiator" vs.
guards. Wade hypnoMOVIE
"Batman" in Lions
tizes them with BibliFilms' newest
cal quotes, stories of
REVIEW
IGate
I revival of the covered
his travels and a seem3:10 TO YU MA
wagon genre. Starring
ingly sincere interest
Russell Crowe and
in their personal afDirector:la mes Mangold
Christian Bale, "3:10
fairs.
Starring: Ru ssell Crowe,
to Yuma; is a showThe heroics and
Christian Bale, Peter Fonda
down between the
moral
conviction of
Genre:WesteM
good, the bad and the
\Vade, whose badRating: R for violence and
good-looking.
guy-gone-soft
stesome tangua ge
The film is a remake
reotype is satisfying
Running Time:117min
of the 1957 version,
but cliché, can be dewritten by Elmore
scribed as somewhat
Leonard and starring
anticipated.
Van Heflin and Glenn Ford.
Crowe, who has demonstrated a
Crowe and Bale ultimately carry fondness for the "savage but noble"
thc new version of "Yuma," which role in many of his choice films
is unique in itself because it is a
("Master and Commander:The Far
Western more concerned with the Side of the World," "Gladiator"),
psychology of its characters than has a reputation that somewhat
the dangers oía post-%var frontier. precedes him. As usual, Crowe's
Bale brings a convincing weari- character pleases the audience by
ness and humility to his character, coming through with a dash of heDan Evans, a retired Union army roic glimmer here and there.
sharpshooter who is now trying
Crowe's character exemplifies
his luck at ranching.
enough sensitivity and gentlemanThe down-and-out rancher ac- ly characteristics (besides the occepts the dangerous but %vell-pay- casional robbery or fork stabbing)

***1

;

GRAPEVINE HUMOR

I

Photo courtesy ofarnozon.corn

3:10 to Yuma" stars Russell Crowe
and Christian Bale.

to foreshadow a possible change
of heart. All in all, Crowe does a
good job of maintaining a balance
between good-guy-deep-downinside plus murderous outlaw on
the outside Isithout sacrificing his

mysteriously unpredictable badboy edge.
Evans (Bale), begins as Wade's
(Crowe) antithesis but eventually
lirinds up a reluctant comrade. He
exemplifies Hollywood's ever-coddled and recurring type character
of the lowly hero: the classic underdog who somehow manages to
rise above and beyond everyone's

expectations.
The cinematic sequences pack
the right amount of dialogue and
action. The movie's dynamics become more sophisticated as delightfully static characters evolve
and reveal hidden courage, unexpected compassion or cowardly
self preservation.
The plot thickens with Wade's
garish band of hoodlums, led
by Charlie Prince (Ben Foster).
Prince, a temperamental, triggerhappy rogue in need of some serious anger management, has an
almost obsessive allegiance for his
boss and stops at nothing to free
\Vade from his captors.
The posse, which includes a
Mexican sharpshooter and an
Apache Indian, provides the essential shoot-outs and gun-slinging
tomfoolery no Western should be
without.
Evans ultimately faces the choice
of being a hero in the name of common good at the risk of his own
life, or failing his mission in front
of his son, who already thinks his
father to be a coward.
It is a quiet buildup to an outrageous finale. The movie has a few
loopholes, but if you're a fan of the
genre, you'll probably enjoy it.
Compared to the frequent appearances of superheroes and
computer-generated talking animals, things like cowboys, Indians and outlaws have become the
ghosts of the cinema.

1,-Hearing, for the hundredth time, "There is no
Alac-BJ rivalry;

1.."Deep River:*

14Vho needs quiet hours when you live in BJ?!

Arguing over whether "freshman" is the construct
ola chauvinist patriarchal metanarrative.
Discovering the many uses of a Sodexho tray.

Learning the layout of the campus: Frisbee golf
style.
lo Your first 3 am. fire alarm.
fo

Irish electronic
band to perform

at Whitworth
Irish electronic band Oppenheimer will perform
at Whitworth on Tuesday,
Sept. 24 at 8 p.m. as part
of their world tour ending Dec. 15 in Northern
Ireland. Oppenheimer, an
indie-electronic pop band,
has described itself as the
Irish equivalent of The
Flaming Lips.
The concert will be held
in the HUB Multipurpose
room and is free for Whitworth students. Tickets are
$8 for non-students.

Looff Carousel,
open to public in
Riverfront Park
Looking for a romantic
place to take that special
someone? Or maybe you're
just looking for something
fun and different? Come
and ride the Looff Carousel
at Riverfront Park any time
from now until Oct. 1.
This National Historical Landmark, originally
crafted in 1909, features 54
carved horses, one giraffe, a
tiger and two Chinese dragon chairs.
It is open for rides everyday from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and costs only $2 for adults
and 51 for seniors and kids

under 12.

Brotherhood of
Friends offers
ballroom dancing
Have you been practicing your fancy footwork?
Do you want to try out your
skills on a new audience
besides the lovely people in
the HUB?
If so, come dance at the
Brotherhood of Friends
Lodge at 933 W. Third Ave.
If you come on a Friday
night from 6:30 to 10:30
p.m., you can dance to music by Variety Pak. If you're
looking for something on
Saturday, then come from
7:30 to 11:30 p.m. Isith music by Dane Copeland.
Dinner is available, but
reservations are required.
Cost is $7 per person.

Corn Maze offers

cheap, fall fun
through October
Looking for something
active and exciting to do
on the weekend? Visit the
Amazing Corn Maze in
Hauser, Idaho, accessible

FRESHMAN YEAR HIGHLIGHTS ...

',Mooinghow to find your future mate.

A&E
BRIEFS

through the back road just
off of Highway 53.
This spectacular labyrinth encompasses over
12.5 acres, and is open Friday, Sept. 21 through Monday, Oct. 29. Cost is $8 for
adults, $4 for children 5 to
12 and seniors over 60, kids
4 and under get in free.

Two words: Alan Mikkelson.
Written by Daniel Walters

Compiled by Gfitlin Gilbert
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music
REVIEWS
Shaun Juncal
Staff Writcr

JAMES BLUNT

* **

Mbum: 'All the
test Souls*

label: Atlantic
Genre:Alternative

rod

Photo courtesy cf
amown.torn

English singer-songwrit-

er James Blunt released "All
the Lost Souls" today and
can only hope for the same
success he experienced with
2005's "Back to Bedlam."
1973" the first single
off thc album is catchy and
soul-filled, but onc can't
help but wonder if any track
will be met with the same
popularity as his "Bedlam"
single, 'You're BeautifuL"
Nonetheless,
thc Lost
Souls" is filled with clever
love songs and melodious
ballads that arc surc to entertain a %side variety of
music connoisseurs.

SCENE

Coordinator aims for more art in HUB
AudreyGore
Staff Writer
In an attempt to provide students with a
space that is more gallery and less dining
arca, senior art major
Kaitlin Trott has big
plans for this year's
HUB gallery.
As HUB Gallery co- TROTT'
ordinator, Trott has for
the exhibits to fill the
wall space in the Café seating arca, as well as
provide activities that inspire student collaboration. Ihis can be difficult when the art is in
such a rublic and high-traffic area, Trott said.
No one wants to hang stuff up where it can

back
Whitworth!

15ring this ad in and receive
one rREE 16oz drink wlien
buij a second 16oz drink!
free Wiri Internet!

****

Alburn:rastic
fantastic'
Label:Virgin

rod

hoto courtly cf
amo:ontrert

While it may not awe
people with its lyrical content, "Drastic Fantastic" is
yet another solid release
from an amazing Scottish
artisi KT Tunstall received
international recognition
with the 2006 U.S. release of
her debut "Eyc to the Telescope," and has proved that
she is more than just another acoustic guitar-playing
female singer-songwriter.
Released in the United
Kingdom on Sept. 10, her
single "Hold On" has consistently held a place on the
Top-10 charts, a realm usually dominated by hip-hop
artists and pop singers. U.S.
fans can look forward to
their copy of "Drastic Fantastic" today, shortly after
which Tunstall will be going on a U.S. tour.

MOTION CITY
SOUNDTRACK

****1

Album:lien UR
!Ms me
Label:Epitaph
Genre:Pop-punk

Photo courtesy ci
conowlLcont

For anyone who is unfamiliar with the band Motion City Soundtracic, let
me say that you are missing
out.
For the last 10 years they
have been writing music
and producing stellar albums and are one of the
most original indie poprock bands around.
Drawing comparisons
to albtuns such as 1Veezer's
"Blue Album" and Fall Out

If it Kills Me" is
sure to be a %ginner.
Front man Justin Pierre
has been entertaining listeners with his clever songwriting for years and has
only gotten better as time
goes on. For the best in
indie pop-punk, pick up
Boy, "Even

"Even

If it Kills Me."

The first show is planned for the cnd of
September or early October and is looked on
expectantly by many members of the student
body, Trott sai.d
"(The gallery] is an excellent way for nonart majors to be exposed to the art on campus
while doing something casual like eating with
friends," sophomore Elise Page said.
Trott was the only applicant to interview for
the gallery coordinator job this year. The position requires training the week before school
starts and a commitment of at leail four hours
a week.
In addition to managing the 11011 Gallery,
Trott is also producing the art newsletter, a subscription-based rcport of thc happenings at the
HUB Galler), delivered straight to subscribers'
mailboxes.

Welcome

KT TUNSTALL

Genre: folk/pop

the spring. Trott said.

get messed up:' Trott said.
She still expects a large artistic turnout with
the new activities she has planned.
Some ideas indude expanding on last year's
"secret postcard" exhibits. Each contributor's
secret-adorned postcard was hung on a poster
in the entry way leading towards the dinning
hall.
Trott said she hopes this year to provide each
postcard with its own frame.
One new idea is a Thrift Store Art silent auction with fake histories on each piece of art
where the starting bids arc only 25 cents.
She also has plans to showcase student art.
"Seeing your own work hung up is a great
confidence boost; Trott said.
Last year's junior and senior show might
happen again this year as well as a possible
freshman and sophomore show sometime in

10%

Whitworth Discount with ID card!

Open 7am-7pm MonciaD - saturcla9!

Located at 9+17 N. Newport Hwçi 8. in the
Village Centre Theater,(on,wcckends),I,,.,

Photo (many of arrle.cum

The new IPod nano features a high-resolutIon screen.

New Apples
on Mac tree
KatieDolan
Staff ltrriter
Here is an experience plenty of students can relate to:
attempting to start up conversations with people only to
realize they are lost in their own musical world, listening to their beloved musical device: their iPod. The iPod
has been an ever-popular music player many Whitworth students use and enjoy. Last week Apple released
the latest feature-packed version of the iPod nano.
At fint glance this new gadget seems to be a bit square
and wide for a Mac product, but the stout appearance of
the nano accommodates the ultra high-resolution widescreen that covers half of the device.
According to Apple's Web site, the screen is 65 percent brighter than before and offers improved quality for video dips, TV shows, video podcasts and even
movies. The new nano is available in a variety of colors
that entice some customers.
"1 really want one because they come in different colors and are cute," freshman Tammy McGough said.
However, some students still are not impressed with
the video-capable nano.
"They are stupid. Why do I need something so small
it's going to get lost in my pocket?" junior Charity Purvis said.
Many other students expressed their contentment
with their video iPod classics and saw no reason to
switch to the new nano simply for the higher quality
screen.
This new, upgraded version of the nano may seem
lilce an unnecessary advance from the thin and sleek
nano, but Apple's online store has stopped selling the
older version of the iPod nano, forcing consumers to
jump on board.
Students seem to agree that if one does not already
have an iPod , then the new nano seems lilce an affordable alternative to the video iPod.
Many students c.xpressed general acceptance of the
new nano, lilce freshman David Blue who simply said,
'Sounds good to me!"
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GAME TO WATCH
Dallas Cowboys vs. Chicago Bears

Sunday, September 23; S:IS p.m. on NBC
Read more online at whltworthian.com.
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Allan signed to Chiefs practice squad
Chiefs release and
re-sign alumn after

veteran injured
Jessica Davis
Senior 1Vriter

With over 70,000.fans cheering or booing, former Whitworth tight end Michael
Allan says he doesn't remember much of
his first catch in the NFL
"I kind of blacked out I was so excited:
Allan said. "I kind of just did it and ran
back to thc huddle. It was such a new experience."
Allan, who was drafted by the Kansas
City Chicfs in the seventh round in 2007,
played nearly three quarters of each game
during the preseason.
While Allan may not remember much of
his first catch, he does remember his best
game during a win over the Miami Dolphins later in the preseason which earned
him the title of leading receiver for that
game. Allan made three catchcs for 42 total
yards, including two receptions on Kansas
City's only touchdown drive.
In all, Allan finished the preseason with
five catches for 64 total yards, placing him
third on the team for total receptions and
yards receiving.
Allan's performance during thc preseason initially secured hint a spot on thc
53-man roster during the final cuts Sept.
1, making him the first Whitworth player
to make a regular season NFL rostcr since
1978, according to the Whitworth Athletics Web site.
However his time on the roster was
short-lived after the Chiefs released Allan
from the roster Sept. 11, making him available to any team in the NFI, for 24 hours,
Chiefs Públic Relations Spokesman Josh
Looney said.
The Chiefs released Allan after veteran

but understood why he had been cut.
"I had to come back to the hotel, pack up
all of my stuff because anyone could take

me: Allan said.
During that time several teams showed
interest in Allan. He said both Miami and
the New Orleans Saints were in conversation with his agent, but neither eventually
took him.
After Allan's waivers had been cleared,
the Chiefs re-signed him to the practice
squad Sept. 12, Looney said.
Allan said he knew the Chiefs wanted
him to stay around.
"I knew they wanted me around," Mlan
said. "It was nice to know I still had a job.
"I' just a worldtorse," Allan said. "I go
out there (to practice) and either beat up
on guys or get beat up onr
Looney said there is a chance Allan
could make it back onto the active roster. For no Allan will continue to practice with the team. While on the practice
squad, any team with room on its 53-man
roster can pick up Allan.
Aside from his life on the field, Allan's
blog titled "TE Michael Allan's Rookie
Blog" has become very popular among
Chiefs fans.
"He gets a lot of hits," Looney said. "We
get a ton otquestions from fans for him."
Allan said he enjoys the blog because he
is able to use what he learned in college.
"I'm just excited to have been able to
graduate from college," Allan said. "So
many people don't need to graduate because they are guaranteed to make it:'
Photo courtesy øf me Whitworthixt aschhes
Allan said he has not forgotten his roots.
According to the Whitworth Althetics
Former Pirate Michael Allan moved from the Chiefs active roster to the practice squad.
Web site, Allan was an NCAA Division III
consensus All-American at Whitworth.
wide receiver Eddie Kennison injured his the 53-man rostcr, Allan was forced to stay
He set school records for touchdown
hamstring in the first offensive play against in Kansas City last weekend.
receptions in a season. He helped the Pithe Houston Texans Sept. 9. Kennison re"It's a numbers game is why (Allan] rates finish 11-1 in 2006, which was the
mained out for the week, forcing the Chiefs moved down," Looney said. "Tney like him team's first 11-win season and first outright
to bring up Bobby Sippio from the practice and want him to still be part of the team."
Northwest Conference title.
squad, Looney said.
Allan said when he found out he was cut
"I wish the Pirates good luck," Allan said.
Because the Chiefs can only travel with from the roster he was a little disappointed, "I'm thinking about them still."

Women's soccer sweeps
"I shot from pretty far off
and it went in," Tisthammer
saidr I didn't have many peopie on me and I decided to take
a shot. The goalie wasn't very
tall, and I just let it rip."
In the second half, midfielder Mahyo Scycdali kicked the
Jessica Davis
ball to thc middle of the box
Senior Writer
where forward Stephanie Wipf
Whitworth women's soccer headed the ball in for a goal. The Wildcats made a rush
walked away with two decisive
wins in their conference open- in the 60th minute when miding weekend against Pacific fielder Kim Skelly reboundcd
University on Saturday and a shot from midfielder Emma
Triplett for a goal on Whiworth
Linfield College Sunday.
"I just think we kept fighting goalkeeper Krista Dietz.
Midfielder Emily Rohde, reeven after half time and being
up two nothing: forward Kara cently named the NWC women's o ffe nsive
Ti s tham mer
player of the
said. in both
games
we
just think we kept fighting week, and defender Kelly
continued to
even after halftime and being Baker scored
play strong."
up two nothing:'
the two goals
Whitworth
afSaturday
midfieldKara Tisthammer, senior
ternoon, leader
Kaylyn
ing the Pirates
Plumb scored
to a 2-0 victory over the Boxers
tWiCe Sunday to lead the Pirates
past Linfield for a final score of at the Whitworth Soccer Field.
Baker scored on a penalty
5-1 Sunday afternoon at the
kick set up by forward Greta
Whitworth Soccer Field.
Tisthammer led the Pirates Thibodeau.
Pacific goalie Sydney Vinin the fourth minute with a
goal assisted by midfielder cent, who was recently named
Lindsey Oakes. Tisthammer the NWC women's socattributed the goal to Oakes' cer defensive player of the
week, blocked a shot by Thigood pass.

Pirates take
out Linfield,
Pacific U.

bodcau who then gathered the
rebound for another shot. Thibodeau shot again from the left
side of the box, dratsing a foul
from a defender.
Baker made the penalty shot
in the lower right corner, af.cording to the Whitworth Athletics Web site.
Tisthammcr said the two
victories this weekend are because the entire team played
well.

"The people that came in off
the bench played really well
too: Tisthammer saidr
have 'a really deep team."
She said the team expects to
do well in conference.
"I think it's good to open up
with two wins and get our confidence up from the start," Tisthammer said. "We have to play
each game like it's the only on
the matters:.
Next weekend Whitworth
tvill be away at Willamette University on Saturday and George
Fox University on Sunday.
The Pirates entered conference play last weekend with
a 3-0 preseason, which is the
best start for women's soccer since 2003.
"It's a good start to the season," women's soccer coach

Sec

SWEEP,

page 14

Nxe Chute/Whitworthian

Senior midfielder Skye Henderson heads the ball near two Padfic defenders.

Two up, two down: Men's
soccer off to fast start
Jessica Davis
Senior Itrriter
Men's soccer opened Northwest
Conference play %%id) two wins
against Pacific University and Linfield College last weekend.
Forward Keith Kirsch scored one
goal and assisted on another to lead
the Pirates to a 2-0 win over Linfield
at the Whitworth Soccer Field Sunday afternoon.
Linfield, who is ranked No. 17 in
the nation by D3kicks.com, almost
scored in the second half when for-

ward Kurtis Wong beat Whitworth
goalkeeper Scott Barnum to the
ball near the goal box. Wong had an
open shot on goal from the left side,
but defender Ben Rotert kicked the
ball off the goal line in the 57th minute.
"We played really well in both
games," midfielder Matt Friesen
said. "Our defense played really
wellr
On Saturday, 'Whitworth shut
out Pacific 3-0 in their conference

See

FAST START,

page 15
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SPORTS

Volleyball digs up conference win

NyC
.....

1St

COotli I C I

Jordan Rusk
Staff Writer

FOOTBALL
NWC ALL

UNTIELD

0-0

1-1

UPS

0-0

2-0

PLU

0-0

L&C

O-00-2

_

2-0

.

WHITWORTH

. 0-0

1-1

Ent

0-0

1-2

"

0-0

0-3

WI LIAM

JAENLO

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
WhitIvorth vs. Wtscortsin-Stmt
Saturday, Sept. 22 @ 1:00 Net
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The Pirates volleyball team opened their season defeating Pacific University Friday night
and suffering a loss in five games with George
Fox University on Saturday.
"We wanted to show them what Whitworth's
about this year: junior Outside Hitter Jill Solbrack said.
Friday, the Pirates beat Pacific in 4 games. Juniors Sarah Rusch and Nikki Bardwell led the
charge combining for 34 kills. Bardwell credited
setter Holly Ridings and libero Cassie Moore as
crucial to the team's success on Friday.
"Holly -as making smart sets and Cassic was
playing great (defense): Bardwell said.
The Pirates began Saturday's match dropping the first two games to George Fox, only
to come back in games three and four to force
a tie-breaker.
We let them have the first two games," junior Jill Solbrack said.
Neither team lead by more than 3 points in
the final game, as the score went back and forth
between the two tcams. In the end the Bruins
palled ahead to win 17-15 after a hard fought
battle.
Whitworth looks to take some teams by surprisc this year in the Northwest Conference.
The Pirates will carry only 12 players this
year. Injuries and defections from the program
have taken their toll on the team's numbers.
Head Coach Steve Rupc returns for his ninth
year with the program and hopes to restore the

Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor
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NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs. Willamette
Friday, Sept 21 @ 7p.m.
ill=110=

QUESTION OF

THE WEEK:
Who's having the worst

week ever
Notre Dame
football, Greg Oden or
Britney Spears? Ouch.

Macy

said. "We

had good preparation
for our non-conference

/TMEWE. 7.

GEORGE FOX

Thirty-two people.
That's the number of people who
were not unpacking their tank tops,
mp3 players and Bob Marley posters in a dorm room in Blacksburg.
Va. over four weeks ago.
That's the number ofpeople who
were not in Norris or %Vest Ambler
Johnston Hall stumbling through a
foreign language textbook or looking at an engineering department
syllabus when classes started Aug.
20.
That's the number of people who
were not able to attend the Virginia
Tech Hokies first football game of
the 2007 season against the East
Carolina University Pirates on
Sept. I.
But 66,233 were at Lane Stadium on the first day of September.
Of course they were there to watch
a football game, but for the family
and friends of the 32 people killed
in the worst school shooting in
U.S. history, the game extended far
beyond the typical X's and O's of
coach Frank Be-amer's dipboard.
To me, it was kind ofa different
day," Beamer said on ESPN."It was
something you've waited so long

Whitworth vs. Wilmette
Saturday, Sept 22 @ 12-00p.m.

UPS

Nui Elltotilaitftwthisn

Pirates senior setter Holly Ridings pops the ball backwards over the net during action this weekend.

pride Whitworth Volleyball has long enjoyed
as a regional powerhouse. Over the last five
years, Whitworth Volleyball has flourished
under Coach Rupe, establishing a winning
record that currently stands at 102-40 and indudes three conference titles.
The team %vill travel to Oregon this weekend

to take on Willamette University and Linfield
College. Saturday's game should prove to be especially entertaining, as the tcam expects a big
battle from the Wildcats.
"Linfield is a team that is traditionally strong:
Bardwell said.
Both games start at 7:00 pm.

At Virginia Tech, it's more than a game

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Willamette
SatunLey, Sept. 22 230p.m.

!UNTIED)

4rf

games."
Women's soccer is
ranked No. 18 in the
d3kicks.com poll and No.
22 in the NSCAA rating.
Bushey expects Whit-

worth to remain one of
the nation's top teams and
exceed the NWC's preseason prediction of finishing third.
"Our expectation is to
compete for the conference title," Bushey said.
Last year the Pirates
fell short of the title placing third in conference,
mainly due to injuries,

for and you just can't wait for it to
get here. I think that's the rvay it
vas for our fans and the players.
We can hope the win was worth
that wait. The 17-7 win the flakies claimed over East Carolina was
one time this year where hot dogs,
pompoms and touchdowns may
have placed the focus on the pigskin of the present rathcr than on
the painful memories of thc notso-distant past.
Students, alumni and spectators
swarmed the parking lots hours before the game to tailgate. Fans were
in a constant fervor on the lacrosse
field where ESPN's "College GameDay" program broadcasted on sitc
before the game. Virginia Governor Tim Kaine weaved through
a parking lot to shake hands and
thank supporters for coming to the
game. Yet even as the game drew
doser, the heart-tugging moments
were far from over.
The Corps of Cadets' nightyTighties, the Corps of Cadets and
the Marching Virginians bands paraded onto the field together to play
a few numbers for the crowd. A
moment of silence and the national anthem were punctuated by
the roar of four F-15 fighter jets
from Langley Air Force Base flying

Bushey said.
"We have good experience on our side: Bushey
said.

Defender
Sarah
Brogden-Thome and midfielder Jael Hagerott are
expected to perform well
for the Pirates this season,
Bushey said.
Bushey also said this
year's incoming class provided some strong talent
to the team.
Plumb has already
started the season strong
with two of Whitworth's
seven goals in the opening weekend.
"We have a good team
going forward," Bushey
said. "We have good experience in the back. In
the end we have a well
balanced team." -

over the stadium. A photo montage of pictures taken in the days
following the shootings played on
the scoreboard's video screen. The
photos ended with thc words of
Virginia Tech professor and poct
Nikki Giovanni saying thc words
that have resonated through I lokies minds throughout the school's
rebuilding proccss: '11re will prevail! We will prevail! We will prevail! We are Virginia Tech!"
Minutes before the teams took
the fidd. Virginia Tech's cheerleaders released 32 cnormous orange
balloons into the airone for each
of thc massacre's victims. The two
teams took the field together, a
sign of the Hokics graciousness for
East Carolina's $100,000 gift to the
Iokie Spirit Memorial fund.
The garne came and passed, and
a group of Pirates and Hokies knelt
together at midfield to pray after
the final whistle had blown. Players, fans and coaches turned towards the band by the north end of
the field as the school's alma matcr
blared undcr a doudy gray sk-y.
We will never know what it's
like to walk around campus with
32 people missing from our lives
or feel chills run down our spines
from the crackle of gunshots and

READ MORE
For new stories and

up-to-date sports
coverage, visit

k

the wail of sirens one crisp spring
morning. We will never know the
pain and agony people at Virginia
Tech felt.

For the same rcason wc will
never feel the hurt those affected
by the massacre did, WC will never
fccl the triumph ovcr adversity the
Hokie family did on the first Saturday of September.
We can, however, feel satisfied in
knowing that the Ilokie nation is
healing. We know it from the public address announcer's affirmation that the school's spirit is "alive
and strong." We know if from seeing the student section's rhythmic
bouncing to Metallica's "Enter
Sandman" right before kickoff'. We
know it from the fact that the team
was already looking ahead to ncxt
week's dash with Louisiana State
University.
It is dear nothing in this town of
over 40,000 will ever be thc same
again. Yet as each game on the
gridiron comes and goes, Bcamer
is optimistic that another little
piece of normalcy can fall back
into place.
"It's going to be a continuous
process. As long as you're at Virginia Tech, you're going to remember April 16th:'

West Central
Shared Housing
Coop

whitworthian.com

ON

Campus Agent

Seeking Motivated Person
Post Announcements/
Pass Out Samples at Your
College.
Salary: $20 $25 Per Hour

Building Intentional
Community
Living Simply
Working for Social Justice
Affordable Housing
($375 includes utilities)

PENDING JODI!

Hours: Flexible- Make
Your OWN Schedule.

wvw4collegiatepromotio
ns.comrjobs.html

Contact:
westbrIdgecoop@hotmall.com
or call 2 8 0 . 1 7 0 2 for questions
or more information!
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Pirates demolish La Verne 34-0
Defense forces four
turnovers in trouncing of U. of La Verne
Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor

The Whitworth Pirates football tcam got
back to winning ways Saturday, pummeling
University of La Verne 34-0 in non-conference
action at La Verne, Calif.
Whitworth's defense put up its first shutout
since 2003 and held the Lcopards to one yard
rushing on the game.
Junior running back
Tyler Mattair and Adam
Anderson chimed in
on the offensive side of
the ball, as cach posted
ovcr 100 yards rushing
on the day. Senior running back Chris Ahsing
chipped in with another
GROW
79 on thc ground, and
first-ycar starter Kory
Kemp was 10 for 18 with 91 yards in the air.
The Pirate defense started off the scoring
when senior defensive cnd Justin Rundleforced
Leopards quarterback Troy Doolittle into an
intentional grounding penalty in thc end zone,

resulting in a safety.
Eight minutes into the first quarter, Whitworth put some more points on the board. After a La Verne punt from their own end zone,
Whitworth took over deep in La Verne territory. Ahsing capped a six-play, 35 yard drive
with a three-yard touchdown run to push the
score to 9-0.
Early in the second, sophomore kicker Andy
Largcnt tacked on a 34-yard field goal after a
Pirates drive stalled at the LaVerne 18 yard
line.
The Pirates struck again midway through
the third quarter when the ball popped free as
senior linebacker Greg Caster sacked Doolittle
deep in the Leopards' own end. Senior linebacker Marc Grow pounccd on the loose ball
and ran 10 yards to pay dirt for the easy six
points.
On the Pirates' next drive, thc Pirates
marched 58 yards downfield before Milton Nelson rumbled in from six yards out for anothcr
Whitworth score. A Largent extra point made
it 26-0. Whitworth added one more touchdown
on thc day when junior quarterback Jon Luke
connected with senior widcout Steve Silva for a
35-yard bomb. A mishandled snap on the extra
point still worked out for the Pirates, as Luke
found tight end Justin Wimberly opcn in the
cnd zone for the two-point conversion to push
thc scorc to 34-0.
Whitworth's defense wreaked havoc on La
Verne all day, causing four turnovers. Grow
was a defensive standout, finishing with a sack.

an interception and the fumble recovery for the
touchdown. Senior safety Phil Entel grabbed
his first pidc of the season, while senior safety
Jay Tully picked up his 116 career interception.
Tully was quick to point out that the game's
success really belonged to the players up froni
"The lcey to the game was really from our
linelracking core and the defensive line; Tully
said. "Pete Clark and Brandon Martin did a
great job running sideline to sideline and making tackles along the defensive liner
%Vhitworth's offense went for 461 yards
through the ground and the air. Silva led all Pirate receivers with five catches and 71 yards.
Kemp noted that the offense will be keyed
this year by the strong group of running backs
he has in his backfield.
"Anyone can come in for someone else, so
that really helps out the passing game," Kemp
said.
The shutout was also a big lift for the defense,
who returned eight starters from last year's
conference championship team.
"Our defense really stepped up big for us,"
Kemp said. That shutout was really important
fo. r (themr
Whitworth will stay put this weekend, hosting Wisconsin-Stout at the Pine Bowl in a rematch of last year's thrilling 14-13 victory for the
Pirates. If the offense and defense can come up
with huge games again next week, Tully believes
the Pirates could come out with another W.
"%Vhen we do those two things together, it
gives us a*chance to win every gamer

Cross Country takes second to Willamette
Jessica Davis
Senior Writer
Men's and women's cross country fell short this weekend, with
both tcams placing second behind
Willamette University at thò Willamette Grass Course race Saturday.

Sophomore Jo E. Mayer and
freshman Nick Gallagher each
took third individually in their respective race.
"%Ve did all right; junior Jamie Daroff said. "Ye didn't bcat
Willamette, but Willamette is really good. We showed that we improved a lot this yearr
Mayer finished the course in
19.04.06just 13 scconds behind
Willamette runner Maddic Coffman who won with18:52.92.
Gallagher fell only 10 scconds
behind Ian Batch of Willamette
who won in 22:18.63.

Vhitworth will host the Whitworth Short Course Invitational,
which is its only home meet next

FAST START:

Saturday.
This year we took the stanCoach Toby Schwarz said he is dard even higher; Schwarz said.
expecting a stronger season, out Schwarz implemented even more
of both men and women than last cuts and made smaller tcams. This
year.
ycar, the women's team has 15 runBoth teams ended fifth in con- ners and the men's has only 17.
ference the worst finish for cross
Schwarz expects. the men's team
country in thc past five ycars, cross to do better than the women this
country coach Toby Schwarz said. ycar because the women arc a
Our fifth-place finishes last younger team.
year were not representative of our
He said three of his top runners
overall season;
should make naSchwarz
said.
tionals individu"Both
teams "We showed th at we improved ally. this year.
were not far
Senior Jake Dea lot thi s year."
away from third
itz, sophomore
Jamie Da roff,lunior
place. We did
Dusty Cascria
not perform as
and Gallagher
well as we could
started off strong
have at the cnd of the season:*
in the first meet of the season. GalHe said both teams got better, lagher, who vas recruited from
which is not reflected in the num- lowa, took first in the previous
bers.
meet.
Last year, Schwarz said he began
If the other runners do well,
a new philosophy that began valu- Schwarz believes the men could
ing quality players over quantity. make it to nationals.
He cut the team down from 70
"We're excited about how good
players to 50.
we can be as a team," Schwarz

Men win opening conference games

continuedfrom page 13
opener. The Pirates scorcd two goals in one
minute during the first half. Friesen scored
in the 29th minute followed by another goal
by Skye Henderson in the 30th minute from
an assist from midfielder Travis Jette.
"After those two goals in a row, (Pacific)
didn't play well yesterday," Friesen said.
Friesen later assisted on the third goal of
the day when Kirsch scored in the 58th minute.
Friesen said the two wins set a good tone
for the rest of the season.
"We sent a message to the rest of the tcams
in conference; Friesen said.
Next weekend Whitworth will take on Willamette University on Saturday and George
Fox University on Sunday in Oregon.
The prcscason proved tough for Whitworth, who emerged 2-1-1 against some of
the toughest non-conference tcams.
"We p/aycd onc of the toughest non-conference schedules that we could," Coach Sean
Bushey said.
NVhitworth tied Southwestern University,
which Bushey said bodcs well for the tcam.

said.
The biggest challenge will be if
the tcam can believe they are orie.
of the best in the nation.
"In the past few years, we have
placed third at conference, but the
two teams ahead of us go to nationals each year," Schwarz said.
"We can beat those teams."
His hope is for the men to make
it into the top couple of tearns in
conference.
For the women, Schwarz sees
this as a year for growth for the
young team. He hopes the women
make it into the top three.
"We need some people to really
improve over the season," Shwarz
said. He said the potential for a
strong team is there and will only
build over the season.
Mayer, junior Jenna Cunningham and senior captain Emily Hurd are currently leading the
team to a strong start.
A new addition, freshman Sara
Wrightman, will be one runner to
watch this season, Schwarz said.

amok

"%Ve were disappointed with the tie, but it
was a good learning experience," Bushey said.
Bushey said the team has room for improvement, but he believes they will do well.
"%Ve need to score more goals, but that is
something that will come; Bushey said.
Last season, the Bucs placed second in

conference, ending hopes for a three-peat.
"Hopefully this will motivate us to fight
through to the end; Bushey said.
The Pirates have been working hard to rebuild a team that lost seven seniors.
"We're a team that is replacing significant
players from last year," Bushey said. "It was a
c.lass that was well decorated and won a lot
of games. They did a good job in modeling
and teachingr
I3ushey said he cannot name leaders for
the team as the entire roster will play a decisive role in the performance of the team this
season.
However, midfielder Skye Henderson and
defender Brett Kagawa, both returners, are
expected to perform well for the Pirates.
"We're recognizing who we are and creating our own identity; Bushey said. think
we are accomplishing that."

i

Bsiffik
Seahawks trade
for former Browns
quarterback
The Seattle Seahawks
picked up former Cleveland
Browns quarterback Charlie Frye for a sixth-round
draft pick Tuesday.
The former 2005 thirdround choice from the
University of Alcron never
lived up to expectations in
Cleveland, going 6-13 as a
starter.
Frye will vie for time as a
backup to starter Matt Hasselbeck, and the move will
allow the Seahawks to use
backup quarterback Seneca
Wallace as a wide receiver
and punt returner.

City of Seattle

votes to hold
lease agreement
The Seattle City Council
voted Monday to hold the
Seattle Sonics and majority owner Clay Bennett to
the team's KeyArena lease
agreement until it runs out
in September 2010.
the relationship is the
metaphor, then I suppose
we want to go to couple's
counseling; joked city
councilwoman Sally Clark
about the testy relationship
between the city and team
owners.

if

Simpson arrested
on suspicion of
robbery in Vegas
Former NFL running
back O.J. Simpson was arrested Sunday for allegedly
breaking into a room in The
Palms casino-hotel to steal
sports memorabilia regarding his football career.
Clark County District
Attorney David Roger expects that Simpson will
ultimately be charged with
seven felonies and one misdemeanor charge.
Simpson maintained his
innocence, saying no guns
were involved and he was
merely trying to collect stolen items such as his Hall of
Fame certificate and a photo with former President J.
Edgar Hoover.

White Sox first
baseman reaches
500 home runs
Chicago White Sox first
baseman Jim Thome became the 23rd member
of the 500 home run dub
in style, hitting a two-run
homer in the bottom of the
ninth during the dub's 9-7
win over the Los Angeles
Angels Sunday.
Thome, 35, was mobbed
at the plate by his teammates after the hit before
hugging his wife and father.
N.xte

Chuk/Whituvrthisn

Senior midfielder Matt Friesen elevates for a header.

Compiled by Derek Casanovas
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ABOVE:The Warren Ladies
cheer on one of their fellow
residents as she flips through
the air during Mock Rock.
TOP RIGHT:Kelly Thorpe performs as a mermaid with her

fellow Baldwin Jenkins ladies
during this year's Mock Rock.
TOP LEFT:The Warren Men

Milian hall dance away during
Mock Rock 2007.
RIGHT:A resident of Ballard
shows off her moves during
Mock Rock.
BOTTOM:The men of Arend
hold a solid pose during Yell
Off.

perform their winning act during this year's Mock Rock.
BELOW LEFT:The men of Mc-

c
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DO YOU HAVE SOME AMAZING SHOTS OF CAMPUS LIFE?

E-mail them to us at: whitpics@gmaiLcom.

FOOTBALL: PIRATES SWIPE WIN FROM STOUT ON LAST-GASP PASS
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bill of
rights

Security dranges
subject to revision
Administrators look to
update the emergency
plan and Jyngle system.

OPINIONS

I

revised

PAGE 6

Trustees approve
changes online
Jessica Davis

Door alarm ruin

Senior Writer

drivalry, beg abuse

Several roisions to the Student I landbook.
including the student bill of rights, were approved by the Board of Trustees this summer
after a group of Chicago attorneys reviewed
the document, a university administrator

Students are bound to
rebel against 10-second
door alarm systems.

said.

SCENE

I

PAGE

10

Nate Chutci Wititmwthun

Rallying the crew

komm.

ideas

rONLINE EXCLUSIVE
video footageolgt

It's one thing to watch a Pirates gantefrom the stands.
It's another to watch the gamefrom the teeth.

Global nomad

compares stories

Check out the link to the

Junior Isaac Lutz knows the feeling of becoming a
Pirate literally. As one of the bodies inside the nett,
Whitworth mascot, Lutz can experience watching a
gamefrom within tlw university's biggest head.
And now he sisares the experience.

Freshman Claire Lepage
shares her experience as
a third culture kid.

exclusive video featur-

ing a day in the life of
Whitworth's mascot at:

whitworthian.com

The changes and revisions made to the student bill of rights were approved in June by
the Board through an online program called
Directors Desk. said Sylvia
Hedrick. secretary to the
President and the Board of MORE
INSIDE
Trustees.
Ratifying the revisions to
EXAMINING
the student bill °frights was
THE REVISIOtiS
the first decision the Board
HEWS, PAGE 2
made through the online
program, I ledrick said.
Vice President for Student Life Kathy Storni said the approval of
the changes, if it had not been online, would
most likely have occurred during an open
session of the fall or spring Board meeting.
During an open session, any member of the
Whitworth community can sit in and listen

See
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School expands, more growth sought
Nearby facilities
become newest
campus buildings

Cross country wins

short-course invite
Both men and women
take first place at the
Whitworth Invitational.

De Andra Kenoly
Staff ttrriter

Julie Wootton
News Editor

WORD FOR WORD
Quote of the week

In an effort to prepare for future
expansion, Whitworth has purchased several properties within
the vicinity of campus.
Director of capital projects Steve
Thompson said the school has been
planning to huy property to protect
the school's interests and boundaries since 1995.
Thompson said the school is interested in.any available properties
along I la%vtliorne Road, Mikiki
Road and either side of Vhitworth
Drive.

feel like a
mosquito in a nudist
colony-1 wouldn't
know where to start."
Dinesti

Mom

omencne c;.ela in ha CLN
in (Asks Penort.:JAI.e.torurn
Sept 10. f.en asird bm be
wx.11¡erne Ptelxiert 84r.h

Read about the lecture at

whitworthian.com.
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Director of Facilities Services
Ed Kelly said the whole triangle

intramural field.

between Hawthorne, Whitworth
Drive and Waikiki was discussed
as the strategic acquisition arca for
potential future growth.
However, there was not enough
money to accomplish this goal,
Kelly said.
"That vision vas downsized to a
strategic acquisition arca of properties along I lawthorne to establish a
buffer zone around campus: Kelly

been interested in buying the property for a while.
"The owners talked to us about
six years ago about the property
and our interest in it: Thompson
said.
'Irian Beim!, vice president for
finance and administration, said
the process of purchasing the facility began last spring.
'Diere was a dispute between the
owners of the facility, Belize! said.
The company went bankrupt and
residents of the assisted living facility were relocated at the end of
August.
In early September, Whitworth
purchased the defaulted mortgage
from U.S. Bank, Benzel said. He
added that the owners had a debt
of about 52.7 million and did not
intend to pay off the mortgage due
to bankruptcy.
Vhitivorth bought the mortgage
for a lower rate from the public sale

said.

Vhitworth has also expressed
interest in other properties around
campus in case the current owners
decide to sell.
"We try to maintain good relationships with the owners and let
them know that when they are interested in selling, We are interested
in buying," Kelly said.
On Sept. 22, Whitworth purchased an assisted living facility
on the corner of Waikiki and I law-

thome across the street from the

FACULTY PRESENT ARTWORK

of the property at the

hompson said \Vhitworth has

I PAGE 8-9

U.S. Bankruptcy Court on Sept. 15, Benzel

said.
The university Nvill be acquiring the deed to the property in late
September or early October, Benzel
said. The paperwork has not yet

been completed.
There is no definite plan as to
what the building Ivill bc used for.
"We will be doing some brainstorming now that we have acquired the property: Henze! said.
Kelly said some possibilities for
the building include use as an administrative building, a dining venue or a residence.
"It was a residence, so obviously that would be one alternative:
Kelly said. "(Now that) we own the
property we will talk about it with
residence life and academics."
Benzel said the facility could
house about 30 students, larger
than any current theme house.

See

VISIT WHI1WORTHIAN.(0161 DAILY FOR BREAKING
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Copy Chief
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Natalie Johnson
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Students now have an avenue to
express their opinions online.
Monday, Sept. 24, was the official launch of the Whitworth
Forum, a blog-style Web site created over the summer by seniors
Nathan Harrison, Kyle Pflug and
Daniel Walters.
The site is an open forum for
Whitworth students to discuss
any topic they wish. Students can
post on specific subjects and other
studcnts can add their opinions by
commenting on thc blogs.
Harrison, Pflug and Walters
consider the online forum a solution to a problem they have observed on campus, especially in the
past year.
"We saw that people were isolated from other opinions," Walters
said. "Once they experienced other
opinions they were shocked. They
got really mad and they couldn't
deal Isith it %yell?
Some of thc places studcnts
currently discuss controversial
include ASWU meetings, The
Whitworthian and mealtimes at
Sodexho, Walters said.
Walters said he has observed
that ASWIJ meetings can be tense
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while the Board make decisions.
Hedrick said the Board had a good discussion
about the bill ofrights online. She said the Board
is not trying to hide the decision from the %Vhitworth community.
"I dorit think that (making decisions online) is
something you should think of as being unavailable: Hedrick said. "It's more timely to do it online
than to have to wait until the Board meeting."
Hedrick said she was not authorized to release
the discussion of the roisions at this time.
Chzulges were made to sections od,er than the
student bill of rights over the summer.
Revisions to these sections do not require
Board approval but were reviewed anyway, Hedrid: said.
They discussed them and agreed on the
changes, but there was no actual vote: Hedric.k
said.
Storm said the Board voted before thc fall
meeting because the university had the handbook legally reviewed this summer.
"We %vanted to be in line with 'best practices'
so that was part of what prompted us (to make
revisions) as well:Storm said.
Babbitt, La.nd, Silverstein & %Varner LLP,
which specializes in higher education, was already reviewing the faculty handbook. Administrators believed it would be practical for the
Student Handbook to be reviewed at the same
time, Storm said.
Storm then submitted the changes to the Board
through Directors Desk. Hedrick said.
She said adrninistrators wanted the revised
policies approved so the handbook could be distributed to students in the fall.
The last major rewrite of the handbook occurred in 1989. Storrn said minor revisions have
taken place since then because the handbook is a
fluid documeni
"Certainly in some sense it is a fluid document
in that it is always open for review,' Storm said.
Storm said while only the Board can ratify
changes made to the student bill of rights, she is
open to discussion of the Student Handbook.
Storm said the Student Life Committee, which
has the power to propose changes to the student
bill of rights, will overview any changes.
"I haven't called a meeting yet, but (a review of
the changes) will be a focus of the first meeting of
the year:Storm said.
She said administration wants students to
know campus policies, their rights and responsibilities.
"That's why it's important to lceep darifying
them, to make them as explicit as we can:Storm
wrote in an e-maiL

300 W. Hawthane
Spokane, WA 99251

ecirtortawhinterthiamits
(509) 7774248

25 blogs.
So far the forum has received
about a thousand hits per day.
Some of thc discussions we've

had already have been extremely
enlightening," Walters said. "If we

have a wide variety of writers and
we have two or three posts a day, I
think students will check it just as
much as Facebook.."
Registered writers have no obligations to the %Vhitworth Forum.
To comment
while Pflug was
campaigning for
on the forum,
ASWU
Presistudents do not
"One thing I ran into a lot
dent.
have to submit
campaigning last year was a
"%Vhitworth
an application
has thc ASWU,
or be a regisvibe that students don't feel
Student Lifc and
tered
writer.
represented"
various faculty
They only nccd
Kyle Pflug, senior
and staff posito provide thcir
tions for adminname and eistration and inmail
address
formation: Pflug said. "One thing with their comment.
I ran into a lot campaigning last
Subjects of rcccnt blogs include
year %vas a vibe that gudents don't thc Paul Gordon Iccture, the "no
feel represented."
hole policy" in residence halls, the
The site has been up and run- multi-cultural scene at Whitworth
ning sincc about a week before and the new rules on ID photos.
classes started.
The forum creators are relyThe Forum already has 54 reg- ing on a newly-created Faccbook
istered writers. About a dozen of group and word of mouth to spread
these writers have posted blogs. the news about the site. Affiliation
Registered writers as well as visi- with %Vhitworth or ASWU is not
tors have posted more than 100 an option for them.
different comments on more than
Harrison believes remaining un-

HANDBOOK
continuedfrom page

Assistant Won Ellitot

,

do not fccl comfortable expressing
thcir opinions.
"There wasn't a good forum for
people to talk bac.k and forth and
present their viewpoints in a way
that was respectful," Walters said.
Ile hopes the Whitworth Forum
will provide just that.
Harrison. Pflug and Walters, in
collaboration with a small group
of students, developed the idea of
the Whitworth Forum last spring

Contact Jessica Davis at jessica.davis@whitworthian.com.

outlet

affiliated with %Vhitworth ultimately gives the forum more freedom.
If they were to make the forum a
club, they could take admntage of

on-campus advertising, but content might have to be approved by
the school before it was posted on
the site. Walters agreed.
"I don't want it to be affiliated
with the school because I don't
%vant them to use that as an excuse
to shut things down if things get
controversial," Walters said.
So far everyone on the forum
has been respectful and they are
hoping it continucs, %Valters said.
"I think there's always the opportunity for negative outcomes
from any discussion," l'flug said.
"But we're certainly not going to
go out of our way to neutralize expression so that everyone can walk
away smiling. Sometimes ideas
sting a little."
One purpose of the forum is to
show students that just because a
student may liare a different opinion doesn't mean that he or she is a
bad person, Walters sal&
Ve can coexist, argue, we can
even make cach other feel uncomfortable, and have that still be a
good thing," Walters said.
Contact Natalie Johnson at nataliejohnsonewhitworthian.com.

STUDE.NT HANDBOOK: EXAMINING THE REVISIONS
Vice President for Student Life Kathy Storm explains some of the reasons for a few of the
changes mack to tl:e Student Handbook this summer. 7hefollowing contains excerptsfrom the
Student Handbook. Thefid I policies can be read online at whltworthlan.com.

Dedaration of non-disaimination
06-07 HANDBOOK:Students are guaranteed the right of free
atcess to an eduation and the necessary supportive serrices,
limited only by current admissions and educational polices,
avadability and/or stroctural impecliment.Within these
limitations, there Esto be no discrimination in Whitworth's
delivery ofeducatronal support services on the basis of race,
color, nation of origin, religious preference,

se_x or &nobility.

07-08 HANDBOOK:Whitworth complies with all federal,
state and local nonifiscronination laws that are appliable
to religious non-profit institutiorts and does not engage in
unlawful discrimination on the basis arm, color, national
origin, age, sex or disability.Whitworthmay, however, make
certain decisions on the basis of religion in onier to futfill its
mission, but will not do so in connection with adrninistering
student finandal aid and will not permit harassment based
on a student's religious preference.
WHY THE CHANGE:The Board of Tnntees decided last spring to

take an exemption from Including sexual orientation in its nondiscrimination statement.
According to an April 4, 2007 anide in The Whitworthian,
religious institutions are eligible for an exemption under the
Anderson-Murray Bill, a Washington state law, which pertains to
educational institutions induding undergraduate and postgraduate private schools. Including sexual orientation in the nondisaimination policy would have extended protection to lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgendet individuals, the anide stated.
Storm said this summer administraton adjusted wording
changes to all institutional statements to compty with the Board
of Trustee's decision regarding the non-discrimination policy.

Off-campus behavior
...While the university treats students as private citizens
who are responsible for their own behavior, there are instances in which the university reserves the iight to address
students for behavior that occurs off campus...
WHY THE CHANGE:The revised Student Handbook pulls out a

section on off-campus behavior to highlight and darify university
intervention, Storm said in an e-mail.The university has had the
option to intervene when the law is violated off campus, a«ording to previous polides, Storm said in in e-mail.

CLICK IT:To read rnore about other revisions made to the Student

Handbookinduding the student media potiry, the Big Threr, the
student participation policy and emergenry response planning or to
compare the 2006-07 and 2007-08 Student Handbooks for yourself
visit

whihvonhlan.com.

Internet usage and postings
for safety and security reasorn, students shouldnot post any specific identifying Infamation about themselves, such
as personal phone numbers, university or
e-mad addresses, on such Web sites.

WHY THE CHANGE: The Student Handbook

novr indudes a section about Facebook and
MySpace. Students are wamed in the policy
that posting anything that violates univenity
policy is a violation of behavioral policy. Stu-

dents are wamed to avoid posting personal
Information on these Web sites.
Storm said this pan of the policy acts more
as advice and less as an actual rule.
"The handbook can be a place where institutional values are reflected:Storm said.

Withdrawal of students from
sdiool (involuntary)
WHY THE CHANGE: One of the reasons

Storm gave for dianges to the Student Handbook was to better outline polidis guiding
institutional responses to students In crisis

students who may be a threat to themselves
or someone else, she said.
Storm said the aim was to provide much
more clarity in this process than before.
An erpanded policy outlining how
Whtwonh should deal with students in crisis
now takes up two-and-a-half pages of the
handbook.
The more detailed process for involuntary
withdrawalsupplanted a section in the 2006
handbook called 'Psychological Referral
Policy: whidi was created In Apri11994 to
address the welfare of individual students
experiendng salmis psydiological difficulty.
Under the revised policy, the university
retains the right to require the involuntary
withdrasval oía student from the university
or from houshig in certain drcumstances,
according to the handbook.
For the fint time, the policy outlines
an appeals process for students to resist
removal
Storm said even before the shootings at
Virginia Tedi, higher education drdes were
debating responses to students in crisis. The
new involuntary withdrawal policy is one
of several steps the institution has made In
recent months for student safety.
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Whitworth recently bought the assisted living fadlity (above) at the comer of Waikiki and Hawthome roads. Administrators have not yet dedded on its use.

FACILITIES: New

building could be ready for use by fall 2008

continued from page I

Kelly said the facility is like to the
assisted living facility, but smaller.
"We don't have any idea what
we'd do with that; Kelly said. "It's
so far away from campus. That's
part of the package of the mortgage that we purchased."
Whitworth is negotiating a
trade for another duplex as one of
thc theme houses, Kelly said.
The Schlosser Duplex, on the
cast side of Whitworth Drive between campus and Hawthorne
Hall, is currently being used as
theme housing, Kelly said.
The practice has been to narne
properties for their owners or
previous owners if we acquire the

"One [of the] possibilities now
would be a living and learning
type of facility," Thompson said.
"[It would be] not just a dorm and
not a classroom building. Perhaps
a professor even lives in thc building one year at a time
Kelly said the facility might be
large enough to put in a 40-seat
restaurant Sodexho would run.
The building will likely be in use
starting in fall 2008, Benzel said.
Whitworth acquired another
property on Colfax Road as a part
of thc mortgage from the assisted
living facility.

properties; Kelly said.
Whitworth also recently sold
an endowment of farmland near
Davenport, %Vash. The farmland
was given to thc university in the
late 1980s as a gift from an estate,
Benzcl said.
"%Ve want to get the property
converted into cash that wc can
use; Benzel said.
The endowment uses the earnings from investments to support
the operating budget of %Vhitworth, Benzel said. The land is
currently up for sale and being
publicly advertised.
Benzel said the university is
also seeking to adjust an casement

with Avista, Columbia Gas and the
Bonneville Power Administration
to better use the north campus.
"This future use is many years
away in all likelihood, but we want
to prepare the way for the future,"
Benzel said. "Our work will reduce
the size of the easement and allow
us to use the land at some future
point. This topic will be discussed
with the Board of Trustees through
the Building and Grounds Committee in October;
Contact De Andra Kenoly at deandra.kenoly@whitworthiatt.com
or Julie Wootton at julie.wootton@
whitworthian.cotn.

-

Business program follows trend
MBA program
looks to retain

undergrads
Katie Goodell
Staff Writer
As 'Whitworth's newest

graduate program entets
its second year, director of
graduate business programs
Mary Alberts said the Master's in Business Administration program is looking
to a promising future.
We think any new program takes time; Alberts
said. "But the support we
have from faculty, students and administrators is

great;
The program is attracting
older business professionals, international students
and undergraduates.
According to the Sept.
12 New York Times anide
"Master's Degrees Abound
as Universities and Students Sec a %Vindfar more
students are enrolling in
graduate programs than
ever before. 'Whitworth's
growth and addition of this
new program is consistent
with the national trend.
The N1BA program offers
incentives for 'Whitworth

undergraduates to continue
as full-time studcnts and
receive their master's degree
directly after graduation,

said Bonnie 'Wakefield, assistant director of graduate
studies in business.
With a 3.75 GPA and
good recommendations,
students can declare interest in the MBA program
following their sophomore
year. This way, they can
have the Graduate Management Admissions Test,
a common criterion for
admission into MBA programs, waived upon entrance to the program.
Pending adviser apiroval, undergraduate students
will be allowed to take up
to six credits in the MBA
program and count them
tovvard their undergraduate
degree and potential future
graduate degree.
As part of the School
of Global Commerce and
Management, the MBA
program is closely tied to
the Master of International Management program,
which has existed at NVhitworth for nearly 15 years.
Of the 16 faculty members who teach classes in
the MBA and MIM programs, nine are full-time
staff who also teach undergraduate courses.
Alberts said this is a
higher percentage of fulltime staff members than
most colleges and online
master's degree programs.
The faculty also includes
adjunct specialists in foreign languages, technology,

WHITWORTH MBA PROGRAM BASICS
Below are a fewfacts about the
MBA program, non' in its second

year as a graduate program at
1Wsitworth

The MBA is a 38 semester credit program
requiring students to take all courses listed
in the curriculum.
The academic year is divided into eight
modules with two courses offered each
module. A student may choose to attend
full-time by taking two courses each module, or part-time by taking one course per
module.

international management
and transactional law.
These specialists are integral to the program's pertinence and applicability in a
quickly changing business
environment, said %%lakefield, who is also a student
in the program.
The new MBA curriculum indudes basic business
courses and higher-level finance or economics courses. The M1111 curriculum
adds a foreign language requirement.
"%Ve always felt that [the
MIMI program was the program of thc future," Alberts
said. When we launched
the MBA, we maintained
the MINI because it serves
a real need in the community:'

maximum of six credits may be substituted from appropriate courses taken in
other graduate programs, or ¡fa student can
prove advanced knowledge of the subject
(i.e. a CPA may petition to waive Managerial Accounting).
A

Courses are two or three semester credits. Three-credit courses meet for twelve
(3.5 hours) weeknight sessions. Two-credit
courses meet for eight (35 hours) weeknight sessions.
Information courtesy ofBonnie Wakefield

Alberts said the addition of the MBA program
adds more credibility to
the School of Global Commerce and Management.
"Graduate and undergraduate programs support each other," Alberts said.
The program is divided
into three semesters: fall,
spring and summer. Each
class is designed to be
taught in a six-week segment called a module. The
second module of the year
began Sept. 24.
Students can choose to
complete the degree in one
year, taking two dasses each
module, or can follow the
curriculum plan and complete the master's degree in
two years.
Members of the commu-

nity also have the option
of taking individual classes
without completing the degree.
"The unique design and
structure [of the program]
caters to full-time and parttime students," Alberts
said.
The department plans
to continue to upgrade the
MBA and AIIM curriculum
to keep up with the dynamic environment of the
workplace.
"We're in a global economy and you need these
skills to deal with companies internationally," Wake-

About 20,000 protestors
participated in an anti-government march in Alyanmar Sept. 23.
The protest was designed
to show support for pro-democracy leader Dawg Aung
San Suu Kyi, the leader of
the National League for Democracy Party.
Suu Kyi won the general
election in 1990, but was
prevented by the military
from taking power. She has
been under house arrest
since May 2003.
The march took place in
downtown Yangon and was
led by 10,000 monks and
100 nuns.

Japanese ruling
party chooses

new leader
Japan's governing Liberal
Democratic Party chose a
veteran politician as prime
minister Sept. 24.
Yasuo Fukuda, 71, is replacing former prime minister Shinzo Abe, who resigned unexpectedly Sept.
12 afier rising opposition to
his policies.
Fukuda is a proponent
of building strong ties with
China and the rest of Asia.

Delaware State
shooting injures
two students
Two students were shot
and wounded Sept. 21
morning at Delaw-are State
University.
The shooting occurred at
1 a.m.
Within 15 minutes, officials locked down most of
the buildings on campus.
Within rtvo hours, a message
was posted on the school's
Web site and fliers had been
posted in residence halls.
According to officials in
the District of Columbia
mayor's office, a group of
students left the cafeteria
after an argument. An un-

identified gunman shot and
injured two students.

Iranian president
to address United
Nations
The Iranian president arrived in New York on the
evening of Sept. 23 and will
speak to the U.N. General
Assembly, as well as at Columbia University.
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad addressed the
General Assembly Sept. 24
and will speak at a fonun
at Columbia University in
New York today.

field said.

Contact Katie Goodell at
katie.goodell@whitworthiatt.com.
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Constitution Day
lecture to be held
Wednesday
The President of the
Foundation for Individual
Rights in Education (FIRE)
will present the Constitution Day Lecture, The
First Amendment, the Private Campus and You," at 7
p.m. Sept. 26 in the Robinson Teaching Theatre.
Constitutional law specialist Greg Lukianoff
give the lecture.
Admission is free. For
information, call (509)
777-4263 or c-mail jshanholtzer@whitworth.edu.

1-Men' producer
to kick off lecture
series Wednesday
The %Veyerhaeuser Center
for Christian Faith Bc Learning is partnering with the
Faith and Reason Institute
at Gonzaga University to
present a "Faith, Film and
Philosophy" lecture series
Sept. 26-28.
On Sept. 26, film producer Ralph Winter ivill present
a lecture on The Storytelling Landscape: The Challenges for a Christian in
HollpsvocL" The lecture will
be held at 8 p.m. in Cowles
Memorial Auditorium.
%Vinterwill has produced
films such as "X-Men" and
"Planet of thc Apee
The lectures are free and
open to the public. For more
information, call (509) 7773275.

Acting on AIDS
to present The
Stigma Project
The Acting on AIDS
Club will present The Stigma Project Sept. 27 at 11
a.m. in the Seeley G. Mudd
ChapeL
Nlembers of the club will
give a presentation addressing stigmas about AIDS
around the world.
Admission is free. For
more information. call
(509) 777-2348 or e-mail

akrzymonwski08@whitworth.edu.
Compikd by Julie Wootton

Administrators
revise security
improvements
Julie Wootton
News Editor

CLARIFICATIONS
An artide about new faculty
in the Sept. 19 isme incorrectly labeled Brian Benzd.
Benzel is a new administrator (vicepresidentforfinance
and administration). Benzel
previously worked in the of.
fice of the superintendent of
public instruction for Washington State. He was not the
superintendent.
The Vibitivorthian is =ratted to providing
tteWheworth connunity with de most accurate infamation possible. The Whiavathi-

an never knowingly pubtabes inacaracies.
you have a comment or question about the
fairness acaracy of a stcry, send an e-mail
to estrta@whimurtbiarunm.

Breaking News.
Updates.
Features. Sports.
Commentary.

Officials at Delaware
State
alerted students

Isithin 15 minutes of the
shooting and locked down
most buildings. NVithin
two hours, the university
posted a message on the
%Vhitworth's
emergency campus Web site, as well as
plan, communication is- fliers in campus residence
sues and the card acccss halls, according to a Sept.
22 New York Times article.
system.
"When an incident happcns in the middle of the
JYNGLE SYSTEM
Brian Betizel, vice presi- night, it is a little easier
for universident for fities to notify
nances and
students beadministra"We are hoping
cause they are
tion, said the
Jyngle notifithat we will never in their rooms
sleeping," Bencation system
have to use the
zel said.
viIl not be
In response to the fire
and power outage on Sept.
17, there have been some
recent updates regarding

used in inci.dents similar
to the power
outage.
"In
any
crisis, com-

whitworthian.com

Jyngle systee
Brian Benzel,

vicepoident for finances

CARD ACCESS
SYSTEM

Benzel said
he is hoping
to distribute
in early October. The timetable for distributing the
cards was pushed back due
to dclivety problems.
Students and faculty
members were supposed
to receive the cards during
the week of Sept. 24, according to a Sept. 18 article
in 7hc Whitworthian. The
anide also said thc card
readers would be activated
Oct. 1.
"Ve are trying to be patient, but this is a frustrating situation," Benzel said.
Benzel said the ncw door
for Stewart Hall will come
in at the end of September.
Regular Ice:rs will work
to get into tie residence
halls for a while, Benzel
said. This test period will
allow students and faculty
to gct used to the new card
system before replacing
the cores on the doors and
converting permanently.
We won't convert right
away," Benzel said.
Benzel said it takes about
one and a half minutes to
prepare a card. The process

munication
is the biggest challenge,"

Baize! said. "We are hoping that we will never have
to use the Jyrigle system."
Benzel said the Jyngle
system would be used for a
more threatening situation,
such as an ice storm.
The Jyngle system allows NVhitworth to scnd
text and voice messages
to registered student, staff
and parent phones in the
case of an emergency.
The Jynglc system can
be activated online or by
phone in case oían emergency, Belize' said. However, there is no guarantee
the Jyngle system will always work. Benzel said.
The system is just another way to alert the
*Whitworth community in
case oía threatening situation," Benzel said.
The Jyngle %Veb site allows students, parents or
faculty members to input
multiple phone numbers,
such as home or cell phone
numbers.
The number of people
who have registered is
growing," Benzel said.
As far as communication about the emergency
plan, Benzel said students,
faculty members and parents can read about emergency preparedness on the
Whitworth Web site under
the "About Us" link.

is more sophisticated due
to the computer chip in
each card.
Benzel said the card
readers are designed with
battery bacicup in case of
a power outage, like the
one that occurred Sept.
17. During that outage, the
card readers were tested
and several things did not
work These problems are
being fixed, Benzel said.

October 19-20-21
Spokanc rail Communit9
To rc!jstcr go to
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that; Berm: said.
Contact Julie Wootton
at julie.wootton@whitworthiamcom.
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FIRE DRILLS

Benzel also said fire
drills will begin soon in
academic buildings.
Faculty members who
have their offices in a particular building should be
trained to provide assistance to visitors, such as
students who have class in
the building. Benzel said.
'%Ve are working on
initiating basic response
training and then we will
build complexity around

erf'Nr

SPOKANE CONfERENCE

This week, Benzel will

be meeting in Seattle with
other university administrators in regards to the
emergency plan.
"I will begin exploring
how we might share Web
site backup with other
universities in other arcas:' Benzel said. "This will
provide both or all institutions with essential backup
if there is a problem in our
respective regionsr
Benzel noted the Sept.
21 shooting at Delaware
State University, where two
freshman students were
shot and injured, as an
example of effective crisis
response.
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SOUNDING BOARD
What do you think about the Student Handbook changes?
Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or
e-mail your thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com

Tim
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10 seconds doesn't leave much time or chivalry
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EDITORIALS I IN THE LOOP

Don't just inform us
communicate with us
Students returning to campus this year
beset by a deluge of changes. They
knew about some of them. The change from
Whitworth "College" to "University" was
advertised to the point of being tiresome.
But the details
or even the existence
of many of the other changes have been
shrouded in haze.
student body has heard whispers and
rutnors about thc emergency plan, thc card
acccss system and fire alarm drills. But solid
concrete information is far more difficult to
come by.
lhe security changes may annoy somc
and please othcrs, but either way, thcy will
not do much good if students are not informed about exactly what is happening.
Take, for example, thc Jyngle Web site, a
system intended to collect phonc numbers
of students, faculty members and parents
in case of an emergency. The main mode
of communication about Jyngle has been
through campus %vide e-mails. But these
c-mails did not have distinctive headlines,
and were usually lost in the usual deluge of
other c-mails. When it comes to campus
safety and othcr important changes, it's not
enough to expect students to spend their
precious time seeking out this information.
Ideally, Jynglc will provide a backup in case
the power or c-mail fails, but studcnts need
to learn about this service first.
Both studcnts at large and ASWU representatives have been asking questions about
these new security measures, but fcw have
received speedy, definitive answers.
IWhen policy changes were made to the
student bill of rights, students %verc not made
aware of these dunges, as far as %ve know,
until they appeared in the Student Handbook this fall. The changes were approved
by the Board of Trustees over the summer
through an online program %vithout student
knowledge. The student body was left in the
dark about policies that directly concerned
them.
When changes to the Core program
were being discussed in ASWU meetings,
most students %vere unaware. If students arc
required to take three Corc courses, they
need to be informed about changes.
Nluch of the anger that catalyzed the
8th of May demonstration could have been
avoided if the administration had made the
reasoning behind their policies clear.
IThe approval of the intramural field last
year was not thoroughly discussed with
students before the decision was made. Students learned too late that more than million dollars had been spent on something
many students either vere not interested in
or outright opposed.
The administration needs a way to sharc
information regularly, openly and directly
with the students. Administrators can better communicate with students by sending
more specific campus wide e-mails %vith
clear labels in the subject line. There also
needs to be a more formalized way for students to direct concerns to administrators,
rather than filtering these conccrns through
The 'Whitworthian or ASWU.
In the future, it will be crucial that there
is effective communication on issues such
as big spending projects, property purchases and the planning of the new dorm due
in 2009.
This communication needs to occur as
it is happening, rather than only when the
details are finalized.
Keeping students informed during the
processes of change svill allow them to deal
%vith confusion and concerns before it is too
late for them to make a difference.
%vere
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Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion °Jibe Editorial Board,
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WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT I WHAT WOULD THE IDEAL NEW DORM LOOK LIKE?
like EU, only

-Every donn

I like lots of

I would go badc

for all students,
only one laundry room, wider
halls, thicker
walls and bigger rooms."

should have
communal
showers."

bathrooms. If
every room had
a bathroom it
would be nice.'

to the halls and
double rooms
system. Since we
have such a small
campus I like the
large dorm feel."

Tyler Hamifton,

Kaylin Simmons,

Kyle Brooksher,

sophomore

freshman

junior

AfcComas,

junior

Show the Great Satan's good side, for once
pedigree that deserves to be
put aside.
NATHAN
I expected to be at least parHARRISON
tially aggravated, if not outright infuriated by the message I anticipated he would
deliver on Sept. 20. Instead,
Like it or not, significant I heard a reasonable view of
portions of thc world's one cause-and-effect that wasn't
billion Muslims consider the least bit objectionable.
America the Great Satan. ReSome of his rhetoric was
gardless of %vhat politicos may disappointing, true.
say is the reason for Islamic
Peppered throughout the
antipathy against America, speech were caricatures of
it's obvious that a fundamen- European liberalism as a hytal element is our nation's im- pothetical
handbag-waving
age problem.
Frenchman named Pierre,
As easy as it is to point to casual dismissals of atheIraq or Israel as the source of ist rancor in front of a safe,
that problem, that's not how mostly-conservative audience,
we earned our nickname in and other slights to the leftChristian and Muslim theol- leaning.
ogy, Satan isn't an imperialist,
But when you remove that
a warlord or anything of the red-state glaze slathered over
sort:
the meat below (vegetarian
He's a conniving tempter.
and vegan readers, humor
So if we're talking about me), you're left with a surprisAmerica from the perspec- ingly apolitical proposal.
tive of thc Islamic %vorld, is
Simply put, our cultural exthat a label that's so far off the ports are killing us.
mark?
The kind of cultural exConservative pocesses documented
litical commentain our most widelytor Dinesh D'Souza Simply p ut, our
shown entertaindoesn't think so.
cultural exports ment media portray
As an author, his
a country %vith few
are killi ng us.
hard-line pedigree
qualities to recomis impossible to
mend it.
dispute (not that I
Rampant
sex,
adore ad Imminent
thoughtless
viojabs, but he did date Ann lence, a notable abscnce of
Coulter), however, in regards seriously religious charto last week's lecture explor- acters and plots; the same
ing anti-American sentiment touchstones heralded by the
in the Islamic world, it's a mainly Christian community

READER REspoNSE

that preaches disconnection fort to show the America that
from Hollywood are uncom- Americans actually live in to
fortably common in the TV the parts of the %vorld rankled
shows and movies that make by the likes of "Baywatch".
By expanding choice intheir %vay into the far corners
stead of restricting it, we can
of the globe.
Americans know this isn't work to repair the damage to
the way the nation really lives. ourselves we've done withThe Paris Hiltons of our coun- out resorting to a mothering
try may get the lion's share of stance one that would say
airtime, but polls repeatedly to the Islamic world, "you
can't have this
have demonstrated
anymore, bethat our population is at least se- But when milaywatch" cause it's bad
for you."
riously invested in
stands as one of
spirituality, even if
FundamenAmerica's most widely- tally, D'Souza's
it shuns organized
syndicated shows ever, course is one of
religion.
aired all across the
But %vhen "Bayseeking comwatch" stands as globe as some people's mon ground.
one of America's
Traditionalonly exposure to
ly, both Chrismost widely-synAmerican sodety, it is
tians and JCWS
dicated shows ever,
aired all across the no surprise at all that enjoy special
our reputation has
globe as some peostatus
within Islam as
ple's only exposure
grown warped.
"people of the
to American sobook" for sharciety, it is no surprise at all that our reputation ing some of the same historihas grown warped.
cal roots as Islam, so this isn't
Maybe, without trying to, an inevitable conflict between
we have been acting as the religions totally at odds.
In America's case, howGreat Satan.
In a way, D'Souza's thesis ever, the claim from parts
is almost unobjectionable. To of the Islamic world is that
borrow geek parlance, it's like we are a Christian nation no
a critical hit, or an unbloc.k- more a claim that, given
able combo attack.
what we show of ourselves to
And on this specific topic, the world, is hard to defend
he has probably the ideal so- against.
lution as well.
Instead of recommending
a Hollywood prohibition
HARRISON Is a senior majoring in journalthe position I expected
he ism. Comments can be sent to nathan.
proposed making a greater ef- harrison4Nwhitmrthi3n.com
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Security changes alarming
JUSTIN

LINDBORG
(1311vCS1

If )ou thought you were well
-protected already around campus,
you arc in for a surprise. Security
is back for the new school year and
they have a few new tricks up their
sleeves.
Not only are there security officers riding around on bikes to

Already student? minds are
dreaming of schemes that they
might use to manipulate the ncw
system.
There are two alarms built into
the system, one for forced entry and one for leaving a door
propped. The problem with the
latter alarm is that it is triggered if
any given door is left open for 10
seconds or longer.
Ifyou have ever counted 10 seconds while holding a door, you'll
realize that it is simply too short a
time.
Will it now be a criminal of-

better patrol the perimeter of campus, but in October
fense for a chivalrous
every student Isill
young man to hold a
be issued a small, It seems then, that the door for a lady?
plastic card which security office will not
Or what about
vtill change the face
the Weyerhaeuser
of Whitworth as we have a moment's rest entryway before or
what withapropped
know it.
after a Core class?
Starting
soon, door alarms ringing
The doors are
entering a locked
open with students
off the hook.
building on campus
pouring in or out for
will be as simple as a
minutes at a time,
swipe of a card- so long as you're a multiple times a day'.
member of the student bo4
Even going in or out of a buildlbe card readers Ivere installed ing in groups larger than four reon the residence halls and on six quires you to enter the building in
other buildings over the summcr, twos, making sure the door latches
Ivith plans for every other build- in between pairs.
ing on campus to be locked down
It seems then, that the security
James Bond style.
office will not have a moment's

rest, what with 'propped door"
alums ringing off the hook.
And those are only the unintentional alarms. Just think of what
mayhem such a system can be in
the hands of bored, deviant young
adults.
Imagine a small group of seven
or so people collaborating. Their
plan begins at two in the morning, when they stride down to
the front door of thcir respective
residence halls, place a rock in the
door, calmly find their ways back
to their room and go to bed.
Ten scconds later, seven separate alums go off at seven individual buildings. It won't take long
for thc time limit to be changed if
such a prank were repeated.
While it would seem that a 10
second time limit will eradicate
instances of propped doors, it
would be much more prudent for
a longer time limit of say five minutes to be used.
The end goal is met; security
can rcspond to any door-propping
rebels out there, and the average
user can practice his gentlemanliness to his heart's content.
UNDBORG is a soOmue majairg in Engtati litenture. Comments can be sent to justirsicndborto

whitworthiantan

Of once and future residence halls:
Creating the best dorm on campus
dorrns parallel a cubism-inspired a recreation room filled with the
SpongeBob or hail from a futuris- normal pool. Foosball, and PingKELLY
tic Dr. Seuss cartoon.
Pong tables there could also be
McCRILLIS
Not that %Vhitworth's prospec- at least two music rooms, and a
ClailtST
tive dorm has to look like a 10- molie room.
story-tall block ofSwiss cheese, b ut
Moving up a floor (in an elevadifferent would be
tor of course) we can
Which dorm is the best dorm nice.
view a cozy lounge
on campus?
I hope for a
area filled
with
Wouldn't it be awesome
It all depends on your opinion, dorm that would
couches and a large
or freshman year. McNiillan has its be existential of to have a dorm stylized Augustan fireplace.
east coast ivy feel, Duvall its gran- the times. I would like Risley Hall at Cornell, This would be a great
deur and bridge, BJ the unique like to be able,
which actually looks
Prime Time location
courtyard ... you get the picture.
years down the
like a medieval dtadel,
resembling that of
The board is currently propos- road, to know
Warren and Arend
parapets
and
high-rises
ing new dorm ideas for the aw-ait- dorms were of difcentralizing cominduded?
ed surge of new students. Will it ferent eras.
munity. This would
be a Disney ca.stle or a small army
Wouldn't it be
be the only floor with
barracics?
awesome to have
a central lounge. The
Eich of these has been done.
a dorm stylized lilce Risley Hall at above floors would be straight
Ranging from a toned-down Cornell, which actually looks like across hallway's digressing into
the
Victorian style to the arcane home- a medieval citadel, parapets and back and above the entrance. The
liness of Schumacher, most of our high-rises included?
rooms above the entrance would
dorms do not stand out or say any%Vhere the exterior may add flair
sene as RA apartments.
thing too artistic when compared to a campus, the inner recesses are
The rooms would resemble
to other college dormitories.
of more consequence.
Arend's, except with carpet: big
I hope our future dorm can say
I propose that we capture the
enough to support 23 students...
something other than, "I am brick, best aspects from each of our just in case. The halls would conlook at my towering mortar-filled dorms and create a Captain Planet nect over the first floor
lounge so
crevices!"
of interccilegiate living a Mega- both the north-south or east-west
Obviously Whitworth, as a co- zord if you will. With our dorms' halls aren't separated by a wall
or
hesive university, must retain a powers combined, we will create lounge. Each hall would
funnel the
certain amount of similar features Whitworth's best dorm.
students into the lounge, creating
in its campus. The
First let us look a dorm that connects students incombination ofbrick
at
dimensions. directly.
and pine O'ves it a I propose that we
Sneaky yes, but a great way to be
capture Four stories
very homey feeL But
basement
included
involved
with your dorm as well.
the
best
aspects from
that doesn't mean
seem to be a
Finally, dedication of this dorm
each of our dorms and
that each building
perfect amouni should be to Leonard Oakland or
should be Googled aeate a Captain Planet of The
building Forrest Baird because of their long
from an Oxford dor- intercollegiate living a would
resemble commitment to Whitworth and
mitory catalogue.
a plus sign with a its better Core program. Perhaps
Megazord if you will.
In recent years,
shorter adjunct for both...
the Duvall pods and
the entrance hall
Oak Forrest Hall? Maybe not,
Boppell apartrnents
resulting in three but something to that effect would
were novel ideas; in reference to three-story segments. We should be quite satisfactory.
overall structure, the dorms are keep the basement solely a recwelcoming.
reation and laundry room. This
But look at MIT. While gables would replace the need for such
and havens for gargoyles exist, rooms on other floors, and open
IACCRILUS is a junior
on the other end of campus, there up more space for dorm rooms per journarnm. Comments majorirg in Enfesh and
can be sent to kellyinclies an alternative. The modem floor (DPF for short). Along with cnilscavitinvorthincom

Facebook.com: Social
tool or social suicide?
we're not trying to make
new connections."
Zuckerberg contends that
DANI
Facebook is not a tool to creKING
ate a social network, rather it
serves as a place to communicate within an already existing
Relationship status: It's community that happens to be
interconnected. I like Zuckercomplicated.
berg's explanation because
Looking for: random play.
You were poked, slapped, it emphasizes development
hugged, and received a group of already existing relationinvitation to 13-Rob is my ships. It's not trying to be an
homeboy." You joined "B-Rob online dating service or gosis my homeboy" and rejected sip column. This technology
the "Pirates vs. Ninjas" invite allows me to keep In touch
for the fifth time. You spent with friends and family who
an hour viewing the details III never really take the time
of your bcst friend's breakup to pic.k up a phone and calL It's
with his girlfriend using "wall- more impersonal, but it's comto-wall". And of course you munication nonetheless.
Faccbook and MySpace can
added "Blue Like Jazz" to your
"Favorite Books" because it's be detrimental to relationthe trendiest Christian book ships in that v.e are tempted to
examine a person's profile top
CVCr.
to bottom before even bothThe writing is on the wall.
Faccbook has taken over ering to say "hello, my name
is..? to the person face to
our lives.
Social networks such as face. Granted this kind of first
MySpace and Facebook have impression seems easier and
revolutionized communica- less awkwarcL But it can have
tion. It's casy and fun to keep negative consequences duc to
in touch and share pictures the human tendency to judge
a book by its cover.
%sith far away friends.
I'll be honest. I have been
It's also easy to waste hours
of precious study time being horrified by people's taste in
music ir; their
a "creeper" and
"Favorite Nfufiguring out every
sic"
section on
little detail about It's also ea sy to
waste their Facebook
someone's life behours of predous
profile. But this
fore even meeting
study
tim e being a
is wrong. I need
them in person.
But what is so "creeper a nd figuring to keep remindaddictive about out every little detall ing myself that
maybe I can
these online social
about som eone's life
still appreciate
devices? Whenbefore
even meeting
a person who
ever you are away
them in person.
listens to Hawfrom a computcr
thorne Ilcights
for a weekend,
or Rascal Hatts
the first thought
that comes to mind is, "Ooh. because in person, I know he
or shc is likable.
I need to check my Facebook
Perhaps by not taking Famessages." And you don't feel
quite satisfied and reconnect- cebook or MySpace too seried to civilization until you do. ously, pouring out our hearts
Sadly, we rely on Facebook in the "About Me" section or
to remember our friends' frowning upon the photos of
birthday-s. But on the other party escapades, we can cnjoy
hand, Faccbook can enhance what the technology has to
the relationships we've already offer without letting it invade
our lives.
established.
Facebook and MySpace usDoes this type of communication foster authentic ers need to do less stalking
relationships? In a recent in- and more talking. Use them
terview by "TIME" magazine. as a form of communication,
Mark Zuckerberg, the Har- not as a peephole into people's
rard dropout and creator of business.
We all nccd those memoFacebook, said
Our whole theory is that rable awkward introductions
people have real connections and first impressions in perin the world ... but that only son and not via the Internet.
works ifthose relationships are
real," Zuckerberg, said. "We're
not thinking about ourselves RING
is a soplxxnae msjceirg injournaksm
as a community
we're not ard peace swim Comments can be sent to
trying to build a community danifirwvititworthiaruont

whitworthian.com k
John Williamson: Sierra Leone's new demoaacy holds
valuable lessons for old democra des.
'While the act Pivoting itself does very little, fostering an awareness of political
and sedal hsues is still vitally important'

Elizabeth Johnson: There will always be Paris Hilton
How Americans obsess over all the wrong people.

'What I don't get is that once someone's a member of the elite, he or she
starts
to expect people to give him or her not only attention but special
treatment.'

Galen Sanford: The latent power of Illegitimacy
we like rebels.

why

'Hurdles exist to be leapL Reshtance refines your plans...You may
attempt the
unsanctioned. If you're reading the needs of people correctly, you are
justified?

Read these Opinions artides on whitworddan.com.
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Handbook edits eerily broad

I'm sorry, I don't speak 'Car': The
nuts and bolts of mechanical failure

REBECCA

Daniel Walters
Opinions Editor

get your cell phone number?!"
"Oh, I don't own a phone" The man
lights a cigar on the engine block and
clenches it between his teeth, "But
whenever an engine sputters, a tire pops,
or an alternator faultanates, I'll be there."
He rcvs the gas on his pickup, pops the
clutch, and then disappears into the
Palouse.
Now here's the twist. In this
story, you are actually me.
Yes, on the Gaston-Bauer
Quotient of Manliness, I
score just undcr Timothy the

For the purposcs of argument, let's
pretend you rc a 21-year-old blue-eyed,
brown haired, humor columnist.
In this theoretical scenario, you're
heroically !miming the wheel ola Honda
Accord, driving that infinite stretch of
highway between nowhere,
Hell, and Nloses Lake. The
view outside your window
looks likc God was running
behind
deadline
when
Timid Churchmousc.
creating thc world, and forgot
Cars aren't my area of
to put in scenery.
expertise. If there was an
That's whcn the car,
X-wing broken down, I'd be
possibly bored from the drive,
just fine.
lets out a massive whooping
"Ah, see a frayed hyperdrive
cough and shudders to a halt
with a horrific squeal, as if a thousand coil is ionizing thc polarity of your
lug nuts cried out in agony and were repulsors, wreaking havoc on the inertial
suddenly silenced. The little dashboard dampeners. You won't last a parsec
light labeled "Apollo 13" flicks on with in that thing, much less make it to the
Outer Rim. Sec, this is why I don't get my
an ominous "dingr
For a moment, you just sit there, hydrospanners at the Tosche Stationr
Cars aren't my arca of interest either.
hoping that if you sigh loud enough, the
car will feel bad for you and rcstart of its "So, Daniel, if you could have any car,
what would you choose?" A friend
own Accord.
The trio of girls in thc backsem snap would ask. "Now myself, I'd obviously
close thcir cell phoncs, and starc at you prefer a 2-95 Chevy Headhunter with
expectantly, as if they wanted you to do a souped-out chrome retrograded V63
dual-trichomometric engine.
something...
"I like... green cars." I respond. "With
Ah ha! Ihis was your moment to take
qualit».. scat beltsr
manly initiative!
Furthermore, my mechanical acumen
You open thc driver's door and with
a bit of swagger say, "I'll check undcr is... subpar.
I could never figure out how LEGO
the... the... thing in the front of the car
blocks
were supposed to fit together.
that ludes all the vroom-vroom parts:*
In wood shop in Junior High, I
Opening thc hood, you look inside
and hope to see a big Vegas neon sign ntternpted to matea Gurnhall Machine
pointing to the problem. Maybe there but my final product looked a lot more
was a cartridge that you'd have to .blow like three severed fingers, a lengthy
hospitalization, and a clast"-"atitorf
the dust out of or something.
Instead you see... Robot Spaghetti- lawsuit.
I uscd to not have to know anything
0's. You open a random nozzle and
the car gently chides you by spewing about cars, because I got around with
scalding-hot green liquid in your face, the far more environmentally-conscious
horribly disfiguring it. You take comfort method of mooching off of friends.
But once my grandparents gave me
in the fact that, if your Opinions Editor
gig doesn't work out, you can now get a their Buick after thcy realized it wasn't
hip enough for them, I had to take a
job as an Opera Phantom.
You're about to call AAA or at least crash course in automobiles. I already
AA, when a red pickup, composed out of knew a bit about cars from simply
equal parts duck tape and rust, pulls up. watching movies:
IDriving under 55 mph is bad for
Out steps a man. A real man. The
kind of man who doesn't even need to large vehicles, likc buses.
IThere's usually more to a VW bug
buy fuel for his car, he just wrings out his
sweat-drenched shirt into the gas tank. than meets the eye.
you drive a Dolorean faster than 88
It's obvious from his ragged stubble that
he shaves with a hacksaw. And not one of mph you sure as heck better have Time
those Gillette 5-Blade Fusion Hacksaws Paradox Insurance.
IThe fastness ofa car is always directly
either.
He clomps ovcr to you, grinning. proportional its furiousness.
There's a few things other simple
"Well, whadda we have here?" His voice
is like a chain-smoking, Lysol-chugging maintenance tips I've learned as well.
Things like: "It's better for your car to
Pirate. You look like you could use
back out of the garage when the garage
some helpr
"No, I'm good," you say. "I'm just door is open. It's easier too!"
"Gasoline, motor oil, windshield
going to defrag the car, and thcn restart
wiper fluid and Welch's Cranberry Juice
it in Safe Mode'
Well you could do that," he admits. are not. when you get right down to the
"It would blow the car to hell and you'd atomic level, interchangeable."
"Despite the fact that the nozel fits
die a horrible fiery dcath, but you could
perfectly, gasoline does not go in the
do that:'
exhaust pipe."
"Uhh..." you retty:t.
"If your car just happens one night to
He peers into the tangled mechanical
abyss of your vehicular innards. "Do you suddenly gain sentience, whatever you
mind if I use the tattered shreds of your do, don't let it read Stephen King."
Now, if I ever get a flat tire, I know
masculinity to clean the dipstick?"
'Here. Use my 'Math is Cool' exactly what to do. I confidently pop the
trunk, opcn the secret compartment,
championship T-shirt instead."
He squints for a moment. "'Ibis ain't take out my laptop, search for a Vi-Fi
good... the pistomic gasket is truncated, spot, log on to thc interne, and search
your flubbcr levels are critically low. for the NVikipcdia Artide on changing a
When's the last time you had your tire.
Step 1: Set the car on fire and collect
auxiliary conjectiator balanced?"
insurance money.
the
a
key
a
of
tobacco
into
He spits chunk
Step 2: Spend the proceeds on a bus
part of the engine and the car purrs to
pa!;s.
a stari
you need repayment; you offer,
"I could ahvays teach you about the
economic effects the Boer War had on
Varnished Truth-is a humor column by Daniel
19th century Europe'
Walters. WALTERS is a senior majoring in communi'Cash will be fine; he says, dryly.
cations and history. Comments can be sent to danieL
The girls in thc back swoon. "Can we walters@whitworthialcont

if
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himself/herself or others,
behavior that is seriously
or chronically disruptive
to the community and behavior that is potentially
harmful to the reputation,
educational »fission or interests of the university:
OK. Criminal offenses
are pretty bad. If you're arrested for grand theft auto,
I can understand the school
not welcoming you home
from prison. Even the second example, endangering yourself or othersseems pretty

Our generation has long
been bottle-fed the notion
of individual rights. I am
speciaL I can do anything
if I believe in myself. I can
sing a song and post it on
YouTube. I have the power.
So how should a product
of individualistic culture
respond when
her beloved unireasonable.
Safety is imversity claims
This one sentence,
portant. I'm
rights it does not
deserve? Allow in all its seemingly- a fan.
me to explain. I innocent ambiguity,
But then
the
was sitting in the
policy
gives administrators
drifts into
library the other
day,
compar- the right to do what- "disruption
ever th ey please.
of commuing old Student
nity; which
Handbooks to
we all know
the newest edimeans "anytion (it's what all
the cool kids are doing). thing that could possibly
when I stumbled across makc anyone anywhere
a paragraph titled "Off- angry."
And it gets worse.
campus Behaviorr Since I
Read this slowly now
am a recent addition to the
off-campus community, for the full effect: If I am
my eyebrows raised at the caught doing something
potentially harmful to the
sight.
But as I read the policy. 'reputation or interests of
my cycbrows were greatly this institution, I can be
disappointed. "Examples punished.
This is the Patriot Act
of off-campus behavior
that may warrant disciplin- of Whitworth University.
ary sanctions include, but This one sentence, in all its
are not limited to, crimi- seemingly-innocent ambinal offenses, behavior that guity, gives ad""strators
indicates the student may the right to do whatever
present a danger or threat they please. it is protectto the health or safety of inA the "interests" of the

.

university, but a university
is an inanimate object. A
university is brick buildings and pine trees. A university has no interests.
Individuals in control of
the university individuals with dout and money
have interests, and apparently those interests
must be protected from
students like me.
Perhaps such individuals
need to be protected from
my lifestyle
last year, a
handful of houses sprung
up in the off-campus community where students
supposedly drank alcohol.
Perhaps these individuals need to be protected
from my humor
also
last year, certain students
devised a satire of Luther's
95 Theses that created a minor controversy between
Whitworth and Gonzaga.
Or perhaps these individuals need to be protected from my valueson
the 8th of May, last year,
the values of administrators and students clashed
on every conceivable level,
from opinions about homosexuality to the lack of
vegan food in Sodexho.
And, also last year, we
did not have a paragraph
in the Student Handbook
specifically giving the
school the right to protect
itself against me.

SHAPE is a juniot ma}oring in Engtish

and peace studies. Gxnments can be sent
to rebecca.snape@whitwoithian.com

Disrupting community: The magic clause
get to sleep at night rather

third rule w-as designed tci
be open to interpretation
ERIKA
in order to prevent any
PRINS
loopholes. Since
CaumwST
toilet (at least
the rules are based
in theory.)
on principles, it
They
are, If expectations makes sense to
are going to
The Big Three seems however, an exstick to more conbe enforced
deeply ingrained into the tremely vague
ceptual wrongs.
institutional structure of expression of as rules, they But students with
Whitworth, but students quite a long list
a creative, playful,
should be
have more power over the of expectations
or daring streak
articulated
school's behavioral poli- that are not fulcannot
know
as such.
cies than we may think.
ly articulated.
when they are
Even thoughWhitworth
As
such,
overstepping the
students have historically their enforceline.
fought epic battles to form ment involves many subIs jumping off the stage
and reform campus rules, jective decisions about at Mock Rock a disrupthe past two decades have what actions fall under tion of community? The
seen virtually no such ac- eadi category. If existing students involved collectivism.
expectations were more tively planned the stunt
The Big Three may not specifically
articulated, as part of Traditiation, a
be everyone's favorite perhaps students could cinnmunity-building protopic of conversation, but more easily assess and be gram. But according to
they are reasonable and involved with forming or the associate dean of stuappropriate for
reforming rules. dents, it constituted a Big
a Christian colDespite the Three violation.
lege. No alcohol Students with a seeming
simSure, it's not the end
or drugs. Done. aeative, playful plicity of Whit- of the world to get a Big
No cohabita- or daring streak worth's behav- Three, but if expectations
tion.
Makes
ioral policies, are going to be enforced
senseno one cannot know students are as rules, they should be arwhen th ey are often unclear of ticulated as such. Perhaps
likes to be "sexoverstep ping
iled" from his or
what is expected our Student Handbook
her dorm room.
of them. In ad- would start to resemble
the lin e.
No violent or
dition to obvi- those of other Christian
destructive beous
"violent colleges in some respects,
havior.
Well,
and destructive but it would be a more
fine.
won't have a fist behavior" like theft and honest representation of
fight in the dining hall.
vandalism, the third Big how the administration
Whitworth's rules are a Three listed in the Student would like students to beton easier to deal with than Handbook includes "dis- have.
the heavily-restrictive, in- ruption of community.
tricate codes of conduct life."
PR1HS is a senior majoring in Spanish
held by many of our felA change in 1986 from and intemational stucties. Comments
low private Christian the original Big Three (no Gn be sent to eda.prirts@whinvotuniversities. And still, we sex, drugs or alcohol), this thiamin
than holding our roommates' hair while they are
bent over the
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New Koehler Gallery director
organizes 'In House' exhibit
Audrey Gore
Staff Writer
A lot can happen in fivc
years. Meagan Stirling. a 2002
'Whitworth alumna learned
that first-hand this year when
she returned to Vhitworth to
svork as the new Koehler Gal-

ler director.

As gallery director, Stirling

of coordinating
events, working on gallery
publications and obtaining insurance for expensive artwork
in the gallery. She also is teaching two classes and worked on
this year's faculty ex.hibit.
The faculty exhibit, which
occurs every two years, is now
open through October 25.
ibis year's exhibit, "In
House: includes work by associate professors of art Gordon Wilson and Scott Kolbo.
professors emeriti Barbara
Filo, Pauline Haas and Walter
Grosvenor and visiting artist
Chris Baskin.
gallery includes a mix
of artwork induding ceramics,
sculpture, painting, printmaking. graphic design and handmade boolcs, as well as faculty
research.
A Colorado native, Stirling
is in charge

he

studied art at Whitworth before she headed to Seattle
where she worked at the Bellevue Art Isluseum. She then
went on to earn her Masters
of Fine Arts in printmaking at
the University of Wisconsin,
Isladison.
Whitworth's job offer led
her back to Spokane where she
is still getting used to her first
teaching job.
"I never thought it would
happen," Stirling said of finding herself the instructor of
black-and-svhite dark-room
photography and digital photography.
She is excited about her
plans to incorporate local artists into future gallery happenings.
"It's important [for students)
to engage in what's going on in
galleries, engaging in what's
going on in contemporary art:

Stirling said.
She plans to have local artists .1-onto nnd work with (todents helping them to gct
more involved in art and the
community.
Stirling is enthusiastic about
the new Lied Visual Arts
Building and how it will hopefully help gct the student body

STIRLING

more nvolved in art exhibits
and installation art. which she
hopes to incorporate imito the
gallery as much as possible.
he schedule for the events
and shows at the gallery this
year can be found online at
Whitworth's Web site under
the "Speakers and Artists"
Page-

Contact Audrey Gore at

attdrey.gore@whitworthian.
COM.

As she browses

Faculty art
spans range of
styles, media

"INFECTED7"4 CORNERS" AND "LADDER"
AND "UNTITLED" WORKS BY LANCE SINNEMA

Though he himself is still a novice with
clay. Lance Sinnenia's work portrays complex

ideas about interiors and exteriors relating to
each other.
Playing with shapes and structure, Sinnema is trying to show hosv things go on in
both the inside and the outside of things and
how they can look completely different.
Although this is some of his first work in
clay he is planning on continuing it and adding to his collection.

"CAKEWALK"AND "COLLINGWOOD 51, 48,

46" WORKS BY MEAGAN STIRLING
Lately 'Meagan Stirling's work has focused
on multiplicity and suburbia. Growing up in
the suburbs of Denver State she saw the commodity of safety in suburbia as an illusion.
"Safety is not something that you can buy
or guarantee." Her digital print on Mylar,
"Collingwood 51, 48 467 strives to reflect
that.
"Cakewalk" on the other hand is an adventure of photographs talcen in Washington
State, photocopied together and "bled" using
a wintergreen solution. The photocopied images were put into Photoshop and ran together to make a filmic. Stirling wanted to put
the pictures together and make them mean
something and become something.
As the new gallery director this was
Stirling's first time in the faculty art show
"CON NECTIONS" WORK BY BARBARA FILO

Every family has a history and Barbara
Filo made hers into a book. A single piece
of handmade paper folded and cut into a
book is filled with photographs, letters and
family documents that outline connections
through time. Photographs of Filo's mother
and grandmother along with letters from her

great-grandmother and daughter, and docu-

through the In House exhibit In the Koehler Gallery, Junior Anna Collins-Wak

"EMERGING,""SWIM RACE" AND"FLOWER"
WORKS BY WALTER GROSVENOR

nom.t$ Rotnnwn / Whztrorthun

"Catrina Survivors" by Gordon Wilson examines
the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina.

mentation from Ellis Island are all included
in the fragile paper and show the anniection
of family relationships and how important
they are.
"When they are gone the connection is not
broken; grandparents and daughters (are] all
on one piece of paper," Filo said.
Though she has been retired for one year
Filo still Iiices to return to Whitworth.
"I still like to come back There are still
connections; Filo said.

\Nraltcr Grosvenor retired in 1999 but
strongly believes in the importance of keeping his mind active and learning new things,
especially new forms of art.
Grosvenor used to work mostly with leaded glass but his three pieces in this show are
experiments in fused glass that slims' of color and his self-proclaimed "obsession" with
line, making his art a sort of calligraphy using
glass and color.
'Swim Race" by Walter Grosvenor is an experiment in fuse
"Swim Race" displayed vibrant blues and
purples but told the heart-stopping story of
Grosvenor's own son who almost drowned in students. I le got into glass making after grad- "ABRA
the swimming part of a triathlon.
uate school where he discovered that though ANDY,
"Flower" was made in a completely differ- he wanted to be a painter, it wasn't right for
Reir
ent way than Grosvenor's other pieces, with him, and that he loved the color and projec- CM WO
two pieces of fused mica glass that he drew tion of glass.
the ma
on with strong glue and sandblasted so that
"Mien you retire you get to keep learn"Ste]
only the part that had glue on it stayed col- ing," Grosvenor said.
ing: ju
ored.
Ile attends art classes in Seattle regularly
%%Tit}
Grosvenor was apprehensive about retire- and is alsvays looking at new ways to make double
ment but is enjoying it, though he misses the his art more vibrant and original.
ing no
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An artist's inspiration can be found in a million different places and expressed in a myriad
of ivays. At this year's Faculty Art Exhibit this
truth can be found in the variety of enticing
and expressive art created byfaculty members.
With everything front paint to stoneware, the
Koehler Gallery in the Fine Arts Building has
come to life witlz a multitude of expressions
about topics that range from swimming races
to Hurricane Katrina. The exhibit has provided the Whitworth students with an opportunity lo see the world through the faculty's eyes.

LEFT:

Professor Leon-

ard Oakland leans over
to observe one of the
pieces in the faculty
exhibiL
Erica Sr; Fitt /WhiNrrtitian

BELOW:Thein House"
gallery holds a mixture
of media and art styles,
ranging from sculpture
to glass fusion.
Thornat Rohnson 11Slutsvrthian

lhomai Minton / Whav.vrthian

lins-Wakeman pauses to examine Lance Sinnema's work,"Infected," which plays with structure.

"Portrait of Andy as Nloses" is not only
of Rue's friends, but also
shows a historical misinterpretation of the
Bible that gave Moses horns.
"Abraham and Isaac" is a double selfportrait common in Rue's work representing
psychological issues of duality and how to
vork these issues out.
a portrait of one

"ETHNIC DISASTER"AND "KATRINA SURVIVORS"WORKS BY GORDON WILSON

71ronws Rohnson

I %alb..." ftImm

nt in fused glass, featuring blues and purples.

Ihe people who suffered though Hurricane
Katrina came from a variety of ethnic backgrounds and most of those hardest hit by the
hurricane came from an ethnicity other than
Caucasian.
That was the inspiration for Gordon Wilsons pieces on the disaster titled "Ethnic
Disaster" and "Katrina Survivors7 The pair
were developed the summer after Wilson's
Jan Term trip to Mississippi after Hurricane
Katrina to help clean up the mess and get the
areas feet back on the ground.
"Everything (in Nlississippil was very
physical, and I tried to incorporate that into
it," %Vilson said.
"Katrina Survivors" is a drawing using
graphite, lightfast prismacolor and sharpies
on river BM: paper. "Ethnic Disaster" is a
drawing with mixed media.

"ABRAHAM AND ISAAC" AND"PORTRAIT OF
ANDYAS MOSES"WORKS BY STEPHEN RUE

Reinterpreting religious themes in a modway and incorporating new meanings is
the main premise of Stephen Rue's works.
"Stephen Rue's paintings are mind blowing: junior student Bryan Putnam said.
With new interpretations of old stories and
double meanings the paintings hold an exciting new adventure in each one.
em

CLICK IT k
Read more about these artists and the rest of the artists
displaying work in the show at whitworthian.com
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ABOVE LEFT: Meagan Stirling's piece"Col-

lingwood Si, 48, 46"focuses on the illusion

of safety suburbia.

ABOVE:In Barbara Filo's piece"Connec-

tions," she explores her family's history

through photographs and old letters.

LEFT:aPortrait of Andy as Moses" by
Stephen Rue combines a portrait of one of
Rue's friends with a visual portrayal of a
Biblical misinterpretation of the Bible that

gave Moses horns.
Thinnas R.,Finsortillrhitt.vrthian
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THINGS TO DO IN SPOKANE

o

Greek Festival at Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox (hutch, Sept. 27-29

For more information about this event Of other things
to do In Spokane this week, visit whitworthian.com
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rlobal no ad's life in Haiti

The benefit of growing NM overseas

Yong Kim
Staff IVriter

:'.171Pii

I

'

01.

PM mission communities is that you develop very deep friendships to those you
serve with and with friends overseas," Tom
said. "The relationships are as dose as family or even doscr, and no one can match
that kind of relationship:*

"Incredible; "A saint: "Unbelievable; "A
total freak." Those are the words frcshman
Claire Lepage used in describing Dr. Paul
Farmer, a leader in the field of medicine
Claire compared her experience in I bill
and infectious disease and the subject of
to Kidder's description of Farmer's Haitian
the book 'Mountains Beyond Mountains:*
Freshman scminar classes are now re- experience in "Mountains Beyond Mounquired to read "Mountains Beyond Moun- tains:"
"I don't know if what Warmer) accomtains," Tracy Kidder's biography of Farmer,
one of the founders of the international plished is for everyone," Claire said.
She said she believes a major part of
health and social justice organization PartFarmer's succcss is thanks to networking,
ners In Health.
Claire is familiar with thc setting of having resources and just simply being
"Ntountains Beyond Mountains": Haiti. dedicated. Her father agreed.
"My experience is that you have to come
Her missionary parents spcnt roughly 20
years doing work in Haiti around the same to the field with those kinds of social connections to be successful: the family he
time Farmer started working there.
Haiti is not the only place Claire lived grew up with, thc education he got and his
durine her years as a missionary child. She personality," Tom said. lie wasn't content
has been to South Africa, Seychelles, Egypt. in doing what other people were doing,
England, the Netherlands, Haiti and Kenya playing by the status quo. lie wanted to
and is therefore a global nomad or third continually push the frontier:'
culture kid.
Claire explained how hard it can be to
Third culture kids are those who spent only have enough resources to accomplish
sonic of their childhood years in foreign simple things like getting drinkable water.
countries and experience a sense of not be"A missionary's goal is usually to dig 20
longing to their passport country upon re- wells and hope not to gct killed," she said.
turning, according to thc U.S. Department
Tom said real changes do not occur in
the missionary field until 10 to 20 years
of State.
Claire said her experience as a global no- past the starting point.
mad and a missionar-y child has given hcr a
In order to sec significant changes in the
wider perspective of the world.
communities they work in, .missionaries
Before coming to Whitworth for school, must dedicate a large period of their lives
Claire traveled across the globe with her to service, Tom said.
missionary parcnts. They worked in !laid
Toni explained that to live a missionary's
from 1986 to 1990.
life, there arc things you have to sacrifice.
Tom Lepage, Claire's father, said there
"It'i a package dcal; you get thc good and
are both struggles and blessings of raising the bad," Tom said.
children overseas while doing international
Despite her questions about Farmer's
missionary work.
missionary. experience, Claire said students
We started asking othcr missionaries, can still learn from his story in -Nlountains
how did they deal with raising a family Beyond Mountains;
overseas?" Tom said.
can be a dark place
"We can all try to live out Farmer's sense
[when] the individual child has to struggle of justicc and his passion for the poor, even
with God when there is no established rela- if our lives look nothing like his Claire
tionship in family and people'
said.
Even though Tom said it can be challenging to raise children in a foreign country,
Contact Mug Kim at yong.kim@whitworhe said there are also advantages.
thin:Leon:.

it
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After having spent the majority of her life as a child of missionaries, freshman aaire Lepalr.:
sits and discusses her experiences in places like Haiti, South Africa, Egypt and Kenya.

'Brave One' reminiscent of`Boondock Saints'
Blair Tellers
Staff Writer

Head-over-heels in love for
her fiancé David (British actor
Naveen Andrews from "Lost"),
Despite previews that appear
Bain's world takes a nightmarish
to give away the entire plot, The
turn one evening when the two
Brave One; starring Jodie Foster
are brutally accosted by a gang in
and Terrence Howard, delivers
the middle of Central Park
much more than what its trailers
When Bain awakens after
would cause one to expect.
spending three weeks in the hosA film about vigilante justice, pital to find that her fiancé didn't
"The Brave One is morally remi- survive the attack, she goes home,
niscent of the 1999
sleeps for a week
film "The Boondock
and then illegally
Saints:' Subtract one
purchases a handMOVI E
of the saints, add a
gun from some guy
REVIE
carload of estrogen
on the street.
and you have Erica
From this point
THE BRA VE ONE
Bain (Foster), a womon, Bain doesn't just
an with a grudge and
get mad; she gets
Director: Neil Jordan
a gun that she is serieven.
Starring: Jock Fozy,
ously not afraid to use.
Even though the
Terrence Howard
Bain hosts a respectaudience has a genGaut: Thriller/ action
ed radio show called
Rating: R for strong
eral idea of where
vioknce, language and
"Street Walk" that harthe movie might
some sexual
kens back to the older
be headed, there
Running Time: 122 min.
days of the New York
is nothing banal
metropolis, referencabout the ensuing
ing things like "Eloise"
event sequences. At
(a children's book about a girl who the very end of the film the only
lived in famous luxury Plaza hotel word that can adequately sum up
that has been renovated to look this picture as a whole is "gnarly;
more contemporary) and former
"The Brave One" is psychologiNew York resident and influential cally complex and has the ability
to draw in the audience on a deepartist Andy Warhol.

g

** * * it

ly emotional level. It is an intense,
aching work that will make you.
as a viewer, ponder the boundaries that separate right, wrong and
justice. The overall effect of the
film itself is impressive, shocking

and unexpected.
"I was left speechless at thc cnd

o the

film; Whitworth alumna
Anna Muller said.
Good movies are also movies
that make us think The Brave
One" raises provocative moral
questions as viewers form a relationship with Bain and her vigilante crusade.
How legitimate is revenge? And
at what point, if any, is it right to
take justice into one's own hands?
Is it right to empathize with someone whose actions we find despicable?

Co-star Terrence Howard, who
plays the NYPD detective on
Bain's case, is the movie's pillar of
accountability and honesty.
While Howard brings tremendous talent to the film, his role has
been seen before: The cop with an
unwavering moral code who refuses to give up and also calls into
*question his own principles when
he meets a suspect with a case he
wasn't prepared for (think Tommy

¡'hato tourtay of onto:meant

Jodie Foster and Terrence Howard
star in "The Brave One."

Lee Jones in "Double Jeopardy").
After Bain is attacked, New
York City takes on a two-faced

dimension.
The streets shc once walked
every day no longer seem safe,
and the heartbreak from this fact
pushes Bain to a place where she
will no longer withstand crime
when she encounters it.

On thc road to the finale where
the troubled protagonist finally
comes facc to face in a horrifying reunion with her assailant,
Bain takes on thc likes of a pimp,
a drug lord, thugs and a convenience store robber.
The movie hits home with uncomfortable but painfully legitimate questions of human nature,
simultaneously exploring what
human beings arc capable of when
pushed to a certain point.
"Anyone can be a killer," Bain's
next-door neighbor says at one
point after Bain confesses to murdering someone. Each death
leaves a hole waiting to be filled."
In a CNN interview, Foster described The Brave One" as a film
that looks into the rage and anger
in our national psyche.
"For a while I've wanted to tell
a story that, inside you, there's this
stranger," Foster said in a USA
Today interview. "Filled with rage
and fear, and it's been there all
along. And one event can bring
that out. I don't 100 percent understand why, but I'm not scared
by that kind of darkness;
Contact Blair Tellers at blaintellers@whitworthian.cons.
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Healing power of sleep
Kelly MacDonald
Staff 1Vriter

Health providers and Web sites such as WebMD tell Americans that each person should
sleep seven to eight hours a night in order to
function properly. However, according to the
New Scientist Web site, the average American is
only sleeping six and a half hours, leaving many
people without adequate sleep.
College students are no exception. With
classes, jobs, tests and social lives, it's no wonder they are among the most sleep-deprived
Americans.
But this epidemic is more
FAST FACTS
harmful than thc
occasional yawn
118percent of college men
during cconomics
and 30 percent of college
class. There can
women reported suffering
be serious consefrom Insomnia in the past
quences.
three months.
According
to
40,000 injuries and 1,500
the Brown Univerdeaths invoive sleepy drivsity Health Center,
en each year.
11 percent of college students sufVille average amount of
fer from troubled
sleep college students get
sleep. For college
students it is most

1

I
t

each night

is

The Blue Door
hosts impressive

improv comedy
If you're in the mood for
some fresh comedy, look no

further than the Blue Door
Theatre right here in Spokane.
At 8 p.m. every Friday
night, the Blue Door offers
improvisational
comedy
shows for only $8 ($6 for
students). The Blue Door's
Web site recommends mak-

Migan Baker/Whitworthian

commonly
bepolled said they have pulled
cause of irregular
an all-nighter while in
sleep habits.
college
These
sleepInormation courtesy of a 2006
deprived people
Stanford University sunly
suffer from symptoms such as daytime drowsiness,
decreased mental activity and headachessymptoms that arc similar to thosc of an intoxicated person.
Although some students pride themselves on
their all-nighters before exams, studies show
extra sleep might be more beneficial than extra
study hours.
According to a 2000 article in thc Journal of
Occupational and Environmental Medicine,
many people who stayed up for over 19 hours
achieved an equal or lower score on a cognitive
exam as a legally intoxicated person.
Thus, the sleep-deprived may not be able to
safely drive a car, much less recall physics formulas for an cxam.
More than grades are at stake whcn a person
is sleep deprived. According to the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, over
40,000 injuries and 1,500 fatalities on the road
are a dircct result of drivers operating vehicles
on too little sleep.
Jan Murray, director of the Whitworth Health
Center, believes students should value a good
night's sleep.
Murray said severely sleep-deprived students
have limited mental activity, and prolonged
sleep deprivation can lead to scrious health

IKeep a schedule. Going to bed and getting up at the
same time each day (evert weekends) can help tune your
body to go to sleep at the same time each night

'Write your worries down. Anxiety keeps many people
from being able to rest their minds. Consider wrtting a detailed to-do list for the nect day and go to bed kncnving you

won't forget anything.

Exerdse. Doing 20 to 30 minutes ()iambic activity can
help your body sleep at night But beware of exercising late
at night it can make your body alert and less likely to rest

Using these substances,
espedally later in the day, can keep you from getting a full,

restful night's sleep.

'Relax. Have a spedfic routine at night that

helps you
unwind. Read a book or drink tea. limit exposure to cornputers and television right before bed. By repeating this
routine you can signal to your body that It is time to sleep.

'Go to bed when you are ready. Sometimes people
ny to go to bed too early which keeps them from being
tired enough to fall asleep. Consider pushing your bedtime
back so the time you do spend in bed is spent sleeping, not

IDon't nap too much. Although you may be tired, napping for more than 30 minutes a daycan actually keep you
from getting a good nightt rest at nighttime. Consider taking a shorter nap, or skipping it all together to sleep more
soundly at night

hhetrognationartatortaly of webnutavrt. brInntadu.

apollolishitorn and sniart-iitcom.

thinking.

concerns.
"It affects the immune systcm over time
Murray said. "You can be more susceptible to
colds and other bugs that go around."
Some people choose to sleep less or need less
sleep than average.
But others, including the 100 million Americans who complain about sleeping troubles,
find sleep difficult to come by. Most often anxiety and restlessness are the reported reasons for
insomnia.
In order for people to get the sleep they need
there are many options available, including a
change in practice or medication-over-thecounter and prcscription alike.
The sleep aid industry has turned into a profitable business. According to the North Jersey
Media Group, Americans spent $2.1 billion in
2004 on prescription sleep aids such as Ambien
and Lunesta.

For all those students with undeclared majors and undecided futures, hope can be found.
Figuring out what to do with
your life might not be as difficult
as you thought. Help can be found
in something that you probably use
every day: the Internet.
In such a limitless place, finding

what you're looking for is not always as easy as the standard Google
search. It's easier.
Whitworth's Web site provides
everything you need to determine
what to do with a major.
Students can discover networking opportunities, internships and
job opportunities though the Career Services Web site.
A simple visit to that section of
the Whitworth Web site is all a stu-

Also, the use of sleeping aids is rising in
younger Americans. The North Jersey Media
Group reports that between 2000 and 2005,
prescriptions to 10 through 19-year-olds increased 17 perceni
All sleep aids have risks, but Murray thinks
they can be effective and worthwhile to those
suffering from insomnia.
"I think medication is appropriate in certain
circumstances," she said. "I think it can help
people;
She said sleep is an important part of a
healthy lifestyle.
"I think there is the overall cumulative effect;
Murray said of sleep deprivation. "It is hard on
your body. It's hard on your brain:*

Contact Kelly AfacDonald at kellyanacdonald@whitworthian.com.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR
'Pulling off one last heist.
Just one more round of blackjack. Just one
more, I swear!

'Opening the letter that has the weeldy check
from your parents.
0Renting out your new ID card to shifty-eyed
strangers.

I

dent needs. There are resources for
selecting a major that matches specific skills, values and interests.
Those factors are the most important aspects of picking a major,
assistant director for Career Services, Andrew PyTc said.
The Web site features self-assessments, a four-year plin and a networking service.

See

CAREER,

page 12

CAREER SERVICES
ISelf-assesments and personality
tests

I Four-year college planning guide
I Networking service for job searches
IVARK questionnaire of teaming

styles

Hung Career Indicator test

HOW TO EARN QUICK COLLEGE CASH

rlf I don't have the briefcase of untraceable
cash by 10 tonight, Dr. Robinson, you'll never
see your precious Campanile again!"

ISmuggling out cookies, one at a time, from
the dining hall and selling them at an incredible profit.
0"Who dares me to eat this for a dollar?"

0 Panhandling outside of Career

Services.

'Pawning offyour chemistry textbook, one
page at a time.
Your body has, what, eight pints of plasma in
its blood just floating there doing nothing?

0Fina1ly put those seven years of "The Price is
Right" training to use.

,

The Bobs are
back in town

at CenterStage

IUmit caffeine and alcohol.

Career Services' resources aid undecided students
Felicity Brigham
Staff Writer

ing reservations by calling
(509)747-7045.
Check out bluedoortheatre.com for more information and to check the show
schedule.

SEVEN TIPS FOR A GOOD NIGHT'S REST

6.8 hours

Two thirds of students

A&E
BRIEFS

The amusing a capella
group The Bobs will perform at 8 p.m. Friday, Sept.
28, at CenterStage downtown. The Bobs is an awardwinning group, noted for its
witty and entertaining performances. The group has
been together for 25 years,
and will be well worth the
$25 advance ticket price, or
$29 at the door.
The Bobs will only be in
town one night, so don't
miss this opportunity-. Tickets are available through
ticketswest.com or by calling (509) 747-8243.

Maasai African
dance troupe to
perform Sept. 29
The Friends of Sironka
Dance Troupe will perform
on campus at 7 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 29, in the Seeley G. Mudd Chapel.
The troupe's performance
is called "The Coming of the
Nilotics.' The Nlaasai and
Luo tribal music and dance
performance is free of cost
and provides a wonderful
opportunity to experience
the Maasai culture.

Lecture series
focuses on faith,
film, philosophy
At 8 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 26, Whitworth
will host the first lecture
in a three-part series on

faith, film and philosophy.
Come to Cowles Memorial
Auditorium to hear Ralph
Winter, producer of "XNlen" and "Fantastic Four;
discuss the challenges for a
Christian in Hollywood.
The series continues
Thursday and Friday at 7
p.m. in the Wolff Auditorium at Gonzaga University.
Thursday's lecture focuses
on M. Night Shyamalan's
films, while Friday discusses Andrew Niccolby.
Compikd by Katie Dotan
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Biking is recreation and sport
Sophie Sestero
Staff Writer

FOO

FIGHTERS
Album: 'Echoes,
Silence, Patience
&

Grace'

Label:KA
Genre:Alternative rod

***
liming just released its
sixth album in 12 years,
them is no doubt that the
Foo Fighters has established
itself as one of the most talented and original bands of
modem alternative rock.
Drawing on influences
such as Nirvana and Sunny
Day Real Estate, the Foo
Fighters have created a
soulful blend of honest lyrics and powerful melodies.
"Echoes,Silence,Patience
& Grace" exemplifies what
the Foo Fighters is famous
for: an original approach to
rock music.
IRON AND

WINE
Album: The
Shepherd's Dog'

Label:Sub Pop
Genre: Indie folk rock

*****

Iron and \Vine is one

of the best kept secrets of
the South. Sam Beam, thc
singer-songwriter behind
Iron and Wine. released
the band's first album "The
Creek Drank the Cradle" in
2002 and has been gathering a following ever since.
Iron and \Vine's powerful

but calming sound is reminiscent of '60s folk artists
such as Simon & Garfunkel.
Beam approaches topics like
politics and life in the South
in his newest album, "The
Shepherd's Dog," while still
maintaining the dynamic
folk sound fans love.

GEORGIE
JAMES
Albern:ltacesLabel:Saddle
Greek

Genre: belie folk rock

***

In the great expanse between California and the
East Coast lies a little city
know as Omaha, Neb.,
home to the greatest indie
folk rock label in the country, Saddle Creek Records.
Saddle Creek has been
known for promoting such
bands as Bright Eyes and
Cursive.
One of the label's newest
additions is folk rock group
Georgic James. After working through a handful of
demos, Georgie Jame? first
full length album comes out
today and it is a treaL
Combining the vibes of
retro music with the folk
undertones of modern indie, Georgie James has created an album that is both
understated and infectiously catchy at the same time.

Bikers nmigate smoothly over Whitworth's
green grasses, glide down sidewalks and whizz
past peers on their way to class.
Evidence of biking is all around campus;
chained to lampposts, trashcans, trees, signposts and, of coursc, bike racks. This blatant
love for biking has sparked ideas for a new
dub, solely dedicated to thc omnipresent pedal
pushers.
Assistant director of housing Alan Jacob recently founded the upcoming bike dub Spandex Optional. Jacob said he has spotted over
300 bikes on campus on a given day.
"That means that roughly one in four, or 25
percent, of all Whitworth on-campus students
have a bike," Jacob said.
Jacob said during his time at Whitworth he
has met students who love to ride their bikes
but have not known other riders, where the
good trails are or even where thc dosest bike
shop is. This year, Jacob decided to take matters
into his own hands and get information from
ASWU about officially starting a dub for anyArttr Lat÷rston /11'hstrosthLos
one who loves biking.
Junior Kristina Kielbon frequently rides her Senior Catalina Andaluz President of the bike dub Spandex Optional. rides past the HUB last week.
bike about campus. Kielbon said she generally
rides her bike for function as opposed to fun.
"I think they should consider transportation
for errands and on and on," Jacob said. "All rid- individuals should judge their ability to comto trails (becausel many students don't have ers from all walks of life with all kinds of bikes, plete a club ride before beginning a group ride.
cars or cars with bike racks to get their bikes from hardcorc year-round riders to sunny
To help with this, all club rides will be graded
to trails," Kielbon said. "I think the club sounds boardwalk riders, if it involves people-powered for difficulty in distance and hills. In terms of
like a good idea and a lot of fun:'
activities, plans of dcaning, greasing, inflating
pedal pushers, we're into it:
A group of riders has met twice now to ofFreshman Michele Ward was intrigued when tires, as well as several group rides have been
ficially create a club. The group met once to de- she heard about Spandex Optional through an put in ntotions thus far, Jacob said. Meetings
cide ifthere was enough interest to create an of- informational e-mail that was sent out to the arc scheduled for 7 p.m. in the FlUB the first
ficial Whitworth club. The next time thcy met, entire student body. At first, shc was hesitant to Sunday of every month.
the bicycle enthusiasts drafted a constitution respond or make a commitment to the dub.
"We're not a dub yct. While we've got our
and elected officers. The group decided to call
"I don't consider myself really athletic," 'Ward act together, we still don't have our paperwork
thc club "Spandex Optionar to reflect the idea said. "I use my bike more for transportation together. And even then, it's up to ASWU to
that the club is inclusive of au types of riders.
than for a sport. and 1 was unsure of if that was either recognize us or not. Either way, we'll still
Our dub is exclusively for bikes. But in the a requirement of the dub. But it looks like fun. roll on," Jacob said.
world of bikes there's mountain biking, racing, I would like to do it:
downhill, time trailing. triathlons, road riding,
Jacob said there is no prerequisite for riders,
Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.sestero@
racing. cyde cross, BMX, commuting. riding othcr than they should love to ride. However. whitworthhtn.com.

CAREER:

Web helps students

continued from page

?AC"'

naire focuses more on
learning type. Results
The four-year plan expand on which learngives a general outline of ing type is the best fit and
key things to do during how to work with other
each year of college.
learning types.
Tips range from acaA section called "IVhat
demics to careers to extra- Can I do With a Major
curricular. This overview in..." provides a list of mais a reference for staying jars, which, when clicked,
leads to a page detailing
on track.
Some of the most use- possible career prospects.
The best part of the
ful resources available on
the Web site are the self- Web site is the career detailing and internship
assessments.
The compilation of opportunities under the
quizzes can help define career opportunities link;
one's learning style, per- it shows you the practisonality type and poten- cal applications of your
tial career choices. While major," sophomore Mary
some quizzes are more Rump said.
helpful than others they
Career Services has thc
all sers'e a purpose.
tools to aid students at
The Jung Indicator is any stage in their career
the most all-inclusive. It decision-making process.
With help from the Inindicates personality type
and lists possible career ternet and Career Servicchoices that best fit that es, the future is literally a
specific personality type. mousc click away.
A brief description of the
Contact FelicityBrigham
career choices is also pro11

vide&
The VAR1C question-

4.1
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at felicit).brigham@nhit-
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GAME TO WATCH
New England Patriots vs. Ontinnati Bengals
Monday, Oct.1; 530 p.m. on ESPN
Read more online at whitworthian.com.
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Pirates stea win on game's final play
Pirates win 23-21 as Kemp
and Tully connect for the
game-winning score
Danika Heatherly
Staff 1Vritcr
A rowdy Whitworth Pirates football team topped the
astonished University of Wisconsin-Stout Blue Devils
defense Sept. 22 at the Pine Bowl, pulling ahead as time
expired to capture a 23-21 victory.
Junior quarterback Kory Kemp threw to senior wide
receiver/defensive back Jay Tully from the one yard line
to svin the game and set the pace for the Pirates going into
next weekend's home game against Menlo College.
Adam Anderson, a sophomore running back from Elk,
Wash., carried three times
in a row but was continuously denied by a strong
CLICK IT k
Wisconsin-Stout defense.
Want to se the dramatic video of the
It was a 23-yard Andy
final ptayofthe gameUherk out the
video at whitworthian.com
Largcnt field goal that put
Whitworth on the board
for the first time with only
9 minutes and 40 seconds left in the first half.
The loud cheers of the "Red-Sea" of Whitworth students led Stout to use its final timcout of the hall, but the
Devils danced into the end zone once more giving them
the 14-3 lead with only 2:15 left to play in the half. The
punt was fielded by Tully, and Kemp completed a pass to
senior wide receiver Steve Silva to gct the first down. But
the drive stalled and led to a Pirate punt, leaving a disappointed Pirates team down by 11 at the half.
Whitworth scored only once in what proved to be a
rather uneventful first half for the Pirates, but carne out
swinging in the remainder of the game.
"In the first half our offense had their backs up against
the wall, but that didn't stop the boys from battling hard:'
I Icad Coach John Tully said.
A Devils kickoff gave Whitworth generous field position, resulting in the first Pirate touchdown of the game.
The pass was caught by sophomore wide receiver Andy
Largcnt, but Whitworth failed to add thc extra point.
Whitworth sophomore and fan Mitch Nelson decided
early in thc third quarter that the Pirates were playing
much more like themselves in the second half.
"Our offense has improved greatly since the first half;
we are moving thc ball well, the quarterback looks more
comfortable, and they've created a good flow. If defense
keeps playing hard I think we can lock this one up:'

Nick Etiott/Whitrorthian

Capping the end to the Whitworth Pirates'56-yard chive in the last 1:07 of the fourth quarter, wide receiver/defensive back Jay
Tully catches the game-winning ball from quarterback Kory Kemp against the Wisconsin-Stout Blue Devils on the final play of
the game.
A 66-yard touchdown with nearly six minutcs to play
in the third quarter put the Pirates in the lead for the first
time. On the ensuing play, Kemp hooked up with senior
tight end Drew Griggs for the two-point conversion and
a 3-point Whitworth advantage. Cheers roarcd from the
Pine Bowl: "We arc: Whitworth! We are: Whitworthr
The visiting Devils regained ppssession but were immediately shut doss;n by böth jiinior defensive back Jordan Marshall and senior linebacker Marc Grow on back
to back plays. The motivated Pirate defense denied the
Devils and forced a punt to give Whitworth possession to
begin the 4th quarter.
"Coming out at the half I knew we needed to take the
first drive, go down and make a statement, then all of the
sudden we found ourselves up 17-14; Tully said about his
halftime remedy. "The team did a phenomenal job:'
The crowd chanted You got pillaged!" when Jay intercepted svith nearly four minutes remaining.
A relentless Pirate defense applied pressure to interrupt
the Devils next drive, but on fourth and seven with two

minutes to play, the offense completed a pass that scnt the
Devils deep into Pirate territory.
After a 15-yard Devils touchdown pass to Dan Lytle
from quarterback Tanner Kattre, the Pirates found themselves down by 4 and in pursuit of a touchdown of their
own. A kick return from sophomore defensive lineman
Brandon Martin and back to back receptions from senior
vide receiier Nick Koller kickstarted the game-winising
drive.
"Our line blocked well and Kory made some great
plays, especially in those last two minutes. At that point,
you don't have time to think about anything in particular;
sophomore strong tackle Jeff Kintner said. As the Pirates
marched down the field for the winning score, Kintner
said the team wasn't even worried.
"I knew we were going to score. We all did," Kintner
said.
Contact Danika Heatherly at danika.heatherly@whitworthian.com.

Cross country sweeps invite
Kory Kemp
Staff Writer

Whitworth cross
country team finished
strong at the Whitworth
Short Course Invitational
on Sept. 22, as both the men
and women took first place
in the meet.
The Pirate women proved
exceptionally strong as they
nearly swept the scoring.
Sophomore Jo E. Mayer led
the way as the Pirates pulled
out a 1-4, 6 finish.
With Mayer taking first
with a time of 12:21, junior
Tama Cunningham came
in second (12:43), followed
very closely by senior Shannon blewth (12:44) and
freshman Sarah Wrightman
(12:47) in third and fourth,
respectively.
Sophomore
Kaitlin Hildebrand finished
the scoring in sixth place
with a time of 12:52.
Mayer said this was the
The

lhomas RohnsonIS1'hituvrthian

Sophomore Jo E. Mayer displays an impressive lead on her way
to victory in the Whitworth Short Course Invitational. Mayer
finished with a time of 12 minutes, 21 seconds In the race.

first race she was able to
be out in front and her first
victory of her college career. She also commented

on how home-course ad-

Litzenberger with a time

SETTING THE PACE: TOP TIMES
Whitworth Short Course Invitational
WOMEN'S TEAM

MEN'S TEAM

E Alayer
(1st) 12:21

IDusty Coserla
(2nd)10:12

1.1enna Cunningham

Ilarob Dieu

(2nd) 12:43

(3rd) 10:19

I Shannon Newth

IffickGallagher
(4th) 1021

(3rd)12:44

I Sarah Wrightman
(4th)

1/47

I Kadin Hildebrand
(6th) 12.52

vantage played a factor in
the race.
"It is a lot easier to run
faster when most of the
people cheering are cheering for you and when you
can run the course in your
sleep; Mayer said.
The course, located in
the Whitworth Back 40, is
roughly half the length of
a standard cross country
course. Besides being short-

IlamieDoroff
(7th) 1035

I Collin Stewart
(911:',

1037

er, there are a few more hills
in the Back 40 than most of

the courses at which the Pirates compete.
"It is nice to have the
home-course advantage,"
Mayer said.
On the other side of
the team, the Pirate men
also ran hard and finished
strong. Although the personal victory went to Gonzaga Univerity's Colby

of 10:06, second through
fourth place belonged to
the Pirates.
Sophomore Dusty Case:
ria took second with a fast
time of 10:12. Senior Jacob
Deitz (10:19) finished third
and freshman Nick Gallagher (10:21) took fourth.
Scoring didn't stop there
for the men, however, as
junior Jamie Daroff (10:35)
came in 7th and sophomore
Collin Stewart (10:37) finished 9th.
The Pirate men and
women svill look to continue their success on the
road during the rest of the
season.
The Whitworth Short
Course Invitational is the
only home meet on the Pirates' schedule.

Whitworth now has a
week off befoze traveling
to Tacoma for the Pacific

Lutheran Invitational on
Oct. 6.
Contact Katy Kemp at
kory.kentp@whit worthian.
corn.

,
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NWC
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NWC ALL

¡INFIELD

0.0

1-1

UPS

0-0

2-1

PLU

0-0

3-0

L&C

0-0

0-2

0-0

1-5

0-0

04

I

WHITWORTH
WILLAMETTE
; MENLO

MEN'S SOCCÉR
NWC ALL

F
2-0

7-0-0

ERT-7-77.1477-3-E
WHITIAAN

3-1

6-3-0

WILUMETTE

0-4

2-5-1

PACIFIC

1-2

3-3-0

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Vilittworth vs. Pacific Lutheran

Saturda): &V. 29 ca 2:30 p.m

WOMEN'S soCaR

-

NWC AU.
ItATILIFIELD

1-3

4-0

UPS

LPW

8-0-0
2-5-121

.

WHITMAN

2-1-1

3-2-1

1+11

4

4-0

7-0-0

[inuluArrrE

'0-3-1

1+1

rpAanc

3-1

5-2-0

1-3

3-4-1

WHITWORTH

GEORGE FOX

I

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Saturday. Sept. 29 Co 12-001m.

VOLLEYBALL

All

UNFIELD.,

3:1

7-5

UPS

3-1

8-5

PUJ

4-0 :1113

WHITMAN

2-2

7-5

1-3

S-9

2-2

7-5

2-2

7-4

Fait

-

WHITWORTH

.

{wiTawrrg.
GEORGE FOX

,pAanc-7-51
NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Vititwortii vs. Puget Sound
Friday, Sept. 23 @ 7 p tn.

LOOKING FOR
UPDATES?
Chedc

k

out the scores, the

most recent standings and
other sports coverage at:

whitworthian.com
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t
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field. Friesen added to his

team-leading goal total
this season at five. Kirsch
The Whitworth men's is second on the team in
soccer squad improved points with three goals
to 4-0 in conference play and three assists to date.
this weekend, defeating Zahn tallied his third and
both Willamette Uni- fourth assists of the year.
versity and George Fox All four assists have come
University on the road in in the past four games for
Whitworth.
Oregon.
Thc Pirates dominated
The Pirates continue to
roll, winning their sixth the run of play, ripping
game of the year. Sopho- 19 total shots and earning
more midfielder Brent 10 corner kicks. Friesen
Zahn said this is a dream underscored the imporstart to the season for the tance of Sunday's win on
the road.
team.
-It was important to get
"We couldn't ask for
much better: Zahn said. a solid vsin. Fox is tough
'Starting undefeated with at home on a smaller
zero goals against is right field: Friesen said.
where we want to be:'
Along with going unForward Keith Kirsch beaten in Northwest
tallied one goal and one Conference play and reassist Sept. 22 against Wil- cording six straight wins,
lamette to lead the Pirates the win over George Fox
to a 3-0 victory. Zahn said is Whitworth's fifth shutthe game was a constant out in a row. While ilhittrack meet, as both teams vvorth recorded 17 shots
spcd up and down the on goal this weekend,
the team's defense held
field the whole game.
"The game was back their opponents to only
and forth," Zahn said. five shots, allovving goal'Everyone was doing a keeper Scott Barnum to
lot of work, especially the collect his fifth and sixth
outside midfielders7
scoreless games of the
Senior midfielder Ntatt year. Kirsch explained the
Friesen assisted on the importance of the Pirates
first goal by junior de- stmng defense during
fender Bcn Rotert in the their string of wins.
eighth minute. Rotert
"Our defense is the key,"
scored with a header after Kirsch said.
takes the
Friesen whipped a comer pressure off the rest of the
kick into the box.
team when our defense is
In the 60th minute, playing so well."
senior midfielder Ryan
Zahn was able to simPowers dished a pass to plify the team's key to
Kirsch, who beat Wil- winning even more.
lamette goalkeeper Scott
"It's just people doing
Klein from five yards out their jobs," Zahn said.
to score Whitworth's secWith a good start on
ond goal of the match.
the road, Whitworth
Friesen scored the filal looks toward next weekgoal in the 74th mintIte. end when they will travel
Zahn and sophomore to face both Pacific Luforward Mickey Vslebb as- theran University and
sisted on the play.
defending NWC champiThe Pirates rocketed 18 ons University of Puget
shots on the day, forcing Sound. Both teams were
five saves by Klein.
preseason favorites to win
On Sunday, Whitworth the conference ahead of
defeated George Fox 2-0 Mitworth. The Pirates,
to improve their unbeaten who currently hold the
streak to stx games.
conference lead, were
Newberg natives Char- picked to finish third.
lie Bone, Powers, and
"It was critical for us to
Friesen all started for the win our first two league
Pirates in front of their games on the road,"
hometown crowd.
Kirsch said.
sets us up
Zahn assisted on both real nicely for next weekgoals for the Pirates. The end:
first goal came on a cross
Zahn said a few things
by Zahn to Skye Hender- could be important lookson, who headed the ball ing forward to PLU and
to Powers for the score. UPS next weekend.
The goal was Powers'
"We have to keep the
third on the season, and defense strong, move the
gave the Pirates a 1-0 lead ball well and score some
in the 31st minute.
goals," Zahn said.
In the second half,
Both games will be
Zahr.'s pass to Kirsch led played in Tacoma startto a Friesen goal. Friesen, ing at 2:30 p.m. on Sept.
who started at forward 29-30.
during Sunday's game,
scored in the 69th minContact IC McAleavey
ute after returning to his al jc.mealeavey@whitworusual spot in the mid- thian.corn.

Mitt amid Whawmthim

Fleet of foot Whitworth students run In the Loop during capture the flag on Sept 21.

Whitworth Intramural Report
Garett Myers
Staff Writer
A chaotic game of "Capture the Flag" invaded the
Whitworth campus Sept.
21, as the cast side of campus defeated the west side
125-85 in an intense game.
The
playing
field
stretched campus wide in
the first half, but shrunk to
only the Loop in the second
half. The winners from thc
cast enjoyed Didiers as a revv-ard for their hard-carned

victory.
In the Challenge League
for
Ultimate
Frisbee
last week. the Hillbillies

squeaked past the Spartans
by a score of 11-10. Team
B-Rob beat the Bagpipers
16-8 and thc Happy Trees
took apart the Avengers
18-1. In the Power League
for Ultimate Frisbee, MUD.
Kamchatka and Mutom-

bo all stayed undefeated.
Scores included MUD over
Shipoopi 13-6, Square Bears
over TI. Mid:tight 14-10,
the Ninja Thrtles falling to
Mutombo 12-8 and Kamchatka beating The Royalty
15-7. MUD pic.ked up anothcr vvin beating T.I. Midnight 11-8 and Mutombo
won 10-8 over the Square

Bears.

On thc soccer field,
there were quite a fcw dose
games in the Challenge
League last week. Gertudog
and Brother Grimm drew
4-4, Worst Enemies tied
1-1, Wooksadc squeaked
by the Princesses 4-3 and
the Honkers won 7-4 over
the Pinecones.
In the Power League,
freshmen Straight Ihugz
took down seniors Vance
Refrigeration 3-2. Senior
Jeff Rodland, three year
intramural player and star

for Kamchatka, explained
how freshmen impact intramurals so soon.
"Since freshmen oftcn
come right out of playing
for thcir high school tearn
where they played sports
all year long, they bring a
lot of talent to intramorals,"
Rodland said.
Rodland added that upsets happen because of how
recently freshmen have
played sports competitively.
"Most seniors haven't
played thc sport at that kind
of competitive level for a
few years," Rodland said.
Other scorcs in the
Power League included thc
Ninja Turtles beating the
Peace Keepers 11-0 and the
Average loci taking down
the 007 Mafia 14-5.
1.4 vista( AVM at
%rt.,
garettanyers@ wit it wo Hit i-
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Villitworth vs. Pacific Lutheran

NWC

AT

Staff %%Triter

Whihsvrth vs. Menlo
Saturday. Sept. 29 @ 1200 p.m.

UPS

Pirates keep
ball rolling,
claim sixth
straight win
JC McAleavey

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

ill
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And Auto Repair

II,Season,

Whitworth Faculty,

Students, and
Parents receive
EXTRA DISCOUNTS
on all purchases!
Get Ready For Winter!

it

Lube, oil, and filter change
COoling system flush
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Volleyball splits weekend pair
Derek Casanovas

timely hitting from Rusch and a service ace by

Sports Editor

junior Jill Solbrack.

he Whitworth

volleyball team stayed

put at .500 in the Northwest Conference this
year, storming past Willamette University Sept.
21 but falling short against Linfield University
during the l'iratcs' two game swing through
Oregon this past weekend.
Junior Sarah Rusch had 38 kills and 9 blocks
in the two games, while senior Cassie Moore
tallied 55 digs on the weekend. Sophomore
Tracy Schwada racked up 17 kills for the Pirates, who now sit with an even 2-2 record in
conference.
Whitworth took down MIlamette to exact a
measure of revenge from earlier in the year, as
the Bearcats defeated the Pirates two weeks ago
at the 'AVIiitworth invitational. Moore said the
team understood how crudal it was to start off
the road trip with a win.
We knew that that would be the easier of
the two games for us," Moore said.
The Pirates bolted out to a fast start, winning
30-18 in the first game. After Moore served for
the game. Rusch linked up with senior Holly
Ridings for thc final point.
Willamette cooled off the Pirates in thc second, however, winning a tough game 30-28.
Junior Kelley Lindstrom punctuated the game
with one of her 22 kills against the Pirates.
The Pirates regained control of the match in
the third game, winning 30-26 behind some

The Pirates went on an 8-1 run in the fourth
game to close out the Bearcats behind two kills
and two blocks from Schwada during the run.
Moore explained that Schwada was instrumental in closing out the match.
"I have never seen her play like that," Nloore
said. She definitely Avon our fourth game for
us."

The Pirates seemed to carry Friday's momentum over into Saturday, taking the first game
against Linficld 33-31. Ridings finished off
Whitworth's furious comcback, as the Pirates
trailed the Wildcats 17-12 early on. Moore said
the Pirates may have caught Linfield off guard
in the first game.
don't think they vere expecting much
from us," Moore said. Rusch added there might
have been a letdown after the big win in the
first game.
"I think we let up a little bit after the first

I

one: Rusch said.
Unfortunately, the Pirates lct up a bit too
much, allowing thc 'AVildcats to roar back into
the match. Linfield put the match out of reach
in every game after the first, winning 30-21, 3023, 30-20 to scnd Whitworth home with a loss.
The Wildcats jumped out to 4-0 leads in the
second and third games, proving to be enough
of a cushion to keep the Pirates at bay.
Linficld trailed 2-1 in thc fourth aftcr kills
by Rusch and junior Nikki Bardwell. The slow

Whitworth Look-A-Likes
Pirate students ¡mil

-

ti eir celebrity counterparts

CURTIS

DONALD GLOVER OF

FLOURNOY

DERRICK COMEDY

Jordan Rusk
Staff writer
The success continues

TONIGHT!
Use

your noodle and save.

s 699S(Igg
MEDIUM
1-TOPPING

LARGE
1-TOPPING

ALL DAY. EVERY DAY.
No

coupon requiredjurt a student ID.

509-467-9898
ONLINE)
pizzahutcom
(ORDER
end theme Bev
Espave 5:3 VW Mad eddy el putuipeted luretaeou Ilridery
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as the undefeated Women's socccr team knocked

off Willamette University
and George Fox University this weekend to improve to 7-0-0 overall, the
best start in school history.
The team began the
weekend September 22
in Salem, Ore. to take on
the Willamette Bearcats.
Junior fonvard Whitney
Ramsey scored in the 10th
minute to stake the Pirates
out to a 1-0 lead. Senior
forward Greta Thibodeau
assisted on the play after
her shot was fumbled by
Willamette goalkeeper Lo
Holahan. Ramsey tapped
in the rebound for the
early goal.
The Bearcats managed
to score before the halftime whistle, tying the
game I-1 on a late strike
by Willamette's
Alex
Batzer. Thibodeau put
away the game winner
from inside thc six-yard
box in the 73rd minute after a cross in from freshman midfielder Ellen Seagraves.
The Pirates outshot
the Bcarcats 23-8 in the

Campus Delivery

12751

spectively.

Whitworth returns home this weekend to
open up a two game home stand against conference leaders University of Puget Sound and
Pacific Lutheran University. Rusch believes
practice this week could be extremely important to the team's success this weekend.
"We just need to have a really good week
in practice and make sure that we listen [to
coach]," Rusch said. Ntoore feels the team
should set their sights on Friday's match first
and foremost.
'1 think that this weekend more than any
other we have to take it game by game: Moore
said.
Friday's clash against Puget Sound starts at 7
p.m., while Saturday's contest against PLU will
be served up at 5 p.m.
Contact Derek Casanovas at derekcasanovas@whitwore:fan.com.

Women's soccer sweep
breaks school record
Women are
7-0 for first
time ever

NO RAMEN

start didn't matter for the Wildcats, as they reclaimed the lead from Whitworth and never
looked back en route to their third win of the
year. Rusch pointed out that the Pirates were
not necessarily mistake prone, but solid play
from the Wildcats allowed them to take down
the match.
"I think the first game took a lot out of us:
Rusch said. "Overall they just made some
amazing plays and earned every point on us."
Katelyn Baker and Rachel Rahn led the way
for Linfield, posting 29 kills and 27 digs, re-

contest. Sophomore goalkeeper Krista Dietz made
two saves.
Sunday the Pirates arrived in Newberg, Ore.
to take on a tough Bruins
team who came in undefeated in league play.
The Pirates went up

early, as sophomore Lindsay Oakes found senior
Kelly .Baker for a Pirate
goal in the 26th minute.
But 'Whitworth slipped
up shortly after, scoring

goals.

"What can I say, she
makes me feel rafe' Thibodeau said.
With such an incredible
start in the books, there is
already a lot of pressure
going into this weekend's
games. The Pirates will
travel to the west side to
take on Pacific Lutheran
University on September
29th.
In the two teams' last
meeting, Whitworth lost
2-0 last year away at PLU.
The women will then
end the weekend on the
30th,withabattleofleague

an own goal and tying the
game up for the Bearcats.
The ladies followed up
their mistake with an immediate goal at the other
end, as senior midfielder
Kara Tisthammer scored
in the 34th minute to put
Whitworth up 2-1.
George Fox tied the
game at 2 in the second half when Kirsten
Cardwell scored in the
51st mmute. Much
Saturda;p though, "I have every confidence
that by the end of next
Ramsey and
Thibodeau weekend, we will be the
put thegame
ordy unbeaten team in
away
for
the conference."

Whitworth.
Thibodeau,
along with

Greta Thibodeau,
senior forwani

senior midfielder Jael
Hagerott, set up Ramsey
for the game winning kick
in the 71st minute and a
weekend sweep.
The Pirates have added

heavy-

weights, as
they take
on the only

other un-

defeated
team in the
league, the

University
of Puget
Sound.
UPS

B
Titans QB Young
fined $7,500 for
on-field incident
TennesseeTitans quarterback Vince Young was fined
$7,500 for unsportsmanlike
conduct during the team's
game last week against the
Indianapolis Colts.
The NFL fined Young
for throwing the ball at
Colts defensive back Kevin
Hayden. Young acted in
retaliation after Hayden
pushed Young's head following his seven-yard run
late in the second quarter.

Injured Bills tight
end transported
to Houston
Buffalo Bills tight end
Kevin Everett was trans-

ferred September 21 by
private plane from Buffalo
to Houston's Memorial Hermann hospital to continue
his medical rehabilitation.
Everett was hurt making
a tackle on a kickoff in the
Bills season opener.
Doctors at Buffalo's Millard Fillmore Gates Hospital
feared Everett would never
walk again when he arrived
paralyzed from the neck
down. Doctors upgraded
their prognosis when Everett began moving his arms
and legs a few days later and
are now confident the player will be Avalking in two
weeks.

Warrant issued
for former NFL
player Robbins
Former NFL Pro Bowl
center Barret Robbins faces
extradition to Florida after
violating terms of his probation.
Robbins was arrested during a 2005 brawl uith police.
Officers shot and seriously
wounded Robbins during
a burglary call at a Miami
Beach building. Under a
plea agreement, Robbins
was on probation to continue treatment for bipolar
disorder in Texas.

is

currently
8-0 overall and will enter
the match as the defending Northwest Conference champions for the
fourth year in a row.
The Pirates will look to
steal a game on the road
against UPS, as the Pirates fell 3-0 in Tacoma
last season.
The Pirates' win broke
the school record set by
the women's team in 1996
and matched by the 2003
team.
"I have every confidence that by the end of
next weekend, we will be
the only undefeated team
in the conference," Thibodeau said.

nine freshmen to their
roster this year, many of
whom have contributed
immediately
"It's so good to have
girls who can step into
spots and step up to the
challenge: Ramsey said.
Freshmen EmilyRohde,
who is out for two weeks
with an ankle injury, and
Kaylyn Plumb already account for 10 of the 27 Pirate goals this season.
Some of the Pirates
early success should also
be attributed to the play
of Dietz. Dietz already
Contact Jordan Rusk at
has 14 saves on the sea- jordan.msk@whitwothison and has given up five an.com.

More evidence
given to police in

Simpson case
Tom Ricci°, a key witness
in the ongoing OJ Simpson
felony case, gave police audio recoraings on September 21 oían arranged meeting between Simpson and
two sports memorabilia
dealers.
Riccio had a recording
device planted in the Las
Vegas hotel room when
Simpson and a gmup of associates allegedly held up
two memorabilia dealers.

Compiled by Yam= Cobb
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WHITpics

TOP: A student sees her

captor come into view as
she flees.
TOP LEFT: One student

readies his escape, the
other his capture.
MIDDLE LEFT: A Baldwin

Jenkins resident looks
for an opening as she
prepares to escape from

jail.
TOP RIGHT:A student

weaves through campus

in pursuit of the flag.
MIDDLE RIGHT:The men
of McMillan Hall charge

the field to start the
second half of Capture
the Flag.
BOTTOM LEFT:A Mac

Hall resident heads
through the Loop.
BOTTOM CENTER:

Sophomore Melodie
Ratliff, like many of her
fellow Baldwin Jenkins
residents, painted her
face for Friday's events.
BOTTOM RIGHT: The

opposing group of halls
celebrate their victory
over McMillan Hall.
All
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DO YOU HAVE SOME AMAZING SHOTS OF CAMPUS LIFE?

E-mail them to us at: whitpics@gmail.coni.
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Former
professor
favored
in ruling

INSIDE
NEWS
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Students present
The Stigma Project

Jessica Davis
Senior Writer
The court case between a former tenured professor and Whitworth University remains unresolved after an appellate court's
decision this summer.
In September 2002, a Spokane
jury found Whitworth justified
in the firing of former associate professor of chemistry Tony
Mega for lack of collegiality toward his colleagues.
Two months later, Superior
Court judge Robert Austin overturned the jury's decision that
Whitworth did nothing wrong
when the institution fired Mega,
according to court documents.

Students raise awareness
about AIDS through
'Ilie Stigma Project.
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marTiage a sexist

obsolete tradition?
Nate awe Whatetvthian

Erika Prins and Kelly
McCrillis debate the
problems with marriage.

SCENE

I

Junior Sarah Moyer hosts her radio show on Friday. The

Caffeine has both
pros and cons

James Spung
Assistant Isilews Editor

While caffeine can help
with increase of energy,
moderation is key.

Whitworth's student-run radio
station, }MRS, will eventually no
longer broadcast over the airwaves
after the Federal Communication
Commission designated the station's frequency to a local public
radio outlet.
The FCC assigned KWRS' current frequency, 90.3 I1, to Spokane l'ublic Radio this summer.

1

PAGE13

lhe switch, however, will

not take
place until SPR decides what it
wants to do with the frequency,
which could be up to three years
from now, radio adviser Sara Edlin-Marlowe said.
Ve're still on 90.3, and we'll be
there until the day (SIR] comes,
puts up a transmitter and takes
over," Edlin-Marlowc said.
Once MRS leaves the radio, it
will broadcast solely on the Internet at its Web site, wwwkwrs.fm.
Communication studies department chair Ginny Whitehouse said
the decision to redesignate the frequency was not KWRS' decision.
We don't have control over
this," Whitehouse said. "ibis is not
something we chose."
Losing the station's frequency did not come as a surprise to
the university. In fact. MRS has
been anticipating such an event
for nearly a decade, Whitehouse

Football chops
down Oaks 49-0
Defense keys Whitworth
victory, run consecutive
win streak to three

WORD FOR WORD
Quote of the week
"The idea of regulating what people say
is absurdf
Greg Lukianoff

et NatrIco far
Indrezi Fights i1dicn

Prrudent o

(FIRE)e.mng o Seg. 26

said.
About nine years ago, several different stations applied to the FCC
for control of 90.3 FM. In order to
apply, MRS would have had to

km?

Read about the Twin at
whftworthian.com.
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frequency to Spokane Public Radio.

KWRS loses frequenc
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Student station
to move online
in three years

SPORTS

FCC assigned KWRS

WIII1pics
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upgrade to a 100-watt transmitter,
said Dick Kunkel, president and
general manager of SPR.
"Whitworth was toast unless
they said, 'We want to upgrade"
Kunkel said, adding that the college opted to stay with its 10-watt
transmitter, essentially accepting
the fact that another station would
take over the frequency.
The FCC's decision this sumnicr
marked the conclusion of the long
application process that began
nine years ago.
Since KWRS' low-watt antenna
limits its broadcast range to about
a three-mile radius, former KWRS
general manager Ben Leighton was
not surprised at the FCC's decision
to allow KWRS' frequency to be
absorbed into a larger station.
"We're kind of under the radar
in that sense, and the FCC really
doesn't pay too much attention to
stations
small
like us," Leighton said.

e

said. "We gain literally the svhole
world. Anybody anywhere with an
Internet connection can listen'
Leighton agreed.
"I've seen a lot of stations that
arc Internet-only," Leighton said.
'They seem to like it.They seem to
be doing svell:'
Leighton added that as an Internet-only broadcast, KWRS would
have greater freedom from regulations than mainstream stations.
However, KWRS music director Caleb Knox expressed concerti
about broadcasting entirely over
the Internet.
"Our two biggest audiences are
people who listen in their cars and
people who listen at Prime Time,"
Knox said. "If we go off the air, we
lose half our audience immediately."
Still, Edlin-tslarlowe said broad-

casting over the Internet would be
a more posverful option than

broadcasting

univer- 'The FCC and govemment regu- over the radio.
sity conducted a lations have changed. Therefore,
of
"Mink
feasibility study
the time peoKWRS must change as well:'
many ycars ago
ple spend on
Ginny Whitehouse,
for other local
the computer,"
communication studies deportment chair
frequencies froni
Edlin-Islarlowe
which
KW RS
said. "For peocould
broadple who want
cast, Whitehouse said, adding that to listen, most people are at their
nothing reasonable turned up.
computer a lot more than they're
Even if there kid been a fre- in their car:'
quency the university could have
'The fact remains that KWRS
picked up, obtaining a license from will eventually be broadcasting
the FCC would remain a problem. as an Internet-only music station,
"The FCC isn't licensing small, Vhitchouse said.
low-frequency stations anymore,"
"The reality is, radio itself is
Whitehouse said.
changing,"
Whitehouse said.
Whitehouse said the eventual "Therefore, the FCC and governmove to Internet-only broadcast- ment regulations have changed.
ing will expand thc station's appeal Therefore, KWRS must change as
and audience.
weir
"By going to the Internet radio
program, KWRS has a broader
Contact James Spung at james.
reach- a global reach," Whitehouse spungewhitworthian.com.
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Austin

ruled

the

college im-

properly
fired /slega
in
2002, se
l s'suir
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documents for younelfat
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months
before a formal hearing required
by the Faculty Handbook and
13 months before a faculty committee found cause to terminate
Mega's tenure, according to court
docurnents.
Mega, a chemistry professor
at Whitworth from 1993 until he
was fired in 2002, came to Whitworth from Gonzaga University
where he had taught for three
years.
Mega's time at Whitworth was
riddled with reports of inappropriate behavior, Andersen said.
Application for tenure
Interested professors must apply for tenure by their fifth year of
teaching at Whitworth, according to the Faculty Handbook.
Tenure is designed to give
professors the freedom to present challenging or controversial
material for academic purposes
without fear of termination.
According to court documents,
Whitworth faculty withdrew
islega's tcnurc recommendation
after reports of inappropriate behavior toward his colleagues.
Mega then appealed to President Bill Robinson personally for
another chance at tenure, Whiworth's attorney islatt Andersen
said. He said Mega struck a deal
with Robinson saying he would
behave for a year and follow the
guidelines in the Faculty Handbook.
"[Bill] gave him a second
chance, maybe out of objection
to the faculty," Andersen said.
Sec TRIAL,

VISiT WHITWORTH IAN.COM DAILY FOR BREAKING
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Roberts Wesleyan College.
About 170 universities and colleges now
participate in Acting on AIDS sincc it began at
Seattle Pacific University in 2004, World Vision
student mobilization coordinator Kurt Rahn
said.
The Global Student's AIDS Campaign, anothcr on-campus dub, was integrated with ActChristina Chea
ing on AIDS during the 2004-05 school year,
Staff Writer
Allyn Kryzmowski. Acting on AIDS vice presiThe Acting on AIDS dub hosted a series of dent, said.
Whitivorth w-as one of thc first colleges inevents last week. induding the "Do You Sec
Orange?" campaign Wednesday, a multimedia volved with Acting on AIDS, Dokcs said.
About 42 campuses nationwide participresentation at Chapel Thursday and the launch
of-The Stigma Project.
pated in the "Do You Scc Orange?" campaign
The Acting on AIDS program is affiliated Wednesday. Five percent of the student body
with World Vision. The first debut of The Stig- were Wearing a bright orange T-shirt displaying
ma Project took place Thursday evening in thc the word "orphan," Rahn said.
Robinson Teaching Theatre in Weyerhaeuser
These students represent 1-in-20 (15 milHall.
lion) children who have lost at least one parent
The projcct portrays the stereotypes attached to AIDS, Rahn said.
to people who are infected with AIDS, Kristic
The "Do You See Orange?" campaign was a
Dokes, World Vision student outreach coordi- creative activism campaign that was launched
nator, said.
when Acting on AIDS began at SPU, Dokcs
Acting on AIDS dub officers include sopho- said.
more Elizabeth Moreno, junior Carrie BowerThe presentation of The Stigma Project on
sand seniors Julie Foran and Alayna Brauer.
Sept. 27 consistcd oía drama segmented by in"The Stigma Project is an excellent example teractive musicals.
of people investing the talents that God has
The year before, Whitworth's theatre departgiven each person.
ment had talked with Hall after an Acting on
"In this instance it is to challenge others to AIDS speech and expressed their interest in
take the next step in responding to the AIDS presenting something like this, Dokes said.
pandemic: Jyl Hall, general manager of Acting
The Stigma Project's drama presentation was
on AIDS, said.
a reenactment ola true event that took place in
Inspiration for The Stigma Project spawned Malawi, Africa, Dolces said.
during a retreat last spring when the Acting on
The story is about a pastor who did not alAIDS dub realized the speeches needed some- low AIDS-infected people to enter his church,
thing to engage the audience, Dokes said.
Dokes said.
Following the debut at Whitworth, The StigThe cast of the drama induded sophomores
ma Project will be presented at 10 other cam- Rachel Ewing, Heather Kirnak and Ben Bonpuses this fall, induding Bethel College, Mis- nema, junior Tim Takechi and seniors Jeannie
sissippi College, Fresno Pacific University and Sibbet and Amy Bernard. The music leaders

Events bring awareness
about people infected
with AIDS
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Sophomores Heather Kimak and Rachel Ewing
perform during the presentation of the project.

included sophomores Jacob Hildebrand and
Thomas Walters and junior Meghan Brombach.
It was really powerful; there was a balance
between being informative and giving students
an outlet for action," said senior Ruth Stoops,
who attended the event.
Contact Christina Chea at christina.dwa@
whitworthian.cont.
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President's assistant leaving
Gabrielle Vaughn
Staff Writer
Assistant to the president Sylvia Hedrick will
be leaving Whitworth in
October.
"A great opportunity
presented itself, and af-

ter thinking about it,
HEDRICK
and praying about it, and
discussing it with family,
friends and colleagues, I decided to accept
the offer," Hedrick said.
Her new job will entail working with the
president and CEO of Washington Trust
Bank.

TRIAL: Appellate

"I'll also work with the board, which is
considerably smaller than the one here at
Whitworth, nine versus 33; Hedrick said.
The board also meets every other month
rather than twice a year, Hedrick said.
Hedrick has worked as assistant to the
president for eight-and-a-half years.
President Bill Robinson said Hedrick is his
primary assistant.
"There was a great opportunity to go work
with the president of a bank in Spokane;
Robinson said. "It's a very good financial situation and she has pretty extensive experience
in the banking industry. She's done a great job
and I will miss her, as I'm sure all in the community will."
Hedrick's last full day will be Oct. 12, al-

though she will work some half days after
that.
"I'm good friends with her new employer
and we're trying to coordinate so that both
places are served well in transition; Robinson said.
The opening will be posted within the next
week, Robinson said.
"I've loved working here and am going to
miss everyone when I leave," Hedridc said.
"Whitworth is a wonderful community and a
great place to work and you couldn't ask for a
better boss than Bill. He's a great guy."

Contact Gabrielle Vaughn at gabrielle.
vaughn@whitworthiatt.com.

continuedfrom page 1
Mega fulfilled the contract
with Robinson by behaving for
onc year and was granted tenure
by the Board of Trustees, accord-

ing to court documents.
Andersen said hiega's inappropriate behavior resurfaced
almost immediately after tenure
was granted.
"They thought Tony had
changed," Andersen said. They
honestly thought Tony had
changed:
Termination of tenure
In Niarch 2002, a Faculty Affairs Committee conducted an informal review of Mcga's behavior,
according to court documents.
Associate dean for faculty development and scholarship htikc
Ingram said he was on the first
faculty meeting appointed to investigate Mega's behavior.
"We found there were grounds
for dismissal; Ingram said.
According to court documents the committee encouraged
Mega to resign, but he refused.
Ingram said Robinson and former dean of faculty Tammy Reid
decided to fire Mega based on behavioral grounds of issues related
to collegiality in June 2002.
The formal hearing

Under the Faculty Handbo ok at
that time, Ingram said there was
a process called thc formal hearing, which functioned as a quasijudicial proceeding. Ingram said
Mega invoked this process.
At the week-long hearing, the
faculty, administration and Niega
were all represented by attorneys,
Andersen said.
Citing the contract between
Niega and Robinson, the second
faculty committee found in July
2003 that the college had established dear and cornincing
evidence that there was adequate
cause to terminate Mega's tenured appointmcnt, according to
court documents.
In October 2003, the Board
upheld the faculty's decision,
according to court documents.
Mega then sued, Andersen said.
Judge overturns jury
After a three-week trial, the

contract between Robinson and
Niega, which the faculty used to
justify firing Niega, vas thrown
out by Superior Court Judge
Robert Austin, according to court
documents.
The court documents state that
Austin made an error in allowing
the jury to use the contract be-

and for discharging him without
following the handbook's formal
procedures.
On these grounds, Austin
granted Niega a retrial, according
to court documents.
Austin also ruled that the college had to pay Mega the salary he
would have earned in the 2002-03
school year with interest, according to court documents.
Mega made around $50,000 a
year in salary, according to the
document.
Appeals court dedsion

Andersen said Whitworth appealed the trial court judge's decision. In May 2007 the appeals
court upheld Austin's decision.
The appeals court granted a
new trial on whether the termination procedures outlined in
the Faculty Handbook were followed, acairding to the court
documents.
Andersen said 'Whitworth appealed to the Washington State
Supreme Court this summer.
Andersen said unlike the court
of appeals, the supreme court
chooses which cases it wants to
hear, meaning it could take up to
six months until the university
knows if there will be a retrial.
Whitworth is appealing the appellate court decision, Andersen
said.

Andersen said the judge did
not contest that Whinvorth had
just cause to terminate Niega.
The judge did not explain what
the error in the instructions to
the jury was, Andersen said.
Andersen said Whitworth
should not have to have to pay
Niega any salary.
"The issue is whether there was
just cause to fire him or not," Andersen said.
Andersen said the judge came
up with the one-year compensation on his own and that Niega
never asked for compensation
between the time he was fired
and the second faculty hearing.
Niegis lawyer, Bruce Johnston,
did not respond in time after repeated requests for an interview
over a period of three weeks.

TONY MEGA V.

WHITWORTH
"Most influential professor"
Andersen said several of Mega's
colleagues were frightened of
him, especially women.
"[Niega was) sexist, abusive,
threatening," Andersen said. "He
was never violent with anybody
and he never strudc anybody:'
The Faculty Handbook holds
members of the community to a
high standard of conduct on the
basis of Christian ideals, according to the 2000 and 2007 Faculty
Handbooks.
"They are expected at all times
to have their behavior reflect
positively upon themselves personally and upon Whitworth
College; according to the 2000
Faculty Handbciok
A former Whitworth student,
Mega said he came to Whitworth
to teach in a more Christian environment, according to a Sept.
28, 1993 issue of The Whitworthian.
"The Christian commitment,
the balance between commitment and open-mindedness and
the firmly held Christian beliefs
are all reasons I chose 'Whitworth
and reasons why I like teaching
at Whitworth; Mega said in the
article.
President Robinson praised
Mega in a February 1999 edition
of the Mind and Heart, a newsletter written by Robinson.
Mega received two S20,000
awards- one from the Camille
and Henry Dreyfus Foundation
and one from the Carl M. Hansen
Foundation to help buy a NNIR
spectrometer, according to the
newsletter.
According to the newsletter,
"The MIR is one of the most important instruments that chemists now use, and the acquisition
of this equipment will help our
students to be better prepared for
the job market:
One former Whitworth student said he felt better prepared
for the job market thanks to
Niega.

In a "Whitworth Speaks Out"
on April 30, 1996, The Whitsvorthian asked students "Who is
your most influential professor
and why?"
Kevin Kee, then senior, said
"Dr. Tony Niega because he's
helped me do my education
through Whitworth. He's gotten
roe into sotne internships and
basically has given me an inspiration to pursue a degree in chemistry, and to continue education
on to graduate school':

A chronology of the case
11993 Tony Mega comes from
Gonzaga University to teach chemistry at Whitworth.

11996 Mega receives low rating
when revievied for tenurability.

I1998 Mega submits an application for tenure.
IJULY 29, 1999 President Bill
Robinson agrees to recommend
tenure if Mega treats colleagues
collegially, courteously and thoughtfully.

I SEPTEMBER 2000 Board of
Trustees grants tenure based on Robinson's recommendation and Mega%
Interim collegiality.
)2000-2003

Whitworth and
Mega enter into three different
tenure contracts during this period
MARGI 2002 Faculty Affairs
Committee (FAO) does an informal
conduct review of Mega after inappropriate behavior resurfaces.

I MARCH 15,2002

FAC1

recom-

mends Mega resign.

11191E7,2002 Mega terminated
as professor at Whitworth.

IA86851-5,2002 Mega appeals
dedsion and asks for an evaluation from a different Faculty Affairs
Committee (FAQ).
FAC1

IJU LY 28, 2003 FAQ condudes
that the termination was justified.

I OCTOBER 2003 Board of
Trustees academic affairs committee
'sustains' Mega's dismissal. Mega
sues Whitworth.

ISEPTEMBER 2005 Jury finds
that Whitworth had probablecause
to terminate Mega. Mega files motion with the trial court.

I NOVEMBER 2005 Trial court
judge finds Whitworth violated formal procedures, calls for a new trial
and grants Mega one year's salary.
Whitworth appeals.
I MAY 2007 Appeals court
upholds trial court judge's decision.
Whitworth appeals to the Washington State Supreme Court
foi

Contact Jessica Davis at jessica.
ihtvisgwhitworthiatt.com.

ID cards to be

distributed until
Wednesday
Students livingon campus
must pick up new ID cards
from 11 a.m.-h30 p.m. in
the Hixson Union Building
through Wednesday.
Starting on Oct. 8,
keys to residence halls will
no longer work
Questions about the new
card access system should
be directed to Alan Jacob,
assistant director for student
housing, at: x3250 or e-mail:
ajacob@whitwortkedu.

W.1.S.E. to march

court decision leaves case unresolved
tween Mega and Robinson.
The court documents state that
Mega objected to allowing the
jury to consider the special contract between Robinson and himself throughout the trial, because
he fulfilled Robinson's request of
good behavior to receive tenure.
According to court documents,
Austin ruled that Whitworth
brolce Niega's tenure contract by
not giving Mega adequate information (of Whitworth's concerns) before his termination

alleA

courtesy et. ceurt aocuments

aiDit'hgworth

lan A r...1.7sen.

downtown today
Members of Women
Society Everywhere
(W.I.S.E.) will participate
in a march downtown at
5:30 p.m. today with Faith
Partners Against Domestic
Violence.
The march will begin at
City Hall and end at the
Cathedral of Our Lady of
Lourdes. A prayer vigil in
remembrance of domestic
violence victims will follow.
For more information,
contact Tori Hiller (vhiller08@whitworth.edu), Julie Kimball (jkimball09@
whitworth.edu), John Kuhn
(jkuhn10@whitworh.edu),
or Karla Rose (krose08@
whitworth.edu).

in

Evangelical

leader to lecture
Thursday
The vice president for
governmental affair's for
the National Association of
Evangelicals will present a
lecture Thursday as a part
of homecoming week.
Richard Cizik, a 1973
alum, will lecture on "For
God's Sake: An Evangelical's Call to Care for Creation" Thursday at 7 p.m.
in the Robinson Teaching
Theatre.
Cizik is an ordained
minister in the Evangelical
Presbyterian Church.
He has been featured by
Newsweek, The Washington Post, National Public
Radio (NPR) and "Frontline" on PBS.
Cizik is among four
NVhitworth altunni who will
be honored at the George F.
Whitworth Honors Banquet
on Friday. Cizik will receive
the Distinguished Alumnus
award for extraordinary
service to the community.
For a complete list of
homecoming events, visit:
www.whitworth.edui
homecoming.
Compiled by Julie Wootton

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
Whitworthian is committed to Ftnic!,r,g
the Vihitworth cosmnunity with the most acThe

curate itiformation possible. The WI inscrthian rtelef LIC^efir.g!)0 palishes inaccuracies. If
roll ha a cemmerit t, qJestion about the
Lintels or accLiacy of a story, send an e-mal
to edit otjw hinvorthian.corn.
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NEWS

World

Core 350 sharpens focus on class, race

BRIEFS
North Korea disarmament talks
come to an end
Six-nation disarmament
talks about North Korea's
nuclear program ended
Sept. 30.
The nations did not reach
an agreement about the nuclear program, but decided
to scnd a disarmament plan
to their respective governments for approval.
The plan lays out a roadmap for disarmament.
The talks lasted for four
days.

21.7 million
pounds of beef
recalled Saturday
The Topps Meat Co. recalled 21.7 million pounds
of ground beef Sept. 29 that
may be contaminated with
E. coli bacteria.
Three people have contracted the E. 'coli bacteria
as the result of eating the
contaminated beef, the
USDA said. There are currently 22 other cases under
investigation.
The recall is in effect for
Topps' ground beef products with sell-by dates between Sept_ 25, 2007 and
Sept. 25, 2008.
Compikli iy

Mt Wootton

eluding Waller.
Professor of communication studies Gordon Jackson
has been a part of the program
since its inception. Jackson
said there were two main motivations for change: the impressions of the faculty and
student feedback.
Last spring. ASWC passed
a resolution that included suggestions to improve the Core
program.

syllabus.
This scmcstcr the focus remains on polic), but thc team
is choosing to teach policy
through different issues.
"In the past wc spent a lot of
time on energy policy," Jackson said. "Now we're focusing
Katie Goodell
on race and class in America."
Staff itrritcr
This will include issues like
illegal immigration, school
A sharper focus on class,
desegregation and affirmative
race and global issues is fuaction, Waller said.
eling thc Core 350 proram,
Although
The third unit
starting'ttiis semester.
there were no
of the course
Student input and thc grad- suggestions
CORE CHANGES has also been
ual evolution of the ncw pro- directed
at A SIRIES os Till ClIANGIS 10 revised and now
gram led the teaching team Core 350 speNORI.DVIEN SWUM
includes lectures
to make content changes in cifically, Jackon globalization,
thc curriculum, said professor son said thc student body's global wamiing, poverty and
of psychology James Waller. comments were a big push for distribution of resources.
Waller is thc team leader for change in the course.
Waller said the focus on
Core 350.
"Ve know when things global cthics is not structured
Waller said this ncw com- haven't gone well or are frus- to make students fccl guilty
mitment lo spotlight American trating for studcnts," Jackson about the issues with which
diversity issues is important to said. "We take these things the world is struggling, but
the five-year-old cotuse's pur-. into account and make chang- rathcr to encourage awareness
pose.
es."
and responsibility.
"We're filling an important
After multiple meetings
Jackson said this unit used
gap in the
and a sum- to last about two weeks.
Com promer plan"Wc felt that wasn't enough
gram when
ning retreat time to accomplish the course
it
comes 'We're filling an important gap in with past goals," Jackson said. "re've
to
issues the Core program when it comes and currcnt extended (Unit
31 to about
of
race
to issues of race and dass:'
members four weeks
and class,"
of thc tearn,
Waller said the team feels
James Waller, Corr 350 team leader
Waller said.
%%railer said
students are already engagCore 350,
the
tcam ing in the course a little more
the
third
decided to deeply than before.
and
final
make somc content-Mated
The discussions on race
c-ouise of Whitworth's re- shills in curriculum this
se- and class have been drawing
quired worldvicw studies pro- mester.
in people from both ends of
gram, asks the question, "flow
The first unit of the course thc political spectrum," Waller
should we act in response to has traditionally included lec- said.
reality as individuals and as a tures and discussions on polcommunity?"
icy-making, policy process,
Contact Katie Goodell at
The course is taught by a implementation and evaluakatic.goodell@whitworthian.
tcam of eight professors, in- tion, according to thc
coursc com.

Student input
informs Core
curriculum

AN EXAMINATION:
THE CORE 350 SYLLABUS
'7his course will opiate the way in which
Western worldview claims are applied in the
private and public spheres oflife, emphasizing
questions of a practical and ithkal nature."

CORE 350 COURSE GOALS:

Understand the relationship between
worldviews and the world's problems.
Apply the lessons of epistemology, metaphysics, and ideology in the analysis of policy

problems.
Appredate perspectives on faith and civic

engagement.
Understand and apply the policy framework
for analysis to real policy problems.
Listen for and indude the voices of the
voiceless In the analysis of policy problems.

Appreciate the inherent policy tensions
involved in living in community.

no"

DISCUSSION GROUP TOPICS:

I"War and Terrorism'

linandal Markets & Government'

I "Technology & Sodety"

I °Censorship'
I'Language & Culture'

Illuman Rights'
)lheology and foreign Policy'
rEducational Equity'
inionnshion film. the f..d 2007 Corr ISO rydalus
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onsidering a master's or doctoral degree?.
start something big by attending Eastern's first multi-school
-.Lio

tit

.

Graduate Student
ecr
era Fair

Monday, Oct. 8, 2007, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
PUB Multi-purpose Room
Come pick up information on graduate programs from EWU, Gonzaga,
WS U, UW, Willamette, PLU, SPU, Antioch and the Leadership Institute of Seattle
ty
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SOUNDING BOARD
Should Whitworth restrict speed] more or less?

Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or

e-mail your thoughts to editorcawhitworthian.com

Zit

hittuorthian

OCTOBER 2, 2007

The consequences offree speech: Tensions at Whitworth reach a boiling point

VOLUME 98, NUMBER 3

EDIfORIALS I IN THE

LOOP

Students need input in
their own handbook
Who can blame students for not noticing
the recent Student Handbook revisions?
After all, the revisions seemed to have
happened almost on a whim. The Student
Handbook was tossed in for legal review
with the Faculty Handbook after school let
out. In the lazy days of summer, while students were away from campus, the Board of
Trustees approved a number of changes, to
the handbook and the student bill of rights
online.
Even if students kncw that changes were
going to happen, they would have been
helpless to do anything. Instead of holding an open meeting in the fall, the Board
discussed these changes online. Despite
repeated requests from The Whitworthian,
copies of this discussion have not yet been
released.
Frankly, students will be far more affected
by the changes to this document than our
name change to "Whitworth University:
While brodsure, after press release, after
photo-montage have advertised the name
change, the currcnt Student Handbook
makes no mention of thc wording changes.
It doesn't italicize the additions, comment
on the clarifications or even allude to thc
fact that changes occurred.
In fact. under the title of the revised student bill of rights it still says "1989" is the
date of the last major revision.
It is interesting that this date still dings
anachronistically to thc document. The 1989
revision process is a perfect example of how
this year's process should have gone.
According to an April 11, 1989 anide in
The Whitworthian, students knew about
thc likelihood of the 1989 rewrite long in
advance. It was discussed in an open forum.
When students or faculty members raised
concerns (about issucs like free speech) thc
document was changed accordingly. The
documcnt was brought before the Associated Students of Whitworth College, where
students disputed certain amendments. The
process appears to have been extensive,
thorough, and above all, open.
The administration may maintain that
thc reason the student body wasn't alerted,
informed or involved in thc process was
because the changes were merely matters
of wording. But words matter, especially in
legal documents.
New phrases like -not absolute" and "potentially harmful... to the reputation of the
university," have made this document even
broader and vaguer than previously.
We call on the administration to:
Release the online Board of Trustees
discussion on the handbook changes. Putting actual meaning bchind words like accountability, transparency and openness is
key to establishing trust between students
and administration.
Give the Student Handbook a proper
rewrite. This time make sure the entire student body can give input. Not just ASWU.
Not just The Whitworthian. Not just the
Student Life Committee.
Furthermore, we call on ASWU to:
Actively gather student input about the
changes. As of yct, ASSVU has not conducted a single constituency report about any
issue. ASWU President Scott Donnell has
said he wants to build a bridge between the
students and the administration.
Here is that opportunity.
Involve students actively in any future
revision process.
Even if students decide not to care about
these wording changes, it should be up to
them to make that choice. Decisions about
the Student Handbook should contain input from, well, the students.
Editorials in the "In thc Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

Cartoon by Eriirs Prins

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT I HOW WAS YOUR COMMUNITY BUILDING DAY?
didn't do it.
it was fun. rre
'We went to
'It was really
paid my dues,
didn't have to

World Relief,

good. I'm on

I

and I think
we did a lot of
good things for

leadership.
We went to Cat
Tails!

I

Trine, lourenc4
Junior

Evan Worrkn,

do it againf

them!
lee Stover,
senior

To Trustees: Free speech

sophomore

done community
service before. It
was a different
appreach to what
I've done before.'
Lautakhaffer,
freshman

win-win for school

responsible for all editorial decisions, it will be warranted when and if the univermay not be culpable. I am not a lawyer, but sity determines that any particular comGALEN
I have heard lawyers reason in this manmunication or publication might expose
SANFORD
ner. I suggest the university consult a First the university to litigation or damages7
caLimsT
Such freedom is a responsibility the ediAmendment lawyer along with a liability
attorney to ensure the university is pro- tors take seriously.
Speaking from my four years of 'Whittected without limiting student liberties.
Second, if the university wishes to limit worthian experience and personal interTo the Tntstees:
the exposure of certain ideas, then, counter- actions with the editors, they understand
I am struck by an irony: I intend to disthe figurative bud: has no place to stop but
cuss censorship of student media at 'Whit- intuitively, censorship should be avoided.
Kate Burns, editor of "Censorship," a with them.
worth, but may only approach that topic
It is my opinion that such
because Whitworth's policies ensure I will collection of essays on
responsibility is not merely
not be censored. I applaud the university that topic notes in her
negative in nature and does
for creating an environment in which stu- introduction: "In quite
is my opinion that any
dent media does not bear the necessity of a few instances the sup- form of censorship exerdsed not solely limit the editors'
self-censorship, a menace to expression the pression of a newspaagainstThe Whitworthian ventures.
That freedom is also a
Journalism Education Association on its per anide, painting,
will predpitate the exact
prescriptive pressure, comweb site calls the "most chilling and perva- government report, or
effects the administration pelling them to act as an admovie has backfired besive form of censorship in schoolsr
wishes to avoid."
vocate for the student body
Yet, there are perhaps two pertinent cause once material beand the concerned public.
reasons the possibility of censorship still comes prohibited, more
The university shows itself
looms over The 'Whitworthian. The first is people than ever before
reasonable and fair each time it refrains
to protect the school from liability, should seem to become curious about it."
If the university should exercise prior from censoring student media.
parties wish to sue the university for stateThough the option of prior review exments made in The Whitworthian. The review or prior restraint against The NS/hitsecond is to ensure particular ideas are not worthian, they risk roiling placid waters, ists in the current student bill of rights, it
inciting student interest in a topic previ- has never been implemented. The dame
publicized.
allowing "unwarranted and indiscriminate
It is my opinion that any form of censor- ously of little interest to them.
The administration could, in a day, thor- censorship and advance approval" remains
ship exercised against The WThitworthian
will precipitate the exact effects the admin- oughly publicize a topic that may have today perhaps because the university has
rarely encountered events which have progone unheralded.
istration wishes to avoid.
Further, if the topic should spread in a vided opportunity for censorship.
First, should 1Vhitworth truly svish to
It has not been exercised. Thus, it has
avoid liability for statements issued in The decentralized manner, controlling the acWhitworthian, the university should "tie curacy of the information will be impos- not been challenged.
I urge you to encourage the administraits hands" and disclaim any responsibil- sible. However, should the administration
ity for the editorial liberty of its students. abandon prior review, The Whitworthian tion to continue their laudable policy supThis liberty exists inherently; 1Vhitworth will be free to print a single, univocal, ac- porting journaListic freedom by refraining
from exercising either prior review or prior
does not -allow" nor need "acknowledge" curate artide to inform their readership.
The university's current policy avoid restraint upon The 'Whitworthian.
the liberty; it exists independently until recensoring student media, except in litiI also urge you to further distinguish the
strained.
If Vhitworth maintains any semblance gious circumstances, per Artide D, Section university from the paper by repealing the
of control or opportunity to censor, then 3 of the Student Handbook. That section administration's reserved right to what it
terms "advance approval: It is in the best
they are responsible for the content pub- reads (in part):
"The freedom afforded student media, interest of both the university and the stulished by The Whitworthian editorial staff
because the university (represented by its while not absolute, is broad and is protect- dents to avoid impinging on The Whitworthian's liberties.
administrators) effectively approves the ed as follows:
a. Student media shall be free of unwarcontent. If 'Whitworth explicitly states it
reserves no right to prior reviesv or prior ranted and indiscriminate censorship and SANFORD is a senior majocing in ptulosophy. Comrnents can
restraint and that the students are entirely advance approval of copy; such approval be sent to galensanford@whitworthian.com.
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Wedding dashers: Is marriage obsolete?

Erika Prins and Kelly McCrillis debate whether marriage is an anachronistic remnant of a sexist past
KELLY McCRIUJS:

Lct me point out that marriage in
a legal sense is and has been bogus
since the days when logic ruled
and a marriage could be essentially
slavery. Marriage should be com-

ERIKA PRINS:

mitted because ola belief one of
wanting to be symbolically linked.
Vhile some marry as part of a
religious tradition, many simply
want to know the security and bliss
ofa long-term companionship.
American socicty has greatly
changed its attitude toward women, not only in this last century, but
in the last 10 years. Radical or not.
women these days are hopefully
thinking for themselves, as proven
by you writing this anide.
Couples are learning that commitment can be an awesome experience. As women become more
independent, divorce rates are
lowering. (They are at thcir lowest

Choosing not to get married
can no longer be marginalized as
a.n amoral choice to be promiscuous. Many committed couples
make the choice as a statement of
their values. For me, the desire to
be in a truly egalitarian relationship has inspired my commitment
lo never marry.
A long history of sexism in
marriage has left an unappealing
legacy. "Divorcing" the institution
from male dominance is, in my
since 1970.)
opinion, impossible.
Of the 117 million women
Even if you and your spouse
age 16 years and
share laundry duover
in the United
ties, the "married"
69 million
States,
status pigeonholes "A long history of sexism
(almost 60 percent)
women in the pubin marriage has left an un- are labor force parlic sphere. In our
culture, women are appealing legacy.'Divorc- ticipants.
"Families with
defined in terms of ing'the institution from
their relationship male dominance is, in my two earners with
good jobs have
to mcn. Nlarriage
opinion, impossible.'
seen an improvecements a womtheir
ment in
an's identity to her
Erika Prins
..standard of living,
husband's. For exwhich leads to less
ample, the woman
tension at home
is likely to be described as "John's
and lower probability of divorce:
svife," while John is described by
said Andrew Chcrlin, a professor
his vocation.
It may seem impossible for of public polic-y at Johns Hopkins
many of us to imagine our futures University.
I know many women who have
without marriage, but perhaps we
been
happily married, and it was
should begin to.
their
decision
to get married, not
'Single people or partners who
share an address and a `close per- the man's.
sonal relationship' have outnumbered married households in the ERIKA PRINS:
It's great that the divorce rate has
US since 2005: wrote Nadia Berenstein in her recent "Hypatia" lowered, but this is not solely because couples who both work full
article, "Happily Never Married:
Many people don't marry be- time and have more money don't
cause it may alter their relation- get divorced as frrquently.
As I mentioned, the marriage
ship, says Berenstein. From this
rate
has dropped (almost 30 perday forth" loses credibility svhen
cent
in the past 25 years), and
divorce rates (and unhappily-marpeople are waiting about five years
ried rates?) are sky-high.

longer to marry than they did in
1970, according to a study done by
thc Associated Press.
Although I maintain that our
marriage tradition cannot be separated from sexism, 1, too, have
many friends who are happily
working within their marriage to
find more genuine, less genderdetermined mies.
The days arc past, though,
where a woman must choose between the role of ssife, "spinster,"
or whore. We can choosc to have
our committed, mutually-edifying
relationships outside the legal. religious and cultural bounds of marriage, an institution within which
we nmst fight for equality.

lions. Since it is so deeply rooted in
historically sexist cultures, many of
the expectations for gender roles
are, frankly, archaic.
I believe a committed relationship outside of marriage can hold
deep meaning, but carry fewer
culturally-, legally- and religiously- constructed expectations for
gender roles.
Making a well-informed choice
not to marry is not equivalent to
fearing being trapped. It is deciding to define your relationship in
a way more consistent with your
comictions.
KELLY McCRILLIS:
Since marriage is such a deep
connection, you feel a dccp love (or

whatever other phrase you want
The only restriction in marriage to attach to it) for someone. Why
that is greater than being in a boy- not show that through a promised
friend/girlfriend relationship is the commitment?
I wouldn't care if the governhassle of getting a divorce. The fact
that this small hassle c.xists actu- ment was to do away with the legal
ally helps people to sort out their complications.
If you want to spend the rcst of
problems.
If the couple has children, your life sening, being se mil, lovthough, thc same
ing, bring loved,
mutually reciprolegal issues are
present for married 'For that is what marriage cating another's
or unmarricd couaffection, why not
is: A promise of faith in
ples. If an unmar- your relationship on such a make the promise
ried parent breaks deep level that it becomes of marriage?
up, but one wants
For that is what
dual custody and more than a relationship.' marriage is: A
Kelly McCrillis
the other doesn't,
promise of faith
legal procedures
in your relationshould still occur.
ship on such a deep level that it
Not getting married is fine, but becomes more tiran a relationship.
not doing so for fear of getting It becomes something spiritual
trapped or being trapped at home
not to be confused with being
is beginning to fade. But the real
purely religious.
issue here isn't legality. The only
A couple commits to a long-term
thing these days keeping either relationship as a token of devotion.
married or unmarried couples to- Isn't marriage onc of the deeper
gether is their will to be.
promises of love two people can
make in their lifetime, a promise
ERIKA PRINS:
to be faithful for a lifetime?
lf, as you say, the only difference
Promising something such as
in commitment between dating this brings more purpose to a perand marriage is the need for di- sons life. To live for someone else
vorce upon terminating thc rela- beside yourself is something to be
tionship, ishy even bother?
cherished indeed. Marriage is just
Really, though, I don't think
a way to promise that to someone
that is the case. The commitment you do love.
of marriage carries with it deep
In the past, the arcane essence
meaning as well as many expecta- of marriage has prevailed over the
KELLY McCRILUS:

Look past Iran President's fiery rhetoric
of the Iranian President's arJOHN

WILLIAMSON

Demonstrators and activists gathered around Columbia University, waving signs
with slogans such as "Hitler
Lives" and "Stop Iran from
going nuclear!" Islany in the
crowd expressed anger Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad was speaking.
Columbia President Lee
Bollinger defended the decision to bring Ahmadinejad lo campus by pointing to
the freedom of speech guaranteed in the United States
Constitution.
However,
his harsh introduction left
no doubt as to his vitriolic
stance towards the Iranian
president.
From Klein to Bollinger
to Bush, Ahmadinejad
brings out the protesters en
masse. Admittedly, much of
his fiery rhetoric is crazy or
flat-out wrong. Nonetheless,
we must not reject all he says
simply because we disagree.
Understood properly, many

guments make sense.
One of Ahniodinejad's
most roundly critici7ed
positions is his denial of
the Holocaust. In terms
of historical accuracy, this
statement borders on the
absurd. During his speech
at Columbia, Ahmadinejad
insisted he simply desires
for the issue to be open to
continued examination. The
same free speech concerns
prompting Bollinger to
bring him to Columbia apply to the historical study of
the Holocaust as well.
"There are researchers
who want to push the topic
from a different perspective.
Why are they put into prison?" asked Ahmadinejad
during his speech.
Ahmadinejad has also
called for the nation of Israel to be "wiped off the map:'
While -such violent threats
against any people or nation should be condemned,
his accompanying concern
for the Palestinian cause is
noteworthy and more than
reasonable.
Israeli settlements in the
"Holy Land" have stripped

Palestinians of their right- this is a cover-up for more
ful property and driven out insidious goals. Nonetheover 4 million Palestinian less, Iran's Supreme Leader
refugees. While Palestin - Ayatollah Khamenei issued
jails are not blameless, U.S. a fatwa or "holv order" in
support of Israel should be 2005 forbidding. the stockquestioned. Someone needs piling, production, and use
to stop the violence.
of nuclear weapons. lran is
Many in the United States also legally allowed under
also forget Zionism is a com- the Nuclear Non-Proliferpletely secular movement, ation Treaty to enrich urarooted in the need for the nium for peaceful purposes.
Jewish people to have their even if the United States and
own homeland and place other Western countries do
of safety. In his speech, Ah- not approve.
madinejad pointed out how
Certainly, Iran is not a
Europe was the sourcc of model nation. Its president
many Jewish persecutions is no hero. Nonetheless,
leading to the idea of es- freedom of speech must altablishing the modern-day ways apply to bearers of all
nation of Israel. Thus, he ar- perspectives. Columbia Unigues, the safe nation for the versity took a commendable
Jews should be in Europe political and social risk by
and not the Middle East.
bringing Ahmadincjad to
"%Ve need to still quesits campus. Although many
tion whether the Palestinian of his statements deserve
people should be paying for withering critiques, he still
it or not. After all, it hap- brings a positive contribupened in Europe. The Pales- tion to the world's political
tinian people had no role to discussion. We would do
play in it," he said.
well to carefully sift through
Repeatedly, Ahmadine- his words.
jad has also defended Iran's
right to a nuclear program WI WAMSON is a senior majoring in oornfor the purpose of develop- muniatbris and theology. Comments can
ing nudear power. Perhaps be sent to johawiliarnsceirwigtwonfin

ideals and intricacies of today's
ideal progressive values.
We should try to change socicty
enough to know that as humans,
we are capable of coexisting equally, with the ability of staying true
to your promises of love through
sickness and in health, good and
bad, flaws and fcats. That portray's
the true definition of beliefs and
relationship, regardless of position
on marriage.
ERIKA PRINS:

So how do you propose changing socicty in such a way? My idea
is to reject those institutions that
are irreparably inconsistent with
the value of egalitarianism. In the
case of women's equality, marriage
is one such institution.
Many of the beautiful images
you have given are truc for any
deeply committed relationship,
marriage or not minus the issue
of sexism we have been discussing.
Somehow those don't come up in
our fantasies about finding "the
one." In the marriage-obsessed
world of Whitworth we can hardly
imagine ourselves without it, but
perhaps wc should.
KELLY McCRILLIS:
A Whitworth without

mar-

riage... I don't know if I will marry
at Whitworth; I don't even know if

ever
Nlarriage is not a polar concept
some people are happy, some
not so much. Egalitarianism is impossible on either side of the spectrum, man or woman.
A Platonic understanding of
equality isn't prevalent in our society. children must find equality
through example in order to attain
an egalitarian point of view. The
best way: a successful marriage
a lasting promise of equality.
I

IACCRILIIS is a junior rrurxing in English and

journalim
PRINS is a senior ma.ping in Spanish and international stud)es. Comments can be sent to telly.
mccniliwh;tworthiaricom and einka
hitwenhian.com_

whitworthian.com
Dani King: How Whitworth is Clothes Minded:
Four Fashion Trends of the College Student.
-This is the season of argil; and pd, cardigans and sv.eater
vests. It is the season for locling classy, University style."

Justin Lindborg: Heavenly 'Halo' can be Hell
on your Grades.
'The name on everyone's lips is the same, they breathe n out
with a.se;
o

Elizabeth Johnson: Unintelligent design
Museum Makes Monkeys out of Christians
'Millions of dollars were spent on a facility that does nothing
but attract Christians who already believe in Creation:

Trevor Hansen: Occasionally, a fire alarm

means 'there's a fire

ignoring fire alarms may be tempting, but it's just not wonh
the risk. Better to evacuate and live to complain another day.'

From the News Archives (April, 11 1989)
Bill of Rights Neon Completion
'Eric Roecks, ASWC President, said the revision of the document was made because, Ihe old Student Bill of Rights is

outdated, contradictory, and unclear:

Read these ortides on whitworthian.com.
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Value even idiotic opinions

Don't test me: Exams offer
choice, sometimes multiple
Daniel Walters
Opinions Editor
Besides public speaking, mimes and
that scene in "Willy Wonka" where
Gene liVilder goes crazy in the chocolate
river tunnel, the thing Americans fear
most is tests. Maybe they find it hard
to concentrate on writing essays with
the grim specter of Academic Death
looming, packing a 50minute
Hourglass and a single steel
Test Sidde.
But while students may
complain, franldy, the tests in
college prepare thcm for the

Tears were shed, words were

Unfortunately, proctors are getting
smarter. They're now aware of such
techniques as texting, coughing Morse
code messages, and employing Stealth
Carrier Pigeons. Typically, however,
they're always one step behind the
latest in cheating technology. They
still haven't caught onto the NueroTelepathic Vibrations kids use to pass

nanonotes.
The most effective way to
cheat, of course, is to take
your study guide, write
down a series of answers,

and then memorize them
before the test. I've never
been caught with this
real world.
devious tactic.
Consider this everyday real
life situation:
There
are
several
A plane crash leaves you
strategies to studying.
stranded without a laptop or
The first is to carry your
cakislator on a desert island. You're book with you wherever you go, and
quickly captured by cannibals. Angry then
between bites of Late Night
over their stereotypical portrayal in the chicken nuggets
occasionally glance
American media, they will cat you- at the description on the back.
The second is to gather a huge group
starting with your ears
unless you
can perform the following task. Erplain, of friends from your doss, meet up the
citing relevant examples from primary night before the test, complain about
sources, how Kant's views on the the class for 20 minutes, and then
decide unanimously that the best way
metaphysical contrast with Nietzsche's.
Also, there's a short math portion. to study for your Biblical Theme of
Shalom exam is to watch "Boondock
Savages.
You're armed with only a Scantron, Saints" for the 32nd time.
a dull No. 2 pencil and three sheets of
The best way, however, is to find the
college rule notebook paper. You have most beautiful girl in doss and, after
but 50 minutes until the cannibals turn affecting your most convincing Serious
Studious Scholar face, say "Excuse me,
the DBQ into a BBQ.
Fortunately, you've spent S135,000 miss? I'm obit hazy on the particularities
over four years to prepare for just sudi of the Treaty of Westphalia. Would you
be averse to helping me remedy that
a situation!
Whitworth tests range from the situation over a lobster dinner and a
exhilaratingly fun (Matching! Word bottle of chardonnay? Great! I'll pick
scramble! Paint by number!) to the you up at, say, 7:30?"
You know how you mentally replay
downright scary (Pregnancy test!
every single thing beautiful people say
Paternity test!).
The quintessential NVItitworth exam, to you? Especially if it's a searing insult?
however, is the misunderstood 'Essay." This works on the same principle.
As long as you don't get lost forever
Freshmen often makc the fatal mistake
a very real danger
of filling their cssay with engaging in her eyes
writing or incisive analysis. For the you'll remember everything. This
TAs that grade most tests, that kind of is especially effective if she links a
craziness confuscs and frightens them. heartbreaking insult with a fact you
Instead, thcy grade you on how many want to memorize:
"While noble, in the end, Woodrow
"magic words" they can underline.
For example, here's a short essay that, Wilson's 14 points were as naive and
despite not actually having a coherent unrealistic as your hope of ever finding
sentence, will scorc you 100 perccnt on love."
Just don't let her find out that you're
any Core 150, 250, or 350 test:
"Worldview Metaphysics Kant merely using her to score. (20 points
Calvin Otsu Hurricane Katrina higher on your next exam.)
But for us professional test takers,
Allegory of the Cave Dionysian Christ
in Culture Epistemology Postmodern. studying is against our ethical code. We
like to come in cold and survive entirely
And that's why racism is bad."
Multiple-choice tests, meanwhile, on moxie, test taking skills, and a butt
offer far more opportunity for creativity. full of BS.
We always carry a quarter to flip for
You can even use the bubbles to send
secret messages like -BAD DAD A multiple-choice questions and 20-sided
CAD." The only thing easier than dice for the essay questions.
The rest is mere matter ofpsychology,
multiple choice is postmodern multiple
choice, where you always fill in all the of entering the mind of the test writer
and deciphering the subconscious dues
bubbles.
You'd may think that True-False left strewn throughout the test.
"He wouldn't put five 'C' answers in
would be even easier, because there's
only two choices. Once again your a row. Would he? Maybe he's just trying
sunny view on humanity and the nature to throw me off? But I'm sure he knows
of evil fails to anticipate the pure sadism I know he knows I know that, so it
could just be a matter triple-invertedof the people who design these tests:
T/F: It is not NOT ahvays true that reverse psychology! I'm merely a pawn
the following statement is USUALLY in his masterful head game! He's like an
incorrect to some people every time on enigma wrapped in a riddle dipped in a
Tuesdays, moreor less:-Clarityis the ni ost fondue pot of commdrum!"
The proctor notices that you've
important aspect of communication:
With these types of questions you'll shoved your No. 2 pencil through the
have to cheat. For harder classes (like palm of your hand. "Are you okay?" he
Ethics) and harder tests (like the Myers- asks.
"That's exactly how you'd want meto
Briggs) cheating is pivotal. NVhitworth,
however, takes cheating very seriously. feel, isn't WS"
You turn to silently plead with Death,
Ifyou're caught you can expect to have
an asterisk placed on your diploma. but to no avail.
He's still stuck on question 18.
(lhough you'll still make it into the
Academic Hall of Fame if you can cheat
well enough.)
Sometimes that's as easy as branding 'The Varnished Truth' is a humor column by Daniel Waithe answers onto the insides of your ters. WALTERS is a senior majoring in communications
eyelids or slyly taping a cheat sheet and history. Conunents can be sent to danieLwatters@
whitworthian.com.
onto the proctors back.

-

was truly offensive to a lot of
shouted and misunderstood, peoplewas not intentionREBECCA
and suddenly race relations ally so.
SNAPE
were spotlighted on the NVIiitPeople make mistalces.
(=way
g
worth campus.
Words are misinterpreted.
ibis event was at the fore- Ideas are misunderstood and
front of my thoughts last such misunderstandings are
Think of one thing you Wednesday, as I listened to painful for everyone.
know to be undeniably true. Greg Lukianoff pontificate
And that is why we need
Maybe you lcnow beyond all on the values of free speech. free speech We can never
doubt that Jesus was the son Lukianoff is the president of hope to understand what
of God. Maybe you know that FIRE, an organization that other people are saying if we
such absolutes are absurd be- fights for free speech on col- never let them speak. We can
cause no one can ever know lege campuses. FIRE defends never learn from each other if
who or what God is.
the conservawe never listen.
Maybe you will forever tive and the
Lulcianoff said
know, in the most intimate liberal,
the
that
free speech
We cannot choose
crevices of your very soul, religious and
helps us to realize
who gets free
that Pepsi is superior to Coke the agnostic,
the "humility and
speech. Ifs all or
and Pluto truly is a planeL
the victims of
beauty" of constiNow imagine someone racism and the
tutional freedom.
nothing.
holds the exact opposite view. racists themWe are forced to
This person proclaims his or selves.
recognize that we
her opinion and you feel an
Now, I would consider my- are not always right. No matuncontrollable urge to smadc self to be pretty liberal, but I ter how strongly we believe
him or her upside the head. recognize the right to make in something, we are human
You are angry. You are de- a fool of oneself on national beings with limited imagifensive. It becomes personal television.
nations and a tendency to
because your opinion is not
I value the ideas of both err. We could very likely be
an opinion to you. It is Truth. Edward Taylor and Jean Paul wrong.
You are right, he or she is
Sartre, and would never want
"At the heart of freedom of
wrong, and Pluto was good to silence anyone's religious speech," Lulcianoffsaid,"is the
enough for our solar system beliefs.
idea that I'm not omniscient
when I had to make those asiHowever, I have a difficult and you're not omniscient"
nine third-grade dioramas.
time seeing the value in hateDisagreement causes tenAs students in a liberal ful speech, whether it is racist sion, but tension is not always
arts university, we face op- or sexist or homophobic or a bad thing.
posing opinions every day. just plain rude.
If that anide had never
Sometimes they are minor.
But herein lies the essence been published, and if stuYou may read an op-ed in The of free speech If chauvinists dents had never spolcen up
Whitworthian and think the did not have the right to be- against it, the majority of
writer is an idiot You com- lieve that women are worth- Whitworth students would
plain to your
less, I would not have still be wallowing in their
friends,
you
the right to believe blind complacency, completewrite a letter to As students in a lib- in gender equality. If ly unaware that racial tension
the editor, you eral arts unive rsity, you believe that ho- even exists.
move on with
Or maybe we are still blind
we face oppo sing mosexuality is a sin,
your lifc.
you have the right to and complacent Maybe we
opinions ev ery
In other cirsay so only because have forgotten or ignored the
cumst an ces, day. Someti mes others can say that it discussions oflast spring,. This
however, op- they are mino r. You is not.
is why we need to keep tallcposing views may read an o
We
camiot ing, and more so, keep listenp-ed choose who gets ing.
can tap into
We will only discover the
in
The
Whitw
ordeep wells of
freedom of speech. beauty of free speech when
thian and thin k the It's all or nothing. we protect others, rather than
pain.
Last
year,
writer is an idiot. This is why our soci- stifle them, and when we
The Whitworety has racists, and it humble ourselves to consider
thian vras at
is also why our socisomeone else's perspective.
the center of a flurry of racial ety is not dictated by them.
tension. One published arI would handly consider
ticle proved to be, for some the people involved in last SHAPE is a junk( majoring in Enghsh
students, a lit match on four year's incident to be racist and peace states. Comments can be sent
years of oil-soaked kindling. The offensive artideand it to retecasnapegwhitworthian.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR I READER RESPONSES
RE: 'SHOW THE GREAT SATAN'S
GOOD SIDE, FOR

oNcr

D'Souza's new book is

dense, but excellent
Nathan Harrison did a
good job on his Op-Ed on
Dinesh D'Souza's lecture in
Cowles Auditorium.
My husband and I met
Dinesh at the airport and
was impressed at such a
courteous and knowledgeable young man. We were
able to hear Dinesh at
Spokane College Women's
luncheon, televised by
TVNV, Washington Policy
Center dinner and later at
Cowles Auditonium.
His book to be released
in October, 'What's so
Great About Christianity?"
is excellent Have your pen
or highlighter handy it
is not light reading. It's refreshing to have a conservative speaker on Whitworth
campus.
Donna Kuhn

Class of 1997

To the ASWU: A word

of caution
The body of coordinators,
senators and representatives
that make up ASIVU are
hired and elected to serve
the students at Whitworth.
Students pay their ASNVU
student fees every year,
making each member of
ASWU an employee of
each student attending the
university.
The purpose of AMYL] is
to look for creative ways to
make the students' time here
a positive one, where they
know that their concerns are
being addressed and where
they know that their issues
are welcomed and will be
addressed.
Please remind yourselves
that your job, that students
pay you for, is that of a mediator between the student
body and the people who
can address their concerns
in the best way possible.

Please don't allow yourselves to become an exten-

sion of the administration
at Whitworth, but rather be
an el-tension of the student
voice.
Keep in mind that some-

times the interests of the
university and the interests
of the students may not
complement each other, and
remember how ARM is
intended to function.
I truly believe that the
tmiversity faculty, staff and
administration want to create an amazing environment
for the student body and try
to act accordingly.
However, ASNVU needs
to be aware that its role is to
inform those who make the
most influential decisions
about campus life of the
desires of those who pay to
attend school here.
ASWU is the students'
tool, not the university's.
Lacey °that

junior
peace studies

Write a letter to the editor. The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth
community. Send letters to editor@whitworthiantomor submit mine. Limit to200 words. Visit whitworthian.com for details.
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Laura Richardson
Scene Editor

The Nilc River flows from Lake Victoria in Central Africa to Egypt, and the people who live along those river
banks are known as Nilotics. Two cultures from among
the Niloticsthe Maasai and the Luovisited Whitworth
Saturday, Sept. 29, as a part of the Friends of Sironka Dance
Troupe performance in the Seeley G. Mudd Chapel.
Nicholas Sironka, the leader of the dance troupe, said
he and his wife
started the Friends
of Sironka in order
"This group is not a group of
to help promote
multicultural un- entertainers. We strive to make
derstanding
and
life better for those at home:
harmony and to
Nicholas Sironko
enhance the living
standards of the
people back home
in Kenya.

'Me dance troupe accomplishes that vision of better living standards through the payment the dancers receive for
their performances and the profits they make from selling
handmade beaded crafts and batik art after the shows.
"This group is not a group of entertainers: Sironka said.
"We strive to make life better for those at home."
troupe also seeks to improve Kenyans' way of life
by partnering with various non-profit projects such as
Enkishon Nataana. The Enkishon Nataana project seeks

he

to identify and nurture individual talents among the
Maasai youth, such as painting, singing and dancing. 'The
project also focuses on sponsoring Maasai girls in order to
provide them with a high school education.
Sironka emphasized the importance of education and
encouraged students to appreciate the privilege of learning. Sironka said he recognizes that more
education often means a better way of life.
So for the people back home in Kenya
who have not had the privilege oían
education, he encourages them to
appreciate and use their talents to
help better their lives.
Besides helping improve fellow Kenyans' living standards, the

Friends of Sironka Dance Troupe
also seeks to promote multicultural understanding by traveling
to schools like Whitworth and
sharing the Maasai and Luo cultures.
"We are all children of God:
Sironka said. "We
must all embrace
each other."
Theatre professor Rick I lornor
echoed Sironka's
words when he
introduced
the
Friends of Sironka
before the performance.
Hornor, svho spent his
spring sabbatical in Kenya,
lived with Sironka's family
and witnessed Maasai culture
for himself.

One of the things I learned

about Maasai culture is that villages and family and
comnutnity are so important: I lornor said.
Sironka said the :slaasai understanding of family
(loes not end with a husband, a wife and their children. A Maasai family encompasses all of the exanyone svho
tended family and even neighbors
can be linked together.
"When I make money, it's not for me, it's for
us," Sironka saitl.
While Maasai culture traditionally deals
in livestock and Luo culture lives otf fish,
the basic understanding is the same: community and family are important and
must therefore take care of each other.
Sironka said.
I le said he hopes people walk away
from the Friends of Sironka performances having learned something
about the Maasai and Imo cultures.
"'We do not want to impose our
faith on you. We do not want to
impose our culture on you: Sironka said. "But we do hope our faith
and our culture touch you."
Contact Laura Richardson
at /Wirt/. richardsonOlvintworthian.com.

TOP LEFT: hlatura"Smiley
Face claps his hands dur-

ing an opening dance.
TOP RIGHT:Nicholas

Sironka introduces the
dance troupe members.
LEFT:Gabriel Odthiambol
Smile Too"plays the nyatitl,
an eight-stringed instrument native to Kenya.

IN-DEPTH

Shaun Juncal
Staff Writer

During the evening of Saturday, Sept.
29, the sounds of beating drums echoed
through the packed Seeley G. Mudd
Chapel as over 150 people Ivatched a
performance by the Friends of Sironka

Dance Troupe.
Friends of Sironka is a group of Kenyans that perform folk music and
dances from the NIaasai and Luo cultures. Nicholas Sironka, the leader of the
Friends of Sironka, is also a batik artist
TOP RIGHT: Florence"Fishy Lady," a memand the leader of Sironka Promotions, ber of the Luo tribe, dances during the
an organization that encourages talent- "Luo Fishermen Celebration" song.
ed Maasai youth to discover and develop ABOVE: Tarimo"Disco"sees how high he
can Jump as part of the"Who Can Jump
their talents.
The dance troupe acts as a fund-rais- Higher" song and dance routine.
er for Sironka Promotions, which also BOTTOM LEFT:TarimeDisco" claps along
to the opening dance number.
seeks to enhance the life of people in
Kenya. They performed at Whitworth in
Ali photos ty N.:te Chute
2004, and returned this fall after a busy
melodies and rhythms.
three years of touring and traveling.
Each of the songs told a different story,
As the troupe entered from the back
of the chapel, the audience clapped along and most of them focused on daily Keto the rhythm of the druni. Sironka was nyan activities such as fishing, shepherdquick to joke about the audience mem- ing and milking. The dancers allowed
the audience to glimpse into the daily
bers who did not join in the clapping.
"Sonie of you don't clap," he said. And lives of the Nlaasai and Luo people.
Between the songs Sironka would
I know it's not because of your religion."
The members of the troupe were speak to the audience for a few minutes,
dressed in red, and the men vere explaining the story behind the next
adorned with traditional warrior paint. song or explaining the mission of Sironka Promotions.
The paint is a mixHe spoke at length on the
ture of water and a
importance of education,
clay called "ormung,"
CLICK IT k
Find out more about t he Friends of
and how blessed Whitworth
Sironka said.
Sironka Dance Troupe online at
students are to receive such
In earlier days, the
wviwsironkamaasa i.com.
an education.
paint would have
One of the most memorabeen used to intimible moments of the evening
date enemies, Sironka said. But now the paint simply signi- was when Nicholas' wife, Seleina, sang
fies celebration.
a lilting a cappella lullaby. Standing on
Similarly, the jingling beads the danc- stage pretending to lull a baby to sleep,
Seleina filled the chapel with a melody
ers wore are a sign of festivity.
"The beads show it is a celebration," that crossed language barriers.
said Sironka, "We put on things that are
The performers created an infectiouscolorful and bright but then we put on ly festive atmosphere through their vivacity and audience involvement. At one
beads to enhance it."
The group sang songs such as "The point the group had approximately 15
Fisherman Celebration Song" and "The audience members on stage in a jumpMilking Song:' The music in most songs ing contest.
vas powered by a drum and the dancAll in all, the performance provided
ers' clapping. The troupe members a place where one could enjoy the cuschanted and sang the traditional songs, toms of another culture, while also havand Gabriel Odthiambo played the nya- ing fun and being entertained.
titi, an eight-stringed instrument native
to Kenya. The troupe also used whistling
Contact Shaun Juncal at shaun.jutzand foot stomping to create powerful cal@whitworthian.cont.
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THINGS TO DO IN SPOKANE
Comedian Leif Skyving will perform

at the Bridwall Comedy Club Oct. 2-6

For more information about this event or other things
to do in Spokane this week, visit whitworthian.com
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The buzz about caffeine
under 12 years old and for pregnant Women.
according to the site.
Sophomore Amanda Carlson said all
of her flex dollars go toward drinks in the
Mind 8: Hearth coffee shop. Carlson drinks
coffee almost every day and enjoys the ben-.
efits of caffeine.
"It's not a physic-al addiction:' Carlson
said. "It keeps me alert. I pay attention

Kelly MacDonald
Staff Writer

If a grande quad shot caramel macchiato
or a Nionster Energy xxi. drink sounds familiar, it's likely that you are one of more
than 165 Americans who consume caffeine
on a daily basis, according to the Associated
Content Web site.
And it's not just America. Registered dietician Betty Kovacs of Medicine Net said
approximately 80 percent of the world con-

more'

The debate on whether or not coffee is
addictive continues among researchers, acsumes caffeine on a daily basis, leaving some cording to Kovacs, but tolerance can build
to wonder what the benefits and costs are of over time with habitual coffee drinkers. For
this reason some drinkers increase caffeine
the world's favorite addiction.
consumption to get
Caffeine is a stimthe same results as
ulant drug most ofprerious experience.
ten derived from cofCAFFEINE LEV ELS
A person with
fee beans, tea leaves
caffeine conheavy
and cocoa beans. It
Caffeine content levels are measured
defined
sumption,
also
can
be manuin milligram (mg). Some dieticians
as
around
by
KIMCS
factured and used in
400
recommend emu:fang less than
6,000 milligrams, has
food products and
mg per day, which is roughly equal to
a higher risk of cafmedicine, according
four cups of brewed coffee. Here are the
feine-related health
to the Health Canacaffeine levels of some popular drinks.
problems. The Unida 'Web site.
Mountain Dew SS mg
Decaffeinated coffee
versity of Iowa urges
Small
amounts
mg
people with high cafof caffeine can be
Excedrin 65 mg
feine consumption
helpful to adults.
Hot cocoa 14 mg
IRed130118.2 oz 80 mg
to stop.
Caffeine stimulates
1 Green tea 15 mg
This may be hardthe brain and allows
ICoffee, brewed 80er
than avoiding
for greater darity by
135 mg
Bargt Root Beer
local
Starbucks.
the
diminishing fatigue,
23 mg
Coffee, espresso (2
111.016..,
IVithdraw-al sympaccording to the
ISnapple flavored teas ounces) 100 mg
17
toms are common,
University of Iow-a
31.5 mg
according to KoHealth Cart
Full Throttle, energy
vacs, and can occur
However, the Unidrink 144 mg
'Diet Coke 463 mg
when habitual coffee
versity of Iowa Web
*mutton county of melcirstrirttort. rtitt.tr coot
drinkers suddenly
site also states that
stop caffeine intake.
caffeine can have
Headaches,fatigue
negative effects on
people who drink too much. Symptoms and depression are reported as common
such as increased blood pressure, anxiety, withdrawal symptoms that can last from
Nut ChuttliOutworthion
irritability and insomnia have been linked two to nine days as stated on the Medicine
Net Web site. Kovacs suggested persons cut While studying chemistry In the Mind & Hearth coffee shop, sophomore Sara Johnson keeps
to large amounts of caffeine consumption.
Sophomore Elise Claiborn is an avid cof- back slowly in order to lessen the likelihood her coffee within ares reach.
of withdrawal symptonts.
fee drinker, but knows her limit.
Coffee is America's No. 1 choice to sate Americas #1 Drug," states that stress and
"I had a quad shot before an accounting
Cherniske said depression after the caftest once and my insides wanted to become their caffeine fix, but other products indud- emotional disturbances are among the top feine stimulant wears off can keep people
my outsides," Claiborn said.
ing energy drinks, caffeine pills and cal- 10 caffeine-related health problems.
from functioning normally.
1-lealth Canada recommends consuming feinated soda are fast becoming favorites in
"Caffeine stimulates thc secretion ofstress
So reach for your Starbucks or Monster if
less than 400 milligrams ofcaffeine each day. American culture, according to Medicine hormones which can produce increased you wish and enjoy thc mental darity that
This equals roughly four cups of brewed cof- Net.
levels of anxiety, irritability, muscular ten- will ensue as the caffeine is absorbed into
fee, but keep in mind coffee mugs and to-go
After intake, caffeine is absorbed fully sion and pain, indigestion, insomnia and the blood stream, but be careful to watch
into the body after 30 minutes and the ef- decreased immunity," Cherniskc said on thc for the harmful effects of America's favorite
cups are more than an actual 8-ounce cup.
People who consume moderate amounts fects begin to lessen after three hours, ac- Teeccino Web site.
drug.
ofcaffeine, defined by the University of Iowa cording to Medicine Net.
He suF,gests stress from caffeine conStephen Cherniske, author of "Caffeine sumption can keep people from making
Medical Center as 300 milligrams, are conContact Kelly AfacDonald at kelly.macsidered safe. The risks increase for ddldren Blues: Wake up to the Hidden Dangers of healthy decisions in everyday lift
donald@whitworthian.com.
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'Death at a Funeral' offers quir
Blair Tellers
Staff Writer
Finally, someone made a British comedy without Hugh Grant
or Colin Firth.
Directed by Frartk Oz (the
voice of Yoda in the "Star Wars"
trilogies and beloved Muppeteer),
the real brilliance of "Death at a
Funerar is that it doesn't take itself too seriously.
The patriarch of an English
household has just passed away.
Mathew Macfadyen (Mr. Darcy
in 2005's "Pride and Prejudice),
plays the deceased father's oldest
son, Daniel.
Daniel is determined to give
his father a dignified send-off But
when the first event in the movie
is the delivery of the wrong coffin,
it soon becomes apparent the funeral will be anything but dignified.
The funeral party is made up of

between Daniel and his younger out of coffins or gallivanting naAs if we couldn't have seen it
brother, Robert (Rupert Graves).
ked on a rooftop in front ola fu- coming. the Valium is from thc
Alan Tudyk ("Dodgeball") neral party.
same botde of hallucinogenics
plays Simon, the fiance of one of
The plot thickens when an un- that cousin Troy is on the hunt for
the cousins of the deknown, four-foot tall after loosing them somewhere at
ceased.
guest namcd Peter the funeral party.
MOVIE
Tudyk steals the
(played by Peter DinHow a person of Peter's size
show when his fianklage) reveals himself could possibly survive for more
REVIEW
cee Martha (Daisy
as the gay lover of the than 10 minutes after five hits of
DEATH AT A FUNERAL
Donovan) gives him
deceased and threat- acid is a technical fact the movie
a Valium to help him
ens to divulge the chooses to overlook.
Director: Fran k Oz
calm down, only to
hidden relationship
Dinklage's portrayal ola vertiStarting: Matier, Matdiscover that the Vato the entire funeral cally-challenged person high out
fadyen, ftupert Graves, Alan
lium was actually
party via proof of of his mind is very noteworthy as
Tudyk, Daisy Doncrran
homemade acid that
very graphic pictures he successfully morphs himself
Gente: Comedy, fame
her pharmacist-inunless he receives into what looks like one of Satan's
Rating: R tot Ianguage
training brother Troy
15,000 pounds.
minions.
and drug cont ent
(Cris Marshall, "Love
Now faced with
Running TimE90 min.
While "Death at a Funeral" can
Actually") had conthe decision of either be dinged for a little unoriginalcocted.
paying off the black- ity here and there, thc movie is
Needless to say, Tudyk's chanc- mailing dwarf or allowing their a farce and doesn't pretend to
es of winning over his fiancee's mother to be humiliated in front be anything else, which is why it
father are seriously dashed. It is of the guests, brothers Henry and worics.
hard to make a good impression Robert decide to sedate Peter with
when you're off petting lawn or- a dose of Valium to loosen him up
Contact Blair Tellers at blaiddlnaments, dumping dead bodies in hopes of changing his mind.
ers@whitworthian.com.
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'Death at a Funeral'features an
eclectic cast and funny farce.

a motley crew, each person bringing his or her own baggage along
for the event. The plot itself is anchored around the jealous tension

comedy
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Good Deeds aoes areen
Sophie Sestero
Staff Writer

Duvall.

*

APP0.-

f

es.

HOW TO JOIN

1 Come to a GOFT meeting at 8 p.m. Tuesdays in
kid Square in the HUB.

During the Good Deeds for Trees (GDFT) club's community garden planting on Sept. 19, senior Galen
Sanford, vice president of the club, presses a seed into the soil.

said.
Most recently, the club took a trip to Green
Bluff Growers to educate studcnts about the importance of buying from local growers. Johnson
said she hoped people would understand now
where their food comes from, would be able to
interact with thc people who work there and to
let students see the richness attic surrounding
arcas in Spokane.
' "So many people get caught in the pineconc
curtain of Whitworth and forget that we have a
living, breathing and colorful city around us:

Johnson said.
The orchard trip gathered about 15 people.
Some were GDFT members and some were
simply there for thc experience.
"1 was not aware of the good things that
GDFT did, other than recycling. However, after
an informational conversation with a member
of the club, I became more aware of what the

club has done freshman Andy Keyser, a participant of the GDFT apple-picking trip, said. "Being culturally aware of the poor environmental
status that our nation is in, I felt the nccd to go
express my support to the grece
Freshman Thomas Pendell said he did not
know the trip was organized through GDFT.
lie thought the e-mail he received made the
outing sound like fun.
On the Green Bluff trip, Pendell enjoyed filling a box with the apples from the 47 variations
of apple trees, while others picked flowers or
sought out the Italian plum trees.
The apple-picking event took place at Hansen's Orchard. One of its owners, alumnus Derrick Hansen, who runs the business with his
parents, said the orchard was planted 24 years
ago.
"You name it, we've got it around here
someplace. Apricots, grapes, flowers, peaches,
pumpkins, plums and, of course, apples," Han-

sen said.
At the end of the outing, as students trudged
back to the orchard house carrying their buckets brimming with apples, all seemed to have
enjoyed themselves tremendously.
"I learned that there were many more types

of apples in existence than I knew of, and that
fresh-picked apples taste much better than
those from a store," Keyser said.
Johnson said she felt the Green Bluff outing
was successful.
"People seemed to appreciate getting offcampus, picking apples and spending somc time
outside in the sun with good people. It was a joy
to get to know new students and to hear about
their interest in the event," Johnson said.
The club has many other activities planned
for this year. Somc of the items on Johnson's
agenda are Green Week, which is the week
around Earth Day in April, a potted plant sale,
T-shirt sales, hiking trips, Ride-Your-Bike-ToChurch Day, and an old sweatshirt sale to advocate for lowered temperatures in the residence
halls to save energy.
"GDFT is a place where we can encourage
cach other to be stewards of the earth, to discuss important local and global issues, and to
be proactive about the change that we want to
see; Johnson said. "I love how GDFT goes beyond the talk and does things:'

Bethany Hergert
Good food, coffee, culture and
amiliar faces collide in in idyllic way at the Empyrean Coffee
House, located at 15-I S. Nladison
St., doivntown.
Empyrean. IvhiLli means "the
highest reaches of heaven" or an
"ideal place," is perhaps best described by orne of its regular patrons. John Robideus.
"It's a place like heaven. It's like
the Cheers of the coffee world,
where everyone knows your name;
Robideus said. "If you have nothing to do, you can spend a day getting lost on the Internet, in a book
or in an endless cup of coffee."
Empyrean offers coffee, teas and
other drinks, pastries and food as
well as beer and wine, along with a

cultural experience that spans music and art, poetry and film.
Opened in April 2005 under
different owners, Empyrean was
recently bought by sisters Michelle
and Chrisy Riddle when the original owners ih..cicled to get out of the
business. lite Riddles 'vere patrons
of Empyrean before it closed, and
decided to buy it and maintain its
intended pursuit of advancing art
and culture in the Spokane area.
"We try to do a lot of things to
try to bring in a lot of kinds of people," Michelle said.
Michelle pointed to the people
who frequent Empyrean as to why
being there is so rewarding.
"It's very familiar; Michelle said.
"When people conic in, I know
their names."
See EMPYREAN,

GRAPEVINE HUMOR
1Soft Acoustic Guitar Hero: "Coffeehouse
power ready!"
1 Grand Theft

Bicycle IV: 'Swipe Huffy's! Pimp
your bike with cards in the spokes!"
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Come listen to Professor Laurie Lamon read her
poetry at 4 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 6, in the Robinson
Teaching Theater.
Lamon teaches various
English courses, including creative writing, poetry workshop, contemporary American poetry and
women writers.
She has received many
honors and awards including a Graves Award in Humanities in 2002. Admission is free.

'Chaucer and Sex'

lecture sure to
stir up interest
Dr. Michael Hanly, a professor of English literature
at Washington State University, is coming to Whitworth
for his lecture on "Chaucer

and Sex."
The lecture will take place
at 7 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct.
2, in the HUB conference
rooms.
Dr. Hanly, whose vork
has been supported by two
Fulbright Research Grants.
Nvill discuss Chaucer's manuscripts in relation to medieval sex and sexuality.
lhe event is free
charge.

of

Frosh on Stage

to perform 'The
Widow's Plight'
.4.41$4

Jonti/Whauvr.hian

Magnet poetry covers an espresso machine while an Empyrean employee
washes dishes Sunday night.

WHITWORTH-THEMED VIDEO GAMES

1SimMassiveFinancialDebt
Nfechanical Room Raider: Secrets of the Lost
Steam Tunnel.

Isbchlan
Armored Core 250: Forrest Fire
1 Mortal

1 World of Shalomcraft:

Laurie Lamon to
give poetry
reading Oct. 6

Contact Sophie Sestero at sophic.sestcrog,
whitworthiall.COM.

Empyrean brings together coffee and culture
stag" Writer

In the mood to laugh?
Then come see Kermet
Apio, the Hawaiian-born
acdaimed comedian perform at 9 p.m. on Saturday,
Oct. 6, in the HUB dining
hall.
Apio has performed on
TV programs like " Almost
Live" and "Evening at the
Improv" as well as over
120 college campuses. He
is a winner of the Seattle
Comedy Competition. This
Homecoming
weekend
event is free to Whitworth
students and alumni.

Nate Chutelli7úNtirthian

1E-mail dub president
AmyJohnson at amyjohnson09@whitworth.edu
for more information on
events and becoming a
GDFT member.

are also going to be making a
compost for [the]
garden. Our hopes are that wc will eventually
convince administration and Facilities Services
to start campus-wide composting," Johnson
Ve

BRIEFS
Hawaiian-born
comedian will
bring laughs

Not much is known about the Good Deeds
for Trees (GDFT) club, yet they have already
made a tremendous effort to make Whitworth
a greener campus this fall and they have big
plans for the school in the near future.
"GMT is doing a lot of work to makc our
campus green: club president Amy Johnson
said. "Working with the Sustainability Committee, a group of administrators and students
who arc also hoping to make Whitworth a
green campus:
The group has placed recycling bins in every
room and in every lounge. It has also worked
with Sodexho to obtain SpudWare, which is
completely biodegradable.
GDFT, in rda-

tionship with Communities in Crisis,
has planted a community garden in
the 13ack 40 between
the bleachers of Pirates Cove and the
road behind Baldwin Jenkins and

A erE

Roommate Conflict: Deadly Laundry

Rise of the Peace Studies

I Praise Praise Revolution!

Major

'System Shock 2: Cisco's Revenge

1Sodexho Legends: The Saga

1Lord of the Rings by Spring
Pinecone Pong

Come see freshmen perform Louise Hellitvell and
Marion Willoughby's hilarious one-act melodrama,
"The Widow's Plight," directed by senior Ka'liene
Roth.
The Widow's Plight"
features a nasty villain, a
valiant hero and, of course,
a swooning widow.
There will be two performances, a matinee at 3
p.m. and an evening show
at 7 p.m., Sunday, Oct. 7, in
Cowles Auditorium, Stage
II. Admission is $1 at the
door.
Compikd by Katie Dolan
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Director welcomes differences
Yong Kim
Staff Writer

DASHBOARD
CONFESSIONAL
Album: The
Shade of Poison
Trees'

Label:Vagrant
Genre: Aconstk
emo rod

t

****

Dashboard Confessional
began as a humble acoustic
side project for Chris Carrabba, the lead singer of emocore band Further Seems
Forever. Sincc its start in
1999, Dashboard Confessional has gone through
many changes, creating
hits such as the acoustic
'Screaming Infidelities" and
rock-driven "Vindicated."
On The Shade of Poison
Trees: Chris returns to his
acoustic roots, while blending it with the emo-rock
sound for which Dashboard
Confessional has become
so famous.

EMERY
Mbum:"rm Only
a Mari'
Label:Thoth
&

Genre: Erroo-cut

**
In the world of Christian
emo-core, South Carolinanatives Emery have done
well for themselves. The
band gained popularity in
2004 ssith the release of its
first album The Weak's
End" and the catchy hit
"%Vans:

Since

2004,

As one of the latest additions to the Whitworth faculty, Rhosetta Rhodes is the director
for Senice Learning and community engagement. She also works with faculty, staff and
students about conflict mediation and conflict
management which encompasses a wide variety of interpersonal skills.
At Whitworth, Rhodes facilitates communiengagement for students primarily through
their classes. In order to determine what kind
of community engagement students who are
involved in Service Learning need to do, students and faculty involved in community engagement need to listen to the community's
needs, she said.
"The community identifies what the needs
are. We marry that with classes tsith similar objectives," Rhodes said.
Whitworth has 30 Service Leaming courses,
including Core 150, Database Management,
Writing I, Ethics, Improvisational Acting and
Publicity and Public Relations.
Before beginning work at Whitworth, Rhodes served as director of continuing education,
service learning and community engagement at
Spokane Falls Community College.
"I've worked with communities for over 10
years, and the one thing I've learned is that
people are people; Rhodes said.
Throughout people's lives, they will meet
people who are different from them, who come
from different cultures and have different personalities and appearances, she said.
"It's a mattcr of understanding differences
and looking at differences as just that: differences: Rhodes said.
In Rhodes' opinion, differences and conflicts
are not necessarily negative. She said without
conflict, there wouldn't be differences in opinion, and without conflict, there tends to be little
progress.
"I mediated discrimination complaints several years ago," Rhodes said. "I've worked with
race, gender and individuals of different ca-

Emery's

sound has gradually be.
come softer. On its latest
release, "I'm Only a Man:
they abandon their posthardcore screamo roots in
favor of more pop-driven
rock ballads. Although 'Tm
Only a Man" may please
some listeners, many Emery
fans will be disappointed.

THE SPILL
CANVAS
Album:110
Realty, I'm Fine

Label: Sire

itiff&
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Music is a large part of
what makes Empyrcan
what it is.
Booking agent for Empyrean Rhea Beumer said
the coffeehouse offers
something that cannot be
found anywhere else in
Spokane.
"We offer all-age shows
and a place to chill and
study and get good coffee
and hopefully experience
some culture," Beumer
said. "NIusic is such a big
part of my life. It is something we all have a passion

about:

Genre: inche rock

***
The Spill Canvas started
as a side project and turned
into a world famous rock
band. Founded by Nick
'Thomas in Sioux Falls, S.D.,
in 2004, The Spill Canvas
began as an acoustic driven

Vice President for Student Life Kathy Storm and Rhosetta Rhodes, director of Service Learning and
community engagement. share a laugh during a meeting Friday, Sept. 28.

Rhodes gave an c.xample of some Japanese
studcnts that came to the United States for
school, but had a difficult time fitting in and
learning American culture. In response, .she
set up a mcntoring program through students
in Service Learning classes to give students of
different cultures an opportunity to learn from
one another.
"I've had some experiences (of cultural conflict) myself. I understand thc difficulty of trying to self-mediate; Rhodes said. "I've also
had experiences of overcoming cultural differences."
Rhodes is planning to have Whitworth stu-

dents become registered conflict mediators to
help establish relationships on campus. She
wants to use hcr personal experiences of dealing with cultural barriers to help others resolve
issucs, Rhodes said.

of the month there

EMPYREAN
continued from page

Prier laMertorilit'hittrotthim

Empyrean has many
events coming up in the
next few months. Oct. 9
there will be a showing
of the humanitarian film,
Invisible Children"
Every second Thursday

Youth."
Dave

Bazan will be
playing a show Dec. 2,
and tickets will soon be
available for purchase at
Empyrean.
Empyrean blends a love
d'art, film, music, poetry
and coffee into something
that is truly unique.
"It's a family environment: Robideus said.
"You know that if you
stop by that you'll have
someone to talk to, and
something is ahvays going on."

courtny of arria:ortcorn

chose to obtain my ?ABA from
Gonzaga because of the remarkable
atmosphere. During my undergrad at
Gonzaga I made valuable relationships
with students, staff and the Spokane
community. While attending Gonzaga's
MBA program I have been constantly
challenged in the classroom and
exposed to even more career enhancing
"I

opportunities."

Stephanie Hawk
Current MBA Student

Contact Bethany, Hcrg-

ert at bethanyhergert@
whitworthian.com.

Oct. 11, Nov. 13, 28, 5:30 -

at Gonzaga's Jepson Center
Oct. 22, 5:30 - 7:00 pm
at The Coeur d'Alene Resort
M-Th

Photos

the passion...

Get started by attending
an information meeting:

Hours:

Shaun Juncal, Staff Writer

Contact Yong Kim at yong.kitn@whitworthian.COM.

is a

poetry slam and on Oct.
27, poct Anis Moigani is
having a reading.
A play, a first for Empyrean, will be showing the
first two weeks of November, titled This is Our

indie-rock band.
With the addition of
other permanent members
later that year, TSC shed
their acoustic roots and
changed into a more rockdriven band.
"No Really, I'm Fine" is a
continuation of this emorock style. Although Thomas' original brilliance comes
through in the album, but
the overall sound lacks the
genius that made lhe Spill
Canvas so popular in the
first place.

"I truly value differences. I really do:' she
said.
Rhodes speaks from personal experience because she spent a significant amount of her life
adapting to ncw places and cultures. She grew
up as a militar)' child and later married a military man. Prior to moving to Spokane 17 years
ago. Rhodes lived in the Philippines, Hawaii
and various other places around the United
States.
Rhodes said her role gives people an opportunity to understand conflict and how to manage it.
"I want people working to uplift each other
as opposed to tearing each other down," Rho des said.

154 S. Madison Si
9 a.m.-10 p.m.

fri-Sat 9 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sun
10 a.m.-6p.m.

Spokane,Wash. 99201

(509) 838-9819

empyreancoffee.com

7:00 pm

page
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GAME TO WATCH
Seattle Seahawksvs.Pittsburgh Steelers
Sunday, Oct.7; 10 a.m. on FOX
Read more online at whitworthian.com.
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Pirates blank
Menlo College
for second
shutout of '07

w
as.

this season.
Whitworth
was 6-1 against Menlo going into Saturday's game,
winning the three meetings
in Spokane and thc last five
overall.
It was Anderson who
.

Danika Heatherly
Staff Writcr
Maybe defense really is

the best offense.
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Bucs splinter Oaks

411.
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Freshman Justin Wimberly runs for the final touchdown during the Pirate.: victory SaturcLly.

Aftcr an exciting win last
week at homc against the
Wisconsin-Stout Blue Devils, an arucious Whitworth
team ran into the Pine Bowl
Sept. 29 looking to defend
last year's Northwest Conference championship in
the 2007 conference opener
against the 0-4 Menlo College Oaks.
Sophomore running back
Adam Anderson, who was
named Offensive Player of
the Week last week by the
Northwest
Conference,
rustled for two touchdowns
and a total of 90 yards to
lead the Pirates offense to
a 49-0 victory over Menlo
College. Freshman defensive back Derek Stottlemyer
made the fourth interception of the game as seconds
ran out to bring Whitworth
tu 1-0 in the NWC and 3-1

finisht'di the Pirates opening drive with a touchdown,
followed by another 5-yard
touchdown run by senior
running back Chris Ahsing
to put the

shall who carried the ball
into the end zone for the
third pirate touchdown of
the game. This svas his third
pick of the season and 17th
in his Whitworth career. The
pirates led 21-0 with seven
minutes and 30 seconds to
play in the half.

Shortly after a blocked
Andy Largent field goal attempt, 'Whitworth regained

possession

Pirates

when senior

ahead
14-0.

In an

attempt
add
points to
their side
of
the
to

scoreboard,
Menlo

completed a pass to freshman wide receiver Erik Rasmussen which svas followed
by a run from sophomore
running back Shaun Souza.
The drive ended svith an unsuccessful field goal attempt
leaving the Oaks scoreless in
the first quarter.
Menlo quarterback Tony
Rchn, a freshman from
Sammarnish, Wash., threw
his first of three interceptions to senior Whitworth
defensive back Ryan Mar-

linebacker
Marc Grow
intercepted a
Menlo pass
and returned
it for a touchdown to give
the Pirates
a 28-0 lead
heading into
halftime.
"The only thing better
than Whitworth offense is
Whitworth defense," Whitworth sophomore fan Nic
Vargus said.
"It's great we don't need
to steal a win this time
added Vargus. "I'm looking
fonvard to more pillaging in

the second half."
A completion to senior
vide receiver Steve Silva

took Whitworth to the 50

See

SPLINTER,

page 14

Men's soccer takes

first conference loss
Whitworth
i wins first
i game, drops
second
JC McAleavey

Staff Writer

lhe Whitworth

Men's

ours."

Flournoy came off thc
bench to earn his first goal
of the season. The goal
came in the 48th minute
from senior midfielder
Matt Friesen streaking
down the left side. Friesen played a ncar perfect
through ball between two
defenders toward the near
post, where Flournoy finished the play.
"It always feels good
to score your first goal
of the season: Flournoy
said. "It breaks the ice, and
opens the gate for more to

soccer team split games
Sept. 29-30 in Tacoma
with top Northwest Conference contenders Pacific
Lutheran University and
the University of Puget come."
The game was a showSound. 'Whitworth defeatfor
case
ed
Pacific
both teanis
Lutheran 1-0
Saturday in a
"It was a hard-fought defenses,
as PLU and
tough defengame. It could have
11'hit worth
sive matchup
gone either way. I'm
combined
and lost the
for 11 shots
glad it went ours."
fo !towing
on
goal.
day to Puget
Curtis Flournoy, ser
Whitworth
Sound 2-1 in
held Pacific.
a rainy overLutherall'S
time tiiriller.
ihe Pirates put toget1i...1- Ustlany potcut OliellSe to
anothe outstanding de- only four shots, two on
vhic1ivere both
fensive effin t List
against Pacific Lutheran t o *stopped by last
NWC Defensive Player
,1
captin e thn
ii V11
e
of the Week, sophomore
in a row Sen ior tor.,;,11.1
Curtis Flout noy scored goalkeeper Scott Barnum.
the only goal ot the game, Barnum recorded his sevleading 1Vlutworth to the enth shutout of the season.
tent.
"Our goalie played ex"It was a 'Lad-10110a
this weekend, escellent
said.
Flournoy
game:*
pecially in the conditions,"
"It could have gone
ther way. Fin glad it.vent Flournoy said.
.

On Sunday, Whitworth
lost to the defending conference champion University of Puget Sound 2-1,
breaking their seven game
win streak. Less than desirable weather conditions
led to a sloppy field.
"All the rain made the
field real sloppy," Flournoy' said. "There was a lot
of standing svater, which
made the ball skip way too
much."
lhe first half of Sunday's
game was back and forth
without either team scoring.
Whitworth struck first,
on a second half goal
from junior forward Caleb
Barnhill. Barnhill received
a through ball from senior
midfielder Ryan Powers
on-the near post. Barnhill
blasted the ball to the near
upper corner past Puget

Sound senior goall:eePer
Pete Van Sant. 'this \vas
also liarithill's first goal of
the season.

qarted
had some
half,.11,1 thcii
came out in ILL
halt-anti
a
goal from Caleb,coach Scan Ihtsho. saki.
Whitworth kept its 1-0
lead almost al1 the %,,.,ye
through the second half.
With about ten minutes
remaining in the second

Photo courray of PLITs 7he ALut

Senior fonvard Greta Thibodeau steps in for a tackle during Saturday's match against PLU.

Women's soccer slides
down to second place
Jordan Rusk
Staff Vriter

Cold, mud and rain:
three Nvortis that followed
the Pirates all over the west
side of \Vashington on Sept.
19-30.

Under wct Nveatlier on
the ino,t ch.11ciìtziiu veckVnil
*Viiitworth

'!lit their
sofis against Pa-

in thc

See SPLIT,

page 14

Lutheran University
the University of Puget
Sound in lacoma.
lhe Pirates Were plagued
by some questionabk: officiating against the Pacific
Luther:in Lutes on Saturday,
vhich eventually resulted
in two first half l'I.0 penall,. kicks. Senior Melissa
.111,1

Buitrago converted one of
the kicks, giving the Lutes a
1-0 lead.
'Whitworth lvent scoreless all second half until
junior Whitney Ramsey
scored the equalizer in the
59th minute to force overtime.
In overtime it cas freshman Kaylvn Plumb who
tallied to put the game away
after iust two minutes.
"Before Whitney scored
it was getting pretty scary
out there:» freshman Emily
Rohde said.
Rohde le.ad the Pirates in
scoring until she suffered
an ankle iniury on Sept. 15
against PaCific University.
Rolde is expected to return
to the lineup next weekend.

"I'm not 'watching anY
more of these games from
the sidelines," Rohde said.
On Sunday the Pirates
vere faced with a,' assault
of cold rain that eventually soaked the field, turning the game into a circus
of girls a-ttempting to chase
the ball and stay standing at
the same time.
Despite the conditions.
Whitworth was able to control most of the game, tal:in 4
sh..--)Is conioared to
th-e

Loggers SeNelt.

Nonetheless, senior Adrienne Folsom 4ot free for
a breakawav goal at
-10
minute mark tu give UPS
the I-O advantage.-

See

RAINY,

page 14
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Favre transcends game

NWC
0 II to.

Ilt

CO.tIOINCI

4"

FbOTBALL

He is one of the most exciting players in the NFL
A future Hall of Famer. A
leader. A game-winner. A
competitor. A three-time
MVP. A Super Bowl champion. And Brett Parre is
now the career touchdown
passes leader with 422 as he
passed Hall of Fame quarterback Dan Marino's record
of 420 on Sunday in Green
Bay Packcrs %in against the
Ntinnesota Vikings.
Brett Favrc is a man who,
in his 17 seasons, has experienced all
the injuries

NWC AU.

UNFIELD

01

1-2

0-1

2-2

O-00-2

L&C

1-0_3-1.d

LWHITWOM
WILLAMME

1-0

2-3

A

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitwath rs. Pacific Lutheran
Saturday, Oa. 6 @ / pm.

MEN'S SOCC.ER

/MC

ALL

JawClarilifkirwortkim

UPS

4-0

9-0-0

Sophomore running back Adam Anderson celebrates with
a teammate after his second toudidown run of the game
In the third quarter of Whitworth's 49-0 win Saturday.

WHITMAN

3-3

6-5-0

SPLINTER: Pirates

t-UHREW

1-3-1- 3:3:1

WHITWORTH

dominate

continued from page 13

5-717-7r

7

373

4-4-11

UPS

6-0

10-0-0

yard line. On the next play, a handoff to Anderson put
the Pirates in the end zone once more, extending their
lead 35-0 with 6:12 to go in the third quarter. With just
over five minutes to play in the third, junior quarterback
Jon Luke took over for Kemp. A run by junior Tyler
Ntattair and a Milton Nelson touchdown added to the
Pirate's lead. making it 42-0 Isith slightly less than 14
minutes left in the game.
With just over ten minutes to play, Luke connected
viith freshman Justin SYimberly on a 22-yard pass to give
the Pirates their final touchdown and finish the game
49-0.
The Pirates will host their third home game in a row
against Pacific Lutheran University at the Pine Bova next
weekend. The homecoming garne will kid: off at 1 p.m.

WHITMAN

2-2-2

3-4-3

Contact Danika Heatherly at danika.heatherWwhitworthian.com.

WI LUJA ETTE
t GEORGE FOX
PACIFIC

7°

0-5

2-6-1

1-3-1

3-6-1

1-2-2

3-3-2

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs. Whitman

Satuarfi

0a.6 @ 230p.m.

WOMEN'S SOeCER
NWC ALL

LLILIFIELD

'

play dropping. Favre has
given evidence this year as
to why he should still be in
the League. His Packers are
at the top of their division,
the NFC North, with a 4-0
start and stellar statistics.
And while his numbers speak for themselves
most consecutive starts,

Kory Kemp
Staff Writer

'-the touchdown record and
sitting towards the top of

nearly all quarterbacking
statistics - Brett Favres play
is something that his numbers can't quite capture.
No one in the NFL has
ever played with as much
excitement and energy as
Favre. A 60yard sprint
the
down
that come
Spo rts
field,
one
%ith being
COM MENTARY
arm in the
a
profesair
holdsional footing up thc
ball player:
ankle sprains, lame sprains, number one, a giant smile
thumb sprains, thumb on his face and a five-yard
breaks, a separated shoul- leap onto his receiver who
der, elbow tendonitis and has just caught a TI) pass is
bone chips in his ankle. just one example of Favre's
energy. Another example
Yct since the day that he
first started at quarterback is the 421 other times that
for the Green Bay Pack- Favre has done the exact
ers - Sept. 27, 1992 - Favre same thing, sprinting no
has never missed a game, matter how far, unable to
not even a start. His streak contain the excitement that
of 241 consecutive starts comes from playing footis second all-time behind balL
formcr Minnesota lineman
While the TD record is
a big deal to many people,
Jim Marshall at 270.
Favres longevity num- Brett Favrc is the type of
bers speak to the Idnd of player who would rather
player that Farm is - a not throw a touchdown
competitor. ibis is the same and win a Super Bowl inreason that while football stead of breaking the Super
critics and fans have ar- Bowl single-garne record of
gued the past fcw years six touchdowns and lose.
about Favre being "out of He loves competing, which
his prime" and his level of is the reason Favrc is play-

LL&C ' ;': "`,1-5
WHITVIORTH

4-0

WILLAMETTE

1-4-1 -7

GEORGE FOX

4-2

I PACIFIC

6-3-0

2-4

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitwath vs. Lewis & Clark
Friday. Oa. 6 @ noon.

VOLLEYBALL
HVIC ALL

UPS

4-2

9-6

3-3

7-7

4-1

[PUY
WHITMAN

rux

2-46-101

WHITWORTH

FWILUMETTE
GEORGE FOX

24

7-7

04 2-121
3-3

8-5

7-6
NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs. Whitman

Friday, Oct 3 @ 6p.m.

t

Athlete
THE WE K

Adam Anderson

Sophomore
Ran for 90 yards and two cores
in 49-0 blowout win.

SPLIT

continuedfrom page 13

continued from page

But
Whitworth
refused to go down
without a fight Junior goalkeeper Krista
Dietz fought off four
shots on goal, and the
two teams combined
for 25 fouls as things
turned physical in a
battle of league heavyweights.
The Pirates came up
just short in the end,
losing 1-0.
"There is no question [UPS] has set the
standard in the conference, but we have had
more success against
UPS than any other
team in our conference over the last three
years," head coach Sean
Bushey said.
First place UPS
improved to 10.0-0
overall this year, while
Whitworth fell to second in the conference
at 8-1-0 overall.
Next weekend the
Pirates will hope for
better weather when
they host Lewis &
Clark College and
Whitman College.
"We are training
hard and expect to

half, Puget Sound earned
a corner kick that bounced
around in the box until it
was finally kicked in to tie
the game at 1-1 and send
it to overtime.
was one of those
things where they were in
the right place at the right
time Flournoy said.
A few minutes into
overtime, 'Whitworth was
called for a questionable
foul dose to the box, giving Puget Sound a free
kick. The free Icick was

play as we have weeks
before. We are going to
accomplish our jobs,"
Dietz said.

Contact Jordan Rusk
at jordan.ruskguhitworthian.com.
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Contact Kory Kemp at
kory.kempewh it wOrthian.
co,,'.

anytime and
get 1 OZ off
your order!

It

shot toward the back post
where it was headed in
past Barnum for the win.
was just an unfortunate loss," Barnum said.
"We madc a mistake, and
they capitalized on it."
We played well for
good periods of thc game,
but got fatigued toward
the end, and gave up a
goal:. Bushey said.
Whitworth goes into
this week with a conference record of 5-1-0, and
looks to bounce back
against Whitman Saturday at home.
"There is no one part
of our game that needs
fixing:' said :lushey. "We
just need to continue to
get better as a team at

shoulder on the sideline
without having to break
stride.
His arm strength is un real. In his rookie preseason
with thc Atlanta Falcons
in 1991, Favrc thrcw some
balls that hit receivers in
the chest but thcn bounced
30 yards down the field.
His play fakes are immaculate. After handing
the ball off, Favre proceeds
to turn towards the defense, jump up in the air
in a throwing motion, in
hopes to draw maybe just
one defender away from his
running back
As we all witness history
being made, it is not the one
play that ESPN repeats over
and over of Favre's recordbreaking TD pass that we
should think about, it is the
reason behind that TD pass
that we should take note of.
Brett Favre's love for football, his competitive spirit,
and the excitement that he
brings to the game is reason enough to sit down and
watch thc Packers.

Bring your ID
card in

8-1-0

RAINY

ing. ibis is why he has not
gone into retirement, even
after a few ycars of struggling statistics and a couple
losing seasons.
Injuries can't hold Brett
Favre. This year he is proving that age is a non-issue.
There will never be anothcr
quarterback who will be
able to throw, off his back
foot, a 55-yard strike on
a wide receiver's outside

And don't forget to check out
our daily specials, like ¡IMO off
Super Meat Nacho's every

Saturda

what we do."
lhe game kicks off at
2:30 p.m.

Contact JC AlcA/eavey
at iC.innlieaveyg w! titworthian.com.

12501 N. Hwy. 395 #6

218 - (509) 466-4814
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Pirates falter in weekend matches
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer
The Pirates fell to 7-7 after losing two highly-anticipated matchups with nationally-ranked University of l'uget Sound and Pacific
Lutheran University.
The Pirates have now sunk to a
.500 record on the season and are
just 2-4 in conference play.
Although it was an unsuccessful
weekend for the Pirates, they were
well-aware of the challenge that
was at hand and believed it was
important to be competitive in thc
matches.
"We knew it was going to be a
tough weekend," sophomore Tracy Schwada said, who contributed
seven digs and three kills in Saturday night's match. "Ve wanted
to prove to everyone and ourselves
that we could hang in there."
This past weekend was not a
successful one from the scorer's
table, but Schwada was still able to
take a positive attitude.
Responding to the back-to-back
losses in a positive way, Schwada said, "We played pretty well.
There's always the little things; as
a team and as a whole we played
together."
Thc team may be satisfied with
thcir efforts this weekend, but thc
scorcs showed it to be more onc-

Taylor 7.ajia/Whitworthian

Junior Sarah Rusch spikes the ball toward her UPS opponents Saturday.

sided.
Senior Monica Groves of UPS
was torture for the Pirates all night
at the nct with her 24 kills. On the
defensive side Rachel Gross was
a thorn in the side of the Pirates
with 23 digs. Whitworth's Cassie
Moore topped Gross with 34 digs,
but the 75 team kills of UPS far
outweighed the Pirates' 49.
The first match on Friday with
UPS started out in encouraging
fashion as Whitworth took a tight

Hometown: Littleton, Colo.
Major: Health Fitness/
Kinesiology
Favorite dass: Philosophies
and Aspects of Coaching
Favorite movie: "Remember
the Titans"
Favorite TV show: "71:c

PROFILE:
INTRAMURALS
COORDINATOR
DAVE GERIG

Office"

Dream Job: middle school
PE teacher/TV broadcaster/
coach

Favorite sport: Baseball;
Colorado Rockies fan
Experience in athletics:
High sdtool basketball at
541 School in Colorado
First capacity with

intramurals: Started
playing intramurals astil
reffing basketball as a

first game 30-28. However, Puget
Sound bounced back quickly and
leveled the match at a game apiece
with a 30-23 win in the second
game. The Pirates put up more of
a fight in the third game but still
fell 30-26, and the fourth and deciding game was won comfortably
by UPS 30-22.
The Piratcs looked to be resilient
and take one of two for the weekend with their matchup the following day with Pacific Lutheran.

BsligS

However, PLU had other thoughts
in mind. Behind thc stellar play of
freshman Beth Hanna with her 20
kills and 16 digs, the Lutes took
care of business Saturday evening
in the Fieldhouse.
The Pirates struggled to dig
their teeth in to the match losing
the first game 30-20.
In the second game Whitworth
came out stronger, but the national
ranking of PLU proved to be welldeserved as they won the second
game 30-26 and the third and final
game 30-20.
"They're a really good team,"
Schwada said. They know what
works for them:
The UPS match started on a
positive note for Whitworth, but
against PLU they were sluggish
from the beginning. Schwada said
she hopes the next time around the
Pirates can come out stronger and
faster in the beginning to counter
the Lutes' veteran experience.
"Hopefully we can keep growing," Schwada said.
Whitworth can hope the rest of
the team holds the same attitude
as Schwada for the next match up
with these two national volleyball
powers, as she says she enjoys the
toughest games the most.

Vick being sued

Contact Colin Zalewski at colitt.
zakwski@whitworthian.com.

ers from New England Patriots and head coach Bill
Belichick in a class-action
lawsuit filed in Newark, N.J.
on Sept. 28.
fined
Belichick
was
$500,000 by NFL commissioncr Roger Goodell and
the team $250,000 for using
a video camera on the sidelines for any purpose during
the team's game Sept. 9.
According to the lawsuit,
the actions of Belichik and
the Patriots violate federal
and state racketeering laws.
The lawsuit claims Belichick
and the Patriots should take
responsibility for all games
played in Giants Stadium
between the Jets and Patriots
since Belichick became head
coach in 2000.

freshman
Reason for becoming the
Intramurals Coordinator:
Saw it as a good leadership
position lo help improve
things in intranturals astil
felt he luul a good basic
knowledge of sports
Weekly time spcnt on
intramural sports: First
week of intramural season
put in 30+ hours setting
up schedule; roughly 15-20
hours a week since then
Current intramural tcams:

Seniorieff
Wilson

and freshman Billy
Monroe
chase
down the
Frisbee
during a
Challenge
League
Intramural
Ultimate
Frisbee

Plays for Shipoopi in Power
League Ultimate Frisbee
Reason to bring him
back for ahother ycar as
coordinator: Considering
athling dodgeball next year

game
Sept. 26 In

Li Bork/

Whimurthian

MOMENT OF THE WEEK:

4
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Garett Myers
Staff Writer
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SPOKANE CONFERENCE

Captain Sunshine and
.11.

October 19-20-21
at SpoLanc rah Communit9 Coilegc:
To register go to www.sustainspokane.org
or call (509) zo5'-259+
ig%:e7T-_-f;r7.17.4re; s
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unpaid car loans
Suspended Atlanta Falcons
quarterbadc Michael Vick
is being sued by an Indiana
Bank for not repaying loans
for a car rental business.
1st Source Bank alleged
in federal court that Vick
and the rental company he is
CFO of, Divine Seven LLC,
have refused to pay for the
vehicles and are responsible
for more than 52 million in
unspecified damages.
The bank has been able
to repossess some of Divine
Seven's 130-or-so cars involved.

Jets fan files suit
against Patriots,
Belichick
Carl Mayer, a New York
Jets season ticket holder,
is seeking $184 million in
damages for Jets ticket hold-

the Loop.

./

I.

by bank for

Ultimate Frisbee

standing leadership," said
sophomore Kevin Weiser,
a Captain Sunshine player.

Team Bill Robinson faced
NVeiser noted the team
off during Intramural is taking it one game at a
Challenge League Ulti- time.
mate Frisbee
"Since it's
this week. Unstill early in
fo rt unat el y CLICK IT k
the
season,
Check out the week% full
it's hard to tell
for the school
intramural coverage at
president, the
what kind of
whitworthian.com
playoff impliteam narned
cations [each]
in his honor
was not vicgame
will
torious. Captain Sun- have: Weiser said.
shine improved to 2-0 and
Contact Garett Afyers
claimed a 9-7 victory.
"[The team] has great at garett.myers@wh it worcaptains that provide out- thin:Leon:.

Cowboys
Williams fined
$12,500 by NFL
Dallas Cowboys safety
Roy Williams took down
Bears tight end Desmond
Clark on a blatant horse-collar move late in the second
quarter of the team's game
on Sept. 24.
The play happened vith
38 seconds remaining in the
half, drew a 15-yard personal foul penalty and gave the
Bears a first down.
NFL owners voted last
year to outlaw the tackle,
which occurs when one
player grabs the rear neckline of an opposing player's
shoulder pads to drag them

to the gmund.
Compiled by Yasment Cobb

Fi GAT,

HOME OPENER SATURDAY
ip\,
vs.TRI-CITY AMERICANS
DISCOUNT AVAILABLE WITH STUDENT ID

THE FIRST 5,000 FANS WILL RECEIVE A
CHIEFS MAGNET SCHEDULE COURTESY OF fitEBEAcK3A;u4-

Sponsored ey:

,e7eruz, FOX
kt1J0117- knnaTru.

afr

Game lime:

7F)M
-
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WHITpics

7-547--41vet.71
,r-

ivi
TOP:Freshman Amy Burkholder
helps clean the side ola wall
at the Youth for Christ center
during Community Building Day
Sept. 25.
Rohnsort; it'hawor:hz4n

ABOVE LEFT:Freshman Mia

Barrett entices a kitten with a
strand of yarn during Arend
Prime Time Sept. 26.
Li

u.,111;:tworthun

BELOW LEFT:Bobby Burns

of
the award-winning band Earth

DO YOU HAVE SOME AMAZING SHOTS OF CAMPUS LIFE?

Wind & Fire, plays a song at a
guest master class Sept. 26.
Peer 1.41-berion.113:::wor:h.:n
LEFT: Senior Amy Newton cre-

ates encaustic art by melting
pieces of crayons with a blow
dryer.
7horn.ss

ABOVE:Sophomore Branden
Cate performs with his band
Unison in the Cafe in the HUB
Sept 24.
71;:rna5 gohns,,r. S17.1:hor,:i

E-tizail them to us at: whitpics@gmail.com.
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Students partake in Homecoming week estivities
MORE INSIDE

I PAGE 3

A LOOK AT HOME-

Fomier trustee
goes on trial soon

COMING WEEK

Sophomore Eric
Vatukr Heyden,
freshman Jacob
McCallum-Clark
and junior Justin Jose
cheerfor the AteMilian and Ballard
Homecoming royalty
during halftime at
the Oct. 6 I lomecomingfootball game. For
a recap afilie week's
events, hIcluding
royalty results, read
the fidl story.

Ex-trustee Tont Dclanty
has been charged with
25 counts of theft.

OPINIONS

I PAGE

IN-DEPTH, PAGES

81

Whitworth's five
best dedsions
From Whitwortlis move
to Spokane to hiring

14:Jte CluadiVhauvrthian
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Barcode error delays card distribution

PAGE 10
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New ID cards
will be issued
by Oct. 23

Muslim student
observes Ramadan

Julie Wootton
News Editor

Sophomore Zaid AlJebreen fasts, prays for
religious observance.

SPORTS

I

Identification cards for the new
card access system were not distributed last week as planned, due
to problems with the barcodes.
ID cards were intended to be
distributed Oct. 1-3 and the system
activated today, said director of Information Systems Jack Miller in a
student-wide e-mail sent Oct. 1.
The correct identification numbers were printed on thc back of
the cards, but the barcodes were
printed in the default setting, director of Faciliites Services Ed
Kelly said.
Nliller said the system for printing the ID cards was correct when
it was tested three weeks ago.
Since then, the correct link for
encoding student ID numbers in
the barcodes was lost, N1iller said.

PAGE 13

Whitworth defeats
Whitman Vednesday,
Lewis & Clark Friday.

WORD FOR WORD
Quote of the tveek.

'When presented
with big issues, as
Americans we are
people who roll up
our sleeves, dig in,
and ignore them:'
Richard Cizik
response

en'imnenr,:hisas
Read about the lecture on
whitworthLen.com.

PLEASE
RECYCLE
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point of contact.
"Since the new cards do not have
a point of contact, they will last longer," Jacob said. "Therefore, cards
will be issued for the duration of a
student's time at Whitworth."
Other benefits of the RFID card
readers is that they will allow people to move through lines faster,

ID CARD TIMETABLE

Jacob said.
Jacob said the readers allow for

The new readers vere shipped
Oct. 2, Kelly said.
The new ID cards will be issued
no later than Oct. 23, Nliller said.
Miller said new cards may be issucd earlier if all goes well.
"It is conceivable that we could
beat that by one week," Miller said.
Students will be able to get used
to the new cards before the locks
on the doors are changed. Miller
said.
NEW CARD READERS

The new Radio Frequency Identification (RF1D) card, readers will
replace the current readers, assistant director of housing Alan Jacob
said.
lhe new cards will contain a
small antenna inside the card,
which is pre-encoded with a numA few students
ber, Jacob said.
received thc new ID
Jacob said the ID
cards Monday and
CLICK IT k
cards will not have
realized they did not
Read more about the latest updates
a barcode.
work at locations
inn/ring the card access system at
with
"Cards
such as Sodexho,
whitworthlan.com.
barcodes provide
the Harriet Cheney
for poor security,
Cowles Library and
although they are
the Scotford Fitness Center.
effective and fast," Jacob said.
About 800 ID cards were printed
When an ID card is held up to
with the defaulted barcode, N1iller a MD reader, the antenna inside
said.
the card emits a signal to the readIt will cost about 55 to reprint er, which sends encoded informaeach of the 1,200 cards and the tion to a local server, Jacob said.
total cost for the new card readers Then thc server communicates
will be about 52,000, Miller said.
with the door to either unlock or
"lhe fastest, least expensive, deny access.
most functional way to handle the
Jacob said the cards will last
problem is to replace the barcodc longer, since they do not require a

Volleyball sweeps
conference pair

travelah' role

readers with [Radio Frequency
Identification] card readers and
not use the barcodes on the cards
at all:. Nlillcr said in the c-mail.
Kelly said information will be
relayed to tl:e students through
campus-wide e-mails and Residence I.ife.

STUDENTS SPAN TWO WORLDS

better compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
Miller said several good things
could come out of the system, such
as using the possible use of readers for laundry, vending machines
and copying and printing in the
librar

Kelly said there was a meeting
Oct. 2 to discuss compatibility of
the new system with the library,
Sodexho and the Fitness Center.
Sodcxho general manager Jim
O'Brien said proximity readers
will be used at seven cash registers
around campus.
"The ID cards will allow students
electronic acccss to dorms and will
also be used in Sodexho," O'Brien
said.
O'Brien said Sodexho is working
on compatibility issues to link student ID numbers with meal plans
for the IICW system.
O'Brien said students must
bring their ID cards with them to
Sodexho. Students svill not longer
be able to tell the cashier their ID
number.
"One of the challenges is that the
card will not have an ID number,"
O'Brien said. "Students will have to
have their card with them:'
I.ibrary director Hans Bynagle
said the transaction will now be a
two-step process, but will not be
that different from the user's perspective.

VISIT

I

Nate Chufr ih'hlturrihian

ACROSS CAMPUS

PAGE 10

,

A student unlocks the front door of
Arend Hall Oct.7.The card access
system has not yet been activated.

The new ID cards will not have
barcodes, Bynaglc said. Instead,
there will be a REID reader at the
check-out desk.
Bynagle said when a student
presents his/her ID card, the reader will register the student's ID
number. Then another reader will
scan the barcodc on the back of
book to check it out.
CLARIFICATION ON ALARM
SYSTEM

In the "Security shores up campus safety" article in the Sept. 18
issue of The Whitworthian, it was
reported that if a door is propped
open for more than 10 seconds, an
alarm will sound and security will
respond as though it is a forced entry.
Jacob said Student Life recommended a 30-second countdown
timer a few weeks ago.

MVORTHIA N.00 M DAILY FOR BREAKING

NEWS, SPORTS UPDATES AND NEW FEATURES. Tt

See CARDS, page 3
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New reps elected by students
Morgan Feddes
Staff Writer

NEW ASWU

The newest members of
the Associated Students
of Whitworth University
said they hope to bring excitement, fresh ideas and
changes.
Voters added nine new
members to ASWU in
general elections Oct. 2.
ASWU Executive Vice
President Katie Zerkel said
636 people voted in thc
elections, a typical number
for fall elections.
Many of the recently
elected ASWU members
are new students to Whitworth University, which
adds a new dynamic to the
organization, Zerkel said.
"Out of the nine new
members, WC have four
freshmen and a transfer
student who have never
been involved in, seen
or heard anything about
ASWU," Zerkel said. "This
brings a fresh perspective
to ASWU that is very valuable to us."
Residents of BaldwinJenkins, Tiki and Akili
halls (BJTA) elected freshmen Josh McKee and
James Mitsuyasu as their
new representatives.
Freshman Zach Parker
became the new BJTA senator, filling the only senator
vacancy in ASWU. Parker
said he was drawn in by
the different aspects of the
senator position and he
wanted to help BJTA in any
way possible.
"I fell in love with the
dorm," Parker said.
Both Mitsuyasu and
McKee were eager to work
with Parker and get in-

MEMBERS

tative for Dural!. McNally
said this is her second year
living in Duvall, so she
feels a connection with the

dorm.

Arend Representative:

"I really care about everyone in the dorm. I
genuinely want to know
111/Akili/Tiki Senator:
everyone and be accessible
Zilch Parker
to them: McNally said.
Residents of Stewart,
BJ/Akiii/Tiki Representatives:
Shalom and Keola elected
larttes 4fitsuyzsu.
junior Sarah Davies as their
Josh AlcKee
representative. Davies is a
new transfer student from
Duvall Representative:
Multnomah Bible College
Shawna fc1Vally
in Portland, Ore.
Davies had experience
Off-Campus Representative:
in student government at
Corr). &recta).
Multnomah. Davies said
she wanted to continue
Stewart/ShaloraKeola
her involvement in student
Representative:
government at Whitworth.
Sarah Davies
Warren residents chose
sophomore Sarah hfoore
Warren Representatives:
and freshman Christina
Sarah foore,
Del-laven for representaChristine Del laven
tives. Del-laven said shc
was involved in student
government in high school
volved with their constitu- and thought it would be a
ents.
fun challenge in college.
"I want to help BITA out
Off-campus
students
whenever I can: NicKee elected junioE Corey FcreU &Yule/ Itlutwvirthi.In
said.
day as thcir new repreArend residents voted sentative. Fereday said he Freshman Elizabeth Estes votes In the Matson Union Building
sophomorc blichad Korpi hopes to bring students' Oct 2 for the ASWU general election.
as thcir ncw representative. views on issucs to light in
Korpi transferred to Whit- ASWU.
-The basic goal is to repFereday said he would
worth last spring from Da"I want to see my own like to focus on helping resent people in the best
vidson College after taking opinions, as well as other the students relate more to way and the fairest way I
a year off school.
can: Davies said.
students' opinions, put into ASWU.
"Men I came last action in the student govalso want to make
Fereday agreed.
spring. Arend provided a ernment," Fercday said.
ASWU more transparent
"Students shouldn't be
very warm welcome for
All of the ncw members so that other students feel afraid to talk to thcir repme and I developed several agreed thcy want to help more engaged in their stu- resentatives," Fereday said.
dose friendships," Korpi students be more involved, dent government," Fereday "We really are supposed
said. "I thought the ASWU both in studcnt govern- said. "ASWU is the student to be a voice representing
would be a great opportu- ment and othcr activities.
voice, so I want them to be thcm:
nity to rcturn the kind gesh eard."
"I want everybody to feel
ture."
All of the new members
like they're connected more.
Contact Morgan &tides
Sophomore Shawna 111c- I want to get everybody in- agree it comes down to at
rnorgan.feddes@whitNally is the new represen- volved: Mitsuyasu said.
representing students.
worthian.corn.
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PUBUC FORUM
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believes in frerdorn of speech ard expression
as guaranteed in the Frst Amendment to the

Constitution tithe United States.
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Whitworth University
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Core 250 team responds to resolution
of respect and integrity that the faculty holds for stu-

Katie Goodell
Staff Writer

dents:*

The choice to use China as an exarnple of nonAfter incorporating suggestions brought up by Western culture was made in part because of Baird's
ASWC in a resolution last spring, the Core 250 teach- expertise in the region.
ing team made changes to the course curriculum this
Baird teaches Asian Philosophy and has been to
semester with plans for future modifications.
China six times.
The curriculum of past years focused on modes
In the future, there could be three separate focusof knowing in Western civilization, according to the es of study related to three distinct regions, Storm
fall 2007 syllabus.
said.
This year, the curriculum was condensed and reThe teaching team has tentatively mapped out a
vised to allow for a new two-week unit devoted to plan where students would have the opportunity
the study of the immigrant tradition.
to sign up for onc of three groups -- one group on
"We will take a look at our own intellectual tra- African traditions, one on Asian and one on Latin
ditions through the lens of another worldview: said American, Storm said.
Kathy Storm, vice president for StuThe large lecture would split into
dent Life and member of the Core
the three groups and focus on cultur250 teaching team.
CORE C HANGES al background, epistemology and the
The other two members of the
immigrant experience through the
A SERIES 0M T 111 CHANGES TO
Core 250 teaching team are prolesexample of another culture, Baird
WORLDVI EW STUDIES
. of English
Leonard Oaldand
said.
and professor of philosophy Forrest
"It doesn't hurt to focus only on
Baird:
Western culture, since we do live in a Western sociBaird said the focus on China and the immigrant ety junior Abby Horner said, who is currently enexperience is to serve as a way students can examine rolled in Core 250. "But whatever lcnowledge we get
similarities and differences between epistemologies on other cultures will be valuable to learn:
in other cultures.
Storm expects to try other pilot programs and
"The overall goals of the course are really not that get feedback from students before possibly further
different," Baird said.
changing the structure of Core 250.
Baird said studying another culture can allow stu"Our hope is that it's a very direct reminder that
dents to approach the same Core 250 issues from a our own perspectives are not the only way to see
different angle.
things in this global intellectual tradition, Storm
Baird said the push from students in last said.
year's ASWC resolution helped realize changes the
ASWU Financial Vice President Luis Lopez was
team had been discussing.
involved in drafting the resolution last year when he
Junior Corey Fereday, who took Core 250 in was Boppell senator.
spring 2007 and is currently a teacher's assistant for
"I'm very glad the entire Core 2.50 team was so rethe class, said he is impressed with the amendments ceptive to the whole resolution," Lopez saitL
to the curriculum.
They were in response to the recommendations
Contact Katie Goodell at katie.goodell@whitworthe students made," Fereday said. shows the level thian.com.

it

CORE

250 SYLLABUS

A few

important components
of the Core 250 program have
been changed for 2007
CORI 250 COURSE OBJECTIVES:
An understanding of rationalism and

the

various aiticisms of that tradition-as represented by major thinkers and concepts.
An understanding of the relationship of the
rationalist to problems and prospects of the
present age.

An apptedation for the cafferent eq)erience and perspectives of non-vrestem
voices, with focas on historical Chinese and
Oinese-American views of Core topics.

An acquaintance with the vocabulary
and methods used by significant and influential thinkers ofseveral eras of West-

ern history.
An examination of one% own worictview
by oxnparing and contrasting it with major
thinkers from the past

M inaeased ability to think critically.
An improvement of written communication

skills.
An enhanced ability to read and understand
primary source texts written by great thinken
throughout history of Westem thought

information tourtrry
the Foll 2007 Corr 2.50 Syilsbut

o
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Former trustee faces trial
her and offered to help with her
taxes, according to the records.
Between 2000 and 2005, Tom

administration.
Dclanty resigned from the Board
in 2005 after disagreements with
The last few years of Nancy Delanty wrote personal checks Whitworth over management of
its endowment and
I luegli's life have been nightmar- from Nancy 1-itteinvestments.
ish, says hcr son.
gli's account to
He
TOM D ELANTY
had served on the
The 92-year-old Bellevue wom- his daughter, wife
an fears to display her nameplate and business, Jim
Board since 1998.
A SIRILS Oti Tilt FORMilt
TIIUSTEL ClIARGID WIIII
Dclanty was aron the door of her room in an as- Huegli said. Every
MULIIPLI COUSTS OF FRAUD
Delanty
rested in July 2006
sisted living facility outside of Se- month,
for theft charges
attle after she was allegedly conned would take the
out of nearly $150,000 by a former rent checks from Nancy Hue- related to Nancy Hucgli, just 11
gli's properties to the bank and months after his resignation from
Whitworth trustee.
Some of those funds might have pocket $1,000 in cash, Jim Huegli NVhitworth's Board of Trustees.
gone to Whitworth in the form of claimed.
Jim Huegli said he believes a CRIMINAL BACKGROUND
donations.
Tom Dclanty, the former trustee, Dclanty conviction would be an
Vice President for Institutional
goes on trial Oct. 15 in King Coun- automatic victory in the civil suit Advancement Kristi Burns, who
ty Superior Court, charged with as the criminal conviction will be worked closely with Delanty and
multiple counts of fraud, includ- applied to the civil liability. He other top donors, said Whitworth
said the Huegli did not conduct a background
ing 25 counts
family expects check on Delanty because at the
of theft of
Delanty to plead time the college did not perform
monies from
the time we did not do backguilty or be con- criminal background checks on
Hugh, King
ground chedcs. We do now."
victed.
County Depuany new trustees.
"If
he
pleads
ty Prosecutor
Dclanty told Whitworth trustKristi Burns,
guilty, his pris- ces and administrators he had
Scott Peterson
vice president for institutional advancement
on time will be degrees from Harvard University
said.
much less than and Dartmouth College, managed
Hugh and
if a jury convicts 37 different companies located
her
family
have also filed a civil suit against him of all 29 (25) felony counts," in the United States and abroad
Dclanty. That trial has been stayed Huegli claimed.
including Asia and Europe, held
Nancy Huegli is one of several thc titles of CEO of a business in
by the court until the criminal trial
France, a small CPA practice and a
is over, said Jim Hucgli, Nancy's people who have tried to reclaim
their losses in lawsuits. King Coun- CFO or managing partner in sevson.
"When he (allegedly) stole tnon- ty resident hiichiko Vinccnt filed eral of his businesses, according to
cy from her, site had 20 percent a criminal complaint in January court records.
What Whitworth failed to see
hearing. Site was house bound. and a civil suit that asks for about
Site couldn't walk. She was blind in $500,000 in damages, according to was Delanty's criminal record- a
1983 conviction for mail fraud in
her left cyc and had partial vision King County court records.
Vida Dclanty answcrcd the Oregon.
in her right eye," Jim Hucgli said.
couple's home phone but said her
According to court records,
"Site was completely vulnerable:
Whitworth alumna Vida Dclan- husband could not be reached for Delanty did not have a Harvard
comment at that time.
graduate degree, he did not manty, Delanty's wife, grew up next
Around thc time Dclanty fell age a corporation with nearly $1
door to Nancy Huegli, according to
King County court records. After out of favor with Nancy Hugh, he billion in revenue and was never
Nancy's husband of 50 years died also began to fall out of favor with personal assistant to Mrs. Nelson
in 1992, Tom Dclanty befriended Whitworth's Board of Trustees and Rockefeller, The Seattle Times reJessica Davis
Senior Writer

ported in January.
Whitworth now conducts background checks on all its potential
employees, including new trustces, according to a Nov. 14, 2006
article in The Whitworthian.
At the time we did not do background checks; Burns said. We
do now."
Burns said Delanty served as
chair of the endowment committee, a subcommittee of the finance
committee and had a lot of good
expert ise.
"He was a good chair," Burns
said. "He was very analytical and
he helped improve our reports to
the trustees:
Delanty also served as chair to
the Masters in International Management program.

lit

LONG-TIME DONOR

In addition to serving on committees and the Board, Burns said
Dclanty was a long-time donor to
the institution. Whitworth's conversations with Delanty about donations date back to 1992, according to court records.
According to Whitworth records, Delanty gave about $216,000
to Whitworth from 1998 to 2005,
including a $32,000 music collection.
More recently, Burns said
Dclanty sent a $1,000 check to
Whitworth for the new art building.
"He sent a donation and we
returned it to him based on the
pending court case; Burns said.
Burns said a mailing was sent
out this spring seeking donors for
the new art building.
"We just didn't pull him out of

See TRIAL, page 4
the 30-second policy.
Miller said the alarm
can be set for up to 4 minutes, 15 seconds.
The alarm system is
hard-wired, meaning a

CARDS
continued from page

Nextstop: Spokane
NOVEMBER 1, 6:00 PM SHARP

1

According to ASWU
meeting minutes for Oct.
3, Jacob said a firm decision has not been reached
regarding a 10 or 30 second policy.
"We all work ve ry cl o sely together but we each
have separate yet overlapping responsibilities;
Jacob said. "In this case,
Student Life requests the
30-second hold-open and
it's supported by Security,
Facilities Services and the
Information Systems de-

wire must be manually
pulled out of the control
panel to completely disable the alarm,

Miller

said.
Kelly said he is confident students will not
prop the door open for

fun.
Kelly also said students
will most likely police
the system sufficiently if

alarms repeatedly sound
due to student pranks.

partment:
Jacob said there were

DOUBLETREE HOTEL

Contact Julie Wootton
julie.wootton@whitworthian.cont.

no objections raised by
other departments about

322'W.SPOKANE-FALLS COURT -

at

World

BRIEFS
Millions forced

to evacuate after
storm hits China
1.4 million people evacuated China's coast after a typhoon struck Sunday.
There have not been any
reports ofdeaths or injuries,
but power was knocked out
in Wenzhou, a port city.
Typhoon Krosa killed
five people in Taiwan Saturday before moving to China. According to Taiwan's
Disaster Relief Center, the
storrn caused a power outage in two million homes.
As of Sunday afternoon,
the typhoon had weakened
into a tropical storm with
winds at 66 mph..

Off-duty sheriff's
deputy shoots six
in Wisconsin
An off-duty sheriff's deputy killed six people Sunday
in Crandon, Wis., before dying himselL
After shooting six people,
Tyler Peterson, sheriff deputy in Forest County, died.
Crandon Police Chief John
Dennee would not disclose
how Peterson died.
At least two of the ViCtiMS
were high school students
from Crandon.
The shootings occurred
Sunday at 2:45 a.m. in Crandon, located about 225 miles
north of Milwaukee.

Pakistan reelects
president to his
third term
Pakistani President Pervez hlusharraf was re-elected for a third term, according to an unofficial ballot
count Saturday.
The results will not be
official until a Pakistani Su-

preme Court ruling about
legal challenges of the election is resolved. The ruling
will resume Oct. 17.
The Pakistani president
is elected by the Parliament,
consisting of the National
Assembly and Senate. Many
members of Parliament
abstained from voting, demanding that Musharraf
abandon his position as
military chief.
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Rival Iraqi Shiites

.

sign peace accord
for Ramadan

.
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In the spirit of Ramadan,
two opposing Shiite leaders
signed a peace agreement
Saturday to stop fighting,
the Supreme Islamic Council of Iraq (SIC!) spokesperson said.
The agreement was made
between hluqtada al-Sadr,
the populist Shiite cleric
and Abdul Aziz al-Hakim,
head of the SICI.
Compiled by Julie Wootton
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TRIAL: Former

President Bill Robinson and
Burns.
The memo states that a
S105,000 balance was still
unpaid on thc science building remodel and renovations
from 1999. Johnson wrote
that half of that balance was
due to Delanty's unfulfilled
pledge.
"Beyond the amount
owed by Tom, we had originally planned on receiving an additional $50,000
amount from his dients,"
Johnson wrote.
Because Delanty refused
to formally commit to giving the amount by signing
a pledge statement, Johnson
wrote that the college would
have to write off the outstanding pledge.
Delanty was often hesitant to sign pledge statements, which was slightly
unusual for a donor, but not
unheard of, Burns said.

continuedfrom page 3

Men's conference

to feature noted
professors
The Real Men of Genius
men's conference will be
held Saturday from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. in the Robinson
Teaching Theatre.
Speakers11 include professor of philosophy Forrest
Baird, assistant professor
of communication studies
Alan Nlikkelson, instructor

of theology and philosophy
Moses Pulei, professor of
kinesiology Toby Schwarz
and President Bill Robinson.
Lunch will be provided.
For more information,
contact Scan Niulcahy at:
x3757 ore-mail: smulcahy@

whitworth.edu.

manager to
hold lecture on
Wednesday
NASA

A NASA manager
present a lecture at 7 p.m.

Oct. 10 in the Robinson
Teaching 'Theatre.
John Horack is the manager of science and mission
systems at NASAS Marshall
Center in Huntsville, Ala.,
according to the NASA 'Web
site.
For more information,
contact Julie Shanholtzer
at: x4263 or e-mail: jshan-

holtzer@whitworth.edu.

Global business

leader to lecture
on capitalism
The global executive director of the Caux Round
Table
lecture on moral
capitalism Oct. 15 at 7 p.m.
in the Robinson Teaching
'Theatre.

Stephen Young will lecture on "Moral Capitalism:
Reconciling Priv-ate Interest
with Public Good."
Young is the author of the
book "Moral Capitalism", in
which he discusses how the
Caux Round Table's seven
general principles for business can aid in the spread of
capitalism.
The Caux Round Table is
an international network of
business leaders who serve
as advocates for global capitalism.

For more information,
contact Nlary Alberts at:
x4280 or e-mail: malberts@
whitworthedu.
Compikd byjulic Wootton

CORRECTIONS

&

CLARIFICATIONS
An anide about the effects
of caffeine in the Oct. 2 issue
incorrectlystated the number
of Americans who consume
caffeine. An estimated 165
miUion Americans consume
caffeine on a daily basis.
The Vitsitmxthian

the Whitworth

Es

committed to prtnifol

=rout! with the most ac-

curate inforrnatices possble. The Whitworthion next bowingly pubfishes inacancies.
you have a carneo or qutstice about the
fairness or acancy do story, send an e-rtial
to etittr@vititwatiitucen.

trustee charged with 25 counts of theft

the mailing list and he received that," Burns said.
Dclanty gave to Whitworth at a time of unprecedented growth for the institution. Whitworth boasts
higher enrollment and
stronger amdemics, according to the university Web
site. A new residence hall
was built in 2006 and a new
visual arts building is currently under construction.
Whitworth has been fund
raising more in the past few
years than cvcr before in the
school's history, Burns said.
In 1999, Delanty made a
verbal $75,000 pledge to the
Science Center, associate
Vice President for Institutional Advancement Stacey
Smith said.
However, in a conversation between Smith and
Delanty in January 1998,
Delanty reportedly mentioned he wòuld contribute
a sum to Whitworth's Science Center.
IDelanty and Smith]
also discussed his $150,000
gift to the science building
and he wants to make this
happen," according to court

Director of Communications Greg Orwig said
Whitworth will do what is
right if a court finds Delanty
gave other people's money

to Whitworth.
"If it's ever dearly documented that money NI!:
Delanty allegedly stole from
someone clse was part of the
gifts given to Whitworth.
we rvill make that victim
%vhole," Orwig said."Ve will
return that money:.
King County Deputy
Prosccutor Scott Peterson
said he did not scc why
Whitworth would have to
refund the money as they
did not know it rvas allegedly stolen.

Delanty also contributed
money to the political earnpaign of Whitworth trustee
Shaun Cross, who ran unsuccessfully for Congress in

unfortunate that
Whitworth got dragged into
this; Peterson said.
Echoing Peterson's regret with Whitworth's involvement, Jim Iluegli said
he hopes Whitworth has
learned its lesson.
"I don't think Whitworth
is any more of a victim
than my mother was," Hue-

According to CampaignNioney.com, Delanty gave
$1,000 to Cross' campaign.
Cross, who has been on
the Board sincc 2002, said
he had spoken to Dclanty
on the phone when Dclanty
called all the trustees asking
for support in his run for a

Business Affairs Tom Johnson complained of underfunding due to Delanty's
delay in fulfilling his pledge,
in a February 2005 memo to

WHITWORTH'S STAKE

CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS

2004.

documents.
Dclanty fulfilled only
$9,650 of that pledge, according to Whitworth's re-'
cords.
Former Vice President for

biannual Board meetings,
which is not unusual.
"He seemed likc a bright
individual who was very
supportive of Whitworth
and who also supported its
mission," Cross said.

congressional scat.
Cross said he only knew
Delanty in the context of the

"It's

DONATIONS FROM DELANTY
Fortner Whitworth trustee Tom Delanty
donated about $215,000 to Whitworth
between 1997 and 2005. Here are
some of the more substantial donations
Delanty gave:
1997
Donated 50 shares of Microsoft stock
Value: Apptaximately$6,690

1999
Donated 75 shares of Microsoft stock toward the [tic

Johnston Science Center
Value. $10,425

2000
Donated toward the Pirate Golf Classic
Value: $3,000

2001
Donated toward the Annual Whitworth Fund
Value: $4,000

2002
Donated toward the Fitness Center
Value: $2,750

2003
Donated toward the Annual Whitworth Fund
Value: $6,000

2004-2005
Paid balance of legacy Pledge toward the Robinson
Teaching Theatre
Value: $2,000

gli said. "They were equally
scammed by a very slick

As

professional scammee

Donated toward the Eric Johnston Sdence Center

Contact Jessica Davis at
jessica.davis@whitworthian.
(on:.

of 2005
Value: $9,650
k#PW.MINA !VW Iffy
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Washington state to
raise minimum wage

Oring your W
card in

Gabrielle Vaughn

anytime and
get I 0% off
your order!

Staff Writer
Starting Jan. 1, Whitworth students will be
earning $8.07 an hour
at their minimum wage
jobs.
2007's wage is $7.93

an hour, 14 cents less.
Even so, Washington has
the highest

minimum

wage in the

nation.

Fresh-

man

Kyle

Broeckel

works in the
print shop.
The minimum wage
in
Washington is already higher
than
in

California,

ONLINE

Whitworth knew about
the upcoming minimum
wage review and planned
for it.
"Gordon Jacobson, director of Career Services,
knew thc minimum wage
would be increasing and
factored that in when
building the 07-08 budget," Armstrong-Sargent
said.
About 500

k

EXCLUSIVE
Read more about new
Washington state laws,
induding the new driving
laws at whitwor-

thian.com.
Starting on Jan. 1, it will
be illegal for Washington
drivers to text rnessage
while driving. On July 1,
using a cell phone on the
road will be considered a
secondary offense.

where I'm
from, so it's
just like icing on the cake Broeckel
said. "As long as I'm making money, I'm cooL"
According to the Washington State Department
of Labor and Industries,
the Washington state government is required to
recalculate the minimum
wage every year, based on
the estimated cost of living for workers 16 years
of age and older.
Coordinator of Student Employment Laurie
Armstrong-Sargent said

on-campus
jobs are available,
most
of
which
pay
minimum wage.

And don't forget to check out
our daily specials, like 1.00 off
Quesadillas every Sunday!

ArmstrongSargent said
a few have

higher pay,
but generally
require additional training or expertise.

"Training
provided
by departments," Armstrong-Sargent said.
One student in such
a job is junior Andrew
Goodwin, who works as a
Iifeguard.
"I'm already being paid
above minimum wage, so
the law won't really affect
me; Goodwin said.
is

Contact

Gabrielle

at gabrielle.
vaughn@whitworthian.
Vaughn
com.

12501 N. Hwy. 395 #6 Spokane, WA 99218 - (509) 466-4814
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SOUNDING BOARD
How are youadjusting to the colder fall weather?
Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or
e-mail your thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.
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WHAT WHITWORTH'S MASCOT COULD HAVE BEEN
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EDITORIALS I IN THE LOOP

Three years later,
Sodexho more palatable
The saga of Sodexho has been riddled
with stories of complaints, but in the past
six months Sodexho has opened up to student input in healthy ways.
Sodexho responded when ASWC gathered student input last Jan Term.
The food company took theoretical ideas
and turned them into practical changes
such as expanded vegetarian options, weekend food and the improvement of thi general selection of food.
Sodexho should also be applauded for
moving toward more sustainability.
Studcnts may have mixed feelings toward
thc SpudWare. It's slightly awkward to use
and the dollar surcharge inconveniences
that the rushed studcnts to-go containers
used to benefit. It is symbolic, however,
of Sodexho's agile response to studcnt requests.
Many students askcd for a cafeteria that
was more environmentally-friendly and
Sodexho listened. The import of organic
fruits and the new vegetable bar promote a
healthy lifestyle that can easily become evasive during college.

Another good addition has been the
Asian cuisine available every Thursday, in
the Cafe, which even includes vegetarian
options. ?slaking it available more than once
a week it would be even better.
Fortunately, with a ncw A La Carte scheduled to opcn in Hawthorne Hall soon, access
to vegetarian options is easier than ever.
Became Sodexlso has committed itself
to becoming more open, we ask that studcnts be allowed to take food out of the
main dining hall. While we recognize that
the movement toward sustainability costs
more, charging students to take food out
of the already-crowded cafeteria is a stcp
badmards.
In the past three years, Sodexho has gone
from being viewed by many students as a
villain to being viewed as
if not a hero
a good guy. There will always be grumblings about food, but that grumbling is
quieter as students realize that, frankly., it's
hard to complain with their mouths full.
Now if Sodexho would just make chocolate ice cream available more often...

New vice president is
refreshingly open
To say the new vice president for finance
and administration Brian Benzel has a lot
on his plate would be a gross understatement.
Since starting at Whitworth this summer, Benzel has been the administrative
go-to man for information about the new
art building, science building, card access
system, recycling program, emergency preparedness plan and the endowment, among
other projects.
Many of the projects Benzel speaks for
involve changes to Whitworth from how the
campus looks to policies and procedures.
Despite the plethora of projects Benzel
oversees, he has been responsive to inquiry
and willing to communicate. Benzel is a refreshing change of openness in an administration that has sometimes been weary of
disdosing information.
We encourage Benzel to continue to remain accessible to students. He has done
an excellent job of communicating not only
with The Whitworthian, but with the student body as well through campus-wide emails.
Benzel shows that openness can create a
stronger campus.

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offire editors.

Cartoon by Erila Prix%

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT I WHAT'S THE WORST BOOK YOU'VE EVER READ? WHY?
1984'

I didn't like
Big Brother."

"Harry Potterf

"Watership
Dovm.'

'The Seaet
Garden."

"Cause it's
made for
children ten
and under."

it's 600 pages
about bunniesf

"My mom made

me dress up
like the girl and

pretend:'
Sarah liuyd4
junior

Afeghan IVescombe,

OzSeCrocco,

Danny lee,

sophomore

senior

sophomore

Remember, remember the 8th of May
was a last resort, many of the
issues brought up were already
being addressed by the admin-

students protesting were in- administration on the issue of
volved in ASWC and other the non-discrimination policy
ERIKA
leadership posiuntil after the
PRINS
istration.
tions. If they are
decision
was
traumEst
For example, requests were unclear on the
made.
A public event brings
made to increase the college's details of the isThis was frusenvironmental
sustainabil- sues they are
trating to stueveryone interested
May 8 may seem like just ity. This was already being most passionate into the conversation, dents for whom
the issue . is
another day, but to students addressid through a sustain- about, how is it
something whidi
deeply personaL
who were around last year, it ability task force of professors, possible that the
general student cannot be achieved by
Robinson said
shall live in infamy as the "8th staff and students.
simply meeting with
Diversifying the Core cur- body will get the
of May:'
he is surprised
an administrator,
facts right?)
that
Not a very creative title, but riculum was another issue.
students
"Senior Sha'Nay
In addition to
catchy.
found him, 'Vice
McQuirter encour- lacking a dear
On that fatePresident
for
ful
morning The event showed aged the inclusion of message, the event was poorly Student Life Kathy Storm, and
more perspectives in timed. The very administra- executive assistant to the Preslast spring, stuWhitworth lads
the Core program as tors the protest aimed to draw ident Dale Soden inaccessible.
dents gathered
dear, public com- Avell as the revamping were committed to the Senior
around
Students should voice their
the
munication beof frcshman semi- Honors Assembly that day.
concerns to the administraCampanile to
tween students and nar," said the Whit"The date was decided tion by asking to meet with
demonstrate.
worthian report. on without consideration of our them, he said.
What was the
faculty on importhe eveni
schedules (making it hard for
Staging a protest can be an
cause?
tant issues.
According to the me) and it seemed to disre- effective way to force change
Err...I'm not
report, ASWC had spect the students being rec- by shosving real peoples' conreally sure.
As exciting as it was for submitted a resolution with an ognized in the Honors Assem- cern for issues,that seem to be
me to see my fellow students addendum to the President's bly," President Bill Robinson viewed by decis-ion-makers as
pushing for changes on the Cabinet two weeks prior mak- said in an e-mail.
pragmatic problems.
Students
could
have
A public event brings everyWhitworth campus, the whole ing similar requests.
If it was already being ad- planned the event better, but one interested into the converthing was just kind of awkdressed (changes to the Core the fact that they felt the need sation, something that cannot
ward.
The event showed Whit- curriculum were implemented for a protest points to a com- be achieved by simply meeting
munication problem.
worth lacks clear, public com- over summer), tvhy protest?
with an administrator.
I believe students were eiA third reason for protesting
munication between students,
But if students knesv what
faculty and administration on ther unaware of the ASWC was a recent Board of Trustees tvas going on and how they
resolution and the Sustain- decision not to add "sexual could access the administraimportant issues.
Students with a wide variety ability Task Force or felt these orientation" to Whitworth's tion, perhaps they would not
of concerns were planning to measures were insufficient. non-discrimination policy.
feel so unheard.
use the event as a platform, The forrner could have been
There may have been a
preventing any one message avoided with clearer commu- Whitworthian artide on the
from having much of an im- nication from Administration issue, but to my knowledge, PRINS is a a senior majoring in international
pact. Although some students and more research on the part students did not receive di- stales and Spanish. Contact her at eta.
at the event said the protest of students. (Although, many rect communication from the prins@whinvorrnian.com.
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The

greatest Whitworth decisions

TREVOR

HANSEN
=west

interesting question: What if?
What if Bill Robinson had never been
hired as president?
What if Whitworth had not been founded as a religious institution?
What if chapel were still mandatory, or
Forum had not been abolished or the administration had never decided to allow
dancing and co-cd dorms?
In the 117 years sincc Whitworth was
founded, it's no surprise that the school
has faccd many turning points, both obvious and subtle. While we can only %vonder what divergent paths could have been
taken at these juncturcs, we can look back
at turning points and see the choices that
were made and how these choiccs shaped
Whitworth into the school we know and
It's an

hackneyed phrase here at Vhitworth,
but as a transfer student 1 can testify that
the sense of belonging, camaraderie and
shared-experience available to Whitworth
students (and remembered by alumni) is
not a common phenomenon. liad Whitworth remained in Tacoma, within walking distance of a dozen different activities
and subcultures, we might be missing out
on the sense of yes community that
characterizes our school.

Perhaps the greatest strength of the Big
Three is that these rules help to create a
healthy environment in which you and I
can live. Any student who has spent much
time at our neighboring schools WSU,
Eastern, even Gonzaga can testify to the
excesses that become evident in dorm life
when such restrictions are lifted.
So while it might be nice every now and
then to drink a cold beer in my dorm room,
it's a privilege I'm more than happy to give
up in exchange for the assurance that I
won't find vomit all over the bathroom
floor Sunday morning. As for cohab well,
who wants to come back to their dorm and
find their roommate in the middle of a,
ahem, tryst?
If students recognize the Big Three as a
system put in place to protect Whit%vorth
community, rather than to a rule designed
to legislate student morality, it doesn't seem
so bad. (After all, you can drink, have scx
and trash your belongings off campus if
you really want to).
And if you look at the rules other Christian college students put up with. well:The
Big Three seems downright liberal.

#2 The Piratc Mascot
Once upon a time, before NVhitworth
was home to The pirates, our sports teams
were referred to as "The Presbyterians," or
alternately (but just as underwhelmingly)
"Thc Preachers;
I can hardly imagine these names drawing much support.
Cheering for a church-themed mascot
can go one of two ways, neither of thcm
good: Either it reduces players to pansies
("Love thy neighbor" doesn't work well as
a football slogan) or it recalls the most unlove.
pleasant sides of Christianity's history ("Go
Here are the five decisions I believe had Crusaders! Slaughter them!")
the biggest positive impact on Whitworth.
In 1926, Whitworth voted to adopt an
g4 Ending Mandaofficial team name, and
gl The Move to Spokane
tory Chapel
The Pirates" was choFor thc first 24 years of Whitwortlis his- scn over all other choices
Required chapel atThis openness to all ideas, not
tory, the school was located on the west (Thank God.)
tendance was abanjust Christian ones, is perhaps doned in 1970, after
side of the state: first in Sumner, Wash.,
thcn in nearby Tacoma. According to prog3 The Big Three
the most valuable aspect of a
several decades of risfessor of history Dale Soden's book, "A
Whitworth's Big Three, Whitworth education. Certainly, ing student protest.
Venture of Mind and Spirit; the decision the campus-wide prohibiAlthough I consider
it is the aspect I value most.
lo move from Tacoma was due mainly to tions against drugs and almyself a committed
limited spacc for the college to expand as cohol, destructive behav(and
conservative)
well as competition from other schools in ior and cohabitation, was
Christian, I applaud
the Puget Sound arca.
adopted in 1976. Since then, the Big Three that decision and consider it one of WhitAfter the move in 1914, the college was has been mct with criticism and even out- worth's bcst moments.
still isolated from the city of Spokane. Spo- cry from students.
The intellectual environment here at
kane's public transit senice stopped well
contend, however, that the Big Three Whitworth is such that we students are
south of campus, and students without ac- represents one of the best aspects of Whit- confronted with a broad range of intelleccess to cars had to take the college's private worth campus life. The Big Ihree is hardly tual ideas and yet are rarely condemned for
bus just to link up with city buses.
unreasonable, and far more importantly it our own beliefs. This openness to all ideas.
This isolation had an interesting side ef- represents a valuable compromise between not just Christian ones, is perhaps thc most
fect.
Whitworth's commitment to "whole per. valuable aspect of a Whitworth education.
"On the Spokane campus, Whitworth son education" and its identity as a Chris- Certainly, it is thc aspect I value most.
students were much more isolated than tian school.
Whitworth could not walk this fine line
they had been in Tacoma," Soden wrote.
Even in its earliest days, Whitworth al- today if it had maintained a mandatory
"The isolation seemed to encourage a ways placed an emphasis on allowing stu- chapel program.
deeper sense of family. It also fostered de- dents to make many of their own moral
By dropping the required attendance,
velopment of school traditions and campus choices and grow as a "whole person," rath- Whitworth is able to welcome students
events:*
er than as automatons rigorously following who believe in different gods, different int"Community" can be something of a a strict moral code.
prctations of God, or even no God at all.

Alarm times keep on shiftin', shiftin'
the alarm. The building can be unlocked, thus negating the concern.
JUSTIN
Another concern was that holding a door for someone a 6 second
UNDBORG
=mu
walk away from the door would either result in an alarm going off or
no one holding the door, an obvious
Information today is different affront to chivalry. %Vith an as-of-yet
than it was two weeks ago. This is undefined alarm timer, this would
especially true when it comes to de- seem to be less of a problem.
The curious thing of the matter,
veloping news such as the pending
ID card change. In a short presenta- however, is how I came to believe
tion to ASWU on Oct. 3, assistant that 10 seconds was indeed the time
director of student housing Alan limit decided on. I was not guilty
Jacob clarified many of the concerns of the misinformation, nor was the
surrounding the new ID card issue. Whitworthian story that initially
First, the official time limit for the reported the new card system. It
door alarm has not yet been decided. seems there is a gap in communicaSecond, if an alarm were to go off a tion between the various branches
student would simply
overseeing this project,
have to re-scan his or
which led to the timer
mix-up and possibly
her card to reset it. FiDespite b est intennally, most academic
explaining
many of the
tions, howe ver, there
buildings will be unsnags
it
has
run into
have been obvious
lociced during prime
more recently.
miscommu nications.
academic hours, and
The entire alarm
thus will not trigger
process is supervised
an alarm if left open.
by Student Life, with
Before I go further, allow me to Facilities Services focusing primarapologize. Two weelcs ago, on Sept. ily on security and the alarm policy
25, I stated the alarms were to be set and Information Sytems helping
off after a door was held open for 10 with installation. NVhen first asked
seconcis, a time which is far from about the time limit, Facilities SerofficiaL I went on to complain that vices told The Whitworthian 10 secsuch a time limit would be problem- onds.
atic for a variety of reasons.
Some Student Life administraOne of these was that a Core class tors, however, complained after the
exiting Weyerhaeuser would trigger fact was printed that it was inaccu-

rate. Student Life favored a 30-second alarm time limit, while others
believed it would be set for 10 seconds, or 15 seconds or 45 seconds.
Although the campus-wide email on Wednesday, Oct. 3 did dear
up several problems in association
with the alarm, a few problems
which persist.
In a more recent interview, Ed
Kelly, director of Facilities Services,
said he thought the alarm, which is
audible at the door, would not be
abused by students as a joke.
While this is an optimistic state-

ment, one has only to think back
to how many times a fire alarm has
been pulled as a prank in order to
realize that any other alarm is positively ripe for abuse, regardless if it
takes 10, 30 or a thousand seconds
to set it off.
Clearly, no one in the administration is intentionally mixing things
up, and all involved are doing their
best to resolve any problems to the
best of their abilities.
Despite best intentions, however,
there have been obvious miscommunications, adding to the troubles
which plague the new system and
causing confusion all around.

LDIDEORG is a sophomore nuloting

With

literature. Send comments to justininfao

WhiNalfliatleffl

re as students benefit from this religious diversity of philosophies just as surely as we benefit from Christian professors
who are honest in their beliefs and open to
opinions other than their own.
Even more importantly, in its decision to
make chapel attendance voluntary, Whitworth has allowed us as students to develop
our own spiritual habits. My decision to go
to church or chapel carries far greater significance, personally and spiritually, simply
because it is voluntary.

*5 Hiring Bill Robinson
From his openness and approachability
to his gravitas as a public speaker, from his
sense of humor to his uncanny ability to

remember a name, President Bill Robinson
saws as a living embodiment of everything we students love about Whitworth.
We rally around him at public events,
name our intramural Frisbee teams in his
honor, label him with affectionate nicknames and even compare him favorably to
Chuck Norris.
Under Robinson, Whitworth has flourished. Sincc being hired in 1993. B-Rob, as
we know him, has had a hand in changes
large and small: from the installation of
trash cans around campus, a sanitary luxury missing prior to his hiring, to the almost
30 percent increase in enrollment between
1992 and 1995.
More important than his impact on student life or enrollment numbers, however,
has bccn Robinson's impact on Whitworth's
identity and ongoing mission.
Soden recently told me that when Robinson became Whitworth's President, he
revitalized and reinvigorated the school's
commitment to 1Vhitworth's mission of
the Mind and Heart and to the principles
of -whole person education."
On the university Web site, Robinson
writes of the narrow ridge: a metaphor
for the balance Whitvorth seeks to strike
between cultural relevance and the Christian faith.
"Wc believe passionately that our students, the Christian church and society
at large need Whitworth to stay on that
ridge: Robinson writes.

HAHSEN is a lutiot nujottig In sodology. Contact hin at
trenxhinsengvitinvatitiancont.

whitvvorthian.com
Nathan Harrison: Christian Sodalists deserve high Marx
'If Jesus and

Marx would agree on anything, h's that the pursuit of money
tums a free man into a slave. Why then the almost perverse attachment of
Christian Americans to capitalist economic and social systemsr

John Williamson:The itchy trigger fingers on hired guns
'Ctrenight or no oversight, the U.S. government needs to immediately cease
all privatization of armed military functions.The cost is too great, the risk is too
high and the potential for Nisour Square reclux is far too rear

Kelly McCrillis: Summon monsters of rock to Whitworth
'Not only would a bigger name like the Shins draw more attention to Whitworth as a viable music venue from the outside community, but cell phones
would wave to the uninhibited beat of neo-folk rock!

Rebecca Snape: Passing the stress test
'Now aawl into your warm bed and dream beautiful dreams of a world that
values generosity and seiflessness aboye an SAT score, courage and creativity
aboye a GPA!

Dan! King: Reading for pleasure, an extinct pasttime
We all have those thidc, dry, lofty, and excrudatingly painful-to-read tenbooks that utterly destroy any joy for the written word But really It a small
price to pay for a big reward!

From the News Archives (December 8, 1926)

Pirates
'last year it was advocated by the Student body to appropriate a name

for
Whitworth so that it would fadlitate sport write-ups and also lead an atmosphere to the various organizations!

Read these Opinions artides at whitworthian.com.
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Laughter not FDA-approved medicine
Daniel Walters
Opinions Editor
Occasionally someone asks me,
"Daniel, if you could go anywhere in
the world, where would it be? And
you can't say 'Spokane'. That's what
everyone picks:*
I usually respond, "Wherever my
heart leads me," because I'm sensitive
like that.
What I rarely ever say is to the
hospital!". Maybe it's that I don't like
all the needles, the blood,

the vomit or the ubiquitous
"dcathy smell: Maybe it's
that my childhood fear was
"being accostcd by Patch
Adams." Maybe it's that I've
been afraid of the color white
ever since, as a toddler, Dad
madc a fcw bucks by putting
me through a psychological
experiment with a rabbit and
shrill noisc.
Fortunately, for the most part, I've
been able to avoid such places. I have
two strategies.
First, I'm a wuss. You'd be
surpriscd how much this comes in
handy. Friends would come up to
me freshman ycar and say, "Daniel!
We made a glider out of blue tape,
spackle, and old copies of the 'Stall
Street Journall All 20 of us arc going
to use it to jump of the Warren roof!
%Vanna come?! Even peer pressure's
doing it!"
For a moment, I'd be tempted. But
then the fear gland and the common
sense gland would overpower thc
I'm-A-Stupid-Freshman gland and
I'd say, "No... aftcr extensive analysis
that would be a poor Life Choice:
Secondly, I got all my sickness
out of the way early on. For me, it
wasn't the 5-second rule. It was the
15-second rule, with a 50-second IfNobody's-Looking corollary. I could
open an Egyptian cartouchc, find
a chunk of beef jerky inside and, as
long as it's wrapped in papyrus or
something, I'll chow down.
In doing so, I culled the weakness
from my system. There's only likc fivc
white blood cells left, but they're thc
A-tcam of blood cells.
Eat antibody, Streptococcus!
But some people aren't quite as
lucky. They have to navigate the
labyrinth of thc American Medical
Establishment just to find out exactly
how they're supposed to put their leg
back, now that they've found it
For a column on such a complicated
issue it's important to be up to date
on the latest medical research. So I
did what I do best: watched a lot of
television. Through this course of
study I've learned that the typical
conversation between two doctors
sounds like this:
Dr. Earnest
%VE
NEED A
CRASH CART AND 300 CC'S OF
PLACEBOXICIN, STAT!
Dr. Caustic "Placeboxicin? Great
idea, Dr. Kevorkian. If he has Lupus,
the smallest dose of Placeboxicin
will cause his splanchnic gang,lion to
literally explode. Boom:
Dr. Earnest: "It can't be Lupus. You
still have 40 more minutes to fill until
you can reveal the right diagnosis:
Dr. Caustic "How am I supposed
to concentrate on diagnosing with
this pretentious Indic music blaring
in the background?"
Dr. Earnest: "Well, I don't know
how you expect me to perform
a cardiojurassic surgery when
you cheated on me with the zany
janitor?!"
Dr. Caustic: "Look. Just because
they call me 'McGenie' doesn't mean
I can answer your every wish. It's not
easy looking like George Clooney! I
have issues! 1 have subplots! I traded
my people skills and happiness at a
swap meet six years ago for a broken-

down psyche, a damaged liver and
an aching obsession for perfection.
So don't come to me comparing your
life to mine until you've had a scalpel
slip on the operating table and kill
thc man you learned just moments
before was your real father!"
(Bececeeeceecep)
Dr: Earnest: "Dude. I think your
overwrought dialogue just killed the
patient"
Dr. Caustic: "He'll just have to learn
to live with that:
(Cue hugs and weepy
montage.)
Obviously, our health
TH E
care system is a mess.
Various

Michael

I Moores suggest we need to
look to other countries for
health care help. Canada's
always a popular one. Not
only do Canadians never
get sick, their medicine is
extremely cheap. Where a bottle of
Corporaximine might cost you $50 of
real moncy in America, the Canadian
knockoff would only cost two loonies,
a toonic, a Canadian button coin, and
a half a flapjack. The downside is that
their medicine has a horrible maple
syrupy tastc and the gruesome side
effect of making you brutally polite.
Cuba is another positive example.
They have somc of thc world's best
medical care. They have to, what with
all the gunshots their citizens sustain
trying to escape. Cuban citizens were
asked to choose which statcmcnt thcy
agreed witlt more:
A) "Gee, Cuba's free, quality
medical care sure is swell! Bless the
beard of Castro!"
13) "Please sign me up for your
Political Prisoner program:
Ninety-five percent of Cuban's
chose (A) and those who chose (B)
are now convicts, so wc can't really
trust them can we?
A few Americans choose to reject
scicncc altogether. They prefer
"alternative"
medicine.
Where
a common or "real" doctor may
choose to treat your cyst with, say, an
operation, the alternative homeopath
might prescribe two teaspoons of
dandelion fur in order to restore
the "song of your sour Alternative
practitioners use such vaunted
medical techniques as "bubble wrap
therapy" and "kissing it to make it all
better.
The more you study alternative
medicine, the crazier it gets. "Doctor,
I can't stop bleeding from these
dozcns of tiny lacerations! Ya gotta
help me!"
"There's only one cure! Stabbing
you with hundreds of litde needles!"
Of course, each type of alternative
practitioner has their own different
panacea. Some like to attempt to heal
people through things like magnets,
which are especially effective on
pacemakers. Chiropractors believe
they can cure anything, induding
decapitation and racism, by punching
you in the spine. Others swear by
the healing power of interpretive
dance, rearranging furniture or the
natural rejuvenating properties of the
hicGriddle. (Although all of them,
deep down, believe the real cure is
smoking more pot.)
It's not really surprising that
some people fall for such laughable
quackery. Real medical research is
inconsistent First exposing yourself
to massive amounts of gamma
radiation is good for you and now it's
bad for you?! Make up your mind,
medical establishment!
Frankly, it's enough to make you
sick.
'The Varnished Truth' is a humor column by DarUel
Walters. WALTERS is a senior majoring in communicationsand history. Comments can be sent to daniet
walterstswhitworthian.cont

Diversity more than melanin
themselves down to some
stereotypical image. They celebrate their African-American heritage, their Hispanic
heritage or they celebrate
homosexual orientation, but
as soon as they start parading
around their ethnicity or orientation I feel like that's all we
are supposed to see.
I want to see the person.
I want to see who they are
regardless of a cookie cutter
image. I realize sexual orientation, gender and ethnicity
all play into who we are as human beings, but I want to get
to know them and see their
pride in their heritage in how
they live and act.
Not all Afri-

ELIZABETH

JOHNSON
awm.s1

Diversity. It's one of those
words we feel obligated to
blurt out whenever possible
to appear politically enlightened. It is the nation's buzzword. I don't think anyone
could get elected to public office anymore without pandering to the D-word.
Diversity doesn't do what
we want it to do anymore.
In fact, I think it's starting to
do the exact opposite. While
we're trying to
unite
people
can-Americans
under
this
have had the
You are infinitely
happy halo of
diverse. You are diverse same experidiversity, diverence in
to the point of no one country; this
sity itself is dinot
else in the history of
viding us.
all
JapaneseIn its truest the world having been Americans have
form, diversity
had the same
like you.
is other people.
experience; not
Nothing more.
all women have
Diversity is you and diversity had the same experience. All
is me. I don't care if I'm white this focus on diversity gives
and you're white, WC are still the impression that if we are
diverse. %Ve could have the familiar with some people
exact same ethnic makeup groups' general experience we
and we'd still be diverse. No can automatically impose that
two peoples' experiences or generalization on someone
history is the same.
who belongs to that group.
These days we're all supYou are infinitely diverse.
posed to be celebrating our You are diverse to the point
heritages and pointing out of no one else in the history
how different wc are. Every of the world having been
time I see some sort of diver- like you. Someone's heritage,
sity celebration I can't help gender, or sexual orientation,
but feel like people are boiling has immense value in that it

makes people who they are at
the deepest levels. I am just
not willing to distill that person down to a stereotype.
If we all just treated each
other like the valuable human
beings we are there would
be no need for this word,
"diversity: Diversity is a god
Americans pray to in order to
appear holy by the standards
of society. We bring offerings
of ethnic celebrations, rainbow flags and burned bras to
the altar of public acceptance.
What if we all stopped going
through these rituals and just
valued people because they're
people?
With all this emphasis on
diversity I'm still astounded
to hear stories about racism and sexism occurring in
this country. Even more astounded when I hear about it
happening on campus. For all
our million-dollar campaigns
to celebrate diversity, human
nature has a way.
Diversity is other people,
that's alL If we would stop
dumping into little groups of
somewhat similar-looldng or
feeling humans and step out
of our comfort zones to experience those other people
maybe we wouldn't have to
even have a word like "diversity: We may be stuck with it
for no but that doesn't mean
we have to worship it.

JOHNSON is a junior majoring in art.
Contact her at elitabeth.johnson@

whitworthian.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR I READER RESPONSES
the horror Hitler brought
upon the Jews, Poles, gypsies,
handicapped and more. Even
now the soldiers who found
those death camps can barely
speak of it without breaking
down.
The Holocaust is irrefut-

RE:100K PAST IRAN PRES1DENT'S FIERY RHETORIC

Make no mistake, Iran

president is a bad guy
Look past Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad? Ridiculous,
to say the least First of
all, the author left out one
topic AdolfJr. (Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad to you) s.dd
there are no gays in Iran, and
that it is a "phenomenon seen
only in America."
%Vhy, you ask? Because
Iran has been imprisoning
and executing gays since
1979. So at least by the time
Mahmoud is through, there
won't be any gays in Iran. But
hey, we can look past that,
can't we? Similar issue: You
want to look past him wanting to wipe out Israel?
Alunadinejad has said
himself he will sacrifice
thousands upon thousands
of Iranians to destroy not
just Israel, but all the Jews on
the planet I don't think I can
look past that, seeing as Hitler already tried it, and you
know how that turned out.
In addition to this, his
country has been arming
Hezbollah and supplyingthe
terrorists in Iraq with materials for the improvised explosive devices (IEDs) that kill
American soldiers daily. And
remember? He denies the
Holocaust He doesn't want
this "continued examination"
(which the Holocaust of all
things doesn't need). He said
the Holocaust is a Western
fabrication to back support
of the Jews. If you watched
"The War" on PBS Oct
you saw video and pictures
and eyewitness accounts of

able fact. And this psychopath denies it These are issues we cannot look past It's
not just because we disagree
with him, it is because he is
wrong.
Ahmadinejad's rhetoric
isn't just fiery; it is psychopathic, ignorant and racist
To look past this evil is naive..
I wouldn't sug,gest
Matt Baker

junior
chemistry
RE:DPOLICIES ADDED, CLARIFIED

IN STUDENT HANDBOOK.'

Let Whitworth students
.

leam the hard way
Whitworth claims to only
have three rules on campus.
the "Big Three; at least they
are designed to protect our
"personal health and (establish) responsible life in community: The rest are rules
that the communities create.
his is opposed to schools
like \Vheaton and BYU where
students are taught to follow
rules without questioning the
reasons behind them
I always thought that the
administration's hope in this
is that we would go in to the
world as good decision-makers not good rule followers.
Compare this to the recent
addition the Board ofaustees
made in the Student Handbook off-campus
policy:

"behavior that is potentially
harmful to the reputation,
educational mission or interests of the university" may be

sanctioned
This rule is as broad and
all-encompassing as the rule
against "disturbing cortununity7 It allows the administration to have free-reign at what
it will punish. Not because it
is wrong but because it embarrasses NVIiitworth.
The most important skill
we learn in college is to take
responsibility for our own actions. We must learn to protect our own interests. Not
just Whitworth's.
We need to learn to stand
for our own beliefs and deal
with the natural consequences. Even when they contrast
with University polic-y.
I am not suggesting consequences should be removed.
However, additional restrictions should not be imposed
for the institution's sake.
I have the right to do things
I Will probably regret This
new regulation shows the
Board would rather we submit to social pressure than
develop our own morality.
College is a place where
we form our own identities.
We are all adults here and we
must come to accept and act
upon this.
In the real world, I will
have to follow rules and laws.
However, I would rather deal
with the real-world consequences than rely on the
board and the administration
to sanction me because it
made them look bad.
ShainaWestem

senior
peace studies

IN-DEPTH

Dorm competitions benefit
various causes, charities

MONDAY: OCTOBER 1
Color: Red

Support:Second Harvest
Donate: canned food
Royalty contest: announced

Leah Motz

TUESDAY: OCTOBER 2

Assistant Copy Chief

Color Yellow
Last week, banners, fliers and campusvide c-mails reminded students that
Oct. I to 6 was Homecoming week at

Support: Ronald McDonald
House

Donate: change

Whitworth.

Royalty contest Pie-eating

contest

WEDNESDAY:OCTOBER 3

Color Black
Support: Arc of Spokane
Donate: dothes

Royalty contest: Project Runway

THURSDAY: OCTOBER 4

Color. White
Support: Iraq-bound soldiers

Donate: personal hygiene items
Royalty contest: Jeopardy contest

FRIDAY: OCTOBER 5

Coloc dress like a pirate

Donate: change
Royalty contest: marshmallow

and Oreo Contest
Events: Dorm banners judged,

Formal Banquet

SATURDAY: OCTOBER 6

Royalty contest: Duct tape

fashion show
Events:Sports games

Erin: WalintifilattIMPIthiLl

Freshman Jenne Silvis, representing Ballard, Is startled at the task
ahead of her.

_leak

Special Events Coordinator Janac
Brewster presented the theme "Red, Yellow, Black and Vhite" to ASWU.
"I was the person who came up with
this idea, and thc reasoning was because
I wanted Homecoming to incorporate
more community awareness and different types of events. l thought I lomecoming could be a great opportunity to give
back to the local community: Brewster
said.
Overall, Brewster said she was pleased
with student response and donations to
the selected charities and organizations.
"The purpose of the color theme was
to have a color represent cach day that
we were supportitig a different charity:
Brewster said. "In some ways, the theme
of homecoming this year wasn't as important as what we were trying to do and
the events that we were hosting:*
F.ach color represented a different
charity or cause. Whitworth collaborated
with Second !lamest, thc Ronald McDonald !louse, and the Arc of Spokane
and collected personal hygiene items for
causes such as support for Iraq-bound
soldiers.
"We did a lot of different activities, and
it would have been hard to find a theme
that incorporated our royalty contests,
charity collections, formal banquet, guest
comedian and sports events," Brewster
said.
Sophomore Rachel Dulles thought the
connection between charitable giving
and traditional homecoming events was a
positive experience for both students and
those benefiting from donations.
"I thought it was a really good idea:
Dubcs said."' liked how they incorporated charity into thc days so it was beneficial to both thc school and organizations

that wc are supporting7
Brewster was satisfied with donations
from the one-day drives.
"We had a bin of food for 2 !lamest,
nearly $200 donated to the Ronald McDonald I louse, four or five large bags of
clothes for the Arc of Spokane and a couple of boxes of toiletries for Iraq-bound
soldiers," Brewster said.
Brewster's planning combined charity events with traditional Homecoming
competitions and events. Dorm royalty
competed in a variety ofevents including
a pie-eating contest, common sense jeopardy and a duct tape fashion show where
contestants showcased their creations
during half time of the Homecoming
football game.
'Each activity brings something unique
and fun to the experience," Brewster said.
Junior Isaac I.utz and freshman Janna
Sibis were selected homecoming King
and Queen based on points accumulated
over the %yea: in dorm and individual
competitions.
Sihis Ivas nominated for Ballard Royalty. She said she had mixed feelings
about the nomination.
"I was excited to participate in random
contests but I knew that I had a busy week
ahead of mc so I was nervous about adding another thing," Silvis said.
She said the best part of I lomecoming
was the contcsts. Competing forced her
to come out of her shell and do things she
wouldn't normally do, Silsis said.
Onc major change to traditional
I Iomecoming week events was the introduction of a formal banquet instead of a
casual or theMed dance.
Overall, Brewster was pleased with student participation.
"I've heard a lot of positive feedback
about the charity collections, royalty contests and formal banquet." Brewster said.
Contact Leah Mot: at leak:not:Cod:itworthian.com.
Sophie Sestero and Caitlin Richmond
contributed to this report.
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:7:6400110-ABOVE:Sophomore Aubrie Ekman and freshman Andrew Keyser, representing Stewart,
ICeola and Shalom, consider their options during the Jeopardy Contest on Oct 4.
ksit ClariflOutworthisn
LEFT: Junior Garrett Young, representing Arend, composes himself before making his

entrance In the duct tape contest.
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Former royalty remembers past
football team wasn't very good, he said.
"They won maybe two or three games
the four years I went to school," Pulei
Most people would consider them- said.
He didn't even go to the football game,
selves luck-y to even be considered for
Homecoming royalty; winning would because of their bad reputation.
"I went to the dance, but I didn't bring
be especially exciting, and being nominated twice would be nothing less than a date the first year. The second year I
did, but the homecoming queen hated
impressive.
the whole thing too. It was
Theology and philosophy
very silly," Pulei said.
instructor Moses Pulei is imThe most important thing
pressive because not only has
about homecoming was the
he done that, but he won both
unity of the dorms and the
times he was nominated.
whole campus, Pulei said.
Now teaching at Whitworth,
"Everyone comes together
Pulei came to Washington
and shows spirit for their
from Kenya in 1993. He was
dorm, you get to see the tranominated for Homecoming
ditions of every dorm. I think
royalty as a freshman, when
he lived in Arend. To him the PULEI, it hitworth [Homecoming] is more important for the dorm than the
whole thing was a joke.
hutnwtor
individual; Pulei said.
"I wasn't even on campus; I
The second time Pulei w-as
is-as in Seattle for a track meet,
and they told me and I had no idea what nominated he wasn't excited about it.
"They did it to spite me; he said.
was going on," Pulei said.
He put on a good face, but told everyHe had only been in the United States
for about two months, and had no idea one that he thought being nominated
was something that should only happen
what Homecoming was.
"After the told me, I said 'who's com- once. He felt that a freshman should be
ing home?' because that's what I thought nominated instead.
it vas; he said.
"The freshmen get more connected to
Whitworth Homecomings have campus; he said.
changed since Pulei was a student here.
Although things have changed since
Instead of having various contests every he WIS a student, Pulei said the most imday at lunch, each dorm worked on a portant thing is still the unity that comes
float that was driven around the football from Homecoming.
field the night of the game.
The Homecoming football game
Contact Caitlin Richmond at caitlin.
wasn't a big deal because at that time the richmond@whitworthian.com.

Caitlin Richmond
Staff Writer
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TOP:Supporters of McMillan Hall cheer on partidpating royalty during halftime at Saturday's
football game. B-SchMac ended up with the most points at the end of the week, giving them
the crovm.
BOTTOM LEFT:Junior Bendel Huff and freshman Andrew Eller, representing Duvall, show the

crowd what they've got during the duct tape contest.
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Spokane

THINGS TO DO IN SPOKANE
Mc Theatre presents 'South Pacific' now through Oct 28.

For more information about this event or other things
to do in Spokane this week, visit whitworthian.com

OCTOBER 9, 2007

Practicing faith: Ramadan
Student observes
Islamic tradition

STUDENT DEMONSTRATES THREE STEPS OF SWAT, PRAYER
I. Qiyaatn- Place right hand over left
(men bdow navel, women at chest level).
Look at the ground infront ofyou and
recite Opening Supplication (optional).

Grady Locklear
Staff Writer
Sin is something every human worries
aboui But between Sept. 13 and Oct. 13,

3. Sudjood- Hands on knees, slowly lower to
to sides. Bend from
waist with palms on knees and back paral-kneeling position. Touchforehead, nose and
palnu to the ground, but not elbows. Bend
lel to the ground. Look at feet.
toa so tops offeetflue the Qibla, the direction of Mecca.

2. Rukit- Hands drop

e

sophomore Zaid Al-Jebreen, a Sunni Muslim, has to be very careful about being good.
If he commits a sin, it is counted twice.
Muslims are currently obscning thc
month of Ramadan and AL-Jebrcen is going through the experience in an American culture, svhere fasting all day is not the

"1".;"e:
1Cltl.

norm.
Although he was born in Spokane, AlJebreen was raised in Saudi Arabia and has
dual citizenship. In Saudi Arabia, Ramadan
is a very big deal and Christian holidays are
generally not observed, he said.
"Being a Christian would be embarrassing for the family," Al-Jebreen said.
In the United States, it is much different.
A day of Al-Jebreen's life during Ramadan
is different from the average American day,
but not radically different.
"I woke up before sunup, got food, fell
asleep and misscd dass this morning," he
admitted with a laugh.
Al-Jebreen said it's difficult to be
engaged in Ramadan like when he wm
back home.
"I don't really go to the mosque veg
much right now; he said. The government
knows who goes:*
It is the government's duty to protect its
people, Al-Jebreen said, but he prefers to
avoid the surveillance.
"I pray at home, and my cousins, we all
pray at home," Al-Jebreen said.
There is less support on campus for fsluslim students, however, he said.
"I'm sure I'm going to lose grades be.
cause I missed my dass today," he said.
Not many professors understand."
Al-Jebreen described himself as not being very religious. 'There are two types of
worship, mandatory and optional, he said.
He abides by the former.
NVith a brother and two cousins who attend Gonzaga University, Al-kbreen said
he spends a lot of time on that campus,
even going to worship at a room dedicated
for that purpose.

I':

v
-1-

Jebretn at school and want as much of an
international influence at Vihitworth as
possible.
"Ye should start to realize that we have
just onc of many cultures," tslorgan said.
"I think [multicultural students] presence on campus is invaluable," Tanas said.
Yet while Al-Jebreen has enjoyed learning about American and Christian culture,
he said other students are not always willing
to discuss his beliefs with him.
"Nobody's come to me and asked me
about my religion," Al-Jebreen said. "There
are more religions at Vhitworth than Chris-

tianity;
As he looks fonvard to the classes that
will lead toward his international business
major, Al-Jebreen wishes he could gct an excused absence when he sleeps through his
class after an early breakfast.
"I'm not keeping my hopes up," he
laughed.

7;;-vt,'
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Photos 17 Nicl Entottliblutwordit.m. Information

"The second I get out of school, I go to
Gonzaga," AI-Jebreen said. "People think
I'm a student there:*
Still, Al-Jebreen prefers a 'Whitworth education, saying there is more one-on-one
interaction with professors. Ile is not the
first in his family to think so.
His father, a Muslim who attended
(Whitworth) in the '70s, entrusted his son
to attend; said Raja Tanas, sociology department chair. "His father sending him
here is a big testimony."
So far, Al-Jebreen has enjoyed experiencing the Urhitworth culture.
"I'm treated with all respect; he said.
"Nobody's come up to me and said, 'Convert to Christianity!'"
Al-jebreen feels best connected with faculty who have experienced Muslim culture,
including Tanas and assistant professor of
economics Karla ?slorgan.
Talus sra.s born in Palestine, and Morgan
is from El Salvador but lived in a Muslim
subculture in England
Both professors are pleased to have Al-

;

`

rankly, vi musinn-ansainorr

FAST FACTS: RAMADAN
I Ramadan is an Islamic religion observance that
takes place during the ninth month of the Islamic
calendar.

I Prayer, sawn (fasting), diarity and self-a «puntability are important in observing Ramadan.

Eadi day during the month of Ramadan, Muslims rise before dawn to eat and perform prayer.
Muslims break their fast when the fourth prayer
of the day, naghrib (sunset), is due.

I Ramadan is believed to be the sacred month
when the Ourandfillah's word, was first revealed
to the Messenger of Allah, Muhammad

I In addition to not eating. Muslims are not allowed to smoke or have sex during daylight hours
for Ramadan.
I The beginning and end of Ramadan are marked
by the sighting of the new crescent moon.

Contact Grady Locklear at grudylockkar@
whitworthian.com.

Information rourtely of ktunnamcorn. co&tnfu

2nd-generationals balance two worlds
Students learn
tO mix their
twg cultures
Yong lam
Staff Writer

Seniors Nissana Nov and Cam
Tu Nguyen know what it means to
juggle multiple cultural identities.
Nov is the first in her family
to be born in the United States,
which makes her second-generational. Nov's parents, who are
Cambodian refugees, moved to
America in the late 1970s to escape the genocide.
The Humanitarian Operations
Program initially moved Nguyen
and her family to Kent, Wash.,
when she was 6 years old.
According to the U.S. Bureau of

Nguyen, whose parLaborStatistics, secondents are Vietnamese,
generational Americans
also grew up faccd with
are either native-born
cultural conflict. She
Americans or raised
said her interactions
from infancy in Amen
with her parents were
ca. Second-generational
awkward at times.
Americans have Cither
"Growing up, my
one parent or both parfamily didn't really let
ents who were born in
NOV, senior
me be very social. I
another country.
wasn't allowed to inNov said she grew
vite friends over or go
up learning how to deal
to any sleep overs. So
with both Cambodian
it was hard to connect
and American culture,
and express myself with
which often dashed.
others," Nguyen said.
A common American
Nguyen
norm such as teenagers
struggled
with the dashing porand young adults dating
was a big thing for her
trayal of Vietnamese
parents.
NGUYEN, senior and American views of
Her parents still don't
culture.
allow her to date but she
"There are a lot of
said it isn't a big problem for her things I had to suppress because I
since she is always pushing herself could not turn to (my parents). It's
with academics and focused with hard when I see Western-cultured
her studies.
families being able to turn to each

other for personal problems. But I
couldn't. I didn't know even how
to begin. I couldn't even say I love
you or even give them a hug,"
Nguyen said.
Having to live life being multicultural can be difficult, especially
if the cultures have polarizing val-

pendence, she said she never felt
completely free from her parents
and her Cambodian culture.
For Nguyen, being a woman
and a daughter in Vietnamese
culture have different roles compared to American culture. She
said it was expected ofher to clean
UeS.
the house, cook and always have a
With American culture, there constant mind-set of submission
is a value of independence," Nov even to the point of being unable
said. "There is freedom to make to voice her opinions.
choices:*
At home, Nov said she has to
But Nov said Cambodian cul- talce on another an identity as
ture values collectivism and unity the eldest Cambodian daughter,
which can restrict her ability to which means she has the greatest
participate in the values Ameri- responsibility among her siblings
can culture embraces.
and cousins.
At my house back in Tacoma,
"I am caring for my family and
my relatives live dose together. try to maintain that wholeness.
We value a sense of collectiveness. Because I am the oldest of all
We do everything together," Nov the children, I have the rcsponsaid.
sibility to take care of everyone
Even though attending Whit- else. There is a lot of pressure.
worth allowed Nov to grow as
an individual and learn indeSee CULTURE, page 12
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Center welcomes youths
am Gregory
'taffIVriter

In West Central Spokane, one of the most
)overty-stricken neighborhoods in Washington
ccording to the Youth for Christ (YFC) Web
ite, the YFC youth center is making a world of
ifference for dtildren and teenagers.
The youth center minstcrs to children and
t 4.
-ouths between the ages of 11 and 19. The cener especially focuses its ministry between thc
ours of 2 p.m. and 8 p.m., which is the time
uring which most juvenile crimes are commit.d, according to the youth center's Web sitc.
.;1 "It's changed my life forever," youth center
irector Colleen Smith said:
She said she has learned a lot about family
ind community from the youths she has en,.2ountered.
'.i Youth for Christ opened four years ago, and
i
'.bas been connected with Whitworth for about
Ats long. Smith is a 'Whitworth alumna, and
-.$
many of the volunteers working at YFC are
.
hitworth students.
;
' Smith talked a lot about the poverty that is
'affecting the youths' lives in West Central Spokane.
She said every year YFC throws a Christmas
party and hands out $35 gift cards to Wal-Mart.
hlany of the youths use the money to buy gifts
:Tor their families, because thcir parents can't M.'.*Arrd to buy presents themselves, she said.
You can drive right by not knowing it's here,
the reality is there are pockets of poverty all
but
-.,.$
' ,crver Spokane," Smith said. "'copie arc living in
'the most appalling living conditions:'
Smith said students get comfortable too easily on the Whitworth campus, and they don't
realize the poverty that is so near.
She said when shc started voluntet?ring, it
completely changed what she thought about

Theatre presents
Bertolt Bretch's
'Antigone' Friday

-

This year's fall theatre production is Bertolt
Bretch's version of the classical Greek play "Antigone'
This play features the struggle between loyalty to one's
country and loyal to one's
personal conviction.
Shows will begin at 8
p.m. Friday, Oct. 12, Saturday, Oct. 13, Friday, Oct. 19
and Saturday, Oct. 20, and
at 2 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 14 in
Cowles Memorial Auditorium.
Tickets cost $7 for general admission and $5 for students and senior citizens.
They are available from the
theatre office in the auditorium.
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"You cannot be a Christian and walk through
this neighborhood unchanged," Smith said. 1
&nit mean you're not a Christian if you don't
%olunteer, but you have to at least be affected by

Become interested."
Junior Melissa Stratton has volunteered at
FC for thc past three years and said she en:ourages other students to do the same.
She said ITC always needs volunteers and is
,,agood place to build relationships with people;
ilot to just evangelize to them but to minister

1-1i.

Lanphier waits for her free coffee after
memorizing the week's Bible verse. Attendees are
encouraged to memorize a passage of Scripture
In exchange for a free coffee.

TOP: Katee

RIGHT: Daniel Trembaly plays a game of 'righteous ball as his friend Allen Grogan looks on at
the Youth For Christ Center on Friday afternoon
during the after school drop-1n time.

Christian comedy
act on campus
Friday, Oct. 12

Motto by Nate Cluae/1171itrarthi4n

to them.
As part of their ministry, some YFC volunteers live in the YFC Ministry House in West
Central Spokane, so thcy can minister to youth
right in the neighborhood.
"My heart is in West Central," Stratton said.
"I love that the YFC House is open for people in
the neighborhood."
Stratton spoke about some of the lives she
saw transformed, about youth overcoming shyness and anger issues and growing in maturity.
Shc said some youth come to have real relationships with Jesus and have a real understanding
of grace.
YFC youth center's humble beginnings consisted of four kids meeting in a living
room.
Now the youth center has grown so large that
hundreds of youths come.
Thc center has video games, pool tables and

he

computers for the youths' enjoyment. YFC also
weekly hosts a program called City Life Club.
During each meeting, the volunteers serve the
youth homemade dinners and give a message
to feed both stomachs and hcarts.
Contact Sant Gregory at sant.gregory@whitivorthiati.com.

,.:

Cafe brings French tastes to downtown
Bethany Hergert
:Siajj Writer
The essence of la vie provin'Clale" (the provincial life) and the
aroma of freshly made croissants,
palms and coffee draw downtown

Wanderers into the comfortable
'atmosphere found in Niadeleine's
Cafe and Patisserie.
Opened three months ago, Madeleine's is quickly becoming recog. gzed for its fresh and authentic
Vrench cuisine.
The cafe's owners, Deb Green
and her daughter Megan Poffenloth, had thc vision of bringing a
,provincial-style cafe to downtown
:,Spokane.
ti Green worked in catering and
other food service for 14 years,
and Megan recently attended pas: try school in the San Francisco Bay
"Area. So the two decided to corn-

bine their love of food and French
culture into something not found
elsewhere in Spokane.
"We just wanted to do something downtown that no one else
was doing," Green said. "It's a little
European-style cafe and bakery.
It's provincial. It's quaint."
Madeleine's also offers a musical
aspect to its otherwise traditional
cafe. Every Wednesday at lunch
vocalist Ben Mancke sings for the
noontime crowd, and on Friday
nights various artists play shows
at Madeleine's during the dinner
hours.
"We'd really like it to become
a place that people think of to go
to for music; Green said. "That's
something we are really excited
aboui The musicians are an eclectic group and they play a lot of
their own stur
The ladies at Madeleine's are also

MADELEINE'S
CAFE & PATISSERIE
Hours:
Afon-lhun 7 a.m.-630p.m.
Saturday

630 a.m.- 10 p.m.
9 a.m. -10 p.m.

Sunday

CLOSED

Friday

707 W.Main Avenue

Spokane, Wash. 99201
(509)625-2253

madeleinesspokane.com

looking to expand their services in
the area of food. They are hoping
to offer vaited table service foe Friday and Saturday evenings, which
is different than their normal
method of ordering at the counter
and having the food delivered to
the table.

"We are starting to do some
dinner specials that are a little bit
more high end," Green said.
They would also like to incorporate a Sunday brunch with Santa
Claus over the holiday season because of their corner location in
the former Crescent building, a
historic department store.
"The Crescent building is known
for its holiday decorations. We
thought it would be fim to carry
on that tradition; Green said.
Offering fresh food, original
music and the feeling of provincial
France, Madeleine's Cafe and Patisserie is maldng a name for itself in

downtown Spokane.
"I think people like the atmosphere; Green said. "It's comfortable:'
Cot:tact Bethany Hergert at bethany.hergert@whitwortinati.corn.
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WHERE DID ALLTHE PINE NEEDLES GO?

They're made into SpudWare for Sodexho.

IDumped on Gonzaga's lawn.

IUsed to fuel the Arend Fire Alarm.

1Used in the newest Sodexho International
dish, Sweet and Sour Needlegrass.

lOrganic acupuncture.

ISucked down a vortex into a pine needle-filled
'Whitworth of an alternate universe.

Eaten as part of swim team orientation.
1Melted down into those teeny little tree-air
fresheners.

A&E
BRIEFS

lUsed to power the squirrel cannon.
ICollected as one fourth of the ingredients to
the best BJ prank ever.

1Used as low-budget moustaches.

IReincarnated as pineapples.

Christian comedian Jason
Earls will perform on campus at 9 p.m. Friday, Oct. 12
in the HUB multipurpose
room.
Earls is currently a parttime youth pastor at Christ
the King Fellowship Church
in Federal Way, Wash.
He has bccn quotcd as
saying "I do not live to make
people laugh. I make people
laugh so they can know how
to live" The event is free.

Author Peter
Chilson to read at
Auntie's tonight
Come downtown to Auntie's Bookstore to hear Peter
Chilson, a professor of cre-

ative writing at Washington State University and an
award-winning writer, present his book, "DisturbanceLoving Species:'
Chilson's book is a collection of short fiction that
provides a window into
modem African culture.

Chilson v$ill present his
reading at 7:30 p.m. tonight
at Auntie's Bookstore at 402
W. Main Avenue.

Empyrean hosts
poetry slam open

to the public
If you'd like to read or
hear some poetry, then
come to the Spokane Poetry
Slam at 7:30 p.m. Thursday,
Oct. 11 at the Empyrean
Coffee House in downtown
Spokane.
Towards the beginning of
the evening, audience members will have the chance to
read their poetry during an
open mic time. People can
also come with their poems
memorized and get judges'
feedback in the poetry competition. This event costs $5
and is for all ages.
Compiled ET

Dolan
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Pmusic
REVIEWS
BAND OF
HORSES
Album:*(ease to
Begin
Label: Sub Pop
Genre: ndie folk-rock

* * * *1:.?

Formed in 200-1, Band
of Horscs is an American
indie rock band from Seattle, Wash. The band has
been gaining popularity
ever since its debut album
"Everything All the Time,"
released in 2006.
Its latest CD "Cease to
Begin," is filled with more
subdued tracks that center
around the psychological
troubles of lead singer Ben
Bridtvell.

lhe

new tracks have the
originality that
made Band of Horses famous, but also incorporate
a more country-folk sound,
which result in an amazing
. folk-rock album.
po%verful

PARKWAY
DRIVE
Album:lion-tons*

Label: Eprtaph
Genre:Metal, barckore

**
Park-way Drive is a met-

alcore band from Australia.
Similar to bands such as
Hateitictd and Killswitch
Engage, Parkway Drive became famous by playing on
hardcore tours such as Taste
of Chaos.
Although many hardcore
bands have become softer
over the years, Parkway
Drive has not let up since
their formation in 2003.
Its most recent album
"Horizons; released Oct.
6, is filled with double-bass
and intense vocals sure to
satisfy the hardcore fan
but intimidate many indieroc.kers.

RADIOHEAD
Album:in
Rainbows'

label:None
Genre:Alternative rod

Formed in 1986, Radiohead is the epitome of British '90s rock. Radiohead
released "OK Computer" in
1997, whidt many fans consider the best album of that
decade.
After years of international fame, Radiohead is
releasing their seventh studio album, "In Rainbows:
Although the album has a
more symphonic sound to
it than previous releases, it
still retains the legendary
melodic rock qualities Radiohead is known for.
"In Rainbows" is also at-

CULTURE
continued from page 10
Little things like driving
my grandma to the store

of interacting with American culture when she and
her family first lived in

Students tour downtown galleries

.America.

'When we first moved,
my uncle %vould give us a
bunch of Christmas stuff
like stockings. We didn't
know what to do with it.
We thought we were supposed to wear them for
the winter. But (wel %yen,
confused because none of
them matched. We didn't
understand a lot of the
pop culture that was going on,' Nguyen said.
Ngucyn also said when
she started kindergarten
she didn't know how to
speak English, so site never said much. One day shc
received an award for being the quietest student in
class, but she knew it was
only because she could
not speak English.
Both Nov and Nguyen
agreed that living with

and having to translate
for her during doctor's
appointments and tutoring my little cousins are
expected: Nov said.
Both Nov and Nguyen
said they feel there is still
a sense of attachment to
their parents, wherever
they are.
"Trying to be independent and a woman without sacrificing my cultural values is difficult: Nov
said.
Because Cambodian
culture embraces the idea
of collectivism, Nov said
it is difficult to pursue her
interests while also appeasing hcr parents.
"My parents have different career aspirations
for me. I'm purmulticultural
suing my own
values is a careaspiration but
isn't always ful juggling act.
how do I explain
Esther Louie,
easy h aving
to them that my
theassistantdean
one foot in
degree is still
of intercultural
fas1 valuable as
eadi cu Iture... student affairs, is
being a doctor
a sccond-gcncrIt's a d ance,
or lawyer?" Nov
ational Chinese
it hasn't
and
said.
American. She
alway s been
Nov, is a crosssaid
secondeasy to figure
cultural studgenerational stuies major, said
out all of the dents have a rich
hcr parents are
cultural
backste
starting to realground to draw
ize and come to Est& louie assistant upon.
terms with her dean of ini env/tun:1
Site said she
student affain
aspirations
to
has tried to emwork with nonbrace traditional
profit and grassChinese culture
roots organizations.
and still blend in to the
Although it's a chal- dominant U.S. culture.
ngo
hilance both
It isn't ahvays easy havCambodian and Amen- ing one foot in cach culcan cultures and values, ture; sometimes stepping
Nov said she would never fully into one and not thc
abandon either culture.
other. It's a dance, and it
"I have a lot of pridc in hasn't always been easy to
my cultures. My cultures figure out all of the stcps.
are a big part of my iden- Sometimes I feel 'forever
tity, especially my Cam- foreign: not accepted fully
bodian culture. If I were by either of my cultures,
to relinquish my Cam- but I wouldn't have it any
bodian culture, that's like othcr Ivay," Louic saicL
saying the rich culture of
Nov said being secondmy family doesn't matter," generational means living
Nov said.
with multiple cultural valNguyen dealt with her ues, identities and sets of
dynamic cultural interac- cultural behavior.
tions differently.
Living as a secondWhen I grew up, I be- generational American
gan to choose what I liked means you have to adjust
about both cultures and to be able to adapt to both
kind of formed my own cultures depending on
culture in a way so it's not scenarios you are in evsacrificing but creating eryday, Nov said.
something beautiful from
both cultures," Nguyen
Contact Yong Kit,: at
said.
yong.kitn @whit worthian.
Nguyen shared a story cont.

Erica

Naha/Whitwonhian

Seniors Charity Triplett, Stephanie Fetkovich, Maddison Colvin and Amy Newton discuss
books at the Tinman Gallery during the First Friday Artwalk through downtown Spokane. Read more and check out the photo slideshow online at whitworthion.com.
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tracting attention due to
the fact that customers may
officially download the entire CD for whatever price
they desire. A deluxe boxed
version is also available for
shipping in December.

Shaun Juncal, Staff Writer
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GAME TO WATCH
ew England Patriots vs. Dallas Cowboys

unday, Oct.14;1:15 p.m. on CBS
ead more online at whinvorthian.com.

Dixon clinches 21
win in extra time

Ilyan Georg'off
lVriter
!,

Returning from an early 1-0
Aleficit, the Whitworth men's soc-

-;ker team stunned the visiting
College Missionaries in

early overtime victory Saturday
rnhitman

!Oct. 6 at the Whitworth Soccer
-omplex 2-1.

Whitman took an early lead in

Ate game on a goal from junior
orward Stephen Phillips. The
tucs responded late in the game
as senior midfielder Alan Friesen
tied it up svith a penalty kick in the
61st minute after a deep run into
the Whitman 18-yard box by junior forward Keith Kirsch drew a
foul.
"I ;mew it was probably going
to be the best chance for us to go
to overtime," Friesen said about
the goal. We didn't play our best
game but we did overcome a 1-0
deficit. We got the win and that's
what good teams do."
N1rItitinan junior goalkeeper
Brett Axelrod made several saves
during the final minutes of regula-

tion, and neither teatn stuck in a
goal as the dock dwindled down.

Going into overtime, Whitworth Head Coach Sean Bushey
remembered last week's overtime
loss to University of Puget Sound.
"We knew that we didn't want
the tic, and we felt that we could
svin thc game," Bushey said.
Senior defender Ben Dixon put
in the match-winning shot just
three minutes into overtime on a
corner kick from Friesen, sending
the Whitworth fans into a frenzy.
was a good goal and a good
way to finish," Bushey said.
felt good, but Matt played
mc a great bar Dixon said. The
whole game I didn't play very

it
it

weir
Friesen keyed the offense's succcss, pushing his season point total to 16.
"I was really relieved," Friesen
said about his teammate's overtime
goal. "I wasn't sure how much work
it was going to take [to winj."
During thc game, Whitworth
outshot the Missionaries 22-7 and
finished with a 7-3 advantage in
shots on goal.
With thc regular season already
halfway over, this game had some
significance to the Bucs.

rf

"Whitman's the turning point in
the season," Dixon said.
As one of 10 seniors on this
year's squad, this season holds special significance for Dixon.
"It's tough to believe I'm already
a senior. It's nice to go out everyday and play," Dixon said. The
vide range of ages on the team has
given the group diverse talent.
"It's a great bunch of guys," Dixon said. "The seniors have really
made the younger players feel welcome. NVe are all a team but we are
also family. There are 30 guys on
the team and that's 30 friends:'
Saturday's victory gave Whitworth an 8-2-1 overall record and
a 6-1-0 Northwest Conference
record. The Isthinvorth victory,
compounded with a University of
Puget Sound loss Saturday, helped
to put the Pirates back on equal
footing in the conference race.
Both teams now have one conference loss.
Whitworth will face the Linfield
Wildcats Saturday and thc Pacific
Boxers Sunday.
Contact Ryan Gcorgioff at ryan.
gcorgioff@whitworthian.com.
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Junior forward Keith Kirsch tries to slip the ball past Whitman goalkeeper Brett Axelrod during Whitworth's 2-1 win on Oct. 6.

Pirates right ship, take two
Volleyball beats Whitman
at home, Lewis & Clark
away to even NWC mark

"*-
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Danika Heatherly
Staff Writer

aw
law CLzrifitlitwvrilmus
'Sophomore running back Adam Anderson hurdles his
way to extra yardage during the Pirates victory over PLU.

;

Pirates fend
off Lutes 28-21
McAleavey
'Staff Writer

',11C

Whitworth improved
2-0 in conference by
efeating Pacific LutherUniversity 28-21 in a

lomecoming nail-biter
Oct. 6. The Pirates
tarted the game strong,
coring all four touchowns in the first half,
aking a 28-0 lead at halfime, but slowed down in
he second, allowing PLU
o score two touchdowns
the final 2:15 of thc
ame.
"We played well as a

team," junior tight end

Drew Griggs said. "%Ve
just need to work on finishing games:*
racked
Whitworth
up 223 yards rushing
against what used to be
the conference's top rush
defense. Sophomore running back Adam Anderson led the way, rushing
for one touchdown and
170 yards. Breaking off a
61-yard run on the first
Whitworth drive, Anderson finished thc drive
with a 2-yard jaunt into
See FEND OFF,

page 14

came back from a 25-21
deficit. Late in the game
junior outside hitter Nikki
The Pirate volleyball Bardwell was the go-to
team went 30-25,26-30,30- player, as several back-row
22, 30-23 on Wednesday, attacks helped the Pirates
Oct. 3 to defeat the Whit- finish the game off 30-25.
man Alissionaries at home
With a five-point deficit
3-1 and break a 3-game los- in the second game, a Pirate timeout led
ing streak. The
team followed
to an immediate
NEXT G AME
up Wednesday's
sideout and sent
win at home
WHITWORTH VS.
sophomore defensive specialist
with a victory
CONCORDI A (ORE)
Bethany
Casin the unfriendUNIVERSI TY
tilleja back to the
ly confines of
Date: Oct 11
line to sem for
Pamplin Sports
Time:4 p.m.
the Bucs. The
Center against
Location: Co ncordia
team
Lewis & Clark
couldn't
Gymnasium
College on Oct.
finish, losing the
5.
second game by
After losing
only four points.
An early Pirates lead
to Pacific Lutheran University, the University of Puget gave them the momentum
Sound and to Linfield Col- to keep the Missionaries
lege in the past two weeks, a steady 5 or 6 points bethe Pirates came out tough hind throughout the game.
and never let down.
A string of serves from
In Wednesday's match, Schwada put the Pirates
junior right side hitter Sar- up by nine in the third
ah Rusch led the team ssith game and only four points
21 kills. Senior libero Cass- away from taking the game
ie Moore finished with 33 and ghing themselves a
digs and junior setter Holly 2-1 match lead. A kill by
Ridings added 42 assists, 8 Rusch, a block by junior
kills, and 11 digs. Sopho- middle blocker Holly Tommore right side hitter Tracy lin and an error by WhitSchwada added 11 kills, 4 man gave Whitworth the
aces and 3 blocks.
game advantage heading
Whitworth called their into the fourth game of the
first timcout of the match match.
at 26-25 after NVhitman
The Pirates again took

Mar Chute/Whitwortitian

Junior right side hitter Sarah Rusch spikes a ball during
Wednesday's contest against Whitman College.

an early lead and didn't
let go. A kill by Bardwell
and another Whitman error finished the game (3023) and gave Whitworth
the Northwest Conference
match 3-1.
After their strong win
against the 'Whitman Missionaries in the Whitworth
Fieldhouse on Wednesday
night, the Pirates headed to
Portland Friday to face the
Lewis .& Clark Pioneers.

Rusch was a standout in both of this week's
games. She led the Pirates on Wednesday hitting .385 with four blocks
and finished against Lewis
& Clark with 19 kills and
three blocks.
A pair of Rusch attacks
and a kill from Bardwell
made it 29-28, but Whitworth's rally fell short as

See TAKE TWO, page 15
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All iced out

Coos111111CI

Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor

FOOTBALL'

All

NWC

[WHITWORTH

20

4-1

WILIAMETTE

1-0

2-3

PLU

1-1

4-1

LINFIELD

1-1

2-2

MENLO

1-1

L&C

0-1

0-4

0-2

2-3

UPS

-

Junior Caleb
Skytte makes
a save in an
Intramural
soccer game
last Wednesday, Oct. 3.
Parr LaNyrsortl
Wu:my:Aix+

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitwonh vs. Lewis& Clark
Saturday. Oa. 13 @ 1:30 p.m.

PIC

MOMENT OF THE WEEK:
INTRAMURAL SOCCER
Garett Myers

ALL

Staff Writer
iy1HITWORTH

6-1-0

UPS

5-1-0

10-1-0

fifIr

s+o

7-5-0

3-2-1

5-3-2

rwHITMAN

3-4-0

6-6-0

UNFIELD

24-1

6-4-1

1-5-1

34-1

0-7-0

2-9-1

PACIFIC

LGEORGE FOX

WILLAMETTE

-1

j

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Wtitworth vs. tinfield

Saniniay, Oa.

13 @

230 p.m.

WOMEN'S SOCCER

AU

NWC

UPS

11-0-11

7-0

WHITWORTH

10-1-0

7-1

8-3-01

I GEORGE FOX

S-2-0

LINFIELD

4-4-0

WHITMAN

3-3-2 _14-5-3

WILLAMETTE

14-1

PACIFIC

2-6-0 - 4-7-1

PLU

1-6-1

Tic-

-7

.

24-2

Whitworth vs. linfitid
13 @ 12.00 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL
NWC ALL

PLU

8-O:14-3

LINFIEID

6-2

11-6

11-6
WHITWORTH

4-4

WHMAN

4488

GEORGE FOX

3-5

2-6

ways there," Ben Price
said, a player for Team
Wooksack.
Kaufman
ec.hoed this sentiment.
We have awesome
goalkeeping which allows us to take risks on
offense," Kaufman said.
Team
Wooksack
will face The Brothers

Grimm on Oct. 9.
Thc Pinccones take
on Ling Ling on Oct. 9
as well.

Contact Garett Aiyers
at garett.tnyers@whitworthian.corn.

FEND OFF: Pirates

4-5-1

Saturday Oct.

777' IS

In the Challenge
League Thursday night,
the winless Promiscuous Pinecones broke
into the ivinner's cirde
as they defeated proiously unbeaten Tcam
Wooksack 6-3.
The 'Cones took a
3-0 lead at halftime
and went up 5-0 before Tearn Wooksack,
a team comprised of
Warren Hall boys, could
get any points on the
board. Daniel Kaufman,
a freshman for the Promiscuous
Pinecones,
scored five goals on the
night. Kaufman credited his teammates for
the win.
"I got put into great

scoring positions by my
teammates, all I had to
do was finish the play
off," Kaufman said.
"We felt we couldn't
get enough shots off and
when we had a good
luck their goalie was al-

5-5-1

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Fiji:MC

All the signs of fall are
around IVItitworth.
The pine needles have begun to fall across the green
carpet of campus lawn.
Scorriting summer rays
have given way to damp October rain. The blustery cold
bites at your cars on thc
to the HUB.
The drop in temperatures
can give rise to

1

9-7
I

8-7

8-71
6-12

rifilLUALTIV
NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitwortl vs. C.oncortta (Om)
Thursday. Od. 11 @ 4.00 p.m.

Ben Dixon

Senior
Scored game-winning goal in
93rd minute against Whitman.

Mit'e

breath.
There might as well be a
welcome mat to signify this
arena is home to thc datter of bodies being thrown
into each other against a
wood and Plexiglas barrier. The arena houses an ice
hockey rink that is 200 hundred feet in length and is as
glassy smooth as Bill Cosby's
delicious Jell-a This is a
rink where if you get dose
enough to it, you can feel
the frigid spray of ice into
the crowd on y-our face and
arms from the sharp blade
ola hockey skate. The sccnt
ola Polish hot dog with sauerkraut dances beneath your
nostrils and intermixes iiith
thc horrendous breath of the
inebriated Canadian guy sitting next to you.
This is the place where
a blood-spattered knuckle
sandwich gets delivered like
the Spokesman Review
daily. Hell, the rules even say
it's legal.

If you're real quiet, you
can almost hear the shrill of
a cowbell resonate and the
whir of a towel being swung
as the red goal lamp is lit alter a puck screams past the
goalie at 100 miles per hour.
Exhilarated yet?
It is dear to see that NASCAR has surpassed the
NHL in popularity now.
Hockey is no longer considered one of the "Big Four"
of major American sports
anymore.
Vhile the game may have
its flaws in terms of being
low scoring and displaying
fewer breathtakingly gifted
athleto than say the NFL or
the NBA, the coldest game
around still has its appeal to
a dedicated number of people. To these fans, thc game
is more than big hits, fast
goals and flashy dekes.
To thcm the game goes
back to hockey at a frozen
pond or elementary school
rink aftcr dinner on a school
night. For kids who didn't let
the cold weather discourage
them, but let it harden them
like little Spartans.
And while I'm a little soft
in comparison to thc rcst
of the hockey world, I can
tough it out enough in the
arena to see my homctown
Alaska Aces play again.
After all, my dad didn't
have me memorize all the
referee's penalty signals for
nothing,.
Contact Derek Guano=
derrk.casanovas@whitworthhm.cotn.

at

hold lead

contest.
Whitworth
continued from page 13 stuck to the ground
playing for field position
the end zone.
and ball possession, but
"We came out ready
'as held scoreless the
to play," Anderson said. entire second half.
"Both sides came out
PLU remained stagstrong, especially in the nant up until 2:15 in the
first half:"
second half, when they
PLU turnovers were drove 97 yards to dose
costly, as the Pirates de- the gap to two touchfense forced five turn- downs. That led to an
overs and turned three onside kick recovered by
of which into scores.
PLU.
Our defense played
On the next play, PLU
well together, and our successfully completed a
offensive line absolutely hook-and-ladder for ancontrolled the game," other touchdown leavWhitworth Head Coach ing them one score beJohn Tully said.
hind with 2:04 left in the
A forced fumble altera game. That touchdown
big play from PLU down forced a second onside
field led to a 15-p1ay, 80- kick, which Whitworth
yard drive capped by a recovered. The Pirates
Milton Nelson 9-yard then ran out the remainscarnper gave the Pirates der of the game dock.
a 14-0 lead.
was a little too
After both senior dose for comfort," judefensive back Ryan nior defensive lineman
Marshall's fourth inter- Brandon Martin said.
ception of the year and
Both Whitworth and
senior defensive badc PLU came into the game
Jay Tully's third, junior undefeated in Northwest
quarterback Kory Kemp Conference play.
hit Griggs for two touch"It's a big win, against
down passes.
a good football team,"
The first led to a play coach Tully said. "It puts
action pass from the us on top, which is al3-yard line with 8:01 left ways a good thing."
in the first half.
The conference-leadAfter Tully's intercep- ing Pirates hit the road
tion, Kemp hit Griggs this weekend for the first
on fourth and two with time in nearly a month
another play action pass as they take on the Lewfor a 26-yard strike to is & Clark Pioneers on
end the half.
Oct. 13.
PLU opened the second half with a 12-play,
Contact IC AfcAkavey
60-yard drive for their at jc.mcaleavey@whitfirst touchdown of the worthian.corn.

it

different ideas,
however.
Some people
interpret fall as
the pathetic rrasoning to go
shopping for a North Face
fleece or some cute American Eagle mittens.
Other
weak-minded
people will surmise that the
colder weather means peopie need to stay inside and
curl up in a ball with some
hot cocoa and a 'diary by
the natural gas-lit fireplace.
What a sad story there.
In the northern gem of
our nation, Alaska, fall is
the time of year when a certain buzz word starts to fly
around the city like the most
virgin of snowflakes in a
crisp October air: hockey.
Since I just saw a collective slumping in your seats
from nearly everyone who
read the atilde to this point.
I want to know how many
of you have played hockey
before or even been to a collegiate or professional game
before. Raise your hand if
you have.

I seriously hope you didn't
raise your hand you probably look like an idiot raising your hand while reading
a newspaper right now.
At any rate, ma.ny people
have not yet fully experienced hockey. NVhile
been to a Whitworth hockey
game or two and I rcspcct
the hard work and dedication they have, it just does
not come close to how warm
and fuzzy it feels to step into
a
15,000
scat arena
where
I
MAilisENTARY
can sec my
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Women win weekend double
Colin Zalewsk1

Staff %%Triter

The Whitworth women
remained undefeated on
their home turf with convincing wins over Lewis
& Clark College on Oct. 5
and Whitman College on
Oct. 6.
The Pirates won their first
game with Lewis & Clark
5-1 and won their second
2-1 over Whitman. Improving to 7-1 in the Northwest
Conference, the Pirates
find themselves in second
place behind the University
of Puget Sound after eight
conference games.
Friday's game with Lewis
& Clark started strong for
Whitworth as it took them
less than nine minutes to
score. It was sophomore
Lindsey Oakes' ninthminute goal after stealing a
clearance attempt by Lewis
& Clark that kick-started
their offensive assault on
the Pioneers. Whitworth
launched 16 first half shots,
but it would not be until the
second half that the Pirates
would put in their second

Kory Kemp
Staff Writer

Mama Rotinion/Whitworthian

Junior forward Penelope Crowe jumps for a header in Whitworth's 2-1 defeat of Whitman Saturday Oct.6.

hammer scored just four
minutes later. Junior forward Tori Crain put away
her first goal of the season
and finished thc scoring at

5-1.
Oakes was satisfied with
the team's effort on Friday.
"(Ve arc) just the better team, (but) wc still
played really well to beat
them by that much," Oakes
goal.
said. "We've been playing
Early in thc second half well, going into each game
freshman fonvard Jenny thinking that we're going to
Krzymowswin:'
played
Id
The folthe ball to lisie've been playing well. lowing day
Oakes when
the Pirates
[We are]going into each
she fired in
a
game thinking that we're faced
her second
tougher opgoing to win.'
of the game
ponent in
in the 56th
Lindsey Oakes, sophomore
Whitman.

minute.

Although

Minutes lat-

they walked
off the field with a win.
Oakes was not fully pleased
with their play.
"%Ve could have done
better against %Vhitman,"
Oakes said. "It wasn't our
bcst game against them."
Saturday's match saw
'Whitworth come out of the
gates quickly again. Junior
forward Penelope Crowe's
12th-minute goal off the
%Vhitman goalkeeper put
the Pirates on top. It was

er the Pirates were granted
a free kidc just outside the
box. Senior forward Greta
Thibodcau placed it neatly
in the back of the net in the
58th minute to make it a
three on the scoreboard for
the Pirates.
Lewis & Clark's only goal
of the game came off of
a 62nd minute own goal,
but the Pirates quickly redeemed themselves as junior midfielder Kara Tist-

Whitworth
XC tramples
NWC foes

West Central
Shared Housing
Coop

Building Intentional
Community
Living Simply
Working for Social Justice
Affordable Housing
($375 includes utilities)
Contact:
westbridgecoop@hotmail.com
or call 280.1702 for questions
or more information!

not until right before halftime that Whitworth would
score again.
Thibodeau scored her
second goal in as many
days to the left sidc of the
net as the Pirates took a
commanding 2-0 lead at
half.

minutes into thc second half Whitman sophomore midfielder Kendall
Shibuya scorcd an unassisted goal to put them on the
scoreboard, but it proved to
not be enough as the game
finished 2-1.
"We controlled the ball
well, got a lot of opportunities around the goal;
Crowe said.
Looking to next weekend, the Pirates play two
away matches with Linfield
College and Pacific University in Oregon.
The Pirates will also be
helped by the possible return of freshman leading
scorer Emily Rohde from
an ankle injury during
the tcam's home victory
over Pacific in September.
Rhode leads the team with
six goals this year.
11

Contact Colin Zalewski

at colitualewski@whitworthian.com.

TAKE TWO:

sion II school.
Scoring for Whitworth
went as follows: Gallagher
Freshman Nick Gal- took first in a time of 25
lagher raced to victory as minutes 8 seconds, sethe Whitworth University nior Jacob Deitz finished
men ran to a second-place fifth in 25:30, sophomore
finish in the Pacific Lu- Dusty Caseria grabbed
theran University Invita- seventh (25:44), junior
tional on Saturday Oct. 6. Jeff Forsyth came in 14th
An unusually dry day (26:18), and junior Jamie
in Tacoma made
Daroff finfor a cold race as
ished it off
for
Gallagher,sportWhitBIGFO OT
ing his bright
worth scorINVITATIONAL
orange beanie
ers in 20th
and matching
place with
Date: Oct. 13
lime: 10 am.
a time of
running spikes,
Location: Spokane falls
raced to the first
26:39.
Community College
victory of his
The Whitcollegiate career
worth womon the 8-kiloen ran hard,
meter course. This was a coming in third place
very big race, as North- behind WOU and Whitwest Conference schools man.
Coming off a big win
PLU, University of Puget
Sound, 'Whitman College two weeks ago, Sophoand Lewis & Clark Col- more Jo E Mayer came
lege all competed. But it in ninth place with a
was no different than any time of 22:47, freshman
Sara Wrightman folother race for Gallagher.
"I had the same plan lowed Mayer as she took
going in, stay with the 10th place with a time of
lead pac.k until I feel like I 23:04 on the six kilometer
course. Junior Jenna Cuncan go; Gallagher said.
ningham took 14th place
And "go" he did.
With about a mile left, in 23:12, sophomore Emily Morehouse and senior
I started feeling good,
threw in a surge and no Shannon Newth rounded
onc went with me:' Gal- out Whitworth scoring,
finishing in 18th (23:27)
lagher said.
From there on, the race and 19th (2.3:27) places,
belonged to the Whit- respectively.
worth freshman. Western
Next week the Pirates
Oregon University's Brax- will stay in Spokane for
ton Jackson crossed the the Bigfoot Invitational,
finish line only six and a hosted by the Community
half seconds behind him. Colleges of Spokane.
The team followed GalContact Kory Kemp at
lagher's lead and finished
second behind Western korykemp@whitworthian.
Oregon, an NCAA Divi- com.

Pirates get back into win column

continuedfmm page 13
they dropped the first game to the Pioneers 30-28.
Whitworth was able to pick up the
second game 30-21 after both sides were
riddled with errors. The teams combined
for 20 errors in the game.
After a strong win in the second, Whitworth was determined to come back and
take the lead in the third.
The Pirates and the Pioneers shared
the lead and momentum of the third
game, as the two squads tied at 15, 18
and 27 points. With the game on the line,
Whitworth got Idlls from Rusch and Ridings to wrap it up. The game ended in the
Pirates' favor 30-28.
Whitworth started ahead in game four
and wouldn't let go. Kills by junior outside hitter Jill Solbrack, Schwada, and
Rusch put the game out of reach for the

Pioneers and gave Whitworth a 30-24
game four victory.
The Pirates went to 4-4 in the Northwest Conference and 9-7 overall win the
match win.
Schwada added 16 kills, four aces, and
2 blocks against Lewis & Clark. Solbrack
contributed with 11 kills, 14 digs and a
block.
NVhitworth will revisit the Portland
area next week in three big matches, induding a fixture with non-conference
Concordia University (Ore.) at 4:00 p.m.
Thursday.
On Friday, the Pirates trek to Forest
Grove, Ore., to play Pacific University.
Whitworth ends the three-garne road
trip in Newberg, Ore., against George
Fox University.
Contact Danika Heatherly at danika.
heatherly@whitworthian.com.
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DISCOUNT AVAILABLE WITH STUDENT ID
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Ticketi Call 509.535.PUCK

FRIDAY

vs. KELOVVNA ROCKETS

GARAGE SALE NIGHT

SKATE WITH THE CHIEFS

GREAT PRICES ON PAST YEARS MERCHANDISE
AND VARIOUS CHIEFS TREASURES

BRING YOUR SKATES AND SKATE WITH
THE CHIEFS AFTER THE GAME

7pm

BsiglOS
Henry faces one

year ban after
failing drug test
Denver Broncos tailback
Travis Henry could be suspended by the NFL for one
year after reportedly violating the league's substance
abuse policy for the third
time.
Henry maintains he is innocent in the case, explaining that his expert was not
allowed to be present during the testing of one of his
urine samples.
According to sources
close to the Broncos, Henry
wants to take a lie detector
test and submit a hair sample to prove the test was in
fact a false positive.

Graham, Sapp

fined by league
for illegal contact
Chicago Bears defensive
back Corey Graham was
fined $7,500 by the NFL
for an illegal "horse-collar"
tackle, and Oakland defensive tackle Warren Sapp was
fined $5,000 for a low hit on
Miami quarterback Trent
Green last week.
Graham pulled Detroit
Lions wide receiver Troy
Walters down by the bad:of
the shoulder pads during a
punt return in Detroies 3727 win Sept. 30, drawing a
15-yard penalty.
After reviewing tape of
the game between the Oakland Raiders and Miami
Dolphins, league officials
determined Sapp's hit on
Green was below the knees,
which is not allowed based
upon the rules of contact on
a quarterback in the pockei

Bills wideout

Price potentially

done for season
Buffalo Bills receiver Peerless Price's season might be

over after scheduling to have
surgery done on a damaged
disc in his neck.
Price's neck problem developed over a nine-year
NFL career with the Bills,
the Dallas Cowboys and the
Atlanta Falcons.
Price's injury will result in
the Bills relying on more on
the receiver tandem of Roscoe Parrish and Josh Reed.
Price started the first four
games of this year, making
seven catches for 68 yards.
Compiled by Yasmten Cobb and
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WHITpics

Touring
groups play
concert in
student's
house

:"tt

lead guitarist for the
scream° band Towers, performs in junior
Brittannia Evans' garage Oct 6.The band
was able to perform in Spokane after
interacting over the Internet with another
Whitworth student.
TOP LEFT: Ben Shorr,

..
,,,,

It;

TOP RIGHT: Craig Woods, bassist for the
band Towers lets out a scream while playing the song, "Man with a Balloon."

.._;

MIDDLE LEFT: Peter Helmis, drummer for
the punk band Peter and Craig keeps the

beat.
MIDDLE RIGHT:Craig Woods, guitarist for
Peter and Craig sings along to the song

"The Aliens are Invading:*
BELOW: Peter and Craig jam

out in front of

Whitworth students Oct 6.
Uteri

11u:el% h:t.vr:han
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DO YOU HAVE SOME AMAZING SHOTS OF CAMPUS LIFE?

E-mail them to us at: whitpics@gmail.com.

'ANTIGONE': THEATRE DEPARTMENT PRESENTS GREEK TRAGEDY I PAGES 8-9
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Core 150 includes

broader worldview

he new curriculum

Julie Wootton

includes a focus on nonChristian worldviews.

News Editor

OPINIONS
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'Hie Board of Trustees met last
week and in the midst of discussions on growth passed several
resolutions, including resolutions
to continue planning for the science facilities and incur debt for
the construction of a new residence hall.

PAGE

Light canon on fire

with varied texts
University should immerse its students in
pluralistic viewpoints.

rItia NeStItt laaNytthian
U.S. Sen. Maria Cantwell discusses funding for the new science facilities with Vice President for Institutional Advancement Kristi Bums (left) and President Bill Robinson (right) in the Loop on Oct. 12.
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Cantwell visits campus
senator

then met privately to talk about
funding for the new facility.
"We've got a little homework to
do, but was overall very productive,"
Henze) said. She expressed a lot of
interest in our goal of preparing fulure scientists in the new complex."
James Spung
Benzel said Cantwell offered adAssistant News Editor
vice as to acquiring federal funds for
the facility. Ile added that whether
In an unadvertised visit, universi- Whitworth %still acquire federal
ty administrators met with U.S. Sen. funding or not remains uncertain.
"Given the competing demands
Maria Cantwell Oct. 12 to discuss
the possibility of securing federal at the federal level, it's not clear
appropriations to help fund a futurc right now," Henzel said. it's an option worth exploring, and I think
science building.
Several administrators, including wc had some encouragement for
President Bill Robinson and Vice that toda»"
Cantwell said both public and
President for Finance and Administation Brian Benzel, accompa- private institutions' costs have innied the senator on a campus.tour creased and the federal government

U.S.

an(1

discusses science

buildingfunding

Editor turns war
correspondent
Former Whitworthian
editor-in-chief returns
from reporting in Iraq.
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should support postsecondary eaucation across the board.
"Increasing access to college education for all students is very intportant," Cantwell said. "It's one of
the key things we want to focus on
for our country."
'Ihe Board of Trustees approved
design and engineering plans for
an additional science complex in an
Oct. 12 meeting.
The new complex, which will
house the biology and chemistry
departments, will be constructed
on the footprint of the Fine Arts
Building and will include animal
and cadaver laboratories, said Kristi
Burns, vice president for Institutional Advancement.

SCIENCE CENTER

*the Board passed a resolution
regarding the authorization to
continue design and engineering
activities for expanding the science facilities.
The Board resolved to appropriate 5900,000 toward the continued
design and engineering planning
for Phase I of the project. This
phase %sill include the constntction of a new biology and chemistry building. President Bill Robinson saa
The total cost estimate for
Phase I of the project is $37 million, Robinson said.
Groundbreaking is scheduled
to take place in 2009 and the ne%v
facilities are projected to open in
fall 2010, according to the resolution.
Phase II of the project will indude the renovation of the existing Eric Johnston Science Center
as well as constructing a 16,000
square foot addition, Robinson
said.
Vice president for Academic

See CANTWELL, page 3

See

GROWTH,

page 4

Board prays for former trustee, alleged victims

Men and women
runners take third
lhe cross country team

Jessica Davis

Senior Writer

takes third in the Runners Soul Bigfoot Open.

prior to the beginning of
the trial, said trustee Ray
Lawton, chair of the finance
committee.
"All of this is alleged, but
it seems likc there was a sin
committed and we're hoping the best can come out of

trustees
Whitworth
prayed for a former board
member and his alleged victims last Friday.
Tom Delanty, the former
this situation," Lawton said.
trustee charged with mulLawton said the board
tiple counts
decided to
of theft and
pray
after
TOM DE LANTY
fraud, was to
reading an
go on trial
A SIRlit
TIII 10101111
TIMM' ClIARGID WWI
article about
on Oct. 15,
Mulini COUSIS Of IR111) Delanty in
but the trial
The Whitmay have
worthian.
been delayed until later in
During Delanty's 13-ycar
the month, King County
association with WhitDeputy Prosecutor Scott
worth, he often criticized
Peterson said.
the management of the inA Whitworth trustee %vill
be trying to get in touch stitution's assets and sought
with Delaney to let him more control over Whitknow about the prayers worth's endowment before

WORD FOR WORD
Quote of the week

intramurals exist
to provide community and friendly
competition among
the students. This is
an incredible gift Let
the Frisbees fly:'
President Scott
Donnell
dam. the Da I dearmon of
ASWU

1

Orrudse filr:Mtrai ftid

Read about the dedication

at whitworthian.rom.
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resigning from the board in
August 2005, according to
King County court records.
Less than a year after his
resignation from the board,
Dclanty was arrested on
charges of multiple counts
of fraud, including 25
counts of theft from an elderly Bellevue, NVash. woman totaling nearly $150,000,
Peterson said.
Delaney did not respond
to repeated phone calls and
c-mails.
ROLE ON THE BOARD
Serving as chair 01111e

endowment committee, which
is a subcommittee of the finance committee, Delaney
provided oversight of the
endowment, Lawton said.
Lawion said Delaney had

MEN'S SOCCER WINS TWO

dissatisfaction with the investment consulting firm
Wurts and Associates that
manages the Whitworth endowment.
"I think Tom Delaney
challenged Wurts and Associates to be better and they
were," Lawton said. "And
they became better and they
have become better:'
Subpoenaed conversations between IVItitworth
staff members, trustees and
Delaney show he had an
interest in becoming more
involved in NVhit%vorth's endowment and investments.
As early as an August
1995 phone conversation
college records show, "At
that time Tom IDelantylhad
offered, as a financial consultant, to be an advisor for

Whitworth's

the endowment.
Burns, who often works
closely with top donors and
trustees, described Delaney
as a difficult person to deal
with who made many requests of Whitworth's administrative staff.
"Ile could have a critical
spirit; Burns said. "lle was
not always a grace-filled
man:'
Burns said then vice

See TRUSTEE, page 3

VISI1WHRIVORTHIMILOM DAILY FOR BREAKING

I
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endowment/

investments:*
Vice President for Institutional Advancement Kristi
Burns worked closely with
Delaney and often heard
about Delanty's dissatisfaction with the way the business office was managing
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Core 150 broadens perspectives
Katie Goodell
Staff Writer
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Revised course assignments, a
shift to include a more inclusive
overview of non-Christian religions and an attempt to further
engage students in forming thcir
own worldviews modified this fall's
Core 150 curriculum.
student
evaluations
With
and last spring's ASWC resolution
as a guide, the teaching team said
they have cut the number of argumentative essays and added new
worldview journals with thc intent
that students will connect with the
material on a more personal basis.
"This fall's curriculum reflects
thc biggest change in the Core 150
program since the revision process
[in 20031 and since I've been at the
helm," associate professor of theology Keith Beebe said.
Beebe, the Core 150 team leader,
shares lecturing responsibilities
with professor of history Arlin
Migliazzo and professor of leadership studies Jack Burns.
This semester not only introduces a ¡slider variety of assignments,
but also a more global perspective,
Isligliazzo said.
According to the fall 2007 syllabus, one course objective is to
equip and encourage students to
explore thc parameters of their
own worldviews:
Beebe said last spring's course
evaluations showed that a number
of students felt this goal was not
being fulfilled as adequately as it
could have been.
"There is now a much bigger
emphasis on determining your
own worldvicw versus just learning about basic worldviews that
are out there," said senior Katelyn
Erickson, a teacher's assistant for
the course.
The ASWC resolution also sug-

fl P'.wr/ Whstuvrthiin

Freshman Julianne Lucks discusses the bookGod's Rivals' with freshman Kaltlyn Miska in professor of history Arlin
Migliazzo's Core 150 discussion group on Oct 11.

gested a new paper forntat be adopted in Core 150 to allow for personal reflections.
This semester students are required to write only three argumentative cssays and are assigned
four worldview journal entries,

standing different religions. The
panel included a Hasidic Jew, a
Hindu. a Muslim and a Buddhist.
"The panel was the biggest help:
freshman Callic Chestnut said.
"It made what we'd been learning
real."

which emphasize personal perASWU Financial Vice President
spective.according
Luis Lopez sVaS on
to the syllabus.
the committee that
CORE C HANGES drafted the resolu"We svant students to have a
tion last year.
A sIIIs OA 711 Il cal sstas iii
%MUM
1MS
chance to respond
Lopez said he
both at an academloved the idea of
ic level as well as at
the
Worldview
a personal level," Migliazzo said.
Panel. and it corresponded well
Also new this semester was a to the part of the resolution which
Worldview Panel following the called for the expansion of lecture
lectures on worldvicws and under- material on non-Judeo-Christian

worldvicws.
"It was heartening to see that
(the suggestions) were received
and that the teaching team responded well: Lopez said.
Beebe said the teaching team
has been making changes and adjustments in assignments, lectures
and exams for the last four years.
"'e're constantly evaluating
and tasking ourselves if) each lecture sows the goals and needs of
the course," Beebe said. "We're doing our best to make (Core 1501 as
positive of an experience as pos-

sible:
Contact Katie Goodell at katic.
goodc11@whitworthiatt.cont.
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Trustees approve master's in theology
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Degree caters
to wide range

of students
Gabrielle Vaughn
Staff It'riter
The Board of Trustees
unanimously passed a
resolution Thursday. Oct.
11 for the creation of the
Master of Arts in Theology
program.
Dean of the Chapel Ter-

of
the administrative work.
Professor of theology
Jerry Sittser will be the
overall guiding force.
"As well as directing thc
program, I will be teaching: Dolan said. "Some
faculty will be teaching every other year, and others
will teach every year, depending on the course."
Classes for thc program
will be held at night or on
weekends, when they will
not interfere with undergraduate use of facilities.
will be taking on most

f7 McGonigal

"(The classes)
are at unconventional times convenient for people
with
full-time
jobs," Sittser said.
"Our target popuis placed on
lations are people
undergraduate
already working
resources.
in ministry with
Each theolno graduate expeSITTSER
ogy professor
rience, lay- people
will teach one
active in minisclass and the new faculty tries who are inclined tomember will teach mainly wards going to seminary or
undergraduate courses to something with theologimake up for the classes lost cal education, and recently
to the master's program.
graduated undcrgrads, a
"Men it comes to the possibly large group of stu-

said the theology
department will hire
one more professor to ensure no drain

quality of undergraduate education, we're not
compromising on that,"
McGonigal said.
Tim Dolan, director of
the Institute for Clergy and
Lay Leader Development,

dents."

Dolan said research for
the program was collected
through focus groups.
"We have not advertised the program to Whitworth's theology majors,

although they were invited
to the focus groups," Dolan
said. "We were waiting
for the program to be approved before we did that.
We anticipate some will be
interested in the program
and go on to seminary."
The program will take 20
to 25 students a year and
the admissions process is
expected to be rigorous,
including essay writing.
Sittser said around 40 currcnt students have already
expressed an interest in thc
program and marketing is
expected to begin immediately.

The program will in
elude classical curriculum, but will include a focus on practical training.
which is unusual. Sittscr
said.
Students will take 10
core courses and two electives, Sittser said.
The program is projected
to make 20 percent net revenue, which will support
all the costs of the program
so no undergraduate tuition money will go toward
the graduate program,
McGonigal said.
Sittscr said the cost per
unit will be about 500 a
credit, versus about $525
a credit for the MBA program and about S400 a
credit for the master's in
education programs.

MASTER'S IN THEOLOGY

BASICS

On Oct. 11, the Board of Trustees voted
unanimouslyfor the new program
Another professor will be hired to supplement the department and avoid straining the undergraduate program.

I

gasses will be held at night or on weekends to be more convenient for those with full-time jobs and to avoid disiupting
undergraduate use of facilities.

I

The program Is expected to accept 20-25 students per year,
with a rigorous application pmcess induding essay writing.

)' The program is expected to make approximately 20 percent
net revenue, which will support costs so undergraduate tuition
money will not be used for the graduate program.

I

The model is for a 24-month program at an estimated $500
per credit.
kfroustsoft courtesy

The model will be a
24-month program for
half-time students and 16
months for full-time students, Sittscr said. There
will be a track for students
eventually looking to get a
PhD and a track for a ntaster's degree project.
A one-credit introductory course will be offered
May 2008, Sittser said.
Sittscr said the program
will be evaluated in three
years and will be discontinued if it is not going well.

4ktry Sono,minx* 4 Atoky,

"The goal is to provide
an excellent academic program both classical and
rigorous, at the sante time
thc program leans toward
practical ministries," Sittser
said. "Our goal is to marry
or join worlds that arc normally kept separate, to stay
on that narrow ridge as
it were, holding that tension."

Contact Gabrielle Vaughn
at gabriellc.vatighn@whitworthiatt.cont.
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Delanty resigns after fallout
es just getting together with Tom
(Johnson) to get him to move on
this. He is swamped today and I
finally got him to admit he needs
more help and will ask for an additional staff person in the fall."
Later that day in an e-mail,
Delanty
suggested to Burns

why he rubs so many of us the
wrong way; Boppell said.
Burns agreed and said in an email Dclanty had become a "thorn
in the side" of Johnson.
"I've come to the conclusion
that Tom Delanty serves Whitworth for the
wrong reasons,"
that he would be "I've come to the condusion that Burns said in an
e-mail. "It has
a good person to
Tom Delanty serves Whitworth
become more
aid Johnson.
for the wrong reasons:'
about
Tom
"I or someone
Dclanty and less
like me is the
Kristi Burns,
person
(Tom Vice President for Institutional Advancement about the good
in o2005 e-mail
work we do here
Johnson) needs.
in keeping with
The
Business
our mission."
Office doesn't
Johnson said he was not aware
need more mid-level clerks/quasi
managers pushing papers; the Col- of Delanty's complaints against
lege needs someone to share some him or his office.
"If (Delanty) was unhappy with
of his workload/responsibilities so
that he and the other person can me personally he never told me
concentrate on strategic planning, that," Johnson said.
Johnson said Dclanty frequently
smooth and flawless management
asked
for a lot of specific informato execute the financial aspects of
the next five year plan without ma- tion about the endowment, which
often interrupted the usual flow of
jor hiccups," Delanty wrote.
He went on in the e-mail to say work in the business office.
"We viewed him as a trustee
he was working on triggering an
cxit plan from his current business who was seeking legitimate inforso he could work more with Whit- mation and we were trying to provide it; Johnson said. "There was
worth.
an implied trust that is assumed
THE FALLOUT
when someone is appointed to thc
In July 2005, Dclanty began to position of trustee of the college."
fall out of favor with Whitworth
In August 2005, Delanty chose
after he scnt the chair of the fi- not to go up for re-election on the
nance committee Ray Lawton an Board.
c-mail criticizing Johnson.
Burns said she remembered
In response, chair of the Board Dclanty saying he needed to take
of Trustees Chuck Boppell ex- a break from the institution. She
pressed hesitation in an e-mail said Dclanty told her he was quitabout allowing Delanty to serve ting the board bccattsc he wanted
any longer on the Board.
to be engaged in his own business
"I got a copy of (Delanty's) nasty and would be traveling more.
comments about Tont (Johnson)
being careful about getting board A GOOD PARTING
Burns said Dclanty parted well
approval and it reminded me of

1

president for business affairs Tom
Johnson and Delanty often butted
heads because Dclanty wanted
more influence over the assets
Johnson controlled.
"He wanted to be more engaged
in the oversight of financial decisions," Burns said.
In an August 19, 200.1 c-mail
Delanty ranted to Burns about his
frustrations with Johnson and the
Whitworth business office's handling of the endowment.
in my opinion, the entire endowment needs to be taken away
from Tom Johnson's office and
these problems will quickly go
away," Dclanty wrote to Burns.
In the e-mail Dclanty threatened hiring an attorncy to inquire
into how the endowment was
being managed, which he never
did.
THE RECOMMENDATION

In February 2005, Delanty sent
an e-mail to Johnson recommend-

ing a new system that would take
away the business offices control
over the day-to-day cash flow and
other functions.
At the time Dclanty recommended in the e-mail that an outside company should handle these
tasks. Five months later, Delanty
would recommend himself for this
position in an e-mail to Burns.
In several c-mails during this
time, Burns agreed to talk with
Johnson about specific recommendations from Delanty, including the need for Johnsen to hire
help.
Burns wrote in a July 13, 2005
e-mail about her interaction with
Johnson, "I had my own challcng-

World

with Whitworth and she did not
sense he was bitter with the institution.
A letter from President Bill
Robinson dated Aug. 31, 2005 expressed gratitude toward Delanty
for his contributions to Whitworth.
"Your leadership of the Endowment Subcommittee was just superb. We will miss your involvement. And frankly, I will miss
your friendship; Robinson wrote
to Delanty.
Lawton also expressed his gratitude to Delanty in an e-mail after
learning of Delanty's resignation
from the Board.
"I am truly saddened, you bring
a lot to the table and have done
a lot to help me understand the
importance of and role the endowment committee plays in the
whole picture of Whitworth,"
Lawton wrote.
Lawton said even today he admits that he misses Delanty.
"I'm sorry that he thought he
needed to resign," Lawton said.
Lawton said he tried to find
some way the allegations against
Dclanty could be a mistake.
"I remember even trying to calculate the things he did for (Nancy
Huegli) over the course of the time
and trying to figure out if there
was a complete miscommunication; Lawton said.
Lawton said he was both
shocked and surprised at allegations against Delanty.
It seemed to me this person
wanted thc best for Vhitworth,"
Lawton said.

Contact Jessica Davis at jessica.
davis@whitworthian.com.

BRIEFS
Turkey warns U.S.
against genocide

resolution
The chief of Turkish
armed forces said on Oct. 14
that U.S.-Turkey relations
could take a downturn if
Congress passes the Armenian genocide resolution.
The resolution, which
is currently being deliberated in Congress, would
condemn the killings of
1.5 million Armenians by
Ottoman Turks in 1915 as
genocide.

Israeli air raid
strikes a nuclear
project in Syria
An Israeli air raid on
Sept. 6 was directed against
a site that turned out to be a
partly-constructed nuclear
reactor, American and Israeli analysts said.
The reactor was apparently modeled after the one
North Korea used to stockpile nuclear weapons fuel.
Analysts suggest that Israel's raid was carried out
to demonstrate its ambitions to destroy any hint of
nuclear ambitions in neighboring states.

Gore awarded

Nobel peace prize

for dimate work
CANTWELL
continued from page

1

Whitworth requested
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$900,000 in federal appropriations for the new
building two years ago
through Rep. Cathy McMorris, Burns said. So
far, none of the requested
funds have been appro-
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priated.
Federal appropriations
for building projects are
not new to Whitworth.
The university secured
S500,000 toward the construction of Weyerhaeuser Hall through former
Rep. George Nethercutt,
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Benzel said.
Burns said she expects
the future biology and
chemistry building to
cost between $37 million
and $40 million, adding
that the university has
started to raise funds to
that end.
"We have a plan:Burns
said. "We're in the 'silent'
phase of fund-raising.
We haven't yet started
a campaign, but we are
fund-raising and we have
been for some time:
Benzel hopes Cantwell's visit might eventually help to secure federal
dollars towards the project.
"(Federal appropriations are] a piece of the
strategy, and it's something we're hopeful of
happening," Benzel said.

Former vice president Al
Gore was awarded a 2007
Nobel Peace Prize Friday.
Gore shared the prize
with the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), an organization established by the World Meteorological Organization
and the United Nations in
1988.

Gore

announced

last year.
Compiled bylama Spung

CORRECTIONS &

CLARIFICATIONS
In Whitworth Speaks
Out on Oct. 9, Danny Lee
was misquoted. The correct
quote was, "My aunt made
me dress up like the girl and
pretend."
Also in the Oct. 9 issue,
the photo of the volleyball
game was incorrectly credited. Erica Nesbitt should
have been credited for the
photo.
On the backpage of the
Oct. 2 issue, the photo of
the band Unison was incorrectly credited. Peter Labberton should have been
credited for the photo.
The Whitwathian h committed to proydng

the Whitwath community with the most ac-

pose.

Contact James Spung
at jaines.spiing@whitworthian.corn.

that

part ofhis S1.5 million prize
money will be donated to
the Alliance for Climate
Protection, a nonprofit organization Gore established

curate information
The Whitworthian never knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If
you have a cement or question about the
faimess or accuracy of a story, send an e-mail
to editoqwhitworthian.com.
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Committee examines campus issues
Indigenous leader
to discuss roots
of migration

ICRCfocuses on
gender, ethnicity,
inclusiveness

Indigenous-migrants advoc-ate Centolia Maldonado

Vasquez, a community leader from Binational Front of

Indigenous Organizations,
svill lecture tonight.

The presentation, The
Roots of Migration: Free
Trade, Immigration and Indigenous Rights in Oaxaca;
will take place at 7 p.m. in
Robinson Teaching Theatre.
Admission is free.
For more information,
contact Michelle Sccfried
at x3275 or c-mail mseefried@whitworth.cdu.

Flu vacdnations

being offered at
Health Center
The Health Center is
offering flu vaccinations
through Dec. 14.
The cost is $17 and can
be charged to a studcnt

account.
Health center hours are
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday, Tuesday, 1rednesday
and Friday and from 11:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Thursday.
The health center is located
in Hendrick Hall.
For more information,
contact Jan Murray at
x4449 or c-mail jmurray@
whitworth.edu.
Compiltd 17 Jama Spung

Grady Locklear
Staff Writer
As last year drew to a dose with
unresolved issues, the Intercultural
Relations Committee (ICRC) solidified its sense of purpose.
The ICRC officially began last
year. President Bill Robinson
placed Dean of the Chapel Terry
McGonigal and Gordon Watanabe,
assistant to the president for intercultural relations, as co-chairs over
three subcommittees, NIcGonigal
said.
V'ith Watanabe's departure last
year, McGonigal remained on as
chair of the ICRC.
"Bill [Robinson] just asked me
to chair the committcc to kccp it

GROWTH
continuedfrom page 1
Affairs Michael Le Roy
said funding for the science
building is consistent with
the outline in the 2005-2010
Strategic Plan.
This is the most important recommendation I'll
make to you as dean," Le
Roy said.
Le Roy said the current
science facilities are 40years-old, lack classroom
space and have poor ventilation. The ncw facilities will
attract top-quality faculty

gender subcommittee is junior Michelle Bess, ASWU cultural events
coordinator.
Bess got involved after last year's
race and sexuality tensions, she
said.
"I wanted to find out more about
what thc presiMcGonigal
and cabinet
dent
said. "He said
were doing about
this is a foun"'We're interested in doing stuff gender issues on
dational part of
that works, not just putting
Bess
campus;
the Whitworth
words
on paper. We're not doing said.
mission:*
Bess said she
NIcGonigal this to be !politically correct], in
there
believes
said the ICRC
other words!'
are gender issues
is
strongly
Whitworth
in .Terry McGonigal, dean ofthe Chapel at
rooted
that the commitChristian thetee can help to
ology and the
change. For example, there are no
theme of Shalom on campus.
Eads of the three subcommit- professors trained in gende; studtees is scheduled to meet this fall, ies, shc said.
"I would like to be a women's
but only the gender subcommittee
has mct so far this academic ycar, studies minor, but the program is
McGonigal saki. The others should not set up well Bess said.
Whitworth set a plan in action
mcct within the next 30 days, he
to "Establish an intercultural comsaid.
One of the two students on the mittcc that finds ways to foster.
going for this year," McGonigal
said.
The ICRC consists of three subCoMtnittees: gender, ethnicity and
indusiveness.
appointed
"Bill [Robinson]
Gordon and me to the cabinet,"

and students, Le Roy said.
Trustee John Scotford
urged the trustees to use all
the available resources.
"The science building is a
must." Scotford said.
However, there was some
debate among thc trustees
about the necessity of the
new facilities.
RESIDENCE HALL

The Board also passed

a resolution to incur debt
for constructing a new residence hall.
Construction is scheduled to begin In spring 2008.
with an occupancy goal set

for fall 2009.11te resolution
allotted up to $11.6 million
to finish the design process
and to secure a contract for
constructing the residence
hall, according
to the resoluCLICK IT
tion.

On-campus

Contact Grady Locidear at gnu!):
locklear@whitworthian.com.

"If sve don't do anything.
these problems will compound themselves," McCall
said. ."Ve decided (the residence hall) was something
we couldn't not

re ¿bota

do:*

k

Ihe east resi-

topics
divussed at the Board of
Trustees meetings at
Read

encourage, and potentially fund a
variety of intercultural endeavors,according to thc 2005-2010 Strategic Plan.
Ve're interested in doing stuff
that works, not just putting words
on paper; NIcGonigal said. "We're
not doing this to be 'politically
correct), in other words:'
"I like the idea of the committee;
Bess said. "It's sort of a behind-thescenes thing with faculty changing
the values at thc school."
Bess added that the ICRC may
have limitations.
"We haven't decided what our
goals are this year," Bess said with
regards to the gender subcommittee meeting.
"I think a lot of times people
make a committee just to say 'we re
working on it: but there's no money or budget:*
I lopefully, Bess said, that is not
thc future of the ICRC.

with the construction of the
cast residence halL
"I don't see how we can do
the roidence hall without
expanding thc dining space,"
Robinson said. "We've been
as clever as we could so far.
We don't want to take away
the ability to liare a central

dence hall will
housing
has
'louse 190 stu- dining space."
seen the cfDiscussions about the fawhitworthian.com. dents, whidswill
fects of grossill.
prmide a net ciliitcs will resume in April.
Sonsc students
increase of 150
Jasmine Linabary and Joy
have had to live in overflow beds after the removal of
housing or were turned two Village buildings, Vice Bacon contributed to this reaway due to the current President for Student Life port.
Contact Julie Wootton at
housing capacity, trustee Kathy Storm said.
and chair ofstudent seniccs
The board discussed the julie.wootton@wisitworthiJean McCall said.
expansion of dining space an.com.

Want to be a teacher?
Our Master in Teaching (MIT) Program allows you to get
your master's degree and teaching certification simultaneously!
Next stop: Spokane

e
Master InTeachIng
Information ,111Ight
Thursday, Nov. 8
6:30-8 p.m.
:Hawthorne Hall, HOom 105
(comer of Hawthorne & thIsion)

C30509.777.3n9
for reservations

-

°in Vancouver Film Schöpl on tourl
ávyard-winning'student work:submit
Im,pkr:tfolio
revi4w élijoy refreshments,
a.i.id,free-EiVDs, and leam how
sPeridirig oneyear in Vancouver, BC
co:uld change your life forever.
.

-

Master's degree with elementary or secondary teaching certificate
Full-time day progmm
Year-long field experience in schools

High placement rate
Scholarships, grants and financial aid available
Multicultuml field experience in jan Term

RSVP to" annac@vfs.com

or call 1.800.661.4101 ocr.3560
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509 777.3769 or 800.929.6894
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SOUNDING BOARD
or stronger or weaker than in the past?
Vote In the poll online at whitworthiamom or
e-mail your thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.
Is dorm unity

0a0BER 16, 2007

But.. *the Internet's

The oihittuorthian

only pirate radio'

doesn't have the
same ring to it...
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EDITORIALS I IN THE LOOP

Trustees should immerse
themselves in Whitworth
After several years of inaccessibility and
dosed doors, Whitworth trustees arc beginning to show signs of opcnncss.
Trustees briefly examined ways to be.
come more accessible to students during
the Board meetings on Oct. 10-12.

Trustee Shaun Cross expressed his willingness to make himself available to students when necessary.
Cross, along with trustee Ray Lawton,
came to the open forum about Whitworth's
decision to not include a non-discrimination statement last spring.
ASWU President Scott Donnell presented the results of an ASWU constitucncy report that askcd "If you could tell the Board
of Trustees one thing, what would it be?"
Donnell askcd trustees to examine ways
to become more involved with studcnts
whether by eating a meal with thcm, visiting dorms or spending time between meetings listening to them.
While we appreciate ASWU's work in
providing the trustees with students' opinions, there was no united message or specific call to action for the trustees to work
off of. This fact further necessitates thc faceto-facc connection between students and
the trustees.
To their credit, several trustees expressed
a willingness to meet with students often.
During this fall Board meeting, trustees
also began to examine how growth will affect the culture of Whitworth.
Some trustccs expressed concern during
the meeting that, sincc they had not attended the institution, they did not know what
administrators mcant when talking about
Whitworth's culture.
In response, trustccs commissioned administration to conduct a campus culture
study to define Whitworth's culture.
%Ve recommend to Whitworth's Board
that meeting with studcnts outside of officially sponsored meeting times would be
a way for thcm to learn more about Whitworth's culture through interaction with the
institution's students.
The fault of access to trustees does not
only lic with the trustees, but with administration as well.
Administration works the most closely
with the Board and needs to provide them
with flexible opportunities to allow trustees
to engage the campus.
Trustees in the arca could regularly meet
casually with students on campus. Whitworth could even sponsor a free Sodexho
meal plan for trustees so they could cat
more often on campus.
There was a time when trustees that lived
across the country would be isolated from
student opinions. But today, with the advent of c-mail, Web sites and blogs, there is
no excuse for the trustees to not regularly
involve themselves with the Whitworth student body.
The most effective way of understanding what Whitworth students are thinking
about, going through and conccrncd with
is by being constantly immersed in Whitworth's culture.
Nleasuring the zeitgeist of Whitworth
isn't merely a matter of reading a cold factual quarterly report every semester. The
student experience is dccper and more nuanced than can be summed up by numbcrs
and surveys. It's something that has to be
obsemd to be understood.
Ve challenge the trustees to not only
listen to student concerns, but to use their
power as overseers to put pressure on administrators to take action on issucs students feel dissatisfied with.
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

Going web only - leaving the student radio station half full, or half empty?
Cartoon by Kaitlin Trott

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT I WHAT SHOULD ASWU DO WITH
'They should
give it to dubs
who have
needs. Ifeel
like a lot of
dubs don't get
enough fundsf

"Put lights on
the football

Ryan Brown,
SaliOt

Megan Bechtokt
freshman

ITS EXTRA MONEY?

"Start senring
food downtown
for anyone, like

`Get 2-ply toilet
paper."

a giant feast."

SpencerBoyles,
Junior

Shannon Eshoff,
freshman

Light canon on fire with varied texts
that were important in their time stopped casionally, you want to look at, 'well, who
being printed at some point because of got shut out of the conversation?"
ERIKA
As a result of people being "shut out"
politics.
PRINS
Corpron-Parker said when she began from intellectual discourse, we assume
rou.nogsr
teaching, she had to hunt down and pho- the rationalist tradition we grew up with
tocopy out-of-print texts by women writ- to be the universal or standard perspecers to supplement the texts for her classes. tive. Others are peripheral or alternative
If the majority ofour texts were written Only because of organizations such as to us, though in reality they simply don't
by women, people who belong to ethnic the British Women Writers Association, get as much coverage in our society.
minorities, or people from non-American to which she belongs, have many women
The criteria used to measure whether a
cultures, we would feel something was writers who were successful in their time text is "good" comes from those in power.
So if we evaluate the merit of works commissing.
been re-published.
"Where is my voice?" we would ask.
Unless scholars actively seek out texts ing from different perspective in terrns of
Strangely, though, we don't give a lot that have "disappeared" from the field be- how dosely they resemble the works we
are familiar with, we miss our
of thought to a curriculum that is almost cause their subject matter
exclusively produced by the same ethnic or author vas contrary to
chance to learn from them.
and gender group that dominates our the group in power, these
(Could we understand the
If members of a
Bible's messages ifwe used only
government, churches, businesses and al- works will not resurface.
certain gro up have
one approach to interpreting
most every other aspcct of our society. Is The result is that when we
this really an issue? After all, the works we study a topic, we are getthe whole thing? No, we must
not been in duded
familiarize ourselves with the
read am popular because they are good... ting an incomplete picture
in a discourse that
of the authors.)
right?
of the subject.
pertains to t hem, we context
%Veil, yes, but "good" is measured by the
To help interpret unfamiliar
Texts that include covshould as k why.
samc people who are getting published
styles or perspectives, many
erage of many groups' exthe majority in power.
of my courses have included
periences are lacking in
"%Vhat's considered good is very Much
token "feminism" and "mulsome disciplines. Associate
a particular perspective," associate profes- professor of French Carol
ticulturalism" days, which
sor of theatre Diana Trotter said "I want Smucker uses film, newspaper articles, has equally excited and angered me. As
to give the students as rich
and music to incorporate a va- a feminist myself, I find that many Whita variety as possible of exriety of voices into her course worth students have an over-simplified,
amples of what's good in this
and thus, inaccurate NieW of feminism.
material.
"Good" is measured
field:'
(This applies to other less dominant
"I tend not to like the books.
If we do not seek out a by the same people that are written to teadi perspectives as well.)
wider variety of intellectual
Rather than ask minorities only what
[French Civilization] dasses
who are getting
voices, we unconsciously asnot
comthey
think about racial issues or ask wombecause
they're
just
published the
sume that these were the only
en only what they think about women's isplete enough; Smucker said.
people thinking, writing, and majority in power.
Here's where we as students sues, we should examine any issue from
creating art at the time.
come in: as we have seen with perspectives other than our own.
Professor of philosophy
"I am not saying there is anything
recent Core program revisions,
Forrest Baird argues that women have professors respond to student demands for wrong with the WASP [White Anglobeen writing important philosophy texts different course materials. It does not take Saxon Protestant] voice, but it is not the
since the Middle Ages. English depart- an AMU resolution to influence profes- only one," professor of sociology Raja Tament chair Pamela Corpron-Parker said sors' decisions. In course evaluations, we nas said.
Tanas said as a professor, he constantly
important literary texts written by people have a chance to let the professor know
of color and women became prominent if we would like to hear about the subject wrestles with the question, "How can I
prepare my students to survive in the
around the Enlightenment.
from different perspectives.
If that is the case, why do we hear so
If members of a certain group have not global community? "We are not an island. We are interconlittle from these intellectuals?
been included in a discourse that pertains
Some texts are unpopular because of to them, WC should ask why.
nected."
gender and race politics, but have still
"We're dealing with who engaged in the
significantly influenced their field. Cor- ongoing conversation of-ideas," Baird said PRINS is a senior majoring in international studies and Spanpron-Parker said some texts by women about choosing his philosophy texts. "Oc- ish. Contact her at enia.prins."whitworthian.com.
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OPINIONS

How does one know the unknowable?
of understanding

John Williamson and Nathan Harrison debate whether scripture or intuition is the best way

JOHN WIWAMSON:
Feelings and intuition are
wonderful things. Yet, neither
provides a sufficient foundation
for living the Christian faith.
A firm grounding in Scripture
is essential. When John Wesley wrote about his conversion
experience in 1738, he said his "...

heart %vas strangely warmed." This
turn toward the more subjective,
c.xperiential aspects of faith was a
relatively new phenomenon. Martin Luther or John Cahin likely
would have shaken their heads in
confusion or dismay at this focus.
One also wonders if this emphasis on feelings would have been
entirely foreign to the apostle Paul
and the early church.
Now, a clarifying point may
be in onler here. A Christian's
feelings are also very important
and should be dealt with openly
and honestly, before yourself.
God, and others. It does no one
any good to stuff down feelings
in the name of being a "ittppy
Christian" all thc time. We gain
a great deal by engaging in the
oft-difficult task of attending to

our feelings.
However, Christians also need
to exercise discernment and never
confuse their day-to-day emotions with ultimate reality. Sometimes, our feelings about others
or ourselves are slightly mistaken
or completely deceptive. Vire need
to trust an epistemological reality
beyond ourselves.
Scripture is the dearest testament to this reality.
NA'THAN HARRISON:

We do need to trust something beyond ourselves - but our
relationship with God should
supersede our relationship with
Scripture. That relationship is as
immediate and unmediated as we
can achieve in this life. Obviously,
our minds aren't fidly up to the

task of interfacing directly with
Anytime Christians depart from
the Creator himself, but it's our
historical revelation, they run
best recourse.
thc risk of making God into their
Even in a best-case sccnario
own image. For instance, Jesus
where every fact in the Bible was
quickly morphs into Che Guerecorded accurately, every copy
vara, Karl Marx or anybody else.
produced without error, and
He becomes the poster boy for
every translation made without
any number of terrible causes and
mistake, we still facc thc problem
programs. Ihis is nothing more
of interpretation.
than our own human isish fulfillWhen Genesh talks about how
ment and cosmic psychological
the "%vindows of heaven were
projection in action.
opened" in reference to the flood,
For questions of Biblical
it's dearly a metaphorical referinterpretation, I have a simple
ence - few probably interpret that suggestion: Read a commentary.
passage to mean literal sliding
There are well over a dozen in the
lass ivindows in some exterior
library dealing uith the book of
wall of heaven.
Revelation alone. Understandably,
And all of this assumes ideal
not everyone is a Bible scholar.
conditions where no problems
That is fine. Just do not start
exist in the original text to begin
complaining about an inability to
isith - which, unfortunately, is
understand Scripture when you
not the case %vith parts oí thc
are not willing to do any contexBible. For example, what should
tual research. You are also right in
we make of the apparently
pointing out there will also always
contradictory accounts of Judas'
be interpretation when reading
death in Acts and in the Gospel
Scripture, but again this is no exof Matthew? In Acts, Judas falls
cuse to not do thorough research
down headlong onto the field he
in seeking an understanding of
purchased and his bowels burst;
the Biblical text more in line with
in Matthew, he
the authors' original
throws the 30
intentions.
pieces down in
Similarly, there are
We do need to trust
the temple and
plenty
of sensible ways
something beyond
hangs himself,
to reconcile the apourselves but our
while the priests
p.urntly contradictory
relationship
with God passages about Judas
take the blood
should sup ersede
money and buy a
and the variety of other
field themselves.
our relations hip with "problem texts" in the
Granted. Judas'
Bible. Laziness is not
Scripture.
death is not an
one of them.
Nathan Harrison
important matter
of doctrine, but
NATHAN HARRISON:
even small pmblems cast shadows
I'm not proposing a spiritual
over a book that's supposed to
life guided by emotion or laziness;
guide our lives. Faced with this
I'm talking about onc guided by
uncertainty, I think a person's best conscience, the voice of the I foly
bet is to gather as much inforSpirit. This isn't about throwing
mation from as many different
out Scripture - it's about what you
sources as possible, but ultimately do when yo u encounter problems
rely on the gift of the Holy Spirit.
with it.
Consider the process a mediated
Absolutely read commentary!
listening to your gut."
And seek out earthly experts
and authorities likc professors
JOHN WIWAMSON:
and pastors who can lend their
Nathan, I agree wholeheartedly
experience, helping us to discern
that our relationship with God
the true contextual meaning of
should supersede our relationship a passage. Acknowledging that
with Scripture. Yet Christianity
even this kind of study comes up
deals essentially with God's reveultimately lacking, though, is not
latory acts in history, so Chrislaziness it's intellectual honesty.
tians need to take the historical
Even the most well-intentioned
'witness of Scripture seriously.
human is not free from bias, and

-

-

that extends to professors, pastors, are a much stronger apologetic.
Admittedly, trusting the words
and biblical commentators alike.
of God in Scripturc in times dinEach can have their own agendas,
ner turmoil can be difficult if not
or their own issues with certain
impossible. Yet, when the wind
passages they then gloss over.
and waves of negative thoughts or
There's also the more insidious
self-doubt rise up, Scripture can
case of inherited bias - without
be a valuable reminder: God does
even trying to, a person could
have acquired the bias of a teacher love you, even when your emotions and everything else in you
on matters of interpretation.
screams othenvise.
Certainly, there are politically
or theologically conservative
commentators and liberal oncs,
NATHAN HARRISON:
and though hopefully both groups
Ridsard Dawkins is not going
do their best to
to be impressed by
put their personal
anything in a Christian's
life that draws on the
opinions aside and
For questions of
produce an objecBible - hell raise the
tive illumination of
Biblical interpretasame questions of error,
a text, it's just not
tion, I have a simple translation, contcxt and
possible for that
suggestion: Read a reliability that I do.
to be truc in all, or
Ultimately, I am not
commentary.
cvcn the majority
out to defend myself
of cases.
against someone, like
John Williamson
Additional!» the
Dawkins, who rejects
commentary soluthe notion of faith, as
tion ignores onc of
all strict materialists
the other problems I mentioned - would. In people who subscribe
the possibility of error. God ncvcr to thc philosophies he does, it is
a matter of irreconcilable differmakes mistakes, but humans do,
even whcn they're trying their
ences.
best to carry out his will. Even thc
As for Christians being lost,
bcst commentary is less helpful
that's less of a risk and more of a
somewhere down thc line, some
reality. In fact, as Christians we
well-meaning scribe miscopied remain lost in this world for our
or even inserted - a verse.
cntirc lives, tvith its sins and imperfections and confusions, until
JOHN WILLIAMSON:
we die and every mystery is finally.
In another sense, though, it is
revealed. We quest for the truth
an act of humility to respect the
about God's nature and our faith
words of those who have had
for as long as wc can.
dose experiences with God in the
Being lost and confused defines
past and recorded them in Scripus, but you don't have to be contuft. 'We should not become so
tent with thai
self-focused as to think our own
In our own lives, it's true, we
intuition and ideas about spiritushould never give our own musality constitute the ultimate truth.
ings the stamp of truth without
Spirituality needs to be grounded
first going outside ourselves
in Scripture instead of floating
- that's what fellowship is for.
around in our heads. Otherwise,
The biggest risk, though, in a
Christians can easily get lost,
Christian's lifc is discerning which
confused or completely lose sight
impulses flow from God's voice
of Christ.
in us, and which flow from our
Furthermore, a Christianity
selfish reactions against difficult
based primarily on intuition has
truths. And in the end, it's someno legs to stand on against the
thing every person of faith needs
increasing number ofatheistic
to learn for themselves.
critiques of religion. Critics likc
Sant Harris and Richard Dawkins
WILLIAMSON is a senior ma)oring in comcould explain away any person's
munications and theology. Contact him at M.
"gut feelings" in a heartbeat. Arwaliarnsontlwhitworthian.com.
guments grounded in reliability of HARRISON is a %mix rnijxilg in jot:am ConScripture and the historical record tact hin at natituthrteneNtibextliarstorn.

Art, like KWRS, shapes the rhythm of the future
ever convinced you to act? To improve
yourself? To join a cause?
GALEN
The arts bear the philosophies that
motivate doctors and humanitarians.
SANFORD
(amEsT
But they also inspire the kids who
shoot up schools and the ideologues
who start wars.
Music has saved more lhrs than
The arts may inspire benevolence
medicine.
and they may breed fear.
Doctors heal not because surgery
Either way, they're influential.
makes people valuable, but they heal SVhoever controls the arts controls the
because people are already valuable. people.
Their benevolence is compelled by an
The media, comprised of newspaexternal force, just like a sail moves a pers, advertisers, movie studios, TV
boat only with the help of
and radio stations, galthe wind.
leries, museums, magaNow to discover the
zines and publishers,
KWRS, ou r own radio
wind behind our "Good':
currently control the
For some people it is station, is training for arts.
religion or a variation of this next generation
Bydeterrniningwhich
of broa dcasters.
objective morality. For
philosophies reach the
some people it's noi
public they collectively
Regardless of faith, for
wield a weapon with
Many of us philosophy borne by mu- more capacity to standardize sOciety
sic, literature, rhetoric and art catalyz- than any other socializing force, exes tu to action
the arts convince us cept perhaps religion. Some have arto do good.
gued, currently the media teaches its
Ask yourselfi has a song, a movie, charges, the members of society, to be
a book, a poem, a painting, a poster, afraid.
a proverb or an impassioned speech
It is hnperative that the next wave of

media broadcasters use their control
of thc arts to foster trust between citizens. I don't have the space to discuss
how trust is necessary for peace, but
believe me, it is. Fear destroys peace
and the fear of fear, as we've all seen,
may be used to wagewar.
I hope that when we're older, the
media will socialize our children to
trust each other and not to fear people.
The broadcasters who will bear that
responsibility are being trained now,
some even at 'Whitworth.
KWRS, our own radio station, is
training for this next generation of
broadcasters.
Therefore, the program is vital.
Now that our radio station is losing its frequency, we're losing our own
music, and our chance to extend our
community beyond our campus.
NVe want benevolent people in control of the arts controlling the wind
people who will teach our society
to trust and do good.
NVe must defend KWRS.
SANFORD is a senior majoring in philosophy. Contact

him at galensanioderefirtworthiartcom.

God

whitworthian.com
Kelly McCrillis: One small step, when it's one
leaving Spokane, goes a long way
The urge to leave is elevated by more than just the ability; it is
to push myselfout of the doors I've placed on my own life:

Justin lindborg: The worst two years of your
life
whyjunior high can sink so low
'Every recognizable problem in society comes from one source:
Middle School

Maria Johnson: The naked truth of art
There's a reason for the fig leaf
'Nude drawing dasses offered at Whitworth University? A
Christian university/ Talk about culture shock. I was appalled:

Trevor Hansen: Evangelicals need to see the
nuance in sodal issues
'Evangelicals must start to see the bigger picture:Sodal problems are perpetuated by the very society they plague.'

From the Opinions Archives (Nov. 24, 1987)
Tad Wisenor: Too many 'Possibilities'
'We become so profident at constantly juggling our commitments that we lose our sense of reality.'

Read these artides at whitworthian.com.
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The most da' ngerous games of all
Daniel Walters
Opinions Editor
People think that, just because
l'm bad at sports, I must be
automatically good at video games.
"You even have glasses!" lhey say,
incredulously. "You have to be good at
video games! Now fix my printee
I'm not. I'm probably the only person
who, while playing "Duck Hunt;
killed Dick Cheney's lawyer. And
during a game of "Missile Command"
I somehow ended up launching an
actual nuclear war against Matthew

Broderidt
I am, however, an expert
video game watd:cr. A
back scat button masher.
In retrospect, You
shouldn't have fallen into
that pit oflava," I will advise
was hubris
my friends.
that killed you. Also, lava:"
Other times I will yell
commands, depending on
which controller they're using. "B!

13:37:
"If
I have a level 70 blood

Corinthians

elf paladin, with an epic
mount, and the full set of
the glowing cpic armor of
Snol'Toc, but have not love,

it

A! X! TRIANGLE! SELECT! 'Tilt

from defeating Sncezlorgazen the
Slime Dragon and retrieving the
Amulet of +5 Egginess," he'll retort.
"It's a matter of priorities."
And that's understandable. It's far
more fun to be a l'riest in the World
of Warcraft than to be a Priest in the
World of the Catholic Diocese. While
the actual priest may be able turn
bread into flesh, that's not nearly as
useful as, say, the ability to turn an orc
into a sheep. (And if you write a letter
to thc editor saying only mages can
cast "Polymorph; I'll punch you in the
nerd bone.)
Warcraft addicts, however,
1
should
remember

am nothing."
Warcraft, of course, is just
one world ofthe Nerdromeda
galaxy. In other countries, video
games are an even bigger deal. The
Korean Civil War of 2002 was fought
entirely via pirated copies of"StarCraft"
(Predictably, pacifists criticized the
Korean government's "Zerg-Industrial
I

the

Wii Remote at a 35-degrec angle then
quickly swing it in a low curving arc!"
From this judgmental vantage
point, I've seen video games rise from
merely a useless diversion that a few
nerds waste their time on, to a useless
diversion that LOTS of nerds waste
their time on. Even jocks like to play
video games, provided the game has
thc word "Nladden" or "Halo" in it.
"Halo 97: Madden Evolved," would
be the ultimate jock game.
The earliest video games took place
in arcades. Games like "Spit/. Quasar:
Pixel Hunter" lacked the graphical
finesse of modern day games like-Spill
Quasar XV7The first game consisted of
a solid yellow scrccn. Ifyou pressed the
single button after inserting a quarter,
it would turn red. The sound effects
sounded like thc Arcnd fire alarm
filtered through a Yak Pak. Still it was
better than anything ever released for
the GameCube.

Other games developed from
military necessity. The game "Tctris"
was originally uscd as a program for
rapid construction and reinforcement
of Soviet facilities. (Sadly, in onc
particular incident, a long 4x1 piece
wasn't delivered in time, and the city
of Chernobyl was never the same.)
My favorite game system, of course,
was the ColecoVision. It was onc of
the few video game consoles to use
a rotary dial controller. In their best
game, "Decathalon; you would wiggle
the joystick right to move onc leg and
left to move thc other, and punch 5-34-2 into the key-pad to jump a hurdle.
By the cnd of the mile race, your palm
had been worn to the bloody bone, an
experience not duplicated until half
the minigamcs in Mario Party.
As technology improved, video
games got better, pixels got less
pixilatcd, and Mario grew a respectable
moustache. Soon gamers were playing
these massive successful multiplayer
games, like "World of Warcraft," called
"MMORPGs," ("Nimorpg", oddly
enough, is exactly the sound you make
when you just barely kccp vomit from
spewing out of your mouth.)
The success of "Warcraft" was
inevitable. Instead of focusing on
getting rid of glitches or making
graphics pretty, the designers spent
their time programming a way for
heroin to be delivered directly through
the keyboard during gamcplay.
Fricnds will try anything to loosen
Warcraft's white-knuc.kled grip on the
soul of its users. "Jon Stewart's giving
away free money down at Cinnabon!
A pretty girl who likes video games
will be there," they'll say. "Also, the
building is on firer
"Listen. I'm in thc middle of40-man
raid through Gnarktooth Ridge, my
mousc finger is blistered and bleeding,
and I'm 12 thousand hit points away

Complee)
Similarly, in Japan they briefly
elected video game mascot Mario as
their president, despite evidence that:
Mario's campaign slogan "It's-a
me! A-Mario!" operated mainly on
name recognition.
Japan usually elects .a prime
minister, not a president.
"Stage 8.4" of the mustachioed
leader's "Game Over Solution" to the
"Koopa.Question" sounded... familiar.
When it came down to it, though, the
average voter in Japan just couldn't say
no to a politician who could turn into
a raccoon when necessity demanded.
Professionally Outraged Parents,
meanwhile, are concerned that these
popular video games are influencing
their stupid impressionable children.
Ihey point to reports of turtles
beings squashed, bums being °Hied
over, hedgehogs being gutted to find
the golden rings within, and children
suddenly renting a team of oxen and
setting out for Oregon.
Video game apologists defend
games like "Infanticide IV: Bullets of
Blood" by saying they improve handeye coordination, critical thinking
skills, and marksmanship.
"If people are shooting wide-eyed
orphan children in a video game then
they are, at that momcnt, not shooting
wide-eyed orphan children in real
life," avid gamer Charles McZinksy
said. "Although, I guess they could
multitask. Theoretically, it wouldn't
be impossible to, say, duct tape a Wii
Remote to the top of the barrel of a
Beretta... what an awesome idea!"
Not all games of course, are as
controversial as "NunStabber" or
"Grand Theft Prostitute: Unsubtle
Innuendo City." The only violence in
"Guitar Hero" is the occasional suicide
or drug overdose by your lead singer.
("Hip Hop Hero," however, makes the
violent Duke Nukem look like Duke
PolitelyNegotiateWithem.)
Sadly, "Guitar Hero" no more
teaches you actual guitar heroism than
"Dance Dance Revolution" prepares
you to overthrow the Dance Dance
Bourgeoisie.
Unless, of course, video games are a
secret way for the evil military to fight
a proxy war against a misunderstood
alien race of waddling mushrooms,
giant robots, and, in some cases, duc.ks.
Keep that possibility in mind.
Column Over.
Insert Credit to Continue.
'The %famished Truth'is a humor columnby Daniel
Walters. WALTERS is a senior majoring in communications and history. Contact him at danieLwalters@
whitworthian.com.

Living in the drama ward
ELIZABETH

JOHNSON
comfigsT

Living with girls is like
watching "America's Next
Top Model" in person minus
the really nice penthouse,
cameras and supermodels.
Watch as Jane cats Melissa's
granola bar; the two become
mortal enemies.
Tune in to sec Tiffany tell
Amber to clean up her mess;
Amber seethes with disdain
at Tiffany's insinuation that
she's a slob.

Girls don't just read between the lines, they write
novels between them.
Every time there's an issue
in a house of girls it becomes
a personal attack.
Everyone starts forming
alliances, trying to kick the
other girls off the island, or
at least into the kitchen to do
the towcrs of dirty dishes.
Eventually it will boil down
to someone holding a tribal
council resulting in a chore
schedule hung on the refrigerator, like the ones our moms
made in the second grade.
Girls have a need to talk to
people about their problems.
They nccd to have their feelings validated.
To remain on good tarns
with all roommates involved
you must pretend to validate
each of their feelings.
Guys, on the other hand,
would rather not ac.knowledge feelings at all.

They tend to just let things
work themselves out.
They may get annoyed occasionally if they don't, but
they'll approach a conflict
pretty straightforwardly.
Girls will leave post-it notes
with grievances around the
house, hoping to avoid direct
conflict This isn't to say that
guys don't get annoyed when
nobody cleans or deals with
things, but it doesn't become
an emotional 'issue. John isn't
going to think Chris doesn't
like him just because he asks
him to clean up his mess.
He understands that "Will
you dean up your mess" is
not code for, "I really don't
like you, you slob:'
Either that, or he just
doesn't care enough to think
there's more to the request
than what's been said.
It is for this reason I had
originally wanted to live
with guys this year. I realize
I'd probably end up doing 99
percent of the cleaning, but at
least there wouldn't be drama
about the fact I was dcaning
and they weren't.
Instead our bathroom
looks like a militia of hairdressers and makeup artists
were in the midst oían armed
conflict and were suddenly
reassigned to an emergency
makeover. I dimb through
the web of curling iron cords
and hair dryers to escape the
war 7nne and make my way
to the kitchen where, for
three days, there have been
soaked towels on the floor
duc to our plugged up dishwasher overflowing.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
RE:1(WRS LOSES FREQUENCr

VVith KWRS,

don't let

the music fade
During my time as a
KWRS DJ I had a running
joke that repeatedly made
the air. My partncr and I
would talk to our listener,
not listeners. However,
what saddens me more than
knowing I had single digit
listeners was reading in the
Oct. 2 NYhitworthia.n that
KWRS is going offthe air.
When the university conducted its feasibility
study "many years ago," it
undoubtedly focused on bottom lines and budgets.
But NVhitworth failed to
realize that a campus radio
station broadcasting over the
ainvaves is a tangible way to
reach the Spokane community who tend to view
academia based on March
Madness success.
KNVRS 903 FM could
have been music, news and
more. But with a fading FM
signal, Pirate Radio now
must compete for global
attention.
In a world where everyone
is broadcasting themselves
and thousands of radio
stations are already online,
fighting through the noise
to be heard is the major
problem.
As long as people travel in
cars and people at work look
for quiet distractions, there is
a place for radio.

1

JOHNSON is a junior majoring in art

G3ritact her at elizabeth.}3finsont)

vhatworthian.com.

READER RESPONSES

Whitworth missed an opportunity to create a unique
college radio station.
From purchasing programming like "Marketplace," 30-minutes of
business news and BBC
World Service, a mix of
news, sports and features to
student DJs playing music to
covering Whitworth news,
sports and campus speakers, KWRS could have been
a great presence on the FM
dial for the university. For
being an academic institution that touts freedom of
ideas, Whitworth is very
dosed to the idea of using
media to reach the surrounding community.
KWRS should continue
broadcasting both online
and over the air.
Peter Smelser
class of 2007

Environment-themed
Core packets a

There isn't a counter anymore, just a mosaic of glasses
and dishes with caked on
food debris because the sink
is dogged as well.
I do what dishes I can in
the bathroom sink because
the ldtchen sink looks like the
garbage disposal on the detention level of the Death Star
and rm just waiting for that
creature to come up and pull
me below the murIcy surface.
Of course, death by sink
monster might be better than
drowning in estrogen. It is
for this reason Ballard Hall
scares me infinitely more
than the Mac Haunted House
ever could.
For all its pitfalls, though,
living with girls 'isn't completely without its redeeming
qualities. 1Vhen could you
ever sit around and watch
"Sex in the City" while eating cookie dough with guys?
They'd hang themselves with
barbed wire before that happened. And despite the drama with deaning and such,
I'll bet houses and rooms of
girls are decidedly deaner
than those ofmost guys. \Vhy
do you think landlords prefer
female over male tenants?
Ladies, lets put aside our potpourri scented differences
and embrace dealing with
each other at face value. Stop
overanalyzing, stop diquing
up, and get some Midol If
guys can figure this out, then
we can too.

bit ironic

Let me first begin by saluting the Whitworth campus
for undertakirig such a
noticeable effort to allow students to recycle their trash.
I must then criticize, however, the amount of paper
that Core 350 is having us
consume every day for printouts and readings.
I just printed out, as per
instructions, 24 front and
bad:pages for one discussion.
Asid this was a light day.

If the institution of Core
is going to have us discuss
policy and ethics, should it
not be a little more environ-

mentally conscious? Topics
in this dass will eventually
indude global warming and
ecological controversy, and
yet the three Core dasses
per semester are probably
accounting for 20 percent of
curricular paper usage.
Granted, we can bring
laptops and recycle all this
paper at the end, but the
more researdi I do, the more
I realize all this printing is
still adversely affecting the

environment
I work tirelessly to reduce
my ecological footprint every
da); and my participating in
the Core 350 curriculum is
putting all of my CFL usage
to shame. The paper we use
to print Core readings is
taken from trees specifically
grown for pulp uses.
Though recycled fibers use
40 percent less energy than
virgin fibers, the environmental impact of is great
The paper we are required
to print our 30-page readings
on for Core every day is not
a resource that should be
burned with impunity.
If Whitworth is committed to redudng its ecolog;ical
impact, a rethinking of the
paper usage by the most
required and most disliked
classes on campus, Core 150,
250, and 350, is in order.
Maten Fletcher

health, fitness, physical ed

Write a letter to the editor. The Whitwontian welcomes reader responses to anides or issues of interest to the Whitworth community. Send letters to editorgwhitworthian.com or submit online. Please limit to200 words. Visit whitworthian.com for raw details.
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PLAY EXAMINES LOYALTY,
BRAVERY IN TIME OF WAR
te

ods. At
point King Kreon, the father-inlaw from i lell, trades his breastplate in for a
business suit.
"When our director told inc that she was
For those of you whose tastes veretit
suited to "Antigone" when you read it for going to have me %rear a suit jacket, I wasn't
Core 250, don't let that stop you from see- surprised," Frazier said. She had said at
ing Whitworth Theatre's most recent pro- the start that we were going to be breaking
duction of this dynamic classic: "Antigone" the Greek setting all over the place - like
how the soldiers are all wearing camouflage
is ovice as interesting when acted out.
Director Brooke Kiener said one of the pants and army boots. The Greeks didn't
reasons she chose "Antigone- was because have those, and they didn't have suit jackets
either.she wanted to do somethine, about Ivar.
By the end of the play the cursed king
"In Greek theater when tt stakes are really high, we call that life and death stakes, looks more like a suicidal' Wall Street bankand it really gives the actors a lot to %sink er than a tyrant on the edge.
"Our director was aiming to create a kind
with." Kiener explained.
At the center of Sophocles' original play of economic perspective in the stuns.," Bernard said. "Brecht wanted tu jar the audiis the need to reconcile personal beliefs
with the needs of society. Thus, adaptations ence so that they're constantly thinking
of "Antigone" have often risen during times along with the play. That's svhy there's a lot
of national conflict; two different versions of costume variation."
Bernard, who plays a messenger, said the
were written during WW1.
adaptation Vhitworth Theatre is us- play should jar the audience in order to reine was written by Benoit Brecht during move the viewers from the cathartic value
of the play and make theill look at what evTraditionally, "Antigone- includes more erything means in terms of the universal.
versii.... of "Antigone" con omen than men. hat fact worked in the
the jarring concept. 'Ibis adaptaWhitworth Theatre department's favor be- curs -.
cause men are often in short supply for the- tion meshes classical and modern aesthetio
and combines realistic and presentational
atre productions.
While 35 women auditioned for the styles, according to the show's program.
"Our costumes are so beautiful," Bernard
part. of Antigone, thc number could have
dresses are 'supposed to incorpo-'
dwindled to half that size had any of them said.
rate the aesthetic Greek
known what they would
appeal, and let's be honbe wearing onstage.
est, Greeks were pretty.
With a neckline racy
for 'Whitworth proto- "Ifs nice to do something that's So the beautiful dresses
a revival of one of the ancient
are meant to be jarred
col, Antigone's costume
against the harsher cosis reminiscent of Queen
plays that still has something
tumes:.
Gorgo's dress in the reapplicable today."
Comic relief is pnividcent film "3007
Alex Smith,jumor
ed by junior Alex Smith,
"Tonight I looked
the bumbling guard who
down and was like, am I
impressively
manages
still in it?" said senior Lisa
Gilham of her plunging neckline. "The idea not to trip on any props despite the fact that
his helmet is much too large for his head.
is the fact that Antigone is really emotion"It's nice to do something that's a revivally exposed and raw the whole time, and it
al of one of the ancient plays that still has
translates that she is 'naked' on stage."
Character to traditional Greek theatre, something applicable today," Smith said.
"Antigone" incorporates a group of elders "Bumbling idiots are still around today."
Smith explained that his onstage fight
who illustrate the play's physical and emotional flow via fluid movement and dia- with Antigone is actually a modern interpretation. Greek theater is traditionlogue.
"The chorus represents the voice of the ally without dead bodies or fights and relies
people in the show and how 'the people' heavily on dialogue and narration.
"I kept worrying. Oh geez, I'm gonna
respond to Kreon," senior Amy Bernard
said. referring to the evil tyrant king played step on her dress and screw up everything:by sophomore Mark Frazier. "The chorus Smith said of his brawl with Antigone.
Vhile Bernard described Smith as a
reflects democracy and also addresses the
audience:.
comedy genius, Smith said he was happy to
Throughout "Antigone" we see the chorus get the part.
"Our director described the guard as hayside with and against Kreon, embodying the
fact that people are the democracy but can ing an oversized helmet and too much crap
change dramatically. Ultimately, "Antigone" on his armor, and I thought to myself,, O.K.,
holds many questions about humanity, hu- that's a part I can play," Smith said.
A seer named l'iresius, who gives Kreon
man nature and democracy.
Even more impressive is the chorus's a gloomy forewarning, also puts in a comability to speak in unison while moving to- manding performance. Played by sophogether in a graceful and complicated cho- more Jarvis I.unalo, Tiresius's surprise
reography - a highly difficult feat that de- entrance from the back of the auditorium
monstratively draws the audience in to the and his eloquent speech provides oratory
delight.
emotional pulse of every scene.
"We got to the point where we were alVith help from an outstanding director.
ways in a group mentality," chorus mem- Brooke Kiener, the show will blow away the
ber and senior Nlatt Park said. "'We've even minds of many," I.unalo said.
A definite highlight of the play is the
screwed up together in unison."
Two out of five in the chorus are men, chorus' artistic storytelling, particularly the
and both prove that gaucho pants aren't just scene where they synchronize as a hypnofor girls.
tizing silhouette against a screen of chang"They're pretty comfortable," Park said. ing colors.
"Sillcy goodness."
Powerful and provocative, "Antigone"
Park said that he and the other male cho- poses a question relevant to every generarus member (freshman Tobin Eyestone) tion as it transcends the ages: "What is the
were also given stage makeup highlights to right thing to do when one's personal beliefs
define their abdominal muscles.
conflict with the rules of state?"
"They are glorious," I'ark said.
The play introduces an eclectic mix of
Contact Blair 7i.11ers at blair.tellersg whitcostumes varying from clashing time peri- worthian.(otn.

Blair Tellers
Staff Writer
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ONLINE
EXCLUSIVE

Want a behind-the-scenes
look at the cast and (haracters of 'Antigone?'
To

peek backstage

ad listen

to cast commentary, check
out the audio shdeshon at

whitworthian.com

TOP:The Elders strike their final pose at the end of a dance sequence.
The chorus of Elders add movement and narration toAntigoneThe
members of the chorus are senior Jeannie Sibbett, junior Lexi Scamehorn, sophomore Becky Davis, freshman Tobin Eyestone and senior Matt
Park.

ABOVE:Antigone, played by senior Lisa Gilham, chastises her younger
sister Ismene, played by juniorJulie Kimball. Ismene has just told Antigone not to make a grave for their deceased brother, Polynices.
RIGHT:Antigone (Gilham) holds a knife to the guard's throat. The guard,
played by junior Alex Smith, has just caught Antigone making a grave
for her brother. After a dating fight scene, Antigone holds the guard's life
in

her hands.
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HISTORY

SHOWTIMES

As described in the play's program, German expressionist Benoit Brecht's adaptation of "Antigone"
approaches the play as a "comment on the forces that
led to WWII and the ensuing crisis of personal responsibility in a fascist state."
Time and location are blurred so as to maintain no
specific relation to any politics, persons or environments.
Brecht went into exile in 1933 %vlien the Nazis came
to power. I le lived in the United States from 1941 to
1947 and wrote many of his best-known plays during
that time.

I Friday, Oct.

19

Start time: 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, Oct 20
Start time: 8:00 p.m.

I

The house opens at 7:30

p.m. both nights.

LOCATION
Cowles Memorial

Auditorium

SYNOPSIS
King Kreon has ordered the Theban army, which
includes Antigone's two brothers, Polynices and Eteocles, to mount an attack on Argos.
During the battle Polynices observes Eteocles'
death, and is killed when he tries to flee from battle.
Because of this act of rebellion against the army,
Kreon orders that Polynices' body shall not be honored with a proper burial but laid out to rot in as a
spectacle.
Antigone disobeys Kreon's order and buries the
body anyway, which provides the heart of the play's
conflict.

TICKET SALES
General admission: $7

/Students and senior
citizens: $5
Tickets are available

from theatre department
office or at the door.

AST MEMBER SPOTLIGHTS
ALEX SMITH, THE GUARD
Junior Alex Smith said pinpointing the
play's genre is difficult.

"I'm not sure if Antigont is actually classified as a climactic drama. If I say it is, my theatre history teacher will kill me; Smith said.
Whitworth's portrayal of "Antigone" features a great cast Smith said.
He also said Bertolt Brecht's adaptation of
"Antigone" gives the play a more modern in-

terpretation.

774-

SMITH, junior

-

"We give the audience a more visual, more
tangible performance, where as usually Greek
plays relied heavily on dialogue and narration," Smith said.

'

MARK FRAZIER, KREON

FRAZIER, senior

AMY BERNARD, FIRST MESSENGER

latt

ird,

BERNARD, senior

!life
th1.2n

Sophomore Mark Frazier, who plays Kreon, said he hopes people gain new knowledge
from the play.
"[The play) is supposed to teach you something," Frazier said. "The goal is for the audience to learn something:'
Frazier said the play is not supposed to
serve as a commentary on the Iraq war, although audience members might interpret it
that way.
"I don't want people to be thinking that
we're bashing anyone," Frazier said. "Since
it's a Brecht play, its supposed to be looked at
and realized that it's a play and not real."

All photos kv ErtA2

Nestialtlx.%orthi.m

Senior Amy Bernard said "Antigone" holds
historical significance.
"Brecht wrote during WWII, and there are
a lot of references in there. Brecht was rejected
by his homeland and the Nazi regime because
he was an artist, and those aspects show up in
Antigone" Bernard said.
As a philosophy major, Bernard said she
has enjoyed exploring the universal themes
in the play.
"There are so many plays out there that want
to ask universal questions and be exploratory
and delve into deep topics," Bernard said.
On a lighter note, Bernard said she enjoyed
the costumes.
But the women definitely had cleavage
covering issues; she said.

page

THINGS TO DO IN SPOKANE
Me Wally Walter to perform Oct. 16-20 at the Brkkwall Comedy Club.

o
OCTOBER

.

for more information about this event or other things
to do in Spokane this week, visit whitworthian.com
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Editor turns correspondent
off streets in central Baghdad where U.S.
occupation authorities live and work.
Collins said what struc.k him the most
Three ycars ago Chris Collins ser..ed initially was how many security restrictions
as editor-in-chicf of The Whitworthian. there were.
"Just the number of check points and
Now he is reporting for the Fresno Bee in
Fresno, Calif, and just returned from a six- security measures you constantly have to
stop for, it's hard and dangerous to move
week war correspondence in Iraq.
During his time as a war correspondent, around: Collins said.
During Collins' six-week war correCollins covered daily stories and major
events. He also maintained a blog where he spondence, he covered political events and
violent incidents. He also attended press
journaled his experiences in Iraq.
Collins left for Baghdad Aug. 2, and re- conferences of U.S. and Iraqi officials such
turned to the United States around Sept. 14. as Iraqi Prime Ntinistcr Nouri Maliki. But
"All that stuff people say about how trav- Collins said daily reporting could gct moeling overseas and seeing the rest of the notonous.
Collins said the most exciting aspect of
world tvill be one of the bcst experiences of
his six weeks in Iraq was his sccond of two
your life it's true: Collins said.
Judy and Chuck Collins, Chris' parents, embeds he participated in, where he would
said they thought thc opportunity to be a follow U.S. and Iraqi troops who lcd air assault missions. Journalists live with soldiers
war correspondent vas great for Chris.
But it was a bit of a shock how quickly and report on their actions during an embed, according to pbs.org.
he left; Judy said.
For the second embed, Collins rode in
She said through prayer and scripture,
a Chinook helicopter durthe family was able to be at
ing thc middle of the night,
case instead of obsessively
accompanied by around 200
worrying about Chris' welCLICK IT k
Iraqi and 100 U.S. soldiers,
fare.
Fe« more information about Coffin's
six-week
correspondence.
viz
his
where they would soon land
It was amazing how
blog at www.fresnobtehive.
in Mahmudiyah, a city 20
God has given me a peace
comtnews/diris_colliml.
miles south of Baghdad. The
beyond all understanding. I
purpose of the embed was
wasn't up all night worrying
to raid an insurgent neighabout him," Judy said.
Judy, who was able to keep in touch with borhood.
"During thc flight, thc jundi next to me,
Chris through c-mail, said the harder thing
was not being able to hear his voice.
as the Iraqi soldiers are called, kept trying
Before leaving for Iraq. Collins took a to tell me S011Ictilitig. But between my inone-week crash course training at a small ability to speak Arabic and the roar of thc
farm in Virginia, organized by five former engine, I couldn't make out what he was
Royal Marines from the Centurion Secu- saying, so I just nodded and smiled. Now
1 wonder just what he was yelling. Perhaps:
rity Company in the United Kingdom.
It was five days long and included WE'RE ALL GOING TO DIE! ANTI!" Coltraining on what to do if you are being lins wrote in his blog.
For Collins, the second embed was not
kidnapped. roadside bombs, mortars and
first aid. It was actually pretty fun," Collins only an exciting moment but it was also a
said.
small sign of hope.
"What it showed me was that at least in
As soon as Chris arrived at the Baghdad
airport, he had to put on a flak jacket. He some parts of the country, even though the
was then taken, accompanied by British Iraqi soldiers have a long way to go to seand Iraqi security guards, into a bullet- cure thcir country', at least in some places
proof armored Humvee to be transported they are on the right track," Collins said.
to a hotel on the outskirts of the InternaCollins said being able to spend six weeks
tional Zone, formerly known as the Green talking with troops and generals gave him a
better perspective of what Iraq's immediate
Zone.
According to globalsecurity.org. the In- needs are.
ternational Zone is the heavily guarded
See CORRESPONDENT, page 12
diplomatic and government area of closedYong Kim
Staff i %Why
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ABOVE: Dressed in a flak

jacket, former Whitworthian
editor-in-chief Chris Collins, '05, plays soccer with
Iraqi children. Despite the
obstacles Iraq faces, Collins
said he is hopeful for change.
RIGHT: Collins rides In a

Blackhawk helicopter during
his six-week war correspondence in Iraq. During his
time as a war correspondent.
Collins covered daily stories
and major events.
Photos

tosittny of Chi, Cahn,

Opa Pizza blends Greek, Italian flavors
Bethany Hergert

gust, he partnered with Justin La
Torre and La Torre's mother, Janet
Buyher.
Dimitriadis, who emigrated
Landscapes of the Nlediterranean adorn the walls of Opa from Macedonia in the 1960s. has
Pizza, as servers weave in and out several similar restaurants across
of tables to the tune of colorful the United States.
Greek music. The
Opa, which means
abundance of faux
"happy" or "cheers" in
plants and an extenGreek, has an identity
FOOD
all its own, La Torre
sive wine list cap off
OPA PIZZA
the unique feeling
said.
found at this family"It's a fun, famLocation:
owned Spokane resily
restaurant with a
10411 N. Newport
taurant
taste for something
Highway
Boasting the best
out of the ordinary
Hours: MonAhurs. 4-9-30
pin.; fri.-Sat4-10 pm;
pizza in Spokane,
in Spokane," La Torre
dosed Sundays
Opa serves up more
said. "When you come
Phone: (509) 464-1442
than just great pizza.
here it's like coming to
Food type: Greek, tullan
The menu blends
Greece. You could be
Greek and Italian
sitting somewhere in
flavors,
offering
Greece; the food, the
salads, soups and pastas, as well smells, the music"
as authentic selections from the
Opa has a familiar feeling that
Greek "kouzina," kitchen.
is something akin to a loud famSteve Dimitriadis originally ily gathering every night of the
opened Opa a year ago. In Au- week

You don't come here to relax:
La Torre said. "Vile're not quiet.

Staff Writer

We have fun music and fun at-

mosphere because Greeks and
Italians are fun people, and we're
loud. We are always yelling 'Opa!'
from the back"
Happiness seems to exude from
those who frequent Opa, La Torre

*I

said.

Opa strives to have fresh, authentic Greek and Italian cuisine,
and consequently they receive
many compliments for this authenticity.
"A Greek family recently came
in," La Torre said. "One woman
tried the baldava and said it was
the best baldava she had ever had
other than her mother's."
Opa hopes to create and authentic representation of Greek
and Italian culture and cuisine to
make a dining experience like no
other.
"Our restaurant is an event restaurant. It's not somewhere where
.

. .

kue Cluk/Whaworthizn

Opa Pizza combines Greek and Italian influences In its unique dishes.The
restaurant seeks to acate a lively, flavorful dining experience.

you will feel rushed," La Torre
said. "Come help us have a great

and East Hawthorne Road.

Opa Pizza is located on the corncr of North Newport Highway

betha ny.hergert@ whit worth ia

time:

Contact Bethany I lergert at

com.
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Teahouse focuses on Ray of Light

A&E
BRIEFS

Project helps AIDS
victims, orphans

Ice Palace to

Audrey Gore

skating Oct. 17

open for public

Staff Writer

Ice skating at the Riverfront Park Ice Palace is
scheduled to open Oct. 17.
The rink is open for public
skating every day from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m.
In addition, the rink
will be open in the evening
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. NIonday through Thursday. The
evening skate times extend
to 10 p.m. on Friday and

It's not oftcn that Whitworth students sec

their lounges converted into teahouses, complete with live musicians and comfy chairs,
but this past Thursday. Oct. 11, in Duvall Hall
students became more familiar with Africa in a
teahouse setting.
Juniors Alicia Ross and Mcghan Brombach,
who arc on B-SchMac leadership, decided that
they wanted to get the student body together to
have a good time and to learn about the Ray of
Light Project. The Mozambique-based program
focuses on helping hospitals, schools, people
struggling with AIDS and orphans of AIDS.
"[The teahouse] is really so people from different walks of lifc can come together," Brombach said.
Setting up a stage and pulling couches together to set the atmosphere, Ross and Brombach set out tea bags, hot chocolate and cups of
hot water so that guests could get closer to the
music, relax, and learn about Africa in a comfortable environment, similar to that of their
favorite coffeehouse.
Along with student musicians, letters from
people involved in the Ray of thc Light Project
and a student speaker talking about his life in
Africa, thc girls wanted to sharc their experiences and passions with the other students and
let them now what was going on in Africa.
Ross traveled to Africa last summer to join
with the Ray of Light Project. Shc said she is
very thankful for the opportunity she had to
work with preschoolers, teadi art lessons and
English and just become part of the community.
Ross said she camc back from Africa with a
real desire to share her experiences with her fellow students and to show thcm that despite the
people of Africa's struggles thcy had so much
joy in thcm.
"I wanted people to hear stories and learn
about the beautiful things and the difficult
things," Ross said.
The music and tea was a way to get students

Saturday.

Admission is $4.25 for
adults, and skate rental is
$2.75. Winter day-passes
are also available for $12.99
plus tax. Visit spokaneriverfrontpark.com for more
information.
Tayior Zajica/Whitworthian

Students prepare their cups of hot tea during the teahouse event Thursday, Oct. 11, In Duvall.

interested in the teahouse event. Plus, like Africa, music is part of the passion the girls share.
The addition of music also gave students a
chance to relate to people around them. Ross
and Brombach said the teahouse kind of feel
can bring people together and make them more
open to hearing about international issucs.
"It's fun to get a tastc of thc international
from people who have experienced it," sophomore Shawna McNally said.
Ross sharcd letters that shc had received from
people she mct during her time working with
Ray of Light. The letters and personal stories
added a sense of seriousness to the lighthearted
atmosphere of the teahouse.
Two of the storics were about children; the
first was about a baby dcdication in which thc
child was being dedicated to Christ. Ross also
shared vivid images of entering huts and encountering real people, some who were suffer-

ing from AIDS or poverty.
Though the music and the tea provided an
atmosphere that was fun and provided a good
way to spend a Thursday night for the student
body, the purpose of the evening was to provide
the student body with knowledge of what was
going with thc Ray of Light Project.
"I came to see the performers from the Whitworth community, but it's good that people
are talking about (Ray of Light] and listening:
sophomorc Craig Harris said.
The transformation of the second floor Duvall lounge into a teahouse and an educational
outlet for thi Ray of Light Project was successful in bringing people from thc student body
together and educating them about what is going on in Africa.

Contact Audrey Gore at audrcygore@whitworthian.com.

New local bands spotlighted in showcase
Nlany bands, when trying to
make it big, or even just make it,
struggle for ways to get their music

five criticism by members of the
RAWK board and staff.
The Fall Band Showcase provides an opportunity not only for
new bands to get their sound out,
but also for them to have a chance

into the public.
RAWK the Inland Northwest,
a non-profit organization that
promotes conccrt production and
music promotion, realized this fact
and created the Fall Band Showcase.
This concert features 18 different young, up-and-coming bands
from the Spokane area and takes
places from noon to 10 p.m. on
Saturday, Oct. 20, at the Service
Station.
Each band has a set time of 15
minutes when they can play their
best songs, according to the RAWK
Web site. NVith a 15-minute setup time in between each set, the
showcase will host as many new
bands as possible.
Every band who plays will be
reviewed and given construc-

to make some money.
Each band has been given tickets to sell for $5, and for each ticket
they sell they get to keep Si. This
setup benefits them in two ways.
They can make money while at
the samc time generating a larger
crowd for the concert. Tickets will
cost $7 at the door on the day of
the show
A showcase like this one allows
bands that have never performed
to play in front of an audience and
at the same time get tips for ways
to perform better the next time.
Most of the showcase bands are
from the general Spokane area,
such as indic-pop band A Cryptic
Ending and metal thrash band The
Deadhorse Express.
Some bands from Nioses Lake.
Wash., and Nlissoula, Nlont., will

Caitlin Richmond
Staff Writer

GRAPEVINE HUMOR
IAll characters, including set pieces, portrayed by Rick Horno r.

INcon signs reading "Dionysian" or "Apollonian" light up to hdp Core 250 students.

I

also be playing.
This is thc second year that
RAWK has put on a fall showcase.
Last year it was held at the Big Dipper, but they were unable to get
that location this year, so it will be
held at the Service Station, RAWK
board member and cofounder
Dale Strom said.
The showcase will also follow a
different format this year, Strom
said.
Last year the showcase was
sprcad out over five days with five
bands playing each night. There
were some new bands and some
bands who had played before at
the showc-ase or at other shows.
This year, because the showcase
is only one da); they decided to
only allow new bands, in order to
give them an opportunity to play,
especially if they have never played
a show before, Strom said.

Contact Caitlin Richmond at
caitlitt.richmond@whitworthian.

1:15 Icarus on Fire

1:45A Pyrrhic Victory

115 Below Thee Above
2:45 Billy Versus
3:15 (break)
3:45 The Showgun (Moses Lake)
4:15 Shooting Blanks
4:45 Electric Warriors
5:15 Shadoya Jones

530 (dinner break)
6:00 (set-up)
6:15 Guilty Consdence
6:45 WaggyPlank

IQuestion mark added to The End" to keep
possibility of sequel.

CenterStage
Acclaimed jazz pianist
Danny McCollim will perform solo jazz piano tonight
from 6 to 10 p.m. at ella's
Supper Club at CenterStage
downtown.
McCollim is a graduate of
the Berklee College of Music in Boston, Ma-ss., and is
currently the frontman for
the Danny McCollim Trio
and Five Down.
NIcCollini vill also bring
a duo piano performance to
the stage with Don Goodwin
Wednesday, Oct. 17, from 6
to 10 p.m. Both events cost
$1 at the door.

Annual library
book sale runs
Oct. 18-19
The Harriet Cheney
Cowles Memorial Library
on campus will host its annual library book sale from
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Thursday,
Oct. 18, and Friday, Oct. 19.
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The books on sale are second copies and old editions
of library books, as well as
donations received from
professors and the community'.

7:15 The Chasing
7:45 Rexdismantled (Missoula)
8:15 Hail The Gunfire
8:45 The Deadhorse Express
9:15 A Cryptic Ending
9:45 The Lot lhards
Informsticm courtesy of nasiontine.com

UNIQUE FEATURES OF'ANTIGONE 2.0'

IDialogue "Why ya gots to be all up in my
grill, Kreon?" added to draw the youth demographic.

perform solo at

1L45 Jukebox

com.

I Moved into the Fieldhouse, where more
people can see it.

IHalfway through, Amy Bernard and Matt
Park switch bodies.

IFirst three rows will get soaked.

IAbs digitally added to actors bellies in post
production.

I Bosoms play a more prominent role.

IStay past credits for humorous outtakes.

IFeatures recycled props from "Our Town."

IAntigone now accompanied by fast-talking
comic relief sidekick, voiced by Chris Tudcer.

BAND LINEUP

Jazz pianist to

Poetry reading
and lecture to
take place Oct. 17
Retired missionary Gloria Kinsler will present the
works of Julia Esquivel, a
Guatemalan poet, human
rights acthist and theologian, at 7 p.m. this Wednesday, Oct. 17, in the Robinson Teadiing Theatre.
Esquivel has authored
seven books, and her poetry examines human rights,
poverty and justice.
This event is free for
Whitworth students.

Compiled by Katie Dolan
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'Elizabeth' highlights queen's love

VARIOUS ARTISTS

Sophie Sestero
Staff Writer

Album:Tie Cake

label: Yep Roc
Genre:Indic-rock
compilation

*****

The Cake Sale" is a
compilation disc featuring
prominent artists,
primarily from the Irish
indic-folk scene. It indudes
tracks from famous singers
such as Snow Patrol's Gary
Lightbody and Lisa Hannigan, a farmer Darnien Rice
collaborator. The CD also
contains songs from less
famous but equally gifted
artists, including Glen Hansard and Josh Ritter.
All profits from 'The
Cake Sale" Irill go to support Oxfam Records' Make
Trade Fair campaign, which
seeks to stop Europe's unfair
trade deals. The album has
a great overall feeling to it,
and is a perfect example of
the modern charity record.

g

JIMMY EAT WORLD
Album: 'Chase
the tight'
Label: Dry

Evil

Genre: Ahema-

tne rock

jimmy Eat World formed
in 1993 as an experimental emo band from Mesa,
Am. In 2001, they became
a world famotts emo rock
band, following the release
of the exceptional "Bleed
American" album, later retitled "Jirnmy Eat WorkL"
Following the success of
hits such as The Middle"
and "Sweetness," the originality and quality of Jimmy
Eat World's music began a
slow decline, marked by the
release of its mediocre 2004
album "Futures:"
"Chase This Light" is a
polished example of emo
pop-rodc, but does not contain the dever or compelling tracks that first made
Jimmy Eat World popular.

CORRESPONDENT
continuedfrom page 10
The question people should
be asking is not necessarily if the
violence is getting better or worse,
Collins said; rather they should be
asking whether the Iraqi military
and Iraqi police are ready to take
control of their own country.
One of the (Iraqi) generals said
it will be at least two years until his
unit can do it without U.S. troops,
and his troops were a lot more
developed than most Iraqi units,Collins said.
The situation in Iraq is also a lot
more complicated than it seems
and it's just not as simple as Sunnis against Shiites. There are a lot
more parties and groups involved
that make it complex, Collins said.

*****

Stars arr based on demos, pre-trieme
Inuit arsJ artnder about the alfrunu.

Shaun Juncal, Staff Writer
Photos courtesy of atnown rota
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attack
crs to forget that they alThe complexities of hcr
ready know thc story's endcharacter are expressed
ing.
through her passionately
Ihe film tries to balance
angry plights where she
romance and history, alscreams and slaps her ladythough the writers seem to
in-waiting, and her darkest
lean more heavily toward
moments in which she is
romance.
quiet, alone, doubting herAudiences are not proself in front of a mirror.
historivided with much
01110E,
Her emotions prove to
cal background besides the
la,.
be problematic as the movknowledge that King Philie progresses. Some of the
lip of Spain (Jordi Molli) is
most graphic scenes leave
Elizabeth's
rule
challenging
viewers wondering what
and that Mary, Queen of
exactly is going on or how
Scots, desperately wants to
much Elizabeth knows
be queen of England.
about thc romance bctwccn
lhe gravity of these
Raleigh and hcr lady-inevents is overshadowed for
waiting (Abbic Cornish).
two-thirds of the movie by
It is a confusing display of
Elizabeth's doubts of whcthaffections at points.
er Raleigh loves her.
of
irtufb.com
courtesy
Photo
Yct, as emotional as the
The overall aesthetics of
the film are beautiful. Ka- Cate Blanch ett stars as the emotionally film is, it shows all sides of
Queen Elizabeth I in Elizathe powerful queen. She is
pur and cinematographer complex
beth:The Golden Age," the sequel to
not the waxy, stoic queen
Remi Adefarasin present 1998's "Elizabeth.'
painted on the pages of hisdramatic visuals.
tory books, but onc that is
Grey filters contrast
full
are
ever
of
life.
the
rich
colors
that
bold,
sharply with
Shc makes jokes, raccs horscs, enjoys being
present in the clothes worn by the court. Candlelight and shadows fill many scenes in order out in the community and IVOITiCS about hcr
to make rotations of scenery and set the mood. laugh lines. Ihe Elizabeth portrayed in "ElizaWhile most of the characters are glamorous beth: Ihe Golden Age" is a real woman, talented
and dressed In thc most expensive garments, but vulnerable, possessing enormous potential
the camera also catches glimpses of Elizabeth and intelligence.
I ler power as a warrior queen comes out in
without hcr wigs or white powdered face. Her
emotions spill off the screen when her face is a windfall of events as Spain threatens her with
Ivarfare, and she discovers her favorite ladyflustered or tear-streaked.
Eatravagant production design, captivating in-waiting is pregnant without regard for the
camera work and powerful music create Eliza- queen's approval.
beth's artful world.
In an incomparable display of power and
The film delves deeper into the queen's in- emotion, Elizabeth threatens the Spanish minncrmost thoughts, fears and desires than the ister with these words: "I, too, can command
first 'Elizabeth" did. Blanchett does a fabulous the wind, sir! I have a hurricane in me that will
job of showing the pressure Elizabeth felt to be strip Spain bare ifyou dare to try me!"
a stoic, steadfast queen, while inside shc was
dealing with the personal turmoil of having a
Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.sestero@
love interest stolen away and her country under whitworthian.corts.
Vt.,*

Many movie critica believed the 1998 film
"Elizabeth" could not be equaled, but now that
"Elizabeth: The Golden Age" has entered theaters, they might have to eat thcir words.
The "Elizabeth" sequel is an emotional display of the The Virgin Queen; played once
again by Cate Blanchett.
As with the first -Elizabeth," William Nicholson and Michael Hirst wrote the screenplay
while Shekhar Kapur directed. Chaxacters
from the first film
return too, induding
MOVIE
the queen's adviser,
Sir Francis WalsingREVIEW
ham (Geoffrey Rush).
ELIZABETH:THE
"Elizabeth: The GoldGOLDEN AGE
en Age" also features
some new characters
such as Sir Istalter RaDirectot:Shekhat Kapur
Starring:Cate Blandiett
leigh (Clive Owen).
Jodi Monk Geoffrey Rush,
The film has the
eve Owen
familiar
treachery
Genre: Historical drama
and intrigue that won
Rating: PG-13 for violence,
Blanchett so much
some sexuallty and nuctrty
credit for the first
Running Time:114mM.
"Elizabeth," yet it appears in a slightly different context that leads viewers deeper into
the heart of the queen.
Elizabeth was thc daughter of King Henry
VIII and his second wife, Anne Boleyn. She
received the throne in her early 20s after hcr
brother died of tuberculosis and her half sister
died as well.
Though the writers had nearly 50 years of
Elizabeth's rule to cover, they decided to focus
on Elizabeth's relationship with the adventurous Sir 'Walter Raleigh. In the movie, the two
first encounter each other when Raleigh jumps
in front ola royal parade to prevent the queen
from stepping in a puddle.
NVhile historical accuracy could be questionable in some scenes of the movie, the writers
Nicholson and Hirst exercise creative freedom
in order to build the suspense needed for view-

Sale'

In spite of the vast challenges I'm disappointed that I'll be leavIraq faces, Collins said he still re- ing tomorrow. I think I'll miss the
mains hopefuL
people I've gotten to know more
"I want to be optimistic and really
than anything else. And I'll also
want to hope that
miss the soothing
things will get betsounds of gunter. I would like to
fire, mortars and
al would like to go badc in
o back in fine, 10
Blackhawk helifive, 10 years and hopefully copters outside
years and hopefully find an Iraq
find an Iraq where I can just my sliding glass
where I can just
door7
visit and see places."
visit and see placCollins admitCris Collins, '05
es," Collins said.
ted he has a dry
In retrospect,
sense of humor.
Collins said the
Not too long
most rewarding part of his experi- ago, Collins spent much of his time
ence in Iraq was the relationships in the newspaper editor-in-chief's
he created with thc Iraqi journal- office at Whitworth.
ists he worked with.
He said working for Thc WhitBefore leaving Iraq, Collins worthian helped him gain the kind
wrote in his blog, "For the first few of journalistic skills he needed for
weeks I was counting down the his six-week war correspondence.
days until I could go home, but now
"Although some would disagree,

.1

1Vhitworth tends to be an openminded place from my perspecfive. I Irind of appreciated that and
I tried have the same kind of attitude in Iraq:' Collins said.
He said 1Vhitworth professors
generally encourage opcn discussion that lets students consider new
points of view. That is not common
in this world, Collins said.
Collins also said his faith has
played a role in his education and
professional development
"If you happen to believe that
God has a plan for your life, and
that he's got it bcttcr sketched out
than you could ever imagine, I can
guarantee you that lifc will never
be boring or, more importantly,
insignificant," Collins said.
Contact Yong Jam at yortg.kint@
whitworthinn.corn.
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with the award-winning

Saturday, Nov.10, 2007
8 p.m.

VVhitworth Jazz Ensemble

Cowles Auditorium

Dori Keberie, director
NMI

I
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Whitworth University
Tickets only .$10 through
TicketWest, the Whitworth
Music Office, and at the door
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GAME TO WATCH
Boston Red Sox at Ceveland Indians
Tuesday, Oct. 16; S p.m. on FOX
Read more online at whinvorthian.com.
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Bucs hook Boxers, 'Cats
Men's soccer wins for 10th
time in last 11 outings
Ryan Georgioff
Staff Writer

After a weekend tour
through Oregon, Whitworth men's soccer team
reeled in two more victories for the season, winning
1-0 against both Linficld
College and Pacific University Saturday and Sunday,

Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor

The free kick came after senior forward Curtis
Flournoy was fouled at
the top of the 18-yard box.
Friesen hooked the shot in
past Pacific freshman goalkeeper Andrew Stevermer
to raise the Pirates to a 1-0
advantage, which they were
able to defend for another

The VThitworth Pirates
football team dominated
the Lewis & Clark College

Pioneers for the second
straight year, %%inning
48-7 Saturday in Portland, Ore. at Griswold
Stadium.
The Pirates crushed
the Pioneers 70-3 during Homecoming week at
Whitworth last season.
Junior
quarterbac.k
Kory Kemp said he enjoys playing in games
where lots of players get
some time on the field.
"It's fun seeing everyone get to play," Kemp

victory'.

Whitworth out shot the

respectively.

Junior forward John
Prugh put in the deciding goal Saturday in the
40th minute, his first of thc
season, on an assist from
sophomore forward Elly
Bulega, driving the ball
part Linfield goalkeeper
Mike Belzberg to into the
back of the nct.
"We struggled a bit but
john got a really nice goal
in," senior midfielder Matt
Friesen said.
was a good
result considering that we
didn't play very well."
Whitworth sophomore
goalkeeper Scott Barnum
made five savcs during the
game. Barnum earned his
eighth shutout this season
in the game.
The Wildcats led the
match 8-2 in corner kicks,
but the Pirates out shot
Linficld 9-8.
During Sunday's game
at Pacific, Friesen camc up
with the game's only score
on a free kick from just
outside the 18-yard box in
the 76th minute.
"I wasn't really thinking about it, I just placed it
in the far corner: Friesen
said.

it

Boxers 19-8 with 8-1 shots
on goal and a 6-3 advantage in corner kicks.
"We controlled most of
the game, but thcy played
pretty good defense," Friesen said.
Friesen's goal Sunday
raised his season total to a

tcam-lcading 18 points.
"I just had a couple of
easy goals and took advantage of the other chances
that were given to me: Friesen said about his point
total.
"Matt's been working
hard since his freshman
year," head coach Scan
Bushey said. "He's put in a
lot and it's what's paying off
now. People see thc assists
and goals but they don't see
the other part of it."
The Pirates have five
games left to play in the
regular scason, and Whitworth has beaten four out
of thosc five teams already
this season.
Even so, the tcam is
aware of the long road
ahead to win the conference dsampionship.
"Every game's going
to be hard: Friesen said.

said.

Emily WistIAuific kits

Sophomore goalkeeper Scott Barnum catches the ball against Padfic freshman fonvard
Michael Lacolucd during Whitworth's 1-0 victory over the Boxers in Oregon on Sunday.

Our biggest competition
is (University

on Puget

Sound, Pacific Lutheran
(University) and Whitman
(College). Those thrcc will
be really tough, and hopefully those will be three

wins:
After the weekend's two

wins, the Pirates sit atop
the Northwest Conference
with a record of 8-1-0 in
conference and 10-2-1
overall. Linficld dropped to
6-5-1 overall, 2-5-1 in the
NWC, and Pacific dropped
to 5-5-2 overall, 3-4-2 in
the NWC.

Whitworth hosts George
University and Willamette University this Saturday and Sunday at 2:30
p.m at home.
Fox

Contact Ryan Georgioff

at syan.georgioff@whitworthian.com.

Runners take third in local invite
Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor
While the Whitworth
cross country team may not
have seen thc fabled hairy
creature, the team still saw
quite a bit of success Saturday Oct. 13, running to
a third place finish at the
Runners Soul Bigfoot Open
in Spokane.
The meet, hosted by the
Community Colleges of
Spokane, is used as a warmup race for the Northwest
Conference running events
later in the season.
The first meet Whitworth
will participate in that holds
conference significance is

7homas AkinsoreWhitIsvrthi.m

Freshman Nick Gallagher and Tyler Rapp of the CC of Spokane sprint to the finish at the Bigfoot Invite Oct. 14.

Whitworth
rolls over
Lewis &
Clark 48-7

the Northwest Conference
championships at Willamette Mission State Park
in Oregon on Oct. 27.
"It's basically good to test
our legs out a little bit," senior Jacob Deitz said about
the Bigfoot race. "It's a
good stepping stone Ito the
championships]."
The men ran an eight Idlometer course on the day,

while the women instead
ran a shorter five kilometer
course. The men will run an
8k at the conference and regional competitions, while
the women run a 6k at the
same competitions.
Whitworth's underclassmen continued to deliver
results for the team in the
men's meet. Freshman Nick
Gallagher (25:39) again led
the way for the Bucs, taking fifth place. Sophomore
Dusty Cascria (25:52) was
hot on his heels in seventh
place.
Senior Travis Huskisson
posted Whitworth's third
fastest time, coming in 17th
place uith a time of 26:50.
Deitz took 19th with a time
of 26:53, while sophomore
Collin Stewart rounded out
the top 20 with his time of
27:01.

Deitz was disappointed
svith his performance, but

said that the other runners
have been really running
%yell so far this year.
"The rest of the guys were
where they should have

been," Deitz said.
Deitz noted that Gallagher has been solid for
the team this year since arrived at Whitworth from
high school in Iowa.
"We heard some good
stuff about him coming in,"
Deitz said. "He's been real
consistent and he's been
a great contributor to the
team."
The women also had a
familiar face at the front of
the pack, as sophomore Jo
E Mayer finished in seventh
with a time of 18:44. tenth
place belonged to freshman Sara Wrightman, as
she posted a time of 18:56
on the course. Sophomore
Emily Morehouse (19:15)
was 16th, svhile sophomore
Kaitlin Hildebrand finished
17th svith a time of 19:16.
Senior Shannon Newth
set a personal record and
capped Whitworth's scoring, finishing the race in
22nd place svith a time of
19:23.

See THIRD, page 14

Whitworth boasted a
formidable ground attack
on the day, flattening the
Pioneer defense with 395
yards rushing on 62 attempts.
Sophomore running
back Milton Nelson and
junior running back Tyler Mattair each broke
the 100 yard barricr on
the day. Nelson carried
19 times for 128 yards
and Mattair amassed
112 yards on 24 carries.
Senior running back
Chris Ahsing racked up
60 y-anis and two scores.
Sophomore running bac.k
Adam Anderson ran for
69 yards and a touchdown.
Kemp and junior
quarterback Jon Luke
combined to go 11 for
14 for 164 yards and a
touchdown in the first
half. Kemp scrambled 23
yards in the first quarter
for a score after a wide
receiver screen play got
blown up by a Lewis &
Clark cornerback. Kemp
that even
explained
though the Pirates knew
they had a good shot to
win the game, the team
worked during the week
as if it were a game like
any other.
"[Head] coach (Johnj
Tully said we may be better than them, but we
need to do the things we
do to get better," Kemp
said. We prepared the
same just like any other
game."

Senior Steve Silva led
all receivers with six
catches for 83 yards. Se-

nior Nick Koller caught
two balls for 35 yards.
Anderson opened the
scoring in the first quarter when he broke off a
22-yard run with 1115 to
go. The Bucs punched in
their second score at 8:42
in the first when Ahsing
took the handoff from
Kemp from 6 yards out.
After a three and out
from Lewis & Clark,
Kemp capped a four play,
See ROLLS OVER, page 14
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Soccer earns
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer

Noillo.101

ibis past weekend saw the
Pirates hit the road for back-toback games in Oregon Oct. 1314 and come home with victories
in their meetings against Linficld
College and Pacific

FOOTBALL
NWC ALL

WHITWORTH

3-0

5:1

PLU

2-1

5-1

LINFIUD

1-1

-3-2

WILLAMETTE

1-1

2-4

PUGET SOUND

1-2

3-3

MENLO

1-2

1-6

0-2

0-5

_

MEN'S SOCCER
NWC ALL

10-2-1

6-1-1

11-1-1

UPS

6-11" -i-5--i

LPLI.1

4-5-0

7-7-0

34.2

S-5-2

3-5-1

7-5-1

GEORGE 10X1-6-2

3-9-2

WHITMAN

LINFIELD

j

2-10-2

0-8-1

WILLAMETTE

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Vautwxth vs. George Fax
Satuary, Oct. 20 Et 230pm.

WOMEN'S

SOCC,ER

NWC ALL

LUPS

'

'10-0-0 14-.0-01

WHRWORTH

9-1-0

12-1-0

GEORGE

6-31

94-1

WHITMAN

5-3-2

6-5-3

and had four staples put in her
head. The first half ended level
at 1-1 with Whitworth
playing without one of
University.
their defensive stalwarts
in Baker.
claimed a 2-1 deciThe teams emerged
sion over Linfield on
for the second half and
Saturday and a 1-0
remained deadlocked
victory over Pacific
until the 76th minute
on Sunday to sweep
when junior midfielder
the season series
Penelope Crowe passed
with each team.
PLUM
to freshman defender
With Whitworth's
Kaylyn Plumb for thc
two %sins, the tcam
continues to improve their re- second and deciding goal for the
cord, as thcy now sit at 9-1-0, Pirates. Baker noted the team
as supremely confident they
still a game back of thc University of Puget Sound. UPS beat would put the game away after
the Pirates earlier in the season. the second half whistle blew.
"Every time we go into halfThe Piratcs have gone on a tear
since thc UPS loss on Sept. 30, time we know we're going to get
winning four straight induding it done; we know were going to
this weekend's wins over Linfidd do it and we finally got it in thc
back of the net."
and Pacific.
kickoff
The second game of thc weekSaturday's
noon
brought an action-filled first 25 end road trip saw Whitworth
minutes, as both teams put points facing off with Pacific in a brand
on the board early. Even though new venue, Lincoln Park Stadithe Pirates held a better record um. The first half proved mudi
coming into the match. the team less eventful than Saturday's
still put on the same game face game with both teams going into
halftime scoreless. However, it
they would for any contest.
-We were definitely still pre- did not take long for the Pirates
paring for a competitive game," to kick it up a notch, scoring earsaid junior defender Kelly Bak- ly in thc second half.
er.
"lad (Hagcrott) took it up the
Striking first was Whitworth, side and crossed it in from the
as Baker played the ball to se- left and I was just in thc box and
nior midfielder Jael Hagerott for beat my defender and got a goal;
the first score of the game in the said freshman forward Jenny
8th minute. However, Linfield Krzymowski.
Her goal in thc 46th minute,
responded quickly as freshman
midfielder Sara Blake put in the the third of the season, proved to
equalizer for the Wildcats.
be all the Pirates needed to over-

4

-

4-6-0

5-7-1_

WILLAMETTE

3-5-2

4-6-2

ROLLS OVER

PLU

2-7-1

3-9-2

continued from page 13

PACIFIC

2-8-0

4-9-1

LAC

1-9

1-10-1

62-yard drive with his
touchdown run to bump
the score to 20-0.
Ahsing scored for the
second time with a 10yard run a little over a
minute into the second
quarter. Sophomore wide
receiver/kicker Andy Largent added on the extra
point to make it 27-0.
After junior quarterback AJ Brown connected
with senior wideout Mike
Wennerlind for a 31-yard
Pioneer score, Luke directed a 5-play, 98-yard
drive that Mattair fin-,
ished off with a 4-yard
touchdown run.
On Whitwortlis next
possession. Luke found
junior tight end Joey VanHoomissen for his first
career touchdown, an
11-yard laser with 2:16 to
play in the second quarter. VanHoomissen was
glad the touchdown came
in a game where many of
his farnily members could
be in attendance.
was very exciting because half my family was
there to see me catch that
ball; VanHoomissen said.
He noted that while many
members of his family live
in or around the Portland
area, his dad has been his
biggest fan for years.
"My dad was proud of
me; VanHoomissen said.
"Mel has not missed
a game of football I've
played since junior high."
The Pirate defense lim-

LINFIELD

;

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whimorth n. George Fax

Saturd.z); Oct. 20

noon

VOLLEYBALL

AU

NWC

_

PLU

17-3
10-0
_ _

UPS

8-2

13-6

UNFIELD

7-3

12-7

PACIFIC

5-5

10-7

WHITMAN

5-5

GEORGE FOX

4-6

9-8

WHITWORTH

4-6

9-10

LE

2-8

6-14

WILUMETIT

0-10 3-16

,
1.

..--

.

I

9-9
_

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs. Willamette

Thursday, Oct. 19

7 p.m.

Athlete o
THE WE K

Jael Ha9erott
Womens soccer
Senior midfielder scored
Saturday and assisted on a goal
Sunday in weekend wins.

It was not long after the Wildcat goal that Baker took a blow
to the back of the head while going up for a header and had to be
taken off. She was inunediately
rushed to the emergency room

Whitworth

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Azusa Pacific
Saturdsy. Oct. 20 e 6 p.m

IYHMVORTH 8-1-0

-

ilth,

it

12th win

Contact Derek Casanovas at derek.casanovas@
whitworthian.com.

continuedfrom page 13

come the Boxers, as the game
finished at 1-0.
The Bucs dominated in the
shots on goal category, taking 16 shots to Pacific's thrcc.
Sophomore goalkeeper Krista
Dietz made three saves in the
win, including a pair of saves on
tough shots from senior forward
Meghan Freddie and freshman
midfielder Jenny Novak.
After the game Krzymowski
was a little disappointed in the
teanis shot to goal ratio but remained upbeat about the ebb
and flow of the game.
"I think that we beat them to
thc balls, and bcat them to the
headers, and beat them to the
passes," Krzymowski said.
Looking forward to the schedule for next weekend. Whitworth will play both games at
home where thcy have yet to lose
a game this season. Baker, who
will be returning next weekend
after her injury in Saturday's
game, was not overly concerned
with thc match-ups with George
Fox University and Willamette
University.
"We're feeling prctty good,
we're still getting better," Baker
said.
Along the same positive note.
Krzymowski said the team will
be looking for another couple of
wins at home.
"(The team is) feeling really
good about next week, going to
come in thinking we're going to
%sin," Krzymowski said.
Both games next weekend will
be at noon at home, where the
Pirates will try to stay undefeated in their pursuit of thc top spot
in the Northwest Conference,

"That was my last 5 (kilometer)

of my college career," Ncwth said.
"It wasn't the best race overall, but
thc time was exciting."
Newth noted that even though
conference foe Whitman College
placed ahead of Whitworth in the
race, shc anticipates the team will
be able to compete against the Missionaries at the conference meet.
"I think we can beat them,"
Newth said. "We're running really
well together as a team and we're
working well against the competition."
Whitworth's male and female
runners will face stiff competition
from a number of schools at the
NWC race on Oct. 27. Dcitz was
certain that Willamette University and Linfield College will pose
problems for thc Pirates in the
race, and Newth said Willamette,
University of l'uget Sound and
Whitman will present the most
problems for the women.
"We're not scared of them,"
Ncwth said of Willamette. "But we
have to be realistic too."
The Bcarcats have taken six of
thc last seven conference titles on
the women's side.
The NWC Championships,
which arc hosted by George Fox
University this year, will begin at
11 a.m.
The NCAA Division Ill West
Regional, hosted by Lewis 8c Clark
College, is in Estacada, Ore. on
Nov. 10.

The top two conference teams
after thc conference and regional
meets automatically qualify for
nationals, while a third team may
receive an at-largc berth from the
NCAA selection committee.

Contact Derek Casanovas at
clerek.casanovas@ Wit it WOrthiatt.

Contact Colin Zakwski at colin.wkwski@whitworthian.cons.

cor11.

ring your ID
card in
anytime and

Bed the Pioneers to 149
yards of total offense.
Freshman Layton Brown

lcd the defense with fivc
tackles. Senior linebacker
Marc Grow chipped in
with four tackles, a defended pass and a sack.
Senior linebacker Greg
Caster had a sack and
a fumble recovery', and
junior linebacker Nate
Hadley contributed with
a sack of his own.
Whitworth currently
leads the Northwest Conference vdth a 3-0 conference record and is tied
with Pacific Lutheran
University at 5-1 overall.
Whitworth will return to action next week
against the Azusa Pacific
University Cougars Oct.
20 at 6 p.m for Azusa's
Homecoming game.
John Tully, a 1975 graduate and former player
at Azusa, will return to
the California school
after a close game with
thc Cougars last season.
Whitworth won 17-14 at
the Pine Bowl last season with a late field goal.
Kemp feels coach Tully's
ties with the school won't
affect the way he approaches the game, even
if it is important to him
personally.
"I-lis game plan's going
to be the same," Kemp
said. "It probably means a
lot to him to come back to
his own school;

THIRD

get
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your order!
And don't forget to check out
our daily specials, like 1.00 off
Super Nachos every Saturday!
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Pirates go winless in Oregon matches
Danika Heatherly
Staff Writer
The

Pirate volleyball team's

three-match trip to the Portland
arca finished after a 30-27, 32-34,
30-22, 30-17 loss against George
Fox University in Newberg, Ore.,
on Oct. 13.
After two %vins at home last
week over Whitman College and
Lewis & Clark College, the Pirates
couldn't continue thc win streak
on the road in Oregon, losing first
to Concordia University and also
to Pacific University and George
Fox. The last two matches against
Pacific and GFU were conference
match-ups.
An Oct. 11 loss to non-conference Concordia ended the twogame winning streak-. Whitworth
lost the match 30-26, 30-27 and
31-29.
Junior middle blocker Sarah
Rusch lcd the team with 13 kills
and senior libero Cassie Moore
added 12 more in addition to her
14 digs of the night.
lhe Pirates fell 22-30, 30-19,
30-24, and 30-22 after winning the
first game against the Pacific Box-

their third defeat in a row.
Whitworth returns to campus
to host Willamette University in
another Northwest Conference
match Friday, Oct. 19.
Rusch added that the tcam is
optimistic they can regain some
ground in the conference standings with next week's game.

crs on Oct. 12.
"I played outside hitter all
Once again, Rusch led the through high school, so it was a
team, this time with 18 kills, while nice change to play outside for
Moore and junior outside hitter Whitworth," Moore said.
Nikki Bardwell each added 9 kills.
Rusch led thc team's offense this
The pair also added 44 digs.
weekend and added another 19
Moore, who moved to outside kills and 6 blocks. Bethany Cashittcr for the Ortilleja, a sophoegon road trip,
more
defenhad 17 kills and
"Although this weekend was
sive specialist,
22 digs. Rusch
moved to cover
disappointing, we are looking
said
N1oore's
Moore's usual
fonvard to our matches
libero position
presence on the
at home next weele
outside added a
and led all play-

"Although this weekend was
disappointing, we are looking forward to our matches at home next
week," Rusch said.
Whitworth lost to Willamette
earlier this season in the Whitworth Invitational on Sept. 8, but
exacted revenge in Salem, Ore.
on Sept. 21 with a victory in four
games. Moore is eager to play
outside hitter at home against the

Sarah Rusch,junior
new dimension
ers with 36 digs.
to the team's atSenior
setter
tack.
Holly Ridings
"It was great to use not only her contributed 50 assists.
After dropping the first game of
passing ability but hcr hitting ability as well," Rusch said.
the match, Whitworth won their
Moore said the team deserves only game of the night after comthe credit for adapting to her spot ing back from 32-31 to score tlie
on the court.
last three points of the game and
"The team adjustcd very well to give them a game-three victory.
having me play outside," Moore
GFU lead the rest of the way in
said. We changed the dynamics the third game after taking the lead
on the court and Bethany stepped 9-8. Then, an 11-1 run early in the
in and did amazing at libero'
fourth game gave GFU a lead they
Moore said she was no stranger would not lose again. The Bruins
to the position and enjoyed the went on to beat Whitworth handchance to play outside. last week- ily to conclude thc match and send
the Pirates back to Spokane with
end.

Bearcats.
This next weekend will be the
first time I've hit outside in Whitworth's gym," Moore said. "l'in
very excited to play Willamette
and see what happens."
Friday's match begins at 7 p.m.
in the Whitworth Fieldhouse.

Contact Danika Heatherly at
danika.heatherly@whitworthian.
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whitworthian.com

cluding current teammate
and then-Philadelphia Eagles receiver Terrell Owens.

withdrawal fee
Professional sports teams from around the West will be posting jobs

internships, interviewing and hiring for jobs in the sports industry. There
will also be guest speakers and an entire day of sports related activities.

TEAMS INCLUDE:

Get Ready. For Winter.

Spokane Chiefs

Tri-Gty Dust Devils

Tacoma Rainiers

Yakima Bears

Spokane Indians

Everett Aquasox

Boise Hawks

Wenatdiee Applesox

FRIDAY; NOV 16th
SPOKANE ARtNA

SPOKANE, WA

Seminar Z Job Fair Registration is 575. The lee includes full participation in
the event, lunch and a ticket to the Spokane Chiefs Hockey game that evening
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illegal tackle

Jaguars tailback
charged $7,500

Whitworth Faculty,
Students, and
Parents receive

A

$15,000 fine for
Dallas Cowboys safety
Roy Williams took a hefty
$15,000 fine for again using the illegal "horse-collar"
tackle this season.
Williams made the illegal
move against tailback Marshawn Lynch of the Buffalo
Bills within the last 10 minutes of the Cowboys 25-24
win over the Bills on Oct. 9.
Williams
was
fined
$12,500 for bringing down
Chicago Bears tight end
Desmond Clark with the
same tackle earlier this
year.
The illegal move was outlawed in 2005 after Williams
injured as many as four opponents mith the move, in-

6.

Breaking News. Updates.

alb

Quincy Carter, former
Dallas Cowboys quarterback, was arrested and
charged Oct. 12 for felony
drug possession.
Carter's arrest stemmed
from a witness who identified a man selling drugs
outsidc a convenience
store.
Police identified Carter's
car as matching the description provided by the
witness in a 911 phone call
and found marijuana on
his person after stopping
his vehicle.
This is the second time
that Carter has been arrested on drug possession
charges, and the Shreveport District Attorney's office will charge the crime as
a felony.

com.

Premier wardrobe makeover services
focusing on business Et professional attire

EXTRA DISCOUNTS

Carter arrested,
booked on felony
drug possession

Williams lassos

Interviewing?

All Season,Tire
Snow Tires
Brakes
Shocks
Struts
Alignments
Oil Changes
- dcioling 'System
Flushes
Transmission
Services

Sports
BRIEFS

The NFL is fining Maurice Jones Drew of the
Jacksomille Jaguars $7,500
because officials claim he
broke a rule which states
that a player cannot use a
prop as part of a celebration
during the game.
Jones-Drew
simulated
making a withdrawal from
an ATM machine using the
goal post during his celebration of a touchdown
run against the Kansas City
Chiefs on Oct. 8.
It is not yet known if the
second-year running back
out of UCLA will appeal the
fine.

Jones-Drew was quoted
as saying after the game

laughed our way all the
way to the bank."
"I'Ve

II

I
I

I
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Students take
to the skies
3
TOP LEFT:Junior Sarah Douglas and
freshman Wolfgang Gross fill out li-

smooth landing after descending
from 1 Z000 feet in 55 seconds.

ability forrns before beginning their
skydiving training Oct. 13.

BOTTOM LEFT: Douglas poses next

TOP RIGHT: Douglas puts on her

to her plane prior to suiting up and
making herjump.

gloves just prior to boarding the
plane. Adjunct professor Vinton
L Eberly, who teaches ESL methodology, skydives as a hobby and
Invited students to attempt the
activity.
MIDDLE RIGHT:Gross make: a

BOTTOM RIGHT:Douglas and Gross

walk off the field after their jump.
Those first seconds ate the most
Incredible you'll ever experience,"
Douglas said.

A!I1k.

eurtny

Charity run

s

fl

DO YOU HAVE SOME AMAZING SHOTS OF CAMPUS LIFE?

E-mail them to us at photos@whitworthian.com.

VICTORY: WOMEN'S SOCCER SCORES TWO MORE WINS I PAGE16
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low-income residents evicted

INSIDE
NEWS

I
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Students, clubs
advocatefor
emptied hotel's

Traditional alma
mater outdated
A group of faculty

former tenants

members are hoping to
rewrite the alma mater.

Leah Motz
Assistant Copy Chief

OPINIONS

PAGE 6

I

A lawsuit filed 'Thursday, Oct. .1
by a local nonprofit law firm claims
IllueRay l'echnologies Inc. and Pacific First %Vest, LIC failed to provide residents of the downtown
Spokane Commercial Building sufficient eviction notice as required
by state and federal laws, according
to court documents.
lhe Center for Justice, led by
chief catalyst and '85 Whit%vorth
alumnus Breean Beggs, filed the
third-party lawsuit.
Beggs spoke to members of En
Christ°, Communities in Crisis

Whitworth pranks
for the memories
Traditionally, I lalloween
is the time for students
to pull all kinds of tricks.

SCENE

I

and community members on Oct.
16 to address the evictions.
'file Center for Justice is a nonprofit public interest law firm in
Spokane.
Junior Kyle Navis, co-director
of Communities in Crisis, says the
club is involved with the situation.
"Students organizing themselves
to try and assert some influence has
proved highly effective in creating
change in the past," Navis said in an
e-mail interview. "It will be interesting to see how sume of the plans
being put in motion turn out:
Ile said Communities in Crisis
will be writing letters to local politicians today at 5 p.m. in George's
Place in the Mason Union Build-

PAGE 12

Beatles inspire a
modem musical
Blair Tellers reviews the
eclectic look at the '60s,
"Across the Universe:

SPORTS

I

ing.
"We take the principles of com-

Men's soccer takes

two over weekend

Julie Wootton
News Editor

l'irates escape with a .1-3
win over George Fox,
handle Willamette 2-0.

At the Oct. 12 plenary
session of the Board of
Trustees, the Board passed
a resolution to continue
design and engineering activities for expanding the
science facilities.
According to an Oct. 16
article in The Whitwortitian, groundbreaking is
scheduled for 2009 and the
new facilities are projected
to open in fall 2010.
Director of Capital Projects Steve 'Thompson said
groundbreaking and opening dates are tentative. Proposed dates are dependent
upon other factors, Thornp-

WORD FOR WORD
Quote of the Week
"Building the wall is

aeating more death.
It's not a deterrent
at air
Tyler Schroeder, junior
after era fav with a anstio

Pecan:air Team a the Maxxo/

Ant= Doeer
Read more about immigra-

tione whitworthian.com.

I,

PLEASE
I

triunity development, learn about
them together, teach them to each
other and then apply them together in our own community." Navis
said in an e-mail interview. "Being
aware that there are things going
on in this city that affect people in
unjust ways often pushes onc to ac-

tion:
Another campus SerViCe organization, En Christo, has visited and
brought food to tenants in lowincome housing buildings %vest of
downtown Spokane since 1991.
For a long time, En Christ° has
gone to the low income housing
buildings, handing out lunches," junior John Williamson, co-director

of En Christo, said. "We know those
people getting evicted. It's been
kind of sad for a lot of people."
In the meeting with students
and campus service organizations.
Beggs said the Center for Justice
takes steps to approach injustices
in the communiti, especially when
the victims are unable to stand up
for themselves.
The Center for Justice has taken
up the cause of the individuals being evicted, Beggs said.
"The low income housing crisis
in Spokane is exactly the kind of issue%ve'd get involved in: Beggs said
at the meeting.
Center is taking action

against the corporations that purchased the Commercial Building.
'Mc building housed low-income
residents. Tenants were notified
of the building's sale on May 25,
2007.
lhey vere first served with an
eviction notice June 1, 2007 and
were notified that they must vacate
the premises in the next 30 days.
The official complaint was filed
with Spokane Superior Court on
Oct..1.
According to court documents,
the case was filed under Stephen
Ilarris and Garry Campbell vs. 111u-

he

See EVICTIONS, page 3

Funds approved for science facilities' design
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New center
to house bio,
chemistry

RECYCLE

Ii:liew7.4peciAChakvelhan

Senior Michael Vander Giessen talks to Robert (left) and Dave Bilsiand, chairman for People 4 People, a homeless advocacy group (right) in downtown Spokane on Oct. 19.
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son said.
Robinson said at the Oct.
'The estimated comple11 plenary session.
tion date for Phase I of the
Ihe new 60,000-squareproject is fall 2010. Phase II foot facility will be conis tentatively scheduled for structed on the site of the
completion in fall 2011.
current Fine Arts Building,
Associate vice president Robinson said.
for Institutional AdvancePhase 11 calls for the adment
Stacey
dition of 16,000
Smith said the
square feet to
need for a new
the northwest
MORE INSIDE
science
cencorner of the
NEW SCIENCE
ter has been
existing
Eric
CENTER PLAN
discussed
for
Johnston SciCheck out the proposed
about five years,
ence
Center,
floor plan for the new
but just had not
Robinson said.
science building.
moved up on
Thompson
NEWS. PAGE 5
the priority list
said Phase II of
of the univerthe project will
sity.
begin approxi"[Science famately one year
cilities) arc important to after Phase I is complete,
the academic health and depending upon funding.
strength of our institution,"
A design committee for
Smith said.
the new science facilities
Phase I of the project will has been formed and generinclude building a new fa- ally meets every four to six
cility which Ivill house the weeks, 'Thompson said.
biology and chemistry de"With the whole idea of
partments, President Bill growth, improving the sci-

BREAST CANCER MONTH

I

PAGE10-11

JAI

ence facilities should be a
majar concern for the university," senior chemistry
major Thayer Wild said.
Wild is one member of the
design committee.
Wild said his role on the
committee involves offering the student perspective
on the topic of the science
center, while design details
are being handled by the
faculty members on the
conunittee.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

lhompson said the total
estimated cost of Phase I of
the project is 537 million,
which includes 524.3 million in construction costs.
The total cost of the new
center will be $53 million,
Robinson said during the
Oct. 11 plenary session.
As of June 30, 2007, the
amount spent for architectural and engineering costs
totaled $85,552, according
to consolidated financial

statements, including an
independent auditor's report from June 30, 2007
and 2006.
Vice president for finance
and administration Brian
Benzel said the costs reflect
the science complex design
work through June 30.
lhe design process will
continue in preparation for
the April Board meeting,
Benzel said.
U.S. Sen. Maria Cantwell
visited campus Oct. 12 to
discuss federal funding for
the new science facilities.
According to an Oct. 16 article in 'Me Whitworthian,
vice president for Institu-

tional Advancement tiristi
Burns said Whitworth requested .federal assistance
for the construction and
renovation of the science
facilities two years ago.
During the Oct. 11 plenary session, Robinson said

See SCIENCE, page 5
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According to the Tenth
Day Enrollment Report.
the economics & business
and political science departments have showed
the most growth over the
last five years, while the
education department has
decreased in size by the
largest margin.
The report, issued by director for Institutional Research Gary Whisenand,
measures fall 2007 enrollment and faculty statistics
at the 10th day of fall semester.
Whisenand said other
schools use the same date
to track enrollment.
Statistics indude students' declared majors,
cthnic
backgrounds
and graduation rates,
among other information.
As a new addition this
year, the report also indudes statistical information about faculty,
NVhiscnand said.
This year's total under-

graduate enrollment of
2,602 students, induding thc continuing studies program, is up over 13
percent from 2002.
As the university increases its overall enrollment, Whiscnand said
growth within academic
programs is expected.
"In a relative sense,
holding steady is losing
ground; Whiscnand said.
According to the report, the most significant growth relative to
the overall growth of the
institution is shown in
the economics & business,
political science, continuing studies and physics
departments.
Whisenand said the re. port shows most growth
in the physics, nursing
and biology departments
as well a.s the School of

TOP UNDERGRADUATE

MAJORS
Percentages are calculated onlyfrom the

number of wukrgraduate students, not
including students in
the continuing studies
program.
TOP MAJORS 2002
Undergraduate enrollment:
2089
Education- 17 percent
Business/Economics- 11

percent
Undedared- 7 percent
Mnesiology/Athletics- 6
percent
Math/Computer Sdence- 6
percent
I Communication Studies- S
percent
Theology/Philosophy- 5
percent
I Political Sdence- 4 percent

Pirta La+erturt/WhitimwthLut

Students in one of assistant professor of physics John Larkin's physics classes meet In the science auditorium Oct.19.

Physics department shows fastest growth
According to a Whitworth press release, the American Association of Physics Teachers presented the Whitworth
physics department with an AAPT Special Presidential Citation Award for the
atypical growth of the program.
Since having only 11 majors in 1997,
the program has increased 600 percent.

Katie Goodell
Staff Writer

TOP MAJORS 2007
Undergraduate enrollment:

2366

While national trends show a decrease in the pursuit of undergraduate
degrees in physics over the past decade,
Whitworth's physics department shows
more growth over thc last five ycars than
any other academic
Numerical growth
program, according
doesn't come without
to the Tcnth Day Enchallenges, associate
"Success breeds more success.
rollment Report...
professor of physics
We can't simply be focusing on
"We're not only
and chair of thc physbucking the trend, wc inaeasing quantity; we're going ics department Richare going against that
to focus on inaeasing quality." ard Stevens said.
trend in a significant
Over 100 students,
Kamesh Sankaran,
manner; assistant
more than ever beassistant prolessorof physics
professor of physics
fore, arc in IntroducKamcsh
Sankaran
tory Physics this sesaid.
mester.
There has been an 88 percent increase
The coursc has bccn divided into two
in thc number of students in thc phys- sections to create smaller class sizes and
ics department sincc 2002, a higher in- accommodate growth, and Stevens said
crease than any other major, according the department ideally needs three secto the enrollment report.
tions.
"(The) physics department has done a
"That's a course where studcnts nccd
great job recruiting students and a great a lot of support," Stevens said. "Our bigjob retaining students," director of Institutional Research Gary Whisenand said.
See PHYSICS, page 4

I

Business/Economics- 14
percent
I Education- 10 percent
Undedared- 7 percent
'Communication Studies- 6
percent
I Political Sdence- 6 percent
I Biology- 5 percent
English- 5 percent
I Math/Computer Sdence- 5
percent
I Nursing- 5 percent
1

btformoton courtesy ofthe
Troth IXty Enrollment Report

Global Commerce &Management and the political
science program.
Craig
Hinncnkamp,
associate professor and
chair of the economics &
business department said

See REPORT, page 5
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Crossing the line
Students challenge

U.S.

immigration policy

Nearly 60 migrants would come into the shelter that night,
dumped into the small border town of Agua Prieta. Mexico by
the LIS. Border Patrol after being caught crossing the border in
A rizon.is deadly Sonora Desert
Juniors Kyle Navis and -4Ier Schroeder were on shift at the
Center for Attention to Migrants "Exodus as pan oía 12 day
trip across the Arizona and Mexican border with a Christian
Peacemaker Team.

Read more ofthis stoty. cheek out multimedia ofthe students'
trip and a menl speaker on the roots of migration online at:

whitworthian.com
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Board ratifies Faculty
Handbook revisions
Gabrielle Vaughn
Staff Writer
Faculty and the Board of Trustees ratified changes to the faculty evaluation and

promotion process, whidi is outlined in the
Faculty Handbook.
"The changes are designed to emphasize
the fairness and evidence-based aspects of
faculty evaluation," faculty President Noelle
%Viersma said.

Center for Justice
files complaint on behalf of
two of the evicted tenants
EVICTIONS:

ure committee Rick Hornor said evaluators
will also spend time observing the professor's behavior in the dassroom.
"Every year the evaluators, usually department diairs, observe the candidate
teadiing, and sit down with the candidate
afterwards to discuss the observation;
Hornor said.
Wiersma emphasized the degree to
whidi faculty hold each other accountable.
"I think it is important for students to
know that the evaluation of faculty is in
large part a peer evaluation process," Wiersma said. "Faculty help hold one another
accountable for our performance. A great
deal of material on four separate standards*
is taken into account during evaluations:*
Hornor said the standards used during all faculty evaluations are scholarship,
teaching, understanding of the mission of
Whitworth and community involvement
"The previous way of doing first, second
and third year evaluations was much more
informal, and not standardized," Hornor
said. "Now wc have structure with accountability, a formalized process:*
While working on the proposed changes
to thc handbook, a lawyer from a firm in
Chicago was hired by the faculty last spring
to check for legal soundness. Midiaelis
said. The lawyer specialized in areas of promotion and tenure.
The faculty were dients as well as administrators in this Michaelis said. "It
was time to update the handbook for a lot
.

Wiersma said faculty approved the
dianges in the Oct. 2 Faculty Assembly.
The Board of Trustees voted on and ratified
thc changes at the Oct. 11 plenary session.
'Standards for evaluation are not imposed merely from the top down; Uriersma
said. "Faculty have a real, legitimate contribution and voice in determining these
standards through the faculty governance
process:*

Randall Nlichaelis, professor of cducation and chair of the faculty task force responsible for revising the promotion process, said shared governance is a big part of
what distinguishes higher education from
other evaluative environments such as corporate America.
"Hundreds of hours of work were put in,
and all had to be approved by the faculty,
Cabinet, and Board,- Michaelis said. "The
purpose of rewriting the handbook (was)
to darify the (evaluative' criteria and align
them with the evaluation process:.
lhe faculty task force is responsible for
examining the promotion and tenure proccss, Michaelis said.
Now, as an alternative to the peer evaluative process, othcr faculty members will
be sent into the professors dassroom for

constructed conversations with studcnts,
Michaelis said.
"We'll still have the ratings, they'll just be
used to augment the in-class conversation,"
Michaelis said.
Chair of thc faculty promotion and ten-

of reasons:*
Evaluations will now be better documented, a dearer paper trail will be left and
the new format will be faircr to everyone
involved, Wiersma said.
"In general, it's my perspective that the
faculty supports the changes and view them
as a good thing," Wiersma said.
Contact Gabrielle Vaughn at gabrielle.
raughn@whitworthian.com.
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single-room apartments.
In a recent issue of the
Spokane
Economic DeeRay Technologies Inc.
newsletter,
and Pacific First West, velopment
Gary Mallon, TechnolLLC.
According to court ogy Industry Manager at
documents, "Defendants GreaterSpokane Incorpodid not provide the man- rated, said BlueRay Techdatory one-year notice to nologies Inc. provides
any tenant or any of the state of the art manufacother required recipients turing jobs for the comprior to ending the use of munity.
"This project complithe Commercial Building
ments
and enhances our
as subsidized housing:'
growing
art and theatre
Doctunents filed with
Spokane Superior Court district as well as our constate that the defendant centration of digital meissued notices informing dia companies; Mallon
plaintiffs and other tenants said in the newsletter.
The low-income housthat they must leave the
ing
area was a positive
premises within 30 days
environment
for the
under threat ofeviction.
mentally
and
physically
Under the causes of action section of the com- disabled, for sex offendplaint, BlueRay Technolo- ers and other people with
gies Inc. and Pacific First criminal histories, Beggs
West, LLC are charged said.
Assistance was providwith three counts: "Failure to Provide One Year ed by social workers from
located
Notice",
"Constructive organizations
nearby.
Eviction and Violations of
Soup kitchens and othCovenant of Quiet Enjoyer
facilities were located
ment" and "Withholding
within
walking dLstance,
of Rental Deposits:.
Beggs
said.
The Coinmercial BuildLow-income housing
ing, the Otis Hotel and
the New Madison build- tenants who have been
ings are three of Spokane's evicted are now scattered
low-income housing resi- around the city away
dences. Residents from from social workers and
each have been served supervisors who can help
those who need assistance
with eviction notices.
On Sept. 5, residents staying sober or on mediin the Otis Hotel were cation_
Without that help,
served eviction notices.
some
people are at risk
The eviction notice included a move out date of of losing their homing
Oct. 15. As of Oct. 19, the vouchers, Beggs said.
Otis Hotel still housed 36
COMMUNITY
low-income residents.
Remaining tenants in DEMONSTRATION
A group has set up tents
the Otis building have no
in a continuing demonplace to go, Beggs said.
When evictions started stration in downtown
this summer, those tenants Spokane on the corner of
moved into the remain- North Madison Street and
ing low income housing West Riverside Avenue.
The demonstration is
in Spokane, Beggs said at
led by Dave Bilsland, an
the meeting.
By representing two advocate for the homeplaintiffs, the Center for less.
Bilsland was responsiJustice illustrates the
widespread diaracter of ble for the organization of
the eviction and has a bet- a similar campsite in the
ter chance for success in summer of 2004 to proraising awareness about test the city's anti-camping ordinance, according
the evictions, Beggs said.
'We're going to ask the to an Oct 17 article in the
court to jump in and do Spokesman-Review.
The encampment insomething affirmatively;
Beggs said. "One of the dudes residents evicted
reasons we did it was to from losv-income houshighlight it and say, 'Look, ing, some homeless and
students from Spokane
this is the issuer
Both plaintiffs of the Falls Community College
court case were evicted and Eastern Washington
Whitworth
from the Commercial University,
Building last spring as senior Michael Vander
a result of the building's Giessen said.
Vander Giessen was
sale to BlueRay Technologies Inc. and Pacific First present at the demonstration for a few hours on
West, LLC.
BlueRay Technologies Oct. 19 where he spent
Inc. has completed its $12 time talking to people at
million plant in down- the encampment
"I think! saw about sevtwin Spokane.
According to an Aug. 8 en or eight tents, I think
press release, the environ- 30 to 40 people; Vander
mentally friendly plant Giessen said. "I hung out
manufactures
Blu-ray for a couple hours. with
discs in Spokane.
people I knew from being
According to a June 19 part of En Chaste
artide in the SpokesmanGrady Locklear contribReview, the company has
exempted tenants from uted to this report.
Contact Leah Motz at
paying some rent, and it
is giving them furnish- leah.motz@whitworthian.
ings from the structure's corn.

continuedfrom page 1

World

BRIEFS
China's VP resigns

after new policy
body selected
China's vice president
stepped down Oct. 21 after delegates selected a new
Central Committee.
A party congress met last
week to select a new Central Committee, the body of
government that sets policy
goals and approves leadership positions.
China's defense minister
and two vice premiers were
also not selected by the
congress.
The congress is held every five years to redistribute
leadership positions within
the Chinese government

Syria passes laws

to deport Iraqi
refugees
Syria dosed its borders to
Iraqi refugees Oct. 20 and
passed new visa rules calling for the deportation on
1.5 million Iraqis currently
living in Syria.
The new visa rules went
into effect Oct.l.
According to United
Nations officials, between
2,000 and 4,000 Iraqi refugees have come into Syria
every day for the past year.
In the past four days, 25,000
Iraqi refugees entered Syria.
Syrian officials have been
talking about dosing the
border to Iraqi refugees for
the past eight months.

Bombing greets
Pakistani leader,
kills hundreds
Two bombs exploded
during Pakistani opposition leader Benazir Bhutto's
procession from the airport
on Oct. 19, killing 134 and
wounding 540.

The procession celebrated Bhutto's return afier living in exile for eight years.
lhe bombs exploded
dose to Bhutto's armed vehide and were just seconds

apart

Iran announces
resignation of
nuclear mediator
The Iranian government
announced Oct. 20 that its
top nudear negotiator has
resigned.
According to a government spokesperson, Ali
Larijani resigned for "personal reasons:*
Saeed Jalili, a deputy foreign minister for European
and American affairs, will
replace Larijani immediately.
Larijani's

rèsignation
could bring about a tougher stance in ongoing talks
about the country's nuclear
program.
Compiled by Julie IS'ootton
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Faculty members to
rewrite alma mater
New ID cards to
be distributed on
Thursday
New ID cards will be distributed on Thursday, Oct.
25 in the HUB.
The cards %sill be used
for access to residence
halls, the Music Building, the Eric Johnston Science Center, Weyerhaeuser
Hall, Lindarnan Center and
Hawthorne Hall, director
of institutional technology
Jack Miller said in a campus-wide e-mail.
Cards will also be used at
Sodexho, the Library and
the Fitncss Center.
Students should not
punch holes in the new ID
cards, as there is a computer chip and antenna in the
card.
More information about
the new cards will be sent
out through a campus-wide
e-mail this week.

Applications for
graduation due
next week
Graduation applications
students wishing to
graduate in spring 2008 are
due Nov. 1.
Applications can
be
picked up in the registrar's
office in McEachran Hall.
The $50 fee is required
prior to filling out the application.
For more information,
contact Rachel Johnson,
senior class coordinator, at
x4558 or racheljohnson08@
whitworth.edu.
for

Fall break starts
Friday, classes

resume Monday
Fall break will begin Oct.

26.

Faculty
Development
Day svill be held Friday, so
there will be no classes.
Classes resume at 5 p.m.
on Monday, Oct. 29.
Cornpikd by Julie ;Sírotton

CORRECTIONS &

CLARIFICATIONS
In the Oct. 16 issue, Mark
Frazier's class standing was
incorrectly identified. He is

currently a sophomore.
In the same section, Amy
Bernard's role in "Antigone"
is incorrectly stated; she
played the part of Second
Messenger.
In the anide "Soccer
earns I I th and 12th win,"
two quotes are inaccurately
attributed to junior defender Kelly Baker. The quotes
should have been attributed
to freshman defender Kelly
Lunde.
The Maws-Wan is committed to providng

the Whitworth community with the most acante informatice posuble. The Whitivcrthian nem barrio:21y pubteshes inaccuracies. If
you hire a comment or question about the
farness or accuracy of a story, send an e-maii
lo edttor?whitwixthiancan.

the project. Soden. said it
would be great if the new
alma mater was unveiled
Those who attended at Spring Convocation in
Fall Convocation in Sep- February.
tember may have noticed
The last time the alma
the absence of the tradi- maw was rewritten was
tional singing of the alma in 1990 when Oakland
mater, Whitworth's official and Darell Guder, then
anthem.
dean of faculty, collaboThe change from Whit- rated in order to write the
worth College to Whit- centennial text in honor
worth University over the of Whitworth's 100-year
summer left the current anniversary.
alma mater, which men"The words were dreadtions Whitworth College ful," Oakland said, referin the second verse, out- ring to the previous alma
dated.
mate':
A group of
Brody said
faculty memhe has spent
have
bers
some time
It's not as if people looking at
taken on the
really like it. It's not
task of rewritwords
thc
ing the alma
and music
that sin gablef
maw..
Dale Sode ra, professor of to past alma
The com- history and emotive assistant matcrs.
mittee
said
inHe
to the president
same
dudes assisthe
tant professor
has
tunc
used
of music Ben
been
Brody, professor of Eng- since at least 1948, but the
lish Leonard Oakland and lyrics have changed.
the
What
exactly
professor of history and
executive assistant to the changes will entail this
time is still up in the air,
president Dale Soden.
Brody, Oakland and Sodcn said.
Sodcn met once over the
The options fange from
summer to discuss thc simply changing thc word
alma matcr, but no con- "college" to "university"
dusions sverc made.
to writing an entirely
They have not mct new tune with new lyrics,
since, Soden said.
Soden said.
Vice President for StuSoden said he believes
dent Life Kathy Storm the school's name change
said in an e-mail inter- is a perfcct excuse to review that Brody, Oakland write the entire song.
and Sodcn have invited
"It's not as if people reanyone who is interested ally like it Sodcn said.
to submit lyrics for the "It's not that singable."
ncw alma maw.
Sodcn said he would
Storm has submitted likc to see the new alma
somc lyrics herself, but mate:- have more contemthe commitporary lyrics
tee has not
that students
yct reached
could
relate
1990
a decision.
to.

PHYSICS: New 4-year

engineering program
seeks accreditation

NatalieJohnson

continued from page 2

Staff Writer

Storm

WHITWORTH

said it would
be great to

Whether

ALMA MATER

it deals with

generate

more interest in the
alma mater
and increase
the number
of submissions.
"I'd love
for students
and faculty
to come up
with something
that
will

last:

Soden said.
"It's difficult
because
if
you get too
far out of
the norm,
people get
bugged by

Whitwonh we honor,
proudly well be
her umis and daughters,
daring to see;
In her great vision,
so true and just,
our noble calling,
our sacred trust
Hail alma mater, we

sing your praise,
Hail Whitwonh College,
our colors raise;
leading us onward,
striving for right.
Drawing us upviard,
into God's light

gcst trial right now is to make sure every
student gets the attention they need to
succeed."
While the numerical challenges are
in the lower division classes, Sankaran
said the upper division classes actually
create more work for the three-person
faculty team.
"We don't have enough room or equipment," he said.
Sankaran said the primary reason for
the growth of the program is prior success.
"Succcss breeds more success," he said.
"We can't simply be focusing on increasing quantity; we're going to focus on increasing quality."
Stevens said the development of new

programs and lots of exciting research
is fueling the qualitative growth of (he
program.
"Part of what makes our program so
exciting is all the possibilities," Stevens
said. "Me biggest change this year is
we've added two new majors."
Also, Sankaran has been focusing on
a new engineering physics program,
which is expected to receive accreditation by next year.
ibis program will allow students to
complete an engineering degree in four
years.
The current system where students
study at Whitworth for three years and
then move to a graduate institution for
two years before receiving their degree
will remain intact.
"Now they can have the entire Whitworth experience and get the engineering degree: Stevens said.

Contact Katie Goodell at katic.goodc11@ivhitworthian.com.

Friends, Whitworthians, Countrymen, lend me your ears:
not yet found yoursetf facing the opportunity of checking-out the exodus convnunity,
now Is your time! exodus is an active society of college / post college citizens seeking
to grow together In bfe and in Christ

If you have

This multi-faceted ministry assembles weekly for corporate worship, fellowship and teaching,
(not to mention quality espresso served at the Caf6). Our constant challenge is to persist
towards progress in our relationship to the divino; regardless of the stress= bornbarding us in
life. This is the heart of the exodus ministry; to bring in and encourage pre-Christians, and
those young In the faith; to c:halenge older Christians with oppertunities In leadership, and to
unite generations through mentorship and accountablity between the youth
and the pilars of the church.

exodus is breaking out on a new night with a new face starting this Friday, October 26th.
Doors will open and lattes served at 8pm; worship and speaking at 9; Last call for !atlas at 10;
but feel free to hang out in our relaxed caftt-style setting until whenever.
We're located at 15511 N. Hcrwe Rd. in Mead
(north on Hwy 2, right on Day Mt. Spokane Rd, tight on Howe).
Come seo what our Lord is doing at exodus, you are welcome hem!
Questions? Cal Chris Ct 879-4010
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Whitworth's
history
or
mentions familiar places
such as the
Loop, Soden
said the alma
mater should
express something people
relate to about
the
institution.
"It's nostalgic in a way,"
Soden said.
"It
makes
people feel

something

about Whitworth and beCLICK IT R
ing a student
Check out other past
or an alum."
irks of the alma mater at
Soden secs
whitworthian.com.
that:
the alma matStorm re
er as being
iterated this
part of the
idea.
collective college experi"It seemed to me, from ence.
my very limited experi"We try to get people to
ence thinking about alma think about history, somematers, that the challenge thing larger then themis to find language that's selves, something more
sufficiently lofty and time- than just the moment,"
less to be inspiring... but Soden said. "This is a very
not so distant from our small piece of that:
own language that people
have no idea what they're
singing," she said.
Contact Natalie ¡omiso,:
While there is cur- at nataliejohnson@whitrently no time frame for worthian.com.
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NEWS
SCIENCE:

Newfacilities will include greenhouse, cadaver lab, better ventilation system

continuedfrom page

of the most urgent issues among

1

five or six labs, Tsuchida said.

Le Roy said thc science center
was constructed 90 years ago.
The current science center is
38,000 square feet, Le Roy said.

Tsuchida said labs in the new
facility will be larger and easier to
move around in, allowing professors more accessibility to provide
instruction to their students.
Tsuchida said the administration
and science division would like to
increase the ability for faculty and
student research, but that there is
not enough space in the current facilities to accommodate this.
physics department will remain in the current center, Tsuchida said.
Thompson said the physics departnient will remain in the current center during the Phase II
renovation and will expand to fill
the space the biology and chemistry departments currently occupy.
'Thompson also said the computer labs for the math & computcr
science departments will be relocated to the renovated science center after the completion of Phase H
of the project.
Classes in the computer science
department are currently held in
the Lindaman Center.

the financing of the ncw science
facilities will be consistent with
Whitworths 2005-2010 strategic
plan.
Smith said sincc the cost of the
new facilities has not yet been set it
stone, it has not been determined
how the project will be funded.
Smith said the Board discussed
options in terms of financing.
"We try to look ahead for what
may be coming as far as funding,"
Smith said.
Smith said the Institutional Advancement department has been
looking into possible financing
options and has began identifying
major gift donors.
"Until we know the scopc of the
project and how much it will cost,
we will not begin active solicitation," Smith said.

Thompson said the currcnt science center has a 10-foot floor-toceiling height.
The ncw center will have a
15-feet floor-to-ceiling height in
order to better comply with ventilation requirements, Thompson
said.
"There is not enough space in
the current science center for a
proper ventilation system," said
Craig Tsuchida, associate professor of biology and chair of the biology department.
Tsuchida said other problems
with the current science center indude a lack ofsquare footage and a
problematic building layout.

CURRENT FACILITIES

NEW FACILITIES

During the academic affairs
committee meeting Oct. 11, vice
president for Academic Affairs
Michael Le Roy said thc condition
of the science facilities has bccn
his greatest conccrn sincc he took
his position a few years ago.
"It's (the science facilities( onc

Thompson said the science center will include several new features, including a greenhouse, cadaver lab and animal suite.
"We don't currently have this
in the existing center and it's impiirtant for pre-med students;
Thompson said.

REPORT: Business

The new facilities will indude

us; Le Roy said.

e

the numbcr of students seeking business
degrees has increased because Whitworth's
program is gaining more credibility in the
community.
"Business degrees are popular because
they translate into employment," Hinnenkimp said. "The Whitworth prodtkt is onc
of thc best."
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spring to get her NIaster's in Teaching for
secondary education.
"Nowadays with any secondary education you have to get your master's within
two or three years afier you start teaching;
Darbonne said.
Contact Katie Goodell at katic.goodell@
whitworthian.com.

Make a difference...

...change lives.
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STUDY ALCOVES

Hinnenkamp said while growth in stu- students in 2007, according to the report.
dent population has accelerated, the deWhisenand said thc drop in the educapartments' resources such as number of tion department can be explained by the
classrooms and faculty members has not fact that a lot of students who plan to be
matched that growth.
teachers want a strong undergraduate ma"(Growth( is a wonderful thing and a dif- jor before getting their master's in teaching
ficult thing at the same time; he said.
or education.
The education program showed the most
Senior Lindsay Darbonne is majoring
significant decrease in number of students, In English and plans to spend onc more
from 353 dedared majors in 2002 to 231 year at Whitworth after graduation this

e*r

I

RECFNIHG AT GRADE

Contact Julie 1Vootton at julic.
wootton@whitworthian.com.

f

II

This is a tenative sketch of the design ofPhase I of the new
science center, projected to be completed in fall 2010 pending
Board approval tisis April.

and economics department shows steady growth, increase in resources

continued from page 2
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Do you plan to vote on Nov.6?

Vote in the poll online at whitworthlan.com or
e-mail your thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.
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EDITORIALS I IN THE LOOP

Trustees needed to be
informed, but correctly
ASWU made an effort to bridge the gap
between sriidents and the Board of Trustces a few weeks ago through a constituency

report

t,

The purpose of the report was admirable.
For the first time in years, student government gave the student body an open chance
to tell the trustees what they thought. Students were asked "Ifyou could say one thing
to the Board of Trustees about your experience at Whitworth so far this year, what
would you say?"
These sort ofbroad questions, asking students what they care about rather than procedural financial questions, arc exactly what
constituency reports should be about.
But student government failed to provide
the trustees with a clear and accurate summation of this report.
The problem uith the presentation of this
rcport was two-fold.
By failing to give the trustees a clear call
to action, trustees seemed confused and
overwhelmed by the massive amounts of
information presented.
During the Student Services Committee,
trustees seemed confuscd in the meeting
and asked what action ASWU wanted thcm
to take. The ASWU members at the committee responded that students just wanted
trustees to listen. In the plenary session on
Oct. 12, ASWU President Scott Donnell
also did not have an answer for trustees. He
also only asked them to listen.
Secondly Donnell presented his own
opinion as student opinion.
Donnell's presentation said students were
in favor of the new card access system.
Not exactly. The actual report mentioned
that two students were in favor of the system, but more disagreed with being traciced
by the card access system:
Multiple students mentioned they wanted
the dorms to be unlocked during the day.
A majority cif the complaints about security dealt with problems happening outside,
such as the soccer goals being stolen or the
lack of security cameras watching bikes and
cars. The card access system has nothing to
do with these.
Donnell also reported that students were
concerned about the ladc of space in the Science Center. No conunent ever mentioned
the word -sdence or "center: Two people
did ask for less money to be spent on buildings and more on Iceeping faculty.
However, one of the main points administration made to trustees earlier in the
meeting was the need for more facilities for
science majors. Donnell crossed the line between presenting student opinion to giving
administration's opinion during a presentation of student input.
One comment from a student aslccd for
more funds for scientific research over the
summer. When asIced, Donnell said he had
not lied in the presentation.
"I think that would be the logical extension from that comment: Donnell said after
his presentation. "I tried to represent and
expand on the exact comment"
Donnell should have avoided presenting
his own analysis and opinion as an 'extension" of student opinion.
The ASWU mission statement says they
will "represent the student body and its interest" Hopefully, they do this accurately.
It is difficult and time-consuming to
summarize massive amounts of qualitative
data. But when the future of our school
may be shifted because of such a presentation, it's worth the time and energy to make
it dear and accurate.

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

fruLs Prinilitiutmothiut

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT I WHAT ARE YOU DRESSING UP
"Ms. Pa cman

because she's
pretty hot."

1202.1111ean
bark a little and
put a bowl on

'Asa thief
because It runs
In the family.'

AS FOR HALLOWEEN?
'As myself be
cause I'm Asian.'

my head.'

kin knell
freshman

Marporrtntsursu,

4171 OW11
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unix

funk(

NguYen,

Pranks for the memories
and lackeys. But be careful that none of Make sure you check locks and breakers
these peeps will snitch... nobody likes a beforehand.
KEU.Y
mole. Consequentially. I must deter you
From there, head on down to the pool.
from confiding in RAs. Many are my Red dye or food coloring works best for
McCRILLIS
=MI
friends, but that is a hard situation to be a lasting effect. (Disclaimer: works espeIn.
cially well with plastic body parts or the
After you have scrounged up a troop lot.)
You are not Bart Simpson. Your skills consisting of your own George Clooneys
Now the building should be lociced,
as a conman measure up in no way to and Brad Pitts, you will want to draw out but conscientious and learned college
Bugs Bunny. Ferris Bueller appears no- a game plan. Your plan will include de- students should be able to bypass this
where on your radar of mischievous be- tailed instructions of equipment, routes obstade. I won't tell you how to unlock a
havior. You are Whitworth students. But and of course the prank.
door or keep it from dosing ... but make
I give you a chance to become something
Necessary to every prank is the dis- sure you prepare ahead of time, and have
MOM.
traction this is where your lackeys will disposable plastic cards and sticky tack
Attention pranlcsters! Lend me your come in handy. Plan out specific events
The new key cards will be logging who
talents; give me your hands wringing to keep security busy on the opposite goes in and out oía building at what time,
menacingly. I am your puppet master and side of campus. This will allow for those so take caution. Make sure you find some
these words are my strings.
mishaps that are bound to way of Iceeping your own doors open, or
Halloween is upon us and
happen: someone getting having someone open them from the inthe time for pranks is now.
their head stuck in an el- side.
To begin, you need
The 95 Theses were creative
evator, your acrobatic acIn case things do go wrong, have a
a aew, accomplices,
and the *Stealing Saga's silcessory getting trapped in well though-out escape plan, preferably
venvare prank" is a steadfast partners in aime, what a box, or the cow you will one without cars and their incriminating
tradition (one year sending it
house on the third floor in license plates. Don Ninja dothes for eshave you.
all on a train toward Seattle.)
Mac getting loose. (Dis- capes or Frisbee dothes for disguise. No
But innovation is at hand.
daimer: cows might frolic one will bother Frisbee players.
From the 500 pound tracup stairs, but good ludc
Trivial but fun pranlcs include: pasting
tor tire tastefully placed in the BJ Lounge, getting them down.)
teachers' photos to the totem pole, hidto the 100 falce parking tickets, WhitGood distractions include: skateboard- ing in a snow drift outside the HUB and
worth pranlcs have been good, but re- ers throwing rocks at lampposts, loose sticicing out your hand to scare passing
cently far too few. This list by no means chickens, and expressive art studcnts by victims (bloodlike material is always
comprehensive will give you the tools painting the 'Village. Other inconspicu- a bonus).
necessary to pull off one of the greatest ous attempts for distractions include
Go for the grandiose, the one that will
pranks (dare I say string of pranks) ever calling security to open a locked door or last for a long time. Go for the big shot.
attempted by a student of Whitworth.
ordering thcm a pizza (use cash to pay Make a political statement. Givc homage
Ideally, these pranlcs should not per- not debit, you can't afford to be traced by to past
teachers or studcnts. Make the
manently dismantle or destroy Whit- those pesky CSI agents.)
phallic (the Campanile) objects on camworth property. (Though snipping the
Start with a prank that will not be dis- pus even more phallic. Watch thc French
chains on the Duvall parking lot gates covered until the next morning or into movie
"Amelie to give your prank-likc
would be acceptable.) On that note, I the next day. (Disclaimer: if you want deeds
inspirations. As long as you don't
hereby claim no responsibility for the ac- students to sec your prank's effects, try to hurt
anyonc or give the janitors too much
tions of students in the weeks that follow make it last.)
clean up (thcy work hard, trust me, I was
this article.
I know many a good pranker whose
one.)
Let us, take a walk...
plans were foiled by allowing their deviGood ludc. And happy pranking.
To begin, you need a crew, accom- ous deeds to be cleaned up.
plices, partners in crime, what have you.
Something such as deflating the tennis
These will be your inspiring confidants bubble would be a glamorous beginning. MCCRI U.IS is a juniat ma)cring in English ani loumalant
Comm him at itIttmccrilis@whitworthiaricont
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OPINIONS

Yet another casualty of capitalism
event (such as eviction) can spiral citizenry it's elected by corporathe lives of the working poor into tions.
GALEN
destitution.
Of course, not all corporations
SANFORD
Another local example: the are bad. People with hcarts own
(=west
owners of the Ncw Madison and and influence corporations, as
Otis Hotel recently sold the build- evidenced by RenCorp's attempt
ings to RenCorp, a Spokane-based at leniency. However, corporations
Osama Din Laden has a point: a real estate investment corporation. themselves do not have hearts.
full year after WC elected a Demo- RenCorp is in the process of evic- They have bank accounts, and
cratic congress
one that prom- tion. As of Oct. 19, 36 low-income they're very eager to fill them.
ised to change our course in Iraq residents remained in thc Otis.
So what are wc, the citizenry, to
there are more troops in Iraq.
For the hundreds evicted from do?
not less.
the three buildings this sumI have an idea.
In Bin Laden's Sept. 7 speech he mer, locating new housing has
An Oct. 16 New York Times
reminded Americans that Demo- been increasingly difficult. Brecan article "Facts Prove No Match for
cratic nominees for Congress Beggs, chief catalyst at the Center Gossip, It Seems" said people are
promised to withdraw from Iraq, for Justice in downtown Spokane, more influenced by the reputation
but haven't. Bin Laden argued they said the residents evicted from the of a person than they are by hard
never intended to end the conflict. Commercial and New Madison data about the person.
Though congressmen and con- buildings filled the surplus of lowThere's evidence that the same
gresswomen were popularly elect- income housing left in Spokane. goes for companies.
ed, their campaigns for Congress The residents of the Otis have
In the 1990s corporations (like
were financed by "major corpora- found few places to go.
Nike) were influenced by bad press
tions," which profit from the war.
The gentrification of Spokane to improve their ethics and treat
I agree with Bin Laden.
may be good for the economy, but people humanely. les time to exert
President Eisenhower warned us it isn't good for all the members of our influence again. This time on
about the Military Industrial Com- the community. The corporations behalf of the poor.
plex. All Osama is saying is, "Your who made thc policy that encourPressuring your elected officials
president was right."
aged economic development in the to end the war is futile. 'They've
To those of you who arc fiscal region are profiting from its capital been bought. Pressure the compaconservatives with admiration for investments; those without capital nies
they need a good name in
capitalism: Capitalism is perhaps arc suffering. The rising tide does order to keep their customers. You
the most productive economic sys- not float all boats. It's biased to- can take that good name away.
tem possible. It is also the most in- wards yachts.
I'm not advocating smear tactics
herently heartless. In thc capitalist
To their crcdit, Renor slander. Nlerely
race for wealth, those who didn't Corp treated its tenants
tell thc truth about
get the memo gct run over.
equitably and even atcompany interests
A contemporary, local example: tempted to keep the Otis The rising tide does and activities. That
not flo at all boats. may be all it takes.
earlier this year US Bank forcdoscd open nine extra months.
on the owncrs of the Commercial However,
Northeast It's bias ed towards
In the case that
Building downtown and at an auc- Washington Housing Sothe
companies canYa chts.
tion sold it to BlueRay Technolo- lutions
a government
not be influenced,
gies Inc. (as in Blu-ray discs) who operation
rcfuscd to
another option is
evicted all 51 low-income tenants.
share costs with Rm.
to out-shout them.
Did the tenants have an equal Corp; thus, evictions continue.
Spokane city officials are up for
opportunity to purchase thc buildOur government agencies con- election on Nov. 6. Those running
ing at the auction? Of course. It was sistently act in ways that boost might be convinced by a loud cona public auction. But the building corporate profits while ignoring stituency that low-income comwas low-income apartments, fund- actual citizens' needs.
munity members need a place to
ed in part by the Northeast WashLook at thc New York Times rcst more than emigrating corpoington I lousing Solutions, the for- nearly anY day and you will sec rations need a place to produce
tncr Spokane Housing Authority. instances where our Congress acts profit.
These people couldn't afford rcnt, in thc best interest of corporations
We inherited this system from
much less buy thc building.
instead of its constituents.
our parents. However, we aren't
Their plight is common among
Corporations and their lobbyists obligated to kccp it. It's our choice
the working poor. They live at what introduce more legislation than to change, if we want.
Pulitzer Prize winner David K. laypeople, and they get more bills
Shipler recently called the "edge of sponsored by Congress, because SANFORD is a senior majoring in phdosophy.
poverty," where onc precipitating Congress Isn't elected by us, the Contact him at galensanfordgwhitworthian.com.

How to navigate the tempest-tossed

waters of the Whitworth relationship
JUSTIN

LINDBORG

turc in the often forebOding terrain of the Whitworth relationship.

.

CailireST

DON'T BE NEGATIVE.

Love is like an onion.
No, not because it has
many layers, but because
it will probably make you
cry. Yet it still has that allure, that spicc, that taste

and tone of voice.
If you value your relationship, show it through
positive,
constructive
comments.
The ratio for happy
couples is five positive
comments to one nega-

Once you arc in a relationship, you vdll face
conflict. How you deal
with this conflict will be
the deciding factor in the
longevity and quality of
your relationship. Assistant professor of communications Alan Mikkelson
considers expression of
negativity onc of the central probin
lems

that draws you back to it
time and again. So it is at
Whitworth too. There is
so much that a relationship can offer, but rarely
romantic
without cost.
At Whit- A DTR can often be the relationships.
worth, love
worst thi ng for your
"Every
is sometimes potential relationship.
relationto
harder
ship is gofind than at
ing to have
uniother
versities, and comes with conflicts that arise. How
higher stakes. 1,Vith the you express them makes
Ring by Spring mental- a whole world of differity, it seems it is hard for ence," Mikkelson said.
This includes negaWhitworth students to
take romantic relation- tive comments about a
person, and especially
ships lightly.
There are some things nonverbal expressions of
you need to keep in mind contempt for the person,
if you are going to ven- such as facial expressions

,

tive.
ACT LIKE YOURSELF.

When starting to get
to know a person you
want to act like yourself,
not like an overzealous
stand-up comic.
Neither do you want
to be a person so uptight
you don't have any fun.
Instead of worrying
about impressing someone, focus on getting to
know them. The result
will almost ahvays be
worth your while.
BEWARE THE `DTR:

Defining the relationship is often an essential
step in getting to know
someone, but can cause
problems. If you are in
a long-term relationship
and considering marriage it is highly advis-

able to discuss pros and
cons and compatibility
issues.

If you are good friends
with someone and feel it
might turn into something more, a DTR can
often be the worst thing
for your potential relationship. You may easily
talk yourselves out of a
relationship by discussing things too early. Relax, enjoy getting to know
each other organically
without over analyzing.
There are lots of benefits to dating in college. Remember to take
it lightly and have fun.
Don't let the serious aura
surrounding the Whitworth relationship intimidate you.
Whether you end up
getting your Ring by
Spring or not ies important to remember: There's
more to it than having
your Facebook say you
are "in a relationship.
UNDBORG is a sophomore majoring
in English Ertetature.Contact hin at

jostinfindborg@utitworthian.com.

The Whitworthian isn't
as evil as you may think
are not arbitrarily picked topics, but they are strategically
DANI
chosen to be relevant to the
KING
campus following a code of
ethical guidelines.
Editorializing, or giving a
personal opinion, is only alI've heard students on cam- lowed in opinions columns
pus express a general negative or reviews, not news, scene or
attitude of distrust and disgust sports sections.
toward the Whitworthian. I
Perhaps students think it is
have heard frustrated com- fashionable to be anti-newspaplaints from students describ- per. On the other hand, maybe
ing the paper as "ranting" or student journalists think it is
being "anti-administration" fashionable to be anti-adminand I think this attitude needs istration.Typically the negativto be addressed from the per- ity seems to stem from situaspective of a student journal- tions where students complain
ist. The purpose of a campus because they read one thing
newspaper is to promote dia- in one opinions column that
logue and interconnect the they disagree with and sudstudent body through informdenly their Chrising the masses.
tian worldview is
Students would not
rocked and they
feel nearly as conSometi mes conare all up in arms.
nected to the inflict coup led with Our community
stitution if no such
fears conflict.
dialog ue and
publicationexisted,
Friction among
open-mindedness
reflecting the ideas,
students or beinterests and atti- can lead t o compro- tween
students
tudes of students, mise, un derstand- and the adminfor students.
ing and transparistration is not
The inside of
necessarily a bad
ency, ma Idng the
The Whitworthian
thing. Sometimes
ty
universi
better.
front page reads,
conflict coupled
"opinions and ideas
with dialogue and
expressed in The
open-mindedness
Whitworthian are those of the can lead to compromise, unindividual artists, writers and derstanding and transparency,
student editors, and do not making the university better.
necessarily reflect the views An avoidance of conflict enof the Associated Students tirely is unhealthy but controof Whitworth University, the versy for the sake of controuniversity, its administration, versy is detrimental as well
faculty/staff or advertisers:*
With this in mind, if you
Vith.that said, neWs articles disagree with something, The
are informative and opinions Whirworthian encourages you
articles are opinionated, thus to write letters to the editor.
opinions articles are generally
Letters to the editor hold
the source of student frustra- the newspaper accountable
tion, complaints or areas of and they are a way in which
conflict. Yet a newspaper that students interact with the livis not innovative or is without
ing organism that is the stuopinions is merely a PR piece, dent body.
not a publication that chalKeep the paper relevant,
Irnges students to think dif- informative, accurate and inferently.
teresting.
Coming from the student
Voice opinions contrasted
journalist perspective, the is- with opinions of the writers
sue of what is newsworthiness and help to make our commust be addressed.
munity open, honest and conReaders of The Whitworthi- stantly reevaluating itself.
an do not always understand
The campus newspaper is by
the cOncept of newsworthi- no means perfect, but let us,
ness, an essential element to as critically thinking college
journalistic writing.
students, offer up constructive
According to some writing dialogue and proMote active
for mass media textbooks a participation.to create change
story is considered newswor- where change is needed.
thy if it is timely, impacting,
proximal, prominent, a hu
man interest or novelty, or a IUNG is a sophomore majoring in Overrun
and peace stocks. Contact her at danildng4
source of conflici
Thus Whitworthian stories whinuorthiaricom.
CCUIWCIST

-

whitworthian.com
Maria Johnson: Is following your consdence a step toward moral relativism?

is Christianity suppose to adhere and tolerate every idea in the church, no matter how ridiculous and blasphemous it sounds so as not to appear legalisticr

John Williamson: Read this column to bring peace to the
Middle East

in the face of seemingly insurmountable odds, negotiations towards an independent Palestinian state must press on!

From the Opinions Archives (Jan. 27, 1927)

College Songs
'One of the greatest disappointments whidi a high school receives upon entering a college is the type ofsong warbled by college students.'

Read these Opinions artides on whitworthian.com.
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The

worst Whitworth decisions
noticed. Whitworth University no longer
offers a Black Studies program. There is no
minor available. There is no major.
There is a general attempt to incorporate
diverse voices in our curriculum, but this is
not enough. To offer one chapter covering
"black issues" in onc book that you probably won't mad anyway is not a sufficient
study of black societal contributions.
A Black Studies program is worth our
and completely asitime. A common
nine
argument mude is, "If we have a
black studies program, shouldn't we havc
a white studies program too?" Yeah. It's
called "Every class you have ever attended
in your entire educational career:*

REBECCA

SNAPE

0.37

-

Imagine for a moment that the Whitworth administration is neither the epitome of imperialist greed, nor the objcct of
your undying. "B-Rob is my homeboy" affection. Rather, I would like you to imagine
a group of human beings
yes, human beings svith the best of intentions.
The men and women running our university, as far as I can tell, are not a posse
of maniacal tyrants with the solc intent of
spending your money on ice sculptures for
GUARANTEEING TUITION
In 1968, thc administration installed a
trustee dinncrs. They are merely a group
of people, and are therefore prone to error. "Guaranteed Tuition Plan' meaning that
Any one of us, in a position of power, is ca- the price you pay your freshman year is
pable of making a few mistakes. Here are the price you pay until graduation. When
five of Whitworth's worst:
the program began, tuition was $600 per
semester. Incoming freshmen were able
1. DISCONTINUING THE BLACK STUDIES to budget for the next four ycars with the
knowledge that they would never have to
PROGRAM
The late 1960s was a tumultuous time pay more than $600 each term.
"How could this possibly be a bad deciin America, and even Whitworth students
sion?"
you ask. Everyone complains about
were amused by the decade's tension.
you, me, your
Race relations on campus viere especially the rising costs of tuition
strained. In a 1966 Whitworthian edito- parents, Newsweek everyone.
While the plan sounds noble on paper, it
rial, a black student wrote, "Each Negro
didn't
quite work in practical application.
(at Whitworth) is put on display under the
Kind of like Communism. Without the
'We got some too slogan:"
This tension led to a series of protests evil dictator part.
After implementing this plan. the school
and counter protests, and in 1968, the
could
not cover the costs of rising inflation
Black Student Union presented the administration with a plan for a black studies and campus growth, and nearly went bankrupt. I would argue that, while tuition is
program.
"We know that black people have con- ridiculously expensive, it is bcttcr to pay a
tributed an unquestionable amount of lot for your cducation than to not get an
knowledge and culture to the world. Yet, education at all. In 1972, only four years
we have been denied the opportunity to after its birth. Whitworth started phasing
learn of our past ... Just ,as white America the program out and salvaging the remains
has educated themselves about their heri- of its financial dignity.
Later on that decade, President Lindatage, we must also educate ourselves about
man received a letter from a colleague, urgours."
The experimental program began in ing Whitworth to institute a revolutionay
1969. A number of classes were adapted fixed tuition scheme. The letter is in thc arto include a "Black Studies option': This chives with a note scribbled on thc corner,
disastee
meant students could dmose to read texts "Simple answer. Tried it
written by black authors that actually acDUMPING THE INTERDISCIPLINARY
knowledged the contributions of black
men and women in a variety of disciplines. MAJOR
Students could take classes in almost any
Back in the good ole days, whcn the
major, and the only required course was thought of double majoring made Edward
Afro-American History.
Lindaman's head spin, Whitworth gave its
Nearly 40 years later, students are still undergrads the option of creating their own
oblivious to anything lying outside our pa- program of study. The interdisciplinary
triarchal white canon. And if you haven't major was offered in the 1970s for students

Whitworth's Board of Trustees did just
that.
I have heard the reasoning of administrators. It was not a simple choice to make.
Both sides of the argument were represented in debate, and this was the most neutral
option they had. And I would agree that
it was about as neutral as they could have
hoped for.
But. in pursuit of neutrality, let's consider opposing perspectives. Imagine that
you arc a homosexual student on campus.
You cnjoy Whitworth. You have good
friends, even some that "disagree with your
lifc choices." You hope that someday, such
people will realize how painful and inaccurate assertions like that are. But you still
love your university, and apart from slim
pickin's in the dating department, you have
no major complaints.
Now imagine your university is given
the chance to publidy state that it will not
discriminate against you
and it refuses.
This place you have learned to trust, these
GIVING UP ON KViRS
A decade ago, Whitworth had thc op- people you have loved despite their inportunity to update its campus radio sta- nocuous hurtfulness, this institution that
tion, KWRS. The station currently operates promises you so much has just slapped you
on such a small transmitter that reception across the face, and all for the appeasement
reaches to about Francis Avenue. DJs re- of some old mcn with deep pockets.
Now I would like you to imagine that
cord their shows on cassette tapes, which
are small rectangular devices last used in you are a student at Whitworth with traditional Christian values. You believe
1994.
Unfortunately, the school decided not homosexuality is sinful, but you strive to
to invest its time or money in KWRS, and "hate the sin and love thc sinner." Somc of
now the Federal Communications Com- your close friends are homosexual and you
love them dearly. They are human beings.
mission has given away its frequency.
You rc both sinners. You've had
Any communications
the conversations, you agree to
major can tell you that
disagree.
thc media world is being
Any one one of us, in
Your school is given the
splattered with the blood
a position of power, is
chance to publicly state that it
of the little guy. Corpocapable of making a few %ill not discriminate against
rations like Clear Channel Radio (the Wal-Ntart mistakes. Here are five of homosexualsand it refuses.
of media) arc monopoYou think. ".0K, well,Ihe Bible
. Whitworth's worst.
lizing the air waves with
says" horn°. sexualiti is a sin, sol
guess we shouldn't 'support it:
mass-produced
messages and really bad top 40 hits. Thanks to
But wait, this law says nothing
thc lack of support given to its little-radio- about supporting homosexuality. It just
station-that-could, KWRS has joined the says that you should uphold the basic human rights of homosexuals. You would
ranks of low-frequency martyrs.
never discriminate against your homosexual friends, no matter how much you disOMITTING SEXUAL ORIENTATION
with thcir life choices. -Why should
agree
FROM THE NONDISCRIMINATION POLICY.
my
school
reserve thc right to discriminate
In Washington, institutions must foragainst
them?"
you ask. "Yhy should my
mally statc that they will not discriminate
school
the right to discriminate
reserve
against any person bascd on racc, creed,
against
anyone?*
gender, age, physical ability, or sexual orientation. lían institution is religious in nature, however, it can choose to just scribble SHAPE is a junior mang in English and
peace swim Comout thc sexual oricntation part. Last year, ments un b sert ta rebecu.snapeisVittworthim.ort

that just couldn't make up their minds.
Hypothetical-student Bob wanted to
teach chemistry in Guatemala. All hypothetical-student Bob liad to do was sign up
for the interdisciplinary major and design
a program that included sociology. Spanish
and chemistry courses. His contemporary
counterpart, hypothetical-student Sally,
is majoring in chemistry, spending every
waking moment of her life in a cold, sterile lab and trying to learn Spanish online
when able to escape thc science building.
It may be easier to doublc-major today
than it was in the '70s, but it still isn't easy.
And maybe I don't want to study just one
subject. Maybe, heaven forbid, I have a
variety of interests. blaybe not every student fits into the educational molds that
the course catalog provides. The interdisciplinary major was an excellent way to accommodate such students, but sadly, we no
longer have that opportunity.

Jesus not a panacea: Approach poor with
ERIKA

PRINS

"Justice" easily becomes a word
thrown around at benefit concerts. But in the real world, trying to create justice requires more
than a textbook understanding of
social issues and a call from Jesus. Before deciding we have the
answer to a complex, ugly set of
circumstances, we must humbly
listen to those who are suffering
them.
Julia Esquivel, who has devoted
her life to fighting for the poor in
Guatemala, has challenged all her
preconceived notions about serving God. Because she worlcs for
justice, she has spent a large portion of her life in exile from her
home in Guatemala after escaping
a kidnapping,. As a poet, her work
shows how she has struggled to
reconcile the atrocities she has
witnessed with the beliefs she
grew up with

"You seduced me, Lord, and
I was seduced. Your defenseless

wanted to do something about thc programs were planned without
injustices she saw around her. As enlisting the expertise of the peochild's eye dug like claws into my a theologian, her despair over the ple we wcrc serving. The
quality
guts," begins her poem "Confes- injustice she saw was tempered by of the projects could
have been
sion:*
hope, a luxury I think may be re- improved if site had worked with
In this poem she describes how served for those of us whu are not them from the
beginning. More
the face of God, to her, manifests living with thc injustices.
importantly, wc could not positself in the suffering people of
Whatever ideology wc may fil- sibly mcct their needs effectively
her country. This is not
ter our view of injus- without asking what exactly thc
what she expected her
tice through
be it a needs were.
life as a Christian to be Mudi of our "out- Christianity, feminism,
Was a ncw building their most
like, but she feels God
readr
to the poor capitalism, environ- urgent need? How could we have
has pulled her into this
mentalism, something made a more sustainable change
is short-sighted
work.
else, or some blend to thcir situation? Did they
want
and ego centric.
Esquivel has long
of these
we should our help, or would thcy prefer a
been a powerful advobe cautious about as- different relationship with us?
cate for Guatemala's insuming wc can put
We could not possibly know,
digenous peoples. Much of her ac- ourselves in the shoes of those because we did not
ask.
tivism took place during and after who suffer. We should cling to
Kinsner says most of the Christhe Cold War. During this period, our motivation to help others but tians working with
indigenous Guatemalans suffered question our notions of what they natives during the Guatemalan
Cold War were
greatly under a US.-backed mili- need.
foreigners. She told us stories
tar)' government.
Much of our "outreach" to the of Guatemalan pastors as
racist
Gloria Kinsner, a long-time poor is short-sighted and ego- against
indigenous peoples as the
friend of Esquivel and ex-Pres- centric. We talce our perception rcst of
Guatemalan society. Our
byterian missionary in Central of what is needed and put it into perception of
what justice means
America, shared some of Esquiv- action without hearing the very is formed by
the people who beel's life story and poetry at Whit- valuable input of those our serlieve in the same things that wc
worth on Oct. 17.
vice is aimed to help.
do. Will we ignore thc needs of
Lilce many of us, Esquivel grew
In my experience as a mission- people near us because
most
up as a middle-dass Christian and ary, building projects and other people who
sharc our convictions
_

.

humility
look down on them?
Kinsncr told us that during the
Guatemalan Civil War, Guatemalans sang songs of hope for a better day. That hope has not come.
It may be out of place for us to tell
suffering people that what we believe will make it bcttcr for them.
Rather, we should approach
our attempt to help svith humility. Esquivel's activism encourages
dialogue and solidarity with local
movements. Kinsncr says when
Esquivel worked with Ntayan
communitics, she asked thcm to
share their interpretation of biblical texts rather than "teaching"
thcm hers.
One audience member asked
Kinsner what advice she had
for students traveling to Central
America. She emphasized that it
is important not to have a preconceived idea of how things are.
"I think the most important
thing is to listen. Just listen. And
to look," she said.
PRINS is a senior majoring in international

studies and Spanish. Contact her at eria prins@
vifirnsontilan tom.
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Why can't

it be Trick and Treat?

Daniel Walters
Opinions Editor

'Tis the season where heebies meet
jeebies. Jack o' Lanterns leer from
thcir windowsill perches, wct leaves
plummet to the ground like October
stockbrokers, and Hot Topic has gone
from selling mostly "Nightmare Before
Christmas" merchandise to selling
entirely "Nightmare Before Christmas"
merchandise.
Yes, Halloween is that magical time
of year where everyone
no matter their age,
no matter their religion,
no matter their creed
unites under one common
purpose: Pulling pranks on
Gonzaga.
Of coursc, there are
othcr, far less important,
aspects of Halloween. Like
Jack o Lanterns. (Or, as the
politically correct call them, Lanterns
of Jack and/or Jill.) Carving a Jack o'
Lantcrn of your own is easy. You'll need
one ordinary, innocent pumpkin that's
never done anything wrong and has
a wife and three kids, and onc large
gleaming butcher knife. Now, channel
all of your anger, all of your hatred, all
of your angst through that blade once
again. But this time, against a pumpkin.
Soon, you'll have a warped macabre
monument to the darkest urges of
human nature. Or some pie!
Halloween is special, because it's the
one time ofyear where you can tell kids,
"Now go out there and take candy from
strangers!"
First thc ldds get dressed up, the
precise costume choice dictated by
whether they are girls (Pink Fairy
Wedding Princess!) or boys (Expensive
Costume Looking Vaguely Rice a
Character in Recent Hit Blockbuster.)
If kids had cool moms they'd leave
their house with three pillowc.ases each,
that infinite bag fmm Mary Poppins,
and instructions not to return while any
crumb of candy, whether they be Mike
or Ike, lay outside their grasp.
If the kid had a lame dietician mom,
like mine, he'd leave with one of those
miniature Tupperware containers and
instructions to be back by 7:00 and say
thank you to everyone, even old Mrs.
Gutwatcr.
Then came the most important
lesson. The intrinsic worth of a human
being could be measured, to within a
milliworth, by the quality of his or her
candy. Kids would compare notes. "The
Robinsons are giving out Colosso-Size
Wonka Bars! And free credit cards!" Of
course, there'd always be one house that
would give out "fun size" raisin boxes.
"Ha ha, Mrs. Klempenstien!" We'd
say, Now where's thc real candy?" After
a moment of confused silence, our eggthrowing hands clenched as thc sour
truth washed over us. They would rue
this day.
The smart kids, of course, gained
optimal candy gathering efficiency by
affecting speech impediments. "Twick
ow tweat! I wouwd wike thome candy.
Maybe a Buttewfingew or thome
Vcethe'th Pietheth?" ibis worked until
about age 16, when you'd start getting
gift certificates for speech therapy
lessons instead of Milk Duds.
Obviously, since Halloween is fun,
local news television tries to ruin it
with alarmist news stories. "Eightyear-old Charlie Brown was excited
for Halloween. But wherc he thought
he was getting a trcat, he received a
deadly trick Since Charlie was never
the most popular child, he was used to
receiving rocks in place of candy. But
what Charlie didn't know until it was
too late was that in one of the rocks...
was a syringe! FULL OF AIDS! The bad

kind of AIDS."
Some children had even been
reportedly offered non-organic tipples
that have been genetically engineered.

What a sick and twisted world we live
in.
Parents would use these fears of
individually-poisoned Skittles and
cookies with axe blades hidden in them
as an excuse to eat whatever candy they'd
desired. "Ooh! 'Those Snickers look
deadly," they'd say as they'd snatch the
bar from your grasp. "Deadly delicious:
they'd whisper.
Halloween isn't just for children, of
course. It's also for college students too
poor to afford food. A good Trickor Treat
spree will stave off starvation
for at least a month.
Usually, college women
dress up for Halloween in
manners that, well, score
dangerously highly on the
skankometcr.
Whitworth
females,
fortunately,
have
higher
standards. They dress up
in costumes such as Nlodest
Nurse, Modest Police Officer, Muslim
Schoolgirl, Reformed Prostitute Now
Pursuing a Theology Degree, or 1930's
Deep Sea Diver.
College males have it easier. They
just have to come up with some lame
excuse for their lack of festive garb. "I'm
going as a person too cheap to buy a
costume." "I'm dressed as a Changeling
shapeshifter disguised as a regular
nondescript college student:* Or "I'm
going as the concept of Apathy.'"
Of course, even Halloween has its
Grinches. Some Christians - the kind
who attend churches with names like
The First Church of the Wagging Finger,
and Grace Mercy Church of the Loving
Shepherd (No sinners allowed!)
decry Halloween for its pagan origins.
They insist on basing their entire
lifestyle around one line from the
book of Gnostoboshck, found only in
the Real King James Version. "Thou
shalt not haves-t fun, for thine fun wilst
surely harken yonder day of judgment.
Verily7
To be fair, it's an understandable
commandment First kids start dressing
up as "witches" and "Spidermans" and

the next thing you know they've sold
their soul to Harry Potter. The road to
hell, as you surely lcnow, is paved with
paperbound copies of Harry Potter.
But that's not to say that these
fundamentalists can't have fun! (Actually
they can't. I thought I mentioned that
earlier.) Instead of Halloween parties,
they put on Fall Festival Fundamentalist
Festivities.
There, thcy play games like "Bobbing
for Soggy Communion Bread:. and "Pin
the Scarlet Letter on the Adulterer,"
and have a big bonfire where they
burn Relient K albums for being "too
secular."

Instead of dressing up as a witch or
devil or their own evil twin, they slip
on a bathrobe and duct tape a beard
to their facc. This costume's strength
is its versatility. They could be dressed
as "Moses" or "Elijah" or "Joseph of
Arimethea" or "That crazy End-of-theWorld Guy who Yelli at you During
Bloomsday." Nobody knows!
(Some, however, go all out with
the makeup kit and dress up as BoilRidden Job or Leper in Desperate
Need of Healing or, in an especially
impressive showing, The Entire Book of
Revelation.)
They still have candy, but Christian
candy. They eat little chocolate John the
Baptist heads and instead of Swedish
Fish, obviously, they have Jesus Fish.
The fundamentalists scarf down
these sugar free snacks until late in the
night (7:30 p.m.) and then hunker in
the sanctuary until they can celebrate a
clean, moral, religious holiday.
Like Mardi Gras.

'The %famished Truth' is a humor column by Daniel Waiters.
WALTERS is a senior majoring in communications and

history. Contact him at danietwaiterscawhinvorthian.com

Taking affirmative actions:
Focus on economics, not race
TREVOR

HANSEN

au.st

to draw a line between racial groups, the
sort of measure by which we can objectively classify every person into a racial
category, we see the problem. There is no
basis for categorizing Person Me as white,
Person A as black, or Person B as Latino,
beyond our own subjective opinions and
experiences.
How then can we legislate a structure
program when the basis upon which the
program rests is so subjective? Even if
there were an objective way to define race,
how do we account for the growing population of individuals who identify themselves as multiracial? Where do they fit

Today, almost 50 years after its inception, affirmative action is faced with two
major, interconnected challenges. The
first challenge is strident opposition from
the political right; the second is the legitimate allegation that affirmative action
perpetuates the same racial tensions it
was designed to combat. In order to overcome these obstacles and move forward in?
into the 21st century, a fundamental shift
Socioeconomic status, however, can
must occur in the nature of affirmative ac- be determined using objective standards.
tion: its emphasis must shift from race to Using standards such as household insocioeconomic status.
come, parents' educational levels, neighAffirmative action is a term that sprang borhood statistics, and other measures,
out of the overt racial conflict of the 1960s sociologists and demographers are able to
and the dawning of the Civil Rights Move- dassify different individuals into different
ment. It refers to a broad range of policies socioeconomic statuses.
and programs originally implemented by
Further, the bigotry that once permeformer President Lyndon B. Johnson and ated American society has faded. There
designed to promote access to education, are still isolated pockets of white supremjobs, housing and other opportunities for acists, and it is not uncommon to meet a
minority groups.
white mn or woman who harbors racist
"You do not take a person who, for views, but the wholesale racial animosity
many years, has been hobbled by chains that characterized the post-abolition, Jim
and liberate him, bring him up to the Crowe era is largely a thing of the past
starting line in a race and then say, 'You
The legacy of that bigotry, however,
are free to compete with othcan be felt every day. Hisers: and still justly believe
toric denial of opportunities
that you have been completeto minority groups does not
In order to move
ly fair; Johnson argued.
simply go away, and our naaffirmative action
Fifty years and several ittion's shameful history of discrations later, polls indicate fonvard into the 21st crimination has left a legacy
sharp disagreement over century, it is time for of racial disparities that are
both the effectiveness and the
manifested in the broad sothat blunt instrufairness of affirmative action;
ment to be refined. cioeconomic disparities beconservative pundits demand
tween racial gmups.
its abolition while liberal acBy providing opportunitivists push for its expansion.
ties to individuals in lower
In this debate, the liberals
socioeconomic sectors, affirmative acpoint to one dear fact: the racial divide tion could continue to address the racial
Johnson addressed has not disappeared.
inequalities that plague our society, but
Poverty, crime and incarceration con- without relying on a subjec-tive measure
tinue to plague disiroportionate num- or descending into the murky waters of
bers of blacks and Latinos, while the same reverse discrimination.
groups are grossly underrepresented in
Reverse discrimination, although overemployment statistics, high school gradu- blown by conservative opponents of afation rates, and college enrollment
firmative action, is a legitimate concern.
Conservatives, however, often point to Mthough minorities are statistically overthe paradox inherent in affirmative ac- represented in lower economic spectrums,
tion: reverse discrimination.
whites make up the numeric majority of
Affirmative action is based on the idea America's poor.
that, to remedy the damage done to miMany of the white poor have been at a
nority groups by the dominant class, the disadvantage economicallyi for almost as
minority must receive certain advantages. long as their minority neighbors.
And in the zero-sum game of capitalism,
How is it fair to deny those impoverthese advantages, by definition, must ished whites the incentives and opportucome at the expense of the traditionally nities we provide to minorities in similar
dominant group.
situations?
Thus, to conservatives, afAn especially nasty side effirmative action directly unfect of reverse discrimination
dermines the American ideal How is it fair to deny is its tendency to reinforce
of a meritocracy.
those impoverished and compound racial tenIn his memoir "Breaking whites the incentives sions.
Rank," former Seattle chief
White males, in particular,
we
of police Norm Stamper re- and opportunities
can develop strong resentfers to affirrnative action as provide to minorities ment when they feel they
a "blunt instrument." It is in similar situations? have been denied a position
necessary, he argues, in orfor which they are qualider to kick down the racial
fied because a minority or a
barriera our society has conwoman was given the posistructed. Once those bartion based simply on the color of his or
riers are down, however, the instrument her skin or a difference in the number of
itself should be done away with.
X chromosomes.
We as a society are still very, very far
Further, the negative attitudes of those
from the point at which we can jettison who feel slighted by affirmative action can
affirmative action in favor of legitimate create discomfort for those aided by affirmeritocracy. To abandon our efforts now mative action.
would be to turn our back on the recogniIf a minority is hired into an all-white
tion that modern inequalities are the re- work emironment, he or she may not be
sult of historic patterns.
treated as an equal, based on the assumpHowever, in order to move affirmative tion that the hiring decision was based on
action forward into the 21st century, it is skin tone, not merit.
time for that blunt instnunent to be reBy basing affirmative action opportunifined. Affirmative action must redirect ties on socioeconomic status rather than
its energies from racial to socioeconomic race, the largest problems facing affirmainequalities.
tive action would be circumvented,' and
This change is necessary for several rea- its positive effects could be shared with a
sons.
wider range of disadvantaged Americans.
Race itself is a social construct Initially,
this may seem like a ridiculous assertion if you look at me, there is no denying the HANSEN is a junior mag is sociology. Contact him at
whiteness of my skin - but if we attempt trerothansenostitwortirian.com
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FAST FACTS:

BREAST CANCER
This year 178,490 cases of

invasive breast cancer are
expected in the United States.
Every two and a half minutes
a U.S. tvoman is diagnosed

with breast cancer.
The second leading cause of

cancer deaths in women is

breast cancer, following lung
cancer.
Being a woman and aging
are the biggest risk factors to
developing breast cancer.
Obese women, particularly alter menopause, have a greater
likelihood of developing

breast cancer.

In the United States this year,
will likely die from

- 450 men

breast cancer.

Ninety-seven percent of
women who are diagnosed
with localized breast cancer
live more than five years.

(runny ef
the Brrait C.us, et
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DETECT BREAST

CANCER EARLY
1- Mammograms. Starting
at age 40, women should get
yearly mammograms and
continue to do so as long as
they are in good health.

2 Clinical Breast Exam.
During periodic health exams,

women should have a clinical
breast exam done by their
doctor or nurse. Women
in their 20s and 30s should
have the ex-am every three
years, and women 40
and older should have the
exam every year

3- Breast Self Awareness.
Women should be familiar
with the normal feel of
their breasu and report any
changes to their doctor or
nurse. Beginning in their 20s,

women should considerdoing
self-exams.

Isformzion courx9r of the
Afistrian C.ancer Society

Club educates campus
about breast cancer
the Relay for Life program."
Relay for Life is CAC's main
event in the spring. It is att over"Forget the \vhales, save the night event for the American
boobs!" 'Hut is one of the many Cancer Society. It takes place in
the Fieldhouse and raises money
tactics the Colleges Against
to
as teams walk around time track
club
used
(CAC)
Cancer
for either pledges or support for
spread awareness about October
being breast cancer atvareness the organization.
"The Relay for Life participamon'th. CAC designated Oct. 16
to 19 as breast caLer a vareness tion has nearly doubled in the
week on campus. informative last few years, so I would hope
and colorful signs seeped into that would mean [cancer] eduthe HUB and re'sidence halls to cation and awareness are ¡oing
spread knowledge about one of up as %yell," Ozanne said.
Donations and funding from
the leading killers of women.
CAC used self-exam shower Relay for Life have been increaspamphlets and pink M&M ing as well.
"For the past three years it has
cookies to inform Whitworth
doubled every year.lhe first year
students about breast cancer.
%e raised about $8,000. the secAt the lunchtime CAC booth,
students could write the names ond WaS between 512,0(X) and
of breast cancer victims on pink 513,000, and last year was over
slips, \vhich CAC members then 524,000," Bumgarner said.
The donations received from
attached to posters in the HUB.
CAC aimed to help people real- students and the money raised
does not roll back into the CAC,
ize that October is breast cancer
but goes to the
awareness month
American Canand that they can
help make a dif'The Relay for Life partid- cer Society.
While most
ference.
has nearly doubled
Whitworth pation
of the CAC's acin the last few years, so
has haci a Collqthities happen
I would hope that would
es Against Canin the spring,
cer dub for two
mean [cancer] education
they hope to
years and a Relay
grow and have
and awareness are going
for Life program
more activities
up as well."
for four. Whitsuch as going
Sarah Ozanne,junior
worth's club is
to a cancer reone of 175 in the
search
center
United
States.
where they can
Junior Kelsey Bumgarner, Presi- volunteer Or visit with cancer
dent of CAC, \as part of the de- patients.
velopment of the club.
Through a local hospital, the
"My freshman year I was on club has also chosen to adopt a
the yearbook staff with Amanda family that is dealing with canSmith who was the yearbook ed- cer. Last year the club went out
itor and chair for Relay for I.ife. and bought the family ChristShe asked me to help her with
mas presents for the children
Relay for the spring of freshman
and the parents as \veil.
year. After that we petitioned
"Often times families with
to have the dub chartered for children who are going through
CAC, and it started my sopho- cancer treatments do not have
more year," Bumgarner said.
extra money for presents, or time
Junior Sarah Ozanne, vice [for presents]," Ozanne said.
president of the club, was moThe Colleges Against Cancer
tivated to be a part of the club club welcomes new volunteers
because of her younger brother's or participants for its activities
experience with cancer.
and planned events. For more
"My brother wos diagnosed information about CAC, conwith leukemia when he was 5. tact Kelsey Bumgarner at kbumWe attended a cancer camp for garner09@whitworth.edu. For
siblings put on by the American
more information on breast
Cancer Society," Oz.anne said. cancer, ViSit the American Can"When I graduated high school I cer Society at cancer.org.
took a year offand v;orked there
Contact Sophie Sestero at sofor eight months as an intern for phie.sesterogwhitworthian.com.

Sophie Sestero

Ayr

HOW TO GET INVOLVED IN THE FIGHT AGAINST BREAST CANCER

Susan G. Koine?! Race

American Cancer

for the Cure:

Society Relay for Life:
www.relayforlife.org

www.komen.org
To save

lives and end breast cancer

forever by empowering people, ensur-

'Celebrate.
Back!'

Remember.

Because There is Hope:
www.becausethereishope.org
Fight

'Bringing a message of hope and
healing to those touched by breast

ing quality care for all and energizing
science to find the cures!
Check out the Facebook group
called "Susan G. Komen for the Cure'
to find out more about how to get involved with Susan G. Komen.
The Race for the Cure will be held

The American Cancer Society Relay for Life program holds relays in
over 4,800 communities to celebrate

cancer.'

caner survivors, and to remember
th ose who have lost the battle against

ect the group is working on hopes to
allow Eastem Washington and north-

cancer.

ern Idaho women safe and supportive
place to stay while undergoing breast

in the spring.

each spring.

Whitworth hosts a relay on campus

This local charity helps women diagnosed with breast cancer. One proj-

cancer treatment in Spokane.
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ABOVE:In the HUB on Friday, Oct.19, senior Amanda Smith reads an informational
pamphlet distributed by the American Cancer Society.The pamphlet details-three steps
to finding breast cancer early."The steps include mammograms, clinical breast exams and
breast self awareness.
RIGHT:At the Colleges Against Cancer (CAC) booth on Oct. 19, junior Sarah Ozanne, vice
president of CAC, hands a T-shirt to a student. The CAC booth featured cookies with pink
Pri&Ms, fundraiser T-shirts for sale and informational pamphlets.
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BREAST CANCER RESEARCH FOUN

GIFTS

ELECTRONIC'S
Remix Acrylic
iPod nano case
$24.99

Exclusive Heart & Soul Plush
Dogs by Gund
$1330 each

Donation:10per-

Donation: $5 per sale

cent of retail price

BEAUTY

FOOD
Pink Ribbon cookies

Bobbi Brown
pink lip gloss
and lipstick set

$1.75-51.99

$30

per package

Donation: up to
$35,000

Donation:50 cents

IN-DEPTH

cancer at areness

ial

re steps
cams and

le, vice
ith pink
tvha..v.qh.m

H FOUNDATION

SHOPPING GUIDE

Student creates
specialty plate
Kelly MacDonald
Staff IVriter

ITEIVIS FOR HOME
VIVA' Towels

Inspirational Prints,
paper towels

24, incorporates the signature pink

$4.19

Saves Lives."

ribbon and reads "Early Detection

Donation:minimum
of $125,000 and maximum of $200,00

Iibbon cookies

5199
tion:50 cents
ckage

Just in time for Breast Cancer
Awareness Month, Idaho released a
specialty license plate benefiting low
income women in need of breast cancer education and screening.
The plate, which went on sale Sept.

Dyson

DCOT

Pink Vacuum

Cleaner
$399.99

Donation: 540 per sale ($20 from
Dyson and $20 from Target)

Photos and information courtesy of Ivrfcurtorg

The person responsible for the
new plate is Whitworth junior Trace)'
Brown, Miss Idaho 2006.
Brown's platform as Miss Idaho was
"Breast Cancer Awareness: Education,
Support and Research." As part of her
platform Brown lobbied the Idaho
I.egislature to pass a revision to liouse
Bill No. 607 that would allow the specialty plates to be sold. The revision
passed Idaho legislation in 2006.
Because of her work benefiting
breast cancer awareness, including the
specialty plate, Brown was awarded
the Quality of Life Award at the Miss
America Pageant.
The license plates cost an initial
$35. Twenty-five dollars of the initial
fee and $15 from each renewal will
go to Idaho Primary Care Association that will distribute the funds to
community health centers, tQeducate

Photo cortesy of Tracey Brown

Junior Tracey Brown helped create a
specialty license plate for Idaho to benefit breast cancer awareness.

and screen women who are uninsured
or who cannot afford breast cancer
screenings.
For Brown, the decision of breast
cancer awareness as a platform was an
easy choice. When Brown was a high
school freshman her mother Debbie
was diagnosed with breast cancer.
Motivation for Brown's %vork and
for her platform decision carne from
her mother's influence.
"She was the one who inspired me
to do all that work in the first place;
Brown said. "It was a really easy decision.",

...

While Brown's mother is currently
a six-year breast cancer survivor, the
family was deeply affected by the initial diagnosis.
"It really shook up our lives," Browri
said.
Looking back, Brown said she realized she grew a great deal.
"It really strengthened my faith,"
Brown said. "[I realized] how sacred
life is health is. [it's] something we
take for granted."
Brown said she hopes her work on
the license plates will be a reminder
to the community about the importance of early detection. She advises
all %s'ornen over 20 years old begin
monthly self-checks.
Other than personal awareness
Brown recommends that college
students get involved uith the fight
against breast cancer by supporting
the Komen Race for the Cure, Because
'There is Hope and Relay for Life.
As a Whitworth freshman, Brown
began the first Relay for Life held on
campus, a tradition which has con-

tinued under the direction of junior
Kelsey Bumgarner, current chair of
Relay on campus.
To those that have been diagnosed
with breast cancer she said to be strong
because there are advancements each
year in treatment.
"Hold on to your hope," Brown said.
'It's not a death sentence. My mom is
living proof:'
Contact Kelly MacDonald at kelly.
macdonald@whitworthian.com.
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THINGS TO DO IN SPOKANE

SIS

730 p.m. on Oct. 29 at the Big Easy.
For more information about this event or other things

Matt Nathanson will perform at

to do in Spokane this week, visit whitworthian.com.

Gallery features eclectic art
at the Lorinda Knight Gallery for about
four years. He said for artists to show their
work at a gallery such as Lorinda's is norAnyone who says the Spokane area lacks mal.
Kolbo, and Knight's other artists, sign
culture and flair should get a taste of contemporary art downtown at the Lorinda contracts with Knight, so any of their artwork sold or shown in the Northwest goes
Knight Gallery.
ibis month's exhibit is a performance through her. Knight does much of the marart piece by Charlie Schmidt titled "Per- keting and legwork, talking to people and
formance Art Test Pilot." It's a quirk-y piece trying to get buycrs for artists' work.
Kolbo said he chose to get
that was performed on Oct.
involved with Knight's gallery
5 during the First Friday artbecause it was the only one
walk. Though the piece drew
LORIN DA
in town that showed contemlarge crowds, it is rare to see
KNIGH
porary work, and he had reperformance art at the gallery.
spect for the other artists who
Owner Lorinda Knight met
GALLERY
showed their work there.
with Schmidt after receiving a
"She's the best in town," Kolpacket of his work and saw that
loatiorc
b° said.
Schmidt's true passion ivas per523 W. Sprague St
Hours: Tuesday -Saturday
Kolbo is not the only person
formance art. Knight decided
11 Lm.- 6 pm.
to give performance art a try.
who thinks the gallery is one
Phone: (509 )1118-3740
It ivas a different move for the
of thc bcst Spokane has to ofType: fontern PorarY an
gallery but kept with Knight's
fer. Some Whitworth students
Web: lorinda knight=
desire to provide thc people of
agree.
Spokane with a variety of con"It's kind of a surc thing that
there's going to be good art,"
temporary art.
'That's what's great about having my own art major, HUB Gallery coordinator and
senior Ka'itlin Trott said.
business, I call the shots," Knight said.
Knight started the gallery, located downTrott said she thinks the overall quality
town on %Vest Sprague Street, almost 11 of the Lorinda KrAght gallery draws such a
years ago after reading an article in The variety of artists from all around the NorthSpokesman-Rniew. The article called for west. Also, one of thc reasons students likc
a contemporary gallery in Spokane that the gallery is that it seems to be all about the
was in it for the long haul. She said she just art. The presence of a contemporary gallery
knew she was meant to start that gallery.
in Spolcane adds flavor and diversity.
The gallery represents about 40 artists
"It's not so much a benefit as a necessity;
from all over the Northwest and rotates Trott said.
showing each of these artists work as the
The newest gallery exhibit Is opening
main exhibit every two to three years. Nov. 2 and will feature oil paintings on
Though her artists come from all over thc parid by Doug Turman. Turman is a paintNorthwest, from places such as Seattle and er and prinunaker and owns the Turman
Portland, she also has some local artists, Gallery in Helena, Mont.
including Whitworth associate professor of
art Scott Kolbo and lecturer Stephen Rue.
Contact Audrey Gore at audreygore@
Kolbo said he has been showing his work whitworthian.com.

Audrey Gore
Staff Writcr

Erica

Neavvivhavotaiian

Charlie Schmidt, the featured artist at the Lorincta Knight Gallery, plays the drums as a part of
hls performance art piece during eh. First Friday artwalk, Oct. 5. Schmidt's exhibit, 'Performance Art Test Pilot" will be on display until Saturday, Oct 27.

'Across the Universe': Modern musical
Movie brings
Beatles music
and '60s to life
Blair Tellers
Staff

%Triter

What "Grease" did to re-fabulize the good old swing of the '50s,
"Across the Universe" does for the
'60s but with way more psychedelic flair and minus the poodle
skirts.
Like "Moulin Rouge," "Across
the Universe" is one of those films
that you either (a) fall deeply in
love with, or (b) twist your face
in confused repulsion and never
watch again.
Lilce the ever stupid but brilliant
"Half Baked" (a movie created to
be watched under the influence of
marijuana), "Across the Universe"
is undoubtedly the kind of picture
that makes you wonder, "Were
the producers on acid when they
made this?'
"Across the Universe" is a fullblown musical, reviving the timeless canon of The Beatles. As
events quickly unfold and launch
into a foot-taping motion, one becomes emotionally involved not
necessarily because of the characters (yet), but because of the

vibrant scenes and deeply-soulful renewed motivation to be a hoodsound.
lum in the heart of any Mac man.
Taking place in the late '60s, the
The boys hit golf balls off each
=Me catapults the audience into other's faces, break windows and
that brilliant, tumultuous genera- take swigs from pocket flasks all
tion our parents lived through
while singing a swashbuckling
the one they love to daim as their version of "I Get By with a Little
own whenever a teenager wearing Help from My Friends."
flared jeans crosses their path.
It is through Max that Jude
Working dass Liverpoolian meets Max's sister Lucy, a typiJude (Jim Sturgess,
cal prom-queenish
the world's dos-.
honey whose vision
MOVIE
est Paul McCartney
of being together
look-alike who also
forever with her high
REVIEW
happens to possess
school
sweetheart
ACROSS THE
the same pure vocals)
shatters when he's
UNIVERSE
decides to take a holikilled in combat.
day from working
While it is through
in the shipyard and
Director: Jul* Tayrnor
Lucy and Jude that
Starring: Eran Rachel
heads to New York to
the film's external
Wood, Jim Sturgess, Joe
say "what's up" to his
conflict (Vietnam)
Anderson, Dana Fuchs
biological father, who
is inevitably woven
Genre: Musical, drama
works as a janitor for
between, it is Max
Rating: P6-13 for drug
Yale.
that leaves a lasting
content, nudity, violence
En route he colimpression as the
and language
lides with the evermovie's fresh faced,
Running Time: 131 min.
loveable rapscallion
comcdic gem.
Max (Joe Anderson),
The rest of the film
a soon-to-be Yale dropout, proud ultimately proves that The Beatof the fact that he has managed to les' music is infinitely adaptable.
"piss off" every professor he's ever In "Across the Universe; an entire
studied under.
generation is captured in lyric
Jude, Max and Max's room- the revolutionary consciousness,
mates have a drunken romp the anti-war movement, the flowand hoot around the prestigious ering hippie children, the burst of
campus for a night, engaging in rock and it's all narrated through
dassic-college-chump tomfool- a pleasing mélange of some of the
ery that would probably instill a Fab Four's greatest hits.

ball players while singing a slow
version of
Wanna I !old Your
Hand" is weird, but interestingly
different.
At times the film is nothing
short of visual deliciousness,
thanks to its immensely creative
director Julie Taymor, the same
woman who earned high acclaim
for bringing "The Lion King" to
Broadway.
Known for her elaborate costumes and use of large marionettes, Taymor's artistic touches
are bizarre and transcendental,
particularly the wacky kaleidoscopic circus headed by Mr. Kite

ï
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Photo couttay of Ma AVM

Evan Rachel Wood and Jim Sturgess star in "Across the Universe," a

modem movie musical Inspired by
the music of The Beatles.

As the movie progresses, Max,
Lucy and Jude move in with the
Janice Joplin-ish Sadie (Dana
Fuchs) and cohabitatc with other
counterculture in lower Manhattan, including Sadie's guitar player
and lover, the very Jimi Hendrixish Jo Jo (Martin Luthcr), along
with a young lesbian named Pru-

dence (T.V. Carpio) whose opening scene as a cheerleader gliding
through a mess of tackling foot-

(Eddie lizard).
At this point the gang has already taken a road trip on a lovebus while tripping out on hallucinogens. So by thc time they
wander into the lovely madhouse
of Mr. Kite and float to a ncw level
of lunacy, the audience has had
time to adjust to the fact that thc
movie navigates in and out of reality.

The film reaches its height of
absurdity as our protagonists
become thc spectators of a psychedelic circus brought to life
via strange animation, freaky
performers and large, skulking
puppet men with oddly-shaped
heads.

See MUSICAL, page 15
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Drive Inn welcomes a 1

Daniel Walters
Opinions Editor

Clipper Anderson
Trio to pe;form
at CenterStage

It has been two years since alumnus AJ
lived in the off-campus house called
the Drive Inn. But when Hanenburg was looking for a place to live this year, he didn't hesitate
I lanenburg

t.44'
..rtr

to return to the Drive Inn and sleep on the big
red wrestling mat on the deck.
"We're more than happy to house anyone or
feed anyone," said Drive Inn resident junior Michael Johansen.
Another resident, junior Taylor Storm, estimates that around 30 individuals visit the Drive
Inn a week. And that's not including Young Life
kids.
The Drive Inn is thc home of both thc North
Central High School Young Life club and the
-;74 annual Last Chance Summer Dance.
Besides official events, residents of the Drive
Inn juniors Storm, Johansen, Tyson Nlotsenbocker, LJ Lomas, Nate Hadley, Ryan 'flick and
senior Graham Monteleone say thcy appreciate impromptu visits.
"We're honestly stoked when anybody's over
here: Motsenbocker said.
The Drive Inn invites visitors to watch sports
games on the big screen TV, cat at the sprawling
homemade wooden table or fire a few arrows at
the picture of a bike thief at thc archery range
out back.
Visitors can even take advantage of the versatility of the Big Red Mat, what Drive Inn
residents call the wrestling mat lying on their

deck
The mat is a central part of Drive Inn lore.
"Big Red Mat just magically appeared here
onc night," MotsenbocIcer said.
Hanenburg provided more information
about its origins.
"Somebody stole the Big Red Mat from a

This week at ella's Supper
Club at CenterStage downtown, the Clipper Anderson Trio will be performing
on three separate nights.
The shows will run from
9 p.m. to midnight this
Thursday through Saturday,
Oct. 25 to Oct. 27. Cost is
$1.

Comedian to
446

JuniorTyson Motsenbodcerand Senior Graham Monteleone hang out at the Drive Inn on Thursday,
Oct.18.The Drive Inn hosts the North Central High School Young Ufe dub each week.

high school," Hanenburg said. "It's been used
for climbing practice, putting practice and
slumber parties:
The mat serves as a portable guest room,
Hadley said. When friends or family would
spend the night, he'd let them talce his room,
while hell flop himself down on the Big Red
Mat.
"It's pretty much the heart of the house: Johansen said.
It's ironic, then, that the mat is red, Storm

SAVING THE LAST CHANCE SUMMER DANCE

The Last Chance Summer Dance hasn't always been held at the Drive Inn, Hanenburg

said.
In 2005, a small Ivanhoe house hosted the
dance but almost paid a high price.
"You could see the floor flexing, like, eight
inches, and the paint would crack," Hanenburg
said.

added.

Caitlin Richmond
Staff Writer
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NativeEnergy by helping
build new Native American
and family-farmer-owned
Acoustic folk-rock artist renewable energy projects,"
Brandi Carlile will be play- according to thc NativeEn.
mg at 8 p.m. on Wednesday, crgy Web site.
Oct. 24 at thc Big Easy ConThat vision will be
achieved by changing how
ccrt House.
Carlile is headlining the they transport gear, how
"VI11 You Oughta Know they power the concert
Tour," which
stages
and
off
how fans get
kicked
Sept. 6 in Euto and from
CLICK IT
gene,
the show. The
Ore.,
10 listen to Brand i Cathie online,
visit brandica rlilesorn.
and cnds Nov.
carbon dioxide emissions
2 in Seattle.
She will be
from these
playing with A Fine Frenzy, activities would be equivawhich is the band name for lent to a car driving over
thc music of Alison Sudol, three million miles.
who sings and plays piano.
On hcr Web site, Carlile
Tickets are $15 at tick- encourages her listeners to
ctswest.com and $17 at the become active in betterdoor. Fifty ccnts of cach ing the environment. She
ticket will go to the non- writes, "Passive thinking
profit organization Reverb, and our ability to forget is
which seeks to educate and what leaves us vulnerable,
engage musicians and fans unprepared and ignorant
to promote environmental of the environmental and
social issues we should be
sustainability.
"With this donation, Re- facing and working on:
verb will help Brandi plan speaking specifically about
an environmentally sus- Hurricane Katrina.
tainable tour and will offset
Shc listed several 'Web
the estimated global warm- sites fans can visit to find oring carbon dioxide emis- ganizations to help increase
sions from thc tour with environmental awareness,

GRAPEVINE HUMOR

See DRIVE INN, page 15

such as Green Dimes and
the United Way.
Carlile has released an
acoustic EP and two fulllength .CDs, the most recent is "The Story...* She was
signed to Columbia Records
in 2004 and has been touring sincc 2005, when she
'released her first full-length
CD, which was a self-titled
album.
Brothers Tim and Phil
Hanscroth played guitar
and bass on the first album
and have continued to play
with Carlile as part of her
band.
On her most recent CD,
Carlile collaborates with the
Indigo Girls. She says some
of her influences include
Radiohead and Jeff Buckley, according to a "Rolling
Stone" article.
Carlile has played with
artists such as Ray LaNlontagne and The Fray. Three
of her songs have been used
in the ABC show "Grey's
Anatomy," something that
helped her music reach a
%vider audience.

Looking for a super
spooky experience? Look
no further than Whitworth's own McMillan Hall.
Mac will host its ::annual
haunted house at 8 p.m.
this Wednesday, Oct. 24,
in Mac. The haunted house
costs $3. Students can sign
up for a time and wait in
Warren Hall beginning at
8 p.m.
Don't forget to check out
the Monster Mash dance in
Warren that night as well.
For more information,
contact Michael Harri at
x1819 or mharri10@whitworth.edu.

tad,

Whitworth jazz
combos to play
Photo courtesy of btunIcarlik.com

Contact Caitlin Richmond at caitlin.richmond@
whitworthian.com.

I

Brand( Carlile, an acoustic folk-rock artist, will perform at 8
p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 24 at the Big Easy Concert House.
Indle-pop band A Fine Frenzy will open for Carlile.

TYPICAL PARENTS'WEEKEND QUOTES

rThat car you gave me? Turns out, it's flammable."

1"Vow! How were you able to afford a couch
with that impressive of a stain?"

0"Those quotes on the quoteboard are taken
completely out of context."

I"'We're paying 30 grand and you take four
classes of Ceramics?"

I"Why is that... thing... drawn on your whiteboard?"

I"Yes, I have started using that word. Glad
you've noticed."

1-0h... so that's why you hate your roommate
so much."

1.41Vait. You go to Vhitworth? I thought you
went to a prestigious school like Whitman:

t."That's it. NVe are officially estranged."

I"Let's pull a father-son prank on Mac!"

University. We're a university now."

Utah-born,
Mormonraised comedian Bengt
Washburn will perform at
8 p.m. this Thursday, Oct.
25 at the Brickwall Comedy
Club in downtown Spokane.
In 1998 Washburn vy-as a
finalist in the International
Seattle Comedy Competition, and in 2001 he won
the San Francisco Comedy
Competition. His shows
are largely autobiographical
and have been described
as "intelligent, poignant,
quirky, sill» unique and
surprisingly universal considering the subject matter,"
according to kellypro.com.
The event costs 56 at the
door.

Annual Mac
Haunted House
aims to spook

I"I'm an English major, Dad! And there's
nothing you can do about it!"

r

entertain Oct. 25
at comedy club

Erica Maintt/Whitworthian

Brandi Carlile brings folk to Big Easy
:

A&E
BRIEFS

concert Oct. 23
The jazz combos concert
will be held at 8 p.m. today,
Oct. 23, in the Music Recital Hall.
The concert will feature
two groups of five students

performing music from
composers such as Irving
Berlin, Nicholas Payton,
Wayne Shorter and Pat
Methcny.
This event will be free for
Whitworth students.
For more information,
contact Joan Lad: at x3280
or jlack@whitworth.edu.
Compiled by Katie Dotan
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PREVIEWS
CARRIE UNDERWOOD
Album: 'Carnival
Rkle

Sam Gregory

the growth group to bccomc a fraternal, social gathering.
"We want to keep Jesus at the
Christ the Redeemer Church center: Choi said. "l'm thankful
(CTR) seeks to reach non-believ- for people who come (to YACI1).
ers, build up Christians and send I hope that people would come,
out disciples, all with thc gospel, be loved and be challenged: Choi
lead pastor Paul Rees said. CPR said.
Rees said CPR used to have a
has numerous growth groups anynumbcr of Whitworth students in
one can join at any time.
At 7 p.m. on Tuesdays, YACTR attendance but lately they've been
low on Whitworth
(Young Adults Christ
because
students
The Redeemer), a
most of the former
growth group designed
CHRIST THE
students have gradufor young adults from
REDEE MER
ated.
age 18 to 28 meets.
"We love hming
The group is led by
toation:
studcnts: Rees said.
Jae Choi, a member of
1523 W. MaBon Ave
-They're a blessing
thc church and a gradTime: Sunday 10 a.m.
to us, and we would
uate of its Ministry
Phone:15091818-3140
like to be a blessing
Training Strategy, and
Denomina don:
to them. Whitworth
is held in his parcnts'
Non-denorrima tional
students will find a
house.
Web: christredeemescom
The growth groups
friendly, loving family at CM"
focus on Bible study
and prayer. During the meeting
He said there are nume rous ways
time, they split into male and fe- Whitworth students can get conmale groups and pray for each nected with CTR: they can attend
other. Choi said the reason he has conferences, serve as interns and
thcm do this is because he wants work in para-church ministries.
-We have a real heart for raising
prayer to be a part of their lives.
Our natural tendrucy is to drift up the next generation ofChristian
away from God; to make light of leaders: Rees said. "We also have a
Christ's suffering, to make light real heart for mission work.of His dominion over all things:
crit holds a two-year program
c-alled Ministry Training Strateg),
Choi said.
Choi said the growth group's which trains young members of
main goal is to be an extension of CTR by involving them in ministhe church and to know and enjoy try and personally engaging them
God as a gospel-centered commu- in prayer and Bible study.
nity.
"We're interested in planting
He said he wanted to make dis- churches," Choi said. -We want to
ciples of Jesus Christ and to get train pastors and plant churches:
people involved in the group to
Christ the Redeemer came from
help them grow, hence the term an unusual background: it began
-growth group:
whcn a group of people left St.
Choi said he doesn't just want John's Cathedral because they felt
Staff Writer

Label: Arista

Genre: Pop,
country

****T1';
Since winning the fourth
season of "Americ-an Idol,"
Carrie Undenvood's first
album "Some Hearts" has
gone six times platinum
and earned her international fame through such hits as
"Before He Cheats."
Her second album, "Carnival Ride: released today,
is equally powerful. The
first single, "So Small: is
already a popular radio hit.
The album as a whole is
more mature than her first
release, and its powerful vocal melodies and catchy refrains are a shining example
of country pop music.
COHEED AND CAMBRIA
Album:14o
Wotid Foe Tana-

row'
Label: Sony
Genre: Progressive. alternative rock

*** *

Church focuses on gospel

f_Lf

Cohced and Cambria is
a New York-based progressive alternative rock band
known for its creative conccpt albums. Each record
tells a part of an overarching story the band calls The
Amory %Vars.
No Wrorld For Tomorrow" is the final chapter
of this story. Filled with
intense guitar riffs and
progressive melodies, No
World For Tomorrow" is
also much more lyrically
intense. Drawing from thc
death of a relative and band
turmoil, lead singer Claudio
Sanchez takes listeners on a
journey through the world
of progressive rock.

Erica Nrshttiltlutwithian

Jae Choi, a member of Christ the Redeemer church, leads the growth group,
Young Adults Christ the Redeemer, which meets at 7 p.m. on Tuesdays.

author of -The Discipline of Spiri-

it was not teaching the Bible correctly.

tual Discernment:*
Every year, CTR hosts a conference for pastors and Bible teachers
called the Workshop on Biblical
Exposition, which is created by the
Charles Simeon Trust.
Workshops are held all over
the country in various churches,
and the guest speaker at this year's
workshop is William Taylor, a pastor ofan influential church in London.
Christ the Redeemer also does
mission work partnering with local organizations likc Youth for
Christ and Life Services and with
international missionaries likc
Mercy Ships and Child Evangelism Fellowship.

They formed CTR, which grew
from a few people meeting in a
living room 14 years ago. It was
influenced by Episcopal, Evangelical and Baptist denominations, but
they consider themselves non-denominational.
'We're just trying to be biblical: Choi said. "People appreciate
the hard work wc put into sound
biblical teaching. And dynamic
growth happens. People come to
our church burnt out from fundamentalist churches. But that
sounds pretentious: we're not a
perfect church."
The church focuses strongly on
expositional preaching, which is
defined as "preaching that takes
the point of the text as .the point
of the scrmon: said Tim Challies,

Contact Sam Gregory at sam.
gregory@wititworthiatt.com.
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Become a tectcher

SAY ANYTHING
Album: in
Defense of the
-

Gente

'

'X..;

Next stop: SpOkane

LabJ Records
,

Genre: Pop-

'NOVEMBEF(7:,:..6:p0',PM'SHARP

punk, experimental rock

****
Say Anything is a quirk-y

alternative rock band from
Los Angeles. Say Anything
has only one official release,
2004's --Is A Real Boy:
but numerous recordings
have been released as EPs
or leaked on the Internet.
Say Anything's sophomore album, "In Defense
of the Genre: retains the
original and sometimes
peculiar style of the band's
early work, but is more polished and slightly less bizarre. Overall, "In Defense
of the Genre" is refreshing
and creative and leaves listeners wondering exactly
what genre the band is defending,.

*****

Stars are based ors densoi. prr-refease
tracts arui articles about the alarm

Shaun Juncal, Staff Writer
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Students intern at legal center
Felicity Brigham
Staff Writer

for existence, Vander Giessen said.
After graduation, Vander Giessen would
love to work at the Center for Justice, but
The Center for Justice in downtown Spo- the Center lacks the funds to hire, he said.
kane provides a unique kind of legal assis- Employees at the Center for Justice are overtance. As a non-profit law firm, thc Center worked as it is; if they had the resources,
they would hire full
provides legal services
time. The number of
for all kinds of people,
cases
the Center has is
regardless of background
CENTER F OR JUSTICE
substantial, he said.
or income.
Location:35W. Main Ave., Suite 300
Vander Giessen and
"The Center for Justice
Phone: (509)835-5211
other interns' main jobs
was established to assist
Mission: 'The Center forJustice is a
arc to research laws,
all people in having a
non-profit law firm dedicated to the
getan understanding
voice heard," Jim Sheeexperience of justice with those of
of them and be able to
han, founder and presilimited or no resources or influence,
communicate
them.
dent of the Board of Dithrough compassion and an awareness
Vander Giessen works
rectors said on the Center
of the sacredness of the earth!
specifically with landfor Justice Web site.
Areas of law: Ovil rights, democracy/
lord/tenant issucs. One
Interns at the Center
govemment, institutional accountabilaspect ofthis is to help to
work as community adity and regional ecosystem health
sort out where responsivocates, providing practiInformation countryof eforjuitice.orr
bility lics in claims made
cal knowledge of the law
by tenants.
to disadvantaged citizens,
"I'm an advocate, I do
senior Michael Vander
not offer legal advice,
Giessen said. Vander
Giessen began interning at the Center for that would be illegal," Vander Giessen said.
All ofthe interns are supervised by staff atJustice at thc beginning of September and
plans to continue until the end of the se- torneys who have specific areas of expertise.
mester. As a speech communications major, Before the lawyers are sent any information,
Vander Giessen is required to do an intern- the interns do a review of the potential case
ship, but he specifically chose the Center for by collecting information relating to the case
Justice aftcr hearing about thc kind of work and assessing it to see if the case is eligible to
receive help from the community advocates.
it does.
Vander Giessen said he has found the If it is not. the Center for Justice can see if
Center for justice to have a more practical there is somewhere else to refer the case to.
"These people need someone to advocate
approach to improving people's living conditions. The Center for Justice has a hands- on their behalf; Vander Giessen said.
Senior Kurtis Young also interns at the
on way of helping people find a better way

collides with visions of Vietnam. Jude
wallows in his studio, pinning strawberries onto a white board during a

MUSICAL
' continued from page 12
Vhile "Across the Universe" has
received highly mixed miews, there
is no argument that Taymor took
huge risks, dared to be different and

,

'

-

.

4

;

drug-induced artistic vision, singing
a dark ballad version of "Strawberry
Fields Forever:*

Subsequently, the film cuts back
and forth between thc shiny red fruits
indulged in every artistic whim pos- dripping juice-blood and horrifying
sible. It paid off. "Across thc Uni- visions of soldiers collapsing one by
verse" is beautiful, raw,
one in rice paddies.
refreshing, original and
At this point you
haunting.
forget
you're watching
There is no argument
The advantage of
a movie because you've
that [the director] took been inevitably drawn
"Across the Universe"
huge risks, dared to be
as a movie musical alinto its heartbeat, and
be
editto
there
lows
different and indulged
just when you think
ing, dose-ups and vithe merry-go-round
in every artistic tvhim
sual effects that would
of
insanity has ceased,
possible. It paid off.
otherwise be difficult
it starts back up again.
to perform on stage.
Surprise
appearpowerEspecially
ances indude Bono,
ful is the draft scene in which Uncle Joe Cocker, Selma Hayek a.nd Eddie
Sam comes alive in the frightening Izzard.
"I NVant You" segment. Max dances a
"Across the Universe" satisfyingly
nightmarish waltz v,rith chisel-faced ends with "All You Need is Love" and
soldiers and is eventually shipped a finale probably a little too ideal to
off to war. This leads into a profound be true. But that's Hollywood for you
scene of several soldiers buckling un"yeah, yeah, yeah:
derneath the weight of Lady Liberty
while singing "She's So Heavy:*
Contact Blair Tellers at blair.tellBack in America, turmoil at home ers@whitworthian.com.

sy.

Taylor ZajierkJ117ntworthian

Senior Michael Vander Giessen sits In the lobby of the Otis Hotel on Friday, Oct. 19.The hotel,
which used to provide low-Income housing, has been scheduled for redevelopment, leaving
36 people homeless as of Wednesday, Oct. 17.

Center for Justice. Young said he hopes to
gain practical legal experience through his
internship. As an intern, Young does more
than just file papers; he is able to be a part of
the whole legal process.
The Center for Justice is important because it provides legal services for people
who would othenvise not be able to have access to them, Young said.
For Vander Giessen, interning at the Cen-

nRItir INN
continuedfrom page 13
The next year, the Drive Inn offered to host
the Last Chance Summcr Dance, thus preventing any headline-grabbing, house collapse disasters, Hanenburg said.

Although the Drive Inn missed its last chance
to hold the Last Chance dance in summer, residents are considering calling it the First Chance
Winter Dance and festooning the house with
a barrage of Christmas decorations, induding
hundreds of feet of Christmas lights, a motorized sleigh and an 8-foot snowman.
"You're going to be able to see the house from
spacc with all the Christmas lights and snow
globes on the roof," Motsenbocicer said.
LIVING THE YOUNG LIFE

ter for Justice has been a time of self-actualization.
"I've found a place to direct my energies
in a meaningful way; Vander Giessen said,
"It's a wonderful synthesis of the practical
and the knowledge I've gained through my
years here [at NVhitworthr
Contact Felicity Brigham at ftlicity@
brigham.whitworthian.cont.

director for northwest Spokane, the responsibility is on Whitworth students to run North
Central's Young Life program, regional trainer
for Young Life Kent McDonald said.
Last year, six of the Drive Inn's nine residents
lived in the Monastery, the current Keola residence hall that was temporarily converted into
a Young Life theme house, Lomas said.
Last year, AlcDonald said, Drew Williams
and Craig Brown were involved with Young Life
as well. For the past few years, the Drive Inn has
had a Young Life and youth ministry flavor to
it, he said.
During the 2005-2006 academic year, the
Drive Inn didn't host the Young Life dub, but
most residents were theology majors, Hanenburg said. On occasion, they would have impromptu worship services.
"We'd call and let people know, and then
they'd let their friends know, and pretty soon
you have like 40 people praising," Hanenburg

On Monday nights, a cardboard sign with
"Young Life Club" scrawled on it in bright pink
spray-paint directs North Central High School
students to the Drive Inn driveway.
Every weelc, 20 to 40 high school students
meet for Young Life club, Motsenbocker said.
Without a doser spot available to the high
school, Young Life leaders Motsenbocker and
Monteleone currently hold dub meetings in the

said.
Then, as now, the Drive Inn was a frequent
stop for visitors, Hanenburg said.
"It was like going to the lounge in the dorm.
They'd just show up, walk in, hang out for a few
hours, smoke a pipe and then take off,' Hanenburg said. "That house was the dosest you could
come to living on campus, off campus:

house.
Because Young Life currently lacks an area

Contact Daniel Walters at danietwalters@
whitworthian.com.
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.,Coiflès Auditorium
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San Jose Shatis vs. Dallas Stars

Monday, Oct. 29; S p.m. on Versus
Read more online at whitwortfilan.com.
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Women's soccer set for big weekend
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer
Chalk up two more
wins for the Pirates as they
snatched two more victories this past weekend Oct.
20-21 against George Fox
University and NVillamette
University.
Picking up both wins in
the first to of a four game
home-stand puts the Pirates
at 11-1-0 on the season.

lVith both victories, the
team remains undefeated
at thc Whitworth Soccer
complex as they defeated
George Fox 4-1 and 'Willamette 1-0.
f
,
The Pirates have come
out of the gates well in re{.SIV
.
cent games scoring early.
11,4,
rk
Although it was a slow start
1
Saturday, Whitworth vas
first to strike with two goals
in quick succession leading
in to half-time.
Tw- 4
"It was a big game for us
r't
because they were in third
place, we knew we needed
to win," said junior forward
Whitney Ramsey.
In the 31st minute of the
Ouar/Whauvrthun
game a comer kick was Willamette goalkeeper Kalil Gano blocks junior defender Kelly Baker during Whitworth's 1-0 victory Oct.21.
awarded to the Pirates and
they took full advantage. comer kidc. Sophomore ten Cardwell placed the ball with just under a half hour the game was still a test.
"It was definitely a test
A high ball off the foot of midfielder Lindsey Oalces over the head of sophomore remaining.
they =Ile back and
the
when
push
helped
Crowe
Krista
Dietz
in
goalkeeper
a
ball
from
Crowe
he-i4ecl
junior forvrard Penelope
score to 4-1 with her third scored a goal:* Crowe said.
Crowe was put in to the up- into the net in the 33rd min- the 58th minute.
Whitworth responded assist of the game, as Plumb "It definitely was a good
per left comer of the goal ute taking Whitworth in to
three minutes later.
rifled the ball into the net match but we were just able
off the head of freshman half-time with a 2-0 lead.
A volley off the foot of from 20 yards out for her to fini.th really well."
Early in the second half
defender Kaylyn Plumb.
Sunday's game with lVilrust minutes later the Bucs George Fox came up with senior forward Greta Thi- second goal of thc game.
Although the score was larnette saw a lot less action
put another onc through a goal of their own when bodcau in thc 61st minute
the posts off another Crowe frcshman midfielder Kris- put the Pirates ahead 3-1 not very close, Crowe felt and a lot more nail biting.
A

ft.
1

The frustration from both
teams pushed the physicality of thc game eventually taking its toll on Plumb
who went down in the 76th
minute. After a medical
timcout was taken, she was
helped off thc field and did
not return.
The tcnsion grew as the
time remaining continued
to elapse with the scoreboard empty of goals. The
83rd minute gave Whitworth fans a scarc as Villamette took a widc open
shot from 20 yards out forcing Dietz to make the stop.
As the game tightened
and the minutcs shrunk
the Pirates kept thcir composure in the final stages of
the game.
"I don't think we get worried, we feel like we need
to step it up; we knew by
working hard a goal would
comer Ramsey said.
Less than a minute later, senior midfielder Jae!
Hagerott received a pass
from Ramsey at the right
side of the 18 yard box before driving it to the inside
of the left post for the gamewinning goal.
Willamette was unable to
answer with only 6:14 remaining in thc game.
Looking to carry their
momentum to next weekend the Pirates are looking
for revenge on the one team
to blemish their Northwest
See BIG WEEKEND, page 19

Football falls short in
nonconference game
Garett Myers
Staff Writer

lhe Whitworth

Pirates (5-2), winners of

five in a row, fell to the Azusa Pacific Uni-

versity Cougars (4-5) 38-34.
Sophomore running back Adam Anderson led the Pirates with 149 yards rushing
and three touchdowns. Junior quarterback
Kory Kemp gained
97 yards and added a
score on the ground.
Senior running back
Chris Ahsing carried
21 times for 96 yards
Taylor Zaiieriiliautworth'un

Senior midfielder Ryan Powers dribbles the ball down the left side of the field towards Willamette goalkeeper Scott Klein during Whitworth's 2-1 victory over Willamette on Oct. 21.

Bucs eek out victories

Ryan Georgi off
Staff Writer

Showing strong play over the weekend,
the men's soccer team pulled out a 4-3
against George Fox University Saturday
and a 2-0 win against Willamette University Sunday at the Whitworth Soccer complex. The wins helped the Bucs maintain
their position at the top of the Northwest
Conference with a 10-1 record in confer-

ence, 12-2-1 overall.
"The games (this weekend' were good
we won," Whitworth Head Coach Sean
Bushey said. "I thought we did a good job

creating opportunities to scorer
Junior midfielder Keith Kirsch played a
big role in the Pirates win against George
Fox, putting away two goals on the day.
The Bruins struck first when Carlos Pehr
slipped the ball past sophomore goalkeeper Scott Barnum in the 23rd minute.
Kirsch tied it up with a wide-open shot
seven minutes later on an assist from senior forward Curtis Flournoy.
Kirsch then followed up his score with
another in the 68th minute, giving the Pirates to a 2-1 lead. Kirsch's two goals gave

See VICTORIES, page 19

and a touchdown.
The Pirates totaled
349 rushing yards in
the game.
The Cougars were
ANDERSON
led by senior quarterback Rudy Carlton
who tossed five touchdowns, four to junior
wide receiver Jon Davis.
Defensively, senior linebacker Greg
Caster led the Pirates with nine tackles and
one forced fumble while senior linebacker
Casey Clifton chipped in with eight tackles.
Senior safety Jay Tully had seven tacldes, a
forced fumble and a fumble recovery for the
Pirates.
It was Homecoming for the Cougars,
which brought over 3,000 fans out to the
game.
"It was a really cool environment down
there; Homecoming definitely added to the
environment and raised the energy level,"
senior defensive lineman Peter Clark said.
Tully agreed.

"The energy was great and it's ahvays
fun to beat a team on their Homecoming,"
Tully said. "Unfortunately we couldn't get it
done."
Anderson also enjoyed the feel of thc sta-

dium.
"Having the game at night added a 'Friday
Night Lights' aspect to the game," Anderson
said.
made it more fun to play inr
It was also a Homecoming of sorts for
Head Coach John Tully, who played quarterback for Azusa Pacific in the early '70s.
"All the players know this is where coach
played but we treat it just like any other
game," Clark said.
Whitworth scored first on a 5-yard touchdown run from Ashing in the first quarter
before Azusa Poetic stormcd back with 21
unanswcrcd points. Carlton connected
twice with Davis and once with senior wide
receiver Todd Wilson to go up 21-7.
Whitworth bounccd back to tic thc score
up on two Anderson touchdown scores, one
from four yards out and one from a yard
out, to knot thc game at 21 as both teams
headed into thc locker room.
In the third quarter, Azusa struck first after a 56-yard kickoff return that put them in
good field position. Carlton connected with
Davis again for their third touchdown of the
game on a 7-yard touchdown strike.
Whitworth responded on the next drive,
which w-as capped by a 15-yard touchdown
run by Anderson for his third scorc to knot
the game at 28.
The blocking was fantastic: Anderson
said. "They opened up holes for mc to run

it

See NONCONFERENCE,

page 17
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Volleyball splits matches again

In the Saturday night match versus Linfield, the Pirates
couldn't kccp the momentum from the night before, losing
28-30, 30-25, 30-28, and 30-22.
Rusch led the Pirates with 18 kills and four blocks. Moore
had 16 kills and 28 digs.
%Vhitworth is now 5-7 in the NWC and 10-11 overall.
"%\e are definitely looking fonvard to these next few
(matches); Solbrack said.
lhe Pirates take on the University of Puget Sound and Pacific Lutheran University in Tacoma Oct. 26-27.

through and once I broke through the initial line,
the receivers did a great job of holding their blocks,
which allowed me to get more yards."
Sophomore kicker Ben Hanson drilled a 45-yard
field goal on the ensuing drive to give Azusa a 31-28
advantage going into the final quarter.
The fourth quarter started with Whitworth taking a 34-31 lead on Kemp's 17-yard touchdown run;
however, Whitworth sophomore wide receiver/kicker Andy Largent could not convert the extra point.
After holding the Cougars to a punt, Whitworth
marched down to the Musa Pacific 22-yard line before Anderson was stripped of the ball. Azuza recovered the fumble and then came away with a 43-yard
touchdown toss from Carlton to Davis, to restore the
Cougar lead at 38-34.0n the drive, the Cougars were
able to convert two key third-and-long situations
against the Pirates.
VVhitworth failed to score on their next possession, failing to convert on a fourth-down gamble.
Azusa took over on downs with a chance to run the
dock out.
%Vith one minute left, however, Azusa had the ball
stripped by senior defensive back Ryan Marshall on
an Azusa run after electing to not call for a quarterbadc Icneel to kill the dock
%Vhitworth stopped the run effectively, holding
the Cougars to only 47 yards rushing all game. Tully
said the tcam was a passing play or two from keeping
the game alive.
We stopped the run really well," Jay Tully said.
"We just couldn't make a play on the pass down the
stretch;
The Pirates were left with 80 yards of field to cover with one timeout in the last minute of the game.
Whitworth was able to get the ball to their own 49y-ard line before Kemp was forced to heave a long Hail
Mary pass to the end zone, which fell incomplete.
"The game went down to the wire; Clark said. "We
can't be too hard on ourselves because it was a game
°finches, but it's tough to come out on the losing side
of such a close garne."
Whitworth will travel to Willamette University on
Oct. 27 to take on the Bearcats in a crucial Northwest
Conference dash.
Willamette is currently third in the conference
standings, The Pirees beat the Bcarcats last se-ason
28-14 at the Pine Bowl. The game kicks offat 1 p.m.

Contact Danika Heatherly at danika.heatherly@whitworthlaricom.

Contact Garett Myers at garett.myers@whitworthian.com.

Danika Heatherly
Staff writer
Even though the Whitworth volleyball team started off on
the right foot, defeating %Villamette University Oct. 19, Whitworth couldn't hold on to win Oct. 20 in a Northwcst Conference match against Linfield College.
Whitworth topped %Villarnette 34-32, 28-30, 30-27, 30-22.
"We knew it would be a tough match; senior outside hitter Cassie Moore said. "Anyone in our conference could beat
anyone else on any given day:'
Junior middle blocker Sarah Rusch led the Pirates in breaking their three-game skid with 18 kills and seven blocics.
With the score tied at 26 late in the first game, a Willamette
thneout gave the Bearcats momentum. But a ldll from Moorc,
one of her 11 on the night, and another from junior middle
blocker Holly Tomlin gave Whitworth thc 32-31 advantage
on the way to the eventual Pirate victory.
After losing points to Pirate
"We knew it would be
crrors, junior outside hitter NikIdl3ardwell added another kill to
a tough match. Anyone
put the Pirates in the lead again.
In our conference could
A serve from junior libero Bethbeat
anyone else on any
any Castilleja set Whitworth up
given day."
by two to win the first game of
the match 34-32.
Cassie Moore, senior
"Having Bethany in the back
helps us out a lot; Moore said.
After playing 3-4 points behind the Bearcats for most of the game, Whitworth took
advantage of some %Villamette errors and made key plays
to nearly upset the game-leading Bearcats. At 28-29 the
Bearcats called a timcout to regroup and were able to hold off
the Pirates, beating them 28-30.
Moore started game three with a serving run to put thc
Pirates in a comfortable 5-1 lead. Bardwell added two kills to
extend the lead and %Vhitworth pulled off a 30-27 win heading into thc fourth game.
The Pirates and Bearcats wcrc neck and nedc throughout
game four until %Villamette called a timeout. Whitworth uscd
it to take a five point lead, making it 18-13. "%Valk the Plank,"
fans chanted as Bardwell and freshman right side hitter Randi Stephens combined to finish off the game. Junior right side
hitter Jill Solbrack said the team's new setup may give Whitworth an adrantage.
"Hming Bethany in the back and Cassie on the outside
gives the tcam a different look, especially when wc are meeting these, conference teams for tlie second time in the season," Solbrack said.

NONCONFERENCE
continuedfrom page 16

-

'cue aatifIVIntworthian

Junior setter Holly Ridings sets the ball up for junior middle
blocker Sarah Rusch during Friday's win against Willamette.
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S'EMIN-AR & JOB FAIR
And Auto Repair

Professional sports teams from around the West will be posting jobs &

internships, interviewing and hiring for ¡abs in the sports industry. There

will also be guest speakers and an entire day of sports related activities.
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Whitworth Faculty,
Students, and
Parents receive

TEAMS INCLUDE:
Tri-Gty Dust Devils

EXTRA DISCOUNTS
on all purchases!

Yakima Bears

Get Ready For. Winter!

Wenatchee Applesox

Lube,.oil, and filter charige
Cooling system flush

Everett Aquasox

FRIDAY, NOV 16th
SPOKANE ARENA

SPOKANE WA

Seminar & Job Fair Registration is $75. The fee includes full participation in
the event, lunch and a ticket to the Spokane Chiefs Hockey game that evening.
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Whitworth Intramural Report

NWC
mostavoiSt COuntorce

The Ninfa Turtles, The Royalty end tied

/MC
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HEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Nanette
p.m.
Satuntay, Oct. 27

p

MEN'S SOCCER

two scores at any point in the game.
"The game was real fast paced, it was
exhausting." The Royalty junior Barrett UrOn Tuesday, Oct. 16, The Ninja Turtles ness said.
With one minute left in the second half.
and The Royalty faced off in a game that
Royalty were up 8-7 before The Ninja
The
Crocco
Ozzie
captain
The Ninja 'Wales
'Males tossed one in for thc tie. In a last
called the biF,gest game of the year.
The Ninja Turtles coming off a decisive ditch effort, The Royalty tossed one to
the end zone with seconds
win Oct. 11 against Muremaining, but were shut
The
Royalty,
tumbo, and
FRISBEE
down by lbe Ninja "'links
continuing to look sharp
INTRAMURAL MOMINT
defense.
through the first two weeks
The game ended in an 8-8
of play, set the stage for a
tic, continuing to fuel The Ninja 'Walesfast paced strategic game.
Having previously lost in their past match Royalty rivalry. With the tie on the da»
up, The Royalty came out focused and pre- both teams go down to the wire in a dog
pared for a hard fought, defensive match up fight for third and fourth place.
against a tough Ninja Turtle Team.
Contact IC McAkavey at jcancaleavq0
The score went back and forth between
both teams, no.team leading by more then whirworthinn.corn.

JC McAleavey
Staff Writer

FOOTBALL

.

WC

ALL

North Side Boys stuff Phat Kids in two

[WHIIWOR111.31

Tighties for their first game
of the season.
With enthusiasm from
both sides, thc game was
a mixture of intensity, and
action. The Phat Kids Who
Love Cake c.ame out in their
honorary pink team jerseys,
complete with nick names,
and showed some signs of
promise early. Freshman

UPS

8-1-1

13-1-1

JC McAleavey
Staff Writer

WHITMAN

5-5-1

8-7-1

Staff Writer

On Thursday, Oct. 18,
The Phat Kids Who Love
Cake faced off against 8
John and the North Side
Boys for the third game of
the intramural volleyball
season.
Having
only played
two previOUS games,
VOLLEYBALL
each team
INTRAMURAL MOMINT
was still not

For the second game in a row the Straight lbugz
have been left at the altar, as no team seems willing to
take on the top-ranked freshman squad.
The young Power league team is made up of all Baldwin-Jenkins-Tdci-Akili players and has lost only one
game aU season, currently
standing at 7-1-0.
SOCCER
Most notably the team is

sure what
to expect from themselves
or their opponents going
into the match. The Phat
Kids Who Love Cake had
dropped their last garne
against Hit That Trash.
while 8 John and the North
Side Boys defeated Whitey

2
3-6-1

UNFIELD

GfOGE FOX
WILLAMETTE

7-6-1

3-10-3

0-104

2-12-2

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth rs. Puget Sound

Saturday. Oct 27 @ 23O pm.

WOMEN'S SOCCER

WC

11-1-0

ALL

14-1-0

GEORGE FOX

6-5-1

9-6-1

MAIM

3-7-2

442

WI

l410711.
Lot

2-9-1

2-10-2

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Puget Scond

Satuniay, Oct 27 @ noon

1Vate

Otiaditlatavrthian

Sophomont Marco Garcia tres to control the ball during
an intramural soccer game last week.

Straight Thugz win again
Jordan Rusk

INTRAMURAL MOMINT

made up of three talented
women from Jenkins, freshmen Emily Linn, Corey Dugan and Katie Staudinger.
"We have the best girls in the entire league," freshman
teammate Derek Iranon said.
The Straight Thugz hope to take on The Ninja Thrtles
Oct. 22 night in Graves, but said they won't hold their
breathe.
"It's obvious why no one ever shows. they're all scared,
and I don't blame them," Dugan said.

Jonathon

Groat had
an amazing
block against
the opposing
hitter, while freshman lenny Polm played excellent as
a setter and hitter.
To add to the excitement,
cousins Caitic Storm of The
Phat Kids Who Love Cake
and Taylor Storm of 8 John
and the North Side Boys

faced each other across thc
net in a family affair.
8 John and the North Side
Boys proved to be too much
to handle for The Phat Kids,
winning consecutive games
26-24 and 25-17 and moving to 2 - 0 on the season.
"Win or lose, we cat cake
and gorge,- The Fat Kids
Who Love Cake freshman
captain Shamcrica Daniels
said.
On Oct. 23, The Phat
Kids try and turn it around
against Team Fun, while
8 John and the North Side
Boys try to keep it rolling
against Hit That Trash Oct.
31 after Fau Break.
Cotttact IC AfcAleavey
at jc.mcaltavey@whitwOrthiatt.cont.

Contact Jordan Rusk at jordan.rusk@whitworthiatt.
com.

VOLLEYBALL

WIC All.

.12-4G.194
8-4

13-8

Jordan Rusk

left the Tiny Tee's where

Staff Writer

they started, in last place.
Through it all the Tiny
Tee's have remained positive, looking forward to
next week and another
shot at their first win.

13-8

'
PACIFIC

7-5

12-7

5-7

10-11

WHITAIAN_.;...

WHrnvoRTH
GEORGE FOX
L&C

Bubblicious chews up foe

3-9

7-15

WILIAkIEITÉ '0-1'2 ' 3-18
NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth ys. Puget Sound
Thursday, Ckt. 26 @ 7 p.m.

Team
Bubblicious
proved to be too much
for the Tiny Tee's as they
lost in a two point heartbreaker.
The ChalBAS KEIBALL
lenge League
INTRAMUR AL

bottomdwellers Tiny

Tee's stayed close all game,

"As always,

the
team
fought
valMOMENT
iantly and we
will continue
too; Tiny Tee's freshman

into the fourth Scan Pullin said.
quarter with a chance at
stealingtheir first win. Yet
Contact Jordan Rusk at
in the end, Bubblicious jordan.rusk@whitworthipulled ahead 63-61 and an.com.

Come in EVERY Monday

going

INTRAMURAL GAME
OF THE WEEK
KAMCHATKA VS. THE NINJA

for

bOUBLE PUNCH Mondays!

Get 10 punches and save $5!

forget to bring your
Whitworth I D. for 10% off.

And don't

TURTLES, ULTIMATE FRISBEE
Keith kirsch

Junior
Scored two goals and assisted
two more in men's soccer wins.

Date: Oct. 23
Time:5:15p.m.
Location: The Loop

EVERY bAYI
12501 N. Hwy. 395 #6 Spokane, WA 99218 - (509) 466-4814
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Bucs run to

Hells Gate
Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor

turncd in a quality performance, coming in ninth
place with a time of 19:07.
Sophomore Annie Brin-

The Vhitworth CrossCountry team logged son was 20th, posting a
some more miles this time of 19:43. Senior Kaweekend, taking part in rissa Thomsen (19:49) in
the Lewis-Clark State Col- 21st, junior Kim Henderlege Invitational Oct. 20 son (20:12) in 22nd, sophncar Lewiston,
omore Elise
Page (21:27)
Idaho.
NEXT MEET
in
Both
the
34th
NWC CHAMPIONSHIPS
and
and
freshm en's
Date: 0(1.21
women's tcams
man AdriTime:Women @
fourth
enne Ritchie
took
Meng noon
place in the
(21:42)
in
Location: VAIlmene
meet at Hells
35th
rounded
Mission Stitt Part
Gate
State
out thc womcn's times.
Park.
which
Nearly 90
served as a precursor to
next weekends vital re- runners competed on the
gional battle, thc North- men's and women's sidcs
west Conference Champi- combined, which included
onships.
competition from NAIA
Five Whitworth men opponcnts Westminster
completed the 8k course (Utah) College, Lewiswith some solid times. Se- Clark Statc College, Uninior Bryan Jones (27:14) versity of Great Falls and
and sophomore Chris Carroll (Mont.) College.
Baldwin (27:25) set the
George Fox Univerpace for Whitworth, fin- sity will host next week's
ishing in 19th and 20th conference championship
place. Sophomore Nick meet at Willamette 111is-.
Rawson and freshman Ty- sion State Park.
Only 10 of Whitworth's
ler Alsin were not far off,
taking 27th and 30th with male and female runners
times of 27:58 and 28:50, will partake in thc meet.
The women will bcat
respectively. Sophomore
Justin Jones took 39th feet at 11 a.m., while the
men will begin at noon.
with a time of 31:33.
Six women ran the 5k
Contact Dcrck Casanorace with some equally
impressive times. Fresh- vas at dark.casadovizs@
man Kathryn Williams trkitworthian.com.

GEORGE

VICTORIES:

Tough games- ahead for men's team

continued from page 16
him his fourth and fifth of the season.
He was out last week due to some

from Kirsch and senior midfielder Ryan
Powers. The goal was Henderson's fourth
of the season.
Things heated up just after the half
issues
we
were
glad
to
have
medical
so
him back," Bushey said. "He is clearly one when in the 51st minute junior forward
John Pruch put in hic second goal of the
of the best forwards in the conference;
The Bruins immediately bounced back season on a shot from the left to the far
as Keith Marshall tied the game up a min- post, playing off assists from sophomore
ute later on a free kic.k from 35 yards out, midfielder Brent Zahn and Kirsch to beat
Willamette freshman goalkeeper Scott
as the ball skipped past Barnum.
In thc 77th minute, INhitworth seem- Klein for the score.
The remainder of the game was scoreingly clinched the game as
less, though the Pirates
Kirsch passed to junior formade 15 more shot attempts
ward Caleb Barnhill for his
afier Prugh's goal.
SOCCER
MEN'S
second goal of the season,
"We were in control, we
strildng the ball past Fox
just
needed to put them
SATURDAY, 0 CT. 20
goalkeeper Kyle Putnam.
Whitworth
away;
Dixon said.
Gene
Fox
Once again the Bruins reWhitworth
held an 11-4
sponded to the score, as Jus3
4
advantage of shots on net,
Carlos Pehr
Keith Marshall
tin Meyer put in his fourth
a 30-6 advantage of shots
(7635)
(2511)
goal of the season, bringing
Keith rusch
Justin Meyer
overall and an 8-0 advanthe game to a 3-3 tie.
(8138)
(2t45)
tage on corner ldcics in the
Finally, Whitworth senior
Keith Ugh
Skye Hendermatch.
(6736)
midfielder Skye Henderson (84:40)
Sunday's loss dropped
son flashed to the near post
Willamette
to 0-10-1 in conand headed home a corner
ference
and
2-12-2 overall.
,
21
SUNDAY
OCT.
kick from junior midfielder
Mitworth Willamette
Next week Whitworth
Travis lette to put the game
will host the University of
away for the Pirates in the
2
o
Puget Sound, who won their
84th minute.
Skye Hendermatch
against Linfield Oct.
son (2612)
The Pirates held a 14-4
21 to boost their league reJohn Prugh
advantage of shots on goal,
(5034)
cord to 8-1-1. UPS handed
and an 8-4 advantage on
the Pirates their only loss in
'corner kicks. Three of the
conference
so far this seafour shots from GFU reson,
and
the
will
match
likely
be a decidsulted in scores, as Barnum was forced
to make one save for the Bucs. Saturday's ing game for the NWC title.
"It's going to be a dogfight; Dixon said.
loss, compounded with a tic at Whitman
"We
arc going to need to-fire on all four
Sunday drops George Fox to 3-10-3 over-.
cylinders.
all, 1-7.3 NWC.
After the match Oct. 27- against UPS,
Sunday's face-off against conferencethe
Pirates host Pacific Lutheran Univertrailing Willamette kicked off with a pushsity
Oct. 28. Both games start at 2:30 p.m.
ing match at the Willamette bench in the
"Really
the focus will be the same as all
18th minute between a member of the
Bcarcats' coaching staff and Whitworth year," Bushey said. "We need to be better
senior Ben Dixon, resulting in a yellow on the attack, on defense and on making
plays; we need to make sure we impose
card for a Willamette coach.
"He deserved it he was swearing at the our style on thc game:
ref; Dixon said.
.
The game then picked up with a goal in
Contad Ryan Georg-ioff at tyan.georthe 26th minute by Henderson on assists gioff@whitworthian.com.
,

the ieague after
one-year absence
Koren Robinson, wide
receiver for the Green Bay
Packers, has been reinstated by the league after a
one-year ban for a repeated
violation of the NFI:s substance abuse policy.
The suspension came
after his involvement in
a high-speed car chase
with police. Robinson was
stopped with a blood alcohol level of 0.11, above the
legal limit of 0.08.
Robinson has spent parts
of six seasons with the Seattle Seahawks, the Minnesota
Vikings and the Packers.

Penguins send
$21 million owed
to Lemieux
Former Pittsburgh Penguins player and current
co-owner Mario Lemieux
will receive compensation
for his playing contract
with the team nearly ten
years ago.
Lemieux was owed $32
inillion when he retired
from the team in 1997. The
team's former owners filed
for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
a year later after accumulating over S120 million in
debt.
Lemieux had 690 goals
and 1,033 assists over a 17
year career.

Former Super
Bowl back dies in

4.

Fox UNIVERSITY

Robinson back in

tumble off roof

DOCTORAL PROGRAM IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

..t
.1

o

.
40

psyd.georgefox.edu

saw.

Accrdard ly t American Pgthological Association
750 First St. NEJlashington DC 20002-4242
www.apa.ory I S00-374-2721
Sate autefivhauvrthi.m

Sophomore midfielder Lindsay Oakes jumps for a header
behind Willamette defender Samantha Post during Sunday's action.

BIG WEEKEND
continuedfrom page 16

GEORGE Fox
SCHOOL OF BEHAVIORAL
AND HEALTH S'CIENCES
414 Nt. Meridian Sc. #6149
Nell-1,as, OR 97132

S00-631-0921

standings.
"It's really exciting to be
in this position; it will be
to our advantage to play
on our home field," said
Crowe.
The game will be played
at noon at the Whitworth
Soccer complex, and the
Pirates will see Pacific Lutheran University Sunday
at the same time also at
the soccer complex.

Conference record, Puget
Sound. Ramsey said Whitworth had twice as many
shots on goal the last time
the tivo faced-off, and they
will be looking to càpitalize better on their shot opportunities.
The 12-0-0 PugetSound
team sits atop the conContact Colin Zalewski
ference. A win for Whit-,
worth this Saturday would .at colin.zalewski@whitcreate a tie at the top of the worthian.com.

Unlikely Super Bowl
hero and former Green Bay
Packer Max McGee died
Oct. 20 after falling from
his roof.
McGee, 75, was the first
player. in NFL history to
score a touchdown in the
Super Bowl. McGee caught
seven passes for 138 yards
and two scores in the Packer's 35-10 ivin over the Kansas City Chiefs in 1967.
NicGee, a bac.kup to starter Boyd Dowler that season,
went out part)ing the night
before the game under the
belief he would not play.

Holmes makes
comeback, placed
on team roster
Alter suffering careerthreatening head and neck
trauma in a regular-season
game in 2005, Priest Holmes completed an improbable comeback to the NFL
by being activated by the
Kansas City Chiefs on Oct.
21 for the team's game.
Homes, 34, is a four-time
Pro Bowler and set a thenNFL record for rushing
touchdowns with 27 during
the 2003 season.

Compikd by lasmeen Cobb and
Derek Casanovas
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Saxtoberfest
saxophonist Jay Easton
made a visit to 1Vhitworth Oct.

Renowned
20.

alto, but there are multiple members in
the instrument's family, ranging in size

and shape.
His performance featured several
Easton gave an individual recital and
later joined with students front Eastern pieces including renditions on a highpitched piccolo saxophone, which is
It'ashington University, Gonzaga UniWhitworth
in
a
saxophone
only 7 inches long, along vith a deeply
versity and
orchestra, comprontised of various types toned contrabass saxophone, which
measures 6feet 4 inches tall.
ofsaxoph011 es.
Easton is famousfor playing selecEaston owns twelve different saxotions that feature multiple saxophones. phones, some costing as much as
The most common saxophone is the
$20,000.

LEFT:Visiting recitalist Jay Easton performs on his contrabass saxophone In
the Recital Hall on Oct. 20. Easton uses
a stand to hold the saxophone because
it weighs a hefty 50 pounds.
BELOW LEFT: A close up of one of Eas,

41

ton's baritone saxophones.Top-quality
saxophones can range in price from a
couple hundred to tens of thousands of
dollars.
BELOW CENTER: Senior Nathanael An-

keny practices on a soprano saxophone
before performing.
TOP RIGHT:Eastern Washington stu-

dent Andrew James pays attention to
the direction of conductor and adjunct
professor Sylvia Baker while playing
alongside 25 other saxophonists.
MIDDLE RIGHT: Easton plays his sopranino saxophone, which hits notes an
octave above the alto saxophone.
BOTTOM RIGHT:Freshman Kelsie Cole

practices her tenor saxophone with
the rest of the saxophone orchestra.
The group practiced from 930 a.m. to
noon and 1 to 3 p.m. on the day of the
performance.
All photos iy Nate Chute lOntivvrthi3n
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DO YOU HAVE SOME AMAZING SHOTS OF CAMPUS LIFE?

E-mail them to us at: photos@whitworthian.com.

,.
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Resources

New program will help
potential law students.

available
for rape
victims

OPINIONS

Health Center
offers medical

NEWS

I

Pirates sent packing

PAGE4

Pre-law program
to begin in spring

I

PAGES

care, counsel
JulieWootton
News Editor

Detectives believe a man
entered an unlocked home
on North Waikiki Road
just blocks away from
Whitworth sometime after inidnight and sexually
assaulted a female resident
on Nov. 1.
Kevin A. Thompson,
who is an Eastern Washington University student,
faces charges of first-degree rape and will enter

Give rugby team

sporting chance
Take time to untangle
insurance bureacracy.

SCENE

I

PAGE

10

a pica before a Spokane

,et4e-.4 ;
-

Pei GurstIAJlana Tit..tn
Senior midfielder Matt Friesen tries to hold off a Gustavus Adolphus College player during Friday's match in Oshkosh, Wisc.The Pirates won the first-round match 2-1 in overtime.

Exhibit celebrates

assault.

theater renovation
Ihe MAC highlights
reopening of the I'ox.

SPORTS

I

PAGE 13

MEN'S TEAM

WOMEN'S TEAM

ONLINE EXCLUSIVE

After a 2-1 triumph over
Gustavus Adolphus on Nov. 9,
the Pirates lost a 2-0 decision
to the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh on Nov. 10.

'Me women's record-breaking
season came. to a close Nov.
10 as the flues lost to the University of Puget Sound for the
third time this season.

Afen's and women's soccer
head coach Sean Bushey has
¡sis hands fidl at the helm of

See the full story inside in

See the full story inside in

SPORTS, PAGE 13

SPORTS, PAGE 13

Women swimmers
lap Seattle Univ.

two collegiate teams. But soccer isn't his only responsibility
See the full story online at

www.whitworthian.com k

Students unfamiliar with aid limits

ONLINE! THISWEEK

Federal aid good
only forfirst
bachelor's degree

Rape suspect says
he was on drugs
Read about the suspect's
first court appearance at
whitworthian.com.

Katie Goodell
Staff Writet
WORD FOR WORD
Quote of the week.

should continue to get help."
She said students usually do not
Tapia said he was frustrated his adfinish both majors until the last se- visers never told hint of this risk.
mester, but students could potentially
Certain types ofaid, such as the Pell
risk the loss of federal aid.
Grant, are limited in the fact that they
According to the
only apply to the reFederal Student Aid
cipient's first bachelor's
Web site, an educadegree. Olson said.
makes sense. But I
tional institution "must
'these federal redecide at what point it
think that until I get my strictions also apply
considers the student
to some scholarships,
diploma, I should conto have completed the
loans and work study
tinue to

it

involved:
Murray said the Health
Center recommends rape
or sexual assault victims
go to the emergency room
to complete a rape kit.
_re recommend, but
do not require, victims of
rape or sexual assault to go
to the emergency room to
take a rape test within 48
hours, even if they have
showered or bathed," Murray said.

Murray said the rape
test is an official, legal procedure and is necessary if
the victim wishes to prosecute at a later date.
Director of Counseling

.

Washington Seaetary of
State Sam Reed
&missing 60004 govemort
dunno Nov.I katar on tiemon

exm.
Read about the lecture at

it

whthrortilatueen.

IN-DEPIN

of financial aid Wendy Olson said.

As junior Mark Tapia met with his
academic adviser and registered for
get help"
courses during Advising Week Nov. baccalaureate course of
programs.
MarkTapia, junior
5-9, he was unaware that if he does study when the student
Olson said Whitnot schedule Ws remaining few se- completes
requireworth
academic
mesters at Vhitworth effectively, he ments for a degree, or
scholarships, such as
could lose federal financial aid.
when the student actually receives the the Ntind & Heart and Presidential
A double major in business and degree."
scholarships, are set up to cover eight
At Whitworth, a student officially semesters for full-time students, repsychology, Tapia could potentially
lose the federal aid he was awarded if finishes a bachelor's degree after he or gardless of whether or not majors are
he finishes one of his majors before she completes all general education completed.
his last semester at Whitworth.
requirements and those for one ma'These scholarships are offered to
"After students finish their first jor, Olson said.
incoming freshmen based on SAT
bachelor's degree, they arc no longer
makes sense," Tapia said. "But
eligible for some federal aid," director I think that until I get my diploma, I
Sec AID, page 4

' "If you try putting
a magnifying glass
on something, you're
bound to see the
warts."

OPINIONS

Director of the I lealth
and Counseling Center
Jan Murray said the licalth
Center offers medical
and counseling services to
students who are victims
of rape or sexual assault, as
well as others involved.
"'We work in tandem
with the Counseling Center," Murray said. "Ve also
offer services to anyone
else who has been deeply

Pirates daim 134-128
victory Nov. 10.

NEWS

County Superior Court
judge Nov. 1.1.
The Health and Counseling Center, as well as
the greater Spokane arca,
provides resources for student victims and those affected by rape and sexual

2
5
8

SONE
SPORTS
VflUTpScS

10
13
16

GRAMMY ARTIST PERFORMS

I

PAGE 8-9
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Services Janelle Thayer
said the evidence from the
rape kit is recorded in the

victinis medical files.
Thayer said someone
from the Spokane County
Police department would
meet with the victim to interview him or her.

See RESOURCES, page 3
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The George Whitworth Rugby
Football Club may have played its
last game of the season Nov. 3, but
it Ivill continue tø strive to seek
university affiliation, said senior
Josef Bookert, president of the
men's rugby team.
Currently, the rugby club has no
official affiliation %vith the university and therefore cannot practice
on school grounds, Bookert said.
The club features both a men's
and %vomen's team. Bookert said
the men's team has an average of
14 regular players, while thelvoinen's team has eight.
The Nov. 3 game against Gonzaga's men's club was Whitworth's
last of the season, Bookert said.
The tvomen did not play any games
this season.
Gonzaga's rugby clubs are affiliated %vith Pacific Northtvest Rugby
Union.
Freshman Katie Anderson,
president of the svomen's team,
said both teams plan to resume
practice in the spring when the
weather improves.
Practices and games will likely
begin in March, Bookert said.
Since the teams cannot practice
on campus, the players must go
to Holmberg Park to train, which
can create problems since the field
is oftcn full, Bookert said.
"It's an unreliable place to practice, and it's not as %yell-manicured,
which makes the risk of injury

higher," Bookert saitl.
Anderson said practicing at
Holmberg also creates problems
for students who have class at a
certain time, svhich is a deterrent
for some potential players.
"Some girls can't make it because they have class right afterwards, and it's too far a distance
to be practical," Anderson said.
"When a player has to leave early
from a practice that generally only
lasts about an

hour-and-ahalf, it's just
not svorth it."

Bookert

said the group
has formed a

committee k)
look into the
BOOKERT

Senior

"Hopefully
pave thc
for either
next semester
or next year's
club, although
it's more likely
sve won't be
affiliated until
ANDERSON
at least next
Freshman
year," Bookert
said.
Director of student activities
Dayna Coleman-Jones said thc
high-risk of rugby is a leading factor in the consideration of making
the club official.
"There are a lot of risk management items the university would
have to put into play before the
team could be a chartered ASWU
organization,"
Coleman-Jones
said.
According to the Oct. 17 ASWU
meeting minutes, Coleman-Jones
%vay

minutes.
Bookert said the team currently
has liability insurance through
USA Rugby, the official union kg
all American rugby teams.
"The plan requires that each
member already has a minimum
of S100,000 in (health insurance]:
Bookert said.
According to the meeting minutes. Bookert and a few other
members from the men's rugby
team made a presentation to
ASW U asking for support.
Bookert said the team liad
been told the insurance coverage
was not enough. according to time
meeting minutes.
Vice president for finance and
administration Brian Benzel said
the issue involves more than just
insurance.
Benzel said in order for the university to consider adding the rugby club, the costs and risks of such
a club must be assessed first.
"We don't %vant to go in and
start doing something and then
not have the proper management,
the proper facilities, the training,
or equipment," newel said.
Benzel said the university has to
be responsible tvith its resources.
'ibis is about being responsible to students, their families
and non-participants in rugby:
Henze! said. "It's not about saying
we don't want to have any risk.
because there's always risk in life.
You assume risk when you get up.
or when you open a door."
In a society that is fond of lawsuits, the university is forced to
take precautions to minimize the

impact of possible litigation, Benzel

e ed to consider how pie.
pared we are tu have an administrator problem-solving if there's an
accident: newel said. he litigation involved %vith these things is
very time-consuming and expensive, so we want ti) try to minimize

1

thilsi"an accident were to happen

on the rugby team, the university's
insurance company %vould most
likely pay the settlements, but the
costs would be reflected in an increase in the premium, lime]
said.ve
t want to have the financial resources of time university
to be used in such a way," Beam
said. "Ve tant to spend our money on teaching and learning, not
on high insurance."
It's also a matter of making
choices, Benzel said.
"There's a lot of things %veil like
to do, but we just can't do everything," Benzel said. "There are limits to how much we can take on at
any given point in time."
Junior Cameron Keirnes, captain of the men's rugby team and
temporary coach for time women's
team, said time university has been
respectful in its dealings with time

issue.
"I think that if we work together
with Whitworth, one day %ve can
have a successful rugby club with
good participation." Keitnes said.
Hemel said the issue will continue to be examined.
"It's just not the right tinte :tots.,"
Benzel said. "I think there will be
future consideration of these issues and decisions made about
them."

Contact Aforgan Feildes at morgan.fiqdcserwhitwortItian.cont.
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conferenceMiss Idaho USA
of two
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Church
Read recaps
lectures on the
Emergent Church and its movement

for world Christianity.
SCENE: From Whitworth

to the real world

Read

two stories about alumni
who have thrived after college.
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Christina Chea
Staff Writer
Junior Tracey Brown,
who was Miss Idaho 2005
for the Miss Idaho Scholarship Program, was recently crowned Miss Idaho USA 2008.
"It's an exciting time
and I am anxious to see
what opportunities will

open up from this experience; Brown said.
Brown was crowned
Miss Idaho USA 2008 on
Oct. 13 at Albertson College in Caldwell, Idaho.
was nerve-wracking

it

when they
liad
narrowed
the
field down to
myself and
one
other
girl," Brown
said. "I was
so thrilled

lien

The University of St. Thomas School of LaW offers a rich

curriculum, a nUtionally recognized mentor externship
.piogram, a missiiin that integrares faith and reason, and the
,opPtiriunity to learn fronl

exceptionalfacuity, piepaiing.

1.,

students io practke. law at the IligliestleVels;. And for the
sect-311.4,year in a

nation s

1

row in 2006, students ranked OST taw.

they
my

pageant, according to the
Miss Idaho Scholarship
Program Web Site.
"Tracey was Miss Idaho
with our program back
in
2005'
Brenda
Tanabe, executive director
of the Miss Idaho Scholarship Program. "She is currently Miss Idaho USA,
which is a totally different
program."
Debbie G. Brown, Tracey's mother, has supported Tracey since she began
competing in pageants.
"When Tracey was a
junior at Post Falls High
School, she decided to

participate

"My goal fo r Miss USA
is to just represent

Idaho, my faith and
myself in the best
possibl e way."
Tracey Brown,

in the Junior
Miss
program," Debbie
Brown
said. "All of
her friends
did the program as well
and they enjoyed practicing for the

junior
called
name."
program:
The twonight competition for
Tracey was Idaho's JuMiss Idaho USA included nior Miss in 200-1, Debbie
a judge's interview, swim- Brown said.
suit competition, evening
After winning Miss Idagown and on-stage ques- ho, Tracey lived with the
tion, Brown said.
state director for the Miss
Brown will represent Idaho Scholarship ProIdaho at the Miss USA gram for a year to prepare
2008 competition. Ac- for Miss America, Debbie
cording to the Miss USA Brown said.
"While at Miss America,
Web Site,' the Miss USA
competition is generally she won the Quality of Life
held in February or March. Award and scholarship
lbe location and specific money, which has helped
date for the Miss USA her tuition at Whitworth,"
competition has not yet Debbie Brown said.
been announced.
Currently,
Tracey
The winner of the Miss Brown is an intern at
USA competition MONTS KXLY channel four and
on to represent her coun- is planning to graduate in
try in the Miss Universe the spring with a degree in

competition.
"It has been a challenge trying to explain to
everyone the difference
between the two Miss
Idaho titles, but everyone
has been very supportive,"

journalism and a minor in
political science, she said.
"My goal for Miss USA
is to just represent Idaho,

my faith and myself in the
best possible way," Brown
said.

13rown said.

law.school for' best quality of life, according.

to the Princeton Review. It is time to consider, c e

The Miss Idaho Scholarship Program correlates
with the Miss America

at

Contact Christina Chea
christina.cheagithit-

ivorthian.00111.

,

niversiti.of St. Thoinas for yotir law, degree.,
RESOURCES
continued from page

For more infoimation or to schedule' a campus visit:

651) 962-4895 (800) 328-6819, Ext. 2-4895
lawsblioOlOstthomas.edti.
www.sttluimassédisilaAr
.

itsiTt
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"Our (Health Center's]
primary role is to care for
the victim in any way we
can; Murray said.
Murray said seeing
victims of rape or sexual
assault is not a common
occurrence in the Health

"The victim is counseled regarding the option
of pressing charges, but
even if he or she doesn't
want to at the time, it is Center.
possible to do
at a later time
READ MORE k
because of all
the gathered Read about procedures for

evidence,"
lhayer said.

reporting a rape or sexual
assault,Whitworth's rape
hotline and other resources
available in Spokane at

Camp us
BRIEFS
ASWU

passes

amendment on
Media Board
lhe voting members of
ASWU voted unanimously
to pass an amendment to
the ASWU Bylaws regarding student media.
\Vhitworthian
Editorin-Chief Jasmine Linabary made a presentation
to ASWU on behalf of the
Media Committee to create
a Media Board.
to
According
the
2007-2008 Student Handbook, editors and managers
of student media can only
be removed from positions
when "there is a violation of
university policies or procedures relating to media
operations or any guidelines established by the individual media at issue:
When such an issue arises, procedures for removal
should be prescribed by
the ASWU Media Review
Board, according to the
2007-08 Student Handbook.
Linabary said such a
board did not currently exist in the Bylaws.
Read more about the
amendment at whitworthian.com.

Compiled by Morgan Feddes

Students draft
letter addressing
recent evictions
A letter drafted by local
college students addressing the low-income housing situation in Spokane
was distributed Oct. 25 to
50 political candidates and
government officials in
Washington.
A total of 68 students
from Whitworth and Gonzaga Universities signed the
letter.
Several students includ-

ing junior Breanne Durham, co-director of Whitworth's Communities in
Crisis, helped draft and revise the letter, Durham said
in an e-mail.
"I do believe that students
can and do have a voice in
politics, especially at the
city level," Durham said in
an e-mail interview.
Read more about the letter at whitworthian.com.
Compiled by Grady Locklear

"We're not

about
statistics, we're
about people,"
Murray said.

Murray

Oftentimes,
said students
victims do not
can conic to
whitworthian.com.
initially react
the front desk
on an incident
of the Health
such as rape
Center and inform the
or sexual assault because personnel if there is a serithey have to go through a ous issue requiring immelong-term mental process diate medical attention.
in order to seek the care
After hours, students
they need, Murray said.
can contact their medic in
If a student has been case of a serious incident,
raped or sexually assault- Murray said.
ed, a counselor from the
lealth Center will go to
Contact Julie Wootton
the hospital Ivith the' vic- at julie.woottan .ci'whittim, Murray said.
orthian.com.

CORRECTIONS &

CLARIFICATIONS
In the Oct. 23 issue, an
information box of scores
for men's soccer was incorrect. Carlos Pehr plays
for George Fox University, Skye Henderson plays
for NVhitworth University
and Caleb Barnhill scored
NVIiitworth's third goal.
The Mitssorthian is committed to providing

the Whi tvvorth community ssith the most acamate information possible. The Whitiniurthian nes er knowingly palishes inaccuracies. If
) ou hale a comment or question aboLt the
fairness

ciacctrcy c f a stoy, sera an e-mail

to eci.tor'vs hihsort hian. corn.
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Pre-law will integrate faith, justice

BRIEFS

De Andra Kenoly
Staff Writer

Protestors from
Malaysia demand
electoral reform

The Pre-Law Faith and Justice
Program, designed and led by
professor of political science Julia
Stronks, will begin this spring to
help students who are interested in
going to law school.
The program will focus on the
profcssion from the Christian
point of view, Stronks said.
"One thing we want to know
is whether Christian attorneys
feel it is possible to be Christian
and a lawyer,"
Stronks said.
"Where
are
thc tensions?
Do thcy feel
there is a conflict between
the two?"
The
program will be
STRONKS
an opportnnity for students
to ask questions about the profession in regards to faith, Stronks

In the largest political
protest in Malaysia in almost a decade, tens of thousands rallied for electoral
reform Nov. 10 outside the
royal palace in Kuala Lumpur. the capital city of Malaysia.
Police broke up the rally
by using %rater hoses and
tear gas.
Despite a governmental ban issued by Prime
Minister Abdullah Ahmad
Badawi, protestors gathered to demand reform of
Malaysia's electoral commission before the general
elections next year.

Former judge
Mukasey named
Attorney General

said.

Stronks said she asked these
sorts of questions and struggled to
find thc answers once she became
a lawyer.
III didn't have anyone to help
me figure them out" Stronks said.
"Students of faith will not get those
questions answered in law school,
so we want to help raise them and
answer them now in this stage."
Freshman Michelle Creek. who
is planning to join the program,
said it is good that students will
have the opportunity to examine
the profession in regards to faith.
"I know that whenever I inform
somebody that I would like to be an
attorney, it is so stereotypical to receive responses like 'the profession

Michael Mukasey, a retired federal judge from
New York, was sworn in as
U.S. Attorney General Nov.
9 in a printe ceremony,
replacing former Attorney
General Alberto Gonzales.
Mukasey was formally
sworn into office at a public
ceremony Nov. 10.
The Senate approved
NIukasey's nomination by a
53-40 vote Nov. 8.
Compiled bylidielVoutton
Sou= CVN.cotn

you're going into is so shady and
'there's so much corruption,' Creek
said.
"I'm really intrigued to find the
faith aspects in the job," Creek
added. "I want to find that I can incorporate my faith and not fed like
I'm losing who I am or that I'm succumbing to that stereotype of the
profession:*
The pre-law program will be
open to all students no matter what

their major, since any student with
a four-year degree can go on to law
school, Stnmks said.
"A law degree is a very practical
degree to have," Stronks said. "It
gives you lots of skills and there are

the coursc of several years in hopes
that it will become a tWo-scincSter
program. but as of right now there
arc no concrete details, Stronks
said.
program's development]
will depend on student interest
and demand," Stronks said.
In the future, Stronks hopes the
program will provide more internship and mentoring opportunities.
Some students, such as freshman Tyler Whitney, have been
talking with Stronks about preparing for law school and are looking
forward to what the program has
to offer.
is exciting to hear that there
will be a more formalized pie-law
program that will help to better
prepare students for law school."
Whitney said.
Whitney said it will be a good
opportunity to meet othcr students
who are interested in law school.
"The more people you know the
better," Whitney said. "Connections are key whcn you are loolcing
into any professional occupation.
There arc a lot of bright people
here and a lot of things I can learn
from them. I'm excited to hear
about their experiences."
Creek said it will benefit students interested in law to be able to
get to know others who are going
in the same profession.
"I know in political science
dasscs not evelybody's moving to
¡he iamc goal of law school because
political science is applicable in a
ibt of different areas," Creek said.
'I'm hoping to have just a common
place where we can all be moving
towards the samc things:

Inc

it

maybe lots of people who might
have not been thinking about it
who could really use it, so I would
like to find those students:
Currently, there is pre-law advising, but no formal program.
Stronks said.
Stronks said the program will be
more of a formal preparation for
people going to law school.
The program) makes it something that is clearly defined:
Stronks saitL "ibis is a way to
make surc that we're giving access
and help to everyone who might
be interested in it:
The pre-law program is onc of
the improvements the political
science department is taking on
to help students think about possibilities aftcr graduation, assistant
professor of political s4.-icncc Patrick Van Inwegen said.
"Me rationale for focusing on
law schools now is that we have a
number of studcnts, both majors
and non-political science majors,
who could really benefit from this
more organized and structured aft;
Contact De Andnz Kenoly at
proach," Van Inwegen said.
de.andra.kenoly@whitworthian.
The program will develop over cont.

AID
continuedfrom page

1

scores and high school GPA,
according to the Whitworth
Web Site.
Scholarships from outside
organizations generally have
their own limitations or
guidelines and are not regulated by the federal government.
Registrar Bev Kleentan
said she understands students could lose financial aid
if they complete one of their
majors more than a semester
before graduation.
VI= we work with a
student who is double majoring, we usually advise
them to try and complete
both majors in the same semester; Kleeman said.
Sophomore Caitlin Risk
is double tnajoring in cross.
cultural studies and Spanish.
She said she didn't know that
finishing one major before
her last semester could affect
her negatively.
"I'll just makc surc to save
a (general education requirement) class for the last
semester," Risk said.
Senior Sarah Walton, a
Spanish-music double major, was not awarc that federal financial aid would be
discontinued as soon as she
completed her first major.
While shc does not anticipate finishing one =par earlier than the other, she said
she will be more cautious in
scheduling.
"There are so many people
who arc double majoring:
Tapia said. "They should
make this known."
Contact Katie Goodell at
katitgoodell@whit)4'orthian.
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SOUNDING BOARD
Should Whitworth support a rugby team?

Vote In the poll online at whitworthian.com or
e-mail your thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.
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EDITORIALS I IN THE LOOP

Covering a sensitive
story with anonymity
A 21-year-old woman was sexual assaulted in her home near 'Whitworth Nov. 1.
he Whitworthian has covered the crime
as events surrounding it have unfolded,
from the suspect's arrest to his recent appearance before a Spokane County Superior Court judge.
Our sourccs for information about the
sexual assault for these articles have been
news releases from the Spokane County
Sheriff's Office, Sgt. Dave Reagan and of-

ficial court documents.

Along with our coverage of the criminal
proceedings, wc arc also examine the resources and procedures available to victims
of sexual assault at Whitworth and in the
Spokane community.
The Whitworthian will continue to cover this story. Though the victim is not a
Whitworth student, she is a member of the
Whitworth community by the association
of her houscmates and proximity to campus. This situation relates to the safety of
our community.
The story is relevant because both the
victim and the suspect are local college students and the issue of sexual assault (statistically) is especially pertinent to college
students.
According to a National Criminal Justice Reference Service study about sexual
assault on college campuses, just under 3
percent of all college women become victims of rape or attempted ratc in a given academic year. When projected over a 5-year
college career, one in five women experience rape while in college. In most of these
cases (around 80 to 90 percent) the victim
and assailant know each other.
In a recent interview, Director of the
Health and Counseling Center Jan Murray
said the Health Center has previously dealt
with sexual assault cases.
Throughout our coverage we will continue to report all issues confidently but
responsibly and to make judgments based
on the news values oía situation, common
scnsc and decency.
For these rcasons and to protect the
victim from further emotional harm, The
Whitworthian has made a decision not to
identify her.
Anonymity is given if there is evidence
that physical, emotional or financial harm
will come to the source if he or shc is revealed.
This decision is based on our ethic-al
principles which compel practicing sensitivity and respect toward those who have
experienced a traumatic situation and may
be adversely impacted by coverage.
This decision to preserve the victim's anonymity means all members of The Whitworthian staff, particularly those covering
the situation, are responsible for protecting
the victim in our coverage. Only if the victim agrees to be named will we publish that
information.
This also means we will strive not to print
information that will identify the victim,
including her address and the names of her
housemates, even if other media choose to
do so.
We encourage students to familiarize
themselves with the re?ources and procedures available to them for these situations (see "Resources available for rape
victims").
Any questions or concerns about this
coverage should be addressed to the editorin-chief who can be reached by e-mail at
editor@whitworthian.com or by phone at
(509) 777-3248.

Editorials in the "h: the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
Odd: is made up offivc editors.

Cartoon by Afrgan Baker

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT I HOW COULD THE CARD

ACCESS SYSTEM BE IMPROVED?

°Make it so the

don't want

people don't
have to sit at
the desk at Saga
to swipe."

the card that I

Brian Brady,

Michelk Bess,

Ryan Young,

loch Dahmen,

freshman

junior

freshman

senior

'Make it
available to
Stewart."

°Removing the
alanns or making
it quieter:

used my freshman year to be
the same one I
use my senior
year.°

Give rugby sporting chance
REBECCA

SNAPE

cu.s,

Once upon a time, in a
land not so far from here,
there lived a magical creature
known as an Official-Whitworth-Rugby-Club.
A handful of students, along
ivith professor of English Victor Bobb, formed a rugby dub
in 1987, and eventually the
club was chartered by ASWC.
The sport had a solid fan base,
and The Whitworthian affectionately crowned the team
the Scumbucs."
The Scumbuc dub of ruggers could scrum, ruck, and
grum kick better than any
scrummers or ruckers they
rugged against.
But soon, the practice field
was barred from the club's use
and they were forced off campus. "It's too bad that we pay
so much money to go to school
here, and we can't use all of
the facilities: then-student
Brandon .Mokiao. was quoted
as saying in a 1995 Whitworthian article.
That same year, the schoors
insurance company advised
them not to charter the club
due to excessive liability risks.
A council convened and decided to cease funding for the
dangerous sport. Though the
team attempted to keep playing without 'financial backing or a home field, its fervor

Bobb, who is in the process of
obtaining USA Rugby certification, Bookert said.
Bookert also contended that
the club has a certified trainer
and an adequate conditioning
program.
"This is a club: Bookert
said. "Yet we are being forced
to jump through the hoops of
an organized team:
I would like to believe that
these "hoops" are not merely bureaucratic deterrents
for pesky student appeals. I
would like to believe that the
administration is ultimately
concerned with the safety of
its precious students, like parents who refuse to
buy their kid a toy
administration
like "Bag o' Broken
Brian Benzel.
The Scumb uc dub of
Glass: no matter
The university
politely declined ruggers couId scrum, how much little
ruck, and g rum Iddc
Billy begs for it.
to support the
The administrateam.
better th an any
"To sponsor a saummers or ruckers tion has made it
newprogram like they rugged against. clear that estabfishing a rugby
rugby requires a
program would
fully developed
be a complex and
concept: Benzel
said in an e-mail.
time consuming process, and
Afterward, members of the as Benzel said in an e-mail,
club attended an ASWU meet- "There are limits to the people
ing on Oct. 17 to explain their and financial resources at our
disposal:
situation.
At the meeting, it was made
But no one could really tell
clear that this would have to me what the process itself
include adequate insurance, would include because no one
a certified coach and trainer, is actually looking into it.
and a rugby-specific training
The rugby club has set up a
committee to work with adprogram.
The team recently acquired ministrators in this process,
insurance from USA Rugby, a but administrators seem to
national rugby union, and is just shrug them off with some
currently coached by 'Victor vague reasoning. about not

having the manpower (vhich
is the whole point of the rugby
club's committee, but whatever).
And actually, administrators have blatantly stated that
Whitworth University has
absolutely no intention of
funding or approving a school
rugby club.
In light of such odds you
have to admire the team's resilience. Their established
committee is researching the
issue in order to begin the implausibly complex process of
affiliation next year. They refuse to be ignored.
"We don't ask for mudi,"
Bookert said, "but we ask for

graduated and the Whitworth
rugby club fadcd into the
oblivion of alumni reminiscence.
Now, students at Whitworth
arc rekindling the rugging
flames. They call themselves
the George Whitworth Rugby
Football club. They are roughly 20 strong, induding both
men and women, and they are
vying for the support of their
darling university.
"%Ve are practicing, playing
and growing as an unofficial
club and we are here to stay,"
said senior Josef Bookert, president of the men's rugby team,
in an e-mail to vice president
for finance and

.

it loudly."

-

This should remind you,
dear student of Whitworth,
that in your throat, somewhere between your tonsils
and that little chunk of skin
that flaps around back there,
you have a deep well of power
your voice. Ever since the 8th of May,
the administration has expressed a lot of interest in
hearing what you have to say.
So go ahead!

Follov the rugby team's
lead and present your woes to
ASIVU.
Voice your concerns, your
passions, your heartfelt plea.s,

and maybe you too can be shot
down with polite dismissal.

SHAPE is a junior maiming in English and

peace studies. Contact het at rebeccasnape@
ttifunvonhiancorn.

'
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essential professors
Some classes are required at Whitworth. Some professors should be. Thesefive teachers teach how a teacher should teach. Each retains his or her own styles
and methods, true, but they are all able to, and teach in a way students can relate lo. Here are the professors you absolutely, positively, lave lo take:

KELLY

McCRILLIS
MINVS1

LEONARD OAKLAND

CORLISS SLACK

the hard place, like a
wingi from Gelderland he sweeps
by... and stays for 40 years.

Shc won't give you any slack; you
have to tizke it from her!

71:e Rock,

DOUG SUGANO
Authority on gill things Shakespeare and Chaucer... ami
multiculturality

FORREST BAIRD
Forrest glom the mask
of the orator.

RON PYLE
'7 don't ask rhetorical questions:

ea

Ron currently celebrates his
20th year of teaching at Whit-

worth.
Though I'm sure his skills
would havc been useful to many
different universities and professions, Whitwérth appealed to
him for three reasons: It was the
only college he applied to teach
at, Whitworth placed value on
teaching, and the value of student-teacher integration was apparent in classrooms throughout
the college.
Though Pyle's master's degree was in rhetoric, he makes a
point to tell all his classes that he
"never asks rhetorical questions."
When Ron Pyle asks the class a
question, he wants a response.
By encouraging response and
consistently requesting it, students feel needed in the process
of teaching.
"Education isn't merely an
importation of knowledge: Pyle
said. "I listen as well as speak:
Favorite class to teach: Interpersonal Communication
Most impartation of knowledge: Rhetoric
Classes every student should
take: Interpersonal Communication, Intro to the Christian Faith,
and C.S. Lewis

You

Leonard Oakland could lecture for hours on the importance
of .Aristotle or the last great work
of Fyoclor Dostocvsk-y, but he's alu.-ays willing to be involve(' with
his students.
His Whitworth career is epic.
It spans years, continents, and
pages upon pages of metaphori. cal bloodshed - not to mcntion
his class on thc cpic novel.
His inspired teaching draws
students to find genuine interest
in the topics he teaches. Oakland divides his teaching styles
into two methods. The Core
250 non-interactive lecture is
his specialty, although Leonard
loves the feeling and application
of an "interrupted lecture," one
with more studcnt participation.
His ideal setting is a smaller class
with more student discussion in-

Though I havc never personally
taken a class from Corliss Slack,
as soon as I mentioned this article, crics for Corliss were issued
wherever I went.
Corliss Slack stands out in her
ability to encourage the present
to care about the long-forsaken
past. This is the only full-time
teaching job she has ever applied
for.
In her ninth teaching ycar at

Whitworth. this Oxford graduate
knows what it takes to capture
the student's involvement in class
discussions.
Instead of simply lecturing,
Slack oftcn has students read
speeches and other historical
texts.
This was apparent after spending only minutcs in her Crusades
class.

Oakland illustrates a pinnacle of
knowledge and virtuoso inspiration. This impresses upon how
the material covered is meant to
affect the human spirit.
Favorite class to teach: British
Literature after 1800 (though he
also has an affinity for the Epic
and Russian Literature.)
Most impartation of Knowledge: Core 250
Class every student should take:
The French Revolution with Cor-

When I asked what her main
focal point in hcr teaching style
was she said it is to gct students
to read and think for themselves.
The class sometimes sounds like
a series of student voices intermingled with consistent: "and...",
"come on!",
there anything
more?" "go!" and "what?"
Favorite clase to teach: Ideas
About I listory (it's the most fun
because she can argue with scniors.)
Most impartation of knowledge: The Crusades
Classes every student should
take: Anything overseas and at
least one class from Lconard

liss Slack

Oakland

volved.
Even in a class that holds little
interest to your academic career,

is

Don't trust the rumors, freshmen. Dr. Sugano is not the Jekyll to the Hyde of a secret "Dr.
Death" persona. Sure, his classes
require a bit of thinking and hard
work, but this is college. Face it,
overcome your fears, and learn.
When I took Shakespeare
Seminar (senior level for all you
non-English majors out there)
from Sugano my freshman year,
Ise took me aside and told me I
would be hard-pressed to attain a
passing grade in the class.
Luckily after long nights of
research and days of memorizing lines for Shakespeare in the
HUB, I was fortunate enough
that Sugano was always willing to
edit what I liad written, including the 13-page research paper.
Sugano may be harsh on papers, but as a result he teaches
you how to write thc bcst research papers on campus. He
also teaches in a way that covers
all aspects ola topic.
"I try to give students as much
01m)' expertise as I can, in every.
way I can: Sugano said. "Different students remember different
things in my classes, I dish it all
up in case students learn better
through different methods. I make
sure to apply many methods."
Favorite class to teach: Multicultural American Literature
(bccausc it's not just English majors)
Most impartation of knowledge:
British Literature before 1800
Class every student should take:
The Crusades with Corliss Slack

think WE'VE got rules?: Whitworth vs. LeTourneau
MARIA

JOHNSON
LIIALVSI

Whitworth students to get engaged by
their senior year.
LeTourneau, by contrast, had a guarantee, "By the end of spring freshman
year she'll have a ring or her money
back!"

Not all Christian universities are
created equaL
I transferred from LeTourneau University to Vhitworth this fall. I've been
asked bymany people how LeTourn eatf
is different than Whitworth, and I say,
in complete honesty, that after arriving
at Whitworth I had what you would
call "culture shock."
First off, LeTourneau is located in
East Texas. As many of you know, the
South is part of the Bible Belt, an area
filled with hospitable people, heavy
southern drawls, and a good ole mutton of chicken and dumplings and
corn bread at your disposal.
There they had the expression,
"I'm fixin' to go to 1Val-Mart here real
quick." And, yes, there are still southern belles that redefine the term "high

maintenance:
Like many Christian universities,
Whitworth and LeTourneau have their
own humorous idiosyncrasies.
I was surprised to find at Whitworththey have an unofficial "ring by spring"
slogan, referring to a tendency for

Although I must say, with a guy- girl
ratio offour guys to one girl LeTourneau
has Whitworth beat. At Vsrhitworth, on
the other hand, the guys have the upper hand because there arc three girls
to two guys, meaning there are more
fish in the sea or squirrels in the tree
to pid: from. I wonder how Whitworth men feel about those odds.
I know at LeTourneau, the girls
quickly realized that "the odds are good
but the goods are odd." It's all right,
because there were unofficial support groups to help LeTourneau girls
through it. Lots of ice cream, chocolate
chip cookies and chick flicks galore!
Even though there are many similarities between Whitworth and LeTourneau, there are .also many differences. At LeTourneau everyone was
required to go to chapel and must accumulate a total of 38 chapel credits for
the semester.
Chapel .was offered three. times a
week. Even if you're an electrical engineering or business major, everyone
must have a total of 12 semester hours
of Bible classes to graduate.

In addition, Residence Life at LeTourneau and Whitworth is also

quite different. LeToumeau had what
you would call "an opcn door policy,"
meaning there are designated times
for visitation to the oppositc gender's
room. Whitworth has 2.1-hour visitation, but at LeTourneau it is only from
Thursdays to Saturdays starting from 6
p.m. until I I p.m.
Say a young man is visiting a girl
in her room at LeTourneau; she must
have the lights on and her room door
completely open.
When Franklin Graham attended
LeTourneau in 1972 he was expelled
for this very reason. He had Icept a female classmate out past curfew, and he
is infamous for riding his motorcycle
down the third floor ofone of thc men's
residence halls.
The standards at Whitworth are different and at times hard for me to accept, yet it is a growing experience as
well as a challenging one.
I tip my hat to the fine line Whitworth is trying to uphold, and hope
that after I graduate from Whitworth
this spring. I can look back on Whitworth with delectable fondness.

The father of modern 'Whitworth philosophy is a professor
intent on launching the inspiration into students' own hands.
His ultimate goal in teaching
students is to become what he refers to as an "intellectual matchmaker."
From his entertainingly honest
large group lectures of Core 250

(Freshmen, just make it through
150. The next one is worth it),
to the lecture/discussion-based
classes of ancient philosophy.
Forrest relates to his students.
His role as a matchmaker between the content and student
serves as a catalyst.
"Once I've taught the students
what they need to know about a
subject, I want them to connect
with the subject on their own:
Though his main focus is directly relevant to the daily application and history of philosophy,
it is his ability to communicate
that makes him a great teacher.
Favorite class to teach: Ancient
Philosophy (Students can scc the
application of ancient thought.)
l'slost impartation of knowledge: Ancient Philosophy
Classes every student should
take: Ancient Philosophy, Interpersonal Communication with
Ron Pylc, and History of Christianity with Jerry Sittser.
guarxiorts fry Kadin Trvu

MCCRIWS is a junior ma}aring in Inglah and
joumatan. Contact him at ktiymarglis0.
vitsitworthiartcom.

whitworthian.com
.

Galen Sanford: Clinton coal or nudear Guliani
Choosing a political power source
'Hillary Ointon is the coal plant She's part of the outdated establishment'

Nathan Harrison: Writing Striking Again
my TiVo gently weeps.

suppon the striking writers, even if it means a dearth of nesv
episodes ortieroes'andlost7

Trevor Hansen:Cloak of +7 community:'Worid of

Warcraft' from a sodological perspective.
'My condemnation of 'World of Warcrafr was a classic example
of group sodalization and ingroup-outgroup conflict.'

Elizabeth Johnson: For the sake of art
how
art majors add color to the campus canvas.

if Jackson Pollock and Marcel Durchamp had folloi,ved rubrics
they probably wouldn't have had the same impact they did.'

Justin Linborg: What hath technology wrought
in the dassroom?
This semester, I have experienced three separate problems with
technology in three separate classes.'

From the News Archives (April 4, 1995)

Rugby team loses club charter for 95-96 year
"Team captain Mark Bemtson said he doesn't think the school's

decision to not charter the rugby club is legitimate:
JOHNSON is a senior majoring in theology. Contact her

at ma riajohnsonawhitworthiantern.
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OPINIONS

THE VARNISHED TRUTH

was a teenage janitor

I

Daniel Walters

Vacuuming: If you hear the sound

Opinions Editor

of a can opener shoved down a

was fired from my very first job
for streaking.
More on that in a moment. But first:
A vague, meandering introduction.
Growing up, we all had our dream
jobs. Some wantcd to be veterinarians
who were spacc firefighters on the
weekends. If you were ever a middle
school girl you inevitably went
through a stage where you and all
your friends wanted to be marine
biologists. Others dreamed of being
president of the United States,
believing the lie that they could be
president if they just believed in
themselves and studied hard enough
for the spelling test. (Kids are so cute
whcn they're incredibly naive.)
Personally, I always told those
around me that my final goal, my one
purpose, my occupational fantasy,
was to be a janitor.
Naturally, I was joking. I do that on
occasion. But the fates, being frumpy
evil shrews, never quite "got" my
sense of humor.
Poetic irony plunged me into the
murky waters of Janitordom. Then it
pulled me out again and plunged me
in again a few more times, because it
had clogged.
I was a "custodial technician" for
the Sir Arthur Snootington
Country Club.
My boss gave me a
number of difficult tasks:
"Walters! Clean all the
dirt out of the sand trap!"
"Walters! Scrub the 'no
minorities allowed' sign!"
"Walters! Grab some brass
cleaner and polish that man's
trophy wife!"
A janitor's conundrum is
that "clean" is a relative tcrm.
For the average college guy, deaning
I

garbage disposal, smell an odor like a
sulfur fire at the tire factory, and taste
billowing clouds of dust, the vacuum
is going to take a smoke break.
It may be tempting to try to push it
through its adversity, thinking it will
build the vacuum's character, but this
will only make it angrier.
Typically, only half of vacuuming
time is spent vacuuming. The other
half is spent doing vacuum surgery,
opening up its innards and removing
foreign objects it has stupidly
swallowed. It's' like a treasure hunt.
There's a penny! There's a Troll doll!
There's a massive quantity of human
hair! There's a spool of barbed wire!
There's a very confused and dusty
Amelia Earhart!
Bathrooms: Now, I'm familiar with
male public restrooms. I've been there
so many times I'm almost willing to
pee in thcm. But the women's restroom
was a forbidden land shrouded in
menace and mystery.
We males got most of our
information from unfounded rumors
and hazy speculation.
"I hear the walls are paneled in
mahogany, there's a Da Vinci fresco on
the ceiling, gold leaf toilet paper, and
instcad of cold porcelain toilets
they have couch toilets and
bean bag dtair toilets:
"I hcar the rooms are
garnished with some
magical
substance
called 'potpourri: I think

it's made out of lilacs and
unicorn guts:
"I hear that, instead of a
condom machine, they
have a pizzeria."
But the truth is far
more dismal. Women's
bathrooms are, on the Icktor
a room means moving all the moldy scale, 10 times ickier than the guys.
Mile women's bathrooms may not
pizza boxes to onc side of the room.
Occasionally,
planning for a have urine on the ceiling tiles or the
very special visitor
he'll go as far occasional poop in the urinal, what
as shoving his half-eaten pieces of they do have is far, far worse.
Whitworthian style guidelines
french toast under a pile of Mountain
Dew cans. He then duct-tapes open prohibit me from mentioning
thc nozzles of a few dozen cans of such obscene items by name, so
Febreeze, toes his pile of dirty dothes I'll euphemize them. Women's
into the shape of a heart, and prepares bathrooms often contain the T-word.
Little metallic containers absolutely
for a romantic evening.
Janitor bosscs have a markedly brimming with T-words. Good
janitors always carry seven pairs of
different standard.
Their eyes automatically hone in gloves.
on the smallest speck of dust, track
Windows: Most of the time you
it, and then swoop in to sweep it up
with a white glove. "What's this!?" He don't really notice windows, especially
says, tauntingly displaying the how- if you're a bird. But windows are the
dirty glove to you before the crowd of most difficult substance to dean on
jeering onlookers, "Could this be... the planet.
The squeegee requires finesse. It's
uncleanliness?!"
My janitor boss would not only be an elegant tool for a deaner, more
able to see the speck of dust on the civilized age. Press the squeegee too
dover in "Horton Hears a Who," he'd lightly against the glass and have more
be able to see the individual Whos, smears than a presidential campaign.
and would chide them for having Prcss too hard and you'll leave shards
of broken glass all over the floor,
dirty floors.
Inevitably, there were times he'd meaning you have to sweep as well.
I'd squeegee a window 12 times and
point to stains or spots that I was
absolutely sure didn't, technically, then proudly show it to my boss.
As he furrowed his brow, a million
exist.
"Can't you see it!?" hell say streaks, of all shapes and sizes,
incredulously, gesturing toward a appeared on the window.
And that's how I got fired for
sparkling snow-white wall.
streaking.
"Uh... sec what?" I'd say.
As to the time I got fired for
"The bloodrlhe gallons and gallons
of blood smeared on this wall!" he'd running through downtown
flail angrily against the wall with steel Spokane wearing only a Speedo
wool and a tattered washrag. OUT (on my hcad)? That's one story
I'll never tell.
DAMN SPOT!"
At least, not until the statute
"Nape; I'd say, "Don't see it:
That's not to say I didn't learn of limitations runs out.
anything. Aftcr all, I spent more time
on my knees staring into a toilet Ihe Varnished Truth' is a
bowl than a Gonzaga student on St. humor column by Daniel
Paddy's day. I was bound to gain a Walters. WALTIRS is a
new perspective, if only from thc senior majoring in comClorox fumes. Each task gave me new munications and history. Contaa
him at danieLwalters@whitworthian.com.
insights.

Whitworth won't always
quench your wanderlust
rience

before

graduation

[s4ill be] 75 percent." The
DAN!

KING
caugml

As a senior in high school
I fretted

over getting into col-

lege. I fretted even more over
which college to go to once I
was accepted. As I agonized
between a large public uni-

versity like UC Berkeley or
some quaint Christian liberal arts school, the option
for studying abroad was a
big factor. In the end I chose

university 'hopes to expand
its study abroad program,
allowing more students the
opportunity to travel: But
currently, the options are
disappointingly limited and
the application process is
not comprehensive. For students who feel duped by the
system, the selection process
seems rather political and
arbitrary. These students are
not all going to stick around
until 2010.
There are only three se-

mester abroad programs:
Whitworth for its commu- Central America, the British
nity but felt fortunate be- Isles, and France. A handful
cause they offered decent of Jan Term trips are offered
choices of trips to go on. In (there are 11 full trips in
fact, they offered the entire January 2008 and 13 schedmonth of January for travel- uled trips for January 2009.)
ing! Admissions counselors Each trip takes about 20 to
enticed me with
30 students.
their descriptions
For this janof all the trips to I quickly realized that uary's South
locations
such
just being a Whitworth Africa trip,
as South Africa,
no freshman
University student
Central America,
applicants
the British Isles, does not guarantee me were even
Europe and more. a desired spot on a trip. considered
I feel misled.
because of
As a prospecthe
overtive
freshman
whelming
visiting NVhitworth, I was amount of student interest.
floored by all the wonder- Many upperclassmen who
ful opportunities advertised have previously been on a
for Jan Tcrm, May Term and trip were also turned down.
semester abroad classes. But
A handful of students get
after going through the Jan lucky and are selected for
Tcrm application process, I multiple trips while some
quickly realized that just be- students graduate without
ing a Whitworth University ever being selected despite
student does not guarantee their persistence. The trips
me a desired spot on a trip.
that are the most coveted.
One goal of Whitworth's by stCtdents, such as those to
strategic plan is that by 2010 Central America or South
the "proportion of students Africa, tend to have the most
who complete international/ disappointing selection procross-cultural study expe- cess, turning down dozens of

well-qualified, hard-working, enthusiastic students.
I strongly desire to study
abroad myself. But I w-ant
my money to go toward the
trip I truly am passionate
about, not just settling for
whatever I can gei Yes, it is
true that Whitworth University is small and is limited by
how they are able to expand
the study abroad programs.
And despite its limits, the
trips Whitworth does offer
are often the experience of a
lifetime for the students who
are selected.
can pursue
Students
other study abroad options
through organizations such
as ISEP (the International

Student Exchange Program).
Through ISEP, senior Matt
Jeffries studied at the University of Maastricht in the
Netherlands and junior
Kelsey Morgenthaler is currently studying in South Korea.

With independent trips,
however, the student does
not receive the support of
the university like the Whitworth programs offer.
Even with the ISEP opportunity, I feel as though I
have been misled.

emphasizes
Whitworth
international and multicultural knowledge in order to
better understand one's vocation.
Even though it is highly
recommended for certain
majors, many students are
going to graduate without a
chance to study abroad.

ICING is a

sophancre majoring in )oumal-

ism and peace studies.Contact

heat dani.

brosititwathian.ccen.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR I READER RESPONSES
City planning should

include cheap.housing
We are an assembly of
concerned students from
Whitworth and Gonzaga

Universities.
"%Ve wish to address the

recent evictions of residents
of the Commercial Building, New Madison, and Otis

apartment buildings and the
resulting crisis of insufficient
low-income housing in the
downtown area of Spokane.
We commend the local
goverrunent for its aim and
effort in relocating and providing housing vouchers for
many of these displaced tenants. Despite these efforts, we
believe that these measures
are a short-terrn solution
inadequate to resolve the
increasing need for afrordable housing for low-income
residents of Spokane.
We ask for a greater commitment in the City of Spokane budget to support the
construction and maintaining of low-income housing
units in the downtown area.
City and State budgeting of low-income housing
in the Spokane downtown

area is hnportant for many
reasons.
I First, centrally-located
housing provides tenants
many of whom suffer
physical or mental disabilities with easy access to
nearby health clinics and
other social services.
A consequence of the limited av-ailability of housing
is that many of these former
tenants are required to live
farther from the downtosvn
area. Transportation becomes an obstade to receiving necessary treatment.
Second, the recent dosttre ofover 200 low-income
housing units makes evident
that private funding, alone,
is inadequate to maintain
enough housing to meet the
growing need. The City of
Spokane needs a base of permanent losv-income housing
that corrunercial redevelopment of the downtown area
Nvill not adversely affect.
Third, our state and
federal governments require
Spokane County to reduce
homelessness by 50 percent
in the next six to eight years.
Spokane needs to make low
cost housing accessible if
Spokane is to approach this

goal.

The City of Spokane
may look to policies and
initiatives in other areas
of 'Washington, the Seattle
Housing Levy' for instance,
as a guideline.
Many of us knosv evicted
tenants personally.
We believe that as Spokmne's business economy
expands, it is also crucial that
all Spokane citizens, despite
social or economic dass, can
take advantage of these advances. The City of Spokane
can do this by creating policy
that protects the interests
of its lower irtcome cifizens
and by allocating funds to
support the building and
maintaining of low-income
housing in the downtown
area.
The Housing Voucher
Program is helpful to alleviate the current housing
crisis, but it is not a longterm solution.
There is still a need in
downtown Spokane for lowincome housing.
Thank you for your consideration.
Concerned students ofWhitworth
and Gonzaga Universities

Mite Metter to the editor. The Witworthian welcomes reader responses to anides Of issues of interest to the Whitworth
community. Send letters to eatorgydimorthian.com or submit ordine. Limit to 2C0 words. %bit whinvortilian.on for deriu/s.
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A CONVERSATION WITH A GRAMMY

AWARD-WINNING JAZZ MUSICIAN
Vicfollowing is a transcript from an interview by Katie
Dolan of 7he Whitworthian with Grammy award-winning
musician Terence Blanchard conducted on No v. 9 in a Ahrsic Building office. For thefull audio of the interview, visit
whitworthian.com.

a

A.

When did you start playing trumpet and become
interested in

ja?

started playing the trumpet when I was in the
fourth grade in elernentary school because ola guy
named Alvin Alcorn who came to the school and he gave
like a little demonstration of New Orleans traditional jazz.
So I guess you could say from that point I was kind of interested in jazz. It really didn't hit me till I was about 15 or
16, when I started going to NOCCA (New Orleans Center
of Creative Arts) and started hearing Clifford Brown and
I

*

Miles Davis.

- Are there any other artists that influenced you early
on in your career or currently influence your work?

A.

Well, Miles and Clifford were the first, but, I mean,
I've listened to a number of people. You know,
when you're thinlcing about the history of jaz.z, obviously
Art Blakey because I played v.ith him for four years. Clark
Terry. Clark Terry came to my school and gave master
classes. And also, Mili Hinton was another great influ-

ence.
J

What is tlie message you want to achieve through
"A Tale of God's Will (A Requiem

your new album,

for Katrinar?

A, ofthink

for me what I'm trying to do is, well, first
all, when writing music for the documentary,
I tried to write music that was more universal. I wanted
the story to seem like a more to have a broader appeal.
I knew that Spike was going to cover New Orleans music
svith prerecorded stuff. So when it came time to do the
CD, I wanted to put together something that was more of
a reflective piece of music, that would appeal again to a
broader audience, but give people a chance to reflect on
what happened in New Orleans, 'cause it's not just someI

thing that just can happen there; it's something that can
happen anywhere.

Are the tracks on the album inspired by or dedicated
to specific peopk or events involved with Katrina?
all dedicated to the events of Katrina. The one
piece, "Dear Mom," is something that's specifically
written for one person, written for her. But the entire
body of work, I guess, 11 11 was written for a specific
person it would be the city of New Orleans. You know, the
city itself has a personality and a culture because of all thc
different cultures that exist. It's hard to explain, if you've
ever been there you'll know what I'm talking about, but
its like another country inside of this country So the CD
itself is something that I dedicated to the city that I love
so much.
2

' Where do youfind inspiration for your music?
comes through
A. everything,

daily life, it comes through
you know. The other night I was at
home watching my kids play; you know, and that becomes
inspiring, just watching them grow up. just to think about
the whole magic of life and the cycle of life. So it can come
from anysvhere, it can come from
just sitting here checking out this
CLICK IT k
beautiful scenery here in this city.
Want to hear the interview
I think it's not so much where
for youselfl Cheri out the
inspiration comes from; it's reaudio interview online at
ally more about you accepting
whitworthIan.com.
it. Because what happens is, is
that, you knosv, we think that our
careers and our lives are supposed to be a certain way, but we all struggle with svho
we are versus who we want to be, you know what I mean?
And I think inspiration is always around us, the problem
is sve look for a specific type of thing, you know, and that
may not be our calling. Our calling may be something
else that's staring you right in the face but you're trying to
ignore because you're looking in another direction.
It

Q.

tVhat do you find most challenging as a musician?

A.

think the thing I find most challenging is just trying to be honest. Struggling, you know, Art Blakey
used to say playing jazz is a struggle between your brain
and your heart. I think that's the toughest thing because if
you have a great night your brain will say, "Ntan that was
kink; last night. Let's do that again tonight:' But that mo*

merit has passed, you know, so you have to kind of accept
that and move on. But intellectually you know that what
)ou played last night really worked. But thc thing is it's a
different moment, everybody's senses are different, everybody's feeling differently about the music that next night.
So, if you tried to play what you played last night, it isn't
going to work. 'cause the drummer's in another spot, the
piano player's in another place, you know what I mean?
So you have to take all of that into consideration.

Q,

What do you enjoy most about performing?

The thing that I cnjoy most about performing
is the discovery that occurs when you're on the
bandstand. When you're on the bandstand with like
musicians, musicians that are like-minded, there's a
certain kind of magic that can happen that you can't even
explain. I guess the closest thing I could use to illustrate
that is likc, you know, when you watch a great basketball
team of fivc guys, and everything just seems to click. lhe
ball just seems to bounce their way. It's kind of like that.
there's no explaining it but it just seems to kind of flow
very easily.
a

llow does music affect you?
Music affects me in various ways. 'there's music,
youknow, I think that's what it should do. There's
music that makes me laugh sometimes Olen I hear it,
there's music that makes me reflect sometimes when I
hear it. There's music that just makes nte dance. I was
just listening to something before we left and I was in my
room grooving. by myself, 'cause it was killer. It was one of
those moments you're glad nobody's looking.
You just released

a new album, so what's ,:ex:?

Trying to figure out what the next album is going
to be. And I shouldn't say "trying to figure it out"
'cause we never try to figure out what the albums are
going to be, of late. I mean what we've been doing is just
playing music and allowing it to evolve. And that's been
the great thing about having the band that I have. 'These
guys arc extremely creative. It's been a joy playing with
them and sharing this moment in time with them because we have a lot of fun discovering ourselves through
music.
A3
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VISITING MUSICIAN
ANI JAZZ ENSE ILE BURST
VITH DYNAMIC SOUTNID
Yong Kim
Staff Writer
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LEFT:Grammy award-winning jazz musician Terence Blanchard performs with the Whitworth Jazz Ensemble in Cowles Memorial Auditorium on Saturday, Nov.10.
Nate ChweiVutworthisn

TOP: Blanchard instructs group of students, musicians and Spokane
community members gathered for the Jazz clinic Friday, Nov. 9.
'Thom-it

Robiruenfttlutv.vrthizn

ABOVE:During Saturday's concert, Blanchard plays a jazz number on
his trumpet.
Nate Chute/Whitrotthixt

The Music Building band room was
packed on Friday, Nov. 9 with musicians, students and members of the
Spokane community. Everyone Ivas
waiting for the jazz clinic to begin.
As Grammy award-winning musician Terence Blanchard strolled
nonchalantly into the room, the audience's conversation came to a low
murmur. His casual attire of a smokygray sweater; blue jeans, white sneakers and shaded glasses evoked a chill,
the definicalm and collected feel
tion of cool.
A bandleader, composer, arranger,
film score writer and jazz trumpeter,
Blanchard is internationally recognized for being one of the most prolific jazz musicians lo ever compose for
motion pictures. Blanchard has composed for popular movies like "The Inside Man," "Malcom X," "Barbershop,"
"Their Eyes Were Watching God" and
"Jungle Fever." Blanchard has also had
nominations for the Golden Globes.
Emmys and the Grand Prix du Disque
France's music award equivalent to
the Grammy.
Blanchard is also a six-time Grammy nominee and won a Grammy for
Best Jazz Instrumental Album, Individual or Group in 2005.
"I was so surprised he was able to
conic to Whitworth," professor of music Daniel Keberle said.
He considers Blanchard to be one
of the top-five trumpet players in the
world.
Blanchard said he decided to come
to Whitworth simply because many
students showed interest in his music.
"Art and music doesn't exist in (just)
one part of the planet; Blanchard

worth Jazz Ensemble with lively, feelgood openers "Sugar" and "Fuller
REVIEW
Love," making it so the audience
couldn't help but tap their feet and
said. "By the mere fact someone asked snap their fingers. In "Fuller Love;
means they're interested. If they are Blanchard made audience members
interested in music, I'm gonna check feel every note he blew into his trumpet, standing on his toes as he hit the
them out:
Blanchard said the core of any mu- high notes and rocked back to his heel
sic should appeal to the honesty of on low ones.
Hall, who also accompanied
human emotions, helping the person
Blanchard in the trumpet duet
find out more about themselves.
For the jazz concert Saturday, Nov. "A Night in Tunisia," said hearing
10, people started to fill Cowles Me- Blanchard play energetically alongmorial Auditorium as the sound of side him rubbed off on him.
"Hearing him being creative influcuriosity, anxiousness and excitement
grew to a near roar. As the Whitworth ences me and with the band. He told
us to just relax and play," Hall said.
Jazz Ensemble entered the stage, the
It was a rush and a
lights dimmed and applause broke out. They
lot of fun, senior bariadjusted their music
tone-saxophonist Matt
stands and tuned their Blandiard said the core Walsh said. Blanchard
brass and wooduind
of any music should
brought new perspecinstruments.
appeal to the honesty of tive on jazz in such a
In the silence of anhuman emotions, help- friendly way to the Jazz
ticipation, a simple
Ensemble, he said.
ing the person find out
The concert's closline of smooth melodic
tunes played as trum- more about themselves. ers "Cherokee" and
"Caravan"
pets accompanied the
exhibited
flutter of music notes
Blanchard's melodramatic side of playing in both body
for the opener "Blue's for LK."
As junior drummer Dru Heller movement and notes that brought
carne into the next song "Oracle," uith audiences to laughter which ended in
a forceful, fast-paced tempo, emotion
a roller-coaster fanfare that exhibited
and enthusiasm vere visible in his fa- Blanchard's flare for imprmisation, a
cial expressions.
key component in Jazz music.
He's a master w-ith the horn
Another musical piece, "When
he
Sunny Gets Blue," opened uith se- composes as he plays halla second benior trumpeter Jared Hall playing fore he produces the sound, Hall said
fluid notes that almost sounded as if
Blanchard's philosophy in his apthe sounds vere oozing out of his in- proach to music was conveyed with
strument. As the rest of the ensemble dynamic range of emotion and enplayed, the music evoked a melan- ergy.
choly mood and painted a picture of
Contact Yong Kiln at yong.kim@
a rainy day in Louisiana.
Blanchard finally joined the Whit- whitworthian.com.
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THINGS TO DO IN SPOKANE
of dance,
On Sunday, Nov. 18 the fox Theater will host a free all-day event

E

drama and music performances to showcase the fox's restoration.
For more Information about this event or other things

to do in Spokane thls week, visit whltworthlan.com.

New museum exhibit
THE Foy.
IX. celebrates Fox Theater
the Fox's colorful history, novelties and artistic rebirth.
"We relied heavily on the Fox [staff
Seven years ago, the Fox Theater, the only members] themselves for information: thc
remaining large Art Deco theater north of exhibit's creator, Patti Larkin. said.
Especially interesting are the photoSan Francisco, was scheduled for demolition to make way for a Spokane Club park- graphs. Several show members of EverGreene Painting Studios, a team of specialing lot.
When the Fox first went on the market, ists who came all the way from New York,
two of the potential buyers were the Spo- removing the stains of cigarette smoke and
kane Symphony, which played at the Fox popcorn grease, that, as the caption of the
photograph explains, obscured the original
from 1968 to 1974, and the Spokane Club.
Thanks to benefactor Myrtle %Voldson's vibrant colors of the theater's interior.
Attempts to hide these stains in earlier
initial gift of $3 million in the name of
her father Ntartin Voldson, the Fox's res- years resulted in the complete covering up
toration was secured and the building was of entire murals with red paini Onc photograph reveals a single painter carefully
saved from the wrecking ball.
Now, one of Spokane's histo. rical gems chipping away at the red paint uith the
is reopening to the public and welcoming same carefulness as an archaeologist, while
slowly reapa faded
home some old friends.
pears from underneath.
The orchestra was in
When it first opened in
there playing last week doing
(ELENATING
1931, the Fox boasted some
what we call 'tuning the hall;
THE FOX THEATER
of the latest technical marmaking minor adjustveis. As Spokane's first airments," said Annie Ntatlow,
What Gallery exhibit
conditioned building. the
director of marketing and
When:Now through Dec 30
Fox's mechanical room was
public relations for the SpoWhere: Horthwtst Museum of
outfitted
entirely with large
kane Symphony. "They re
Aft& Culture, 23 16W. fintAre.,
v.indows
so the curious
very excited about the way it
Spokane.Wash., 99201
crowds could view the Fox's
sounds as well as looks."
Hours:Tuesday through Sunday,
air-conditioning system.
The Spokane Symphony
11 am.- p.m.
The exhibit at thc MAC
purchased the theater for
also features an authentic
51.1 million and is moving
back into its former home this month. The movie projector the size of an adolescent
symphony's 1Veb site describes the Fox as "a stegosaurus.
The giant projector on display is from
unique remnant of the era of exotic atmoanother theater but comes from the same
spheric theatres of thc 1920s and 1930s."
time period," Larkin said.
NfailOW explained that during the sevenAlso cyc-catching are the mannequins
year project, the symphony received 88
million from the state of Washington as donning different clothing from that era,
well as money from the federal government which range from a woman's dress fa.shioned out ola potato sack to an elegant eveto fund the restoration.
"Almost 1,100 people purchased seats at ning gown a citizen of high society might
$500 or more a piece and put their names have worn on a night out.
on the seats or in memory of someone,"
-The dothing is all authentic: Larkin
Niatlow said. "About 1,900 individual com- said. "They're from exactly that time period. It was donated and we have hundreds
panies made donations:*
To commemorate the cnd of a $31 mil- of costumes in our collections:'
lion project, the Northwest Ntuseum of
The historical significance of the Fox as
Arts & Culture (MAC) is now displaying retreat from reality during the Depression
a unique exhibit that captures the delicate was one that allowed moviegoers to enter a
process of the grand theater's renovation world of fantasy and escape the harshness
of everyday toil.
and artistic restoration.
Located on the top floor just past the
The exhibit explains the Fox acted as an
museum's entrance, the exhibit spotlights outlet for the people of Spokane during dif-

Blair Tellers
Staff Writer

mural.
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Esir Tellastitilutwortinan

Alumna Anna Muller views a 1930s gown and tux
part of the "Celebrating the Fox Theater"
exhibit at the Nortinvest Museum of Arts & Culture.

ficult times. Its exotic interior and palacelike architecture made the Fox a place of
accessible opulence and luxury.
One interesting item the MAC's display
features is a reproduction of the Fox's original opening night souvenir booklet, which
oozes nostalgia for the old magic of the cinema. The booklet's opening page reads, To
you who love the finer things in life; who
rcspond with warm eagerness to the appeal

of beauty, will come a thrill of pride and
deep enjoyment when you first step across
the threshold of this, the new Fox Theatre:
Upon seeing the Fox for the first time after its grand opening in 1931, a newspaper
reponer described the Fox Theater as "the
last word in beauty and efficiency:*
Contact Blair Tellers at blaintellers@whitworthiati.corit.

`Superbug' is real, but treatable infection
Kelly MacDonald
Staff Writer

Ntainstream media calls it a "superbug," but it's nothing new, and
with proper cleanliness and prevention, it's nothing to be afraid
of, said Jan Murray, director of the
Whitworth Health Center.
Numerous cases of MRSA, or
Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus, have occurred recently in Northern Idaho and Eastern
Washington schools. News reports of the "superbug" invading
local schools have made it onto
KHQ and KXLY news channels,
leaving some to wonder, just what
is this super bug?
Staphylococcus aureus, commonly called -staph," are carried
on about 25 percent of the skin
and nose of healthy people, according the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC).
Staff bacteria infections are one
of the most common types of skin
infections in the United States and
can be treated with antibiotics.

uncommon for the strain to occur
ettttldc thc hospitzt settlug.
The incidences where NIRSA is
contracted outside health facili-

TIPS TO HELP
PREVENT

ties are called CA-MRSA, which

CONTRACTING
CA-MRSA
I Don't share personal items,
such as towels or razors
Clean your hands often with
soap and hot water oran
alcohol-based hand-sanitizer
Keep any open wounds

dean and covered until
completely healed
Avoid contact with others'
open wounds and dressings

Information courtesy ofbritannica.rom
Poto Ivy Molly EnismaIWkitworthian

stands for community-associated.
Staph infcctions of the skin are
characteristically red, swollen,
painful wounds on the skin's surface that may resemble a boil or
pimple and then drain with pus.
More serious infections can occur
if the external wound is not treated. This may result in pneumonia
and bloodstream infections.
While N1RSA is resistant to
many common typcs of antibiotics, it is still highly treatable and
is nothing to worry about, Murray said.
"We've been treating it for a
long time: Murray said. "It's really treatable. It's not like a death

sentence'
MRSA is a type of staph infection that is resistant to certain
antibiotics called beta-lactams,

induding the common medicines
penicillin and amoxicillin. This

type of bacteria occurs on approximately one percent of the population, according to the CDC.
While most staph infections
occur in health facilities, it is not

Murray said that since the population at Whitworth is mostly
healthy and has good immune
systems, MRSA is not a substantial threat.

"NIRSA is still fairly rare in this
population,' Murray said. -The
only people who get really sidc are
those with compromised immune
systems who don't get treated."
Murray advises students who
suspect they may have an MRSA
infection to simply contact their
health care professional and gct
treated promptly.
In order to avoid contracting
MRSA, which can only occur
through physical contact, Murray
suggests using common-sense hygiene practices.
MRSA may be dangerous, and
it's right to be cautious, but it
doesn't have to be life threatening.
Murray said.
"People gct the impression that
it's not curable and it's just not
true," Murray said. "I don't think
we should be worried about it any
more than any other communi-

cable disease:*
Contact Kelly AfacDottald at
kelly.macdoriald@whitworthian.
corn.
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Europa exudes
Italian charm

Thortuu RolinsorilWhitworthian

Visiting artist Ruben Trejo autographs one of his pieces on Tuesday, Nov. 6.Trejo presented his
work In a lecture Tuesday, Nov.6. His art Is currently on display In the Koehler Gallery.

Immigration:
'Ihrough an artist's eyes
Audrey Gore
Staff Writer

about giving art presentations to First Lady
Laura Bush and other influential women.
Whitworth students were impressed by his
If your mother is an immigrant, you've speaking skills.
"I found it compelling. I liked his sense
presented art to Laura Bush and you've
contemplated the many different ways you of humor," sophomore art major Joanna
can portray a jalapao, you could say your Kendall said.
Of all the examples Trcjo shared of his
life was complicated. Or you could say you
work. Kendall's favorite was the series of
arc Ruben Trejo.
Trcjo is the artist currently being exhib- maps with figure oming out of them.
Trcjo created this series to show what
ited in the Fine Art Building's Koehler Galcoming to the United States meant for imlery.
Trejo gave a presentation of his work to migrants. ¡lis father is featured in this se,'Whitworth students Nov. 6, highlighting ries as well as historiCal and political figures
events in his life that had influenced his such as Poncho Villa.
Immigration is a popular theme in Trcjo's
art.
work. He said he feels tied to
As the son of immigrants
people who arc trying to get
I to the United Statcs frotn
into the United States and
k
Mexico, the culture and exIT
CLICK
compassionate for the many
Want to view a photo gallery ot the
.1 periences of Trcjo's youth
Ruben Trejo exhibit? Check it out at
that die in the process.
have infused his work with
whitworthlan.com.
Trejo said he strives to
folk traditions and iconic
show people through his art
i shapes, promoting the idea
what he has inherited from
of culture in non-traditional ways, he said. Because he was born in the his own culture and how important that is.
Trejo's exhibit will be up in the Koehler
United States, Trcjo tries to combine the
gallery through December and features en-.I meanings of the different cultures that he
tirely black pieces he meant to have reflect
,1 has experienced, in his art.
"It gives space to what it means to be light and give an impression of quiet, he
said. Though he is not affiliated with one
44 born in this country," Trejo said.
Trcjo presented his work and life sto- gallery, his work can be viewed in many
ry with a sense of humor. He told stories collections throughout the country
about his teaching days at Eastern WashContact Audrey Gore at audrenore@
ington University, while he was working
on his railroad spike art collection, and whitworthian.com.

-

Bethany Hergert

Free horse-and-

Staff Writer

carriage rides
begin Nov. 23

Charm, class and great cuisine abound at one of
Spokane's longtime Italian favorites, Europa Restaurant and Bakery.
"It's casual fine-dining that's welcoming to families: said Janice Maas, %vho owns Europa with her
husband Dennis. "It has an old-world feel. People always say they feel like they're somewhere else:
Europa's menu items include many traditional
Italian pastas and pizzas, soups and salads and meat
dishes. Also, the in-house pastry chef provides a wide
array of desserts, as well as a wedding cake service.
Ultimately, the authenticity and superior quality of
these items is what sets Europa's cuisine apart from
that of its more commercialized competitors.
Europa has been a part of
the Spokane restaurant scene
for 26 years, 18 of which have
FOOD
been with the Maas famREVIEW
ily. Maas said the restaurant
world had always interested
EUROPA
her, and when she had the
****1"..7
chance to purchase Europa,
she did not hesitate.
Hours:Monday-Sunday,
This opportunity present11 a.m. - midnight
ed itself, and I jumped on it:
Type:Italian
Maas said.
The Mazes are the third
owners of Europa, but the restaurant has kept much
of its identity despite the changes in ownership.
The original owners, a Yugoslavian family from an
Italian-influenced town, crafted the original recipes
and idea for Europa. The restaurant has evolved in
its appearance, but many of the original recipes have
remained even as the menu has expanded.
"Europa has been a wonderful part of the community," Maas said. "And I've been able to be a part of
so many wonderful things because of having Europa
this long. I just love this place:
Europa has weekly specials, including Martini
Mondays and half-priced bottles of wine on Tuesdays. The restaurant features a private banquet room
that can accommodate up to 50 people. Europa's
lounge also hosts acoustic music shows on Sunday
and Monda)' nights.

tel

Contact Bethany Hergert at bethany.hergert@whitworthian.com.
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EUROPA:

125 S. Wall Street

Spokane, Wash.
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This Friday, Nov. 23
through Sunday, Dec. 30
there will be horse-andcarriage
rides
offered
downtown.
The starting location for
the rides is on the corner
of Main Avenue and Wall
Street. Free rides are available 3-8 p.m. on Fridays,
and noon-5 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays.

lnterplayers to
present 'Grace
and Glory' play
Which do you think
needs to be saved: an illiterate 90-year-old woman
dying of cancer, or a young
Hanurd-educated Hospice
volunteer? This is the question the play "Grace and
Glory" deals with.
Shows will be Wednesdays and Thursdays at 7:30
p.m., Fridays at 8 p.m., Saturdays at 2 and 8 p.m. and
Sundays at 2 p.m. lbe show
runs through Dec. 8 at the
Spokane Interplayers Theatre. Tickets range from 510
to $21.

Teleconference

will discuss issue
of sustainability
The National Wildlife
Federation through Whitworth's sustainability club,
Good Deeds for Trees, will
present a teleconference
called "Engaging Students
in Climate Sustainability
A Campus Affair" at 11 a.m.
Thursday, Nov. 15, in Weyerhaeuser Hall in the 3rd
floor conference room.
The teleconference will
feature four speakers: Ted
Lewis, Jan e Engelman, Frank
Barros and Liz Veazey. The event is free.

Duvall Stoplight
Dance set for

Friday, Nov. 16

GRAPEVINE HUMOR
The Core 350 Participation Ribbon.

I

HIGHESTWHITWORTH HONORS

IA graduation diploma with a

10

I The Purple Heartbreak - for being wounded

percent off

coupon to Didiers.

in a bad relationship.

IThe Community Diversity Cultural Aware-

IMost Likely to Succeed Relative to Other
Theatre Majors.

IThe Golden Big Ugly.

IThe President's Goblet of Fire.
INIost Likely to Come Back as an RD.

IMost Awareness Raised.

ness Worldview Award.
The Congressional Medal of Slacklining.

DISCOUNT AVAILABLE WITH STUDENT ID

ILeast Amount of Money Spent on Books.

IThe Tony Award for Social Drama.

IEFs
CH
SPOKANE

INIost Rings by Spring.

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

LOCAL HEROES NIGHT

SHOP WITH THE
CHIEFS GIVEAWAY

vs. REGINA PATS

IOW US AS WE HONOR

VS. PRINCE GEORGE COUGARS

THE LOCAL

HEROES IN OUR C0/.11.1UNITY

SIGN UP
WIN A

So v4, .;,./

s..

Game Timer

7Pm

AT THE GAT.IE FOR YOUR CHANCE TO
SPREE AT FRED MEYER

11.000 SHOPPING

FredMeyer

@pmcast

Ready...set...go!...to the
Duvall Stoplight Dance.
Come dressed in red, yellow or green to show your
relationship status. Red is
for taken, yellow is for caution and green is for single.
The dance is free and begins at 9 p.m. Friday Nov.
16, in the third floor Duvall
lounge.
Compiled by Katie Dotan
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BSU

dinner showcases talent

Sophie Sestero
Staff IIrritcr

THE DILLINGER
ESCAPE PLAN
Album: 'The Ire
Works
Label:Epitaph
Genre:Technical
metalcore

* * *1?
The Dillinger Escape
Plan (DEP) is a technical
mctalcore band from Morris Plains, N.J. The band is
famous for thc technical
proficiency and speed of its
music as well as its live performances. The Dillingcr
Escape Plan formed in the
late '90s, and immediately
became recognized as a
prominent hardcore band.
Since then, the band's
style has become more
technical. Thc band's latest
album, The Ire Works: is
an example of its continual
evolution. While it does
not entirely neglect DEP's
hardcore days, thc album is
far more experimental and
imaginative than any previous DEP album.

ALICIA
KEYS
Album: 'As I Am*

-

The HUB multipurpose room was transformed into a sophisticated jazz hall on Friday,
Nov. 9 for the Black Student Union's fifth annual Soul Food Dinner.
The theme was the Harlem Renaissance.
Some attendees, especially the coordinators of
the event, dressed up in '20s-style fedoras, flapper skirts, beads, suits and all that jazz_
Tables covered with crisp black and purple
linens, purple streamers and balloons filled the
room as well as the smooth piano jazz sounds
of scnior Matt Park.
After introductions and trivia questions
about black history, smells of the mouth-watering soul food began to wafi through the café.
BSU adviser Stephanie Nobles-Beans, known
to many as Mama Beans, oversees the production of the Soul
Food
Dinner
every year and
CLICK IT k
also does all the
Read about the Exception Praise
cooking. Friday
Gospel Osoir performance at
night she led the
whitworthian.com.
group in prayer.
Then.
apron.
around waist, she and several of the BSU officers suited up to sem dinner.
The fare that night featured classic southernstyle soul food, including homemade corn
bread muffins, potato salad, baked macaroni
and cheese, collard greens, fried chicken, sweet
tea and massive chocolate brownies.
The purpose of the dinner is to bring Whitworth students and members of the community together to recognize and celebrate just onc
of thc many aspects of Black Americ-an culture
through thc tradition of food and fellowship,"

volorww_

4

Thomas

Robiruortliaitworthian

Black Student Union members serve other Whitworth students southem-style fare at the annual BSU
Soul Food Dinner Friday, Nov.9.

Scarlet Ponder, juniors Obe Quarlcss and Flannah Murphy and the Exceptional Praise Gospel
Choir.

BSU president Karla Rose said.

As guests were enjoying their desserts, sophomore Marissa Johnson came out singing "It
Don't Mean a Thing" to get the festivities started. Other performances included freshmen
Jackie Herzog and Miracle Lawyer, sophomore

Contact Sophie Sestero at sophic.scstcro@
whitworthian.com.

Label: RCA

Genn:R&B

***ìK

Soulful R&B singersongwriter Alicia Keys' piano-driven music has gained
worldwide popularity. Keys'
first album, "Songs in A Minor," became an immediate
success, and sold 235,000
copies in the first week.
Alicia Keys has gained
more and more fans with
the release of hits such as
I Ain't Got You" and You
Don't Kt'tow My Namer
Her latest studio effort, "As
I Am." has a similar style to
her previous releases and is
filled with the catchy heartfelt tracks and powerful vocals that made Alicia Keys
famous.

if

THE KILLERS
Album:

Anberlin to rock Service Station
Caitlin Richmond
Staff Writer
Christian rockers Anberlin will
be playing at the Senice Station on
Tuesday, Nov. 27 at 7 p.m.
The band will be playing with
BEAR and Metro Station. Tickets arc $13 in adrance or SIS at
the door, and can be purchased at
TicketsWest, 4000 Holes, The Service Station, The Long Ear, Gonzaga and Mitworth. Anberlin
played in Spokane last year at Fat
Tuesdays, said Dale Strom, RAWK
the Inland Northwest board member.

Anberlin has released two CDs
on independent record label Tooth
& Nail, "Blueprints for the Black

Market" and "Never
Take Friendship Personal." The band recently switched to
Universal Republic Records, where it released
its third CD, "Cities:*
They will also be releasing a CD of B-sides,
called "Lost Songs" on
Nov. 20 from Tooth &

has been together
since 2002. whcn thc
group
signed with
CONCERT
Tooth & Nail. All five
Who: Anberlin, Metro
members arc from
SUU00 and BEAT
Orlando, Fla.
When:Tuesday, Hat 27 at
"I definitely think
n rn 04~.0 L.2
we have matured
IVhffe: Serrice Station
musically and broadLISTEN ONLINE AT DAYSened our listening
PACE.COWANBE RUN
tastes, coming into
Nail.
our own as a band,"
The band's tour besaid lead singer Stegan in August, and ends in mid- phen Christian on Anberlin's
December. The group is touring Web site in reference to the band's
with Motion City Soundtrack. change from its first release to its
Mae and Metro Station, although more recent albums.
only Metro Station will be playing
Metro Station is an electro-pop
in Spokane.
band from Hollywood, Calif. The
Alternative rock band Anberlin band was voted No. 6 on Alterna-

Check out Blair Tellers'YouTube blog

'Sawdust'
Label: island

Genre:Synth
indie rock

* * * *11?
Nev.-based
band The Killers fuse indierock with synth. The band
achieved worldwide fame
with the release of its debut
album "Hot Fuss:* The Killers' music has a spuh-pop
influence but is driven by
indie rock guitar riffs and
vocal melodies.
The band's latest release,
"Sawdust," is a compilation
of B-sides, remixes and unreleased tracks. Containing
a remix of "Mr. Brightside"
and a Dire Straits cover, the
album is sure to pack original and unexpected tracks
to please any Killers fan.
Las

Nregas,

Shaun Juncal, Staff Writer
Photos courtesy of ansazorsecors

t. SO

theynd.
say a study

Tellers

tha
break dears

mi

tire Press magazine's "22 Underground Bands that won't Stay Underground for Long." The groups
sound is similar to that of Hellogoodbye.
BEAF is a Christian rock band
from Spokane. They won RAWK
Final Four in 2007, a five-part annual competition for bands.
The group has also opened for
bands such as Thousand Foot
Crutch and Hawk Nelson. On
BEM; MySpace, the band said
we try to have fun playing the
music we love, while trying portray
the Christian roots of our songs."

Contact Caitlin Richmond at
ca itlin.richmond@whitworthian.
com.

(we agree)
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Featured now at wititworthian.com.

West Central
Shared Housing
Coop

Building Intentional
Community
Living Simply
Working for Social Justice

.Affordable Housing

($375 includes

utilities)

*****

Stars are based on demos. pre.release
tracks and articles abosa the albums.

ANBERLIN

Contact:
westbridgecoop@hotmail.com
or call 280.1702 for questions
or more Information!
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GAME TO WATCH
Houston Rockets vs. San Antonio Spurs

Friday, Nor.16;S p.m. on ESPN
Read more online at whitworthian.com.
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Women swim past
Div.-II Redhawks
Men, women
split dual
meet with
Seattle Univ.
Danika Heatherly
Staff Writer
Senior Sam Képhart
won the 200-yard butterfly, 100-yard butterfly, and
100-yard freestyle with a
time of 54.44 to lead the
Pirate women to a win
over Division II Seattle
University last Saturday,
Nov. 10.

The women
won the meet
134-128.
"We had a
few first place
Courtesy of Photo Services at Univrrsity of Puset Sours.,

Senior defender Sarah Brogden-Thome and University of Puget Sound forward Janece Levien chase the ball on Nov.11.

Loggers boot Pirates
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writcr

Whitworth adva*hced throtigh thc
first round of the Division III NCAA
tournament before being knocked
out by conference rival University of
Puget Sound in the second round last
Sunday.
After finishing second in thc
Northwest Conference behind UPS,
the Mates received an at-large bid

into postscason play.
Whitworth narrowly escaped in
the. first round against UC-Santa
Cruz, but was unable to topple UPS,
thc only team to beat Whitworth all
year.

The scoring opened in Saturday's
game in the 24th minute when UCSC
junior forward Annick Lamb pushed
the ball up the left side of the field and
ripped a shot. The shot beat Whitworth sophomore goalkeeper Krista
Dietz, putting UCSC on top 14
Whitworth responded in the 37th
minute to tic thc score when sophomore midfielder Lindsey Oakes hit

a shot past UCSC senior goalkeeper
Katie Loomis, and the teams walked
off the field even at the half 1-1.
*111C secOnd half grew infenseboth teams fought for thc go-ahead
goal. Despite the efforts of both
tcams, thc whistle blew to end regulation time with the teams still level
at 1-1. The teams needed overtime to
decide who would more into the sec-

ond round.
"Ve were ready to crack them,
we're always really confident when
we go back out on the field," junior
forward Penelope Crowe said.
With just over a minute gone in
the overtime period, a scramble happened right in front of the UCSC net.
Junior defender Kimberly Mitchell
put her foot on the ball for the gamewinning goal in the 92nd minute.
Niitchell's goal ended the game and
sent Whitworth into the second
round.
UPS was kryptonite for the Pirates throughout the season, beating
Whitworth in both matches this season. After Puget Sound took care of

California Lutheran University last
Saturday, it set up a rematch between
thc top two tcams from the NWC.
The game could not have started
much better for Whitworth, as the
Pirates got an early goal to put them
ahcad. Crowe had an unassisted goal
in the 4th minute to quic.kly put the
pressure on UPS.
In the 13th minute, though, UPS
leveled the contest at 1-1. Sophomore
fonvard Janece Levicn took the ball
on the left side of the field and crossed
towards the Whitworth 18-yard box.
UPS senior fonvard Katie Gillette was
there to head the ball into the back of
the net for the goal.
At this point the first half scoring
was not quite over.

CONTINUED ONLINE

k

Watt to read about the rest of the second game?
Check out the continued woirien's soccer article
and a feature on head coach Sean Bushey online

at whitworthian.com.

finishes but it
was our depth
that won the
meet," freshman Kristin
Nielsen said.

goal was to come out tough
by winning that first relay
so they knew we were serious about the meet."
The women were inspired by Gresset and senior Jorie Turner before
the meet began.
We were all putting in
our best races and we knew
it was going to take everyone swimming their events
well to win," Natalie Turner
said.
Kephart's 2:07.01 finish
in the 200-yard butterfly
gave her a provisional national qualifying time for
NCAA Division III.
We were all excited for
great
Sam's
race; Natalie
Turner said.
"All
those
times
just
get us doser
and closer to
nationals in
March."
This weekend
was

Whitworth's

first
Sophomore
the
Natalie Turn- "We were all putting against
Redhawks
in
best
and
our
races
er agreed.
1999
"It
truly we knew it was going since
when they left.
came down
to take everyone
to our depth swimming their events theNorthwest
Conference
in the last few
well
to
win."
and headed to
races," Turner
Division II.
Natalie Turner,
said.
Mbre than
sophomore
Turner won
eight
years
her three indilater,
the
Redvidual events
hawks
are
to bring home the nonconference win for the Pi- in the process of moving
rates. She finished with a up another dhision (to
10:45.28 in her 1,000-yard NCAA Division I) and are
freestyle, a 1:55.46 in the expected to swim at that
200-yard freestyle, and level next season.
"We knew if we could
won the 500-yard freestyle
win
this meet we would feel
with a time of 5:13.58.
Team captain junior more comfortable against
Brittany Gresset won the our conference dual meet
individual 50-yard free- opponents for the rest of
style with a time of 24.80 the season," Nielsen said.
According to this week's
and teamed with Kephart,
Turner and freshman issue of Swimming World
Brenda Foster to %sin the magazine, the teams'
200-yard Medley Relay matchup was the magazine's N feet of the Week.
with a time of 1:51.13.
"That's what we wanted
to do; Nielsen said. "Our
See SWIM, page 15

Titans eliminate men's soccer in second round
Ryan Georgioff
Staff iirritcr
Just one day after their
thrilling 2-1 victory over

Gustavus Adolphus College
in the team's NCAA Division III postseason opener,
the Whitworth men's soccer team swallowed a 2-0
loss to the hosting University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
Titans Saturday, Nov. 11,
eliminating them from the

:

,".

tournament.
During Friday's game
against Gustavus Adolphus
(GAC), both defenses appeared formidable, as the
match progressed scoreless
through the majority of the
first half with only eight
shots shared between the
teams.
We got off to a rough

start in the first 20 minutes,"
Whitworth sophomore forward Elly Bulega said.
Though the Pirates were
making quick drives into
the Gustics cnd of the field
throughout the half, they
were finding it hard to
make shots.
"After those first ten minutes when they took it to us,
we felt good and confident
that we could take them,"
senior midfielder Skye
Henderson said.
GAC 'came up with the
first score in the 59th minute when senior forward
Mike Butterworth drove
up thc middle and slipped
past Whitworth sophomore
goalkeeper Scott Barnum
for a point-blank shot. Barnum misplayed the ball at
the top of the 18-yard box,

which allowed Butterworth whole second half:' junior
to play the ballpast Barnum midfielder Keith Kirsch
for an easy score.
said. "Going into overtime,
Butterworth led the we were excited because we
Gustics in total points this were playing so much betseason.
ter than they vere. It was
The Pirates responded better than [penalty kicks]
just minutes into the second because we had so much
half, as Bulega headed in a momentum going in there:'
This momentum carried
goal off a pass from junior
defender Ben Rotert, who into overtime, and in the
scooped up the ball in the .94th minute Kirsch took
mayhem following a Pirate down a long pass from Rotcorner kick. Bulega's goal ert and slipped the ball under GAC senior goalkeeper
was his first of the season.
"lt feels good to score," Trevor Brown to finish off
Bulega said. "It feels like I the game.
Including his goal Friday,
did my job:'
The game then returned Kirsch is tied with senior
to a standstill as both teams midfielder Matt Friesen for
fought to break the 1-1 tie, the most goals this season,
and thc time left on the with seven each.
clock dwindled to zero.
Rotert's assists vere his
'Especially for today's first two of the season.
"It was definitely a team
game, we controlled the

effort," Kirsch said. "A lot
of guys came off the bench
to make the win. We lost to
Gustavus a few years ago in
the final four so it meant a

lot to beat them:
Whitworth faced the
Gusties in the nitional
semifinals of the 2005 tournament. Gustavus Adolphus edged the Bucs out
2-1 in that game.
"It's so nice to get some
bit of revenge against them
even though it's nowhere
near the final four," Henderson said.

CONTINUED
ONLINE k
Want to read about the second
round? Read it and a feature on
Head Coach Sean Bushey online at

whitworthian.com.

TOURNAMENT RECAP
FIRST ROUND

IVItinvorth 2
Bulega (79')
Kirsch (951

GAC1
Butterwonh (60')

SECOND ROUND

Whitworth 0

U1%'-Oshkosh 2
Miller (13')

Jones (85')
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Football wins in season finale

NWC
0111.1111,

COMIIP*1-CO

NWC ALL

Pirates crush Loggers, miss
D-III NCAA tournament bid

0-0

Garett Myers

MEN'S BASKETBALL.

LINFIELD

0-0

UPS

0-0

0-0

PLU

0-0

0-0

L&C

0-0

0-0

WHITWORTH

0-0

0-0

WILLAMETTE

0-0

0-0

GEORGEFOX

0-0

0-0

WHITMAN

0-0

0-1

PACIFIC

O-00-1

NEXT PIRATE GANE:

Whitrath rs. Chapman
Friday. Nov. 23 (2, 2.00 p.m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
NWC ALL

0-0

UNFIELD

0-0

UPS

0-0

0-0

PLU

0-0

0-0

WHITMAN

0-0

0-0

WHITWORTH

0-0

0-0

WILLAMETTE

0-0

0-0

GEORGEFOX

0-0

0-0

PACIFIC

0-0

0-0

L&C

iiihmorth rs. Band
Saturday, Nov 17 noon

MEN'S SWIMMING
NWC ALL

WHITWORTH

2-0

3-1

LJNFIELD

3-1

3-4

PLU

2-1

2-1

PUGETSOUND

2-1

2-1

L&C

1-1

2-1

WHITMAN

1-1

1-1

WILLAMETTE

0-2

0-2

PACIFIC

0-4

0-4

WINNING WAYS:8-2

sive back Cameron Stroyan and
senior defensive back Ryan Marshall both had interceptions. Se-

Staff writer

o

two SCorCS.
The Pirates scored on thcir third
consecutive possession at the start
of the second quarter, as Ahsing
rumbled in from two yards out to
make it 20-0 after the extra point.
Later in the quarter, Kemp threw
his second touchdown pass of the
afternoon, this time to Anderson
from 29 yards out, and the Pirates
went up 27-0 at halftime.
In the third quarter, the Bucs
started the half with more of the
same. Anderson ran in anothcr
touchdown, front five yards out
this time. to put the Pirates up
34-0.
Ihe score was set up by an
Ahsing 59-yard run.
In the fourth quarter. Whitworth seemed to take their foot a
little bit off the accelerator with a
34-point lead.
The Logger offense managed to
score twice in the quarter, once on

Head Coach John Tully tvas also
pleased with the offense.
"Offensively We executed really
well," Tully said. "The line opened
up holes, Anderson and Ashing
ran hard. the receivers got open
and Kemp played well:
Defensively, sophomore &fen-

overall, 6-0 Northwest Conference; NWC title

year's seniors helped lead the Pirates to two
the school's first 10+ win season ever last season, and
the first postseason win in school history last season.
END OF AN ERA:This

NWC titles,

nior linebacker Marc Grow led the
Pirates with six tackles.
The coaches put us in great
positions," lislarshall said. "(Puget
Sound' had a tricky offense and
runs the ball really well. We
worked on tackling a lot this week
and it paid off:
Whitworth stormed out the
gate, scoring 13 points in the first
half on two toudidowns. Kemp
connected with junior tight end
Joey Van! loomissen for the first
score after a six-minute drive.
and Anderson broke free from 44
yards out to put the Pirates up by

A Iveck after claiming their
second consecutive Northwest
Conference championship, the
Whitworth Pirates pounded the
University
Puget Sound 34-13
Saturday, Nov. 10. lhe win gave
Whitworth their 12th straight win
over the Loggers.
Ilowever, Whitworth found
out on Sunday, Nov. 11 they will
not be participating in any more
games this year.
Even though the Pirates claimed
the IN:WC crown and finished the
season with an 8-2 record. the
NCAA selection committee did
not grant the team a playoff bid.
Against UPS, junior quarterback Kory Kemp led the attack for
Whitworth, throwing for 195 yards
and two touchdowns. Sophomore
running back Adam Anderson ran
for 92 yards and two touchdowns
and also caught two passes for 29
yards and a touchdown. Senior
running back Chris Ahsing ran
for 93 yards and a score and senior
wide receiver Steve Silva caught
eight passes for 77 yards.
"The offense played great. Kory
played well and the line did a great
job of making holes." Anderson

said.

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

A SEASON IN REVIEW: WHITWORTH FOOTBALL 2007

linebacker Marc Grow (67 tackles, 7.5 sacks),
senior running back Chris Ahsing (581 yards rushing, 6 TDs), senior
wide receiver Steve Silva (623 yards receiving, 1 ID), senior defensive back Jay Tully (69 tackles, 4 INT's), senior defensive back Ryan
Marshall (5 INT's), senior defensive back Phil Entel (43 tackles,
6 INT's), senior linebacker Casey Clifton (60 tackles, i sack) and
senior linebacker Greg Caster (69 tackles, 3 sacks)
BON VOYAGE:Senior

REASONS FOR OPTIMISM:

junior guar ter+ark

ADAM ANDERSON
uyhomore running bark

9 Ms

13 !Ds

KO RY KEMP

a 16-yard touchdown run by junior running back Silas Paul and
another on a touchdown scamper
from 15 yards out by senior running back Mike Grath.
was a great atmosphere: Anderson said. "They had a big crowd
for senior day but wr have a lot of
fans from the arca so it was nicc to
have them there as well:
Ihe game was a good ending
for Whitworth's senior class.
"We've all played significant
time since our freshman ycar and
have grown up together; Marshall
said. '!We're all great friends. we,
hang out with each other outside
of practice and we care a lot about

it

BRANDON MARTIN
sophomore linernan
43 tulles

each other."
Thlly said the tcam has bccn

part of an important part of Whitworth football history.
"Ihis group has created their
own legacy," John Tully said. "They
brought us two straight NWC
championships, and they are one
of the most successful senior classes ever. It has been a special group;
they have played with effort every
game:
Iheir win against Puget Sound
was the last for the group of 17
players with senior eligibility.
Contact Carat Myers at garctt.
tnycrsewhitworthian.com.

,

Become a teacher .

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whrtvvorth vs. Lewis & Gark

Friday, Nov. 16 @ 6 p.m.

WOMEN'S SWIMMING.
NWC

ALL

UPS

303-0

L&C

2-03-O

WHITWORTH

2-0

3-1

WHITMAN

2-0

1-0

PUJ

2-1

.2-1

WILLAMETTE

0-2

0-2

PACIFIC

04

0-4

LINFIELD

0-4

0-6

Think critically

Whitworth Faculty,
Students, and
Parents receive

-Shocks
Transform practice

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

EXTRA DISCOUNTS
on all purchases!

Struts,

Promote justice

Whitworth vs. Lewis & Oark
Friday, Nov. 16 @ 6p.m.

Athlete o
THE WE K

- All Se6Sori Tire
riOli:r Tires
Brek4s

Get Ready', FOr,...Wititert--,

,

Master ofArts in Teaching

-CoOtitig 'SYSiertt
Flushes
TrarismIsWonServiCet,.-

ou name' it,ime do
éfid
,

G EO RG E Fox
01 tOUCATION

SCHOOL

Sam Kephart

Senior
Won three events to help swim
team defeat Seattle University.

4111

mat.geordefos.edu

I

800.611.0911
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Whitworth Basketball Season Preview

The article pinned us
as the underdogs, since
we're Division Ill and
Seattle is on their way
to Division 1, but we
wanted to come out hard
and take the meet. Mat's
exactly what happened:*
Natalie Turner said.
The Whitworth men's
team had a more difficult

outing, losing the dual
meet 170-92.
Senior David Dolphay
won the only men's individual event for the
Pirates (the 1,000-yard
freestyle) with a time of
9:59.46. Dolphay turned
in a second place finish
in the 500 yard freestyle.
Michael
Freshman
Woodward barely lost to
Gordon Smith in both
the 100-yard freestyle
and the 200-yard freestyle, reaching the wall
less than a half second
behind Smith in each
event. Woodward also
took sccond in the 200-

U RowietWhitworthian

Head Coach Helen Higgs (right) is in her 14th season at the helm for the Pirates. Newcomer Liz
Horiatis (center) will be counted on as an inside scoring and rebounding presence.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 2007-2008: MOVING ON UP
2006-2007 FINISH: 14-11 overall, 8-8 NWC; missed playoffs

Nate Chuu/Whitwarthian

yard 1M.

Sophomore Quinton
Darling and junior Jason
Hunter also added second place finishes.
Both the men and
women will swim next
weekend at Lewis &
Clark College on Friday,
Nov. 16, and Willamette
University on Saturday,
Nov. 17. The meets start
at 6 and 1 p.m., respec-

KEY ADDITIONS: post Liz

tively.

KEY LOSSES:guard

Contact Danika Ikathcrly at danika.licatherly@

whitworthian.com.

Horiatis (Woodinville HS), forward Courtney
Gaddis (Kalani HS), forward Keilah Fanene (Evergreen HS), guard Johanna Sai (Kamehameha HS)
KEY RETURNERS:guard

Cassie Snyder (29.4 minutes per game, 4.0 as-

sists per game), forward Tiffany Corigliano (7.8 points per game, 4.7
rebounds per game), guard Natalie Orrell (10.4 ppg, 3.9 rpg, 60%
three-point percentage) and guard Alida Bower (34.3 mpg, 13.6 ppg,
5.9 rpg)
Stacie Scott (no longer with team), center Stacie McDaniel (no longer with team), post Alexis Bell (no longer with team)
NWC COACHES' PRESEASON PREDICTED FINISH:

Fourth

Whitworth will lean heavily on senior forward Ryan Symes
to help lead the team to a second straight conference title.

MEN'S BASKETBALL 2007-2008:

BUILDING ON PAST SUCCESS
2006-2007 FINISH:24-4 overall, 13-3 NWC;

2nd round of NCAA D-Ill Tournament
guard Ross Nakamura (transfer - Diablo Valley College), guard Clay
Gebbers (Brewster HS), guard Tim Sellereit
(transfer - Whatcom CC), guard Drew Bruns
(El Toro HS)
KEY ADDITIONS:

KEY RETURNERS: forward

Ryan Symes (14.9

points per game, 5.4 rebounds per game,
80% free throw percentage), forward Colin
Willemsen (25.2 minutes per game, 8.1
ppg, 4.2 rpg) and post Calvin Jurich (11.9
mpg, 3.5 ppg, 2.3 rpg)
Bryan Williams (graduation), guard Jon Young (graduation), guard
James Jones (graduation), post Kevin Hasenfus (graduation)
KEY LOSSES:guard

NWC COACHES' PRESEASON PREDICTED FINISH:

Third

ryCapIral,,graduate studen
'enviro mental engineerin
easuresthe ammonia and nitrous
,

^

oxide emissions,frorri.crops groWn
Pacific NOrthWest. Human

Çexposire tO very:high Concentrations

f amMOnia can cause lung damage,
and 'nitibiifoxide tontribUtes

toto,'

lbbal Warming. Mary collaborates

with wcirld-Clais -faculty in the .'
oratOry
frir Atmöspheric
Research.
.
-

.

,

.

Explore opportunthes in more than
70 graduate and profes'sional degree,
programs acráss four campuse..`

Islate autelltiuNvretiart

Junior guard Ross Nakamura will help contribute, averaging
six assists per game at Diablo Valley College last year.
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WHITpics
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Several Whitworth computer
science majors competed last Saturday, Nov. 10 in a section of the
ACM (Association of Computing
Machinery) Pacific Northwest Programming Contest. Students were
placed in teams of tltree. Overfive
hours, they tried to solve multiple

algorithmic problemsWhitworth
hosted 14 teams that competed
against 76 total teamsfrom schools
across the West Coast, inchuling
UC Berkeley and Stanford University. 'Me top Whitworth team,
0(:1^2), placed 2911, overall.
Maquillan reacts to
the stress of the competition.
TOP LEFT:Junior Nick

TOP RIGHT: Sophomore Kayla Lewis keeps

focused at the task at hand.
RIGHT:Seniors Robert Wahlstedt and
Andrew Zellman go through an assortment
of materials.Teams were awarded balloons
after solving each problem.
BELOW LEFT:Senior Andrew Zellman checks
the time and scores from schools around

the Northwest in the final minutes of the
competition.
BELOW RIGHT:Sophomore Matt Wilding

tries to process the problem on the screen.
All thetas b. ThernatRainionihlutworthutn
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DO YOU HAVE SOME AMAZING SHOTS OF CAMPUS LIFE?

E-mail them to us at: photos@whitworthian.com.

FLU VS. COLD: LEARN HOW TO AVOID BOTH ILLNESSES I PAGE 10

hitivorthian
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SERVING THE WHITWORTH COMMUNITY SINCE 1905
whitworthlan.com
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Policy revised
in handbook

CULTURAL AWARENESS WEEK

Bonjour

2

Dean's Priority
applications rise
Appplication does not
require admissions essay

OPINIONS

I

400:

Ambiguous
off-campus
line removed

PAGE 5

Morgan Feddes
Staff Writer

Iowever, many students
were upset with the revised
section because of its ambiguity, Coleman Jones said.
"Students felt it was too
broad," Coleman Jones said.
"They weren't sure what
type of activities would fall
under the clause, so they
felt vulnerable."

After receiving complaints about thc ambiguity of a clause regarding
off-campus student behavior in the 2007-08 Student
Handbook, the Student Life
Committee recommended
a revision.
ihe committee proposed
to drop the phrase and
behavior that is potentially
harmful to the reputation,
educational mission or interests of the university"
from the off-campus behavior policy in the handbook,
director ofstudent activities
Dayna Coleman Jones said.
Coleman Jones presented
the revision to ASWU at its
Nov. 14 meeting.
ASWU members recommended the committee
adopt thc revised policy at
that meeting.
lhe revision will take effect immediately, but the
new handbook will not be
published until the summer, Coleman Jones said.
Administrators revised a
section of the Big Three on
off-campus behavior this
summer, along with other
sections of the handbook.
According to an article
on whitworthian.com, vice
president for Student Life
Kathy Storm said revisions
were originally made to
highlight and clarify university intervention for offcampus behavior violations.

Objectifying the
Whitworth male
Views on bare flesh

show double standard.

SCENE

I

PAGE 11

4

'Wedding Singer'
brings bade80s
Musical version of 1998
film comes to Spokane.

SPORTS

I

1

PAGE 13

Mal Chute/ Illuthwthian

Freshman Undee Halley models her Frenchstyle outfit In the International Fashion
Show during the international Banquet on Friday, Nov. 16.

From anonymous revelations ofstudents' deepest secrets to lavish display's ofcultural fashion, Cultural Awareness Week sought lo introduce
a vast array of backgrounds and perspectives to the campus from the
students themselves. See more inside, IN-DEPTH, PAGE 8-9

Women sweep
1&C, Willamette
Swimmers move to 6-0
overall this season.

Finding the dght
church in Spokane

Students' hours
reduced in Fine
Arts Building

Check out the directory
listing for arca churches
at whitworthian.com.
WORD FOR WORD
Quote of the week

Morgan Feddes

I think

Staff Writer

one of the
most important keys
to success is a constant
pursuit of excellence
and a recognition
that we never really
addeve

A vandalism incident in the Fine
Arts Building early Nov. 12 spurred
a change in student access hours to
the building.
Art from the hallways was removed and placed in the Koehler
Gallery, security supervisor LeRoy
Fantasia said in an c-mail.
There did not appear to be any
damage to the artwork, Fantasia
said.

it:

Doug Have
dirry:as oho rev worts In al
clem.-mand L-w firn in !Won
Read the Anna' profile at

whitworthian.tom.
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COniati Aforgan &tides

at morgan.fecides@ whit worthian.com.

Vandalism prompts changes in access hours

ONLINE I THIS WEEK

RECYCLE

Senior Shaina Western
said the policy underestimated students and their
capabilities to make decisions.
"It was about trying to
control us instead of letting
us be responsible adults
and allowing us to make
our own decisions," Western said.
ASWU Executive VicePresident Katie Zerkel said
many students thought
the dause was brand new,
which is a misconception.
Coleman Jones said in
practice, the revision will
not change how off-campus
issues arc handled.
"Basically, we added a
step to the process in that
now if an issue ever arises
that we think needs to be
addressed, we'll bring it to
the Student Life Committee," Coleman Jones said.
Zerkel said the main goal
of the revision was to clarify
the clause.
"It helps to clarify the
policy a little more, which
is important because although this scction hasn't
been used a lot in the last
few years, it could become
more prominent with the
way our society is going,"
Zerkel said.

8

%Virgo

16

Associate professor of art and
chair of the art department Gordon
Wilson said thc art department requested that security change student access hours to the building.
Wilson said the department's
main concern is for the safety of the
art in the Koehler Gallery.
"Many times, the art in the gallery is worth a lot of money," Wilson said. "Any damage done to the
art would be a strong negative on
our department."
The gallery currently houses an
exhibit titled "Black Orpheus," featuring a series of sculptures by visiting artist Ruben Trejo, according
to a Vhitworth press release.
'Ihe value of the exhibit,
which contains 19 different sculp-

See VANDALISM, page 2

MEN'SSWIMMINGWINSOUT

I

Ng( Chuie / WhINvrthian

Security guard Darryl Bums checks the locks at the Fine Arts Building.
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VISIT WHMVORTHIAN.ONA DAY FOR BREAKING
NEWS, SPORTS UPDATES AND NEW FEATURES.
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Comments? Lotus know:

editovilitworthancom
or 504-777-3248
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ABOUT US
The Vi'hitworthian has served as the main
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sports overage kr the
Whitwath community ska 194 Ihe
Whitvnatian Is an organitsdos =posed
entirety 11 students wiikh produces The
Whitworthian weekly newspaper and the
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Non-essay applications on the rise
Frcshman Naomi Shaw said she has heard
that some students apply to Whitworth partly
because they do not have to write an essay.
have heard so many people say that was
definitely one of the top rcasons they applied,"
Shaw said.
Junior Brielle Fuller said she also heard that
De Andra Keno!),
from students.
"I had heard of other students not writing esStaff Writer
say's for Vhitworth." Fuller said.
NVith thc Nov. 30 early action admissions
Fuller, who was required to write an admisdeadline not far away, high school siniors fill- sions essay, said she did not have a problem
ing out the Dean's Priority application are not with writing one.
"I believe people who truly want to attend
required to submit an admissions essay.
Over the past five years there has been a steady Vhitworth, just as [with] other colleges, would
increase in the numbcr of prospective students have no problem writing a few standardized essubmitting Dean's Priority applications, direc- says," Fuller said.
tor of enrollment Fred Pfursich said.
Although an essay is not required for Dean's
The Dean's' Priority application allows stu- Priority applicants, Pfursich said the admissions
dents to apply for admission at NVhitworth office will acccpt an essay if a student chooses to
without submitting an application essay.
submit one.
The application encourages students to apply,
Students have the option of submitting the
especially students for whom Vhitworth would admissions essays thcy write for other schools,
be a good fit, Pfursich said.
Pfursich said
The Dean's Priority application is sent to ofPfursich said he tells prospective students,
ficial prospective students, Pfursich said. Stu- "Submitting an essay can only help you."
dents get on the official prospective student list
The essay is uscd to gain a greater underthrough various ways, such as by taking tour of standing of the student, Pfursich said.
the school, Pfursich said.
The essay gives us insight into an applicant
"These students have expressed a significant as a person," Pfursich said. The more we know
interest in Whitworth: Pfursich said.
about an applicant, thc better:
According to data compiled by the admisThe admissions office has other ways of assions office, 36 percent of frcshman applicants sessing a student's writing ability, Pfursich said.
for fall 2007 applied using thc Dean's Priority
The admissions office has access to the writapplication.
ing component of each applicant's SAT scores,
-19 percent of freshman De-an's Priority appliPfursich said. The SAT essay can be used as an
cants were accepted, Pfursich said.
assessment oía student's writing ability.
The idea that students only apply to VhitPfursich said although thc admissions office
worth because there is not an essay required for enjoys reviewing the essays, they found that esthe Dean's Priority application does not hold says are not thc best indicator of how well a stutrue, Pfursich said, because most of the stu- dent will perform in college.
dents are writing essays for other admissions
"The most significant indicator for success
applications.
in college is a student's high school transcript,"
Other schools, such as University of Portland, Pfursich said.
have a similar application. Pfursich said.
Pfursich said part of the challenge in requir"Ninety-nine percent of our applicants ap- ing an admissions essay is that the admissions
ply to other colleges for) universities: Pfursich office cannot always be sure of who is writing
said. "They are writing at least one essay for the essays. It is difficult to assume that students
other applications and they could submit this did not receive any help in writing the essay.
same essay to Whitworth:*
Pfursich said.

Increase seen in Dean's
Priority applications
over pastfive years
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Data compiled by the admissiotu office based
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"It is hard to say 'This essay truly represents
the student's writing ability,- Pfursich said.
The admissions office uses other critcria in
the admissions process, such as an applicant's
extracurricular activities and academic recommendation form, Pfursich said.
Some students, such as Shaw, think it is a
good thing that the essays are not heavily relied
upon tu determine who is accepted.
don't think [the essay] should weigh heavily on [the admiisions process)," Shaw sal& "I
know people who struggle in the writing arca,
and they are so intelligent. They are very motivated to do well, but writing doesn't come naturally to them. I don't think it should be a huge
determiner of who gets in:*

Contact Dc Andra Kenai), at de.andra.kcnoly@
whit worthiatt.com.
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ulty, one staff member and

the security and janitorial
scnices," Wilson said.
Wilson said thc master
keys will no longer open
the gallery.
The change in student
acccss hours is inconvenient for students, sophomorc Gisellc Stonc said.
"A lot of students have
very busy schedules and
as an RA, I find it more
convenient to be here
late to work on a project,"
Stonc said.
Freshman
Madeline
rest said art students
typically need large blocks
of time in ordcr to finish
their project.
"It's easiest in the evenings," West said. "I've
bccn here until fivc in the
morning before [working
on a project]."
NVilson said the department is well aware of student conccrns.
"There are a number
of students who work
late on projects," NVilson
said. "Several have approached me and other
faculty members with
concerns that thcy won't
be able to complete their
projects on time:
Wilson said thc acccss
change is currently indefinite and that he does not
lcnow when the new hours
of access will be changed.
"We would have to
make the decision as a department," NVilson said.

tures, is estimated to be
approximately 511,000.
Wilson said students
used to have 24-hour access to the building. but
that access has now been
reduced to protect the art.
Wilson also said thc allday access for students is
unusual compared to other arca schools.
Gonzaga
University
has a building that houscs
both a museum and classrooms, but the classrooms
arc kept separate from the
museum, Wilson said.
"The students can come
into the classrooms to
Is'ork with their key cards,
but thcy can't access the
museum after hours,"
Wilson said.
The ncw hours for
Whitworth's Fine Arts
Building are Monday
through Friday from 8
a.m. to midnight and Saturday and Sunday from 10
a.m. to 10 p.m., according
to a Nov. 12 e-mail NVilson
sent to art majors.
"We are trying not to
make a big deal of it, but
we needed to take some
sort of action to protect
the art in the gallery," Wilson said.
Wilson said the gallery
lock has been changed.
although it is unlcnown if
the person used a master
key to enier the gallery.
"The only people who
Contact Morgan Feddes
are supposed to have mas- at nrorgan.feddcs@whitter keys are full-time fac- worthian.com.
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Liquor law referrals double
pus, Inc., a non-profit organization geared toward making college
campuses safer, a liquor law violation can be defined as "ordinances
prohibiting: the manufacture, sale,
transporting, furnishing, possessing of intoxicating liquor; maintaining unlawful drinking places,
Julie Wootton
furnishing liquor to a minor or inNews Editor
temperate person; and all attempts
The numbcr of disciplinary re- to commit any of the aforemenferrals for liquor law violations in tioned."
Associate dean of students Dick
dorms or residential facilities has
Nlandeville
said there are several
almost doubled during the past
calendar year, according to the possible reasons for the increase in
liquor law violations.
2006-07 campus security report.
"There may be more drinking
"There is to be no on-campus
on
campus; Nlandeville said.
possession, consumption, or disHe said the increase in discitribution of alcohol, illegal drugs
or mood-altering substances, or plinary referrals for liquor law viocontrolled medication without lations may also be related to an
a prescription," according to the increase in the number of students
living on campus.
2007-08 Student Handbook.
There are currently about 1,200
- There were 23 referrals for listudents
living on campus and
law
violations
2004,
in
24
in
quor
2005 and 42 in 2006, according to 600-700 students living off campus, Mandeville said. Having bethe report.
After repeated attempts, none of tween 40-50 incidents of liquor
the resident dircctors were avail- law violations during the calendar year is quite a low number in
able to comment.
comparison to other universities,
Senior
Ozzie
Nlandeville said.
Crocco, an RA in
According
to
Baldwin-Jenkins,
CLICK IT
Gonzaga Universisaid he enforced liRead about the campus security
ty's campus security
quor law policies
report and crime log at
department's crime
early on.
whltworthl an.com.
"I
statistics, there were
established
482 disciplinary reearly on that I didn't
ferrals for liquor law
want alcohol on my
violations in 2006 in universityfloor," Crocco said.
Crocco has been an RA for three owned buildings.
According to the Gonzaga Stuyears.
Crocco said drinking on cam- dent Handboolc, possession or
pus tends to take place during Jan consumption of alcohol in both
interior and exterior common
Term.
"That's a time when RAs really areas is prohibited. In residential
facilities where lower division stuneed to step up:'
Junior Gabriella Auer, also an dents live, students may not conRA in BJ, said shc has not had to sume alcoholic beverages.
deal with any incidcnts during hcr
Another explanation for the intwo years as an RA.
crease in liquor law violations at
Auer said there could have been Whitworth is that a numbcr of injust a few incidents with multiple cidents involved multiple students,
students involved.
Nlandeville said.
"Alcohol is becoming more of a
"At this point, there have been
social norm," Auer said.
about 40 incidents for the 2007
Auer said the number of report- calendar ycar with seven weeks left
ed incidents could have to do with in the reporting period," Mandevthe group of RAs during a given ille said. This is slightly above the
year.
number of instances last year:.
According to Security on CamMandeville said if a student re-

Security report
shows increase
in violations

dition of thc undergraduate major
WaS motivated by two factors: the
increasingly global and interdisciWhen the.computer science de- plinary nature of computer science
partment introduced a major in in- and the distinctive environment of
ternational software management Whitworth's strong computer scithis semester, the department be- ence program within a liberal arts
came one of the first institutions in background.
the nation to offer an undergradu"We have a unique opportunity
ate degree of this kind.
at Whitworth to do this, Mabry
The
prosaid. "Our stugram will better
dents have a
equip graduates
broader base of
with skills to "We have a unique opportunity classes:.
at Whitworth to do this."
succeed in the
As far as she
evolving, global
knows, Mabry
Susan Mabry, computerscience
software indussaid Whitworth
end math department choir
try, according
is the only unto a Whitworth
dergraduate
press release.
program in the
"We're looking at the way [com- country to offer this type of major.
puter science] is moving," computAlthough Santa Clara Univerer science and math department sity'S undergraduate computer
chair Susan Mabry said. "It's very science program is currently
international."
moving in a similar direction as
Mabry, along with associatc Whitworth's, she is unaware of any
professor of computer science Pete schools offering an undergraduate
Tucker, developed the new major. degree comparable to Whitworth's
Tucker said the major was offered newest major.
and advertised for the first time for
"My expectation is that (that)
will change soon and more schools
the fall 2007 semester.
Niabry said the creation and ad- will be headed in a similar direc-

BRIEFS
U.N. sdence panel

LIQUOR LAW VIOLATIONS
The following is a comparison of the number of disciplinary referrals for liquor law violations in residentialfacilities in 2006 at

Whitworth and comparable institutions.

issues report on
climate change
A United Nations scientific panel issued a report
Nov. 17 from Spain emphasizing the need for action
on the dimate change.
The Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change
report, which was presented by U.N. Secretary General Ban 1(1-moon, warns
of irreversible effects of the
rising levels of greenhouse
gases.
1(1-moon alsoappealed to
the United States and China
to act, the world's two largest emitters of greenhouse
gases.
The report said world
temperatures are expected
to rise approximately 0.2
degrees Celsius per decade.
The report was written
by 2,500 scientists appointed by governments from
around the world.

Death toll rises
after cydone hits
Bangladesh
report, he or she contacts the res ident director, who works with Student Life to arrange a Big Three
meeting, Nlandeville said.
that must take place if the student
Nlandeville said he sets aside
receiving a referral for a liquor law time every day for these types of
violation is under the age of 21, meetings.
Ntandeville said.
Mandeville said he generally
Mandeville said he does not makes a decision at the conduct
think the increase in reported li- meeting as to whether or not a
quor law violations has to do with policy was violated, in accordance
the way thc policy is enforced.
with the procedures described in
Mandeville said policy enforce- the Student Handbook.
ment is a less significant portion of
A student can- appeal the dea resident assistant's job.
cision through the Student Life
"In the case of a liquor law viola- Committee, which is comprised
tion, an RA will write an incident of faculty, students and staff,
rcport focusing on the facts of Mandeville said.
what he or she observes; Mandeville said.
Contact Julie ISrootton at julie.
After a RA writes the incident wootton@whitworthian. corn.
ceives a disciplinary referral, there
is a potential for that student to receive a Big Three.
There is no additional reporting

Software degree one of first in nation
Katie Goodell
Staff Itrriter

World

tion," Nlabry said.
The degree incorporates computer science theory and software
development with an emphasis on

integration of international business and management issues, according to a Whitworth press release.
Mabry said international software management majors will take
the same core requirements as the
three other computer science major tracks with the addition ofsome
more interdisciplinary courses and
some specialized classes such as
Computing-Technology Management and Computer Science in a
Cultural Context.
Although the major is new this
semester and no students have officially declared it as their major yet,
Mabry said she and rest of the computer science department anticipate
majors by the end of the year.
"I've talked with a few students
and promoted it to a few students;
Tucker said. "I think we have quite
a few great candidates for this progra.m:
Tucker said he anticipates that
students who might not have originally been interested in computer

MATH AND COMPUTER
SCIENCE MAJORS
Percentages are cakulated out of
126 math and computer science
majors in Fall 2007.

400 Math

oComputer Science
oQuantitative Analysis
coolny :007 DNA Day betterment Report

science will look intc; this major,
which has a stronger international
and business-related focus.
1 look forward to having more
students who have an interest in
international language studies
look at this major," Tudzer said.

The death toll in Bangladesh has risen to 1,723 after
a cyclone moved through
the west coast of the country Nov. 15.
Another 15,000 people
have been injured and
thousands are still missing
or displaced, Bangladeshi
General Qazi Abedus Samad said Nov. 17.
Samad said the death
toll has continued to rise as
flood waters begin to recede
in remote areas.
Cyclone Sidr generated
wind speeds up to 131 mph
and has left 280,000 families homeless.
Power was knoc.ked out
in most of the country, but
is being restored.
The Bangladeshi government's Cabinet held an
emergency meeting Nov.
17 to discuss emergency response.

Chile sends aid to
cities affected by
earthquakes
The Chilean government
airlifted 30 more tons of resources Nov. 16 to several
cities affected by an earthquake Nov. 15.
Chile's air force delivered
supplies, induding food
and blankets, to Tocopilla
and Maria Elena, two cities
in Chile where more than
150 people were injured and
4,000 homes destroyed.
The earthquake, a magnitude 6.7 quake, was centered in a jungle region
about 150 miles southeast
from Ecuador's capital city,
Quinto.
An earlier earthquake
struck northern Chile Nov.
7, leaving thousands homeless.

Contact Katie Goodell at katie.
goodell@whitworthian.com.

Compiled by Julie Wootton
Sourer: CNN:com, New York Times
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BRIEFS
Rape suspect

pleads not guilty
on two counts
The suspect in the rape
of an Eastcrn Washington
University student near
Whitworth pleaded not

guilty to two felony counts
before a Spokane Superior
Court judge Nov. 14.
Kevin A. Thompson,
who is also an Eastern student, pleaded not guilty on
two felony counts: first-degree rape and possession of
a controlled substance.
Thompson remains in
custody on a $150,000

bond.
Read more about the arraignment at whitworthian.
Compiled by Julie Wootton

Dean's Dialogue

panel explores
religious pluralism
At the Dean's Dialogue
Nov. 13, four panelists dis-

cussed the idea of religious
pluralism and the Christian
response.
In the nearly packed
Robinson Teaching Theatre, four pandists each
shared their views about
how Christians can live out
their faith while respecting
others' beliefs at the same
time.
Read more about the lecture at whitworthian.com.

Survey measures alumni experience
opinion of the school, according to
the study.
First most important in impacting opinions was "value/respect
for the degree," and second was
"providing scholarships7
When asked what activities
alumni participated in while they
were students, Shoss said 60 percent of youtiger alumni and 40
percent of older alumni said they
were involved in community ser-

Online study
shows alumni
feel satisfied
Natalie Johnson
Staff Writer

thing for us that we've always been
aware of, that we have to work differently and work better to provide
programming for alumni who live
outside of the Spokane arca."
Wiscnor said alumni events can
be tied to athletic events or musical
performances outside of Spokane.
The alumni office also plans
alumni events such as faculty lec-

tures for specific cities.
Visenor said the study found
'ice.
that alumni would like to see more
career-related activi"Community sertics.
vice stood out as
"Part of it is letting
more of a core value
"Community service
them know what's
to alumni from your
already happening
institution," Shoss
stood out as more of
and being more open
said. "For you it
to
alumni
a core value
about that,- Wisenor
comes out more than
from [Whitworth]'
said.
the norm:*
Rob Schoss,
Visenor said he
The study found
(=dadPetfonnance
would like to work
that alumni want to
EnhancementGrauA ltd
know that their diwith Career Services
ploma is increasing
more to make alumin equity. Wiscnor
ni aware of what sersaid alumni likc to see the repu- vices the school provides them.
tation of Whitworth increasing
"There are also somc things we
because that it turn makes their can do better with regards to cadiplomas look better.
red- networking and regional opWisenor cited thc name change portunities," Wiscnor said.
to Whitworth University, the inGary Whisenand, director of
creased quality of incoming stu- Institutional Research, said the
dents and faculty and student school regularly
students,
achievements as examples of things staff and alumni to assure that
alumni like to hcar about.
their needs are being mct.
According to thc study, alumni
"Whitworth continually wants
are interested in acthities that to do better and sene its students
keep them connected to Whit- and employees," Whisenand said.
worth both on campus and near
Whiscnand said Whitworth has
their homes.
surveyed alumni every three years
"A higher percentage of our sincc 1997.
graduates live out of state or more
Wiscnor said he wanted to do a
than 250 miles away. So that means survey like this for quite a while.
that there are fewer alumni in the
"I've been very interested
region who arc able to come back throughout my time here in findto events on campus," Wiscnor ing out from alumni periodically
said. "This just highlights some- what it is they want in terms of

Nearly 96 percent of alumni
respondents indicated that their
current opinion of Whitworth was
either "good" or "excellent" in an
online Alumni Attitude Survey
conducted by Institutional Research last spring.
More than 1,500 alumni responded to the survey, commenting on arcas such as community
service, reputation of the school
and alumni and career-related ac-

thities.
Tad Wiscnor, director of alumni, parent and church relations,
worked uith Performance Enhancement Group, Ltd. (PEG) to
complete the 2007 Alumni Attitude Study.
PEG is an organizational development firm based in Houston.
The online survey asked alumni
about their experience as a student,
experience as an alumni and overall feelings about Whitworth.
Rob Shoss, a founding member
of PEG, said he considers thc positive response from alumni to be
above average compared to other
schools.
Another thing.that stuck out to
Shoss in Whitworth's results was
the importance placed on community service.
Respondents rated "outreach
to community" as third most important in impacting thcir overall

sus

services and programming from
thc alumni office," Wiscnor said.
"I hadn't seen a format or a survey
model that I liked well enough to
pay what most of them wanted us
to pay."
Wisenor said one reason he
chose to work with l'EG was because the firm provides a study
that compares each school's results
with the results of about 100 public
and private universities across the
country.
Of the 4,702 surveys delivered
by e-mail, 1,541 Vhitworth alumni responded, a little under a 33
percent response rate. ibis was the
second largest response PEG had
ever seen from an alumni survey,
Wisenor said.
Shoss said the average response
rate from a university's alumni is
18 to 25 percent.
One factor that may have contributcd to Whitworth's large response rate is the nature of the
university, Shoss said.
Ile said smaller schools as %veil
as faith-based schools tend to have
higher response rates.
PEG organized the survey results into an hour-anda-half prescntation that Shoss presented to
Wiscnor and other- Whitworth
faculty, including the alumni office
staff and the institutional advancemcnt committee, Wisenor said.
Representatives from PEG also
helped Wiscnor and other Whitworth faculty think creatively
about the results and what thcy
meant for Whitworth, offering
suggestions about what the alumni
office could do differently in the
future.
Contact Natalie Johnson at nataliejohnson@whitworthian.cont.

Cornpiled by Natalie Johnson

Door, card access

system installed
in Stewart Hall
Thc door of Stewart was
installed and the access system up and running Nov.
16, director of Facilities
Senices Ed Kelly said.
As for the rest of campus, the locks on the exterior doors of residence halls
were not changed on Nov.
5 as planned. Locks will be
changed this week. Kelly
sai d.
Some doors Ivere missing a necessary piece that
allows them to operate in
USU.cac ;fa purger ouidge,
Kelly said. However, this
problem has been resolved
in all the residence halls,
Kelly said.
Read more about the
card access system at whitworthian.com.
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Compiled by Natalie Johnson

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
In the Nov. 13 issue, an
information box in the BSU
dinner article incorrectly
named the gospel choir.
The correct name is the
Exceptional Praise Gospel
Choir.
Tte Whitmorthianis committed to prondug
the Whitworth corornmity with the most asarate intonation possible. The Whitrexthian nests knowingdy putiMes nacormies. tf
pou tuve a convent of question about the
fairness of scanty cf a sin, send an e-mail
to ettoritwhitraxthiantorn.
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SOUNDING BOARD
should the Fine Arts Building be unlocked at night?
Vote in the online poll at whitworthian.com or
e-mail your thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.
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ASWU bridges gap for
students, administrators
ASWU is finding that the truth is out
there. All thcy have to do is invite it.
In thc past, ASWC has been a fairly passive organization. It waited for issues to
walk in the door.
On rare occurrences, ASWC would debate topics students were concerned about,
but rarely moved beyond the discussion
stage. It focused mainly on compiling programs, but let the "represent" and "inform"
aspects of its mission languish, gathering
dust.
But this year, it's different.
ASWU is actively asking questions of the
administration. And the administration
is actively answering them. After students
raised a smattering ofconcerns in an ASWU
constituency report in the beginning of October, various administrators have attcndcd
the weekly meetings to address them.
Staff and faculty members have spoken
to clarify issues such as the progress of thc
new ID cards, the strategic plan and the future of thc Core program.
Consider the lineup of speakers that has
addressed ASWU this year: Dick Mandeville, Keith Beebe, Jini Waller, Forrest Baird,
Alan Jacob, Greg Orwig, Ed Kelly and Michael Le Roy. Two weeks ago, assistant to the
president Dale Sodcn addressed conccrns
about class sizcs, institutional growth, and
the student-to-professor ratio, among other
things. He opened by saying he wanted to
hear what was not working for students.
We commend both ASSVU's efforts to
bring in administrators to rcspond to these
conccrns and administrators' openness.
The administrative promise to listen
more issued during the 8th of May protest
last spring seems to have been a scrious
commitment.
The attitude of seeking out student concerns is both refreshing and healthy for the
institution. We encourage students to capitalize on this and speak up to student government representatives or administrators
about their concerns.
A clear channel of communication has
finally been established between ASWU
and the administration. The next step is for
ASWU senators to pass the information
from the meetings on to the masscs. Executive Vice President Katie Zerkel recommended that scnators feature summaries of
ASWU meetings in their dorm newsletters.
Some, likc Duvall senator Candace Pontoni, have begun doing just that.
There are only two meetings left in the semester. nn N9v.
tructtt Wayne Williatn.
is sdieduled to speak during the ASWU
meeting. Even if you aren't a paid member
of ASWU, attend the meeting. Listen. Ask.
Praise. Even complain.
In addition, ASWU members have been
regularly attending committee meetings
consistently for the first time in years. They
have actually begun reporting back their
findings. This representation can be made
even more effective by asking their constituents about their opinions.
Having a student government presence
on these committees is both necessary and
vital to making sure thc student voice is
heard by administrators and faculty.
Whitworth is teetering between two
schools, a respected, but radically different,
institution or a respected institution still
upholding its historical values. Administrators have expressed they want students to be
part of this process.
Stand up. I.ct your voice be heard. Otherwise the Whitworth you cherish may not
exist in 10 years.

2.

Editorials in the In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion ofthe Editorial Board,
which is mink up offire editors.

Sadly, leihitviorth Male

4111

No. 001376 only scored a 5.6 out of 10 in the "Overall Marriage Potential" category.
Cartoon 17 Mean B4er

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT I WHAT ARE YOU THANKFUL
For the way
the Whitworth

community has
taken me in.
Everyone here
Is really awe-

"Being given the

opportunity to...
travel around the
U.S. and Canada
with the basket-

FOR?

'For Saga ddli
with Fritos
and cheese.

allnlikeso many
people from my
hometovm in

It's so goodf

Tacoma... I will
graduate [from
college] on time:

Pat Absalonson,
sophomore

Amanda Powell
senior

ball team:

some'
lan Campbell
freshman

Jerry Beverfr,
senior

Objectifying the Whitworth male
thrown equality to the wind.
average buyer of the Carlson Men CalAnd I, for one, am bothered by this endar is making the purchase in order to
double standard.
be amused, not aroused (something that
TREVOR
it.
Just
think
about
might not be true if the calendar featured
HANSEN
comimst
Given that eyebrows were raised by the the Ballard Belles).
costumes in "Antigone," just imagine the
These distinctions, however, do nothIMMNEINIMww
result if a Ballard Belles Calendar were ing to minimize the fact that we employ
For a school that so explicitly prohibits sold, or a female Homecoming rep ap- a double standard in our analysis of male
sex and drinking, Whitworth students ex- peared in an outfit half as scanty as the and female sexuality.
hibit an odd attraction to displaying bare yellow Mac Hall loindoth.
Worse than the double standard may
flesh and purchasing dates for cash.
Letters to the Editor would
be the reality it covers up.
Our only condition? The flesh, wheth- be permed, parents would go
Whitworth %vornen still
er it's on display or for sale, must belong ballistic, and Trustees would
feel pressure to change their
to a male.
wade in with a half-dozen Objectifying women appearance in order to atis wron g, but to
Some evidence of this disparity?
new amendments to the Stutract the guys.
I present to you ahibits A and B.
dent Handbook.
respond by goofily
They are still the subjects
Viesver discretion is advised.
My ppint here is not that
of crude shower-room banobjectify' ng men is
women should be encourter.
no respo nse at all.
aged tn wear !es.
An4
still re--ive leers
EXHIRITA;
this
Despite
the
joy
might
from
their
the-'
male
classmates.
THE CARLSON MEN CALENDAR
Don't believe me? Just ask
Distributed campus wide every spring, bring frat boys every%vhere, it
a woman.
this flesh-centric Arend Hall tradition would only be a step backward.
Rather,
I
am
voicing
my
disappointCould it be that even here at Whitis sort of likc an all-male version of the
in
ment
the
hypocrisy
of
a
culture
that
worth,
with our emphasis on modest feSports Illustrated Swimsuit Edition, only
sanctifies a woman's body and zealously male dothing and male chivalry, women
with less clothing and more goofing off.
protccts women from objectification continue to be objectified, particularly
while laughingly flaunting men and their when it comes to sexuality? I think, if
EXHIBIT B:
bodies.
we're honest, the answer may not be a
THE BACHELOR AUCTION
This trend does not begin comfortable one.
Whitworth women try to
or end with bare flesh, either.
If equality between the sexes matters to
outbid one another, and the Just imagine the re- The Bachelor .Auction is a us, then the equality must go both ways.
women walk away with a sult if a Ballard Belles prime exarnple of an activObjectifying women is wrong, but to
guaranteed date. Basically,
ity that is deemed "amusing" respond by goofily objectifying men is no
Calendar were sold,
this is about buying men.
simply because men are the response at all. It is a hypocrisy and a copor a female HomeLadies and gentlemen of
ones being sold, rather than out, a regrettable double-standard and a
the jury, I submit to you that coming rep appeared women.
shameful sidestep.
these exhibits highlight our
I do recognize that much
It's time for us to discard the scantilyin an outfit half as
community's tendency to ob- scanty as the yellow of the Badielor Auction's hu- dad men and the date auctions in favor of
jectify men while sanctifying
mor is drawn from the irony an honest discussion about sexuality and
Mac Hall loindoth.
women.
of a historic role reversal a move toward genuine equality.
after all, it wasn't so long
ago that We men could purWhitworth works hard
to.stress gender equality, at least on the chase Mail Order Brides (section M in the HANSEN is a junior majoring in sociology. Contact him at
surface, but in this area we seem to have Sears catalog). I also recognize that the trevochansenhinworthiancorn.

READER RESPONSE

Write a letter to the editor.The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to artides or
issues of interest to the Whitworth community. Send letters to editor@whitworthian.com or
submit online.

P1easehmtto2wordi

Visit whitworthian.com
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Can Core 350 save itself?

Galen Sanford and guest columnist Cory Marshall analyze Core 350's problems and how to solve them
students. Orchestrating a discussion between over a 100 students
is inefficient and clunk-y.

CORY MARSHALL:

The issue I and many of my
peers have with Core 350 is that
the dass creates an atmosphere of
conformity, where student opinions and discussion are not as
important as simply staying silent
and accepting the lessons.
This is nident both in the
large group lectures and %sith
assignments such as quiues,
scenarios, and policy papers.
In thc large group, as of Nov.
18, there has not been one moment devoted for the students to
question the lessons the professors are ghing.
SVhat little discussion allowed is meant for the students
to discuss what ways they agree
ivith what the professors say, not
necessarily whether they agree.
Quizzes are given once a week.
but the answers are not provided
for students to learn from their
mistakes.
Scenarios assign students to
advocate a certain way, fostering
situations where students with
different opinions instead of
discussing them among each
other suppress ideas in ordcr
to meet deadlines.
Policy papers, as well, are simply templates given to students so
that they can provide thc appmpriate "fill-in-tne-blank" answers.
In all assignments, studcnts
are forced to choose between applying their minds and learning
the material, or merely receiving
(not necessarily earning) a good
grade.

Generally, large class discussions involve a number of
disparate onc-on-onc interactions between a student and the
professor.
Since large class discussions
don't engage multiple students
in each interaction, they may as
well be relegated to after dass or
office hours.
Further, the diversity of
opinions among a large dass may
confuse students attempting to
learn the material.
If the professor is repeatedly
contested by unreliable student
conjecture, other students likely
will not know what to believe.
Still further, students come
from all sort of backgrounds
Every major is represented in
Core 350.
Becauie there are so many
different levels of understanding
and perspectives for each topic
discussed in Core, it would be
impossible to get every student
on the same page, %ithout dictating the data dearly and univocally.

For example, when discussing
the dimate change crisis in the
third section of Core 350, the
science majors will bring data
that a sociology major might be
overwhelmed by.
In thc same sray, the sociologist might offer an interpretation
of the crisis that will be irrelevant
to business majors. That business
major svill understand thc pressures corporations are under and
may offer a defense that might
frustrate the science majors.
llover a hundred different
perspectives are offered, it will
be extremely difficult to discern
truth and formulate an unassailable workhiew.
CORY MARS HALL

GALEN SANFORD:

Cory, I'm hire you'll acknowledge the difficulties of teaching
to a large and diverse group of

Galen, I would like to point
out, though, that Core 250 (when
I attended the class) set aside
time for students to debate the is-

sues and clarify stances. If this is
possible in 250, ivhy not in 350?
The diversity of the students
should be considered an advantage, not a challenge, toward
discussion.
Also, every major is not represented in Com 350: Every major

Core 350 Student-Professor Ratio
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GALEN SANFORD:
Again, it's verT difficult to

"represent" each major in such
a large class setting. When I was
in Core 250 any opinions and
stances were expressed directly to
the professor. The only peer-topeer interactions occurred when
students instant messaged on
their laptops. And actually we got
a lot of discussingdone.
Perhaps Corc 350 could profit
from a bit of student rebellion:
Students could use their laptops and Google Documents
to discuss the lectures and edit
their scenarios. Maybe if students
ignored the rules, a could cnd up
collaborating.
lhe other place student discussion occurrcd in Core 250,
ironically was in the discussion
groups. Vhat do you think of thc
currcnt second scction of Core
350. which is entirely held in discussion group format? Did you
find more opportunity for dialogue? Most of the discussion I've
experienced is complaining about
Core 350, rather than discussing
the topics. That said, Dr. Waller
told me Core 350 is attempting to
revise itself this year.
So, now that we've complained,
how would you revise Core to
allow students to "apply their

R

of the issues that they will most

minds" rather than "suppressing
their minds" for a grade?

likely confront. It also creates
an environment where both the
professors and students are, dareI-say, willing and active partici-

CORY MARSHALL:
Here's how ive can adapt Core

pants in discussion.

350 to better serve students:
Include more "unit two's': Instead
of spending a unit on "racism"
and a single day on "affirmative
action'', spend a unit on affirmative action, thcn one on stem cell
research, then one on humanitarian inten.ention.
The individual discussion
groups in the second unit allowed for specific issues to be ar-

GALEN SANFORD:

ticulated and, most importantly,
lessons to be learned.
As seniors, we have the ability
to recognize which issues matter
most to us. Therefore, Core 350
should start with a brief large
group time at the beginning of
the semester to cover its basic
lessons, followed by three units
covering specific issues in a
small-group setting.
Registration would be similar
to the Corc program no with
students picking three discussion-group topics instead of one.
This style serves to springboard seniors into the post-Whitworth world with knowledge

I like the idea of implementing
Core 350 through three discussion groups.
I get the impression from Dr.
Le Roy and President Robinson
that small class sizes are paramount to the Whitworth education. It's ironic the three required
classes (Core 150, 250 and 350)
have a student-to-professor ratio
in the large class setting of 150 to
200 during the lectures.
By teaching the entirety of
Core 350 in a small group setting,
students will have direct interaction with both thcir professors
and each other.
I think you're corrcct that
students will learn.

MARSHALL is a pest

miping In

biology an:I history. Contact him at crnarshaltiP

wtimsorth.ree
SANFORD h a senior majoring in philosophy.
Contact him at galensanforti,Nhitworthian.
CDC%

The art building's last brushstrokes whitworthian.com
ELIZABETH

JOHNSON
allItEST

The pipes tremble in
a low symphony as they

pump out warm, milky
air.
I walk into a dark
room dirnly lit with a sepia glow emanating from
fog-shrouded streetlights
outside.
I'll sit for a while in
this sanctuary and let the
warmth of my surroundings thaw my frozen skin.
If 1 dose my eyes I can
hear the building breathe.
These moments draw to
a dose, however, and earlier than antiqipated.
There are too many late
nights spent with charcoal
covered hands, hunched
over half-finished drawings for this building to
not be in my blood.
Too many paint soaked
fingers.
Too many all-nighters

in the printmaldng studio
cursing inky fingerprints
and gooish marks.
She's an oldgirl, though,
well lived and loved. Her
musi ûfOc, and it
is our time
to say good-

where the artist can be
alone with the art.
Perhaps it's for the best,
though.
Perhaps we need a transition between having this
building and not
having it.
bye.
Not to say
She's not There is an honesty that we don't
completely in the dark. It be- need a new art
gone
yet, comes a sanctuary building:
we
but with the
surc do
no
where the artist
new access can be alone with doubt about it.
policy
in
But the charthe art.
place locking
acter and histhe building
tory this one has
down during
is irreplaceable.
the night, it just won't be
I fell in love in the drawthe same.
ing studio.
With the building
Practiced ballet in the
locked between midnight painting studio.
and 8 a.m. part of her is
Stayed up till 7 a.m. in
lost Part of the experi- the printmaldng studio.
ence is lost
Smoked cheap cigars
(See anide "Vandalism to keep me awalce on the
prompts changes for ac- stairs out front.
cess hours:')
My mom developed
There's
something photos in the darkroom
about being in that build- when she went to Whiting at night, a solace.
worth; so have!.
There is an honesty in
I feel like part of me is
the dark.
connected to this building
It becomes a sanctuary
from even before I was

born.
I'm surc I'm not the
only one with sentimental
memories in these halls.
Next year, my fellow art
students and I will move
to a brand new, state of
the art space.
We'll have big studios

outfitted with new equipment, a gallery that isn't
just an old converted
dassroom, computer labs
that worlc, and no squirrels gallivanting through
the halls.
But the walls will be
dean, stark, and unfamiliar, free from decade old
graffiti.
So, farewell old girl,
you've had a good run. We
hope you don't mind our
scribbles on your walls
and dropped brushes on
your floors.
Some say the art building is haunted; I hope I'm
one of the ghosts.

Dani King: Man, Moon, and Conquest

One gi-

ant leap for exploitive mining
'Why not take better care of managing the resources we have here
on our
planet before strip-mining our innocent little lunar

on

rock that controls our tidesr

John Williamson:
church

A

caution to the emerging

'The humility of the emerging church cornes across as refreshing
and realistic, in a culture often saturated with easy answers, assumed perfect objectivity and a lack of self-aitical reflection!

Galen Sanford: Better than buying benches
Getting gifts for the college that has everything
icnv these praaical imprcwements aren't necessarily expensive,
but they are many. Here's an example: convert our flickering fluorescent lights to LEDs.:

Kelly McCrillis: Thinking beyond

course

the capstone

a final project for the final semester

'Imagine if you will, a semester with a group of students from
your respective majors forming a conglomerate group and create
a project of its own!

From the Opinion Archives (May 6,2003)
Humor doesn't need vulgarity to be funny
'I recognize that we girls are very different from you guys
Purity and modesty are not meant to be terms characteristic
of women only.' -Sarah Lusk, sophomore, religion.

JOHNSON is a junior majoring iri

art.

Contact her at efizabet1johnson4

whitworthian.com

Read these Opinions articles at whitworthian.com.
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THE VARNISHED TRUTH

On the road
Daniel Walters
Opinions Editor

The intended demographic for
this column, as you might guess, is
17 to 24-year-olds who enjoy obscure
allusions to 19th-century literature
and less obscure allusions to poop.
My advertisers, however, pressure
me to cater more to the demographic
with the greatest amount of disposable
income: 35-year-old married couples
with two or three young kids in tow.
It is with this in mind that The
Varnished Truth, in conjunction with
Procter & Gamble and the Foundation
for Ripping OffChevy Chase, presents:
The 2007 Whitworthian Guide to
Family Vacations.
The first step to
a successful family
vacation is to have
a family. If you
don't have time
for the usual ninemonth mandatory
waiting
period,
you can always use
the Angelina folie
loophole and pick up
some children at the corner drugstore
on the way home from work.
second step is to figure out why
you would ever want to leave Spokane.
(I doubt Europe's metal garbageeating goat statues can compare to
Spokane's.)
If you said the purpose of your
family vacation is to "relax" or "bring
your family doser together," then you
either have an incredible naivety or
a wicked sense of sarcasm. The only
purpose a family vacation can possibly
serve is to test the strength of your
family's love. When your child grows
up and writcs a best-selling mcmoir
about his tortured childhood, he'll
have you to thank.
DESTINATION: Obviously, college
students can choose, on a whim, to
take a seven month excursion across
the Atlantic for thc express purpose of
drinking furthering their education.
A couple bringing three children
as carry-ons, however, has no such
luxury. Instead of heading to cxotic
places like "the moon" or the center
of the Earth" or "inside thc human
body," they vacation somewhere a
little doscr, like the Walgreens parking
lot. When I was a kid, I was given a
choice of going to Walla or Walla or
some combination of the two.
AGE OF THE CHILD: It's always trick-y
to figure out which age to take a child
on his first family vacation. Too early
and your child becomcs â burdcn,
what with having to feed him through
an umbilical cord and everything. Too
late and your child spends the entire
vacation complaining about how the
stupid family vacation took him away
from his loud music and promiscuity
and illicit drugs.
But if thc age is just young enough,
thcn every road is yellow brick, and
every ride is as wild as Mr. Toad's. I
approached my first vacations with
childlike wonder.
"Wow! This is the bestest place
ever! I want to live hcrc forever and
ever and ever!"
"Yes, Daniel," my parents agreed.
This is pretty neat. And this is just the
first of many, many similar roadside
restrooms on this trip:*
I even idealized the countless
historical marlcers that littered
the roadside. I imagined they said
something awesome likc, "On this
site, a long time ago, Abraham Lincoln
and King Tut donned robot suits and
fought to the death; or maybe "7his is
the burial site of God."
Sadly, once I finally convinced my
parents to pull over and look at one
of the markers, it said something like
"On May 16, 1847, fur trapper &MTH

e

.THE USUAL

to vacation

.,

SUSPECTS

mouthful ofchewing
tobacco on this very spot."
TRANSPORTATION: Some social
scientists postulate we have entered an
"Age of Aviation; where it is possible
for a massive mechanical flying
machine called an "acro-plane" to
transport us thousands ofleagues over
DeVOUX spat out a

thc ocean, far above the clutches of
Poseidon and his sea monster minions.
Still, despite statistical evidence for its
safety, many vacationers choose not
to fly, fearing they will be shot down
by the Red Baron. This irrational fear
is probably a consequence of the way
the sensationalistic American media
exaggerates the Red Baron threat to
get higher ratings.
Many
families
instead choose a
more iconic form of
transportation: The
Vacation
Minivan.
The Vacation Nlinivan
features, along with
cupholders, magical
properties that bend
space and time. At the
beginning of thc trip, thc van
starts out fairly spacious. But with each
mile that scrolls up on the odometer,
thc space inside shrinlcs faster than a
Death Star trash compactor (with an
old bagel under the car scat filling thc
tentacled dianoga monster role).
After a thousand miles, most
families are found dead, suffocated
by the pillows, old newspapers, and
empty Cheese Nips boxes in the
cubic foot of space remaining. It's a
psychological prcssurc cooker. The
paranoia and sibling accusations fly:
"Daaaad... he's blinking at me!" "She's
thinking a dirty word!" "He won't
stop humming the hit 480s rock song
'Final Countdown" "WHERE'S MY
BAGELP" Nothing causes madness
to come a-rappin' at your chamber
door quite like being cooped up in
the Vacation Minivan.
Except, perhaps, as Stanley Kubrick
might argue, being cooped up in the
hotel room.
LODGING:
Let's examine the
landmark 2000 Vacation Court case of
Dad v. Mom. My Dad wanted to stay
at the EconoLodge, bccausc it clearly
had thc word "Econo" in its name.
My Mom did not wish to stay at the
EconoLodge, because while she cared
about finances, she also cared about
not having to room with cockroaches
the size and general appearance of
.

Steve Buscemi.

Dad tried to gently explain that
the "Seedy Motel Room"
with
the bedbugs and splotchy sheets
and occasional elevator fircs
is a
quintessential part of thc American
experience.
-So is a divorce," Mom retorted.
"Dibs on two of the three kids,
then," Dad said.
"Last person to say 'not it' gets
Daniel' Mom said. "NOT IT!"
As a child, I felt helpless to stop such
arguments. All my life I had trained
to create conflict, not diminish it.
So instead of going all peer
mediation on them, I simply listened
to them fight, and memorized the
colorful words and phrases they used
in case I got angry in the future.
Vacations, you see, were about
learning. Learning to sit in a car for 11
hours straight, without getting kidney
damage. Learning to truly appreciate
your Game Boy. And learning, that
no matter how far you go or what
horrible accents you discover, when
you return the metal garbage-eating
goat will always be waiting.

lhe Varnished Truth' is a humor column by Daniel
Walters. WALIIRS h a senior majoring in communicatiorn and history. Contact Mm at daniel.walters@
whitworthlan.com.
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Cartoon by Erika Prins

Different majors don't
mean major differences
REBECCA

SNAPE

cowl

Some of you hate this "typical Whitworth
student" Some of you, at first glance, embody the ideal.
I have news for the both of you.
TO THE LATTER:

If I were to sit down at a Whitworth dining
hall table of complete strangers, I guarantee
thc following questions would be asked to
diffuse thc all-consuming awkwardness: 1.)
Where arc you from? 2.) What dorm do you
live in? and 3.) What is your major?
We use these questions to place cach other
into neat little boxes.
You live in BJ? Oh, when was the last time
you slept? You're a Mac Man? How are those
group showers?
Ballard, huh? You mean, the Nunnery?
Stereotyping each other by major is just
as prevalent. We all know that music majors
spend their entire lives locked in a practice
room. They breathe Mendelssohn. They
weep in minor keys.
Political science majors won't shut up
abciut the upcoming elections and the 400page research paper they seem to always have
due. You can spot an art major from across
campus gallivanting about in a skirt worn
over day-encrusted jeans. Don't get too
dose though! They are probably high.
Elementary ed majors are excessively nice.
Business majors are boring. Philosophy majors are argumentative.
Peace studies majors carry around baskets
woven by impoverished African children to
collect the blood seeping from their hippieand they are also probably
liberal hearts
high.
We need to put people in such boxes, tdi
some extent. Our minds are constantly taking in information, and that information has
to be categorized. We could not possibly get
to k-now every person on this campus, so we

Some people at Whitworth

drink alcohol. Some of them smoke sinsticks, and some (even those not studying art
or peace) smoke other things. Some of them
do not believe in God. All of them are confused, whether they admit it or not, and all
of them are searching for something beyond
themselves.
This is not something found in a massproduced tract.
This "something" they are looking for
must be discovered through personal experience with the world around them, by feeling
both the heights of the high and the painful
depths of depravity.
There is no need to fear them or their
ideas. They are people.
Get to know them.
Hating them or their lifestyle is not going
tO show them the error of their ways. You
live by a philosophy of love. You have been
redeemed by a perfect Creator in your pathetic htunan state and that Creator calls you
to show such unqualified grace to the rest of
His creation.
So try a litde humility and give them a
chance.

at Whitworth
enjoy Frisbee. They love God and seek to live
lives that are meaningful and moral. This is
something to be admired, not scoffed at They
find peace in fellowship with like-minded
others. They connect to God through (heaven forbid!) playing acoustic guitars. They enjoy being kind and warm to people around
them, which you all too quic.kly pass off as a
deceptive front.
They are confused, they wrestle with the
take shortcuts. .
mysteries of their tiny existence on this
But we have to realize that stereotypes are
planet They do not choose faith in God as
grand simplifications, and dangerous ones at an alternative to intellectual thought. They
that.
choose faith in God because God is more
Take the "typical Whitworth student" stereal to them than your cynical rhetoric or
reotype, for example. Disdained by all (even
your substance-highs.
those that fit the mold), this stereotype elicThey are not perfect and they do not think
its an image of kids in Young Life sweat- they are. They are people. Get to know
shirts, throwing a Frisbee across the Loop them.
with their Bible study buddies, talking about
Hating them or their lifestyle is not going
how much they love their longboards or how to show them the error of their ways. You
much they hate "Saga food" bec:ause they are seek to be liberal and open-minded. You
unaware of how privileged their cushioned aspire daily to see the world from a new perupper-middle dass lives really are.
spéctive. You live by a philosophy of love.
They are probably theology majors.
So try a little humility, please, and give
They probably smoke hookah, but would them a chance.
never stoop so low as to puff on a cigarette.
They are waiting for their wedding day to
have their first kiss, and they are ultra-excit- SHAPE is a junior majoring in Engrah and peace studies Contact
ed about the awkward sex that will ensue.
her at rebeccasnape@whitworthian.m.
TO THE FORMER: Some people
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Week in

REV1 EW
MONDAY, NOV. 12
The Hawaiian Club gave students a cooking demonstration

on how to make authentic Hawaiian food.
W.I.S.E. hosted a poetry coffeehouse and open mic night.

People shared poetry by and about women, including poetry

s.

by associate professor of English Laurie Lamon.

TUESDAY, NOV. 13
The Latin America Club hosted an arts and crafts exhibit,
Zs"

featuring traditional pieces of Latin American art.

4-3

Act Six students posted "secrets' up in the Hixson Union
Building the week before Cultural Awareness Week. On Tuesday night, with input from dean of the chapel Terry McGoni-

gal, the'PostSecret"project discussion centered around
stereotypes commonly portrayed in American culture and
possible solutions in dealing with those stereotypes.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 14
The Four Directions Native Club cooked an authentic Native

American meal and hosted the viewing of"Up in Smoke:
a movie about traditional Native American tobacco use.

Students then had the opportunity to make and decorate

their own peace pipes.
fallan

ABOVE:Juniors lveth Canales and Paulo Dichone dance In a Cuban salsa dance at the International Banquet on Friday, Nov.16. Canales, vice
president of the International Club, made sure things ran smoothly Friday night.

THURSDAY, NOV. 15
During the Black Student Union's"' Am"project, students
were able to depict stories about times they had been

BELOW:Freshmen Eric Gitangu and Emmanuel Anukun-Dabson perform In

a

Congolese dance at the International Banquet Nov.16.

excluded or discriminated against

FRIDAY, NOV. 16
The International Club hosted itS biggest event of the year,

the International Banquet Attendees could enjoy food and
entertainment from cultures around the world.

ONLINE EXCLUSIVE

It

Want a loci at the preparation for and actual performance cf the Internatioul Banquet ? To see and hear more, check out the audio shdeshow
at whitworthian.com.

A

A

International club VP
takes reigns of banquet
/1-

Sophie Sestero

International students, representing 24 different
Staff Itrriter
countries, lined the walls offering greetings in different
languages.
The International Club, under the guidance of presiCanales functioned as a greeter while coordinating
dent senior Nissana Nov, had spent a great portion of' with camera people, ensuring PowerPoints !worked,
year planning for the c.lub's biggest event, the Interna- speaking with chefs and practicing her parts for the evetional Banquet When Nov had to go home due to a fam- ning. Then, as most were seated, Canales had to face her
ily emergency, dub vice president junior Iveth Canales fear of public speaking.
was put in charge of the event.
"My fear (of public speaking] has developed in the last
Canales is an international student from Honduras two years. Even in high school I wasn't afraid but now
who decided to come to the United States after hosting am. And I'm conscious of the language: Canales said.
an international student from Whitworth in her HonShe worked for a few minutes on hcr speech to anduras home.
nounce thc opening of the food line, but was most nerComing up twith a theme for this year's banquet was vous about her speech dedicating the dinner to Nov's
one of the most challenging aspects the club faced in the mother.
planning of the event. Each week the members and comAs performances got going, thc officers had the opmittees had meetings where they discussed all the issues portunity to rest and enjoy all thc hard work that they
at hand. Finally, though, they had to dedicate an entire had put into the event. In the middle of the evening
meeting just to determining a theme, Canales said.
though, it was Canales' turn to do a performance. Site
They ultimately decided on a phrase that encom- salsa danced with junior Paulo Dichone. After their
passed all the words everyone hoped the event would Afro-Latin American dance, Canales was held back on
be focused on: "Celebrate the song of our humanity, em- stage by the emcees for all to recognize that it was her
bracing the rhythms of every life."
23rd birthday.
On Friday, Nov. 16, the night of the International Ban"The banquet went amazing, people enjoyed it so
quet, it seemed that people were calling Canales' name much as well as the performers," Canales said. "Everyfrom all around. "I'eople are lined-up out the doorr one there was happy sharing their culture."
"Mere are the programs?" "There is a problem...where
are the emcees?!" However, everything came together as
Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.sestero@whitworthiguests started arriving.
aii.com.
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IN-DEPTH

TostSecree
a word or phrase, such as "terrorist",
"housekeeper", "gangs" and "lousy drivers: Each group wrote the stereotypes
they associated with those words.
The panel then showed video clips of
how stereotypes are portrayed in the entertainment business, including movies,
comedies and even Disney. The group
Christina Chea
was asked what stereotypes were apparStaff Writer
ent in the clips.
Some of the answers included 'Italians
Students gathered around the post- like to cook," "white people are pansies
card secrets even as they were being put and drive nice cars," "black people are
up on Friday, Nov. 9 at the entrance to thugs" and "Native Americans are sensithe HUB dining hall. One secret, sup- tive to nature:
posedly written by the bike thief, said the
It was hard for some students to stifle
money from the bikes paid for his books. their giggles when certain stereotypes
It also read, "They'll never catch me be- were reported aloud. The question of
cause I'm whiter
whether it was all right to laugh at stelhe discussion for the "PostSecret" reotypes was brought up.
project was held Tuesday, Nov. 13 in the
"Are we perpetuating these stereotypes
I IUB multipurpose room.
by laughing at thc comedians?" senior
This event was coordinated by the Act Betty Gardner asked.
Six program to discuss the stereotypical
Another video showed how stereo"secrets" anonymously submitted by stu- types are so deeply embedded into culdents the week before Cultural Aware- ture that they affect children.
ness Week.
In an experiment using pictures of
Act Six senior Victoria Trang and men, children generally distinguished
freshman I.indee Halley directed the the Asian man as a "good guy" compared
event. Sophomore
to the Middle Eastern
Tim Assad and dean
man. They also distinof the chapel Terry
guished a %vhite male
"I hope each of us will be more
McGonigal were also
as a teacher and a
part of the panel diswilling to consider if there are
black male as a crimicussion.
nal.
attitudes in us that demean the
"We brought [steTowards the end
dignity
or humanity of others:
reotyped tO the
of the discussion,
Terry McGonigal, dean of the chapel
surface and asked,
McGonigal gave his
'What can we do?'"
input on the topic of
Halley said. "It may
stereotypes.
be hurtful but we
"I hope each of us
need to think of how we can deal with will be more willing to consider if there
this:.
are attitudes in us that demean the digIn one of the posted secrets, the dis- nity or humanity of others," McGonigal
cussion panel was questioned about their said.
strategies in guiding the discussion and
The goal of the discussion was to acthe purpose of the post secrets program. knowledge we have stereotypes, and
"Everyone is quick to say they don't then to get past them, Halley said.
have stereotypes when they do," Trang
"It's a continuous journey and not resaid. "Once we communicate and build ally a reaching point," Trang said. "Peorelationships, maybe we will break down pie seem to search for a 'mathematical
the stereotypes."
solution' to [stereotypes) but it's more
After most of the seats were filled, the like art. There's no reaching point:'
discussion began with a small activity.
Students were split into groups and
Contact Christina Chea at christina.
each received a large piece of paper with chca Ci'whitworthian.coni.

'Secret postcard'
project aims to
erase stereotypes

ABOVE:Students submitted postcards with secrets related to stereotypes. On
Tuesday, Nov.13, Act Six students hosted a discussion about stereotypes.
N.ste autellIttlevrtht4r1
BELOW:Senior Allyn Krzymowski examines a variety of arts and crafts at the
Latin America Club exhibit on Tuesday, Nov. 13.
Peter 1.11+ertorVISIttworthart

:tan
les, vice

u

<4,

Exhibits feature traditional arts, cra s
worth students and faculty as well as the
Latin Women of Spokane contributed to
the items on display.
Onc of the Latin America Club leaders,
sophomore Carolina Broemeling, brought
Felicity Brigham
most of the items from Chile, her home
Staff iVriter
country. Brocmeling said she hopes the
display helped educate people about the
The Latin America Clubs arts and crafts different Latin American cultures.
exhibit provided a vibrant display of creStudents stopped to look over assorted
ations from Ntexico, El Salvador, Chile, Co- items such as miniature copper pots from
lumbia and other countrics last week. The Chile, carved jewelry boxes native to El
exhibit presented ceramics, carvings, jew- Salvador and dolls in customary dress from
elry and textiles in the
Mexico. An abanico, a
I lirson Union Building
fan used when dancing
Tuesday night, Nov. 13.
the flamenco, unfolded
"It is very creative and really
A hand-painted plate
to show detailed paintshows the culture. Every culture
depicting the Mazatlan
ings of couples in tradihas a distinctive flavor."
Lake carne from Mexico.
tional Spanish clothing.
From Chile, two carved
Miracle Lawyer, freshman
"It's good to see things
wooden pigs appear to
from all over Latin
be kissing with their nosAmerica," senior Allyn
es closely touching. A string connects two Krzymowski said.
hwe-struck pigs, bringing them back toThe Latin America Club hopes the exgether when they are pulled apart. Students hibit helped to inform people about the difpassing through the HUB stopped to look ferent countries and the diversity of their
over the various crafts and decorations.
cultures, Broemeling said.
"It is very creative and really shows the
"All the cultures are different, though
culture," freshman Miracle Lawyer said. the language is the same," Broemeling said.
"Every culture has a distinctive flavor and "We all have different arts, crafts and costhis really brings out that flavor:
tumes:
In order to have 12 Latin American
countries represented at the craft exhibit,
Contact Felicity, Brigham at felicity.
the club borrowed various items. Whit- brigham@whitworthian.cont.

Latin America Club

displays array of art

Native Club shares
food and culture
during movie night
Katie Dolan
Staff %%Triter
The Seeking Shalom Theme House was
warm and filled with the smells of cooking food last Wednesday, Nov. 14. In the
kitchen, junior Jenny Johnston was busy
putting together the final touches of her
authentic Native American meal.
The menu included baked acorn squash
with cinnamon, mashed potatoes, wild
rice and a beef dish used as the filling in
the traditional dish "sugar pumpkins.
Johnston is part Native American and
is a member of Four Directions Native
Club here on campus.
Last Wednesday the club put on an
event called "Up in Smoke," which taught
those who attended about some of the
misconceptions about traditional Native
American tobacco use.
"There are a lot of misconceptions
about tobacco. It's very sacred and not
always smoked: sometimes it is sprinkled
on the ground as an offering to Mother
Earth, or it can be used as a gift to honor
someone," Johnston said.

The event consisted of the traditional
meal, the viewing of a film called "The
Pipemakers," which was produced by a
relative of Johnston, and a craft time for
making and decorating peace pipes made
out of wooden beads.
Senior Cam Tu Nguyen described the
food as more natural than a lot of other
kinds of foods Ns-Rh spices and sauces.
"It seemed very healthy and it brought
me back to the natural taste of the ingredients," Nguyen said.
The film featured several different
p:. e makers from Pipestone, Minn., who
shared about their generations-old craft
that builds patience and perseverance.
It explained how tobacco smoke was
believed to carry prayers to the Creator
and how pipe making was a part of theculture of several different tribes across
the United States.
Junior Jeremiah Sataraka said the event
was a good introduction to the culture
and the club.
Johnston said there will be similar
events like this in the future.
"Were trying to do things like this every month. Last month we made dream
catchers in Duvall. We might do Native American storytelling in the future,"
Johnston said.
Contact Katie Dohzn at katie.dolan@
whitworthian.com.
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THINGS TO DO IN SPOKANE
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Spokane Children's Theatre will present a musical venion of 'The Velveteen Rabbit' Nov. 23 through Dec. 15 at the Spokane Chic Theatre.

this event or other things
to do in Spokane this week, visit whinvorthian.com.

For more Information about
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uen a vs. the col
Flu and cold are different
but preventable nuisances
Kelly MacDonald
Staff Writer
It's that time of year again. A time for winter snow skiing, holiday functions and, of course, getting stuck at homc
sick in bed. Nothing can ruin a good time quite likc getting
sick, especially during winter months. Here are some facts
and tips to keep healthy this season so you can stay out of
bed and out of the doctor's office.
Influenza, known better as the flu, is a viral infection of
the upper respiratory tract that plagues millions of people
each year and is responsible for 36,000 deaths in the United States each year, according to Web hID.
These extremely contagious
influenza virus strains mutate
each year, making it hard for
the body to create effective
antibodies, said Jan hlurray,
director of thc Health Center.
She said the best way to avoid
getting influenza this season
is to ect an influenza vaccination for the three most com- \
mon strains.
The vaccine, which costs
$17, is available at the Whitworth Health Center with or
without an appointment
and can be charged to a
studcnt account.
Because the virus
spreads through the
air as well as through
shared items such
as drinks or straws,
dorms and bathare
a
rooms
breeding ground
for an outbreak.
Murray said.
Murray said
she suggests all
students get the
vaccine, even if
they are othenvise
healthy, so they can
continue to attend school
and not transmit the virus

to others.
Murray's goal is to have 30 percent of the
Whitworth campus vaccinated for the flu in
order to keep the flu occurrence to a minimum and reduce the chance of an epidemic.
Murray also said it's important to get vaccinated now, because it takes two weeks for thc
vaccine to fully work.
"If you get the flu shot now you will be immunized for the next four months, which is
when you are thc most likely to come in contact with the virus: Murray said.
The symptoms of the flu are much like that
ola cold: fever, headache, fatigue, runny nose,
coughing and a sore throat. Influenza, in contrast to a common cold, can last for more than
a week and the symptoms arc usually more intense.
Vomiting is not one of the symptoms of the
flu. Influenza should not be confused with viral gastroenteritis, often called the stomach
flu, which is characterized by vomiting.
Stories about getting a cold or flu as a
result of getting the flu shot arc myths,
Murray said. It's perfectly safe to gct vaccinated, she said. The only side effects are
tiredness and that the injection site might be
sore.
Sophomore Andrea Mason decided to get
a flu shot this season in order to prevent
getting infected with the virus.
"I am in a community
with other people. I
%ranted to be proactive
about my health; hlason said. "It increases
your chances of not

Is

it a cold or the flu?

Symptoms

COLD

FLU

Fever

Rare

High (100-102 degrees
Fahrenheit); lasts 3-4 days

Headache

Rare

Prominent

Aches, pains

Slight

Usual; often severe

Fatigue, weakness

Quite mild

Can last

up to 2-3 weeks

Early and prominent

Extreme exhaustion Never

Stuffy nose

Common

Sometimes

Sneezing

Usual

Sometimes

Sore throat

Common

Sometimes

Chest discomfort,

Mild to moderate;
hacking cough

Common; can become

cough

Complications

Sinus congestion or

Bronchitis, pneumonia;

earache

can be life-threatening

Common sense

Annual vacdnation; antivi-

hygiene practices

ral drugs

Only temporary
relief of symptoms

Antiviral drugs within
24-48 hours after onset of
symptoms

Prevention

Treatment

getting f the flu)."
iiiIf
a person
doesn't get a flu
shot this year,
thc best way to prevent infection is to regularly wash
your hands with hot, soapy
water, use an alcoholbased sanitizer and stay
away from those who are
already infected. Murray
said.

If a person does become
infected, shc suggests drinking lots
of fluids and staying home. People
who continue to go to work and

severe

Informatum courtny of Writ MA

school after being infected tend to stay sicker longer. Also,
antiviral medications are available to reduce the duration
of the flu, but they usually only save about a day of sick
time.
Influenza is common, affecting thousands old and
young, Murray said. The symptoms can keep the afflicted
from going to work and school, but that can be prevented
with a vaccination.
"People think that they're immune because they're young
and healthy," Murray said. works to gct immunized;

it

Contact Kelly MacDonald at kellpnacdonald@whitworthian.cotri.
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Alumnus travels abroad to teach
Yong Kim
Staff Writer
The testosterone-charged antics of the
men of McMillan Hall were still rampant during alumnus George Benson's days at
Whitworth. Benson earned his bachelor's
degree in '83 and later returned to Whitworth for a master's degree, which he finished in '93.
Benson currently teaches in 'Warsaw, Poland, for the American School of Warsaw
as a fourth-grade teacher.
Benson recalled a time when he used to
live in McMillan Hall, and his dormmates
engaged in a prank that "impressed the
whole school" stealing a Bob's Hamburger statue (a burger joint right by campus)
ola "big, fat hamburger guy" and putting it
on the roof of McMillan Hall and then the
Hixson Union Building.
"But, I was not the one who stole the
Bob's Hamburger guy, just to dear my conscience; Benson said.
Other vivid memories Benson misses are
the days of Traditiation, intramural sports,
being sure to catch a virgin pinecone before graduation and sitting with his English
professors and colleagues in dass, discussing novels and questions about life.
Besides the social sane on campus, Ben-

son said he has also been changed through
Whitworth's education. He said his Whitworth education was a foundation not only
for his career but also for who he has become as a person.
"Whitworth is a huge part of who I am
and how I thinlc, how I believe and how I
work with people; Benson said.
Benson appreciated the student-teacher
relationships Whitworth supported. He became dose to mentors such as professors
Leonard Oaldand and Laura Bloxham and
associate professor Gordon Wilson.
"It's a foundation upon which your life is
built; Benson said.
Even with the firm principles, he said it
wasn't easy to figure out what to do after
graduation. During his 20s and after finishing his undergraduate studies, Benson said
he was in a state of uncertainty.
"I explored quite a bit and stressed a lot
about my calling and future. Some people
lcnow right away, but I didn't; Benson
said.
Benson worked as a construction worker,
ski instructor and as a sales representative,
prior to being told by mentors to consider
teaching as a career. Benson then decided
to go back to Whitworth as a graduate student for a Master's in Education. He then
started teaching in Oregon and later moved

Photo courtesy ot Gant Benson

Alumnus George Benson teaches his students at the American School of Warsaw in
Poland.

abroad to teach in places such as Indonesia
and Poland.
"Whitworth gave me the desire to reach
out to the world: Benson said.
The American School of Warsaw, which
teaches American curriculum through a

world perspective, is made up of people
who are mostly international students from
Japan, India, Poland, Korea, Denmark and
the United States.

See ALUMNUS, page 12
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'Wedding Singer' musical
to bring '80s air to stage
Blair Tellers
Staff Writer

"both of the evening's biggest laughs:'
Even more impressive is the fact that Andert
was originally an understudy for the role of
Attention '80s lovers: This season of West- Linda.
Originally Andert was cast as one of three
Coast Entertainment's Best of Broadway touring productions will include a new stage ver- danccrs and was understudying all of the lead
parts, but when the actress playing Linda dislosion of "The Wedding Singer."
The book for the theatrical production was cated her shoulder within the first week of the
co-written by Tim Herlihy, who also wrote the show, Andert stepped up to the part.
"I'd looked at all of the othcr stuff more than
screenplay for the 1998 film starring Adam
Sandler and Drew Barrymore.
I had looked at the part of Linda:* Andert said.
A former writer for "Saturday Night Live; "Linda wasn't my first priority at that point. My
Herlihy is also the mastermind behind the roommate knew the part better than I did, but
screenplays for almost every other campy goof- she was in the grandma suit getting ready to do
ball movie that Sandler has starred in, indud- that role, so thcy threw me
Andcrt said the first time she played Linda
ing "Mr. Deeds" and "Happy Gilmore:*
Nominated for five Tony Awards,
she was literally given three minincluding Best Musical, thc Bro3dutes to prepare.
THE
way version's highlights arc the '80s
"Next time they cast me as an
I'll study more Andert
pop-culture references, energetic
understudy
WEDDING
musical scorc and humorous attisaid. "Last year when I was on tour
SINGER
the same type of thing happened,
tude with which it revisits the deand in that sense I'm like 'why do
cade.
Location:
I always get stuck with last-minute
"Everything was balls to the walls
INB Perfonning Arts (enter
understudy calls?'"
in thc '80s, so doing the show is just
Dates: Not17- Dec 2
Dancer, singer and actress, Anfun because you can play around,"
Tickets: S30-52 from
dcrt has performed in a myriad of
the actress in the role of Linda, Anticittswestcom
drea Anden, said.
shows since high school, including
"Cabaret," "Chicago" and "West
The Wedding Singer" is the
story of Robbie 'Tart, singer in a wedding band Side Story." She has also performed in the Barwho once had aspirations of becoming a singer- num & Bailey 'Circus doing Lyra (suspended
songwriter but now lives in his grandmother's- ring dancing) and plate spinning.
"In general I really like the triple threat roles
basement in New Jersey, and Julia, a waitress
acting, singing, and dancing. I enjoy being
who bccomcs the target of Robbic's affections
that kind of sassy, vixen character who is really
once he is jilted by his trampy fiancee.
Unfortunately for Robbie, Julia's already en- smart but has layers that can be peeled away,
Andert said.
gaged to a dishonest Wall Strcct shark.
In "The Wedding Singer" Andert portrays
While the central focus of "The Wedding
Singer" revolves around the love story of Rob- thc stereotypical hard-edged rocker chick, and
bie and Julia, the raving reviews so far have says it's ahvays fun to rel,isit her favorite era of
been directed towards Linda, Robbie's slutty ex- music the late '70s and late '80s.
On performing in a production set in the
fiancee (Andert) who ditches him at the altar.
A rcvicw on broadwayworld.com names An- '80s, Andert said the cast has fun but stays away
dert as "a stand out who exudes that '80s self- from bad perms and excessive amounts of hairawareness and voracious sexuality:" providing spray. A hair-do nightmare revisited?

choose what is covered. It is important to ask: What's the out-ofpocket cost for me? When does the
Upon graduating, it is essential to plan begin to take effect? How are
have an understanding of financial pre-existing conditions covered, if
planning and salary negotiation. at all?
Be knowledgeable of vacation
Career Senices has some tips and
resources to help students gain this time and sick leave. How much is
offered, how the
comprehension.
employer defines
It is important to
sick time and benlook mainly at what
CLICK IT k
efits to not taking
prospective
emWant to leam more about financial
either. These quesployers arc offering
sala
planning? Check out
ry.com
tions are things to
immediately upon
and collegegrad.com.
ask during the nehire, rather than
gotiation process of
benefits gained alinterviewing, Jacobson said.
ter working for one year or 10.
"It's nice to see it in writing," Ja"I3e careful of promises of riches
down the line," director of Career cobson said. "Take as much time as
you need to make the appropriate
Services Gordon Jacobson said.
Jacobson encourages people to decision.'
If an employer is serious about
have a sense of what is realistic in
terms of insurance plans and know hiring, it is unlikely there will be a
what is offered for insurance. Some problem with taking information
companics have a set benefits pack- home to look over, Jacobson said.
When negotiating a salary, it is
age, while others let the employee

GRAPEVINE HUMOR

I

I One-hundred-ten percent of respondents

Photo courtesy

of bestofirroodwayspolume.corn

The musical version of "The Wedding Sing ee'
brings the 1998 film to the theatrical stage.

"Oh God no:' Andert said. "If that was the
case my hair would fall out. We have wigs galore."

While her niche is in Broadway, Andert still
describes herself as an "even-keeled lover of
movies," and said it's hard to compare the two.
"Films are great because you get to feel more
of an internal attraction to the film, but then
musical theater is an immediate gratification,"
Andert said. "Some people get s'o stagnant sitting there watching a movie, but theater really
gets you involved you can laugh out loud,
scream, and be in cach others' faces:*
Contact Blair Tellers at blair.tellers@whitworthian.cont.

important to know how much you
is-ant to make. Factor in cost of liv-

ing, regional salaries and benefits.
One way to find out this information is salary.com.
This Web site has links to determine the cost of living in different
areas, as well as regional salaries
and links to other relatedIVeb sites.
When asked about your desired
salary, be sure to have an amount
in mind as well as how the number was reached. Negotiations will
be more favorable if numbers are
justified and researched, Jacobson
said.
Be sure of what you want, what
is available and what is expected
before going into any salary negotiation. Inquire of benefits and what
sill be given upon hire and what
will be received later down the line,
Jacobson said.

Contact Felicity. Brigham atfelicit;thrighazn@whitworthian.com.

TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL

FINANCIAL PLANNING
Insurance
Know what is offered
IAsk what the out-of-pocket cost for
you will be
IAsk when the plan starts

Vacation time, sick leave
Ask how

much time is offered
the employer defines

Know how

sid time

Salary negotiaton
IKnow how much you want to make
I Factor in cost of living, benefits and
regional salaries
IResearch your numbers and be a' 'e
to justify them
Information courtesy of
Crew Senices presentation

RESULTS OF THE ALUMNI SURVEY

Four out five alumni recommend Crest
Tartar Control.

IlMost alumni's dreams of being a "freelance
theologian" haven't quite panned out.

of five stars.

ISeventy-two percent say Dayna Coleman
Jones could take Dick Mandeville in a fight.

IAlumni give Whitworth a 58 percent "mind"
rating but only a 47 percent "heart" rating.

According to the survey, 35 percent of Whitworth alumni lie on sumys.

ISixty-two percent believe their continued
unemployment is all part of God's plan.

IZero percent of peace studies majors have
successfully stopped war.

ISeventeen percent of Mac alumni forgive BJ.

IAll alumni love The Whitworthian.

IA margin oferror of 75 percent.

gave 110 percent in physical fitness dasses.

10n average, alumni gave "Beowulf three out

playing now at
Civic Theatre

Tango lessons to
be offered Nov.
26 downtown

711

;

Christmas show

Come see John Reeger's
musical "The Christmas
Schooner" downtown at the
Spolcane Civic Theatre.
The play follows a 19th
century sea captain who
goes on a quest to bring
back a Christmas tree.
Shows run through Dec.
16 on Thursdays at 7:30
p.m., Fridays and Saturdays
at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 2
p.m.
General admission is $24
and student tickets are $12.

Financial planning is key to success
Felicity Brigham
Staff Writer

A&E
BRIEFS

Want to know how to tango like a pro?
Well you're in luck because from 7:30 to 9 p.m.
next Monday, Nov. 26, the

Brotherhood

of

Friends

Lodge at 933 W. Third Ave.
svill be providing Argentine
Tango Lessons.
People should dress up

a bit and wear comfortable
shoes to make dancing easier. The cost for lessons and
dancing is $2.

Ballroom Club
to host formal
dance Nov. 30
The Whitworth Ballroom
Dance Club is hosting a
Ivinter formal dance from 9
p.m. to midnight on Friday,
Nov. 30 in Graves Gym.
The "Winter Wonderland" evening will feature
swing, Latin and ballroom
dancing.
Attire is formal, so dress
up and dress sharp.
Tickets are $3 for members of the club and $5 for
non-members.

Visiting artist's
work featured in
Koehler Gallery
The sculptures of artist
Ruben Trejo are on display
in the Koehler Gallery in
the Fine Arts Building until
Dec. 7.
Trejo's work has been influenced by formalism and
the traditions of Mexico as
well as American pop culture.
The exhibit is called
"Black Orpheus" ancl is a
humorous and figurative
display with references to
Trejo's childhood.
Gallery hours are Monday through Friday, 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m., and Saturday 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. The exhibit is
free.

Compiled by Katie Dolan
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Christian denominations

COPELAND
Album: 'Dressed
Up and In line'

Label:The

Panel considers beliefs of

Ma

Group

Sam Gregory

Genre: Indie

Staff Writer

DENOMINATIONS

alternative rock

* ** *
Copeland has been releasing great intlic alternative music since 2001.
Based in Florida and signed
to The Militia Group, Copeland gained a following after the release of "Beneath
the Medicine Tree" in 2003.
The band's latest release,
"Dressed Up and In Line:
is a collection of B-sides,
demos, and re-mastered
tracks. As opposed to traditional B-sides albums, it
is meant to be a "cohesive
album that can be listened
to as a whole: according to
the band's 'Web site.
AMY WINEHOUSE
Album: 'Frank'

label:

Island

Gente: FIA11,
soul.

lilt Pol)

Discussion centered on divisions among denominations Nov. 14 at the Church Denominations Panel. Thc representatives from four
denominations, Baptist pastor Charles Baxter,
Episcopalian professor of biology Finn Pond,
non-denominational pastor Rob Fairbanks and
Presbyterian professor of theology Keith Beebe,
answered questions from over 100 students.

Protestant reforma-

Seeks to build community in dose way

Focus centered

around doctrine, not
worship

Fairbanks, who preaches at New Community
Church, was in agreement with Baxter, saying
baptism should be a conscious decision.
Beebe said othemise. He said in the Presbyterian church when an infant is to be baptized,
the parents confess for thc child, with a pledge
to raise the child in the faith until he or she is
old enough to confess.
Beebe said the Presbyterian understanding
of baptism is that it's a sacrament (God's initiativc), not an ordinance (our response). h doesn't
require our belief because it is focusing on what
God does, rather than what we do, he said.

ists.

HISTORY

Baxter said the Baptist denomination came
out of a free-church movement that emphasized thc book of Acts.
He also went over a list of "distinctivcs" that

'Focus faces outward, not inward

PRESBYTERIAN
EPISCOPALIAN

Jesus Christ:

Baxter and Pond were in disagreement about
thc reconciliation of faith and science. Pcoul
said he did not see any conflict with science
and faith at all.
"My vocatio'n is the study of God's creation:
Pond said.
Pond said thc Anglican church has a strong
emphasis on education and does not have a
problem with the evolution perspective.
Baxter disagreed. He said if the Bible doesn't
match with man's thought, wc change it rather
than "Ict man catch up:
Baxter spoke very strongly against evolution,
saying science is giving new nidence that supports creation over evolution and saying evolution "does not work:
Pond responded to Baxter's claim that evolution conflicts with the Bible by saying, "We
disagree about that:

Earth:The Con-

TIONAL

Origins from early

Baxter, who preaches at Trinity Baptist
Church, reiterated several times thc doctrine
of Baptists: Belief comes first and baptism follows, and infant baptism is not biblical. He said
baptism is "showing publicly a commitment to

EVOLUTION

VIONESISIMISMAPPWr

NON-DENOMINA-

BAPTISM

Amy Winehouse is an eccentric soul and jazz singer
from London, England.
She has received countless
awards for her critically
acclaimed albums "Frank"
and "Back To Black: Hcr
first album, "Frank." is being released in America due
to a desire from fans for
more of her music.
The album, is a skillful blend of jazz and pop,
but contains traces of reggae and R&B. Throughout
"Frank: Amy Winehouses
powerful yet melodious
voice reminds listeners why
she is considered one of the
best modern female vocal-

Album: 'live

BAPTIST

tion

***

VARIOUS ARTISTS

Below are some defining aspects of
the four denominations represented
during the panel discussion Nov. 14.

Grew out of Scottish

Influenced heavily

Reformation

by Celtic tradition

Focus on the importance of the world,

nature and science

Three C's: confes-

sional, constitutional

and connectional
informs:son courtesy of panel
Thomas Rohnsorsnastworthian

difkrentiates the Baptist Church from other
denominations. lhe distinctives stated points
of Baptist doctrine, such as the belief that Jesus
Christ is thc head of the church, the practices
of baptism and communion and the freedom to
worship according to personal preference.
The Episcopalian Church (also known as the
Anglican Church) camc out of England in thc
16th century during the English reformation,
Pond said.
He said it had distinctively English roots and
was influenced by early Celtic Christians, giving it the characteristic of emphasizing the importance of thc world itself, the goodness of
creation and humanity:
PRACTICE

Pond said the church comes together in the
practice of worship, which is "corporate, incarnational, liturgical, sacramental, and an on-going practice of the church:
Pond also said the church is open-minded
and may not agree on all points of doctrine. It
has diverse doctrines and theological beliefs
that make the church better informed, he said.
Fairbanks said thc non-denominational vein
started in thc '60s when "a bunch of hippies got
saved," but the whole movement has a longer
history than his particular experience.
He talked about his own past, saying he does

Trinity Baptist Church pastor Charles Baxter
speaks during the Christian denominations panel
Nov. 141n the Seeley G. Mudd Chapel.

not fit very well in any denomination. He said
he believes the church should be a missionary
to the city and a missionary training center.
"Everything we do is faced outward: Fairbanks said, not inward. "The problem, I think,
is that thc church thinks we are the center."
Fairbanks said N'etv Community is trying
to move away from an event-type evangelism
and more toward helping the poor and building
community.
Beebe, who teaches Corc 150, went into great
detail about the Presbyterian Church, occasionally quizzing thc audience, who were, in fact,
predominantly Core 150 students.
He went over the "three Cs" distinctivcs of
the Presbyterian Church: confessional, constitutional and connectional. He also talked about
the three books the Presbyterian Church uses:
the Bible, The Book of Confessions and the
Book of Order.
Vhat is the chief end of man?" he asked the
audience at one point. Ihe answer was to glorify God and enjoy Him forever."
Contact Sam Gregory at sant.,gregory@whitworthian.cont.

certs for a Climate

in Crisis"

label: WEA
Genre: live

ALUMNUS:

Teaching abroad

continuedfrom page 10

concert compilation

****.z

On July 7, the largest
global concert ever. Live
Earth, was held with over
100 acts worldwide. The
event was broadcast live
in over 130 countries and
has now been released in
a DVD/CD combo. The
DVD features 36 live performances by artists such
as Snow Patrol, John Mayer
and Metallica.
The CD contains audio
recordings from 15 of the
live recordings. The release
is superb and provides a way
to experience Live Earth
again. All profits benefit the
"Alliance for Climate Protection" in an effort to fight
the global dimate crisis.

* * ** *

Stars are based on stenos. pre-rdease
trcas and artscks about the a/kums.

Shaun Juncal, Staff Writer
Photos courtesy of arnazotscom

"The parents of my students own companies and
work for companies that
are headquartered here
in Warsaw. For instance,
this year I have students
whose parents work for
Volvo, Nordic Bank, GE
Electronics, Media Forum
and Samsung," Benson
said.
Warsaw is the hub for

economic growth not
only in Poland, but also in
much of eastern Europe,
Benson said. He teaches
American curriculum at
the ASW through a world
perspective.
Besides being a teacher,
Benson is also an avid environmentalist. He rides
his bike to school (about
15 miles) and advertises
to get his fellow colleagues
to do the same.
"I am passionate about
protecting the environment and always have
been: Benson said. "My

dad was a forcst service
ranger when I vas young
and took us camping and
on two-week back pack
trips in mountain ranges all over the Western

they say

break
a study

mind.
clears the

(we agree)

schwedzer
NUM
HOUkTAIIII

IDAMO

r

states:
Benson
reads
the
monthly alumni articles
that President Bill Robinson writes and is aware of
Whitworth's commitment
to being environmentallyfriendly.
He said he is impressed
with the 15 initiatives
Whitworth has enacted
such as its commitment
to locally-produced food,
electric carts and trucks

on campus and sustainable systems in new building projects.
"I really miss Whitworth and I'm so excited
for students right now to
live it up. It's a wonderful
place: Benson said.
Contact Yong Kim al
yong.kint@whit worthian.
cont.
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GAME TO WATCH
Green Bay Packers vs. Detroit lions
Thanksgiving Day; 930 a.m. on FOX

Read more online at whitworthian.com.
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20,2007

Go,

Fight,
Win?
BUC

BREAKDOWN
%IN DERCK CASANOVAS

"lhe Victors."
"The Notrc Dame Victory
March."
"Fight On."
Even the most casual sports
fan can probably hum along to

the fight songs of institutions
like thc University of Michigan, the University of Notre
Dame and the University of
Southcrn California. After a
few times through, the melody
and words rcsonatc througfl
your mind likc Alicia Keys'
smooth crooning on the radio.
But the prominence and
powerful nature of other
schools' fight songs begs the
question: where is ours?
Good question. A Whitworth fight song is absent
from thc gridiron of thc Pine
Bowl on Saturday afternoon
following a long touchdown
toss. Thc fight song is nowhere
to be found after a furious 10point rally has brought the Pirates even in a tight basketball
game in the Madhouse.
I'd put a Michael Vick-sized
¡vad of cash on a bet that you've
never heard the lyrics to the
fight song. These words pmbably don't ring a bell:
For Whitworth Fight!
Fight! Fight and win!
For the Crimson and Black,
7Ite highest honors bring back.
For Whitworth Fight!
Fight! Hear the cry,
"Onward to Victory."
Be not content with less,
Whitworth desems ¡he best.
So Pirates. Fight! Fight! Fight!
Atul Itrin!

not as if someone at
ighitworth recently jotted
down those words. These lyrics are older than Martin Luther King's famous "I Have a
Dream" speech, John E Kennedy's Inaugural Address and
President Clinton's lip-biting
denial of adultery.
Our school's student body
selected the words Whitworth
freshman Harold Eastburg
wrote in 1932 for the fight
song. In addition, the Eastburg
family donated to Whitworth
the sheet Harold Eastburg
originally scribbled the notes
on 75 years ago. There had to
be some logic behind coming
up with the song at all.
Perhaps it is because fight
songs come with the landscape
in American amateur sports.
Students pre-funk for football
games as the belt out the words
to "Rambling Wreck" at Georgia Tech University. When a
students need new ring tone
It's

See FIGHT, page 15

Nat,slic &Act/The Pioneer Log

Whitworth swimmers take their place along the blocks before an event during a 121-84 triumph over Lewis & Clark College on Nov.16.

omen's- swimming sweeps
Ryan Georgioff
Staff Writer

The Whitworth women also topped the Pioneers in the 200-yard freestyle relay.
"It was awesome, everyone had a really, good
The Whitworth women's swim team sealed weekend: Kephart saki. "It was great to see evtheir 1 1th-straight Northwest Conference win eryone shim really fast:
this weekend in Oregon, handing Lewis & Clark
The team then finished their weekend sweep
College a 121-84 loss on Friday and Willamette through Oregon Saturday, crushing host WilUniversity a 129-65 loss on Saturday.
lamette University 129-65.
"The weekend ¡vent really
The Pirates managed to win
well," sophomore Natalie
eight of the 12 events, cascr said. "They were easier teams
ily dinching their victory. The
"We are one big family.
to compete against:.
team's success may stem from
Everyone is really united
Friday, the Pioneers came out
the friendships the tcarn has
strong winning three of the first
and in it for each other."
forged.
five races. However, Whitworth
We are one big family;
Sam Kephart senior
as ultimately able to capture
Kephart said. "Everyone is rethe victory by ¡sinning thc next
ally united and in it for each
five of six events.
other."
Both Kephart and Turner followed up their
Senior Sam Kephart won the 50-yard freestyle, the 500-yard freestyle and the 100-yard wins Friday hith wins in their respective events
butterfly. Turner pulled a in in both the 1,000- on Saturday. Kephart was also part of the ¡sinyard freestyle and the 100-yard freestyle. Junior ning 400-yard relay team on Saturday
Turner has her sights set on bigger plans for
Brittany Gresset won the 100-yard bac.kstroke.

the remainder of this season and beyond.
"My goals are just to make it to nationals and
do well there," Turner said. "One of my goals is
to get the national record for the 2001-ad freestyle for Division 1117
To finish the series of wins Saturday, freshman Ashley Lecoq won thc 50-rard freestyle
and was on the ¡sinning 400-yard relay squad,
Gressct ¡von the 500-yard freestyle, and freshman Kelly Reynolds won the 200-yard breaststroke.
"We are doing awesome; Kephart said. "Everyone is improving at every single meet:
Next, the shimmers ¡vill be trekking to the
Husky Invitational at the King County Aquatic
Center in Federal Way from NOV. 30 through
Dec. 2.
The meet will start at 5 p.m. next Friday'.
The Pirates are c-urrently 6-0 overall and 4-0
in the Northwest Conference.

Contact Ryan Georgioff at ryan.geotgioff@
whitworthian.cotn.

Men's swimming extends conference win streak to 53
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer

relay event. Whitworth's

W.

team captured the ¡sinning
time with 1:46.47, getting
The Pirates added two them off to a quick lead.
The relay success continmore to their win total
with victories over Lewis ued with the Pirates taking
& Clark College and Wil- care of L&C in the 200-yard
lamette University Friday freestyle relay by over 15
seconds.
and Saturday, Nov. 16-17.
Looking to stay undefeatIn a dominating perfored in the Northwest Con- mance, junior Tom Radke
ference, Whitwon the 1,000prd freestyle
worth jumped
by nearly two
ahead of L&C
MORE
minutes hith a
and did not
INSIDE
look back with
time of 10:35.-18,
Q & A WITH
a resounding
and in the 200,
win 139-53.
sophomore Kris
DAVID DOLPHAY
Read a candid interview
won
Asleson
"We're
all
with the senior swimmer.
with a time of
feeling pretty
good," senior
1:53.69.
PAGE IS
Whitworth
Luke Stocker
topped off their
said. "Incomfreestyle success
ing freshmen
are really stepping up, the with senior David Dolphay
team atmosphere this year just outreaching his teamis really good; everyone ex- mate freshman Michael
pects that we will do well Woodward by about half of
and putting in the work in a second in the 500.
The 100-yard butterfly
practice."
The L&C meet pushed off event WaS also dominated
with the 200-yard medley by Whitworth as the team

finished with the top three
times. Sophomore Daniel
Bergman touched the wall
first with a time of 0:56.77.
An especially strong
event for the Pirates was
the 100-yard breaststroke as
they took the top four spots.
Sophomore Quinton Darling finished first at 1:01.70.
The meet with Willamette
took a similar tone as Whitworth marched through Salem with another convincing victory 132-45.
Whitworth opened up
with another early lead
when they took the 400prd medley relay by over
10 seconds.
The Pirates captured the
top three times in the 200yard freestyle with Woodward's time of 1:44.60 placing first.
The situation was similar in the 200-yard IM with
Whitworth finishing with
the top three times. All the
times were within a sec-

See WIN STREAK, page 15

53 STRAIGHT
%%qua has happened since
the men's swimming team
last lost a conference meet?

IDow Jones Industrial Average breaks 14,000
points for the first time ever in 2007.

1Carrie Underwood defeats Bo Bice
to win American Idol in 2005.

.4

I Boston Red Sox win the World Series twice, in
2004 and 2007, for the first time since 1918.

IAmerican competitive eater Joey Chestnut breaks
six-time Nathan's champion Takeru Kobayashi's record in 2007 by eating 66 hot dogs in 12 minutes.

-

1Bami Bonds smashes a career home
run record 756th in 2007.

f

Derr/. Casanoras/Whitwortluan
Images courtesy of fluff.ngton Post, AOL
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NWC

Women's hoops splits

N'y
%N.dik:N1

CONIIIIIrCI

UNFIELD

0-0

2-0

Whitworth
takes third
at Midway

UPS

0-0

2-0

Classic

PW

0-0

2-0

GEORGE FOX

o-o

1-1

L&C

O-01-1

WILLAMETTE

0-0

1-1

WHITWORTR

0-0

0-0

WHITMAN

0-0

0-1

15:
'MEN'S BASKETBALL'

it',17:-.7.

NWC ALL

Danika Heatherly
Staff Writer
The Whitworth University women's basketball
team kicked off their 20072008 scason at the University of Chicago Midway
Classic Saturday afternoon, Nov. 18. The team
lost 74-58 in their season
opener against Baruch
College (N.Y.) Saturday,
Nov. 17, but put it together
for a 76-68 win over Concordia-Nloorhead University (Minn.) on Sunday,

PACIFIC
NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs. Thaprnan
Friday. Nov. 23 2 001L

r

4

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
NViC ALL

LINFIELO

0-0

2-0

GEORGE FOX

0-0

2-0

PUI

0-0

2-0

WHITMAN

0-0

Iltorrias Rolimon/Itiutworthim

.17

0-0

1-1_

WILMETTE

0-0

1-1

0-0

1-1

PACIFIC

O-01-1

PACIRC

0-0

0-2

MEN'S SWIMMING

PIC

ALL

WHITWORTH

1

UNFIF1D

3-1

3-4

PUT

3-1

3-1

PUGET SOUND

2-1

2-1

1-2

2-2

WILLAMETTE

0-3

0-3

PACIFIC

0-4

04

MOAN

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth @ Husky kwitatisnal
NOV. 30-Der. I; AU day

'WOMEN'S SWIMMING
NWC ALL

WHITWORTH

4-0

"6-o

PUGET SOUND

3-0

3-0

PLU

3-1

3-1

WHITMAN

2-1

2-1

L&C

2-1

3-1

WILLAMETTE

0-2

0-2

'PACIFIC

O-44

LINFIELD

0-4

0-6

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

is

Whitworth's mascot drives to the hoop for a layup during
Midnight Madness last Wednesday, Nov.14.

Basketball fever
infects fanatics

2-0WHITWO

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth rs trwis-Cark St
Saturday; Sox 20 @ 7p.m.

Is

Nov. 18.

Whitworth @Husky Invitational
Nav. 30-Dec. I; All day

a

Athlete qf
THE WEEK

ri

Tiffany Corigliano

Junior
Averaged 115 points and 7
rebounds in weekend tourney.

-

Garett Myers
Staff Vriter
Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor

As Whitworth's Fieldhouse Fanatics filled the Fieldhouse, music from hip-hop superstars T.I. and Kanye
West carne blaring through the speakers.
Sports Events Coordinator Obe Quarless walked
through the door, put four $50 bills on the ground
and said four people in the crowd would walk out the
door with a bill in their poc.ket. To Quarless, though,
thc event was really about meshing basketball with the
community through a variety of events.
"Whether it's people making shirts, people helping
me run the event, people in the event, just there's a lot
of communication getting as
many people on campus and
the community involved to get
MEN'S 2007
excited for the basketball season coming up," Quarless said.
OPENER
Hundreds of fans turned out
WHITWORTH VS.
for the late evening event, which
CHAPMAN
does not actually take place at
Date: Nor.23
Time: 4m
midnight. The event kidccd off
toad= Pasadena, Call
at 8 p.m. with an intrasquad
scrimmage for the men's team.
The real buzz started, though,
when Quarless unveiled the prizes.
"Once the prizes started rolling out I saw people's
eyes light up," Quarless said.
Four even luckier fans won the previously advertised
$50 bilL Fans were called out onto the court to compete in games involving who could make the most free
throws, three-pointers and layups within a minute. Another game invoved a battle of the scxcs element, as two
women tried to shoot more free throws than another
man shooting threes in a one minute window.
First, Quarless honored the seasons of men's and
women's soccer and football. Next, basketball musical chairs, a game of "Bump: shooting drills and twoon-two basketball took over the court, allowing fans a
chance to battle for gift certificates to Target, Best Buy,
Applebee's and Bruchi's.
Then, the highlight reel started rolling. Senior forward Ryan Symes, senior forward Colin Willemsen
and sophomore post Nate Montgomery electrified the
crowd with some rim-rattling dunks.
"Actually, I think I should have did a little more
[rounds): Quarless said. "Those guys were throwing

down."
The night ended with free "Fieldhouse Fanatics" Tshirts and ice cream for everyone. Fans trickled out of
the gym with full stomachs and smiles. Quarless said
people who didn't attend Midnight Madness were the
only ones who lost on such a competitive night.
They missed out, this is definitely one event you
don't want to miss: Quarless said. "For people who
chose to do something else, I hope it was real nice, because we had fun tonight:
Maybe those people won't miss out the next time the
Pirates shake up the fans in the Fieldhouse.

Junior forward Tiffany
Corigliano led the way
for the Pirates with 17
points. Freshman forward
Courtney Gaddis added 13
points for Whitworth, and
frcshman forward Kcilah
Fanenc led the team in rebounds, totaling seven for
the game. Four Baruch
piaycrs finislicti in double
figures for points on the
night, lead by 15 points
from Karice Whipple.
Baruch was dominant on
the defensive end, holding
Whitworth to a 33.8 shooting percentage from thc
field. The Pirates couldn't
get within ten points of the
Bcarcats in thc second half
and were dominated by the
Bearcats in the key, gct-

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
FIRST ROUND, SATURDAY, NOV.17

\TtE0

1Vhitworth 58

Freti Baruch
Bomus

Tiffany Corigliano

Karlee Whipple

17 poirits,6 rebounds

15

points,3 rebounds

CONSOLATION GAME, SUtIDAY,

NOV.18

CU 68

%Vhitworth 76
Natalie Well

Melanie Hageman

17points,7rebounds,4 assists

17points, 7 rebounds

ting outrcbounded 51-37.
Nevertheless, Corigliano
said she is upbeat about
the team's progression this
weekend.
"It has been fun this
weekend watching us come
together, learn, and grow
as a team," Corigliano said.
Whitworth returns four
starters from last year's 1411 team. The Pirates were
without last year's leading
scorer, junior forward Alida Bower, for thc tournament duc to injury.
"We missed Alicia at the
tournament because of her
injury, but I know we are
all vety much looking forward to having her back:
freshman post Liz Horiatis
said.
The Pirates played Concordia in thc consolation
game of the Midway Classic on Sunday afternoon,
capturing a 76-68 victory
after being down by six at
the half.
Concordia lept out to a

74

fast start behind six points

from Melanie Tlageman.
With a Concordia cruising on a comfortable 12point lead in just seven
minutes into the game,
Whitworth looked to gain
points quickly. They did
just that.
The Pirates climbed back
to gct vithin six on senior
guard Teresa Zcitler's two
threes with less than four
minutes remaining in the
first half.
Concordia again carne
out strong to start a half,
pushing thcir lead to ten
points with a little over a
minute gone in the second. Whitworth rallied,
however, taking a one
point lead on a jumper by
Fanenc. Whitworth then
build a seven-point lead
with fivc to play behind
three straight triples from
Fanenc, Corigliano and
Orrell. Whitworth pulled

See SPLITS, page 15

Whitworth Faculty,

Students, and
Parents receive
EXTRA DISCOUNTS

on all purchases!
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Two runners beat feet

at Division III nationals
Caseria, Gallagher
end a second apart
Kory Kemp
Staff Writer
Whitworth sophomore Dusty Casería
CASERIA
GALLAGHER
and freshman Nick Gallagher ran hard
and finished their cross country season
strongly at the NCAA Division Ill nation- the national level, Schwarz says it is time
to look forward to another running sport,
al championships on Saturday. Nov. 17.
In a field made up ofthe top 280 runncrs track & field.
The two guys have tasted it, and they
in Division III, Casería and Gallagher were
able to finish in 2I6th and 219th places, re- know they can make it for track This can
give confidence to the rest of
spectively. Caseria finished
the team, seeing these guys
in a time of 26:30, and Galget there; Schwarz said.
lagher came in right behind
DIVIS1 ON III
Schwarz also noted how
him at 26:31.
just a 20 to 30 sccond imWith 280 athletes in the
NATIONA LS TIMES
provement could help them
race, it is not uncommon
to jump 50 to 100 places,
that a one-second spread
Rate winner: TyletSigl
leaving lots of motivation
between two runners'
(UW-Platteville) 2424
to get back to nationals
times may coincide with
next year.
a multiple-place sprcad in
Schwarz said the two will
Casería: 26:30 (216th)
the final outcomc, as Cascnow look toward track searia and Gallagher's places
son, which begins in Januwere evidence of.
Gallagher:2631 (219th)
ary, with hopcs of reaching
This was both runners'
the national level for the
first time competing in
second time this year.
national level competition
The NVhitworth track & field tcam will
and this is exactly what Head Coach Toby
look to these two to help lead thc men's
Sduvarz was wanting for the two.
Schwarz said he was content with how long distancc squad in the spring.
The race was won in a time of 24:24 by
they performed.
"Considering it was their first time, and Tyler Sigl of the University of Wisconsinnationals ate extremely overwhelming, Platteville, while New York University
they did a great Job ; Schwarz said. "As took home the team title.
freshmen and sophomores, you hope to
Contact Kory Kemp at kootkemp@whitget there for the experience."
worthian.com.
But now that they have experienced

WIN STREAK: Men
continuedfrom page 13

Ind of each other while
Willamette's fourth place
swimmer finished almost
it full 14 seconds behind
Whitworth's third place
finisher.
The meet concluded
with the 400-yard freestyle relay. Whitworth had
a one-two finish, as its '/V.
team touched the wall first
followed closely by the 'B'
group.
"We need to keep fighting like we're at the bottom
and just keep respects for

our competition and continue to keep our goals in

mop up Pioneers, Bearcats

sight and work harder," senior Bryan Clarke said regarding the team's attitude
after the wins.
With both wins over the
weekend the Pirates improve to 4-0 in the NIVC
on the season. Their wins
not only keep them on top
of the conference but also
increase the team's in-conference winning streak to
53 meets.
feels good to be a
part of it (the %vin streak)
ami be a senior," Clarke
leaves a pride besaid.
cause you're part of a team
and makes you want it that

The tcam will take
Thanksgiving weekend off
and travel to Federal Way,
Wash. on Nov. 30 through
Dec. 2 for the Husk-y Invitational, where 'Whitworth
will compete against Division 1 schools.
"There's a couple people
who are really going to do
well with the upper end
competition," Stocker said.
"Hopefully we'll pop off
some good times and see
how we line up with some
of the other schools;

much more;

thian.com.

it

it

Contact Colin Zalewski
at colin.:alewski@whitwor-

If you are seeking pre-school,
kindergarten, or lst thru 6th grade

education for your child, we still have a few
spots open for 2007-08.

:OPEN. HOUSE,.

27/h
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SPLITS:

Women win Sunday

CSports
LÖSEU P

continued from page 14
significantly ahead on sophomore guard Leah Pomante's trey with 2:46 to go in the final period, essentially
putting the game out of reach.
Whitworth shot at 41 percent from the floor, making
25 of their 61 shots; compared to Concordia's 34.4 overall shooting percentage. The Pirates edged out Concordia on rebounds 41-39 and took advantage from the
3-point line, downing 9 of their 20 shots from behind
the arc. Corigliano was encouraged by the team's perseverance in the second half.
"It was very cool how we came back in that second
game; Corigliano said. "Everyone showed a ton of heart
and we just dug in to get it done Horaitis agreed it was
good to finish off the trip with a win.
"It was hard to lose our first game, but it felt good to
take the lead in the second half of the Concordia game;
said Horiatis. "We are learning how to play together, and
it's working,"
Orrell and Pomante both finished with double digits in points, pouring in 17 and 12, respectively. Orrell
added seven rebouncis, while Corigliano grabbed eight
to lead the Pirates during Sunday's game.
Gaddis was named to the Midway Classic All-Tournament team, joined by two women from the Chicago
Mamons and two from Baruch.
"%Ve have a great team this year; said Corigliano. "%Ve
are looking to be very competitive, hopefully win conference, and make playoffs."
Whitworth will try to keep the wins coming, as the
team returns to Spokane to face Lewis-Clark State College and the University of Great Falls on Nov. 20 and 24,
respectively.
Contact Danika Heatherly at danika.heatherly@whitworthian.com.

FIGHT:

Where's the spirit?

a last-gasp thriller against
Occidental College in
for their trusty cell phone, football last year.
The fight song was not
they need look no farther
than their alma mater's playing when Mitworth
fight song. Years from now won their third Northwest
as college alumni studcnts Conference title in four
may not remember which years for men's soccer this
kid slept through his or season.
The fight song was not
her final or who regularly
playing
when Whitworth
bcat who in "Halo 3; but
thcy surely won't forget won the conference title
the words to the school and advanced to the second round of the NCAA
battle cry.
Mile the lack of a Division III men's basschool marching band or ketball tournament last
a pep band at sporting season.
Nobody is chanting the
events makes it more difwords
to the fight song at
ficult for students to break
the
swim
meets, where
into a raucous chant or
song, there's no rcason the Whitworth has won 53
fight song can't be addcd straight on the men's side
to the school's celebratory and over 10 straight on
the women's.
repertoire.
Do we not appreciate
Just this season, Whitwhat
those teams have
worth welcomed junior
done?
Isaac Lutz as the school
Ve can give fans somemascot at the home football games. Fans have thing to stand up and
opened their arms to this cheer about even if the
score doesn't
new character,
reflect positivand would feel
ity. Something
something was
'There's no reason to get up off
missing if he
the fight song
the bench seats
were suddenly
to clap along
be
can't
added
absent
from
with and recite
games.
to the school's
the words in
One would
celebratory
unison to durthink the fight
repertoire.
ing a mindsong would be
numbingly
the same way
cold
Cayoff
if it were introgame in November. It
duced to fans.
To me, the lack of the would set us apart from
fight song being played the "I'm languishing in
signifies WC don't have re- mediocrity" George Fox
spect for our traditions. A realm of athletic prowess.
fight song gives us pride A fight song would give us
in who we are and the some background music
character we represent when plaYers show off our
collectively as a universi- school's name with some
to the
ty. It is as though we have jersey-popping
forgotten a crucial piece crowd after a big vin.
If nothing else, it would
of our school's history. At
each sports victory we cel- give opponents something
ebrate the accolades of the to hum on the bus ride afpresent and forsake ones ter we send them home
with a loss.
past.
The fight song WaS not
playing when Whitworth
Contact Derek Casanowon their first outright vas at derek.casanovas@
conference title and won whitworthian.com.

continued from page 13

Q&A with:

.

BUCS SWIMMER

DAVID DOLPHAY
Each week, staff writer
Yasmeen Cobb will put a

Whitworth athlete on the hot
seat. Below is an excerptfrom
the interview Check out the
full interview with Dolphay
at whitworthian.com.
YC: What is your favorite event to swim?
DD: Favorite would be
the 200 freestyle.
YC: How many laps
would you say you swim

per day?
DD: An average practice
is about five miles per day.
Each mile is roughly 60 laps.

So 300 to 400 laps a day each
practice twice a day. Double
that and it's 600 to 800 laps

per day.
YC: How does your
swirrunIng relate to your
lifestyle?
DD: I like to think of myself as a dedicated person.
If I start something, I like
to finish it all the way and
I definitely swim like thai
I started swimming a long
time ago and that's my mentality in the pool. Outside
of the pool, I like to finish
things and make sure they
get done the right way.
YC: Do you have a role
model?
DD: My coach, Kevin
Wong. He's the distance
coach and, yeah, he has been
my coach for all four years
now 'He's just done a really
good job coaching me in
the pool and being a mentor and a friend outside the
pool. He does a really good
job connecting vith all the
suimmers that he coaches.
l'C: If you could be
someone famous, who
would that be?
DD: Oh! I've always admired Tom Hanks. I really
like his movies. He's got a
normal, stable family life.
He stays out of the tabloids
and seems like an all-around
good kind of guy.
YC: Do you want to
continue swimming when
you're done with Whitworth?
DD: Probably not like in
a competitive swhnming capacity'. I do want to continue
coaching,. I've coached the
summer league for the past
three years, and I'm doing it
definitely again next summer,
and that's something I would
like to continue doing.
YC: Do you hate getthig
wrinkly skin from being in
the water too long?
DD: It's kind ofweird. After a while it doesn't happen
as much. I guess your body
just gets used to the water
so you don't really prune up.
But if you're out of the water
for a long time and you hop
back in for practice, then
yeah, I guess you do notice
it. But it is kind of weird that
first time.
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TOP LEFT:Sophomore Nate
Montgomery goes for an

under-the-leg dunk during
the dunk contest at Midnight
Madness on Nov 14. Montgomery missed the dunk.
giving senior Ryan Symes the
opportunity for the win.
TOP CENTER:Senior Shaun-

dra Johnson and Sophomore
Keilah Fanene cheer on
competitors In a contest
which featured four students
attempting to make a layup,
free throw, and three-poInt
shot.The two winners received $50 each.

RIGHT: JuniorJosh Jacobsen
puts up a shot during a mas-

sive game of "Bump".
BELOW: Fresh:nn Zack P:Iric-

er hands out -Fieldhouse
Fanatics-T-shirts as students
leave the Fieldhouse.
BOTTOM: Freshman Tonya

with
so many people... it's hard to

Tumer pumps up the crowd
alongside her fellow cheer-

replicate this."

"An atmosphere like this

leaders.
AU photos

Obe Quarless,
1L7

R.4-inserVIClutwvrthiart

Sports Events Coordinator

TOP RIGHT:Senior Ryan
Symes finishes off a 360- de-

gree dunk to clinch his win in
the dunk contest.

1111

mow

fDO

YOU HAVE SOME AMAZING SHOTS OF CAMPUS LIFE?

E-mail them to us at: photos@whitworthiati.com.
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Bookstore to stock online shelves

INSIDE
NEWS

whltworihian.cotil..

PAGE2

Textbooks, other
items to be sold
on the Internet
Natalie Johnson

Second Life sweeps

Staff 1Vriter

U.S. universities

The bookstore plans to offer textbooks and some Whitworth merchandise for online purchase beginning in January.
Bookstore'
manager
Nancy
Loomis said students %vill be able
to purchase both
new and used
BOOKSTORE .
books
online
lirntative
with a credit
onlineplans
card. Students
can either pick
Web site will be
attire in January
up their books at
Textbooks and
the bookstore or
select merchandise
pay extra to have
mil be sold online
them shipped to
an off-campus
location, Loomis said.
"As I understand the process so
U Berk/ WhawerrhUn
far, when we receive an order it
will be filled within 24-48 hours: Freshman 'Cathryn Williams peruses apparel at the bookstore In the Hinson Union Building on Nov. 27. The bookstore
Loomis said. "lhe time it takes to plans to begin selling textbooks and merchandise on the Internet beginning In January.
fill an order will depend upon the
"So many people have requested
number of orders received on any of testing the new Web site and run- specifics of the Web site yet.
ning practice transactions to make
"We'll probably have some form it and it would be nicc to have that
particular day."
Students who arc not interested surc everything is working cor- of it for Jan Term and hopefully available for folks: Loomis said.
Vice president for finance and
in purchasing their books from rectly.
have it working for spring (semesthe bookstore will still be able to
Students will receive an c-mail ter): I.00mis said. "la like to have administration Brian Benzel said he
go online and view what books are when the bookstore Web site, which it set up by Jan Term so wc can sec hopes that offering books for sale
required for specific classes and the will be linked through the Whit- how it works in a smaller term:*
online will decrease crowding in
prices the bookstore is selling them worth Web site, goes live, Loomis
Loomis said an online bookstore the bookstore and make book buyfor, Loomis said.
said.
is something students, parents and
She said she is now in the process
She said she did not know the alumni have expressed interest in.
See BOOKSTORE, page 5

Virtual education may
not work at 'Whitworth.
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Things Whitworth
hates about you
Ten %vays that Whitworth
denies its students love.

SCENE
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How to shop Fair
Trade in Spokane
Students comment on
the benefits of Fair Trade.
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Universi

seeks international campus

First satellite campus may be
built in Costa Rica by 2010
Whitworth wins
Lee Fulmer Classic

Jessica Davis
Senior Writer

Pirates beat Redlands
93-58 for tourney crown.

The first of five international satellite campuses
could be built in Costa Rica
as early as 2010, with another center in East Africa
within the next 10 years.
"In every place there
are going to be some challenges. I think part of what
we're trying to do is develop
a strong program that's a
good model for us to build
on and use for other places:
said Vice President for Academic Affairs Nlichael Le

ONLINE! THISWEEK
Q&A with forward

Courtney Gaddis
Read thc full interview
at whitworthian.com.
WORD FOR WORD
Quote of the week

Roy.

"Every day we have the
opportunity to serve God
in a unique and meaningful way, whether
that's here in Spokane or
in another country"

NVhitworth is looking
abroad during a time when
more than 200,000 Amencan students are studying
overseas every year, a 70
percent increase since 1995,
according to the Institute of
International Education.
A group of faculty will
get together in the spring to

Kim Hernandez
Immxtx in Spanish, obart the al 5paish Ovei stakeNov. 27. Red
the ful stay at witinrorttiatori.

PLEASE
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discuss the possibility by Le
Roy. While Le Roy said he
has a good idea of what the
program would look like,
Whitworth does not have
any land in Costa Rica.
Costa Rica was ranked
No. 10 in 2005 on a list of
most popular places U.S.
students like to study, according to the Institute of
International Education.
About 5,000 studied there
in 2005 whereas 9,000 studied in Nlexico. Britain tops
the list at No. I followed by
Italy, Spain and France.
"We're talking about
something in Latin America because Spanish is in
such strong demand: Le
Roy said.
Le Roy said Costa Rica
will be a good site for Whitworth because of the ability
to teach general education
requirements, Core 350,
Spanish science course,
history and culture among

.

satellite 9mpus locations

[Protpective
CciSin Rica ix.nitiimuntia are proplised to be built within
thcnexiIO)y.r.

,

so,

Co.spi.c fy feran &LT

other subjccts.
EXTENDING TIME ABROAD

Le Roy said he would like
to increase the number of
students who spend significant time abroad, instead of
just on an academic study
tour, which is contrary to
national trends.
The number of students
studying for an academic
year abroad has declined
over the past 10 years, according to the Institute of
International
Education.
The number of students

WOMEN NINTH AT INVITE

studying abroad for just
one semester has remained
about the same, while shorter terms have been steadily
increasing.
Whitworth follows this
trend as most students
travel abroad during Jan
Term through Whitworth
programs. If satellite campuses were established, Le
Roy said regular exchange
programs and Jan Term
programs would continue.
Some big name higher
education institutions are
looking to Asia and the

Middle East for satellite
campuses, including New
York University and Carnegie Mellon University.
Le Roy visited Oman in
the Middle East last year,
but said it is going to take
a lot longer to build a program there.
'I think we're trying to
understand what it would
take to be in every part of
the world: Le Roy said.
But
smaller
private
schools such as Vhitworth
have established campuses
beyond Asia and the Middle
East to Latin America and
other parts of the world.
'I would love it if -students WM more interested
in Asia. But they're not' Le
Roy said. "Students don't
come thinking of those
places. They come thinking about Europe and Latin
America, and maybe if they
are really exotic they will

think of Africa:
Pepperdine University's
program, which Le Roy said
he is looking to as a model,
See SATELLITE, page 2
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Colleges use online simulator Second Life for

education

- but it may not work at

itworth

Grady Locklear
Staff Writer

Katie Goodell
Staff Writer

Students who use "I was sick" as
an excuse to skip class may be running out of luck.
Sccond Life, an interactive computer program described on its
NVcb site as a 3-D online digital
world, is becoming a viable option
for online courses at many higher
educational institutions around
the nation and dte world.
More than 90 schools, mostly colleges in the United States and Europe,

have

registered
on the Second
Life
'Web site to
create virtual universities with online courses,
according to
an August

2007

Today

USA

ar-

ticle.

VIRTUAL
UNIVERSITY
More than 90
schools are on
Second Life
IColumbia University

I Harvard University
I Duke University

Sarni *kgI,r Rpm Geortioff

A student explores the virtual campus aeated by Second Ufe, an online digital wodd Used as an educational tool

) Indiana University
inform:non courtay
.

Second Life

However,

more than
300 universities use the progr-am
as an educational tool, according

to thc

If Vhitworth follows this national trend, Vhitworth studcnts
could find themselves waking up
to immerse themselves in the virtual world of Second Life, where
their customized avatar will replace their physical body in the
learning environment.
According to the Second Lifc
Web sitc, the program allows students to attend online courses from
personal computers in a more interactive setting than other online
COMM
The educational clement is just
one small pan of Second Life. Ac-

cording to the Web site, members
can buy and sell property. interact with other avatars and build
houses and businesses within the
virtual world.
"I'd describe it as a massive,
multi-player version of The Sims."
said '07 alumnus Seth Wall, who
earned bachelor's degrees in chemistry and quantitative analysis. "It's
definitely intriguing and definitely
has a lot of potential:
Wall became familiar with Second Life when he used it as a research tool for a Core 350 project
about online dating in Spring 2007
for associate professor of computer
science Pete Tucker's Internet and
Socicty discussion group.
Wall said he continued to play
the game for about a month after
he completed thc project. However, Wall said he has his doubts

about Second Lifc as an online
learning tool.
"I know people mostly want to
just play," Wall said. "It'd be interesting to see if people are retained.
In terms of a virtual classroom,
there's a high potential for it to exist and turn out well."
Wall questioned if there would
be a large enough desire among
Second Lifc users to attend virtual
dasscs.
"It's all about how you keep
people engaged in the material and
in thc learning process,- %Vail said.
"But thc virtual part would create a
whole different level of content:
Wall said he has taken a few online courses in economics through
Bellevue Community College. He
said they worked out well for him,
but thc success of an online course
depends heavily on the quality of

text and material presented.
"It's a little more difficult to
make online dasscs as engaging
(as traditional classes)," Wall said.
"It's very time consuming:
According to the Second Life Web
site, "students and educators can
work together on the Second Life
Grid frotn anywhere in the world as
part of a globally networked virtual
classroom environment"
ITMS Manager Judy Deltic
said site is open to the question of
whether Second Life is a practical
program for Whitworth.
Deltic said Whitworth offers just
a few online courses currently, but
not through Second Life.
"They wcrc created to meet a
specific need, but they exist only in
a couple of situations in thc gradu-

See SECOND LIFE, page 4
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Satellite campuses the next step in university's study abroad program

conthtued from page

1

has aunpuses in Heidelberg, Germany; London, U.K.; Florence, Italy; Lausanne, Switzerland; Buenos
Aires, Argentina; Shanghai, China;
and Chiang Mai, ThailandPepperdine's mission for international education is to provide
students a life-changing international experience designed for
intellectual, social, personal and
spiritual transformation.
IMMERSED IN CULTURE
Le Roy said while the Costa Rica
program is largely undeveloped at

this point, he knniiihe wants students to be immersed in the culture.
"There would be home-stays
and a lot of interaction with the
local people in those contexts," Le
Roy said. "It will be different for
each person:*
Some places will be easier and
some places will be harder to build
in. Latin America will be easier
because of contacts Whitworth already has there, Le Roy said.
The center would facilitate an
immersive cross-cultural experience, not just what Le Roy calls
academic tourism.
"What we've had a lot of is academic tourism," Le Roy said. We
have developed that quite welL
Academic tourism is a great first
entry into study abroad:
The prograrn will have little cost
snce Whitworth plans to lease the
land, Le Roy said.

"If you have 30 students with
their tuition, we know that these
programs can operate in the developing world context pretty well,"
Le Roy said.

If the program becomes successful, Le Roy said he hopcs a donor
would step up and help Whitworth
purchase the site.
'EDUCATING FOR SHALOM'

The focus of the program would
be "Educating for Shalom:*
The idea would be the shalom
ideal of peoples from all different
backgrounds learning to work, live
and be together," Le Roy said.
Le Roy said there would be a
theological basis to the program,
but that would not exclude nonChristian studcnts.
EAST AFRICA INITIATIVE

Instructor in theology Moses
Pulei is developing a program for a
possible center in East Africa.
The East Africa Initiative, which
is meant to establish a Whitworth
connection with Africa, is focused
on East Africa, but vvill probably
spread to other places, Pulei said.
"Right now, our goal is to connect with both civic leaders and
church leaders in Tanzania and
have our relationship in a way that
can serve the church," Pulci said.
Pulei said there is an opportunity for students to do research
and get involved in environmental
issues in Tanzania.
Pulei said right now a prograrn
in Tanzania is just a possibility as

he is not sure if this is feasible or
not.
Pulci will travel this January with
three NVhitworth studcnts around
Tanzania to see how feasible it
would be to establish a Whitworth
program there.
The group will travel to Moshi,
Arusha and Manduli whcrc they

cconomy and problems with the
government.
Concordia Provost Mark Wahlers, who uscd to be director of thc
Japanese campus, said Concordia
has bccn in Asia for 30 years.
"It's a very good idea to do thcsc
branch campuses but working in
a foreign environment you have
will interact with
some things you
schools and local
can anticipate and
leaders.
things you can't an"The idea would be the
Pulci said he is
ticipate," Valtlers
shalom ideal of peoples
not against estabsaid.
from all different badclishing a center
Wahlers warned
in Tanzania, but
grounds learning to work,
Whitworth to be
would rather have
careful about where
live and be togethee
students
come
it sets up a campus
Michael Le Roy,
and do indepenabroad.
vice president for °rodent offain
dent study with
"You have to
Whitworth prosomconc you can
fessors
coming
trust to navigate
and going, much like thc Central this wherever you go," Wahlers
America Study program.
said. "You have to go where your
Pulei hopes to take the first Jan relationships are:
Term trip to Tanzania in 2009.
Le Roy said he is aware of the
After establishing a Jan Term pro- dosures of satellite campuscs and
gram, students would eventually plans to avoid this trend by being
study for a semester.
aware of student demand.
"People are excited in Tanzania.
"A lot of times these programs
People are excited here," Pulei said. have been created by faculty with
"So l've been trying to scc how we interests in this area, which doesn't
can work with both of them:*
work," Le Roy said.
Le Roy said nearly anywhere in
Latin America has a demand for
RECENT CLOSURES
Le Roy said Whitworth will only Whitworth students.
"If we think something is gobe building sites where student ining
to be successful, we're going to
terest is greatest to avoid dosures.
During the 1990s, Concordia look at it."
University in Portland had to dose
its first satellite campus in Japan
Contact Jessica Davis at jessica.
after a downturn in the Japanese davis@whitworthian.com.
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Majority of faculty members tenured
De Andra Kenoly
Staff Writer

the best faculty members, such as
Le Roy thought of creating the
professor of history Dale Soden lecturer position, in which nonand associate professor of English tenure professors could teach
Laurie Lamon, are full-time but more classes instead of just one or
non-tenure track
two, Ingram said.
"They are outstanding people,
"The full-time lecturers teach
great teachers and most Whit- about seven classes a year; Ingram
worth people don't walk around in said. "This means we are hiring
their mind saying, 'OK, he's non- fewer individuals and providing
tenure track, he's tenure track' Le more training for these lecturers:
Roy said. "I don't think people have
Over the course of two years,
those categories in their mind:'
the addition of the lecturer posiLe Roy said having an all-tenured tion has helped ease the need for
faculty would not be beneficial to adjuncts, Ingram said.
Whitworth, esFaculty Presipecially if there
dent
Noelle
TENURED AND TENURE
is an enrollment
Wcirsma said it
decline or finanis important to
TRACK PROFESSORS
cial problems.
realize the imwe ever
pact of lecturers.
National trend
went through a
"One reason
30 percent
significant enhas to do with
rollment crisis
the idea of inWhitworth University
or had a financorporating [ad60 percent
cal downturn,
junctl faculty as
wc would nccd
lecturers (to] reto lay people
ally [recognize]
Information rourtriy, of the Nnv York Times
all that they conoff:' Le Roy
and the Whitworth Tenth Day &port.
said. "Laying off
tribute through
tenured people
that lecturer stais much harder to do. It puts the tus:' Weirsma said.
institution at greater risk. I think
Many of Whitworth's competiit's important for us to keep somc tor institutions also have lecturer
flexibility in the faculty ranks."
positions, such as Pacific Lutheran
University, 'Wheaton College, UniLECTURER POSITION
versity of Portland and Azusa PaThe institution has taken mea- cific University.
sures to maintain the ratio of adFrench lecturer Leslie Norman
juncts to tenured faculty by creat- said she is pleased with the lecing the lecturer position in 2006, turer position.
associate dean for faculty develop"I'm very happy to be a lecturer;
ment and scholarship Michael In- it seems we're taken more seriously
gram said in an e-mail interview.
here Norman said. "I enjoy ivhat
"Some individuals were teach- I'm doing. I'm willing and able to
ing a few classes here, and a fcw hang out here for time with stuat othcr schools in town," Ingram dents. I have an office space. I'm
said. "Also some Whitworth de- just really happy Whitworth crcpartments were hiring many ad- atcd the lecturer position."
juncts to tcach classes:.
Although lecturers do not have

Gabrielle Vaughn
Staff Yriter
The number of the adjunct professors is increasing at universities
across the nation, but Whitworth's
statistics reflect just the opposite.
According to a Nov. 20 article
in the New York Times, three decades ago adjuncts and faculty
without tenure represented only
43 percent of professors, but now
they account for nearly 70 percent
of professors at both public and
private colleges and universities.
Vice president for Academic Affairs Michael Le Roy said the number of non-tenure faculty teaching
at Whitworth has increased, but
Whitworth's statistics are nearly
opposite of the average university.
Le Roy said 60 percent of Whitworth faculty arc tenured or tenure-track, while approximately 40
percent are non-tenured.
According to thc Faculty Handbook, tenure is designed to give
professors thc freedom to present
challenging or controversial material for academic purposes without

if

fcar of termination.
Professor of English Doug Sugano thinks it is good to have as
many full-time tenure track professors as possible.
"(It ¡si better for the students,
the faculty and the administration; Sugano said. "Then more
faculty are engaged and invested
in the university and faculty governance."
According to the Times article,
a conccrn regarding non-tcnurcd
faculty is that they will lack effective teaching abilities.
However, Le Roy said some of

much influence on governance,
they are still welcome and encouraged to participate, Norman said.
"We attend department meetings, but there are also a lot of other meetings we aren't required to
attend, though we're welcome to,"
Norman said. "For the most part
it's positive:
Norman, who has been a lecturer for two years, said the position
has some benefits that differ from
those of adjuncts.
'Unlike adjuncts, we get some
health and retirement benefits:
Norman said.
Norman said her goal is to continue teaching at Whitworth as a
full-time or tenured professor.
ADJUNCT PROFESSORS

Assistant director of the Evening
Teacher Certification Cohort Program Sandi Bennett said adjunct
professors are hired specifically to
tcach one or two classes in order to
meet student needs.
Sugano said he has been on the
tenure track for six years. He said
that prior to receiving tenure, he
felt as if he was not part of the faculty.

"I felt as a part-timer (andl even
full time at the university, that if I
was not tenured I was not a part
of the faculty," Sugano said. "I was

not consulted when things were
being decided or when things hap-

pened:
He said the English department
in particular has fewer part-time
positions.
"The administration has ¡nade
a decision to hire and keep more
tenured faculty and full-time lecturers," Sugano said. "It's gotten
better the last two to three years.
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Demonstrators
call for execution
of British teacher
Hundreds of demonstrators at Sudan's capital
city Khartoum demanded
the execution of a British
teacher, who was sentenced
to 15 days in jail Nov. 29 for
letting her students name a
teddy bear Muhammad.
Gillian Gibbons, a teacher at a private school in Sudan, went on trial Nov. 29.
The Sudanese government
said Gibbons will be deported after she is released.
Insulting the Prophet
Muhammad and worshiping idols are prohibited in
Islam.
In September, Gibbons'
class was doing a project on
animals. Gibbons asked her

students to name a teddy
bear. The class agreed- to
name the bear Muhammad.
Gibbons was arrested
Nov. 25.

British diplomats said
Gibbons made an innocent
mistake and are pressing
Sudanese officials to shorten Gibbons' sentence.

New evidence
shows Colombian

captives alive
The Colombian government announced Nov. 30
that the army seized evidence from three guerrillas
with proof that more than
15 captives in Colombia are
still alive.
Among the captives are
three American military
contractors and former Colombian presidential candidate Ingrid Betancourt.
The Colombian government believes the captives
are being held by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia (FARC).
The last evidence indicating the captives were alive
'as found in 2003.
Several of the captives
have been held for over a
decade. Betancourt has been
held captive since 2002.

pray for victims
of plane crash

wear
7.7 7.

.
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World

whitworthian.com

Turkish authorities are
investigating a plane crash
Nov. 30 that killed all 57
passengers.
Thousands gathered at
mosques in Isparta, Turkey
to pray for families of the
victims.
The Atlasjet Airlines
flight left Istanbul and was
heading for Isparta, but
never arrived at the Isparta.
airport.
The cause of the crash is
unknown, although investigators said evidence suggests the crash may have
been due to an error made
by the pilot.
Compilad by Julie Wootton
Sourres: New York Times, CNNcom
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ASIIIM resignations leave vacancies
Staff Writer

requisitions from
Frisbee, media

ASWU will have two vacant positions by the end of the semester.
Elections will be held in February for positions left open by
senator Richic Ressel, who serves
Stewart, Shalom and Keola, and
Warren
Sarah
representative
Moore, ASWU Executive Vice
President Katie Zerkel said.
Ressel will be leming at the cnd
of the semester and Moore resigned in November.
Zerkel said it is not common for
members to leave.
"It's happened in the past, but
generally people don't run to quit
if they are not interested in staying
through the year," Zerkel said.

ASWU members passed
two requisitions for funds
at thc Nov. 28 meeting.
A majority of members
approved a requisition
from the X1rhitworth Ultimate Frisbee Club for S500
from ASWU's unallocated
budget for use toward travel
costs ami tournament fees.
is
currently
There
55,613.64 in the unallocated budget, Financial Vice
President Luis Lopez said.
The motion to approve
a lower amount of $210
failed by a voice vote. After discussion, members
unanimously approved the
original amount of $500

instead.
Members also unanimously approved a request
from The Whitworthian
and Natsihi for funds from
ASWU's capital budget to
purchase a new printer for
the media office.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.
Compiled by Morgan Fed-

des.

Facility members
kept from offices

after steam leak
Some of the faculty members in the English department were asked not access
their offices on Nov. 28 due
to a condensate leak under
the concrete floor in the
basement of Westminster
HalL

Director of Facilities Services Ed Kelly said there was
a penetration in the floor
around the steam line that
goes through professor of
English Doug Sugancis office.
Kelly said there is cur-

rently an -unpleasant odor"
in the basement.
"Earlier today that smell
had permeated through other pa.rts of the building and
several people complained;
Kelly said. We asked professors to stay out of their
offices for the day:
Kelly said Facilities Services sealed the penetration
Vbrednesday afternoon in or-

der to force the vapor into
the mechanical room, where
there is an exhaust system.
Read more online at whitworthian.com.
Compiled by Julie IVoot-

ton.

Ressel, a sophomore, said he will
be resigning at the end of the semester.
For Jan Term and spring (semester), I will be going to Central
America through the study abroad
program through Whitworth:

the Whitworth community with the most accrete irdormatim pantie. The Whinwithian WM knowtgly pubtishes irucancies.
hat a ammo ix question abcd the
fairness or actuary cia stay, send an e-mail

y

to editor@whitworthiantont

Flor)' said Moore was a great
representative.
"She was always available and
she ahvays wanted to help," Flory
said.
Flory and Zerkel agreed that
Miller has stepped up to the challenge ofjoining ASWU in the middle of the semester.
She just joined, but she's already
jumped on with Warren Peace:
Zerkel said.
Flory said he has heard from
several people interested in running for the position in the spring.
Miller said she was unsure if she
would remain at Whitworth next
semester, but if she is, She will run
for the position.
"Even though I knew I might
be !caving next semester, I became
the interim rcp bcouse I wanted
to help," Miller said.
ASWU President Scott Donnell
said Ressel and Nloore were eager
workers.
"They will be greatly missed:
Donnell said. "Ve hope they do

said.
Ressel said he has also heard

from people interested in the position.
MOORE LEAVES FOR MEDICAL
REASONS

Moore, a sophomore, announced her resignation at the
Nov. 14 ASWU meeting.
"I'm sad I'm leming: Moore
said at the meeting. havc really
enjoyed (ASWUJ:
Moore said she needed to return
home due to bac.k problems.
According to Article VIII. section 3 of the ASWU Bylaws, when
a senator or representative scat becomes vacant, "an interim senator
or representative shall be appointed by the executive vice-president
until an election can be held:
Zerkel said she appointed sophomorc Becca Miller to be thc new well."
interim representative for Warren
until the cnd of the semester.
Contact Aforgan Feddes at morZerkel said shc picked Miller in gan.feddes@whitworthian.com.

tion, I don't have work to
take home in the evenings,
It's an ongoing plan, and so I can prepare for the
they can only follow it as class in the evenings and
the budget allows, over a on the weekends:
period of time:
Bennett said she is able
Norman said there is not to set aside time to meet
a need for adjunct profes- with students who need
sors to have as much of a help with assignments.
say in governance because
The continuing studies
there is less responsibilit).
department is marvelous
"Tenured or track two in the flexibility," Bennett
faculty, for instance, have said. They allow me to ofadvisees, which is a huge fer office hours for my sturesponsibility in and of it- dents and we have discusself; Norman said.
sion boards available fon
Blackboard) for help, plus
TRAINING FOR ADJUNCT
e-mail."
PROFESSORS
Ingram said Academic
According to the artide, Affairs takes care to ensure
a big concern about the detheir adjunct professors'
cline in the number of ten- ability to communicate
ured faculty is fliat part- with their students and
time faculty will not have provides training for adenough hours to prep for junct professors.
dass and spend time with
"We provide training
their students.
on technology each year
Bennett said time has on how to use Blackboard,
not been a problein.
etc.," Ingrain said. "Indi"It's just the matter of vidual departments protaking the time to walk vide other sorts of training.
across the hall and teach Communication Studies
the math dass; Bennett and Modern Languages
said. "For my regular posi- are particularly good at

orienting and supporting
their adjunct faculty:*
S'Veirsma said one benefit for part-time professors is that they can teach
while continuing to work
in their ficld. For instance,
lecturer in psychology
Tresa Schmautz is a private
practitioner in Spokane.

universities that have online courses.
"Those universities serve
people very well, for those
who can't get to a school,"
Tucicer said. "But from
a personal standpoint it
doesn't sound all that appealing to me:
Tucker said online universities do not have to pay
for buildings, dassroom
space and multiple other
expenses and from a business standpoint, they make
a lot of sense.

_Tucker said if Whitworth courses were to go
online, even in a virtual
format, he would not enjoy
teaching as much.
"Personally I'm not in
favor of them [virtual universities); Tucker said. "I
love the face-to-face con-

ate program; Dehle said.
Tucicer said his students
discuss the ethical repercussions of programs lilce
Second Life in a Core 350
discussion group he has
taught in past semesters
called Internet and Society.
Tudcer said he is not familiar with schools that use
the Second Life program,
but knows of a number of

tions:

i

national trend

continuedfrom page 3
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everything he
does. That enthusiasm will be greatly missed."
Zerkel said she will wait to deRessel said.
cide whether or not to appoint an
Ressel said he was originally interim senator for Ressel until thc
waitlisted for the program last election dates are set.
March, so he decided to run for
Zerkel said elections will be held
senator.
sometime in February.
After the elections, he received
If there is a significant amount
an invitation to join the program, of time between the start of the
Ressel said.
scmcstcr and the elections, an inThey told me that I was ac- terim senator will be appointed,
cepted at the end of May after Zerkel said.
spring [semester) had ended:
According to the Bylaws, an
Ressel said.
election must be held within one
According to an e-mail Ressel re- month of thc date of the vacancy,
ceived from the off-campus studics (except in times incongruent with
department, there were more than the regular academic year):

SECOND LIFE

In the Nov. 20 issue, an
article incorrectly stated
George Benson's graduation dates. Benson graduated in '84 and received his
master's degree in '94.

his leaving any
easier.
He loves
seeing people
and
meeting with students: Zerkel
loves
said.

RESSEL TO STUDY ABROAD

CORRECTIONS&

consultation with Moore, Warren
resident director Tyler Pau, Warren
representative Christine Deihl:en,
and Warren senator Scth
Flor"Mecca) had already run for
ASWU, so she showed interest,"
Zerkel said.
Miller said the transition into
ASWU has not been hard.
"I've had a lot of help," Miller
saa "They've welcomed me and
I've been encouraged to ask ques-

Junior Sarah Davies, representative for Stewart.. q.alom and Keostudy program.
Ressel said he took Corc 250 la, said she enjoyed working with
over the summer with director of Resscl.
"I feel like I'm starting to get to
student activities Dayna Coleman
Jones, so he know him," Davies said.
Davies said it may be difficult
informed hcr
of the situ- acting on her own.
"There is a time where I'll be
right
ation
going solo: Davies said. "I will
away.
Zerkel said get these duties done. but I have
she has known a pretty busy schedule that would
sincc the be- make things more difficult:
Ressel said he has enjoyed his
ginning of the
semester that time working for ASWU.
RESSEL
"I'm really going to miss it and
Ressel would
bummed that I have to leave
I'm
but
be leaving,
it doesn't make in the middle of the year; Ressel
40 applications for 26 slots in the

Morgan Feddes

ASWU approves

Schmautz said in an
e-mail interview she is a
licensed independent dinical social worker. Shc added she worlcs with couples,
adolescents and adults.
"While we're busy being
full-time faculty and we
aren't always available to
work and practice professionally here in this community, she's able to do
both," 1Veirsma said. "So
what that gives our students is a chance to work
with and network with
someone who is practicing
in this community:
Contact De Andra Keno&
al de.andra.krnoly@whitworthiamcom. Contact Gabrielk Vaughn at gabrielle.
vaughn@whitworthian.com.
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Hawaiian student enrollment increases
Number offall 2007
freshmen jumps to 10
Christina Chea
Staff Writer
The number of Hawaiian students may
be increasing after a few years of decline.
Ten freshmen from Hawaii enrolled at
Whitworth this year, while only three enrolled last year, according to the Tenth Day
Report, an enrollment report Enrollment
Services releases each semes:er.
This increase in the number of Hawaiian students shows no effect on thc threeyear percentage decline in the enrollment
of ethnic students, dean of enrollment services Fred Pfursich said.
"The trend is that we have more students
from Hawaii, but that doesn't mean they're
all native Hawaiian," Pfursich said.
Ethnic students can be defined as students who fit under the non-Caucasian categories of Asian American/Pacific Islander,
African American, Hispanic American,
Native American and other specificities.
Pfursich said.
"About a year ago, [the enrollment of students from I lawaii) had gone down several
years in a row," director of institutional research Gary Whiscnand said.
Taylor ZajictiMhinvorthian
From 2000 to 2002, the average number
of Hawaiian freshmen was 14, according to Hawaiian Club members (left to right) freshmen Kull'a Alone, Preston Lynch, Courtney Gaddis and Johanna Sal perform at Kanikapila Dec. 1.
the statistics provided by Whiscnand. From
2003 to 2007, however, the average numbcr
dropped to 7.4.
ian student enrollment is partly due to the
Number of incoming freshmen from Hawaii
According to a Nov. 21, 2006 article in strong alumni connection with prospective
The Whitworthian, there were 15 incom- students in arcas of Hawaii such as Honoing freshmen from Hawaii in both 2000 lulu.
and 2001.
Efursich said Aulani Kckuna is WhitSenior Andrew Inouye, president of Ha- worth's admission counselor for Hawaii.
waiian Club, is from Honolulu, Hawaii.
"Because she's from Hawaii, she's able to
Inouye said having more freshmen from relate to [Hawaiian students) better," PfurHawaii means there arc more students who sich said, "She's in the position to have that
arc native speakers and know traditional type of relationship with those students."
Hawaiian dances.
This is Kekuna's second year working in
This adds to our club as a whole, to what admissions at Whitworth, Pfursich said.
we can offer at Whitworth and in Spokane,"
In fall 2005, 15.2 percent of thc underInouye said.
graduate student body was ethnic students,
Every spring, the Hawaiian Club puts on Pfursich said.
the Lu'au. On Dec. 1, thc club hosted KanIn fall 2007, the number of cthnic stuikapila, a Hawaiian Christmas.
dents droppcd to 14.2 percent. Within
Hawaiian Club was formcd in 1970.
three years, the total number of ethnic stutig
Inouye said there are currently 25 stu- dents has not changed, Pfursich said.
dents from Hawaii who are members of
The percentage decrease is duc to thc
Information courtesy of the Tenth Day Report
Start of academic year
Graphic ty MTIz7t Baler
Hawaiian Club, which is about half of the increase in the total number of incoming
dub.
students, Pfursich said.
There was only one admissions counAccording to statistics compiled by the increase of out-of-state students, Pfursich ology instructor Nloses PWei and director
of Service Learning and community enselor from Whitworth who came to Kaiser admissions office, them were 470 freshmen said.
Last year, 37.7 percent of freshmen were gagement Rhosetta Rhodes to the faculty
High School, said freshman Hillary Chun, in fall of 2006, but the number increased to
out-of-state while this year, 44.3 percent has helped her as an ethnic and minority
who attended Kaiser High School in Hono- 530 for fall 2007.
lulu, Hawaii.
"The applicant pool is growing signifi- freshmen are out-of-state, according to the student.
"I believe AVhitworth is making an atThere were, however, three teachers who cantly," Pfursich said. -When you have more Tenth Day Report.
"I feel like there are so many more stutempt to diversify, which shows that they
were graduates of Whitworth and who applicants, naturally, you will have more
dents, particularly minority students; care," Bess said.
were prominent and influential at Kaiser students from each [ethnic) category."
High School, Chun said.
Pfursich also said Whitworth is still re- ASWU cultural events coordinator Michelle Bess said.
Contact Christina Chen at christina.
In a March 8, 2005 article in The Whit- cruiting from the same states.
Bess explained how the addition of the- chea@whitivorthiats.cont.
worthian, Pfursich said the large HawaiThere has been a significant percentage

BOOKSTORE:

University hopes to increase volume of sales through online merchandise

continuedfrom page 1
ing simpler and more efficient for
students.
"[One) struggle we have is that
the bookstore is small and crowded; Benzel said. "We're looking at
ways we can keep a high level of
service for students and we want
to keep the bookstore centrally
located and accessible to students.
The more versatile we can be with
the bookstore the better."
Loomis said the selection of
Whitworth apparel and merchandise available online will be small
at first, but will grow as she gets
more experience operating the
site.
Benzel said the selection of apparel and merchandise that will
be offered online will be mostly
for the convenience of off-campus
shoppers such as alumni and relatives of students, who will be able
to purchase items and have them
sent to their homes, Benzel said.

ter books during the siunmer and
have them ready for pick-up when
they arrive on campus in the fall.
-Well be offering that program in the same way that we
have, where people can pie-pay,"
Loomis said. "We'll box up the
books and have
community
them waiting
who are interfor them here,
ested in NVhitworth," genzel "It's a miniature business inside but it will be inthe university. We're hoping
tegrated within
said.
Benzel and
we can inaease our volume [of the online orsaid sales] and that's a good thing for dering:
Loomis
Loomis said
they hope offeroverall operations."
she will be in
ing merchanBrian Benzel, vice president for
charge of maindise online will
finan ce and administnition
taining the onincrease bookline bookstore.
store sales.
"We
may
"It's .a miniature business inside the universi- have to hire additional staff eventy; Baize! said. "We're hoping we tually to assist with the online sales
can increase our volume [of sales] but for now, our current employand that's a good thing for overall ees will handle the orders, perhaps with some increased hours;
operations of the campus:
Loomis said students will still Loomis said.
The system for buying back
be able to reserve their fall semes"People are doing more and
more Internet shopping and with
Whitworth-specific items, especially apparel or any logo-branded
material. We can make that available to not only students, but parents, relatives and people in the

books at the end of the semester
will remain the same, Loomis said.
However, there will eventually be
a feature added to the NVeb Site
that will allow students to view
which titles are being purchased
each term.
Sophomore Craig Harris said
he buys books at the bookstore as
well as online, but he probably will
not buy books at IVhitworth's online store.
"If I'm going to pick it up from
the bookstore anyway, I would
probably just buy it there; Harris
said.

Junior Caitlin NIcComas said
she buys most of her books online
because they are cheaper.
She said she probably will not
buy books at the online bookstore,
but she would use it to look up the
books she needs in order to avoid
e-mailing teachers or looking
them up at the bookstore. She said
she would also use it to buy books
only available at Whitworth.

"It's fnistrating to wait in long
lines to get just one book," McComas said.
Freshman Jessica Mangis buys
books in the bookstore and said
she would probably buy them at
the online bookstore.
"It sounds easier to access,"
Mangis said.
Loomis said she is aware that
the bookstore will not be able to
compete uith the prices of large
Web sites such as arriazon.com.
However, Loomis said Whitworth's online bookstore has advantages that other sites cannot
offer.

"[Students] can be assured that
the book they get here is the book
they need for class, they have full
return privileges and it's right here
waiting for them; Loomis said.
"Also, they don't have to wait for it
to be shipped:
Contact Natalie Johnson at nataliejohnson@whitworthian.com.
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Should Whitwonh have edead day,'a day off before finals?

Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or
e-mail your thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.
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Off-campus code can
still ptinish anything
The change to the controversia) offcampus policy may have pacified students, but
it changed nothing.
Students have always seen themselves as
having a sanctuary to escape the reach of
Whitworth's sometimes-stringent regulations off-campus.
Students raised concerns about a new
clause in the 2007-08 Student Handbook
"F.xamples of off-campus behavior that
may warrant disciplinary sanctions indu de,
but are not limited to, criminal offenses, behmior that indicates the student may present a danger or threat to the health or safety
of himself/herself or others, behnior that
is seriously or chronically disruptive to the
community and behavior that is potentially
harmful to the reputation, educational mission or interests of the university," according to the handbook
In a Nov. 20 artide in The 'Whitworthian,
Vice President for Student Life Kathy Storm
said rmisions were made to highlight and
clarify university intervention for off-campus behavior iolations.
Instead of darifying, however, this policy
only caused more confusion.
Understandably,off-c-ampusstudentswere
incensed when they realized that no matter
how far they ran, no matter where they hid.
1Vhitworth could take disciplinary action
against them. After bringing the problem
before ASWU, a student lifc committee mct
to address the concern. The result?
The phrase "and behavior that is potentially harmful to the reputation. educational
mission or interests of the university," was
removed.
In one sense, the administration and
the committee is to be commended for responding quickly to studcnt concerns.
Unfortunately, taking out the phrase is a
mere cosmetic change, one that does nothing but pacify students. The all purpose
phrase, "include, but are not limited to..:
can include essentially anything. 1i/hitworth, if it chooses, can still punish behavior that is "potentially harmful to the reputation" of the university.
Striking the phrase, however, almost immediately caused protest to cease. ASWU
readily recommended the revisions without
a word of complaini No one pointed out
that, even by removing the offending clause,
students don't gain a scrap of freedom.
NVhitworth's leaders in the past have valued responsibility over rules.
President Bill Robinson in a Sept. 6 Convocation address said, "Now, all of you students know we have the Big Three, and we
won't be good sports if you break any of
them, but the reason we have fewer rules
than most Christian schools is that we want
you to become wise decision-malcers, not
just good rule-followers. The reason this
is so important is that in almost every area
of life, good judgment and faithfulness to
our values will lead to better decisions than
rules will:
There was a time when Whitworth valued students abilities to make decisions.
The transition off-campus is about accepting that responsibility.
Students have expressed concern that,
under the current policy, they could be disciplined for engaging in innocent political
protest.
As ()fright now. the administration could
easily use the phrase "chronically disruptive
to the community" to do just that.
The administration needs to inform students if there are any off-campus activities
that are protected.
It's not just a matter of wording. It's a matter of dear, coherent policy.

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the ntajority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

Cartoon 1.7 Aran
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WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT I WHERE SHOULD WE CREATE A SATELLITE CAMPUS?
Probably China.
It's increasing
so much in markets, as far as
business goes.

Michele Ward

freshman

'Ed really like
to see more in
Africa, more in
the developing
world. I think
that would be
realty cool.'
Andrew Mr,
freshman

I think it would

They shouldn't.)

be cool to have
one in Tacoma
because that's
where the original Whitworth
was:'

I

Danid Bergman,
sophomore

Holt" PellX

think it distracts
from the main focus of the school
by segregating
funds and professors.'

iunix

Essay-free applications have a price
LINDBORG
CCUNICS1

Occanis razor cuts two
ways. One results in the simplest, most efficient product.
The other in mediocrity. When
some students submit their applications to Whitworth, they
use the latter cut.
Demand for attending
Whitworth University is at an
all-time high. The university is
doing its best to respond to the
trend, and for the most part,
doing admirably. Increased interest in Whitworth has caused
increased levels of prospective
students.
Official prospective students often receive the Dean's
Priority application, which
does not require an essay. The
admissions department dismisses this as nearly irrelevant
in a students decision, stating
that students will likely write
an essay for another college
anyway.
This is not always the case.
Freshman Kyle Broeckel

came to his decision to attend
NVhitworth specifically because he didn't have to write
an essay.
"Not having to write an essay meant spending a few minutes rather than a few hours; I
didn't already have anything
written already because none
of my other options required
an essay," Broeckel said in an
e-mail.
Sophomore Rachel Ewing

said the Dean's Priority appli- lions that required long escation offered her a chance to says for admittance and on the
apply to a university she was other hand he had Whitworth,
interested in without having vtith no essay. That fact was
to write an essay.
fundamental in his decision to
"The only sdmol I applied come to Whitworth.
to was Whitworth, and a ma'When I got the Dean's Prijor factor in that choice was ority application, I was getting
the fact that I didn't have to tons of mail from lots of colwrite an essay: Ewing said.
leges and hadn't even heard
Ewing decided her SAT of Whitworth. I wouldn't
scores and high school tran- have given Whitworth much
script would speak loud thought or even applied if I
enough as she was considered hadn't been able to apply so
for admission. Despite this, easily," Brocdcel said.
she admits that not being reIf a school wants to be conquired to inciude an essay fac- sidered prestigious, it must
tored heavily in her decision.
look prestigious through its
"It vras just simpler for me communication with the pubnot to write an essay, and I was lic, and the application process
confidant that my other in- is a major way of communicatformation would be enough," ing with the public. Whitworth
Ewing said.
is in many ways compromising
Whitworth is becoming its otherwise great reputation
an increasingly
by attracting thc
sought-after instistudcnt who will
tution, attracting
The probl em is that
opt for the c.nier
more and more
route.
Whitvvorth will be
students who will
The problem
perceive d as less
not be admitted
is not that stuselective than its
every year.
dents
applying
In order to pre- counterpa rts thit do without an essay
serve the stanrequire essays.
are academically
dards of a small,
lazy, because not
intimate campus
having an csit boasts about, Whitworth say in their applications only
should not waver.
brings more weight to their
While an essay is not per- othcr qualifications. Rather
fectly representative of a stu- the problem is that Whitworth
dent, it can offer insight on will be perceived as less seleca student, and is a way of re- tive than its counterparts that
maining academically solid in do require essays. The idea
the face of the swelling tides of that students inclined to takstudent interest.
ing the easier route would
Broeckel was presented lean toward Whitworth only
with a wide array of options as besmirches the true quality of
he was searching for a school. the school.
One one hand he had instituAnother aspect of the

Dean's Priority application is
particularly troubling. In The
Whitworthian article "Nonessay applications on the rise,"
director of enrollment Fred

Pfursich said the appliotion
encourages students to apply
to Whitworth, "especially students for whom Whitworth
would be a good fit:
The last clause leaves a lot
of room for arbitray selection of prospective students.
What those words mean, exactly, is unknown. Whether a
student is a "good fit" could be

dependent on his high school
extracurricular activities, parent's income or any number of
other variables.
Whether or not Whitworth
is perceived as less prestigious
than in prior years, it is still
attracting hordcs of students.
The mainstay values of Whitworth still ring true in thc ears
of prospective students, and
the amount of positive freshman feedback and demand
proves this.
Despite not writing an essay, Broeckel based much of
his decision on those values.
"High quality education,
small class sizc and strong
community were the main deciding factors in my choice of
Vhitworth," Brocckel said.
It is up to Whitworth to preserve those values by not presenting itself with an attitude
of laziness, but of the integrity
that makes it so appealing in
the first place.
LINDBORG is a sophomore majoring in

Oumalism. Contact him at juttirdindbaig

whitworthiatuom.
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titwortls just isn't as
welcoming as it porpr
y trays itself to be. Whitworth
and by that I mean the
institutional culture that we each
contribute to
tries, unsuccessfidly, to ntasks its biases. We like
people who love Bill Robinson and
America, loo.
We embrace &versify, but only
within the Christian COMM:lily.
And although we would like to

_ANEW

YOU HAVE'EXTREME'

POLITICAL VIEWS.

At Vhitworth, conservatism
and liberalism are equally disdained.
The appropriate Whitworth political ideology is morally conservative, liberal on issues of social
justicc and of course pro-Earth.
We must oppose killing babies
and marrying gays, fight for the
rights of the oppressed and save
the environment... all by raising
awareness.
you are less than moderate,
you know if you are on either sidc

coated account of administration,
trustee and faculty happenings,
even if those issues and decisions
affect us personally.
I, too, have felt some Whitworthian coverage to be sensationalist
at times.
But it is in our interest for
someone to be digging into important issues on our campus.
YOU DON'T SHY

AWAY FROM CONFLICT.

Much like Soviet Russia and
the United States under the Patriot Act, we at Whitworth forego
of the fence to any degree, you can many freedoms to protect what
be in trouble around hcrc. I think we hold dearest.
Whitworth likes its fence; junior
Community" here is about
Seth Flory says.
avoiding conflict, and controyerWe arc ccntrist and apathetic, sial conversations are held in pri%vhich means conversations about
vate.
the intricacies of political views
As the M.O. oía university, this
seldom occur.
approach keeps our engagement
Instead, our political discourse with important issues at a rather
is limited to "are you or aren't superficial level.
you?" questions.
"I think it hurts Whitworth in
If you believe. in tougher im- that sometimes you have to break
migration policies, you are racist. something to fix it; Jessica Davis
Pro-choice? No, baby-killer.
says. "I think that you can have
_1 think there's too much apa-. the good of Whitworth at heart
thy, and I don't think Whitworth and still be confrontationar
as a whole is trying to battle apaAt a school this small, we
thy. I think they're trying to main- should approach our community
tain the status quo, says lames as onc big marriage.
Radcliffe, senior history major
If we don't work through our
and president of the College Re- differences, %ve will end up sleepOublicans club.
ing in separate beds and divorcing
after the kids move out.
YOU WRITE FOR
"I fccl that at Whitworth there's
this
image that everybody's supTHE WHITWORTHIAN.
"I know people don't like me," posed to get along and be happy,"
says lessica Davis, senior journal- senior peace studies major Shaina
ism and history major and online Western says. "I feel like there's an
content editor for The Whitwor- over-emphasis on pretending you
are and shutting up.
thian.
Davis has written for The Whitworthian for 3 112 years and been YOU SMOKE.
an editor for 2 1/2 years. Some
Scth Flog is a smoker. He is also
of 'what she has written for The a freakishly intelligent philosophy
Whitworthian has received back- and cconomics major, Warren
lash
senator and a stellar dancer.
Though Davis feels many peoHe obviously has a lot to ofple respect hcr, shc says some fer Whitworth, but he feels many
people fear her or even hate her. people %vould rather not have him
She believes much of this is due to at Whitworth because he smokes.
a culture of non-confrontation at
Flory says he has heard at least
Whitworth, because as a reponer half a dozen people say they visitshe confronts campus issues.
ed other schools and were turned
"There's the sense on the cam- offby smokers there, so they came
pus community that many people here where thcy felt smoking is
here prefer to deal with things not part of the culture.
behind dosed doors. Sometimes
That makes me feel like I'm not
it appears things get swept under recognized as part of the commuthe rug," Davis says.
nity because smokers aren't supStudents are often oblivious to posed to be here; Flory says.
what goes on in ASWU, the adAnother smoker has heard stuministration and those mysteri- dents say "Thanks for the sin" as
ous Board of Trustccs meetings. they passed him by.
We are all shocked, then, when
If we judge something as suThe Whitworthian unearths a perficial as smoking, we may miss
controversial issue.
out on great conversations and
It is incredibly hard for students
rad dance parties %vith an intriguto get more than a carefully sugar- ing person like Seth.

if

Unless you really like garbanzo
beans, save your idealistic dietary
endeavors for after college.
dents are required to live on campus for the first two years and
required to purchase a meal plan
while living on campus.
Though Sodexho is making
great strides toward environmental sustainability, vegan dishes remain few and far between.
Not only are thcy lacking, it is
fairly difficult to find out what is
vega.n in the dining hall or Café.
Signs indicating which dishes arc
vegan would be a good start.
YOU'RE NOTA CHRISTIAN.

Whitworth goes above and beyond trying to bring diversity to
Whitworth and embrace it. But by
diversity, we mean different skin
tones and ethnicities, all united
by our love for Christ.
Non-Christians are often excluded. Frankly, Whitworth does
a poor job of giving balanced consideration to perspectives that are
not Christian. As a result, nonChristians feel out of place and
Christians never have to take an
honest look at opposing views.
Atheists, agnostics and the
confused are simply damned to
hell. If you are Buddhist, Muslim.
Bahl, or Hindu, you %vill be featured in a Whitworthian article...
then damned to hell.
"Diversity within the Christian
community is no such diversity;
Irish exchange student Fran Abbs
says. "To me, the school does not
do enough to promote diversity in
its true sense."
Western feels the overused
term "non-Christians" is evidence
of ignorance toward other beliefs.
"I hate saying that I'm a nonChristian because it defines me
by what I'm not. I'm also a nonBuddhist, a non-Muslim and a
non-whole host of other things,"
Western says.
She says the administration
should invite more non-Christian
speakers to campus.
The non-Christian viewpoint
gets marginalized as heretical,
and so I don't get a chance to hear
a debate from any other viewpoints," Western says.
YOU ARE KWRS RADIO.

Our eclectic little radio station
will soon be off the air. This is not
just a tragedy for those of us who

-Erika Prins
Opinions Columnist

a

MINN
YOU ARE VEGAN.

think we love everyone, we just
can't help it: We like people better
when Mey're just like us.
These 10 groups are in some way
ostracized by our community
Before we even get know them,
we've decided that they aren't one
of us. Perhaps ;ve should look a
little closer and re-think that assumption.

you

need to feel like we have culture
at our school.- It is also another
small, community operation bulldozed by corporate evil.
"Any communications major
can tell you that the media world
is being splattered with the blood
of the little guy; wrote Whitworthian opinions columnist Rebecca
Snape in her Oct. 23 column.
It's great that "the whole world"
has acccss to KWRS via its Web
site, but it's just not the same.
KWRS will lose what is now its
main audience when it is off the
air.
Furthermore, this wasn't even
the radio station's decision, according to communication studies department chair Ginny
Whitehouse.
"Our two biggest audiences are
people who listen in their cars and
people who listen at Prime Time;
KWRS music director Caleb
Knox in an Oct. 2 anide in The
Whitworthian. "If we go off the
air, we lose half our audience immediately."

non-discrimination policy.
"The college is trying very
much to continue the same ethos
of exchange of ideas and freedom
of conscious on this issue; Vice
President for Student Life Kathy
Storm said in the Davis interview.

Trustees deemed the change
in policy to be too cumbersome
in its implementation, but public
universities all over the state have
somehow managed.
Abbs has been negatively impacted by Is/hitworth's ambiguity
on the issue.
"I think almost because the
university won't take a stance, that
it feels as bad as if they had taken
a negative stance toward it; Abbs
says.
Abbs says he feels "socially unsafe" at Whitworth
not physically threatened, but as if it is so-dally risky to expose his sexual
orientation to his peers.
YOU'RE 'RACIST!

YOU'RE IN YOUNG LIFE.

Hanging out ,with Young Life
leaders can feel like being the new
kid at youth group: Lots of inside
jokes, Bible verse sweatshirts, and
piles of people on couches giving
backrubs and playing %vith each
others' hair.
Everybody hates them because
they're so dang happy.
Freshman and Young Life
leader Megan Bechtold agrees
that people may feel excluded by
groups of Young Life leaders.
She doesn't see this cliquey tendency as unique to Young Life,
though.
"I think that Young Life %vill fall
victim to that just like any other
organization could: Bechtold
says. "It's not something that the
organization needs to take the
blame for but the people %vho are
doing that:'

In the explosion of racial conflict last spring, the "racist" label
was passed out like candy. It is
easy to cry "racist" when someone
disagrees with us on a specific
race-related issue, but we should
resist.
Junior communications major
Chris Caldwell spoke against the
actions of his fellow minorities
during the conflict last year. Some
of his peers felt betrayed by his

criticism.
"It's hard because I'm half black
and I kind of have to ride the
fence; Caldwell said. "Everyone
expects me to agree with them,
but I don't:'
Chris's disapproval of his fellow
students' actions does not imply
he is racially insensitive. He was
challenging their behavior, not
judgirig them for their race.
Constructive
conversations
about race will not occur if we are
unwilling to accept a %vide variety

of ideas for what ideal race rela-

YOU'RE GAY.

Officially, NVhitworth does not

take a stance on homosexuality.
Given a culture of ignorance on
the issue, however, administration's silence on the issue results
in gay students feeling isolated
and victimized.
List spring Jessica Davis conducted an interview with members of administration about the
Board of Trustees' decision to not
add "sexual orientation" to the

tions look like.
Gay vegan smokers are Whitworthians too. Let's be a messy
community full of colorful discourse
one where everyone,
with their own idiosyncratic personalities, can play a part.
PRINS is a senior majoring in International
Studies and Spanish. Contact him at enla.prtits@

whimrthian.com.

whitworthian.com
Trevor Hansen: Sin doesn't have a sexual

orientation

Kelly McCrillis: Something lost in Pageto-Reel Transformation

Dani King: Five things to appredate the
Whitworth holiday season.

Nathan Harrison: Amazon's Kindle more
useful as firewood

'The vigor with which the church places on proclaiming hellfire and brimstone on gays and lesbians, needs
to stop.'

"If you expose your children, or even yourseives, to
movie adaptions, for the sake of respect and progress
in innovation, find out something from the original

"You'll be sitting in front of the old Yule log and a bright,

'Call me a Luddite, but from my perspective e-book
readers like Amazon's new Kndle look about as essential and advanced as an electric spoon!

obnoxious, glittery, polyester, oversized garment with
jingling bells attadied will interrupt your studies:

work!

Read these Opinions artides at whitworthian.com.
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THE VARNISHED TRUTH

The best Christmas column ever
Daniel Walters
Opinions Editor
"IWas a month before Christmas,

in thc quaint town of %%rhos-ilk and
it was snowing. One particular Who
down in Whoville, link Timmy YooWho, was passing the time, as most
little whooligans did, by throising
snowballs at ¡cides.
Suddenly, a high, tinny voice
rang out. "NVait!" the apparently
anthropomorphic icicle said. "I am a
magical Christmas icicle. If you spare
me, I will grant you one Christmas
wish:"
A thousand

wishes flitted

through Timmy's head: A
Fruit-by-the-Foot roll thc
size of a stadium. A real
lightsaber that tastes like
chocolate. A Rock 'cm
Sock 'cm Robots game
made of pure gold. Maybe
he could even wish to be
cured of his whokemia.
But Timmy, moved by
the spirit of Christmas,
asked
for something
far simpler. "I wish
that Christmas vrasn't so
commercialized Insteadofscrambling
over each other all impolite-like to
get the best drAls on presents. I wish
people would instead give each other
the best Christmas gift of all: The gift

of hugs!"
There was a twinkle, a blinding flash

of light and the obligatory musical
flourish.
That Christmas, instead of buying
presents, the Whos made them out
of Elmer's glue, construction paper
and macaroni. Without the Christmas
rush, hundreds of stores went out of
business, thousands lost their jobs and
the Who stock market plummeted.
Within a matter of days, Whmille
had become another Whooverville.
Timmy's wish had come true. He
looked out the window and saw
hundreds of people, evicted from
their homes, hugging each other.
They had to, to keep from freezing to
death. Instead of the traditional Roast
Beast, the denizens of Whoville had to
survive on mere Roast Grinch.
Christmas has several purposes. It
brings families together to allow them
to fight more efficiently. It's a time
where we can justify eating six dozen
Snickerdoodles with a daim "we felt
led by the holiday spirit" and a New
Year's resolution to "start doing that
jogging thing again someday:'
But most of all, Christmas is a
massive steroid shot into the Jose
Canseco of the Arnerican economy.
It all goes back to the very first
Christmas, when a host of angels
appeared before a crowd of trembling
shepherds. "Hark! %Ve bring tidings of
great savings and heavenly deals. Look
yonder, to the east. There, JC Penney's
shalt bequeath three Sharper
Irnage Sheep Shearing kits for
the price of but 17 shelcels.
But, lo, ye must arrive when
breaks the dawn, for the line
will be long and the multitude
many:'
Of course, the Wise Men
knew they could get a far
better deal by going to Hakeem's
Secondhand Tabernacle and
switching tags around.
"But there are other purposes
to Christmas as well!" you
yell at the newspaper, to the
annoyance of the other people
in the coffee shop. "What about
all those TV Christmas specials
that talk about love and joy and
candy canes?" And what's the
purpose of those specials? To
make money. I'm guessing that
by now, Charlie Brown
has enough dough
to hire a star

NFL punter to kick Lucy's football
into the tree to get his kite down. Mr.
Charles Brown's actual Christmas tree
is probably 20 feet tall, bronze, and
imported from the Caymans.
And the purpose of Santa? Just
another way for the bourgeoisie to
disguise the labor of the oppressed
proletariat. Santa goes by many
different names: "Saint Nikolas:'
"Father _Christmas." "Uncle Steve."
Or "Tim Allen's increasingly pathetic

acting career:"
But in all cultures, Santa, like true
love, is simply a lie told to us by society
to trick us into buying greeting cards
and taking showers.
Of course, being a child of
intellect, I almys knew that
behind Santa's fuzzy white beard
was a double chin of deceit.
"Come on; my 5-yearold self would say. "Do
you honestly believe that
a mysterious fat old man
uses diminutive laborers
to produce millions of
suspiciously brand-name toys
which he flies undetected
via reindeer
not the most
to the
aerodynamic creature
5.4 million people in the world on
one chaotic night, bending thc very
fabric of space-time by brraking and
entering via chimney's smaller than
his considerable girth? No, Virginia,
after subjecting the possibility to
Occam's razor cruel edge, there is, in
all likelihood, not a Santa Claus:"
Then, I would reveal the grim
truth. 'Every being of even moderate
intelligence knows that the gifts under
the Christmas tree come from the
Easter Bunriy and Tooth Fairy pulling
holiday shifts for a little extra cash:*
Some people claim Jesus's birthday.
not Santa's rampage of generosity or
the American economy, is the reason
for thc season. This seems inaccurate.
%%then you're eternal years old, every
day is your birthday. After about
the 17th infinity rolls around, even
Funfetti cake begins to lose its fun.
Either slay, the things we love about
Christmas the schmaltzy songs, the
figgy pudding. the Yukon Corneliuses
are successful precisely because
they are profitable.
But you know What product really
roasts my chestnuts? Christmas trees
that instead of being made out of, well,
tree, are hammered out in soulless
plastic factories. Instead of smelling
like pine needles with just a tinge of
fire hazard, these trees smell like PVC
with just a tinge of underpaid labor.
I remember a time when, before the
white man came, Native Americans
could just walk into the forest and,
using their superior hunting slcills,
justfind trees sitting there.
Some argue it's not the quality or
veracity of the tree. It's what's under
the tree that matters. Unfortunately,
as you age the gifts get less exciting.
I bet when Donald Trump gets
yet another acquisition of a small
company or canister of Traffic Cone
Temptatidns hair dye, he smiles and
politely thanks the supermodel for the
present. But deep in what remains of
his heart, he's disappointed. What he
really wanted was LEGOs.
In the end, however, it doesn't
matter what you buy this Christmas,
as long as you buy. Keep the fires
of commerce burning! Meet the
commercialization of Christmas with
outstretched arms, not to mention
outstretched debit cards.
Nothing satiates the gaping maw
of the American economy like the
Christmas spirit.
Or, alternatively, Snicicerdoodles.
'The Varnished Truttris a humor column by Daniel
Walters. WALTERS is a senior majoring in communi-

cations and history. (anua him at danieLwaiters@
wilitworthian.cont
Illustrations by Afean Bala

hypothetical commencement
speech: Fight evil on small scale
A

GALEN

SANFORD
mom!

Commencement speeches interest me
for thcir challenge. Giving such a speech is
much like attempting to permanently impact
thc lives of an elevator full of strangers on
just one 60-story ride. Your message must be
practical or it will bore your audience. Useless speeches begin, "We worked hard but
we made it." At thc same time the speech
must not be so complex that it leaves your
audience confused. Commencement is not
a good time to introduce a new philosophy.
The speaker should aim to offer one practical
message with clarity.
Since I won't be at graduation. I offer here
my attempt at a commencement spec& 1
hopc I live up to my own standards.
As we consider if we wish to devote our
post-collegiate life to our individual happior both it
ness or to a collective good
may be helpful to realize that none of us
wishcs violence upon those we love. We surely have a common goal: that we wish to avoid
experiencing harm. It is important, then,
to note violence does not have a body. The
"evil" we wish to avoid is not an apparition
with a foreign address. Evil is what we call
the violence we do to each other. It is likely
every person you know hurts others. You are
no better. Evil dwells among us.
It is dear violence is a local problem. Since
you and your neighbors are as lilcely to commit violence as a foreigner, change must
begin in your neighborhood, just as it must
also begin in a foreigner's neighborhood. The
safety we all seek begins with us. As you reach
out to embrace your neighbors, you join with
them to convert your isolated homes into a
broad sanctuary. You create a haven to which
you and your neighbors may retreat. You create a place where violence is not welcome.

As %ve scatter about the %vorld, each of us
has the opportunity to foster these sanctuarics. Imagine if each of us does. That's 400
havens. Further, as people visit our neighborhoods, they 'will experience the peace we
and our neighbors share. Their may return
to their neighborhoods to attempt the same.
And so safety spreads.
The idea of World l'eace is harebrained.
You cannot attain World Peace because it,
like evil. is just a label. What %ve really mean
when we say we want World Peace is we %vant
our neighborhood, and every neighborhood,
to be safe-havens for ourselves and those we
love. We want local peace, and local peace is
attainable. Of course, if our homes are to be
peaceful, it is up to us.
In our neighborhoods live hungry people,
frustrated individuals scared and disillusioned as we, and humans who want so badly to be embraced that they will hurt others
who stand between them and acceptance.
We know these people. We are them. We
each live walking distance from strangers to
befriend. As wc embrace our neighbors, wc
will fill the space with trust, leaving no room
for violence. We will replace fcar with sanctuary.
Some will say human nature will prevent
permanent havens. Evil will always be with
us, thcy will say. Perhaps. But even if humanity is inherently evil, wc may attempt to live
welL We act hastily if we assume that since
we are imperfect, our flaws limit our patential. We do ourselves disservice whcn wc assume impossibility.
Ve inherit our circumstances
circumstances that are often harmful but how we
react to those circumstances is our choice.
We may learn from the mistakes of our predecessors; wc may reconcile with thosc who
hurt us; we may foster s.utctuaries with our
neighbors; we may protect our friends; we
may embrace. Wc may, if we choose.
SANFORD is a senior majcerig in phdosrphy. Contact t*n at

galensanfortkavAinvixttialutet

Spokane's plan encouraging
connections between various areas of thc city.
"There was the whole idea
WILLIAMSON
of downtown belonging to
CtLatiCSt
the neighborhoods," Eadie
said. "They look at it as their
gathering place too:'
Spokane may look much
Kudos to city officials for
different in five to 10 years. involving local citizens in
A light rail, streetcars, in- this planning. process. Idecreasing economic devel- ally, a widc variety of local
opment and many other people's opinions will genuchanges may be on the ho- inely be taken into account
rizon. On Thursday, Nov. 29, during this process.
city officials, planning comOne local person noted
mittee members and
how 10 years ago
local citizens met
there never would
together for a "Fast
have been as many
Forward Spolcane" Kudos to dty city council members
community work- offidals for attending a similar
shop. This meeting
meeting. This is a
involving
was an update of the
local dtizens thoroughly encour1999 Plan for a New
aging sign for Spoin this
Downtown.
;canc.
planning
"People want to
Now, the city needs
see local businesses
process.
to follow through.
thriving and multi'Talk is cheap" is the
nodal transportarealm of public poli.
tion such as streetcars," said tics. Promises can be broken
Daniel Iacofano, a principal and goals long delayed. Durof the planning and devel- ing this transition, Spokane
opment organization MIG. must also never forget the
'There is a five-to-10 year homeless and low-income
plan and we'll have to do a population.
lot more analysis:'
Development is exciting
Other major topics at hand and has many benefits and
induded keeping the Spo- also many rislcs for those on
kane River dean and safe, the margins of society. A risbecoming a more pedes- ing tide does not necessarily
trian- and bike-friendly city, lift all boats. It can swamp or
and ensuring social support drown many.
for the younger generation
In this time of growth,
beyond simply the enter- Spokane must begin adopttainment scene, city planner ing a more compassionate
Melissa Eadie, said.
stance.
Another important aspect
Eadic specifically pointed
of the city's plan is to grow out the need for increased

social services and public
transportation outside of the
downtown arca.
'We've got a homeless population that needs
help," she said. "People [at
the meeting] Were realistic.
There -as not any fear with
dealing with it and that was
good to hear:'
Yet if the city begins slipping in its role to take carc of
the poor and needy, the onus
lands on local churches and
social organizations to stand
as a prophetic voice.
I hope many churches in
Spokane become integral
parts of this city's development over the next decade.
Pastors should be front
and center at thcsc public forums, voicing concerns and
formulating vision.
These are exciting times
for many in Spokane. A
planning task force will continue synthesizing information and releasing news to
the public.

Another public planning
session will likely take place
in the next few months.
So, get involved! We arc
important mcmbcrs of the
Spokane community as
Whitworth University students, if only for a few years.
For more information or
to get updates on Spokane,
visit www.developingspo-

kantorg.
WI WHASON is a

senix majoring in

cornrnunkationt Contact him at }ohn.
wiliarnsonAvtirtworthian.com.
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OPINIONS
Sophomore

Annie, grab your picket sign
ish the 24-hour visitation policy in the
dorms as a way to deter potential cohabitaREBECCA
tors. In response, nearly 50 students staged
SHAPE
a sit-in in the HUB and refused to move
tou.st
until they felt their voices were heard on
the topic. The policy was left in place, and
the students celebrated by cohabitating in
If you walk through the HUB around every dorm on campus at 3 a.m. Actually,
noon on any given day, you will find that I just made that last part up.
Some current Whitworth students have
some NVIiltworth studcnts are very passionate, and they channel that passion by kept the spirit of activism alive. Senior
sitting at little booths and yelling at you. Nicola Crawford participated in a peace
If you were to sit at one of these booths, rally in Washington D.C. last year, along
however, you would find that many stu- with three other Whitworth students, two
dents at Whitworth frankly do not care Whitworth alumni, and a couple thousand
concerned American citizens.
about anything you might have to say.
"It's easy to talk the talk: Crawford said,
My favorite experience with this phenomenon came while sitting at a booth "but it's important to act on your beliefs:
She was recently part ola letter-writing
that promoted sexual health. Trying to
campaign
to protest the dosing of low-inoffer condoms to Whitworth students got
come
housing
in downtown Spokane.
a variety of responses
a little blushing,
"As college students, we're in a unique
the occasional rude comment, but mostly
position," Crawford said. "We should be
just bashful avoidance of cyc
informed about the world. We
contact. And the latter response
are privileged to be here:
you
Maybe
don't
didn't happen simply because we
Considcr the extent of this
were offering information about
think you're
privilege. Not only are wc living
sex. It was more due io the fact
big enough
comfortably in our little Presbythat we arc all trained to ignore
to diange the
terian haven, but we are hcrc for
people with pamphlets.
"What? Is she talking to me? world. And if you the sole purpose of learning as
just sit cynically much as physically possible.
1'11 just keep walking and lookWe are here to grow, to
ing off into the distance as if
in your dorm
change,
to develop into more
she were not here making me
room, you will
uncomfortable. Oh look, it's certainly prove than just good employees
we are here to become mindful
French dip dayr
point.
that
global citizens.
Despite such reluctance,
So find something you are
history has proven that when
passionate about and fight for it.
Whitworth studcnts arc able to
embrace a cause, they can actugly initiate Become informed. Read thc ncws. Watch
some documentaries.
change.
Care about something. It's not likc the
Take thc infamous Dining Hall Protest
of 1964. The inadequate provisions of the world is lacking in thc "issues" departcafeteria made several people ill one night ment.
Hundreds of people in downtown Spoafter dinner, and studcnts took action.
kane
arc now homeless due to the dosurc
They pulled out their picket signs and
marched around thc HUB. Many students ofseveral low:income housing units. Write
boycotted the next evening's meal The ad- a letter to your city officials.
Mat do you complain to your friends
ministration promptly hired a new food
Become Informed about whatever
about?
service provider called Saga, and no one
has referred to it as thc "Mitworth dining that issue is. Write a letter to the editor.
Makc a dub. Make a picicet sign. Set up a
hall" since.
booth
in the HUB.
Look at what the Black Student Union
Maybe
you don't think you are big
accomplished in 1969. Dissatisfied BSU
studcnts protested outside of the admin- enough to diange the world. And if yCou
istration building and held an open forum just sit cynically in your dorrn room, you
in the HUB. Among other things, they will certainly prove that point
Passion, and education, will never do
demanded openness in the admission
process of black students, the hiring of a anyone any good if it is not acted on in
full-time black professor and the initia- a constructive way. So why not give it a
tion of a Bladc Studies program. Some of shot?
the demands were denied, but most were
implemented.
SHAPE Is a junior majaing In Enghsh are! peace studies.
In 1986, Student Life proposed to abol- Cantan het at tebealsiapetivkitvexttiutcrot

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR I READER RESPONSES
Give all your half-baked

less scenarios, the frustration at
being assigned a viewpoint, the
large dass size, the requirement

"Core is Hell"whining a rest

of collaborating with individu-

If you've ever had a conversation with me you're aware that I
do not qUickly and easily jump
on bandwagons.
You're also aware that I am not
afraid to criticize aspccts of the
Whitworth curriculum and how
it's presented.
Primarily: the Core classes.
In fact, last semester I composcd and sent a letter of complaint to the Core team, which
may have bladdisted me among a

lack of discussion during lectures
and the overall irrelev-ance of the
material within their own allimportanflife.
Don't get me wrong. Core 350
is certainly not perfect; there is
much to be improved upon (specifically Professor Dalton's rendition of Postmodernism - thc
English majors know what I'm
talking about - and the unnecessar)T review of epistemologies.
We get it, Core Team. If we
don't, it's our own fault for not
paying attcntion during 150 and
250, and we should be left to reap
thc consequences of our negligence.)
My contention with the diehard Core dissenters is this: now
that Core is attempting to raise
issucs beyond the typical Whitworth arena of the brilliance that
is Aquinas or Kant, you suddenly
find fault. Even if I tried really,
really hard to recount all the conversations I've had with people
who -like oh my God loved Core

RE:1AN CORE 350 SAVE ITSEI.Fr

few professors.
So this upcoming statement is
going to seem ridiculous, i( not
hypocritical: I am tircd of heaxing
people complain about Core 350.

For thc past three months I
have listened to my peers articulate their fury and dissatisfaction
with a fervent eloquence that until now was reserved for comparing the advantages of MySpace
to Facebook. The grand finale
of these tirades usually mirrors
something similar to: "I just don't
care about this stuff" or "What
does this have to do with me?"
I have listened to students
criticize the seemingly point-

als outside their own major, the

250"

- I couldn't

There have been that many.
Apparently, a dass that focuses

Junior

The devolution ofstudent hygiene

Senior

Cartoon by Elizabeth Johnson

The Devolution of Hygiene
ELIZABETH

JOHNSON
CamocS1

sweatpants find a cozy spot
in your wardrobe and hats
and ponytails replace the
daily shower. I mean, who
has time for a shower with
all those papers to write
and classes to attend? Seri-

As an incoming fresh- ously.
man you arrive on campus,
By the beginning of jubright-eyed and bushy- nior year, the craze to put
tailed, with your best outfit your hair in dreadlocks has
on. Your hair's all trimmed grippcd your soul and is
and neat. Your dothes are holding it ransom. You give
new and exciting. You swim in, and effectively rid that
in a sea of first impressions whole hair-washing ordeal
and must look good, espe- from your busy schedule.
cially for your brand new You sit in the coffee shop
college ID card.
and laugh at the freshman
This measure of high- who wears cute outfits and
calib er
good
high heels while
looks can only
you twirl a drcad
be kept up so
between
your
By the beginlong, unfortucoffee-stained
ning ofjunior
nately, and most
fingers. By now,
th e aaze coffee has
year,
students realize
crept
this about the to put your hair in and deprived
in drea dloda
time all their
sleep of its place
dean laundry has gripp ed your in your life. Ridruns out. It is soul and is hold- ding hair-washat this moment
ing was a fust
ing it ra nsom.
most freshmen
step in a schedcome upon an
ule-freeing plot,
.. now coffee frees.epiphany: Dirty
laundry doesn't magically up all those hours you
dean itself and appear once spent "getting a good
on your bed all folded. In night's sleep: As if dreamlieu of moms, the laundry ing of rabbits wearing bahamper breaches its dam roque clothes and drinking
and starts to drown "Deep tea in Buckingham Palace
River" and your freslunan is a good use ofyour time.
seminar book.
Senior year, you aren't
From this point on, seen much.
some people lose it comOccasionally you'll peer
pletely, though most will out from behind a gnarly
try to ikeep up some cha- stack of books and papers
rade of fashion and hy- that seem to have taken
giene awareness. Halfway root in your desk, your
through sophomore year floor, even your slcin. Your

skin is a translucent white
from lack of sun exposure
and your eyes have become
wide and boggled from
staring at the little blinking
white cursor in Microsoft
Word.
Why does this transformation occur, we must
ask. Is it necessitated? Is it
healthy? Is it socially acceptable?
College life is college
life. I'm pretty sure 90 percent of college grads lived
in utter squalor and managed to transition back into
normal human beings. So I
don't see much harm in our
short-lived foray into living
like bums.
We will come out of this
over-caffeinated, sleep-deprived, hung-over haze and
develop into "grown-ups:
Some of us will make it out
alone, though I have a feeling some will need wives to
bring them out.
So, before you scoff at
"Ring by Spring: just think
of it as maybe motivation
for a little personal hygiene.
Maybe those kids who
came up with it were
smarter than we give them

credit for.
Because no one's getting
a 'Ring by Spring" when
they look like the creature

from the black lagoon of
Core 350 papers.

JOHNSON h a junict majoring in art.
Contact her at guabeth.johrtson@

vitimorthiaruorn.

Write a letter to the eertor. The Whitworthian welcomes reader resproes to articles ot issues of interest to the Whitworth
crennerrity. Send letters to eitor@whitworthiatcom or submit came. Litt to 200 words. Visit whitworthiarLcom for deuls

on an exclusive group of Western
male thinkers, and little else, is
far more important and relev-ant
to the life of a 20-something
Whitworth student than actual
issues affecting society today:
racism, classism and rapidly
depleting natural resources.
Core 350 is the capstone
course because it takes the
(flawed and watered-down)
foundational principles Western
society previously studied and
asks: how do we go about solving
this tragically imperfect world
left to us by those wonderful
thinkers?
Unfortunately, too many of
my peers seem to think that the
world's problems are not their
OWIL

Poverty, racism and unevenly
distributed resources are realities; they are as much a reality
in Small Town, America, USA
as they are in That Small Exotic.
Place You'd 'Visit over Spring
Break but NVould Never Live.
The aversion students have to
Core 350 is not simply discontent with the structure or the
inability of the large dass to
foster dialogue; it is quite simply
indifference, reluctance to engage
in issues that are inconvenient,
harrowing and too much of a

reminder that very rarely, despite
our mission trips and Bible studies, do we effectively and earnestly caxe for our neighbor.
In response to the complaints I
am tired of hearing, a few words:

thing the next time Dr. Waller is
standing at the podium listening
to nothing but the ticktig dock
in response to his question.
Point being: a discussion
requires participants.

Complaint: The scenarios are
pointles.s, and I don't like being

Complaint: I don't like having to work in smal1 groups with
people who aren't in my major.
Response Ah, the sweet sound
of a budding ethnocentric.
If we can't collaborate with
people who don't think like we
do long enough to write a onepage response to a hypothetical
question, we probably shouldn't
count on any kind of successful
interaction in the post-college
world, when we're no longer able
to ensconce ourselves in our respective major-specific buildings.

told how I'm supposed lo respond.
Response: The scenarios
provide practical application of
the material. The fact that we're
assigned a position to support
(in writing only, mind you) (1)
requires students to understand
the issue from a perspective they
initially may not have agreed
with and (2) increases students'
ability to argue effectively and
persuasively, a profitable postcollege skill.
Complaint: The class is loo large
to promote discussion.
Response:Thus the separate
discussion groups. Not to mention
the fact that the Core dasses are
the only classes we take throughout our entire \Vhitworth career
that exceed more than 30-40
people. Really, my initial reaction
to this statement is "suck it up."
If you're really irritated by the
lack of discussion during lectures,
then try actually saying some-

-

Complaint: Ijust don't care
about this stuff It doesn't relate to
my life.
Response: Actually, it does,
and you can learn from it. If
you think otherwise, you should
probably remove yourself from
society. You'd be doing us a favor.
Katia Marie Rose

senior
English

Ir.
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IN-DEPTH

Defining
Fair Trade:
DEFINITION OF FAIR TRADE
ITrade that satisfies certain criteria on
thc supply chain of the goods involved,
usually including fair payment for
producers; oftcn uith othcr social and
emironmental considerations.

Have you heard of Fair Trade but don't really
know what it is? Here you can learn about how
Fair Trade works and how you can buy Fair
Trade products from local Spokane merchants.

/Trade between nations without protective customs tariffs.
Sophomore Kelsey Orr leads a discussion du

Wanrsation courtesy of Wasitiet art Amcriaan iferstar

WHY IS FAIR TRADE

da dais.

Shopping Fair Trade in Spokane

SIGNIFICANT?
Fair Trade means that farmers, workers
and artisans:
receive a sufficient price under direct

long-term contracts
are small-scale producers in democratic coops (coffee, cocoa, bananas,
fruits, crafts) or workers on larger
farms who receive a living wage and
can bargain collectively (tea, bananas,
fruits)
1

Natural

11/..

/Fresh Abundance (10C
/Huckleberry's Natural
Monroe St.1
/Spokane Farmers Mar
ber) (Second Avenue IN
and Browne)

I do not use abusive child labor or
forced labor

I use ecologically-sustainable methods
htfxrrsmon courwy of www fluKtIcuitantr.org

Retail Stores
/Global Folk Art (35 W. Main

WHAT THE FAIR TRADE
CERTIFIED LABEL GUARANTEES:

Ave.)

1 Fair prices for family farmers

prises.com)
/Global Exchange (Online
Store: globalexchange.com)

IMoonflower Enterprises (Online Store: moonflowerenter-

1 Decent working and living conditions

Environmentally-friendly farming
practices
1

Information (mousy of TransFair USA

WHAT THE LABELS LOOK LIKE:

Coffee Companies
CIRAVEIVS
(0IFIFIEE

/Thomas Hammer Coffee (1222 N. Wall St.) (The Mind
and Hearth) (Rosauers)
14 Seasons Coffee Company (222 N. Howard St)
/Craven's Coffee (1005 N. Magnolia St.)
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Erica Nestint/Whaworillia't

Senior Ed Anegan takes a look at a bag of Cafe Estima coffee grounds before brewing at the
Fair Trade Coffee House on Nov. 28 In Duvall Hall.

Erica Nalittt11471iNorthian.

liscussion during the FaIr Trade Coffee House on Nov. 28 In Duvall Hall, sponsored by

the Latin American Poll-

1,ClaE

Latin American Politics
students comment on
benefits of Fair Trade
GUEST COMMENTARY

amizmnommo

ica.

ral Markets
ndance (1001 W. 25th Ave.)
Ty's Natural Market (926 S.

'armers Markets (May-Octod Avenue between Division
e)

7711111111.1"12

A

I

IIMOMMIll

Restaurants
Café Marton (44 S. Canon St)
klsabella's Restaurant & Gin Joint
(21 W. Main Ave.)

)Luna Restaurant (5620 S. Perry

St)
Mizuna (214 N. Howard St)
kThe Palm Court Davenport
Hotel (10 S. Post St)
11Wild Sage American Bistro (916
W. Second Ave.)

one should also be aware of organic items,
which avoid the chemicals and pesticides
that are harmful both to consumers' health
and to farmers in places like Central Amer-

TOP ROW (left ro right)
Photo courtesy of moortflourrenterrrises.com.
Mat Chute/117sitworthian
Photo courtesy of hucittivrrysrutursimarittcom
Photo courtesy ¿'1(4e Casty
BOTTOM ROW (left to right)
Photo courtesy of 1sessonstoffercom
Photo courtesy of toospoiont.org
Photo courtesy of Cole Casey
Photo courtesy of Cok
Graphic- fy Megan Baltr/Whituvrthiars

Whitworth '07 alumnus Clinton LipMany North Americans are addicted to
coffee but a lesser known fact is that for scomb %vent on the Central America Study
every- $3 non-Fair Trade latte, only 2 cents Program in 2005 and returned with a dereturns to the farmer who grev the beans, sire to support organic produce. When the
group traveled to Managua, Nicaragua,
according to Transfair USA.
Free trade exploits the developing world they observed people protesting the use of
by causing a race-to-the-bottom in wages pesticides.
Earlier that week, three boys were buried'
and encouraging pesticides whidi harm
in a town called Chichigalpa, known for its
farm workers and the environment.
Fair Trade is a global trading system sugarcane and the Flor de Cana rum prothat pays fair wages, provides safe working duced from its molasses. The boys died of
organ failure caused by pesconditions and ensures enticides.
vironmental sustainability.
The trip showed me the
One does not need to go to
CLICK IT k
of mindfulness:
importance
Portland or Seattle to supWant to team about more of
who am I affecting when I
port Fair Trade as there are Spokane's green businesses? Check
buy 'blank'? Is how I vote
fair trade businesses here
out the GO GREEN Directory at
with my dollar going to have
gogreendirectory.com.
in Spokane connected with
an impact on people across
producers in the developing
the globe?" Lipscomb said.
%vorld.
Spokane has several organic markets and
The Fair Trade movement has grossai exponentially since its inception in 1946. Ac- restaurants. Huckleberry's Natural Market
cording to the Fair Trade Federation (FTF), offers a great selection of fresh, chemical
five million people earn a living through and pesticide-free produce.
Mizuna, a restaurant and sine bar locatfair trade production. In 2006, sales topped
52.6 billion, according to the International ed on Howard Street, offers a menu replete
Nvith organic ingredients.
Fair Trade Association.
According to the Mizuna Web site, chef
Global Folk Art, located in downtown
Spokane, sells Fair Trade products includ- Brian Hutchins believes in "simple, honest
ing food, apparel, toys and crafts. Global food:
Since opening in 1996, Mizuna has been
Folk Art works directly with the prodticers
bypassing middlemen who raise prices in consistently rated as one of Spokane's best
restaurants by local newspapers and has
conventional trading.
been featured in Bon Appetite Magazine
"I meet many compassionate people who
w-ant their shopping to make a difference and Northwest Palate.
Any student can make a difference and
for someone; Lisa Ogle said in an interview with The Fig Tree. Ogle is the manager improve conditions for those exploited by
free trade or hurt by pesticides. Just do
of Global Folk Art.
Fair Trade does have a positive impact your holiday shopping at Fair Trade stores,
in the developing world. In producer com- buy groceries at natural markets or try resmunities, schools are built, wells are con- taurants 1%ith organic food.
To learn about more of Spokane's green
structed and biodiversity is protected.
Another Spokane business, Moonflower businesses, cut out the shopping guide proEnterprises, partners 1%ith a community %Tided or print out the "GO GREEN Direcin Guatemala to sell authentic Mayan art- tory" at gogreendirectory.com.
work, weavings, furniture and musical instruments. Moonflower's fair trade strategy
Submitted by guest IsTifers Cole Case);
reduces poverty and empowers artisans in Laura Hicke); Sean Prevette, Diana Stapp
Guatemala.
and Travis Walker of the Latin American
To be a socially conscious consumer, Politics class.

page

THINGS TO DO IN SPOKANE
Prago Argentine Cale is hosting a Guitar Hero II toumament at 9 p.m.
on Thursday, Dec 6. The dub is 21 and up and is located
on the comer 01 Riverside and Browne downtown.

For more information about this event or other things

to do in Spokane this week, visit whitworthian.com
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Students stay up and write
donation letters to help
raise money for hospital
Sophie Sestero
Staff Writer
Eight-year-old Brandon was running around all night,
clutching the remote control of a toy race car. He spun it
all around the Nilson Union Building making jumps off of
chairs and twirling it around students.
It would seem that Brandon was not shy or timid about
being around college students, playing football with ASVU
President Scott Donnell or even standing before a group of
people to talk about battling cancer. Brandon was an inspiration for the IVhitworth students who decided to stay up
until the early morning.
Participants %%Tote donation letters to family and friends
to help raise money for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital.
Brandon is a success story. His father proudly stood before the collection of students and talked about Brandon's
battles with a tumor and how local doctors told thc family
that there -as no hope for him at all.
However, when a doctor from St. Jude was able to talk to
them, he reassured the farnily they had nothing to worry

aboui
This is the first year an Up 'til Dawn event has been
hosted at Whitworth. Last spring. ASWU was presented
with the idea of participating in Up 'di Dawn. ASWU accepted the offer and SERVE coordinator Kacie Gartland
took over.
Gartland chose helpers such as sophomores Kayli
Hoogestraat and Charley Brinkman and junior Michael
Bryant to work with her and go to Tennessee to visit St.
Jude to be formally trained in how to put on the event.
We were able to vralk through the hospital and experience it; Hoogestraat said. "On our walk we saw paintings, lowered desks, kids being pulled in wagons and riding ardund on bikes. It really was nothing like any other

hospitar
Every Thursday, for about an hour and a half, the event
committee would meet to discuss advertising), planning.
Facebooking, what food to serve, what music and entertainment to provide and other details.
Brinkman said the hardest thing about planning the
event was that no previous standard had been set.
"SVe had nothing to go offof because it was the first year.
We didn't lcnow what would happen," Brinlunan said.
Plus, there was the challenge of making the event unique

Thorns' Itaintors/Whitworthion

Sophomore Anthony Priest and Junior Michael Bryant swing Brandon, an 8-year-old cancer survivor, during Up 'tu I Dawn last
Friday, Nov. 30.The event aimed to help raise money for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital.

and different from similar events like Relay for Life, Brinkman said.
The group aimed to raise $50,000 through Up 'tu Dawn.
There were 30 students signed up for the event on teams.
However, 70 individuals came on thcir own, getting Whitworth doser to its goal.
Freshman Chris Dorn brought his address list on Nov.
30 to help Si Jude. He said he learned a lot from the experience.
did realize that it is easy to raise money for good causes
in our society,' Dom said. doesn't take that much effort.
It took a few hours of addressing envelopes to people you
know and hopefully that will bear some good fruit;
The Up %I Dawn committee agreed that it was exciting
being a part of something like this.
The best part about tonight is seeing people here excited
about writing letters, getting into the event, 70 individuals
showing up, with more coming; Hoogestraat said.
While the final week of planning and preparation vras

it

stressful, Brandon made thc night complete and reminded
everyone why they were thcrc. After experiencing this life
threatening disease at 8-years-old, he conquered it and appears to be enjoying life.
When Brandon and his father came forward to speak.
Dorn realized what a difference he was making in helping

the hospital.
"St. Jude Children's Hospital seems like a good place
for kids where they've really figured out how to treat children, not as just patients but as adorable little angels," Dorn
said.
Hoogestraat said she hopes this will continue and wants
it to grow. She encouraged students to participate next
year.
"It is different, unique and you're maldng a difference;
Hoogestraat said.

Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.sestero@whitworthian.
com.

Alumnus serves as missionary in Africa
Yong Kim
Staff Writer
Missionary of 20 years, Jeff Boyd, '85,
was influenced by his involvement in
the Peace Keepers Club while at Whit-

worth.
The dub aimed to promote peace in
the face of the violent rebellion in Zaire
(present day Democratic Republic of the
Congo) that started July 1986.
Boyd and his family started their work
with the Presbyterian Church (USA) in
1990 with other mission co-workers in
East and Central Africa. Boyd, who has
a master's in mathematics, also worked
in Palcistan for two years as a computer
technician and volunteered in missions
with the PCUSA during 1986 and 1987.
"In 1990, my wife Christi and I were
commissioned by the pcusA to [do]
mission work in Tanzania. We later
moved to Zaire and then to Cameroon,"
Bo-yd said.
Boyd and his family had to evacuate
twice due to the war in Zaire.

The first time vras in May 1997 as the 'heart and mind' slogan for Whitrebels approached Kinshasa where we worth," Frase said.
lived. The second time was in August
Both former professors got to know
1998 when new fighting broke out in the Boyd at Mitworth.
capital; Boyd said.
"I look at [Jeff] and say America needs
He said his children's school dosed more people lilce [him]; Liebert said.
down and many bodies were left for dead
Boyd has served as a math teacher and
on the streets and rivers shortly after.
in-service teacher trainer in a Tanzanian
Boyd, who has been on a six-month high school, and was the assistant direcstay in the United States with his family, tor for the education work of thc Presbyvisited Whitworth Nov. 27 along with terian community of Kinshasa in Zaire,
his former sociology professors, Ron which included 91 schools.
Frase and Don Liebert. The Boyd famThe first three years in Cameroon,
ily is planning to head back out for mis- Boyd advised a church on administrasions work again Dec. 21.
tion in its schools. Afterward, he served
Boyd said what he remembers most as liaison between the PCUSA and
about Whitworth are the people, espe- churches in the region in Central Africa,
cially his colleagues and professors. He including work in evangelism, developappreciated the openness to create rela- ment and education. He also provides
tionships Whitworth professors and fac- pastoral care for mission personnel.
ulty members made with their students.
Boyd said he experienced struggles
Frase taught at Whitworth from 1973- living in a place so culturally different
1990 in sociology and Latin American from the United States.
studies, and Liebert taught from 1973"Although I've lived in Cameroo. n for
2002.
"[Boyd] would be the poster child of
See ALUMNUS, page 15

Photo courtesy of

BoYd

Jeff Boyd, 'BS, discusses education work with the
director and coordinator of education for the Presbyterian community In Kinshasa.
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Musical is
un, quirky

adaptation
REVIEW

Nearly 15 million Americans suffer from

DEPRESSION
Kelly MacDonald
Staff 1Vriter
'74

1 ,

1;

"It's problematic when you

can no longer do what you need
to [in order to] get through
your day, and get through your
life," Murray said.
While the exact reason for
depression varies from person
to person, WebMD states family history, grief over death,
serious illness and substance
abuse are factors prevalent in
the occurrence of suicide.
Any students suffering from
symptoms of deprrssion are
encouraged to seek help from
p'rofessionals. The Whitworth
Health and Counseling Center offers a numbcr of services
for studcnts suffering from depression, including six free sessions of confidential counseling for cach student each year
and the ability to be diagnosed
and prescribed antidepressants

SYMPTOMS OF

It may just be a case of the
blues, a bad day or two, but if
feelings of sadness persist and
keep a person from enjoying
activities he or she once loved,
serious depression disorders
may be to blame.
Nearly 15 million Americans
suffer from depression each
year due to a chemical imbalance in thc brain. The collegeaged group accounts for much
of that numbir, aCcordlng 'to'

DEPRESSION

is more than small symptoms
once in a while; it's an extend-

the most common antidepressants used at the Health Center
are SSRls, selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitors, which help
maintain balance in the brain.
They both stressed the effectiveness of antidepressants and
the importance of monitoring
all those on an antidepressant
medication for long term use.

ed ordeal that can lead to great
unhappiness and anxiety.

See DEPRESSION, page 14

See MUSICAL page 15

work limitations
affected sleep
disinterest In normally fun
activities

Dystitylnia:
continual sad feeling

'excessive tiredness
I difficulty sleeping
loss of interest in activities

Webls1D.

In a survey of 17,000 college
students conducted by the National College Health Assessment, 25 percent of students
reported they"felt so depressed
it 'as difficult to function"
three to eight times during the
previous year. In the same survey, 18 percent said depression

Seasonal Depression:
fatigue
weight gain
inaeased sleep
occurring year after year at the
same time

if necessary.

information courtesy of WebAlD
Graphic by folly Eniema

was onc of their top physical/

mental ailments.
College students often suffer from depression because of
the transitions accompanied
by constant change. The transition from high school to college can be especially hard, said
director of the Health Center
Jan Murray.

The transition from being
a teenager to a young adult

:e4

can be "wrenching" duc to the
amount of work and high expectations. Murray said.
"We sec more freshmen during their first semester than all
others [grades] combined,"
Murray said. "Putting that
kind of pressure on themselves
makes them more susceptible
to depression."
Health Center registered
family nurse practitioner Sue
Lynn agrees.
"There's a lot of issues in
their life, a lot of dianges, nesv

environments, different types
of stresses, a lot of stresses on

Opening night for Best of Broadway's
musical version of "The Wedding Singer"
gave the movie a run for its money.
The show began with "It's Your NVedding
Day" a dance number with the energy of
an '80s workout video performed in gaudy
bridesmaid gowns and frilly tuxedos.
The real comedic genius in "The Wedding Singer" revolves around our universal
love for making fun of that decade where
Madonna was making headlines, the piano
neck tie was cool, families were taking trips
in station wagons instead of minivans and
Bill and Ted were in the middle of their Excellent Adventure.
True, it can be said that there's no other
humorous/romantic duo like Drew Barrymore and Adam Sandler.
Still, the Broadway version weaves its
own legacy and is successful with catchy
songs and great choreography.
Writers Tim Herlihy and Chad Beguelin
remembered to
incorporate some
of the film's most
memorable lines
like "mutants at
table #9" and the
The musical adaptation of
"Somebody Kill
the movielhe Wedding
Me" song wedSinger' played at Spoding singer Robkane's INB Performing Arts
bie Hart (MerCenter Noy.27-Dec.2.
ritt David Janes)
sings after being
dumped by his
fiancee Linda (Andrea Andert).
The show's strongest moments are the
relentless allusions to fads and novelties of
the '80s; the crowd's favorite being when
Julia's fiancee, Glenn (played by mark Raumaker, a Miami-Vice wanna-be and cheesy
junk bond dealer) passes up the chance to
buy Starbuc.ks' stock because "Vho'd manna pay three bucks for a cup of coffee?"
Instead, Glenn opts to buy "New Coke"
stock. The "New Coke" pitch failed hugely.
The romance between Julia (a sweet waitress played by Erin Elizabeth Coors who
befriends Hart) and New Jersey failed-asa-rock-star-turned-wedding-singer Robbie Hart, is cute but not the show's selling
point.
While it's hard to follow in Adam Sandler's footsteps, Janes does a commendable
job of making the character his own by
mixing the right elements of shot-throughthe-heart-bachelor-bitternesswith humble
good-guy integrity.
Coors is excessively sweet and has a pretty voice, but that's all that can be said for
her dsaracter. At times her mannerisms are
reminiscent of a 12-year-old girl or Minnie
Mouse. Coors is talented but overdoes the
naive and juvenile innocence, and it greatly
detracts from her strength as a performer.
As has been in cases before, the most
popular characters were not leads but the
supporting actors. Andrea Anden, who
gave The Whitworthian an interview in last
week's issue, was by far one of the strongest
performers. As Linda, Robbie's slutty ex-fiancee, Andert showed off powerful vocals

Major Depression:

themselves," Lynn said.
Director of Counseling Services Jandle 'Thayer said the
transition into college away
from a parental support system can be difficult.
New experiences are hard,"
Thayer said. To have to look at
life and face it alone."
Sad thoughts can be prompted by everyday mishaps, but
depression can lead to serious

complications, including anxiety disorders, eating disorders
and suicide.lhe most common
disorder suffered by those who
attempt or commit suicide is
depression. The National Mental Health Association reports
suicide as the eighth-leading
cause of death in the United
States.

Murray stresses depression

Murray said the ideal way to
combat depression is to regain
control ofyour lifc, get in touch
with your cmotions and work
on the things that made you
depressed in the first place.
"It's much easier to do that
after the lift of an antidepressant." Murray said.
Thayer is supportive of the
use of antidepressants as well,
as long as persons aren't taking them to avoid confronting
their problems.
"I think they help you feel
more like yourself; Thayer
said.
Both Lynn and Murray said
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GRAPEVINE HUMOR

I

TOP THINGS TO ASK SANTA FOR

IThe truth, Mr. Claus. Just thc truth.

I"FIIIIIIIVEEEE RINGS BY SPRING!"

'Sweet facial hair, just like Santa.

IDeadly weapons, like he gave those kids in
Namia.

IThe gift of not hasing that stupid "Up on the
Housetop" song studt in your head.

A reasonable interest rate, with no APR
financing until 2011.

ITo know why you saw Daddy kissing Santa.

The true meaning of Christmas.

IA Red Ryder Rocket Launcher.

5K run Dec. 8 to

benefit Arthritis
Foundation
The Jingle Bell 5K run
in downtown Spokane is

back
If you want to run or
walk, register online at spo-

Blair Tellers
Staff Writer

Photo illustration by Nate aute/Whitworthian

A&E
BRIEFS

IYou.

Omnipotence.
Coal. It's the future of energy.

kanejinglebellrun.kintera.
org. Then pick up your Tshirt and number at 7 a.m.
this Saturday, Dec. 8, in the
River Park Square Mall.
The race begins at 8:50
a.m. Saturday. Festive costumes are encouraged. The
cost to run is $25. All proceeds go' to the Arthritis

Foundation.

Annual Festival
of One Acts plays
through Dec. 5
Support the Whitworth
theatre department by
coming to the Festival of
One Acts.
Several one-act plays will
be performed at 7 p.m. each
night from Monday, Dec.
3 to Wednesday, Dec. 5 in
Stage II in Cowles Memorial Auditorium.
About four different plays
svill be performed each
nighi The plays are directed by theatre students, and
admission is free.

Instrumental
concerts Dec. 4, 5

ifi recital hail
The Whitworth music
department will feature
chamber ensembles in concert at 8 p.m. this Tuesday,
Dec. 4 and Wednesday,
Dec. 5 in the music recital
hall in the music building.
Tuesday's concert will
feature a brass quintet, flute
ensemble, saxophone ensemble and percussion ensemble.
Wednesday's
concert
will feature the strings and
chamber wind ensembles.
Both concerts are free.

'The Nutcracker'
plays Dec. 7-9 at
the 1NB center
The Spokane Symphony,
Alberta Ballet and Ballet British Columbia have
come together to perform
the dassic holiday ballet,
"The Nutcracker."
Shows will be this Friday,
Dec. 7 at 7:30 p.m., Saturday, Dec. 8 at 2 p.m. and
7:30 p.m. and Sunday, Dec.
9 at 2 p.m. at the INB Performing Arts Center downtown.
Tickets range from $1535 and can be purchased by
e-mail at tickets@spokanesymphon.org, in person at
1001 W Sprague downtown
or by telephone at 509-6241200.
C'ompited by Katie Dolan
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PREVIEWS
RUFUS WAINWRIGHT
Album: 'Rufus
Does Judy at

Carnegie Hall'

Label: Geffen

Genre: lire
concert album

****1',.?
Son of famous folk musicians Loudon Wainwright
III and Kate McGarrigle,
Rufus Wainwright is a folkinfluenced
singer-songwriter.
On June 14, 2006, %Vainwright performed live in
Carnegie Hall, covering
songs by Judy Garland and
recreating her famous 1961
New York performance
song for song.
Accompanied by a 36piece orchestra, Wainwright
brought to life such songs
as Over the Rainbow" and
"Just You, Just Me to create a tribute that can be enjoyed by both Wainwright
and Garland fans alike.

DAMIEN
RICE
Album:lire
from the Union

Chapel'

Label:Veda
Genre: the concert album

*****

Irish folk-rocker Damien
Rice beaune well known
after the release of his first
studio album "0" and has
become even more famous
for his powerful live performances. "Live From
The Union Chapel" is a recording of Rice playing in
his hometown of Dublin,
Ireland and captures the
passion of his live performances.
Although it is only eight
tracks long a.nd lacks famous tracks such as "I Remember; the album contains brilliant versions of
other hits sudi as "Delicate"
and unreleased tracks sudi
as "Baby Sister."
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SeniorJohn Hauck plays trumpet for the ska band The Visiting Hours during Warren Peace on Thursday, Nov 29, In the HUB multipurpose room.

Warren Peace.
Sam Gregory
Staff Writer

Over 200 students filtered in and out of thc
HUB last Thursday night, Nov. 29, as about a
dozen Whitworth student bands
and musicians performed in Warren Peace, which is put on by SVarren Hall each year.
Warren Peace is "trying to offer a semi-professional venue for
NVIntworth bands to perform at;
NVarren senator and thc event coordinator Seth Flory said.
"I love music," Flory said. "And
I love being able to see my fellow
students perform and see their tal-

Annual event highlights'
student performers, bands

styles from acoustic to rock to ska. People arrived well before the performance's start time
of 9 p.m., and while the show ended a little aftcr
I I p.m., some people hung around until almost

midnighi

WARREN
PEACE

just like the fact that a bunch
of musicians can get together; emcee Amy Bernard said. "Ws a nonjudgment place."

The music was eclectic, with
comical
songs about robots killWhat Annual concert put
ing humanity, geese playing with
on by Warren Hall
farmers and Forrest Gump, and
When:Thursday, Hot 29
with more serious songs about
at 9 Fin.
Where: HUB muhipurpose
love, war and peace.
MOM
The audience cheered, dapped,
Who: Virhitworth perfonndanced or just quieted down and
en, including The Visiting
ents."
listened intently in response to the
Houn, KriSten Black. Dane
He said it's amazing to him the
performers' music and thc hosts'
Ueland and the Exceptalent they have, and carry with
antics.
tional Praise Gospel Choir
them in their everyday lives.
"If I were still around," emcee
The audience milled around the
Nik Hoback said, "I'd do Warren
HUB multipurpose room, stopPeace again:*
ping to stand and chat in the back or sitting on
Hoback said Jars of Clay performed at the
the floor or in chairs by the stage, as the dif- first Warren Peace.
ferent performers played, ranging in musical
Warren Peace first startcd as a small event,

meeting In the Warren lounge, until it outgrew
the dorm and moved to the HUB, Flory said.
"I just really want to stress how important it
is as a tradition of Warren," he said. "It's a big
part of its identity."
Warren Peace is a relatively young event,
started in the '90s, but it is growing in popularity. Hoback said last ycar 15-16 bands played in
the event.
Senior Chris Peterson, of thcband The Visiting Hours, has performed in Warren Peace every year since his freshman year.
It's a good place to play and gct ourselves
heard on campus," he said.
Bernard said there's a lot of talent on campus
at Warren Peace.
Performers included the bands The Broken
Exit Signs, The Mock Flight of the Concords,
The Illegal Jams and Eyes on Eternity, the Exceptional Praisc Gospel Choir and singers Ben
Bonnema, Kristen Black, Dane Ueland, Nick
Grow, Caleb Skytte, Anna Collins-Wakeman
and Molly McComb.
Contact Sam Gregory at sarn.gregdrygwhitworthian.corn.

DAFT

PUNK
Album: Um

2oor

DEPRESSION

Label: Yegin

continuedfrom page 13

Genre: lie concert album

*** *
House electronica duo
Daft Punk is one of the
most successful groups in
electronic music history. Famous for such hits as One
More Time" and "Harder,
Better, Faster, Stronger,"
Daft Punk bridges the gap
between house and popular
music.
Daft Punk's latest release,
"Alive 2007; is a live recording of the duo's recent
concert in their hometown,
Paris, France. The album
captures the energy of Daft
Punk's live shows, and also
indudes a live video and a
55-page booklet.

*****

Stars are based on demos. pre-reirase

tracts and articia about the album.

Shaun Juncal, Staff Writer

'

Photos country of amazon.tom
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Lynn stressed that using an antidepressant for an extended period
of time decreases the likelihood of
recurrence.
"Anything shorter than eight
months, there is a greater chance

of relapse," Lynn said.
Murray said students at Whitworth are often hesitant to use
counseling and/or medication to
combat depression but she believes
it's the only way to truly get better.
'You are not going to get well
and stay well without therapy
to work out what made you depressed," Murray said. "Better to
deal with the world than to shut
down."
There are many types of depression; here is an overview of three
common depression disorders.

most common in women reportedly because of hormonal changes
in a woman's body throughout her
lifetime. However,WebNID reports
depression in men often goes untreated because of their hesitancy
to talk about it.
DYSTHYM IA

Often called chronic depression,
dysthymia is a less severe type of
depression which lingers for extended periods of time. It allows
the sufferer to continue perform. ing normal activities but leaves the
person feeling continually sad.
This disorder manifests itself in
difficulty sleeping, loss of interest
in activity and excessive tiredness.
According to WebN1D people often experience dysthymia and major depression at the same time,
which is called double depression.
This type of depression can often
benefit from "talk" therapy and
medication.

MAJOR DEPRESSION

This form of depression is severe, limiting one's ability to work,
sleep and enjoy activities one once
looked forward to. This type of depression, according to WebNID, is

SEASONAL AFFECTIVE DISORDER

Seasonal affective disorder,
called SAD, is depression that occurs year after year at the same
time, usually during the winter

months. This type of depression
exhibits many of the common
symptoms of depress ion, including
fatigue, weight gain and increased
sleep.
It is estimated that 10 to 20
percent of people in the United
States suffer from winter sadness
for short amounts of time, but approximately four to six percent of
the United States suffer from seasonal affective disorder. The disorder is more common in higher
latitudes where seasonal changes
are more extreme.
The exact cause for the disorder is unknown, but one theory
presented by WebNID is the lack
of direct sunlight, which regulates
the biological clock and normalizes sleep and hormone patterns.
Treatment for SAD often includes light therapy to expose
individuals to light which would
be othenvise unattainable. Whitworth has a light lamp available
for student use upon request from
the Health Center for 30 minute
scssions.
Contact Kelly MacDonald at kelIy.nracdonald@whitivorildati.cons.

Breaking News.
Updates.
Features. Sports.
Commentary.
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MUSICAL
continuedfrom page 13
and impressive dance moves (a
succession of splits within seconds of each other).
When Linda ripped off her
skirt and did pelvic thrusts over
a drunk, passed-out Robbie during her number "Let Me Come
Home: it was hard to see the facial expressions of the audience.
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Jeff Boyd visits with a group in Equatorial Guinea.The Presbyterian Committee on the Self Development of People provides grants to groups.

ALUMNUS
continued from page 12
eight years, I'm still struggling,"
Boyd said.
There are over 200 different
sub-cultures in Cameroon, Boyd
said. Treading softly and asking
for forgiveness when a cultural
norm is broken is more than common people have to be culturally
aware, he said.
Boyd said he believes people
need to understand the world
from a global perspective.
"Our understanding of how
God works is limited by our experiences and our cultural 'lenses-,
Boyd said. "As one spends time
with people of another culture, he
or she has the opportunity to see
in new ways how God works in
this wo rl d."
Boyd said the path of a missionary is very broad and there arc
different types of work mission
workers can do.
Bpyd,. who studied math at
Whitworth, ended up finding' 6.
niche in the mission ficld that fit

his expertise and passion.
Boyd helped set up a computer
nctwork in Pakistan, and his wife,
a physical therapy major, later
ended up working in a ministry
that combats poverty, hunger and
injustice.
Boyd said discovering his calling to be a missionary was more
oía process than an isolated incident.
The process first started during
high school when he met a person
from the Peace Corps who was
doing mission work in Kenya. But
it wasn't until he camc to Whitworth that his calling became
more refined.
Whitworth helped Boyd conncct faith with his vocation. Coming to Whitworth, being involved
in the Peace Nlaker's club, going
on the Central America study tour
and being a resident chaplain were
very helpful, Boyd said.
"Calling is when the world's
needs intersects with your expertise and passion: Boyd said.
Contact Yong Kitts at yong.kim0
whitworthian.cont.

Regardless, Andert's vixen performance was awesome, nothing
short of fantastic raunchiness.
Judging by applause, crowd
favorites were Robbie's grandmother Rosie (played by Patti
McClure) and Robbie's pianist
George (John Jacob Lec).
Sadly, Rosic doesn't pay Robbic in meatballs for music lessons (like the movie). Vivacious
in her old age, Rose elicits laughs
with blatant honesty about her
sex life and past romantic relationships.
"Before I was with your grandfather I had already been with
eight men! Today that would be
like, 200!" She supports Robbie
when he is jilted, reminding him
Linda is a "skanky whorc:'
George reflects the essence of
Boy George
all squeaks and
shrielcs, tight pants and enough
eyeliner to rival Oprah. His silly
antics, constant head tilts and
hand flapping are endearing.
The othcr standout was Robbie's band mate Sammy (Justin
Jutras) who oozed the mantra of
'I think I am the personification
of cool but am really just a horny
schlep with a good heart who
works at the Orange Julius:
Other highlights include
Holly's flash-dance cameo during "Saturday Night in the City"
(a number with a two story,
shadow box-like background
with silhouetted dakers, similar
to those in "Chicago") and the
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The musical adaptation of the 1998 movie"The Wedding Singerswept
through Spokane Nov. 27-Dec. 2.

pride Glenn takes in his new cell
phone, which requires a mobile
battery the size oía shoe box.
Additionally, the dance number where George and Rosie
perform is superb. Seeing an 80year-old woman and androgynous male in tight pants doing
the worm in perfect unison isn't
something you see every day.
When Glenn and Julia hop a
plane and elope to Las Vegas, the
crowd is graced with surprise
appearances of typical celebrity
imitators like Tina Turner, Ron-

ald Reagan, Billy Idol and an authentic Mr. T look-alike.
The show is mostly about having a good time and revisiting a
decade that some people a) wish
never happened, and b) wish
never ended. And while it may
be set in the '80s, Julia proves
that money and success aren't the
most important things in a fiancee: not all women are material
girls living in a material world.
Contact Blair Tellers at blair.
tellers@whitivorthiatt.com.
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GAME TO WATCH
Pittsburgh Steelers at New England Patriots

Sunday, Dec.9;1:15 p.m. on CBS
more
online at whitworthian.com.
Read

Whitworth takes Lee Fulmer crown
Men's basketball pounds Redlands for
title, Symes named tournament MVP
to seven at 52-45 Isith 16 minutes to go. It
%vas all Whitworth after that. lhe Piratcs
went on a 23-10 run to gain a 75-55 lead
The Whitworth Pirates (4-1) headed to with five minutes remaining.
"In the first half we didn't take care of
Southcrn California Thursday, Nov. 29, to
play in the 60th Annual Lee Fulmer Clas- the ball," Symes said. "In the second half,
sic and came home victorious, winning all we did, and that allowed us to pull away;
Willcmsen added the team built their
three games by a margin of more than 26
lead off hard work and effort.
points.
"We slowly built the lead by out reOn Thursday, the Pirates took down
Southwestern College (Ariz.) 90-64. The bounding and out hustling them," Willemnext day, Whitworth plastered Pomona- sen said.
Whitworth out rebounded the Eagles
Pitzer College (Calif.) 73-45, leading them
47-22 allowing them to take
to take on tournament host
18 more shots while shooting
University of Redlands in the
PIRATE LEADERS
50 percent from thc field.
championship. Whitworth
In thc second game,
ran over the Bulldogs, v;inPoints: Ryan 5pnes (5)
Syrnes led Whitworth with
ning 93-58.
21 points. Riley added 15.
Senior fonvard Ryan Spn es
Rd: Cationic:men (30)
lhe first nine minutes of
took home some hardware
the first half left the Pirates
winning the tournament's
Assists: Colin IVillemsen (24)
leading by just three points
Most Valuable Player award
after sophomorc Justin Sexand senior forward Colin
ton hit a jumper to make the
Willemsen -as named to the
Steals: Colin Iiillemsen (10)
score 13-10.
Mi-Tournament team.
However. aftcr that, the
Against
Southwestern,
freshman guard David Riley poured in 23 Pirates went on a 17-8 run to end thc half
points for the Pirates and Willemsen had capped by a three pointer from Bruns maka double-double with 11 points and 11 re- ing the scorc 30-18 at halftime.
bounds while adding six assists. Freshman
The closest the Sagchens got in the secguard Drew Bruns added 14 for Whit- ond half 'as 10 points just four minutes
worth, including 4-for-6 shooting from into play at 38-28. The Pirates put away
thoughts of a Pomona-l'itzer comeback
3-point land.
We moved thc ball well, our guards were with a 21-5 run.
able to penetrate and I was the beneficiary,"
SyMeS lcd the attac.k with 12 of his 21
Riley said.
points coming during those eight minutcs.
Whitworth broke out of the gate. leading
"We brought a lot of energy tonight,"
14-7 after just five minutes but the Eagles Symes said. "The bench was ready, randi
pulled within four points at 31-27 with sev- we were able to rebound and get defensive
en minutes left in the first half. Whitworth stops:*
responded with a 14-8 run, which included
With VThitworth leading 59-33, the Pieight of Willemsen's 11 points, making thc rates eased off the accelerator and coasted
score 45-34 at halftime.
to a 73-45 victory. The Sagehens shot just
In the second half, the Eagles cut the lead 33.3 percent shooting and 13.3 percent

Garett Myers
Staff Writer
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Senior fonvard Colin Willemsen drives to the hole against senior Calvin Jurich during practice
last week. Willemsen was named to the Lee Fulmer Classic All-Toumament team on Dec. 1.

shooting from 3-point land. For the second
night in a row Whitworth shot well from
thc field at 48.1 percent.
"We played amazing tonight; everyone
knocked down their shots and moved
the ball; Willemscn said. "Defensively,
We made a point to shut down their three
pointers, and we did that."

Riley agreed.
"We did a great job of closing out on
their shooters and we knocked down our
open shots," Riley said.

The final game was more of the same
from thc Pirates, who were lcd by 20 points

See CROWN, page 17

Men swim swiftly at Husky Women dive
Pirates take 9th
into
9th
place
at
University of
Washington meet

Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer
The Pirates had a hard time Iceeping their heads above water at the
Husky Invitational this past weekend Friday, Nov. 30 through Sunday,
Dec.

Arr

1

in Federal Way, Wash.

Competition against the big
name schools on hand was a change
of pace from that of the Northwest
Conference, as the Pirates were taking on Pac-10 teams University of
Southern California, Oregon State
University and the University of
Washington.
Whitworth carne in to the weekend sitting atop the Northvvest Conference with a record of 4-0, and
more impressively riding a 53 meet
conference win streak.
Simply receiving an invitation to
the event put on by the University
of Washington is a compliment to
Whitworth swimming, but among a
crowd of Division I swimmers, the
Pirates were simply overmatched.
Despite the tough competition,
the Pirates were enthusiastic about
having the chance to swim in the

event. Junior Justin Brandler said
some of the swimmers on hand
were Olympic caliber.
"(We were) really excited to see
some fast swimming," sophomore
Daniel Bergman said. "It was an opportunity to race agairtst the fastest
people from the D-I schools."
The Husky Invitational had 10
teams on the men's side competing from top programs around the
country including prestigious programs like the University of Michigan (4), the University of Southern
California (16), the University of
Notre Dame (22) and the University
of Hawaii (24).
The rankings are according to
collegeswimming.com.
Senior Luke Stocker was one of
the first swimmers to hop in the
pool for the Pirates on Friday, swimming the 100-yard backstroke. He
finished with a time of 0:5639.
Following Stocicer as the next Pirate to swim was freshman Nfichael
Woodward. Swimming the 100-ya.rd
breaststrolce, he touched the wall
with a time of 1:00.25.
Saturday's action saw a lot more
Whitworth swimmers in the pool
with five participating in one race
at one point. Unfortunately for the
Pirates, their numbers did not seem
to make a difference, as the highest finisher was Woodward in 27th
place with a time of 2:12.62.

The 400-yard freestyle was the
strongest event of the day for thc Pirates. Whitworth's A team, consisting of Woodward, Brandler, sophomore Kris Asleson and senior David
Dolphay, touched the wall in 13th
place with a final time of 3:24.27.
"It was actually really encouraging," Brandler said. "I'm prctty sure
we beat our conference time from
last year. One of our biggest rivals is
(University of Puget Sound) and our
captain touched out before them;
The Pirates finished in ninth place
with 190 points, topping division rival UPS and were just shy of snatching the eighth place position from
Seattle University. which scored 222
points.
Overall, the Whitworth swimmers took a positive attitude about
the meet.
"It's a great learning experience,"
Bergman said. "I think it (was) encouragement to train hard and fo-

cus;
Now the team looks at a long
break ahead of them before their
next meet. They will not compete
again until Jan. 6 when they travel to
Thousand Oaks, Cal. to meet with
Cal Lutheran University.
That meet will begin at 1 p.m. on
a Sunday.
Contact Colin Zalewski at colin.
zalewski@whitworthian.com.

Ryan Georgioff
Staff Writer

Sophomore Natalie Turner swam a 1:52.41 in thc
200-yard free for 18th place
with the second highest finish of thc day for the Bucs.
In the 800-yard freestyle
relay, the Piratcs took ninth
with a finishing time of

In a strong turnout at the
University of Washington
Husky Invitational Nov.
30-Dec. 1, the Whitworth
womcn's swim team posted
a ninth-place finish
ty- 7:50.83.
ing Boise State
out of 12
After thc events Friday,
teams competKephart was oping from all over
timistic about thc
the region, facrest of the invite.
ing Division I
"I would like to
through Division
go faster than a
III tcams.
2:05.00," she said.
"I think that wc
"Right now I am
did really well the
second on the list
whole way," sefor nationals, and
nior Sam Kephart
I would like to be
said. "It's prctty
first by a couple of
LECOQ
tough competiseconds."
tion."
Though she was
In Friday's 200-yard med- unable to nail thc sub 2:05
ley relay, the Pirates finished mark. Kephart finished 14th
Ilth with a time of 1:55.00. in the 200-yard butterfly
Kephart finished 16th over- with a time of 2:06.73. Sophall in the 100-yard fly with omore Yasi Kheshgi finished
a time of 57.01, with the 31st in the same event with a
team's highest individual time of 2:12.66.
finish. Freshman Ashley
Turner followed up hcr
Lecoq swam 1:00.01 in the
same event to take 32nd.
See DIVE, page 17
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McAleavey: NBA moving back to even keel
power shifting badc to Eastern Conference

.1C

oanowest co«tees.ci

But is there a change in the wind? After a busy riffseason for the
Boston Celtics and the continued growth of electrifying young
studs like lebron lames and Gris Paul, does the Eastern Confer-

MEN'S BASKETBALL

ence have a core group of teams to become a contender for the

NWC ALL

NBA championshipr

0-0

5-0

WHITWORTH

0-0

4-1

L&C

0-0

3-1

PLU

f02-1

LINFIELD

0-0

UPS

Danika Heatherly: Final four set after week
playoff matches

of

,

-I woke up this moming sore, tired, and still angry," sophomore
Elise Claibom said, a member

of the volleyball intramural team

the Worst Team Ever"
Photo courtny of ESPMcom

.
Washington Redskins fans holdup
commemorative towels for SeanTaylor during the Dec.
2 game against the Buffalo Bills.Taylor was shot and killed In his home Nov.27.

Taylor's death: Are players
targets or just unlucky?

t

Intramural Basketball
Life Without Zach isn't so bad
Senior- and graduate student-laden squad life Without Zach
rolled to a Power league championship victory over Donkey
Ups on Sunday, Dec.2.

LGEORGE FOX._

0-0

1-2

WILLAMETTE

0-0

2-4

0.0

1-3

FPACI-41-C7

Read these Sports artides at whitworthian.com.

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs. Alumni

Saturday, Dec. 8 @ I p.rm

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
NWC ALL

continuedfrom page 16
from Symes and 16 by
sophomore forward Nate
Montgome,ry. Willemsen
had his second doubledouble of the tournamcnt,
scoring 10 points and
pulling down 10 boards.
Whitworth broke away
early, scoring the first 12
points of the game on four
consecutive
3-pointers.
That start was part of a 29-9
run over the first 10 minutes, that gave Whitworth
a 42-19 halftime lead.
"We jumped on them
early and thcy couldn't recover. We also held their

best player to two points
on 0-7 shooting aftcr he
had 29 last night: Willemsen said.
The Pirates didn't let up
in the second half and led
by at least 18 throughout
the half.
We just wanted to ride
the momentum we had
from the previous two
games, keep the energy up
and play well defensively,"
Symes said.

Whitworth continued
to play stingy, holding
Redlands to 34 percent
shooting and 13 percent
from 3-point range.
The Pirates shot 56 percent from the first and 50
percent behind the arc

LINFIELD

0-0

4-0

GEORGE FOX

0-0

4-0

PLU

0-0

3-1

LE

0-0

3-2

WHITMAN

0-0

3-2

UPS

0-0

2-2

WILLAMETTE

02-2
c02.5

PAGFIC

0-0

DRTH

b

CROWN

3-2

02-2

WHITMAN

Kory Kemp
Staff IVriter

involving firearms.
Fellow players wonder if they need to
be more careful or change their lifestyle
Washington Redskins' free safety Sean to avoid dangerous situations.
Taylor died Tuesday, Nov. 27, after being
It is hard to say, especially in the wake
shot in his home in Miami on Nov. 26.
of such a tragic event. There is no way
Four suspects have been charged in the someone can place blame on thc actions
unpremeditated murder case, which po- of either of these two players but one
lice say rose out of the burglary of Taylor's might wonder "Was Taylor a target?" or
home. One of the suspects in thc murder "Would Williams have been killed if he
even cut Taylor's lawn for him. This was wasn't a high profile football player?"
the second break-in to Taylor's home in
Maybe a small lifestyle change is imeight days. While both
portant for some players.
Taylor's fiancee and 18
There was no need for Wilmonth-old child were TMISports
liams' limousine to be shot
in the house, neither
up as he was leaving the
COMMENTARY
were harmed.
nightclub, and there was
Taylor, 24, was shot
no need for Taylor's death
in thc kg, severing his femoral artery. to come as a result of the break-in.
leading to cnormous blood loss and the
IVhile we cannot say that things would
seven-hour emergency surgery that he have been different if Taylor hadn't had
never regained consciousncss from.
some problems off the field, we can look
As Taylor's death came so unexpect- fonyard for %yays other high profile playedly, it causes many people to think back ers can avoid such incidents.
on some of thc other tragedies and vioThere is so much wrong with thc world
lence in professional sports.
we live in, and professional athletes, many
Denver Broncos cornerback Darrcnt of whom come from poor backgrounds,
Williams died on Jan. 1, 2007 aftcr drive- might need to be careful in the behaviors
by shooters sprayed his limousine with that they remain involved in when they
gunfire at a Denver nightclub. Williams reach the professional level.
was also only 24 years old.
Just look at Michael Vick. His involveMiami Hurricanes lineman Brian Pata ment with childhood friends led to "Bad
was shot and killed at his apartment Novi Kennels," the dogfighting ring he
complex in November last year. Pata's has been indicted for.
death was ruled a homicide.
If Vick were to choose not to engage
Boston Celtics forward Paul Pierce in such behaviors, and not allow them at
%vas stabbed 11 times in thc face, neck
his Virginia home, it would be a whole
and back after thc brothcr ola woman he different story and he would not be facvas speaking with at a Boston nightclub ing prison.
hit him over the head with a bottle and
When someone comes too close to the
proceeded to stab him. The incident oc- line at which danger occurs, it is never
curred in Scptcmbcr 2000.
a good thing and professional athletes
As many people grieve such times, need to realize that thcir decisions have
others arc left to %Yonder. Why are such consequences and that is a line that canhigh-profile players lost in these situa- not be messed with.
Taylor's death is a tragedy and it is
tions?
The Williams shooting rose from a certainly an event that reminds us of
scuffle between some of thc members the world we live in and the sadness that
of Williams' crew and suspected gang tragedies cause. The Pro Bowl safety %yin
members. It has been reported that Tay- be missed by many, both on and off the
lor had been involved in off-field issucs field.
several times before, including a drunkContact Kory Kemp at korykemp@
driving arrest and dropped felony assault
charges from a 2005 off-season incident whitworthian.com.

-

1-4

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Northwest (Wash)
Friday, Dec. 7 @ 4 p.m.

MEN'S SWIMMING
NWC ALL

Photo courtesy of 7he Whitisunhian Arrhives

Freshman Christina Hinkel competes in a breaststroke event
during the meet against the College of Idaho on Oct. 13.

WHMVORTH

4-0

5-1

LINFIELD

3-1

3-4

PW

3-1

3-1

2-1

2-1

1-2

2-2

0-3

0-3

0-4

0-4

PUGET SOUND
-

WHITMAN

DIVE:

Women swini to ninth

continued from page 16

while out rebounding the
Bulldogs 42-27.
"We executed the little
things all weekend and
those little things added
up to the big things whidt
helped us win," Symes
said. "We also kept the
energy up and played excellent defense:
Willemsen was happy
with the team's showing.
"I'm really proud of our
team," Willemsen said.
"%Ve played hard and intense throughout the tournament and that showed
in the final scores:

success Friday with a
12th place finish in the
1,650-yard freestyle with a
time of 17:24.91, just seconds off her personal best
of 17:21.09 set at last year's
NCA.A Division III championships, snagging the
team's highest individual
finish for the weekend.
Also in the 1,650-yard
free, senior Bekah List
swam a 18:51.13, freshman
Robyn Lewis a 19:12.90,
and senior Kailey Nelson
a 20:26.23, setting them
at 29th, 33rd and 34th, respectively.
"Sometimes it gets hard
against really fast Division :
I schools," Kephart said. "A '
lot of us are really broken!
down from tough training."
Turner also swam a 28t1;
place 53.02 in the 100-yard
freestyle, just missing tlie
school record of 52.58 set
by Kephart in 2005.
Senior Jorie Turner
came into the 200-yard
backstroke having set her
lifetime record of 2:1137
earlier in the day during
preliminaries. She just
barely missed this time in
hcr final, finishing 23rd
in the event Saturday eve-

Contact Garett Myers
at garett.myers@whitworthian.com.

ning. The morning's time
puts her in the front of the
Northwest Conference for
the 200-yard back.itroke.

L&C
ETTE

Reitman Brenda Foster
finished 27th in the 200Tardibreaststroke with 'a
time of 2:33.32. Freshman
Kelly Reynolds was right
behind her with 2:38.43,
sitting her at 30th.
The Bucs finally finished 13th in the 400-yard
freestyle relay svith a time
of 3:34.61, just shy of the
previous season's school
record-breaking 3:34.25
set at the NWC Champinships.
"It's good for the people
!going to nationals since we
'don't have much competition in our conference,"
Kephart said. "It gets hard
to compete against these
really fast people but everyone [from Whitworth] is
right on their season best:
The final scores of the
meet were: University of
Southern California 1369,
University of Washington
1225, University of Notre
Dame 897, University of
California-Santa Barbara
823.5, Oregon State University 683, University of
Wyoming 542, University
of Hawaii 3973, University of California-Davis
342, Whitworth 225, Boise
State University 225, Seattle University 158, University of Puget Souid 89.

PACIFIC

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth @ Cal Lutheran

Susday, Jan. 6@ I p.m.

NWC ALL

WHITWORTH

4-0

6-0

PUGET SOUND

3-0

3-0

PLU.

3-1

WHITMAN

2-1

2-1

2-1

3-

_0-3.

0-3

PACIFIC

0-4

0-4

LINFIELD

0-4

0-6

WILLAMETTE
!

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth @ Cal Lutheran

Sunday, Jan. 6@ 1 p.m.

Athlete of
THE WEEK

Ryan Symes

Senior
Contact Ryan Georgioff

at ryan.georgioff@whitworthian.corn.

Lee Fulmer Classic MVP dropped
51

points in three games.

r
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Mastei.:of Business Administration

MBA
MIt'41,''

'Master of International Management

MIT

Master in Te"aching

M.Ed.

Master of Edticaticin
School Administration

;
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MA'
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Master of Arts
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WHITpics

Snow, love it or hate it, has made its way to
Spokane. Ever since the flurries fell on Nov. 26, students have had the opportunity to toss snowballs at
one another on the way to class or spend extra time
scraping their car windshields.

Athonim..-

This week's forecast predicts snow showers
on Dec. 5 but sun and intermixed clouds from Dec. 6
through Dec. 8, according to weather.com.

TOP LEFT:Junior Catherine Furber shovels the snow off her driveway on Nov.26.
Nesintt/Whitiwrthisn
TOP RIGHT:Freshman Alex Hymel snowboards behind Graves Gym on Nov.26.
PhotJ Ono tny of A rrrY BurLhoUer

LEFT:Sophomore Kellen Oetg en takes advantage of the year's first snow by taking photos in the Back
40 on Nov. 27.
Thomas Rotinsentit112tuvrthian

ABOVE RIGFiT: Sophomore Kori Winnop pats the snow Into a snowman on

the aftemoon of Dec.2.
Safr Chute/ 1$1:4NvrtAiun

BELOW: Senior Wiliam Johnson rubs in snow over the

HAVE SOME AMAZING SHOTS OF CAMPUS LIFE?

rDtiTYOU

top of a snowman on the afternoon of Dec.. 2.
S.ot Owe Whstworthisn

E-mail them to us at: photos@whitworthian.com.

oteit out

.

(Ws advice

\

CAREER WEEK: LEARN HOW TO SELL YOURSELF (IN THE JOB MARKET) I PAGE 10-11

ksumitils

1-11
tiPs
Covetlettel

hitivorthian

SERVING THE WHITWORTH COMMUNITY SINCE 1905
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FEBRUARY 19, 2008

RIP elected
after Lopez's

MEN'S BASKETBALL

PAGE2

Whitworth hires
new security head

resignation

Mark McFall hired after
LeRoy Fantasia retires.

Morgan Feddes
OPINIONS

Staff Writer

6

PAGE

I

Raising the bar

and keeping it wet
ItAs stay more effective
as people than as saints.
Nate CludellVhstrimthi.m

SCENE

I

PAGE13

Junior guard "flm Sellereit shoves past University of Puget Sound guard Taylor Marsh during the Pirates'
Feb.16 win in the Fleldhouse. Whitworth can dinch the conference title by winning its final two games.

riven

After a 10-point halftime deficit, men's basketball rallied for an 80-78 victory over conference rival University of Puget Sound on Feb. 16. The win elevated
Whitworth into a first-place tic in the Northwest Conference. The Pirates can
dinclz the conference titk with wins in theirfinal two games. 1Vhitworth finishes
its home schedule tonight against Whitman College.

The best 10 music
albums of 2007
Three music lovers weigh
in on last year's albums.

Explore multimedia coverage of the game:
if

I

Read the full story of the game:

EBHITWORTHIAN.COM
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PAGE 16

Boppell Senator Kendra Hamilton was
elected by members of ASWU to replace
junior Luis Lopez as financial vice president during the Feb. 13 meeting, narrowly
defeating Warren Senator Seth Flory for
the position.
Lopez announced
his resignation from
ASSVU on Dec. 12.
ASWU President Scott
Donnell sent a campus-wide c-mail to
inform students of the
resignation.
"A replacement for
this position will be
HAMILTON
chosen by ASWU at
the beginning of the
spring semester in
February,"
Donnell
said in the c-mail.
According to thc
ASWU Constitution,
the financial vice
president is supposed
to "oversee all fiscal
LOPEZ
matters pertaining to
thc ASWU, seme as
chairperson of the Finance Committee and
Budget Committee, and oversee all matters
concerning clubs:'
In his resignation letter, Lopez said he
had not bccn completing his job to the best
°Ellis abilities.
"Despite my bcst efforts to remedy those

See AMU, page 3

Christian organization awards racial progress
Keeping the pool

Beau Lamb

holding water

StaffiVriter

Swim coach doubles as
Aquatic Center caretaker.

Julie Wootton

Nes Editor

Whitworth was recognized by
the Council for Christian Colleges
and Universities (CCCU) in February for making progress in advancing racial harmony.
President Bill Robinson and
trustee Wayne Williams accepted
the 2008 Robert and Susan Andringa Award for Advancing Racial Harmony in Washington D.C.
on Feb. 2. Crichton College in
Memphis, Tenn., also received the
award.
"The award brings to thc forefront the importance of our commitment to diversity," said Kathy
Storm, vice president for Student

ONLINE I THISWEEK

ainton's campaign
swings to Spokane
Check out multimedia
coverage of the stop.
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Esther Louic, assistant dean for
intercultural student affairs, said
Whitwortlis Act Six program largely accounts for the award. Crichton
also has an Act Six program.
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WHITpics

"This award recognizes Whitworth among CCCU campuses
for their leadership in developing
a welcoming campus culture," said
Ryan Moede, marketing and communications manager for CCCU.
Storm said Whitworth is in the
beginning stages of offering conffict mediation training on campus.
That training serves as an important part of reconciliation efforts.
"The award means a lot coming from the CCCU because the
integration of faith and learning is
central to the identity of the organization," Storm said. "The CCCU
mirrors our own view."
Mocde said the award was first
granted to Goshen College in 2000.
The award is namcd after former
CCCU President Bob Andringa
and his wife Susan, Moede said.
CCCU members include 182 accredited colleges and universities.
The racial harmony award follows
a series of events relating to race relations on campus last spring.
Posters and photos hung in residence halls resulted in several studcnts bringing concerns to ASWC.

Courtesy of Rpn

Waiter Oliver (far right) and President Bill Robinson (middle) accept an award
for advancing campus radal harmony In Washington, D.C. on Feb.2.

The Whitworthian published an article about the postcrs and several
other incidents on campus.
According to a March 13, 2007
article in The Whitworthian, ASWC
President Fa'ana Fanene said both
white and minority studcnts had
been hurt by comments made in
the article and by other students.

A-667'

Inn

LW

VISIT WHIM°

Cultural events coordinator Delia Orosco resigned on March 14.
Orosco said she resigned based
on difficulties in reconciling racial
tensions on campus, according to
a March 20, 2007, article in The

Whitworthian.

See AWARD, page 4
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Whitworth security changes hands

source ohms

Fantasia retires after
11 years of service

owed

ntitwathiancom.
OUR MISSION

Julie Wootton

se& to Warn ard
engage the Mimed canmsrity. eat
The Whitworthian

News Editor

mindful of ourjoirniktic respiesbisties.
We value accuracy,relevance. imovition
ard transparency.

Former sccurity supervisor LeRoy Fantasia retired Jan. 31 aftcr working for the
sccurity department for 11 years.
Fantasia said he had been thinking about
retirement for more than a year.
"I initially thought I would retire on
Aug. 31 last summer,"
Fantasia said. 'However, I knew thc search
for a new supervisor
would take some time
and I didn't want to
leave the department
hanging:*
I lamm,
Marisha
manager of environ.FANTASIA
mental health, safety
and security, said Fantasia was onc of thc most faith-based decision-makers shc has ever mct.
"Ile approached his job at Whitworth
as working for the Lord; I lamm said. 11e
didn't like praise. Ile thought the praise
should go to God, not him."
Fantasia said he was planning to retire
on fan. 4, but it took longer to hire a new
supervisor than originally expected.
Fantasia said he was hired as a sccurity
officer on March 4, 1997. He became interim security supervisor whcn there was
a v-acancy for the security supervisor position and then officially security supervisor
in August 1998.
Hamm said when Fantasia came to
Whitworth, security was limited artd the
department mainly focused on unloddng
doors and ticketing cars.
She said Fantasia turned the department
around by maldng it more preventative
and proactive.
"I le had su many accomplishments
in bringing the department from dooropening security to a real security OffiCC:
Harnin said.
A retirement party for Fantasia was held
Feb. 4 and was attended by students, faculty and staff.
Fantasia, a resident of Chewelah,
Wash., said he plans to spend time working on projects around the house during
his retiremeni
am looking forward to having more
time to spend with my family, wife and
friends," Fantasia said.
He said he plans to come badc and visit
friends at Whitworth occasionally.
"Worlcing at Mitworth was a wonderful
time in my life; Fantasia said.
seemed
to be a blessing. I enjoyed every day and
am grateful for that."
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New security supervisor looks to improve
professionalism, training in campus security
Natalie Johnson
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There is a new face in campus security.
In January, Mark McFall took over as Vhitworth's new sccurity supervisor.
McFall replaced LeRoy Fantasia, who served
for 11 years in the security department, 10 of
which he served as security supervisor before
retiring in January.
"LeRoy Fantasia is a remarlcable, unique
in&-iduaL He did a fantastic job leading security services," McFall said. "He leaves some

as a quiet, humble leader, much like Fantasia.
Hamm said shc was impressed by McFall's
obvious leadership skills and experience in
taking departments through "growing pains"
and ultimately improving them.
"I look at any job and any assignment I've
ever had as having room to improve," NfcFall
said. "My goal is to leave it in better shape
than I found it. I will work very hard at this
assignment to do the same."
McFall has already identified areas in which
he would like to see the security department
improve.
"My goal is to increase professionalism on
all levels; McFall said. "How wc patrol, how
we do our papenvoric, how we interact with

big shoes to fill:
McFall served in the Riverside Police Department in Riverside. Calif. for 35 years.
studcnts and staff:
In a police career he described as 'broad, robust and
One way he plans to do'
this is by getting the security
gratifyine111cFall held several
feel that I'm too young
different positions, including
officers involved in more
and energetic to retire. I
patrol sergeant, field training
training.
still have a lot to give."
sergeant, SWAT sniper ser"I'm going to explore ways
geant, internal affairs sergeant,
to
get the officers all the
Mark McFall,seartitysupervisor
detective and helicopter unit
training that I can, so they
supervisor.
can be best e3uipped to be
He spent his last four years in Riverside as of maximum service to the stu ents and staff
a lieutenant watch commander, the highest here," McFall said.
ranking operational officer on duty and head
McFall recognizes that with incidents such
of the field training prograrns for new officers. as the Virginia Tech shootings becoming
After retiring from the force in 2005, McFall more common, ncw threats are posed to cammoved to Colbert, Wash. McFall said he was pus safety.
still not ready to stop working.
"%Ve always hope for the best. It's a lovely
"I feel that I'm too young and energetic to campus community, not much going on here,
retire he said still have a lot to give
but we have to be prepared for worst-case
McFall said he took his time looking for events," lAcFall said.
somewhere he could use his yean of experiHamm said she feels 1Vhitworth is privience to make a meaningful contribution to an leged to have McFall.
organization in which he believed.
"I believe that I was put on the earth to do
"I lcnew that rd lcnow it when I saw it," Mc- the ldnd of work I have spent my career in
Fall said. "Sure enough, when the announce- public safety doing, and I look fonrard to conment came out for this position I knew it tinuing that work at 1Vhitworth," McFall said.
would be a good fit for me."
Nlarisha Hamm, manager ofenvironmental Contact Natalie Joinuon at natalie.johnson@
health, safety and security, described McFall whitworthian.com.
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Foundation funds philanthropy
Whitworth one
offive colleges
to receive grant
Christina Chea
Staff Writer
In November 2007, Whitworth
became one of the five colleges and
universities to receive a 515,000
grant from Campus Compact and
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund to finance a student-led philanthropy
program called Students4Giving.
"It's a unique opportunity because most courses don't involve
philanthropy; it's unique to give
students a grant and let them decide what to do with it," said Maureen F. Curley, president of Campus Compact. "We'll see if it works
well and hopefully wc can have it
in other institutions."
Curly said thc Students4Giving
fund was open to all 1100 members of Campus Compact. Thirtyfive sdiools wrote a grant, but
only five were selected. Campus
Compact may also be helping with
funds for next year, Curley said.
Campus Compact is a 21-yearold association with more than
1100 college and university presidents, Curley said.
According to the Campus Compact Web site, the association
offers a range of resources and
services for colleges and universities to strengthen their ability to

provide their own services to the ment" was offered during Jan
community.
Term for students interested in beThe activities they conduct in- coming involved with Students4clude training faculty, staff, stu- Giving.
dcnts, administrators, and comHowever, the 19 students in the
munity partners, researching on Bonner Leaders program are thc
effective programs and practices, core students involved with Stuand providing grants, fundings dents4Giving, Rhodes said. The
and awards for engaged work, ac- Bonner Leaders were chosen because philanthropy is already one
cording to the Web sitc.
"Campus Compact helps to cre- of the key components in their
ate a civically-engaged campus, program.
and is committed to the public
According to the Bonner Founpurpose of higher cducation and dation Web site, the Bonner Leadin promoting civic engagement ers Program focuses on helping
students develactivities," Curley said.
op their civic
The other parand leadership
unique to give students a
skills, knowlticipants of this
pilot program grant and let them decide what edge, an d val ues
are Boston Uni- to do with it. We'll see if it works through their
versity, Califorwell and hopefully we'll have it roles as leaders
of team-based
nia State UniIn other institutions:'
service projects
versity-Fresno,
Maureen F. Curley,
and through
Portland Compresident ofCompusGampact
munity College
participation in
and University
a developinenof North Carotally-targeted,
lina at Chapel Hill.
experiential learning curriculum.
The Whitworth students decidRhosctta Rhodes, director of
service learning and community ed they would focus on giving out
engagement, said Students4Givfunds to the agencies only in the
ing focuscs on educating students West Central neighborhood based
on philanthropy and giving out on other critcria the students crefunds to agencies that need it. ated, Rhodes said.
Rhodes said Whitworth is also
Junior Breanne Durham has
under the process of institution- been involved with the Bonner
alizing the philanthropy course Leaders Program and Studentsunder the communication studies 4Giving, doing research and lookdepartment for fall or spring se- ing at the assets of the West Central neighborhood.
mester next year.
Rhodcs said thc course "Intro"I heard about [the Bonner
duction to Community Engage- Leaders Program) from another

Its

ASWU: Former Boppell
continued from page ;
deficiencies, the reality is that I am
ill-equipped and, in truth, underqualified to perform thc abilities of
my job to my best ability; Lopez
said in the letter.
Lopez said the job ivas very
stressful and it was beginning to
affect his personal life.
"The combination of school and
work was just too much; Lopez
said. "It was really a seven-daya-week job. I really couldn't stop
thinking about it, which was really

maddening;
Donnell said he supported Lopez's decision.
"Luis was responsible enough
to realize his strengths and weaknesses, and in the end he made the

mature choice to step back from
the position and let someone else
take over," Donnell said.
Dayna Coleman Jones, assistant
dean of students, also gave her
support to Lopez in a statement.
"Luis has shovn strong character in an attempt to learn a very
difficult position," Coleman Jones
said in the statement.
According to interviews of potential c-andidates conducted by
The Whitworthian editorial board
last spring, Lopez said he served
on finance committees for three
out of the four semesters he had
been involved in ASWC.
Lopez said he did not have any
prior experience with budgets, but
that he was looking forward to the
challenge.
ASWU members elected Hamilton in a writtcn ballot vote at the
Feb. 13 meeting. Coleman Jones
said I Iamilton beat Flory by about
thrce votes, but that she did not
have the final numbers anymore.
According to the ASWU Bylaws, when the position of financial vice president becomes vacant, a senator or representative
must be choscn from the body to
fill thc position.

member and it sounded like a
good opportunity for any Whitworth student; Durham said.
"The Bonner Leaders collectively as a team performed a
needs-assessment on what they
see and what was critical and [the
students) narrowed down on what
issues to focus on," Rhodes said.
The students came to a consensus to focus on neighborhood
clean-up, youth issues and childcare, Rhodes said.
"We had to develop a request
for proposal; the students decided
they would focus on the WestCentral neighborhood," Rhodes said.
Students created a Request for
Proposal process that would offer non-profit agencies in the
West Central neighborhood up to
$7,500 for their projects, Rhodes
said.
Rhodes said the students have
not funded any proposals yet.
According to the philanthropy
grant timeline, the deadline for
non-profit organizations to submit grant applications was Feb. 15.
Students decided on the criteria of
eligibility, what information needed to be submitted and a timeline
of the process.
Most of the grant money will be
distributed to the community, to
the non-prat agencies which the
students choose, Curley said.
For next year, Campus Compact
may offer additional funding for
the program, Curley said.
Contact Christina Chca at diristina.chea@ivhitworthian.corn.

senator chosen to serve as next financial vice president

"We neediedi a new person to
fill this position right away; Executive Vice President Katie Zerkel
said. "%\'e [couldn't] wait for the
time it would take to elect the position."
In his campus-wide e-mail,
Donnell said Coleman Jones and
Linda Yochum, administrative
secretary of studcnt activities, took
over Lopez's duties for Jan Term.
"I'm really glad we have someone in place now," Coleman Jones
said. "Spring is really busy with all

the activities and budget meetings
going on."
Hamilton said she was excited
to start the job.
"Because of the unique situation, I don't have the same amount
of training time as if it had been at
the beginning," Hamilton said. "It's
all happening very fast, but I'm
very excited for the opportunity to
have this position:"
The financial vice president
must have completed at least one
semester of college-level accounting to be qualified for the position,
according to the application.
We have found it to be really helpful if you know the basic
philosophy behind accounting;
Coleman Jones said. "There's a basic proccdure in accounting that's
self-repairing. Most people in accounting know that process, and it
saves a lot of time when Linda is
training."
Ilamilton said she has done well
in the accounting classes she has
taken and she hopes to make it
easier for students to access funds.
"I want to work it out so that no
one has to work too hard to get
what they need; Hamilton said.
Coleman Jones said Hamilton
will have to go through a week of
training to learn all of the procedures for the position.
will be interesting to see how
this works because we've never
really had this situation before;
Coleman Jones said.
will be

it

it
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BRIEFS
Bush signs bill to

help stimulate
failing economy
President Bush signed
the Economic Stimulus Act
of 2008 (H.R. 5140) during
a ceremony at the White
House Feb. 13.
The bill will provide
$152 billion in tax rebate
checks, which will be sent
to Americans by May. The
bill aims to put money back
in the hands of Americans,
hoping that some of the
money will be spent and
help revive the economy.
Individuals making less
than $75,000 will receive
a $600 check and marred couples making less
than S150,000 will receive
a S1,200 check. Couples
will also receive a S300 tax
credit per child.

Five students die

in shooting at an
Illinois university
A shooter entered a geology class in a lecture hall at
Northem Illinois University in Dekalb, Ill. Feb. 14
and shot at 21 people, killing five.
Steven P. Kazmierczak,
27, entered the lecture hall
and started shooting at 3:06
p.m. University police officers were on the scene
less than one minute later.
A campus-wide alert went
out at 3:20 p.m.
After reloading his gun,
Kazmierczak killed himself. Kazmierczak was a
graduate student at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
According to Northern Illinois University President
John Peters, Kazmierczak
graduated from NIU in
2006 with a degree in sociology.

:1
z

Kosovo declares

independence
from Serbia

Thomas Robinson/Whitworthian

President Scott Donnell collects anonymous votes from ASWU members for the next finandal vice president during the Feb.13 meeting.
ASWU

interesting to see how quickly she
picks it up, to see if it's easier to
learn it on the fly."
As a result of Hamilton's election,
Boppell will join Stewart/Shalom/
Keola, and Warren halls in holding
elections. Both Boppell and Steward/Shalom/Keola will be electing new senators and Warren ivill
be electing a new representative.
Primary elections will be held
Feb. 21 and general elections ivill
be held Feb. 25.
Warren Representative Sarah
Moore and Stewart/Shalom/Keola
Senator Richie Ressel both re-

signed last semester. According
to a Dec. 4 article in The Whitworthian, Moore resigned for health
reasons and Ressel is studying
abroad during the semester.
Lopez said he plans to run for
the Stewart/Shalom/Keola senator position. Lopez also said he is
confident in Hamilton's abilities to
step into his place.
"She has a lot of great experience; Lopez said. -She's going to
do a terrific job:'

Contact Aforgan Feddes at margan.feddes@whitworthian.cont.

Kosovo's parliament declared Kosovo independent
from Serbia Feb. 17.
The parliament appealed
for independence to and
was supported by the United States and other European nations.
However, Serbia and
Russia rejected the declaration and demanded an
emergency session of the
U.N. Security Council on
Feb. 17.
In Belgrade, Serbia,
1,000 people protested
against the independence
of Kosovo Feb. 16.
Although formally part
of Serbia, the territory of
Kosovo was under the administration of the United
Nations and NATO since
1999.
Compiled by Julie Wootton
Chronicle.
CVN, Is'ew York Times, MSNBC

Sources: San Francisco
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BRI FS
Democrats stop
through Spokane

before primary
Some 11'hitworth students had the opportunity
to watch or take part in
presidential
Democratic
campaigns this past Iveekend.
Democratic presidential
candidate Sen. I Hilary Clinton and Nlichelle Obama.
wife of presidential candidate Sen. Barack Obama.
made campaign stops in
Spokane Feb. 8. the day
before the Washington state
caucuses.
Obama won the Washington presidential caucuses
for Democrats over Clinton
by a 2-1 marcin. Sen. John
NtcCain won the caucuses
for Republicans in a close
race over Mike Iluckabee.
former governor of Arkansas. according to a Feb. 10
article in Th; Seattle PostIntellicencer.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.
Cer7::ti

i.14.

CORRECTIONS &

CLARIFICATIONS
In the Dec. 4 edition, an
article incorrectly identified professor of English
Doug Sugano's experience.
Sugano was hired at Whitworth in 1988 as a full-time
tenure track professor, but
has been tenured since
1994. Also, he was previously a part-time professor
at California State Universi-

ty-Dominguez I fills.
Also in that edition, a
graphic about prospective satellite campus locations contained incorrect
information. Costa Rica
and Tanzania are ideas for
where satellite campuses
could potentially be built,
not proposed locations to
be built within the next 10
years.

AWARD:

Success of Act Six program earns Whitworth racial harmony award

continuedfront page

I

"wevc made some progress, but we're still not
where we Is-ant to be. It's
hard to feel great about our
progress because we are
still short of where %ve %vain
to be: President Bill Robinson said in an April 17,
2007 article in The Vhitworthian.
Students gathered at the
Campanile at the end of
last school year to voice
concerns to several members of the administration
and Board of Trustees.
According to a May
2007 article' in lhe Whitworthian, Fanene said at
the event that for minority
students to feel welcome on
campus, the entire campus
must be willing to support
them.
"Being a part ola minority group, you have to be
empowered by the majority group in order to have
your VOiCC heard: Fanene
said.
lhe 2007 Racial Climate Survey showed that
71.8 percent of non-white
students surveyed agreed
prejudice is a problem on
campus, according to the
Executive Summary. Ihe
summary was compiled
last spring by professor
of English Doug Sugano's
American
Multicultural
Literature class,
lhe intercultural relations conttnittee (ICRC)
began last year and has
three subcommittees addressing gentler, ethnicity
and inclusiveness.
'Ve want to continue
to be able to talk directly
about such topics: Storm
said. "We value diversity
and want to continue to do
better."
Moede said Act Six is
an example of Whitworth's
commitment to diversity
and racial harmony.
Tim I ferron, Act Six na-

tional director and director
of the Northwest Leadership Foundation, said Act
Six began as a pilot program at Whitworth and
expanded to Crichton College, George Fox University and Pacific Lutheran
University.

Junior
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Michelle Bess,
cultural events
coordinator, is an Act Six
scholar from cadre three.
She said it was hard to accept the title of a leader.
ASWU

"I had to say to myself:
pus and tend to be involved
'OK. 'This is a leadership in leadership positions.
Herron said Whitworth
scholarship. What (loes
that look like for me?'" recently selected its sixth
catire, which will enroll in
Bess said.
fall 2005.
Louie said
said
Bess
the program is
she does not
designed to in"We valu e diversity
tell
crease the re- and want to continue usually

she
people
tention rate of
todo better:
is an Act Six
diverse incomKathy Storm,
scholar being students
vice pcsident for Student bfe
cause of some
by implementof the asing extensive
sumptions astraining
in
seven areas, including lead- sociated with Act Six.
"'Mere are a lot of asership, service and vision.
All 11 students from sumptions made about Act
Vhitworth's cadre one and Six students: Bess said.
one student from cadre "I worked just as hard or
two graduated last spring, harder than everyone else.
I lerron said.
I had to prove myself:.
Bess said it has been
Bess said her cadre feels
like a family and holds her challenging to get to know
accountable.
"Act Six has been a family," Bess said. "When I've
been struggling. they've
been there."
According to the CCCU
press release, 37 of the 39
Act Six scholars from cadres two through five are
currently enrolled at Vhitworth.
"lhe students have been
very successful," Herron
said. "We see the partnership with Whitworth as a
mutually beneficial rela-

harmony," Bess said. "I
don't think anyone understands what it takes to
achieve it."
Bess said she is frustrated by the assumption that
minority students are not
as qualified as other stu-

people without being
viewed as an Act Six stu(lent.
"It's been hard building
relationships," Bess said.
She said the racial harmony award shows 1,Vhitworth's commitment to
.

dents.

taking OH A C t Six students.
"I think the award means
Whitworth has taken one
step toward advancing racial harmony." Bess said.
Students still judge each
other on the basis of skin
color, Bess said.
"I don't know if we all
love regardless right tuns.,"

"Achieving racial rela-

tions doesn't mean some
black person took your
spot," Bess said. "It is

%vim-

ever is qualified. 'Whitworth doesn't want to admit students who aren't
up-to-par with everyone

else:

Bess said.
Bess said a lot of people
care, but that there is still
%vork to be done.
"I don't think that Whitworth has achieved racial

Contact Beau Lamb at
bealt.lanib@whitwor titian.
cont. Contact bilie %%Inn ton
at julie.woottongivIntworthian.coni.

tionship:
I lerron said he originall) had the idea for Act Six
%sink %vorking part time as
a high school math teacher
at Lincoln High School in
Tacoma, Wash.
lerron was also working
part time for the Northwest
Leadership Foundation.
Ile said he watched too
many students come home
early or drop out during
their freshman year of college.

Herron said he formed
Act Six around the Posse
Foundation's model. %vhich
trains students for one year
and then sends them to
some of the most elite colleges in the United States.
Bess said she heard

about the program her junior year of high school.
Her high school counselor
encouraged her to apply.
In a Feb. 21, 2006, article
in lhe Whitworthian, Louie said all Act Six students
have to meet Whitworth's
admissions cfiteria in addition to qualifications set
by Act Six.
I lerron said Act Six students contribute on cant-

to es4.134:th4terorthianicrn.
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EDITORIAL I IN THE LOOP

Racial harmony is a
difficult tune to achieve
NVhat is racial harmony?

Some consider harmony to be an open,
trusting community that actively seeks out
diverse voices through constant programming. Others see harmony as a commitment to keeping all feathers unrustled. We
ignore honest opinions because they could
hurt feelings or come across as politically
incorrect. %Vhitworth administration and
leadership programming reflects the former. N'arious students and administrators
have worked hundreds of hours for multicultural and multiracial dialogue. However,
these programs do nothing if, at the end of
the day, attitudes aren't changed.
Students have to take their own initiative
to see racial harmony as a goal, not just a

What an RA shouldn't do: Drive their drunk friends home.

buzzword.
Earlier this month, the Coalition for
Christian Colleges and Universities awarded
1Vhitworth the Robert and Susan Andringa
Award for Advancing Racial Harmony. According to a Whitworth press release, the
award is given to schools making progress
in the arcas of diversity, racial harmony and
reconciliation. The Act Six prograrn was cited as an example of Whitworth's "campusvide commitment to diversity and racial
harmony." However, according to the Act
Six IN'eb site, success is measured mostly by
the participant's enrollment rates, average
GPA and participation in campus and community leadership positions. The success is
only measured in terms of the participants,
and not the student community at large. Act
Six has plunged %Vhitworth into a dialogue
about diversity. But how is the success of 40
students, many with a unique college experience brushed aside by students at large, a
measure of overall success?
NVe face two challenges. First, if the university is going to be acclaimed for success
in racial harmony, it must also accept responsibility for some of the negative fallouts of the past few years. Last spring, a
Whitworthian article covered a seemingly
isolated residence hall incident that amse
because of years of slights, grievances and
underground racial tension.
From incidents in Warren Hall, to the
resignation of the cultural events coordinator, to the culminating lith of bfay gathering, race relations and dissatisfaction with
the NVhitworth community were hot topics.
This fall, the Whitworth community has
been relatively quiet on the topic of race
relations. 24.1aybe that's a sign of long-due
harmony. Or maybe students are just afraid
to say the wrong thing. Maybe they're just
tired of being outraged.
An award shouldn't cause us to sit back
and relax in our supposed harrnonious
campus. A certificate doesn't change the fact
that students generally respond to race relations with either apathy or exhaustion. Unfortunately, racial harmony isn't something
that can be forced by programs or posters,
or prodaimed in press releases.
It's not fair to put the burden of ending
racial tensions and ignorance solely on the
shoulders of cultural diversity advocates
and Act Six students.
Racial harmony isn't about programming.
It's about hundreds of individual choices. It's
about the chaotic crossfire of expectations
and reality, ideals and action.
Whitworth prides itself on "community,"
but that community cannot survive on just
the voices of the outspolcen: If we want to
live in harmony, we have to care, genuinely,
about others. The tough conversations and,
at times, tense atmospheres surrounding
race relations may have brought us closer to
achieving that goaL
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

What an RA should do: C.hide from a distance.
Cartoon ky Meryl Bairr/117titworthiot

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: HOW

DO YOU FEEL ABOUT A WEEK WITHOUT PROGRAMS?

1f you have

1 think it'd be

nothing going
on, I don't see
how thatt ben-

fine. I know the
RAs

my RA Is

'Good. It'd be
a chance to get
caught up on
some schoolwork.
We'd get some
time to study:'

cut down on the
e-mail spamf

pretty crazy. It'd

efidal Its not

be good to give

n etessary:'

them a break.'

Blair DaY,

Blend° foster,
freshman

sophomote

It'd definitely

Mile Pect
sophomore

Chris &Mari!
juniot

Community is worth a shot (or pint)
REBECCA
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gota Big Three once.

sat in the mandatory disciplinary meeting with about
12 other ruffians and we
were asked why Whitworth
has policies against drinking on campus. Someone
mentioned something about
it being a Christian institution, and our disciplinarians
seemed shocked. "You think
Christians don't drink?" they
replied.
If any of you stopped by
last semester's "Communist
Party," held off campus, you
would note that Christians do,
in fact, drink.
The party vas no anomaly;
there were people dancing
and people smoking cigarettes
and people saying things that
probably didn't seem nearly as
funny the next morning.
It was nothing worth writing a newspaper anide about.
The party became a matter of interest, however, when
several student leaders were
reported to Student Life, some
for drunken behavior and
some just for being in the presence of minors with alcohol.
The student leaders, of
course, .had their own mandatory disciplinary meetings.
One student
whose involvement in the situation was
minimal but who was given a
Big 'Three nonetheless
argued that at least the drinking
was contained and the drinkers were surrounded by people

that would take care of them if
a need arosc. The house was
safe, he argued. To this, the
administrators replied that no
place with alcohol is safe.
Now, when the administrators of my disciplinary meeting wanted to demonstrate
that Christians were not uptight prohibitionists, each
member of the Student Life
staff individually professed,
am a Christian and I drink:
Were they admitting to succumbing to the dangers of the
Great Bubbly Evil?
If no place with alcohol
is safe, why would they so
proudly claim to enjoy a few
drinks now and then?
There is an obvious double
standard here. I heard a very
different message than this
group of student leaders did.
And maybe that's not a bad
thing.
Maybe leadership should
be held to a higher standard
than myself and my hooligan
friends. 'Then again, maybe
the bar is placed a little too
high.
Former RA Anna Ferrari%
a current housematc of mine,
was once reprimanded for
being a designated driver for
some students from her residence hall.
Even though she was only
briefly at the party to pick the
students up and bring them
safely home, she was told that
her actions were inappropriate considering her leadership
position.
And her situation is not
unique.
Other RAs have been similarly chastised for attending
parties, even though they did

not touch a drop of alcohol,
and even though their intention was to be a positive example.
I have heard so often that
Student Life promotes relationships above rules. RAs arc
expected to build friendships
with the students on their
halls, not to be police officers.
This is a progressive policy
and I appreciate that we have
it, but arc we truly allowing
our leaders to develop genuine relationships with their
residents?
According to the Resident
Assistant position description,
an RA is expected to serve as a
positive role model, "affirming
the mission, goals, and Christian heritage" of the university,
both on and off campus. He or
shc should practice "mature
decision-making skills."
At school, an RA is expected
to be in her or his room often,
av-ailable to residents, but confined to a lofty throne.
At times, an RA cannot even
confide in residents that "I've
been there: for fear of jeopardizing the pristine image of a
positive lifestyle.
I recognize the value of being a positive example. And
I don't want you to get the
idea that the dorms arc filled
with booze-crazed RAs who
flood off-campus parties every
weekend, just waiting to break
the chains of their behavioral
demands.
Some Ms have no interest
in being at any kind of party.
But others see the value in
authentic leadership, in developing personal relationships with people by meeting
them at their level, rather than

standing in a lofty tower of
pretension and wagging a disapproving finger.
Ihey recognize that you
havc to be human to lead humans.
An RA should be applauded for wiling as a designated
driver, not chastised.
Our leaders should be learning thc value of authentic relationships and humility. They
should not be hearing messages likc No place with alcohol
is safe," because thosc administrators obviously know that's
not true.
What thcy meant by that was
"We don't trust you to make
smart choices outside of your
padded Christian sanctuary.
And you represent us, so color
inside the lines." So much for
wanting leaders with "mature
decision-making skills:
I agree that wc need to recognize thc special role of RAs,
as well as that of other studcnt
leaders.
We should have high expectations of thcm; they've chosen such responsibilities.
But we should also trust
them to wade the waters of
"immorality" for the sake of
relating to the people they are
leading.
If we truly honor relationships above rules, we have to
allow our leaders to be real
people, not just pristine images of holiness and good behavior.
You can't be friends with an
image.

SHAPE is a juniy maj3ring in Engfish and

peace studiei Contact het at rebetca.snapegi
whitworthiantom.
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Disclaimer: ¡do not stand above
these issues and concerns. Rather I
live in the midst of struggling with
man of them. My intention is not
lo set up a straw man version of
Christianity in order to knock it
down gleefidly. These reflections
are rather written with the aim of
providing a thoughtfid read turd
provoking worthwhile discussion.
I'LL FLY AWAY, OH GLORY, I'LL
FLY AWAY

Many versions of Christianity
concern themselves exclusively or
primarily with "going to heaven;
or "life aftcr death." Paul speaks of
restoration in various letters, never evacuation. Rampant American individualism, mixed with
a devalued material world and
poor biblical interpretation have
become a recipe for disaster. Examples include the "Left Behind"
series and John Hagee's 20-foot
posters outlining the end times
with pictures of pretty horsemen.
In actuality, Jesus and most
Jewish thinkers never devalued
thc world likc many branches of
Christian thought do. Because
of the close relation between humanity, God and created order,
spirituality should unavoidably
involve concern for thc earth.
As author Vendell Berry writes,
"The care of the Earth is our most
ancient and most worthy, and after albur most pleasing responsibility. To cherish what remains of
it and to foster its rene%val is our
only hope:
Preach it.
JESUS AS A REGISTERED RE-

PUBLICAN... OR DEMOCRAT...

The Christian far right and left
present significant theological
problems.
"I don't like the hardcorc
Christian far right and Jerry Falwell stuff, that paints Christianity
that way; senior Brandon Herron
said. "I don't like America being
the New Jerusalem or God's new

chosen nation."
Colonial settlers around the
world have used God to justify
their atrocities and power grabs.
Settlers traveling to America saw
themselves on a divine mission
from God to establish a new kind
of Israel. John Winthrop planned
lar his colony to be "as a pty
upon a Hill..:
While political dimensions arc
interwoven throughout scripture
and Christians should be actively
involved in political issues, poli.
tics and religion can oftcn be a
dangerous mix.

frustrated and vehemently disagree or simply stop caring about
what you are saying. They just
can't relate to the terms.
Ultimately, this kind of talk
breeds laziness and cxclusivism.
Too often the clear thinking about
how words affect those outside of
Christian cirdes is sacrificed on
the altar of case and comfort. Less
is more in this case.
SCRIPTURE MODGEPODGE

Here's another favorite. Using
various Bible passages yanked
light ycars out of their historical
and cultural context. When Paul
EVOLUTION = DEVILUTION,
wrote the letter to thc Romans,
he was not planning on someone,
ETC.
Hearing casual dismissal of 2000 years later, pulling different
major intellectual movements in chunks out and pasting them tohuman history because thcy don't gether in a pamphlet advertising
line up with favorite fundamen- "Four Spiritual Laws" or "Why Istalist Bible theories is utterly frus- lam is Wrong:
Scriptures emerged out of spetrating.
For example, rejecting all of cific historic cultural contexts and
evolutionary theory, every other ccrtain historical processes and
major world religion or philo- cannot be rcad rightly without
sophical movement such as post- such considerations. In thc West,
modernism in onc fell swoop be- where such scholarship is easily
accessible, there is no excuse for
cause the Bible told you to.
It's intellectually dishonest and this misuse of Scriptural texts.
Put the scissors away.
an easy shortcut to feeling self-assured. Admittedly, this is also very
easy to do, even perhaps without
SMILE, YOU'RE ON CHRISTIAN
even realizing it.
CAMERA
However, until you've actually
There's an odd myth that Chrisread "On thc Origin of Species" or tians arc always happy or should
thc Quran, never talk about such always be happy.
things pejoratively. At all. Ever.
"I hate how unbelievers think
Christianity is a bunch ofdry tradiMODERN LANGUAGE CREDIT
tions, phony happiness and manufactured, fake jo>," Herron said.
IN CHRISTIANESE?
In reality, plenty of Christians
At Whitworth and many
churches across the world, Chris- struggle with depression arid everybody has bad days regardless.
tiancse is far too common.
This isn't a sin or something
"Man, I have been born again!
The Holy Spirit spoke to me and to hide or fccl bad about. "Jesus
gave me a ncw hcart and now I'm wept" is not simply a Bible quiz
saved and going to heaven where triviality, but rather a bold indicathc angels are all rejoicing around tion of Jesus' humanity.
In "Confessions of a Christian
the throne: Phrases like "saved by
grace" only go undiallenged in Humanist," South Africa theologian John de Gruchy writes, "InChristian audiences.
Other people %vill either get deed, part of faith is angst, wres-

tling with God when life is hard
while learning to embrace our
humanity in the midst of pain and
suffering."
GOD HERE, GOD THERE, GOD

EVERYWHERE!

The earth is indeed full of the
presence and beauty of God in an
important way. In Acts. Paul said
we "live, move and have our being" in God. No problem there.
Christians stop making sense,
however, when they give flippant
declarations that seemingly assume direct access to God and
God's ways. For example, saying,
"It's a miracle!" when the car accident only paralyzes someone instead of killing them makes God
responsible for the accident itself.
Miracle language should never be
tossed around. "Miracle" should
not equal "magical."
In "Letters and Papers from
Prison; theologian Dietrich Bonhoc& r.wrote about many religious
people who view God as a deus ex
machina, a god who swoops in to
save the day and fill in the gaps
where human understanding falls
short.
"Religious people speak of God
when human knowledge (perhaps
simply because they are too lazy
to think) has come to an end, or
when human resources fail; Bonhoeffcr wrote. "Of necessity, that
can go on only till people can by
their own strength push these
boundaries somewhat further out,
so that God becomes superflumis
as a deus ex machina...:
Sometimes calling events part
of God's plan makes little sense.
There is a contradiction with everything supposedly being part of
God's master plan and yet simultaneously having to figure out what
constitutes that plan.
Even worse is the mentality of
giving God credit for good things
in life while thinldng all bad things
that happen are the fault of me,
myself and I.

This thinking becomes destructive when people start believing
God would act on their behalf
if they only had a bit more faith.
In "Toxic Faith", authors Stephen
Arterburn and Jack Felton point
out, "One's degree offaith does not
bind the will of God: Felton and
Arterburn further outline other
aspects oían unhealthy Christianity, many involving various ways
of using God to escape from pain,
deal with problems and avoid personal responsibility. This kind of
thinlcing is more common than
we realize.
BONUS ERROR: BREAKUP JESUS

Here's another sign of using
God to one's selfish ends: People
breaking up by using the "Jesus*
doesn't want me* to date right
now" line and other variations.
In other words, "I* don't want to
date "you* any-more. This is especially entertaining when the person who used the line starts dating someone else the next week. I
guess Jesus also agreed dating the
other person was better for you.
How convenient.
Having your own personal Jesus
card to pull out of your pocket is
quite useful. Maybe Bible scholars
could start out on a new Quest for
the Convenient Jesus. He's like the
Historical Jesus, only not as messy
or as historical.
This list is just the tip of the
iceberg. There are plenty more
Religious gender language issues,
over-assumptions of objectivity, the roles of women in many
churches, the mentality of "we're
here to fix you," useless, expensive Mexico mission trips and, as
Herron said, "... church signs that
make unbelievers %vant to gouge
their eyes out."
The list goes on.
WI WAMSON is a senior mapring in coinmunkations and theology.Contact him at ¡ohm

vnikrnson@whitwoithiattcom.
Illuanztion ty Megan 821a/101itworthi3n

Spokane needs some big, easy venue (besides The Big Easy)
appearance at The Big Easy
last March, I was stunned.
PETER
Along with James Brown,
LABBERTON
Clinton laid the foundaca.sT
tions for much of today's
hip-hop, pop and even
Spokane is not New York. rock.
I had seen them twice
No, it is not even Los Angeles or San Francisco. But before, at The Fillmore in
it does have a music scene San Francisco. There, it was
with some serious ambi- a raucous, drug-induccd
tions.
circus of weird costumes,
Although music in Spo- deafening guitars, and an
kane has undergone its old man in a diaper with
troubles recently, it appears the most incredible outie
to be on thc up. The loss of I've ever witnessed.
Fat Tuesdays and Rock CofIn Spokane, however,
vas
fee, both popular and inte- thcir performance
gral venues, has been hard more subdued.
to recover from but there is
I went thc whole show
no reason why, with only a without needing earplugs
few changes, we can't wit- and I was in the front row.
ncss a revival of music in George was clearly sober,
which was odd.
Spokane.
When I heard George
And the man in the diaClinton and the P-Funk per was conspicuously abAll-Stars would make an sent.

Morrissey of The Smiths
came to Spokane early last
May. The consensus seems
to be that his show went
much the same way as Clinton's.
A quick scan of the message boards on Morrissey's
site reveals that many who
went to the show were impressed by the music but
disappointed by the crowd.
One concert-goer said
the floor was half empty
during his set.
"My biggest ' problems
were with the venue and a
few people. I've seen a few
shows at the Big Easy, and
something bad ahvays happens; said another.
Multiple others attest to
an audience member heckling the opening act.
'Thank you for being
everything I thought Washington would be; the artist

told the heckler.
Crowds aside, the scene
is struggling to find suitable
venues.
"The bottom line -- indeed the only thing that
music fans in Spokane have
noticed
is that we, as a
city, are hemorrhaging opportunities not only to attract great bands, but to
keep them returning tour
after tour," Inlander reporter Luke Baumgarten wrote
in a 2006 article.
Right now, the main
venue for touring rock, hiphop, and pop groups is The
Big Easy.

Unfortunately, The Big
Easy has a policy of kicking
the bands off stage early for

their frequent dance parties, which bothers many
musicians.In Baumgarten's
article, Built to Spill frontman Doug Marsch ex-

pressed frustration at being
kicked off the stage early,
and a booking agency with
clients such as Interpol said
it was avoiding Spokane,
mostly because of The Big
Easy.

The Big Easy should drop
the dance parties, at least
when bands come to town.
George Clinton's shows
usually last many hours
into the early morning.
Watching them leave the
stage around ten o'clock
when I saw them at the Big
Easy vas just biza.rre
not
to mention disappointing.
We don't lack for small
venues, like The Empyrean,
The Boulevard or even the
Whitworth coffee shop
where local groups can gain
exposure we just lack the
ability to draw artists from
outside the region.
If we are to realize the

ambitions of Spokane's music scene, we need a legitimate venue, a centerpiece
to shovcase local and touring groups. Whether this
venue is The Big Easy with a
few changes, or somewhere
else, doesn't matter.
We're only missing a few
pieces to the puzzle.
"I see hope on the horizon," junior Kelly McCrillis
said.
Having lived in Spokane
for 11 years, he has seen the
effect of Fat Tuesday and
Rock Coffee dosing.
He says Spokane's music
scene is nearing the end of
a decline, that better days
are in store for the concertgoers among us.
I tend to agree.
LAB BERTO N is a sophomom majoring

in English. Contact him at peter.lab-

bettonJwhitvothian.com.
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THE VARNISHED TRUTH: VICE CITY

Lets talk about STDs, baby
Daniel Walters
Opinions Editor
Macroeconomics!
Now that I have your attention, let
me move on to the actual, less exciting,
topic of this column: sex.
Sex. like the N1acarena and
Tamagotchi before it, is the latest flashin-the-pan fad to sweep the nation.
According to the National Burcau
for Unsourccd Statistics, everybody's
doing it. (Niargin of error: you.) Even
an innocent, purc-of-hcart angel like
Jamie Lynn Spears may have partaken
in the craze. It's understandable. Sex is
attractive because it's so darn sexy
Yet, sex comes at a price, and not just
on East Sprague.
Consider: Sex is the No. 1 cause
of overpopulation. And worst of all.
according to fundamentalists, sex can
easily lead to dancing and listening to
lewd music.
So the question isn't about how to
have se.x
you can probably
find something about that
on the Internet if you
search long enough but
rather, how to get people
to stop. On the small scale,
it may be a simple matter
of pounding on your door
until your roommate and
after some
his girlfriend
hurried rustling and light cursing
unlock it and welcome you in
with an entertaining yarn about
Were actually doing.
what
("Studying! Loud and sweaty
stud)ing.")
SNID
But calling for a worldwide
EV
THE
handcheck may be more
difficuli Consider films like
The 14-Year-Old Virgin" and the
hit mathematics-dialled sex comedy.
"Euclidian Pi: They portray virginity
as some horrific disease you can
contract, possibly from playing "World
of Warcraft" without protection. Sex,
meanwhile, is rendered as a requisite
coming-of-age ritual, like some sort of
naked Bar Mitzvah.
And Hollywood isn't thc only sex devil
on your shoulder. Arguing incessantly
for dropping the paper
right now,
mid-column
and having sex, you've
got the music industry-, peer pressure,
automobile
advertisements,
Ann
Landers, pheromones, 10,000 years of
human biology and both Abercrombie
and Fitch.
On the side of maybe waiting a few
minutes, on the other hand, you vc got
the "Ballaz for Abstinence: They use a
unique blend of puppet shows and hip
improv comedy to show that waiting for
marriage is dope as fly, yo.
Clearly, the Forces of Abstinence
are outnumbered, outgunned and
outhormoned. Oh, they make a valiant
effort. They encourage teens to make
Purity Pledges pinky swearing, even!
and wear Purity Rings. The hope is
that teens abstain until they're wise
and mature enough to figure out how
to take off the ring before having sex.
(Hint: Run it under hot water. Science
saves the day!)
Guys of a particular brand of sleaze
even collect Purity Rings from their
conquests, possibly due to the rumor
that, if you collect 10 Purity Rings, they
can be exchanged at a local 7-Eleven
for a Tootsie Pop. Part of the problem
is many guys view sex as a game, like a
quicker version of baseball or a messier
version of cribbage. (Note: The classic
baseball-as-sex metaphor varies. At
Whitworth, for example, "first base"
means a high five, "second base" is a
side hug, "third base" is an air lciss, and
"scoring: of coursc, is, late at night in
the dorm lounge, having a conversation
about religion.)
Yet, the Forces of Abstinence have a
secret weapon, a deus ex machina stowed
within a dusty cabinet of the North
Central High School health room.
they.

Freshman year, Mr. Sweatenbocker
a renaissance man who somehow
was a health teacher, a PE teacher and a
opened the cabinet to
football coach
reveal an ancient slide projcctor, forged
long before the Age of PowerPoint.
He flicked off the lights, and the
projector roared to life with a demonic
hum. And so it began: Slide after slide
of closc-ups of human body parts
classic body parts we'd all come to
looking like they'd
know and love
been reimagined by Jackson Pollock
or Quentin Tarantino. Sometimes they
weren't even recognizable.
"Why's there a picture of cauliflower
splotched with marinara sau wait is
that... what the FOR THE LOVE OF
HUMANITYr
That Ivas his mistake," Mr.
Sweatenbocker said grimly. "Too much
lovin' with humanity:
This was the infamousSTD slideshow:
Pictures presenting the perilous, pusoozing pitfalls of promiscuity. Sex ed,
'elect the Book of Job.
All high schools have to do
is, right before prom, hold a
viewing of the slideshow in
the tradition of "A Clock-work
Orange: complete with buttery
popcorn. plush scats, and
complementary duct tape on
the eyelids. Viewers will be too
busy applying for lobotomies to
think about sex. They'll smile at a
prctty girl and see only Slide 0543
"Fifth Stage Chlatnydia ott the Human
smiling back.
Before the slideshow we
of only two STDs: HIV
knew
Y,
and AIDS. These viruses
PERM were readily identifiable by
their cartoon angry eyes and
snarling teeth.
The slideshow, however, taught us
about Gonorrhea, Scabies, Chlamydia,
Crustaceans, Crotch Demons, Troggles,
Knapwced Infestations, Herpes, Herpes:
Fully Loaded, social drama and, perhaps
most frighteningly, babies.
So, how do you solve a problem like
Gonorrhea?
Well, as Syphilis expert Benjamin
Franklin said, "An ounce of prevention
is worth a pound of penicillin."
If you absolutely must have sex.
like if it's an emergency or you're
contractually-bound by the terms of an
employment dause, then please, figure
out some way to contain your diseases.
In other words if you nutst dance, dance
the Safety Dance.
Contraceptives vary in style and
effectiveness, induding HAZN1AT suits,
sandwich baggies, holding your breath
at the right moment, and the power of
prayer. (On a related note, I've always
wanted to start a judgmental safe sex
shop called "Condom Nation:)
Promiscuity experts advise using at
least 15 different types of contraceptive
contraptions, creating enough traps
and snares to doom any spermatozoon
foolish enough to aim for a zygote
promotion. Think of it like building
a tiny "Home Alone" house, but with
STDs and spermatozoa in the Harry
and N1arv roles. If you listen closely, you
can hear the screams of thousands of
potential souls committing spermicide.
However, even these aren't 100
percent effective. Some S'I'Ds are wily,
clever creatures.
That's why I use the world's only
fool-proof
contraceptive:
Social
Awkwardness. Every time things start
to get thc slightest bit "risky: Social
Awkwardness heroically gallops to my
rescue, quicIdy dispatching even the
smallest glimmer of threat.
Remember: Sex is like fire. It may be
hot, but if you're not careful, it'll leave
you burning.
At least when you pee.

Eye

'The Varned Truth'is a bUM0( MillITY1 by Daniel
Waiters. Contact him at cianietwaiterigwhitwurthialutat
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Laptops in classrooms bring
power, responsibility, Pong
phenomenal tools for research and can be used to
JUSTIN
powerfully mitt students'
understanding of the mateLINDBORG
(nlitatS
rials covered in thc class.
For instance, in onc of
my English dasses thc provenerable professor fessor will make reference
is in the hcat of his favorite to an eclectic assortment of
lecture.
poems throughout a dass
His enthusiasm bursts period and will not recall
through to the furthest the particulars of many.
corners of the room. The
He will ask one of the
students lean forward, anx- students with a laptop to
iously awaiting the next look it up and read it aloud.
point, thrilled to hear a 'Ibis provides an asset to
piece of art, knowing they the fluidity of thc lecture.
are listening to something
True, the professor could
akin to a maestro conduct- look it up himself but that
ing his most perfcct work. would force him to halt his
or an architcct reveling in lecture to search for the
the construction of his fin- poem, and read it.
est building.
Having one or more stuThen, the professor dents with thc voluminous
reaches a crescenbody of comdo at the climax of
bined human
the lecture, boundIf we choose not thought which
ing forward to the
is the Internet at
ultimate point. He to be o n task in their fingertips
halts his words to a dass it is only can
augment
allow them to sink ourm oney we
the class period
in. In the sudden
are wasting.
and enrich the
vacuum created by
experience for
his silence, howeveveryone.
er, throughout thc
Not only can laptops be
room there is not the utter used to augment a lecture
quiet of awe and cogs spin- for the entire dass, but a
ning in young minds the student can look up things
professor heard 10 years that pertain to thc lecture
ago.
for himself.
As the last poignant
If a class is about the
word escapes his lips, there French Revolution, and the
is instead a datter of keys professor makes quick
refas a dozen typists furiously erence to Robespierre, or
attempt to capture the ge- the Jacobites, a quick Wikinius of the lecture on their pedia search can supply any
laptops.
information without need
This is the world of the to interrupt the professor
present, for better or for for clarification.
worse. At Whitworth, stuAlthough computcrs in
dents are allowed to bring the classroom are a powertheir laptops into class- fully constructive tool,
they
rooms in order to augment can also lend themselves to
their learning.
equally powerful distracBasically, \Vhitworth's tion.
stance on laptops in the
In a Core class, for indassrooms is up to each stance, up to 30 students
professor to decide.
can be within view of a
There are both pros and computer screen in one of
cons for having a laptop in the front rows.
the dassroom. Laptops are
If the owner decides

e

to, say, instant message a
friend, or turn a music visualization on, it can compete greatly with whatever
message thc lecturer is trying to gct across.
In such instances a good
deal of discretion is needed. Ultimately it is up to
the instructor to decide to
what extent computer use
ought to be allowed in a
dass. However, wc as students are paying for this
education.
If we choose not to be on
task in a class it is only our
money we arc wasting.
Yes, the student is not
always
or even often
the one who pays for his
education.
Ile is, however, responsible for the way it is spcnt.
If he wants to download
music on 'unes instead
of take notes on the Spanish Inquisition, that is his
choice, and no matter how
hard the professor trics to
engage him, the professor
will not be successful.
As university students
and young adults wc have a
responsibility for our own
education. To an extent wc
expect our administrators
to prcnide an environment
where distraction is at a

minimum.
This comes into play in
a large class such as Core,
where a laptop can be distracting.
The vast potential of thc
laptop to enhance our education, however, cannot be
ignored merely because of
these concerns.
So think twice before
you open that 6.8 pound
bundle of plastic, wires and
tubing. If you're going to
use it responsibly, kudos.
If you're not, just leave it at
home.

UNDBORG is a sophomore ma)ariag
in jourrLAS111, OlfltaCt him at join.

findbonowhitIvorthian.com.

Writea fetter tothe editor.TheWhitwonhian welcomes reader responses to
articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth
community. Send kttess to editalivitirtionhiantom or submit ondine. limit to
200 words. Visit whitwoalan.com for detAils.
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Inflated grades mean weak, puny A's
GRADY

LOCKLEAR

cum!

Is your grade point average a
little too high? Wish the administration would prick a hole in
your ballooning GPA? Chances
are, you secretly wouldn't mind
if the school gave you a higher
grade than you deserve - but you
should. Grade inflation is more
than an easy way to an A.
If Whitworth becomes known
for giving students undeserved
higher grades, it can be harmful to your career. It can be even
more harmful if you graduate
with false confidence because you
received a higher grade than you
deserved.
The average GPA Whitworth
students graduate with has increased two-tenths of a percent
over the decade between the
1995-1996 school year and the
2005-2006 school year, said Gary
Whiscnand, director of institutional research.
"So there is a change, and it
is higher; Whisenand said. The
question is, 'why?"'
Two-tenths of a percent may
not seem like much, but when it
is the difference between, say, a
3.3 and a 3.5 GPA, it becomes a
significant-matter.

But is it really grade inflation,
or are Whitworth students performing better?
Some would say teachers are
grading easier," Whisenand said.
Others claim that sincc Whitworth is admitting students with
higher GPA and SAT scores, the
students get better grades.
Consider the concerns of pro-

higher than he or she deserves
is not doing that person justice,
Sankaran said.
"It devalues your degree whcn
half the school graduates with
honors," he said.
Ready to ask your teachers to
grade your work more critically?
Contain yourself, that would be
an impractical thing to do.
fessor of physics Kamesh SanSuppose Whitworth begins
karan.
grading much more harshly.
"Grade inflation is a
In this hypothetical, if a
prevalent problem across
Whitworth student graduall schools," Sankaran
ates with a 2.7 GPA, his
Giving
said.
or her chances of getting
Students at Whitworth students an the same job as a similarly
graduate with an average A+ grade for intelligent and motivated
of 3.4 GPA, he said.
poor work is, student from another
"It makes the whole
obviously, school - with a 3.0 GPA concept
of 'average'
would be much lower.
meaningless," Sankaran ineffective.
Grade inflation is a
saki. "There is something
problem in this country.
intuitively wrong with saying that
To make sense of how it applies
the average is higher than a 'B7
to you, the student, it is important
There are several possible to know whether grade inflation
negative results of grade infla- is really a problem on the Whittion. A Sept. 18, 2007 article in worth campus.
lhe Whitworthian noted that the
Whisenand's study compared
school's national academic repu- the graduating class of 1996 with
tation dropped several points in the graduating dass of 2006.
He pointed out that Whitworth
the previous year.
When most people at your made its admissions standards
school get exceptional grades, it more rigorous in the years bemakes student credentials less tween - so when the graduating
valuable, Sankaran said.
class of 1996 came to Whitworth
Furthermore, honcst assess- in 1992, they arrived with an avment is important to prepare stu- erage GPA of 3.42 and average
dents for life after higher educa- SAT score of 1070.
When the graduating dass
tion, and to give a stuaent a grade

of 2006 walked onto campus in
2002, however, they had an average GPA of 3.5 and an SAT score
of 1152. So as the average entering frcshman GPA increased, the
average graduating senior GPA
increased as well.
It makes sense that a student
who graduates high school with a
B average and a decent

said.
They need to be realistic and
need to be followed through correctly; Whisenand said.
Mediocre work does not deserve a good grade. As students,
we do not want teachers to give
us a false sense ofhope, leaving us
unprepared for the world at large.
Nor do we want to graduSAT score would exate from an institution repect to graduate from Higher grades puted for boosting student
higher education with cause higher grades.
a B average as well.
It is a problem to watch
student satGrade
inflation
carefully, but so far there
can be a tricky issue, isfaction and is good reason to believe
though. Higher grades higher reten- Whitworth has kept grade
cause higher student
tion rates.
inflation under control.
satisfaction and higher
As a result, I believe the
retention rates. Also,
average grade a Whitworth
higher grades can cause students student graduates with is an aCcuto give teachers better evalua- rate reflection of his or her abil-

tions.
This is the sort of thing that can
subtly affect faculty's judgment.
Faculty are obligated to do their
best to prepare students for the
outside world. Giving students an
A+ grade for poor work is, obviously, ineffective.
"The issue is the product you're
giving Ithe students). Is the product grades, or is it content?" San-

karan said.
Whisenand said he thinks :hc
school makes a deliberate effort
to award students appropriatc
grades.
Departments ask themselves,
"Mat are the standards?" he

ity.

Let an employer compare the
average high school or 'community college student essay with one
written by the average Whitworth
student, and it is safe to say the
Mitworth student deserves to be
considered a better-than-average
applicant.
Still, if you decide to knock a
few points off your GPA, make
sure to give the extra points to
me.

on-

senia majoring in
municatiorts. Contact him at gradyJodziear@
LOOCLEAR is a

wilitworthcom.

Kenyan massacres not just another
infarction of the heart of darkness
Each week, The iVhitworthian Opinions staffwill take a single
topic and cads offer souse short, off-the-cuff, commentary. 'We
compile all these together into The Symposium.
One Sople. Sewn opinions.

KARLA

ROSE
axioms!

Week 1: The Democratic Primary
Daniel Walters:
Republicans are tom for which Democrat to dyer on in the primary.
According to the polls. RepubliGns' best dunce of winning is Hillary.

John McCain's problem is uniting the conservative base. Hillary Clinton is the answet. Nothing unites conservatives like Hillary. Take Bill Ginton, squeeze away every
ounce of his carisma, slap on a failed health care debade, and you've got Hillary.
Politics is about personality. Hillary's personality is that of the merdless overaddever, the kind of career-obsessed Maddavelli who ran for ASB president every
year in high school, but ahvays got beat by the guy with the fart joke speech.
Put it this way:Whenever glimpses of genuine human emotion, such as tears, slip
through Hillary's focus-group-calculated mask, it makes the evening news.
Obviously, the 71 -year-old McCain would stand no chance against the comparatively spry Obama. In the election of 'Change' Mdain's reputation as a maveridc still
can't compete with Obarna's gleaming smile, smooth baritone, and artful command
of furl buzzwords. (Hope! Change! Cake!)
Yet, many RepubliGns are secretly rooting for Barack (Mama. Obama's may be
more liberal than Hillary, his ideas may be more hazy, but the fact remains: He not
Hillary.
Sorry, Obama, you just can't inspire the same kind of RepubliGn hatred as Hil-

lary.

Someday ifyou have the audadty to hope

you may get there.

But not yet

Peter Labberton:
a plastic statue sculpted by fcxus groups.
She has an incredible ability to drive away pretty much everyone other than devoted Ginton-ites. And were she elected, our last four presidents would have been
Ag reed. Hillary is

Bush, Clinton, Bush, Clinton. Isn't that just a little bit frightening?
As someone who cringes at the thought of seeing a Republican president elected
again, Oba ma is the only choice. Swing voten would never vote for Clinton.
Nobody is perfect This is especially true of politidans. There is never a wholly acceptable choice, but Obama is the best option.
I welcome his lack of experience; having someone in office who hasn't had the
time lo become as indebted to other interests is a good thing. lhe status quo is no
longet acceptable, and, mock all you like, hope and change sound pretty good right
about now (so does cake).
And he actually tomes across as intelligent How remarkable!
A vote for Clinton in the primaries is a vote for McCain in November. But if Obama
gets the nomination, McCain might as well drop out of the race.

See more opinions from The Symposium, all of which

essentially endorse Obama, at whitworthian.com.

If Kofi Annan looked like Taye
Diggs, America would be a better
place - or at least more knowledgeable about what happens in the rest
of the world.
Kenya, typically a stable country with a prosperous economy,
has garnered sharp criticism and
some underhanded insults in the
weeks since its December election.
Despite the presumptuous finger
wagging and the "we-should-have-

known-to-expect-this-from-anAfrican-country" tone that has
characterized people's talking, not
enough people are actually talking about Kenya. And those who
are, overlook the real contentions
- dismissing Kenya as yet another
site of self-destruction.
Since the first tremors of discontent began to rumble after Kenya's
elections, newspapers have been
spitting out stories faster than it
takes Amy Winehouse to fall off
the wagon.
After contested ballot counts,
contrary to poll predictions, declared incumbent President Mwai
Kibaki the winner of the December
election, violent protest followed.
In the eight weeks after the election, over 1,000 people have died.
According to Kenya's Daily Nation, peace talks, led by former UN
secretary general Kofi Annan, are
succeeding in producing a compromise.
The government and opposition have agreed to form a "broad
based government: the structure
of which is still to be determined,
and an independent investigation
of thc election results is scheduled

to begin in March.
Is,lost subscribe to their national
Kibaki's opponent, Italia Odin- identity and identify themselves as
ga, is a member of the Luo ethnic simply Kenyan. In fact, the coungroup. Kibald is a Kikuyu. Once try's national motto is "Harambee",
favored by the colonial British, the which means "All pull together."
Kikuyus assumed an economic and
By reducing Kenya's current
political advantage over the major- conflict to something merely culity of Kenya's other ethnic groups tural and not political, the media
- 64 in all.
is feeding the public false notions
And with that, the media has ex- that Kenya's citizens are warring
plained away Kenya's current con- for war's sake.
flict as an inevitable dash of tribes
Sophomore Janis Lunalo grew
that will soon devolve into a state up in NVest Kenya.
of ethnic deansing, rivaling that of
"The main thing [the media]
Rwanda.
should focus on is where the probFew reports have attempted to lem arose from. It's not the people
explain the passionate contestation - the people live in peace; Lunalo
of Kibaki's re-election, prompted said. "The people are fighting for
by questionable practices
the politicians, and the
and corruption during his
politicians are watching. It's
first term.
not because of the people
But, hey, why bother? It's Someone's - it's because of the leaders
Africa.
- that our unity is fading
been
Killing each other is
away;
reading
what they do. New York
It's unfortunate that our
too much
Times writer Jeffrey Gettlemost prominent newspaJoseph
man went so far as to say:
pers have limited their covConrad.
"Kenya is one of the most
erage of Kenya to a pitying
developed countries in Afcondemnation of another
rica, but this election has
country falling victim to
exposed its ugly tribal underbelly; "tribal conflict"
Seriously? Someone's been readI would like to know what's acing too much Joseph Conrad.
tually happening - but, oddly - no
Aside from the implicit accttsa- one's talking.
tion that Kenya and other African
In the midst of a.n election year,
countries are all machete-wielding you would think those vying to
rogues masquerading as democ- become leader of the free world
racies
discounting every act of would be discussing America's role
dissent or hostility in Africa as a in international affairs - but, no.
consequence of "tribal" disputes
Guess we'll just have to wait unis inaccurate and a gross oversim- til Brad Pitt and Bono get wind of
plification of the complex history, it - "Have you heard? Kenya is so
politics and economics that cata- the new Darfur." Then we'll all buy
lyze such crises.
T-shirts and tote bags - to, like,
Despite some econemic dispar- raise awareness!
ity between ethnic groups, a 2003
Because, really, ies not important
report by Afrobarometer, an in- unless a pretty person poses for a
dependent, nonpartisan research picture - while looking thoughtful.
project, conduded that the majority of Kenyans do not differentiate ROSE is a senior maiccing in EngHsit Contact her
themselves by their ethnic tribes.
at karlarosegwhitwodianon.
-
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Spokane professionals advise students
on how to navigate the job market

,

r

Lucas Beechinor
Stajr I %Wier

Students vere able to interact with professionals at the annual Creer Connections Dinner in the 11U11 catering
rooms last Tuesday. Feb. 12. Each year at Whitworth, eight to nine representatives from fields in social service,
communications. business, medicine, lass., accounting, computer science and ministry host a table in the catering
rooms and engage in a shared dialogue with students. Local professionals answer questions and offer strategies for
starting a successful career.
lhis year, three table hosts spoke on "Advice for Your Journey- and offered a number of recommendations for
moving into the working world.
1he professionals also discussed business dining etiquette, interview advice. job search resources, graduate
school strategies, creating a professional portfolio, professional dress and living a balanced life.
"Table hosts do a superb Job drasving out students, ascertaining their interests and offering networking contacts.
Students are open ad ask excellent questions regarding career and vocational issues," Gordon Jacobson, director
ofCareer Services, said.
Jacobson said the goal for the conversations is to stay somewhat fluid and reflect the needs and interests of
students at each table. Before the meal, Career ServiCeS attempts to match students interests With the table hosts'
expertise.
'The event has steadily grown throughout the years and the last two years have been sold-out events. Jacobson
said the only limitation keeping the event from being more available to a larger number of students is the amount
of space in ihe 111.113.
In the past, the event focused primarily on dining etiquette. but in recent years it has shifted towards giving
students more guidance in career opportunities.
"I believe networking events are extremely important, building contacts outside of the Whitworth community,
learning ithel transition from college strategies (to) working professionals and often gaining specific contacts to
assist in both internships and the job search: Jacobson said.
Dale Hammond, director of development and communications at the I lospice of Spokane, hosted a table at
Tuesday's dinner and concurred with Jacobson that the emphasis of the event was geared away front dining etiquette and more toward interaction with students.
"This year I think Career Services really wanted to make it about conversation rather than holding your knife the
proper way," I lammond said. "Ve try to talk mostly about key things to be successful."
I lammonti, a 1998 Whitworth alurimus, spent the first few years after graduation building his fundraising and
public relations skills in the Seattle area, working for groups lile Mercy Corps before moving on to various trade
organizations and consulting firms.
At the Career Connections Dinner, I iammond stressed the importance of being able to communicate clearly,
especially through writing. lie urged students to take advantage of resources such as the Writing Center, which
offers students useful advice for developing their writing abilities.
"I tell them they have to absolutely be able to write well: I lammond said. "It's a must:
Cents. t
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Andrei Mylroie"It's so important to be
passionate about
what you're doing... Speak with
professionals throughout the community...
Try
different things:'
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Tips on

writing your résumé

_

Heidi Olson - Staff Writer

IRelevance

lhe key word is relevance. Every résurné you send out should be tailored to the position
for which you are applying. Begin by listing everything you can think of, then cut it down
to only the relevant information.
ICoursework
If you don't have a lot of relevant work experience, it's a good idea to list your coursework first. In-class service learning may be provided as a substitute. Extracurricular activities can be included later on if they are relevant. Employers don't care if you were the
captain of your high school jazzercise team, so try to limit it to college level and avoid
including introductory classes.
FGPA
;41

Employers will want to know your GPA, so if it's over a 3.0, include it. If ifs not, work
out your grade point within your major and include that. This is a great way to sell yourself if something like Core 250 is pulling down your GPA.

IExperience
When it comes to work experience, it's a good idea to describe what your responsibilities were. Employers may not know what it takes to be a resident assistant, for example,
so tell them.
"Nothing takes the place of direct, relative experience," Andrew Pyre, assistant director
of Career Services, said.
Pyrc highly recommended internships for those who may be lacking in relevant work
experience.

IForrnat
You want to stand out, but you want to be professional. Stay away from boring fonts
Times New Roman is the default, so try something else but make sure your layout
is consistent and readable. If you must use a template, modify it a little bit. Also, be careful with your contact information. If your e-mail address is something like partychick@
yahoo.com, it would be a good idea to create a more professional account for use in job
applications.
The most important thing is to keep it relevant and recent. Do this and you may be able
to $tart paying off those college loans.
Cota.: I kili (Mon at hridi.olscn. hg,wrthiart.rem.
Informs:Ian rcurtay f Carra 5mi:a
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THINGS TO DO IN SPOKANE

12

The musical 'Gypsris playing at the INB Performing Arts Center Feb. 21-24.
Tickets are available on ticketswestam for $305230.

E

FEBRUARY 19, 2008

For more information about this event or other things

to do in Spokane this week,visit whitworthian.com.
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New citizen talks about his
life as a Sudanese refugee

,

Natt Otottlitlat.mxtitian

Senior Anderia Lual, an international student and Sudanese refugee, plays the thom, an Instrument native to Sudan. He constructed the instrument after arriving in the United States.

Yong Kim

Staff It'ritcr

THE TRAVELS OF ONE OF THE LOST BOYS OF SUDAN

Many American children are raised in a
safe emironment mith a stable family and
home. Senior Anderia Lull's childhood, on
the other hand, involved trying to escape
dangerous situations Ivhile walking countless miles to escape government-sponsored
rebels.
Lual is an international student and refugee who 'as bort: in Duk Payuel, a village
in Southern Sudan. His village was attacked
by Sudan's government militia when he was
4 years old. Lual and other children svere
told to run away by an elder from their village.
"And so we ran; Lual said. "Without any,

means of transportation."
According to the U.S. State Department.
Northern and Southern Sudan have had
political struggles, religious struggles and
civil wars for centuries.
Conflict has drastically risen since
roughly the 20th century and many political factions have emerged. More than 2
million people have died, and more than
4 million are internally displaced or have
become refugees as a result of the civil war
and war-related impacts.
After the attack, Lual and about 17,000
other children ranging from ages 5 to 13
from several villages. They set out on a
month-and-a-half journey to Ethiopia, Sudan's neighboring country Ethiopia and a

map below shows the path Lttal and other Sudanese refugees took
over a period ofyears to escape frvm government-sponsored rebels.
711e

U.N. agency set up a refugee camp for the

thousands of children.
These children, including Lual, have become what many people call the Lost Boys
of Sudan. According to the American National Red Cross, the Lost Boys of Sudan
are orphaned diildren who are refugees

due to war, forced to travel the African wilderness.
"Thousands died along the way - they
drowned, were caten by wild animals, shot
by military forccs or overcome by hunger,
dehydration or fatigue; according to the
ANRC Web site.

After the refugees had been in Ethiopia
for four years from 1987 to 1991, the Ethiopian government started having political
problems, Lual said. The United Nations
eventually took refugees back to Sudan to a
small city called Pochalla, Lual said.
During Lual's path back to Sudan from
Ethiopia, he had to cross a river to escape
the rebels.
"1 was scared because I didn't know how
to swim but I just went with the waves and
wound up [onj the other side of the river,"
Lual said.
The Sudanese northcrn government militia found the refugees after eight months
and bombed thc town of Pqchalla.
Lual was forccd to escape to another
town called Nairus in Sudan, dose to the
border of Kenya, where he and the other
Lost Boys spent two months with thc Sudanese government-sponsored rebels dose
behind.
The Kenyan government then moved
some of the refugees to Kakuma, in Northern Kenya. Lual and many other refugees
stayed in Kakuma for eight years. Finally
after his first two years of high school he
had the opportunity to come to the United
States.
The United States, United Nations and
Sudanese government set up a program
asking the Lost Boys to travel to America
to go to school, Lual said.

See

LOST BOY,
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Artist's work spans mediums and decades
Aaron Quigley
Staff$Vriter

strong creative expression," Steve
Gibbs, owner of The Art Spirit
Gallery, said. "Grimes, however, is
creating in the unknown. His creative expressions did not already

Texture, color and inspiration
gild Whitworth's Koehler Gallery
with the paintings and mixed me- exist."
dia work of Robert Grimes now
Grimes* art serves as inspiration
on display.
to any person who experiences his
The new exhibit opened Tues- work, not just art students.
day, Feb. 12, with a special lecture
"(Grimes) digs into his subby featured artist Grimes.
conscious, bringing out his art7
"I don't make art; Grimes said. Gibbs said. "He is an inspiration
"Art makes me. The art
foi creativity in gentells me how to finish
eral, induding his
ART EX HIBIT
it, and it's not about
well-crafted engineerthe end product, rattlROBERT G RIMES
ing standards that
er the discovery of the
comprise part of his
When: How through
process:*
work"
March 20
The collection of
Thc abstract but deHours: Monday-Friday
mixed media artworlc,
finable
images show
9 arn.-6 p.nt, Saturday
including wood, canhow the art stems
10 a.m.-2 Psi
vas and plaster, was
from Grimes' subconWhere: Yoe Net Gallery,
Fine Arts Bu ilding
lent to the Koehler
scious, creating a new
Gallery from The Art
visual world to behold
Spirit Gallery of Fine
in each creation.
Art, out of Coeur d'Alene, Idaho,
-It's fantastic; Koehler Gallery
which has displayed Grimes' work director Meagan Stirling said. "He
for more than eight years.
has texture and depth [in] each
"Most artists try to replicate piece, regardless of the medium."
The art community on campus
what they see and don't dive into

has also recognized the uniqueness of Grimes' work and how
Whitworth benefits from displaying it.
"I am impressed by the depth
of imagination and lyrical quality
Grimes' work has. It's intriguing,
it just flows," senior art major Stefan Robinson said.
Grimes started producing art in
the '60s and has moved between
mediums at different points in his
life.

"During that time, Grimes has
created diversity and also continuity in his work," Gibbs said.
The Koehler Gallery is featuring selections of Grimes' work
that span over 30 years, with the
earliest created in 1978.
The Robert Grimes Art Eichibit
is open to the public and will remain in the Koehler Gallery, located in the Fine Arts Building,
until March 20. Gallery hours arc
Monday-Friday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
and Saturday, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Contact Aaron Quigley at aaron.quigley@whit worthian.

Taylor ZalicridWititworthian

Freshman Sam Gregory observes one of Robert Grimessmixed
pieces Feb.16 In The Koehler Gallery.The gallery is displaying media
various
paintings and mixed media woriu from Grimes through
March 20.
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2007 music in review
Three music lovers weigh in on the top 10 albums of last year
Caleb Knox
Guest 1Vri1er; KWRS 17111SiC director
1 .YEASAYER

-111Hour Cymbals"

little-known
outfit has succeeded
on their debut album
where countless othcrs have failed: They
t
combined joyful oddity with urgency and
fr,
darkness. It's a global
safari with heavy Middle Eastern, Native American and gospel influences. In an industry that relies heavily on
derivatives, Yeasaycr has created something
fresh and new.
This

THE ROCKET SUMMER

- "Do You

Feer
This album is mastermind Bryce Avery's
finest hour. It makes "Calendar Days" sound
downright primitive and fine-tunes his weaknesses from "Hello, Good Friend; "So Much
Love- is the best song I've hcard all year. Almost every track is a highlight, including
"Break it Out; "Save," "Do You Feel" and
"Hold it Up."

-

LINDSEY POOL "All My Stories"
Finally! The boys from Hillsboro, Ore.,
have put out an album that doesiit sound like
it was recorded inside a coffee can. 1Vith "All
My Stories; thc crew is back to their old de.1

vices-sing-a-long choruses, witty lyrics and
crunchy guitar lines that would make Rivers
Cuomo proud. They've also pulled out somc
ncw tricks, including thc piano.based, Ben
Folds.esque opener, "Look See;

ANIMAL COLLECTIVE

- "Strawberry

Jam"
With "Strawberry Jam; Animal Collective
has produced thcir most accessible record
yct. You can expect the
growling, experimental
and downright weird
moments that you've
come to love from
Animal
Collective.
The songs aren't as collaborative as previous
efforts. Panda Bear's
influence from his solo project has really carried over. But whether thcy rc all on board or
not, it's still a Collective effort that exceeds
thcir high standards from 2005's "Feels."

-

THE WHITE STRIPES "Icky Thump"
Jack and Meg White have found themselves in a bigger garage full of new instruments. But they're still using that garage to
have fun with their signature sound and try

out some exciting new sounds (bagpipes, mariachi horns, spoken-word interludes). Those
new elements work to perfcction on the duo's
best disc since 2001's "White Blood Cells;

-

THE SHINS "Wincing the Night
Away"
OF MONTREAL "Hissing Fauna, Are
You the Destroyer?"
MODEST MOUSE #11sle Were Dead
Before the Ship Even Sank"

-

-

SPOON

- "Ga Ga

Ga Ga Ga"

THE ARCADE FIRE

- 'Neon Bible"

Caitlin Richmond

Mikey Ferrario

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

STRAYLIGHT RUN

- "The Needles

The Space"
Straylight Run's first CD was full of poppy
but not cheesy angst, but this one has left the
emo pop punk genre and found its niche. The

plinking piano adds something new I haven't
heard in most other bands, and siblings John
Nolan and Michelle DaRosa have vocals that
sound different but compliment each other at
the same time.

-

DAFT PUNK "Alive 2007"
love Daft Punk.

I

Any music that can
make me dance (and
I hate dancing) has to
be good. There aren't
any new songs on this
CD, but the catchiest
songs from the band's
older CDs arc mixed
together (each song is actually two songs),
and in this case longer songs are definitely
better. My only complaint is that they don't
have "Digital Love" on theCD.

-

MINUS THE BEAR "Planet of
Minus the Bear lost
thc chill, pulsing guitar that made "Highly
Refined Pirates" so
distinct (along with the
long ridiculous song
titles). But the band
added more computergenerated music that
makes up for it. While thc band's older CDs
had a warmer, more relaxed fccl, this onc
sounds cooler and more hyped up.

-

INTERPOL "Our Love to Admire"
waited three years for this CD to come
out, and I wasn't disappointed at all. The songs
are even darker and more thought out, but
they have the same familiar sound Interpol
is known for. My favorite song is "The Lighthouse," which is light on lyrics and guitar. The
first time I heard it I didn't know what to expect, and the end completely surprised me.

OF MONTREAL

You the Destroyer?"

Catchy tunes, danceable beats, complex
lyrics and a 'tude that says "I'm lost, alone,
afraid and in love, and ready to expose it to
the world!" Vhat more
could you ask for in a
full-length album? Of
Montreal does it all
with their newest fulllength release "Hissing Fauna, Are You the
Destroyer?" The five
piece has come a long
way since their 2002 entrance into the indic
music scene With their debut album "Aldhils
Arboretum:' This album will have you starting up dance parties nearly every time you
listen to it.

- "We Were Dead

Before the Ship Even Sank"
I wasn't very impressed by "Dashboard,"
thc single from this album, but "Fire It Up"
quickly became my
ne%v favorite song. This
CD still has the weird,

surprising
songs Isaac Brock is famous for, but it's more
accessible than past
CDs. It's likc a mix of
"The Moon & Antarctica" and "Good News For People Who Love
Bad News; It has some slower acoustic songs
like the former, but it also has louder bouncy
songs like the latter. Together they strike the
perfect balance.
SPOON

- "Ga

Ga Ga Ga Go"

- "Neon Bible"
FEIST - "The Reminder"
BAND OF HORSES - "Cease to Begin"
TEGAN AND SARA - /he Con"

THE ARCADE FIRE

-

M.I.A. "Kala"
Catchy, deep, smart and more sarcastic
than ever before, M.I.A. has certainly found
her place in the contemporary pop/hip-hopf
electro-sampling/hipster movement. "Kala"
will have you laughing, crying, screaming,
pulling out your innards and exhausted from
your overwhelming urge to dance all at the
same time-and that's a good thing.
SPOON

- "Ga

Ga Ga Ga Ga"

Spoon pins the tail on the donkey with
their latest album "Ga
Ga Ga Ga Ga." I must
say the oxymoronic
power of this album
is refreshingly annoying. It is packed with
overly simplified yet
highly complex lyrics,
a surprisingly wellrehearsed bit of minimalistic mayhem and
an uncomfortable level of comfortable %veird.
Listening to this album will make your head
spin in a good way.

-

KANYE WEST "Graduation"
Out of all the rap albums of the year, Kanye
West's "Graduation" is the most consistent.
West's third album won four Grammys and
the support of many new listeners. If you're
looking to listen to an album that is consistently good from start to end and includes
livie the thug life while upholding certain
morals and utterly obliterating other certain
morals, West's latest album is for you.
JUSTICE

- "Cross"

THE NATIONAL

- "Boxer"

DIRTY PROJECTORS
THE ARCADE FIRE
PANDA BEAR

- "Rise Above"

- "Neon Bible"

- "Person Pitch"

Photos courtesy of amawn.com

GRAPEVINE HUMOR
1 Door access now controlled by "SkTnet," a
centralized security system.

I

NEW SECURITY SUPERVISOR CHANGES

1Security trucks may no longer be left unlocked with keys tantalizingly in the ignition
as often.

1 Less

talkie, more walkie.

1Art Building open only when the moons align
according to the Prophecies.

ofbeeping, door alarms now feature
Alan Jacob yelling choice profanities when held
open longer than 15 seconds.

1"No Streaking" rule now strictly enforced
among Security personnel.

1 Security

1 Koehler Gallery doors now harder to steal
and turn into firewood.

1Security officers now ordered to talk with
gruffer voices.

1Security Cameras now plugged in and working.

1 Instead

Fair-well event to
help seniors with
graduation issues
On Feb. 21 Whitworth is
hosting a fair for the graduating seniors of 2008. It
provides one-stop shopping
for graduation information
and resources, according to
the Whitworth events calendar.

Different Whitworth offices will be there to assist
seniors during their time of
transition.
It runs from 10:45 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Thursday in Lied
Square in the HUB. There
is no cost to students.
For more information,
contact Katrina Golden at
(509) 777-3759 or kgolden@whitworth.edu.

-

RADIOHEAD "In Rainbows"
Radiohead came back with a bang in their
seventh album "In Rainbows:' Delightfully
reminiscent of their earlier albums, the Brits
were truly in the right place at the right time
with this one. Paradoxical lyrics, stereotypical
complex instrumentation and an overall message of fatalistic hopefulness make this album
one anyone should listen to in times of confusion or when they just can't seem to find their
niche in the world-kind of like college.

I

MODEST MOUSE

"Hissing Fauna Are

A&E
BRIEFS

trucks are now thoroughly pimped.

invites all to
celebrate Black
History Month
BSU

lbe Black Student Union
and two Warren resident
assistants are hosting "The
Rock Cries Out To Us Today," a celebration of Black
History NIonth.
On large sheets of butcher paper, faculty, staff and
students can draw images
of black Americans who
have shaped our country's
history'.

One of the coordinators,
junior Jeremiah Sataraka,
said the BSU hopes to create an art project the whole
Whitworth community can
use to help celebrate black
history month.
"This is just another way
for our community to come
together and recognize the
contributions that black
Americans have made in
our country," Sataraka said.
The event begins at 5 p.m.
and will run from Feb. 19
through 22 in Lied Square.
For more information,
contact Jeremiah Satar-aka
at (509) 321-2512 or jsataraka09@whitworth.edu

Play changes
nightly based on

audiences' ideas
The Blue Door Theatre is
playing the lively comedy
"Chance Meetings" every
Friday at 8 p.m. The play
ends Feb. 22.
Every performance will
be differeni While each
showing gives audiences
the opportunity to see two
strangers collide again and
again, no one knows whether they will become best
friends or worst enemies as
each showing is unique, fun
and original.
The cast is inspired by
suggestions from the audience.
The Blue Door Theatre is
located at 815 W Garland
Ave. For more inforrnation,
call (509) 747-7045.

Compiled by Sophie Setter°
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KWRS

Whitworth gives

TOP 15

blood, saves lives

These are the top 15 al-

bums played on Pirate
Radio KIVRS 90.3 FM
this week. For the fit!!
top 30, visit kwrsfin.

Audrey Gore
Staff Itrritcr

VARIOUS ARTISTS

1

Juno:Music from the Motion
Picture*

2

CAT POWER

'Jukebox"
3

BLOWING TREES

`The Day theWorld Left Me

[Single'
4

WYCLEF JEAN

'Carnival II: Memoirs oían

Immigrant"
5

!mica DayiillSlutrotthian

HOT CHIP

coveting, while on a boat In the
Melaka River in Melaka, Malaysia during the Chinese New Year celebrations.
A Muslim woman wears a hijab, a traditional head

litiade in the Dark"
6 THE DETAILS

'Draw a Distance. Draw a
Border'
7

BREAKUPS

"Eat Your Heart Out [EN"

8

Student gains understanding of
Muslim culture while in Malaysia

DAFT PUNK

'Alive 2007'
9 SIGUR ROS
"Hvarf-Heim*
10 WIDESPREAD PANIC

11IVIRICE
'The Alchemy Index, Vol.I &
II: fire & Water'

12 JIMMY EAT WORLD
"Chase This Light"

13 RADIOHEAD
'In Rainbows'

14THE RAVEONETTES
'Lust Lust Lust'
VAMPIRE WEEKEND

"Vampire Weekend'

New
RELEASES
Check out some new
releases in movies,
DVDs and musicfor
the week of Feb. 19.
NEW MUSIC FEB.19
HEADLIGHTS

`Some Rac-

ing, Some Stopping'
THE RAVEON ETTES

"Lust

Lust Lust"

ON DVD FEB.19
"Michael Clayton"
"American Gangster"

"Rendition"

IN THEATERS FEB.22
"The Other Boleyn Girl"

"Semi-Pro"
"Romulus, My Father"

Notes from

ABROAD

'Free Somehow'

15

Call to prayer
While Malaysia is an "Islamic" country, Islamic law only applies to Muslims when family law and religion arc
involved, according to the CIA World

Factbook.
On the top oía hill in front of thc ruJessica Davis
ins of an old Catholic church, I closed
Staff Writer
my cycs and listened to the call. The
Editor's note: Notes from Abroad is a song was not a call to hate-it was a call
weekly column written by a 1S'hitwor- to worship.
Upon arriving in Ntelaka. thc first
thian staff writer about his or her experipeople to help me understand thc bus
ences studying abroad.
system were a group of Muslim girls
The song seemed to echo through dressed in hijabs. They were kind, helpNtelaka, a strange, foreign chant. Mus- ful and trusting. They did not hate me
lim women walk by dressed in hijabs, because I was an American. Instead they
traditional head coverings women wear seemed happy to help a foreigner. They
in public.
treated me with the same kindness and
Loudspeakers broadcast the Muslim respect they showed everyone else.
call to prayer five times a day to all MusI had always believed tcrrorism and
lims in this port city in Malaysia. The extremists did not represent the majorimelodious cry served as a constant re- ty of Ntuslims. Now I had seen that what
minder to me that I am a stranger trav- I believed in theory was true in realeling through a country that is 60 per- ity. Traveling through Malaysia showed
cent Islamic.
me just how beautiful Islam can be in a
Leasing Whitworth for the last se- country where other religions are given
mester of my senior
freedom to coexist
year, I am studying at
alongside one another.
the Chinese University
The dilapidated old
CLICK IT tt
of Hong Kong in Hong Want to read Jessica's bloc)? elect it out
church behind me
Kong for six months.
at reponingfrornasia.blogspct.com.
served as a rcmindcr
I decided to travel
that Islam has not althrough
Singapore
ways been the domiand Malaysia in Southeast Asia during nant religion in Malaysia.
my two weeks vacation for the Lunar
According to a 2000 census, the counNew Year celebrations (read more about try is 60 percent Muslim, 9 percent Budthe celebrations on my blog Reporting dhist, 19 percent Christian. 6 percent
From Asia ).
Hindu and 3 percent a mix of traditional
Before traveling to Malaysia, I had Chinese religions. During Portuguese
never been to an Islamic country. I rule, Christianity dominated due to codid not know how Islamic Malaysians lonial influence.
would view Americans. I was wary of
While Islam may be the largest relihow Muslims would interact with me gion in Malaysia, the current governafter it seemed President Bush had la- ment guarantees freedom of religion to
beled Muslims as evil. I also was not everyone. The Ntalaysian government is
sure what images Hollywood has given currently promoting an agenda of unity.
Malaysians about Americans, and how I harmony and peace between all ethnic
would be treated as a resuli
groups and religions.
I had read in the news and heard from
As I stood beside the Catholic ruins, I
various people in the United States that could see a Hindu and Buddhist temple
Malaysia was a hotspot for terrorists. I below. The call to prayer continued to
knew southern Thailand, just north of resonate through the city. Church bells
Malaysia, was experiencing terrorist at- from the town square below started
tacks from Muslim extremists.
their throng in unison with the Muslim
After two weeks of travel, I discovered song, creating a harmonious sound.
my fears and hesitations about traveling
in an Islamic country were completely
Jessica Davis is a senior majoring in
unfounded. The people I talked to kept journalism and history studying abroad
telling me: This is a peaceful country. at the Chinese University of Hong Kong.
We are not a terrorist country."
Contact her at jessica.davis@whitworMy travels echoed that statement.
thian.corn.

While some students
greet the monthly appearance of the "blood bus" with
trepidation more students
arc seeing blood donation
as serving the community.
The Inland Northwest
Blood Center sponsors the
bus that comes to Whitworth. Ihis year, INBC has
welcomed about 65 Whitworth donors monthly.
According to Jan Murray.
director of the health center,
every unit of blood donated
can save three lives.
"All the student body
and faculty arc wonderful
about coming out INBC
collection specialist Aurora
Burns said.
Whitworth's unit numbers have gone up since
2006 when for just the fall
semester there wcrc only
171 volunteers and collected 122 units of blood. Fall
2007 has seen 272 donor
volunteers and 185 units.
Blood collected by INBC
is used mostly at hospitals
in Eastern Washington, and
North Idaho for people suffering from leukemia, other
types of cancer, fatal accidents and people undergoing complicated surgeries.
onc of those things
where you don't have to donate money, only gire 45
minutes of your time and

save about three peoples
lives," Burns said.
Since most of the hospitals !NBC service are local, participation helps the

Whitworth community..
"(Donating] is such an
important and easy thing
that is a service to the community: Murray said.
Nlany students feel the
importance of donating
blood including junior
nursing major Charis Atkins, who donated blood
Tuesday. Feb. 12.
To donate blood it is important to be in good health,
thcy won't accept you ifyou

have cold or flu symptoms,
low hemoglobin, high or
low iron, high or low blood
pressure, rcccnt body tattoos or picrcings, recent
dental work or if you arc
Volunteers
underweight.
may be denied on the basis
of where thcy have lived or
traveled, or rcccnt exposure
to blood.
If you do make it through
the screening process and
into thc chair donators
are treated to a mandatory
juice and snack to replenish blood sugar and re-hydrate. All negative feelings
aside, there are always free
T-shirts and free stickers to
take with you.
Contact Audrey Gore at
a titireygorcgwhit worthian.
com.

West Central
Shared Housing
Coop

Building Intentional
Community
Living Simply
Working for Social Justice
Affordable Housing
($375 includes utilities)
Contact:
westbridgecoop@hotmall.com
or call 280.1702 for questions
or more Information!

n affordable way

have tons of fun!
Riunions
VV

Becepfions

t Bichetiot Parties
athbItte Palies

,Privále Karaoke Rooms
,fár Al Occasions & NI Ages

1.1eitirig3

r

'and ¡AM-.

,Dino y4,or

FOOd & Di ilkS!

Call: 509-483-0366
visit: www.tillimate-karaoke.com

IlUitiMatekaradie

"
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LOST BOY
continued from page 12

ily members who were separated during
his Lost Boy days a year after Luars arrival

in America.
"One of my brothers [who) I haven't
"It was kind of split 50/50. A lot of talked to in a long time called me [from
people decided not to come," Lual said. Kenya] and told me where my family
"When I first decided to come, I wasn't [wash" Lual said.
surc because I had conflict. I didn't know
Lual lost track of his family members in
a lot about America. I didn't know how it 1987 and reunited with several of them in
would be there: .
1995, including three sisters and a sisterLual and eight other Sudanese refugees in-law in Kenya. Lual stays in touch vith
settled in Yelm, Wash., where they fin- the rest of his family through letters and
ished their last two years of high sdiool. over thc phone.
A track, soccer and cross country athlete
Lual said he has become grateful for
during his high school years, Lual got where he is today.
connected to Whitworth through Toby
"I have overcome a lot of difficulties
Schwarz, head track-and-field and cross and without God, I wouldn't be able to
country coach.
overcome those difficulties," Lual said.
Sdiwarz met Lual during his senior year "God has taken care of me through every
of high school through
obstacle and even when my
Luars high school track
parents couldn't take care
coach.
of me. Without [God], I
"I was very impressed "God has taken care of me wouldn't be here. Without
through every obstade
by Anderia," Schwarz said.
him, I wouldn't be alive:
and even when my parHe has a great heart for
After Lual finishes his
people. He'll go out of his
undergraduate program
ents couldn't take care
way to help others:*
at Whitworth, he plans
of me. Without [God], I
Esther Louie, assistant
to work for a year to earn
dean for intercultural stu- wouldn't be here. Without money to help his family.
dcnt affairs and Lulu Gon- him, I wouldn't be alive'
"Depending on what
zalez, coordinator of inAnderio lvat senior
plan God has for me, I am
ternational studcnt affairs,
planning to either go to go
are also mentors that have
back to Sudan or stay in
followed Luars progress at
America to use my degree
Whitworth.
to help others," Lual said.
Louic, who helped Lual and other
Lual has recently passed his exam for
Sudanese students get oriented into an American citizenship, and a celebration
American univcrsity setting. said even ceremony was held Thursday, Feb. 14.
though it was part of hcr job responsibili"I [applied] for American citizenship
ties to provide support for them, she felt because I wanted to be a part of this counshe learned more from them than perhaps try and be my adopted country," Lual
they learned from her.
wrote in an e-mail. "The benefit of being
"We're so used to having family and American is that I will be able to vote,
friends as a part of our safety net," Louie obtain federal jobs, travel with the U.S.
said.
passport, be able to petition for my close
Louie said Lual and the other students relatives to come and live in the U.S. years
from Sudan helped her become more to come. And I will be entitled to enjoy
aware and appreciative of what she has.
those Bill of Rights like other Americans."
"I've benefited more from them than I
could imagine Louie said.
Contact Yong Kin, at yong.khn@whitLual reconnected with some of his fam- worthian.cont.
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Senior fitness assistant intern Michael Johnston helps senior SeanThompson make the most
of his fitness program in the Scotford Fitness Center on Friday, Feb. 15.

Trainer emphasizes
health and wellness
Kelly MacDonald
Staff Writer

in the winter, the ultimate goal should be
complete fitness achieved through an active lifestyle.

You don't have to go to the fitness cenThe winter slump of snow, wind and
freezing temperatures has a way of keeping ter to get fit. Get active: Johnston said.
éven normally dynamic people indoors and "Habits you build here you will take with
inactive. To help combat thc winter blues you. At least here you can do it for free."
Working with faculty and students has
and extra pounds, senior fitness assistant
intern Michael Johnston is promoting his given Johnston a new perspective on the
personal training service at the Scotford teaching and coaching aspect of the work.
Fitness Center.
"I've always been active. It's fun trying to
Students may not know it, but Whit- convince other people," Johnston said."It's
worth offers this service of goal-sating, "going to be better for you in the long run."
He said when he works with individuindividualized exercise help and exercise
program development free of charge a als on their fitness programs, he gauges his
service usually only associated with larger own effectiveness as a coach based on his
trainees overcoming their challenges and
universities and public athletic clubs.
Students and faculty interested in the reaching their objective.
service can sign up in the fitness center for
"Their goal becomes my goal; Johnston
an orientation. This orientation introduces said.
Drew Budner, assistant professor of
people to what the fitness center offers and
the fitness options available. Next, people chemistry, has been working with Johncan schedule consultations, which include ston three to four times a week since Sepfitness assessments and body composition tember.
tests.
"I have gained a lot from working with
Michael," Budner wrote in an e-mail.
*These tests allow people to know where
Budner said Johnston's
they stand physically and
positive attitude comhelp educate them about
SCOTFORD FITNESS
bined with his experience
how to refine their lifeand knowledge has led
styles. After a few days
CENTER H OURS
him to achieve his fitness
of training, Johnston can
goals.
help develop an indhiduMonday-Thursday:630 a.m.-9 p.rn.
"I have lost weight, imalized fitness program for
Friday:630 a.m.-6 p.m.
people to do on their own
proved (my] fitness level,
Saturday: W am.-6 p.m.
to achieve the goals set
increased strength and
Sunday: COSED
balance Budner said. "I
during the orientation.
"I feel like that if I am
have also learned a lot of
able to educate people just
new exercises and worka little about components of fitness they out routines. Michael has helped me decan do it on their own after a while, and velop a set of reasonable goals, 3.nd help
they don't even need me any-more; John- establish a realistic and healthy diet:
Johnston agreed that realistic health
ston wrote in an e-mail. "So in a way that's
the way I train and teach so that people can goals should be the aim of fitness routines.
be self-sufficient and apply what they learn Other factors such as attractiveness should
not be the main goal, he said.
in everyday life."
"Being good-looking isn't important;
Johnston is no stranger to fitness and
lives an active lifestyle. He played numer- Johnston said. "It's more important to feel
ous sports in high school, including soccer good than to look good;
and wrestling. He continued his athletic
Although Johnston enjoys personal
career at Whitworth playing three years of training, he said he doesn't see himself
football. Johnston continues to run for the training forever. Johnston plans to contrack team.
tinue studying the field of exercise science
Because of a last-minute decision to and sports performance in graduate sdiool
remain at Whitvorth this year, Johnston at Eastern Washington University, with the
needed an internship to remain on track ultimate goal of working with athletes.
Until then, Johnston will continue trainfor graduation. Since he received his personal training certification over the sum- ing and assisting in the fitness center with
mer, he decided to ask Vhitworth to give the aspiration of helping everyone share
his same conviction for staying active and
him a shot-at something new.
He was hired as an intern at the be- developing the body.
"I'm passionate about fitness," Johnginning of the year. The result was a new
opportunity for Whitworth students to ston said. Your body is capable of a lot of
experience personal training services con- things:
veniently and free of charge.
Johnston stressed that although the fitContact Kelly MacDonald kelly.macdonness center is a great resource, especially ald@whitworthian.com.
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GAME TO WATCH

6

Purdue Boilermakers at Indiana Hoosiers
Today@ 4 p.m. on ESPN

VS.

Read

FEBRUARY 19:200s

Pirates rally to s ay Loggers
Rebound seals men's
hoops 80-78 come
from behind victo?)'

more online at whihvorthian.com.

Snow leaves
track 64 field
team at the
starting line
Danika Heatherly
Staff Writer

lhe Whitworth track
Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor
Sometimes taking care of the fundamentals
earns the team a win. Ask senior forward Ryan
Symes.
Symes ripped down a vital offensive rebound
with less than five seconds to play to seal the Pirates 80-78 comeback win Saturday, Feb. 16 night
at the Fieldhousc, propelling Whitworth into a
first place tic with the University of Puget Sound
atop the Northwest Conference standings.
Symes was larger than life in the game, scoring 28 points and grabbing six rebounds. Junior
guard Ross Nakamura had 17 of his 19 points in
the second half,
whe re Whitwo rth
GET BUC
carne back from a
IN HERE
10-point halftime
IVeekend Leaders
gap. Senior forward Colin WilPoints: Rycn Symes (46)
lernsen poured in
20 points and six
Reb:CehnItíllemsen (11)
boards.
Jason Foster
Assists: Cohn Willemsen (8)
led the way for
UPS with his

double-double,
scoring 24 points and adding 10 boards. Antwan Williams had 21 points and Taylor Marsh
added 16.
The game was high octane from the tip, as
both teams put on some relentless pressure at
both ends of the court.
"They pressed the entire game so WC knew
We couldn t get rattled and se had to stay composed," Symes said. lhe press provided the Pirates with some easy buckets in the open court.
"It's good when we don't turn it ove and we
punish them for it: Nakamura said. When
we're pressing and running, we're kind of playing at their tempo:.
UPS tried to take the ball out of Nakamura's
hands, double teaming him often when he received the ball in the backcourt and forcing
Willemsen to bring the ball up the court and
direct the offense.
"We call him the point forward," Symes said.

S.gt (11.44./ 11 hlt otitun

Senior forward Ryan Symes blocks the shot of UPS junior guard St effond Brown on Feb.16.

"lie can be our guard, he can be a forward

he
can do it all."
lhe two teams traded leads for the first 13
minutes of the game. But with the game deadlocked at 24. UPS broke away on an 11-0 run,
punctuated midway through by a Foster jam.
Ihe teams went into the locker rooms with
UPS up 40-30.
At the half, head coach Jim I layford emphasized attacking out of the press break, s%vitching

to a zone defense with a soft press and spreading the court and using the perimeter to attack
inside to get back into the game.
With less than 17 minutes to pla), the Hues
had already shaved the I.ogger lead to two on
a Nakamura trey. The Pirates stayed within five
the rest of the way before taking the lead for
good with 5:08 to play. Symes penetrated inSee RALLY, page
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Giving love to Whitworth's deep blue sea
Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor
It's

quiei Aside from the soft

buzz of the Vhitworth Aquatics
Center's ventilation system, the %eater is dead calm. A few ripples swirl
in the Efferdent-blue water near the
railings and edges of the pool.
Steve Schadt walks along the
slick white deck floor toward his office, toting flowers and Red Robin
gift cards for swim team members
who are graduating this semester.
Sporting a short-sleeve polo
under the warm breeze that wafts
through the building. Schadt looks
briefly out the large windows at the
Back 40.
At 5:30 to 6 in the morning when
the sun's just starting to peek up in
the sky, it's nice in here: Schadt
said, reflecting on his teams' daybreak practices.
Schadt is the head coach of the
men's and women's swim teams. In
addition to pulling double duties as

coach, Schadt has been the director
of the Aquatics Center for five years
and the main maintenance person
for the pool for the past two.
Schadt strides swiftly toward the
main pump room the central nervous system of the Aquatics Center.

The brain is an automated Strantrol don't hear people say 'You're dosystem, which digitally monitors ing a great job with the chemicals
critical chemical levels like pH, to- todayr Nevertheless, Schadt said
tal and free chlorine and alkalinity.
he never feels as though his toils go
"It's just the same as your back- unappreciated.
yard pool or hot tub, eacept much
When the Strantrol system delarger," Schadt said.
termines a level is out of balance. a
Further inside, a maze of ven- feeder pump dispenses chlorine or
tilation tubes, hoses, replacement Muriatic acid from huge powder
parts and chemicals surround a keg-like tubs into the pool. Schadt
large rectangular tank in the center said this prevents health risks like
of the room.
skin irritations and
A pink, plastic
bacteria growth from
Easter egg, an unemerging.
it's kind of like a car.
expected piece of
If something catadebris,bobs in this
strophic
happens,
Every car has its own
rectangular surge personality and style it's the system is protank, a concrete
grammed to dial
the same with a pool!'
trough where the
Schadt at home and
Steve Schadt
pool back-washes
Whitworth Security
filtered water.
to alert them to prob"You wouldn't
lems, like it did early
believe what comes through (this( on a Sunday morning 3--1 months
filter system," Schadt said. A long- ago when the chlorine level was
handled white mesh net lying precariously low.
across the surge tank sags with broAs he pours chlorine tablets into
ken plastic, toys and goggles.
the cylindrical feeding tub, Schadt
The tank is where Schadt manu- is adamant he is not the only one
ally tests chemical levels daily to en- %vho puts in time as the facility's
sure the automated system is prop- caretaker. Ile credits other staff
erly calibrated.
members and the Strantrol system
"It's funny with pools
people f9r helping with the upkeep.
don't really say a lot until someSchadt spends only 15-20 minthing goes wrong," Schadt said. "I utes a day feeding chlorine tablets

into the tub, checking chemical levels and reading Strantrol levels on
the wall display. 1 le said the Strantrol saves him quite a bit of wort:.
"I would be doing double and
triple the work to get things back
into whack,' Schadt said.
Schadt said Whitworth colleagues, Dick Pettis, supervisor
of maintenance and repair, and
general tradesman Bill Dormady,
deal vvith major breakdowns. Patty
Murphy, assistant aquatic director
and adjunct faculty member, assistant swim coaches and student
lifeguards keep the pool clean when
he's away. Schadt is grateful for the
helping hands.
"I'm very aware of Ithe help),
because not every university is like
that," Schadt said. "isly hat's off to
Facilities, they've done a ton to help
keep [the Aquatics Center! running
well."

Facilities Services plans to upgrade the pool's filtration system
this summer. Currently, the pool
discharges minute amounts of culorifle, sodium bicarbonate and muriatic acid into a leech field behind
the Tennis Bubble. An upgraded
system would eliminate these enviSee DEEP BLUE, page
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field team has faced continual setbacks to the start of
their season. lhe delay has
made team members antsy
to test their skills against
competitors.
The team cancelled their
trip to the University of
Idaho for the Feb. 2 McDonalds Invite. Worries
surfaced that the snowy
conditions could have a
negative effect on the start
of the track & field season.
Only, a few weeks later,
things haven't changed.
Again, coaches cancelled
the intrasquad meet scheduled for Feb. 15 at Whitworth.
In addition. the team did
not attend the University of
Washington Open held in
Seattle last weekend.
"It's definitely nice to
have competition before
the outdoor season starts,
but having a few cancelled
indoor meets won't be a
major setback," Alex Mitchell, a junior hurdler, said.
lhe Pirates are scheduled
to appear at the Washington
State University Open ott
Friday and Saturday Feb. 22
and 23. lhe team is anxious
to see if the weather will
permit them to compete.
"Of course we never like
to cancel meets," Mitchell
said. "lhe team this year
has some standout freshman and strong returning
upperclassmen. We are all
excited to see what happens."

Sophomore

teanunate

Jeff Kintner agreed.

"Having the indoor season gives us all a little more
experience and competition. We have the necessary tools this ycar to win,
and I know most of us are
looking for a (Northwest(
Conference championship,"
Kintner said.
%%Mellen pointed at Kintner as a "key player" this
season, and also mentioned
senior decathlon competitor Ben Spaun, senior
distance runner Brandon
Howell, sophomore distance runner Emmanual
Bola and sophomore high
jumper Cody Stelzer as
othcr important athletes.
Stelzer just set a school record in the high jump.
Seniors Katherine Lane,
Amy Anderson, Kristen
Dormaicr, Emily hiurd
and Karissa Thomsen will
provide leadership for the
women's team.
After a top five finish
at thc NCAA Division III
National Championships
last year, this _season's men's
squad hopes to compete in
Oshkosh, Wis, this spring.
Contact Dartika Heatherly at danika.hcatherly@
whit worthian.00111.
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Bucs split with PLU, UPS

LEFT:Senior
guard Cassie
Snyder dishes
the ball off in the

paint against
UPS guard Chelsi
Shaw during the
Loggers' 64-54
win on Feb. 16.

Snyder poured
In six points and
added six assists
in the game.
a
scramble for a
loose ball, freshBELOW: in

man

post Liz

Horaitis mixes it
up on the floor
with UPS guard
Claire Ely during

the two teams'

10406
.16

whims

game on Feb. 16.
Horaitis came off
the bench to chip
In 10 points for
the Pirates.

518
Nate Chute/

WhiNvrthi4,1

held a 23-7 edge in free throw attempts and
shot 50 percent from the field in the game. The
NWC's leader in points per game, the Pirates
1Vith pink laces on their Nike high-tops and were cold from the floor in the first hall, shootpink shooting shirts, the Whit%vorth women's ing only 25.9 percent. The Pirates also only
basketball team looked sharp coming out of the knocked down 31.6 percent of their shots from
locker room for the tip-off against the Univer- behind the arc for the game.
Whitworth rallied from the halftime deficit
sity of Puget Sound Saturday night.
Unfortunately, the Loggers' game was sharper aftcr the break. Using the "Purple" full court
press, the Pirates Were able to get some pressure
on the hardwood.
UPS built a 20-point lead in the first half and in the backcourt and force turnovers. However,
didn't look back on Think Pink night, hand- the press was also an Achilles heel at times in
ing the Pirates their third loss in four games on the Pirates defensive end.
"The press killed us; Orrell said. We just
Feb. 16 and knocking them out of postseason
contention, 64-54. Whitworth fell to 7-7 in the couldn't get stops they got a couple easy layups
Northwest Conference, a distant three games and fit was] really frustrating."
Orrell cut the lead to eight points with her
behind Lewis & Clark College for the third and
free throw at the 6:39 mark. However, the Logfinal playoff spot.
The Think Pink game between the schools gers countered with a three from Laura Hirsch.
was organized to rally behind the fight against Whitworth could get no closer than eight points
brcast cancer. Fans who wore pink to the game the rest of the game. Orrell said the team needwere let in for free, and donations to the Kay ed to improve in a few basic arcas in order to
Yow/WBCA breast cancer fund were accepted get the win.
"We needed to do a better job of boxing out
in exchange for the price of admission. Each
and
just simple stuff like finishing layins and
school in the conference picked a home game to
getting
back on defense," Orrell said.
host a Think l'ink event.
On Friday night, Whitworth snapped a twoSophomore guard Natalie Orrell led the
charge for Whitworth, dropping 15 points, in- game losing skid with a win over Pacific Luthercluding going 2 for 3 from beyond the 3-point an University 71-62.
Four players scored in double figures for
line. Junior forward Mida Bower chimed in
the
Pirates, led by Orrell with 18. Senior guard
with 10 points, five rebounds and four assists.
Cassie Snyder had 13 points and five rebounds,
Freshman post Liz I loriatis added 10 points off
junior forward Tiffany Corigliano had 10
the bench.
points and nine boards and Horaitis came off
Forward Morgan Harter, post Karen Chase
the bench with 10 points. Horaitis said she tries
and post Marissa Cain led the my for the Logto contribute however the team needs when she
gers, tallying 12, 11 and 10 points, respectively.
checks into the game.
UPS remained in a tie for first place with George
"I just try to observe from the bench (to see]
Fox University following the victory.
what's going on and see what .1 need to do to go
After the teams traded baskets for the first out
there and (help us] get a win," Horaitis said.
seven minutes of the game, UPS went on an
The Pirates went 19-24 from the line, shoot18-0 run over the next seven minutes before a ing 14 more free throws than the Lutes on the
Bower 3-pointer broke the cold snap and cut night. The Pirates also did work on the defenthc lead to 26-13.
sive side, holding the Lutes to less than 30 per"We didn't start off real well, and usually cent shooting from the field in the first half.
when we don't start off strong it takes us awhile
Whitworth jumped out to a 15-point halftime
to get into the game," Orrell said.
lead at 37-22 behind their defensive toughness.
Freshman guard Johanna Sai put in thc last Whitworth posted a 19-2 run to cap the opening
bucket of the half to inake it a 38-20 Logger lead stanza of the game, with sbc points from Horat the break.
Shooting and defense plagued the Bucs. UPS
See SPLITS, page 19

Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor

Men's tennis slices up Oregon with five wins
Fox, Pacific,

Lewis & Clark

fall to firstplace Pirates
Lindsay Darbonne
Staff Itrriter
"Holla atcha playa. Holla atcha boy" was a commonly heard
shout out this iveekend among
the Whitworth men's tennis team,
as they started their season undefeated in the Northwest Conference. The men went 5-0 in matches held at George Fox University
in Newberg, Ore.
Head coach Mike Shanks was
happy with the team's success and
the fact that all 12 players competed.
This weekend was everything
that I dreamed of:. Shanks said.
Going up against both George

Fox University and Pacific University on Friday, Feb. 15, Whitworth beat George Fox 9-0 and
Pacific 5-4. Freshman Colin
Barrett played thc clinch match
against Pacific, pulling out the
victory for the team. Along with
other impressed teammates, senior Scott Donnell was thrilled
with Barrett's win.
"If Chuck Norris and Roger
Federer had a child ... Colin Barrett would be it:" Donnell said.
The team victory also marked the
first collegiate win for new assistant coach Colin Storm.
"The last eight years I vas contributing to my depth of knowledge," Storm said on his move
from player to coach. "Now it's
been cool to be able to pass that
on to some of the freshmen:.
And those freshmen came
through on Saturday, as Whitworth defeated both conference
opponents.
Shanks and Storm chose to
switch the lineup for Saturday.
decision proved itself a good

e

SPOKANE

CHIEFS
DISCOUNT AVAILABLE WITH STUDENT ID

one, as the team continued their
winning streak, retiring the beautiful day with an 8-1 win against
Pacific and another 9-0 win
against George Fox. The pair of
W's brought the %veekend record
to 4-0.
Sophomore Josh Steele, a transfer from thc University of Idaho,
was quick not to take credit for
the teanis success.
"Team cohesion is huge," Steele
said. "We have a lot of team chemistry and the talent goes really
deep." Steele plays in the number
two singles slot for the team.
Sunday, Whitworth faced Lewis
& Clark College. The team lost
only one doubles match and ended
with a score of 8-1. This brought
their weekend record to an undefeated 5-0 in conference play.
Freshman Brian Elliot never
played high school tennis but
competed for the United States
Tennis Association. He now holds
the number one place on the
team.
"I'm definitely humbled, but it

FRIDAY

STEP U P TWO
Elliot:
def. Nick Jenness (GFU) 6-4, 6-0

det Ralf Schulz (GFU) 6-0, 6-0
det George Allen (LAC) S-7,
6-1,6-2

Steele:
det DitFmtrs 11.80 6-2,6-1
dei Mac Orenell (GFU) 6-2.6-3
def. Ralf Schulz (GF1.1) 6-1,6-1

ELLIOT

does feel awesome," Elliot said of
his ranking.
While the team seemed ecstatic
over their athletic success, individual team members repeatedly
brought up team bonding as the
highlight of the weekend.
Donnell mentioned the depth
of talent on the team, but above
all expressed fellowship as the
team's greatest strength.
It's such a blast," Donnell said.
"That's why I'm doing this:.
Barrett emphasized what he
called "team bondingness" seemed
to especially surface on the long

SATURDAY

vs. EVERETT SILVERTIPS

vs. TRI-CITY AMERICANS

JERSEY OFF THE
BACK AUCTION

BREAST CANCER
AWARENESS NIGHT

BID ON YOUR FAVORITE CHIEFS GAL1EWORN JERSEY ALL PROCEEDS GO TO
1HE CHIEFS PLAYER EDUCATION FUND

TtiE CHIEFS WILL TURN TUL ICE PINK TO HELP
RAISE AWARENESS FOR BREAST CANCER IN
THE INLAND NORTHWEST

tig,nored

aff"

:.omcast
coyly RUN

Game Drum

7pm

STEELE

bus ride to and from Oregon.
"The team bonded so much
this last weekend, that I am only
wearing underwear right now;
Barrett said.
The men return to the court to
defend their undefeated title at
home this weekend against 'Willamette University on Friday Feb.
22 at 4 p.m. Their second match
is at home against Linfield College
on Saturday Feb. 23 at 1 p.m.
Contact Lindsay. Darbonne at
lindsay.darbonne@whitworthian.
cont.
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Thrice is nice for women's tennis

rOlitemIST

,WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
NWC

.

ALL

UPS

12-2

19-4

GEORGE FOX

12-2

20-3

L&C

10-4

14-9

WHITMAN

8-6

14-9

WHITWORTH

7-7

12-11

PLU

5-9

12-11

'INFIELD

4-10

11-12

WILLAMETTE

3-11

5-18

PAaFIC

2-12

3-19

NM PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. INtitman
MC-111y, Feb. 19 c2 6 p.m.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
NWC ALL

WHITWORTH

10-4

17-6

UPS

10-1

17-5

W1WtMETTE

9-5

11-12

L&C

8-6

14-8

UNFIELD

8-6

13-10

PACIFIC

7-7

9-14

PLU

64

10-12

GEORGE FOX

4-10

8-15

WHITMAN

i-13

5-17

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
111otworth vs. Whitman

Tutilsy. Feb. 19

8

p.m.

WOMEN'S TENIS

NC All

Pirates crush Pacific, Fox, Whitman in
weekend series of NWC home matches
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer
The l'irates had a comfortable opening weekend
of play in the Northwest
Conference with three
straight ivins over Pacific
University, George Fox
University and Whitman
College at the Whitworth
Tennis Bubble.
Whitworth begins their
2008 campaign with a
lineup
freshman-heavy
looking to move to the top
of the conference.
Whitworth finished last
season in the middle of
the pack, posting an 8-8
record in conference and a
10-12 record overall.
Rachel McCoola, Katie Troxell, Betsy Johnson
and Stephanie Reardon
are all gone from last year's
squad.
Half of the weekend's six
starters were freshmen.
Freshman Rachel Burns
started at thc number one
slot, freshman Lexy Harrington played at number two and junior Lihn
Avcn was at number three.
Freshman Katie Staudinger held the fourth slot.
Numbers fifth and sixth
are senior Taryn Smith
and junior Justine Hays.
In the official season
opening match, the team
looked to make a statement against Pacific.

Yi/.11P.VCIRTtl

2:0

2-1

WHITMAN

2-0

2-1

'INFIELD

2-0

2-2

PLU

1-0

1-0

RALLY

L&C

1-1

1-1.

continued frotn page 16

WILLAMME

0-0

0-0

GEORGE FOX

0-2

0-2

UPS

0-2

0-2

PACIFIC

0-2

0-3

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitwcr.th vs. linfield

Saturday, Feb. 23.-) 3 p.m.

MEN'S TENNIS
NWC ALL

WHITWORTH

5-0

5-2

WHITMAN

4-0

4-5

PLU

3-1

3-3

UPS

1-1

1-1

LINFIELD

1-2

1-4

WILLAMETTE

0-1

0-2

GEORGE FOX

0-3

0-3

L&C

O-30-3

PACIFIC

0-3

0-3

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs. Willamette
Friday, Feb. 22 cit 4 p.m.

if

Athlete
THE WE K

Ross Nakamura

Junior
Scored 17 of 19 points in second
half of comeback win over UPS.

The l'irates jumped to
an early 3-0 lead sweeping
all the doubles. The dominance continued in to the
singles matches as they
snatched all six ending in
a 9-0 win.
Most notable Were the
performances of Burns
and Aven who both won
their singles matches without giving up a game.
Whitworth brought the
same lineup to Saturday's
match and had the sante
result with a 9-0 win over
George Fox.
it
was
This time
Staudinger with the standout performance as she
failed to tfrop a game in
her singles match.
Smith and Burns also
stifled the Bruins, winning their doubles match
at love.
Sunday's

match with
Whitman was expected
to be the most challenging of the weekend which
proved to be the case, but
the l'irates were up to the
challenge.
'They are for surc a better team than the other
two teams we played,"
Burns said. "I think actually our team was pretty
ready, pretty mentally
tough, generally everyone
just wcnt out there and
played their gamer
Vhitrnan put up a

stronger fight, but the
Whitworth women were
able to take an early 2-1
lead after doubles to get off
to a good start.
Burns provided the
match of the day against
Whitman's Elise Otto.
Burns lost the three set
match to Otto 6-2, 2-6,
3-6.

lier teammates picked
up the slack, though, with
wins from Harrington,
Avert, Staudinger and
Hays.
Whitworth added on
tivo %%ins over Vhitman in
the doubles matches, sewing up a 6-3 win.
Getting off to a quick
3-0 start in the NWC, the
Pirates will look to stay
undefeated as they travel
to Oregon next weekend
to take on Linfield College
and Willamette .University.
"1

think Linfield will

definitely be tough, they
lost some of their players
but they'll be tough, it'll
be interesting: Staudinger
said.
Ihe matches will be
played at 3 p.m. on Saturday, Feb. 23 and at 9 a.m.
Sunday, Feb. 24 at Willamette.
Contact Colin Zalewski
at
colin.:nlewskiewhitrthian.cont.

Sate Chutt/Whttwvt than

Senior Taryn Smith works the backhand during her doubles
match on Feb.17 agaInstWhItman at theTennIs Bubble.

Singles

Doubles
Amrtaartnston If. 1141(0 fonril

Burn, del Orr, (GFV) 6-1, 6-2

!Lunn:ton Jet 1144er (GEV)
Awn Jef Elitrorn (GIV)6-2.

J4

6-1

60

ROhnkVII (GEV) 641 6-0
Smith tid. lenre (GEV) 6.2. 6-4
ii.rn
Lulls (CUM 6-3, 6-0
51.u4im1Y7

di

Oro 01731)1f Iluyna 6, 6-2.6-3
liarrmttJet Jet Darn (t731) 6-1. 7.6
Anm Jr/ Lent: Ot7306-0, 6-1

Sum/nor di
Oost OVT30

1r 0117306.1. 6-2

di Smith 60. 7.5

liars Jr/ Fa-own (1$7.11) 6-z 6-4

(GEV) 8.3
Sons:A:Bum def. Orrifigrom ((;EV)
80

11St.tit.lince1 del RelinuniAthivle
(GEV) s-1

lent:Mtso 01730 di. 11.Jmniton.

A8.5

Blom:Smith (11'11T) Jej. DellrreiKaur
(11731) s-4
11.1r/St.ssmlintrr.kf. frosi,;(3.11:
(i$731) 8 -1

h

141A4...0....

side with the dribble and layed it in to give the Pirates the
lead at 64-63. Symes scored eight straight during that two
minute stretch to give Whitworth some breathing room.
"That's what you want your seniors to do," Hayford
said. "Ile's our All-American, so we're really, really

proud of him:
The game changed when two key players on each side
of the ball vere taken out of the game. Junior post Calvin Jurich fouled out of the game with 6:39 to play, while
Loggers forward Veston Wood fouled out at 6:13. lunch
was the primary defender on Foster during the game.
"Wc missed his defense [and] rebounding," Nakamura said.
The Pirates were able to neutralize Foster as a scoring threat even with lunch on the bench, holding him
scoreless over the last 11:09.
"I think he kind of got lost in the zone in that he
wasn't able to get the same touches he was getting when
we vere playing man to man," Ilayford said.
After extending the lead to six with 16 seconds remaining on the clock, the game looked to be over.
However, two free throws from UPS' Robert Krauel
and a deep 3-pointer by Williams brought the Loggers
to within one with six seconds to go. UI'S immediately
fouled Nakamura on the inbountis pass and put him on
the free throw line. Nakamura was confident he'd knock
down the pair of shots.
"I made my first two, so after that it's usually good:
Nakamura said.
After coolly stroking the first, the second attempt rattled out and the ball popped free. Symes skied for the
offensive rebound to sew up thc game for the Pirates.
Whitworth set up the shot at first place by taking care
of Pacific Lutheran University 76-66 Friday, Feb. 15.
Symes led in the scoring column with 18 points. Willemsen had a double-double for the Bucs with 17 points
and 11 rebounds. Jurich had a career-high 14 points
and grabbed nine rebounds.
The Pirates shot 51.7 percent from the field in the
game and nearly 60 percent in the first half. Whitworth
pounded the glass, with a 42-28 advantage in rebounds.
The team closes out their home schedule against
Whitman College on Tuesday night at 8 p.m. Former
Delta Junior College teammates Symes and guard Jerry
Beverly will be honored prior to the game.
Contact Derek Casanovas at derek.casanovas@whitworthian.com.
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Coach is caretaker

continuedfrom page 16
ronmentally harmful pollutants before they are expelled
from the pool.
"V.that we have now is
good, but then it will be very,
very good," Schadt said.
Ilis voice swells with pride
as he shows off the pool a
contentedness with the liquid home he oversees.
"It's kind of like a car,"
Schadt said. "Every car has
its own personality and style
it's the same with a pool'?
Some personality comes
from the pool's temperature.
NCAA regulations dictate
the pool must be between
79-81 degrees Fahrenheit
for competitions.
The

temperature

Mae aute/1V1tigworthiArs

Schadt is the head coach of the men's and women's swim teams. In addition to pulling double
duties as coach. Schadt has been the director of the Aquatics Center for five years and the
main maintenance person for the pool for the past two.

Hours later, the pool
teems with swimmers for
the dual meet. Water thrashes around as latex-capped
swimmers make lap after
lap. Perhaps this is another
moment Schadt holds dear
to his heart.
"[I havej a lot of good
memories at the pool,"
Schadt said of the Aquatics
Center. its been great, with
the relationships I've formed
and a lot of good times with
good people'
The Pirate swimmers
posted some good times of
their own in the Jan. 26 meet.
The men upped their NWC
dual meet win streak to 57
straight with the victory and
the women

completed

an undefeathovered at
ed regular
79 for the
season with
Want to read about how the men's
dual meet
the %in over
and women's teams fareil at the
between the
UPS.
liWC Championships? Read online
University of
But now
at whitworthian.com.
Puget Sound
the ruckus of
and Whitthedual meet
worth Jan.
has died out.
26. However, Schadt, an All- The visiting SWillffil ere bus
American swimmer while a is rumbling home to TacoWhitworth student, bumps ma. The slamming of lockthe temperature to 80 for ers and crackling of shower
swim practiccs and to 82-83 water on tile are gone. The
for children's swim lessons.
stands where spectators
Schadt estimates that once sat are silent.
a few hundred occupants
Schadt will take onc more
populate the pool from 5:30 chemical reading before he
a.m. to 9:30 p.m. each day leaves today. He %sill be back
for classes, water aerobics at dawn tomorrow to do it
and swim practice.
all over; to ensure the pool
After putting in time at stays that Efferdent-blue.
the pool as caretaker, coach When Schadt performs
and director, Schadt rarely his concealed routine once
enjoys the fruits of his labor. again.
The five-time Northwest
charnpionConference
Contact Derck Casanovas
ship coach said he enjoys
running the trails near the at derek.casanovas@whitworthian.cotn.
schooL

MORE SWIMMING
ONLINE k

SPLITS
continued from page 17
aitis and five from Orrell.
PLU went 1-11 from the
floor in the last 10 minutes
of the first half.
The Pirates pushed the
lead to 16m the second half
on a free throw by senior
guard Teresa Zeitler with
8:17 to go. But PLU rallied
behind an Emily Voorhies
free throw and layup on
the next two possessions.
The Lutes squeezed the Pirate lead to six on a Nikki
Scott jumper with a little
more than three to play, but
Whitworth put the game
away with free throws from
Snyder, Corigliano, junior
guard Molly Schlander and
Bower down the stretch.
Whitworth will close

out their homestand with
Senior Night Tuesday
against VThitman College.
Zeitler and Snyder will be
recognized by the team
before the game. Even
though the team has been
taken out of the playoffs,
the effort will still be there
for the final two games of
the season.
"We're still going to try
and get these last couple
wins and end on a good
note; Orrell said. Horaitis
said the team will focus
on other priorities now
that the playoffs are out of
reach.

"Our goal right now is
to try- to get an upset and
try to ruin someone else's
season; Horaitis said. "We
are going to be back next
year;
Contact Derek Casanovas at derek.casanovas@
whitworthiatt.com.

Thinking beyond your
bachelor's degree?

'Think Whitworth!
'11

You can move into a Whitvorth master's program in:

School Counseling
Community-Agency Counseling
Administrative Leadership

With a degree in education, you can move into a
master's program in:

Elementary/Secondary Education
Special Education
Gifted & Talented Education
For information, check with the Whitworth Gmduate Studies
in Education Office, third floor, Dixon Hall, or contact Assistant
Director Vemice Hunnicutt at vhunnicutt@whitworth.edu
or 509.777.4398. You may also contact Whitworth Graduate
Studies in Education at gse@whitworth.edu or 509.777.3228.
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RIGHT:Junior Breanne Durham walks through
the township of itipini in Mthatha, South
Africa with a young child.
ti.er Chutditintawrthian
BOTTOM LEFT: Professor of philosophy Forrest
Baird reads Paul's sermon from Acts 17 on

top of the Areopagus, where the apostle Paul
preached the sermon to the Greelcs.
Mao (outlay of Danielle De long
BOTTOM CENTER: A traditional Celtic cross
stands erec-t along the Irish countryside.
Mow courtay Betkury I [armlet
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BOTTOM RIGHT:Junior Caitlin Himmel and
sophomores Morgan Yost and Hope Hardaway
pose In traditional Thai outfits.
PhotJ cotately 'IC:jam Himmel
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DO YOU HAVE SOME AMAZING SHOTS OF CAMPUS LIFE?

E-mail them to its at: photos@whitworthian.com.
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Future campus looks green

PAGE2

I

Long-ten debt to

New science center to
include sustainable
landscaping, materials

reach $56 million
Capital projects are sending debt skyrocketing.

OPINIONS

I

INABILITY

PRESSIN

Julie Wootton

PAGE 7

News Editor

Christina Chea
Staff Writer

In several years, students could find themselves taking classes in a new science center

constructed with locally-manufactured materials and surrounded by sustainable natural
landscaping.
Vhitworth is currently discussing sustainability initiatives for new capital projects, such
as the Ernst E Lied Visual Arts Center, cast residence hall and science center.
"The widely accepted definition of sustainability is to act in ways that meet current
needs
without
sacrificing future
generations' abilSUSTAINABILITY
ity to meet their
needs said Greg DEFINED C47
Orwig, director of

Is global warming

ifietoric too hot?
Labbcrton and Locklear
argue climate language.

SCENE

I

PAGE 14

communications

Fighting fires in
their spare time
Students balance school
and volunteer work.

SPORTS

I

PAGE

'Sustainable activities are

those that meet contemand member of
porary needs without
the sustainability
compromising the ability of
committee.
"There seems to
future generations to meet
be a powerful
their needs:
mandate of fair.From the Whitworth
ncss and justice in
Susiainability
Web site
that definition."
Director of Facilities Services
Ed Kelly said President Bill Robinson has already signed on to several sustainability initia-

tives.

16

Robinson is one of 110 signatories of the
National .Association of Evangelicals statement
on climate change. Robinson also signed the
American College and University Presidents
Climate Commitment, Kelly said.
According to the Presidents Climate Commitment, the university must create an action
plan, an inventory and periodical progress reports that are made public by providing them
to the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in I ligher Education.
Dale Soden, executive assistant to the presi-

Men's hoops wins

back-to-back titles

7ho;tsau licttruonItlautwortAlars

Groundskeeper Gary Bosworth pries a unit of compressed plastic out of the compressor in
the new recycling shed behind Facilities Services on Feb. 22.

Going green: Find out what 1Vhitworth is doing to use resources wisely,
and learn ¡ton' you can cultivate a more sustainable lifestyle on campus.
See

more inside, IN-DEPTH, PAGE 10-11.

dent and chair of the sustainability committee,
said these reports on Whitworth's status as a
sustainable campus are required to fulfill the
Presidents Climate Commitment.
feel likc this is the right thing to do, the
inoral thing to do," Soden.said. "It's consistent
with what the Christian values are and with
protecting God's creation but most colleges
wouldn't tie it to Christianity. They would see it
more as the right thing to do."
Whitworth's sustainability task force was disbanded at the end of last year, but most of the
members returned as the sustainability com-

'c

mittee, assistant director of student housing
Alan Jacob said.
The committee is designed to study the issue of sustainability for an indefinite period of
time, Jacob said.
"We try to build the committee to include
people who are interested and motivated in
helping make Whitworth more sustainable and
who are in the position where they can make an
impact in various operations and arcas," Orwig
said.
See GREEN, page 4

Pirates beat Fox, daim
consecutive NWC crowns.

-----------

Revised class times to take effect next year

ONLINE I THISWEEK

Keeping tabs on
campus a-ime

James Spung

Read security's incident
report every week at
whitworthian.com.

Ibis year, as in years past, students could be walking to a Ntonday class at 9:15 a.m. and be reasonably surc of arriving on time.
Next semester, they would arrive 10 minutes late.
Beginning in fall 2008, the
university will institute a revised
weekly planning calendar, the
template of class times that determines when each class will begin
and end. Among other things, the
calendar vill allow for staggered
lunch breaks and provide better
use of classroom space during the
da); registrar Bev Kleeman said.
"Ilie big picture goal is to have
more schedulable class times, so

WORD FOR WORD
Quote of the week
"I believe In the power
of the imagination. If

you believe it, be it, and
live it. Or leave it be"
Laura-Piece-Kelley

sivnAutonlatorukschage
whin the hip Ann ornmarrry
Read about the poetry reading

at whitworthlan.com.

PLEASE
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classes will be more condensed

Assistant News Editor

2
6
10

RENE

12

SPORTS

16
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I-- New academic 3-unit MWF class

schedule]

Old Calendar

New Calendar:

19:20 a.m. - 10:15 a.m.

9:05 am.- 10:00 a.m.l

110:40a.m.-1135a.m

10:25a.m.-11:20a.m.4

111°0n-1235 p.m.

11:45 a.m. - 12:40 p.m.I

I 1:05 p.m. - 2:00 p.m

1230 p.m. - 1:45 p.m.

12:10 p.m.- 3:05 p.m

155 p.m.-230 p.m..4
toultoy

tht Fry-tstrsri (NI

we adjusted class times to fit into a
more efficient schedule: said Barb
Sanders, assistant (lean of instruc-

tion.
With the changes, the Nlonday-

INTERNATIONAL ENROLLMENT

fry .0. frpt

011

Parr, 111sal thun

Wednesday-Friday class times wil
generally move earlier. A 10:40
a.m. class, for example, will start at
10:25 a.m.
On Iliesdays and 'Thursdays,

around thc revised Chapel schedule, which places 30-minute Chapel meetings on both days and
took effect last semester.
Ihe current calendar still cams
out an hour-long slot for Chapel,
so the class times could easily
move to provide more time at the
end of the day, Sanders said.
"I supported it because it gives
another teaching slot during the
day," faculty vice president Warren
Friedrichs said. "It wasn't a major
change, but it was going to make
the school run better."
Along with staggered lunch
hours and extra class times, the
new schedule provides a desig-

See CALENDAR, page 2
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ABOUT US
The Whitworthian has smed as the main

of nevrt and spats coverage fa the
Whitworth commtroty sime 1905. The
W16vorthian is an agantratica composed
source

entirely by students

Oil prodtKes

The

Whrtwathian weekly newspaperand the
whttworthiancom.
OUR MISSION
The Whirivathiri setts to Warn and
engage the Whitworth carunuruty, ever
mindtd of our journalistic responsibkiet

Debt climbs to $56 million
New campus
buildings double
long-term debt
Mark Baker
Staff Writer

We value accurary, relevance, innovation

and transparency.

The
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print edrtivn of The Whitworthian is

published weekly, erupt during January
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vacatket The content is
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However, Brian Benzel. vice

president for finance and administration, said Whitworth's policy
on incurring debt has recently
changed significantly because the
cost of construction from 20042007 has risen exponentially and is
expected to continue rising.
The overall scopc of new projects is in the S75 million range and
we will fundraisc roughly a third of
that, but we will have to borrow thc

rest; Benzel said

Etfitor-in-Chkf

Leah

In 2004, Michael Le Roy, vice
president for Academic Affairs.
said part of Whitworth's overall financial strategy is to secure all its
funding before breaking ground
on new capital projects, according
to the 2004 Washington CEO's college report.

"

He emphasized the importance
of beginning construction of capi-

tal projects to begin fundraising.
From a financial standpoint. do;
onc of our best fundraising strateBenzel continued to say the debt
gics is to start construction; Ben- increases operating costs because
zel said.
thc university has to pay lendSteve Thompson, director of ers back, meaning student tuition
capital projects, said thc university will be increased in order to cover
is optimistic about incurring debt these costs.
right now because interest rates are
Our tuition incrcasc rates arc a
so low.
little bit higher but in the same ba"We have more donors with sic range as last year," Bernd said.
more wealth than we have ever
According to a letter sent to stuhad, and they,are willing to invest dents and parents by the university
in Whitworth because they have this week, the combined tuition,
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$18 million
Renovations of
science center

$37 million
Construction of new
science building

bfteruhen toatny 413tor Th.r.rson d,.4MILES
aseue 110mth Koeverfltiromv Awl

fees and room and board will in-

crease 6.47 percent for the 20438-09
school year.
Junior Justin I iancock expressed
conccrn about the amount of debt.
"Whitworth might be going in
a little too deep. Hancock said.
"However, the scicncc building
needs it. I am not a science major,
but they do need the renovations.
The dorms need it, too;
Hancock expressed concern that
the amount of debt might be too
much to incur at once. However,
he has seen the benefit of previous improvements such as Weyerhaeuser flail.
"lhe school has always been
conscicntious about staying out nf
debt; Johnson said.
Johnson said she has confidence
in the administration's responsible
financial history.
According to the 2005-2010
strategic plan, the Ernst F. Lied Visual Arts Center, currently under
construCtion and scheduled for

completion in fall 2008, will cost
about $7.1 million. I lowever, the
building will be a succcss for Whitworth's Institutional Advancement
department because it has been
fully funded by donations, according to the plan.
ASWU off-campus Representative Corcy Fereday said these projects are an investment, adding that
staff, students and alumni expect
quality and the debt is just part of
the plan.
"ibis is the best that IVIiitWorth
has ever been; Fereday said. "The
level of quality with thc professors
and thc students is constantly rising, which demands that the facilities kccp
Thompson agrees with Fereday.
"lhis is a good thing and it is
necessary to keep the campus
currcnt and enhance facilities;
Thompson said.

Contact Mark Baker at ,a;rark
bakir@whiN'tirifilatt.cont.

POLla

of several other members
of faculty and adminis-

tration, drew up three
revised calendar options
nated time for faculty gov- in fall 2007. In their Octoernance on Monday after- ber meeting. the Departnoons.
ment Chairs approved the
Faculty governance re- schedule that will take effers to department meet- fect next semester, Sandings, faculty standing ers said.
committees, department
The Dean's Council prochair meetings and faculty posed two other schedassemblies, each of which ules, one of which cut
occur once per month, class times to 50 minutes
Sanders said.
and extended the semesAn additional adv-antage ter, which was impossible,
of scheduling faculty gov- Kleeman said. The other
ernance on Monday after- schedule designated Frinoons is that more athletic day afternoons for faculty
coaches can participate governance.
because many sports have
"It was a challenge to fit
Monday off from practice, science labs into thc ncw
Meeman said.
schedule, but wc have a
kleeman said the stag- new science building on
gered lunch times will the way in a few years so
hopefully provide students that will free up times;
more access to lunch fa- Sanders said.
cilities, adding that while
In a near-unanimous
Sodexho has no problem vote, the faculty approved
catering to large crowds, the first option. Friedrichs
seating has become fairly said.
limited.
The Dean's Council,
Contact James Spung at
which includes Sanders james.spung@whitworthiand Kleeman and consists att.cont.

Columns, edrtaial cartoons and reviews
are the opinices of their inctividual

creators and not necessarty the opiniai of

PUBUC FORUM

Want to keep tabs on what's
going on with ASWU?

The Whitworthian is a pubbc fonan
that believes in freedom of speech and

Check out our new blog:

The

Science building costs and payments

Mot

Litra Richardson
Isarankini~rIst.orshodat tam

Photo

seen thc quality improvements of
what other money has done for
the Whitworth community; said
Kristi Burns, ice president of Institutional Advancement.
Ihe new science center is projected to cost $55 million.
According to the independent
auditors' report from June 30,
2007 and 2006, $25 million of the
funds for the new science center
and the renovations to the Eric
Johnston Science Center will come
from donors through institutional
advancement. There will be $30
million borrowed through the issuance of low-interest bonds via
thc Washington Higher Education
Facilities Authority (WIIEFA).
The auditors' rcport states that a
$26 million liability already exists
and the $30 million debt from the
ncw science facility will be added.
placing Whitworth's total long.. term debt at approximately $56
million.
"In every way we think we have
the ability to do this." Benzel said.
"We have to factor into our cost of
doing business debt scnice rates.
This is a big university commitment, and to go through with it
means that we have to forgo othcr
commitments or things we have to

Whitvonhian, its editors cs its staff.

Or
491:97001
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Pool forget to check out our daily
specials, like 01.1 9 Fish Tacos every
Friday or 01.00 off Super Meat
Nachos every Saturday!
WIN A FREE COMBO MEAL!!
Fill in your

name and Whitworth
e-mail, bring in this ad, and you'll be entered to
will a FREE combo meal of your choice!
.

(one entry per person)

Name:

evpression as guaranteed in the first

Amendment to the Cartutution of the
United States.

CONTACT US
MS 4102

Whitworth Univrrsity
300w. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane,WA 99251

editorosifirtworthian.corn
(509)7T/-3248
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(gamma
Tbe news secticn ermines topics relating to the
ASSCCIated Students of Whitworth University (ASW10.

whitworthian.com

Open Sunday - Thursday 1 0:30a.tvi. - 9:00p.m.
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Administration seeks increased
international student enrollment
Candace Pontoni
Staff lirriter
Administrators want to increase
the number of international students to five percent of the total
student population by 2010. A
new administrative position to
deal with international applicants
is one way they hope to do it.
The decision to implement new
procedures, such as utilization of
Web links and recruiting through
previously used techniques such
as active word-of-mouth promotion of Whitworth, arc also part of
the plan to attract more international students.
The addition of a new assistant
director of international admissions position is in accordance
with thc 2005-2010 strategic plan,
which highlights the goal of the
administration to achieve an increase in thc number of international students.
This plan has been put into effect due to the sharp decline in the
amount of international students
enrolled at 1Vhitworth in recent
years, said Suc Jackson, director of
off-campus studies and the International Education Center.
"We arc aggressively recruiting
international students; Jackson
said. The fact that we've created
a position at thc assistant director
level shows the administration is
very serious about recruitment;
Jackson said.
Harry Donkor, who fills the
newly created position of assistant
director of international admissions, said enrollment of full-time
international students has dropped
significantly since his graduation
from Whitworth in 2003.
"When I graduated, there were
dose to 80 international students,"
Donkor said.
That number
droppcd to 18 at one point:
Donkor's position was created last October. Previously, the
admissions office handled all international applications, Donkor
said.
"Already, the numbers are up;
Jackson said.
Currently, 34 full-time inter-

national students are enrolled
Mitworth, according to the
Tcnth Day Report for spring 2008,
up from 32 in 2007.
Donkor is currently planning a
fall rccruitmcnt trip to Asia.
Our goal is to let them know:
yes, we're here, we're. looking for
students; Donkor said. "%Ve want
to tell them about the environat

ment:
The administrators of the International Education Center believe larger numbers of applicants
will be attracted to %Vhitworth for
several reasons, including Whitworth's new university status.
"Being a university gives us
more credibility," said Charles
Tappa, assistant director of offcampus studies.
It is hard to tell at this point,
however, whether or not more students in the international community are being drawn to Whitworth
because of thc change, Tappa said.
The placement of a link to Whitworth's international admissions
page on the U.S. State Department
Web site is a new method of recruitment that Donkor is testing.
"%Ve're involved with the State
Department Web site; Donkor
said. Our advertisement is targeted toward Indian studcnts. We
haven't actually gotten any hits

yet:
Currently, only the U.S. State

Photo cousin). of Whitworthiart Archives

Junior IvethCanales gives instructions to two International Banquet partidpants during the dress rehearsal for this
yeaes banquet on Nov. 15, 2007.
"I started to think seriously
about studying abroad when I met

level that is too high for many applicants, Jackson said.

her," Canales said.

"There were not enough students to sustain our English program," Jackson said. "We only
teach one level of English language now, and it's in the fall only.
If you're not good enough, you
don't make it:
Canales believes Whitworth
could do a few things differently
to attract more international students.
"Whitivorth should convince
other universities to accept Whitworth credits," Canales said. "I had
a fricnd who came to %Vhitworth,
but now she's having trouble getting those credits to count at her
university:
A lot of students interested in
the excha.nge program have fear
that credits earned at Whitworth
won't be recognized by their university, Canales said.
"When we go back, we tell everyone our whole experience, the
good and bad things; Canales
said. "Exchange students who return to their home university after
attending Whitworth might say,
'Yes, I had a good experience, but
now I have to stay here for an extra
semester because my credits dhn't
count.'
Payo said the attention Whitworth devotes to its international
studies program is unique, and
an incentive for international students to apply.
"At my old university, one person was working in the international studies department," Payo
said. "And there were 50 people
from my university abroad, and 50
international students there. They
didn't have time for individuals:
Donkor believes that a slight
problem of the international studies department is its tendency to
recruit students from areas that
are already well-represented on
campus, he said.
Donkor said his plan is to oper-

Canales in turn has told her
friends and old dassmates from
Honduras about her experiences
at Whitworth.
"I love the facilities, having access to everything and the personalized relationships with professors. I can send an e-mail to
my professor, and he responds
quickly; Canales said. "I've told
my friends and old dassmates to
look into Whitworth. Three of
my friends might be interested in
have already
coming here:
heard of WhitFreshman Hecworth.
tor Payo, a student
"My goal is to have a diverse
"Usually,
from Spain, mainly
student populationf
interested stuchose Whitworth
Harry Donkor, assistant director of because of its locadents contact
international admissions
me first," said
tion, but he said he
and
coach
was also attracted
professor of
by the more perkinesiology Toby Schwarz. "And sonal experience offered by Whitmost applicants who contact us worth.
have come into contact with pro"They give us special attention,
fessors, coaches or students from and make sure sve understand
Whitworth. It's good to have me as what is going on," Payo said. "In
a recruiting point:
my university in Spain, no one
Currently, the athletics depart- cares:
ment has students from Japan, InPayo atided that while he has
dia, Kenya and Ghana.
enjoyed his experience at WhitSchwarz said at this point, the worth, he is not actively seeking
majority of international students to inform his dassmates in Spain
who participate in athletics are about his experiences.
from Africa.
"My friends ... I think they
"They know they're going to be don't really know very much about
a part of something big. Interna- %Vhitworth; he said.
tional students in athletics have an
The availability of funds for ininstant network, an instant family ternational students, though not
to hang out with; Schwarz said.
a new offering, is seen by the InDonkor said the best method ternational Education Center as a
of spreading information about major incentive for international
Whitworth internationally is by applicants, Donkor said.
word-of-mouth.
"There is a financial guaranStudents who come from anoth- tee for international students,"
er country and study at Whitworth Donkor said.
often return home and share their
Admissions for international
experiences with their friends and students is based on the Test of
neighbors, Donkor said.
English as a Foreign Language
"They'll say: 'Hey man, do you (TOEFL).
want to come to my school? It's
Accepted students receive mongreat: " Donkor said.
etary compensation on a scale
Junior Iveth Canales, who was comparable to that of the scholarraiscd and attended school in ship award system based on SAT
Honduras, became interested in scores.
Whitworth when a 1997 Whit"If they receive a score of 89worth graduate working in Hon- 99 on the TOEFL, they'll receive
duras through the Peace Corps $11,000," Donkor said. "A score of
shared her personal experiences 100 will get them more:
with Canales and encouraged her
English proficiency standards,
to apply.
however, have been raised to a

Serbian protestors
break in, set fire
to U.S. Embassy
About 200 Serbians were
arrested on Feb. 21 in a protest against Kosovo's independence.
Tens of thousands of Serbians participated in the
protests.
A group of about 100
protestors broke into the
U.S. Embassy in Belgrade,
Kosovo and set several
rooms on fire, according to
witnesses.
Authorities are looking
for the protestors who attacked the embassy, Serbia's
state prosecutor said.
The British, German,
Croatian and Turkish embassies were also attacked.
One hundred and fifty
people were injured and
one person was killed in the
protests.

r

Department web pages for India
and China offer universities the
opportunity to advertise. Whitworth has chosen to use this
method to advertise in India rather than China because it is easier
for Indian citizens to obtain a visa,
Donkor said.
"We want to see if this gets us
any business," Jackson said.
Recruiting done by administrators in the athletic department
also brings international students
to-Whitworth, Jackson said.
The athletic department provides information to students who

World
BRIEFS

ate differently.
"My goal is to have a diverse
student population," Donkor said.
"All come with different perspec-

Floods in Ecuador

leave thousands
without homes
Thousands of Ecuador
residents were left homeless and 10 dead after heavy
rainfalls flooded nine provinces.
The rainfall lasted for

about one week and was the
heaviest rainfall Ecuador
had seen in about 25 years.
President Rafael Correa
declared a state of emergency on Feb. 20 and ordered
$35 million in relief funds.
A fund will be set up to
help farmers who were affected by the floods, Ecuador's government said.

Castro hands over
reins to brother
after 49 years
Former Cuban president
Fidel Castro stepped down
Feb. 19 after ruling Cuba
- for 49 years, since 1959.
Castro's brother, Raul,
was confirmed as Cuba's
next president on Feb. 24.

Castro had not made a
public appearance since
July 2006, when he temporarily handed over power
to his brother Raul during a
surgical operation.
Castro is currently 81
years old.

Nader announces
third campaign
for presidency
Presidential
candidate
Ralph Nader hopes the
third time's a charm.
Nader, who has run for
president as an independent
twice before, announced his
candidacy on Feb. 24.

tives. I want that diversity on campus; I don't want to target just one

region:
Contact Candace Pontoni at candace.pontoni@whitworthian.con:

Compikd by Julie Wootton
Sourres: New York Times, CVN.
BBC, IS'ashington Post
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ASWU members

offer suggestions
for HUB expansion
Dayna Coleman Jones,
assistant dean of students,
polled ASWU members
on facilities they thought
should remain in the HUB
when it is expanded.
Ntembers made several
suggestions, including having a smattering of cafés
across campus to accommodate the growing number of students, hming a
game room in thc HUB and
improving thc post office.
Ntany members also felt the
student media and student
government should remain
in the building.
Read more on the new
ASWU Nog 'Inside the
Chambers-at whitworthian.
com.
Compiled by Aforgan Fedda

Speaker discusses
seadsm, violence
in the media
One-third of all women
experience sexual violence
in their lifetime, a member of the Victim Rights
Response Team at Lutheran Community Services
Northwest said Feb. 20.
Grant Standiff with Lutheran Community Servi ces
Northwest's Sexual Assault
& Family Trauma Response
Center (SAFeT) pointed
out trends of sexism and
violence in the media.
Read more at whitworthian.com.
Compiled by Jasmine Linabary

CORRECTIONS &

CLARIFICATIONS
In an article published
Feb. 19 about NVhitworth

receiving an award for advancing racial harmony, the
trustee who accepted the
award with President Bill
Robinson was incorrectly
identified. Trustee 'Walter
Oliver accepted the award
for 1Vhitworth.
In the "In the Loop" editorial published in the same
issue, the CCCU was incorrectly named. The organization's title Is the Council
for Christian Colleges and
Universities.
In the New Releases"
column of the same issue,
theater release dates were
incorrect "The Other Boleyn Girl," "Semi-Pro" and
"Romulus, My Father" will
be released in theaters on
Feb. 29.
In an article published
in the same issue about
the women's tennis team,
Stephanie Reardon rvas
listed among players who
have left the team. Reardon
is a sophomore and on the
team this season.
The Whitworthian is committed

to prordng

the Mitworth community with the most accurate information possible. The Whirervtia an nem inowingfy publishes inacnradei tf
you hare a comment

a question abaft the

fairnessor acatracy ola story,send an e-111,11

to editorgyrtifivorthian.com.

Continuing studies enrollment declines
Beau Lamb
Staff Writer

Economic factors, such as the
current low unemployment rate in
Spokane, have led to decreasing enrollment in the continuing studies
department.
However, the department has
more degree offerings than its
competitor programs, Cheryl Nrawter, director of Continuing Studies
said.
"No one in the Spokane arca is
offering the same flexibility, and accelerated learning like Whitwortlis

continuing studies [department),"
Nrawter said.

The Continuing Studies program
is designed for working adults to

attend night classes mice a week,
working toward one of three bachclor's degrees offered.
Thc three degrees offered are
teacher certification, organizational management and liberal studies,

\lamer said.
Each dass is approximately three
hours in length, similar to Jan Term
classes. The dasses are not on the
traditional semester or quarter sys-

GREEN:

tem schedule, but rather a six-week
accelerated learning, Vavter said.
According to Gonzaga University's Web site, its similar Bachelor of
General Studies program includes
only two degree programs and students can attend classes only on
Saturdays or online.
The only other competition Continuing Studies faces is the University of Phoenix campus, which
Vawter said is planning to move to
another city in the near future.
"The program (Continuing Studies) worked really %yell for me and
made it very easy to complete my
degree," said Ntelodic Marksbury, a
2005 liberal studies graduate.
"Most students come in with
some college credit, mostly associates degrees, but some students,
however, have not attended college
yet," Vawter said.

Vawter said these degrees have
shown to increase job marketability and prmidc personal enrichmolt for the student.
"The degree did allow me to get
a significant promotion in the company I worked for and I left [Continuing Studies) ivith a very posi-

tire experience," Ntarksbury said.
"I would recommend it to anyone
who is thinking about going back

thousands of employees and leaving buyers in the lurch. Borrowers
with tarnished credit are facing
(leal-killing loan terms-if they can
even qualify for a loan now.
Due to the current low unemployment in the Spokane area,
increasing one's job marketability
may not seem as important.
These current economic factors
give rise to the diminishment in
the number of registered students
in the program, but measures arc
being taken to remedy the departments current troubles, N'awter

to school."
Marksbury said she applied to
work in the FIR department at
1Vhitworth and will be starting
here within the next month.
"We have a very diverse group,
ages range from 25 to 68 years
Vawter said. "Many are single
parents transitioning back into the
work force:
I lowever, despite its sucess, Vawter said the number of registered
students has been diminishing over said.
the past few years.
Vawter said plans are being
"While ve may have on average ¡nade to step up marketing efforts
as many as 280 registered students and remain ate course offerings to
in any given six-week course, sta- make the classes more desirable for
tistics indicate that thc retention the student.
has begun to decrease significantly
"I love the program, the profesby as much as 15 percent over the sors really understand that we liare
years," Vawter said.
a chaotic schedule and are flexible
Some factors include the current with my needs," said Randy Ntonsubprime mortgage crisis sweeping roe, a currents liberal studies major.
the nation which has caused peo- "I recommend joining the program
ple to reassess taking equity out of to people all the time
their home.
According to USA Today, lendContact Beau Lamb at beau.
ers are shutting down, laying off lamb@whitworthhm.com.

New buildings to utilize local materials and sustainable landscaping

continuedfrom page 1

pacity to measure energy design for the science cenconsumption.
ter project.
This can be attributed to
Robinson said incorpoThrough current and
planned initiatives, %nit- the fact that 80 perccnt of rating sustainability initiaworth is moving towards the square footage on cam- tives into the science cenits short and long term sus- pus is more than 25 years ter project is part of being
old and that technology faithful Christians.
tainability goals.
"We want the mission
Soden said Whitworth's has drastically improved
of thc institution to be vislong-term
sustainability since thcn, Kelly said.
"Ver)- few of the build- ible in everything wc do;
goals are not definite.
The committee has ings are metered for elec- Robinson said. "We believe
identified a number of tricity or steam; Kelly that creation is to be cared
for and that one day, all of
short-term and long-term said.
Kclly said there will be creation will be redeemed:
goals; each would be evaluStrong said the &sip
ated and others would be dectric meters installed in
process for
added: Soden said. "Then new buildthe science
they'll be reviewed to sec ings, such as
the Ernst E READ MORE lt
center has
what is best:
been
in
Several of the long- Lied Visual Read about Sodelho's sustainability
progress
term sustainability goals Arts Center, effortsat whitworthlan.com
for nearly a
indude hiring a full-time the new sdyear.
sustainability coordinator, ence facilities
Ilhe project) shows
building a new recycling and the East Residence Hall.
Retrofitting the current quite a commitment to the
building, looking into purchasing green energy cred- buildings on campus with sciences by the university,"
its, investigating a rainwa- meters to measure en- Strong said. "We're hoping
ter collection system and ergy consumption would that this building will have
looking into solar power cost between $10,000 and a draw for the campus as
options, according to the $15,000 per building, K'elly whole."
said.
Strong said the commitWeb site.
"It would be a big invest- tee will be looking to use
Kelly said a new recycling building w-as recently ment: Kelly said. "It would materials for the interior of
be nice, but there are so the building that are manuconstructed on site.
Purchasing green power many othcr things to fix on factured locally, within 500
miles of the university.
would add an additional campus:
This is thc most com$30,000 or more to the uniplex projcct we've ever
versities' electricity bill. A SUSTAINABILITY PLANbuilt; Strong said.
decision about purchasing NING FOR SCIENCE
Strong said one sustaingreen power has not been
CENTER
ability goal for the science
reached, Kelly said.
About 40 percent of carcenter will be to maximize
Kelly said while sustainbon emissions are generatlight coming from a northability is important, there is ed by
buildings, which surfacing exposure.
also a fiscal cost
passes the amount emitted
Strong said the goal is to
"Whitworth University by
vehicles, said Norman
have the building last for
is doing well, but are still
Strong, vice president of
80 years.
cautious about spending
the American Industry of
money," Kelly said.
Architects.
Strong is one of several CERTIFICATION FOR
ENERGY CONSUMPTION
architects and engineers FUTURE BUILDINGS
ON CAMPUS
The university is seeking
working on the science
One of the short-term center project.
LEED certification for sergoals for the university is
Thompson said sustain- eral of the upcoming capito reduce electricity and ability has been factored into tal projects.
gas consumption by 10 plans about how to build the
Kelly said a building
percent, according to the new science center.
must receive LEED certifiWeb site.
"It's an investment in the cation to be recognized as
The data for this year has design and construction sustainable.
not yet been entered, Kelly process," Thompson said.
LEED stands for I.eadersaid.
"It makes it more challeng- ship in Energy and EnviKelly said the school pur- ing, but it is a good invest- ronmental Design and is a
chases all of its energy from ment. We have to invest ef- program developed by the
Avista. He said it is hard to fort up front:
U.S. Green Building Counsay how green Whitworth
About 30 students, staff cil that sets various stanfacilities are because the and architects met Feb. 21 dards and guidelines for
current facilities do not at an all-campus luncheon environmentally sustainhave the technological ca- to talk about sustainable able construction, accord,

ing to a April 17, 2007 article in The Whitworthian.
"It is a system to measure how green a building
is," Kelly said.
No current Whitworth
buildings have LEED certification.
Kelly said Weyerhaeuser
Hall, which opened in fall
2004. was probably LEED
certifiable, but the university did not go through the
process to attain the certification.
Duvall Hall also was
not LEED certified when
it opened in fall 2006, but
met the standards for certification. Kelly said.
I lowever, two of the ncw
buildings scheduled for
construction may receive
certification. The east residence hall, projected for
completion in fall 2009,
and the new science center will be LEED certified,
Kelly said.
Thompson said the cast
residence hall may just receive basic certification.
Kelly said the Ernst F.
Lied Visual Arts Center
will not be LEED certified,
but will have sustainable
landscaping that does not
require irrigation.
Vi're trying to introduce more plants that are
drought-resistant to cut
down on irrigation costs,"
Kelly said.
MATERIALS FROM DEMOLITION RECYCLED

Kelly said the school recycled materials after the
demolition of Lincoln and
Beyond !falls.
According to a Dec. 17,
2007 letter from Louis Ray,
owner of Ray's Demolition to Tom Clark of T.W:

Clark Construction, threefourths of the project was
recycled.
Fourteen loads of materials were delivered to the
landfill, including 17,150
pounds of scrap metal, 727
pounds of copper and 26
pounds of red brass, according to the letter.
"Norinally, they would
completely demolish [a

building) and bring it to
thc
Kelly said.
"We try real hard when wC
do demolish to divert from
thc landfill."
Kelly also said the school
sold and relocated four
buildings, rather than tearing them down. in order to
make way for the Omachc
field.
PLANS FOR REPLACING
AREND WINDOWS

Kelly said he recently met
with engineers to discuss a
design plan for replacing
steam lines on campus.
Kelly said the steam lines
need to be replaced before
beginning construction on
the ncw science center. The
steam lines will most likely
be replaced starting this
summer, Kelly said.
In addition, the windows will be replaced in
Arend Hall this summer.
Kelly said this will make
the building envelope more
tightly, use less energy and
therefore make it less costly
to hcat the building.
FACILITIES SERVICES
PURCHASES ELECTRIC
TRUCKS

Kelly said the department purchased four used
electric truc.ks about two

years ago.
"They replaced the standard gas-powered vehicles,"
Kelly said.
Some of thc gas-powered
vehicles vere 25-30 years
old, Kelly said.
Kelly said the security
department was thinking
about purchasing a hybrid
security vehicle. However,
it would not be cost effective for the kind of stopand-go incidents in the
security department, Kelly
said.
"There is no benefit to
doing it just because it's
green; Kelly said.
Contact Julie Motto,: at
julie.wootton @whitworthian.com. Contact Christina
Chea at christina.chea@
wintworthian.com.
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Response plan outlines emergency procedures
Natalie Johnson
Staff Writer

On Feb. 14, a shooter entered an auditorium full of students at Northern Illinois
University and opened fire. He shot and
killed five people before taking his own
life.

The university police responded within
minutes of the shooting and four minutes
later, the campus was locked down.
About 20 minutes later, an alert was
placed on the campus Web site and authorities arrived on the sccnc, according
to a Feb. 16 article in the Bureau County
Republican.
Brian Benzel, Vice President for finance
and administration, sent out a campuswide e-mail Feb. 15 addressing the N1U
shooting and Whitworth's emergency preparedness.
"We are all horrified and saddened by a
variety of shooting events around campuses this past week," Baize' said in the e-mail.
"Yesterday's shooting at Northern Illinois
University is a reminder to all of us that
these incidents can happen anywhere."
According to the Crisis Communication
Statement and Plan, Whitworth's EmergenC) Response Plan provides a framework to
guide Whitworth's responses to all types
and levels of emergencies.
"Whitworth has a emergency response
plan that isn't a detailed stcp-by-step of
what to do in a crisis, sincc every event will
be different and unique," said Greg Orwig,
director of communication. "Rather, our
plan follows a structure that's used and recommended by local state and federal emergency response professionals."
Sccurity supervisor Mark McFall said
there is no way to predict and plan for every possible scenario involving an active
shooter or shooters.
"If you look at every campus shooting
that has happened in this country, cach one
has been different," McFall said.
Wier than providing specific procc-

dures for every possible event, the Emer- director of Facilities Services Ed Kelly,
gency Response Plan utilizes a manage- vice president for academic affairs Michael
ment system referred to as the Incident Le Roy, President Bill Robinson, and vice
Command System.
president for Student Life Kathy Storm.
In the event of an emergency such as
In addition, every building on campus
an active shooter, the first responders to has a specific person asSigned as building
the emergency will have the responsibility monitor that can be contacted by radio and
to notify the security department, Benzel is trained in how to respond in the case of
an emergency.
said.
"So let's say we know there's an event in
"If it's a crisis, some kind of event like a
shooting, whoever is involved will make a Weyerhaeuser Hall, we can communicate
to that building monitor and
report to security and pothe building monitor has
lice, or to security who will
been trained about what to
then call the police," Benzel CLICK IT k
Therk out the link to the
do, whether it's a lockdown
said.
or an evacuation," Orwig
According to the Inci- Emergency Response Plan at
said. "They know what the
dent Command System, an whitworthiantom
evacuation routes are, they
administrator will then be
know where the gathering
designated as the incident Students, staffmembers andfam4
members ran register their phone
place is outside their buildcommander. The incident numberswith lyngle by visiting
ing:'
commander will be responwhirworth.erk/Generolln forOnce authorities arrive,
sible for making all deci- mation/EmergenPreparednesil
the incident commander is
sions until law enforcement
Inder-htm and dieting on 'Sign Up
thc designated person that
can arrive.
for Emergency TartNoke Messages.'
police go to for information
Marisha Hamm, manager
and communication, Hamm
of environmental health,
safcty and security, said the incident com- said.
Hamm said communicating with stumander will be trained to make quick decisions regarding what is best for campus dents and staff during an emergency is ansafety. In the event ola shooting, decisions other priority. If an event occurs that the
may include evacuations, lock-downs or a campus needs to be notified of quickly,
Orwig is responsible for emergency comcombination of both, Hamm said.
"Whether that's to form a perimeter, get munications, Hamm said.
"We have a value to communicate openly
people out, pull the fire alarm, whatever we
need to do, wc do that first to make sure and transparently with our constituents, so
we will be proactive in getting information
people arc protected," Hamm said.
,
Hamm said during the last three years, out rather than reactive and waiting for
she has acted as incident commander for people to ask questions," Orwig said. "My
all emergencies on campus, including the crisis communication philosophy can be
recent fire in the Johnson Science Center boiled down to a commitmcnt to do the
and gas leak in Boppell Hall.
right thing and communicate what we're
However, in the event of an emergency doing:'
Onvig's "lines of communication" to stuinvolving violence, thc incident commandcr may be the first qualified administrator dents, staff and the public include c-mail,
who is notified of the event or who is on the Whitworth's Wcb site, the campus switchboard, the ncws media and Jyngle, as well
scene, Henze! said.
Administrators qualified to actas inci- as hand-held radios' to campus building
dent commander include Benzel, Hamm, monitors.

Jyngle offers its messaging service free
to institutions to send emergency text and
voice messages to any phone or cell phone
number registered with the program.
As of Feb. 19, there were 447 student
numbers, 205 faculty and staff numbers
and 74 parent numbers registered with
Jyngle, director of institutional resources

Kenneth Pecka said.
Orwig said he was somewhat disappointed about the number of people who
have registered with Jyngle, but remains
optimistic.
Sometime in the next month, Whitworth
will be sending a test message to all of the
numbers currently registered. Orwig hopes
that this message will spark conversation
and encourage more people to sign up for

the program.
"%Ve would love to have a higher percentage of participation among all of those
groups: students, employees and parents,"
Orwig said.
According to a Feb. 18 article in The
Chronicle of Higher Education, at colleges
withsystems similar to Jyngle, less than half
of the students on campus are signed up.
Hamm said she feels Whitworth is piepared to respond well to any kind of emergency, including a shooting similar to the
recent one at N1U.
What Hamm said makes Whitworth
prepared is not reliance on a piece of paper,
but the extensive training Whitworth staff
at all levels have undergone and continue
to participate in.
Our emergency' response system is that
we train people to make decisions at the
time Hamm said.
Benzel said the emergency response plan
did not change afier the NIU shooting, although it was discussed in meetings.
"What we've changed is our realization
that none of us is immune to these things
as we might think we are; Benzel said.
Contact Natalie Johnson at nataliejohnson@whitworthian.com.

Thinking beyond your
bachelor's degree?

'Think Whitworth!
You can move into a Whitworth master's program in:

School Counseling
Communig-Agency Counseling
Administrative Leadership

With a degree in education, you can move into a
master's progmm in:

Elementary/Secondary Education
Special Education
Gifted & Talented Education
For information, check with the Whitvorth Gmduate Studies
in Education Office, third floor, Dixon Hall, or contact Assistant

Director Vemice Hunnicutt at vhunnicutt@whitworth.edu
or 509.777.4398. You may also contact Whitworth Graduate
Studies in Education at gse@whitworth.edu or 509.777.3228.
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Is the Faculty Sdsolanhip competitiona

good use of money/
Vote In the poll online at whitworthian.com or
e-mall your thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.
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EDITORIALS : IN THE LOOP

Whitworth, mired in
debt, just keeps sinking
There's a point where lofty goals, dreams
and philosophies run smack into the hard
edge of reality.
It's called disillusionment.
In 2004, in a Washington CEO college report, Whitworth boasted about its policy to
gather all funding before building.
That dream, apParently, has gone the way
of the raisin in the sun. The university is
digging holes of debt like never before.
Debt, ideally, is a temporary thing. Spend
moncy you don't have to get money you
need. It's an investment. The expensive process of campus beautification in the '90s
caused an increase in both applications and
donations. Countcrintuitively, donors are
more likely to donate to a beautiful campus
rather than one needing improvement.
But these donations just aren't enough.
We're plowing our way deeper into debt,
rather than slowly climbing our way out.
Our long-term dcbt of 526 million may increase to $56 million this year, according
to an independent auditor's report. Ideally,
we'd have an endowment that could pay for
new buildings purely from the interest in
their savings account. We don't.
So how does this affect you, the collegiate
consumer? %Yell, at some time, that debt
has to be paid off. Almost all the ways of
dealing ssith debt affect students, and most
of them aren't pretty.
Send tuition rocketing skyward. Unfortunately, Whitworth is just not quite
prestigious enough to justify a dramatically
higher tuition. Plus, it is downright unfair
to those svho've already calculated Whitworth's cost and can't afford much deviation
from that strategy.
Accept substantially more students.
Such a large increase, however, would not
only deprive Whitworth of its greatest
strength, its small size, it would mean the
campus must undergo even more dramatic,
expensive changes. A new auditorium. A
new dining hall building. New dassrooms.
This year's Mock Rock set-up is just one
consequence of growth. More lie ahead.
Hold off on the capital works projects
until we've actually pooled together enoUgh
money. Low interest rates and increasing
construction rates, however, mean that
waiting may actually cost more. Plus, Whitworth needs some buildings, like a new science center, to remain competitive.
Desperately hope that an extravagantly generous donor will appear on his white
horse to fulfill our financial wishes.
Fortunately, Brian Benzel, vice president .
for finance and administration, has experience with financially-strapped institutions.
As superintendent, Benzes school district
suffered a 5103 million budget shortfall.
Benzel made some difficult decisions, such
as closing Pratt Elementary School, to keep
the district afloat. Similar Hobson's choices
are in store for Whitworth
In the meantime, what can students do?
First, they should grit their teeth, get a
second job and scramble for scholarships
to pay for the jump in tuition. Though it's
an increase at almost twice the rate of inflation, at least some of that tuition addition is
a necessary evil and can't be changed.
And secondly, they should whine louder
than ever when they hear of any expensive
improvements they don't want or need.
Like, say, any future intramural fields.
Unfortunately, debt is an inevitable part
of working with a growing and changing institution. However, there is a difference between necessary spending and splurging on
luxuries just to make an attractive recruitment brochure. We're still drowning in red,
struggling to pay for necessities. Let's put off
the Iwcuries until we're bacic in the black.
-

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.
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WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT : WHAT SHOULD BE IN THE STUDENT UNION BUILDING?
'There should

'They should

"They should

be more TVs so
we can watch
the games as
we eat:

bring Lack a

talk about
building a

smoothie place:

"They should han
a clown that does

balloon animals
with a rock wall
and a house of

theatre:

mirrors:
Marcus Nobles,
sophomore

Heather Poppen,
senior

Heather IGmok,
sophomore

Poul Stock,
freshman

Genius scholarship is genius
JUSTIN

LINDBORG
COUVeS1

The Faculty Scholarship
Weekend.
Savor the scent of nervously
aspirant high-schoolcrs in
high competition.
In the eyes of the hopefuls,
affectionately called "prefrosh," there are furtive movements betraying their unease.
They come from a multitude of hometowns and academic backgrounds, but have
one thing in common.
They're smart, smart enough
to be accepted to Whitworth,
smart cnough to be invited
to the competition and smart
enough to be a little frightened
at the prospect of competing

for scholarships worth hundreds of thousands of dollars.
And they should be.
The Whitworth they see on
the competition weekend is
one of academic rigor where
the bar is set high, to a point
that inspires the fear and appreciation perfect for potential
students.
And that is great for the
university.
For many, coming to the
collection of secretive competitions known as the Faculty
Scholarship Weekend ranks
high in the list of the most
stressful times of their lives.
It's not a sign of weakness,
either.
Arriving on Saturday, they

are roomed with strangers,
and told that they are about
to go through a series of trial
reminiscent of running a pirates gauntlet. They don't
know what they will do in the
next three sessions spanning
two and a half days, but they
do know that if they do well
enough they will receive the
entirety of their tuition gratis.
That's enough to inspire
the ones already planning on
Whitworth, and to provide
considerable food for thought
for the undecided.
The. Faculty Scholarship
Weekend is not something all
schools do.
And while some other
schools may have similar programs, Whitworth's program
remains a stroke of genius.
If a studcnt lives in Colorado or farther away, he or she's
not too likely to consider a trip
to the inland side of Washington to check out a school.
If, on the other hand, he or
she is offered a chance to win
a considerable scholarship out
of the visit, it makes the trip
exponentially more feasible.
And once he is put under
the spell of the Whitworth
campus, there's no going back.
If there's one thing that separates the Faculty Scholarship
Weekend from other Whitworth sponsored events, it is
the secrecy that enshrouds the
entire event.
If you weren't invited to
the event the most you'll ever
learn will likely be from someone who did or when you
curiously ask why there are
streams of nametag-clad 18-

Czrtoon 17 Annette Furrilliqutworthian

year-olds wandering around
campus.
The secrecy of thc event is
one of its strengths, causing
the emphasis of thc event to be
on merit, and not publicity.
For sophomore Claire
Swinford, one of thc 2006 Faculty Scholarship winners, the
weekend was not as intimidating as it was for other attendees.
"It was exhausting because
they had us doing things nonstop for the entire weekend,
but Whitworth was really hospitable; Swinford said.

Swinford had toured many
schools already, so the tour
of 'Whitworth svas not nearly
as new and frightening as it
might otherwise have been.
The weekend as a whole was
really impressive to Swinford.
She especially appreciated
meeting President Bill Robinson and getting a chance to see
the campus.

For Swinford and those students who ultimately attended
Wh'tworth, thc university
has shifted from a place that
may have originally daunted
them to a place that many call
home.
Though thcy still remember the nervous excitement
and even fcar of their first
visit, many are glad that thcy
endured it because it became
their first step toward becoming a Whitworthian.
Those behind the Faculty
Scholarship Weekend can be
proud, because they have created an event which gets students on campus by fostering
an intellectually competitive
environment.
And the prc-frosh, once
they get past their nerves, may
actually have fun.
L1NDBORG is a sophomore ma)oring

Oumalism. Contact him at Justin.litxtbor0

wtytworthian.mm
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Is

climate rhetoric too hot?

A Mutually Assured Discussion debating the use of scare tactics to stop climate change

should waste no time in dealing Bush and his top aides before the
with the problem.
war in Iraq, as a Center for Public
I do wondcr whether this lanIntegrity study reported.
guage causes people to ignore
And isn't alarmist language a
the problem, to look at it as somc key tactic of the most outspoken
hyped up political scheme.
and successful evangelical moveThe 2004 film "The Day After ments? Whether used for good or
Tomorrow" shows us a vision of for evil, alarmist language is certhe future in which humanity's tainly something that can put the
considerate, responsible person attacks on the environment have rousing fire of awareness under
would be concerned about the finally caught up to us, and the the ponderous hindquarters of
first side's argument, but I worry world is rapidly brought to its the collective American public.
about the way people educate the knccs by a bruised, angry Mother
public about global warming is Nature, brow furrowed and rain- LABBERTON:
it too alarmist? The thing is, glob- ing down incredible hailstorms
We can't know for sure whether
al warming is itself a very alarm- and huge tornadoes.
alarmist language is to thank for,
This representation is so laugh- say, the lower smoking rate we see
ing topic, so thc language used to
scare thc bejeezes out of people able that it's easy to discount, and today. It could be due to the scare
the same can be true when we tactics, the dramatized "Truth"
may, in fact, be appropriate.
There can be no doubt about it use alarmist language to convince commercials, but it could be due
global warming is a moral is- people of the dangers we face with in equal part to the increase of
sue. If there is even a chance that global warming.
available information.
A report covered in The Guardglobal warming is as threatening
Al Gore, many would say, is the
as many qualified scientists say it ian speaks of "climate porn: and figurehead of the global warming
"such 'sensationalism... debate. But the more outlandish
is, we all have a responsibility to said,
serves to create a sense of distance things he says, the easier it is for
crr on the safe side of the issue.
Mike to bring up a point made from the issue-. It also said that people who already disagree with
thc language could get in thc way and have a strong bias against him
by scholar Richard Weaver.
The honest rhetorician, has of actually accomplishing any- to discount him. He is such a po- might not always exemplify
but we still need to do something
two things in mind: a vision of thing.
larizing figure that many who disI
think
people
be
would
more
how matters should go ideally
agree with his politics are likely to about global warming, a.nd the
"increase of available informaand ethically, and a consideration responsive if, rather than using discount everything he says.
of thc special circumstances of his scare tactics, information on the
These words can't prove any- tion" may not be sufficient. With
dangers of climate change was thing. The only have the power smoking, people were able to see
auditors," Weaver said.
"An Inconvenient Truth" de- presented without the same level
to divide people, strengthening their friends and family die of
scribes itself with terminology like of extreme language.
some people's support and driv- lung cancer and other smokingrelated illnesses. In the case of
"ticking time bomb," "major caing the others away.
global
warming, though, by the
tastrophe: and "extreme weather." LOCKLEAR:
time
people
start dying and losing
When the special circumstances
Alarmist language seems like a LOCKLEAR:
their homes it will be too late.
of the audience are considered, powerfully (even frighteningly) efI think I see where you're comare these inappropriate terms? fective way to move people. Look ing from. Alarmist language may
Well, the claim is that there is a at smoking rates: in 1965 dose to move people onc direction, but
LABBERTON:
time bomb that will detonate in half of Americans smoked ciga- there's an equal and oppositc moRight, we need to have discourse
10 years if we don't defuse it now.
rettes, but that rate is down to just tion toward the opposite side. Po- that is inclusive, that doesn't point
That's big news. If there is a bet- over 20 percent now according to larization can't really be helpful. thc
finger, but still effects change.
ter way to present this issue to the the Ccntcrs for Disease Control Maybe more public criticism of
I agree with what you say about
public than to be inconveniently and Prevention. Is alarmist lan- the organizations and individuals the comparison
between smoking
honest, I haven't thought of it.
guage inconvenient, but true
with vested interests who try to and global warming; it is easier to
to thank? Then there's the war on discrcdit global warming rcscarch act differently if the evidence is
PETER LABBERTON:
terror. Alarmist language drove is a better idea.
right in front of you. The words
For the most part, I agree. If Americans into a frenzy of activThat's not to discourage intel- we use should convey this aspect
there's a chance these scientists ity, even if it included 935 false ligent, respectful disagreement of the issue, but without pushing
arc right, and there is, then we statements made by President about the issue
which Gore people away.
GRADY LOCKLEAR:
The debate over global warming is simple: If one side is right,
the world is poised on the edge of
"a tail-spin of cpic destruction,"
according to the film An Inconvenient Truth."
If the othcr side is right, Al
Gore is a dummy. Naturally, a

Cartoon 6.7 Maori Baier/Whitworthian

Another comparison to be
made with smoking rates is that
it is a particular group, the smokers, who are the "problemr NVith
climate change, everyone is responsible. By using accusatory
language we only take on a "holier
than thou" attitude, and that compels nobody to listen and change.
Ultimately though, people
should recognize that this issue
is bigger than politics, it's bigger than partisan squabbles. The
trouble is getting those in power
to do what's necessary to change
before it's too late, and I would
say that inflammatory language
not only gets in the way, it's polarizing, when what we need is solidarity on the issue.
LABBERTON is a sophornore majoring in English.

a seribt majoring in conununica- .
tons. Contact them at peterlabberton4vwhitworthiari.com and gradylocklear@whitworthian.com.
LOCKLEAR is

Whitworth curriculum: Now with fewer lies
Was my education really that
REBECCA

SNAPE
mom.,

I have never really celebrated Columbus Day, but
I will refuse to celebrate it
more intentionally from now
on.
I am reading the book "Lies
My Teacher Told Me" for my
Multicultural American Literature dass. The book gives
examples of high school history textbooks that perpetuate nationalistic myths and
twist actual history-. Or just
make it up.
One popular myth the
book addresses is that of
Columbus setting sail for India, bumping into thc West
Indies and "discovering"
America. I think we all realize that is not exactly how
and by "not
it went down
exactly" I mean "Columbus
was a genocidal gold digger
whose major contribution to
the world was the propagation of the slave trade."
The book, writtcn by professor James Loom', demonstrates just how ingrained
such myths have become in
thc American psyche.
Reading Loewen's book
makes me think back to my
own high school experience.

warped?
Yes. The shimmering peak
of my acting career was playing Betsy Ross in the sixth
grade, in a play that depicted
completely fabricated events
fed to us as Amcrican his-

or Skinners that we never

learn about simply because
they were women or from
somc part of the world that,
by the standards of the white
Western metanarrative, was
less advanced or valuable?
Vcry much so.
tory'.
But, at the sante time, I am
Later grades were a bit of reading "Lies My Teacher
an improvement, but only Told Me" because a Whitbecause my teachers were worth professor assigned it
cynics and would occasional- to mi.
ly correct the textbook when
As someone who came to
it depicted history through a Whitworth as a stupid, if not
red, whitc and blue-colored dose-minded, teenager, I can
lens.
honestly say that the classes
So how does Whitworth I've taken here helped me to
compare? I have never taken grow up.
a class here in which I didn't
I have seen the world
learn something, but it is not through new perspectives.
I have expanded my worldenough to merely get an cduview, if you will.
cation.
The aforementioned textThen again maybe that's
books teach plenty of things just because I have chosen to
some of those things just take classes such as Multiculhappen to be figments of the tural American Literature,
author's imagination.
or Introduction to Women's
Personally, I have never Studics, or Sociology of Midencountered this kind ofam- dle Eastern Societies (all of
bivalence to truth at NVhit- which I would recommend).
But even in Core, you can't
worth.
Do I think that the peo- say they aren't trying.
ple we learn about in Core
Every semester, another
are considered important token female or minority
because they belonged to voice is stuffed into the overa race, class or gender that flowing mess of contributors
considered itself more im- to Western civilization. Some
portant than everyone else? would argue that if we have
Yes I do.
to search for these voices,
Do I think that there are they obviously did not conplenty of Platos, Nietzches, tribute much. But cultures

do not prosper in isolation.
For example, the only reason we have the teachings of
ancient Greek philosophers
is because Arab scholars
preserved the scrolls while
most of Europe wallowed in
the Dark Ages. Europeans
did not "re-discover" these
teachings until the Crusades.
At least our Core program is

beginning to embrace such
contributions. This is not
about ghing every student
someone from their gender or race to "relate" to. It's
about honestly portraying
the way that people from all
walks of life have helped to
shape Western civilization.
And those running the Core
program seem to be trying to
do that.
We should be aware of
what is lacking in our curriculum. We should be open to
accepting new perspectives
into our sometimes uncompromising canon.
But we should also recognize the efforts of those who
are preventing our educations from becoming another
example in Loewen's book.
We should not be complacent, but WC should not ignore our victories either.
SHAPE is a junior majoring in Englisti

and peace studies Contact her at rebecca.
sitspe@whitworthiancorn.

One topic. Seven opinions.

Week two:

Whitworth sustainability
Rebecca Snape:
I do not daim to be any kind of expert in the eco-friendly
activity of Whitworth.
I live off campus and, in general, I ignore the plethora of
mass e-mails I get every day.
I suppose if I had read one or two of them I would know a
titile bit more about what our school is doing on the sustain-

able front
The few times that friends have swiped me into the dining
hall, I have noticed signs likelhe biggest source of waste is the
students. So don't smear your potatoes all over your tray like a
5-year-old. They go in your mouth.' (my paraphrase).
It seems to me that Sodexho is actually doing a lot to be
a better global dtizen and a better food service provider
freshly-cooked vegetarian food, potato forks, all that fun stuff.
It also seems to me that if we as a university want to lighten
our tread on the environment, the responsibility lies with the
students.
At the 8th of May last year, students mentioned recyding
and sustainability and vegan options in the cafeteria, and the
higher-ups have responded positively (even though many
of the other issues discussed were simply ignored _cough_
cough).
So now the task of sustainability lies in our hands. We need
to use our recycling bins, we need to reduce waste, we need to
conserve energy and water.
There is a community garden that students can help tend if
they feel so inclined.
Sure there are more things that the Yllitworth administration can do to work toward sustainability, but why would they
if we as students are not taking responsibility of our own behavior.

See more carbon-emission free opinions
from the Symposium at whitworthian.com.
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Drugs, Drugs, the magical
Daniel Walters
Opinions Editor

.

back of the North Central school bus.
However. one other side .etlec.t is far
seorse: Nlarijuana users are far more
likely, statistically, to constantly suffer
from a horrific compulsion to preach
to everyone, unprovoked, for the
decriminalization of marijuana.
There are persuasive arguments for
doobies, but proselytizers of pot usually
cite such scholarly peer- reviewed
sources as The Bluntopedia, bushkne%%.
com, and the myritings of Willie Nelson.
"I lain(' legalized pot and not only
did the snack food sector of the economy
take off, but arrests for marijuana
possession dropped over 70 percent!"
"JR: once invented a VW bus that
ran entirely on hemp, which is why the
CIA had him shot:
"Pot isn't neatly as dangerous as
tobacco or alcohol. That's why you need
to combine them:
\\Tillie under the influence, marijuana
users may commit addled, short-sighted,
bizarre, paranoid acts, such as voting for

-

if

hate Deep

River!

fruit

I planned to go undercover for this
column. To infiltrate the drug world, I
planned to disguise myself as a junkie I'm already skinny enough - and then
gradually, througli superior business
acumen, political maneuvers and the
occasional obligatory hail of gunfire.
I'd become America's Top Drug Lord.
(Though I prefer the more politicallycorrect term "Undocumented Narcotics
Magnate:)
I'd file the second-best scoop in
\Vhitworthian history. (The first being
the time we revealed to a shocked world
that tuition was rising again this year.)
Sadly, such an investigation %vould
conflict mvith my current four-year
undercover assignment mvith The
Vashington Post, in which Fin
infiltrating a small pastoral Presbyterian
university by disguising myself as a
naive, twitcimy college student who's
never been kissed.
Ron Paul.
That's not to say I don't know drugs. I'm
Meth:
into some hardcore stuff Pixy Stix. Kettle
Street MUM'S: N'Phetomines, Spokane
corn. I3efore exercise I drop Albuterol. Cocaine, Ice ice baby.
And they said high school chemistry
I even lace some Acetaminophen %vith
wouldn't have any use in real lit!
ibuprofen if I really want to get buzzed.
But most of my drug expertise carne
Meth is a testament to good of
from fourth grade. Until then, drugs fashioned. homecooked American
were simply some vaguelyevil substance, ingenuity. Using only materials found
like beer or PG-13 movies. They had no around the house, the experienced
appeal at all, until guest speaker Officer methmatician can boil up a stew potent
Grady held up a baggie of %vhite pomvtier enough to turn a regular chap into an
anorexic Voldemort.
in front of class. Sc"e this? Snort
lime trick is being
this freaky stuff up your little
--I
able to walk into the
nose holes and you'll
t
local 7-Eleven
and
feel s00000 high.
\ es
convincingly say,
We're talking mvalkin'
r
'cough" I would like
on sunbeams here,
'hack' to purchase these
freakin rainbows firitf
oi4
37 bottles of cough syrup.
from yo fingertips..."
..Nty throat's very sore...
iiC leaned
forward,
Your Drugs on Brain
...for meth: you whisper.
his eyes impossibly %vide.
Cocaine:
"And believe me... for that
Street Names: Blow, Powdered Sugar,
one priceless moment... you are the
Poor Man's Flonase, Clear and Present
Walrus.
But it's illegal so you should never Danger, Eric Clapton's
Cocaine is like meth on speed. It
ever ever usc it: he hastily added.
With that background we present the eliminates the need for food and sleep,
Varnished Truth Drug Guide 200S. It which may explain its popularity with
combines modern medical research with Whitworthian editors.
data from Consumer Reports to outline
It has a wonderful scent, but you have
get right down close and sniff really hard
drugs for the discriminating addict.
to smell it.
Cigarettes:
Street Nantes: Ciggies, Death sticks,
Shrooms:
coffin nails, Fun size cigars.
Street names: fleyffelt's Folly, 1-ups,
Cigarettes aren't legally illegal drugs, The Real Reason Mario Is Missing.
Fungi are diverse specimens.
but they are socially illegal.
"Oh, you sell heroin? No biggie. I
Some will cause you to grow to an
Wait!? You smoke?! Get incredible height and shoot fire from
don't judg
behind me, Satan!"
your mouth, laying waste to any turtles
Oh, there was a time, a simpler time, foolish enough to step all up in your
svhen cigarettes were in vogue. When business. Others, like lichen, won't.
women longed for her man to carry the
I leroin:
intoxicating musk of a bowling alley.
Street Names: Smack, The White Pon);
When colicky infants would be given Hester Prynn, Arm Juice.
a Lucky Strike to steady their nerves.
In a similar vein, you've got heroin.
When Marlboro Men rode camels Judging by its track record
and
through amber vaves of tobacco and, track marks
heroin is addictive.
silhouetted against the setting sun, Fortunately, you can easily get over your
coughed ruggedly.
heroin addiction in less than five hours.
Sadly, spoilsport and known party- provided you're Jack Bauer in season
pooper The Surgeon General has three of
brought those halcyon days to sunset.
Sadly, if you don't have implausible
Once, everyone, including Shirley plot twists for distraction, you'll have
Temple, smoked in the movies. to stick with the arduous, old-fashioned
Nowadays, movies feature only two having-seizures-and-fighting-off-gianttypes of smokers: Dirty villains and even cockroaches-before-they-devour-yourdirtier Europeans.
brain method.
Surprisingly cruel PSAs run on
The problem is, the War on Drugs,
television to try to stigmatize the like the War on Terror and the War on
remaining smokers who haven't been Dental Plaque, is a losing battle.
Mankind will always find something
killed by cancer or anti-smoking
legislation:"Friends don't let friends date to smoke, something to snort
friends who are friends with smokers: and something to shove up their
"Smoking: Now exclusively for dirty bloodstream.
Crack finds a way.
you see a smoker, stab
tramps," and
Still, one would do well to mind the
them in the face:
sage
wisdom of the wise old Arcade
Marijuana:
Street Names: Pot, Weed, Cannabis, !Machine: Winners don't do drugs.
Except steroids.
Hashassin's Creed, James Blunt, Mary
Winners do a buttioad of those.
Jane, Gwen Stacy, Cheech.
The most noticeable feature of a TR Varnished Truth'
is a humor column by Da niel
marijuana smoker is the way they smell, Wafters. Contact him at danietwalters:,whitworthianam.
oddly enough, almost exactly like the
/Its 2ra:um t9 M(fan Itast Whlt worthwn
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The secret key to relaxation?

Organization, not vacations
KARLA

ROSE

You're tired of saving the children.
aren't you.
Causes abound at \Viiitworth. On any
given clay you can find several events to
save the children. save the whales, save
the trees, save the Loop, save us from Saga
and save "Saga" from becoming "Sodexho: It's no wonder that lots of students
feel stressed out and bogged down.
And who can blame you? With so
much to do and so much to care about all
the time. there's no way to save time I lawaiian Nene from extinction and remember
time five formulations of the categorical
imperative.
Sometimes you think
be easier just
to collapse on your couch and watch marathons of "America's Next 'fop Nfotiel."
OK, sometimes I think it'd be easier just
to collapse on iny couch and watch mara
thous of "America's Next Top Model:
'lime exhaustion that seems to permeate
time campus has resulted in time "Week of
Jubilee:
In case you deleted time e-mail mvithout
reading it I did time "Week of Jubilee"
%vill span from May 5 to May 10.
For one week ASWU, dorm leaders,
clubs and faculty are being asked not to
schedule ami' events or send out e-mails.
According to ASWU President Scott
Donnell's statement, the week is intended
to be "a time for rejuvenation, regrouping,
and refocusing, not more clutter." Think
of it as an extended Sabbath, if you will.
Unfortunately, the Week of Jubilee isn't
an actual solution to Whitwortifs congested events calendar and time student
apathy that follows. Whitworth students
are overextended because SVC lack personal and institutional organization.
Consider this: theme houses have
mandatory monthly activities, and there
are around 30 chartered campus clubs.
Combine that ssith departmental guest
lecturers and ASWU-sponsored events,
and you get an endless barrage of protesters, picketers and prayer circles vying for
our attention - usually all on Wednesday
night between 6-9 p.m.

With all time events that conflict and
repeat, you'd never know that clubs and
student leaders try to svork around one
another - and we do. I've been to time Club
Council meetings that end with 20 different representatives wondering how to
avoitl double-booking spaces and events
so that students don't have to choose between fighting global svarming and fighting hunger. We're still working on it.
Not everyone feels overwhelmed by
Whitworth's event schedule. Senior Jessica Csawryn is president of the Political
Activism Club.
"As a senior getting ready ti) leave, I
don't think we put on to() much. 'lime
events put on at Whitsvorth are meant to
be opportunities. Having lots of opportunities of different types gives you choices.
I don't feel apathetic about %vhat goes on.
I can partake in what I want
chosen a few programs that I'm involved in:
Garwryn said.
Maybe in the future student leaders. faculty and administration will develop the
communication required to offer a varied
and efficient schedule of programs.
Until then, time responsibility is ours.
Once we enter time post-college "real
mania- we won't be able to shut our lives
down for ami entire iveek.
Not without a nice savings - and you
don't get those teaching or serving in time
Peace Corps.

Time management is part of being a
grown-tip. I learned that in college, along
ith some other stuff (for example: potatoes are versatile, inexpensive and a
10-pound bag can last for a month.)
in a recent meeting with my adviser,
I looked at my planner and then out time
window at time %writ!.
Feeling a cloud of near-defeat settle in
my chest I said, "There's just so much that
needs to be done: Nly adviser nodded
sagely and offered this advice: "Start with
one timing at a time:
Vc don't have to do everything, and sve
don't have to save the %vorld. We just have
to improve a little part out.
So here's iny ativicc for you, for me: pick
one cause to care about.
"There are more timan enough to go
around.
ROSEisa senior rwjonng in Engdrsh. Contact tes at karta.
rmt.:whitworthLin.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR : READER RESPONSES
Banish cursed e-mails
back to the shadow
Why is it Vhitworth
has so many issues with
technology?
In a matter of five
minutes I received three emails telling me to vote in
Stewart, Kenia, etc. despite
time fact I live off campus.
I thought since I receive
these, maybe I will be able
to vote as well, sincc there
are obvious holes in how
Whitworth handles technology. Sadly I was not
able to vote Cole Casey
for Warren senator.
Whitworth either

needs to set up a system
to send out only a couple
e-mails a day and have all
announcement in these
e-mails or direct c-mails
to time parties involved.
David Dixon

class of 2007

Blank HUB walls in

need of promised art
Just a quick reflection
about a purchase mude
previously by (I believe)
ASWC with our student
funds the art walls in
time eating area outside of

Café in time II WI.
Why is it that I see
blank walls more often
timan art?
If you think about it,
time ridiculous amount of
money spent to display
student art is not being
used to its fullest potential.
ASWU should probably
take more time to consider their next purchase/
waste of money.
F.ither that, or put up
some art.
I know we're not
strapped for it.
time

Hannah Bellinger

Spanish major
senior

Write a letter to the editor. We welcome reader responses to anides or issues of interest to the Whitworth community.
letters to edrtori*utworthiancom or sabmit online. Lirrut to 200 words. Visa whitworthian com fordeta Is.
ISend
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IN-DEPTH

University focuses on recycling, stewardship
The GMT club collected 350 names on a petition supporting three ways Whitworth could
become more sustainable: establish a recycling
program. purchase renewable energy and reduce
When students carne to Vhitworth this year electricity consumption. according to a May 1,
they found something new in their dorm room: a 2007 article in The Whitworthian.
little blue bin with a recycling symbol on it.' This
Senior David Weaver, vice president of G Dr!:
bin isn't another place to put trash it is another said last year Whitworth's recycling program only
step by the university to increase student recy- included recycling corrugated cardboard, alumicling.
num and newspaper.
"Last year, Whitworth's
The blue bins in individual
rooms combined with several bins
recycling program was
on each floor, allow students to
lame: Weaver said.
'Sustainability means more
separate recyclable materials, such
I lanint went to the demthan just recycling; it mdans
as glass and plastic bottles, so that
onstration,
thinking she
better using the gifts God
they can be recycled instead of
would have to explain to
gave us. Recycling is just a
thrown away.
people svhat Whitworth
small part of that."
Although the university has
was already doing to rebeen working behind the scenes ,P6Marisha Hamm, mcnagerefemi- cycle articles, but she was
with recycling, this is thc first year
surprised to see that the
ronmental health, safety and security
that individual students can do
students already knew
what the Facilities Services
their part and help Whitworth resvere doing.
duce its trash.
"These students were passionate, and their ideas
"In terms of staff and students participating,
we have taken huge steps forward." said Nlarisha provided ways to get all students more involved:
I lamm, manager of environmental health, safety
Ilamm said. "They svanted a way for students to be
held accountable."
and security.
This year, the program includes plastic bottles,
Hamm has been working at Whitworth for
three years, and she said over that time she has white paper, mixed paper, newsprint, aluminum
and glass that are collected from all buildings.
seen the recycling improve dramatically.
"Whitworth should be a leader in showing
Last spring, the Good Deeds for Trees club encouraged the school and Sodexho to take steps the communities around us that environmental
issues are more pertinent now than they've ever
toward sustainability.

Christina Chea
Caitlin Richmond
Staff 1 trritcrs

been," Weaver said.
Many students may be unaware of how much
recycling happens behind the scenes. All of the
light bulbs on campus, which contain mercury,
are recycled. Students are provided with ways to
dispose of oil from the oil changes for their cars,
and all of the flowers seen on campus in the spring
and fall are grown in a greenhouse.
The recycling process starts out in the dorms.
A groundskeeper and several student helpers collect all the sorted recycle material and take it to

the recycling shed, where things are compacted
and wrapped up in order to be delivered. From
there they are taken to several different distribution places before they are finally broken down.
ibis process also involves business decisions.
"I have to be thrifty in where se sell the recycled material, so that we can make money for
the university: Hamm said. She also has to find
out who manages the contained wash: cheapest,
to save money.
In the past Whitworth had a very small compactor and recycling shed. These have recently
been upgraded, so to meet the recycling needs
of the school can be better met. 'Ilte school has a
bigger compactor and a heated recycling shed.
"Sustainability means more than just recycling;
it Means better using the gifts God gave us. Recycling is just a small part of that: I lamm said.
Contact Christina Chea at christina.chea @whit.
worthian.com. Contact Caitlin Richmond at caitlin.richniondewhitworthiatt.com.

Professor encourages students to cultivate a more sustainable lifestyle
Audrey Gore
Staff Writer
Take a look at your life
right now. If you live on
campus and don't have a
car, you are probably using significantly less energy than if you had your
own home and were driving your car to and from
school. Though it may
seem hard to believe you
are probably generating
less waste as well.
Patrick Van Inwegen,
assistant professor of po-

litical science, said college
is a time in most people's
life when their personal
carbon footprint is at a
low. College is also a time
when students are lacking
very little and are generally
satisfied with their lives.
"Most students are
happy right now, not because they have material
things but because they
have friends," Van Inwegen said.
Van lnwegen said if students strive to keep their
lifestyles simple after graduation they can have an impact on keeping the world
green. He advises students
not to spend money on

huge cars and houses and
then spend the rcst of their
lives paying them off. Rather, he said students should
strive to live more simply
and rem-ember the things
that made them happy in

like plastic bottles away
when wc can recycle."
Many students agree
with Van Inwegen about
using college years to prepare them for life outside

college, Van Inwegen said.
Van Inwegen and his
family strive to live a green
lifestyle by incorporating
a compost heap, installing energy efficient
light

"It's really good that we
can recycle on campus because it helps us to develop
habits that stick with us
forever," freshman Katie
Sccvcrs said.

of campus.

Throughout

bulbs, turning
the last few
CLICK IT k
down
their
years,
WhitRead about svhat Patrkk
thermostat by
worth has been
Van Inwegen and others
had to say about dirnate
a few degrees,
striving
to
change at the Feb. 19
biking to work
make the camDean's D'ologue at
and
installpus "green" and
whltworthlan.com
ing rainwater
influence stutanks.
dents to live a
As
global
green lifestyle.
warming has become an
Through adding recyincreasingly relevant issue cling bins, designing new
in today's society, Whit- buildings to use less enerworth is taking steps to gy, buying some of its food
become more eco-friendly locally and other small but
and teach students to con- helpful transitions a small
serve energy and resourc- influence in students lives
es.
is seen and drive for them
"It's been a lot better this to go out and live green
ycar than last year. They've lifestyle after they graduput out a lot more bins," ate.
sophomore Aubrie Eckman said. "It's good not to
Contact Audrey Gore at
be wasteful. It seems really audrey.gore@whitworthilazy to throw away things an.com.

Jun
bin
ti.gr CluadWhitworrhi.sn

Patrick Van Inwegen, assistant professor of political science,
spoke Tuesday, Feb.19 at the Dean's Dialogue on climate

change.
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IN-DEPTH

Thomas RotituonfWhitworthian

Groundskeeper Gary Bosworth throws plastic bottles into the recently-donated recycling compressor in the new recycling
shed behind Facilities Services on Friday, Feb. 22.This was the first time Bosworth had tried compressing plastic.
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pile of plastic bottles collected from around campus sit In a box waiting
to be compressed and taken away by Spokane Recycling Products, Inc.
A

t,

Nfir*,
CLICK IT h
Check out a multimedia package

on the campus recycling process

at

wh/tworthian.com.

Junior Marta Tripp carries her jam-packed recycling bin down the stairs

th'e main Warren lounge Sunday, Feb. 24.1his year, each dorm room is
ito
equipped with a personal recycling bin.

I

Junior Marta Tripp tosses white paper into thewhite paper recycling
bin located in the malnWarren lounge Sunday, Feb.24.The lounge fee. -tures various recycling bins, including ones for newspaper, white paper,
mixed paper, aluminum, glass and plastic.

Piwt,sfy Thomas Folir.son'111:tworthi.m
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Comedian Brian Regan will perform at 8 p.m. Friday. Feb. 29, at the INB
Performing Arts Center. Tickets are available for $39.75 at ticketswestcom.

E

For more information about this event or other things
to do in Spokane this week, visit whitworthian.com.

Help for the homeless
Various ministries discuss
best ways to aid Spokane
homeless community
Aaron Quigley
Staff Itrriter
The state's efforts to aid the Spokane homeless populi(ion yield no relief to religious organizations fighting for
the same cause.
A ccnsus by the city of Spokane Human Service Department in early 2006 shows more than 1,500 homeless people in Spokane. The ccnsus, conducted as part of House Bill
2163, helped carn the city of Spokane more than $650,000
in state support the following year.
Approved in 2005, House Bill 2163 calls for a 50-percent
reduction in 'Washington's homeless community by year
2015. The bill provides increased state financial support to
Vashington countics and homeless organizations.
Religious and non-profit organizations welcome the
increased support, but do not see additional income as a
solution to thc current homeless situation.
"Meeting their fundamental needs come first," sophomore Emily Morehouse said. But to get to the root of the
problem we must reach people through relationship."
Morehouse has worked with the homeless through Cup
of Cool Water ministries for more than a year. In this time
she has come to understand that the real problems of addiction, bad relationships and self-destruction will not be
solved simply by a good mcal and a place to sleep.
"Providing housing is only a temporary fix," Morehouse
said. "Investing time in relationship and equipping people
to work toward a better way of life is the long-tcrm solu-

haul LiruornIVIVIuNorthLus

of Cool Water tells the story of one of the homeless people who takes refuge at the organization.

tion:*

A poem on the wall at Cup

Meeting homeless people in relationship requires a fundamental change in how people view the street community, Nforehousr sairL
'They aren't any different that you and 17 said Mark
Terrell. founder of Cup of Cool Water. We need to walk
through lifc with people together, and in doing so our understanding of God will grow, and they will get to know
Christ through our actions:'
Cup of Cool Water ministries does not accept any state
help. but works closely with state housing programs.
We Ivant the freedom to have relationship and sharc thc
Gospel, and so choose to be supported by our community
and not the state7 Terrell said.
Ntany other organizations feel the restrictions that come

with statc support create more hindrance than benefit.
Only 14 of the 33 homeless organizations in Spokane acccpt state financial help, according to 2006 City of Spokane
Continuum of Care Plan for the I lomeless.
Local churches also put relationship first in approaching
the homeless population.
We will facilitate and resource people to go into the
community,'" said Robcrt Fairbanks, pastor of New Community Church in Spokane. "We need to be relational in
our approach."
Being relational requires focusing on individuals and
small sections of the community at a time, Fairbanks said.
Our presumption is to try and tackle everrhing at

once," Fairbanks said. "V'e can't tackle everything, but wc
need to tackle some
While traveling in Philadelphia, Fairbanks became over-

whelmed with thc needs of thc communities. Addressing
one of his colleagues to understand how they could make a
difference, he was told to simply "focus on one corner."
Fairbanks and Terrell echo each other verbatim.
We need to do what Jesus did: meet people's immediate needs, and build relationships to equip them," each of
them said.
Contact Aaron Quigley at aaròn.quigley@whitworthian.
corn.

Downriver Grill dishes up affordable elegance
Sophie Sestero

on Sweatt along with his brother, a business, especially fears of not
mother and stepfather. Sweatt and knowing a certain outcome.
his brother were born and raised
"When you do something like
From the outside, no one would in Spokane.
this you never know what to exassume that the Downriver Grill
Sweatt graduated from Vhit- pect. You have your worst-case
would be anything special. In the worth in 2000 with a bachelor's scenario and your bcst-case seemiddle of the Audubon neighbor- degree in education. But instead nario," Sweatt said."We researched
hood, the restaurant stands as a of pursuing teaching. Sweatt and what Spokane and this neighbordiamond in the rough.
his family decided to go into the hood was lacking and tried to
As you enter, an atmosphere restaurant business.
provide what would be best suited
of sophistication greets you. In"I just always wanted to do for it. You're always wondering
timate lighting, comit. Everybody's got what the outcome could be, but
bined with the deep
to eat. We wanted you never know."
slate-colored
walls'
a place where you
Since its opening in 2003 the
FOOD
and modem artwork
could come after Downrivcr Grill has become a
REVIE
give customers the
fishing in flip-flops raving success. Some of thcir
feeling of a relaxed
and a T-shirt, but most popular dishes include the
DOWNRIVER GRILL
atmosphere.
also
a place for be- legendary gorgonzola fries (the
***
The
Downriver
fore the symphony. most popular appetizer on the
Location:
Grill staff have perComfortable and af- menu), thc Downriver Grill burg3315W. orthwest Bittt
sonable
manners
fordable for all," Swe- er, pork osso buco and the yellow
Hours: Moday, dcased;
and are dedicated to
att said. "We always fin tuna.
Tuesday-Su nday, 11 am-9
making guests feel
wanted to do more of
Finally, the decadent tiramisu
PMt
Type: Bistro
at home. The hostess
a neighborhood bis- that many reviews have raved
Phone: (509)323-1600
leads hungry visitors
tro grill and be right about was exquisitely prepared.
Meal cost S7-20
to a table decorated
within the Audubon All the dishes are made from
with a fresh, longneighborhood area. fresh local ingredients and from
stemmed Gerber daiWe have a lot of peo. scratch.
sy and a flickering candle, which pie who walk over and other freCollege students can especially
adds to the cozy mood.
quent regulars:*
enjoy the Downriver Grill.
The restaurant was started in
Sweatt mentioned the fears
"I would say the atmosphere lis
2003 by Whitworth alumnus Aar- one has before deciding to open good for college students)," Sweatt

Staff Writer

te'

**

Nut aueliSlutworthiut

at the Downriver Grill serves up the portobello mushroom sandwich, served with crissaoss fries.The dish costs $9.
A cook

said. "It is very casual but upscale
and it is very reasonably priced.
You get great food and great service for a great price."
The restaurant is right in the
area for Whitworth students, as it
is located in thc quaint neighborhood of Audubon Park at 3315 W
Northwest Blvd.

The Downriver Grill accepts
reservations as well as walk-ins. It
is closed on Mond*.
For more information, check
out thedownrivergracom or call
(509) 323-1600.

Contact Sophie Sestero at sophic.
sestero@whitworthian.com.
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All cities have
a

similar feel

Student has found familiarity of
Spokane while in Wroclaw, Poland

Notes from

ABROAD
Galen Sanford
Staff Writer
Editor's note: Notes from Abroad is a weekly column
written by a Whitworthian staff writer about his or
her experiences studying abroad.
Thomas Rarimon/Whitworthian

Sophomore Emmanuel Sofa writes and draws about important figures In black history as a
part of wThe Rock Cries Out to Us Today" a collaborative art project for Bladc History Month.

Campus celebrates
Black History Month
Yong Kim
Staff Writer

INFLUENTIAL BLACK FIGURES

The face of Maya Angclou hung in Lied
Square, watching thc passing glances of
Whitworth students, as the words of Martin
Luther King, Jr.'s "I Have a Dream" speech
echoed throughout the Hixson Union
Building last week.
The event, The Rock Crics Out to Us
Today, is onc of several events being held
during Black History Month. The event is
named after Angelou's poem, "The Rock
Crics Out Today."
The event was created this year by some
members of the Black Student Union and
a few Warren resident assistants. Junior
Jeremiah Sataraka, BSU secretary and Warren resident assistant, said they wanted the
event to be an open art project.
Several students participated in the
week-long event, creating drawings, pocms, letters and images related to Black
History Month. Junior Vi Nguyen drew the
Angclou portrait.
"This provides an avenue for students to
get involved in Black History Month. Doing it in art form is more approachable than
lectures," Nguyen said.
Nguyen said she drew Angclou because
she's a prominent black poet and philosopher.
"I think a visual that is completely put
together by students is subtle but powerful; junior Lacey Offutt, the other Warren
resident assistant who helped set up the
event, said.
Senior Janac Brewster contributed to the
event with hcr own poem using the Liberty
Bell as an analogy of America's complicated
racial issues.
"There's a lot of scars in our country.
We've treated many people unjustly. The
Libcrty Bell is symbol of freedom, yet the
crack represents the blemishes in our history; Brewster said.
Another art piece included a letter by senior Kyle Navis writing about racial issues
everyone faces.

Martin Luther King Jr.
1963 Was a prominent civil rights leader
and delivered theal
Have a Dream' speech.

Maya Angeiou
1990s A poet and
author who has
bridged cultures over

the years.

Barad Obama
2007 One of the
Democratic candidates
in the 2008 Presiden-

tial race and the first
black frontrunner.
Information courtny ofbritannica.norn
Drowings from '7hr Rod Crin Out To Us Today' event
Valois VaLit--/Whitworthian

'Someone once asked me if I could name
Americans from American history. I got to about seven and for the life of
me, I couldn't seem to come up with any
more," Navis wrote in the opening of his
letter. "Ask me the same question without
the caveat and I know people who can rattle the names of all 1431 (white) presidents
in under 20 seconds7
Whitworth has dealt with race issues in
the past, notably during the Civil Rights
10 African

Era.

"I've seen racism on campus. I saw a lot
of people hurt by what other people did
on campus last year; said Offutt, last year's

ASWC Schumacher representative.

Sec HISTORY, page 15

I thought I'd left Spokane behind me. Nope. In Poland they spell Spokane, "Wroclaw" and say it "Bratslav", but it's still, nine time zones away, our favorite
city, Spokane.
Consider these similarities: both cities have
5-600,000 inhabitants, of which 97 percent check thc
same "Race" box on the census. Both cities developed
around rivers. Both rely on colleges for economic energy (a quarter of Wroclaw's population consists of
students attending university in the city). And restaurants in both cities add flavor to their foods by
surreptitiously inserting bacon.
Pork. Another part of Spokane I couldn't %vait to
escape: the bloated government abusing random
people and disregarding things like time and efficiency in favor of antiquated "mass transit systems."
In 1997, Wroclaw experienced a horrific flood.
The Odra river became a semi-permanent lake.
Eventually the waters receded. Ten years ago. Yet, out
my window I watch sandbagged warning signs direct
traffic around flood-damaged portions of the road.
Trams still detour around this arca and I walk past
dead bushes to an alternate tram line to get into the
city. Ten years later. Ah Spokane.
If I have so little regard for Spokane, it follows that
I would abhor Wroclaw. But I don't. I really like it.
Which gets me thinking about the city we each call
borne for four years of our short lives. Spokane's better than I thought.
See, cities are generally the same. I grew up near Seattle, attended Whitworth in Spokane, spent a month
in Honolulu, worked in Tacoma for six months, lived
for a summer in New York, suffered Orlando, visited
Los Angeles too many times and spent a couple of
days in London on my way to this city, Wroclaw. I've
seen a lot of cities, yet I can point to specific similarities between all of them.
People live in cities. Those people cat at restaurants
and drink at pubs, dance at dubs, work in offices,
visit museums, attend religious services, study their
interests, listen to music, make love and eventually
die. It's the same life cyde, regardless of the city.
There's at least one bar in Spokane. 'There are similar bars in New York. Flat wood objects people place
beer on. What makes New York more appealing? The
bar?
Um, no. The beer? It's all the same. I think it's the
people that make New York. And I don't think that a
person in New York is automatically more appealing
than a person in Spolcane say, you.
Wroclaw, Spokane and New York all have museums, dubs, theaters and music. Whether or not you
take advantage of them is up to you. So if you're
bored, it's not really Spokane's fault.
I think maybe cities don't have personalities that
stand on their own. I think maybe what makes a city
seem exciting or dull isn't the city at alL I think it's
us. So here's to us embracing Spokane yours and
mine.

Galen Sanford is a senior majoring in philosophy
studying abroad at the University of Wroclaw in Wroclaw, Poland. Contact him at galemsanford@whitworthian.com.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR : HOW WHITWORTH WILL SAVE WORLD
ISodexho to recycle all the mushrooms
students pidc out, put thcm on next day's
international dishes.
Big Ugly's ugliness to be entirely solar pow-

IRecyding cans, not recycling cats.

In the Bad: 40, an organic farm will provide
Whitworth with food, and a coal mine will
provide 1Vhitworth with energy.

down to nil.
New lightbulbs save energy by not turning on.

1The prefix eco- addèd to everything.

IStudents encouraged to exude less carbon
dioxide by holding breath more often.

1Raising awareness, money, eyebroivs, roof.

Buildings painted green, the color of nature.

ered.
1 To use less

ICaptain Planet naturallY will take pollution

plastic, ID cards will also double

as your Sodexho tray.

A&E
BRIEFS
Professor Soden
to examine 'Nword' in history
Whitworth will host a
lecture relevant to Black
History Month this week.
Today, professor of history Dale Soden and Dave
Casteal, '00 alumnus and
actor, will present a film
and discussion on the consequences of the "N-word"
in American history.
The presentation begins
at 7:30 p.m. in the Weyerhaeuser Hall Robinson
Teaching Theatre. For more
information, contact 1Carla
Rose at krose08@whitworth.edu.

Visiting lecturer
to discuss black

rights and WWII
A second lecture this
week will focus on Black
History Month.
On Wednesday, Feb. 27,
Dr. Patrick Washburn will
present a lecture on "The
Fight for Black Rights: The
Black Press, the DoubleV Campaign and the U.S.
Government in World War
11'
The lecture begins at 7
p.m. in the Weyerhaeuser
Hall Robinson Teaching
Theatre.
For more information
contact Julie Shanholtzer
at x4263 or jshanholtzer@
whitworth.edu.

Spokane Falls to

present Greek
drama 'Oedipus'
Spokane Falls Community College will present
Sophodes' dassic Greek
drama "Oedipus the King"
at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday,
Feb. 28 and Friday, Feb. 29.
The play will be perfomed at the SF CC Spartan
Theatre, Building 5, 3410 W
Fort George Wright Drive.
General admission is $8.
For more information call
(509) 533-3592.

Professor Sittser

to present latest
book Wednesday
Professor of theology
Jerry Sittser will present his
new book "Water from a
Deep Well: Christian Spirituality from Early Martyrs
to Modern Missionaries.
Sittser's book provides
an overview of Christian
history with an emphasis
on Christian spirituality
through the ages.
The reading will take
place at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 27 at the Book
Parlor, 1414 W Broadway
Ave.

For more information
call (509) 328-6527 or go to

lutheranbookparlor.com.
Compikd by Heidi Olson
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New

Two students share the realities

RELEASES
Check out some neiv
--sic releases fo r
Titesday, Feb. 26.
THE AFTERS

"Never Going I3ack to OK'
ERYKAH BADU

"New AmErykah, Pt. One:4th
World War
GOLDFRAPP

"Seventh Tree"
MISSY HIGGINS
'OIL a Clear Night'
LEELAND

'Opposite Way'
PEASANT

'On the Ground'
PILLAR

'For the Love of the Game
PUNCH BROTHERS

"Punch*
TIFT MERRITT
'Another Country'

KWRS

TOP 15
These are the top 15 albums played on Pirate
Radio KWRS 90.3 FM
this week. For the full
top 30, visit kwrs.ftn.

1

RADIOHEAD

'In Rainbows'
2

VARIOUS ARTISTS

"Juno: Music from the Motion

Picture

3

CAT POWER

"Jukebox"

4JIMMY EAT WORLD
'Chase This Light'

5

FLOGGING MOLLY

'Float'
6

BREAKUPS

°Eat Your Heart Out [EPr

7

HOT CHIP

'Made in the Dark'

8

of being volunteer firefighters
s and full-time college students

ig

And as of January, he also responds to medical calls as a certified basic Emergency Medical
the
Technician.
as
he
turncd
out
He sighed
lhe challenging work and extenlight at 10:30 p.m. 11c 1%-as tired,
wanting to go to bed early for sive training on top of his original
school the next day. But as sleep course load for fall semester kept
began to slow his breathing he was Fry busy vith Vednesday night
startled to alertness by a beeping classes and additional training on
Saturdays. But he insisted he found
pager in the darkness.
He leapt out of bed, ran to his the challenge very satisfying.
"Les a special skill I can hang
car and headed to thc station,
looking at the pager. It was a firc on to for the rest of my life: Fry
call. And for volunteer firefighter said. "It's rewarding to me as Ivell
junior Dan Fry, sleep would just as beneficial to the community. It's
something not everyone can do'
have to wait.
Run as a paramilitary organizaFry said it's an adrenaline rush.
He gets to experience the excite- tion, the firefighting community is
ment of riding in the big red ladder based on a hierarchy of positions.
truck he dreamed about as a child When Fry arrives on the scene oía
call, he said he just
%vatching modoes what he's told
torists pull to the
most oftcn in thc
side as sircns blare,
speeding toward NYou get to do all the things form of overhaul.
Overhaul work
the blaze. But one you wanted to do as a kid
tearing
includes
look into his past
break down doors. It's a
out the walls afand you see there lot of fun. Everyone when
ter a fire has been
is more meaning
they're younger wants to
controlled and "put
to his work than
that of an adrena- be a firefighter or an astro- out" in order to exline junkie looking naut. Now you actually get tinguish hot spots
that could be lurkfor his next thrill.
the chance to do it."
ing inside Ivalls and
Fry, a double
Derek Kiehn,
cause flare ups.
-major in speech
senior
Derck
Senior
communication
Kiehn, a health,
and psychology,
fitness and physihas bccn interested in community service since his cal education major at Whitworth
as well as a volunteer firefighter,
youth.
His freshman year he served the knows exactly what Fry is talking
survivors of Hurricane Katrina by about.
"You get to do all the things
participating in the Communities
you wanted to do as a kid break
in Crisis Jan Term trip.
Not only did he sem during the car windows, break down doors:
Whitworth-sponsored trip, but Kichn said. "It's a lot of fun. Everybecause he was so moved by the one when they're younger wants
experience, he returned to the Gulf to be a firefighter or an astronaut.
Coast on his own to continue the Now you actually get the chance to
rebuilding efforts during Spring do it."
Kiehn has been involved in fireBreak.
Afler that period of service Fry fighting since October 2006 and
took a break. but Fry said he felt began his work at Spokane's Firc
the need to find more ways to District 4.
Because District 4 has no permaserve.
That wasn't me: Fry said when nent full-time firefighters Kiehn
talking about the break from ser- pulls two 12-hour shifts every
vice his sophomore year. "I had month at the station in addition to
to find something I knew I would responding to emergency calls.
Recently, however, he joined
enjoy:*
After six weeks of attending a forces with District 9 due to his
firefighting academy, Fry now re- residency within the district. He
sponds to fire calls in the North will be now be responding to calls
Spolcane community as a vol'un- throughout Districts 4 and 9.
Kiehn said the volunteering exteer firefighter.
Kelly MacDonald
Staff iirriter

;44%.
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Thomas Roinnsont ilautivvrthian

Junior Dan Fry poses for a photo In his full firefighter's uniform on Saturday, Feb. 13 at Spokane's Fire District 9 Station 91.

mince

has taught him a great
deal. The fire training has helped
him understand the behavior of
fire and the patterns it follows.
His work as an EMT on medical calls has given him an interest
in pursuing pararnedics school.
He also now stops to pause when
it comes to driving alter thc tragic
crashes he has witnessed.
"Head-on collisions at 60 miles
per hour: Kiehn said, pausing to
remember the scene of an accident. makes you think:
And while both firefighters said
the adrenaline rush is a key proponent of their work, the reality can
be much less glamorous.
They admit the work is often less

It

like the movies and more like a lot
of waiting and false alarms. When
the real call does finally come, it
can be a sobering experience.
"You havc to be able to stay
calm: Kiehn said. "It's not just your
life. It's other people's lives too."
The challenge, the excitement
and the thrill of giving back has led
Fry to believe he will continue volunteering for the fire district for as
long as he is able.
"les such an incredible service
to thc community," Fry said."' will
continuc to do this and probably
do it for thc rest of my life."

Contact Kelly MacDonald at kellymacdonald@whitworthian.corn.

HELIO SEQUENCE

'Keep Your Eyes Ahead'
9 SHACKELTONS
4'48,

"The Shackeltons"

Deals of the Week:

NO

&ISOM

b'1

bring your WhitSavers card and
enjoy these great deals!

Whitevers

10 SAVES THE DAY

'Under the Boards"

1 MOTION CITY
SOUNDTRACK
"Even

If It Kills Me"

12 SAY HI
"The Wishes and the Glitch"
AA".17=777777.-,

13 VAMPIRE WEEKEND
"Vampire Weekend"

Jaw

10% OFF any purchase!
9719

14 AIR TRAFFIC
"Fractured Life"

15

HANDS

"The Hands"

Breaking News. Updates. Blogs.
Features. Sports. Commentary.

11

Neap:a W00%

t 4(1.re bmtats

Quiznos Sus
1-spoiri ...TOASTY!

10% OFF any purchase!
12519N

Wu:1K 'an:11rue Loatcn

Buy

1

bacon burger gel
1

FREE!

taus II Dream t partorratrg town

-t.yra

whitevers
www.whitsavers.com
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'Gypsy' combines burlesque, laughs
Blair Tellers
Staff li'riter

it

The Late Gypsy King Jimmy Ntarks may have put a curse
on our city, but it didn't leave that bad of a taste in Spokane's mouth - not enough to affect the turnout for Best Of
Broadway's newest production of "Gypsy," anyway.
Based on the memoirs of Gypsy Rose Lee (1911-1970,
also known as Rose Louise I lovick), "Gypsy" was published in 1957. Her autobiography, which includes a scathing portrait of her mother, was turned into a musical by
Arthur Laurents, Jule Styne and Stephen Sondheim.
"Gypsy" tells the story of Mama Rose (Kathy Halenda)
the quintessential overbearing stage mother. Blinded by
-4 0
f
1:6 C
her stop-at-nothing attempts to make her girls the stars of
T.
,
.te I
vaudeville, Mama Rose lives vicariously through daughters
'74
4`41
June (Ruby Lewis) and Louise (Missy Dowse).
it
Initially it is Baby June (Claire Norden) who is treated as
the star and doted on by Mama Rose, while young Louise
(Kristina Lachaga) is stuck with parts like "Carol the Cow"
(who loves to "m000vc" and is so "m000sical").
,e
As the two girls get older Mama Rose begins to hinder
June's opportunities of becoming a real actress, so June says
"sayonara" and runs off with Tulsa (Samuel Kiernan), one
.:10e
of the boys in her act.
In real life, Mama Rose made both of hcr girls lie about
thcir ages so thcy could continue to maintain their adorable "child star" image, which is one of the reasons June
took off.
After June leaves (in the show) Mama Rose's focus shifts
1`,.74a:e'
to Louise, who up until now has been an entity of thc background. With a push from Mama Rose, however, Louise
makes a daring leap into burlesque, which has a highly disPhoto courtesy ofBest of Broa.tway Spotatte
reputable reputation. Burlesque eventually elevates hcr to
Cast members in "Gypsy" explode In a dance number.The musical played at the INB Performing Arts Center last week.
legendary status.
The real Gypsy became famous for her innovations,
which included a casual and graceful strip style (emphasiz- been bleached with Noxzema and a plastered smile that fined.' And I liked hcr butterfly that burst opened when
ing the "tease" in "striptease"), along with onstage wit and would put Barbie to shame. Portrayed as a miniature pre- she bumped:
So did the audience.
humor. She turned burlesque into an art, creating an image madonna, Baby June was reminiscent ofthat spoiled kid in
kindergarten you always wanted to punch in the face.
Other moments of greatness include Mama Rose preof herself as a high-class stripper.
"There was something about Baby June, I think it was tending to be assaulted by her landlord during an egg-roll
Throughout the entire show. Mama Rose is the dominating figure in all of her Ituffy-puffy, whirlwind, chatterbox her voice that madc me think it was possibly a little boy. It birthday party in order to avoid being evicted, Tulsa airof a self. Played by Kathy Halenda, she does a spectacular didn't seem natural: Ochoa said. "Seriously, for five min- dancing with the girl of his dreams (like boys really do that)
job of being The Most Annoying Maternal Figure Ever- utes I was thinking, what if that is a boy? Mat would his and Louise's transformation from awkward, hunched-over
parents think of him wearing a blonde wig and dresses and adolescent to a gorgeous queen of burlesque.
within thc first 10 minutes you want to strangle her.
kicking his feet up likc that?"
"I didn't really like her at first," senior CaLouise's changeover is long anticipated and delightOchoa's suspicions were laid to rest after ful when it finally arrives. Throughout the entire first act
Icy Ochoa said. She made me concerned
looking up Baby June in the program, whose and almost all of the second, she dons baggy boy garb and
about the whole production. But then over the
PLAY
course of the show you find somc sort of unreal name is Claire Norden.
wears her hair in French braids. All she needed was red
REVIE
derstanding for her, and even when she really
It was the trio of gaudy strippers in a House hair and Louise could have been the tomboyish Fern from
GYPSY
pisscs you off, she eventually wins you over."
of Burlesque, however, that completely stole "Charlottes Web."
*
thc show (as scantily clad people usually do).
Having bccn left by three husbands and
Now a sharp contrast from the crude, kitschy three we
Director: Sa m %Wien°
eventually her youngest daughter, Mama Rose
In their number, "You've Gotta Get a Gim- were introduced to earlier, Louise (now dubbed "Gypsy,"
Starring:Ka thy flalenda,
suffocates Louise and exasperates the prospecmick: strippers Mazeppa (Rachel Abrams), post-stardom) is a vision, fearlessly parading her derriere
Ruby Lewis, Missy Dowse,
tive Herbie (Nicholas Hamel), who is quite
Electra (Maria Egler) and Tessie Tura (Loriann for all to see in sequined corsets, satin gowns, fancy lingeWire Horde n, Kristina
possibly the definition of "whipped." Poor
Freda) educate Louise on the fundamentals of rie and a giant feathered hat (which she hides behind after
lachaga, Sa muellGeman,
Rabie desperately wants to marry Rosc, "but
erotic dancing onstage.
shedding a gown).
Nicholas Ha mel
after three marriages, it takes a lot of butter to
To reiterate thc garish gang, "you can't just
The heart of the plot is strengthened by exploration of
Genre: Musita
get you back into thc frying pan: as Rose puts
go thrusting your pelvis at the crowd - any- ambition, friendship, jealousy, the loss of innocence and
it.
one can 'umph' and 'bump: You've gotta have self-realization. Louise and June's attempts to escape their
Notably entertaining was Baby June and her
something special:
mother's horrendous shadow ultimately catapult Mama
They thcn proceeded to demonstrate their techniques: Rosc into the reality that everyone leaves her because she's
newsboys in the first act, because kids in show business
arc always a highlight. The only questionable aspect of thc Tessie with her finesse as Madame Butterfly, Electra with ovenvhelmingly controlling.
child company is the fact that Mama Rose seemingly kid- her pizzazz (a costume that lights up in all the right places)
Even as Mother Rose was on her deathbed in 1954, her
napped whatever stray children she found along the road and the sexy centurion Ntazeppa, who displays her theme final words for Gypsy Lee were, "Wherever you go, I'll be
as she and hcr daughters were hitch hiking to Los Angeles. "Bump it with a trumpet" by playing her instrument from right there. When you get your own private kick in the ass,
NVell let that onc go.
between her legs while bending over. Just visualize.
just remember: it's a present from me to you." Yikes.
The strippers were my favorite," Ochoa said. "I think
The slightly androgynous Baby June - Ochoa was convinced shc was a boy - had teeth that looked like they had I liked Tessie the butterfly the best, because she WaS 'reContact Blair Tellers at blair.tellers@whitworthian.com.
4%.
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issues and concerns need to be taken
seriously.
"To respond to hurt feelings with
continuedfrom page 13
'Don't be so sensitive' or 'It was just a
Offutt was referring to racially- joke' or other defensive comments discharged incidents that occurred last misses those feelings and essentially
year.
erases perceptions that are very real:
"There are people that should be Migliazzo wrote in an e-mail. "On our
more aware of black history, myself campus, Christians are to be agents
of reconciliation and restitution so
included," Offutt said.
Professor of history Arlin Migliaz- we need to recognize how racism afzo, said black history needs to be em- fects others in the community. Christ
phasized but there can also be a dan- Ivas about treating people equally. He
ger when Black History Month is the didn't love Semitic people more than
only time we think of contributions anyone else'
Brewster said racism today has bemade by African Americans. Migliazzo said the definition of racism in come subtle to a point at times where
people have become numb to it.
America has changed.
"For those who don't think of it as
"VsThat has changed is that as our
country has become more diverse a problem, just talk to people. It's not
since the 1840s, racism has affected just racism," Brewster said. "It's remore groups of people. It is not just ally important to listen to what other
black vs. white anymore," Migliazzo people have to say - their concerns,
frustrations and hurts. You can only
said.
Ntigliazzo said if people Niew racial gain perspective when you hear about
comments or jokes as hurtful, those another person's experience:

HISTORY
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There has been debate over whether Whitworth students generally are
welcoming to racial diversity.
According to the student-Aside Racial Climate Sur:ey conducted for the
past three years, the latest summary
showed 71.8 percent of non-white
students that responded saw prejudice
as a problem on campus. The sumy
is part of a five-year study of racial
dimate adrninistered to students on
campus.
During Black History Month,
events such as The Rock Cries Out to
Us Today prmided ways Lo celebrate
historically prominent black figures.
With Friday, Feb. 22 marking the end
of that particular event, Offutt said the
event went well.
"Students that Avanted to participate
could, and the students who wanted
to see it could interact with it: Offutt
said.
Contact Yong Kiln
whitworthian.COM.

at yong.kim@
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Conference

tournaments
an unfair
end to year
Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor
You go to each lecture
session. You take notes,
check Blackboard regularly
and turn in all your homework. You do every in-dass
essay and pop quiz and gct
top marks on all your work.
You're in the driver's seat
for an 'A' this semester.
But as you sit down and
take the final for the class,
the Scantron form slaps you
in the face-, the exam is a
miserable failure. You have
a bad da)' and blank on a
few gimme answers.
To your horror, the syllabus reveals the worst news.
The final is worth 50 percent of your total grade. All

of the hard work you put
in during the semester has
gone out the window. Your
heart plummets. The shot
at the 'X has just picked
up and left like a neglected
girlfriend.
It doesn't seem too fair,
does it? This is the life of an
NCAA basketball team. Just
about the time regular season conference play wraps
up, a few more coaches feel
the heat from that thick
Men's 'Warehouse two-button suit.
A conference tournament can make or break a
team's postseason hopes. To
determine who earns the
automatic bid to the NCAA
Tournament, conferences
conduct a playoffto give the
winning team an automatic
bid to the real playoffs. But
the %sinning team isn't necessarily the conference's
most deserving team.
Even with a 20+ wins and
a sparkling record against
regional and conference
foes, a slip up early in the
conference
tournament
signals a red flag to NCAA
selection committee members. A mediocre squad that
strings three wins together
in a conference championship format could beat a
better opponent on a cold
shooting night.
Tournament
officials
want to see who's hot and
who's not on the eve of the
Big Dance. An unludcy loss
prior to or in the conference
title game can rob a team of
that chance to dance. Last
year's NCAA tournament
"snubs" Air Force, Drexel
University and Austin Peay
State University know full
well what an untimely loss
is. Each team was bumped
earlier than expected from
their conference tourna-

See UNFAIR, page 19

GAMETO WATCH
Detroit Red Wings at Buffalo Sabres
Match 2 Ca 3 p.m. on NBC

VS.

Read more online at whitworthian.com.

Out-Foxed: Pirates win NWC
Men's hoops beats
George Fox, claims
NWC crown again
Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor
The Florida Gators did it last season. So did
the Denver Broncos in 1997.
Now the Whitworth men's basketball tcam
has too: won back-to-back championships.
"It was big it Ivas our goal going into the
season," senior fonvard Colin Willemsen said
of the team winning conference.
The Pirates wrapped up their second straight
Northwest Conference title with a come-frombehind 77-69 %in over George Fox University
on Friday night at the Wheeler Sports Center
in Newberg, Ore.
Ryan Symes posted a game-high 22 points
to lead the Pirates, who have earned the right
to host the NWC Tournament championship
game this Saturday at 7 p.m. in the Fieldhouse.
The winner of the title game will receive the
conference's automatic bid to the NCAA Division III Men's Basketball Championship.
This year's conference championship is
Whitworth's third since the 1999-2000 season.
Whitworth also won three conference titles in
a row frotn 1990-1992.
Willemsen said the succcss of thc program
can be attributed to head coach lim Hayford's
work in recruiting.
"IHel does a great job of recruiting good
players and putting players in a position to play
Willemsen said.
Freshman guard David Riley scorcd 19
points and drained four shots from behind the

Willemsen scored 14 points and grabbed
seven rebounds, and junior guard Ross Nakamura had 10 points and four assists.
Guards Evan Atwater and Brent Satern
keyed the early offensive run for the Bruins,
as George Fox took a 19-7 lead just over seven
minutes into the game.The duo scored 12 early
points for Fox.
But Mitworth climbed back into the game,
cutting the lead to one with a Symcs free throw

N4te Cluite/111stinyvtazn

Senior fonvard Colin Wiliemsen clutches a rebound over Whitman fonvard Max Adcox during Tues.
day's7341 troundng of the Missionaries. After Frid ay's win over George Fox, Whitworth dinched their
second straight NWC regular season tide.

with 2:47 to go in the half. Another Symcs free
throw cut the lead to 32-30 right before the
halftime whistle. Symes was 15 of 16 from the
stripe in the game.
Whitworth earned the first tic of thc game at
40 when Symcs drilled a three with 15:40 to go
in the second.
The Pirates never relinquished the lead from
there nh out. Freshman guard Clay Gebbers
gave ihc Pirates their largest cushion of the
game at 10 with 29 seconds to play on a free
throw.
Whitworth held a 31-24 advantage on the
glass, as junior post Calvin lunch and junior
guard Tim Sellerit cach pulled down seven rebounds. Whitworth also got to the free throw
linc 34 times, 19 more than the Bruins.
Whitworth set up the opportunity to clinch
conference with a 73-61 home victory over last
place Whitman College on Tuesday, Feb. 19.
Symes and Willemsen had big nights in the
scoring column, racking up 22 and 20 points

for thc Hues, respectively. Nakamura was thc
only other Pirate in double figures as well with
12 points.
Senior guard Jerry Beverly started his first
game of thc season on senior night at the Fieldhouse, chipping in with two points and three
boards.
Beverly and Symes, former players at Delta
Junior College, were honored along with Willemsen as the team's three lone seniors.
"It's kind of emotional, but at the same time
it's a good time to reflect and cnjoy it," Symcs
said. Symes said it was especially nice to share
the moment with Beverly.
"It was special," Symes said. "We came up
here together and survived up here. It's exciting
it's been a good couple years at Whitworth:
Willemscn shared similar sentiments about
his teammates.
See OUTFOXED, page 17

Linfield bursts tennis team's bubble
Wildcats
deal Pirates
season's first
NWC defeat
Undsay Darbonne
Staff Writer

"Mark Twain" might
seem like a random thing
to shout as inspiration on
a tennis court, but it works
for the Whitworth men's
tennis team.
"Coach gave us a really
inspirational speech right
before we won six matches
straight," freshman Joe
Wales said. We needed one
thing to remember it by. We
came up with Mark Twain:'
Odd or not, the reference to the great Amencan author spelled out the
adventures of the team
this weekend. Whitworth's
match against Willamette

University marked the first
conference match in the
Whitworth Tennis Bubble.
Thirty bright lights
hanging from the ceiling lit the indoor courts
for Whitvvorth's matches
against Willamette Friday
evening and Linfield College Saturday afternoon.
On Friday, the team
pulled through, winning a
tight 5-4 contest and adding another victory to their
undefeated 6-0 Northwest
Conference record.
Freshnian Brian Elliot won his No. 1 singles
match 7-5, 6-4 and sophomore Josh Steele followed
with another win at No. 2
singles, 6-1, 6-4.
Wales and freshman
Henry Williams both won
their singles matches in the
third set. Wales played No.
5 singles winning 6-3, 3-6.
6-4, while Williams won
his No. 6 singles match 6-4,
2-6, 6-2.
Saturday
provided
Whitworth their first con-

ference loss of the season
against Linfield, dropping
Whitworth's record to 6-I.
While all matches came
dose, the only singles win
was by Wales, who played
No. 4 singles. Both Elliot,
who though injured still
played No. 1 singles, and
senior Ed Anegon, who
played No. 3 singles, lost in
the third set. Senior Scott
Donnell and freshman
Henry Williams both lost
nail-biting singles matches
as well.
Both Whitworth's No.I
and No. 2 doubles teams
won their matches. Elliot and Steele played No.
I

doubles, Anegon and

Wales played No. 2 doubles. Donnell and Williams
played No. 3 doubles. The
teammates took an early
lead, but lost in the third
set in a tiebreaker.
Sophomore
Kellen
Octgen summed up the
weekend in a word: Nervewrecking.
"Friday came down to

TENNIS
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one match and then we
had some injuries on the
team that ended in ways
of advantage for Linfield,"
Oetgen said. We should
have won this match."
Head
Coach
Mike
Shanks spoke of his outlook on the weekend in
terms of how he views tennis as a whole.
was a dog fight. When

it

two dogs go at each other,
when one lets up just a little bit... bad things happen
to that dog: Shanks said.

ro.e. b7 )4.r,

"That's how I view tennis
matches. It's very mental:
Shanks said progress, not
winning, is his favorite part

of coaching,.
"While Ed and Scott may
not have won their individual matches today, their
leadership has contributcd
to the team in huge ways
and by that the entire tcam
has progressed."
Contact Lindsay Darbonneat lindsaydarbonne@
whit worthian.com.
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Women's hoops ends at .500 in NWC

Aiss

Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor
VS.

As the old adage goes, big players make big plays.

Junior forward Alida Bower attested to that on Tuesday, Feb. 18 with
her 30 point, 15 rebound output in the Pirates 81-76 overtime victory
over Whitman College. Still, Bower didn't hear about her MVP-like statistics until after thc game was done.
didn't really know until afterward; Bower said. "I guess it didn't really hit mc that I scored that much7
Bower said the most important thing on her mind was beating Whitman, not filling it up on the team's senior night.
"It doesn't matter if I score two points or if I score 307 Bower said. The
most important thing to me was that v.-e win7
Sophomore guard Leah Pomante was the only othcr Pirate who scored
in double digits, adding 10 points off the bench.
Senior guard Cassic Snyder had nine points and six assists in her home
finale, as the game was the last Snyder and senior guard Teresa Zeitler
will play in the Fieldhouse as Whitworth Pirates. Bower said that motivation to play well in the final week of the season stemmed partly out of
respect for Snyder and Zeitler.
"We w-anted to win for Cassie and Teresa and just cnd on a high note
for them," Bower said. "They had worked so hard in all thc years they've
been here."
Junior forward Tiffany Corigliano said some of the team's motivation
to keep fighting came from the desire to prove their doubters wrong.
"[Ve were] just showing that our record didn't show it, but we can play
with these teams and we're good enough to have gone on [to the NWC
Tournament]; Corigliano said.
The team finished the scason with an 8-8 Northwest Conference record, two games out of the third and final NWC Tournament spot.
The two teams remained dose in the first half until Whitman broke
olía 9-0 run to push the lead to 25-12 on guard/forward Hilary White's
3-pointer. Bower dosed thc gap to five points right before the buzzer
with a jumper to bring Whitworth into the locker room down 35-30.
After Bower sank a three after the break to bring Whitworth within
two points, Whitman again went on a run. Forward Emily Shubin's layup
capped an 8-0 run for the lifissionaries. Whitworth responded with a
12-2 run, as sophomore guard Natalie Orrell's jumper gave the Pirates
their first lead of thc second half at 12:31.
But with 30 seconds to play, Shubin dropped in a free throw to give the
Missionaries a 68-66 lead. The Pirates sent the game into overtime, however, behind Snyder's clutch juniper with 14 scconds to play in thc game.
After the two teams were knotted up for the twelfth time in the game
In the extra session, Snyder gave the Pirates thc lead for good with another jumper.

See HOOPS, page 19
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Travis Jette: Vanderbilt

James Spung: Tennessee
Lindsay Darbonne: Tennessee
Colin Zalewski: Tennessee

Derek Casanovas: Vanderbilt
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Travis Jette:NotreDame
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James Spung: Notre Dame
Lindsay Da rbonne: Notre Dame
Colin Zalewski: Louisville
Derek Casanovas: NotreDame
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Travis Jette: WSU

James Spung: California
Lindsay Darbonne: WSU
Colin Zalevnki: WSU
Derek Casanovas: WSU

VS.

Travis Jette: Gonzaga

James Spung: ammo
Lindsay Darbonne: Gonmga
Colin Zalewski: Gonmga
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Derek Casanovas: Gonzaga

Senior guard Cassle Snyder pulls up against Whitman defender Jenele
Peterson during the Pirates' 81-76 overtime
Tuesday, Feb. 19 in the
Fieldhouse. Snyder scored nine points and six assists In the game.

victory,
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"I love thosc guys," Willemsen said. "I lived with
thosc guys last year. It WU a lot of fun, and I was looking forward to that game for a long time'
Willemsen's parents, who fly in for his games, were
at the ceremony.
The game could have been the final home game for
the Pirates this season had the team suffered a loss, as
the second place team in conference earns the right to
host the championship play-in game between the second and third place teams.
Symes said he is glad the team will have another opportunity to play
in front of the
Fieldhouse Fanatwas spedal. We came up here
ics.
"Deep down, together and survived up here.
lt'sexciting.it'sbeen a good
I wanted another home game; couple of yeirs at Whitworth.'
Symes said.
Ryan Symes,
Guard Chris
senior
Faidley did his
part for Whitman, on teammate and close friend,
scoring 14 points
senior guard Jen-y Beverly .
and adding 10 assists in the game.
Center Graham
Brewer was 8 for 11 from the field to score 16 points to
lead the Missionaries.
The Pirates won the battle on the boards again, outrebounding the Missionaries 39-29. Willemsen had
eight rebounds and Nakamura seven to lead the way.
Whitworth used a staunch defense to build a steady
first half lead, holding Whitman to 21 points and eight
first half field goals.
The Pirates lead by as many as 15 in the first and 20
in the second. 14 players played for the Pirates in the
game.
The Pirates will await the winner of the University of
Puget Sound/Willamette University game on Thursday,
Feb. 28 to find out who they will play on Saturday.
Whoever the team faces, Willemsen is confident
they'll be ready.
"Well watch a lot of film and prepare like it's just
another game," Willemsen said. "We'll be ready."

lt

Whitvvorth Faculty,
Students, and
Parents receive
EXTRA DISCOUNTS
on all purchases!

Ube; oil, and filter change
Coolinb System flush'

You name its we do
it, and you save!

.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Travis Jette: UPS
James Spung: UPS
Uncisay Darbonne: UPS
Colin Zalewski: Whitworth
Derek Casanovas: Whitworth

Tit

vs.

MEN'STENNIS
Travis Jette: Whitworth

James Spung: Whitworth
Lindsay Darbonne: Whin/waft
Colin Zalevnki:doesnot pick
Derek Casanovas: Whitworth

VS.

SOFTBALL
Travis Jette: IYhitworth
James Sp ung: Whinivrth
Lindsay Darbonne: IVhitworth
Colin Zalewski: Whitworth
Derek Casanovas:linheld

VS.

BASEBALL
Travis Jette: UPS

James Spung: UPS
Lindsay Darbonne: UPS
Colin Zalewski: IVhitworth
Derek Casanovas: UPS

Contact Derek Casanovas at derek.casanovas@whitworthian.COM.
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Tennis snags
road victory

CcIlsI,

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
NWC AU.

GEORGE FOX

14-2.

22-3.

UPS

14-2

21-4

10-6

14-B

WHITMAN

8-8

14-11

WHMVORTH

84

13-12

PLU

7-9

14-11

UN FIELD

5-11

12-11

3-13

5-20

3-13

4-20

.. WILLAMETTE
PACIFIC

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
None. end of season

MEN'S BASKETBALL

MC
;

ALL

WHITWORTH

12-4

19-6

UPS

11-5

18-6

9-7

15-9

LINFIELD

9-7

14-11

PAOF1C

9-7

WILLAMETTE

9-7

11-14

PLU

7-9

11-13 i

GEORGE FOX

5-11

9-16

1-15

5-19

: WHITMAN

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitwxth n. Willamette/UPS

Sshatiay. Marrh

i

Et, 7p.m.

WOMEN'S TENNIS

L&C

'..

LINFIELD

WC

AIL

4-0

4-2

4-0

4-3

FLVITT40-11T1i7i-1-3.:2
2-1

PLU

2-1

3-3
UPS

1

1-2

1-2

[WILLAMETTE

0-3

0-472

GEORGE FOX

0-4

0-4

PACIFIC_r_L__ 0-4 ,0-5
NEXT PIRATE GAME:

NWC ALL

WHITWORTH

6-1

,

6-3

-

5-3
2-2

2-2

2-3

2-3

UNFIELD

2-3

2-5

WIMMEITE

1-3

14

GEORGE FOX

0-5

0-5

,

UPS

LpACIFIC

0-5

0-5

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. UPS
Fridax Feb. 29 @ 4p.m.

Athlete
THE WEEK

Alida Bower

Junior
Had 30 points and 15 rebounds
in OT win over Whitman.

mazing."

Whitworth swept the
day's doubles matches after
jumping to a 3-0 lead.
From thereon the Pirates
put it in cruisc control as
they rolled to a routine 8-1
win over Willamette.
The doscst match of
the day came at the No. 1
singles spot with Burns
defeating Willamette's Tiffany Kam in two tiebreak
sets 7-6, 7-6.

Also mentionable was
the work put in by freshman Alexandria Harrington at the No. 2 singles
position as she earned a
comfortable 6-2, 6-2 victory over Willamette's Alline
Anderson.
Anegon said the team
is feeling confident about
their future.
We all did pretty amazing, our mental game is up
there now Anegon said.

We curb stomped them:
The split weekend leaves
the tearn with a 4-2 record
overall, 4-1 in the NWC.

Whitworth

is

home

against the University of
Puget Sound at 4:30 p.m.
on Feb. 29 and Pacific Lutheran University at 1.p.m.
on March 1.

Contact Colin Zalewski

at colin.zalewski@whitworthian.com.

Top flight competition tough on Pirates
meets come from a variety of schools and back- doing indoor track," Spaun said. "My freshman
grounds. Competition includes students from year there were only about 10 of us."
Division I schools, community colleges, high
Spaun is happy with how the team is developing. Last week at the University of WashingWhitworth track and field traveled to Pull- schools and Olympic athletes in training.
"One cool thing about indoor meets is that ton Husky Classic, Bola qualified for nationals
man to compete in the Washington State Uniyou see a wide range of athletes," Dormaicr in the 800-meter run. Bola posted a time of
versity Open II Indoor Meet Friday, Feb. 22.
1:52.62 to take 20th place overall in a field of 57
Competition highlights induded freshman said.
Dormaicr said it can be difficult to gauge in- Division I runners.
Elizabeth Manila's 10th place finish in the
Bola currently ranks third nationally at the
400-meter dash and her 13th place finish in the dividual performance against other athletes at
800-meter distance according to the latest
60-meter hurdles. Manila finished the hurdles indoor competitions.
You have to have your per- NCAA Division Ill top times list.
in 9.69 seconds. Two weeks ago,
sonal goals and keep that in
That was a huge week. He had good compeat the University of Idaho, MatWAU
mind. ibis might not be who tition," Spaun said. -He's done really well. I'm
ha finished the 60-meter hurWHO?
you are competing against in excited for him:'
dles in fifth place with a time of
WSU
Open
Leaders 'conference,' Dormaier said.
Spaun highlighted Manila as a runner with
9.59 seconds.
You have to take your results great potential for the season.
Sophomore Katie Pridgen and
400: Emmcnud Bola (51.05 s)
with that in perspective."
freshman Hannah Kinnier also
"She's done really well for this early in the
Long Jump:Kristen
For the men, sophomore Em- season," Spaun said. "For her to be running
ra. ced in the 60-meter hurdles
Dorf:vier (5.03m)
manuel Bola finished fourth these kinds of times means she's going to do refinishing in 18th and 19th place
in the 400-meter dash in 51.05 ally well come outdoor season:
respectively.
60rn Hurdles: Ben Spoon
seconds. Junior Michael JohnSenior team captain KrisHe said sophomore Cody Stelzer has per(8.43 s)
ston and freshman Evan Staley formed well in high jump.
ten Dormaier competed in the
also ran the 400-meter finishing
women's open long jump post"He broke our all-time school record both
with almost identical times of indoor and outdoor at our first meet: Spaun
ing a performance of just over
five meters at 5.03. Her score was good enough 54.04 and 54.05 seconds.
said. Dormaier agreed.
Senior team captain Ben Spaun competed
for 8th place.
He qualified in high jump in the first meet
Fellow long jumpers freshman Courtney in the 60-meter hurdles. He finished seventh of the season," Dormaier said. "In a few weeks,
Hutchins and junior Mara Daugs finished in in 8.43 seconds. His time was just short of his (Stelzer and Bofal will be going to nationals in
15th and 16th place. Dormaier also competed personal record of 8A1 seconds.
indoor and thc rest of us will be going on to
Isaac Lutz and Timothy Kirkpatrick also outdoor:
in the shot put. She finished with a throw of
competed in the 60-meter hurdles. Ihey fin9.31 meters, earning her a 20th place finish.
Spaun is looking forward to the team's first
Freshman Erica Cox finished just behind ished Ilth and 12th respectively finishing with outdoor meet.
times of 9.75 and 9.83 seconds.
Dormaier throwing 8.99 meters.
"It's been tough battling this cold weather.
"I was very happy with my performances," We've battled shin splits and other injuries that
"Our freshman this year have all been pretty
successful this year and it's a good outlook for Spaun said. "Indoor for me is mainly an op- come from running insidc instead of the grass
portunity for me to practice the events I will be outside but we're off to onc of the bcst starts
the rest of the season," Dormaier said.
Dormaier, the women's team captain, said in- doing outdoor in the decathlon:
we've ever had in my four years," Spaun said.
Over the weekend, Spaun also set a personal
door meets are unique.
The Pirates open the outdoor season at the
"Indoor is more like practice for us than out- record in shot put. He is happy with the grow- Willamette Open in Salem, Ore. on March 1.
door: Donnaier said."You have to keep in mind ing number of track and field athletes who are
competing in indoor competitions.
that we're competing against D-I schools:
Contact Leal: Matz at leah.motz@whitwor"Each ycar we have more and more people thian.com.
Dormaier said students competing in indoor

Assistant Copy Chief

MEN'S TENNIS

5-6

Adrick ItIllguitat Willamette CoLirgian

Sophomore Stephanie Reardon awaits the ball during Whltworth's match against Willamette
University on Sunday, Feb.24. Reardon lost 7-6 (7-5), 7-5 to the Bearcate Emily Elliot

Leah Motz

Wiirtwath n. UPS
Fr:4ay. Feb. 29 P 4:30 pm.

WHITMAN

match, only dropping a
single game.
Unfortunately for thc
Whitworth women, their
succcss would not continue
on to singles competition.
Linfield stymied the Pirates with five wins in the
six singles matches that ensued. The only singles win
Colin Zalewski
from Staudingcr who
carne
Staff Writer
won comfortably at No. 4
with a 6-3, 6-3 win.
A two-day road trip to
At the end of the day, the
as
start
Oregon did not
champs proved to
reigning
the Pirates women's tennis
have
too
much for the Piteam would have hoped at
thcy
fell 6-3 to Linrates
as
Linfield College, but aftcr
Whitworth
field
handing
their loss they bounced
the season
loss
of
their
first
back with a convincingwin
NWC.
in
the
over 1Villamette Univcrsity
Nonetheless, the team
Feb. 23-24
The loss was thc team's felt it was a winnable
first in the Northwest Con- match.
"We will end their
ference.
winning streak
35-match
up
The weekend opened
with a critical match. Lin- when they come to thc
fiel d, last year's NWC cham- bubble," sophomorc Stephpion and returned three of anie Reardon said.
After a hard fought
their top five players.
Linfield entered thc match at Linfield, the
match with a regional women showed resilience
ranking of six. A 1Vhit- as they marched into Salem
worth win would make a to face offwith Willamette.
After suffering from a
strong statement to the rest
back
injury in the previof the conference in their
ous
Hays was only
match.
2008 carnpaign.
contribute
in the
able
to
out
jumped
The Pirates
to an early 2-1 lead snatch- doubles competition, but
ing two of the first three despite her health concerns was able to team with
doubles matches.
Staudinger for a,nother
Jusof
junior
The team
tine Hays and freshman doubles win.
Both Hays and StaudingKathrine Staudinger were
er
call Yakima their homevictorious in a tight set wintown and with their
ning 7-4 in a tiebrealcer.
Angela winning efforts over the
Sophomore
Anegan and freshman weekend, Reardon could
Rachel Burns had a much only describe their playing
easier time in their doubles as a "Yakattack" and "Yalu-

Pirates crush
Bearcats,
drop match
to Linfield

I

.
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UNFAIR
continuedfront page 16
mcnts last year and then was
dumped into the secondtier National Invitational
Tournament instead. Midmajors like Rhode Island,
Dayton and Massachusetts
could suffer the same fate
this time around.
'The Whitworth men's
basketball team could be
in the same boat. A loss at
home on Saturday could
knock the Pirates from the
NCAA Division III Men's
ChampionBasketball
According to
ship.

would never vote to allow
it. The extra slate of games
after conference play puts
money into athletics departments and administrator's hands. It puts tushies
in seats and eyeballs on
the television or computer
screens. It's just good business.
But business and equality
should have some overlap. I
don't carc about steroids; put
a Congressional commit-

tee on eliminating conference tourneys. A few hundred thousand dollars that
would have been wasted on

recruiting

accoutrements
or
Kelvin
Sampsonpay
phone calls
won't hurt
a program.

D3 Hoops.
CLICK IT k
the
com,
Want to read more commentary?
Pi19.6
Check out our sports biog. The Water
rates are not
Conference
Wet at whltworthlan.com.
ranked by
tournaments
the NCAA
that end talas a top 8 team in the West ented teams' seasons do.
Region based upon their re- While the tournament pro.
gional and overall records. vides other tcams with thc
A loss to either Puget Sound
potential to get their dancor Willamette would kill ing shoes ready, it punishes
the Pirates chances to work tcams who build strong
some postseason magic.
cases for bids on a season's
Cutting out the confer- worth of evidence.
ence tournament would
The message to confereliminate this injustice.
ence frontrunners then is
But I know why this will loud and clear: win and
never happen. For the same you're in. But for somc
reason an anonymous Mr. teams, the outcome will be
Pcnnybags in his adminis- as crushing as the failed fitrativc office Ivon't cut out nal exam.
Division I college football's
Thank another flawed
BCS bowl systcm in favor of system in place at the
a four or eight-team playoff, NCAA level for that.
we will never be rid of this
tournament
Contact Derek Casanoconference
plague.
vas at derek.casanovas@
The school's top dogs whitivorthian.com.

SPORTS

Mixed resufts for softball
Derek Casanovas
The Whitworth softball team started off the 2008 season with a trip to
the "City of Roses; Unfortunatdy
for the Pirates, the reception they
received from their Oregon counterparts wasn't so rosy.
Whitworth returned home from
the Northwest Cup in Portland, Ore.
witlt a 1-3 record after some up and
down play on opening weekend. Corban College and Concordia (Ore.)
University dusted off the Pirates Saturday, Feb. 23.

Whitworth earned their first win of
the season, however, on Sunday, Feb.
24, with an 8-0 thrashing of Northwest
Christian College before dropping the
day's second game 10-3 to the Oregon
Institute of Technology. Junior Sara
Rylaarsdam said it was dear the team
hadn't been on the dirt yet.
"It was obvious we had never been
outside this season; Rylaarsdam said.
The team had been practicing inside the Fieldliouse sincc the lingering
snow blankets all the fields outside.
Senior pitcher Jessie LaPlante said
just getting out on the field was a big
stcp for the team.
"It was really good for tts to get
that opportunity before conference,"
LaPlante said.
Concordia took down Whitworth
7-0 in thc opening game of the season
for the Bucs. Senior outfielder Halley
Ccy and senior pitcher Jessie LaPlante registered the only two hits of the
game for the Pirates.
Sophomore utility player Lacey
Parry, junior first baseman Sara Rylaarsdam and freshman catcher Caty
Lieseke all got on base with w-alks in
the game.

La

HOOPS
continuedfrom page 17

Whitworth could not muster a victory on Friday night
at George Fox University; though, as thc Pirates fell behind
early to the Bruins and never recovered in a 69-45 loss.
Bower again led the Pirates in scoring with 14. Corigliano had eight points and fivc boards.
The Bruins held Whitworth to 12 percent shooting from
the field in the first half.
"We got ourselves in too big (of) a holc to win in thc
second (halfr Bower said.
The Pirates shot a lowly 27 percent on field goals in the
game. Corigliano said some of the poor play might have
resulted from playing scared against the first place Bruins.
"Wc just shot a%vful in the first half; Corigliano said.
Whitworth trailed by 22 at the half.
Fox held onto the huge lead in the second half, never allowing the Pirates to get any doser than 21.
Nevertheless, there were some positives the team took
away from the tough loss to George Fox.
"We didn't just roll over and die; Corigliano said. "We
did come back out and fight, land) that says a lot about our

season;
The Pirates finish the year with a record of 13-12 overall.

Contact Derrk Casanovas at derek.casanovas@whitworthian.com.

0,547

Sports Editor

Plante

pitched three innings from the
maund, giving
up four hits and
two earned runs.

rer*
"'
,

Na!t auk/Whitworthian

Senior outfielder Halley Cey holds up a uniform during practiceThursday, Feb.21.

in the seventh. Third baseman Josie
Strange had two RBIs for Corban.
On Sunday, Whitworth started
off the day on the right foot. After
LaPlante pitched a scoreless first inning, Whitworth brought in four
runners in the bottom end of the inning for a 4-0 lead. NVhitworth then
brought in two more runs in the second and one apiece in the third and
fourth frames.
The game ran only

a shortened five innings due to the
eight-run rule the Pirates put on the Warriors.
time
really
long
Freshman
Senior
second
Sara Rylaarsdam,
outfielder Caitbaseman
Morgan
junior
lin Doherty and
Thomsen went 3 for
freshman pitch3 with an RBI and
er Jessica Mangis
Ccy was 2 for 2 with an RBI. Junior
combined to pitch the final three in- catcher
Rachel Anderson also batted
nings.
in two runs for the Pirates.
Concordia started off the scoring
Whitworth fell off track in the secin the second inning when catcher
ond game of the day, though, dropNicole !Bias and infielder Shayna
ping a 10-3 contest to Oregon Tech.
Ostlund combined to knock in three
I.aPlante got the start for the third
runs, giving the Cavaliers a 3-0 lead. time in two days, pitching
five innings
Concordia tacked four more runs and giving up
all ten runs. LaPlante
onto the board an inning later.
ivasn't 'worried about getting a lot of
In the day's late game, Whitworth
work over the weekend.
jumped out to the early lead in the
"The other three girls are freshmen,
third inning.
so I think [head coach Fuzzy BuckenLaPlante doubled into left field to
berger] wanted to e-ase them into it;
bring Ccy around to score and give
LaPlante said.
the Pirates a 1-0 lead.
OIT didn't want to test LaPlante's
The lead turned out to be short lived
endurance, striking for two runs in
as Corban scored two runs in the top
the bottom of the first.
of the fourth for a 2-1 lead. Corban
But 'Whitworth rallied to tie it in
plated four runs in the fifth and two
"Even though we lost the second
one, we played a million times
better. We held our own fora

Morning & Evening Classes
Full & Part-time Options
AACSB Accredited
Master of Accountancy
Dual Degrees with Gonzaga's
School of Law
9 MBA Concentrations Including:
Accounting, Finance & Healthcare Mgmt

the top ofithe second when Anderson
nailed a two-run homer.
Whitworth took the lead two innings later when Thomsen singled in
fre.shman infielder losie Ball. The Pirates looked to hold onto the one run
lead and dose out thc game, but the
Owls had other plans.
OIT exploded for'eight runs in the
bottom of the fifth to blow the game
open. Pitcher Jenni Bittle knocked in
four runs on two homers in the inning,. Despite the result, Rylaarsdam
was encouraged by Sunday's games.
"Even though we lost the second
one, we played a million times better;
Rylaarsdam said. "We held our own
for a really long time."
Whirtvorth returns home to 'open
conference play this weekend against
defending Division III 'national champions Linfield College for a four game
set on Niarch 1-2. LaPlante said the
team will definitely compete with the
title holders.
"I think they lost a couple of their
best players, so it should be good;
LaPlante said. "We'll have to play otir
best."
However, with the snow still lingering around Spolune, the tearn may
open up against the 'Wildcats in the

Tri-Cities area.
"We are pretty much planning on
playing in Pasco; Rylaarsdam said.
The two doubleheaders begin at
noon on Saturday and Sunday.
Contact Derek Casanovas at derek.
casanovas@whitivorthian.corn.

GONZAGA
UNIVERSITY
MBA

Ea.

MACC PROGRAMS

Attend an Information Meeting:
March 3rd 5:30-7:00 pm
Or

SaL March 271O-11:30am

Gonzaga's Jepson Center

www.ganzaga.edu/MBA

509.323.7044
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WHITpics
5:30 a.m., Sodexho employees punch in. They put on their
aprons and vinyl gloves and begin
preparingfor the morning rttsh.
Everything is freshly prepared each
day, from dtopping vegetables to
ivhisking waffle batters, and it all
must be done before 7 a.m. Bread
is bakedfresh every morning. The
salad bar isfilled with ice, and
waffle irons are ivarmed. Even with
all hands busily working, something
else always needs attention so end:
morning's breakfast can be ready on
time.
171t

TOP
ers that

Lori Netherton divides out salad In contain-

will be set out In the Café later that day.
Ta)ler piscri./Whithwthun

MIDDLE LEFT: The HUB remains silent and empty at
5:30 a.m. before students make their way to Sodexho
on Feb. 22.
74.)toit 74turif IA, taw :hum
MIDDLE RIGHT:Barbara Schelin prepares pumpkin

bread.
Tajo

for ZaperiJillawevr titian

BOTTOM LEFT: Karen West checks In before beginning

her work day.

Nui Mott/ Whitkv titian

BOTTOM RIGHT: Hash browns and bacon are chopped

up together on the grill

TJ) fur ZapaiaWhstivetthian
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CHANGE
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CLOCKING IN.

CLICK IT k
Want to see more of the Sodexho kitchens? Check out the audio slideshow
with a behind-the-scenes look of Sodexho at whltworthian.com.

Do you have some

amazing shots of campus life? E-mail them to us atphotos@whitwortJijan.com.

BUDDING MUSICIAN: DANE UELAND HAS GAINED A FOLLOWING WITH HIS GUITAR I PAGE 11
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

INSIDE
NEWS I PAGE 2

Confusion, mixed
feelings overWeek
Week of Jubilee meets
optimism, criticism.

OPINIONS

4

I PAGE

6

Whitworth's four
banal buzzwords
These four words have
lost all trace of meaning.

Citiatiltlutkvrthian

The Pirates surround head coach Jim Hayford after defeating the University of Puget Sound 96-69 to dinch the WIC Tournament crown on March 1.

SCENE

I

PAGE

10

On

to the next

After wiping the court with rival University of Puget
Sound on March I, Whitworth clinched the Northwest
Conference Tournanient title and an automatic berth in
the NCAA Division III Tournament starting March 6.

Sex uncovered by

open discussion
McGonigals talk about
sex as part of marriage.

SPORTS

I PAGE

96

SPORTS, PAGE 13

69
14

Renovations on the way for
Westminster and Alder Halls

.Writing on the wall:
No one kept track of the students
who wrote on the walls, Oakland

Christina Chea
Staff Writer

Women's tennis

said.
A professor complained that it
Phrases and quotations such as
'Emotion is one rather trivial as- was distracting and irritating and
pect of reality" and "People arc hell" Lisa Sem-Rodrigues, program aswritten on the walls of room 207 of sistant for thc English department,
Westminster Hall will be painted had to request that thc students
over after rcnov-ations to Westmin- stop writing on the walls, Oakland
said.
ster and Alder Halls.
There vere no students who
Ed Kelly, director of Facilities
Services, said the renovation will complained about the writing,
begin in May after graduation and Scm-Rodrigues said.
should be done by the end of Jan
Currently. Westminster houscs
the English department, which will
Term next year.
On Feb. 22, Leonard Oakland, be relocated to the old art building
professor of English and mem- during thc renovations.
ber of the Westminster Remodel
This renovation will be structural
Committee, first wrote the phrasc and new dassrooms and more of-Beauty is truth, truth beauty" on fice space will be added, Kelly said.
thc back wall of room 207 during
The renovation will also indude

sweeps weekend
Pirates pummel UPS,
skate by PLU for wins.

ONLINE! THIS WEEK

Blog gives readers
the scoop on ASWU
Check out "Inside the
Chambers" weekly at
whitworthian.com.
WORD FOR WORD
Quote of the week

his British Literature Before 1800
class. Students from the dass began
following suit afterward, Oakland
said.
"I just went up and started writing on the walls without saying
anything," Oakland said. "Being
aware from what I heard, thcy said
it was going to be gutted, repainted,
or replaced. So I thought we'd enjoy

Noneylsgreeri and
.

green Is money"
,Maryslether

SPobv Iwo =yen quest=
obat sustaixtary it md
tfsaasbi Fri

Awl &boat tin tliAidtb Mary
Tiernan whltwortfolan.com.

ourselves."
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replacing some mechanical systems, induding the heating, ventilation and electrical systcms, Kelly

saa

Westminster was built during the
1940s, Kelly said.

Westminster was originally used
as a residence hall, according to an
Oct. 2, 1946 article in The Whitworthian.
Westminster became an academ-
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Colorful quotes decorate the watt in Westminster 207, Professor of English
Leonard Oakland and his students wrote the quotes on the wall during dass.

department and member of the
committee.
Whitworthian.
- It was a cosmetic renovation in
"The mechanical system is 50. the interior of Alder for the athletic
years old: Kelly said. "We've re- department, but there was nothpaired and maintained it but it's ing done for thc mechanics of thc
still 50 years old."
building, Kelly said.
The last time Westminster/Alder
The basement of Alder Hall will
was renovated was in 1969, said
Sce WESTMINSTER, page 2
Pamela Parker, chair of the English
ic building in the 1970s, according
to a Sept. 29, 1972 article in The
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Week provokes mixed feelings
Breakdowns in
communication
seen in Jubilee

lbe Whitwortian settsto infarn and
mgage the Whityrath canminity, ever
mindful of cvrjournatettic respceskittiet
We value ataxy, relevance. inrxmatim

ard transparency.
GENERAL INFOIUAATION
The print editim of The Yobitworthian ks
published weekly, coma durng lanuary
ard student vacations The extent is
generated entireiy by students. The
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the newspaper's content Opinion and
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there was mixed feedback from
Warren residents, according to the
minutes.
Donnell said he asked the students he personally polled if a
Week of Jubilee would be beneficial to them.
Sthen they understood what it
was, the overwhelming majority
said it would be [beneficial]," Don-

nell said.
Dayna Colemaii Jones, assistant
ASWU President Scott Donnell's
request to student leadership to dcan of students, said Donnell
avoid scheduling events the %veek originally proposed that the Week
of May 5-10 has met a variety of of Jubilee be held in April.
However, due to scheduling
reactions from campus leaders.
Thc goal of the 1%'eck of Jubilee conflicts, the date was changed to
is to allow students to rest and re- htay, Coleman Jones said in an ecuperate as they see fit by focus- mail interview.
We found a week that didn't
ing their priorities on things like
friends and schoolwork, Donnell have as much already planned so
we wouldn't have to change the calsaid in a campus-wide c-maiL
"As a campus, we have become endar a lot," Coleman Jones said.
perpetual sprinters and we pride "'This week was right before finals,
ourselves on who works the most which we thought would be a perand who sleeps the least. I am writ- fect time for people to regroup."
Coleman Jones said in an e-mail
ing you this to let you know that
it is not healthy: Donnell said in that she informed Donnell about
the date change before she talked
the e-mail.
He said the idea for a Week of to the resident directors about the
Jubilee began to form aftcr hearing idea on Feb. 18.
Dick Ntandeville, associate dean
numerous studcnts report feeling
of students, said
stressed and fatigued.
the RDs had al"I
personready planned
'We have become perpetual
ally talked to
thc
activities
over a hundred sprinters and we pride ourselves for the semester
on who worics the most and
students about
the week before
their hopes for sleeps the least It Is not healthyf Coleman Jones
the
semester,
presented
the
Scott Donnell ASIVUpresident in an
what are their
idea
for
a Week
e-mail to the student body
thoughts
and
of Jubilee.
how are they
Kari
Dykfeeling," Donhouse, RD of
nell said. The main answers I got Baldwin-Jenkinsffiki/Akili, said it
were the fatigue, stress, busyness is difficult to set up times for events
and frustration:
that all of the RAs agree on.
Donnell told senators on Feb.
"If we had been told to save the
6 to ask their constituents three week earlier and then planned
questions: "How arc you doing?", around it, it would have been bet"What is your biggest hope for the ter," Dykhousc said.
semester?" and "What is one way
NVhile some events were moved,
you can do to help them this se- there are currently still events schedmester? according to the meeting uled for the week of htay 5-10.
minutes.
Somc of these events are BroadSenators talked about the find- way Unbound, thc senior athletes
ings in their informal reports at awards banquet, the chambcr enthc Feb. 13 meeting, according to semble concert, the jazz ensemble
the minutes. Duvall and Stewart concert, the Central America
residents said they were tired and study tour presentation and the se-

Warren RA Sarah Iluydc said
she felt the RAs' opinions were
not taken into consideration in the
planning of the week.
-The first appearance was that
we didn't matter; Huy& said.
"Since wc are the primary ones affected, it was frustrating:
Coleman Jones sent an e-mail to
the RAs on Feb. 21 in an attempt to
explain the miscommunication.
"I wcnt back to Scott- and told
him that I had
Mandeville
gathered from my
said there %vas a
conversation with
we had been told to save
misunderstandthe RDs that the
ing about the
the week earlier and then
Week of Jubilee
what
of
scopc
planned around it, it would
wasn't going to fly
was being asked.
have been better."
with the RA staffs,
The way we
but
that they'd try
EtaidAin-Jenkins
Karl Dykhouse,
first understood
and that the other
resident director
it was that the
student
leader
included
idea
groups led by the
all
canceling
programs and Prime Times and various directors were in support
canceling all one-on-ones with of this week; Coleman Jones said.
Ntandeville said the biggest
people; Ntandeville said.
Warren RA Kyle Brooksher was problem 'as that there was no
one of the RAs who did not under- direct communication among the
various leadership groups.
stand what was being a.sked.
"I think if wc had all been sitting
"My initial understanding was
that it is going to be a week where in thc same room together from the
all activities amongst thc student very start, there would have been
leadership only were going to be no problem; Mandmille said.
He also said it was up to thc disdisallowed; Brooksher said.
Donnell said this was not his in- cretion of the various leadership
teams to decide whether or not to
tent.
move additional programs.
"1 still want RAs to do Prime
Coleman Jones said she supTimes, have one-onones, hang
out with their halls, to do thcir ports the idea.
"I love the idea: Coleman Jones
jobs," Donnell said.
Ntandevillc said once the Resi- said. "I think it will be a very nice
dence Life staff was able to darify break, and it will give people a
the misunderstanding with Don- chance to catch up on school, thcir
nell, they realized the idea was to lives and sleep:
Faculty President Nadie %Viersmove other programs that may
ma said the issue of balancing life
have been scheduled that week.
"Once we understood that, we priorities -as the main goal of facwere pretty much on the same ulty development day on Feb. 29
page: htandeville said.
before Donnell had even sent out
He said the Residence Life staff the c-mail.
decided to have Prime 'limes and
"Since both the students and the
one-on-oncs continuc as planned. faculty came up with it at the same
"If those Prime Times and one- time, this must be a really signifion-ones can include some of the cant issue for community to take a
themes and ideas related to Ju- look at." Wiersma said.
bilcc and rest, then that's great,"
Hoppe!! RA I lolly Perry said shc
htandeville said.
thought the idea of a week of rcst
However, htchtillan RA Vill was a good one.
Schorn said he was still not aware
Prime Times were not included.
See JUBILEE, page 3

nior boat cruise, according to the
campus events calendar.
However, a campus-wide c-mail
went out on Feb. 19 before Donnell had a chance to receive formal
feedback from RAs and RDs, Coleman Jones said.
"I didn't know that the RAs were
being solicited," Donnell said. "The
e-mail was sent out to the student
body as early as possible to get all
thc student leaders to help out."
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to move to Fine Arts Building during renovations

Oaldand said the staircase outside of NVestminbe excavated for an addi- ster will be removed and
tional 2,300 square feet of an interior staircase will be
added.
space, Kelly said.
The current main enThere are storage rooms
in the basement of Alder trances to Alder and Westbut the space is currently minster will be dosed off
not habitable for offices or and a new front entrance
between Alder and Westclassrooms, Parker said.
'The most notiCeable minster will be constructthing probably for students ed, Oakland said.
is [Alder and WestminWestminster classrooms
ster] will be made into one 201 and 206 will be removed, while room 207
building: Kelly said.
Currently, there is a wall will remain, Oakland said.
Currently, there are only
separating Alder and Westminster. The wall will be three usable dassrooms on
removed during the reno- the top floor of Westminster. After the renovation,
vation, Kelly said.
Parker said the commit- there will be an additional
tee has not discussed the three classrooms, Kelly
possibility of a new name said.
for the building.
Parker said the building
Parker said Alder used will also be handicap accesto be a residence hall. The sible after the renovations.
wall was originally conAccording to a Dec. 4 arstructed so that the dorm ticle in The Whitworthian,
was separate from profes- there was a condensate leak
sors' offices in Westmin- under the concrete floor in
ster, Parker said.
the basement of 'WestminAlder currently houses ster Hall. There was a penthe modern language de- etration in the floor around
partment and some kinesi- the steam line that went
ology offices, Parker said.
through professor of Eng1

Planned renovations
These are some of the planned improvements
for Westminster and Alder Halls:
flew heating, ventilation

1Handicap accessibility

and electrical systems

I Interior staircase in

I Extra space in basement

Westminster

for offices

Main entrance common

I Connection between

to both buildings

Alder and Westminster

I Three additional dass-

Halls

rooms in Westminster

Karma:ion courtesy 41E4 Kelly: Graphic 17 Aran Baltr/Whionwthian

lish Doug Sugano's office,
according to the article.
The renovation plans
had already begun before
this incident, but helped to
solidify that the renovation
was needed, Parker said.
Kelly said the rough and
conservative estimated cost
of the renovations will be
$3 million.
The renovations will be
extending the life of the
building for another 20-25
ycars, Kelly said.
Architects are still working on the construction

documents, Kelly said.
Parker said the renovations are authorized, but
not fully fundcd. The only
thing that has been funded
so far was the architectural
study to see whether Westminster needed to be remodeled, Parker said.
The Ernst F. Lied Visual
Arts Center is scheduled to
opcn by fall 2008. This will
leave the old fine arts building available and vacant for
the English department to
move in, Kelly said.
Having thc fine arts

building vacant was thc
main reason Westminster
was able to have renovations, Parker said.
"We're still working out
the details but we're working with the art department
and the faculty to pack up
by the end of May, beginning of June," Kelly said.
The English department
will be expected to move
back to Westminster before
spring 2009, Kelly said.
"It's only for one semester, so it'll feel more like
camping to us: Oakland
said.
said
SemRodrigues
there has not been any arrangements yct about how
thc dcpartmcnt will be
moving in and which offices in the fine arts building
will be taken by whom.
"The worst part of the
process is moving all of the
books in the professor's offices and just cleaning out
and sorting," Sem-Rodrigues said.
Contact Christina Cheri
at chriStituchea @whitworthimt.COM.
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Tuition rates on the rise again
University considers selectivity,
affordability in calculating costs

TUITION INCREASE FOR THE 2008-2009 SCHOOL YEAR

Mark Baker
Staff Writer

Starting in fall 2008, Whitwortlis tuition will rise 6.77 percent, according to the tuition,
room & board and mandatory fee
schedule.
Tuition revenue significantly
funds Whitworth's operations.
According to the 2005-2010
strategic plan, one of Whitworth's
primary goals is to maximize tuition revenue by considering factors such as selectivity, affordability and perccption of quality.
Brian Benzel, vice president for
finance and administration, said
Whitworth's yearly tuition is based
on increasing operations as well as
the national rate of inflation.
Students will be paying S27,100
for tuition and $7,700 for room 8c
board, making the total amount
$35,120 after added mandatory
fees for ASWU and basic insurance, according to the fee schedule. The amount for room & board
is for a double room and standard
meal plan.
Benzel said there are various
reasons why tuition has increased.
"Turbulence in the cconomy
is increasing many fundamental
expenses for Whitworth; Bernd
said in a rcccnt letter sent to students and parcnts regarding the
tuition increase. "Additionally, we
strive to sustain a competitive position with respect to recruiting
and retaining our facultyand support staff who are the core of our
programs."

Benzel said Whitworth is in
search of seven new staff members
in an attempt to lorver the studentfaculty ratio.
The new faculty's compensation will add expense to one of the
most costly sections of the school's
operating budget, Bend said.
The new staff members' compensation will indirectly influence
tuition fees at Whitworth because
the university is very tuition dependent, Benzel said.
Roughly 79 percent of the total
revenue for this year's operations
comes from tuition, according to
the budget adoptcd for the 2007-08
fiscal year.
Benzel said tuition money benefits the majority of organizations

on campus.
According to the projected
budget adoptcd by thc Board of
Trustees last April, approximately
S48.1 million of thc budget will be
spread out for operational costs
such as acadcmic support, student
services and institutional support
such as staff benefits and facilities
services.
Some of the budget will be allocated for financial aid, said Fred
Pfursich, dcan of Enrollment Services.
"Thirty-fivc percent of all our
tuition is earmarked for financial
aid," Pfursich said.
Pfursich said 92 percent of students have some form of financial
aid. Of the entering freshman class,
85 percent have acadcmic scholarships, Pfursich aid.
This year, Whitworth budgeted

$40,000

$30,000

$30,000

$20,000

$20,070

$10,000

$10,000

$0

$0

Room

Tuition

A suspect was arrested
Feb. 29 on two counts of

Ton

Fees

and Board
TOTAL

Room
and Board

lets

TOTAL $35,120

$31, 986

Information courtay of the 2008-09 tuition. room d- board and tnandatory fee scheduk.
Graphic 17 Nicole 1 folland/Whitworthian

$18.5 million to financial aid, Pfursich said. In fall 2008, a projected
9.9 percent increase will give the
financial aid department $20.3

million and the chance to facilitate
more students with financial support, Pfursich said.
With the 9.9 percent increase in
aid, Pfursich believes it will help
make Whitworth available for
more studcnts.
Lauren Lcatherberry, a former
Whitworth student who transferred to Western Washington
University this year, said not every
student has benefited by this increase in aid.
"I applied for a lot of scholarships every year but there was
nothing they could do; Leatherberry said.
Leatherberry said she had to
leave aftcr two years because her
savings had run out.
"They offered me loans but I
want to go to grad school and I

Suspect arrested
in north Spokane

double homicide

1008-1009

1007-1008
S40,000

Campus
BRIEFS

didn't want to be in debt," Leatherberry said. "I applied for endowment scholarships and nothing
worked out for me:'
In another attempt to match tuition costs, junior Andrea Lavelle
said she has taken out student
loans.
"I work 15-20 hours a week
and sometimes I stay up 'till 4
in the morning just so I can finish my school work; Lavelle said.
"It's hard to see the value of such a
large cost sometimes;
According to the proposed budget for 2007-2008, roughly $52.6
million in tuition and fees will be
collected this year, supplying more
funding for departments such as
financial aid.
The 2009 budget will be approved by the Board of Trustees in
April, Benzel said.

Contact Mark Baker at mark.
baker@whitivorthian.com.

murder, Spokane County
Sheriff's deputies said.
Justin W. Crenshaw, a
20-year-old from Las Vegas,
Nev., moved to Spokane a
few weeks ago and was living with his aunt. Crenshaw
was arrested after detectives
found a bloody fingerprint
at the house, according to
an article in the Spokesman-Review.
Crenshaw was booked
at the Spokane County Jail
early on the morning of
Feb. 29. He made his first
public court appearance
that afternoon, according
to KXLY.com.
Police publicly identified
20-year-old Tanner Pehl as
one of the victims Feb. 28.
Detectives believe the other
homicide victim was Sarah
A. Clark, according to court
documents.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.
Compikd by Julie 1Vootton

Mass notification

system tested

from the HUB
A test of a MSS notification system from the Hixson Union Building could
be heard across campus

Friday.

pfseolifttleopth
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WIN A
COMBO MEAL!!
in your name and Whitworth
e-mail, bring In this ad, and you'll be entered to
will a FREE combo meal of your choice!
Fill

(one entry per person, contest ends 3/10/08)

Name:
orKz¡Lek.
Open Sunday

And Friday

- Thursday til 9:00p.ni.

8- Saturday

til

1

0:00p.ni.

12501 N. Hwy. 395 #6 Spokane, WA 99218 - (509) 466-4814

JUBILEE: RAs

respond to idea

continuedfrom page 2

derstand the importance
of rest and rejuvenation.
Huyck said she did not
feel the week would be ef-

"I think it's a great
concept to give people a
break: Perry said.
Sehorn said he ivas not
sure about the timing of
the week.
"We all thought it was
a good idea, but it's happening the week before
finals, which is the last
chance for people to connect with each other before the summer: Sehorn
said.
Brooksher disagreed.
"I'm shocked that this
idea would gain the credit
that it has: Brooksher
said. "It's like making employees at a factory take
a week off, pay them and
still expect them to have
all of their work done:
However, there is potential for the idea in the
future, Brooksher said.
"I think the idea should
be refined, solidified
and brought back later:
Brooksher said. "It has
potential, but it doesn't
have the capability of
being carried out right

fective.
"It seems like having a
week isn't going to anything to promote relaxation or rest," Huyck said.
"It just makes us have to
put more programs in less
weeks."
Senior Kristen Black
said she thinks the week
could be beneficial.

"The only thing that
will hold it back will be
bad attitudes; Black said.
Brooksher said he felt

the planning behind the
week was poor.
Everyone involved has
the students' interests at
heart, Dykhouse said.
"Once we get to May,
any dissonance will be
forgotten, and I think it
will be a wonderful time
of rest and rejuvenation,"
Dykhouse said.
Both Mandeville and
Coleman Jones said this
is an opportunity for a
student leader to pursue a
new idea.
"We have consistently
now."
Stewart RA Kalen Es- said that we want stuhoff said the week has po- dent leaders to lead, and
that's exactly what Scott's
tential.
"It might not be as suc- doing," Mandeville said.
cessful as hoped this year, "He's coming up with a
but I think there's poten- creative new idea, and we
tial for it: Eshoff said. "If should try to help make
you take advantage out, it that work;
will be good;
Contact Morgan Feddes
Wiersma said in order
for the week to be effec- at inorgan.feddes@whittive, students have to un- worthian.com.

Whitworth asked Allied
Fire & Security to come
and demonstrate the mass
notification system because
of an interest in increasing
emergency response preparedness, said Marisha
Hamm, manager of environmental health, safety
and security, in a campuswide e-mail on Feb. 29.
Read more about the test

at whitworthian.com.
Compikfl by Jasmine linabary

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
In an artide published
Feb. 26 about international

enrollment, the people recruiting in the athletic department were incorrectly
labeled. Recruiting is done
by coaches in the athletic
department.
In the same artide, the
location of Whitworth's
Web link was incorrectly
identified. The link is placed
on the U.S. Department of
Commerce Web site.
In a photograph in an
article published Feb. 26
about women's tennis, the
person in the photograph
was incorrectly identified.
The photo was of a Whitman player.
The Yititworthian is committed to pm:tiding

the Whitworth oommunity with the most accurate information possible. The IThireeorthian never inowingfy pubrishes inaccuracies. If
you have a comment or question about the
fairness or accuracy of a story, send an einail

to edrtorewhitworthiancom.
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SOUNDING BOARD
What is one thing you need to take a break from
Vote In the poll online at whitworthian.com or

e-mail your thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.
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The Week ofJubilee is

no cause for jubilation
You don't need to look far into the future
to be overwhelmed by the number of events
scheduled on campus.
The steady march of e-mails, events and
homework assignments leaves students
wondering: When do we get a break?
If ASWU President Scott Donnell has
anything to say about it, the campus will get
its rest from Nlay 5-10, during the Week of
Jubilee. A Feb. 19 e-mail asked for no nonessential events to happen that week.
A break from the constant noise is appealing. Plenty of students have expressed
excitement over fewer "ASWU Announccs"
e-mails that week.
Ve appreciate Donnell's creativity and
motivation.
But while the intentions of the Week of
Jubilee are good, the idea itself falls short.
While the Week of Jubilee's purpose is
to give students a break, it fails to cancel
anything compulsory. Students still have
classes, labs and homework. extracurricular
programs, like barbecues and musical conccrts, arc oftcn a welcome chance to relax,
not an extra burden to bear.
Moreover, asking everyone to reschedule
programs will only prate more clutter earlier in thc semester, merely intensifying the
deluge of events before the Week of Jubilee.
Realizing this, some student leaders have
vehemently refused to cooperate. Other
residence halls are following the idea only
to respect ASWU's decision.
Yet, this is clearly not a decision of
ASWU. It was briefly mentioned in meetings, but with nary a word of discussion or
debate. No official constitucncy report was
conducted.
To be fair, it's not like the Week of Jubilee
will be very noticeable.
There ivill still be Prime Times. You'll still
havc homework. You'll still gct a flood of emails.
Here are just a few events that arc still
happening in thosc five days: 13roadway
Unbound, Beyond the Pinecone Curtain,
the Senior Athletes Awards Banquet, the
Chamber and Jazz Ensemble concert, the
Central American Study Tour presentation,
several dorm barbecues and the Senior Boat
Cruise.
Ultimately, the idea looks likc it will be a
bust. Cancelling programs comes with the
cost of cancelling opportunities. Donnell
did not present the idea early enough or in
thc right way to the rest of the students, and
as such, it looks like it will be only minimally effective.
Donnell asks students to "trust" him that
he knows what students need.
We'd twist that slightly.
Trust the RAs. Trust that they have a pretty good idea when to schedule their events,
without a top-down recommendation.
Trust ASWU, and the other two execs,
and allow them to discuss the advantages
and weaknesses ola Week of Jubilee.
Trust the common students. Trust that
they're smart enough to figure out that if
they don't want to go to an event ifthey're
too busy they don't have to.
Students don't need a program (or official
nonprogram) by ASWU to figure that out.
ASWU is the students' representative body,
not the campus mother. Time management
should be a choice. You can't teadi students
to relax by decree
especially when you
don't have that authority in thc first place.
Each student has it within his power, at
any time, to create his own Week of Jubilee.
All he has to do is not attend events and not
read ASWU e-mails.
It's that easy.

Editorials in the "hi ¡he Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.
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Isn't it time to find a new power source?
Cartoon ty Annette FartillWhitworthian

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHAT WOULD YOU DO WITH $2,134 (-raise in tuition, room and board)?
I'd put It in my
car fundf

Jeff Warner,
junior

I would pay off
my debt:

Justin Adore,
sophomore

I'd take a vaca-

I would invest it

tion, travel to
Europef

in paying bad( my

Tray Schwado,
sophomore

¡Vona
junior

loans!

Tripp,

Drain N-word of its power
GRADY

LOCKLEAR
UttiocS1

The leaping flames of public disapproval do not make a
pretty sight.
However, polite public discussion is rather pleasant.
When I attended the Feb.
26 discussion about the "N%vord; I listened to a lot of
people saying a lot of things...
and coming to conclusions I
disagree with.
I hope my disagreement is
mct with polite public discussion, rather than the alternative.
I have three central reasons
for encouraging positive use of
thc word "nigger," rather than

making people stop saying it
altogether.
I should begin by describing
my history with the "N-word:
I don't have a history with
the "N-word" at all. I was born
and raised in a small town
with just one black family, as
far as I remember.
Not much diversity. I grew
up, I lived, I learned.
Here are things as I understand them now:
The "N-word" is loaded,
and it can trigger an avalanche
of turmoil especially if used
by a white person.
Somc black people think of
it as "our word: Using the "Nword" is the one thing blacks
can do that whites cannot, at
least as far as comedian Chris
Rock is concerned.

In some contexts, it is an expression of hate. In others, it is
a term of endearment.
In April 2007 the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People issued
a plea for everybody to completely stop using the word.
According to dictionary.
com, "nigger" means "a black
person." However, the dictionary notes that the word is
"probably the most offensive
word in English:
According to an entry in urbandictionary.com, a collaborative dictionary somewhat
similar to Wikipedia, "nigger
is to a black person as redneck
is to a white person:
Clearly, delivery is important. As a friendly greeting,
some people use it as a term
of endearment like "buddy" or
"dude:
As a negative slur, it is
meant to describe someone as
contemptible, inferior or ignorant.
Because of the harsh negative use, some people argue it
should never be used. Among
these is the Reverend Dr. C.W.
Andrews.
Born in Selma, Ala., before
the civil rights movement, Andrews said "nigger" was a derogatory tcrm used by whites
directed toward blacks, meant
to "give us the impression that
they were superior:
With all the mixed feelings
about the word, should Ive ban
it to the pit of disgrace and ignominy?
Should we respond to it
with glares and stern lectures,
no matter how it's used?

would say no.
There are at least three reasons not to, as some people
have argued, banish the word
from the English language forever
I

ists will continue to use it or
worse, it may encourage the

racists to use it more.
THE1MISSING THE POINT'
REASON:

The real problem is racism.
Bury the word "nigger," and
racists will just find another
word to replace it.
tually, what would his followNo matter how many words
ers do? When the
you take away, the
Romans mockingly
racist attitude tocalled them "Chrisward blacks will
Clearly, delivery
tians," a term with
remain, and that
is important. As
negative, derisive
is the important
a friendly greet- part. Racial hatred
connotations, their
response was not ing, some people is what must be
to avoid the word. use it as a term of stopped.
Instead, they gradTo do that, don't
endearment like
ually replaced the
lock
away the word
"buddy" orududef
negative ideas with
"nigger" as if it is a
positive ones. They
terrible weapon of
embraced it and
destruction.
neutralized it.
Instead, challenge the culture to give it a new meaning.
Challenge the culture to
THE'UPHILL BATTLE'
smile
when the word is used
REASON:
as
a
friendly
term, but to react
People cannot be easily censored. As long as racists have a with strong criticism when it
word that can provoke people is used harshly.
As Chad Clinton Freeman's
and prolong negative stereoreview
of the 2004 docutypes, they will continue to
mentary
"The N-word" put
it.
use
Think about the NAACP's it, "Now as far as indhiduals
call to stop using the word that reserve the word for use
"nigger: They are . probably against specific people because
most concerned with the peo- of their skin color or their sopie who use it in a deroga- cial status with the sole purtory way much more than pose of insulting, degrading or
they are concerned about the invoking rage; they're the ones
friends who use it as a term of hurting mankind:
endearment.
Yet, they will make no progress because they Nyill stop LOOMEAR is a senior majoring in comfriendly people from using the munications. Contact him at gradyJocklear@
term positively, but the rac- whitworthian.com.
THE'HISTORY LESSON'
REASON:
What would Jesus do? Ac-
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banal buzzwords

the bubble of consciousness sur- front onc another.
At Whitworth it is extended to
rounding the average student.
The idea is that by forcing some- mean a sort of ideal state a group
thing worthwhile into the sphere of people being exposed to unique
of consciousness surrounding a and conflicting worldviews, and
student you will somehow trigger especially various races and culSeminar paper:
something in the student and get tures and somehow being all one
In order to revive the idea of
him to do something worthwhile. unified whole.
vocation in the mind of Whitlhe issue is that inThe real problem is
worth we need only reconsider its
stead
of meaning a litbubbles
are
there
that
meaning.
of apathy around him in The problem eral conglomeration of
Whenever you boil something
drastically different perthe first place.
as great an ideal as the ultimate
with these
sonalities and religions
case,
In the worst
calling in a person's life to one
buzzwords
it means a fuzzy sense of
is
just
awareness
raising
word it becomes necessary to deis the same
embracing things differraising a topic to talk
fine it again periodically to be reent than us.
problem as
about and sigh about
minded of what it truly means.
If you want to use diof
show
and make a big
eating a gallon
Next time you're tempted to
versity,
try not to use it
cause,
said
for
sympathy
slip the word into a paper or
of Haagento describe the nuanced
with vague commitconversation, try thinking about
Dais
individual differences in
ments to do something
what you truly mean by vocation.
people.
about it.
If you just mean "job" then try a
At Whitworth the maawareness
case
In
this
word like "profession" or
is just a pie-in-the-sky catchphrase jority shares many of these biases,
even better, "job:'
that conjures up thc idea of a gen- so we shouldn't pretend we are
erally well-intentioned movement more diverse than we are.
Here's a word tossed
lhe word diversity is used often
toward aiding the unfortunate.
about so often in thc cate.
Whitworth arena that
To disambiguate this word to emphasize thc openness of the
If you mean "the collected sencampus to diverse individuals, but
making fun of its status as sitivities of the mostly American there's a couple of routes to take.
a buzzword is becoming Christians attending NVhitworth
If you're trying to generate sup- if we want to express that openEven so, it is used University," say something to that port for a cause, do your bcst not ness, we should call it what it is:
bmik so often as to warrant a effect without relying on the overto state your purpose as to "raise an ability to sec past our personal
biases to accept and understand
. place on this list. It takes simplification of the word "com- awareness.other cultures.
almost Zen-like con- munity" if you can help. it.
Be specific about your cause.
The problem with these buzzfor,
you'll
general
toit's
worth
fighting
centration to dissect the
is
If
If all you mean
meaning
able
to
re
having
a rally words is the same problem as
assay
"We
getherness
and
unity,
just
say
it.
be
zconvoluted
t=ti signed to the word "comto stop persecution of women in eating a gallon of Haag:I-Dais
munity" in Whitwor-s
workplace" (besides the clogged artcrics). In
thian context.
instead of -We're small doses it tastes great and you
On the one hand, it
meeting to raise can savor the intricate flavors and
means a sort of collecAwareness is probably one of awareness of thc plight of work- intcnsc nuances of delectability.
tion of 1,000-odd peothe most well-meaning of the in- ing women: Be specific, and be
After the 10th bite your taste
pie who find themselves living
buds are so overwhelmed by the
creasingly clichéci set of words. assertive.
in dose proximity to one another. When you hear it you probably
You're much more likely to get intensity and numbed by the cold
On the other hand it is this nebu- think of some cause like canccr your point across if you cut the that you can't ta.stc anything but an
lous entity that can be disrupted, or genocide in Africa. The word vague and passive phrase -aware- anesthetized sense of sweetness.
respected and feared.
itself carries the stigma of reach- ness:
Savor the words above and
Around campus right now there ing people for a cause.
don't
neglect their power, but be
Just saying thc word diversity
are several dozen posters postcd
What do people at Whitworth gains you brownie points at Whit- careful not to overindulge and
in a recruiting campaign for RAs mean when they say they arc rais- worth.
ruin the flavor.
for next year. On them there is a ing awareness?
list of qualifications the adminEDINIMESITY LINDBORG isa soplunore majxing in
Unfortunately, at its best it usuistration is looking for in an RA. ally means taking a cause and tryAt its most literal level it means purnairsm. Contact hirn at lustinindbag4
One of the prerequisites is that ing to slip it through the cracks of a state of things being different *harem/imam.
moves from a concept that is the
ultimate goal in my mental and
spiritual education and my calling in life: to an abstract concept
I can use to pass this Freshman

JUSTIN

LINDBORG
ctioicst

At Whitworth, we tend to rely
heavily on a fesv tcrms in ordcr
to express ourselves, our mission
in life and our day-to-day experiences.
After a while, these all-encompassing words become a crutch,
something for us to lean on in
lieu of actual thought and expression of the idea they have come to
embody.
They arc the one-word clichés
that students, faculty and even the
administration fall prcy to.
To help avoid them, here are a
few buzzwords of Whitworth:

VeCtiTHON
It's the one word that strikes
vague terror in the hearts of incoming freshmen as they consider
the task at hand.
The next four years will determine their vocation. But what is
vocation?
It's the conglomerate concept
of a career, a lifestyle and a goal
in life.
It is what drove Dr. Paul Farmer
to take giant strides in health care
for Haiti.
The problem with the word vocation is that it is so large a concept and is used so frequently in
dasses like Freshman Seminar
that somewhere along the way it

and suitable
repiacements

the potential RA 'understands the
itnportance of Community:*
Part of the function of Whitworth as a Presbyterian-affiliated
university is that the community
referenced in the poster includes
the idea of Christian fellowship.
Community in this instance also
means unity and togetherness
that comes from living close to
each other.
If you want to avoid the desensitization that comes from
overuse of the word "community:
consider carefully what you mean
when you feel like using it.
Yes. I know, this requires intentional and cautious construction
what you're saying before you say
it, but try.
If you mean community you
find in the dictionary, try saying
things like the student body" or
"society" or cite thc specific group
of people you are trying to indi-

gcliché.

Qan

1

UN.

athe
a

Whitworth Today articles aren't the stuff of
Woodward and Bernstein, but that's fine
donors and other constituents informed about and enREBECCA
gaged in what's happening at
SHAPE
the university," editor Terry
Mitchell said in an e-mail.
But does it truly show
what is happening at our
Let's assume you are all go- university?
I have to admit, sometimes
ing to graduate.
And let's assume that you it seems a bit cheek-y.
will look badc fondly at your
One headline in the
college experience.
-Whitworth New section
Even if you do
of the most recent isnot like the way
sue reads "New field
this school looks or
make donors proud,
the way its students It loolcs like a students happy:*
act or the way its resume for our
This vras referlittle univer- ring, of course, to
professors teach,
you have probsity's first big the new intramural
ably found kindred job interview. field, which I had
spirits here, people
completely forgotyou love that love
ten about until readyou in return.
ing this headline,
So when you graduate, let's and about which I have never
assume again that you would heard a positive word mutwant to feed such positive tered.
memories with positive news
Maybe I just don't know
updates on your alma mater. enough donors.
That's where Whitworth
On the Web site, the link
Today comes in.
to this story is sandwiched
Whitworth Today is a quar- between a long list of awards
terly magazine produced by Whitworth has recently won
the staff of the Communica- and an equally-sized list of
tions Office, with occasional famous people Whitworth
contributions from students, has recently hosted.
It looks like a resume for
faculty and alumni.
"[The magazine's] goals are our little university's first big
to keep Whitworth alumni, job interview.
The only thing it is missing
parents of current students,

is a little marquee reading

"Go Get 'Em Slugger!"
There is much more to
To its credit, though, the our university than winmagazine is far from a collec- ning awards and doing good
tion of fluff stories. An fea- things for thc planet.
tured interview with Dinesh
Our school has its shortD'Souza addresses issues like comings.
war, atheism and the "culturThere are nuances, disal left." Much of the most re- agreements,
debates, on
cent issue is dedicated to the policy and practice and, as
topic of sustainability.
the student-run newspaper
Of course, the anides
a medium that does claim
describe how Whitto do investigative
worth is excelling as
journalism
we
a global citizen
have a responsibilrecycling bins, elec- It simp ly choos- ity to bring such
tric Facilities Ser- estos howcase things into the
vices trudcs, potato
the po sitives. light.
spoons.
Or to at least
And why
The magazine is
bring
them to thc
shoul dn't it?
by no means inactable for discusIsn't t hat the
curate in its repre-.
sion.
Po int?
sentation of WhitI do not expect
worth; it simply
Whitworth Today
dmoses to showcase
to be hard-hitting
the positives.
journalism.
And why shouldn't it? Isn't
In fact, it is nice to hear
that the point?
some things the school has
"SVe certainly don't predone right.
tend to be an investigative
Call me postmodern, but
journal: Mitchell said. "We I say their "truth" works for
want Whitworth Today to them.
convey the best of our instiAs long it is not the only
tution, but we don't want it to side of the story we hear.
be a rah-rah publication that
could just as easily be title
'Ain't

If

Mitworth Grand?"

The Whitworthian
loolced like NVhitworth To-

One topic. Afultiple off-the-cuff opinions.

day, I would have a problem.

SHAPE is a Junior ma)3ring in English

and peace studies. Contact her at rebecca.
snapeiNstitworthian.corn.

Week three:

Of Cuba, Castro and Cigars
Karla Rose

h

I hate to say it, but at 76
unlikely that Ratil Castro is going
to last for very long.
The recent signings of two International rights treaties
signify the direction in Mich Cuba needs to be going, but are
scarcely Indicators of what the long-term future holds.
What Cuba and the international community should be considering is how to remove Cuba from under the doud of Castro
that has hovered over it for nearly half a century.

Daniel Walters
Cuba's one of the few idyllic Island paradises with perfect
health care and sky-high literacy rates that people risk their
very lives to escape.
Whatever you think of the man, Castro 's ironclad grip on the
reins of power is impressive. He's survived the half-hearted Bay
of Pigs invasion, countless CIA assassination and humiliation
attempts, and many years of old age. Despite his long list of
human rights abuses, he has remained fairly popular, both with
his countrymen and tvith a large swath of the American Left.
(See Oliver Stone drooling interview with the man.)
His charisma has grown from two main strategies. lie keeps
a constant middle finger flipped toward America; he's the leader of small, scrappy island nation standing up to the world's
largest superpower!

And secondly, unlike many Marxist leaders, he truly fraternizers with the people. Castro was known for working in the

sugar fields with the common folks.
Now that the man's dead
and Raúl won't last long either
maybe Cuba, without a charismatic dictator, has a shot at
liberal reform.

See more cautiously optimistk opinions
from the Symposium at whitworthian.com.
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OPINIONS
THE VARNISHED TRUTH: VICE CITY

Rock heroes, from Guitar to Jukebox
Daniel Walters
Opinions Editor
Rock and Roll is back.
In black, even.
Oh, there were bleak moments - The
Dark Times - when the power of the
powcr chord seemed dimmer than ever,
when the throb-throb thuggery of hip

hop ruled the land with a blinged-out
fist, and when country music's flannel
and denim threatened to forever replace
skin-tight leopard print pants on our
nation's musical clothing rack.
But even in the darkest days, a
renegade band of Classic Rock radio
Dis stoked the fires of Rock and
Roll Somctimes thcy would even
play as many as 10 to 15 different
Rock songs - interspersed
with tire commercials before repeating their
playlist. Brave men, these.
But Rock's tenacity,
however, lies in the
music itself. The electric
guitar's magic is in that it
can sound like anything
from a can opener

being thrown into a blender
to a pitchfork being dragged,
rhythmically, against a chalkboard.
As Rock's popularity riscs, that
electric guitar is once again squealing
loud enough that even a deaf leopard
can hear it.
Blame it on video games. The whole
musical genre has been rejuvenated
by games like "Guitar Hero," which
allow players to live out their lifelong fantasy of punching buttons
in time with colored dots. Integral
to this game's success is the classic
Rock soundtrack (Earlier versions
where you furiously jam to the sweet
whispers of Enya tested poorly.)
The ncwcst offering In the Rock
Band genre is called, appropriately.
"Rock Band:
"Rock Band" navigates every
step of a musician's career. You
spend the first level dodging
your parents' pleas for you
to get a teal job, the middle
levels arguing with your bassist over
whether "Renal Contusion" or "Brad
Guthrie and the Vengeful Grout" is a
better band name, until, in the last level,
your entire band is killed in a dimactic
airplane crash.
To better understand the Rock
music phenomenon, Seattle offers the
Experience Music Project, a museum
looking, architecturally, like the
"Cloverfield" monster laid a giant, shiny,
Technicolor turd.
The EN1P takes visitors on a whirlwind
journey through the Tunnel of Funk,
down the Service Elevator of Blues,
across the Slip 'n Slide of Smooth Jazz
and into the sanctum of Rock History.
There lay the sacrcd artifacts of Rock:
The propeller from Jefferson's Airplane.
The drumstick Ringo Starr swallowed to
win a dollar. The missing question mark
from "The Who:' And of coursc, The
Nine Inch Nails the Carpenters used to
build this city on Rock and Roll.
To save you a museum ticket, here's a
quick rundown of historical highlights.
-Rock music, like most musical
genres and certain inalienable human
rights, was stolen from black people.
-In the '60s, American music was
rocked by the British Invasion, which
left hundreds of American servicemen
dcad and thousands of teenage girls
squealing. One obscure British group,
The Beatles, even daimed to be "bigger
than Jesus:
Prominent theologians protested,
saying that "maybe if all of the Beatlesinduding Yoko stood on each other's
shoulders they'd be taller than Jesus,
but we sincerely doubt they'd be able to
beat Jesus in a fight. Jesus is quite the
scrapper: The Beatles later c.xplained
they meant "bigger than jeStis; a
prominent Latino artist at the time.

-Heavy metal, meanwhile, didn't
enter the mainstream until an unlcnown
musician, widely regarded as "ahead
of. his time; introduced it during a
1955 "Enchantment Under the Sea"
Homecoming dance.
Naturally, parents, fearful of rock's
untamed awesomeness, were skeptical.
Parents hate new music. Fifties'
parents decried the gyrating rhythms
of Elvis's curiously hypnotic hips, while
parents in the 1600s lamented how their
ldds loved "that disgusting Baroque
filth, with its blatant fugues and sinfully
wasteful ornamentation!"
Even today, parents cringe to hear the
violent, sex-charged, misogynistic
lyrics of artists like "Josh Groban"
and "High School Musical 2:
Heavy metal album covers
did little to assuage parent's
concerns.
I imagine the average
heavy metal album design
pitch went like this:
"Get this. A winged
skeleton
we'll call him
'Dave'
is baddit against
a crimson sky, shooting
lightning from an electric
guitar at a swarm of scantilydad demon bats that would like
nothing more than to feast on
skeleton flesh. Ever thc multitasker,
said skeleton protagonist is also
surfing on a guitar pick down an
erupting volcano of that's right
lava, dodging the requisite severed
hcads all the way down. Oh, and of
course, it's wreathed in a pentagram
of flames, for thc religious market:
"But, isn't that what our last album
cover looked like?"
"Yeah. But this onc has a little
itty-bitty sticker that says 'Explicit
Lyrics' on it, so parents know what
they're getting into:'
So what does an this sound and
fury signify?
While Ska songs can be about
everything from traffic jams
to naval lint, and country
songs croon an inspirational
message about how you don't
ha ve to have no fancy-pants education
to become a successful combine
driver, and Techno songs express the
importance importance the importance
express the importance of repetition,
Rock songs are about one thing only:
Rock.
Maybe they're rockin' the free world
or the suburbs or the casbah or the
vote or the mullet. They could even be
rockin' around the Christmas tree or
dock tonight like a hurricane.
Granted, the words themselves may
vary. Some songs discuss how the
sub-prime mortgage lending crisis,
combined with an influx of cheap
outsourced labor, have created a surplus
of dirty deeds in comparison with dirty
deed demand, creating a market where
dirty deeds are, essentially, dirt dieap.
That's temporarily good for the dirty
deed consumer, but bad for the alwaysvolatile dirty deed futures market.
And don't even get me started on AC/.
DC's insights into the perils poised by
the Interstate Highway system when
not properly regulated by stop signs
or speed limits. Or DragonForce's
philosophical musings on fires and
llames and darkness and, yes, dragons.
But whatever the lyrics say, the
subtext of these songs is about rocking.
The "issues" behind Rock, even at issuedriven concerts, are always secondary to
the music. Band Aid didn't save Africa,
Live Earth didn't stop global warming,
and Vtloodstock didn't make America
hate hippies any less.
But what Rock did do was far more
important:
It had a nice beat and you could
dance to it.
'TheVamished Truth' is a humor column by Danie4
Wafters. Contact him at danietwafters@whitworthianam
Illustration ly Arlan Baker/iVhituvrthian
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Real revolution more about

tedious slogs than explosions
In

terms of cultural studies and cli-

versity, we're 20 years behind most urban
universities. Since we don't have the ethnic diversity in the student body, the university doesn't feel the curricular urgency
to offer such programs," Sugano said.
The Whitworth student body may not
appear ethnically diverse, but the desire
for multicultural representation does ex-

The real revolution is always concgrned
with the least glamorous stuff.
So said Alice Walker. And she's right.
ist Senior Shaina Western is a peace
There's little that's more exciting than studies major.
the idea of a "revolution," rapid change,
think there have been good steps. I
toppling the system and all that But what like that Core 250 teaches about China
we forget most 'often is that real change and a Muslim comes in to speak about
takes time and effort.
Islam, but there's a bit more that needs to
There needs to be unrest and activity.
be done. There needs to be more diverWe can't just complain and expect a sity in speakers on campus; Western said.
miracle - or change the name of the sys- "There needs to be more religious opintem from, say "college" to "university" and ions on campus. Religion is often a large
expect progress.
part of cultural identity and by having
While students don't want to lose the mostly Christian speakers, the campus is
sense of "community" that defined Whit- doing itselfa disservice."
worth College, there's a middle ground
And this is where we come in. If Whitbetween being a close-knit community worth students feel we're not receiving all
and an exclusive one.
we could from the Whitworth curriculiftn,
With its first university year nearly be- we need to demand more. Complaining
hind it, Whitworth needs to ask itself if it to roommates over diluter in Saga, while
is successfully balancing community and cathartic, is not effective.
university.
Bringing Whitworth into the 21st cenA university by nature is an environtury isn't going to happen by having sitment of dialectics, where indiins in McEachran or protestviduals can exchange and explore
ing Aquinas lectures.
ideas, by resisting, colliding. First we have to
The "real revolution" will
adopting and adapting.
be
far less glamorous.
recondle ourIt becomes necessary then for a
If you think that there isn't
wide range of divergent curricula selves to the idea anything you can do to creto be offered - whether by creat- of a less glamor- ate real change, you're wrong.
ing new courses or reviving an
ous revolution.
NVriting annoyingly persisunderfunded women's and gentent letters is a great start and
No sit-ins, no
der studies program.
really effective.
marches
and
no
As a university it is essential
Forrest Baird will vouch for
pitchforks.
that Whitworth provide more
me on that one.
multicultural courses, examining
Sugano said e-mail camrace, gender, socio-economics
paigns were one of the more
and religion as factors in our deeffective strategies.
velopment and the ongoing development
'If students teally wanted to change
of American culture.
the curricula, they'd have to deluge the
Some would even argue that an increase administration and faculty with e-mails.
in multicultural programs would preserve And that would do it; Sugano said.
Whitworth's sense of community.
Not until we make a conscious, mature
Multicultural programs connect stu- effort to assert our educational needs will
dents from different backgrounds, breed- we be heard.
ing understanding, respect, harniony and
And the administration and faculty are
- dare I say - community.
dying to hear us.
It's true that some changes have been
We have a right to shape what we learn
made to staple Whitworth courses, such and experience, but first we have to recas the adjustments to the Core series. oncile ourselves to the idea ola less glamThese changes, necessary and beneficial, orous revolution.' No sit-ins, no marches
were only the first steps in the direction and no pitchforks.
Whitworth needs to go if it intends to fulThe pen, a keyboard and some paper
fill its commitment to providing a univer- will suffice.
sity education.
Professor of English Doug Sugano is
jointly developing a proposal for a U.S. ROSE is a senior majoring in English. Contact her at karla.
cultural studies minor.
rose@whitworthiartm.
Write a letter to the editor.We welcome reader response to artides or issues of interest to the Whitworth community.
Send letters to eckorawhitworthiancom or submit online. limit to 200 words. Vrsit whitrathian.com for details.
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Instead of heading to Red Ro
out, check out our Spokane d
cafés, bars and bakeries fron
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ROCKET BAKERY

LINE

MondayFriday, 6 a.m.-6 p.m.

Monda:

1

7.7
NO,

We are home of the famous
pink cookie mentioned on blogs
nationwide:according to

.40

it is ga
sual atr

bistro

Rocket Bakery

and gre

also has seveRother locations.

accordii

Price range: $5-10
Spedals: Each location

Price r,
Speda

features espresso drinks,

mendei

sandwiches, pastas, cookies,
scones and other pastries.

espress

Atmosphere: Relaxed, eclectic

salads,

bakery feel. Come to unwind

grilled

Good place for: Small groups
of friends, coffee dates or solo

daily in

rocketspokane.com.

study time.

fine liqt
I

Atmosi
Good p
friends

Bluefish features seafood, steak, sushi and martinis.The restaurantis transformed at night when the blue lighting and fish tanks are more Illtiminated.

Price range: $5-$30
Spedals: Steak, sushi, desserts and alcoholic

BLUEFISH
Monday-Friday, 11 a.m.-late night; Saturday, 4

beverages.

p.m.-late night

blue_Pish

If you like sushi, the raw bar is the

stsfood

place to be. Servers will help you to choose the

"Bluefish is the place to see and be seen, where
,guests enjoy seafood, steak, sushi and martinis
among ambient blue lighting and tanks filled

with exotic sea life:according to bluefishspokane.
COM.

perfect entrée, whether its a New York steak or
Miso Salmon sushi, that will pair well with your
beverage of choice.

Atmosphere: Trendy.
Good place for:Those looking for a chiCatmosphere and an evening of adventure.

II

.

CLINKERDAGGER

MIZUNA

STEAM PLANT GRILL

Lunch: Monday-Saturday, 11:15 a.m.-230 p.m.

Lunch: Monday-Friday 1130
a.m.-230 p.m. Dinner: seven

Sunday-Thursday, 11 a.m.-930

nights a week from

p.m.

I

:

Dinner:Monday-Thursday 4:3D-9 p.m.; Friday
430-930 p.m.; Saturday 4-930 p.m.; Sunday

50 p.m.

p.m.; Friday-Saturday,

11

a.m.-11

3-8 p.m.
"We've been here 32 years and have great service and a fabulous view:a

-

159S. Lincoln St

509-777-390

Oinkerdaggees employee said.

steaMplantgrill.com

Price rangi: $15-$40

Spedals: Pea salad, dijon chicken, prime rib, steaks and seafood.
Good place for: aassy dates.
Happy hour: Daily 4-6 p.m., 9 p.m.-dosing

ITALIAN KITCHEN

13 N. Beinard

Monday-Thursday, 11 a.m. -9 p.m.; Friday,

509-363-1210.

11 a.m.-10 p.m.; Satürday 430-10 p.m.;

We have an eclectic blend of
cuisines, fresh Northwest, as

organic as possible, 95 percent

originally a working steam plant
built to give power to downtown

organic. We specialize in veg-

Spokane.

etarian food:Mizuna's general
manager said.

Price range: $10-$25
Spedals: Basil Cream Ravioli, Pub

Price range: $18-$35
Spedal: Idaho ruby red trout

Style Fish and Chips, Black and
Blue Cajun Spiced sirloin topped

grilled over rosemary branches.

with blue cheese. All the meat

Organic and free-range chicken

and vegetables are free-range and

and organic vegetable and

organic.

fruits.

Good place for: Groups.

Atmosphere:Stylish, eclectic,
casual and calming.

Happy hour: Monday-Thursday,
4-6 p.m. and all day Sunday. Half-

Good place for: intimate,

off appetizers plus drink specials,

classy dates.

Foosball table and 'dartboards.

,

itakankitchenspokane com

Sunday, 4:30-9 p.m.

"We have a fun atmosphere that is acceptable for all who are looking

for a good time but in a setting that is reserved and classy; according to
italiankitchenspokaneam.

Price range: $15-$25
Spedals:"Try [the] signature lasagna. It's a daily process that takes eight
hours to prepare:according to italiankitchenspokane.com.
Atmosphere:Sophisticated.
Good place for: Both large groups and intimate dates.

The Steam Plant Grill was

The Steam Plant Grill is designed around the interi

9
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in

spots to try in

ling to Red Robin or Applebee's the next time you want to eat
wr Spokane dining guide. We feature various restaurants,
bakeries from the South Hill to the Whitworth area.
'

LINDAMAN'S

PRAGO ARGENTINE CAFÉ

Monday-Saturday, 11 a.m.-10 pm.

Monday-Saturday, 10 a.m.-2 a.m

-

1235 S:Gfind Blvd.

509-838-,3000
lindarnans.com'

us

it is gourmet food served in a ca-

blogs

sual atmosphere

4

"The atmosphere is young and hip.

rock-

neighborhood
bistro with wan comfort foods

kery

and great coffees and liqueurs:

comes for the same reason, to have

ons.

according to lindamans.com.

a great time. Both the live music and

Price range: $5-15
Spedals: Employees recommended the Calle Correa°, Italian
espresso with the addition of a
fine liqueur. Lindaman's features
salads, pastas, casseroles, fresh

rd

grilled fish and desserts prepared
daily in their open kitchen.

oups

olo

/ iT

Don't worry about fitting in; every one

e3

'

T

according to pragocafe.com.

:

44*

X4

-

Di shows are big, bold and energetic:

lectic

.

t

-

--10111501114.

Spedals: Various drink spedals, a full
wine list, an espresso bar and appetizer-style food, including empanadas,
paninis and tapas.
Atmosphere: Intimate with a young
vibe.The café often features live music
or Ws. Good place for: Groups of friends or
fun dates who are 21 years or older.

Atmosphere: Gourmet bistro.
Good place for: Small groups of
friends or individuals eating out.

Veo

Prago Argentine Café features art-adorned walls and a warm atmosphere.The space is often filled with the
sound of live music or Di shows*.

MARY LOU'S MILK BOTTLE
Monday-Saturday, 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

-

fM
1'

Fun fact:The Milk Bottle is featured in the
kihnny Depp movielenny &Joon:

Spedals:The Milk Bottle is known for its
milkshakes.

Atmosphere: Casual diner-style.
Good place for: Small friend groups.

The Milk Bottle is easily recognizable with its signature milk
bottle design.

DOLLY'S CAFÉ
Monday-Saturday, 6 a.m.-2 p.m.; Sunday, 7 a.m.-2 p.m.

I'

'Think pink! It's a big pink building with a friendly environment and
home cooking:a Dolly's Café employee said.
e..

Price range: $5-10
Spedals: Many customers love the meatloaf, a Dolly's Café employee said.

Atmosphere: Down-to-earth and relaxed.
Good place for: Either large or small groups of friends.
41174
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ned around the interior of a no-longer operating downtown Spokane steam plant.
All photos by Nat Chuteflatti.vrthiars
inform.rtion compiled tyAu1ny Gorr an.1 Sophie Sestero

The interior of Dolly's Café embodies the classic style of an old-school smalitown diner.
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THINGS TO DO IN SPOKANE
Friday,
The Spokane Opera will perform Pucdnitloscif at 730 p.m. on
at
the
Fox.
Theater
Woldson
Martin
the
8
at
March
Match 7 and Satutday,

E

Tickets are available for $22-47 horn ticketswestcom.

For more information about this event or other things

to do in Spokane this week, visit whitworthian.com.

Couple gets real about sex
April McGonigal, resident director of Duvall, and husband Keats
McGon.igal share their thoughts on sex, love and relationships
What's the big deal

(Zd'ABOUT SEX?
Joy Bacon

.

Copy Chief

Editor's note 17his series will focus on how the 1Vhitworth
community discusses sex and where its ideas about sex are
founded. he discussions Willfcature married couples, singles
and individuals in dating relationships. The goal is to create
more opcn dialogue about sex in the context ojo Christian
community with many perspectives about sexual activity.

Why are Christians supposed to wait?
This question is one that is both out in the opcn but still
hidden in the dark. Some youth groups use fear and obscurity to teach kids that sex is just one of the many sins of
the secular world. Books like Kissed Dating Goodbye"
and other Christian literature portray the importance of
purity and the emotional damage that comes from sharing
yourself vdth anyone but a spouse.
But for April and Keats N1cGonigal, waiting for sex
wasn't because of a fire-and-brimstone sermon or abstinence pledge on a piece of paper: It was because of personal connection.
It was someone invested in my life that was really the
meaningful part," April said.
In April's childhood, sex WaS never a taboo topic. Because she has a sister 10 years older than her, shc vras exposed to devehipMental changes and questions as early as
second grade.
"My mom and dad were really open about sex,
mom," April said. "The environment was never uncom-

I

especiallymy

fortable."

In addition to the Christian perspective of her parents,
April talked about stx with peers. Because she wasn't heavily involved in. a church youth group, April found mentorship and connection through talks with her Young Life
leader.
'Those talks were. similar to what my parents had said,
but she used a Iiirmore Scripture to say 'here's why you
should wait", April said. "She went deeper than my parents
into issues of lust and the emotional damage you could
bring to a marriage."
In 1Ceats' experience, however, discussions about sex
were approached in a more taboo environmeni
'Sex was rarely talked about (in my family), even when
April and I were engaged: Keats said.
But like April. Keats found a basis for his Christian perspective through á mentoring relationship. For him, this
connettion came through a youth pastor and discussions
about waiting and remaining sexually pure. But even then,
1Ccatiremerriberod very few specifics used in the reasoning
behind abstinence.
"It was never fully explained why we should wait, it was
just sort of like 'as Christians, this is what we do:' Keats said.
SCHOOL SETTINGS

In high school, April and Keats held similar views about
what sex was and howlt fit into a Christian's life, but their
experiences played out in different arenas.
April said she was social and had a lot of non-Christian
friends who were very.physically active with guys. She was
also faced head-on With her decision to wait in various romantic relationships.
"I dated in high school, but I knew my boundaries when
it came to sex: April said.
Keats didn't experience the same direct challenges to his
beliefs as ApriL Although he played on a lot of sports teams
in hig,h school, he hung-out with a predominately Chris'
tian crowd.
"I don't remember us tallcing about it much, because it
just wasn't much ()fail issue," 1Ceats said. "I didn't do it, so I
didn't need to learn about it."
Once the two transitioned to Whitworth as undergraduates, their ideas about sex didn't really change from high
schooL
"My perception of sex was that it was good, but also a little dangerous; April said. "I knew it carried a lot of risk."
WHITWORTH IN THE '905
A decade ago when Keats
-

and April started dating as
freshmen at Whitworth in 1998, they both agreed that a
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Photo totertay of Keats ami AprClikGartips1

Keats and April McGonigal pose for a photo whili on vacadon In Europa during du summer of 2007.

taboo doud followed the topic of sex around campus.
"It was not an open topic," Keats said. "There was a mentality that sex WaS to be avoided both in action and conversation."
April agreed.
would have liked to talk about it more in college. We
were all curious about it; April said."' wished I could have
asked more questions:*
MARRIAGE AND BEYOND

As their relationship developed, Keats and April got engaged Christmas of thcir senior year and were married the
following September.
Through premarital counseling with Ron and Julie Pyle,
April and Keats talked about their expectations for their
wedding night, as well as decisions about birth control and
other health issues.
"There is a perception that being intimate with someone
is like what we see in the movies; April said. "However, it's
lar from what we see in Hollywood and that is what makes
it so special:
Keats, in contrast, said he didn't go into thc wedding
night with any concrete ideas or perceptions.
"I didn't really have a whole lot of expectations going
into it; Keats said. "I honestly didn't give it much thought
because it was a non-issue:
Because he was taught that sex was simply wrong. he had
to work against that idea and realize that within marriage,
sex was a good thing. he said.
"It svas hard at first; Keats said. "For the first 21 years of
my life it was something that was so wrong, but suddenly
it's something that's righi I had to work against that mentality. It's like you turn the light switch on that day you get
married, and now it's an open topic."
After six and a half years of marriage, April said sex is an
important part of the relationship.
"It's a level of intimacy that's so deep and so sacred that
you have to communicate, and you have more of a responsibility to communicate effectively about your sexual
needs. You definitely have to work at thc communication;
April said. "It's OK to be too tired, you know, and you have
to make time for sex. But we value sex because it's such a
deep level of intimacy and that's important to us."
After graduation, they moved to Pennsylvania where
April mentored women in Goshen College's youth ministry
major. As part of her job, she attended a Youth Specialties
conference where she heard abstinence education speaker

Pam Stenzel talk about how to discuss sex with high school
youth groups:Me presentation challenged April's approach
to talking about sex, especially In a Christian setting,.
"It vras a huge awakening for me; April said.
WU no
longer just saying 'here's why you should wait: but it was
literally all the medical reasoningr
Today, April's approach to talking about sex is 1M-gely
based in medical reasoning. Many STDs today are asymptomatic, especially in women, and can cause serious damage or even death. Over 2.2 million people in the United
States contracted chlarnydia in 2006, and onc in five
Americans over the age of 12 have had a herpes infection,
according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. STDs can lead to infertility, fatalities in babies born
to infected mothers, death and many othcr serious health
issues, according to the CDC.
"Today the reasoning shouldn't just be because Jesus
tells you to. It's literally that this activity could be damaging to your life; April said. "The medical stuff isn't stressed
enough in any college, not just Whitworth."
In addition to the medical information. Keats and April
- agreed sex should be discussed more openly at Whitworth
today.
As the resident director in Duvall, April has worked to
open up discussions through Prime Time activities and
events such as Women Only, a panel of speakers that address questions of women's health.
"There is a perception here that people aren't having sex,
and that it's not the institution's role to get involved. But
people are still having scx; April said. "Bodies aren't celebrated as much as they should be. Sex is a good thing, and
there's a difference between talking about sex and engaging
in it. We need to create a space where people can just talk
about itr
Keats has similar feelings about thc current atmosphere
at Whitworth. He said Christians need to do a bcttcr job of
explaining why beliefs about abstinence exist and creating
more open discussion about se.x.
"In our culture today, of any place, a Christian school
should be a place where sex is open to talk about; Keats
saicL "ibis is a time and place where a lot of people are sctting the norms and standards about how they're going to
live. Programming cap bring thc topic to the forefront of
people's minds, but it won't take care of the entire issue, it
can only start the conversationsr

it

Contact Joy Bacon at joy.bacon@whitworthian.cont.
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Choir performs
at convention
Heidi Olson
Staff Writer

Thomai Rokituon/Whitrotthian

Junior Dane Ueland performs at the HUB Showcase on Wednesday, Feb.27 In the
Mind and Hearth coffee shop.

Budding musician
How junior Dane
Ueland broke into
the Spokane scene

Ncw Artist Sommy, an award given by
the Spokane 7. The awards are named
aftcr Jordan, who is the music editor
for the Spokane 7.
"It was. crazy. I wasn't supposed to
win. I was actually kind of pissed," Ueland said. "Kaylec Cole was on the list
too, she should have won. It has just

Caitlin Richmond
Staff Iirritcr

Not too long after the article in the
Spokane 7, Ucland MS featured in The
Most musicians wish for it: The Inlander.
Ucland said he chalks up his good
chance to make it big and actually go
somewhere with their music. Few are fortune to complete dumb luck, and
luck-y enough to get that chance, but being in the right place at the right
time.
junior Dane Wand has.
"It happened exactly how I thought
Ueland, who has played many shows
at Whitworth, is receiving recognition it would, once it startcd. Isamu came
from music critics in Spok.anc, such (to the show], he wanted me to start
as Luke Baumgarten of The Inlander, booking shows downtown," Ucland
and Isamu Jordan of the Spokesman- said. "Then there was a lull, and people
arc likc 'yeah Dane's good: instcad of
Review and Spokane 7.
Ucland has been dabbling in music 'who is Dane, must see Dane', which
since high school, but started getting makes me nervous."
He prefers to open at concerts, rathmore serious about it this year. He has
er than being the headplayed four shows at
liner, because he is very
Whitworth this year,
critical of his playing.
as an opener for other
CLICK IT k
When he opens he can
bands. Jordan saw him
Want to hearDane Ueland's music
cnjoy the music rathcr
open for the band Point
for yourself/Beck out his songs at
than compare himself
Juncture, WA and beifffsPacccomfdan emakesmusk.
to the opening band
came interested in him.
and noticc everything
After the show, Ucland
started gaining more interest from thcy did better.
Baumgarten noticed this about Ucthe press and also began playing more
land,
but thinks it is a strength rather
shows in Spokane.
His first show off campus was at Ca- than a weakness.
"He has this self-reflection and selfterina \Vinery. His parents drove six
hours to see him, he was interviewed critical aspect that transcends into his
by Jordan and the show was recorded songs," Baumgarten said.
Ueland's song-writing process is
and put up as a podcast on the Spokane
somewhat slow and drawn-out. He said
7 Web site. And he got paid.
"I was starstruck by the whole thing," he only writes when he is truly inspired
and has strong feelings about what he
Ueland said.
is writing about. He estimates that he
a
is
not
just
The Catcrina Winery
place to try winc, but it is also a center writes a new song every month or so.
for many singer-songwriters in Spo- The effort Ucland puts into his songs is
noticeable.
kane.
"He has more than just a good work
a
huge
mu"Spokane doesn't have
sic scene but it does have a deep, rich, ethic; he has a compulsion to try and
dose community of singer-songwrit- figure out the world through his songs:
Baumgarten said.
ers," Baumgarten said.
Ucland strays away from sappy love
Many of these singer-songwriters
have performed at thc Catcrina \Vin- songs, a staple for many artists and
ery. The winery brings in all kinds of instead uses subjects like space in his
bands, but usually they are acoustic songs. "Columbia is Lost," one of Ueland's most well-known songs, was
singer-songwriters, Ucland said.
The beginning of Ucland's rise to
See DANE UELAND, page 12
citywide fame was winning the Best

The Whitworth Choir was
honored with an invitation
to sing at the American Choral Directors Association
convention last week. The
choir performed in Vancouver, British Columbia on Saturday Feb. 23 as part of the
ACDA's Northwestern Division Convention. The ACDA

holds divisional conventions
every othcr year.
Invitations are only given
after choirs from 'Washington, Oregon, Alaska, Idaho,
Montana, Wyoming, Alberta
and British Columbia go
through a rigorous application proccss.
In order to be considered,
the choir director must be
a member of
the ACDA and
have been in his

ready. They were relaxed.
They were engaged. They
communicatcd beautifully
from the risers," Hafso said.
Choir members agree.
"I feel like we kiciced some
major butt: junior Jaydn
Ekin said.

Accompanist and senior
Mary Trotter said the choir
represented Whitworth to
the best of their abilities.
"People got a good glimpse
of what Whitworth is about,
not just the music, but the
community as well," Trotter
said.
Whitworth was the last
choir to perform at the venue. Audience members were
requested to hold their applause until the end of the
program, but after Whitworth's
last
piece
the
crowd rose and
clapped.
Hafso

esti-

or her current
mates that over
50 choir direcpost for at least
three consecutors and singers
tive years.
came to him afIf they qualter the concert
ify, choirs unto express their
dergo a blind
appreciation.
audition in the
"If the choral
form of a recommunity in
cording from
the Northwest
HA F50
each ycar the
was not aware
director
has
of Whitworth's
led the choir. Applications, choral program in recent
which are submitted almost years, this program landed
a year before the convention, us on the map: Hafso said.
are reviewed by state and diHafso expects to see more
visional judges before select- interest from high school died choirs are notified.
rectors and prospective stuThis is the first time the dents because of the concert.
Whitworth Choir has per"I have been recruiting
formed at the ACDA con- for almost five years: Hafso
vention with professor of said. "But what everyone
music Marc Hafso as direc- wants to see and hear is the
tor. Whitworth attended the choir, and what the choir exconvention in 2002 under pressed with their 23 minute
former director Bryan Prid- presentation said more than
dy. This was Hafso's first opI could:
portunity to apply after comHafso expects a higher
ing to Whitworth in 2003.
level of musicianship from
"The choir approached current choir members. They
this as a journe), both a mu- have resumed rehearsing daisical and an interpersonal ly Monday through Friday
one," Hafso said.
to prepare for their spring
He said they started pre- concert and next year's trip
paring for the event in Sep- to Argentina and Uruguay.
tember. However, Christmas At a rehearsal last week they
break and Jan Term put a were already looking at new
hold on rehearsals.
material.
"One of the challenges for
"We can with this piece
us with this particular op- of literature put ourselves
portunity was due to the fact bac.k to September, or we can
that we would not see each show that we are different:
other for seven weeks: Hafso Hafso said after leading the
said.
choir through a new piece.
The choir only had two
He expects the choir to
and a half weeks after return- build on their success.
ing from break to be perfor"Do not come to rehearsal
mance ready, and Hafso said on any laurels," Hafso told
they rose to the challenge.
the choir. "Celebrate when
Hafso believes it is the best ifs time to celebrate. Work
he has ever heard them per- when it's time to work."
form.
"I feel the choir peaked at
the performance. They were

Contact Heidi Olson at heidi.olson@whitworthian.com.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR : DEADLY SINS THAT DIDN'T MAKE TOP 7
Tapping your fake nails on metal surfaces.

I Provocative mudflaps.

Cursing in front of a baby.

I Dipping your roommates hand in warm

Nloonshine.

water while he sleeps.

ISmuggling whole packs of bagels out of the
HUB Dining Hall.

IThat song where farm animals bark "Carol
of the Bells."

Megally downloading entire "Linkin Park"
albums. That's a double sin.

Using the phrase "Git-R-Done!"

I Wearing too much eye shadow.
IShooting a man in Reno, just to watch him die.

Eating marshmallows past their expiration.

I Going $53 million in debt.

A&E
BRIEFS
Theatre presents
spring production
'Tartuffe'March 7
Whitworth Theatre department will perform
Moliire's "Tartuffe" beginning Friday, Mardi 7. The
play uses comedy and satire
to criticize religious hypocrisy and false piety.
On Fridays, March 7 and
14, and Saturdays, March 8
and 15, performances will
begin at 8 p.m. in Cowles
Memorial Auditorium. The
Sunday, March 9 performance begins at 3 p.m.
General admission costs
$7 and student/senior tickets cost $5. For more information contact Jennifer
Toulouse-Lee at ex. 3707 or

jtoulouse-lee@whitworth.
cdu.

Orchestra to play

concert featuring
concerto winners
The Whitworth Symphony Orchestra will play
a concert at St. George's
School on Sunday, March 9,
at 3 p.m.
The concert will feature
winners of Whitworth's second annual Concerto Competition: sophomore pianist
Rachel Cutler, junior violinist Michael Korpi and senior
composer Shawn Tolley. The
repertoire includes pieces
from Mozart, Tchaikovsky,
Beethoven and Tolley.
The concert is free and
will take place in Si George's
Founders Theater. For more
information contact Joan
Lack at ex. 3280 or jlack@
whitworth.edu.

Spokane Pik
Theatre performs
'Crimes of Heart'
The Pulitzer Prize-hinning "Crimes of the Heart"
%sill run Thursday-Sunday
March 7-30. Spokane Chic
Theatre will perform the
play at the Firth J. Crew Studio Theatre.
The play deals with family tragedy and hardship.
Admission is $14. For more
information call (509)
325-SEAT or lisit spokanechictheatre.com.

Spokane Jazz
Orchestra to give
tribute concert
The Spokane Jazz Orchestm (SJO) will perform
a tribute to the music of
Benny Goodman and Artie
Shaw on Saturday, March 8
at 8 p.m. at the Bing Crosby
Theater. The concert will
feature clarinetist David
Keberle, brother of 510 director and Whitworth music professor Dan Keberle.
Tickets cost $20-30. For
more information call (509)
325-SEAT, e-mail dkeberle@whitworth.edu or visit
spokanejazz.org.
Compiled kv Heidi Olum
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ri New

RELEASES
Check out some new
mtisic releasesfor
Tuesday, Afarch 4.
BAUHAUS
"Go Away White"
THE BLACK CROWES

"Warpaint"
BODEANS

"Still"
FLOGGING MOLLY

'Hoar
THE GUTTER TWINS

'Saturnalia'
HOWLIN RAIN
'Magnificent Fiend'

JIM WHITE
"Transnormal Skiperoo'
KATHLEEN EDWARDS

'Asking for Flowers'
WHITE HINTERLAND
'Phylactery Factory"

fi KWRS

TOP 15
These are the top 15 albums played on Pirate
Radio KIVRS 90.3 FM
this week. For the full
top 30, visit kwrs.fm.
1VARIOUS ARTISTS
'Juno: Music from the Motion

Picture'
2

R.E.M.

'Supematural Superserious'
[Single]
3

THE HELIO SEQUENCE

'Keep Your Eyes Ahead'

4

CAT POWER

Panel shares disorder stories
develop anorexia. Golden continued to lose weight and was hospitalized again the summer afier her
By many standards, resident di- junior year. She would struggle
rector Katrina Golden is the blue- with anorexia through college.
There were days when Golden
eyed, blonde-haired American
girl. She was involved in ballet for would allo%v herself a maximum of
11 years and started cheerleading
300 calories. She %vent as far as cutduring high school. Golden was ting a five caloric stick of gum in
active in school clubs and took her half, eating one after breakfast and
academic performance seriously.
one after lunch.
"I was a 'good kid:* she said.
"I became a vegetarian and reMany might think she had an fused to eat dairy foods saying that
idyllic upbringing, poised to be it bothered my stomach. There
great and do exceptional things.
were good and bad foods. A piece
However, at one point, Golden of fruit would be a good food,
weighed a dangerously low 80 whereas a peanut butter and jelly
pounds. She struggled %vith an- sandwich would be bad," Golden
orexia nervosa, a serious eating said. "I had to %vork out. I felt guilty
disorder, for the majority of her aftcr eating:
teenage and young adult life.
Golden said on days like thcsc,
Golden was one of six speakers she felt her eating disorder consharing personal experiences %vith trolled her lifc.
was all consuming. It was at
z...n eating disorder on the Wednesday, Feb. 27 Eating Disorder Panel the forefront of my mind all the
event as a part of National Eating time," Golden said.
Disorder Awareness Week.
According to the National Eating
The panel also included alumna Disorders Association (NEDA),
Susan Edgerly, a registered dieti- a reported 10 million Americans,
cian and recovering anorcxic, and ranging from ages 15 to 25, have
junior Annie Dugas, a recovering an eating disorder.
EDNOS (eating disorder not othAs many as 1 million of those
envise specified). Other
are men. Many males
panelists vere senior Jesinvolved in athletics
sie Fishburn, recovering
may struggle %vith eating disorders.
anorexic; Jan Murray,
director of the Health
Because of the highly
Center and a recovering
secretive nature of eatcompulsive eater; and
ing disorders, the acKirk Westre, associate
tual amount of people
professor of kinesiology
suffering from eating
and athletics.
disorders is probably
Golden said her anhigher than reported
GO LOEN
orexia was triggered
numbers.
after a severe stomach
During the past 16
problem during her junior year of years of Murray's career at Whithigh schooL
worth, the Health Center has had
"I went to the doctor and was both male and female students ask
tested for every stomach issue un- for help with eating disorders from
der the sun. In the meantime, I be- medical and counseling services.
gan to lose weight rapidly because
Even though the Health Ccntcr
could not cat due to the pain. After does not record statistical informaa period of about three months I
tion on students dealing with eathad lost about 30 pounds and was ing disorders, Murray said numhospitalized; Golden said.
bers are most likely inaccurate.
It wasn't until Golden saw a spe"(Eating disorders areJ really difcialist that she was informed she ficult to track. Many students are
had pulled the musde above her secretive about it: Murray said.
stomach from cheerleading. GoldMany of the speakers who
en started physical therapy.
struggled %vith anorexia said it was
The problem should have gone a control issue.
away, I should have begun to gain
In the midst of a busy high
weight back," she said.
school and college schedule, it
It was then that she started to became the one thing that I could
Yong Kim
Staff 11Pritcr

HELPING YOURSELF

7'ViARHING--SIGNS
EATING DISORDERS

Anorexia nervosa:
Dramatic weight loss
Intense fear of weight gain
Refusal to eat certain foods
I Excessive, rigid exerdse regimen
I Loss of metutrualperiod in females

o Rnd support Tell a friend, parent, doc-

tor, counselor andor nutridonist
Obtain a proper diagnosis from a health
care provider
ISeek psydiotherapy and medical/nutritional counseling

HELPING A FRIEND

I team as much as you can about the

Bulimia nervosa:

eating disorder(s)

I Discoloration or staining of teeth
Disappearance of large amounts of food
in short periods of time
Unusual welling of cheeksrlaw area
I Withdrawal from usual activities

Be aring but firm:Talk openly and
honestly about your
I Avoid pladng shame, blameor guilt
I Be a good role model: eat well, ecerdse
and practice self-aaeptance

=cm

the National Fating Ihunslas Association

Istirmation courtesy

it

control." Golden said. "It was not
about what I looked like in the
mirror %vhen this began, it was
about control."
College gave Golden even more
freedom and privacv to let hcr anorexia spin out of co-ntrol. Shc was
on the cheerleading squad, took
an aerobics class and would even
work out on her own after.
It %vasn't until her junior ycar of
college that Golden realized how
much anorexia changed hcr life.
One morning my alarm went
off and I was climbing down from
the top bunk in my dorm room
and fell. I bruised both of my ankles and was unable to run or work
out; Golden said. "I bccamc so
anxious and worried about gaining weight and one day it was like
I came out ola fog. I began asking
myself a lot of questions, 'Why am
I so obsessed with this?"Why does
it matter so much to me?'"
She decided to go to hcr college's
counseling center to gct help.
"I am so thankful that I fell, it
seems so silly, so random, yet it
changed my life. Now, by God's
amazing love, grace, strength,
peace, and through counseling and
support from family and friends, I
have been in recovery. for almost
five years," Golden said.
Recovery is not easy. On average, it takcs 10 years to recover
from an eating disorder, one of the
panelists said.
"People with eating disorders
can't be cured. Its always a part of

ivho thcy are,' Murray said. "For
me, excessive eating %vill always be

an issue:
Another barrier people with
eating disorders face is the fear of
telling others.
It's hard for students suffering
from eating disorders to open up
because our campus has such high
standards, Murray said.
"When you seek help, you're admitting you're not perfect," Murray said.
Peer pressure, parent expectations, media, self-image and other
factors affect people's decision to
be open about their eating disorders, Murray said.
Westre said men often contrib.
utc to thc growing epidemic of
young women struggling with eating disorders by reinforcing media
values of beauty.
Golden said people should be
more sensitive. You never know
who is struggling with an eating
disorder.
At the end of the discussion,
almost every scat was filled.
Many audience members hugged,
praiscd and thanked speakers for
their openness.
"I really liked the personal stories and actual NVhitworth students. It has a lot more impact

than a random speaker outside
of Whitworth," sophomore Caleb
Skyite said.

Contact Yong Kim at yong.kim@
whitworthian.cont.

'Jukebox'
LOVE IN OCTOBER

DANE UELAND

"Pontus, The Devil, and Me"

continuedfrom page 11

5

6 THE MOST SERENE
REPUBLIC

'Population'
7 THROW ME THE STATUE

originally supposed to be
about space but evolved
into a song about the crash
of the Columbia space
shuttle and the emotions

felt by the astronauts' families.

Wand describes his
sound as "catchy music you
can whistle to:'
Baumgarten attributes
some of Ueland's success to
his tremendously unique
singing voice, as well as his

storytelling ability.
While Ucland isn't depending on his song-writing to become a career, he
does want to continue in
the direction hc's heading
right now.
"I gct a lot of joy out of
performing and having

people react to my songs.

I

put a lot of stock into being able to escape while I'm
playing. Its all about the joy
of doing it though," Wand
said.
Baumgarten has faith
Ueland could make music
his career.

"If Dane is willing to
play the game, to work to
get gigs, I think he could
gct out there and make it,"
Baumgarten said.
Contact Caitlin Rid:n:0nd at caitlin.richmond@
whitworthian.com.
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"Cheap & Gieerful" [Single]
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Deals of the Week:
brind your WhitSavers card and
enjoy these great deals!

'Alive 2007"

11VAMPIRE WEEKEND
'Vampire Weekend'
12

ANIMAL COLLECTIVE

"Strawberry Jam"
13

RADIOHEAD

Building Intentional

Community
Living Simply
Working for Social )ustice
Affordable Housing
( $3 75

includes utilities)

'In Rainbows"

BRUCHI'S
Stbs:

.CleeseSteait4

&

fiare4t
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10% OFF any purchase
10406

It Division eves t te Whitlow th

Bread CO.

c6/22.4...49
MEXICAN GRILL

Buy 1 sandwich get
the 2nd half OFF

Whitworth Wednesdays
$5 meal deals

2530 E 21th Ave

7115 IL Divsien

14THE RAVEONETTES
"Lust Lust Lust"

15

THE HANDS

"The Hands"

Contact:
westbridgecoop@hotmail.com
or call 280.1702 for questions
or more information!

Need a WhitSavers Card?
Sign Up Today.i

-s.-ttrEit
whitevers

wmcwhitsavers.com
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GAME TO WATCH
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Dallas Mavericks vs. Houston Rodets

4

Thursday, March 6;6:30 p.m. on THT
Read more online at whitworthian.com.
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Bucs saw down Log ers, earn NCAA bid
Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor
Snip.
That's the sound metal shearers made on
woven nylon as the Whitworth men's basketball team cut away at the nct and the University of Puget Sound 96-69 during the team's
win Niarch 2 in the Northwest Conference

The Pirates were clutch on both ends of
thc floor, holding the conference's highest
scoring team to 32.3 percent shooting from
the floor while torching the bucket with 52.9
percent shooting from the field.
The Pirates took care of thc ball against full
court pressure. The duo of Willemscn and
junior guard Ross Nakamura, the NCAA
Division III leader in assist to turnover ratio,
only gave the ball away five times.
Aside from a 3-0 deficit at the beginning
of the game and a onc minute stretch near
the cnd of the first half, the Pirates led the
whole way.
A Riley 3-pointer before
halftime gave Whitworth a
BLOW THE seven point cushion at 4!-

Tournament title game.
"It's such a special feeling to have," senior
forward Colin Willemscn said.
was our
goal all year to cut down the nets."
Junior post Calvin Jurich
said winning the tourney title
the second time is just is just as
sweet as the first time.
"Once you get a taste of that
WHISTLE
34.
Weekend Leaders
feeling, it's disappointing if you
In the second half, the Pidon't get it again," Jurich said .
rates got rolling in a hurry.
Points: Ryan Symes (33)
NWC Player of the Ycar
An electrifying slam set
Ryan Symcs had his third
the tonc of the second half.
Rebounds: Calvin lunch (10)
30-point game, collecting 33
While being hacked on thc
points and nine rcbounds.
way to thc basket, Symcs
Assists: Colin Willemsen (8)
The Pirates opened a 22powered through and threw
point lead on a 17-2 run after
down on UPS guard Bryce
halftime to put thc game away
Levin.
at 60-38.
Whitworth continucd to dominate, leadJurich posted his first carccr double-dou- ing by as many as 27.
ble with 17 points and 10 rcbounds. FreshThe NCAA Division III Tournament
man guard David Riley added 18 points and kicks off first-round tournament action
Willcmsen had six points, six boards and Thursday, March 6. Host sites for first and
eight assists.
second round games will be determined by
lunch held UPS star Jason Foster, the con- thc highest seed in that bracket's subgroup
fcrencc's fourth leading scorer, to 10 points of four teams.
and nine rebounds.
Jurich said the team is not worried trav"I knew that onc of the keys to winning eling for postscason play. Their preseason
was shutting down their best player," Jurich schedule readied them for road games.
said. "(I] took initiative to just be more ag"Nlost teams are used to getting on the
gressive, and some.of the balls bounced the bus and driving to games, but we're used to
right svay:'
getting on the plane and flying," Jurich said.
With the win", Whitworth earned the "Really it's just another game for us."
conference's automatic qualifying bid to the
Second round action continues Saturday,
NCAA Division III tournament. This marks March 8.
the team's third trip to the tournament.
The Pirates arc 20-6 overall on the season
Contact Derek Casanovas at derek.casanoand 12-4 in thc NWC.
tus@whit worth ian.corn.

it

Nate Chute1W7itworthian

Senior forward Ryan Symes puts down a monster jam during the NWC Championship on
March 1.

Whitworth speeds,
leaps to strong outing
Leah Mora
Assistant Copy Chief

Nick

Ellioditlitrorthian

Freshman Lexy Harrington serves during her singles match against UPS on Feb.29.

Women's tennis picks up vital wins
Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor

On leap day, Whitworth women's tennis tcam was more than happy to celebrate
2008's extra day in style.
Whitvvorth blew out University of Puget
Sound 9-0 Feb. 29 at the Scotford Tennis
13ubble. They followed thc performance
with a tight 5-4 win over Pacific Lutheran
University on March 1.
"We expected to do well against UPS,
but we knew PLU would be more of a challenge," junior Justine Hays said.
Whitworth's win over PLU extended
the team's svin streak to three matches and
bumped their second place Northwest
Conference record to 6-1.
Whitworth's only loss this season was to

first place Linfield College. The team has
won nearly 49 singles and doubles matches
combined in conference play to hold the
highest total in the NWC this season.
"[We have been] surprisingly better than
last year," Hays said. "Even though we lost
players, [we have] really good freshmen."
On Friday, matches showcased dominant
Whitworth play. Pirates won each singles
match, including two 6-0, shutout wins by
freshman Lcxy Harrington and junior Justine Hays. Freshman Rachel Burns, junior
Linh Aven, freshman Katie Staudinger and
senior Taryn Smith beat Loggers players in
singles matches.
Aven and Harrington teamed up to defeat UPS'. Katie Schultz and Sans Taylor
See WOMEN'S TENNIS, page 14

The men's and women's
track and field teams started strong Saturday, Niarch
1 at the NVilla.mette University Opener in Salem, Ore.
1Villamette's track and
field team has built a strong
reputation. The comen
have won the Northwest
Conference championship
the past six years and the
men's team won the conference 2002-2006.
"Overall it was a good
meet Quite a few people
qualified for conference in
the events: junior thrower
Erin Harvego said.
Freshman Elizabeth Mattila continued running well
after a strong indoor season. She won the 100 and
400 meter hurdles. Manila
was followed by teammate
junior Jenna Hays in third
place and senior team captain Kristen Dormaier in
fourth. Six of the 11 racers
were from 'Whitworth.
In the 400 hurdle, Mattila's finish was followed by
teammates. Hutchins finished second, Hays third.
"I think I did good. It
was the first time I've run
the .400 hurdles so I svas

kinda nervous but I survived," Niattila said.

Dormaier finished third
in the women's 100 meter
dash. She ''as the only Pirate in the race.
Sophomore Jo E. Mayer
finished the women's 10,000
meter run to earn first place
with a minute between her

37.45 meters for second
place. Harvego finished
first of the Pirates throssing

shot put
"I did really well. I set
a [personal record] in the
hammer," Harvego said.
Harvego said each time
she threw her distance improved.
and the second place NVilOn the men's side, senior captain
lamette runner.
Ben
Spann
Dormaier
won a pair of
won the womevents to lead
en's triple jump
his team. Like
with a distance
Spaun
of 10.41 mewon two hurters.
Pridgen
dle races. He
finished fourth
finished first
and
junior
in the 110 high
Mara Daugs in
fifth.
hurdles
and
\Vhitworth
the 400 meter
hurdles.
dominated the
MATTILA
"Ben Spaun
women's 3,000
had a really good
meter steeplechase with 'Whitworth run- race in the 400 hurdles:
ners filling the top six slots. Mattila said. "But I have a
Sophomore Emily More- bias toward hurdlers7
Junior Timothy Kirkhouse took first place. Six
of the race's seven runners patrick turned in a strong
were 1Vhitworth athletes.
performance. He finished
"I'm excited because its third in the 100 meter dash
fun. We did good. It was and third in the 200 meter
the first meet so we'll just dash.
The men took three of the
get better," Manila said.
Harvego posted 1Vhit- four finishing spots in the
worth's best finish in the
hammer throw. Sise threw
See SPEEDS, page 14
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Baseball splits UPS set

NWC
0111111

BASEBALLNWC ALL
GEORGE FOX

3-1

6-3

WILLAMETTE

3-1

6-4

2-2

6-3

2-2

4-3

2-2

4-3-2_;

WHITWORTH

2-2

3-7

L&C

1-3

3-5

PACIFIC

1-3

2-5

WHITMAN

0-2

2

TliNFIELD
UPS

.

.

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
IThitsvorth vs. [infield

Saturday, Afarth S @i2prn.

SOFTBALL

:

NWC

AU.

UNFIELD

40

6-0

PLU

4-06-4

TPA1FIC
UPS

WILLAMETTE

_
WHMVORTH

!

2-0

8-0

3-1

5-3

0-2

2-2

0-4

1-7

WOMEN'S TENNIS

0-4

0-10-1

continuedfrom page 13

.

GEORGE FOX

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whiirrorth

out flat," Nelson said.
UPS struck first in the top of the second and was up 2-1 by the third.
The Loggers notched another 19 runs
NVIsitworth split their conferenceopening four game series uith the Uni- to top Whitworth 20-1 in the second
versity of Puget Sound on Saturday and game of Saturday's double header.
"Ve made a few defensive errors that
Sunday, March 1 and 2. Games moved
to Harris Field in Lev,iston, Idaho due to compounded on ourselves and our bats
never got going," sophomore outfielder
snow on Whitworth's NIerkel Field.
The weekend opened positively when Dan Belet said. "%Ve kind of imploded in
senior shortstop Jon Whiteside scored in the second and third innings."
After a long day on thc field, the Pirates
the first inning on a fielder's choice offthe
walked back out on Sunday to finish up
bat of junior third baseman Billy Rigsby.
\Vhitworth added two runs in the third the four game set. Again Whitworth came
and three in thc fourth, from a leadoff out strong winning the first game 7-4.
The Pirates looked in control of the
double from sophomore outfidder Scott
Ward. The Pirates wouldn't score again second game, getting ahead 6-3. They
after junior outfielder Mitch Ramsey's were unable to dose the door and let Ul'S
double. The lead was enough for senior come back and win 11-6.
Whitworth takes with them a 2-2 repitcher Chad Flett. The game ended 6-0.
Flett pitched eight scoreless innings cord in the Northwest Conference. They
before handing the game to junior pitcher travel next weekend for four games with
preseason favorite Linficld College. GetBrent Flyberg to complete the shutout.
"(E'en's] always around the plate, really ting a solid start could be critic-al to their
consistent, works fast, alsvays going to succcss as thcy try to take down the 2005
gct performance out of him," sophomorc season's NWC charnpion.
"We've just got to go in there firing
outfielder Mitch Nelson said.
Saturday's second game favored UPS. in thc first game and set the tone: Bela
The Pirates put one on the board in the said.
now couttny of Jessica 'La
first It wa.s all the offense they found.
Contact Colin Zalewski at colin.:akws- Senior Chad Flett winds up for a pitch against UPS on March 1.
"You'd think we would come out strong
again sAith momentum, but we just came ki@whitworthian.corn.
Flett pitched for eight innings without giving up any runs.
Colin Zalewski
Staff iVriter

vs. Pacific Lutheran

Saturday. March 8 El, I2çtnt

MEN'S TENNIS
HWC AU.

8-2 at No. 1 doubles. Burns and
Smith took down Ashley Spencer and Alissa Wolf 8-4. Hays and
Staudinger won at No 3 doubles.
Saturday's dash with PLU was
tougher for Whitworth. The Lutes'
Erika Feltus took Burns to three
sets before Burns prevailed, 6-3,
3-6, 6-3. Burns said while she has
ficed some tough players, she has
confidence in her team's skills.

WHITMAN

7-0

7-6

WHITWORTH

7-2

7-4

PW

6-26-4g

LINFIELD

4-3

4-6

WILUMETTE

3-3

3-4

SPEEDS:

UPS

2-4

2-4

continued from page 13

2-5

2-5

GEORGE FOX

1-6

1-6

PACIFIC

0-7

0-7

400 meter dash %ith senior
Brandon Howell finishing
first in 51.71 seconds.
Whitworth swept high

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs. Lewis & Cart
Friday, Marrh 7 Cz 4 p.m.

HWC AU.

FlififiLD
WHITWORTH

6-0

6-3

6-1

6-2

5:17 --5-73-7-1
WHITMAN

5-2

5-3

PLL!

3-3,

3-3

UPS

1-5

1-5

!WILUMETTE

1-5

1-6

GEORGE FOX

1-5

1-6

!T1i:

"It's nerve racking to know that
I'm never going to have an easy
match, but everyone on the team
is going to pick up what I lack on
any given day," Burns said.
Luz

Currey defeated Harrington

at No. 2 singles in two straight sets
before Aren, Staudingcr and Hays
gave the Pirates wins in thcir singles matches.
"II svasj really nervous, but I
couldn't let my opponent see that,"
Hays said. "I tried to hit shots
whcn I had them."
Harrington and Alien couldn't

shake PLUS Feltus and Ashley
Coats at No. 1 doubles, falling 8-3.
PLUS Currey and Starr teamed up
to down Burns and Smith at No. 2
doubles 9-8 (8-6). Staudingcr and
Hays beat Ashley Brooks and Morgan Jones at No. 3 doubles 8-3.
Whitworth will face George Fox
University and l'acific University
in two weeks.
Staudinger said she hopes the
snow will dry up and the tcam can
practice outside next week because
it's a different wind and sunshine
factor the team has to adjust to,

which affected the teanfs play during a trip to Linficld earlier this
season.
But even though the team could
don the tank tops and shorts for
the outside courts soon, the team
still has love for their dome home.
"I expect all of us to be hitting
once or twice over the weekend,"
Burns said. "I don't think everyone
can stay away from the bubble for
that long:*
Contact Derck Casanovas at derek.casatuwase whitworthian.com.

Track excels at meet

jump. Sophomorc Cody
Stelzer finished
first,
sophomore Curtís Powell second and freshman
Zachary Hunter third.
Sophomore Jeff Kinter
won the shot put throv.ing
15.20 meters.
Sophomore
Michael
Nahl finished third to beat
eight 'Willamette throwers. Kintner took second
in the hammer throw and
third in the discus.
Junior Joe VanHoomissen won the discus throw

and junior Kory Kemp
won thc javelin.
"We all did pretty well
considering it was our first
time competing outside.
Especially thc throwers
since we haven't thrown
outsidc at all because of
the snow," Harvego said.
"We're the only school in
the conference who's had
that challenge:
%Vhitworth will compete next Thursday and
Friday when it hosts the
%Vhitworth Combined Insite. Competition starts at
10 a.m. both days.

11,Seasok

Contact Leal: Afotz at
leah.rnotz@whitworthian.

Whitworth Faculty,
Students, and
Parents receive

ñoiìreí

com.

1

EXTRA DISCOUNTS
on all purchases!

.0-7

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. George fox
Friday, March 15 CD 10:00 a.m.

Athlete of
THE WEEK
'

IC
se;

Ryan Sym es

Senior
Had 33 points and nine boards
in NWC Tournament title game

Breaking News. Updates. Blogs.
Features. Sports. Commentary.

we dd.:
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erfection Tire and Autoniotive
9602 N Division, Spokane, WA 99218 - (509) 465-0110
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National champs sink teeth into Pirates
walked in a run with loaded bases.
Linfield erased the two run lead
in the fifth inning on shortstop
Between snow on Marks Field, a
Meredith Brunette's two RBIs. Linhome series in Pasco and a slew of
field scored three runs in the top of
losses to Linfield, things dian't go
the final inning hold the lea
softball's way on opening weekend.
In the nightcap, the Bucs a
However, some team members
played tough against the confertook away good from what could
ence title holders. Anderson and
be a disheartening weekend.
Thomsen each Icnodced in runs to
"We held our own against the
keep Whitworth close. Runs from
national champs," junior first basedesignated hitter Caty Lieseke and
man Sara Rylaarsdam said. You
Cey squeezed the lead to 4-2. Lincan't ask for anything else:'
field pulled away in the top of the
Junior catcher Rasixth with an eight run outbursi
chel Andcrson said
Despite the struggles Sunday,
the team was close to
Rylaarsdam said head coach Fuzzy
taking two of the conBuckenberger emphasized the
the 2-1 lead.
tests.
team's effort as being strong in evWeekend Leaders
However, Lin- ery game.
"The first game of
Hits: Cey, Kerr (7)
both double headfield recovered
"It's pretty easy for a team to give
ers we were in it and
to 4-3 with runs up after getting the ball hit at you
should have won both
RBIs:Morgan lhomsen (3)
in the fourth and over and over and over again; Rygames,"
fifth. Whitworth laarsdam said.
Anderson
said.
leveled with the
Senior pitcher Jessie LaPlante
Runs:Hall eY
(3)
Linfield thwarted
Cats
scoring had two strong starts off the hill.
Whitworth's hopes of
in the bottom In the opening game Saturday,
victory winning all
of the seventh LaPlante gave up two earned runs
four games Saturday and Sunday when senior outfielder Halley Cey over eight innings.
Ntarch 1-2. The women's softball doubled in senior third baseman
In Sunday's opener, LaPlante
team fell to 04m Northwest Con- Amber Fowler.
gave up three earned runs over
In the extra inning, Linficld seven innings. Rylaarsdam said
ference play and 1-7 overall after
taking their homc opening week- struck with five runs in the eighth. LaPlante's style of pitching trouend against Linficld College on the Sccond baseman Morgan Thoms- bled Wildcat batters.
en's two RBI double wasn't enough
road to Pasco, Wash.
"Jessie pitches more offspeed
The series shifted to the Tri- to bring the Pirates back again.
she's a junk pitcher," Rylaarsdam
Cities arca due to a considerable
In the second half of the day's said. She said LaPlante does not
amount of snow still sitting on the doubleheader, the Wildcats jumped rely on a fastball like most pitchfield. The athletic fields cannot be on the Pirates early, scoring eight ers in the NWC. Instead, LaPlante
plowed without possibly damaging runs in the first four innings. can choose from a screwball, drop
the grass underneath.
Freshman catcher Shannon Carlon change and curveball.
The team's problems in the got thc Pirates on the board in the
Freshman pitchers Kelsey Aygames often stemmed from defen- bottom of the fifth with her two ers and Jessica Mangis worked the
sive miscucs. The team committed RBI single, scoring Ccy and fresh- mound in the second games Satur13 fielding errors in four games,
man outfielder McKenzie Stuby.
day and Sunday.
The Wildcats added five more
giving Linfield extra opportunities
Whitworth looks to rebound
in the top of the seventh to snuff against Pacific Lutheran University
to slap runs on the board.
We didn't play consistently hopes of a Pirates comeback.
this weekend. Anderson said the
good ball," Anderson said.
On Sunday, Whitworth got more team is best off pushing Linfield
you
give them an extra out, they can al- of the same from Linfield, taking it out of their memory and thinldng
ways capitalize on that:
on thc chin 5-2 and 13-2.
about the ga.nes at hand.
In addition, the Pirates lacked
Again, Whitworth raced ahead
"Next weekend is a new weekoffensive firepower at times. Aided to an early lead in the first garne.
end; Anderson said.
by extra outs from the fielding erKerr showcased her power with
rors, Linfield outscorcd the Pirates a towering shot in the first inning.
Contact Derek Casanovas at der40-11 on the weekend.
Cey earned an RBI when Linfield ek.casanovas@whitworthiatt.com.

Derek Casanovas

Nxe

utellaitwOrthian

Junior Rachel Anderson fields a ball during practice on Feb. 22.

SOFTBALL REBOUNDS FROM ADVERSITY
Nobody likes the bearer of bad news: the waiter who glumly
states the restaurant is out of the night's special, the cashier
who plainly says your credit card was rejected and the plastic bottle cap that reads "Sorry, piense play again."

Who would have thought that a softball player's cell phone
could be sudt a downer too?
.

Read the rest online at

"We scored early and then just
kind of died," Anderson said. we
keep the scoring going throughout
the garne and change a couple of
those errors around, you have a
whole different ballgame."
ilse Wildcats roughed up the Pirates on Saturday, winning 9-6 in
the opener and 13-3 in the nightcap of the day's doubleheader.
Whitworth jumped ahead early
in the first game against Linfield.
After giving up a run in the top
half of the inning, Rylaarsdam
and sophomore
shortstop Lacey
Kerr
doubles
HIDDEN
gave
Whitworth
TREASURE

if

Sports Editor

SOFTBALL

whitworthian.com

if

West side story: Men's tennis downs UPS, sunk by PLU
Lindsay Darbonne
Staff Writer
Going up against one big conference
competitor is huge. This past weekend
the Whitworth men's tennis team went up
against two. And without their No. play1

er.

Preparing for a diallenging weekend,
the team went out with power on Friday,
Ntarch 1 and defeated the University of
Puget Sound 6-3.
Sophomorc Josh Steele and freshman
Henry Villiams worked together to win
8-6 at No. 2 doubles, while senior Scott
Donnell and freshman Colin Zalewski won
8-5 at No. 3 doubles.
To add to the domination, freshman Joe
Wales won his No. 3 singles match 6-4,
6-2.
Steele, Donnell and Zalewski all pulled
off singles wins as vial. Steele won 6-1, 6-3
at No. 1 singles, Donnell defeated his opponent 6-3, 2-6, 6-1 at No. 4 singles and
Zalcwski pulled out a 5-7, 6-0, 6-2 win' of
his own.

This success for the men's tennis team cord now totals a still impressive 7-2.
over UPS was especially sweet sincc WhitThe one match Whitworth pulled out
worth had never beaten UPS in Tacoma in against PLU was No. 3 doubles, fought for
by Zalewski and Donnell, which ended in a
thc history of the program.
Zalewski, who has not had a chance to score of 8-6. It was a successful weekend for
play in the last few matches, stood out in both teammates, as each won three of their
particular, as he went for every point as four weekend matches.
though it was his last.
Whitworth's usual No. 1, freshman Brian
Going into a third set,
Elliot, did not play this
Zalewski camc back to
weekend due to a lower
win the clinch match for
back sprain that came on
"It was really spedal to get up to its fullest last weekend
the team.
and be a part of the team and
"The singles match
during his match against
against UPS was defihelp them win that victoryf
Linficld College.
nitely my favorite to play
After pinching a nenre
Colin Zalewski,
this weekend: Zalewski
in his back over a week
freshman
said. "The svhole team
ago, Elliot went on to
practices so hard on the
tough his way through a
court. It was really spetotal of six matches that
cial to get up and be a part of the team and following week.
help them win that victory:.
During his No. 1 singles match against
Saturday, Ntarch 2 proved a tougher chal- Linfield, Elliot was a little sore and tired,
lenge for Whitworth, as they were defeated but after conditions worsened after the first
8-1 by NWC defending dsampion Pacific two sets, he called the trainer over.
"My musdes started to collapse and were
Lutheran University.
Whitsvorth's Northwest Conference re- unable to support my back, due to [the

SPOKANE
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)4.

:11Z 79MFAN

muscles] working too hard," Elliot said.
Elliot is recovering slowly and while able
to move from side to side, is still unable to

jump.
This unexpected complication means
Elliot has to change his training so that he
does not cause the same injury again.
He expressed his gratitude for the support he has received during his absence
and to associate professor/trainer Melinda
Larson for all her time and hard work with

him.
Despite the step back, Elliot remains
hopeful and enthusiastic.
"Mentally I am doing alright. I am able
to focus more on how to improve my game
when I get back on the courts. I can't wait
to get back on the courts; Elliot said. "For
some reason, I feel better than I did before
the injury...maybe that is just my nerve
to get back on the courts and give it all I
got. But I am going to take good care of my
body now, that's for sure:
Contact Lindsay Darbonne at lindsay.
darbonne@whitworthian.com.
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Dreams, said Matt Park, are a "testament to not taking life.too seriously in our increasingly stoic society"
¡lis senior project, which he began writing in November 2007, describes dreams as an "enduring bastion
wlwre mu- imaginations can freely roam, free lo e.vpress, create and process without fear."11w performance
begins with Park discussing dreams and attempting to figure out his present situation. He realizes that lw
is in tlw midst of a dream that he can control but is simultamously controlling him. Following the performance, viewers opened a piece qfpaper that e.vplored some of the underlying themes of the piece.
TOP LEFT: Senior Matt Park
silently screams during a

rehearsal Tuesday, Feb.26.
FAR LEFT: Park crumples to
the floor at the end of the

show.
LEFT:1 can't mover declares Park as he is frozen
in place.
BOTTOM LEFT: Park holds
up a painting that repre-

sents how life should be.
The paintings were a major
motif through the entire
performance.
CENTER: Park dances with
a painting before being

crushed by it.
BELOW: Park stops the

dream by yelling out *Hold

onr

BOTTOM RIGHT:Park ex-

plains the theme and f. y n
bolism in Stage 2 afterward
following the performance.

ONLINE MULTIMEDIA
Discover more details cf DreamScape

through an auto sl)d.ntscw online at

whitworthian.com.
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DO YOU HAVE SOME AMAZING SHOTS OF CAMPUS LIFE FOR AN ONLINE SLIDESHOW?

E-mail them lo us al: plwtos@whitworthian.com
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Resident directors
ready to move out
April McGonigal, Kani
Dykhouse moving on.
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Two columns on

the server's plight
Long-time waitress gives
readers tips on tipping.

SCENE
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As seen through a peephole In one of the room doors, sophomore Garrett Young walks through a halhvay In Arend Hall.

Locking the door
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Residents halls affected by
on-and-off strings of theft

Percentage of Whitworth students
who regularly lock their doors*
63.7%

Theatre transcends
NatalieJohnson

time witiaartuffe'

I
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bests at Sasquatch
Bofa, Mattila lead Pirates
at CCS one-day meet.

Bringing Kenya to
Whitworth track

As ASWU executive hopefuls
begin planning their campaigns,
currcnt executives reflect on their
performances and campaign promises from last spring.
This year's ASWU executive officers have dealt with the resignation of the financial vice president.
Junior Luis Lopez resigned Dec. 12
and was replaced by Boppell senator Kendra 1 lamilton at the Feb. 13
meeting.
Dayna Coleman Jones, assistant
dean of students, said the transition
has changed the dynamics of the
executive team.
"It's almost like they're starting

'Vie were one banister
short of a pet shop,but
next time we'll geremf
Hidc Vargas
introstiori raleybof Firm kr
Noodle; :fret ArchBass to the

Wiry TiOties
Read about the IM volleytall

game at whltwonhlaa.com.

4931r
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38%

163 percent Dflyhltworth
students feel kheir possessions are very safe when
their door is unlocked

Males

Females

.nwpationanixtedtrzailardtbityNeVitetwortunirdistaAcna
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See THEFT, page 3

oven again," Coleman Jones said. "lt

Staff Writer

WORD FOR WORD
Quote of the week

PLEASE

According to the campus security report, at
least seven thcfts occurred
in Arend Hall in late November. Items stolen from
either unlocked dorm
rooms or lounges include a
laptop, iPod, il'od charger,
DVDs, a Nintendo Wii,
textbooks, baseball cards,
makeup and cash.
11e said many of the
Arend thcfts vere not reported in a timely manner. Some that happened

Morgan Feddes

Check out the multimedia
feature on Willy Rotich at
whitworthian.com.

RECYCLE

.,,..:

office.

education,

fighting discri m i n at ion
and creation
of safe environments in
CURTIN
schools
for
student support and education about sexual
orientation. according to the GayStraight Alliance Network 'Web
site.

Senior Ben 1Vorks attended the
meeting as a club member to support the proposed charter.
"(Open Conversation: Orientation) is a conversation forum so
everybody can present their opinions and hopefully sec thc other
side of the issue," Works said.
Curtin said she submitted the
original charter in October. She
svas told Whitworth would not
charter a chapter of the GSA.
'We didn't understand why,"
Curtin said.
Kathy Storm, vice president for
Student Life, clarified.
"GSA can be intespreted to
convey, because of national recognition, a purpose that is primarily one of advocating onc point
of view on lifestyle issues about

See CLUB, page 5

ASWU executives look to fulfill promises

ONLINE I THIS WEEK

"

\

rector and to the sccurity
Junior Pat Absalonson
returned to his unlocked
room in Arend hail in November with a ncw game
for his Nintendo Wii, only
to find the game console
missing.
"I was upset," Absalonson said.
According to a recent
survey conducted by lhe
Whitworthian, 56 percent
of those sampled living on
campus do not regularly
lock their room doors.
Security
supervisor
Mark McFall said he would
like to see students report

Bucs set season

1

thefts as soon as they happcn to their resident di-

Staff Writer

Whitsvorth brings 17thcentury play to the stage.

SPORTS

ty lhornas Rotinsort/ Whit wcrthian

Voting members of ASWU
passed the charter of a new club at
the weekly meeting Marcls 5.
The club, called Open Conversation: Orientation, was presented
by senior Mandi Curtin and six
other club members. Curtin is the
club president.
The club began as an attempt
by Curtin and othcr students to
establish a Whitworth-chartered
dupter of the Gay-Straight Alliance.
The mission of each
chapter
is

2
6
10

SCENE

SPORTS

%Tapia
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16
20

the chief liaison between students,
hasn't bccn bad, just different:
faculty and staff.
Coleman Jones said the purpose
figure out what thc students
of ASWU itself is to act as a bridge need and plan accordingly," Donbetween students, faculty and the nell said.
administration,
as
The president's duwell as provide proties arc "to lead and
grams for students
direct the ASWU prothroughout the year.
gram, saw as chief
'ibis is the only ACCOUNTABILITY liaison between the
student-leadership
ASWU, faculty and
REPORT
position on campus
administration, and
that is designed to get
community', to overinformation and give
see all committees,
feedback to thc students," Colemaii chair the Rcsiew Board, and chair
Jones said.
the Assembly meetings," according
to the ASWU Constitution.
One of Donnell's campaign
SCOTT DONNELL, PRESIDENT
ASWU President Scott Donnell promises last spring was to work
said his job as president is to act as to build bridges with the student

ASWU

VISIT

STORAGE ROOMS STUFFED

I

PAGE 3

body.
Donnell said ASWU has completed three constituency reports
so far this year in an attempt to
better connect students and the ad-

ministration.
The first report concerned the
Board of Trustees, while the second
polled students on what they knew
about ASWU. The third report was
an informal checkup on students,
Donnell said.
"We didn't call it a constituency
report because we feel that it's part
of (senators' and representative?'
jobs, but it does the same function
as a constituency report; Donnell
said.

See AMU, page 4
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Resident directors leave positions
Christina Ches
Staff Writer

Resident directors Kan i Dykhouse of Baldwin-Jenkins and
April McGonigal of Duvall are
leaving their positions at the end
of this year.
Karen Habbestad, former associate director of alumni and parent
relations, resigned from her position in December and Dykhouse
was hired for that position for next
year. From now until thc end of
May, there is no one specifically in
Habbestad's position, Dykhousc
said.
Dykhousc said she is also finishing her Master's of Education
in Administrative Leadership at
Whitworth in May.
As put of her internship for the
degree. Dykhouse said she currently works three mornings a
week publishing the parent newsletter through the office of Alumni
and Parent Relations, called The
Loop?
Beginning in June, Dykhouse
will begin working full time as the
associate director of alumni and
parent relations.
"It's definitely a different job.
I love being an RD and I would
continue," Dykhouse said. "I'm not
leaving becattse I don't like this job.
It's not a push factor, it's more of a

pull factor:'
McGonigal, on the other hand,
will be leaving Whitworth altogether.
McGonigal said she and her husband Keats are moving off campus
but they are not sure where.
"I've been planning to leave
since fall," McGonigal said. "I've
been here for four years and there's
a four-year limit for RDs, so I'm
ready to move on."
McGonigal said she is not surc
what she is doing next or where
she will be moving. There are some
possibilities, but nothing concrete.
It could be anywhere. It could
be in Australia? McGonigal said.
But my husband and I are hoping
to stay in the area."
McGonigal said she and her
husband are both '97 Whitworth
alumni and finished their master's
degrees in Pennsylvania before
coming back to Whitworth.
McGonigal said she and her husband were RDs in Stewart Hall for
two years as a couple, beginning
in 2004. Her husband resigned to
attend Eastern Washington University to get a master's degree in
physical education.
McGonigal said she is currently
spending her second year in Duvall as FtD.
"It's been honoring to be able to
be a part of students' lives and part
ola student's life is promoting the
goal to grow into mature adults?
McGonigal said.
The need for a search committee was first addressed in December. The committee had their first

Taylx

Kari Dykhouse (right), resident director of Baldwin-JenkinsHall, talks with the BJ resident assistants including Bunn
Umess (center) and Jordan Michelson (left). Dykhouse and Duvall RD April McGonlgal will leave after thls semester.

meeting at the end of January, said
Dick Mandeville, associate dean of
students.
The committee generally meets
once a week and is looldng to hire
two RD candidates who would be
great for Whitworth, Alan Jacob,
assistant director of student housing. said.
The committee is expecting
about 30 applicants for RDs, said
Ozzie Crocco, resident assistant in
II) and onc of three students on the
committee.
The RD application is a
rolling application, Dykhouse said.
The committee
has

model for RAs and residents, serving as a leader to RAs, thc residence leadership team, and residents, serving as a member of the
Residence Lifc team and serving as
an administrator. according to job
description.
Two applicants are coming to
visit in about two weeks, Jacob
said.
"We'll be bringing in the candidates and letting them have time
with students to get opinions and
make
we'll
that a part
of the decision process;

Mandeville
said.

McGonigal

conducted

half a dozen
phone inter-

DYKHOUSE

views already,
Mandeville said.
The phone interviews are con-

ducted with the entire committcc
over speaker-phone. Jacob said.
Some of the qualifications the
committee looks for in a potential
RD is someone who has obtained
a master's degree in an area related
to student development, demonstrates experience working within
an inter-cultural context, has a personal commitment to thc Christian
faith, has an understanding of thc
basic human development theory
and its appliotion to a residential
setting, and shows competence in
relational, interactive and confrontational skills, according to the RD
job description.
The responsibilities of an RD
include serving as a positive role

MCGONIGAL
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the-scenes

team that will
be able to interact with the candidates who come to visit. The team
will be able to give input on the
candidates. McGonigal said.
Ideally, the committee would
like to find new RDs before this
school year ends, Dykhouse said.
Crocco has worked with two
other RDs before working with
Dykho use.
"Every RD is the same in a way.
They're all amazing. respectful and
help teach me integrity," Crocco
said. "Kan i is different in somc
ways. lier leadership style is driven and she's a doer, which is good
for this community where things
could gct hectic."
Junior Gabriella Auer has been
an RA for two years. Last year,
Auer was an RA in Warren Hall

/Oak, Colin Zalera
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial anoons ard reviews

said she is a
part of a separate behind-

Breaking News. Updates. Blogs.
Features. Sports. Commentary.

whitworthian.com

and she is currently in BJ.
"Both IRDsi have different
strong points." Auer said. Ifs neat
to see two different, unique styles
in both. I learned a lot from Tyler
[Paul In Warren and a lot from
Kari in BJ."
Auer said the qualities that make
a good RD include a leader, a listener and one who can challenge
RAs to do a better job.
"Kari's been a role model for me
this year," Auer said. -She's shown
what it means to be a servant and
a leader?
Senior Jeffrey Upton, an RA in
Duvall, said this was his first year
as an RA.
'It's a dual job. RDs hold RAs accountable to thcir responsibilities;
Upton said. On the other hand.
the RD is a wise friend who helps

thc RA."
This was also senior Robbie
Chalmers* first year as an RA.
Chalmers is an RA in Duvall.
"(McGonigars) bccn a big encouragement and she challenges
me to stcp out of my comfort zones"
Chalmers said.
Chalmers said the main reason
he wanted to work in Duv-all was
because McGonigal was there.
"She's done a great job representing Whitworth and I'm glad I got
to work with her," Chalmers said.
Jacob said he is excited about
the pool of candidates for the positions.
"People change ideas of what
the ideal candidate is but we're still

looking for the same outstanding
individual? Jacob said.
Contact Christina Chen at christina.chea@whitorthian.com.
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Student storage space stuffed
Task force seeks to provide more

World
BRIEFS

residence hall storage for summer

Coalition rule in
Malaysia loses

Tim Takechi
Staff %Vriter

parliament power

As students continuc to flood

enrollment charts and increase
class sizes, summer storage space
continues to disappear.
A task force led by Residence
Life and the housing office is currently meeting to decide how to
regulate storage space and solve
the increasing problem of cramped
storage rooms across campus.
The task force has mct twice
since the cnd of fall semester to
discuss how resident directors and
rcsidcnt assistants can deal with
the large number of items left oy
students over the summer.
So far no official dccisions have
been made by the task force, said
Alan Jacob, assistant director of
studcnt housing and member of
the task force.
Jacob said part of the problem is
the increasing size of the studcnt
body. With more students living
on campus, members of the task
force have decided that thcrc is a
need for a mapped-out systcm to
regulate campus storage.
"When we had fewer students
and more space, we had no need
for regulations," Jacob said. "But
because students are coming from
longer distances and bringing
more stuff, space is being maxcd

out:'
Duvall Hall, Whitworth's newest residence hall, only has four
storage rooms for smaller boxes
and items. The older buildings are
the ones that have space specifically dedicated to larger storagc,
Jacob said.
Jacob said another issue RDs
facc is when students leave large
items in storage during the sum-

THEFT: Many

mer, like couches and other pieces
of furniture, and do not return in
the fall to pick them up. Students
who decide not to return to Whitworth often do not come back to
Spokane to pick up their items,
Jacob said.
ASIVU Financial Vice President
Kendra Hamilton, a formcr member of the task force, said Whitworth students who travel abroad
for the semester or for the year can
also cause problems.
"Part of the difficulty is when
people study abroad and it is difficult to contact them when they're
overseas; Hamilton said.
Baldwin-Jenkins RD Kan i Dykhousc said students frequently do
not pick up their items the next
academic year.
"The problem with BJTA specifically is that if students don't come
back for their stuff within thc first
week or so of school, they're not
likely to come back for it at all;
Dykhouse said.
Mike Cowen, supervisor of custodial services, is also a member
of the task force and deals with the
facilities side of student storage.
He said there should be a system
of regulating storage for security
reasons.
"The main concern wc have is
that students think the space is not
entirely secure; Cowen said.
When he was a freshman, sophomore Marcus Nobles left some
clothing and other miscellaneous
items in storage and found it in
poor condition when he came

back after the summer.
'When I checked it, nothing was in place. Everything was
tossed around and some things
were missing; Nobles said.
As the system stands now, stu-

The coalition government in Malaysia lost control of three states in its
parliamentary elections, according to the results as of
March 9.
Opposition parties gained
about four times as many
seats in Parliament However, Abdullah Ahmad
Badawi, Prime Minister of
Malaysia, won more than
half of the votes, which
will allow him to remain in

pawn
Badawi's
government
does not hold a two-thirds
majority in Parliament,
meaning that the government cannot amend Malaysia's Constitution.
The coalition government has been in power for
the last four decades.
Nat Clute/W1:itworthian

Students' items fill the shelves In the storage room in the basement of
Arend Hall. A task force is seeking to maximize space for the summer.

dents can check items into storage
at the end of spring semester, leave
items in storage over the summer
and retrieve thcir items with the
next year's RAs, Hamilton said.
However, Jacob said if an item
is properly labeled and the student
returns during the next semester, his/her items arc not thrown
away.
"We feel bad because there arc

students who have legitimate storage problems," Jacob said.
So far, solutions to these problems are only in the talking stages.
Hamilton said one idea being

discussed by the task force is that
students who live farther away will
have preference for the storage
room.
Jacob said there is the possibility
of students paying to store larger
items such as couches and carpets
and pay a fully-refundable deposit
when they pick up their items.
When the Student Life department, including RAs and RDs, has
to move the items themselves, it
has a cost, Hamilton said.
Contact Tim Takechi at tim.takechi@whitworthian.com.

students lulled into false sense ofsecurity, victim of theft says

On Nov. 28, Young left stolen from the room.
not lock their room doors,
Hamming and Wildhis Dell laptop unattended
according to the survey.
Absalonson said he locks in Arend's main lounge for ing had been leaving their
in November were not re- his room more than he did about five minutes while game systems in the movie
ported until January.
he made a quick trip to room for about two months
before.
"What makes the con"The extra 10 seconds to the Nixon Union Build- when they went missing,
cept of community po- loc.k your door is worth the ing (HUB). He returned to Hamming said.
licing work so well in many expensive things we find it gone, Young said.
Hamming said he %vas
communities across this have in our rooms; he said.
On the
surprised to
country is thc cooperation
have someArend RD Josh Cleve- same day,
between citizens and their land said thefts in the resi- a laptop
thing stolen
police," McFall said. "And dence hall have continued was sto- 'An extra 10 seconds to lodc in
Duvall
in the Whitworth commu- to occur on and off since len in the
your door is worth the
and suspects
nity, information has to be the string of them in No- nearby many expensive things we the thief was
shared to solve our com- vember. Residents there Stewart
not a Whithave in our rooms."
mon problems. It's thc dif- feel there is more theft Hall.
worth stuPat Absalonson, junior
ference between nine sets happening this year than
dent
"I was
of eyes and over 2,0007
"I would
surprised
in the past, he said.
Absalonson said he and
to
choose
Out of the it
haproomhis
students sur- pened in such a short in- believe that it's not somemate ahvays
veyed in Ar- tern] of leaving it alone," one in the dorm stealing
CLICK IT k
left thcir door
things; he said. "Duvall is
end, one re- he said.
Read the full surrey results,
unlocked and broken dorm by dorm and
Since the theft, Young a good community even
ported
that
never thought gender, online at
personal prop- said he has not taken any though we're in pods:'
about the posHamming, who also had
erty had been more precautions than usuwhitwort hlan.com.
that
sibility
stolen
from al to protect his belongings. his bike stolen during fall
room
their
"I think maintaining an semester, is now more proher room.
could get broken into.
There were no witness- attitude of trust is more tective of his property.
Last year, they both lived es to the crimes, security valuable than any posses"I would say it's much
in Baldwin-Jenkins Hall supervisor McFall said. sion I might lose as a re- better to take precautions
where Absalonson said However, the thefts im- sult," he said.
and be sure than to trust
many studcnts left their mediately stopped after
Fifty percent of Arend everyone," he said. "You
a suspicious student was residents surveyed said can trust and be careful at
doors open all of thc time.
they do not lock their the same time:'
"I think we get very questioned, he said.
Cleveland said residents room doors.
comfortable, likc everyMcFall said he believes
Thefts have occurred in all of the crimes that hapone is our family, because were generally surprised
other residence halls on pened at Arend and most
people are so nice here; he by the thefts.
"There was anger, frus- campus as well.
of the crimes that happen
said. "We end up trusting
Junior Tom Hamming at Whitworth in general,
people. Since everyone's so tration, feelings of dishad his Nintendo Game- are crimes of opportunity.
nicc we think their intcn- trust; he said.
Junior Garrett Young, Cube stolen from Duvall
He said students and
tions are good, but that's
who also experienced theft Hall's movie room. Sopho- outsiders do not necessarnot always the case'
Sixty-nine percent of in Arend, has a different more Matt Wildines Play- ily enter a residence hall
Station Xbox 360 was also intending steal something,
males surveyed in BJ do viewpoint.

continued from page 1

but when they see an unlocked door or a valuable
left in a lounge, some find
the temptation hard to resist.
"A large percentage of
these crimes of opportunity can be eliminated by
[students] being aware that
not everyone is as nice or
honest as they are; McFall
said.
McFall recommends that

students lock their doors
when they are going to be
gone for any length of time.
"It's just as easy to lock
your door when you go to
Prime Time as it is not to,"
he said.
Absalonson said that
since the string of thefts in
Arend, more students have
been locking their doors.
"Everyone was really
surprised; he said. "It encouraged a lot of people to
start locking their doors:'
Cleveland said there is
a general feeling of trust
at Whitworth. He said he
wishes more would take responsibility for their things
by locking their doors.
"Persons who may have
been stealing know that
there's this element of trust
at Whitworth; Cleveland
said. "Keep trusting people
but be wise:
Contact Natalie Johnson
at natalie.johnson@whitworthian.com.

Suspects arrested
after seminary
attack in Israel
Police made eight arrcsts
March 8 after investigating a
March 6 attadc on a Jewish
seminary in Jerusalem.
Eight students at the
Merkaz Harav yeshiva were
killed in a shooting March
6. The shooting was carried
out by an operation called
Free Man of Galilee, a group
which has ties to the Shiite
militant group Hezbollah.
Hundreds of Israelis
mourned the deaths of the
students on March 7.
The West Bank and Gaza
strip were closed March 7.
They had not reopened as of
March 10.

Government of
Serbia collapses
over Kosovo
The Serbian prime minister said Serbia's government
collapsed March 8, after
tensions over how Kosovo's
independence affects the
country's quest for European Union (EU) member-

ship.
Vojislav Kostunica made
a proposal March 10 at a
government session to hold
parliamentary elections in
May.
Kosovo dedared its independence from Serbia last

month.

Socialist Par'ty
leading Spanish

national election
The ruling Socialist \Yorkers Party in Spain was leading over the Popular Party
in Spain's national election
March 9.
About half of the votes
had been counted as of
March 9.
Compikd by Mir Morton
Sour= New York
Los Angeles Times.
limeCVNcom.
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Advanced public
speaking class

Them are also plans for another
in the near future, Donnell said.
Donnell also created Facets of

wins tournament

informing students about the
administration, to help connect
students and administrators, according to the Sept. 18 issue of The
Whitworthian.
Donnell said he is also compiling a list of books for students that
have most inspired Whitworth's
professors.
"It's something I want to do for
the students," Donnell said.
Donnell said he is coming up
with a program where students can
have lunch with the trustees when
they arc here in ApriL
Donnell said he is also trying
to build up the minority voice on
campus.
I'm going to be meeting with
the Act Six students the next time
they meet to get their ideas, feelings and thoughts about what I
can do to help them out and make
them feel like they have a voice on
campus; Donnell said.
Donnell said he was involved in
starting table talks, or student-led
discussions about issues of race
and discrimination, but had trouble generating support.
The hardest thing is to get peopie not to be apathetic about issues and to raise awareness and get
people to talk and think." Donnell
said. "It's very hard to do that when
they have a bunch of other things
on their plate."
Coleman Jones said Donnell has

Whitwortlis advanced
public speaking class won

the

tournament ssvecpstakes award at the Spokane
Falls Community College forensics tournament
March 8-9.
Coached by Mike Ingram, associate dean for
faculty development and
Whitworth
scholarship,
students competed against
three othcr schools.
'Whitworth has not competed in forensics since
1997.

Complird by Julie Wootton.

Internet course
evaluations help
synthesize data
Whitworth has partnered
with thc Online Course
Evaluations (OCE) program
this year to administer and
process course evaluations
online. The next evaluation
period will begin this week
for half-semester courses,
said Gary Whisenand, director of Institutional Research.
Martha Brown, program
coordinator for Academic
Affairs, said OCE is a pefaculty
riodic review
members. Thc university
uses the results of the survey to make critical decisions on course content and
instruction, Brown said.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

a

Complied by Christina
Chea.

Security quickly
resolves problem
with card access
The card access system
problem has been resolved,
said Brian Benzcl, vice president for finance and administration.
Starting March 51 key
cards were not working in
several residence halls on
campus and some students
were locked out.
Benzel said there was an
unexpected impact during
the process ofprogramming
an alternative schedule into
the system.
Immediate efforts were
made to fix the unintended
outcome, Benzel said.
Cotnpiled by Morgan Feddes and Julie Wootton.

CORRECTIONS &

'CLARIFICATIONS
A teaser for The Symposium in the March 4 edition
inferred that Fidel Castro is
dead. Castro resigned but is

still alive.
nvexthian is ammitted to porneng
the Whitwod =nanny with the most acarate infcanation
TheMinya-N.
an never krowiNly pubtishes inaccuracies. It
you hare a aroma cc question about the
fitness or aaincy ola story, send an e-rna
to etita@whitwonhiamcom.
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The ASWU body convenes for their weekly meeting March S, with President Scott Donnell (center) presiding.

week, according to the article.
Hamilton said although she sup-

ports the idea, the implementation
of the idea was problematic.
"It was rough in implementing. but I think it will ultimately
be beneficial to the student body;
a lot of different ideas.
"He's learning that he has to do Hamilton said.
Nguyen said Donnell does not
all of the proper networking and
stuff before he can gt that dream always check in with ASWU members on somc of his decisions. This
realized; Coleman Jones said.
Campus activities coordinator is most likely due to his lack of exVi Nguyen said Donnell is very ap- perience in ASWU. Nguyen said.
"I feel like when he makes those
proachable as president.
He has really good intcntions decisions, it's because he thinks it's
and really cares about Whitworth," really in the best interests of thc
Nguyen said. "He's taken this role student body," Nguyen said.
and made it something more involved than what some presidents KATIE ZERKEL, EVP
in the past have done traditionExecutive Vice President Katie
ally;
Zerkel said her job as EVP is to
Executive secretary' Corey New- organize the logistical aspects for
man said Donnell's leadership style everyone on ASWU.
differs from last year's ASWC PresColeman Jones said the EVP
ident Fiona Fanene.
makes
sure
"Scott leads more openly and that
ASWU
vocally than Fa'ana did," Newman members are
said.
not running
Nguyen said she has been im- into obstacles.
pressed by Donnell's work to make If they do run
ASWU more visible to the student into an obstabody.
de, the EVP
Senior Kyle Pflug, who ran is supposed
against Donnell for president last to help them
spring, said he has been impressed get over it so
DONNELL
by Donnell's efforts to communi- they can do
cate with students.
their jobs well,
"He's tried alternate methods of Coleman Jones said.
communication," Pflug said. "He's
"(The EVP is like a sounding
worked at getting the information person so (members] can vent:
to students, and I really appreciate Coleman Jones said.
that"
According to the ASWU ConPflug said Donnell has posted stitution, the duties of the EVP are
updates about ASWU on the
to serie as chief of staff, chair the
Whitworth Forum as well as sent Student Elections Committee and
updates via campus-wide e-mail to chair the Media Committee;
students. Pflug also said he would
Zerkel said her job focuses on
Bice to see the e-mails come more
the inner parts of ASWU, while
regularly.
Donnell focuses on the outer as"I appreciate it when he does, pects.
but it would be nice if there would
"They're really very close so it's
be something consistent for that, hard to separate (the roles] out;
although it's not a major issue," Zerkel said.
Pflug said.
Zerkel's campaign focus last
Donnell's most recent decision spring was to educate students
is to create a Week of Jubilee by on what the EVP does in ASINU.
requesting that no non-essential Zerkel also wanted to make stuevents be scheduled from May 5 dents more awarc of what ASWU
through 10. according to the March does.
4 issue of The Whitworthian.
'We have pushed really hard
The request was met with mixed to get the senators to put 'AMU
reactions from various student Happenings' boxes in their newsleaders, in part to some miscom- letters; 7..erIcel said. They don't all
munication about the scope of the do this, but it's something we con-

sistently try to reinforce:
Zerkel said since she does not
have a lot of direct contact svith
students at large. she encourages
dorm senators and representatives
to tell students what ASWU is doing and invite them to the Wednesday meetings.
"The more visible senators arc,
the more the (students] know
what's going on: Zerkel said.
The key to transparency is students' desire to know what is going
on, Zerkel said.
-We can't change the minds of
ignorant students," Zerkel said.
Zeikel's campaign last spring
was "Go big or go home:
"(That] was basically to (say( go
all out, if you're going to do anything at all," Zerkel said.
Zeikel said medical problems

before the school year started impeded her efforts to go big, particu)arly in her
role as interim
senator before
fall elections
for Baldwin-

Jenkins/Tikit

ZERKEL

Akili.
"It was all
I could do to
gct through
my
daily
tasks," Zerkel
said. "That's

just how life goes;
7_erkel said one of her main goals
for the year is to help senators and
representatives enjoy thcir experience in ASWU as much as she did
during her years as a representative
for Baldwin-lenkins and a senator
for Arend.
"It's not an easy position," Zerkel
said. "There's ups and downs that
go on. With my experience with
some of that, it's fun to pass that
on."

Hamilton said Zerkel makes surc
there is time to meet individually
with members and she cares about
each member.
"Katie was literally made for her
position," Hamilton said. "She is
the rock foundation for all the representatives;
Nguyen, who ran against Zerkel
last spring for EVP, said Zerkel
is organized and knowledgeable
about the ASWU By-laws.
"She's really good at keeping
everybody accountable and also

making herself approachable to tell
hcr about staffissues, or just to talk
to; Nguyen said.
However, Nguyen said Zak&
biggest strength can also be her
weakness.
Vlien someone's talking to
ASWU, shc may liare to correct
them about by-law's or procedures
wc have to follow, and some people
might sec that as harsh," Nguyen
said. "But she's just doing hcr job;
Nguyen said she felt Zerkel has
done a great job of doing what
she said she was going to do last
spring.
'She's really supported the senators like shc said site would," Nguyen said. "I Ier experience has really
come in and helped her, which was
one of her big goals for her campaign."
Coleman Jones said shc felt
Zerkers biggest challenge in
ASWU has been how to confront
other members on issucs.
'How and when do you confront somebody, and whcn do you
not? I low can you do it encouraginglyr Coleman Jones said. "That's
a tricky, tricky thing, especial!)'
when it's your peer."
Lopez, former INP, said Donnell and 7.erkel are %Oiling to work
together. However, there was occasionally miscommunication between the executives about items
put on thc meeting agendas, Lopez
said.
"The sense of communication
didn't come forward all the time
Lopez said.
Newman said Donnell and
Zerkel communicate effectively.
"They are in two different positions with different focuses, but
they reconcile their differences for
the better," Newman said. "They
arc both doing a great job:*
Hamilton said both Donnell antl
Zerkel want to do what's bcst for
thc student body.
"They use differing leadership
styles. There might be rubs, but
it's for the best possible outcome:
Hamilton said. "Their leadership
goals work well for thc ultimate
goal of the government;

fulie Wootton contributed to tisis
report.
Contact Morgan Feddes tzt :norgan.feddes@whitworthian.com.
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NEWS
EVENTS IN THE HISTORY OF WHITWORTH AND SEXUAL ORIENTATION
A brief look at recent occurrences regarding sexual orientation at Whitworth
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Hanostruality Awanness Week, a series of
events and conyersations on cunpus.

Dayna

feznan Jones reports gays

experiendng heightened disaimination,
Indian bigoted comments.

February 15. 1994
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Task force appointed to address hcnv
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ASWC President Tony Hoshaw comes out
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CLUB:

Orientation group approved by ASWU

continued from page 1

Junior Lissie Mendes is one of 16 members of Open Conversation: Orientation.
which thoughtful Christian people do disMendes said thc students considered not
agree," Storm said in an c-mail.
chartering the club but said they would lose
Whitworth's history of neutrality toward the ability to advertise and priority for rel
supporting or condemning homosexuality questing meeting space on campus.
presented students with a challenge.
"The whole point behind wanting to be
"I.have to realize Whitworth is a private chartered as a club is wanting to be able to
institution and therefore a business," Works advertise on campus," Mendes said. "We're
said. "They don't want to take a negative not here for the money."
stance on it but they can't take a positive
The purpose of Open Conversation:
stance:
Orientation is to provide a safe, supportive
The rejection of the GSA title lcd to mul- place supportive place for gay students to
tiple name changes and proposal revisions. congregate, according to the charter.
Beginning in February, Curtin said shc
Curtin said she realized thcy faccd chalworked on the proposal with Storm and lenges in thcir efforts to charter the club.
executive assistant to the president Dale
"Allowing a club that sccms to take a sidc
Sodcn.
would go against the neutrality stance;
"My hope was to help find a name that Curtin said.
reflected accurately what the group hopcd
Curtin said she received approval from
to accomplish," Storm said in an e-mail.
Storm to approach ASWU March 4.
Curtin said the club's second title, Open
This is a really small stcp for us but this
Conversation: GLBTQA, vvas rejected. is a humongous leap for administration;
GLBTQA stands for gay, lesbian, bisexual, Curtin said.
transgender, questioning and allied.
Curtin said Soden encouraged the group
Contact Leah Mot:: al Icalsanotz@whitto be a non-chartered GSA chapter.
worthian.com.
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For former student body president,
struggle over orientation nothing new
Leah Motz

"The primary difficulty, still today, is
helping the administration and the religion department move beyond a caricaControversy over homosexuality and tured version of the opposing position,"
the efforts to charter a support group, or Hoshaw said.
Kathy Storm, vice president for Stumore recent!» a Gay-Straight Alliance,
dent Life, explained the balancing act
is nothing new.
Whitworth alumnus Tony Hoshaw administration follows.
"1,Ve walk this complex but important
served as Associated Students of Whitworth College (ASWC) pregident during line between trying to support persons
the 2001-2002 school year. He revealed while not supporting only one point of
his homosexuality in a Whitworthian view," Storm said in an e-mail.
She said the university avoids taking
article titled "Hoshaw explains mission"
a stance on the issue and alienating peoprinted April 9, 2002.
Born and raised in Idaho, Hoshaw ple on one side of the debate.
"The institution has resisted taking
graduated from Whitworth with a degree in religion and continued on to ob- positions on issues about which we
tain a Master's in Divinity from McCor- might, as thoughtful Christian people
mick Theological Seminary in Chicago. who believe in the authority of ScripHoshaw said he decided to disclose ture, disagree," Storm said in an e-mail.
Hoshaw said he thinks the pro-gay arhis sexual orientation to use his role as
a gay student to advocate for students gument is lacking a strong proponent.
"I don't feel like the 'pro-gay' side has
who felt their voice was not fully heard.
That included African-American been articulated well at Whitworth and
students, atheists and students who felt is not articulated well by many clergy
who are supportive," Hoshaw said. 'The
they lacked a voice on campus, he said.
fact remains, the 'pro-gay' position is as
it
my
major
supporters,
of
"For some
was difficult and they took it upon them- rooted in Scripture as the alternative side
and, in many cases,
selves to tell other peodoes less harm to the
plc; Hoshaw said in
integrity of Scripture
an interview Saturday,
You help aeate an environthan the alternative.
March 8. "You help
ment where people can't be
I think, if another decreate an environment
fully honest but then you're
bate should happen,
where people wit be
fully honest but then upset when they are not honest. it should be between
scholars of equal abilyou're upset when
You can't have it both ways"
ity. I would be glad
they are not honest
Tony Hoshaw,
to debate professor
You can't have it both
'02alumnus
[James] Edwards:'
vvays."
Hoshaw
named
Hoshaw said he is
Theodore Jennings,
glad the climate seems
to have changed since he attended Whit- a Methodist preadier and professor at
Chicago Theological Seminary, as such
worth.
"I feel, on the basis of what I am hear- a proponent
Jennings has written several books
ing now, the gay student population
is more vocal and more significant in on Methodism theology and focused on
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender
terms of numbers; Hoshaw said.
(LGBT) rights.
dean
Jones,
assistant
Coleman
Dayna
Hoshaw is pleased with the steps
of students, was one of the first adminisASWU has taken toward acceptance
trators'Hoshaw told he was gay.
"Dayna has always been an advocate and indusion of homosexual students.
"I think the real win is for the student
for all students; Hoshaw said.
Coleman Jones said she and Rich government I think the student governSchatz, professor of business and eco- ment needs to have a dual character,"
nomics, worked to organize a support Hoshaw said. "The government should
work to create opportunities for students
group for homosexual students.
"[Tony] said there were a lot of stu- to relax and also address the big issues
dents on campus who did not feel safe that really trouble so many students:
Hoshaw said he believes Whitworth
coming out; Coleman Jones said.
Coleman Jones said their efforts were has a long way to go before homosexual
students feel comfortable on campus.
primarily educational.
"It was open to anyone who wanted to The charter of the new dub is only a
come but we were really hoping for stu- start toward achieving indusion and acdents to come to discuss their sexuality," ceptance, he said.
"I really think Whitworth is, right
Hoshaw said.
now, a safe place for students to come
Few gay students attended.
out; Hoshaw said. "Having said that,
"We had a ton of straight students
who were in support of gay students but Whitworth is not going to be a supporta tiny tiny litde group of gay students; ive place. Whitworth is not, it seems to
me, a place where you're going to feel
Coleman Jones said.
Despite the recent charter of Open comfortable walking with your signifiConversations: Orientation, a club fo- cant other:
cused on education and supporting gay
Contact Lea!: Mot:: at leahanot:@
students, Hoshaw said he thinks students still face opposition.
whitworthian.com.
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EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

Almost a year after being elected,
here's how the execs stack up
Scott Donnell's creativity and en- the cliché of "building bridges." He
ilaS built bridges between ASMU
thusiasm made him the ideal RA.
But as former presidents can at- and administration, bringing in adtest, ASWU is a much trickier, al- ministration and faculty to address
the issues at most ASWU meetings.
most impossible animal to tame.
Yet, other bridges have gone the
Former president Jeff Hunter's
(2005-2006) promising start dis- . way of the Tacoma Narrows.
Quite a few RAs were visibly insolved into a mess of haphazard
furiated
by his Week of Jubilee push.
tactics.
pressure
Fa'ana Fanene's turn as ASSVC His communication skills, so profipresident (2006-2007), meanwhile, cient when he's addressing the averwas unremarkable. In the chaotic age students, have occasionally fallmaelstrom of the second semester. en by the wayside when it comes to
ASWC could have used a strong fellow ASVU members. The other
captain to navigate the storm. Un- executives have seemed frustrated
fortunately, Fancne never really took Nvith aspects of Donnell's leadership
style.
the wheel.
Sometimes that tcnsion has boiled
So Donnell, who hadn't been to
an ASWU meeting before deciding over into the chambers, such as
when Executive Vice President Kato run, faced several challenges:
Donnell had to undergo a dra- tie Zerkel publidy chidcd Donnell
for not putting her on the ASVU
matic reinvention from star RA
where the administration tells him Review Board.
But at their best. Zerkel and Donwhat to tell students what to do to
ASWU president, where, essentially, nell complement each other. Donnell
studcnts tell him what to tell the ad- prmidcs enthusiasm, idealism and a
sometimes bizarre sense of humor.
ministration what to do.
He has had tu jug,gle varsity tcn- while Zerkel prmidcs organization,
nis, a double major, church, rela- professionalism and accountability.
Picture Donnell as thc figurehead
tionships and ASWU.
Furthermore, there are two per- perched on the prow of the ship, sea
sonalities of Scott Donnell's he's had breeze on his face. He's the mascot.
Zerkel is the rudder, under the
to balance: the professional, ambitious leader and the fun-losing goof waves, guiding the direction of
who Wt eemernber leading a ¡group ASWU.
in aring adult diapers and peeing
She has a kind of hard-edged prothemselves at Applebee's.
fessionalism and compctcncc that
Donnell's goofier tendencies re- implies, "You better attend your
sults in occasional odd "Ntichael committer, you better produce a
Scott" moments, like surprising competent newsletter7
the ASWU meeting in-ith a magiZerkel looks for influence, more
cian. Donnell's leadership style boils than prestige or glory. She's on five
down to a word: informal
different committees. Ihe amount of
This style amuses some, confuse power she wields on ASVU would
others and aggravates a few.
be disconcerting if she didn't underDonnell's problems with the Week stand student concerns. Three years
of Jubilee stemmed from many of on student government could easily
these challenges. His informal way isolate her from the mumblings of
of making his decision was textbook the students below. Yet, she seems to
RA: He informally consulted a few know what students want more than
friends, got the OK from adminis- Donnell, who seems more in tune
tration and then pushed full speed v,ith administration.
ahead. His time commitments comWhile a few of Donnell's interpounded issues; his absence lead to pretations of student opinion at the
miscommunication.
Board ofTrustees meeting bore little
Judging from Donnell's com- resemblance to the student comments on the Whitworth Forum, he ments, Zerkel reminds senators to
clearly doesn't like being criticized think about whether expenditures
(who does?) but, to his credit, he's actually benefit the student body.
used that criticism to refine his leadIf Zerkel's campaign slogan "Go
ership tactics.
Big or Go Home" referred to arnazFrankly, there are areas where ing events, then she's fallen short.
Donnell has excelled. He's visible. ASWU hasn't exactly produced any
He actively, albeit informally, seeks huge Blow-You-Away events. The
out the opinions of students. He dosest they've come is the Week of
pursues side-projects such as a list of Jubilee, more oían unprogram.
NVhitworth faculty's favorite boolcs.
If, however, her slogan referred
And Donnell has used the con- to working hard behind-the-scenes,
stituency report, once applied only then ZerIcel has succeeded.
when financial rules required it, to
Zerkel's goal of informing stuplumb the student body for infor- dents about what ASWU actually
mation. For one report, he compiled does, however, hasn't necessarily
the results and sought out adminis- been realized. It's likely just as many
trators to answer students' concerns. students view ASWU as an "expend(His all-campus e-mails, however, able" organization as before.
never say which administrator is bePredictably, ZerIcers experience
hind which response, maldng fact- comes with strengths and weakchedcing or follow up difficult.)
nesses. She lcnows what is supposed
Unfortunately, no constituency to happen in ASWU, but can often
report offered hard data. Most relied limit it to what has happened.
on senators to merely give their imZerkel and Donnell have an oppressions of what students said. No portunity: They can help ASWU
percentages. Nothing students can realize its potential as a campus bause to hold ASVU or administra- rometer. Or they can let it stagnate
tion accountable.
as a Student Life with Robert's Rules
Donnell's campaign centered on of Order.

Editorials in the "In the Loop' section reflect the majority opinion of the
Editorial Board, which is made up offive editors.
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WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHERE DO YOU WANT TO LIVE NEXT YEAR?

lt the top of

'Still at the Cedar
Springs Apartments. There's
a lot of space, a
pool, a fireplace,

`Anywhere they
will pay me to

Angel Falls,
because It's pretty
much the most
beautiful place on

and I don't hare
to eat in Saga'

teadr"

earth."

AfacAferthant,

Xtffm Ottgm,

junior

junior

Katallafner,
senior

Whitworth's losing its sense of
security, one stolen Wii at a time
JUSTIN

LINDBORG
mirest

Here in our idyllic, utopian
campus of Whitworth University, we don't have to worry
about anything. By day the
smiling profcssors stride down
the Hello Walk, engrossed in
intellectual debate v.ith wideeyed, inquisitive studcnts.
By night many girls walk
alone without fear. We put our
laptops and iPods in our backpacks, then leave them unattended while we cat dinner

curity force that patrols campus, and we're loaded to the
gills with chivalrous young
men keeping an eye on things
'round the dock.
But thc fact still remains
that as much as we would likc
to think that Whitworth students are just too dang nice
to take that brandnew

It's easy to see Whitworth as
a great big, trusting extension

of your family.
That's a good thing. We're
small enough and usually
friendly enough to crcatc this
image, and it's something that
a lot of us love NVIlitworth for.
As much of a good thing as this
is. be sure not to let it
cloud your judgment.
Two-thousand-odd
It's easy to see
people have acccss to
Whitworth as a your residence hall
great big, trust- most hours of the day.
Many more than
ing extension of
that
filter through the
your family.

iPod touch
poking out of your
backpac.k. well better think again.
So what can we
do?
For starters, it
doesn't take much
to lock your door.
Yes. that means that when your
unperturbed.
best friend needs to borrow a
Only when we leave for the book when you're in dass
weekend do we lock our dorm have to wait
you let him in.
room doors.
But it also means
This is the idethat the kid who is lazy,
alistic vision most
poor or just unscrupuWhitworth
stu- Whitworth just lous won't be able to
dents have when
isn't as secure sneak in and help himthey think of their
as we'd like to self to your goodies.
security on camJust make sure you
think.
pus.
don't leave your roomThat is, except
mate locked out dripfor the ones who had bikes sto- ping wet in a towel.
len last fall.
Also, take a minute to think
Or the ones who came badc about what it is
you're leaving
to their dorm room to find that, in your
backpack outside of
to their despair, their Nintendo thc dining
hall.
Wii was gone.
If it's worth much to you,
Whitworth just isn't as se- take whatever you don't
want
cure as we'd like to think.
stolen in with you or take three
No, I'm not saying its dan- minutes to put it
in-your room
gerous for young women to (taking care to lock
the door).
walk around campus alone afOther than that, all you have
ter dark.
to do is use a little common
We have a competent sc- Seine.

11UB.

Odds arc that one of
those people might just have
the cruel cunning to rip you off
blind.
Three years ago, Whitworth
didn't even lock the front doors
to the residence halls.
Maybe the idea that our
peers arc good, Christian peopie who would never steal isn't
that outdated.
Maybe wc can create a more
open environment by not allowing ourselves to grow too
big.
It's possible to retain a small,
open-doored campus fed. For
thc time being, however, we
need to take that ideal with a
grain of salt.
Trust if you want, but only at
your own risk.

LINDBORG is a sophonvre mljaing in

journalism. Contact him at justin1Mdborg?

whitworthiamcom.
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OPINIONS

Should profs express more opinions?

REBECCA SNAPE:

Looking back on the classes at
Whitworth that Itave impacted
me the most, I notice that they
all have one thing in common
the professor shared part of his or
herself in teaching the class. I am
of the opinion that every person
has a bias or two, and that there is
no way to avoid projecting that in
the material taught.
So why not embrace a little
subjectivity? I have had professors
admit, "I am biased in this way or
that, and you need to know that
before I present this information."
Such honest statements help students think for themselves, to scc
the nuances of the material, rather
than merely soaking it in as objective truth. Alaybe some of the less
impactful professors I have had
in the past could have benefited
from such honesty.
KARLA ROSE:
In high school, I had a history
teacher who refused to tell us what

he thought
about anything
because he didn't want to "influence our opinion:' Even at 17 that
was insulting. When a professor
intentionally avoids sharing her
or his personal opinion, it implies
that the student can't be trusted
to understand a conflicting idea
and still come to an independent
condusion. I have had professors
at Whitworth who have blatantly.
told me they disagree with me
"but, please, continue anyway."
I've left classes completely irate
bccausc this or that professor espoused some idea that grated me
the wrong way. During my fresh-

woman year, one professor led a
prayer in class asking God to help
the "true" Christians understand
that they had a responsibility to
vote for Bush.
You can bet that I wanted to
run back to Seattle crying about
the crazies on the eastern side
of the mountains. But you know
what else you can bet? I got over
it. We're all adults here. And if we
aren't, going hcad-to-head with
various opinions might speed the
maturation process along.
Maybe less convicted students
run the risk of being brainwashed
by a professor's opinion.
But ifthat's the case, that student
probably faces the same threat
from peers. And who would you
prefer amass an army of drones
your roommate or professor of
philosophy Keith Wyma? I'll take
my chances with Wyma.
It isn't a mattcr of subjectivity,
but of realistic communication.
People disagree, and that's OK.
Surc, it can lead to some pretty
sticky situations tvhen people become so committed to their own
idea that they malign and persecute those of others (Example: thc
history of the world, specifically
the 20th century); there's little
more dangerous than blind conviction and idealism.
By sharing their personal opinions, professors are challenging
students to try on other ideas.
The best part? We're allowed to.
disagree. Authority docs not
equal accuracy all the time,
and the road runs both ways.
I've managed to change the
opinion ola professor or two in
the last few years. So just be glad
that professors tell us what they
think and not what wc should
think.

-

REBECCA SNAPE:
I agree that subject matter can
come to life whcn it allows room
for disagreement. But one could
argue that if Whitworth professors were more opinionated in

classes, there would

be more examples
of someone telling you what you
should think. Maybe the reason that
you have had such
negative experiences in the classroom
is that professors
were allowed too
much freedom of
opinion.
For
example,
the professor that
praycd Christians
would vote for Bush
was not bringing
his or her opinions to the table as
a viable option, he or she was projecting political views as the will
of God.
When a professor pushes his
or hcr opinions on the class, the
only results are alienation, bitterness and a sudden disregard for
anything that professor will ever
say again.
But if those same opinions werc
presented to thc class in a more
considerate way, a way that opens
the floor to debate rather than
shutting discussion down, studcnts would be more able to "try
on other ideas; like you said.
The responsibility lies with the
profcssor to use his or her ideas
responsibly, and maybe that is the
real issue at hand.
KARLA ROSE:
Yes, as thcy say: "with great
power comes great responsibility," and professors definitely have
the power to malign studcnts who
disagree with their personal opinion. But so will be thc case with
supervisors and bosses in the future.
Learning to acknowledge and
react reasonably to even thc pushiest of professors without feeling
"alienation" or "bitterness" is a
valuable trait.
Really, it goes back to what we
learned in preschool: just because

Cartoon 17 Nkok Holland

Susie thinks purple is better than
yellow doesn't mean we get to

hate her.
Not everyone in life is going
to be diplomatic or even tolerant
when sharing her or his opinion.
Ideally, the classroom would
be full of divergent opinions
with professors presenting their
thoughts in an open manner, up
for debate.
But when it isn't, students,
rather than taking insult and refusing to learn anything, need to
recognize that differences are not
the end-all-be-all of intellectual
pursuit.
I may have never agreed with
that professor's political views,
but I still learned something in
the class.

velop their own beliefs in a more
well-rounded way.
This is something that students
can carry with them for the rest of
their lives. itlemorizing information without engaging it will only
teach students to be mindless cogs
in a flawed system.
KARLA ROSE:

I agree students need to engage
with material if it's to be of any
real value. However, being engaged with ideas does not require
that one agree with those ideas.
Some of my most challenging
dassroom experiences have been
when I openly wrestled with an
idea I found completely contrary
to my personal beliefs.
No, professors should not turn
their dassrooms into minion-makREBECCA SNAPE:
ing factories, pumping out "mindYou bring up a good point:
less cogs" but they shouldn't stifle
Whitworth classrooms are prepa- their thoughts for fear of stepping
ration for life in the so-called real on students' academic toes.
world. This leads me to reiterate
Instead, Whitworth professors
my initial comments
students should ensure that classrooms
can benefit greatly from profes- are rife with intellectual conflict,
sors that share their personal regardless of whether students
opinions in class.
agree. After all, that which does
Obviously these professors not kill us....
must exercise some responsibility
in this endeavor, but I think that
when students are shown that SHAP E ks a juniot majoring in Engrish and peace
stories are never one-sided, they studies. Contact her at rebeccasnapetwthitworare given the opportunity to make thian.corri. ROSE is a senior majoring in Enghsh.
their own decisions and to de- Contad her at kartansegwhitworthiancom.

Name-games with Gay-Straight Alhance prove
Whitworth still not neutral on homosexuality
PETER

LABBERTON
mum
A

Early last week I caught
myself staring in awe at what
I found in the south stairs of
Duvall.
It was a piece of paper
proclaiming that nobody
shall be treated unfairly due
to, among other things, their
sexual orientation.
This couldn't have been
the doing of the administration or any official arm of the
school.
They have kept purposefully silent on the issue of
sexual orientation, to the extent of preventing the Whitworth gay community from
creating a Gay-Straight Alliance, a commonplace support group for homosexuals
on many U.S. high school
and college campuses.
The administration, alter blocking other potential
names for thc dub, seems
like it will accept the name
Open Conversation: Orientation.
Many gay students don't
see this as satisfactory. They
feel they should be allowed

to create a club that explicitly to specific minorities, like
supports their community the Black Student Union and
and attempts to integrate Hawaiian Club.
Is it just that the idea of
thcm with the rcst of the
real life homosexuals makes
Whitworth community.
"For the purposes of the a lot of administrators and
health of the gay students on students a bit queasy?
To allow a Gay-Straight
campus it has utterly failed.
It is still not a recognizable Alliance is not to say that the
body. It is not recognizable school promotes homosexuality.
like the GSA," exThe GSA's NVeb
student
change
site says its goal
Fran Abbs said.
Students in need But plenty of other is to promote
education, fight
chartered dubs
of support have to
be able to recog- have contentious discrimination
and create safe
nize at a glance
viewpoints.
environments in
that a club dealing
with orientation is The Young Demo- schools.
crats and College
If the admingoing to be posiwere
tive for them, and Republicans come istration
to allow a GSA,
not just an opporto mind.
it would not be
tunity for fanatical
seen as an enBible thumpers to
dorsement of hochastise them.
Administration's problem mosexuality.
It would only be a step tostems from their belief that
chartering a club by that ward alleviating the pain felt
name meant they were tak- on a daily basis by much, if
ing sides on the issue, be- not all, of the homosexual
cause the club would receive community.
Part of what makes this so
school funding.
But plenty of other char- frustrating is that Whitworth
tered clubs have contentious prides itself on being accepting.
viewpoints.
It is definitely Christian,
The Young Democrats and
College Republicans come to but from everything we are
mind. And other clubs cater told, it has an open mind and

doesn't seclude members of
the community.
But then we see the leaders
of our school actively preventing cenain people from
feeling welcome.
It would be great if Whitworth were willing to take a
stand, on either side.
If they decided to take a
negative stance, gay prospective students would know to
avoid the school.
But if the school would
take a positive stance, in line
with the ideals of the university, all would truly feel welcome.
Students that feel marginalized would have true advocates in administration.
They wouldn't need to fight
a constant uphill battle.
The formation of Open
Conversation: Orientation
is a good step in the right
direction, but the amount of
effort that has been required
to create it, and the fact that
a GSA has been blocked, is a
testament to how much work
still needs to be done to create a healthy campus atmosphere.
lABBERTON is a sophnuire majoring in
English. Contact him at petedabberton@

whitworthian.com.

One topic. Aiultiple off-the-cuff opinions.

Week four:

Guns: biting the bullet
Rebecca Snape:
I grew up in rural Montana, where guns were necessary
for self-defense
against things like ratdesnakes and rabid
skunks.
That said, I don't believe guns are truly necessary for much
else. What is the point of legalized handguns?
What could you possibly use a handgun for except to shoot
a person?
Some would argue they can be carried as a means of selfdefense, against all those crazies that might jump out of some
dark alley with evil intent
But as a woman who probablywould not be able to beat off
a mugger
considering my lack of self-defense training and
brute strength
I know that I would not feel any more safe
with a gun in my purse.
In fact, if I were walking along in the dark, my mind would
be focused the entire time on the fact that I was carrying a dangerous and loaded weapon that could potentially kill me.
And then the mugger would catch me off-guard because I
would be distracted.
Easy target

can understand using guns for hunting, and I think those
guns should be difficult to get your hands on.
But why handguns?
Is it really that much of an infringement on my rights for the
law to say,'You cannot shoot someone today, sorr/7
Oh wait, the law already says that
I

See more crossfire of opinion from
Me Symposium at whitworthion.com.
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THE VARNISHED TRUTH
Eat, drink, and pick out the mushrooms
Daniel Walters
Opinions Editor
Food. It's what's for dinner.
Food has widely bccn regarded as
one of the few things, along with water
and Wikipedia, necessary for human
survivalThis year, Food even made No.
3 on Maslow's Top 10 Most Awesome
Needs of 2008 list.
So it's no surprise that an entire
industry has sprung up purely to
manufacture and distribute this curious
substance.
Oddly enough, as the price of the plate
riscs and the silvenvarc rapidly grows
in numbcr, breadth and complexity, thc
actual portions offood get smaller.

Consider the seven-star restaurant
Frommage le' Swot des Toot. At S600
a plate, it's the kind of place a lobbyist
takes a politician to show that he
truly loves him. Patrons (thcy
call them patrons, there, instead
r
of "eaters") are confronted with
whole rac.ks of silverware,
inc.luding an ornately-detailed d

miniature eggbeater made of
rubies.
Instead of napkins, a silent
androgynous waiter stands by
the table at all times to dean
your face with light, tender
kisses. Sadly, marria gc proposals
won't work there because all the
desserts have diamond rings at
the bottom.
Yet, the actual meal consists
of only single strand of parsley,
clipped ever-so-gently in saffron.
In this dark. expensive world the
concept of bottomless steak fries is but
a dream, a fantasy for fools.
Contrast this with the gamut of
offerings - all deeply, deeply, deep fried
aa
Berthis Grease ri Gas' n Go.
Not only does the Big Bertha Beeftower
Slab dock in at over 32 pounds, even
without the udder, but if you can eat
the whole thing in one sitting you get
a FREE coupon for a complimentary
stomach pump!
Yes, there are two Americas, my '
friend. One where a waiter caters to
your every whim and the other, where a
waiter caters to your every whim, but is
dressed as a giant Hamburger Pirate.
Predictably, only the sccond America
would hire me.
I wanted a job at a highbrow
prestigious restaurant like Azteca but
sadly, my sombrero and maracas weren't
quite convincing enough.
Instead, I had to settle for a stint at
Thartk God it's Red Apple Shenanigans,
one of those "family" restaurants that
define "atmosphere" as "giant wooden
forks glued to the wall:
Here's the thing. In a normal world,
the average person has a birthday
approximately once a year. Twice ifthey
lie on their Facebook page.
But at a family restaurant, it is not
inconceivable for the entire restaurant
to be filled by every member of the
Worldvride March 11th Birthday Club.
And you have to sing the birthday song,
and do the birthday dance, and let them
wear the little birthday crown, and give
them their complimentary birthday
sundae and birthday sprialdes and
birthday pedicure.
After a while you begin to get a bit
suspicious that people are pretending to
celebrate their birthday for a nefarious
ulterior purpose, like free ice cream.
"It's my six-year-old's birthday today!
On March llth of all days! She would
love to have one of your traditional free
FUNday Sundaes!"
"Suuuure she is," Your eyes narrow to
slits. "Yeah... I'm going to need to see
some I.D."
I first started out in food service
industry as a host, chosen for my almost
supernatural ability to hold open doors
to let customers walk through.
Unfortunately. I never was promoted
to waiter because I didn't fall into

thc requisite three waiter or waitress
archetypes:
Peppy, sassy 20-something gal with
died-blonde hair.
Peppy, sassy 20-something guy
with died-blond hair.
Forty-year-old woman who can
cope
with three bratty kids and a
only
deadbeat husband through a grueling
regime of acidic wit, gum-smac.king,
and smoking enough to have a voicc
like a robot gargling lugnuts. Also, she's
sassy!

(Note: Many restaurants have
jettisoned the phrases "waiter" or
-waitress" for the more politicallycorrect terms server and servetress.)
Although being a waiter can be quite
lucrative if you're skilled enough to
remember your customers' credit card
numbers, it's not easy. Of all the tasks
in the restaurant business,
some might say, the waiting
is the hardest part.
First of all. you've usually
got to memorize a list of
menu items as long as the
Torah, but with more pork
products. And at a joint like
Alice's Restaurant, where
customers can get literally
anything they want, ifs even
WOrSe.

That's nothing compared
to the fact that you are
enslaved by your Jabbalikc customers with an

unbreakable chain called
the "tip." Each table gives
you a monetary performance
resiew. "Entertaining crisply plotted,
but hampered by undercooked
characterization and stale dialogue. I
give it S430," the tip implies.
Because of this, every night, waiters
have to brave the Gauntlet of Whining.
"Waiter! My lettuce is a bit crimped:
"Waiter! My orange juice is too
orange:
"Waiter! There's a formulaic joke
sctup in my soup!"
"Waiter! Declining subscription
rates in the ailing newspaper industry
are causing massive columnist layoffs
across the country, creating an
awironment increasingly unlikely for
a communication major trying to ever
get a real job:'
Fortunately, the experienced waitress
has a few weapons in her arsenal. The
most potent, of course, is the CustomerIs-Always-Funny-Laugh.
"Techee! That is the most witty
flapjack-related pun I've ever heard, Mr.
Walters!" the waitress says. "Now are
you going to order or not?"
A smart waiter. of course, knows
how to turn a seething customer into
a satisfied one. "Yes, my condolences
about the glass shards in your Crazy
Burger. That shouldn't happen. But how
would you like us to give you a free
balloon, on the house!?"
If that fails you can always slip into
the whining customer's dish some
gross-out ingredient, like mercury or
Sodexho mushrooms.
Part of the problem is that many
servers actually believe the myth that the
tip is actually tied to their performance.
In reality, most people use a system
similar to mine, detailed below.
The Varnished Truth Tip Caladator:
Step 1: How much moncy do I have
in my wallet?
Step 2: Well, that's fiscally...
disheartening.
Step 1 I wonder if giving a Safeway
Card as a tip is enoug,h? They really are
of incredible value.
Step 4: Run like hell.
And that, gentle reader, is why bad
tips happen to good people. Life's not
fair. If you don't like it, the next time
you're in church, talk to your pastor.
Ask him to get the Manager.
"TheVarnished Truth' is a humor column by Daniel
Waiters. Contact han at danielwatters vhirtionliaruorn

Ilbutration by Annette farrait7litworthian

Don't stiff the hand that feeds you
BLUR

TELLERS

Blue Cheese Bacon Burger are distasteful.
I don't own the restaurant. I didn't set the
prices.

C104,41I

DON'T BECOME THE NEXT KITCHEN
PUNCHLINE.

After waiting tables for more than six
years, I have compiled a relatively small
dictionary of dining truths.
A major publishing house in New York
has paid me a stipend of S6 million dollars
for copyrights.
I [ere are some things to remember
when dining out--straight from the
expert:
1 . YOU DON'T HAVE TO GO HOME. BUT
YOU SHOULDN'T STAY HERE.

It's 10 p.m. You've been dining sincc
8:45 p.m. The restaurant closes at 10 p.m.
I hand you your bill with a charming smile
and say, "No rush, stay as long as you
like." This is a gracious lic. Go home.
MEDIUM RARE IS RARELY WELL-DONE

Medium Rare means your New York Strip
Loin is going to be red in the middle.
Not pink. Don't look at mc likc that. You
ordered it like that.
IF YOU CAN'T STAND THE HEAT, TAKE
IT OUT ON THE KITCHEN

The kitchen messed up your entre. I
am sorry, but it's not my fault. Huffing,
puffing or rolling your eyes won't make
that re-fire go any faster. Do I look like a
cook?

Yes, wc do talk about you in the
kitchen..
Especially if you're rude. Or have kids
with crayons and noodles.
HERE'S A TIP: LEAVE ONE.

High schoolers seem to be laboring
under the absurd delusion that they arc
exempt from leaving a gratuity.
Starving college students, if you haven't
shed this delusion yct, please know: If you
can't afford to leave a [decent) tip, you
can't aiTord to cat out.
STARVATION REALLY ISN'T ALL THAT
ROMANTIC

If you're on a date, we notice how
much you don't eat. Don't bother starving yourself, honey. You're not fooling
anyone.
'10. WE'RE LICENSED IN FOOD SERVICE,
NOT THERAPY

Core 150 getting you down? Don't take
it out on us. We arc not your emotional
wastebaskets.
THREE WORDS: QUID. PRO. QUO.

Be nice to us, and we'll be nicc to you.
It's a win-win situation. Comprende?
TRICKLE DOWN TIP-O-NOMICS.

HEY! TEACHER! LEAVE THEM KIDS AT

HOME!

Little kids are cutc. But it's better that you
leave thcm, their noodles, thcir crayons
and their crayon wrappers at homc with a
babysitter. Unless you want to vacuum thc
noodles, the crayons and the crayon swappers out of the carpet yourself.
S. JUST BECAUSE THE DOOR'S UNLOCKED, DOESN'T MEAN IT'S OPEN
Coming in 10 minutes before closing

time is not cool. Makc yourself some
freaking Top Ramen.
6. IF THE PRICE ISNT RIGHT, DONT
BLAME THE MINIMUM WAGE WORKER.
Snidc remarks about thc high price of
the sautéed mushroom appetizer or the

Stiffing me means that you're stiffing
everyone clse. I also have to tip out the
bussers, the hostess, the bar and the cooks
according to my sales percentage regardless of how much I make in tips.
PLEASE, THINK OF THE PUPPIES.

Every time you stiff a server, God kills
a puppy.
P.S. To the young gentleman who
turned 21 several months ago, came in
with your girlfriend, ran up a S53 tab and
then walked out without paying: I had to
pay for your entire tab.
Sleep with one eye open.
If I don't get to you first, karma will.
TELLERS is a senict majoring ln communications. Contact her

at blairlenelstOutworthian.o)m.
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What I wish high school
would have taught me

The prose and cons of

the 5-paragraph essay
GFtADY

JOHN

LOCKLEAR

WILLIAMSON

CLUNICS1

atutarsi

learned.
Teachers can breeze through
the blocks of text and judge how
well the students grasp the ma-

The end is nigh.
Three full years at Whitworth
and now graduation looms large.
Even without the benefit of a
time machine. I have spcnt time
wistfully pondering what I wish I
would have had in my arsenal.
In hindsight, here's what I wish
I had learned before even stepping
foot into Whitworth University.
HOW TO SEE THE REAL

AMERICA

First off, I wish had more exposure to poverty, social inequality,
racism and othcr less than savory
aspects of Amcrican culture. I
never hung out with people living
in poverty growing up, except for
a few short church mission trips.
More consistcnt intcraction
and experience with issues such
as poverty, politics and social inequalities white at Whitworth
have challenged my worldvicw in
immense ways.
The 17.4 percent of children in
America living below the poverty
linc, as stated by columnist Paul
Krugman, now have namcs and
faces attached.
HOW TO GO BEYOND RAMEN

On the domestic front, I realize
how much I wish I'd learned how
to cook
Dinners are often a pitiful affair at my residence on Holland
Avenue. I'm not alone. Joe Dobrowolski, author of "Cheap and
Easy Cooking: The Survival Guide
for College Students7 writes, The
truth is, I had lots of trouble when I
first started cooking on my own...
Por a long time, I barely survived
on Mac N' Cheese, cereal, bread
and water:
Amen brother.
While I can actually cook, I
rarely take the time or effort to do
SO.

Regardless, everything has to
be carefully guided with recipes
and measuring cups. Free styling in the kitc.hen never turns out
well. Although I don't need to be a

Cartoon 17 Robert Wahlardt

master chef, a bit more experience
around the pots and pans before
Whitworth would have benefited
me remarkably.

prove. As for tennis, the game is so
easy to pick and play.
You only need one

The N-Word should never

have been printed
I am writing this letter in
response, sort of, to Mr. Locldear's
Opinion artide in the March 4
issue entitled, "Drain N-word of
its powerr
I do not intend, however, to
say much towards Mr. Locklear
himself.
While I find his opinion logically porous and guilty of its own
accusation of "missing the point,"
which I have also spelled out in
a letter of its own I was not so
much troubled by his argument as
by the carelessness and inconsideration of the Editorial Staff of
The Whitworthian.
Mr. Locklear says it best in
his own article. "The 'N-worti'

other per-

son.

Also, tcnnis players have more
vigor . and optimism and higher
I also wish I learned to critically self-esteem, along with lower deprocess information and think pression, anger, confusion, anxioutsidc the box academically in ety and tension than other athletes
high school. This indudcs read- and non-athletes, according to Dr.
ing more dassic literature and Joan Finn and colleagues at Southphilosophical works. Specifically, cm Connecticut State University.
That would be helpful right
debate dubs, organizations like
the North American High School about now. While an excellent
Philosophy Association and other sport, baseball is not easy to just
avenues towards self-initiated pick up and play
Furthermore, there are no incritical thinking in high sdiool
tramural
baseball leagues, except
should be encouraged.
Even at Whitworth, it can be all the spring softball tournament.
Of course, there are always
too easy to regurgitate facts on a
test. The classes I've appreciated church softball leagues when I
the most are the ones that make grow up. I'll keep waiting.
College is a place of change,
you think for yourself and synthegrowth, stagnation, jo» fear, anxisize information.
Turns out I really enjoy those ety and excitement all vaapped
elements of learning; I just wasn't into one. I'm grateful for that.
as used to it as I wish I was coming ' On the one hand, I am not at all
who I was when I entered Whitinto Whitworth.
worth, yet I am all too similar in
other ways. Reflecting on my preHOW TO PLAYA G000 SPORT
Lastly, I wish I'd played soccer Whitworth years was a good exerand tennis rather than baseball in cise. I recommend it.
high school.
With soccer, two years of get- WIWARSON is a senior majoring in CORIting thrashed at intramural indoor munications and theology. Contact him at john.
socccr stirred in me a desire to im- wiliamsongwhitworthian.com.
HOW TO THINK CRITICALLY

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR I READER RESPONSES
REDRAIN N-WORO OF ITS POWER"

Your point is...?
The essay format serves its
purpose: Students have a sturdy,
familiar way to arrange an essay and express what they have

is loaded, and it can nigger an
avalanche of turmoiL"

In light of this, I cannot for
the life of me come up with one
justifiable reason for the editors
to allow the word printed in full
to appear not just once, but seven
times.
Maybe the staff found themselves wrapped up in Mr. Locklear's encouragement to find a
"positive use of the word," but
I am personally angered and
dismayed that the IVhitworthian
decided that this cause should
begin with them.
I am even more angered by the
fact that instead of offering an
apology [Opinions) editor Daniel
Walters, [in a comment on the
Whitworth Forum) stood by his
decision to print the word with
the justification that thc word
holds more power when it is

This is my story about the
&e-paragraph essay.
I will talk about its strengths
teriaL
and wealcnesses as a way of
It's refreshingly simple in its
learning to write.
stifling restrictions.
First, I will talk
In Core 150 I was
about some critiupset to find that writcisms, second I will Call it s implistic, ing as I had learned it
hut th e format
talk about why the
simply didn't earn the
familiar essay format
of th e fivegrade I wanted.
is good, and thirdly paragraph essay
The more interestI will talk about why
ing
my writing was,
is fam ¡liar and
the five-paragraph
the harder it was to
essay is good enough straigh tfo rwa rd. fit in the "box" evto hold you over unerybody tells you to
til your university professors think outside of.
teach you how to really write in
I finally gained awareness
your vocation.
that when you organize your
There are weaknesses to the one-page-double-spaced
pafive-paragraph essay.
per in such a way that a middle
Some cool people say it sti- school child would nod along,
fles creativity.
you get a perfect 40.
Well, they are just rebels who
When the time comes to
won't cooperate.
move on to yonr
Some people say
area of specializathe basic format
tion creative writWhen you orgadoesn't train students
ing, research writing,
for thc workplace,
nize your oneliterature
reviews,
but that's just wrong
journalism, press repage-doubleeverybody knows
leases your higher
spaced paper in
a writer's grammar
education will begin
such a way that
isn't important, so
to give you the skills
a middle school
who needs to insure
you need to be hired
that you're a good
child would nod
in your profession.
writer in this sociUntil then, what
along, you get a
ety?
need does the typiperfect 40.
Shcesh.
cal man, woman or
Call it simplistic,
child have for interbut the format of the
esting writing?
five-paragraph essay is familiar
There's no need for diversity
and straightfonvard.
in your essays.
It's a familiar mold the shape
Just go ssith the flow.
has been pounded out by years
In conclusion, this article was
of public education, and as long written to say that, despite its
as a student has something to weaknesses, the five-paragraph
sa); it can be neatly poured into essay is good.
the mold.
It is a familiar mold that
With factory efficiency, the makes writing easy for students
essay is formed, from the the- and grading easy for teachers.
sis to the condusion, and the
Until your writing needs to
teacher stamps it with the become specialized, it will keep
American Education System you afloat in the American eduSeal of Approval, and moves on cation system.
to the next
In the education community,
everybody knows the five-para- LOCKLEAR is a senior majoring in communications. Ontact him at grady.locklear@
graph essay.

So it stifles creativity.

v.titwotthian.com.

Write a letter to the 'triter. The Whinvoithian welcomes reader responses to atildes or issues of interest to the Whitworth
community. Send letters to editor@whitworthian.com or submit online. limft to NO words. Visit wilitworthian.com for detais.

printed in full.
It is shameful that a word
should have the power for somebody to lose their job, he argues.
This is true. It is shameful
that this word has taken on such
a meaning that people get fired
when they use it; but it is even
more shameful that this word,
even today, holds the power to demean and dehutnanize the person
it is spoken to.
Keep in mind, Mr. IValters, it
is not the word itself which gets
people fired.
As both Mr. Locklear and yourself are communication majors
they should know well that words
arc not just sounds, but symbols
that carry a tremendous amount
of meaning.
It's not the word that hangs
somebody's reputation on the
balance, but the responsibility that

goes with the symbol that word
references.
Printing the word, seven times,
which is adcnowledged as the
most offensive and derogatory
word in the English language and
is a symbol of one of the most
violent, oppressive and dehumanizing systems in the history of the
world, is not a harmless act.
Add to that the fact that its use
still has the power to not only
recall but relive that history for
most people, and you must realize
that the choice made was not only
careless, but supremely irresponsible and inconsiderate of the
community it pretends to senv.
Keep in mind that a newspaper
does not have the free speech
standing as a public forum that
most people assume.
In fact, I'll tell you right now
that if this letter is not printed

then my point will have been
proven.
The job of an editor is essentially to act as a censor, and the
responsibility falls on him or her
to make sure that their publication acts by the ethical guidelines
of profanity and obscenity.
Choosing to repeatedly use the
word considered most divisive
and offensive, in a conununity
which has specifically had a history of racial division and bitterness, simply because it is "more
powerful that Iv-ay" can not be
cannot be considered ethicaL
It is a shame that this word
holds the power to end somebody's career; I just hope that you
respect the reality of that power.

Michael Novasky
class of 2007
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THINGS TO DO IN SPOKANE
of
The 28th annual St Patrick's Day Parade will pass In front Riverfront
March 15.
Park on Spokane Falls Boulevard noon-2:30 p.m. on Saturday,

12

for more infonnation about this event or other things
to do in Spokane this week, visit whitworthian.com.

MARCH 11, 2008
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Becky Davis (Dorine) perform a scene
Sophomore Je ss Liles (Madame Pemelle), Junior Alex Smith (Orgon), junior Bonnie Robinson (Flipote), junior Lexi Scamehom (Mariane) and sophomore
is a fake.
Tartuffe
that
Pemelle
to
persuade
attempts
Orgon
Auditorium.
Memorial
Cowles
in
the
MolikreeTartuffe
from Whitworth Theatre's spring production.

`Tartuffe' transcends time
Th ea te r

REVIEW
Audrey Gore
Staff 1SPriter
There always have been and always will
be people who are too trusting and the
people who deceive them. In Whitworth
Theatre's spring production of "Tartuffe"
the ideas of trust and deceit are played out
in a witty production of rhymed couplets
and maniacal characters.
The story is that ofone Isfonsieur Tartuffe
who, bursting with religious zeal, worms
his way into the home of the wealthy Organ. The wily Tartuffe persuades Organ
that he is a pious man and obtains Organ's
trust, wealth and a promise to marry Orgon's daughter. Though Orgon has readily
fallen under the hypocrite Tartuffe's spell,
the other members of his household remain unconvinced and what prevails is a

jumble of cvcnts while Organ's family tries and it's still funny shows how relevant it is,"
said senior Nikolas Hoback, svho played
to change his mind about Tartuffe.
The play was writtcn in 17th century Tartuffe.
The play is about deceit and the different
France by the comedic Molière. Director
Rick Hornor tried to portray the timeless- masks people wear to hide their true feelings and practices. Throughness of the script by setting it
out the play, Tartuffe and the
in the 1920s.
characters taken in by Tartu&
Homor said that he chose THEATER
wear masks which hide their
the 1920s for the update beREVIEW
true identities.
cause the '20s were a time
TARIUFFE
In thc case of Tartuffe. the
of great contradiction. normasks signify religious Iffocnor said he wanted to show
risy but thcy also refer to any
that the ideas of people being Director: Professor of
theatre Rick Boma
pulled into these extremes of
masks people wear.
Genre: Fine, social comedy
trust and deceit are still rel- Showtimes: friday, March
"It's about thc masks we
evant today.
wear
whatever they are: said
14 and Saturday. March 15
"It deals with religious hysophomore Becky Davis, who
at 8 p.nt in Cowtes Memorial
on the surface but on
played Dorine.
Padden=
Tickets: Si general admisa deeper level it's about believHaving a comedy that fosion, SS students and senior
ing without getting all then incuses on serious material can
citizens. Call (50A) 777-3707.
formation," Hornor said.
be a complicated storyline, but
The actors agreed that the
the actors involved in Tartuffe
theme of people wearing figuportrayed this balance very
rative masks is still relevant in today's so- successfully. Even the complicated role of
ciety.
Tartuffe was portrayed vibrantly and sucThe fact that we are doing 'Tartuffe' now cessfully.

pocrisy.

"You're playing a character that's playing a character so when do you scc the real
Tartuffe and when is he (Tartuffe) being a
character," I !aback said.
1116 vibrant colors in the costumes add
to the comedic clement of the play. The maniacal characters that surround the more
serious, Organ and Tartuffc, use the colors
to promote their characters. Meanwhile the
rhymed couplets that are used in every linc
recall thc plays 17th century origins and
add a level of sophistication to the play.
Hornor selected 'Tartufre' for its message
and because it of its lighter classical content. Hornor loves directing for the process
and what can come to life in a play.
'Taking a bunch of ink blots on a piccc of
paper and making thcm come to life with
flesh-and-blood students," Hornor said. "A
script has nothing in it but the lines. Everything has to come from somebody, thc sets,
the costumes, thc colors, everything has to
be created by someone:

Contact Audrey Gore at audreygorc@
whitworthiati.com.

Biology professor competes in sled dog races
Danika Heatherly
Staff Writer
It is 4:47 a.m., below freezing.
and Frank Caccavo, associate professor of biology, crosses the finish line of the Eagle Cap Sled Dog
Race in Wallowa County, Ore.,
behind six Alaskan huskies.
After 13 hours, nine minutes
and 29 seconds, the Deer Park,
Wash., resident had won the race
in its inaugural year this January.
Caccavo is a microbial biologist
by day and a sled dog musher at

uncanny hours of the night.
"Starting every year on Septem-

ber

1, 1 wake up at 3 a.m., leed
and train the dogs, usually come
to work by 6:30 a.m. and take care
of my son, Atticus, in
the afternoons," Cac-

to rescue this dog, and from there
we realiud she needed a companion. Soon, the two of them needed
company and once we
had three dogs I figured
cavo said.
we should probably do
Caccavo researches
something with them."
microbes that degrade
More than three years
toxic w-aste, and in adand about 20 dogs later,
Caccavo has found a
dition, teaches microhobby and new canine
bial biology and infecfriends he just couldn't
tious diseases to college
live without.
students. However, the
CACCAVO
We started with havdogs and his racing fasing one dog as a pet and
cination are a fairly new
then eased into it over the years,"
addition to the Caccavo clan.
started with one," Caccavo Frank's wife, Lori Caccavo, said. "I
said. "We decided a few years back remember we got a small cart and

it

Frank would tool around svith
the cart outside in the yard. Then
it was time to add snow and five
more dogs:
A friend, veterinarian and fellow biology professor Michael
Sardinia said Caccavo is a sled
dog fanatic.
"Frank wasn't [a fanatic] whcn I
met him, but he is now. He caught
the fever: Sardinia said.
Sardinia provides veterinary
care for the Caccavos' dogs, attends thc occasional racc and
makes sure the dogs get their vaccines at the appropriate time.
"It's fun having Mike around,"
Lori said. "'fell come out to thc

house every so often, take care of
the dogs and come in for tea whcn
he's finishcd. Ile and Frank have
become great friends."
Sardinia has enjoyed watching
Caccavo's passion grow over the
past fcw years.
Racing was never a part of thc
Caccavos' initial plan when they
rescued their first Sibcrian husky.
Just recently Caccavo has started
racing with the Alaskan I luskies.
Not only is he a sled dog racer, but
a very good one. Racing across
the Pacific Northwest has become
habit for Caccavo, especially in reSec SLED DOG RACE, page 14
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Japanese students visit U.S.
Japanese sister college
challenges Whitworth
to touch football game
;;14

(117110fifiS

A Japanese touch football tcam challenged
Whitworth women to a showdown this past
Saturday.
The friendly, yet competitive game of 6-on-6
toudt football is part of a 15-ycar tradition with
Seiwa College, a sister college to Whitworth.
Thc Sciwa team, the Capricious Angels, traveled to Spolcane from Nishinomiya, Japan, on a
two-week visit that concluded yesterday.
"I value these trips and the relationship we
have with INhitworth," Angels coach Taiso Fujilci said. "It's not about who wins, but the inter-

Professor of Spanish
Lindy Scott will present a
lecture titled "My Latin
America is Shifting to the
Left: We Need to Understand our Southern Neigh-

j*

l'1"r:..".:14

Staff Writer

A-14

°

bors:
The lecture is the second
this year's five "Great Decisions" lectures. It will take
place at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, March 13 in the Robinson Teaching Theatre.
For more information
contact Barbara Brodrick
at ex. 3270 or bbrodric.k@
whitworth.edu.
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The Capricious Angels attempt to get through a pack of Pirates in a game of touch football. The Angels
traveled from Seiwa College, a sister school to Initworth In Nishinomiya, Japan, to continue the 15-

year tradition.

lege almost every other year.
Whitworth and Seiwa College alternate years

sending and receiving teams of students. Starting in 1993, teams have come and gone every
year except a few, due to political conflict and
student safety concerns, Fujiki said.
So what about the score?
The Capricious Angels beat thc Pirates in
overtime 14-13.

This game is the first overtime in the history

of the Seiwa-Whitworh touch football games,
and made thc day exciting, Richardson said.
The Whitworth team included ladies whom
volunteered to play the Angels during their
visit.
Contact Aaron Quigley at aaron.quigley@
whitworthian.com.

Diner pairs classic fare, friendly service
;t,

Sophie Sestero

I

Staff Writer
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was considered a sleeper car and
came all thc way from St. Paul,

Minn. With the dawn of new techRoutine can be a good thing, nology., thc railway car fell by the
and generally the average college wayside and was left on a railroad
student follows a strict regimen for with the word "retired" stenciled
the week: sleep, cat, class, eat, sleep, on the side. Restaurant owner Pat
repeat. So when the weekend does Jeppeson decided to turn it into
come around, a break from the something wonderful again when
usual routine is welcome.
he discovered it in the '90s.
Then comes thc question of
"('The boxcar) is now restored
and available to share with every%vnat to do. You want to go where
you can get a lot of food but not one who loves history, railroads,
go too far and not pay
good food and elegance: according to
too much. II the idea
FOOD 101
of Taco Bell is lacking.
franksdiners.com.
Business is booming
then check out Frank's
REVIEW
for Frank's. They have
Diner.
FRANK'S DINER
received many awards
The Whitworth-area
induding 2007 Hall of
location is seated quiLocation: North: 10929
Fame and they've been
etly on the Newport
N. Newport Highwar,
voted Spokane's Best
Highway in an old
Downtown: 1516w
Breakfast for 10 years
boxcar. That's part of
2nd Are.
running.
its charm. Upon enHours: Monday.We shop daily to
tcring the quaint eatSaturday, 6 am - 9 p.m;
find
the largest and
ery, it is casy to noticc
Sunday 6 a.m. - pn.
freshest
eggs, super
the narro%v pathways
Diner,
breakfast
Type:
and paneled windows
extra thick bacon and
Average meal: S10-15
time-proven recipes.
with bits of history beAt each Frank's we
hind them. From your
booth you can sec displays of old crack 15,000 eggs and grill 23 tons
typewriters and technology from of hash browns per month, all one
the day whcn the "heavyweight" breakfast at a time according to
car was part of the Great Northern franksdiners.com.
The service at the delectable
Railway Company in 1913.
On thebackof the menu,or while diner has not dwindled with the
perusing their Web site, guests dis- increasing number of customers.
cover "The Laketon: as the boxcar Each person is greeted with a smile
is officially known, weighed about as they come through the doors
130,000 pounds, ran on 12 wheels, and receives timely helpful wait-

*****

GRAPEVINE HUMOR

,

NkL EllioteWhitworthisrt

Server Noree Johnson, Whitworth '07 alumna, helps a customer at Frank's
Diner on Newport Highway on Friday night, March 7.

crs or waitresses eager to take their
order. Food comes quickly and is
always hot.
Freshman Matt Brown first visited Frank's in the middle of February ulth a group of friends. His
first impression was that the place
was small but had potential.
"The atmosphere made me feel
like I could just relax and have a
good old-fashioned meal," Brown
said.
He said the service was excellent because it was so prompt and
they always made sure to say hello
or goodbye before anyone came or
left. After scanning the menu and
realizing you could get any-thing

from a full breakfast to a huge
burger or a chicken fried steak
dinner, he decided on the sausage
and cheese omelette. Brown said
it 'as supposed to be stuffed with
meat and cheese, and when he received the meal, it was stuffed to
the breaking point, literally.
"It is a good place for students
to eat because it is fairly cheap but
delectable," Brown said.

Alumna Noree Johnson, '07,
of the servers Brown mentioned. She started working at
Frank's Diner when it first opened.
Johnson has worked for Frank's
is one

See DINER, page 14

: REJECTED COMMENCEMENT SPEECHES
I"A Salute to Our Brethren Who Would Be

Wish I Had Stolen More Silverware (And
Other Regrets.)"

1"95 Reasons Whitworth Is Better Than Gon-

Learned During M Hazing."

I"Lessons Learned from My Ex-girlfriends:

)Free at Last, Free at Last."

I"Chugging the Cocktail of Truth and Grace."

rEverything I Needed to Know About Life I

worth.edu.

The Spokane Symphony

I"Fox and Socks: When Our Personal Beetles
Battle Poodles (And They Even Battle in a
Bottle):

Smarter Than You."

Comedian Derek Hughes
will be providing free entertainment on Thursday,
March 13. In addition to
comedy, Hughes will also
display a few magic tricks.
The show starts at 9 p.m.
in the Hixson Union Building. For more information
contact Vi Nguyen at ex.
4551 or xnguyen09@whit-

at Fox Theater

I"Mad Libs of the Mind and Heart."

"The Dionysian Imperative within Dostoevsky's Lesser \ Yorks, and Other Reasons I'm

Comedian to
bring magic and
jokes March 13

Symphony to
perform concert

I"The Audacity of Hope."

"Insert Robert Frost Quote Here."

BRIEFS
Professor Scott
to address Latin
American politics

Aaron Quigley

actions that talces place."
Fujiki has led teams to Whitworth for over 15
years, somc of who were National Touch Football champions in Japan.
lhe eight girls comprising this years' Angles
team all study elementary education in Japan,
Fujiki said.
Whitworth has played on the Angels' home
field in Japan six different ycars, and hopcs to
make another trip in 2009.
"Among all the sister colleges Whitworth has,
this onc is powerful," director of Athletic Training Russ Richardson said.
Richardson leads thc tcams of Whitworth
kinesiology and athletic students to Sehva Col-

A&E

Walking Toda); If Not for the Tantalizing
Grip of World of Warcraft:
zaga."

will be performing a concert of music by Webern,
Scriabin and Ravel on Saturday, March 15 at 8 p.m.
and Sunday, Nlarch 16 at 3

p.m.
The repertoire includes
"Prometheus"
Scriabin's
Piano Concerto and Ravel's
"Daphnis and Chloe." The
concert will take place at
The Fox Theater, 1001 W
Sprague Ave.
Tickets range from $17
to $39 with 55 student rush
available at the door two
hours before the concert.
For more information call
(509) 624-1200 or go to
spokanesymphony.org.

Interplayers to

present 'Clean
House' March 12
Interplayers
Spokane
Theatre performance of
"The Clean House" will
play the week of vtIednesday; March 12.
The play tells the story of
two unlikely sisters whose
lives
are
transformed
through simple house
cleaning.
The Spokane Interplayers
Theatre is located at 174 S.
Howard SL Student tickets
are $10.
For more information
call (509) 325-SEAT or visit
interplayers.com.
Compiled by Heidi Olson
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,New

1 0,000 BC' fails to

RELEASES

give anything new

Check out some new
music releases finTuesday, Marih 11.

Blair Tellers
Staff11-riter

JAYMAY

"Autumn Fa
KAKI KING
"Dreaming of Revenge"
SHAWN MCDONALD

"Roots"
THE PRESIDENTS OF
THE UNITED STATES OF

AMERICA
"These Are the Good Times

People"
SAOSIN
"Come (lose" [CD/DVD]

SAVING ABEL
Saving

Aber

:rl

SNOOP DOGG

KWRS

TOP 15
These are t1ze top 15 al-

bums played on Pirate
Radio KWRS 90.3 1:411
this week. For thefull
top 30, visit kwrsfm.
VARIOUS ARTISTS

"Juno: Music from the Motion

Picture"

2 JAYMAY
"Autumn

Fallir

THE RUBY SUNS
lea Lion"
3

4

R.E.M.

"Supernatural Superserious"
[Single]

5

HOT CHIP

"Made in the Dark"
6

THE BREAKUPS

"Eat Your Heart Out

7

f..r.:e

Frank Caccavo, associate professor of biology, races sled
dogs at the Cascade Quest Sled Dog Race in February.

"Ego Trippir

1

f

[Ell"

dog race Caccavo competed in.
continued from pag 12
"It was Inv first time at
a dog,sled ra're and 1 liad
cent winters.
a great experience: Lang
"1k has fast dogs now," said. "I loved being imSardinia said. "I le used mersed in sled dog culwith ture. 'Hunks Dr. C!"
to place Lin
Caccavo said after eight
the Siberians, but lie wins
years at Whitworth, he
ivith the Alaskans."
Carcavo isn't just a sled still loves it.
"I've been a student my
dog racer. His students
also seem to value him as entire life, and now I'm a
an influential, dedicated, professor: Caccavo said.
challenging and enthusi- "It's really great:
astic professor.
Caccavas
long-term
"I lis class W.IS not easy, goals include both dog
but I definitely learned a sled racing and Whitlot," said sophomore Sara worth.
Johnson, a biochemistry
"This place is great for
and premed major. "It me. It gives me constant
wasn't just memorizing support, great students,"
facts and figures but in- Caccavo said. "I hope over
stead, we got a great basis the years to be able to stay
of knowledge on which and grow at Whitworth."
future classes will build."
After a post-doctorate
Sophomore Dylan Laug, position at Montana State
one of Caccavo's advisees, University and now his
spoke highly of -Dr. C: faculty position at Whitthe students' nickname worth. Caccavo has said
for Caccavo.
he has more fully real"Making biology in- ized his desire to focus on
teresting to a group of developing into a better
college students is not an teacher.
easy thing to do, but Dr. C
pulls it off with ease."
Contact Dan ika HeathLaug has had the op- erly at 11anika.heather1ye
portunity to attend a sled whitworthiameont.

SLED DOG RACE

res'

THE DETAILS

"Draw a Distance. Draw a

Frank's exudes charm

Border:

DINER:

8

continued from page 13

MINIPOP

"A

9

flew Hope"

WHY?

"Alopecia"

10 THE DODOS

"Visiter"
11

A WEATHER

"Cove*

12 THE HELIO SEQUENCE
"Keep Your Eyes Ahead"

13

THROW ME THE

STATUE

"Moonbeams"

14GRAND ARCHIVES
"The Grand Archives"

15 WIDESPREAD PANIC
"Free Somehow"

er is especially well-suited
for Whitworth students.

"It's a really fun place to
consistently because she
said she loves the diner's take your friends where
mission: to exceed every we'll do whatever you
customer's expectations want," Johnson said. "It's
and encourage all custom- not as expensive, but it
would be a good place for
ers to return.
Servers at Frank's will a date, because the food is
do anything to make their so good:
guests happy,
Johnson
she said.
said
Frank's
"It is a fun
is also conveCLICK IT k
goal for me. It
nient because
Want to find out more
about Frank's Diner?
it is close to
is nice to genVisa franksdiners.con
uinely want
the Whitworth
to take care of
campus.
them: John"A
lot of
son said. "We'll run to people come study. We'll
the store if we don't have leave you alone or chitsomething. We have so chat with you," Johnson
many regular customers said. "And you can walk
with unique orders, we'll there from campus."
make anything that's not
Contact Sophie Sestero
on the menu. We just want
al
people to be happy."
sophie.sesterogwhitJohnson thinks the din- worthiatt.com.

Lions and tigers and prehistoric ostriches. Oh my!
"10,000 BC" is like "lime Phantom
lslenace": an overt attempt to win crowds
over with stunning landscapes and eyecatching visual effects.
1Vitli the exception of the Geico commercials, it's a novelty in the sense that
caveman-ish people don't always pop up
in Hollywood. If you like movies that
suear-coat historical errors, shaky dialoi;ue with an attractive heroine and cool
co'inputer graphics, timen OK.
Aside front the Woolly Nlanunoths,
who seem to be the only original characters, the elements in "10,000 13C" almost
borders on plagiarism. Director Roland
Emmerich ("Independence 1)4y:
Day After linnorrow") practically copies some of the scenes from "Apocolypto,"
-300: "King Kong" and "Jurassic Park."
Either Emmerich failed History 101,
or just couldn't make up his mind about
1V11.1t tillIC and place to set the movie in.
"10,000 BC- is officially described in its
press notes as a "sweeping odyssey imito
a mythical age of prophesies and gods,
when spifits rule the land and mighty
mammoths shake time earth."
'the word "myth" is what cuts the film a

0

0:

0

rit.

:4,

4

0:e :1-$)

'10,000 BC'Is the story of D'Leh (Steven

Strait) a young mammoth hunter who sets
off on to rescue Evolet (Camilla Belle).

"King Kong:* D'Lell, Tic 'Tic and Co. run
around in 'the Un-Mowed Lawn from
I lell, simultaneously being chased by
slave traders and also svliat appears to be a
cross between giant mutant chickens and
prehistoric ostriches.
1 he film is ethnocentric to say the least.
little bit of slack.
i
who are supposlhe movie should be called, "A Very lhe huero and .1a0.11e,
Long Time Ago." Dabbling in ancient edly prehistoric tribes people, look like
beautifully chiseled hippies.
Egyptian, African, Mesopotamian and Neolithic acAnd just like the Trojans in
cents, "10,000 BC" blends
"Troy" or the Greeks in "AlMOVIE
the dress, primitive technolexander," Inch and Evolet
ogies and periodical customs
REVIEW
converse in unsophisticated
to create an interesting but
American colloquial with a
10,000 BC
suspiciously incorrect (yea):,
curious English accent.
**
yeah, it's a myth) mélange of
in what is quite possibly
Director: Sola nd (mmerich
historic places and cultures.
time most blatant rip-off scene
Starting:Steve n Stra:t.
Prehistoric action flick
of all time, 1).1.eh pulls a
Camilla
Cliff Curtis
"10,000 13C" follows 1Y1.cli
King Leonidas and chucks a
Genre: Epic. fantasy
(Steven Strait), a young
spear at the 'god (really just
Ftating: PG-13 for
mammoth hunter with a
sequences cf tense action
a creepy albino dude, who is
"my-dadabandoned-the- and ioolerue
standing in time exact same
Running
e: 109 min
tribe" complex. After a bunch
trajectory path as the other
of "four-legged demons" pilevil god in "300" - on a plat
lage his village. D'Leh sets off
form of stairs) and (gasp!)
on a trek through uncharted territory to makes him bleed. And die.
rescue the lovely Evolet (Camilla Belle)
Not to say this film wasn't entertainand his fellow captive clan members.
ing. It was, but it had limitless chances
Along with the sage Tic 'Tic (your Ne- to be greatanti kind of missed it by a
anderthalian Obi-Wan Kenobi played by long shot by being way too conventional.
Cliff (:urtis) and the young, 1-can't-wait- If Emmerich was going to make ami epic
to-be-a-real-hunter, peach-fuzz mus- movie set in an exotic (and mythical) time
tached Baku (Nathanael Baring, a look-a- anti place, he should have gone all out.
like of (liad Danforth from "High School
With the money that went in to visual
Musical"), I)I.ch journeys through snow- anti special effects, the film really could
capped mountains and a tropical rain- have used sume more imaginative emforest in pursuit of the slave traders who bellishment. Injecting some intelligence
are dragging their reluctant, dreadlocked and thought, imito plot and dialogue could
captives toward a life of slavery.
have gone a long way.
lime jungle scene is a familiar version
of "Jurassic Park" with beastly creatures
Contact Blair liqlers at blaintellers@
similar to the atrocities that appeared in Id: wor fa tr.corir.
1
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WhitSavers
Great Clips*
$1 OFF any haircut
99811 H.

Newport HIOrway

Deals of the Week:
bring your WhitSmers card and
erijo) these great deals!

suBwAr
10% OFF any purchase
Walktart, Northpolate, 54411e,
Isdlan Trait, Skadle,
Waedermere

Largo two Item pizza
$12.99 + two
FREE

sodas

10925 N. Nevrport Higkway

Need a WhitSavers Card?
Sign Up Today!

whitevers

Immthitsavers.com
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GAME TO WATCH

16
MARCH

Cleveland State Vildngs vs. Butler Bulldogs

VS. BUTLER,

11,2008

SIM t46

Today, March 10 @ 6 p.m. on ESPH
Read more online at whltworthlan.com.

The Whitworth

men's basketball team
huddles up on
the hardwood
following their
83-75 victory
over Occidental College on
Saturday,
March 8 at the
Fieldhouse.
The Pirates

advanced to the
third round of

the NCAA Division Ill Tournament with the
win and will
play Wheaton
College (Ill.) In
Holland, Mich.
on the campus
of Hope Col-

lege.

N.ate Chute/

Illutwerthisn

Men's hoops sails on to Sweet 16
Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor

Holland. Mich., here they come.
The Whitworth men's basketball team rolled to a 83-75
victory over Occidental College Saturday, March 8 at the
Fieldhouse behind 24 points from senior forward Ryan
Symes and 19 points from freshman guard David Riley.
The win sealed the Pirates' place in the Sweet 16 of
the NCAA Tournament and set up a matchup on March
14 against Wheaton College OWL Whitworth defeated
%Vhcaton 70-67 in the preseason last year. The games will
take place at Hope College, the highest seed in 1Vhitworth's
bracket and the No. 1 team in the nation, according to
D3hoops.com.
Saturday's win was also a momentus event in %Vhitworth's
history, as the Pirates made it to the NCAA Division III sectionals for the first time ever.
"There's only 16 teams left in the country still playing
and we're one of them: junior post Calsin Jurich said. "It's
something you can't really describe:
%Vhitworth was forced to rally from a 38-33 halftime
deficit in the second half to earn the victory.

fore the game into the shape ola hook. Students sprang up
and down to Zombie Nation's "Whoa Oh Oh Oh Oh: Over
NCAA
1,600 fans squeezed into the gym for the game.
DIVISION
"There wasn't really an empty scat in the house." Jurids
said.
was awesome spirit:
Whitworth began the game on a 7-0 run behind two
TOURNEY
mid-range jumpers by Symes and a bomb from behind the
arc from Riley. Whitworth extended the lead to seven again
2nd Round.
at 14-7 on a layup by Jurich. Occidental stayed in thc game
and dosed thc gap on guard Huston Conti's 3-pointer with
Whitworth tued swarming defense to stymie Occiden- 1:26 to go in the half. The Tigers ended the first on an 8-0
tal's offensive attack. Tigers guard Connor Whitman, the run, capped by two Whitman free throws, for the halftime
Southern California Intercollegiate Athletics Conference's lead.
The sccond half was smattered with Whitworth red. After
MVP, %vas held to only eight second-half points and 6 of 23
Conti 3-pointer silenced the crowd and gave Occianothcr
shooting for the game. Occidental shot only 39.4 percent
from the floor in the second half to Whitworth's 50 percent. dental its largest lead of the game at 41-35, Whitworth took
over the game for good. Sophomore post Nate IslontgomSymes and Riley each had a pair of blocks.
The crowd in the Fieldhouse was rocking on Saturday, ery and Symes hit back-to-back 3s to give Whitworth a lead
as a cluster of red could be seen across the wider and more they would not relinquish at 43-41. Whitworth used a 13-0
rowdy than usual student section. Some fans painted their run in a six-minute block to take control of the contest.
-We really clicked as a team in the second half offensive
bodies in a collage of red and black. dressed up in shirts
and ties to mimic Occidental hod coach Brian Newhall
or bent their plastic-handled red pompoms given out beSee SWEET 16, page 19
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Track & field readies for Dusty Lanes Open
Mattila,
Bofa wm at

Mini Meet
Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor

On the heels of the
Whitworth Combined Invite, thc track & field team
was back on the blocks and
in the grass at the Commu-

'Thomas Rannsorilit'hitworthian

Whitworth sophomore Curtis Powell arches over the 5-8 3/4 bar on Saturday. March 8 in the high
jump competition at the Community Colleges of Spokane. Powell finished second in the event

nity Colleges of Spokane
Saturday, March 8.
For many of the Pirates,
the quick turnaround was.
a very good thing.
"I think it set the tone
for the beginning of the
season and the performances we expect out of
each other," sophomore
Emmanuel Bola said.
Freshman Liz Mattila
notched victories in the
400-meter dash, the 100-

meter hurdles and the
4x400-meter relay, while
Bola won the 400-meter
dash and anchored the
4x400-relay for the Pirates
in Whitworth's strong
showing at the Sasquatch
Mini Meet.
Bola, who may have the
opportunity to run in the
2008 Beijing Olympics
for Ghana, was somewhat
satisfied with his performance.
"I didn't feel like it was
the best race, but it was
encouraging to come back
in the 14x4001 and run a
48 split in the relay," Bola
said.
Freshman
Courtney
Hutchins qualified for the
Northwest
Conference
championships in her first
time out for the school.
Hutchins, who is also a
Whitworth
volleyball
player, threw the javelin
120 feet and five inches.

Sophomorc Jo E ?slayer
won the 800-meter run
with a time of 2:26.08.
Frcshman Kristin Santroch and freshman Dana

Misterek came in third
and fourth, respectively.
with times of 2:28.45 and
2:28.61.

Freshman Kathryn Williams took the 1,500-meter
run with a time of 5:14.66.
Junior Jenna Cunningham
and Misterek came in second and third in the event,
clocking in at 5:15.57 and
5:18.28, respectively.

Sophomore
Emily
Morehouse won thc 5,000meter run with a time of
19:27.66. Senior Karissa
Thomsen was second svith
a time of 20:08.79.
Manila won thc 100meter hurdles with a time
of 16.00. Junior lerma Hays
was only a fraction

See TRACK, page 18
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SPORTS

Sports
P CKS
VS.

TravisJette: Indiana
James Spung: Indiana
Undsay Darbonne: Indiana
Colin Zalewski: Indiana

Derek Casanovas:Indiana
Morey Jones: Seattle

VS.
Taylor Zalieri/Whauvrthian

Mulch, a 21-year-old native Kenyan, began making the transition to American culture when
classes started on Feb.4. As a long-distance runner for the Whlhvorth track team, Rotich has
been forced to adapt to American sports customs as well.

Travis Jette: Phoenex

James Spung:Phoenix
Lindsay Darbonne: Phoenix
Colin Zalewski: Phoenix

Derek Casanovas: Phoenix

Crossing Borders

Moreylones: Phoenix

Motor to succeed on track, in school
doesn't stop runningfor Kenyan Rotich
James Spung
Assistant News Editor
At a time of year when students
begin to shed their winter garb
and don short-slccvcd shirts and
sandals, freshman Willy Rotich
wears a coat.
Even sitting in thc Hixson
Union Building. Rotich bundles
himself in a puffy black jacket on
top of multiple layers underneath.
"Even when it's sunny, it's not
much better," Rotich said. "I really
don't think I'll get uscd to it, but
I'm trying my best:
Coming from Kcricho, Kenya
only miles away from the equator
it's no wonder Spokane seems
cold.
Rotich, a 21-year-old native Kenyan, began making the transition
to American culture when classes
started on Feb. 4.
As a long-distance runner for
the Whitworth track team, Rotich
has been forccd to adapt to Amencan sports customs as well.
Rotich began running in high
sdtool in Kenya. After graduat-

VS.

ing in 2005, he began to seriously said.
train for running while ivorking in
By accepting him and leading
a hardware shop to save money for by example, Rotich's fellow track
college.
athletes have helped him make the
"I just love running," Roitch adjustmcnt to a familiar sport in a
said. "In Kenya, we have some foreign country', he said.
great athletes, so right now I'm reAdapting to the culture of
ally into it and I'm trying:*
American running, however, has
There has been
in many cases been
a noticeable difthe least of his worference, however,
ries.
-between the sports
Rotich, a nurswork ethic in Keing major, said he
FLEET OF. FOOT
nya and that of thc
has bccn impressed
A SLIMS ON TRACE
United States, RotRUSSIRS UILLY ROTICil .',NI)
with the amount of
I &Mtn ATISU
ich said.
attention students
'
rcccivc from pro"In Kenya, peopie really love athfcssors at Whitletes and athletics,
worth.
but they don't likc to practice so
"So far, it's just fantastic," he
much," he said. "Kenyans likc to said. "I'm just amazed by the inbe guided in everything they're timacy between the students and
doing. Here, people are very re- the professors. It's totally different
sponsible with their work:
here, and I love it:
Rotich added that the differFellow students have also given
ences in practice structures and him some helpful tips as to how to
training programs have helped to fit into a foreign classroom setting,
improve his overall performance.
Rotich said, remembering that a
"I never used to lift, but now I'm student in one class suggested he
using the weight room," Rotich move closer to the front of the
.

classroom during lectures in order
to more easily hear through the
American acccnt with which he
has not quite farniliarized himself.
"What's most surprising is the
hospitality of American people.
I can meet eve:Tone, and they're
nice to me: Rotich said. "It's just
marvelous:
Rotich continued to s'ay the different value Americans tend to
place on time has been hard to be.
come accustomed to.
"Time management has been
difficult for me. Time seems to go
by really fast," he said.
Ofcourse, thc seasonal chill has
been perhaps the most difficult
adjustment.
Rotich said he bought jackets,
gloves and headscarves to face the
cold temperatures of late winter.
"It was different: he said. "When
I came here, there were large heaps
of snow everywhere, and in Kenya,
we don't really have cold. It's warm
there, and it's pretty constant."
Still, Rotich misses many as

See
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TENNIS

MATCHES VS. LEWIS & CLARK, WHÍTMAN

SINGLES
1.

Lons

men tuA Cet Streit 4-6.64.
Mesta de(Yhteiei 060
Wiles del From 0643 2-4 64.

Lindsay Darbonne

March one U. Wharriart. March 9
Solumn(W1100 de( Sude 34,
6-2

Staff Writer

e

physicality of sports

is always impressive: The

fitness of the athletes, the

dedication of their time
and the extreme to which
they arc willing and able to
push their bodies.
However, a huge aspect of athletics that never
shows up in the statistics is
the mental game in every
sport.
After a dominating 7-2
win on Friday against Lewis and Clark College, the
Pirates were feeling pretty
good about their steal.
Senior Ed Anegon won
his No. 2 singles match,
while freshman Joe Wales
grabbed the win at No. 3,
senior Scott Donnell dom-

36.64
retred

Outed de( Wadi= 6-2. 6-2
Warns d( try (ULQ 6.2, 6-4
VA) det Limb 1 74.106

tar

la

(ape4(1,41A) de( /anon 6 2,6.1
bky. Ors (WWI) de( Win 6 L 6-2
4.16lisonWM) de( Dcmed 6-3, 44. 64
(as= (WM) det Warm 60, 6-3
LievesU
Devirg IWTMN) 6-).4.121G

Colin Zalewski: Detroit

Derek Casanovas:Detroit
Mo rey Jones: Detroit

VS.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Travis Jette: Whitworth
James Spung: Whitworth
Lindsay Darbonne: Whitworth
ColinZalewski: Whitworth
Derek Casanovas: Whitworth
MoreyJones: Whitworth

VS.

401.0

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Travis Jette: Whinvorth
Colin Zalewski: Whitworth
Derek Casanovas: IThitworth
Morey Jones: Whitworth

n. (tins 6 CIA, March 7

15th-ranked
Missionaries

Travis Jette: Columbus
James Sp ung: Columbus
Lindsay Datbonne: Detroit

James Sating: Whimyrth
Undsay Darbonne: Whitworth

DOUBLES

am& Aturh

VS.

page 17

Pirates up and down against L&C, Whitman
Men's tennis
falls twice to

Travis Jette: Carolina
James Sauna: Ottawa
Lindsay Darbonne: Ottawa
Colin Zalewski: Ottawa
Derek Casanovas: Ottawa
Morey iones: Carolina

ArtegaVakt de( Allen/Frurtes
I-2
DcmeilVales dellibeekeeltager (11.1) 8-2
StedeN4durrs de( Ray/Attu (U4114

Awl: OM 13.

Wlutettan. March 9
1761/hoera de( Seguran'Sokerat (VC0-00
9-7

ItacknAtryasti (WWI) det Darellitaks 6-3
ftrits'Rr (W114/0 det StedeNfilurns 84

SOFTBALL

&VW try UT. $41snitlarwrdow

Travislette: Whitworth 4-0
James 5pung: Whitworth 3-1

"We just clicked," Elliot
inatcd No. 4 and freshman
Henry Williams walked said. "Ed and I just played
away victorious at No. 5 good tennis today. We
went all out:'
singles.
In doubles, Donnell and
Elliot and Anegon's
Wales went on in their "clicking" flooded over
string of triumphant suc- into Sunday's double headcess to steal a No. 2 doubles er against league Goliath
win as Williams and soph- Whitman College as they
omore Josh Steele did thc won their No. 1 doubles
dance of victory over No. match 9-7.
This is where the afore3 doubles. After a week of
intense training and recov- mentioned mental game
ery, freshman Brian Elliot really began for the Piwent out with Anegon to rates. Until Sunday's match
take No. 1 singles like thc against Whitworth, Whit
back injury that sidelined
him was non-existent.
See UP AND DOWN, page 19

lindsayDarbonne:IMitivorth 4-0
Colin Zalewski: Whitworth 4-0
Derek Casanovas: Whitworth 4-0
MoreyJones: Whitworth 4-0

VS.

BASEBALL
Travis Jette: Whitworth 4-0

James Spung:Split 2-2

Parr Lai+ertonlitItitworthian

Senior Scott Donnell serves the ball in a match against Whitman.

Undsay Darbonne: Whitworth 4-0
Colin Zalewski: Whitworth 4-0
Derek Casanords: Whithvrth 3-1
MoreyJones: Whitworth 4-0
Compiled by Derek Casanovas
'er
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SPORTS

081"1111

ALL

WHITMAN

10-0

10-6

PLU

8-2

8-4

WHITWÓRTH

8-4

8-6

WILLAMETTE

5-3

54

Baseball
drops four
game series

IJHFIELD

5-3

5-6

Colin Zalewski

UPS

3-5

35

L&C

2-7

2-7

GEORGE FOX

1-8

1-8

PAUFIC

010

0-10

Staff Writer

The Pirates rcturn from
McMinnville, Ore. cmpty
handed after Linficld swept
the four game weekend series March 8-9.
Although Linfield was the
chosen favorite, Whitworth
was confident in their ability to compete.
"Definitely a team we
could have taken all four
from or lost all four," said
sophomore outfield Mitch
Nelson.
In Saturday's first game
Linfield opened up the
scoring in the bottom of thc
third with a two spot.
Whitworth scored their
only run of the game in
their half of the seventh
when Nelson went deep
with a solo home run.
The second game of the
day saw the home team
jump on top early again
with two runs in the bot-

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
1Thrtwonli vs. Cal Lutheran
Tucs4,.. March 25 ED 2 p. ni.

WOMEN'S TENNIS

'

PAK

ALL

UHFIELD

8-0

8-3

WHITWORTH

6-1

6-2

6-1

6-3

WHITMAN

6-3

6-4

PLU

34

3-4

WILLAMETTE

3-5

3-6

UPS

2-6

2-6

1-8

1-9

0-7

0-8

,

GEORGE FOX
IACIFIC

/

i

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Wfiaminh vs. (gage Fox
Friday. AL:rd:

13

P

la00 a.m.
Jordon Ascaturat LinfieU Revirw

SOFTBALL

NC
--s-o

JILL

PLU

7-1

9-5

PACIFIC

4-1

1O-1J

WILLAMETTE

4-2

6-2

6-

FUPS
WHITWORTH

1-7

2-10

0-8

0-14-1

--GEORGE FOX

HUT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. George Fa
Satuniay, March 15 @ 12 p.m.
BASEBALL

MC

ALL

GEORGE FOX

Si

Er3

LIHFIELD

6-2

10-3

UPS

6-2

8-3

WILLAMETTE

3-1

7-6

PAOFIC

4-4

5-7

PLU

3-5

5-6-2

WHITWORT4 2-6

WHITMAN

311-1

1-5

3-7

0-4

2-10

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs. Pacific

Saturday, Afarrh 15 kb 12 p.m.

Athlete of
THE WEEK

e"

Freshman outfielder Ben Price looks towards home from third base during one of the
Pirates baseball team's four games In Newberg, Ore. against Linfield College on March 8-9.

TRACK:

Outdoor begins

continuedfrom page 16 late to do anything about
it," Daroff said.
Sophomore
Curtis
of a second behind at
Powell and freshman
16.33.
Senior Kristin Dor- Zach Hunter went twomaier took second in the three in the high jump
triple jump and the high out in the field events.
Freshman Justin Hyjump and freshman Erica Cox was third in the 1111S was third in the
pole vault and junior
hammer throw.
On the men's side, Kyle Duncan took third
sophomore Dusty Ca- in the triple jump.
Sophomores Jeff Kintseria crossed the finish
line first in the 800- ner and Michael Nahl
meter run at 1:59.68, were second and third
and was a dose second in the shot put, while
in the 1,500-meter run junior Joey VanHoomisat 4:14.47, oniy 18 hun- sen and Kintner earned
dredths of a second be- third and fourth in the
hind winner Jake Rob- hammer throw, respectively.
erts.
Whitworth will comJunior Chris Baldwin
took first in the 10,000- pete next at the NCAA
meter run, finishing at Division III Indoor
Championships at Ohio
35:15.21.
In the 5,000-meter Northern University.
Bofa and sophomore
run, a big mixup in lap
numbers ended the race Cody Stelzer qualified
prematurely for two from the men's team.
"Those two guys are
runners. Junior Jamie
Daroff and senior Travis great competitors. so
Huslcisson did not fin- they'll do well," Daroff
ish the race after a mis- said.
The remainder of
communication during
the race confused the the team will stay and
runners, causing them take part in CC,S' Dusty
to stop running one lap Lane Open on Saturday,
March 15.
short of finishing.
It took me a few secContact Derek Casaonds to realize anything
was wrong, and by the novas at derek.casanotime I realized it was too vas@whitworthian.com.

Looking for commentary, video clips or and

Whitworth men's tennis
Ended Whitman's streak of

49 straight singles/doubles
matches on Sunday, March 9.

.F4

more national sports coverage? Check out
The Whitworthian's sports blog, The Water
Cooler, online at whitworthian.com.k

THE WHTRYORTHIAN

Bucs pawed
by Wildcats

WC

-

I

tom of the seconcL
They would add four
more in the sixth, and the
Pirates would fail to respond falling 6-0.
"It is tough knowing that

they're kind of must win, we
kind of used the losses as
motivation," junior catcher
Dan Ramsay said.
Four is all the Wildcats
would need in the first
game Sunday, as the second
game in a row the Pirates
were shut out.
After dropping the first
thrcc games Whitworth
looked to return home with
at least one win from their
trip to Oregon. A Rarnsay long ball in the fourth,
who played first base in the
game, gave the Pirates an
early lead.
Linficld countered immediately with a run of
thcir own in the bottom. of
thc fourth to level the score,
and added another three
in fifth and ninc runs in
the sixth. Linfield won the
game 13-1.
"Linfield's got
some
great pitchers, wc hit the
ball well, but when it came
down to it, when wc needed
the hits, we just didn't come
through," Ramsay said.
After being swept, Whitworth falls to 2-6 in the

Northwest Conference, but
will look to bounce back at
home with four games next
weekiiitt agali
Pa dim
University.
Contact Co/in Zalewski

at colin.zalewski@whitworthian.corn.

BORDERS
continued from page 17
pects of his life in Kenya.
Some of my friends are
at universities in Kenya
and I miss them," he said.
"Also, my family, of course.
My family was so dose, and
now I'm miles from them.
Sometimes I'm really overwhelmed. I get homesick:
Rotich's concern for his
family increased in the face
of violence in Kenya, which
erupted in January following the presidential elections on Dec. 28, 2007.
WiltyRotih. J.Kenyan native.
While his family called
grew up in Ktruho a (ay ap
him frequently during his
proxlmately 125 miles outude
first month in Spokane to
the CJP'!a!ot, of liairobi.
reassure him of everyone's
safety, Rotich said he still
worried about his parents
and siblings.
Since then, the situations tional setting.
He found Whitworth
has subsided somewhat_
"Right now, I don't worry through one of thc unianymore because the con- versity's other resident Keditions and the violence re- nyans, sophomore Jarvis
Lunalo.
ally wcnt down," he said.
"Jarvis is a great friend
Rotich did get a firsthand
look at the violence taking of mine right now," Rotich said. "He's a
place in Kegreat Kenyan."
nya's capiMULTIMEDIA h
Rotich said he
tal, Nairobi,
Want to find out more about
wanted a place
during one
Willy? Cited out the link to an
to compare eduof the stops
audio stideshow of him at
cation standards
along the
whitworthlan.com
and run track.
way during
"It's really imhis journey
portant for me;
to Spokane.
Everything in Nairobi he said. "I want to expedence and explore my talent,
was burning, he said.
"It was totally derailed. compete at higher levels
Luckily, I made it here, and and try to achieve someI praise God for that; Rot- thing out of it."
Rotich plans to obtain his
ich said.
Rotich came to the Unit- degree at Whitworth before
ed States in order to expe- returning to Kenya to help
rience a culture different in the medical profession.
Kenya lacks the necesfrom his own in an educa-

sary number of medical
personnel to adequately assist those who need medical attention, Roticli said.
"You never go to a hospital fin Kenya] and expect to
come back soon," he said.
"When I go back to Kenya,
maybc I can do something
to help people:*
Rotich plans to continuc
to participate in the track
community and work toward his degree as a Whitworth student. Even despite
the cold.
"The guys on the track
team have really helped
me a lot; Rotich said. "I'm
making some progress, and
trying my best not to get
cold, but it's difficult:
James Spung can be
reached at james.spung@

whitworthian.com.
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Lutes squash softball
Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor

Nate Chutc/Itlitworthisn

Ross Nakamura, Nate Montgomery, David Riley and Ryan Synies defend the ball on March 8.

any chance for Occidental to get back into
the game with a flurry of late 3-pointers.
continued front page 16
"If we weren't hitting thosc free throws it
would have been a tight game; Riley said.
Whitman finished with 23 points, while
ly, Riley said.
and forward Chris Hunt had 18 and
Conti
After Occidental forward
14, respectively. Twenty-fifth
Joe Sasich converted a threeOccidental finishes
ranked
point play to bring the Tigers
MULTIMEDIA k
the year at 22-6.
dose at 58-53, the Pirates Want los« more of the second
Nakamura, the NCANs
tore away on a 9-1 run with
round game? Check out the
in 1;3W-to-turnover
leader
Symes,
junior
buckets from
multimedia package of the sights
ratio, had 11 points, eight
guard Ross Nakamura, ju- and sounds from the fieldhouse at
assists and one turnover.
whitworthian.com.
nior guard Tim Sellereit and
Willemsen, who guarded
senior forward Colin NVilMitman all night, added
lemsen to give themselves
their largest lead of the game at 68-54 with 15 points and 8 rebounds.
under four minutcs to play.
Contact Derek Casanovas at derekcasaWhitworth wcnt a perfect 20 for 20 from
thc free throw line in the game to eliminate novas@whitworthian.com.

SWEET 16

And Auto Repair
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tYliftworth, 5-4
Josie Ball

2-3, IIR, 3

PLU,

13-4

1B Lisa Gilbert

1-4, 3 RBIs

RBIs

SUNDAY, MARCH

9

PLU, 54

PLU, 4-3
Carly Starke

Heather Walling

2-2,1 RBI, 1 68

PLU jumped into the
lead in the second behind
an error- and infielder Carly
Starke's two-RBI hit, making it 3-1.
But in the fourth inning,
Whitworth struck back.
Kerr singled in a run and
freshman infielder Josie
Ball smacked a three-run
home run, her first of the
season, to give the Pirates a
5-3 lead.
PLU pulled within one
run in the sixth on catcher
Vanessa Bryant's leadoff
homer. Senior pitcher Jessie LaPlante held on for the
win, shutting out the Lutes
in the rest of the sixth and
the seventh.
LaPlante ear ned her
second win of the season,
giving up 13 hits and three
earned runs.
The Pirates were not able
to take two in a row after
getting behind early in the
second game. After scoring
a run in the first, the Lutes
took control in the second
inning. Outfielder Lisa
Gilbert's three-run double
highlighted a five run push
for a commanding 6-0 lead.
Rylaarsdam said PLU
pieced together timely and
lucky hitting to scrounge up
a ivin.
They just seriously hit
the bloopers at the right

3-4,1 RBI

time; Rylaarsdam said.
A three-run jack over
the outfield wall from senior outfielder Lacey Parry
brought the Pirates back
within three in the third inning.
Whitworth added another in the sixth when Ball

was credited with an RBI after a throwing error allowed
freshman outfielder Caitlin
Doherty to score.
But the Lutes put the
game to bed in the bottom
of the sixth with two more
runs.
Sunday provided more of
the same for the Pirates.
In the opener PLU racked
up four runs in the first six
innings, one more than
Whitworth in the same
time frame to squeeze out
the victory.
PLU used a run in the
bottom of the fifth inning
of the nightcap to take their
second win of the day.
LaPlante pitched both
games Sunday, giving up a
total of seven runs and 12
hits t the Lutes.
Whitworth will take on
George Fox University next
weekend in Newberg, Ore.
Contact Derek Casanovas
derek.casanovas@whitworthian.com.

at

UP AND DOWN

EXTRA DISCOUNTS
on all purchases!

,

SATURDAY, MARCH

continued from page 17

Whitworth Faculty,
Students, and
Parents receive
StrtitS.

Vexation,
disappointment, resignation: all emotions to describe the somber atmosphere that drift
over the Whitworth softball
team on Alarch 8 and 9.
"It's frustrating to work so
hard for every single game
and have no win to show for
it," junior first baseman Sara
Rylaarsdam said. "You put
your entire heart into every
single inning and not produce a win, and all people
care about is if you won or
not:'
Junior catcher Rachel
Anderson was equally distraught.
"It's almost better to get
beat 20 to nothing than to
lose by one run:. Anderson
said.
Thc Whitworth women's
softball team scrapped their
way to their first Northwest
Conference win of the season Saturday, beating Pacific Lutheran University 5-4
in the opener of a doubleheader on Saturday.
But the early success
sputtered out as Whitworth
dropped the final three
games of the series, falling
8-4 in Saturday's nightcap
and 4-3 and 5-4 Sunday.
The slim defeats left the Pirates scratching their heads
for answers and feeling the
pain of the dose losses.
They got the hits in key
spots and we didnr Anderson said. "It's pretty heartbreaking:.
Whitworth got the scoring started early in the first '
inning when senior outfielder Halley Cey's hit by a
pitch turned into a run for
the Pirates. After sophomore outfielder Carrie Gibson came in to pinch run for
Ccy, sophomore shortstop
Lacey Kerr popped an RBI
single to push the Pirates
ahead 1-0.

SOFTBALL

man had swept every
conference match 9-0 and
'as an undefeated 9-0 in
conference play as a team.
No team had beaten Whitman in a single singles or
doubles match in conference all season.
The other win by Whitworth was by freshman Colin Zalewski, who ivon the
first set 6-3, slipped in the
second set 4-6, but pulled
out 12-10 in an exhausting
tiebreaker. While the overall match had already been
clinched, Zalewski s'-as determined to win the match.
"I knew that it was important to send a message
to the league that we can
compete against Whitman," Zalewski said. "Even
though WC lost 7-2, its better
then most of the league has
done, so hopefully they'll
see us as a threat:'
The Bucs are on a two
week rest until the team
heads out to the West Coast
for some California Spring
Break action.

0

e

I.

A.

Contact Limisay Darbonne at litulsay.darbonne@
whitworthian.com.

Peter 1aMerton111'hityounkit

Freshman JoeWales returns the ball with a backhand during
action Sunday, March 9 against Whitman College.
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WHITpics
,

With red and black paint, MacMillan men and Ballard girls slathered their bodies for the men's bas-

ketball final home game. Lottd music
and shouting filled the half hour it
took to tranform themselves ¡tito a
Sea of Red. Leaving a paint-splattered
bathroom behind, each painted participant charged to the Fieldhouse to
cheer the Pirates onto the third round
of the NCAA tournament.

DO YOU HAVE SOME AMAZING SHOTS OF CAMPUS LIFE FOR AN ONLINE SLIDESHOW?

I

-:12-,'163001

!

TOP:Freshman Ryan Hopley begins
taw* 611 OS
.--e Inn la ma(Millen
IOU
bathroom on March 8.

tr "

Thomai Robtuon/Wharorthum

CENTER: Junior Collin Stewart shows

his enthusiam while painting himself
for Saturday's game.
7/unrut Rolinson,Whltwvrthi.an

BELOW LEFT:Sophomore Kip Ham-

ilton shares some paint with junior
Donovan Tate.

Thomas Rol-inlen/Whawurthisn

BOTTOM LEFT: Freshman Jacob
McCallumClark cheers on the Pirates.
Pettr LliIvitort,Whakvrthisn
BOTTOM RIGHT: From left to right,
Juniors Isaac Lutz, Collin Stewart, and
Justin Jose pensively watch the 2nd

half from the floor of the stands.

Peter LaHvrtonliSiatiwrihisn

E-mail them to us at: photos@whitworthian.com.

TOP 10: KEPHART, TURNER LEAD WOMEN'S SWIM TEAM TO HISTORICAL FINISH I PAGE 13

ht

hittuorthian

SERVING THE WHITWORTH COMMUNITY SINCE 1905
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Enrollment expected to decline

INSIDE
NEWS

I PAGE 3

Admissions staffpredicts decline in freshmen
enrolled in fall 2008 due to economic factors
Beau Lamb
Staff it'riter

New residence hall
plans completed

Despite an increase in the number of applicants, the admissions staff expects fewer
incoming students to enroll for fall 2008.
The regular decision admissions deadline
was March I. Fred Pfursich, dean of Enrollment Services, said there were approximately
400 more applicants this year than last year.

The East Residence Hall
will be ready by fall 2009.

OPINIONS

I

PAGE 6

"There were 5,448 freshman applicants for
fall 2008 and of those, 2,500 were offered admission for fall 2008," Pfursich said. "The applicant pool has gone up 8 percent this year
from past years."
With the May 1 national reply deadline for
college decisions, the admission staff predicts
515 incotning students for fall 2008. There
were 530 incoming students for fall 2007,

FRESHMAN APPLICANTS FOR FALL 2008
A closer look at incoming Whitworth students.
5,448

2,500

L Incrust in Applicat Pod
Toul numbet of appI

ts

Number of applicants admitted

foe fall

XO8

inforrtutiort (Matti', of Frni Pfurs ich
Graphic 17 Nicole tiollanl/Whitftvrthian

See ADMISSIONS, page 3

The seven deadly

Five years of occupation in Iraq have been too many, Spokane protestors say

sins for roommates
Grady Locklear outlines
roommate aggravations.

IN-DEPTH I PAGE 8-9

Exerdse, diet tips

help you get fit
Experts, students help
shape fitness programs.

SPORTS

I PAGE

13
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Mier Zajuck/Whaworthi..in
A

protestor carries an American flag and an anti-war sign during the-Five Years Too Many" demonstration in downtown Spokane on March 15.

Protestors, including some Whitworth ahunni, gathered in front of the
Thomas Foley Federal Building in downtown Spokane on March 15 lo
protest the war in Iraq. The protest, called "Five Years Too Many," was
sponsored by the Peace and Justice Action League of Spokane.

Ghanaian sprinter
fits in on campus
Elorm Atisu comforted
by Christian culture.

ONLINR EXCLUSIVE
Check out the audio slideshow of the protest at

whitworthian.com.

Hope dwindles in

Operating budget funds Robinson's travels

China's rural towns

Julie Wootton

ONLINE 11H15 WEEK

News Editor

Read "Notes from
Abroad" each week at

Whitworth president Bill

whitworthian.com.

Robinson had to pack his
suitcase six times during a
recent four-week period.
In February, Robinson
traveled to Grand !Lipids,
Washington D.C.,
Tucson, Ariz., Mercer Island, Wash., Olympia,
Wash. and Centralia, Wash.
on behalf of the university.
Brian Henze!, vice president for finance and administration, said Robinson's
travels are paid for through
the university's operating
budget, which is funded

WORD FOR WORD
Quote of the week

it looked like hewas
shooting from the
student section!'
Jerry Beverly
Sella, quidon Yrnecen gurd Ktnt
Rayash1147-pcintyablort in

iihrxrdt 76-61.
Read about tiefinalgante of
mereS basketball's stamen

at vdaltworthian.com.
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partly by student tuition.
"I don't %sane to be gone
Bcnzel said the presi- any longer than I have to,"
dent's office has a travel Robinson said.
budget of about 535 000 per
Robinson said he has alyear. The travel
svays taken a lot of
budget makes up
trips and that he
between 3 and 4
does not think he
percent of the total
is traveling more
president's office
than he has in the
budget and about
past.
0.01 percent of the
"I might travel
university's total
a little more than
operating budget,
some college presHenze! said.
idents because I do
ROBI NSON
Robinson said
a lot of speaking,"
he averages five
Robinson said.
trips a month, which vary in
Shelby Ness, assistant to
length. I lc said thc average the president, said her role
length trip is three days and is to make travels as easy as
two nights.
possible for Robinson.

STUDENT FINDS SEX SACRED

ADVANCING VISIBILI1Y

Robinson said some of
his travels focus on advancing Whitworth's visibility
and mission.
"I just finished my 15th
year here, and when I came,
Whitworth had a wonderful
mission, but it had not been
articulated as clearly as I felt
it could be," Robinson said.
"So 15 years ago I was really
working hard on clarifying
the mission."
Robinson said his trips
reflect upon Whitworth in
different ways, depending
on thc nature of the trip.
"When I speak at a church,
l'm hoping that it gives the

church and the members
of the church confidence in
Whitworth and its leadership that it's a worthy place
to support financially or that
this is a trustworthy place to
send your son or daughter
to study," Robinson said.
"Sometimes it just has to do
with the image and reputa(ion of Whitworth."
FINANa NG TRIPS
The costs for Robinson's
travels are built into Whit-

worth's operating budget
under the "institutional

See TRAVEL, page 2
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Cheaper off-campus life draws students

The Whitwonlian his served as the nuin

Mark Baker

saace of news ard sports coverage fa the

Staff Writer

Average student cost of living (per month)

Students living off campus pay
an average of $320 less per month
than students living on campus, according to a recent c-mail survey of
65 offcampus students.
The survey shows that students
living off campus pay on average
$534.81 per month for the combined costs of rent, utilities, Internet, cable, food and gas, while
spending an average of 22 minutes
traveling to and from campus dai-

Which is cheaper? Compare costs
campus while attending Whitworth.
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fir living on campus versus off

ly.

Students living on campus pay
$810.44 per month this year according to the 2007-2008 fee

schedule.
Campus residence halls are operating at 100.1 percent capacity,
according to the Tcnth Day Housing Report.
This has led to some upperclassmen residing off campus, said Alan
Jacob, assistant director of studcnt
housing.
"I'm sorry to see students move
off campus sometimes because they
bring so much to the community,
but I am also somewhat relieved
because we have a housing crunch:
Jacob said.
Jacob said students need to be on
campus to acdimatc to college life.
"We want the students to succeed academically as well as iodaily, so the policy is pu have to
live on campus for your first two
years after high school graduation
because we feel the university can
be institutional in student development: Jacob said.
Sophomore Kristen Didesch,
who has lived in Warren Hall for
the past two years, said she enjoys
living on campus and feels the
convenience of having friends ind

Scene Extitor

btformaion county of whituvrtkedu and an urrail surrey con/acted try the Whitworthian
Graphic try I Lumah Ku*min1Whituvrthitn

food dose are highly beneficial.
She said on-campus students
sometimes feel trapped because
they rarely léave campus.
Five off-campus residents said
thcy have had a negative experience, due to' factors such as a disconnect from campus life and feelings of loneliness, according to the
survey.
Senior off-campus resident
Sarah Morgenthaler said she had
a good experience off campus, but
she has seen friends and neighbors
struggle, which is why she feels students heading off campus should
be aware of potential stress.
Morgenthaler said students
should not move off (=pus if they
do not enjoy spending time alone
because their circle of friends will
most likely shrink significantly:
Off:citisptis life shill has' pissitive

ihe
.

.

.

.

'

"I like living off campus mud
more: Morgenthaler said. "It has

made it much easier for me to view
myself as a soul and a person rather
than just a student who should always be doing homework:
Them are always people who do
not enjoy living in dose proximity
to other students,' Jacob iaid.
However, 60 out of the 65 offcampus studenis surveyed said they
lilce living off campus, according to
the survey. Reasons included the
cheaper cost as well as freedom and
responsibilities that the residence
hall life docs not entail
The sarne number of students
also said they have had an overall
positive experience and that the
cheaper cost pf living off campus
was a major motivator for their
m cive.
.
faeoli said in the Pait, it his geririlly been. Cheipei teo rive earn.-

pus than on campus.
llse financial aid office now
awards similar amounts of money
to off-campus students as on-campus students because of the increase
of living expenses in Spolcanc in recent years, Jacob said.
Costs of living off campus such
as cooking, traveling and house
chores need to be takcn into consideration when contemplating the
off campus move, Jacob said.
Jacob said he believes student involvement and grades are directly
affected by the move off campus.
Studies have shown students off
campus are less likely to graduate,
less likely to have good studentstaff relationships and less likely
to have good student-student relationships, Jacob said.
Jacob said living on campus is
worth it.
"There is always an exception,
but in general you will be happier,"
Jacob said. "You will walk away
from Whitworth saying that was a
good thing:
Jacob recommended students
consider theme house living if they
are unsure about completely moving off canipus.
Senior Kacie Gartland, an Open
Door theme house resident, said
theme house living is a good mix
of on-campus involvement without
the residence hall distractions.
Gartland said she pays the sdlool
price for a double room, whids is
$460 per month, while basing all
maintenance, yard work and utilities taken care of by the school's Facilities Services department:
Gartland said slm also Purchases
her own food, allowing her to Save
money.
,

.

.

,

Contact Mark Baker. 'itt Mark.
bakerigivhitx. cirtidan.cOm:
.
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category, Benzel said.
"I basically try to live
when I'm traveling for
Whitworth that same way
that I would live if I were
traveling on my own," Robinson said. don't take advantage of the fact that I'm
not paying for it and I don't
make sacrifices because I'm
not paying for iL"
Robinson tries to keep
costs low by splitting costs
with conference organizers
or taldng money out of his
personal fund, Benzel said.
Benzel said Robinson
has a purchasing card to
use on his trips, adding that
all receipts are retained.
Whitworth also reimburses
some out-of-pocket personal expenses during the
trips.
The monthly expense
reports indude the date of
the transaction, location,
account number and description of the transaction,
according to the February
expense report.
Some of the expenses
included in February's expense report were airline
tickets, dinners and hotel
and rental car costs.
Robinson said the expense reports for February
show a variety of expenditures, such as meals ranging
from $9 to several hundred
dollars.
"Those
[expenditures]
are part of our operating budget and they result
in gifts," Robinson said.
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works toward increased visibility between fundraising trips

"Sometimes you'll host a
dinner that costs the university a couple hundred
bucks but could bring the
university $75,000, so that
would be worth it."

"It wears you down a
little bit, but I think it's important to do that: Robinson said. "I talked to some
students the other day and
they made reference to their
contact with their president
at another institution as
DONOR CULTIVATION
Stacey Smith, associate sightings. And I thought, I
vice president for Institu- definitely don't ever want
tional Advancement, said to be so abscnt that when
Robinson plays a key role I'm around, it's likc a sighting."
in donor development.
Robinson said the opera"He is critical in the process of cultivatir.g donors," tions of the university are
shc said. "M the president, not directly affected while
he is like the head of any he is off campus.
"As far as the operations
diarity or non-profit orgaof the univcrn ization.
sity are conDonors
cerned, most
want
to
CLICK IT k
of my influfeel confiWant more about President Bill
ence on the
dent about
Robinson's travels? Read the full
operations is
stay at whitworthlan.com.
the leadalmost at the
ership of
philosophical
the organization and feel confident and policy-making level:
Robinson said.
about its mission."
Smith said Robinson
plays a role in bringing in GROWTH OF WHITViORTH
many of the major gifts, so
Robinson said when he
the department does not became president of 'Whitspecifically track which worth in 1993, resources
gifts he brings in.
were muds thinner.
"[Robinson] is feeling
"I really worked on demore pressure than ever to veloping the resources, the
carve time out in his sched- finances, the capital projule for fund raising," Smith ects and most of all, just
said.
trying to do everything
we possibly could to make
EFFECT OF ROBINSON'S
NVhitworth a great place
for students so there could
TRAVELS ON CAMPUS
Robinson said he dislilces be a higher student detraveling and worlcs to be mand, more applications,
visible to studcnts when he that kind of thing," Robis on campus.
inson said. "And my role,
Benzel said Robinson's in my mind, was never to
first priority is to maintain make 'Whitworth a differa balance.
ent place, it was just to be a

stronger place and one that
had a dearer identity."
The

university's endowment increased from
$22,808,915 during the
1993-94 school year to
S87,170,935 during the
2006-07 school year, according to the 2005-2010
strategic plan.
Robinson said he will
atsess whether he needs
to change his emphases as
president to better align
with Vhitworth's growth.
"Generally, I've always
worked on sort of the same
menu of tasks, but the
question is whether I need
to change my emphases
and whether I need to work
more on the capital projects
development and maybe
less on the enrollment and
retention-related kinds of
needs," Robinson said.
Robinson said he and the
Board of Trustees will have
to figure out whether IVIsitworth will continue to need
the kind of presidency he
has provided for 15 years.'
"It'sjust nevergood for an
organization to assume that
the same kind of leadership
is needed forever: Robinson said. "There are college
and university presidents
who shift their activities.
Sometimcs the same university president will have
more than one presidency
at the same place. I'm not
certain if %Vhitworth needs

that or noi"

Contact Julie

Robinson's

recent travels
Jan. 29-31:
Grand Rapids, Mich.
¡sited trustee Date Mrs.

Feb. 1-2:

Washington D.C.
Accepted an award from the

Causal for the ChristLin Coileges
and Universities K(N).

Feb.3-S:

Tuaon, Ariz.
Board meeting ol

the Piketon

Theologial Seminary.

Feb. 7:

Whitworth University
Speaks at spring (011VOUtiOn at
Whitworth.

February 9-11:
Metter island, Wash.
Preached three times at Mener
Island Presbyterian Church, followed by a dinner with three

alumni

February 14:
Olympia, Viash.
lunch with the governor.

February 15-16:
Whitworth University
Witched two Whitworth basketball games.

February 22-23:
Centralia, Wash.
Met with alumni and parents of
prospective students; preached
at Harrison Square Presbyterian
Durch in Centralia.

Wootton

at julie.wootton@whitworthian.com.

Graphic try Aftgan
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Plans completed for new residence hall
Erica Schrader
Staff Writer

Spokane School
board elects new

Design plans for a new residence hall, currently referred to as
"East Residence Hall 2009; have
been completed.
Construction of the residence
hall will start before winter 2008
and the hall is projected to open in

superintendent
The
Spokane
Public
Schools Board chose the next

superintendent March 15.
Nancy Stowell was selected by a unanimous board
vote to become superinten-

fall 2009:
We have a generous schedule

for construction of this project
which allows us to close in the
building before this winter, work
inside through the wintcr and
have ample time for testing all the
systems," said Steve Thompson, director of Capital Projects.
Thompson said the new residence hall will cost S11.6 million.
Thompson and Alan Jacob, assistant director of student housing, said the pricc tag includes
everything from construction to
furniture.
The residence hall will be financed by bond funds which will
not be available until late 2008,
Thompson said.
He said any costs up until that
point will be borrowed from internal resources and reimbursed
when the bonds are funded.
A bond is a loan that generally carries a fixed interest rate,
Thompson said.
Jacob said due to increased enrollment, it is necessary to fund
the project.
There will be a projected 1,300
students living on campus by 2009,
Jacob said. ,
There were 1;131 students living
on campuiduring the fall 2007 semester, according to data froni the
-.
housing officc.
'We have Maxed out our current capacity,' Jacob said.

.

.

dent
Stowell has served as interim superintendent since
Brian Benzel, Whitworth's
current vice president for
finance and administration,
retired from the position

last year.

'mart courtesy ofAlan Jamb
An

artist's depiction shows the East Residence Hall as it will look when construction is completed by fall 2009.

The university's goal is to have
two-thirds of all undergraduates
living on campus by 2010, according to the 2005-2010 strategic
plan.
The net gain will be 128 beds,
once the East Residence Hall has
been completed and two of the
Village buildings are demolished.
Two of the four villages will be
taken out after the dorm is completed, but we don't know which
ones yet," Thompson said.
Jacob said the East Residence
Hall will resemble a double room
setup such as that of Warren
Hall, not a suite or pod-style residence hall. It will stand three std.
rigs tall and will include a daylight
-baserfient siraar't6 iis neighbor,

Duvall Hall.
Thompson said the residence
hall will include housing for 168
students from all classes, a resident director's apartment, three
lounges, a TV room and a game

"Although we don't make big decisions, some of our smaller ideas
are being implemented."
He said he sees his role as an
important connection between the
design team and the students.

MOM.

"If other students have concerns
or ideas they want to share, I have
the opportunity to represent them
as much as possible," Upton said.
Because some students have
spent much of their time living in
the dornts, Upton said they have
the ability to bring up suggestions
the design tram may overlook,
such as lounge and elevator loca-

The East Residence Hall will be
built on the northeast end of campus next to the Village.
Juniors Jeff Upton and Caitlin
McComas, both resident assistants
in Duv-all, are part of the design
committee for the East Residence
Hall.
Upton said the committee meets
o* n a monthly,basis.
"It's kind, of icary that I *can hay' e
an impact on how huge. sum ,of
money is being spent," Upton said.

"

tions.
Contact,Erica Schrader at ericaschrader@whitworthian.cam.

such as classes, course
sections, living arrangecontinued from page 1
ments and the dining hall
schedule would be subaccording to admissions ject to change over the
data.
summer, Pfursich said.
Pfursich said some facThe percentage of
tors that may account for accepted students dethe decline in the num- creased from 49 percent
ber of incoming students for fall 2007 to 48 percent
include the current sub- for fall 2008.
prime mortgage crisis
That is primarily due
and stocks dropping. The to the increase in the
admissions staff predicts number of applicants
that the current econom- compared to last year,
ic slump will affect the Pfursich said.
The average GPA of
number of incoming students for fall 2008, Pfur- admitted students for
fall 2008 was 3.78, comsich said.
"There seems to be an pared to 3.7 in 2007, acuneasiness [this year] for cording to the freshman
fatnilies making huge fi- class profile for the class
nancial decisions in de- of 2011.
ciding [to attend] univer"The average SAT
sities such as Whitworth," score for fall 2008 was
Pfursich said.
1818, compared to 1811
The prediction of the last year," Pfursich said.
number of students who
However, with the tuwill enroll is based on a ition increase this year
yield rates system, which and the various economaccounts for factors such ic challenges the country
as gender, scholarship is facing, students are
category, state applicants becoming a little more
live in, ethnicity and ex- hesitant in making their
perience from past years, college decision, Pfursich
Pfursich said.
said.
"The system [yield
"Originally
[tuition
rates] is pretty accu- cost] did play a role on
rate; Pfursich said. "I my decision to come,
have been doing this for but I decided I wanted to
13 years now and I have
go where my heart was
never encountered a situ- set on and for me it was
ation in which the num- Whitworth," said Marissa
ber of students exceeded Connoly, a high school
or was 100 short of the senior from Hillsboro,
predicted target [of in- Ore., who plans to enroll
at Whitworth in the fall.
coming students]."
However, if by some
fluke the number of stuC0111 aft Beall Lamb at
dents exceeded the target bcau.lamb@ whit worthiadjustments, other things dll.00111.
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State lawmakers
approve budget
at last second
Washington state lawmakers approved a supplemental budget of $390 million on March 13, the last
day of the 60-day state legislative session.
The budget indudes increased funding for schools,
mental health programs, and
construction of affordable
housing, smolcers who are
on Medicaid.
The budget will also fund
a new Spokane program
that will be implemented in
spring 2009 to help people
who have substance abuse
problems.
The budget also includes
$6.2 million to set up a program where Washington
parents can take up to five
weelcs off from work after
childbirth.

Tornado tears
through Atlanta's
downtown area
A tornado ripped through
Atlanta's downtown commercial district March 14,
injuring 27 people.
No deaths had been reported, as of March 15.
Winds reached 130 mph,
breaking windows, blocking over trees and damaging many of the buildings in
dowmown Atlanta.
Compiled by Julie Wootton

Sourra: Spokesman-Review. New
York Times. BBC

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
In a photo captionprinted
on WHITpics in the March
11 print edition, the person
in the top photo was incorrectly identified. Freshman
Jacob McCallum-Clark appeared in the photo.
In the same edition, an
article about track & field
erroneously
mentioned
that the team competed at
the Whityorth Combined
Invite. The meet was cancelled earlier in the week
and did not take place.
lbe Whitwathian is committed to provi&ng
the Whitworth community with L'ie most acagate infcanabon possible. The Whitworthian never knowing!), publishes inaccuracies If
pu have a comment question about the
fairness or accuracy of a story, send an e-mail

a

eitorgwItworthiancom.
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Now the Army gives you more choices for your future. Earn up to,$40,000
me ousiness o your reams or suy e orne you always wanted.
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SOUNDING BOARD
Where are you going to live next year?
Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or

e-mail your thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.
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EDITORIALS: IN THE LOOP

Where's a Bill Robinson
when you need one?
Chalk up another casualty of a growing
campus and spiraling debt: Bill Robinson's
campus presence.
Though Robinson said he doesn't think
he's gone more than usual, it seems that
way to us. Robinson had been as much of a
campus fixture as the Campanile or Loretta
the lunch lady. You'd see him winding his
way through the pinc trees on his bicycle,
or you'd catch him eating French dips in the
dining hall.
But now you're lucky if you catch him
standing by the potstickers at the President's
Christmas Reception.
Granted, Robinson's many travels arc understandable. Whitworth needs money, and
speeches and visits help raise funds.
Yct, we believe that Robinson's strength
not to mention his passion
lies with
facc-to-facc interaction with students, staff
and faculty. lite student body loves him.
Like the Facebook group says, B-Rob, truly,
is our "homcboy." But thc ability to memorize names is worthless if he never gets a
chance to use them.
Sadly, we've sccn R's reputation morph
from "everybody's friend" to a "legend:
NVith no official job description, Robinson has assumed thc role of thc campus father. He gives encouragement, he dispenses
measured advice and he quells conflicts.
But, like many fathers, he has to balance
Whitworth work
the fundraising, the
speech-giving, the airplane flights
and
spending time with.the Whitworth family.:
'And frinn what we. can.scc, Robinson ktually prefers. to be on campus.
We ask the administration and the Board
of Trustees to do whatever they can to allow
Robinson to spend time on the campus he
loves. Other people can raise money. Other
people can give speeches. But only "B-Rob"
can give the campus the direction, thc confidence and the personalization it craves.

Our response to growing
apathy on campus: Meh
Today is March 18.
And we are all asking ourselves, when did
that happen? As we delve deeper into upper-division classes or that one extra indoor
soccer game, thc semester sccms to tumble
away faster than a falling pinecone.
As midterms sit in the too-immediate
future and Spring Break is looking less and
less break-ish, we begin to deal with stress
by not dealing with it at all.
lhe rain clouds refuse to blow away, the
piles of dirty snow stare us down in the
parking lot, and we're tired of fighting the
man or mother nature or the roommate
blaring alternative rock until 4 a.m.
The campus isn't flawed enough to get
angry about, or perfect enough to get excited about. There's nothing worth fighting
for or fighting against.
Our response? Apathy. We, the students,
deal with the overload by ignoring thc overload, and trudging through life on the last
threads of sleep and caffeine.
lhe student body doesn't have the time,
or energy, to care anymore. Yes, there are
still perscverers who sit at the activists' club
booth during lunch or organize that next
Committee for Change. But, as a draft of
thc Presidential Planning Committee's discussion on Whitworth culture states, busyness "at its worst, may create frustration,
fatigue and a sense of doing nothing well."
Lethargy's consequence is the mark of
mundane mediocrity.
Proof lies no farther than the glazed eyes
and shuffling feet across campus.
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
tire majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

Cartoon by Nicole IfolLnd

Resolved: Debate team needed
"

All thrcc Whitworth Parlia- disciplinary program at Whitmentary Debate teams quali- worth, Ingram said.
Math, business and comfied for the quarterfinals and
junior Michael Bryant and I puter science and other aca- WI Lljaki1SON
demic competitions are major
CallocS1
Ma. de. the semifinal round.
' The list goes on.
specific and the yearly Ethics
Whitworth could soar again Bowl is a one-shot event each
in future speech tournaments year tending to draw from only
Whitworth needs to bring given the right amount of sup- two majors.
back a speech and debate tcam. port and funding.
Each of the schools in WhitOn March 7-8, 15 Whitworth
We are a school with tal- worth's athletic conference has
University studcnts enrolled in ented, articulate liberal arts a forensics team and the vast
Mike Ingram's Advanced Pub- majors and public speaking is majority of the top regional
lic Speaking class showed why. vitally important to the intel- colleges and universities in
With heads held high and lectual health of any college the west listed by U.S. News &
World Report have
note cards at the ready, the campus.
programs as well.
class stormed into the SFCC
"Public speaking
Having a forensics
Forensics Debate Tournament is just inherently imAfter just one
team also provides a
When the dust settled, the portant," said Mike
higher level of acateam walked away with a stack Ingram,
professor
weekend, I
of trophies and a fresh sense of of communications found my mind demic prestige for a
school.
enthusiasm.
and Adunced Pubflowing and I
One competitor
For a school lacking a foren- lic Speaking. "Even
sics team since 1997, this was in a world with more wanted more.
at the SFCC tournament who was conexciting news.
technology, people
sidering applying to
All told, Whitworth won need to have an abilthe tournament sweepstakes ity to share ideas and represent Whitworth asked whether or
award for most overall points themselves:
not our school had a debate
among four-year schools.
Ingram was coach of Whit- team.
While Whitworth was en- worth's forensics team back in
This is an important factor
tered in primarily Novice-level 1997.
in many excellent students'
events, the totals were still
He resigned after the insti- college application decisions.
impressive for a team with a tution decided not to increase
From a personal perspecmere four weeks of classroom support to keep the team com- tive, speaking competitions
preparation.
also bring a healthy adrenaline
petitive.
lhree Whitworth students
While the program was a rush comparable to most athwere finalists in the Speech to top regional program back letic competitions.
Inform- category, three more then, they never traveled to the
It is fun to participate and
in the Persuasive Speech cat- same number of competitions even surprisingly entertaining
egory, senior Sarah Tunall won nor received the same amount to Ivatch.
the Novice Extemporaneous of scholarship support as their
After just one weekend, I
competition and junior Chris competitors.
found my mind flowing and I
Caldwell took home best After
A forensics speech team wanted more.
Dinner Speech (Speech to En- would provide the only acaDebate builds sharp quick
tertain.)
demic, co-curricular, multi- thinking skills and confidence

as well as prompting a desire
to learn about current political and social issues. I'm not
alone.
"I like the chance to have
the skills of thinking on my
feet and critiquing others' arguments and being able to respond to them; Bryant said.
A number of the sophomores and juniors in the Advanced Public Speaking class
have discussed the idea of
forming a forensics team next
year and seeking support from
administration.
While starting a new team
s not a simple or easy process,
the rewards would far outweigh the costs.
"'Whitworth has a chance to
reinstate a speec.h dub, which
would be extremely beneficial
to the communications department and NVhitworth in
general; Tunal! said.
I
wholeheartedly agree.
With a little more practice,
%Thitworth could be dominant. The SFCC tournament
demonstrated that.
Winning aside, a forensics
team would be fun, stimulating and healthy for the entire
school. It is time to bring it
back.
AVhitworth needs a speech
and debate club.
Let the verbal sparring begin.

WILLIAMSON is a senior majoring in communications and theology. Contact him at

john.williamson@whitworthian.com.

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHAT TOPIC WOULD YOU CHOOSE FOR THE COURAGEOUS CONVERSATION EVENP
'Why Whitworth is so
afraid of homo-

sexuals:

and females
because they're
an awkward

"Iwas unhappy
that there was
a booth here
this week on

topic."

converting

degree that
people don't
indude others
in their social

Muslims to

groups."

"Sex and males

"[About the]

Christianity:
Iris Wu,
freshman

Erin Cooley,

Jessica Gawp,

Sarah Davies,

junior

senior

junior
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deadly roommate sins
minute cleaning once a week is
much easier than a cleanstravaganza that lasts two full days.
When you use a dish, wash it, and
invest in a laundry hamper for
your dothcs.
GRADY

WEAR ROOMMATE'S CLOTHES

LOCKLEAR
(auUMS?

We have all had this experience: One fine da); you decide to
have an afternoon snack - maybe some cereal. All yo u need is a
bowl... But there is no bowl. Instead, a treacherous pile of dirty
dishes looms near the sink, where

Most people have at least one
cool or at least functional piece
of clothing, and the situation
may arise where your own wardrobe feels incompetent and boring. Fortunately, you think. your
roommate has just the fashionable item to fit the situation.
Beware the hell that is reserved
for such sinners. If you wear your
roommate's dothes without asking, you will find that everybody
else is wearing just the same thing.
Your outfit will no longer be cool,

you to a terrible level of roommate
hell. To avoid this ill-fortune, just

be courteous and observant.
It's a good idea for you and
your roommate to have a mutual
understanding of thc signs, so you
can also place a rubber band on
the door when privacy is most
important.
And by the way - don't make
out with your significant other
while your roommate's in the
room.
Just don't.

there

myseln

promise!

to leave it alone.
Sure the pack of root beer he
put in the fridge is so convenient.
Truth is, if your roommate is
goal-oriented, driven to succeed
and talented at song and dance, he
wants the root beer for himself.
To solve this problem, get your
own food. That, literally, is the solution.

LISTEN TO MUSIC TOO LOUD
You probably want to listen to

your destruction, mayhem and
death music the Killers, Death
Cab for Cutic. Dead Kennedys,
Violent Femmes, Flogging Molly
but other people need to sleep,
for crying out iota
The roommate hell for this sin
is a disaster. You will have "Final
Countdown," "Don't Stop Believing; the theme from -Friendsand the chorus
would walk
500 miles, and I would walk 500
more stucic in your head on an
endless loop.
You will slowly go insane, so it's
in your best interest to avoid this

i

fate.

One simple solution is to take
turns with your roommate playing your favorite songs, so if you
want to listen to the Cars and
your roommate doesn't
first,
recommend that person to a professional psychiatrist, because nobody doesn't like the Cars thcn
consider the other obvious op-

never,
prosper; but they do perspire
A simple cost-benefit anal-

LINDBORG
CELLMVST

There have always been
people who value their
grades above his self-respect.
They will stop at nothing in their quest of getting passing grades without
working for them.
In the age of information,
cheating is becoming a bigger problem for high schools
and universities.
Whitworth has a strict
plagiarism policy, adarnantly enforced by most profesSOM.

Students who read their
syllabus will be quite famil-

iar with the wording, because the policy is required
to be placed verbatim in
every syllabus in every dass,
even Fitness Programs.
But is this policy enough
to stop every instance of
cheating?
No.
The stern stance on plagiarism does wonders to dissuade potential intellectual
parasites from their evil.

ysis will tell most students
that a moment's laziness isn't
worth a failing grade in a
class and shooting their academic career in the foot.
There are, however, other
ways to cheat besides plagia-

rism.

make a mes
this week.
Ill do it thie
weekend. I

FRIENDSHIP

-

JUSTIN

Sorry Duety,
I Juet havn't
had time to

TRY TOO NARDI() BUILD A

Sometimes roommates can be
awesome friends, but other people are just incompatible. There's
for three weeks- it has waited for
nothing wrong with that, except
your roommate's attention. That
when you really really ;vant to be
is a telltale sign that you have
something worse than a room- because everybody is wearing friends, and your roommate really
the same thing. To make matters really wants to be left alone.
mate you have a doornmate.
The punishment for this sin inOr worse, maybe it is you are worse, even professors are wearing what you re wearing!
volves being stuck in a
the doommate.
room with a lively lePliso, the time has come to face It's like a bad dream.
Reconciliation for this
rechaun who sounds
the facts, square up to the Seven
By th e way
like Chris Rock.
Deadly Roommate sins, and sin is unique. You can acdon't m ake out
tually ;year your roomHe will want to talk
avoid doing these things:
mate's clothes, as long as with yo ur signifi- about everything, esyou don't get caught.
LEAVE DISHES AND CLOTHES
cant other while pecially his opinion
Carefully replace the your MO mmate's about the political sysLYING AROUND
tem.
Without a mother around, garrnent and next time
in the room,
Believe me, you don't
some roommates tastelessly dec- you see your roommate,
Just don't.
want to know his opinorate the room with stray dishes make a nice offer: "Oh
ion about the political
and utensils, sprawling piles of hey, I'm doing a load of
system.
clothing. Hilary Duff posters and laundry and if you have
anything that you'd like to throw
One way to fix the problem is to
other trash.
like, maybe that Led
talk it out.
The problem begins with just in
Zeppelin
T-shirt
for example
You'll probably find that, just
one or two alines, but usually acI'll just wash it for you!"
as you
ignore the annoying
celeratin on an e....-ponenfial cum
leprednun, you can't let this sort
that can only be stopped with a Subtlety is key.
of issue be ignored.
major deaning event.
If your roommate v-alues his or
Roommate hell for this sort ENTER WITHOUT KNOCKING
of sinner is ugly. You will be
Yeah, great idea. The rub- her privacy, respect that.
Try to use Facebook to evaluate
taken on a trail of memories, ber bartd is wrapped intentionwhich
peer group your roommate
like Ebenezer Scmoge, through ally around the door
there's no
the events in the lives of all the chance it could get that way by w-as in back in high school to find
things left lying in your room. accident. The whiteboard dearly out if you have anything in comEvery d.uk moment that spoon reads 'Oklahomathere's only mon.
spent between the couch cush- one reason for that word to be
ions, every day that shirt spent written there.
EAT ROOMMATE'S FOOD
smothered under a pile of dirty
Surc that plate of brownies
If you enter without knocklaundry... you will have to live it ing... well, let's just say that when your roommate's girlfriend made
out.
you see the real deadly sin of lust for him is technically one-third of
Here's a solution: Keep things in action, you'll understand why the way across the Great Dividing
deaned up more regularly. A 10- walking in unannounced sends Line of your room, but you need

Cheaters

Sociry, thle
pisco IA
Apotlensel
I'm tired of
makIno
moos All by

of temptation is there for him
to just pick up that dictionary
when the quiz asks him what
"physiognomy" is?
When I was in high school
I thought I figured out a foolproof -ay to cheat on a test.
Of course, I never did it, but I

sure had it thought out.
Let's start with BlackThe whole gig hinged on
board.
me knowing ahead
This electronic
of time what the
tool is a blessing
test would cover.
What you
to professors evI would take
erywhere, enabling
a note card and
sacrifice is your
them to easily own dign ity, and write all the macommunicate with
terial (it would be
you'll e nd up
their dasses.
especially easy if I
with a callege
Blackboard alhad a study sheet)
degree built
lows students to
on the note card in
access dass docuupon gui It and
tiny lettering.
ments, calendars
Then, I would
lazin ess.
and most imporslip the note card
tantly, take quizzes
in my sleeve, and
from the comfort
while taking the
of their personal computers. test, pretend to be leaning
Admirable is the student on one hand and peek at the
who has maintained ironclad concealed cheat sheet in the
discipline while taking a quiz other hand.
on Blackboard.
Then I realized the work
Just think of the possibili- it would talce me to pull off
ties: a dever student could my caper would be equal to
find three or four lilce-mind- the effort spent studying the
ed peers, and they could take material.
turns talcing the test corpoCheating is almost always
rately.
this way. Unless someone
Or, if he's alone, what Icind gives you a list of answers for

thc test, you're pmbably going to do more work in the
whole cheating process than
if you had just studied.
And that's not even mentioning your self-respect.
Sure, you can cheat on
Blackboard.
You can borrow your
friend's paper from last semester and change it just
enough to be your own pa.
per.
You can even stealthily
steal glances at your neighbor's page while he's not
looking during an exam.
But what you sacrifice is
your own dignity, and you'll
end up with a college degree
built upon guilt and laziness.
That, and you'll have to
live with the fear that under
your academic floorboards a
glowing tell-tale hcart beats
and proclaims your guilt and
won't go away.
Your secret may never get
out, but just as your lie boosts
you up outwardly, it will rip
you down inside.
Can you live with that?
LINDBORG is a sophomore majoring in

journalism. Contact him at justiatindbag

whitnnhian.com.

tion: headphones.
BRING BACK UNWELCOME

FRIENDS

Even if your friends are awesome in your opinion, a dance
party in the room late on Monday
evening is probably inappropriate. People who indiscriminately
break the other two of the Big 3
might not be welcome either.
At this point you arc condemned to a hell where your
roommate operates on the wont
schedule ever.
She always fumbles noisily with
the key and tumbles headlong
into the room at 3 in the morning,
and then mutters expletives as her
alum brays noisily from across
the room a1 7 a.m. Then she falls
back asleep as the alarm continues
for another half hour.
This issue can be solved by taking the party elsewhere, limiting
the party to certain nights of the
week, or converting your roommate to the ultimate party person.
I won't recommend any particular
course of action.
If you meet all of these categories, you, sadly, are a doommatc.
If your roommatc fits this description, cut out this section of
the newspaper and place it in an
empty cereal bowl where he or she
;sill find it.
LOCILEAR is a senioc majoring in tommuniations. Contact him at grady.lockkar@

whitworthiaritom.

SYm ¡DröcsiuiVr
Week five

The secret lives of politicians
Karla Rose:
'If men wete angels, no government would be necessary. If
angels were to govern men, neither external nor intemal controls on government would be necessary:' I have to agree with
James Madison on this one. So long as we continue to elect
people as politidans, we have to monitor their actions and hold
them accountable.
No, politicians should not be able to get away with breaking the law, but as for their seaet fives well to each their
ovm. Kennedy was a notorious philanderer, but that didn't stop
people from adoring him. If Ointon hadn't aired his laundry in
public and taken it to the witness stand, would we have cued
about what he did behind the doorfof the Oval Office?
There's a difference between excusing politicians as fallible
beings and holding them accountable according to their position. Spitzer's connection to prostitution was not just a falhble
act, it was a degenerate act. The United States is one of the
largest imponers of trafficked humans humans who are often
forced into prostitution.
So when do we, as citizens, have a responsibility to pass
judgment on politicians? When they break laws and when their
anions have not just individual but communal consequences.
If Gregoire likes to walk around the governors mansion dressed
like Spock, that's her deal. But when she starts funneling money Into secret accounts to pay for her habit, that a different
story.

-

See more secret Symposium

-

opinions

revealed at whitworthion.com.
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THE VARNISHED TRUTH
Rollercoasters have their ups and downs
Daniel Walters
Opinions Editor
Unlike most people,

I

don't like

fear. I find it scary. I'm not the type to

play daredevil games like "Chicken"
or "Russian Roulette" or "Bloody
Knuckles" or "Risk: Lord of the Rings
Edition." Some like to frolic on the wild
side. Scaling the outside of Warren Hall
naked! Blindfolded underground strcct
racing, driving with only their knees!
Naked! Punching Dick Mandeville in
the face and then running away as fast
and naked as they can!
I like excitement too, but I prefer the
ribald excitement of reading a good
book or listening to a Podcast I disagree

with. Clothed.
So a lot of thc gut-tumbling, g-force
gratuitousness of the American
Amusement park doesn't appeal to me.
Oh. I'll take a whirl on the Tilt-a-Whirl
or Whack the occasional Mole if it gets
uppity enough. But generally, I spend
most of my time signaling, yielding and
apologizing in the bumper cars.
Amusement parks are iconic. The
deep-fried Cotton Candy, the soggy
Corndawgs," the Midway games where
you get to knock over stuff with a gun
- you don't get much more Amcrican
Dream than that.
But genc-ally, the prizc for most
attractive attraction goes to the everwinding loops and swoops of the
rollcrcoaster.
Riding a rollercoaster is like an
emotional rollcrcoaster. As you sit down,
strap in, put on the foam restraints 'and
don Water Wings in case of a water
t
landing, you feel pretty confident.
OK. This isn't too bad.
Then , thc requisite 17-year.old ,with acne slurs through the-.
.oblig'atory'safety .meSsage with a
weary monotone. "WelcoMe to
the exciting death-defying thrill
ride of 'The Flaming Guillotine
'The Flaming Guillotine' is
considering a 'Loco' class
attraction and as such should
not be experienced by little
babies, the old, the sleepy, your
sick, your poor, your huddled
masses or anyone who was
caught crying, recently, at
that part in 'Land Before
Time' where Littlefooes
mom
dies.
Pregnant
women should not ridc
this ride, because their baby will come
out looking, perrnanently, like Alice
Cooper. CarnyCorp is not held legally
responsible for any failure of mechanics,
hearts, or bosvels. Enjoy the ride. It may
be your last."
Your stomach begins to church as thc
coaster starts rolling, chains pulling it
slowly, ominously, upward.

CLACKETYCLICKETYCLACKITY
your
high
school
Suddenly,
sophomore physics class seems that
much more important.
Uh-oh. We're building up a lot of
'potential enemy.' With this many
'rnegajoules' were going to come crashing
down with the 'velocity' of a thousand
gravitons.
CLACKETYCLICKETYCLACKITY
So this is it. This is hotv I die. Not with
a bang, but with a zoom-boom-splat.
And I never told her I loved her. I mean,
I DIDN'T love her, but that sure would
have been hecka poignant.
CLACKETYCLICKETYCLACKITY
Maybe I chose the wrong religion!
Maybe the dude with all the arms is the
true Messiah molicrapolicrapohcrap.
CLACKETYCLICKETYCLACKI-

"SHIIIIIIIInmaaa000hmygaaauck!"
That's called "Doppler profanity."
You know those pictures automatically
snapped during the ride they sell in the
gift shop for 30 bucks? In my case, they
usually show my face, frozen in contorted
horror, as an abstract mashup ofthe dude
from Edvard Munch's 'The Scream" and
Ren from "Ren and Stimpy'

If you look closely, you can even see
what remains of my stomach, trailing
three scats behind.
Not every amusement park, of course,
cares about instilling sheer terror.
Theme parks are more concerned with
the merchandising opportunities. Good
theme parks always have a theme based
around licensed cartoon characters, like
Ziggy, or the Charmin bear, or Mr. Yuk.
Everything
the rides, thc food, the
toilets, the pickpockets
all center on
this theme. The themiest theme park in
all of ThemeTown, of course, is a world
foundcd by Walt Disney: Disneyland.
Walt Disney, of course, was a
cartoonist driven to insanity after a
stcamboat accident left him horribly
scarred. The increasingly paranoid
Disney tasked his engineers to create
an unassailable stronghold deep in the
heart of Southern California.
Perched like a gargoyle high atop his
twisted fortress, the Cinderella Princess
Castle, Disney surrounded himself
with elaborate snares
crocodileinfested rivers, canyons booby-trapped
with dynamite, 3D Michael Jackson' s,
and most fiendish of all, long lines and
outrageous ticket prices.
Worse, in the labyrinthine system
of tunnels undcr the park, the mad
genius bred a race of disfigured foam
people to do his bidding. Most of these
abominations appeared as animals with
grotesque and exaggerated features, clad
mockingly in the clothes of humans.
To this day, if you come to Disneyland
you may spot onc of these poor creatures
venturing timidly into daylight.
They will stare at you, with
those mercilessly unblinking
P- eyes. And not say a word.
Disney now lies frozen at the
peak of the Matterhorn, waiting
to return when the world needs
his unique mixture of talent and
anti-Semitism once more.
'
The Whitworthian sent me on a
fact-finding mission to Disneyland
when I was 10.1 fact-found these
.

facts:

I. Tedmically, Disneyland is
actually the second "Happiest
Place on Earth:' The first is
North Central High School.
2. Mr. Toad's Wild Ride
is a perfect first lesson in
Calvinism. You can twist the
Steering Wheel of Free Will all
you want, trying to avoid the
Brick Walls of despair and the Weasels
of Tribulation but you can't escape the
Track of Predestination.
The Pirates of the Caribbean ride
parallels the movie franchise almost
perfectly: It starts out pretty awesome
and goes gradually downhill from there.
Also. there's pirates.
Space Mountain typifies Disney's
penchant for irony. Isn't the entire
point of space, by definition, the lad;
of mountains? Space Mountain is kept
pitch black to prevent "Space Cadets"
from seeing all the "Space Vomit"
splotching the "Space Floor:'
The purpose of the "It's a Small
World" song is to unite the entire earth
no matter their race, no matter their
creed
under one common banner:
Their pure raw hatred of the "It's a Small
World" song.
Oh, you may not be fazed by most
amusement park rides.
You may plummet 500 feet on the
"Free Fall Esophagus" without a flinch,
or brave the centrifugal chaos of the
"Spinning Luge of Terror" without a
twitch.
But ies not until you're trapped in a
tiny boat in a dark room surrounded
by Dutch robo-children mindlessly
chanting the same words over and over
and over again that you truly know the

meaning of fear.
'the Varnished Truth' is a humor co/umn by Daniel
Walters. WALTERS if a SefliOf majoring in communications and history. Contact hirn at danieLwaitersti
whitworthian.com. Cartoon by Megan Baker.

Feminism can't be defined
by mPgaphones and leg hair
MYTH NO. 4: FEMINISTS ARE ANTI-

MARRIAGE

KARLA

When legendary activist, scholar and
feminist Gloria Steinem tied the lcnot at 66,
much of the feminist world blew a gasket
and called her a traitor. But Steinem's decision to marry was feminist in that she made
a personal decision based on what was best
for her. Marriage may be great, but that
doesn't make it the right choice for everyone. And thanks to the legacy of feminism,
when a woman chooses to get married
instead of automatically being married off
at 14
she can do so knowing hers will be
an equal union, a joining of partners, rather than the sacrifice of her personal identity
always to be introduced as "Bob's wife:'

ROSE
MIAMI

I've gotten in trouble on a few occasions
for uttering the f-word.
"Feminist" is not a word that rests well
with most people. VVhy are so many people
offended at the accusation of being a feminist? Well, some dislike labels, while others
dislike feminism because they simply don't
understand it.
While there isn't one definition of feminism, there are some basic tenets that comprise Western feminism. Along with those
basic tenets are some basic myths. Much of
our generation has only been exposed to
one branch of feminism the bra-burning
kind
without understanding how most
people are actually feminist themselves.
MYTH H0.1: FEMINISTS HATE MEN

This myth couldn't be more untrue.
Feminists believe in the inherent equality
of men and women. We do not hate men.
Rather, we want to be recognized as equally
intelligent and capable beings.
In challenging a culture that prioritizes
the male sex, feminists do not seek to destroy all men, but to show men and women
as having intelligence and morality unaffected by physical differences.
MYTH NO. 2: FEMINISTS ARE 'BUTCH'

MYTH NO. S: MEN CAN'T BE FEMINISTS

It's a common misconception. After all,

if feminists hate men, then for a man to be
a feminist would be rather self-destructive.
Most men are feminists, and those who
-

think they're not, don't understand what
feminism is.
"To say that men can't be feminists is ignorant:' senior Josef Bookert said of feminism, "Feminism is giving equality and understanding differences:'
To clarify: Men who don't think they're
intellectually, morally and spiritually superior to women are feminists.
MYTH NO. 6: FEMINISM IS NO LONGER
RELEVANT

The first time I heard a female classmate
say she hated feminism and didn't understand svhy it svas important, I nearly fell out

We're all familiar with this idea: feminists only wear flannel, steel-toed boots of my chair and bit off my tongue.
and shave their heads but not their legs.
The shameful truth is women have beThe idea that feminists can't like dresses come so comfortable in middle-dass sociassumcs feminism is a denial of traditional ety they fail to sec the feminism's relevance.
femininity. Senior Calcy Ochoa considers We can get degrees, get jobs, get married
herself both feminine and feminist,
.;- pr not get married - what more could a
is about giving winnen equal : svoman ask for? We're so well off that to ad. .'"Ferniniim
.
.
rights and allowmg people to construct vocate feminism is to seem whiny.
their gender identities in atypic'al ways
But outside our middle-dass realm of
it's a matter of understanding the difference security,
there are women who are still perbetween 'this is the way gender should be' secuted for their "inferior" sex. Instead of
and 'this is the way I choose to be' Ochoa dismissing feminism as archaic, we need
said.
to revive it and recognize it exists in more
Not shaving won't turn a woman into an than one form. Expectations of equality
uberfeminist. A pair of heels won't turn her will be different in the Netherlands, where
into a tool of the patriarchy. Feminism is violence against women, honor killings and
not that superficial. les a philosophy based human trafficking are rampant threats.
on recognition that we're not easily defined
Not until we understand feminism in our
as "masculine" or "feminine:'
own culture will we be able to understand
feminism in a global context. Feminism is
MYTH NO. 3: FEMINISTS ARE LESBIANS
as relevant today as it was in 1968 - over 1
Some lesbians are feminists, not all femi- billion served and still counting.
nists are lesbians. Consider this before you
assume a woman's unabashed feminism ROSE is a senior majoring in English. Contact her at karta.
implies a deeper love for her sex.
roseOvhitworthiaruorn.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: READER RESPONSES
RE:11.1AOST A YEAR AFTER
BEING ELECTED, HERE'S HOW
THE EXECS STACK

Ur

Rant misses solutions,
Donnell's strengths
In our culture we are
falsely taught that busyness
is equal to success, responsibility is equal to productivity, and in the end the
value ola person is judged
by how much they've done.
The article "How the execs stack up" written by the
"Editorial Borad" (as it was
spelled on the Ureb site.)
proves to be a quintessential product of our culture,.
The authors take a tone
of cynical disapproval,
portraying Scott Donnell as a down who is
utterly failing as ASWU's
president They call him a
"fun-loving goof" with a
"Michael Scott" personality.

They halfheartedly praise
him for being "visible" but
whole-heartedly damn
him for being "informar .
while forgetting that Bill
Robinson is successful and
loved precisely because of
his informality. Admittedly,
I am not fully aware of the
inner-workings of ASWU
nor the issues members
have with Scott.
But this anide is completely unsympathetic, biased and very much a part
of the perverted media we
live with, in which a person
can tear another down behind the anonymous title of
"Editorial Borad" without
saying anything constructive.
The problem I have with
this artide is not that it
criticizes Scott Donnell.
The problem I have is
that the 'Editorial Borad"
are cowards. They offer

poorly-written opinions
that rip apart a person who
loves this school, cares
deeply about its students,
and has the courage to
sacrifice his time, comfort
and peace of mind in order
to lead it.
What they do not offer
are alternatives to Scotes
methods, ideas about how
to better facilitate conversation between students and
leaders, or any other form
of constructive criticism.
The Whitworthian needs
to understand that it takes
more than cynical opinions
to change this schooL
It takes people like Scott
Donnell who invest their
very lives in 'Whitworth out
of a love for the institution
and its students.
Scott Sims

junior
theology

Write a letter to the ardor. The Whitworthian welaxnes reader responses to anides or issues of interest to theWhitworth
communiry. Send letters to eddokawhinvorthiaitcom or submitcame. Limit to 200 words. Visit whiryothiancom for details.

Get with
Tips for starting workouts

ifime

BEGINNING WORKOUT:
,w4E

gram:

This workout is a good option for someone who hasjust
started working out regularly.

N

Caitlin Richmond
Staff iVriter
1Vhen starting to workout, aim for resistance and strength
training two to three days of the week. and 40 minutes of
cardiovascular training four to five days a weelc. said senior
Michael Johnston, an intern at the Scotford Fitness C.enter.
Cardiovascular worlcouts can be mixed with strength
training, used as a warm up or be a completely.different
activity outside the gym, such as running or intramural
sports.
The most important thing to remember is to not push
yourselftoo hard. Know yourlimits, and if something hurts,
don't do it. Johnston said. If you are lifting weights, start out
with a low amount. even if it seems easy. You can always do
more repetitions or add more weight.
Vorking out shottld be enjoy-able and fun7 Johnston
said. You can do other things besides lifting weights, like
yoga or aerobics. You don't have to be stuck in onc thing7
This exercise guide is for people beginning a workout routine. Niost of it can be done in Graves Gym or the Scotford
Fitness Center. If you want a more specific workout, you can
always stop by the fitness center to meet with Johnston or
other employ-ces.
IVhen working out, remember to ask questioas or get
help if you aren't sure about something. People are available
at the front dcsk of the fitness center to ansver questions.
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1. BENCH PRESS
Lay flat on a bench or the floor. Hold the dumbbells above you with your arms bent at a 90-degree angle. Tighten
your abs and flatten your lower back against the bench. Straighten your arms but don't lock your elbows. Lower
them back to your side at 90 degrees.
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2. TRICEP PULL-DOWNS

body
90 de;

Stand with yciur feet shoulder width apart, and pull down on the machine so your arms are fully extended,
but don't allow your elbows to stick out. Flex your tricep muscles for a second and then lower the weight
down. Do not bring them past your upper abs.

bend

UPRIGHT ROW

T

Hold dumbbells and stand with your arms down and palms facing towards you. Bring your hand up to
your shoulder, leading with your elbow. Flex your wrists as you bring the dumbbell up, and make sure they
are in front of your shoulders, or just a little under them. Niake sure your elbows stay at your side.
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LEG EXTENSIONS

CALF RAISES

Sit down on the leg extension machine. Nialce sure the foot pad sectuely rests on the inner part of your
ankle. Your knee should be flexed at a 90 degree angle, but not any farther, because that can damage your
muscles. Extend and straighten your leg.
SEATED LEG PRESS
.

.

Put your feet on the platform and push it away by extending your legs. Nlake suie yotir heels stay flat
against it. If your hips bend at the waist, adjust the seat and/or bac.k support so that you have full range of
motion in your legs. Make sure your knees are pointed in the same diiection as your feet.
LATERAL PULL-DOWNS

Sitting on the lateral pull-down machine, hold your arms wider than your shoulders with your palms out, .
holding the bar. Tighten your abs and lean back as you pull the bar toward your chest, leaning back. %Vhile
doing this, tighten the outer back muscles.
BACK EXTENSIONS

Lay with your stomach on the machine, your thighs on the pad and your calves under the brace. Hold
crossed arms to the chest or behind the neck. Bend your waist to lower your body until you are completely
flexed. Then raise up at the waist so your body is parallel to your legs. Start out with just your body weight,
but add extra pounds as you gain strength. Make sure not to stop or bounce at the bottom of the lift. If you
feel more than a mild stretch in your hamstrings and lower back. don't lower your body any farther.

as

Stand on something like a block or a step, with the balls of y-our feet
on the block and your heels hanging over the edge. Lowcr your heels
until you feel a stretch in your calf muscles. Raise your heels all the way,
and hold for a kw seconds, then lower them again. Make surc your toes
are pointcd forward. Don't let your knees bend because then your calves
won't be working as hard.
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ARM CURLS

Lynn

Holding the dumbbell, raise your arm, rotating it so your palm is facing towards you, your elbow is pointing down and your forearm is parallel with your body. Lowcr your arm and then repeat with thc othcr arm.
Exercise each arm evenly.
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Start getting in better shape with the help of these fitness
and diet tips from students and health professionals

''""

INTERMEDIATE WORKOUT:
This workout would be bestfor someone who has been working out regularlyfor at kast a few months.

S. SQUATS

Stand with your
feet hip width apart
and slowly bend your

knees so your hips are
getting closer to the
ground.
Don't bend your
torso and flex your
abs. Don't lower yourselfbeyond9Odegrees.
Don't use weights
until you know your
form is correct.

6. BENT OVER ROWS

C.

Tighten

WS.

Lower

Sit down on the
floor %vith your legs
out and put the dumbbells next to your ankles. Bend at thc waist
and pull the dumbbells in a straight line
to your chest, holding
on to them with your
palms facing down.
PUSH UPS

Get in the parallel push-up position with your body parallel to the floor and
resting on your hands and tocs. Your hands should be set down wider than your
shoulders. Bend your arms and lower your body until your elbows arc at a 90
degree angle, then push back up. Make sure your back doesn't sag in the middle.
lt should be straight and parallel with the floor.

Your elbows will
stick out to the sides
when you do this.
Still bent over, bring
the dumbbells back to
your ankles, so that it
looks like you're rowing in a bent over po-

sition.

SHOULDER PRESS

Sit with a dumbbell in each hand at shoulder height. Straichten your arms so
they 4ig over your head, then lower them back to the. 6rigin-al position, at your.
ihourdéii. Tighien your abs when you are lifting four:artni.1%take sum not tobounce your arms up and down, and don't lock your ilboivs:

7. ALTERNATING BENCH PRESS
.

.

baa:o

liench while holding dumbbells. Raise one dumbbell so your arm is
L4, isith
straight but your elbow isn't locked, then lower it to your chest and repeat with the other ann.

LEG CURLS

Lay face down on a leg curl machine with your chest flat on it and your hands
holding the hand grips. lhe pad should be against the back of your ankles.
Curl your legs up, making sure your hips stay flush with the bench. Squeeze
when the weight is all the way up and then lower down.
Don't use the momentum of the machine to bring thc weight up or that %vill
make the exercise less effective.

B. PULL UPS

Holding on to the bar, keep your arms straight and hang off the bar, making sure your body
stays vertical. Pull your body up with your arms, and pause when your chin is over the bar. Slowly
straighten your arms and lower your body down.
9, LATERAL RAISES

LUNGES

Stand with one leg forward and one leg back. Bend your knees and lower your
body into the lunge position, making sure your front knee and back knee are at
90 degree angles. Push up, keeping the weight in your heels. Don't let your knee
bend past your toes and don't lock your knees.

Tips for a healthy diet
Kelly MacDonald
Staff Writer -

;our feet

Healthy eating habits are just as vital
as regular exercise. Here are some
practical tipsfdr eating healthy.

lur heels

thc way,
our toes
Jr calves

Stand with your legs a little more than shoulder width apart, slightly bent. Hold the weights at your
sides with your palms facing towards you.
Lift the weights up and out, keeping your arms straight, so that you are in a cross position.
Stop when your arms are level with your shoulders. Slowly lower the weights back to your sides
without letting them touch your body. Repeat.

lust because it says no fat doesn't mean you can eat a

you probably don't want to eat large amounts several

lot; Lynn said.The food might not be ideal nutrition.

times daily. It is about moderation and making healthy
choices most of the time:

Stick to the outside edges ofthestore: Fresh veg-

etables, fruits and meats are on the outside.The middle
aisles contain processed and prepared foods.Try lo eat
fresher, less processed foods.The less processed, the
more likely It will be healthy, registered dietidan Susan
Edgerly said.
Dont go to the store hungry:It will Just make a person
buy things he or she doesn't really need and give way
to overeating.

IN SODEXHO
Avoid unnecessarysimple sugars: ANRP Sue Lynn sug-

gests filling yota need lar meet with natural sugars.
"Instead of going to the dessert bar, go to the fruit bar:
Lynn said.

n is facis parallel- arm.

Stay away from gravies and friedfoods: in besito
stick with dishes that don't amtain extra calories in
sauces and breading.
3, fat salo4 but be COULiOUS ofunnecessary fatr.lry
to
vegetables:Lynn said. She also said to be
cautious of hear/ dressing and added condiment
like cheese and croutons which can diminish a salad's
nutritional value.

slat°

AT THE STORE
1. lowfat doesnt equalgood: Sometimes the reduced
fat label makes people think they can eat without guilt

AT HOME
Use the smallest plate: If you can't put it on the plate,
you won't eat it without thinking.

fat slowly:You don't feel the effects of food for 20
rninutes, Lynn said. 'Savor the first few bites and only
eat until you're comfortable.Hydration: Drink at least eight cups of water a day to
maintain digestive health. Avoid excessive coffee and
alcohollhey are diuretia and can lead to dehydration.

WHEN DINING OUT
1..Skip the appetite's: Edgerly said to uy limit eating
foods with low nutritional value. But moderation is key.
'Eating ice cream is OK:Edgerly said in an e-mail:But

Oderhdor shore: Edgerly said in an e-mail that the
portions at restaurants are large. Consider sharing wfth
a friendto reduce the calories.

noose/ma:brie beverages: Water and diet soda
will limit the amount of calories consumed in the meal

WORDS TO LIVE BY
Pay attention to portions: This is probably the most
Important thing, and the portion may be much smaller
than you think:Edgerly said in an e-mail
Too ranch ofa good thing: 'Even if you are making
healthy food choices, eating too much can still lead to
weight gain,' Edgerly said

margarine. Beware of butter, bacon and aeamy sauces.
toweling fat on proteins:Try skim milk, fat free
dairy products, egg substitutes or egg whites, salmon,
skinless poultry, soy products and lean arts of meat
Beware of whole milk, liver, egg yolks, cold cuts, hot
dogs and fried or fatty meats.
Better vegetables and fruits: Try fresh and frozen fruits
and no-sodium-added cannedvegetables. Beware of
coconut, cream sauce vegetables and hit contained in
heavy corn syrup.
4.Whole grains: Try whole grain breads, partas, flours,
high fiber cereal, brown rice and oatmeal. Beware of
pastries, frozen waffles, com bread, doughnuts, biscuits, granola bars, cakes, pies and buttered popcorn.

5. Reducing steam: Try herbs and spices for flavoring,
salt substitutes and reduced salt soups. Beware of table
salt, soy sauce and frozen dinners.

Moderation is key: Edgerly emphasized moderation

and good choices, rather than diets."Don't get discouraged:Edgerly said in an e-rnail.'Eating heatthy is a
lifestyle.Try to tons on making healthy choices:Lynn
agreed, saying that moderation, using portion control
and slowing down can be the biggest help. The key is
to start now.

COMBATTING HEART DISEASE
1. Cutting fats:Try olive or canola oil and Irans-fat free`

FINAL THOUGHTS
To help

create your ovm heatthy eating program and
leam more about food groups and healthy &ices visit
mypyramid.gov.
Students can contact the Sodexho dietidan Gamet
Davis for consuitations at 509-710-4995.

Information courtesy of ANRP Sur Lynn. glistens! slittidan
Susan &testy and the ALrim Clinic
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THINGS TO DO IN SPOKANE
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Hip hop artist Tech N9ne will perform with Paul Wall and III Bill at
8 p.m. on Tuesday, April I and Wednesday, April 2 at the Big Easy
Concert House. Tickets are $32 from ticketswestcom.

For more information about this event or other things
to do In Spokane this week,visit whitworthian.com.
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Missionaries share
what missions work
means to them and
what it really takes

Yong Kim
Staff iVriter
A man Ivakes up early in the morning,
just as thc sun is peaking above the horizon. Living in Bhutan, a nation between India and China, he picks up his camera and
sets out with his camera crew toward one of
the Himalayan mountain peeks to record
the next scene in their latest movie.
NIcanwhile in Hungary., a woman opens
hcr business and prepares for the moming
rush. The sound of grinding coffee beans
can be heard, as the smell of lattes and
espresso permeates the small coffee shop.
In the southern hemisphere, a group of
surfers hit the waves in Indonesia, surfboards in hand, hoping to catch some

waes.
What do all three of these people have in
common? They are all Christian missionaries.

With the missions front extending into
the 21st century, the facc of Christian missions has changed. Being a missionary is
multifaceted, missionary Robin Soard said.
The sky's the limit: said C. Marvin,
Northwest college campus coordinator for
Frontiers.
Manin represented one out of roughly
18 missions organizations that visited
Yhitworth during Global Missions %Veck,
March 11-13.
Relief, development, education and
health are just some of the avenues missionaries can focus on. Manin said.
Among the mission organizations that
visited Vhitworth last week, many focus
on different aspects within the missions

Poto couttny ofRohr, Sault

Robin Soard, left, and her co-worker Elizabeth Wilson center, help the family they lived with In South Asia shell dhal (dried beans) for dinner.

storying facilitator works with a naThere is a difference between a witncss
tional and teaches the national the Bible and a missionary, Wiesner of PIONEERS
story. They ensure that the story is Biblical- said. A missionary has a cross-cultural
field.
ly accurate and culturally relevant (Le. the component: culture, language and geograFrontiers focuses on church-planting, story is told in a style similar to the cultural phy; a witness can be telling someone of
primarily in Muslim-dominant countries.
stories of that people group)," Soard said in shared culture and language about your
The City Gate Spokane focuses on inner- an e-mail. "They also record the Bible story faith who lives across the block
city issues in an effort to reclaim, rebuild, (using an MP3 player or other recording
Marvin said in North Africa, the native
and restore lost and broken lives" in Spo- technology)."
people view a "missionary" as someone
kane, according to their pamphlet.
In response, Wycwho invaded their
Children NYith Hope Inc. is dedicated liffe and other orgaterritory, forcing
to helping children all over the world suf- nizations, including
foreign laws on
fering from difficult circumstances such as International Misthem and drcw
MISSIONS ORGANIZATIONS
HIV/AIDS, child prostitution and abuse.
sion Board, Campus
borders to divide
During a discussion in Duvall Hall, on Crusade for Christ
Check out the vision statements of
their people. In IsWednesday, March 12, missionaries said and Youth With
some of the missions organizations
lam, a missionary is
with the field of missions expanding in a Mission, got toviewed as a crusadthat visited during Global Afissions
terms of what someone can do, many peo- gether and formed
er, Marvin said.
Week front March 11-13.
ple interested or planning to be missionar- OneStory,
which
Manin said he
ies have a great amount of resources.
strives to create
doesn't
identify
'Frontiffs b an hernational non-profit orgaRussell 'Wiesner, \Vest coast mobilizer oral versions of the
with those images
nization, recruiting, sending and serving teams
for PIONEERS, said there is a missionary Bible.
and instead views
of ordinary people for long-tenn SetYke to the
involved in the surf culture in Indonesia, a
Soard said achimself as a followcommodes of the Muslim
frontlers.org
non-traditional way to do mission work.
cording to Oner of Jesus Christ
"The PIONEERS worker brings Chris- eStory, training sesand a Christian
VF1ONEERS mobdizes teams to glorify God
tian surfers over and puts them up in 11/4Ius- sions she attended
worker.
among unreached
by 'Initiating churchlim homes so they can surf the waves and and
observations
"I don't use the
planting movements in partnership with local
be salt and light to families in Indonesia," during her mission
term missionary,"
churches: pioneers.org
Wiesner said in an e-maiL "After the Chris- work in Asia, twoMarvin said. "I just
tian surfers leave, [the missionaryl fol- thirds of the world's
say worker. I haven't
Gly Gate is a ministry to the homeless and
lows up and shares the Gospel with those population are from
crisplaced community on the streets of Spokane:
really found a term
same families. Through this ministry, he oral cultures. In an
that I really like."
thecitygatespokane.org
has planted house churches in a 99 percent oral culture, people
Both Marvin and
Muslim area."
communicate, share
Vaiddren With Hope Inc. Is an Australian-based,
Soard, discovered
The idea to work in surf tourism, was the ideas, history and
-non-profit organisation committed to changing
their interest for
missionary's idea and PIONEERS helped religion
through
the lives of children at risk, by training, equipping
missions
during
facilitate that vision, 'Wiesner said. PIO- speaking
rather
and supporting those who work with children at
their young adult
NEERS specializes with churches and mis- than through readrisk in International and Australian =texts.-life and are both
sionaries, helping them align their visions ing and writing.
childremvithhopeorg.au
fairly new to the
and dreams with what they can do in the
"OneStory works
mission field.
mission field.
with mother-tongue
Many missionarMany missionaries from different or- speakers to develop
ies, beginners, find
ganizations are approaching the mission and record worldview-sensitive, chrono- it difficult to adjust to the new lifestyle.
field in a different ways, yet still preserving logical Bible 'story sets' for each specific
"A lot of people go home because of the
similar values.
group," according to onestory.org.
struggles of being in a foreign country, culSoard recently spent two years in South
Despite all the different roles a mission- ture and language," 'Wiesner said. 'Many
Asia as a storying facilitator for Wycliffe, a ary can fill, there are some common ele- missionaries have breakdowns."
Bible translating organization.
ments of missionary work.
Marvin said he and his wife have spent

pes

some time just crying together in North
Africa.
"We were wrestling (with) so many different stresses that were going in our minds
all at onc time, the thought of leaving our
family and being there full time," Marvin
said.
Marvin said he and his wifc were comforted by a Bible verse in 2 Corinthians
12:9, which says God's grace and strength
is sufficient in weakness.
In thc discussion, most missionaries said
missions work is a test of personal faith.
Many missionaries struggle with financial
needs for what they need to do.
Several inissionaries at thc discussion
shared personal experiences that reinforce
thc idea that if God really wants you do go
into the missions field, he'll provide a way.
But do all Christians need to be involved
in thc mission field? Not so, said many of
the missionaries.
"I believe every Christian is called to follow Jesus but not every Christian needs to
be serving overseas," Soard said.
Not every Christian should go out to
foreign countries. But everyone should be
involved in some way, Marvin said.
"Get to a place in thc world that is going
to stretch you and go against the status quo.
Do it. Do it in a heartbeat," Marvin said.
'God is a God of diversity. We all have a
role in the worldwide body of Christ:'
There is a lot of preparation needed to
become a missionary. Soard said good advice for those pursuing missions as a possible avenue is to start taking short term
mission trips to places of interest. It would
also be easy to find pockets of communities
of the target country in Amcrica.
Know what God is calling you to do and
find a missions agency that can facilitate
your passion and vision, Wiesner said. Not
all agencies are built for all missionaries, he
said.
Contact Yong Kim at yong.kim@whitworthian.com.
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Student finds sex sacred
school system until he moved in eighth grade.
He said most of his sex education came from
What's the big deal
his elementary school in Scotland. Zahn said he
noticed a much different atmosphere overseas
when it came to tallcing about sex.
"The (British education) system is a lot more
opcn and straightforward about things: Zahn
Joy Bacon
said. "But I think it was interesting that the
Copy Chief
(Scottish) culture is more reserved about sex."
Despite a strong foundation in sex education
Editor's note: This series
focus on how the in elementary school, Zahn said his high school
iThinvorth community discusses sex and where had no sex cducation program in the curricuits ideas about sex are founded. 7he discussions lum.
will feature married couples, singles and hulividAs he got older, Zahn started noticing a gap
mils in dating relationships. 7he goal is to mate between him and his older friends when it
more open dialogue about sex in the context of came to sex.
a Christian community with many perspectives
"They all thought it was the real cool thing to
about sexual activity.
do: Zahn said. "They were older and I sort of
felt like the odd man out. But after I'd had sex, I
Most little kids arc lcnown for saying exactly was like 'now I've grown up a little bit. Now I'm
what's on their minds. When sophomore Brcnt cool and really one of the guys.'
Zahn was 8 years old, he was no different.
The day after he lost his virginity. Zahn said
"I was sitting at dinner playing with my food, he had very mixed cmotions.
and I asked my dad if hc had to stick his penis in
"I was completely freaked out," Zahn said. "I
my mom's vagina to make me," Zahn
hadn't worn a condom and that kind
said. "Then I asked if he had to do thc
of scared me. [My girlfriendi told me
same thing to make my baby brother,
not to worry about it, so fatherhood
and he said ycah. Then I was like 'ew,
didn't really cross my mind. She was
yuck, you had to do it twice!"
on birth control and had already been
As be grew up, Zahn became more
sexually active, so I figured shc knew
accustomed to the idea of sex. And
what shc was doing."
when he was 16, he and his girlfriend
In hindsight, Zahn said there were
turned the idea into a reality.
factors beyond the physical aspects
"We didn't talk about it beforeof sex he wish he had known about
ZA HN
hand: Zahn said. had almost hapbefore hand. He said he realized this
pened once before, but this time the
whcn, after 11 months, he and his
conditions were right and it just sort of hap- girlfriend broke up.
pened:
"I wished people understood the psychologiZahn said he became sexually active before cal aspect of sex," Zahn said. "It made it really
his parcnts talked to him about it.
hard to get over my girlfriend once wc stoppcd
"I liked being independent, and they thought dating, and without that aspect of connection it
that if I had questions, I would have asked," would have been easier to move on:'
Zahn said. They thought I could act responsiIn addition to the relationship with his girlbly on my own decisions and they knew I wasn't friend, 7-ahn said his other partncr was a onesleeping around:*
time encounter in the middle of the day. It was
then he began to value sex as something to save
for a special relationship, he said.
EDUCATION
"I was just like, 'that was stupid': Zahn said.
Zahn's dad's job as a helicopter pilot in the
North Sea, kept Zahn in the British public "And honestly, if the cmotions aren't there that

ABOUT SEX?

it

o.

are supposed to go with it, the scx just isn't as
good."
Zahn said along with emotions, an aspect of
respect should be present.
"If you have sex without the feelings for that
person, it's a lack of respect because you're just
using them: Zahn said. "When you're doing it
to express your feelings and it's a mutually enjoyable and initiated experience then there's respect and an emotional connection. That's the
way sex should be."

Today, Zahn said even though he's not a
Christian, he still sees sex as something more
than a casual decision.
"What the Bible says is a good guide for life,
even if I'm not a Christian," Zahn said. "I look
at the Christian view and I just modify it for
myself to say I should only do it with someone
I love, but that idea for me didn't come from

God:
Zahn said he has not been sexually active in
his time so far at Whitworth.
"I've only been in informal relationships
here," Zahn said. "You can mess around with a
person and not have sex. I want to reserve it for
a special relationship:
Zahn also said that in his opinion, Whitworth athletes tend to be more sexually active
than the general student body, because they
aren't at Whitworth because of the Christian
aspect of the school. Zahn is a member of the
men's varsity soccer team.
Zahn said that, despite the taboo nature of
sex on the Whitworth campus, a human sexuality class should be a general education requirement.
In an interview for part one of this series,
Duvall resident director April McGonigal mentioned the need for a similar requiremeni
"I think it's weird that this stuff should be
common knowledge but it still isn't widespread,"
Zahn said. "Even at a Christian university, a lot
of people still need to be given information they
should already know:*
Contact Joy Bacon at joybacon@whitworthian.com.

Sophie Sestero
Staff Writer
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The Inland NorthwestTask Force will present a

multimedia presentation
about "Trafficked Women:
Spolcane's Unspoken Indus-

try:
A NON-CHRISTIAN PERSPECTIVE

Cyrus O'Leary's combines quirky moo' cl, large menu
popular. Night manager Jeremy
Whittington speculated their popularity is due in part to the fact that
What is it that makes Cyrus there is something for everyone.
While Jerry Seinfeld would be
O'Leary's so much fun? Is it the
odd koala bear on an antique sled, right at home with the life-sized
the monkey riding a tricycle on a superman cutout flying overhead,
trapeze, maybe the stuffed rooster dim lighting and intimate leather
booths make the reson a unicorn or the
taurant a great place to
huge poster of MariFOOD
enjoy yourself.
lyn Ntonroc? Whatrestaurant is
ever "it" is, it must be
REVIEW
well-suited for groups
good because after 28
CYRUS O'LEARY'S
and families. The bar
years of serving the
is also a hot spot for
communitygrcat food
Location:
college students and
in a zany atmoiphere,
516W. Main St.
business people.
Cyrus O'Leary's is still
Hours: Everyday 1130
Happy hours bring
a popular hot spot in
a.m.-10p.m.
in crowds. From .1 to
downtown Spokane.
Type:American
7 p.m. and after 9 p.m.
At Cyrus O'Leary's
Average meal cost:
on weekdays, and all
Restaurant, we're still
$5-20
day Sunday, appetizers
a little crazy, but we
and drinks are half off.
know how to have a
good time and most of all, we Fridays from 4 to 7 p.m. there are
make sure you do too!" according spicy hot wings that tend to be devoured quickly by hungry college
to cyrusolearys.com.
Even with the influx of competi- students.
Many Whitworth students ention, the restaurant has remained

Lecture to broach
issue of human
trafficking today

Lipscomb/Whitworthian

Freshman Sara Larson enjoys a meal
at Cyrus O'Leary's restaurant on
Tuesday night, March 11.

joy Cyrus O'Leary's. Its menu offers over 100 different items to
choose from, any and all of which

the servers are more than willing
to mix and match. Plus, there is a
children's menu and over 300 specialty drinks and mock-tails.
Whittington said the menu is
changed four times a year to ensure
the most popular items stay while
new items can be introduced.
Whittington recommended his
favorite dinner of blackened chicken fettuccine. They also have burgers, soups and any other American
food you could hope for.
Whittington acknowledged that
they're famous for their pies.
For the past two years in a row
Cyrus O'Leary's has won a gold
medal in a national competition
for the best use of citrus. Their
lemon meringue and sour cream
lemon were voted No. 1 in the
United States.
Other popular sweet dishes indude the decadent fried ice cream.
Ice cream is packed into a ball the
size of a grapefruit, then covered

See CYRUS REVIEW, page 12

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITION ELEMENTS
IThe Three Trials: The Trial of Fire, the Trial
of Ice and the Trial of Blood.

I Mushroom-eating contest sponsored by
Sodexho.

IA mole in every scholarship group quietly

IThe Dance Off.

IThe swimsuit portion.

IBM Robinson Fan Fiction Contest

IHow often you ask questions like "Will
Whitworth offer opportunities for me to
broaden my horizons?"

IEssay that asks, "If you could take
NVhitworth University on a dream date,
where would go?"

IDefeat the Cherynyx, the Three-Headed
Squirrel guarding the Goblet of the Ntind and
Heart.

ICraniometry expert brought in to measure

IBoxing Match against Ron The Pyledriver"

intelligence.

Pyle.

IThe true contest ivinner must pull the
Sword from the Big Ugly.

sabotaging each task.

The presentation will
take place at 7 p.m. today
in the Robinson Teaching
Theatre.
The lecture will examine
the relevance and impact of
human tiafficldng in Spokane.
For more information
contact WISE (Women
in Society Everywhere) at
womenofwise@yahoo.com.

'Moliire Than
Thou' to show at
Whitworth
Performer and playwright
Timothy Mooney will present "Molière Than Thou," a
one-person play celebrating
the playwright Molière's life
and work.
The performance will take
place on Monday, Nfarch 31
at 7 p.m. in Cowles Memorial Auditorium. Admission
is free.

For more information
contact Bendi Schrambach
at ex. 4372 or bbschrambach@whitworth.edu.

'Foreigner' to
play at Spokane
Civic Theatre
Spokane Civic Theatre is
bringing "The Foreigner,"
a comedy written by Larry
Shue, to its main stage.
The play runs from Friday, March 28 through Sunda); April 20 at Spokane
Chic Theatre, Main Stage,
1020 N. Howard St.
Tickets are 512 to S18. For
more information call (509)
325-SEAT or visit spokanecivictheatre.com.

Magic Lantern_
to feature Dylan
film, comedy
The Magic Lantern Theatre is a non-profit film art
house dedicated to bringing
independent and foreign
films to Spokane.
Films currently playing
include "I'm Not There;
a biographical film about
Bob Dylan,' "Outsourced:
a romantic comedy about
a Seattle worker who must
train his replacement in
India, and "Persepolis: an
Iranian film about growing
Up in war-torn Iran.
The Magic Lantern is located at 25 W Main Si in
the Saranac Hotel.
For more information
visit myspace.com/magi-

danterntheatre.
Compikd by Heidi Olson
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New

RELEASES
Check out some new
music releasesfor
Tuesday, March 18.
j

ADAM GREEN
'Sixes & Sevens'
ALIVE IN WILD PAINT
'Ceilings'
BE YOUR OWN PET

'Get Awkward'
DEVOTCHKA

'A Mad and Faithful Telling'
THE HUSH SOUND

'Goodbye Blues'
THE KILLS

'Midnight Boom'
NEON NEON

'Stainless Style'
SERA CAHOONE

'Only As the Day Is Long'
SHE& HIM'Volume One'

KWRS

TOP 15
These are the top 15 albums played on Pirate
Radio KWRS 90.3 FM
this week. For the full
top 30, visit kwrs.fin.
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PRESIDENTS OF

Spiritual growth takes work
Aaron Quigley
Staff 1Vriter

Over the past three years, former theology major junior Kelli
Christianson has conic to realize
that growing with God is not a byproduct of the theology department.
"Growing is a choice we make:
Christianson said. "It's not just
God meeting us, but [us) meeting
God."

Moses Pulci, now a theology
instructor at Whitworth but once
a studcnt of the university, agrees
with Christianson.
When I was a student jat Whitworth) my studies were important,
but grossing spiritually required a
commitment to seeking God outside the classroom: Pulei said.
Pulei's actions in seeking spiritual growth induded meeting ssith
mentors, a men's bible study and a
prayerful life.
"It's easy to go to a theology dass,
and feel fulfilled in a relationship
ssith Christ; Niel said. "Faith,
however, is a rhythm of life."
The need to be practice in growing in God is universal for all students, biology major and senior
Lydia Garth said.
"I've leafhed to marvel at the intricacies of life applying my gifts
for God's glory, first as a Christian
then as a biologist: Garth said.
Whitworth's desire to see students become more involved in
seeking God outside the classroom
through community and mentoring is esident by the opportunities
offered to students.

THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERI.CA

'These Are the Good Times

i

boat as us, and finding a cotnmunity to talk, pray and share life
together will help us realize this,"
Pulci said. "Ve can learn from one
another, we just have to be open
and not afraid to be judged."
Pulci's Bible study while he was
a Whitworth student created such
a strong conmiunity that even ufter graduation they continued to
mect, and still maintain communication in rcccnt years.

menresorag NIL

MENTORING

Programs such as Dinc with a
Mind can provide mentorship op-

PRAYER

It's important to set aside time
for prayer, and to prayerfully handie all of our activities and classes,
especially non-thcology classes,
Christianson said.
"We're all busy with school and
activities, the question is 'What arc
wc busy with?" Christianson said.
Garth also understands the
need for addressing our activities
with prayer.
"We need to be able to ask
questions in our groups, and ask,

Thunu, Itelituon/Whitirof

The track & field team prays as a group after the Dusty Lanes Open meet
Saturday, March 15 at Spokane Community College.

ponunities among faculty, staff ship and discussion around vocaand students.
tion and calling, said Michelle See"Dine with a Mind sv-as created fried, program coordinator for the
to help facilitate student mentor- Weyerhaeuser Center.
'Where does praycr fit in?' Garth
ing relationships," ASWU PresiApproximately 1,250 students said.
dent Scott Donnell said.
Garth lives in the Open Door
and 150 staff and faculty members
Students willing to initiate a have participated In this grant, theme house, which encourages
conversation with a professor or according to a survey conducted students to use their prayer room,
staff member can contact the in- last week. Due to the positive re- which Is open to students seeking
formation desk to receive a coupon sults, funding for the program will a place of quiet.
that will cover the cost of coffee or continue for at least another three
The Seeley G. Mudd chapel also
a light lunch during the meeting years, Seefried said.
offers several opportunitics during
the week to gather with fellow stu(up to S3.50 per person).
dents in community, prayer and
Over 130 students have already COMMUNITY
taken advantage of Dine with a
Puld said thc kcy to cultivating worship.
Mind this semester alone, Donnell a vibrant community is commitBesides a Thursday morning
said.
ment and personal Initiative to get and Tuesday evening service, the
As part of a spiritual mentor- involved.
chapel also offers two mid-week
ing initiative, Whitworth received
Whitworth offers a variety of worship services and is available
a grant from the Lilly Foundation ways to participate in community, most mornings to students seekover six years ago. This grant sup- from intramural sports teams and ing a quite place to pray.
plements costs for meals, books chapel to worship services and
Contact Aaron Quigley at aaron.
and other expenses as students small groups on campus.
quigley@whitworthiati.com.
and staff/faculty cultivate relation"A lot of people are in thc same

People'
VARIOUS ARTISTS

'Juno: Music from the Motion
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SIA

'Some People Have Real
Problems'
BLOWING TREES

'Blowing Trees'
THE TING TINGS
-Great Drs [Single]

6

HELIO SEQUENCE

'Keep Your Eyes Ahead'

7 JAYMAY
"Autumn Fallir
8

CAT POWER

with diunks of Oreo,
deep-fried, thcn covered
with a caramel sauce.
Or, if something more
like the sizzling apple pie
a la mode sounds like it
will get your taste buds
salivating, then look no
further. Cyrus O'Leary's
serves their apple pie in a
skillet, with a special caramel rum sauce drizzled all
over it.
Adding to the fun are
the wadcy decorations
that are add an edectic
feel to the restaurant's
setting. Every time you'll
find something new and
peculiar hanging from the

ceiling or staring at you
from a wall.
It all startal with owner
Erikki Oranen, who is a
frequent collector of antiques.
Many of the decorations are from his original
collection. Others have
added their own memorabilia to the craziness as
well, including Whittington.
One really cannot go
wrong with great food
and fun settings. Keep the
tradition alive and seek
out a downtown landmark. People will be sure
to love it.

/t,i)
°ZOO

rice

off,'Ibeseic?
t¿coP.

etiik°
he4ilsk.

c74

WIN A

Contact Sophie Sestero

at

sophie.sestero@whitworthian.com.

'Jukebox'
9 THE KILLS

°Midnight Boom'
10 JOSEPH ARTHUR
-sr

COMBO MEAL!!

'Could We Survive' [EP]
11

Fill in your name and

DEL THE FUNKY

Whitworth
e-mail, bring in this ad, and you'll be entered to
Will a FREE combo meal of your choice!

HOMOSAPIEN

'Eleventh Hour"
12
"11

VAMPIRE WEEKEND

(one

'Vampire Weekend'
13

A

Nude:

WEATHER

'Cove"

14 THE RAVEONETTES
'Lust Lust Lusr
15

THE BREAKUPS

'Eat Your Heart Out's [EP]

entry per person, contest ends 3/26/08)

Breaking News. Updates. Blogs.
Features. Sports. Commentary.

whitworthian.com

iiiail:@whitworth.edu
Open Sunday - Thursday til
And Friday fr Saturday til 1 0:00p.ni.

12501 N. Hwy. 395 #6 Spokane, WA 99218 - (509) 466-4814
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GAME TO WATCH

page
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VS.

(8) Mississippi State Bulldogs vs. (9) Oregon Ducks
Watdi the game on March 21 on CBS
Read more online in The Water Cooler at whitworthian.com.

Five women swim

to historic finish
Team earns
first top 10

at nationals
Whitworth swam to victory last week at thc women's
swimming NCAA Division
III Championships which
was held at the University of
Miami in Miami, Ohio.
Whitworth finished in
10th place with 120.5 points.
It is thc first time Whitworth
has placed in the top 10 at
thc diampionship.
"It was really
exciting because
most of the other
teams had tvay

more than five
girls and finished
much lower thcn
us senior Sant
Kephart said.

In addition to taking
fourth place in the 500-yard
freestyle and fifth place in
the 200-yard freestyle, Turner cante in sixth at 17:14.37
in the extensive 1,650 free-

style.

The 400-yard freestyle
relay team, which included
freshman Ashley Lecoq and
junior Brittany Gresset, finished in 12th place with a
ncw team record of4:33.06.
Turner and Kephart
also swam on Whitworth's
800-yard freestyle relay with
Lecoq and freshman Christine DeHaven.
The Is-omen finished
seventh
with a new record
time of 7:39.78 to
become the first
women's
relay
tearn at Whit%vorth

to accom-

plish All-American honors.

TUR NER
Kephart, a reDellaven said
turning NCAA
she is already setDiv. III record holder in the ting goals for next year.
200-yard butterfly, finished
"I really want to get an
third with a time of 2:02.98 individual cut next season. I
in this same event that won want to train harder and beher fame last year.
come that best that I can be:
She also swam the DcHaven said.
200-free relay on Thursday,
As a senior, Kephart remsplitting her best time ever inisced about the best parts
in a relay.
of being a Whitworth SWill1Kephart went on to tic for 111C1:
fourth in the 100-yard but"It's the people. We're all
terfly and place seventh in just onc big family," Kephart
the 800-yard freestyle.
said. "We're all individuals
"I luiew this was the last that come togetherlo help
time I would be swimming each other reach our goals,
these events," Kephart said. and this ycar we reached all
"So I %vent in just %vanting to of them.
have fun:
Sophomore Natalie TurnContact Lindsay Darer broke a new record in hcr bonne itt lindsay.darbonne@
1,650-yard freestyle.
whitworthian.corn.
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Dream season
comes to a close
Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor

The Pirates did their part to stay in
the game by minding the fundamentals. Whitworth was 14 of 15 from
Sometimes it just doesn't go your the free throw line and turned the
way.
ball oven only five times.
Despite shooting over 48 percent
But N'Vhitworth, a three-time
from thc field and oven 93 percent competitor in the NCAA Division
from the free throw line, the deep- III Tournament, lacked the scoring
est NCAA Tournament run in Whit- punch they had seen during their
worth history came to a close with a six-game win streak. Symes was held
76-67 loss to Wheaton College (Ill.) to only four points in the first half,
on Friday, March 14.
scoring 25 of his team-high 29 points
The game, at No. 1 seed Hope Col- after the break.
lege's DeVos Fieldhouse, was high"I felt like when I caught the ball I
lighted by a career afternoon from was rushing too much; Symes said.
Wheaton guard Kent Raymond, who "I was working hard to get open, but
scored a carcer-high 47 points.
they were collapsing on me .(when I
Raymond scored from all over the received the ball)."
floor, making 16 of 17 shots from the
Junior post Calvin Jurich scored 10
foul line and 12 of 21 fmm the floor. points, but was the nnly other Pirate
Despite thcir best efforts, the Pirates
in double digits.
werepowerless to stop
Despite RayRaymond's shooting
mond's monstrous outing,
"We talked after the game and
"(Senior forward
Whitworth
kind of hugged and told each
Colin
Willemsen)
staycd within
other we love each otherf
did a good job of
striking
disstaying with him,"
Colin Willemsen,
tance.
The
senior forwani
senior forward Ryan
Pirates
were
Symcs said. "He was
down by no
just hitting really
more than 10
tough shots
all of them were go- in the first half, and held the lead as
ing in:
late as 8:21 on a jumper by freshman
Willemsen said he was in a tough guard David Riley. Whitworth trailed
spot trying to constantly pressure by five at halftime, 33-28.
Raymond.
Vsrititworth tried to double team
"It was just like he couldn't do any Raymond when he came off screens,
wrong," Willemsen said. "As soon as the primary way the NCAA Allyou touched him it was a foul, and as American was getting the ball. But
soon as you backed off him he hit a Whitworth just couldn't get stops
three, so it was a difficult balance."
on the defensive end, as Raymond
Senior guard Jerry Beverly said shredded the stingy man-to-man deRaymond had outrageous range.
len se.
"It looked like he was shooting
"We'd double team him and get the
from the student section; Beverly ball out of his hands, but somehow
said. "He was hitting threes from five he'd get the ball back and shoot it
feet behind the line.
again," Willemsen said.
Raymond was 7 of 10 on 3's.
After Symes brought the Pirates

Crossing Borders:
-

it

within one at 57-56 with 5:36 to play,
Raymond went on a tear by hitting
two 3's to cap a 10-0 Wheaton run.
Whitworth got no closer than eight
the rest of the way.
In the final ticks, the gravity of the
last game hit Willemsen.
"It was obviously really emotional and upsetting, but also III was
pleased with how well we did," Willemsen said. "It was tough because I
Icnew it was over:
It dawned on Symes in the waning
moments too.
"I was thinking, 'Shoot, my college career is over,- Symes said. "The
whole mood in the locker room afterwards was shock that 'Wow, that
just happened:"
Beverly even got some time on the
court in the last minute of the game.
"The first thing I did was kind of
look around, see what it looked like
from the court," Beverly said. "I'll
never forget that moment."
The three seniors %vere happy to be
able to share their last year together.
"We talked after the game and
kind of hugged and told each other
we love each other," Willemsen said.
Beverly was equally satisfied.
"I wouldn't rather share it with
anyone else: Beverly said.
The Pirates finish the season with
21-7 mark, their second consecutive Northwest Conference title and
a host of individual accolades. Coach
and Player of the Year honors in
the NWC were given to head coach
llm Hayford and Symes, first team
All-NWC honors to Willemsen and
honorable mention consideration for
junior guard Ross Nakamura.
"I MS blessed this season," Symes
said. "I have no regrets:
Contact Derek Casanovas at derek.
casanovas@whitworthian.coni.

Ghanian runner Atisu credits Godfor
his physical gi s, journey to.America
James Spung

-

Assistate News Editor
ah=4;:za

Nate Chuttlitlitrorthim
Freshman Elorrn Atisu, seen clapping, came to America from Ghana becausehe felt driven by God to find a purpose in the
United States. A sprinter for the Whinvorth track & field team, Atisu plans to retum to Ghana someday after he finishes school.

track team. So far, he feels
he's fitting into the culture
of sore legs and dose friendships between runners.
"There is an attachment.

For sprinters, training is intense. It involves
a careful mix of running People generally become
short- and long-distance, your friends," Atisu said.
lifting weights to improve He laughed. "It's something
about peomuscle rapie. We love
tios and eatcomniunity,
ing healthy.
because
Hours
of
FLEET OFFOOT
you like to
practice culwalk about
minate in a
A SIRIES"ON TilACk
RUNNERS WILLY'ROTICH AND
campus and
race lasting
ILORACATIOI
10 seconds
see
other
people 'sufto a minute.
fering like
Freshyou:
man sprintAs a high school fresher Elorm Atisu says God is
all that matters.
man, he primarily compet"Strength and talent is ed in the 1,600-meter run.
Regardless of training,
not your own: Atisu said.
"When that gun goes, you Atisu said, God-given talrealize that God is your ent is the most important in
achieving good times and
strength." Before arriving in the excelling as a runner.
"You will probably not
United States from Accra,
Ghana, on Dec. 31, 2007 get as high without talent:
Atisu realized all that hap- he said. "It's like many of
pens to him happens tsith the singers in America who
find a way to make it big.
divine purpose.
Atisu, a native Ghanaian, They can make it big beis one of two native Africans
running for the Whitworth
See BORDERS, page 14
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Baseball splits
Spokane series

I

MEN'S TENNIS

Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer

NWC ALL

WHITMAN

10-0

12-8

PLU

10-2

10-5

WH1TWOR' TN

8486

LINFIELO

6-3
-

"

6-6

WILLAMETTE

545-5

UPS

4-6

4-6

2-9

2-9

1-8

1-8

GEORGE FOX

;pAanc

--0:10-41"0

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Cal tutheran
Tuts4ay, March 25 Co 2 Ant

WOMEN'S TENNIS

fUNFIELD
WHITWORTH

MC

ALL

94)

9-3

8-1

8-2

7-39-6

WHITMAN

r

.WIWIMETTE

4-6

PLU

4-6
27r;

U
GEORGE FOX

19

1-8

EPAGF

NUT PIRATE GAME:

Mimi:din La Verne
Tuada); March 2.502 p.m.
SOFTBALL

.

A five game losing streak ended Saturday when the
Pirates swept a double header againtt Pacific University
in their first home games of the season on Merkel Field
before dropping the remaining two games of the weekend series on Sunday.
"It was really nice to be back at Whitworth," sophowas really nice to
more pitcher Collin Gibbs said.
have our fans. Ve did a lot to get the field ready."
\Vhitworth came into the weekend with a 2-6 record
in the Northwest Conference after scoring just two runs
last weekend at conference leaders Linfield College.
For the most part, pitching has not troubled the Pirates. Senior pitchers Chad Flett and Ryan Snell have
been the bright spots on the team. In Saturday's double
header. the pitching staff would call on run support
from teammates.
In the first game IYhitworth put onc on the board in
the bottom of the first. The scoring continued with efforts from sophomore outfielder Dan Belet, who went
3-4. Junior: outfielder Mitch Ramsey wcnt 2-3.
FIctt WaS on the mound and put in a solid eight innings giving up foiir runs on 10 hits. The Pirates entered the ninth ahead 5-4 when Flett handed it over to
Gibbs to dose the game. He got the save as Whitworth
won 5-4.
We started out swinging it and we just didn't stop:
Flett said. "%Ye played good defense:
iVhitworth would need their bats in Saturday's sccond game. %Yhitworth scored six times in their last two
at bats to seal the deaL Senior pitcher Jason 1Yeatherman held Pacific in the top of the ninth to finish the
visiting team. Whitworth completed the sweep, 13-9.
Pacific struck back on Sunday, and put on two impressive pitching displays. Despite the game being moved to
Gonzaga Prep High School because of field concerns,
the Boxers dispatched the Pirates 11-3 and 10-6.
When you give up double digit runs, you can't expect to win a baseball game: Snell said.
At 4-8 in conference, %Vhitworth will travel next
weekend for four games in Portland against struggling
Lewis & Clark College.

it

NWC

Contact Colin Zalewski at colin.zalewski@whitworthian.com.

01F1E11),.:
PAUFIC

8-1

14-1

8-4

10-8

Softball slams Fox
Morgan Feddes
Stan-Writer
The Bucs brought their
bats against the Bruins,
bringing back a series
sweep of four games and

earning sonic mudi-needed conference wins.
"The wins vere huge,"
senior outfielder Halley
Ce)' said. "Ve needed to
isin to get back in the (conference) running, and the
confidence from the wins
also really helps:.
The wins boost the Pirates' lagging record to 5-7
in the Northwest Conference.
lhe Bucs dominated
the first three games of
their fourth consecutive
road trip, winning 13-3.
13-3, and 14-3. The Bruins
battled hack in the fourth
game but ultimately fell as
the Pirates came back to
win 6-4.
The Pirates pounded the
ball, nailing a total of 64 hits
for the weekend, induding
eight home runs, four of
which were grand slams.
In the first game of the
series, Cey nailed a home
run in the first inning. The
Bucs had a powerhouse
third inning, scoring eight
r1111S.

Fresiunan pitcher Jessica Mangis dominated the
mourid in the second game,
allotting the Bruins only
one hit before the game vras
called in the bottom of seventh due to a hall storm.
Senior pitcher Jessie
LaPlante kept the mo-

Scott Brown/Me Orrant

Senior outfielder Halley Cey takes a cut at the ball during
games March 1 5-1 6 at George Fox University.

mentum with a three-run
homer in the first inning.
Sophomore infielder Josie
Ball added a grand slant in
the third inning,.
The Pirates struggled to
tic up the weekend in the
fourth game, scoring only
two runs in the first six innings before rallying with
four more late.
Senior second baseman
Morgan Thomsen said the
Pirates excelled both offensively and defensively.
"We started tó be.aggres-

on our bats: Thomsen said. -%Ye were hitting
together, and our pitching
was really good this weekSiVe

end."

Cey said the Pirates
pulled it all together for the
victory.
"Everyone did their part:
Cry said. "1* had good defense and we hit welL It was
definitely a team win:
Contact Aforgan Feddes
motgan.feddes@whitworthiatt.com.
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VIGNITE
PLU

BORDERS

`'

4-6

UPS

rE&C.:7

6-8

1-1T1 "--1-1-13

GEORGE FOX

0-12

0-18-1

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Valium:oh vs. i4 Siena
Monday. Aiarth 24 @ 1 p.m_

BASEBALL
NVIC

ALL

101:14.3....
t

GEORGE FOX

9-3

UPS

6-2

WILLAMETTE

5-3

9-8

PLU

6-6

8-7-2

PACIFIC

6-6

7-9

WIRTW ORTH

4-8

5-13

LE

2-10

4-12

0-8

2-14

IYHITMAN

12-5

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Lewis & Clark
Saturday, Marrh 21 @ 12 p.m.

continued from page 13
cause they can hit the really high notes, and then
come down and hit the
low notes. It's like that:
Atisu found that divine
strength when he first ran
a 400-meter dash in undcr
50 seconds.
"I couldn't believe it
when I hit 49 (seconds).
With a dependcnc-y on
God, you fly he said.
His trek to the United
States began in 1999. As
the youngest of seven children, finances prevented
the trip.
After graduating from
his boarding high school,
Atisu said he felt compelled to attend an American university.
"I could've gone to universities in Ghana, but I
just had a feeling I was going to come here," he said.
"I had a feeling that God
had a purpose for me in

America:

Athlete of
THE WEEK

Sam Kephart
senior swimmer
Won her ninth All-American
honor in 200 yard butterfly

Atisu chose Whitworth
after watching a promotional DVD produced by
the track & field program.
Atisu credits President
Bill Robinson's appearance
on the DVD, in which he
calls Whitworth a Christianity-oriented school, for
his decision.
"I saw that and said,
'That's where I want to
go," Atisu said.
Atisu said he hasn't regretted his decision.
"I feel more comfort-

able here.

I

want to grow

in my faith," he said. "I
was going to run track
wherever I went:
After a little more than
two months in the U.S.,
Atisu said he is fitting in
to a new culture.
"Everywhere you go,
you have to learn to fit in:
he said.
He said he has been trying to get used to American conversational style
and has even worked on
an American accent.
Although he felt cold
upon first arriving in
America, Atisu said he
trained himself by gradually shedding the large
outerwear until he felt
comfortable
walking
around in fewer layers.
The food has.also been

Do you: Love Whitworth?
Know Everything?

Enjoy wearing a

snazzy vest?
Then Work at the Info Desk!
Shifts Available: 7 days a week
8 AM - Midnight
10-15 hrs per week
Applications available: March 14th
Applications due: March 31st
Interviews: April 5th
Pick up your Application at the Info Desk Today!

an adjustment.
You can't expect to
have the same things that
you had when you were
home," Atisu said.
Eventually, Atisu said
he wants to return to

Ghana.
"It's easy to settle here,
because things you don't
have in Ghana are here.
But really, I want to go
back: he said.
Ultimately, Atisu said
he plans to follow the plan
he believes God has set for
his life.
"I didn't get here on my
own," Atisu said. "I see divine orchestration. God
gives me strength to work,
do trackeverything:'

Contact James Spung
at janies.spu ttg@wh itworthian.com.
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WhiteVerS

Student Discounts

Sign up for your FREE WhitSavers
Student Discount Card!

www.whitsavers.com
Featuring cornpanies like...
Subway
Bruchi's
Quiznos
Cartridge World

Pizza Pipeline

Gelcrto Joe's

And More!

Qdoba
Great Clips
Azteca
whitevers
www whitxruerztorn
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The Favorites

Laying into

Tennessee Volunteers (23-8, 14-2 HQ
The Vols will look to bounce back in the Big
Dance after a loss to Arlcansas in the Southeastern Conference TournamenL Tennessee comes
in as the No. 2 seed in the East Region and could
pummel American and Butler en route to the
Sweet 16. Behind the hot shooting of senior
guard Chris Lofton, who has 426 career 3-pointers, and the tandem ofJaJuan and Tyler Smith,
the Vols are a threat to go deep in the tourney.

ARCH
MADNESS
Derek Casanovas

AZiss
The Whitworthian
staff offers their picks

forfirst-roundgames
of the NCAA Men's
Basketball Division I
tourney.

Sports Editor

Kansas Jayhawks (31-3, 13-3 Big 12)
VS.

Despite the defection ofJulian Wright to the NBA last spring, Kansas
is still a legit title contender. Darrell Arthur, Mario Chalmers, Brandon
Rush and Darnell Jackson all average double figures. As long as the team
can use their lightning-quick speed in transition, Lawrence, Kan. could
see a Rock Chalk Jayhawk title in weeks. A savory matchup with ex-coach
Roy Williams' North Carolina squad could be waiting in the Elite 8.

North Carolina Tar Heels

Travis Jette: Indiana
lames Spung: Indiana

Lindsay Darbonne: Indiana
Colin Zalevnki: Arkansas
Derek Casanovas:Indiana
Morey Jones: Indiana

Memphis Tigers
(33-1,16-0 C-USA)

(32-2, 14-2 ACQ

lhe game plan is simple: get the
ball to double-double machine

and potential Naismith and
Wooden Avrard
winner Wer
Hansbrough
early and often.
Guards Wayne
Ellington and

y Lawson

Photo courtay ofESPNrom

lead thc charge

from the perimeter, combining for
about 30 points and seven assists
a game.

The Tigers have accumulated lots of doubters with
a cupcake conference
schedule and a shak-y
59.6 percent free throw
percentage. Even still,
Memphis boasts two stars
in frreshman point guard
Derrick Rose and junior
guard Chris DouglasRoberts. Joey Dorscy is
a force inside, averaging
6.9 points and 9.6 boards

James Spung: WSU
Lindsay Darbonne: WSU
Colin Zalewski: WSU
Derek Casanovas: MU

MoreyJones: 1VSU

tier
41

James Spung: Clemson
Lindsay Darbonne: aemson
Colin Zalewsid:Gemson
Derek Casanovas: Gemson
Morey Junes: Gemson

Junior fonvard Sam Young
leads the Pittsburgh PP!1thers (23-9, 10-8 Big East)
In scoring at 18.3 points
per game.

Here are two pidcs for potential first
round shocicers in the tournament.
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9-7 Big 12)

Drake Bulldogs
(21-10, 9-7 Big 12)

Only a few years removed from a murder
scandal, Baylor emerges
as a threat to go deep in
the tourney. Junior guanl
Curtis Jerrells leads a
deadly outside assault, as
the Bears average over 81
voints per contest.

Former walk-on Adam
Enunenecker, the Missouri Valley Conference
Player of the Year, leads
the Bulldogs into the
tourney. Drake, who
won 21 straight at one
point this year, could
upend UCLA and Duke.

Bayloi Bears (21-10,
over

over

ILJ
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The Cinderellas
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Travis Jette: Gemson

a game.

Upset City

vs.

47Plidrir

Travis Jette: USC

James Spung: Kansas State
Undsay Datonne: KansasState
Colin Zalewski: USC

Derek Casanovas: USC
More) iones: Kansas State

VS.
Travis Jette: Gonmga

James Spung: Cronzaga
Undsay Darbonne: Gonroga
Colin Zalevnki: Camp
Derek Casanovas:Davidson

Morey1onts: Gonraga

Stelzer places second
at Indoor Nationals
Audrey Gore
Staff Writer
Two members of Whitworth's men's team went
to the NCAA Division III
Indoor Track & Field Nationals at Ohio Northern
University March 14-15.
Sophomore Corcy Stelzer finished second in the
high jump clearing 6*-9.75"
helping him to earn his second Indoor All-American
honor. Sophomore Emmanuel Bola finished fifth
in his heat in the 800-meter run. Bofa enjoyed his
opportunity to compete.
"It was a great feeling to
stcp out onto the track with
the best runncrs in the nation and compete for my
teammates, my coaches,
and represent my school,"
fofa said.
Meanwhile the rest of the
Whitworth track & field
team competed at Spo!cane Community College
for the sccond time this

VS.
Travis Jette:Stanford
James Sp ung:Stanford
Undsay Darbonne:Stanfivd
Colin Zalewski:Stanford
Derek Casanovas:Stanford

season at the Dusty Lanes
Open against Community
Colleges of Spokane, Eastern Washington University
and Central Washington
University.
Whitworth's
running women were led by
a successful win in the
5,000-meter run by freshman Sara Wrightman with
a time of 19:13.50. Other
successful
Whitworth
women included two freshman Corey Dugan, who
won the long jump with a
distance of 17'4125", and
freshman Elizabeth Mattila, who won the 400-meter
hurdles in a time of 1:05:40
and finished second in the
100-meter hurdles at 15.58.
Both wcre best times for
Manila this spring.
lhe Pirate men also took
home some wins including
senior Brandon Howell's
victory in the 800-meter
run with a time of 1:59.59
and freshman Nick Gallagher took the 5,000-me-

Moreylones:Stanford

VS.
Travis Jette: uaA

James Spung:
Lindsay Darbonne: UaA
Colin Zalewski: UaA
Nate Chute/Whinvorthisrs

Derek Casanovas: UaA
Moreylones: UaA

Senior Karista Thomsen splashes down in the 3,000-meter steeplechase March 1S.

ter run with a time of
15:28.36

Whitworth's successes
this spring mirrors the success of the indoor track &
field team this winter.
Whitworth takes on
conference foes during the
Willamette Spring Break
Classic on March 21.
Contact Audrey Gore at
audrey.gore@whitworthian.com.

VS.

READ MORE ONLINE
Looking for coverage of women's tennis' three-

match weekend in Oregon? Check out the full
article and other daily updates in sports cov-

Whitworthiad new sports blog,
The Water Cooler, online at

erage in lhe

whitworthian.com.k

Travis Jette: Duke

James Spung:Duke
Lindsay Darbonne: Duke
Colin Zalevnki: Duke
Derek Casanovas:Duke
Morey Jones: Duke
For more March Madness coverage, read additionalstaffpicks
andanalysis ofthe games online
at whitworthian.com.
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For senior Shawn Thlley, a music composition major, composing
is all about taking ideas and making them your own. The echoes
of violins and saxophonesfilled the flixson Union Building on
March 15 as Miley put on his senior music recital that featured
seven pieces lie created. 7he musical genres ranged from jazz to
electronic to vocal. Miley said he spent jOur to five hours. a day
working on tlw pieces leading up to the recital. Once the recital
was over, Tolley said, "I 'in going to go home and sleep."

TOP LEFT:Senior Shawn Tolley points out a tricky portion
Zach Mullen on March 12 in the Music Recital Hall.
TOP RIGHT:Tolley practices his piece

of his music to Max Held and senior

titled"Aisling on BhSis-with his vocal group.

MIDDLE LEFT: Tolley pulls out his baton before beginning to conduct his wind quintet on the
night of his recital March 15 in the HUB.
MIDDLE UPPER RIGHT: Tolley checks on some musical logistics with his vocal group during

rehearsal.

MIDDLE LOWER RIGHT:Tolley conducts his string quartet during his recital.
ABOVE LEFT: Mullen rehearses Tolley's song

titled "Mechanisms."Tolley said the song is"a mini-

malist piece designed to simulate machines.*

ABOVE RIGHT: Beth Tolley, Shawn's mother, watches anxiously at the back of the room before the
start of her son's recital.

BOTTOM RIGHT:Following the recital, Tolley changed out his formal dress shoes to a more com-

fortable pair of moccasins.

,k1 h:,',

CHECK OUT THE STORY AND MULTIMEDIA OF TOLLEY'S PREPERATION AND PERFORMANCE AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM.
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SOFTBALL: PIRATES SWAT PUGET SOUND IN FIRST GAME AT MARKS FIELD I PAGE10
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A voter's guide to

ASWU elections
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Check out candidates'
positions, platforms.
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New facility
to open for
fall semester

PAGE 6

From the smiley face painted cin- the sidewalk in front of McMillan Hall
to the movie room on Duvall Hall's fourth floor, Whitworth students have
developed a unique culture all their own. In afour-page special section, The
lifhitworthian asks: What makes Whitworth what it is?

Shalom Community
Center now accepting
resident applications
MOEnap

SEE

New Weans, three
years after the fall

SHALOM COMMUNITY

"PIECES OF THE PUZZLE"

The Big Easy phoenix
slow to rise from ashes.

CENTER

INSIDE

GriThst try Jams Stung/ Whatworthun
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Natalie Johnson
Staff Writer

Art exhibit honors
Fine Arts Building
Junior art pays tribute to
building's influence.

SPORTS
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Gonzaga cuts cross registration
Business, ROTC programs not
affected by the discontinuation

Two Pirates star at
Sam Adams Classic

Beau Lamb
Staff Writer

Kintner, Mayer make
Nationals, NWC meets.

Whitworth students will no
longer have the option of taldng
classes at Gonzaga University
as part of the cross-registration
program.
The program was initiated in
1995 in order to try to increase
enrollment rates, said Jolanta
Kozyra, assistant academic vice
president and university registrar at Gonzaga University.
The program will end after
this year, Kozyra said.
The reason (Gonzaga] ended
the program was simply due to
demand; Kozyra said. "[Gonzaga has) had such an exponential
demand since we established the
program, and thus can no longer accommodate students from
other universities."
William Carruthers, records
manager in the Whitworth registrar's office, said he is the con-

ONLINE! THIS WEEK

Bruins maul Bucs

in four-game rout
Baseball falls to 1G-14m
NWC. Check the story at

whitworthian.com.
WORD FOR WORD
Quote of the svdc

t,

'Democracy only results
from a set of Ideologies
from withht the comb.,
Itself:We cannot
bestow It'

1

Timothy Carney

kraalLicabassekrakaik
caAprilkaureanktailitr
Read about de Wore
wItorartWan.com:

CLICK IT k
Want to read morel fled out the tu0
story on the end of the cross registration
program at whitoweethian.com.

tact person to help Whitworth
students with cross registration.
The end of cross registration
will not affect ROTC and business students, said Nlichael Le
Roy, vice president for Academic Affairs, in an e-mail.
Students participating in thc
exchange program are required
to pay extra tuition if they go
over thc I7-credit limit. Students currently are allowed to
take up to two dasses at the other college as part of their tuition
and credited dass load.
However, the additional cost required to sustain the program became problematic, Kozyra said.
Gonzaga students were generally only taking P.E. and leadership development for minis-

try dasses at Whitworth, which
was another rcason for the discontinuancc of thc program.
Kozyra said.
Suzanne Ostersmith, an adjunct faculty member in the
theatre department and director
of the dance program at both
Whitworth and Gonzaga, has
been teaching at both schools
sincc 2000.
Ostersmith said students take
dasses at Gonzaga for the requirements of the dance minor.
"(Whitworth and Gonzagal
arc both small schools so there
are not a lot of sections offered;
she said.
Many students wht take advantage of the cross-registration
program are education majors
who are minoring in dance, Ostersmith said.
Ostersmith said this arrangement is possible because of her
position as the director of the
dance programs at both schools.
Julie Wootton contributed to
this report.
Contact Beau Lamb at beau.
lamb@whitworthian.com.

Applications to live in the Shalom Community Center during the 2008-09 school
year arc duc tomorrow.
Ed Kelly, director of Facilities Scrvices,
described thc ncw residence hall, which will
sit on thc comer of Waikiki and Hawthorne,
across from Omadic Field, as a cross between a residence hall and a theme house.
The building, whidi vas formerly an assisted living facility, is currently being converted into a residence and multipurpose
building that will begin housing studcnts in
fall 2008, Kelly said.
Whitworth purchased the property Sept.
22 in an effort to protcct and expand its
boundaries by owning the properties that
bordcr campus, according to a Sept. 25 artide in The Whitworthian.
The residence
CUCK IT k
hall, tentatively
Read the full story about the
named thc Shanew Shalom Community Centff
lom
Commuat whitwoortbiatt.cont.
nity Center, will
house 24 undergraduate students in 12 double rooms, each
with a personal bathroom, Kelly said.
In addition, two Whitworth graduate assistants will be living in the building. They
will eadi have their own room and bathroom and will share a living arca, Kelly said.
The graduate assistants, who will be selicted in the next couple of weeks, will both
be pursuing thcir master's in theology degree at Whitworth while they are living in
the center, said Terry McGonigal. dean of
thc chapel.
-They'll be responsible to be the catalyst
to prompt students to engage in this intentional community; McGonigal said.
McGonigal said activities, as well as
day-to-day life in the residence, will center
around the biblical theme of shalom.
Several students who are currently participating the Central America study program,
induding senior Amy Moos, plan to live in
the Shalom Community Center next year.
She is excited to live in a community with
other students who are 'interested in peace
and social justice as well as cultivating relationships and learning from each other, Moos
said in an e-maiL

See SHALOM, page 3
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ASWU Eiections 2008
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ABOUT US
The Whintudian lus served as the main

sauce ohms ancl sports coverage for the
Whinivrth convrinity since 19C6. The
Whitworthian is an cegaitarjon oomposed
The
entirely by student which
Whtworthian wee* nevnpaper arx1 die
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The candidates for each ASWU executive position completed a questionnaire about their candidacies. Below are their
responses in their own words to one of these questions. For a fill, list of questions and answers for each candidate, as well
as additional election coverage, visit: whitworthian.com.
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The Whinwithian seeks to inform
ergage theWhitworth commixity, ever

President

mindful of our jarnaistit tesportsbities.
We value acasacg relevance, irrairation
aid transpanerry.

Obe Quarless

Peter Cleary

GDURJU. INFORMATION
The prit erica °Ube Wbitoorthlan is
published weekly, my* riming
ard student warns. The content h
generated ertiety by students. The
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bury

Major: Music education
Minor: Leadership Studies
Year: Junior

Major: Business, theology
Minor: None
Year: Junior (2nd year)
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Einor-lo-Ogef
Jasmine Ungar/

iti.a.3.71,ftarwrelreatom
Copy Chief
Joy Bacon
joy imamOwlaftertmoulmr

Assistant Copy Chief

What are the student body's biggest concerns, and how will you address them?
From talking to students available to them. This is foundaThe student body's biggest con- at thc sacrifice of quality prothroughout campus and in the tional to creating opportunity for
cerns boil down to how well they gramming. Whitworth's current
dorms, I have found that the big- innovative change. It is the responare being served and represented debt load and the current ratc of
gest concern for many students sibility of ASWU to ensure that thc
body
growth.
student
by those who define Whitworth's Whitworth
is their exposure to the work of integrity of the leaders is frequently
climate, direction and purpose. I plan to address these issues by
ASWU. Many students do not exposed to instill belief in the stuOut of this major concern for first of all making them hrard. I
know the leaders that represent dents. And lastly, from combining
being served well come specific will communicate them to those
dithem or thc resources of studcnt the opportunity created from reIYhitworth's
quality
of
our
who
influence
concerns about the
government available to them. My sources with the belief in ASWU
cafeteria, representation of diver- mate, direction and purpose. By
cunpaign platform of opportunity, and student leaders, students may
sity on campus, connection of off- working together. wc will probelief and empowerment directly feel a sense of empowerment in
campus students to happenings mote creative solutions to meet
addresses this concern. It is vital them to pursue something knowon campus, over-programming your c.xpectations.
that students at Vhitworth lcnow ing that student leaders have their
the resources and leaders that are backs.

Financial vice president

Leah Moo

Irekaotz.viat...idmora
News Ettor
Juke WOOMI

ematomwirtwdarma
Assistant News Moir
James Spurt)

Carl Chan

Kendra Hamilton

Major: Accounting
Minor: Theology
Year: Junior (2nd year)

Major: Economics, international business
Minor: Leadership studies
Year: Junior

joncupsp.nowdarvazaw.

Opinion Editor

Wi

Why should we vote for you hutead of your opponent?

Jowl millkno.irrooriakman

Sane Editor
Lain Richardson

lovarldhaninome.asewIllortio

Sports Editor
Derek Casanovas

Alentsaassemoloinftwdreasom
Design Mot

*gal Bain

wirrarAalm0.4ftartioaa.aso
Photo

Mu

Nate 011de
ostrziostrowiumwefiwame

Advertising Manager
David

to talk with Thc Whitworthian or
KWRS. I want to sit down and
have a conversation with Jasmine
Linabary, the editor-in-chief of
The NYhitworthian, or Bud Baneither, the general manager of
KWRS. With my communication
skills, I am confident that operations between ASNYU and its
dubs and organizations will improve and be able to better serve
the students of Whitworth.

I will be the first to admit that
Kendra has more experience than
I do with ASSVU and the specifics of the FVP position. Despite
my experience in the banking
fidd, and in positions very similar to that of FVP, many people
will argue. that Kendra is more
experienced than I for this position. My strengths include approachability, attentiveness and
eagerness to learn. I do not want

laird

Gitraalo~rtiotwelirottare

Executive vice president

Circulation Manager
Tim Takechi

ou.salailw4o.orthma.cow

Kalen Eshoff

Web Elitor
Stephen Ash

stremistm6te

Major: Psychology
Minor: Theology
Year: Junior

Adviser

km McPherson
pft-phersenewtvorthazim

Staff members
bonne, Jessica Davis, /fick Mott Annette
Farrel, lAorgan Fedies, Katie Goodell,
tairey Gorr, %tole Holland, Dania
Heatherly, Trans' Jette, Haute Janson,

'Kakis Eshoffis running unopposed

for executive vice president.

Way Jones, Yong Dn. Beau Lwrik Peer
labbenon Justin Urvfxrg, Ma lip-

=rib, Grady India; Ley Mxtionakl,
Richmond, livxnas

Robinson, Xarta Rose, Galen Salford, Erica
Schrader, Sophie Sestet), Mena Stune.
Claire Swinford, Blair Tellers, Valeta YalJAM"
ce
del. Ribert W
Taytor
Cofin 7Alewsii

awn

18'

41
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.ff
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What changes would you like to make in ASWU next year?
As 1 have learned, in years past, ASWU
was an effective body of change on this cam-

pus, and I would like to restore this organization as the voice of students to thc rest of
the University, but also the agent of change
on students' behalf. I believe this can be done
from the bottom up. Senators and reps are
the ones hearing thc concerns of students,
and when these people establish a presence
in their living area, then students will rec-

IAA Bain Christina Una, Livtay Dar-

Heil Olson

'two months to get io know ihis position, and this has allinved me to
begin to see the areas that need improvement in a direct m.umer. This
something, not against someone. 1 is a great advantage because I am
do, however, have intimate knowl- in a position to begin to implement
edge of the worldngs of AVM, change now, and have begun to do
having been a representative for so. I'm proud of what I've already
2 years now, and have adequate accomplished and have some really
training in the job already. I've had great plans for next year in place.
Carl is a great guy and I'm happy
to lcnowhim. I will say that my c::unpaign is not being run in order to
railroad anyone. I'm running FOR

Deals of the Week:
bring your WhitSavers card and
enjoy these great deals!

OPINIONS POUC1'
Warns, editorial
arid reviews
are die opinions ci their individual
of
creators and not nrcessarly the
The Whstworthian, its editors or its soft

ognize thcm as an advocate for change. The
nc.xt step is through effective communication with the faculty and staff o( thc Univcrsity to voice concerns and try to come
up with effective solutions. For example. in
regards to ideas like the Week of Jubilee, I
believe the precedent was set for effective
change, and I am excited to continuc working on the logistics t o dunge the attitude of
busyness at Whitworth.

West Central
Shared Housing
CO-OP
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opn

PUBUC FORUA1
The Whitworthia' n is a pub& forum
that befeves in freedom speech arad

d

exprezion as garanteed in the Frst
Amendment to the Cortstitution ohie
United States.
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Buy 1 day pass get
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SAVE an extra 10%
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282 W Ind Ave.

12408 N. Division

Building Intentional
Community
Living Simply
Working for Social Justice
Affordable Housing
( $ 375 includes utilities)

COMTACT US
MS 4302

Vitinvorth Iktiversity
3001Y. Hawthorne M.

Spokane,WA 932S1
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Students report interest in online classes
Fifty-nine percent of Whitworth
students would take online class
Morgan Feddes
Staff Writer
Typically when Whitworth
students go to class, they need to
bring their books and meet in a
classroom.
However, an opportunity for
online classes could allow future
students to learn from the comfort
of their dorm rooms.
Fifty-nine percent of current
Whitworth students said they
would be interested in taking online classes from Whitworth, according to a recent constituency
report conducted by ASWU.
There are no currcnt plans to
add any additional courses or to
put entire degrees online, said
Dennis Sterner, dean of the school
of education and member of thc
On-line Program Discussion Task
Force.

There is also no currcnt plan to
look into undergraduate online
classes, Sterner said.
The conclusions recognize that
Whitworth is and will rcmain a
primarily residential, campusbased institution: according to the
task force rcport.
ASWU President Scott Donnell
said he was aware the task force
wanted student input on the idea
of online courscs.
7The goal fof the repon] was to figure out ifthere vas a desire for online
classes and if it would affect [Whitworth's) mission; Donnell said
Fifty-two percent of Whitworth
students felt online classes would
not jeopardize the university's desire to maintain personal relation-

fgiven the opportunity, would you

1

take an online course from Whitworth?

ships between the students and the
faculty, according to the constitnency report.
At the March 19 ASWU meeting, Sterner said Whitworth already offers some online classes
for graduate students that are all
taught by adjunct professors.
The way we're doing it (now] is
pretty cost-efficient because we're
using Blackboard: Sterner said.
doesn't require a lot of additional
tcch support:
Adjunct professor John Klapp
has taught dasses both online and
on campus at Whitworth.
He said one of the biggest challenges in teaching online classes is
getting students confident in their
abilities to participate.
"It's always going to be hard for
some folks because it's a different
way of doing things," Klapp said.
"When they've done the same
thing for a long time, the transition can be hard to make:*
Senior Amy Newton has taken
two online courses through Whit-

it

worth.

it

was my first online dass, and
there wasn't someone I could visit
since the professor was in Texas;
Newton said.
Another difficulty with online
dasscs is making sure there are
clear expectations for the class, as
well as providing plenty of dasswork, Klapp said.
"Setting up a nice smooth
rhythm at the beginning is really
important," Klapp said.
Newton said having the flexibility to do her homework when she
wantcd was nice, but there were

41% of Whitwoith stiiden

believe sinliiiitoirseiViroit
jeopaidiie student-to-teadi

relationships

eielaepoposoroa

downsides to online dasses.
it wasn't the same as having physi"lhe hard part was if you didn't cal voices:
understand an assignment, you
Klapp said online courses will
would have to wait for the pro- not replace the experiences of on
fessor to answer your questions campus learning.
"It's a way to reach more people
through e-mail," Newton said.
Klapp said all students are heard and to have more people learnin online course discussions, which ing, which is always a good thing:
Klapp said.
is the biggest benefit..
"In thc online form, personalEven though there are no curity isn't as big of a factor," Klapp rent plans to add online undersaid. 'Every voice is heard equal- graduate dasses at this time, the
ly, which can be very difficult to constituency report achieved its
achieve in a regular class:
purpose, Donnell said.
Newton said heronline discussions
Now the administration knows
requirrd everyone to contribute.
where the heart of the students is
"Everyone had an opinion," at," Donnell said.
Newton said. "People were emboldened because they didn't have
Contact Morgan Feddes at inorto talk with people face to face, but gan.feddes@whitworthian.com.
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COMBO MEAL!!
Fill in your name and Whitworth
bring in this ad, and you'll be entered to
will a FREE combo meal of your choice!
(me entry per person, cotitest etids 4/1 5/0S)

Name:

Open Sunday

Whether or not the efforts to create a stable government in Iraq will succeed
is not in American hands, a
retired U.S. ambassador to
Iraq said Thursday.
Timothy Carney gave a
lecture titled "Iraq: Whose
End Game?" to a full audience of community members, faculty and students
in the Robinson Teaching
Theatre as a part of the
Great Decisions lecture series.
"Success is not dependent upon us; Carney said.
is dependent upon the

it

Information courtesy of ASIVU constitseerety report
Graphic ty Hannah Kinnitr/Whitworthian

SHALOM

rnwaPPI°

Iraqis responsible
now, former U.S.
ambassador says

- Thursday -HI 9:00p.m.

And Friday 6-Saturday til 10:00p.m.
12501 N. Hwy. 395 #6 Spokane, WA 99218 - (509) 466-4814

continued from page
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"I am excited about
having events that highlight shalom and being
in a place where not only
will I be more aware of
seeking shalom in my life,
but also encouraging shalom within the house, at
Whitworth and wherever
my life takes me: Nioos
said.
Alan Jacob, assistant di-

rector of student housing,
said after the prolierty was
purchased, staff members
from several different departments met to brainstorm how the property
could be used.
The ideas considered
included converting the
facility into office spaces,
catering rooms, a hotel
for campus visitors and a
childhood development
center for education majors, Kelly said.
"None of those would
generate the revenue we
need to support the building," Kelly said.
Ultimately, Kelly said
the committee decided it
would be most cost-efficient to convert the building into a student residence
bec-ause the building was
already set up with rooms
like a residence hall.
Students living in the
center next year will pay
the regular price for room
and board during their
first semester, but will
receive a 50-percent discount on room and board

during their second semester, NicGonigal said.
When renovations are
complete, the building
will also indude a catering room that will free up
the HUB catering rooms
to be used for dining hall
overflow, Kelly said.
In addition, the building
will house a much-needed
temporary dance studio.
Kelly said the residence
will be self-contained
from the rest of the building.
Benzel, vice
Brian

president for finance and
administration, said it is a
venture to move the catering room and dance studio
to the edge of carnpus, but
the plan is a temporary. solution.
"It's a convergence of
needs; Benzel said. "We
have space available, space
needed and a cost effective way to address those
needs."
N1cGonigal said he
hopes the presence of the
dance studio and catering
room in the building Will
further promote the center's purposes to invite the
rest of Whitworth to participate in its community.
"My hope is that the
experience of community
they have in the residence
will be a spring board for
that quality oflife at Whitworth and in the Spokane
community," McGonigal
said.
Contact Natalie Johnson
at natalie.johnson@whitworthian.cont.

Iraqis."
Read

more online at
whitworthian.com.
Compiled by Julie Wootton.

Trial for suspect in

rape near campus
postponed to May
The criminal trial for the
suspect in the sexual assault
of a female Eastern Washington University student
on North Waikiki Road
near Whitworth will not
begin until Nlay, according
to court documents.
Eastern student Kevin
A. Thompson pleaded not
guilty to two felony counts
before a Spokane Superior
Court judge during his arraignment in November.
Thompson's new pretrial date has been set for
N1ay 8 at 3 p.m. His trial is
scheduled to begin May 19
at 9:30 a.m., according to
court documents.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.
Compiled by Julie Wootton.

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
In photo caption published hlarch 18 with an
article on Christian missionaries, Robin Soard's
location in the photograph
was incorrectly identified.
Soard appears in the center.
In a track & field artide
in the same issue, Cody
Stelzer's name W3S misspelled.
The main headline of an
artide published March 18
"Enrollment expected to
decline" may have incorrectly implied Whitworth's
total enrollment may decline. The admissions staff
predicts enrollment of the
incoming freshman dass
to dedine, not Whitworth's
total enrollment.
The Vslitmthian is =milted to providog

the Whitworth carimunity with the most xcurate information possible.The Whitvothian never knowingly pubruhes inaccuracies.
you have a comment cc question about the
fairness or :room of a stcry, send an e-rnail
to editorghthitwxthian.corn.
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What h the most important aspect of Whitworth?
Vote In the poll online at whitworthian.com or

e-mail your thoughts to editorewhitworthian.com.
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EDITORIALS: IN THE LOOP

2008 ASWU executive

Time Management:

candidate endorsements
The Editorial Board has followed the campaigns and
platforms of the candidates and intersiewed each candidate. We decided these candidates have the strongest
gmunding in the realities of their positions:

President: Obe Quarless
Executive vice president: Kalen Eshoff
Finandal vice president: Kendra Hamilton
PRESIDENT:

Peter Cleary is strong
on style, but Quarless is
strong on substance.
Students who like current ASWU president
Scott Donnell's leadership style ssill find Cleary
familiar. Think of Cleary
as Barack Obama. He's
articulate,
passionate,
organized and Ntisionaly.
He's also young. inexperienced and relies on vague
platitudes.
Cleary says he wants to
focus on "doing" rather
than "talking." but when
you ask exactly what "doing" entails, it's back to
buzzwords like "communication" and "pinecone

curtain:
The few ideas Cleary
did float surveying the
student body, irniting
community members to
Whitworth arc already
practiced.
Obe Quarless may
not be quite as articulate
as Cleary, but he's more
well-rounded. Quarless
has experience athletics,
music, and perhaps most
importantly, ASWU.
This background allows
Quarless to understand
what Cleary may not:
Most students just don't
care that much about
ASWU. If students are going to become interested,
Quarless says, ASIYU has
to be brought to them.
Instead of feel-good
phrases, Quarless let loose
a litany of specific ideas.
Some, like posting immediate meeting summaries near the dining hall,
are genius.

Others are less feasible. Two-ply toilet paper
is surprisingly expensive
and trying to hold ASNYU

il

meetings in dorm lounges
may present a logistical
nightmare.
Perhaps most importantly, Quarless is honest
and isn't afraid to speak
his mind. During the interview, he criticized the
writing quality of 'Whitworthian editorials.
Furthermore, Quarless
knows his limits and isn't
running as a panacea.
"I'm not Superman. I
don't have a magic wand
in my back pocicet. And
don't have fairy dust,"
Quarless said. "All I have
is that I'm a real person,
and I care. That goes far
beyond what any poster
can say:'

EVP:
We endorse Kalen Eshoff because, (A) she's
competent and (B) her

opponent is, technically,
non-existent. While we're
confident in her energy
and organizational skills,
we're concerned that she
may underestimate the
learning curve of thc EVP
position, having never
served on ASWU.
Eshoff constantly references her experience as
an RA. But the EVP role
is very different from thc
RA role.
For example, F.shoff
says, while the EVP can

disagree with the president pris-ately, shc should
support the president

Cartoon fry Arvutte Rarrrafitltauvr

Athletes defy archetypes
REBECCA

SNAPE

publicly.Disagreement
and debate in ASWU,
however, should be public. Student government
should bitransparent and
the executive positions
should not be hierarchical. If Eshoff disagrees
with the president, she
should say so respectfully,
but publicly.
Vote for Eshoff. But
make sure to vote for
Hamilton or Quarless as
well, to ensure that at least
one exec has background
knowledge of ASWU.
FVP:

When it comes to nittygritty, in-the-trenc.hes accounting experience, Carl
Chan may have Kendra
Hamilton barely beat. But
an FVP is more than just
a calculator jockey.
Though Carl Chan
would be a fine FVP, Kendra, with two years of
ASWU experience, would
be a better one.
There's no getting past
the simple fact that Kendra is already FVP. She's
already trained. And
while Carl Chan gave a
few specific suggestions,
like having all-student
e-mails come from the
specific club rather than
just "ASWIJ Announces:
1Cendra's knowledge allowed her to give better ones. Where Carl
would set aside a chunk
of money specifically for
new dubs, Kendra wants
to maximize unallocated
money. More money in
unallocated means more
student control over how
it's spent.
Kendra can do math
too. But she has the ideas
and experience to make
that matter.

The "In the Loop" section reflects the majority opinion of
the Editorial Board, which is made up offive editors.

school garners a certain degree of celebrity, Valentine
said athletes are still stereothe Big Sky Outstanding typed.
The same is true at %VisitFreshman award in her
worth. "Sometimes nonconference.
You also have people to athletes just don't get what
keep you accountable: she it means to be a college athlete," Rylaarsdam said.
said.
And, as a non-collegeJunior Sara Rylaarsdam,
who plays first base on the athlete, I would agree.
I recently asked a group
Whitworth softball team,
of friends, "What
agrees!.
do you think of
" You
are
placed in a Tney have to live when you hear
the words, 'college
group in which
in the balance of
athlete
you are immeTheir responses
diately accept- hero-worship and
ed: she said, modery, and they included "scholarship," "parties"
You are given still have to write
instant friends
that seven-page and "playa who
thinks he can get
and a sense of
paper.
all the babes:
identity:
We arc all
Rylaarsdam
said she loves
aware of these steWhitworth because there reotypes and maybe they're
is a lot of school pride here. partially justified.
And I would agree.
Sometimes stereotypes
If you are enthusias- are reflections of reality.
tic about sports, there are
Rylaarsdam said that
plenty of other people hcrc SOMC of these stereotypes
to be enthusiastic with.
exist due to athletes being
Despite PSU's standing attracted to 'Whitworth beas a Division I school, Val. cause of the sport they play,
entine said sports just aren't not because of the school's
that big ola deal.
Christian beliefs.
"The student body is
And honestly, some athmuch bigger than the stu- letes, on a surfacc level, redent athlete body," shc said. semble the stereotype thcy
"Athletes don't get much re- so vehemently criticize.
spect:
Even so, the college athAnd while I'm sure that lete population seems inbeing a star athlete at a big credibly misunderstood, at
Valentine plays for the
women's basketball team at
PSU and recently received

Emily Railsback svas able

to avoid sports altogether
when she attended Vhitworth.
Now a transfer student
at Tabor College in Kansas,
Railsbacles sports-free livin'
is a thing of the past.
Of the school's 500 studcnts, the majority are athletes, Railsback said.
Athletes are the norm,
and every-one else is some
kind of anomaly. A clumsy,
scrawny, former-band-geek
anomaly,
Whitworth is big enough
that this is not the case.
Sure, we have "jocks."
But we also have enough
free-love hippie peace studies majors to balance things
out.
t.
It makes you wonder,

though.
If the athletic department
at Tabor can differ so much
from the athletic department at Whitworth, how
do sports here compare to
sports at, say. a Division I
school?
"[In sports] you have an
automatic group of people
to rely on," Kelli Valentine,
a freshman at Portland State
University, said.

READER RESPONSE

I

this school or any other.
These students have to do
their homework while travelling all over the country.
Their commitment to
their sport is a full-time job,
consuming.up to 40 hours
of their week.
They are constantly
pressured to do better and
achieve more, and when
thcy fall short, their every
mistake is scrutinized by
thousands of onlooking
critics.
On top of all that, their
peers assume that they arc
brainless binge-drinking
machines free-riding thcir
'.'ay through college.
They have to live in the
balance of hcro-worship
and mockery, and they still
have to write that sevenpage paper.
So for all of my fellow
out
non-collegc-athletes
there, maybe it's time to remove this group of people
from the party-animal,
swcatpants-wcaring box in
which we've placed them,
and to set them in the realm
of real live human beings.
You don't have to start
watching ESPN or anything.
Just try to keep an open
mind.
SHAPE is ajuniouruOing in Enghsh

and peace studtes. COMACi her at

rebtaasnapetawfinwastian.tem

Write a tenet to the editor. The Whitwonhian wekomes reader responses to andes or
issues of interest to the Whitwo(th community. Send ktters to esinor@virtirtworthiantun
submit online. Lint ta 2C0 words, please. Vnit vitirtworthian.com for more detat

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: How should students vote for ASWU candidates?
l'm voting

'Based off

"Choose a can-

based on who
has come
around and
talked to me

of how well
you think
they under-

'Not based on

didate they
think will
address the
issues that are
important to

popularity.
Theyshould
be based on
qualifications
for the Job.'

specifically.'
Nidi Dyer,
freshman

stand the
needs of the
campus.'
Dan &mess,
freshman

themf
NateAfeyer,

freshman

Michaela Alien
freshman
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On Campus

or
Off Campus?
A Mutually Assured Discussion
Cartoon by Robert Wahhtesit/Whitwortitian

"

JOHN WILLIAMSON:

Hands down. living offcunpus
is far superior to living on campus, particularly for juniors and
seniors.
While I can see thc on-campus
benefits for freshmen and sophomores, off campus soon becomes
a far more tantalizing option.
You can cook for yoursdf, likely have your own room, live with
just those people you really enjoy
and have a quieter place to settle
down.
I've found it's a great deal easier
for me to stay focused living away
from campus.
A billion and one things going
on in the dorm every night gets
old alter a year or two.
Plus, you're a small stcp outside
ofthc Whitworth bubble, which is
refreshing.
Furthermore, chances are rent
will be considerably less as well
All in all, living off campus is
a great transition step before the
"real world" hits after graduation.
And as an added bonus, you
Q2 drink alcohol without sneaking around your residence assistant.
That one is just icing on the
cake.
-

JUSTIN LINDBORG:

When I was first moving into
my room in McMillan Hall my
freshman year. I had an experience that shaped the way I viewed
living on campus.
As I thrcw my bags on the bunlc,

a man came in who had lived in
my room 30 years ago, and stroc.k
up a conversation.
He told me about the different pranks he pulled and all the
things he did when he lived in
Mac in the '70s.
That encounter made me feel as
though I were part of a great college tradition, one of many students to live in an academic setting. I enjoyed thc atmosphere.
I fdt part of a greater whole.
Besides being a traditional
thing, living on campus has quite
a few upsides.
When you live on campus, you
don't have to drive to your dass-

music pounding the walls at 3
a.m. throughout the year or when
half the hall was consumed playing "World of Warcraft" sometime
around December.
Living off campus gives you the
chance to relate with people you
get along with, who you like and
who don't irritate the hedc out of
you.
This gets increasingly appealing as you progress through your
time at Whitworth.
In tams of meals, nothing is a
shorter trip than to your kitchen.
While you have to go shopping
once in a while, you then have the
option of cooking whatever you

es.
Your meals arc just a short walk
away, and you have a library as a

want

workspace open 18 hours most
days.
Essentially all of your needs are
right there drtce and acc._..siblc.
The money you save on gas by
living on campus is considerable,
espedally ifyou decide to live any
great distance from campus.
WILLIAMSON:
I wholeheartedly agree

about
the excitement of moving into a
dorm freshman year.
Wheri I arrived, my residence
assistant was waiting with a big
smile and helped me carry my
bags up to my room.
I got to know the guys on the
hall quickly and ended up having
a fantastic year for the most part.
What wasn't so nice was the

The options are endless. We
have a barbecue at our house this
year and I've used it numerous
times to make tasty chicicen sandwiches and hamburgers.
Sot-le:du: Lan't hold a Caiidle to

home grilling.
A computer and printer at
home work nicely for homework
too, although I still use the library
regularly. All the facilities and activities, such as intramurals, available on campus don't go away
whcn you move off campus.
Cheaper housing costs usually more than make up for gas
costs when off campus. By living
in a duplex with four other guys
this year I'm paying about half of
what living in a dorm would cost
It's nice.
I agree about the challenges
of living far away from campus.
However, there are plenty of nice

houses within walking or biking
distance.
It is entirely possible to live off
campus and not even o.wn a car.
Overall, your flexibility is increased. After a year or maybe
two of living on campus, off campus is the runaway choice.

LINDBORG:

For me, what it boils down to is
the fact that you're only in college
once. You have just four years to
experience dorrn life.
Once you graduate and go out
into the "real world" you have the
rest of your life to enjoy thc independence ofyour own living place
with people you like.
Mile on one hand living with
50 plus other people can get loud,
there are tons of advantages.
You have the opportunity to
get to know all these other people
who are your age and have similar
goals.
You can build friendships faster
and deeper when you live with or
around someone than any other
way.

Even if you make (rienda and
then move off campus, it becomes
a distinct effort to maintain those
friendships.
Not only can living on campus
foster a sense of belonging to a
distinct group of people, it makes
studying easier.
You're lilcely to be living within
dose proximity to many of your
classmates.
Sure, you can still coordinate a

The focus on 'community' alienates some
members of the Whitworth, well, community
PETER

LABBERTON

mow

From day one at Whitworth, we are aware that
we now live in a place that
stmngly values community.
We hear about how great
the community is here, about
how we will all be welcomed
with open arms and feel at
home in no time.
Unfortunately, this is not
everyone's experience.
Many are not welcomed
with open arms, and would
scoff at the notion that this
place might ever fcel like
home.
Whitworth's
obsession
with having an ideal community marginalizes a good
portion of the student body,
and mates a large sub-culture of people who feel constantly left out.
Community here is hampered by the constant community-building efforts, because rather than accepting

people for who they are and some because it is hard to
the choices they make, they pin the blame on any party
force people to conform in in particular.
order be accepted.
The administration is to
There seems to be two blame for blodcing the forworlds here, the "Whitworth mation of certain dubs, lilce
people," and those who are the Gay-Straight Alliance
just too un-Whitworth for designed to indude marginmany of us to relate to.
alized groups.
They may be left out for
The trustees are to blame
any number of reason.s.
for holding overly conservaIt could be betive and traditioncause they are not
al views (which
Christian
(extra Communty here seem out of line
points for being is hampered by with part of the vioutspoken), or besion of the univerthe co nstant
cause they smolce,
sit)': to be open to
comm unity
or drink, or have
conversation and
buildin g efforts other views) and
sex.
In any case, they
wielding
them
don't fit the mold.
over Bill RobinIf thcy want to
son.
be accepted, they have to
And we the students are to
change.
blame for having great diffiWhitworth does a fantas- culty in accepting others.
tic job of making those in the
(Really, we all do this.
Whitworth mainstream feel
You may be the conservaat home, but the university as tive Christian judging the
a whole doesn't seem to reg- atheist.
ister
or frankly even care
Or you may be the atheist
about how many students wholly refusing to even listen
fall through the cracks.
to the Christian.)
It is especially troubleSome might say this gap

exists önly in the minds of
those in the various sub-cultures, that the mainstream
has no problem with those
people.
I would tend to disagree.
Many of the people I know
in these sub-cultures feel
very strongly about their position here.
They have an intense feeling that they are being looked
down upon by the rest of the
campus.
I can't imagine that this
comes out of nowhere.
Fortunately, there is something that can we can do.
We can make an effort, as
a group, to listen more, to
strive for a genuinely good,

healthy conununity.
Rather than trying for a
meaningless facade of community, we should value the
opinions of the 'other:
We don't have to marginalize those who aren't Mr. or
Ms. Whitworth.
UMBERTO* is a sephanore majoring in
EngEsk Contact him at petetiatkertonti

tftworthiartawn.

study session off campus, but you
have to be more proactive about
Aside from studying, living
with dozens of intdlectually oriented people lends itself to all
sorts of conversations.
You can have conversations
that Iceep you up till three in the
morning, and make you think
long and hard about what you believe about important issues.
his is the kind of interaction
you can't plan, and it helps to
place yourself in an environment
conducive to it
I can't argue with the cost benefits to living off campus.
Living on campus just costs
more, and you can live on a lot
less off campus, especially if you

remains, though, that
you lose something by living outside the campus community.
It becomes easier to lose yoursdf in homework, and you miss
out on the feeling of unity you get
on campus.
Ifyou can afford it, living at the
school you are a part ofjust makes
arentheriffatY.
ct

SCILSC.

When else in your life are you
going to have the same experience?

UNDBORG is a sophomore majoring in *mat-

ism. Contact him at justishndborgistwhinvorthimuorn. WiLLIJURSON is a senior majoring
in oxsinunications and theology. Contact him

a

johnanitarrisonetwhinvorthianlorn

One topic. Multiple offth -cuffopinions.

Week six

Fixing China: An Olympic task
Grady Loddear:
Sharlcs eating people on film is one thing, but China% role
in Sudan is quite another for famed Hollywood director Steven
Spielberg.
Spielberg was to help make the opening ceremony of the
2008 Beijing Olympics a particularly memorable occasion, but

in February he boded out, saying The international community, and particularly China, should be doing more to end the
contu' ming human suffering!
So while I agree that pressure tactics and finger wagging
might not stave the human rights issues China is entangled in, I
believe Spielberg% gesture is necessary.
China has asen through the ranks in the world community,
but now tte country is in a place where someone needs to say
look, this is the way things are done around here...we can be
friends, but the mies are there for a reason!
Of course, this leads me to think about the United States.
When our notion was becoming a superpovver, were wewilling
to listen forjust one instant to what other people had to say? Or,
was the power just too enthrall-mg?
Fortunately, information is becoming the only true power
today.
I think we can preact with confidence that the more ideas
drculate in and out of China, the better things will become.

See more Symposium opinion uncensored by the
government , at whitivorthian.ann.
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THE VARNISHED TRUTH
The wonderful horrors of the Internet
Also, he was a fartburger. icza'''""*Y441
This is followed by a lengthy section
about the time that Thomas Jefferson was
In the late 1970s, a group of military referenced on "Family Guy:'
Part of thc problem is that the Internet
leaders, statesmen and scientists discuss
mattcrs of grave importance in an is largely used, run and operated by
people. It used to be thc Internet was used
underground bunker.
'Give us thc skinny on this groovy only by nerds, as a brave frontier to try out
'Internet' contraption you've dreamed ncw and daring Star Wars jokes. (Whattya
up; the requisite cigar-chomping general get when you cross Chcwbacca with the
worst comedienne of all time? Wookie
says.
A bookish scientist shuffles across the Goldberg.)
Then came the prepubescent teenage
orange shag carpet. and leans back against
girls. rampaging through thc pages of
the wood-paneled walL
-Woah, chill man." The scientist the Internet like the Mongol horde. But
adjusts his science-glasses. "The cats instead of using fire and spears to do their
at the Advanced Research Projects pillaging, the prepubescent teenage girls
Agency are cookin' up some pretty slick use winking cmoticons and 18-point pink
electrical voodoo. It'll revolutionize Comic Sans text.
They also started the
communications,allowing
horrible Internet fad of
man to commune - to
abbreviating everything so
harmonize - with fellow
YOU'VE WO N A FREE they have more room for
man."
"Just communications? ADVERTISEMENTHE ellipses... and exdamation
points!!!
Honestly. I don't think
Considcr this disturbing
you realize what you have
instant message transcript
here; a politician says.
between 15-year-old Kady
"Think of the military
Huntington and her sister.
application! Gentlemen. I
age 13.
sceaworldfilledtothebrim
Our top Whitworthian
with dancing hamsters!
have
cryptologists
Kittens emblazoned with
decoded their mysterious
captions!
misspelled
language, and will place the
Whole new genres of
translation in parentheses:
nudity!"
Kady345:heysis im trying
The politician rises to
his feet, gesticulating wildly. "I see a land to deside whch movie I should go 2 ... or
where free iPods are but a monkey shock maybe tv show 2 buy @ bbs. (Greetings,
away! Where drunk party pictures never mi hermana. I'm quite the cinemaphile,
die! Where weirdos can find entire weirdo- but can't decide precisely what to see on
based communities full of weirdos just as the silver screen or purchase at my local
weirdo as them. A place where bizarre Blockbuster Store.)
Hannahmontanadtic13: G2G! (Go to
one-note jolces are endlessly repeated
and driven into the ground. until they arc "Goonies") BTW (Buy The Warriors")
reported by sehous media outlets, or Mike LOL! (Land Of the Lost)" TM!! (Take
Huckabee, six years later. Where people "Mission Impossible") TooFtooF! ("2 Fast
can join hands, lift their voices into the air 2 Furious")
and proclaim, All your base are belong to
Yet. just when the Internet began
us: and mean it. We stand on the precipice to acdimate to the inarticulate glitterof a brave new frontier, gentlemen. All we covered presence of prepubescent girls,
have to do is leap;
another. more ancient, scourge arose. I
But surely, nobody has a mind genius speak of the elderly.
enough to take the initiative to bring
The elderly discovering the Internet (or
about such a marvelous utopia!" the as they call it, "The E-mailer") is like the
scientist said.
elderly discovering Ghost Riding, only
-I will," the politician replied. "Or my more destructive.
name isn't... Al Gore."
They are the grisly 16-car pileup on the
And now we have it. The Internet Information Superhighway.
embodies all that is good and noble about
Oh, they don't mean to hurt anybody.
America, democracy and human nature They just lived in a simpler, kinder time,
when, for only a nickel. you could buy
and all that is horrible and laughable.
One the positive side, the Internet a five-dollar bill and people sold their
contains sites like the glorious Wilcipedia, organs on the comer market instead of
eBay.
may it reign forever.
Let's say you want to know the intimate
To old people, the express purpose
details, the full scope of the convoluted of e-mail is the speedy dissemination of
twists and turns, of the Digimon saga. heartwarming anecdotes, 3-megabyte
Wikipedia is at your rescue.
pictures of their cats, the Footsteps
Take a laptop into any classroom, poem, and the most toxic computer
and you're automatically a Wilcipedia viruses known to man. If they receive an
seaich away from being smarter than any
e-mail, whether from a "COMPLETELY
professor.
REPUTABLE
PHARMACEUTICAL
Especially if the topic is Digimon.
COMPANY" or "such a nice young man"
(Some complain that isTikipedia from Nigeria, their first instinct is to
is inaccurate. Well, have they ever fonvard it to their entire address book.
considered that maybe it is the truth that
And those are but few fractions of the
roiling mass of humanity and inhumanity
is inaccurate?)
But the Internet has a cLark side as well. that is the Internet.lhere'sYouTube, where
I speak, of course, ola disgusting Web site grainy videos of an obese man dancing
in a bikini to "Ac.hy Breaky Heart" are
c:alled "Wilcipedif
Think of the worst group project team invariably accompanied by comments that
you've ever been on.
President Bush is personally responsible
That is Wilcipedia, but instead of for 9-11 and ruining the Simpsons.
just two of the type of team member
There's MySpace, which, by now, is
that spends hours arguing how to align populated only by predators pretending
the page numbers, you have literally to be 16-year-old girls, and the occasional
thousands: Every one of them locked in a Chris Hansen.
frenzied epic battle over, say, whether the
There's Facebook, where millions of
"Snufileupagus" artide should be merged people join Factbook groups to complain
with the "Mythical Pachyderms" artide.
about Facebook And, perhaps most
And you know the group member who comically, there's CNN.com.
never contributes except for changing
As Alexander Graham Bell said after
all mentions of 'David Hume" in your creating the telephone: What hath God
PowerPoint to "Reverend PoopyBrairr? wrought?
Wilcipedia is also dtock-full of those.
To find out, read God's blog at www.

Daniel Walters
Opinions Editor

In the end, you read sentences lilce this:
Thomas Jefferson, a manrc"' """i, was
responsible for the Louisiana purchase.
1Tnna

Ys

diccaraged moiler Wilipedurs styli podebars.)

hampsterdance.com.
"The Varnished Ttudr is a hum (limn by Daniel
Walters. Contaa hin at danietwalters@Whitworthian.rorn.

Mastration by Megan BaterfttlziNvaltian
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The hurricane of coverage is no
more, but New Orleans remains

Nlaybe it's because the average Amencan has an attention span of eight sec-

throughout 17 'Target Arras; including
the Lower 9th Ward.
To date, rebuilding of these areas has
yet to commence.
Junior Slqc Staley recalled her experiences in Ncw Orleans.
"One of thc most poignant memories
I have of New Orleans is a sign wc passed
in the Lower Ninth %Yard, the neighborhood literally right next to the arra of the
levee that broke.
"Nearly three years later, most people have not even returned to the arca,
and the fcw houses standing arc still in
complete disrepair; Staley wrotc in an
e-mail
Part of thc sign's message read: 'We
want our country to love us as much as
we love our country;
At one point America did love thc
Gulf Coast.
Within a month after Katrina, Amencan charities raised over S I billion, according to The Chronide of Philanthro-

onds.
Whatever thc reason, "out of sight. out
of mind" is probably a fair assessment of
the state of New Orleans and the rcst of
the Gulf Coast affected by I lurricane Katrina.
While media coverage and promises to
rebuild were rampant in the first months
following the storm, nearly three years
Luer, those promises are still unfulfilled
and we've all but forgotten - we being
America at large.
Though thoughts of K.'itrina and its
victims are less prev-alent today, for six
Bonner Leadership Scholars who spent py.
this past Spring Break rebuilding on the
In recent months, American citizens
Gulf Coast, the reality of Katrina victims' have proved less chlritable, less concontinued devastation will not quickly cerned.
be forgotten.
And while the federal govWitnessing the influx of
ernment has provided over
refugees in hcr Texas homePart of the sign's $144 billion to assist recontown prompted sophomore
struction, little of that money
message read:
Katie Petitt to volunteer in
has made its way to those who
I'Vle want our
New Orleans.
need it.
country to love
-I am from Texas and so
Professor of theatre Rick
we got a lot of refugees after us as much as we I lomor accompanied thc stuKatrina, so thc storm WU love our country." dcnt volunteers during the
more of a real thing to me
Spring Break trip.
than maybe others. (In New
"I was stunned at how bad
Orleans] we saw a lot of devastation and the sittiation still is. It's interesting to see
hopelessness. The city is still not rebuilt, whcrc the money has gone. The casinos
and there were countless houses gutted and hotels, those are back. But all along
out, rotting, or just turned into rubble by the coast there are still piles of bricks. In
bulldozers; Petitt said in an e-mail inter- between Bay St. Louis and Biloxi you can
view.
count on maybe two hands thc number
Despite claims of progress, much of of beach front homes. Police departNew Orleans and the surrounding area ments and the city hall are still in FBIA
remain uninhabitable.
trailers," Homor said.
Katrina left 80 percent of Ncw Orleans
With the third anniversary of Katrina
flooded, took over 1,8(X) lives and dis- approaching, it would be nice to Icnow
placed over 800,000 people.
we have made progress in returning surWhile some have returned to New vivors to a state of normalcy and stabilOrleans, many residents of lower-dass ity.
neighborhoods lack the means to rebuild
It would be nice to know that as a
and have been permanently displaced. country, we have not forgotten our
Unlike low-income aneas such as the 9th neighbors. With attention divided beWard, wealthy neighborhoods sudi as tween politicians and their intentions for
Lakewood have been reconstructed us- the country, Iraq. healthcare and so on.
ing private funds.
we must remember to remember those
During the 2008 State of the Union in our own land.
Address, President Bush commended
If a national crisis is not met with apthe effort that has gone into rebuilding propriate concern, what of foreign polithe Gulf Coast and announccd plans to cY?
convene the 2008 North American SumNo, we can't all rebuild in New Orleans
mit of Canada, Mexico and the United or donate thousands of dollars.
States in New Orleans.
But what we can do is Iceep talking.
Scheduled for April 21-22, the im- Iceep reading and lceep remembering.
pending Summit places government
Maybe those in charge will take notice
leaders in the very place they have been if wc can make Katrina the Most Popuaccused of abandoning.
lar" story on Google.com..
In April 2007, the New Orleans OfIt's a start.
fice of Recovery Management released
the Unified New Orleans Plan, which
ROSE is a serior mapdrig in Engtish. Gain her at kada.
outlined intentions to begin rebuilding
tesetawfinvonhiauxim.
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Three different voices

identify their take on
Whitworth culture.

Nate Chutellaitworthiars

As the university debates growth and change, many members of the Whitworth
community are asking, "What is Whitworth culture?"
This four-page special section will focus on answering that question by identifying and exploring some of the pieces that make up the puzzle of Whitworth culture.

SPORTS I PAGE 4

Athletes give their take
on what makes up the
school's sports culture.

Men and women report different cuftures
Women surveyed
notefewer positive
experiences than men
Caitlin Richmond
Staff IVriter
Surveys completed by first-year Whitworth students reflect substantial differences in geilder culture, according to a
draft of a rcport compiled by Kathy Storm,
vice president of Student Life..
The report said men are more likely lo
describe themselves positively when it
comes to things like competitiveness, leadership ability, emotional health, intellectual
self-confidence and self-understanding.
NVomen rated themselves positively on
fewer things, including the drive to achieve,
spirituality and understanding of others.
The information was taken from surveys
given to incoming freshmen in their freshman seminar class. The survey consists
mostly of questions about high school experience, which is why it's given so early in
the year, said Gordon Jacobson, director of
Career Services.
"It's college, guys are at the peak of cockiness," junior James Kemp said. -There are
plenty of girls who could be more proud of
the situation and the things they're good at."
Kemp, who lives in Stewart, thinks while
males and females don't have significant
different experiences, they do value differ-

EXTENDED FEATURES

@whitworthian.com

ent things about college.
"In my experience, girls are a little more
serious in class and about class. Guys go in
there and enjoy it when thcy can more than

Fills; Kemp said.
The information gathered from Whitworth students is similar to information
from other four year religious institutions,
Jacobson said.
Men at Whitworth describe themselves
as more creative than men at other schools.
The report was an effort to say 'here are
interesting patterns, what do we as a community think they mean?"' Storm said.
"Does it reflect good healthy patterns or
patterns we want to c.hange?"
Senior Katy Reif, who transferred to
Whitworth from Cottey College, an all
girl's school, for the 2007 spring semester
sees obvious differences between males and
females at Whitworth.
"Men generally fill stereotypical roles, so
do women," Reif said. "Women do baking
and take it over to the men. We have hall
dates where they come over and meet us:'
Reif, who lives in Ballard, one of the
all-female residence halls on campus, says
single-gender dorms do make a difference
in someone's college experience.
It can't be denied," Reifsaid. Some girls
have a bad experience, but girls who aren't
comfortable living with men need to live in
an all-girls dorm.
She said she thinks women have a bad experience because of the outside stereotype
of Ballard being known as the nunnery;
but admits the dorm has become more di-

Nick Elliott/Whaworeaan

Junior Lindsey Speds works on her laptop In her dorm room In Ballard on April 6.
verse because no one is picking Ballard as
their first choice.
Donovan Tate, a freshman living in McMillan, doesn't see a huge difference between guys and girls at college.
'There's that stereotype of guys being
science majors, and girls being English
majors, but I know a lot of girls who are
science majors and guys who are English
majors; Tate, a biology major, said. In all of
his biology classes, there have been roughly
as many girls as guys.
Tate thinks males and females come to
college for basically the same reason.

"Both groups are trying to get their careers and trying to get going. Girls just have
that extra complication oído I vrant to start
a family?"' Tate said.
Storm emphasized the idea that gender
is just one of the many things that allow
one student to have a different experience
from another student.
"We are looking at overlapping spheres.
There are lots of individuals who don't fit
the pattern; Storm said.

Contact Caitlin Richmond at caitlinfichmond@whitworthian.com.
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Then & Now

death of Whitworth President Frank Warren.

tot

-1963: President Kennedy's death isfollenved less than a month later by
Whitworth.
1966: Board °Musters votes to allow social dancing at
1968: Whitworth begins a 4-1-4 schedule, starting

C)

Whitworth culture has been
influenced by many changes since
1960. 'These are some highlights.

-

isingsj

Senate, the Board of Trustees
voted to contract with an organization to provide food service for campus. SAGA Dining
Services became Whitworth's
food service prmider later that

Student activism took off
across the nation in the 1960s
%vith issues such as the Vietnam
War and the Civil Rights movement. At Whitworth, students
rose up to protest campus regulations.
Starting in 1961, when students 1113re arm bands to protest a new version of the ASWC
Constitution, students began
challenging decisions and rejecting traditions, professor of
history Dale Sodcn wrote in
"A Venture of Mind and Spirit:
An Illustrated History of 'Whitworth."
Student voices rallied to protest food quality and services on
campus in 1961. What began as
a picket of the noon meal by five
male students on Jan. 18 turned
into a full demonstration that
included a mardi around the
Loop and a boycott of the evening meal, according to an article in The Whitworthian.
Then ASNVC President Terry
Casteel spok-e about inadequacies in food quality and senice,
later addressing students in the
auditorium before the march.
After the demonstration and a
complaint issued by the Student

spring, according to an artide
in The Whitworthian.
The end of the decade
brought racism and the role, or
lack thereof, of blacks at NVhitworth to the surface. In April
1969. members of the newly
-chartered Black Student Union
picketed in front of the administration building and staged an
open forum seeking answers
to a list of demands presented
to 'Whitworth administration,
according to an April 25, 1969,
article in The %Vhitworthian.
Some BSU demands indudcd
a need for a relatable rccruitcr
and requests to see admissions
files of rejected black students;
other demands made requests
such as hiring a full-time black
professor, instituting a black
studies program and cultural
orientation for faculty.
The BSU's demonstration
triggered a small counterdemonstration the following
morning by a group of white
students.
Student activism continued
into the 1970s and beyond.

l
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1990:Enrollment
problems, four faculty
positions were cut
1990-1991: En Cluisto
begins.

1991: bleary rencn2ted;
Idckbv offmany more
CatOpictiOrtprojectS.
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of drugs and cohabitation came
to be enforced as the "Big Three;

I
Withitworth has rules - three of
thcm. But \Vhitworth didn't always have only the -Big Three

Up until the mid-1960s, university polices nation-wide operated on an "in loco parentis," or
acting in the place of the parents,
mentality. '79 alumna Ann HolWield said.
Hollifield said an influx of students nation-wide in the mid1960s dianged this approach and
led to abandoning many rules. In
Whitworth's case, dancing WU
allowed in 1966, women's hours
throughout the '60s progressively
moved to later times and 24-hour
visitation in residence halls was
established in 1972.
In 1976, existing rules prohibiting consumption of alcohol, use

I I I

2000s

ti,_

t t

4
4 4

pool.
1933: AnonymOOS donar gives $1,750.000 to build swinuning
1935: Baldwin-knkins becomes an ail-freshman dorm.
1985: First Carlson men calendar.
1985: One year residency requirement added.
1937: 24-bour visitation saved because of protest
.
1937: Springiest started.
1939: Centennial campaign, Intended to raise $15 million for Whitworth.

Hamann said at the pressed concern that segtime, there was a national regating frestunen would
trend focused on thc fresh- isolate them from the rest
Baldwin-Jenkins is a man year experience.
of the campus.
freshman residence hall,
"Whitworth is unique in
The first freshman dass
right? Not always.
that you really have a wide in Baldwin-Jenldns not
In 1984, Baldwin was all range of styles of residence only produced a smattermale and Jenkins was all halls; Hamann said. "But ing of campus leaders, it
female, but they weren't all we didn't have a freshmen produced a number of fufreslunen. However, Greg residence, and that's why ture Whitwen-th adminisHamann, then director we developed it."
trators. Tad Wisenor, the
of Student Life, sug,gested
Still, some Whitworth current director of annual
making the hall exclusive students were worried. In giving. alumni, parent and
to freshmen. Freshman a Whitworthian editorial, church relations, lived onhalls had been shown to Jill Johnson fretted that the second floor of Baldimprove retention rates, swithout
upperdassmen win. htichael Le Roy, the
grade point average and role models, BJ would lad: Baldwin dorm president,
student satisfaction, Ha- leaders necessary to build became Michael Le Roy,
mann had said, according tradition. Another edito- the %Vhitworth vice presito The Whitworthian.
rial, by James Meade, ex- dent for Academic Affairs.

1990s

I
t

6

1980s

...and Whitworth NOW

the tradition ofian Term

1968:The fint*Core program begins.
1968.69:StudefltBiIlofRJghtstsadaptett
196.The6lackStudentUnoO Is crated.

Whitworth shedded its college name to become Whitworth University July 1, 2007.
The idea of a name change
had come up repeatedly during
the past 15-20 years, according
to a Sept. 30, 2003. anide in
The Whitworthian.
Some students in 2000 felt a
name change would give Whitworth a more -prestigious" image, according to a.n artide in
The Whitworthian.
Other students opposed the
name change because they worried Whitworth would lose the
"small school feel"
The Whitworth logo was
changed in 2000 to omit the
word-college" partly to decrease
the negative effects of the word
in Whitworth's international
marketing and to avoid extra
cost if the school was to change
to a university, Greg Orwig, director of communications, said
in the article.
In a 18-14 vote in October

Students filled out a questionnaire on policy enforcement in
December 1976.
When the Big Three system
was propo scd, students expressed
concerns that RAs would have
conflicting duties as police and
counselors, tiollifteld said.
Students and the President's
Council challenged the Big Ihree
polices, particularly cohabitation
and alcohol policies in the following spring and beyond.
A theme week on human sexuality in spring 1977 started people
talking about cohabitation and
university polices on the issue,
Hollifield said in an e-mail. The
President's Council challenged
cohabitation policies multiple
times that spring, according to a
htay 6, 1977, artide In The Whit-

The fact that all BJ students started out at on
roughly the same level appealed to NVisenor.
"The first year WIS interesting: %Visenor said.
"There were times when
it Ivas crazy and loud and
exhausting."
The dose Bald%in-Jenlcin.s camaraderie, forged
through the united freshman experience, resulted
in lifelong friendships for
Wisenor.
"As the folks who had
lived in BJ were dispersed
throughout campus, thcy
really maintained a strong
connection," Wiscnor said.

2005, the Board of Trustees decided to change the name by no
later than 2009.
Reasons given for the name
change induded increasing international enrollment in places where "college" is considered
a secondary school and eras-

ing potential confusion with
community colleges and other
two-year schools, according to
a %Vhitworth press release.
Prior to the name change,
Whitworth was already dassified as a university by the Carnegie Classification for its graduate programs and non-liberal
arts majors, according to a Dec.
5, 2000, Whitworthian article.
The transition to 'Whitworth
University is intended to clarify, rather than change, our core
mission and identity; President
Bill Robinson said in a Whitworth press release. "Our deliberate approach has enabled us
to make the case for the name
change while being absolutely
dear that it is intended to make
Whitwokh stronger, not different."

worthian by I lollifield.
The Big 'Three changed to the
form it is known as today in
1986, when administrators proposed combining the prohibition
of alcohol and drugs into one
rule and added a rule prohibiting violence, according to a Dec.
8, 1986, article in The 1VItitworthian. This ncw dause became a
rule against "violent and destructive behavior" and "disruption of
community life;
Hollifield said she felt through
talking to friends at other colleges these rules made Whitworth
one of thc more conservative
campuses at thc time.
"If Whitworth still had women
locked down, I wouldn't have
accepted that: Hollifield said.
"[The Big Three! never seemed to
be too difficult. It actually made
dorm life much better;

1990s
The prefix of the word
-Traditiation" implies tradition. But thc word has
only been a part of Whitworth lexicon sincc 2000.
In 1931, when regulations were formalized,
freshmen 'got their first
taste of the Whitworth
experience during "Initiation:-

The Whitworthian featured articles about Initiation controversies in
1989, 1992, 1993, 1995,
1996 and 1999.
An Oct. 22, 1996, editorial by Hanna Ganser rec-

ommended Whitworth
"scrap Initiation" because
it 'advocates thc mockimi
of incoming freshmen
and "destroys the camaraderie it attempts to create."

According to a htarch
11, 1997, Whitworthian
article, President Bill Rob-

inson threatened to eliminate Initiation entirely unless it was revised. ASWC
revised the policy, requir-

ing initiators to submit
plans, and threatening Big
Threes for hazing.
Most controversy centered on two practices:
"icing" and "tubbing." Icing was a McMillan Hall
tradition. Initiates would
sit in buckets of ice, shivering until they made
the initiator laugh with
a dean joke. "Tubbing"
featured rotten' fOOd and
motor oil smeared over
partially-dad
Baldwin
male freshmen. The two
traditions were outlawed
in 1995, but continued as
an 'optional" part of Ini.

tiation off campus.
When instructor of
theology Moses Pulci was
a student, he was initiated
in Arend. But when Pulei
chose to live in Ntac Hall
the next year, he underwent Mac Initiation, icing
and
"It felt like in cider to
be a Mac man you had to
go through it Pulei said.
They felt it was the best
tradition on campus:
%Vhen a 1996 Washington state law prohibited
hazing, %Vhitworth had
to strike a balance between exposing the university to legal action and
draining Initiation of its
student-run status. Pulei
asked questions to scrutinize Initiation as AS%VC
president, is initiation
meant to make people feel
a part of the school? Is it
just hazing? Or Is it meant
to help people learn something?"
Pulei agreed with removing more controversial aspects of Intiation.
Other students, like
Nathan Camp, writing
for The Whitworthian
editorial board in 1998,
lamented the loss of "ju-

al

venile-yet-courageous"
traditions like tubbing, icing and streaking.
%Vhile Pulei criticized
hazing, he said he valued
the bonding experience of
Initiation. He hails from
the Maasai culture in Tanzania, where initiation rituals are vitally important.
You had to be initiated into being a warrior
and being an adult; Pulei
said. "If Initiation is a.rite
of passage, then I have no
problem with it;

information cornpiles/ by'amine I1nahVyaILIIÀZn4d 1Valtra
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Preview days paint Whitworth for future classes
Joy Bacon

Kenagy attended last week's Fridays at Whitworth day. He, along
with his parents, took a campus
tour, ate lunch in thc dining hall,
listened to an admissions presentation and aslced questions ofcurrent
Whitworthians at a student panel.
He said "community" seemed to
be the buzzword of the day.
"People obviously feel a community here, whether that's just
thc name they give it or not; Kenagy said. 'It seems like a family
more than a college campus."
At the student panel, questions
focused on anything from the theatre department to thc Spokane
bus system. However, a definite
trend of answers from the panel
emphasized Christian service and
the Christian atmosphere, Kenagy
said. All four panelists mentioned
they came to Whitworth specifically because of the Christian af.filiation and programs available.

Copy Chief
A typical Fridays at 'Whitworth
presentation gives prospective
students and parents a day chock
full of information. Tables display
department offerings, tours guide
students around the ever-present
snow piles, and admissions counselors highlight a four-year experience in the course of one day.
But what sort of impressions do
these preview days leave on the potential future incoming freshmen?
Sam Kenagy, a high school junior from Snohomish, Wash., had
never heard of Whitworth before
he met an admissions counselor
at a college fair. Kenagy said the
school's size was the first thing that
caught his attention.
seemed like it had a nice
small environment," Kenagy said.
"It was different that other big colleges:

it

"It seems like a lot of people
are involved in church here, and
I wonder what this place was like
to someone who's not involved in a'
church and Christianity isn't a center of their life, and I never got to
hear that side of things today," Kenagy said. "I feel like there wasn't as
much for them to do or participate
in. It seems like there would be a
definite tension between people
with different beliefs."
The panelists represented each
class standing, different majors and
were not all of the same race. However, Sam's father, Stephen Kenagy,
said he noticed a fairly universal
feel to the students chosen for the
panel.
"I could tell the school wanted
to give a homogeneous look; Stephen said.
In a morning presentation to
See PREVIEW, page 4

Taylor Zafirrilblihrcrthian

Admissions Counselor James Czirr leads a group of prospective students and their parents away from Ballard Hall. Last weekend's Fridays
at Whitworth program brought out over 100 prospective students.

Profiles explore student voices
Student
practices
Christianity
Rebecca Snape
Staff Writer
It is 7:30 a.m. and junior
Amber Slate is not sleeping
or running to class. She
is in the Seeley G. Mudd
Chapel, with a handful of
others, in quiet reflection.
The students meet three
times a week
to read the Bible, spend time
in silent prayer
and sing a few
hymns.
"It sounds

cheesy,"

professors willing to explore ideas they did not
necessarily agree with.
This allowed her to do the
same. She said Whitworth
brings together professors
and studcnts of varied
backgrounds and beliefs
that arc not afraid to discuss those beliefs.
"I really appreciate being able to find people
who think critically about
faith; she said.
Experiences
beyond
campus have stretched her
faith. She recently spent
a month in
South Africa
on a Jan Term
trip. Witnessing extreme
poverty and

inequality,

she said, compelled her to
examine the
effects of her
own actions.
"(The tripl
made me rethink how I
live in my own

Slate

said. "But I
love it:
said
Slate
this
routine
helps her to
dedicate her
day to God.
And God is

a priority for
Slate. In fact
Slate, a Mennonite, was
first attracted to Whitworth, in part, because of
its theology department.
"I visited other Christian schools. If they were
Lutheran, you'd only get
Lutheran theology. If they
were Mennonite, you'd get
Mennonite theology," she
said.
But Slate was- looking
for something more.
"I wanted to explore
different ideas, not have
someone tell me what was
the best way of thinking,"
she said.
She found this in the
Whitworth theology department. Slate met with

"SLATE,

br,
jpr

community,"
she said.
Slate recognizes life at
a Christian university is
not always perfect. While
she loves the friendliness
of the Whitworth campus,
she is a bit wary.
"Everything is really
nice; she said. But life
isn't always comfortable or
agreeable and I worry that
[being at a Christian university] prevents people
from really grappling with

problems:
NVhitNonetheless,
worth holds a special place
in her heart.
"I have never been anywhere else where dreads
and Icilts are so in fashion;

Yong Kim
Staff Writer
Nothing but light from
two small dcsk lamps illuminates George's Place,
upstairs in the Hixson
Union Building.
It is four minutes before
officers of Open Conversation: Orientation start
their first official dub
meeting.
"I'm nervous nobody is
gonna show," senior president Mandi Curtin said.
Students trickle in and
the room fills with 10 students.
For the past two years,
members of the recently-chartered dub Open
Conversation: Orienta(ion, have met weekly in
George's Place.
Senior treasurer Douglas Griffith and many
others have experienced
everything from civil
conversations to debates
ending in "you're going to
helL"

A dub geared to create
a safe zone for gay, lesbian,

bisexual and transgender
(GLBT) students, Open
Conversation: Orientation
is a small glimpse into
what Griffith said is a slow,
yet permanent change.
"I don't think Whitworth really acknowledges
how big our group really is
on campus," Griffith said.
Griffith is part of the
Inclusiveness Committee,
a sub-branch of the IntercUltural Relations Committee, which focuses on
making Whitworth more
welcoming for students.

lhe ICRC formed the
Inclusiveness committee
because of the recognition
that not everyone has the
same experience of community on campus, said
Kathy Storm, vice president for Student Life.
Culture has to do with
your immediate social
surroundings and is derived from the group of
people you spend the most
time with, Curtin said.
Griffith, who identifies
himself as Christian and
bisexual, has experienced
. frustration in attending
a conservative Christian
university.
"The thought to transfer came into my mind;
Griffith said. "But the professors are what kept me

here:
Curtin said one of the
issues Whitworth faces is
a sheltered culture.
"[Students] have been
trained [to] attend Whitworth specifically and
they don't know anything
else but a priv-ate Christian
environment; Curtin said.
"I am worried for them
when they leave that bubble and realize the world is
very different:
Griffith said the Board
of Trustees is responsible
for keeping Whitworth
focused on education with
a religious outlook, one
of the reasons he chose

Vaitworth.
'The board has become
stagnant and refuses to
acknowledge that you can
accept other religions and
people of the community;
Griffith said.

Slate said.

MULTIMEDIA

Preston Hoffman,

Check out ideo profiles

senior
physics major

whitwortigan.com.

New club connects with
homosexual community

J.

Charity Purvis,
junior
politkal science major

Amber Slate,
junior
history, theology major

Because he isn't a Christian, Flory doesn't consider himself a traditional
NVIiitworth student. He
said this affects him socially and academically.
*Socially, there are individuals that will, and have,
Yong Kim
left me outside of things
Staff Writer
because they know I'm not
Ever tried putting an Christian; Flory said.
A Christian environAmerican electrical plug
in a European power out- ment is not new for Flory,
who grew up' in Pròsser,
let?
Wash., a town he said is
It doesn't work.
This is how junior Seth "absolutely Christian:
He said his attitude toFlory describes himself
ward Chrisin relation to
and
tianity
Whitworth
Whitworth is
culture.
not negative.
Flory grew
"Christianup in a town
ity isn't somewith a populathing I'm bitter
tion just over
toward; Flory
5,000 where
said. "I'm just
the popular
not part of the
hangout spot
dominant c-ulwas the local
ture."
car wash.
has
Flory
At 'Whitfound ways to
worth, Flory
be involved.
has expressed
He serves as
frustration at
of
senator
the diallenges
Warren Hall,
he faces from
not fitting into the culture. and helped organize the
"I always feel it's dan- Warren Peace eveni
"We kind of have to
gerous to put things in
a box, but Whitworth is force diversity through
definitely a WASP (White the installment of CDAs
Anglo-Saxon Protestant) in the dorms, and having
a cultural [events] coorcommunity," Flory said.
Slightly over 86 percent dinator in ASNVU: Flory
of students enrolled in said. "[Whitworth] is so
2007 identified themselves resistant to having that
as white, according to data cultural mix:
Flory said Whitworth
from Gary Whisenand,
director of Institutional has taught him to look at
people as individuals rathResearch.
A reported 90.7 percent er than labels.
"Whitworth has helped
of freshman respondents
identified themselves as me develop respect for
Christian affiliated, ac- the mind, individuality
cording to the Cooperatie and much more dynamic
InstitutionalResearch Pro- characteristics of people;

Junior feels
left out of
faith aspects

gram Freshman Survey.

Josh Boyden,
reshman
computer science major

Flory said.

Leah Robin,
senior
English major
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Athletes feel daily grind of sports, academics
Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor

Thomas

kiinscontititwortitien

Senior Ed Anegon gets ready for a backhand shot at a recent tennis
rruttch In the Scotford Tennis Bubble.

On the field whcn your muscles
are fatigued, your mental focus is
dwindling and your coordination
is out of sync, you have no choice
but to buckle down and keep playing.
But for student-athletes at Whitworth, this tired state of mind extends past the spindly blades of
grass and into day-to-day life when
they are in scason.
"It gets pretty tough some days,"
senior tennis player Ed Anegon
said. 'It feels like somebody's
pushing down on me there's so
much stress:
Ihe rigors of a full season of
play can wear on any-one. But student athletes at NCAA Division
III schools are askcd to maintain
a precarious balance between high
academic marks and excellence on
the field, where as student-athletes
at Division I and 11 schools may
have that balance skewed more toward athletic performance.
And while Division Ill athletes
are largely on their own, players at
Division I programs are afforded
academic coordination in the form
of one-on-one tutors to help study
for tests and complete homework
and counselors to keep athletes on
track toward their degree.
This culture of success both on
and off the field in Division III has
existed for years. Whitworth made
the move from the NA1A to the
NCAA in 1998.

The NCAA requires that students complete 80 percent of their
degree program prior to their senior year and be enrolled in at
least 12 credits in both the fall and
spring semesters.
Since NCAA regulations dictate Division III athletes are not
eligible for athletic scholarships,
the commitment to their sport is
driven more by self-motivation
than monetary obligations.
Senior track & field/cross country runner Travis Huskisson said
athletes oftcn cite the quality education Whitworth provides as one
selling point to attend the school.
"A lot of people who come here
come for the academics and not the
athletics," Huskissoh said. "Doing
the athletics is a big commitment
on their part since you're not getting any special benefits for it7
But what many people fail to
notice is the demands placed upon
students who are athletes.
A typical week in season for an
athlete leaves minute arnounts of
free time after lecture, lab, homework. practice, game and job commitmcnts are budgeted into their
schedules. Furthermore, many
athletes choose to participate in
other activities, like Anegon's
wrekly radio show on MRS.
Both athletes agreed that the
requirements of being an athlete
are becoming increasingly tougher
with the implementation of mandatory weight lifting, speed programs and the social dimatc of
"winning at all costs:

Strategic Plan highlights goals for growth
Retention, pool of
applications, enroll-

ment part ofplan
Christina Chea
Staff lilriter
As a part of Whitworth's Strategic
Plan, several goals and bendunarks
pertaining to enrollment were established, including the goal of a 2 percent
growth rate in the total enrollment of
full-time day students.
The goal was surpassed for the academic year of 2007-2008 by 33-4 percent.
The goal is to establish some guidelines on how to approach growth on
the student body; said Fred Pfursich,
dean of Enrollment Services. -Too
much growth can lead to challenges:
A 2 percent growth rate would be a
minimal addition ofabout 40 additional students per year Pfursich said.
The 2 percent growth rate is a nice
balance; Pfursich said. "(Whitworth]
can maintain its dynamics svithout being too unrealistic:
The 2 percent growth rate is part of
the Strategic Plan for the years 2005
through 2010, Gary 'Whisenand, director of Institutional Research, said. The
percentage was determined in 2004.
Achieving and maintaining the 2
percent growth rate would result in
having about 2,000 full-time day students matriculated each year in 2010,
Whisenand said.
"What happened the first year is we
didn't grow by 2 percent. Since then,
we worked hard to get back on track;
Whisenand said.
According to data provided by
NVItisenand, the goal for 2006 was to
have about 1,861 full-time day students
enrolled at Whitworth, but 1,855 students were enrolled for that year.
In 2007, 1Vhitworth surpassed the
goal by having 1,927 students enrolled
when the target was to have 1,899 stu-

Vhitworth sends dircct mail to thc
names that are purdused to spark
their interest.
According to the Strategic Plan. one
said.
The yield rate refers to the amount of of the bendunarks ir.dude the goal of
students who are accepted and enroll achieving and maintaining a 15 percent
as a full-time day students while the re- ethnic-minority enrollment for the entention rate refers to the studcnts who tering freshman class.
attended 'Whitworth the year before
"It's a complicated goal; Pfursich
and return the following year.
said. "It's tied onto a lot of factors"
One of the benchmarks related to the
Currently, 13.9 percent of the total
goal of a 2 percent gmwth is to build the enrollment is non-caucasian. Pfursich
freshman applicant pool from 2,000 to said.
2,500 by 2010, according to the StrateThe idea was to have a goal that
gic Plan.
would put us higher
To reach the goal.
than where we were
Whitworth's admisand improve on our
The 2 percent growth rate is a
sions office uses recurrent situation,"
cruitment strategies
Pfursich said "It's
nice balance. [Whitworth] can
such as SEARCH.
its
maintain dynamics without realistic to increase
SEARCH is a speby 15 percent and to
being too unrealistic."
cific type of recruitmaintain it:
Fred Pfursich,
ment where %VhitOut of 525 total
dean of Enrollment Services
worth
purduses
incoming
freshnames of sophomen, 79-80 students
more, junior and
(about 15 perccnt)
senior high school students, Pfursich would be bringing cthnic diversity to
said.
campus, Pfursich said.
The names are compiled from quesThe concept of critical mass vras aptionnaires given to students asking plied to the goal which says that 12 pertheir preferences in colleges and uni- cent to 17 percent is not too high but is
versities.
enough to affect change, Pfursich said.
Questionnaires are given out from
Another benchmark included in the
organizations such as Collegeboard. Strategic Plan is to achieve and mainPfursich said.
tain a gender ratio of 55 percent female
About half of the names purchased and 45 percent male in entering freshare from Collegeboard through the Men.
questionnaires given with the SAT and
The benchmark was reached for the
ACT tests.
incoming freshman dass in fall 2007,
According to the National Research Pfursich said.
Center for College and University AdThere's a higher percentage ofwo men
missions Web site, the NRCCUA Tal- going to college and Christian colleges
ent Identification Program is a student tend to have a much higher percentage
search program that allows institutions of females than males, Pfursich said.
to access names, addresses, academic
"Whitworth has a better gender balinterests and abilities of college-bound ance than most small Christian colhigh school seniors, juniors. sopho- leges," Pfursich said. "Students think
mores and freshmen.
that there are so many more women on
.
Whitworth normally purchases campus. It's way more balanced than
50,000 names per year but for the 2011 most people think."
class, 75,000 names were purchased in
order to have a bigger applicant pool to
Contact Christina Chea at christina.
draw from, Pfursich said.
chea@whitworthian.com
dents enrolled
The growth rate depends on the yield
rate and the retention rate, Whisenand

"We live in a world where everything's bigger, better, faster,"
Fluskisson said. "People expect you
to be able to do more in a shorter
amount of time:
Ancgon said winning has become so important that some athletes resort to cheating.
"I think our culture has become
so engrossed with becoming the
best it can be, wanting to win so
much that they'll do anything,"
Anegon said. 'That's why you have
people getting in trouble for performance enhancing drugs. They
want to gct that extra edge:
Anegon and Huskisson see
changes on the horizon in thc
form of improved facilities as key
to maintaining winning athletic
programs at the schooL
"Having that IScotford Tcnnis
Bubble] is so great,- Anegon said.
"%Ve have players next year looking
at us who probably wouldn't previously have looked at us without an
indoor facility:
Both agreed that non-student
athletes need to appreciate the
dedication and sacrifices required
by Whitworth athletes to be successful at thc collegiate level.
They havc this time commitmcnt every day; Anegon said.
They have to go on the road, they
have to work that much harder not only on the court or on the
field, but in the classroom as well."

Contact Derek Casanovas at derek.casanovas@whitworthian.com.

PREVIEW
continuedfrom page 3
high school seniors and parents, admissions counselor Jim Czirr noted that Whitworth is the No. I
feeder for Princeton Theological Seminary. A 2006
alumnus, CZITT said two-thirds of 'Whitworth students attend church regularly, and that chapel services are widely attended by students. He said 10 to
15 percent of students arc a Young Life or church
volunteer in some capacity.
Stephen said he also noticed an emphasis on the
physical seclusion and security of Whitworth. He
noticed some outdoor rearation equipment sitting
out next to the storage room next to the HUB conference room, and said anywhere else that would be
either immediately stolen or seen as dangerous.
'Security is definitely something %Vhitworth has
had to do more and more Czirr said in the presentation.
C.zirr mentioned a March 11 article in The \Vhitworthian about students loddng their residence
hall doors as an example of the safc environment.
Stephen also said the cloistered environment of
Whitworth could be good or bad for student development.
"The cynical view would be to say it's an enclave
and these 'hallowed halls' protect everyone from
the real world," Stephen said. "But on the othcr
hand it seems like students are opening themselves
up to other people, because they can't hide in the
big mass of students like at other schools. It's the
time in your life when you have to figure out who
you are."
Both Sam and his mother, Chris Bee, said they
felt like Whitworth students have a strong work
ethic and drive for academic success.
In Czirr's presentation, he said the current freshman class has an average 3.7 high school GPA, and
he said that average will only go up as admissions
gct more competitive.
'Whitworth values rigorous and open intellectual inquiry guided by dedicated Christian scholars:
Czirr said in the presentation.
Bee said overall she was most impressed by
\Vhitworth's focus on developing thc whole person.
She said the student culture seemed very friendly
and outgoing.
'There's a willingness to makc friends, and students don't seem worried about how others perceive them because they feel likc their personality
is strong enough on its own; Bee said.
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Contact Joy Bacon at joy.bacon@whitworthian.
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THINGS TO DO IN SPOKANE
Chlodos is playing vdth MXPX, Protest the Hero and The Color Fred at

730

7

p.m. on Thursday, Apri110 at the Blg Ezy Omen House. 1 kkets are mailable for $1630 from ticketswestcom.
For more information about this event or other things

to do In Spokane this week, visit whitworthian.m.
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ABOVE Senior Elizabeth Johnson's plece'Brave utilizes

acrylics.

LEFT:Junior°ladle Monte peruses the Junior art exhibit,'Art
Zombies; on Tuesday, Aptil 1, in the Koehler Gallery.

Junior art exhibit honors
Fine Arts Building and its
influence on art students

LidOMBIT.,
Audrey Gore
Staff Writer
Art Zombies are walking the halls of thc Fine Arts
Building this week as thc annual junior art exhibit kicked
off Tbesday, April 1. Twelve junior art majors are exhibiting
their work to commemorate thc Fine Arts Building.
Thc building will be torn down when the ncw visual arts
facility opens in September 2008. The exhibit runs until
April 18 and is a chance to see students' work in thc building during its last semester.
The Fine Arts Building is a World %Var H surplus building
the art department moved into in 1996. The Art Zombies
exhibit is a lighthearted chance for art students to explore
and show the influence the old art building's character has
had on thcm.

Each of thc students put together small collections nf art
to show in a variety of mediums that represented their time
as Whitworth art students.
One student who participated in this exhibit found hcr
passion for art as a carccr at %Vhitworth. Senior Chelsea
Swectin originally entered as an athletic training major,
when she startcd to get more involved in the art program.
'I never thought of it as a career but its what I love to
do' Swectin said.
Swectin's work in the exhibit included a mixed media
piece titled "Invisible," and three separate photographic
pieces titled, "The Farm," "Barter Fair' and "Leaving."
Sweetin emphasized photography because she enjoys the
fulfillment of developing her own photos and using them
to showcase events important to her.
Sweetin's piece, "Barter Fair" shows 'Whitworth students

out in the community. A lot of the pieces exhibited dealt
with community interaction, especially -Who's Your Hero,"
a photography piece by junior Anna Collins-Walceman.
The project took Collins-Wakeman out on the streets of
Spolcane interviewing people about their heroes and taking
picturcs of them.
"I lilce capturing things that are
pretty and little parts of people's
ART EXHIBIT
stories," Collins-Walceman said.
ART ZOMBIES
For Collins-Wakeman art is
about both expressing herself and
What iuniar art edit
interacting with other people, capWhen: Aprd1-18,11ours:
Monday-frklay,10a.rn.-6
turing events in her personal life,
p.m. acid Saturday,10
the lives of people at Whitworth
a.m.-2 p.m.
and in Spokane. Her other works
Where:Koehler Gallery
in the art show are titled "Inactive" and "Seemingly Impassible."
Junior Bryan Putnam an.
proached his art by including his views on the Christian
Church and dealing with identity througsh traditional and
non-traditional symbols.
"I like making art that makes you connect with it and see
what is going on inside7 Putnarn said.
In his piece "The Engine Master: Putnam uses a monkey
to represent lust and convey's the Church's lust for power.
He said that he wanted to convey the ulterior motives being let out by using secular or pagan sources.
The Art Zombies exhibit gives the flavor of the students
and building mixed into a great show and chance for students to connect with each other, Whitworth and the old
Fine Arts Building.
Contact Audrey Gore at au' dreygore@whitworthian.com.

Hawaiian Luau to include faculty, sta
Caitlin Richmond
Staff Writer

When you think of the word "Lu'au: the
first thing that comes to mind is probably
not your professor doing a hula dance. But
if you attend the 38th annual Lu'au that's
just what you'll sec.
There will be one main difference in the
Lu'au this year: Whitworth staffand faculty
will be dancing along with the student dub

members.
"It's a way of getting everyone involved:
said junior Ashley Metcalf, the treasurer of
the dub.
The Lu'au is organized and hosted by thc
Whitworth Hawaiian dub, Na Pu'uwai o
Hawaii. The dub's name means the heart
of Hawaii." The club puts on two big events
each year Kanikapila, which is a smaller
version of the Lu'au and happens in the
fall, and the Lu'au, which takes place in the
spring.
The Lu'au is a popular event in the Spolcanc community said senior Andrcw Inouye, the president of the dub.
Every year the Lu'au has a different
theme, but the basic concept is to spread
the culture of Hawaii, hletcalf said. This
year, the theme is "Spread the Aloha."
Admissions faculty members, assistant
professor of physics Kamesh Sankaran, assistant professor of communication stud-

ies Alan Mikkelson and Helen Higgs, head
coach of the 1Vhitworth women's basketball
team, will be dancing.
"%Ve decided to include faculty and
staff this year because they play a major
role in our lives

at

%Vhitworth:

HAWAIIAN
Metcalf said in a
Whitworth press
CLUB LU'AU
release. "Th.ey've
shared theiealolid
What Annual lu'au with
in the classroom
food, dancing. country store
and through othWhen: Saturday, Aprd12 at
cr campus pro5:10 p.m.
where yieldhouse
grams; the Lu'au
is an opportunity
Cost Student tickets are
aradable rot 515 from the
for them to share
bcath in the HUBot the
their talents:*
Info Defl
The Lteau features not only
dancing, but also
food cooked by members of the dub.
"It's pretty much the best food in Spokane for one night: Inouye said.
The menu includes kalua pork, teriy-aki
beef, chicken long rice, sweet potatoes and
pineapple upside down cake.
Inouye said there are more people from
the Spokane community than from 'Whitworth who attend the Lu'au.
Inouye said one reason for this may be
because the Hawaiian dub at Whitworth is
the biggest one in eastern Washington and

Nate Chatrilaitworthian

Freshman Kellah Fanene rehearses for the Hawaiian aub's annual Lu'au on Sunday, April 6.
Doors open for the Lu'a u at 530 p.m. on Saturday, April 12 in the Fieldhouse.

dub at Washington State University. Inouye said they
have developed a good reputation over the
years.
Tickets will be on sale until the day of the
Lu'au, but they will probably sell out before
then, Inouye said.
The Lu'au will take place Saturday, April
is bigger than the Hawaiian

12 in the Fieldhouse. Doors open at 530
p.m., which is also when dinner begins.
The entertainment starts at 7 p.m. and indudes dancing as well as a video slideshow

of Hawaii
Contact Caitlin Richmond at caitlin.ridtmond@whitworthian.com.
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Sodexho executive
chef takes Iron title

A&E
BRIEFS
return to HUB for
concert Apri110
Velella Velella and Ihe
Long Ranger will be performing at 8 p.m. on Thursday. April 10 in the I lixson
Union Building.
Admission is 55 or free
ivith Whitworth student ID.
For more information
contact Vi Nguyen at ex.
4551 or

TIniorZapcdJhAarmAiln

xnguyen09whit-

worth.edu.

'12 Angry Men'
staged reading
set for Apri114
There will be a staged
reading of "12 Angry Menat 7:30 p.m. on Monda»
April 14 in the I Iixson
Union Building.
In the play, one member
of a jury must try to convince the other 11 to acquit
the suspect on trial.
For more information
contact Lisa Gilham at Igil-

ham08.whitworth.edu.

Punk and metal
bands to play at
local music venue
Local punk rock and
heavy metal bands My Fatal
Mistake, The Sissies, Starflight Ambush and Skies
Bum Black will perform at
The Boulevard, a local music venue, at 6 p.m. toda»
The Boulevard is located
at 333 %V. Spokane Falls
Blvd.

For more information,
call (509) 455-7826.
Compile,/ ty Heidi Olson

fiNew
RELEASES
Check out some new
music releases for
Thesday, April 8.
CUT COPY-

-In Ghost Colours"
THE DUKE SPIRIT

'Neptune'
FOALS

-Antidotes'
LEONA LEWIS

-Spirit'

atilc science of cuisine.

Kelly MacDonald
Stajf Writer

Velella Velella to

BitterSweet Bakery employee Kathy Dunlap grabs a loaf of challah bread to sell to
a customer on Friday. April 4.

Bakery dishes up
tasty treats, coffee
serts. It has several large salads to
choose from, tlaily soups, huge cups
of specialty coffees and the crepes.
A few years ago. Gina Garcia
A 10-inch wide crepe comes filled
owned a bakery downtoivn called with whatever you wish. One particTake the Cake. Garcia said while she ularly delicious crepe for fish eaters
enjoyed doing desserts she wanted to is the Grand Nord crepe that comes
explore the world of baking a little filled with salmon, spinach. havarti
more and fuse in some of the French cheese, Dijon mustard and dill.
cuisine elements she loves so much.
For those with more of a sweet
Ihus, the IlitterSweet Bakery was tooth the banana chocolate crepe
born.
served with milk chocolate shavings
Three years later, the BitterSweet and whip cream will not leave you
Bakery is gaining popularity for its wanting.
Some customer favorites include
rich. flavorful foods with French
flair.
the succulent scones in a variety of
Ihe recognition Garcia gained flavors including chocolate orange
from for her former
and mapie pecan. They
bakery also helps. All
have retained some of
those who loved her
Garcia's notable desFOOD t4)1
desserts still come for
serts from Take the
them, now they just
REVIEW
Cake such as the threepick up lunch as well.
chocolate mousse.
BITTERSWEET BAKERY
Ihe BitterSweet BakI lowever,
Garcia
ery is located behind
said
thc
French
style
location: 1220 5.Grand Are.
Sacred Ileart Hospital
crepes are what cause
Hours: Tue!,day 7 ain.-3 pnt;
on Grand Avenue. Althe lunch rush between
Wednesday-Imlay 7 aan.-5
though on the outside
11:30 a.m. and 1 p.m.
pa; Saturday 8 1m-3 gin.,
only a small storefront
The service is prompt
dosed Sunday Monday
is visible, the inside
Cuisine:French tcstro, balm
enough not to leave
none: (509) 455-8658
provides a sanctuary
you starving. but takes
from the bustling world
enough time to give deoutside its walls.
tailed attention to each
The little bistro is very casual with dish.
its bench seating and iron-wrought
Garcia said the atmosphere is best
furniture for guests. Homey decora- suited for small groups of around
tions of pots and pans hanging on three people for a nice quiet lunch or
the walls v,.ork well with the discreet anyone looking to read the morning
abstract art, as well as the practical paper while nibbling on a pastry and
decorations of shelves of cookbooks. drinking some coffee.
Subdued yet cheerful tones of blues
However, if you're looking for
allow the light from the store's big deep conversation, avoid the lunch
picture windows to cascade into the or breakfast rush when the crowded
shop. Boisterous dassical music plays seating makes for a louder atmoin the background, keeping custom- sphere.
ers jovial but still relaxed.
One service still offered is desserts
Then comes the food. lbe menu, to-go. Garcia has a wide array of deswhile small and specific, contains serts for her guests to choose from,
something for everyone. Bitter- ranging from a chocolate chiffon
Sweet's chefs are more than willing cake to a lemon cloud pie. They can
to customize orders. There are dishes be ordered two days ahead of time to
for vegetarians and those looking for ensure freshness and quality.
something hearty, savory or sweet.
lbe bakery also offers hot and cold
Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.
beverages and mouth-watering des- sestero@whitworthian.corn.

Sophie Sestero
Staff IVriter

"I really like to cook," Jacob said. "I like the science of
cooking. Its both creative and
strict. Once it's explained scientifically. I understand it7
Dozier described himself as
blunt and highly competitive
but Jacob said the experience
svas awesonie.
"You know his expectations
arc high," Jacob said about
Dozier. "Iles the boss. Do
what he says, do it right and do
it quickly. 'There were very few
terse moments."
Dozier is no stranger to the

The rules are simple: make
the most delicious, aromatic
and beautiful meals possible
with use of a full kitchen in
one hour. But there's a catch.
You must use the secret ingredient, which in this case was
aid tuna_
After ami hour of furious
cooking, executive chef less
Dozier and Alan Jacob, assistant director of student housing, were declared the winners
of the Iron Chef competition
hosted at Gonzaga University
on Wednesday. March 19.
In front of 800 students in
the dining hall, the two teams,
one from Gonzaga and the
other from Whitworth. battled
to win over the judges with
their creations. Ihe conipetition was close enough the
judges WC re forced to vote in
the final tiebreaker. Whitworth
won two to one.
"I he winning menu
consisted of four
courses: black tea
miso soup with pan
scaredahi tuna, peach
bisque with tuna biscotti and a main dish

strenuous environment of the
kitchen or competitive cooking. Ile has been in three other
Iron Chef competitions and
has been cooking commercially since high school.
Dozier's culinary career
began as a way of supporting
himself in high school, but
when he realized he enjoyed
cooking full time at a restaurant more than studying in

1011.

college to become
an engineer, he realized he had found
his niche. Cooking

became his ultimate
passion.
I le becamea dief's
apprentice and comof pan-seared tuna
pleted the normal
with a wasabi crust,
three-year stint in
p.utnered with ginDO ZIER,
two. Afterward, lie
ger carrot puree and
Sodexho
moved to Riddand,
a winter vegetable
execut ive chef
'ash.. tu work in a
hash. Dessert W.LS
hotel kitchen.
chocolate
mouse
R was after his progrestopped with shavings of Ali
sion in the hotel industry that
tuna and berries.
\Mile the event was a seri- he joined Sodexho and was
ous one, Dozier said it was also placed as ami assistant chef at
held for the entertainment val- Gonzaga. I k remained there
ue. giving the students a break for two years before he got
from the routine of the normal the executive chef position at
day to day dining experience. Whitworth in 2002.
"Ifs been a great fit for me,"
And Dozier said he didn't
mind beating Gonzaga in their Dozier said of his position at
own kitchen.
Whitworth. "I love it here. It's
"'They wanted to win. They been a great place to work:
expected to win: Dozier said.
It is the Sodexho company
"We likc to hold up Whit- that provides the structure for
worth's name whenever we employees and standards but
can'
Dozier is responsible for the
While he said Gonzaga's food items offered. Ile cnsurcs
food was More aesthetically a quality product by training
pleasing, he said thc judges at- employees and testing food.
tributed their ultimate win to
Dozier said Sodexlio has
distinct taste.
been highly adaptive in the
think we won on flavor," years he has worked for them.
Dozier said. "Men it comes In order to see to the needs of
down lo it, it matters more those it saws, Sodexho does
what it tastes likc than what it constant evaluations in order
looks like:
to effectively grow with changJacob, in charge of the peach ing needs and expectations.
bisque - a smoothie-like palate
"We just try to get better evcleanser - agreed.
ery year: Dozier said.
"We chose more bold flaDozier said his scnsc of
vors," Jaco!) said. "It just came competition and "nothingdown to which one really im- less" attitude has taught him to
pressed the palate:
treat his daily work like comDozier first learned oflacob's petitive cooking, learning to
interest in cooking when he do whatever it takes to make
helped international students good meals even better for the
prepare meals in the 111111 students he sems.
kitchen. Ihe team was created
through a common love fOr
Contact Kelly Afacnonahl
cooking. For Jacob, the love
macdonaklewhitworcame from the understanding thian.com.

THE LONG BLONDES
"Couples"

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: REJECTED ASWU CAMPAIGN SLOGANS

MARIE DIGBY
-Unfold"

I0be, or not Obe. That is the question.

II can see Cleary now, the rain is gone.

1 Execsperience. Connecticapable. Diversim-

11<alen Eshoff: No fear. No regrets. No Op-

P.O.D.

munity.

ponent.

"When Angels & Serpents

)1'11

improve the school, just as this position
will improve my resume.

Promises so vague, I can't help but fulfill
them.

II will do a phenomenal job, as soon as I

I Jeff 'hinter: Ile's back, and this time it's
personal.

II le gave you candy. What more could you ask

II like Ike and, on an unrelated note, Kendra

NINE INCH NAILS
-Ghosts I-1V"

Dance"

TAPES'N TAPES

'Walk It Off'

for?

Ite like Aaron Burr. Give I lamilton a shot.

I Carl Chan! Carl Usan! Does whatever a Carl
Can! Look out, hiere comes the Carl Chan.
figure out what it is.
I lamilton.
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GAME TO WATCH
Philadelphia Phillies at New Yotk hiets
Wednesday, April 9;4:10 p.m., ESPN2

Read more online in The Water Cooler at whitworthlan.com.
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Spring is
in the air?

Flurries force more home
cancellations for softball
Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor

Despite falling into a 6-0 hole in the fourth inning, the
Pirates did exactly what they had been doing before the
game began: wait for the right opportunity.
After waiting over four hours for weather conditions to
clear up so the game could begin, the NVhitworth softball
team waited until the sixth inning to mount an eight-run
inning on their way to an 11-6 victory over the University
of Puget Sound on Saturday, April 5.
Freshman pitcher Kelsey Ayers earned her first win of
the season by pitching a scoreless three and two-thirds innings in relief of an uncharacteristically shaky day off the
mound for senior pitcher Jessie LaPlante.
"Everyone's going to have a bad day, an off day," sophomore shortstop Lacey Kerr said. "(Our freshman pitchers)
have showed up and been ready to play:
Junior catcher Rachel Anderson and Ayers each knocked
in three RBIs, while Kerr added two RBIs of her own.
After the Loggers put six runs on the board in the fourth,
the Pirates trailed 6-3 in the bottom of the sixth. Kerr singled up the middle to bring around two runs in the inning
for Whitworth.
One batter later, Anderson was walked with the bases
loaded for another Pirate run. A throwing error allowed
freshman infielder Josie Ball and senior second baseman

Eiii.74/157iitworthim

Freshman outfielder McKenzie Stuby and sophomore shortstop Lacey KIM olvs head coach Fuzzy au ckenberger a neck full of
snow before Whitworth softball's 11-6 victory over the University of Puget Sound on Saturday, April S.

Morgan Thomsen to score. With two runners still on base,
Ayers jacked a threc-run homer to cap the inning.
Ayers said her grandparents from Iowa and her mother
from Colorado were in the stands during thc game.
Because of the couple inches of snow stacked up on the
outfield grass, the team had to shovel off the field before
the game. The team said the sluggish start might have been
a result of tiredness from the pre-garne workout.
'That might of been part of the reason we started off a
little slow; Ayers said.
Kerr said the win was a good way to rebound from thc
SunWest Tournament Whitworth took part in ovcr Spring

Break

"This weekend gave us a big boost and got our confidence back up from California: Kerr said.
Despite the break in the clouds and rain on Saturday,
games on Sunday. April 6 were cancelled between the two
teams.
Duc to thc indement weather, Saturday's game stands
as the only one played at home at Niarks Field so far this
season.
Whitworth will be on the field again for a set of doubleheaders against Lewis & Clark College starting April 12.

Contact Derek Casanovas at derek.casattovas@whitworthiatt.com.

Injury ravaged men's tennis WomenS tennis aces
team halves weekend series Loggers, Lutes for sweep
I

Undsay Darbonne
Staff Writer

Even Pirates hurt themselves. While freshman
Brian Elliot has recovered
significantly from his lower

back sprain which occurred
earlier in the season, freshman Colin Zalewski is now
the one sitting out.
Zalewski,
who
has
emerged as a contributor
for the Pirates men's tennis
team, sprained his ankle
Thursday when he stepped
on a tennis ball during
practice.
-We've been relatively
injury prone this season;
Zalewski said "As a whole,
we're pretty banged up:*
Despite injuries, the
Whitworth men's tennis
team served up two matches this past weekend April
4-5.
Friday, the team hosted
the University of Puget
Sound, where they defeated
the Loggers 6-3 for the second time this season.
A healthier Elliot won his
No. 2 singles 64, 6-4, while
senior Ed Anegon v..on his
No. 3 singles match by the
same score.
Both freslunan Henry
Williams and senior Scott
Donnell won their singles
matches and their doubles
matches. Freslunan Joe
%Vales teamed with Donnell
to win their No. 2 doubles
match 8-2, while sophomore Josh Steele was at
Willianis side for their No.

TENNIS

MATCHES VS. LEWIS & CLARK, WHITMAN

SINGLES
rs.

Puri Sousa Ara 4

DOUBLES

Leah Motz

n. Purrt Sound, Apnl

Assistant Copy Chief

lees/mad

516scriefIllS) Art Strtle7-6.
1162
Arakr-4
64.64

liasmer.1161191 (1.15)de{

Amps det Iktagsts (12516-4.64
Dow' det He= 0516-1.6-7,114
Stet (1,51 kt1Ities 6-1.14.161
Mars 6et Tr:rraz (1,516-3.6-4

OcrtreiNties 6rt Pe.i.rril1arsat11,5)
S644041karts skt SabettTrreras VS/14

Pat* Luther-an Aprsl6
Soft.Ptill Girt Strtle 61.6-2
tirrrore CPUll rift Ekt 7-6, 64

DirsiriWes 6rt Itatsrr.?tter.crt NJ) 65
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Goseca =Ida Wars 61.24.104

3 doubles win 8-4.
"My match against UPS
was one of the best matches
I hive ever played," Williams said. "I think it NUS

one of the best matches the
team has ever played too;
Unfortunately, the men's
Saturday, April 6 match
against second place Pacific
Lutheran University looked
a lot lilce their duel earlier in
the season as well.
The Lutes pulled out their
second 8-1 win over the
tired Pirates for the season.
The only Whitworth success was fought for by Donnell and %Vales who won
their No. 2 doubles match
8-5, malcing the third win
for Donnell that weekend.
PLU swept the day's singles matches, as Donnell,
%Vales and Williams could
only take their opponents
to third sets.
"Saturday I think we just
came out flat," Williams
said. "We were tired from
the day before. I think if we

(Alint111-7

rt Paqic Ludierart Aprd 5
tavut RIO OW 64 krt9rAticti-2

Gnoriar

Apo 14+,141stwordwre

had played better we could
have beat PLU:'
The loss dropped %Vhitworth to 10-6 in conference
and 13-9 overalL The team
now currendy sits at fourth
in the Northwest Conference.
The team will play an exhibition match on Tuesday,
April 8, against the Community Colleges of Spokane,
according to the Whitworth
athletics Web site.
However, the Whitworth
men have two weeks off
from conference competition as they prepare for the

NWC Championships in
Yaldma, Washington scheduled for April 18-19.
"Even though we didn't
win both of our matches
this weekend, we finished
strong as a team," Zalewski
said. "%Ve hope to be healed
and healthy for conference,"
Contact Lindsay Darbonne at lindsay.darbonne@
whitworthian.com.

singles play this se-ason with a win at No.
3 singles. Hays upped her season record to
14-2 with a win at No. 4 singles. Anegon
The Whitworth women's tennis team added Whitworth's final win beating her
beat the University of Puget Sound Friday opponent in two games 6-2 and 6-0.
and Pacific Lutheran University Saturday,
The Whitworth women's tennis tcam
April 5, to boost their conference record to faced PLU Saturday. The second win of the
12-2, 14-4 overall.
weekend boostcd their conference record
The team beat UPS 8-1 Friday, April 4 to 12-2, 14-4 overall. Games were played
despite the absence of Lexy Harrington outside and Staudinger said this posed an
who was resting a sprained ankle. The additional challenge.
freshman is the team's No. 2 sin"[Playing outside is) algles player and a member of the
ways tough because we don't
No. 1 doubles team.
get to play outside that much,"
Freshman Katie Staudingcr,
Staudinger said. "We played rewho is undefeated in conference
ally well against the teams we
play this season, said this injury
played this weekend:
challenged the team to bump up
Aven said the team has only
and play an opponent ranked
practiced outside twice this seahigher than normal.
son. The match against PLU was
"We all played really welL We
windy and rainy.
all stepped up to the challenge;
"%Ve had to keep stopping to
AV EN
Staudinger said. She said Harlet the rain pass; Aven said.
rington is expected to compete
adds a whole new element aside
next weekend against Lewis & Clark Col- from facing your opponent:
lege and Whitman College but needed to
After doubles play, the Pirates held a
rest her injury.
3-0 advantages over the Lutes. Aven and
Freshman Rachel Burns and junior Linh Burns won their match 8-4 playing No. 1
Aven played together at No. 1 doubles for doubles.
the first time this season. Their 9-8 win
Hays and teammate Staudinger followed
over UPS started the winning for %Vhit- suit earning an 8-5 win at No. 2 doubles.
worth's doubles teams.
Smith and Anegon completed the sweep to
Staudinger and junior Justine Hays col- give Whitworth the edge beating their oplected a commanding 8-1 win at No.2 dou- ponents 8-3 at No. 3 doubles.
bles. Senior Taryn Smith and sophomore
Burns won a tight opening match alter
Angela Anegan won 8-6 at No. 3 doubles.
dropping the first game 6-7 to PLU's Eri"We had to shift doubles teams; Aven ka Feltus at No. 1 singles. Burns won the
said. "It's different playing with people second game 6-4 and clinched with a 10-7
you're not used to. The chemistry's differ- third set win.
ent."
In other singles matches, Staudingerp
Burns and Aven continued winning in Smith and Ancgon tallied wins for the Pitheir following Singles matches. Burns won rates.
6-1, 6-1 at No. 1 singles and Aven collected
"(The weekendl went according to plan.
a win with scores of 6-1 and 6-2 at No. 2.
See ACES, page 11
singles. Staudingcr improved to 16-1 in

It
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Final home meet ends on high note
OOOOO 1.11111 CO O

Kintner,

Mayer star

MEN:S TENNIS:

WC

in respective
track events

WH

;.":187,4A

PLU

12-2

12-10

10-4

!INFIELD

Mark Baker

ALL

Staff Writer

Amidst a downpour
of spring snow, the men's
and women's track & field

UPS

teams competed in the
Sam Adams Classic at
Whitwortlis Pine Bowl on
Saturday, April 5.
Athletes from the Community Colleges of Spo'cane, 1Vhitman College,
Washington State University and the University of

Idaho came to compete
along with the Pirates in
thc open meet.
Everyone, induding the
20 or so fans, found it difficult to stay warm.
'It's hard to gct warmed
up with the weather, but
we have been training in
it all season; junior Kim
Henderson said.
Still, 'Whitworth athletes found their stride and
posted some quality numbers for their final home
meet.
Sophomore Jeff IGntner,
who took first in the shot
put with his national qualifying throw, won the event
at 15.69 meters. Kintner
was trailed by junior Joey
Vanhoomissen and sophomore Danjuma Quarless,
who tied for third at 12.40

"

GEORGE FOX

Senior Karissalhornsen and junior IGm Henderson jump hito the water pit during the steepledlase April Sat the Pine BowL

meters.
Sophomore Jo E. Mayer
posted an equally impressive day on the track for
Whitworth, as she qualified
for the Northwest Conference Championship meet
with her 18:24.54 time in
thc 5,000-meter run.
Freshman
Elizabeth
Mattila continued her
outstanding spring, as she
placed first in the 200- and
400-meter dash and the
100-meter hurdles.
Henderson took first
in steeplechase with a
1146.64 finish.
"We all pushed each
other and worked hard on

being competitive; Henderson said.
Senior 'Catherine Lanc
took first in polc vault at a
height of 2.95 mctcrs followed by freshman Hannah Kinnicr. Both placed
over two WSU contenders.
Freshman Erica Cox
placed second in the hammer throw with a 42.11 meter throw, defeating three
community college players
and two tearnmates.
For thc men, freshman
Colin Foshay took first
in 100-meter dash and in
the 200-meter dash with a
22.89 time.
The 400-meter was won

by sophomore Emmanuel
Bola, with freslunan Evan
Staley and frcshman Elorm
Atisu taldng second and
third.
Senior Brandon Howell recorded a 1:55.20 for
thc 800-meter dash, with
sophomore Dusty Caseria
and freshman Tyler Alsin

taking second and third.
The open meet allowed
sophomores Conor Larkin and Justin Farris along
with juniors Taylor Storm
and Jay Davis to take a shot
at thc men's 4 x 400-meter

A1.1

!INFIELD '

1_370

13-51

WHITWORTH

12-2

14-4

i

ity or the courage; Larkin
said.
am running lilce
Forrest Gump did:"
Their tcam came in last
place in the relay with a total time of 402.
'I feel lilce my father
would be proud of me,"
Larldn said. "We didn't
win, but we finished strong
with Jay and Justin both
running a 53 second lap:'
Davis also ran the 400meter dash in 53.13, placing fourth out of seven
Whitworth runners.

relay.
"I am running for those

Contact Mark Baker at
mark.baker@whitworthi-

who don't have the abil-

an.com.

We're still in second place
and we can facc offagainst
Linfield in conference in a
fcw weeks," Aven said.

Staudinger said Ancgon played well, especially
considering shc had just
been in China for Spring
Break and only returned
recently. Staudinger said
she was happy Anegon
won against PLU on Saturday.
was her birthday, so
she won on her birthday,"
Staudinger said.
The Pirates return to
the court next Friday to
host Lewis & Clark College before traveling to
Whitman to face the Missionaries on Sunday.
"LC and Whitman are
two of the better teams
in [the] conference and
both were close matches

it

Whitworth Faculty,
Students, and
Parents receive
EXTRA DISCOUNTS

before. We had some big
wins; Staudinger said.
She said she is confident that the women will
perform well after this
weekend's succcss.
After matches against
Lewis & Clark and Whitman, the team will travel
to Yakima. to play in thc
conference
championship.
There, they plan to face
Linfield College again to
avenge what Aven described as a heartbreaking
loss in their last conference match.
In Whitworth's last
meeting with Linfield,
the Pirates lost in the final
singles match up and Linfield took the match 5-4
to keep their sixth undefeated season alive.
Contact Leah Afotz at
leahanotz@whitworthian.
coin.

-

WHITMAN

10-4

12-9

PLU

6-8

8-9

1-12

2-15

¡ups,
GEORGE FOX

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs. L&C
Friday, rtpril I I @ 3:30 p.m.

NWC

All

12-2

23-3

10-2

16-4

9-7

12-16

UPS

4-7

8-14

GEORGE FOX

3:15 -7

3--1--1.7¡

l&C

2-18

2-25

ONLINE
looking for
(overage of
baseball? Check
out the full article and other
daily updates in
sports (overage
whitworthian.com
.
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rWHIMORTH

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs. LK
Saturday, Apri112 @ 12 pm.

BASEBALL.
AL1

NWC

LINFIELD

17-3

22-6

GEORGE FOX

15-5

19-9

14-10

15-13].

11-9

14-2-2

.

PLU

LWILIAMETFETh9

1514

UPS

10-10

WHMNORTH

10-14, 11-19

LE

8-16

10-18

0-20

2-26

t WHITMAN

14-13

Athlete of
THE WEEK
INDIANS JOB FAIR
The Spokane Indians

Baseball Club is looking for
individuals to fill a variety

of game night positions.

Saturday, April 19
ANYTIME BETWEEN I 0AN-1 2PM

Avista Stadium

Kelsey Ayers

online
,

rir1171METTÉ"'

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Lewis & Clark
Saturday. April 12 @ 12 p.m.

READ MORE

'

1-13

NWC

Nate OuddlYisitworthian

continuedfrom page 11

-
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NEXT PIRATE GAME:

ACES

-

5-9

WbiwoiThn.CCotSpokane
Today, April 8 @ 3 p.m.

PACIFIC

'

5-9

freshatan pitcher

"m=1.535-2922

enrwspokaacIndlansbasebanima

Earned first collegiate win and hit
3-run homer Saturday, Apri 5.
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TOP: Junior Jordan Michelson grabs his mail on April 4.

MIDDLE-LEFT: Junior Sarah Douglas scans in packages that were delivered
eartier that moming.The Post Office staff spends about an hour each mom-

ing scanning, sorting and labeling students'mail before depositing it in
mailboxes.
MIDDLE-RIGHT:Packages await sorting after being entered into the system.
BOTTOM-LEFT: Sue Lavelle, the Post Office supervisor, sorts through let-

ters for Whitworth staff boxes. Staff mail Is sent out twice a day to specific
departments.
BOTTOM-RIGHT:Once the packages are scanned, two labels are printed out.
One goes on a colored card inside the student's box and the other is put on
the package to be identified later.
NI Eiliottlillitsurthian

CHECK OUT THE AUDIO SLIDESHOW OF BEHIND-THE-SCENES IN THE POST OFFICE AT
WHITWORTHIAN.COM.
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Future parking possibly pinched

PAGE 3

Lots may lose up
to 90 spots due

Faculty partidpate
in retirement plan
Oakland, Reid phasing
out of tenured positions.

e'

"4-

0-

to construction

"Jel

Natalie Johnson

OPINIONS

I

Staff tVriter

PAGE 6

There have been a grossing number of complaints this year from
students, faculty and visitors concerning a perceived lack of parking
on campus, said Ed Kelly, director
of Facilities Services.
"That complaint needs to be addressed, but surprisingly it doesn't
need to be addressed with more
parking:' he said.
Recent complaints about parking and the anticipation Of parking
issues related to construction have
generated a need for Whitwortlis
Parking Task Force to start up
again, Kelly said.
Parking may become even tighter
by 2010. Around 90 parking spaces
tnay be lost during construction
from the library parking lot and
the lot behind Duvall and BaldwinJenkins hall, Kelly said.
Forty parking spots may be lost
due to the construction of the.East
Residence liall and 50 due to the
construction of the new science
center, Kelly said.
Starting in thc fall, the gate between Duvall and Iloppell I lall will
be opened, giving students easier
access to the parking lot behind
Duvall, Kelly said.
Ncw sccurity cameras will bc
installed in the Duvall parking lot
next school year, allowing for students to fccl safer parking there,

5 solutions to the

parking dilemma
Flue's how other schools
have addressed the issue.

SCENE

I

PAGE 11

Rwandan grOup
drums, sings praise
I-lindurwa performs
music for God's glory.
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Kelly said.

NJ:4.

A student drives through Lot 81 around

1

p.m. Friday, Apri111, searching fora parking space before class.

Loss of parking due to construction on campus
Construction of new buildings may take 90 on.campus parki tg spots

,

SO spots here

40 spots here
' during the
construction

chning the

construction
of the new
science center,
starting In

olthe East

.

Residence
Hall

sDer92009

spurrovhaworthun

Inform.stion courtesy of Stew Whvrtrsert. GrJphic f7.

In addition, security camera will
be installed at both entrances to
campus, he said.
lhe parking task force met April

auteWhits.vrthiars

9 for the first tinte since 2006, Kelly

said.
The task force, which works
closely with the Facilities Planning

Committee, was active from 2001
to 2006, Kelly said.
The committee is made up of 14
representatives from several different arcas of campus, including
faculty, staff, ASWU, admissions,
Residence Life, athletics, sr. curity,
Facilitiei-Sc.r-vitees and the student
body.
Kelly said he believes that the
approximately 1,600 parking
spaces on campus are more than
enough for students and staff to
find spots daily.
"It's not that svc don't have
enough parking, but people complain when parking is not convenient to them," he said.
Onc of the biggest problem arcas

See PARKING, page 3

Financial aid, enrollment
reduce grade 'point average
n.
2 (Ay. required keep university-awarded academic scholarships
o ices

to

Softball bats hot in
L&C series sweep

Beau Lamb
Staff 1Vriter

In home finale, Bucs

After three years of discussion, the financial aid
office along with dean of
enrollment Fred Pfursich
agreed to reduce the minimum GPA requirement for
academic scholarships to a
2.0 at the start of spring se-

push win total to 13.

ONLINE I THIS WEEK

Could our dorms
be more co-ed?

mester.
Last year's

Grady Locklear analyzes
residence hall design at
whitworthian.com.

Mind and
!kart scholarship required
a 3.5 minimum GPA and
all other academic scholarships required a minimum
3.0 GPA in order for students to kccp their current
scholarship.
"This plan is retroactive.
It's not just for the new students, but for all students
with academic scholarships, Pfursich said.
l'fursich said there are
203 current students receiving the Mind and Heart
scholarship, 370 for Prcsi-

WORD FOR WORD
Quote of the week

I

can't find a
competitor with a more

outdated facility. This
is the most urgent and
pressing needf
Michael LeRoy
pia insidankr Aatierairldfc'es
anthem& bra newscinacrarta
Read about tit, arm center sa

page 2 and wtitwarthisa.cazo.
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dential, 232 for Trustee and
169 for Legacy.
The decision to lower
the GPA requirement svas
based on several factors,
Pfursich said.
Ile said it was a lot of
work for the financial aid
office to monitor students'
GPAs.

Pfursich said requiring a
higher minimum GPA for
scholarship recipients was
a disadvantage to recipients. Some students liad
need-based financial aid
and only had to maintain
the institutional (2.0) GPA,
he said.
"This change also reduces stress for students who
are athletes, have jobs, are
involved in extracurricular
activities or who have challenging course loads," Pfursich said.
Wendy Olson, director
of financial aid, said the
change will benefit students

CAMPUS HOUSING GUIDE

who are on the verge of losing their scholarships.
"A huge portion of students are going to be above
that 3.0 GPA level anyway,
and this plan just provides a
better situation for students
who are on that 3.0 bubble,"
she said.
Somc students disagree
with the new policy.
feels like it compromises Whitworth's academic prestige," freshman
Lauren Avischious said.
Senior Victoria I Iiller
said she was surprised by
the change.
"You mean I have had
to keep above a 3.5 the last
four years and some freshman only has to keep a
2.0?" !filler said.
Some students, like
freshman Peter Pascacio,
feel relieved about the
change.
"I think it's a good thing
because some majors are

Scholarship recipients 2007-2008
Mind

8-9

370

Presidential
$11,000 per year

tall

Trustee

232

59.000 per year

it

I PAGES

f_kiliartIMEM 203

S12.000 per year

169

57,000 per year

Information courtely of Fred PfarsUh , Grqhic by Hannah Kinnier/lOsiturrthian

more intense than others
and it puts relief on students with those majors;
Pascacio said.
Students with full-tuition
scholarships will partially
be affected by the GPA requirement change, Olson
said.
"Originally, the full-tuition scholarship required
students to have a 3.5 GPA

rim

Liu'

and now that has been reduccd to a minimum 3.0
GPA," Olson said.

There are currently 16
Faculty Scholarship Competition recipients receiving
full-tuition scholarships,
Pfursich said.
Contact Beau Lamb at
beau.lamb@whitworthian.
CO,,'.
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ABOUT US
The Whinvorthian has served as the main

sane of news and sports towage fa the
tworth oxnrnunity since 1905. lhe
Vildworthian is an organizatim composed
entirely by students chid pnduas The
Whitwontiin weekly newspaper aid tht
whitycethiancom
OUR MISSION
The Whitwontian seeks to Warn and

engage the Wildcats carnality, ever
mindful of our jourrukstictegensblities.
We due aatracy, relearn, imovation
andtraresparenry.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The pint edraat oflhe Vifiltwatial is

published weedy, except during UMW,
ard student vacation The content is
by studemlhe
generated
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Science center funding on top agenda
Julie Wootton
News Editor
Funding for the new science
center will be onc of the topics of
discussion at this week's Board of
Trustees meetings.
Brian Benzel, vice president for
finance and administration, said
the board finance committee will
meet April 17 and will be taking
a recommendation for a funding
strategy to the whole board April
18.

This will be an important
[meeting] for moving forward on
the science center project," Benzel
said
Michael Le Roy. vice president
for Academic Affairs, said most of
the discussion about design took
place in the fall and that future
discussion during board meetings
will focus on funding strategies.
Sometime next school year, the
board will have to give the goahead to break ground and then
will no longer be directly involved,
Le Roy said.
He said the design committee
will have to justify the expenditure
to the board.
"VVe have tried to be frugal and
careful [financially]," Le Roy saa
Benzel said there is a desire to
complete the project soon in order to combat project inflation and
provide students access to the new
facilities.
Lynn Noland, director of sponsored programs, said a new center
has been on the list of priorities for
a long time.
Le Roy said Mitworth's 40-yearold science facilities do not look
good to high school students and
parents, as compared to newer science Facilities, such 15 a new building at Seattle Pacific University,
which opened in 2003.
The Eric Johnston Science
Center was constructed in 1967
though a grant from the Eric Johnston Foundation, according to the
2001-03 Whitworth course catalog.
"I can't find a competitor with
a more outdated facility," Le RoY
said. This is the most urgent and
pressing need."
The center was extensively
renovated during the 1998-99

school year and renovations cost
$2.83 million, according to the
2005-2010 strategic plan.
Dear= Ojennus, assistant professor of chcmistry and chair of the
chemistry departrnent, said enroll-

County of Whirworthisn archives

Senior Kailey Nelson (left) and alumnus Seth Wall (right) do research In the Erk Johnston Sdence Center April 5, 2007.

ment has grown exponentially
since the center opened in 1967.
There were 58 biology, chemistry and physics majors in 1967 and
276 in 2006, Ojennus said.
"Whitworth is growing with
time; Ojennus said. The number
of majors in the sciences has more
than doubled in just thc last 10
years;
Phase 1 of the project includes
the construction of a three-story
center on the site of the old fine
arts building, which will house
the biology and chemistry departments, said Steve Thompson, director of capital projects.
The old fine arts building will
be torn down in spring 2009 when
ground.breaking starts, Benzel
said.
Bermel said the center will be
open when the current freshmen
are seniors. Phase I of the project
will cost about $37 million, he
said.
Ojennus said the current center
is about 35,000 square feet, while
the new center will be about 60,000
square feet.
"It's a big building that will
Change the complexity of the North
side of campus; said Robert Misel,
an architect from baffler-Hull, an
architectural firm based in Seattle.
Misel is involved with the project
Miller-Hull will work with a
contractor, who will be hired within one month, Benzel said.
A search committee conducted
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nterviews with possible contracors April 11, Noland said.
Throughout the design process,
architects have mct individually
with cach department at least every other month, Noland saicL
Also, senior chemistry major
Thayer Wild is on the design committee, Noland said.
Thompson said some faculty
members have discussed the proposal with students.
'There has been a significant
level of involvement with advanced students in looking at the
blueprints; junior biology major
Derek Weyhrauch said.
Phase II, which is scheduled to
begin within one year of the completion of Phase I, will include the
renovation of the existing center
as well as constructing a 16,000
square foot addition, Benzel said.
Phase II is tentatively scheduled
for completion in fall 2011 and

'

will cost about S18 million, Benzel

said.
The physics department will remain in the current center, due to
lower infrastructure requirements,
Le Roy said.
The computer science and math
departments may move into thc
current center, Noland said.
Le Roy said thc design committee did a 20-year projection of enrollment in the sciences, starting in
2006.
He said the projection factors in
a 3-percent growth ratc for the first
few years aftcr the center opens.
Craig Tsuchida, associate professor of biology and chair of the
biology department, said the new
science center will be thc largest,
most expensive building in %Vhitworth's history.
Contact Julie Wootton at julic.
wootton@whitworthian.com.
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University places emphasis on goal of increased science research
JulieWootton

emphasis for faculty and
students to be engaged in
research.
One of the university's
Michael Le Roy, vice
goals is to continue to president for Academic
expand the science fa- Affairs, said one of the
cilities, according to the university's goals is to in2005-2010 strategic plan. . crease the amount of sciRichard Stevens, asso- encc research being done.
ciate professor of physics,
Stevens said there is a
said he has reservations need for grants in order
about the new center.
to be able to have a need
"No one askedthe ques- for the same kinds of fation of why we shouid cilities as competitor inbuild a lab for a faculty stitutions.
"To me, the lack of remember who doesn't do
any research; he said. search is the pressing isThe ladc of research is sue," Stevens said. "We are
due to administrative spending money on labs
policies and decisions, to Iceep up with other inlack of financial support stitutions;
and leadership. 'There was
Deanna Ojennus, asno restraint or rationality sociate professor of biology and chair of the biolexercised;
Craig Tsuchida, assod- ogy department, said lab
ate professor of biology space is needed to comand chair of the biology plete.research, which is a
department, said there graduation requirement
has been an increased in order to receive a B.S.
News Editor

in chemistry, Ojennus
said.
Le Roy said students
can either assist professors with their published
work and get paid for it,
or do their own independent research.
Ojennus said three
years ago, the sciences
received a two-year grant
from the Murdoch Foun-

dation to fund junior
faculty scholarship. Whitworth matched some of
those funds in order to
provide student stipends,
she said.
The grant was intended to get us started;
Ojennus said. "We have to
keep the ball rolling:*
She said a goal is to
provide more research
opportunities on campus.
Whitworth offers an
undergraduate summer
science research fellowship program, supported

by SVhitworth and ex-

ternal funders, Ojennus
said.
A total of 10 fellowships
are available to students
this summer, she said.
"In 2005, [science] research activity pealced,"
Stevens said. "Since that
time, there has been a
steady decline."
Stevens vras the director for the Murdods grant.
He was previously the science research coordinator
from 2003 to 2005.
Stevens said there has
been a poor record in receiving grants compared
to comparable institutioris.
Since 2006, there has

been one grant, according to data on external
grants.
There have been 37
grants for curriculum,
research, faculty development and equipment

sincc 1997, totaling about
$1.3 million, according to
the data.
Stevens said last summer, there vras outside
funding for research for
five faculty members.
This summer, due to the
end of the two-year grant
from the Murdoch Foundation, there was outside
funding for two faculty
members with university
funding for three additional faculty, he said.
Brian Benzel, vice
president for finance and
administration, said initiative for seeking grants
come from faculty with
particular arcas of inter-

est

"We are well-positioned

to do research; Benzel
said.
Contact Julie Wootton
julie.wootton@whitworthian.com.
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Professors set to try phased retirement
Erica Schrader
Staff ;Vriter
Long-time English professor
Leonard Oakland is set to retire.
But not just yet.
Oakland will be one of the first
two faculty members to participate
in a new phased retirement plan for
tenured faculty that will be introduced in the fall.
lie will step down from tenured
faculty at the end of this year and reduce his dass load by half in the fall.
Oakland has been a professor
at Whitworth since 1966 and is
the longest-serving Whitworth
faculty member. He has also been
teaching Core since its inception
in 1969.
1Vhitworth will likely see an
increase in retirement within the
next few years duc to the numbcr
of faculty members who have been
teaching here for many years, said
Nlichael Le Roy, vice president for
Academic Affairs.
"Thirty-six percent ofour faculty
from 2006-2007 were born before
1950," Le Roy said. "Therefore, it's
likely that faculty in this group will
begin to retire at around 20127
Because Whitworth is expected
to see a rapid growth in retirement
within the next several years, the
institution is looking ahead and
preparing for that, Le Roy said.

"We have faculty who could
very well teach into their 70s and
do it quite well; he said. "Trying to
plan for this is challenging while
realizing that 65 or 68 is not as old
as it was 40 years ago."

The administration is developing a phased retirement program
for tenured faculty who have taught
full time for a

minimum of
15 years.

lhe plan is a
mutual agreement between
the individual
faculty member and the

university,

continuedfrom page
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for parking congestion is

the HUB parking lot, said
Brian Benzel, vice president for finance and administration. This lot is
needed for visitors, faculty
and students who commute to campus. However,
it is a popular place for residents to park, he said.
"That's not a good spot
for people to park for 10
days at a time, and that
happens now," Benzel said.
In addition to encouraging students to park long
term in less popular lots,
Reuel said the task force
wants to encourage students who rarely use their
cars to consider not bringing them to campus next
school year.
"We've been kicking
around a lot ofways to (encourage] people to do the
right thing," he said.
Providing enough parking spots for everyone to
have a space where they
want is unrealistic when
considering Whitworth's

pare for staffing changes, according to the plan.
Unless a student has some personal connection with a certain
professor, most may not feel the
impact, junior education major
Angela Johnson said.
"1 don't think students generally
notice faculty retiring because professors are here much longer than
the average student; she said.
Le Roy said there can be a benefit to new faculty.
"New faculty are refreshing and
reinvigorating which is appropriate
but we also have to consider that
the mission really needs to be nurtured," Le Roy said. "Knowledge
and history will have to be replaced,
supplanted which means there's a
lot of work ahead of us to train faculty. If we don't hire and train well,
our mission could drift:

Whisenand
said.

Tammy

OAKLAND

according to
the draft of
the phased retirement plan. The
faculty member must initiate the
process, Le Roy said.
Oakland recognizes the timing in
which this plan will be introduced.
This is a wonderful ncw arrangement for which I am very
grateful to the administration for
inaugurating in time for me to
make use of it," Oaldand said.
Dolores Humiston, director of
1-Juman Resources, said she recognizes the affects of retirement.
"It is a vehide that allows VARworth to retain its long-time tenured faculty members in a ca-

PARKING: Task force

pacity that allows them to work
part-time, while adjusting to the
idea of actual retirement; Humiston said.
Gary Whiscnand, director of
Institutional Research, said on average, three faculty members retire
every year.
Whitworth may see that number
change
with the new
phased retirement
plan,

REID

Reid, associate
professor of
English, and
Oakland will
be the first two

to take advantage of the new retirement plan for tenured faculty.
Rcid has been teaching at %Vitit-

Carol Smucker, associate professor of French and department chair
ofmodern languages, will fully retire
at the end of this year after teaching
at Whitworth for 11 years.
"There's a great deal of respect
for faculty who have a history at
Whitworth and new faculty recognize this history and are interested
in learning about Whitworth's traditions," Smucker said.

worth since 1971.
"It's a win-win situation as it
benefits the faculty member as
well as the institution; Reid said.
She will be stepping down as a fulltime faculty member and continue
half-time teaching.
According to a draft of the
phased retirement plan, one benefit for faculty will allow them to
continue to teach on a reduced
schedule. The institution benefits
from that as they have time to pre-

Contact Enea Schrader at ericaschrader@whitworthian.com.

emphasizes Parking Philosophy when considering plans

able to park outside their
aesthetic goals, Kelly said.
Kelly said one of the first dorms and often it will be
things the task force did more convenient to walk
was go over Whitworth's to dass than to drive.
Benzel agrees that the
Parking Philosophy.
problem with
According
parking
on
to the Parkcampus is not
ing PhilosoCLICK IT k
due to a lack of
phy,' "a camCheck out the story about
spaces.
pus should
campus puling tickets at
"It doesn't apbe a 'park for
whitworthian.com.
pear right now
mind'
the
to be a probwhere green
spaccs arc to be cherished lem of not having enough
and natural bcauty main- parking, but making it actained... The design of the cessible," he said.
ASWU President Scott
Whitworth campus should
encourage walking within Donnell presented a parking
the central campus arca, proposal titled "Proposal for
with parking zones desig- the categorization of parknated, as much as possible, ing at Vaitworth University" at the recent Parking
outside the road:
The task force agreed Task Force meeting.
Donnell created the proto keep the Parking Philosophy in mind as they posal in LS 250 with exapproach parking-related change student Felicia Ek,
junior Monte Enyeart and
issues, Kelly said.
Kelly said the task force freshmen Niatt Kleinert
hopes to improve the per- and Nlychal Zito, involved
ception of parking on cam- designating specific park-_
pus by emphasizing that ing lots to students vho
the campus is a walking live in specific dorms.
The dass was assigned to
one. This means that students will not always be choose a potential problem

at Whitworth and solve it
with a proposal, Donnell
said.
"I was talking with Dayna [Coleman] and we realized the parking situation
would be one of the biggest
things affecting students
with the new dorm's coming up," he said.
After Donnell gave the
completed proposal to Marisha Hamm, manager of environmental health, safety
and security, Kelly asked
him to present it to the
Parking Task Force at their
fifst meeting.
According to the plan,
"The central goal will be
executed through classification and zoning of different parking lots. Signs will
designate each arca and
sticker will be given out to
each individual according
to their certain dassification. Each individual must

then park in the appropriate area:
The group's proposal
also induded strongly discouraging freshmen from
bringing their cars to cam-

pus, building an entrance
to the Duvall parking lot
from Whitworth Drive
and increasing the price of
parking permits to cover
related costs.
"We gave them something to work with if they.,
decide to do that in the future; Donnell said.
Benzel said the proposal
was received favorably by
the task force.
Benzel said he would
like to see a plan to better allocate parking by fall
2008.
"We've got to get a little
data to see how we would
implement that; he said. "I
think we're in good shape
to identify some phases
of a solution and to try it

out:'
The task force hopes that
strict enforcement of the
parking regulations will
also cut back the number
of cars on campus, Kelly
said.

Contact Natalie Johnson
natalie.johnson@whitworthian.com.
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Students elect
next year's ASWU
executive team
Almost 960 students
voted in general elections
Wednesday to elect next
year's ASWU positions.
Junior Obe Quarless
was selected to be the next
ASWU president by a margin of 1 percent.
The new executive vice
president is junior Kalen
Eshoff, who was the only
candidate for the position.
Students elected current
financial vice president
Kendra Hamilton by a 5
percent margin to continue
her duties next year.
Read more about the
elections online at whitworthian.com.
Compiled by Morgan Feddes.

ASWU charters

martial arts club
in a hand vote
Members chartered a
new club and hcard more
about the schedule changes
taking place next semester
at the meeting on April 9.
Members voted by a 12-7
hand vote to charter the
Aikido Kokikai Spokane
dub. According to the club
charter, the purpose of the
club is "to provide a place
and way to safely practice
Kokikai Aikido:
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.
Con:piled by Morgan Feddes.

Expeit on energy
calls algae the
solution to crisis
The lecture, "Alternative
F.nergy in the U.S. and Global Implications," was g»ten
by Dr. Jan Kreider, an alternative-energy expert, April
10 in the Robinson Teadting
Theatre.
1Creider presented the idea
of algaculture, or cultivation and harvest of algae as a
source of fuel energy.
Read more online at whitworthian.com.
Compiled by Christina
Chea.
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We would like to thank the Whitworth

community for your support by offering a
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10406 N. Division
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In a humor column published April 8 about the
Internet, the quote "What
hath God wrought?" was
incorrectly attributed. Samuel Morse said this quote.
In a photo caption printed on 'WHITpics in the
same issue, the person in
the middle left photo was
incorrectly identified. Senior Niegan Schuetze appeared in the photo.
The Whitworthian is committed to provicTing

whitworthian.com

the 1Thitworth community with the most accare nifcrmation possilie.The Whitworthian never knowingfy pubfishes inaccuracies. tf
yeu hare a comment or question about the
fairness accuracy of a stcry, send an e-rrill
lo ectitor@whitworthianscm.
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SOUNDING BOARD
ilow many parking tickets have you received this year?
Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or
e-mail your thoughts to editoriewhltworthian.com.
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My parents just got me'"
this car. It's not the one I
really wanted, but now I
can party off campus!

EDITORIALS: IN THE LOOP

What is the essence of
Whitworth Culture?
In light of the semi-annual Board of
Trustee meetings, we would like to address
a subject of increasing concein as the campus grows: Whitworth culture.
We offer no critiques or prescriptions.
Instead we offer observations on a few
key aspccts of campus culture and pose
questions to the board as it discusses the future of Whitworth.
During board meetings last October,
discussion revolved around defining the
student culture at Whitworth and, to be
specific, pinpointing those aspects of culture
that the board should seek to maintain.
The result of these discussions was a comprehensive report prepared by Kathy Storm,
vice president for Student Life. The draft
outlined in detail several of Whitworth's
most important cultural ftxtures, from its
relational environment to its comparatively
large emphasis on societal service.
rcport also mentioned sourccs of
common experience that develop a sense of
shared identity, induding loyalty to specific
residence halls and a "central dining experi:
ence" in the HUB dining hall.
We agree with many of these observations. The campus's relational aura sets it
apart from othcr Washington universities,
and the relatively small number of undergraduate studcnts makcs that possible.
A small student population allows for a
greater number of intimately shared experiences. While Washington State University
students cnjoy football and basketball garnes
together, they frequently do so while knowing only a handful of students (and normal'y none of the athletes) in attendance.
At Whitworth, ifs different. Core 250, for
example, becomes a common sometimes
even intimate experience for studcnts to
study for, rail against and joke about. The
larger Whitworth becomes, the harder it
may be to preserve that connection
between students and students, students and
faculty, even students and administrators.
As such, wc ask the Board of Trustccs to
consider the strengths of maintaining these
traditions as the campus grows.
We also call into question the administration's role in forming and chaniing student
culture on campus.
Frequently, Whitworth administrators,
after listening to students, try to mold student culture into something it ought to be.
Taking trays out of the dining hall for a
day as part ola Sustainability Challenge is
one example of how Whitworth seeks to create an environment-conscious culture. Decisions are sometimes madefor all students,
instead of leaving &Aces like whether to
grab a tray up to the individual.
The board must ask itself: How extensively should the university's administration try
to actively manage Whitworth's culture?
How much direction of NVhitworth culture
can be left up to students and chance?
Finally, we ask the board to consider that
while Whitworth is founded on Presbyterian values, a growing non-Christian culture
on campus demands school-sponsored initiatives that non-Christians can support.
Using Christian language in conversations about racial diversity or sexual orientation, for example, holds no weight for the
growing number of non-Christian students
on campus.
The board may have to decide how or if
Whitworth can remain open to non-Christian ideas while maintaining a universally
Christian faculty and administration.
We ask only that the Board of Trustees
consider these questions as they seek to define and, perhaps, determine the future of
Whitworth student culture.

he

Editorials in the "In thc Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offivc editors.
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Yeah, cool...

)1=k

When my car breaks
down, I don't know
how I'm getting to
work...

Annette Farreillitlitworthian

You're not as poor as you think you are
say they arc struggling for
money?
A typical Whitworth student will complain that thcy

JUSTIN

LINDBORG

are poor, but what does that
mean? More likely than not it
We all want to be thc typical means that they can't afford to
starving college student. The buy a second or third pair of
excitement is embedded in the shoes, or that just maybe that
stereotype. You have a campus a trip to Pizza Hut is out of the
full of young adults, most of question.
them on their own for the first
There are two basic categotime. Combine that youth and ries of things consumers buy:
newly found independence, wants and needs. The liné beand you're bound to get a tween the two is fairly distinct,
group of people scrounging but for many at Whitworth it
thcir way from meal to meal, seems to be blurred.
unable to afford new dothcs
Needs are basic. You need
or a haircut.
a roof over your head. You
The appeal is almost uni- need something to keep you
versal. Nlost people, however, warm during the cold Spowon't admit it, or even realize kane weather. You need food,
that thcy are attracted to it.
and you need water. You
There's almost something need dothes for modesty and
righteously self-deprecating warmth. Even in a scholastic
about scraping pennies to- environment it could even be
gether just to get an education argued that you need books
and cat at the same time. It's and supplies for classes. You
natural to want to be seen in don't need that $1,000 caman admirable light, as a hcroic era or a new Nintendo Wii, or
figure struggling to survive.
dozens of snack foods for your
Except the average Whit- dorm room.
worth student just isn't that
Wants form a bigger catpoor.
egory than needs. Clothes
Surc, there are students at that go beyond simple necesWhitworth who get no help sity are something you want.
from their parents. They have Decorations in your house
to work hard all the way and are something you want. iearn their own way to pay for Pods are something you want.
their education. There are stu- Even your college education is
dents who are genuinely poor, something you want.
who find going to school is a
It isn't bad to want things. It
struggle. This is not directed at isn't bad to buy things that you
those people.
want. Almost no one would
The rest of us students, the argue that you shouldn't be
majority, have it made. May- paying for an education. What
be your dad isn't buying you drives your education may be
a brand new car every year, needs, but you could fulfill
maybe he didn't even help you those needs just as easily withbuy your first one. Can every out an education.
Whitworth student honestly
The point is that you don't

need as much as you think you
do. According to its NVeb site,
Whitworth givis 95 percent
of its students some form of
financial aid. That means that
in all probability if you go to
Whitworth, you are going to be
helped along with it. It doesn't
mean that it will be easy, just
that you will get help.
Yes, you as a college student
are probably not rich. Part
of the reason you are here at
school is to get the knowledge
and expertise needed to make
money.
Nlost NVhitworth students
aren't made out of money, and
most Whitworth students don't
have their parents' checkbook
at their full disposal. At the
same time, most Whitworth
students have a security net.
If they run out of money,
odds are they can get help
from their parents. It may not
be free money but it's probably
there as a loan at least.
Your education is a valuable
thing, and it's worth working
for.

For those of you who actually have money, and can actually fulfill your needs and
many of yourwants, don't belittle those who can't by claiming you can't.
Take
hypothetical student Steve. (Note: names are
completely fictional, and any
resemblance is completely
coincidental.) Steve lives off
campus in a house with five
guys. Steve took two years after high school to work in his
hometown to raise money for
school. His parents are supportive, but can't afford to
give him anything for school.
Steve goes to school full time
and works full time. He stud-

ics with the heat off under a
40-watt bulb. He lives on ra-

men and macaroni.
Steve is a poor college student. He- struggles, but he- is
able to fulfill his want of an
education.
Then there's hypothetical
student Lance. Lances dad
works for Microsoft. He went
to an Ivy-lcague prep school,

and is attending Whitworth
because his parents set up a
college fund for him.
Lance's parents made an
agreement with him that if
he keeps his grades up they
will pay for his tuition and his
room and board, but he is responsible for making his own
money for spending and some
necessities.
Lance decides to get a parttime job at Target When he
can't afford to buy new speakers for his car, Lance complains
that he is poor. He shrugs, saying its just part of being the
unfortunate starving college

student.
Don't be Lance. Lance is
not poor, he just can't get everything he wants. It's not that
students like Lance mean to be
ungrateful, it's just that they
don't realize what they have.
So next time you're about to
complain about being tragically penniless, stop and think
about what you have, and
spare a bit of your dignity.
It's easy to see what you
don't have and feel a bit selfrighteous, but unless you really are in dire straits, don't
pretend you are.

L1NDB0RG is a sophomore majoring in
journartsm.Contact him at justinlindborg@
whitwortigancom.

.WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHAT'S THE BEST RESIDENCE HALL ON CAMPUS?
'Stewart 'cause

Ill Since we

'Definitely

were all freshmen, we could
all connect in
the same way.'

Arend. The co-ed
nature and size

Colin Skinner,

Chelsea Snyder,

junior

sophomore

AndyThrogmorton
freshman

ifs my future

"Clearly it's Mac.
The community

home."

is sweet."

Alegan Porter,
freshman

contributed to
the community!'
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ofbeing forced to own a bus pass they never
use, but the purpose of benefiting thc environment and lessening traffic make up for

Building a parking garage could add a
great deal of additional parking spaces, eas- the inconvenience. Another example is the
JOHN
ily several hundred. A parking garage takes University of Colorado at Boulder where
' WILLIAMSON
CIL'VVST
up significantly less space than additional student fees pay for free bus and light-rail
parking lots and provides an attractive op- service for all students. According to Daniel
tion for recruitment.
Kenney's article "Back-up of Opinion," this
Few other attractions compare with helped the univcrsity avoid the construcAnothcr day driving into Whitworth, boasting about a shiny new parking garage tion of over 2,000 parking spaces and save
frantically searching for a parking spot two to potential freshmen. Even cooler would over $3.6 million annually.
be an underground parking garage.
Of course, Spokane is a very different
minutes before class.
The olnious problem with this solution is city than Bellingham and Whitworth lies
No parking spaces in the BJ lot.
a lack of funding. A three-level parking ga- on the outskirts of town. Still, increasing thc
Any bchind Duvall? No luc.k.
How about behind the library? N'ope, rage built at Northern Kentucky University bus pass subsidies or including a pass with
just four years ago cost $9.1 million.
tuition fccs could help push students to rethose spots are full by 8 a.m.
On average. a spot in a parking garage can ally consider utilizing transit options.
1Then you finally pull into a spot, thc last
one before pu ram into thc Fieldhouse, you cost anywhere from $13,000 to $15,000 to
are five minutes late to class and you missed build and maintain, according to Klavon.
WHO PARKS WHERE?
Any sufficiently-sized garage would cost
the quiz. Bummer.
Another option is restricting parking usUnfortunately, this sccnario is becoming Vhitworth a prctty penny. Unless scrious age to certain groups of students. Potential
all too common at NVhitworth and universi- budget roisions are made, the money would categories include upperclassmen, off-cambe difficult to come by for Vhitworth.
ties across thc United States.
pus students, 5itsticitis from ccriain
Potentially, the school could charge an tience halls or any combination.
There arc too many cars and too few
spaces, and this problem will soon be ex- additional fee to rcnt out parking spaces in
Those students who do not fit into the
acerbated by the temporary elimination of order to compensate for the cost or institute assigned categories wouldn't be allowed to
around 90 spaces during construction of a toll-system. Northern Kentuc.ky doubled park on campus.
thc yearly parking fees in order to help pay
the new residence hall and science center.
A similar option is to section off various
Not surprisingly, parking problems are for thcir garage.
areas of the parking lots for certain groups,
One wonders if this would cause uproar to ensure off-campus students have enough
also one of the most common and cliched
among students here. This idea or any oth- space, for example. Another offshoot of this
complaints in college newspaper editorials.
Not surprisingly, imprming parking of- ers involving pay increases should be passed idea is creating colored parking zones for
by the studcnt body for general approval.
ten poses a serious financial problem.
various groups.
between
parking
space
costs
The average
Students who do not fit into any of thc
TRANSIT, TRANSIT, TRANSIT
51,500 and $17,400 to create. according to
categories likely do not nccd a or as much
Irhitworth could deepen connections as others and hence will be discouraged
the article The Business Case for Commuter Benefits at Colleges and Universities" by already in place uith Spokane Transit Au- from using one.
Patty Klavon. Fortunately, solutions do e.xist thority to encourage bus usage, especially
ASIVU President Scott Donnell presentfor off-campus students. Given the high ed a parking proposal at a recent Parking
for parking problems.
some are costly, some are less than con- costs of additional parking. mass transit can Task Force meeting offering thc idea of zonvenient and some may be unrealistic given become affordable. Mayon agrees.
ing different parking lots.
Vhitworth's current status.
"Invest in new parking facilities or spend
Unfortunately, the potential backlash
Still, they are worth considering.
money encouraging employees and students from a move like this is considerable and
NVhitworth's Parking Task Force met last to use alternative transportation? NIlhen there is a risk of many parking spots being
Tuesday for the first time since 2006, which institutions are faced with this choice, the left vacant for significant periods of time.
is a good first step toward addressing the bottom-line figure often bolsters the line for
The potential for wasted parking spaces is
problem.
commuter benefits:
not appealing,.
Here are frve options for allniating the
Various commuter benefits are offered at
Ntany students would likely prefer a firstparking spot problem at Whitworth Uni- many colleges, furtherencouraging students come, first-served system without exduding
versity.
to utilize mass transit. Western Washington individuals on the basis of characteristics
Each of them comes with its own pros University in Bellingham has a deal where such as year in school or living situation.
and cons. Some may work better for the every student automatically gets a bus pass
Nonetheless, this is one option to keep
school than others. There is no one-size- induded in their tuition. Students who own in mind if parking costs remain an insurfits-all solution.
cars are occasionally frustrated by the policy mountable obstacle.

MORE MONEY, LESS PROBLEMS

Increasing the cost of parking passes is
another option for Vhitworth to consider.
Any pricc increase will be unpopular, but
may also discourage single-occupant parking.
"We're always trying to balance our
parking ratekand wc sont costs to be low
enough for students to afford but not so low
as to encourage single-occupancy vehicle
demand: said Bob Baker, executive director of Parking and Transportation Services
at the University of Ntinncsota Twin Citics
campus in an article titled -Simple Solutions for Your Parking Problems" in College
Planning and Management. "If parking is
inexpensive, it simply doesn't discourage
people from thinking about travel alterna-

tives:
This is basic supply and demand at work.
The University of Ntinnesota and many
ether carapstra.-- have increased parking
pass prices.
Vhitworth could follow suit.
DO NOTHING
A deceptively simple solution, Whitworth

could also choose to do nothing.
This may generate more student complaints and whiny letters to The Whitworthian, but eventually students would adapt.
Whitworth may even become more bicycle and commuter-oriented, which certainly is not such an awful thing.
In fact, less people driving to school by
themselves might just improve community
and lead to a healthier campus environment.
Fresh air is wonderfully refreshing after
all.
Furthermore, there arguably may in fact
be enough parking spots for students even
when they are out on thc far ends of campus.
Perhaps spending five extra minutes
walking from the Fieldhousc to your dass
might not be the end of thc
llustratianlyAlegan Bahr
WILLIAMSON is a serike maj3ring in communications and

theology. CCOUCt him at kihn.vnitiannontrovhitreorthian.

Unlike being green, it is easy being white
REBECCA

SNAPE
00.61

We are living in a post
"black is beautiful" era. In the
1960s, people like Lorraine
Hansberry and Malcolm X

proclaimed people of color
should take pride in their appearance, their heritage, their
history.
Our parents grew up as
these ideas were emerging.
NVe grew up as these ideas
were being internalized.
Thus, it is not cool to be
white. NVhiteness is associated
with social ineptitude and
awkward dance moves.
White people wear argyle
sweater vests.
\Vhite people got no soul.
But while we may have been
raised with the idea that racial
diversity is 'in' we have also
been raised with the idea that
white is still superior.
We are explicitlytaught that
all people are equal and that
the color of a person's slcin
doesn't matter, but if we take
an honest look at our society,

we see a very different reality.
And though I do not know
a single white person that
would say in any situation "I
am better because I am white,"
on some level, most white
people live as if it's true. We
have the freed9m not to think
about race because 'white" is
our standard of normalcy.
If a white person steals your
car, you say that a kid stole

an Ivy League education, children in poorcr neighborhoods
are at a dear disadvantage.
If I had an infinite amount
of space to write this anide,
I could point to examples of
how the penal system, the
political system, mass media, institutionalized religion,
housing and health care are
all slanted in favor of white
people.
This racial disparity is not
due to biology'. It is due to
hundreds of years of the white
race depriving every other
race of basic human rights.
As students at Whitworth,
what do we do with this? Do
we simply float along within
this system, perpetuating its
evils? How do we even start to

SY-M.1%ES1

UM

at this censorship.
But really, is it despicable

that you should consider
someone else's feelings in your
everyday interactions?
If we shy away from ever
talking about race, how can
we ever hope to achieve racial
equality?
Yes, white people, we live in
a society that glorifies us and
has done so for centuries. Yes,

your Cat
our racc has committed horIf a black person steals your
rible atrocities in the past, and
car, you say that a black kid
continues to do so today.
stole your car.
But we should not become
We speak as if white people
self-loathing blobs, overcome
are just people, but "nonwith guilt. Educate yourwhite" people are some kind
selves.
of anomaly that needs a disBecoming aware of injustice
daimer. And then there is
is the first stcp to stopping it.
structural inequality.
Don't be afraid to discuss
Schools in wealthier white combat such overwhelming race openly and honestly.
neighborhoods have better fa- inequality?
You have been taught all
cilities, better technology and
First, we need to acknowl- your life that you are better
more and newer resources edge that it exists. A lot of than everyone else, so try a
than schools in low-income white people are uncomfort- little humility. Face the cognineighborhoods, which tend to able talking about race at all.
tive dissonance head-on.
have very few white students.
The thought of being called
There is no easy remedy for
In fact, according to the a racist strikes fear in the racial inequality, but ignoring
Child's Trend Databank 33 hearts of whites everywhere.
it certainly isn't going to do
percent of bladc children in
Many are afraid of saying any good.
America lived in poverty in anything offensive or inap2006, compared to 14 percent propriate, so they say noth- SNAPE is a junior
m3joring in English and
of white children. And in a ing, and it is not uncommon peace studies. Contact her at rebeccasnape@
society where money can buy for people to harbor bitterness whinvorthiaruom.

Week seven
Is a

bit of torture worth it?

Justin LIndborg:
When President Bush vetoed a ban of waterboarding
and other harsh interrogation techniques, he set the tone
of United States' use of torture. Proponents of the harsher
measures herald national safety, but at what cost? The argument is that in order to protect the United States from
terrorist attacks it becomes necessary for the OA to takt
extreme measures against a detainee, most prominently

waterboarding, or simulated droning.
The United States stands against torture, and offidally
detests tonure. United States invoivement in I ra q, Vietnam
and a number of other countries are a testament to the
sort of proactive measures the United States is willing to
take against human rights violations. While waterboarding is still not banned in certain drcumstances, many other
more violent techniques are banned, sudi as electric shock
or burning.
Why do we walk in the gray areas? Do we, as a nation,
desire utter peace of mind so much that we are willing to
sully ourselves by flirting with such techniques? How can
we whh one arrn punish violations of the Geneva Conven-

tion and with the other arm commit the very atrocities we
condemn? If we continue to disregard humane standards
we will eventually become the very thing we fear.
Our safety is Important, but if it comes at the cost of
using inhumane tediniques like waterboarding
is it wonh it?

More electrifying Sympbsium
opinions at whitworthian.com.
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THE VARNISHED TRUTH
Locke, Bok and tuvo smoking Hegels
Daniel Walters
Opinions Editor

If you listen closely, late at night, you
can hcar the mating call of the feral
Whitworth freshman: "'What's-your
-major!? Vhat's-your-major!?"
As time progresses, however, you stop
asking. You just know. The guy who
grinds his teeth and weeps a single silent
tcar whenever you belt out your a capella
version of "Livin' La Vida Loca?" He's a
music major. The woman protesting
the war in Iraq by holding up signs
about gay rights and recycling? She's a
peace studics major. The dude who can
turn water into brewskis? Definitely a
theology major.
But by far, thc easiest to detect is the
philosophy major. A kindly creature

if unprovoked, the philosophy major
.

will ofien call you to share their latest

"Plato? He totally's like the Matrix!"
the student will tell the philosophy
major. "And Socrates is Morpheus and
the sophists are Agent Smith and John
Calvin is the Architect and Forrest Baird
is onc of those albino reggae ghost twins.
Oh, and Kcanu Reeves is Neo'
You can do better than that.
Next time you see a philosophy
major, give the little Nietzsche-bitsy
spider a swat
Give iern a dose of their own medicine.
To help you out, we'll give you a brief
overview from Plato to, say, Derrida.
Ilhe four epistemologies or "ways
of knowing what's going to be on the
Core 250 test" are Empiricism, ("That
campfire burned my mouth the first
time I tried to eat it but I better run some
more tcsts just to be sure) Authority ("If
the scientists at the Red Bull institute say
it, it must be true.") Intuition (both the
"heebie-jeebies- and "oogly-booglies")
and Innatism ("At the very core of my
being. I know Linkin Park sucks.")
IAristotle is all about moderation.
"A little bit of Monica in my life,"
Aristotle would say, ."But yet,
also, a little bit of Erica by my

philosophical insight.
Philosophy major: "Get this, I think
I finally understand thc unreal reality
of thc fact that reality is actually really
unreality, you know? Or did I
just blow your mind?"
Your bleary, slightly,
angry self: 'Philosophy
side
major, it's 4 o'clock in thc
IThe stoics never showed
morning."
any emotion unless someone
Philosophy
major:
hit them in the crotch really
"But is it really? I mean,
hard.
from a postmodern
Ilohn Calvin is one of the
perspective, isn't time just
few philosophers to watch
a social construct projected
the ABC drama "Lost" and
from our own inability
say, "Those writers lcnow
to justify the existence
exactly where they're
of
chaotic
selfgoing
with this story.
PLATO IS, LIKE, THE MATRIX
perception?
Derrida
Ilmmanuel
Kant's
says."
basic philosophy is: "Do the right thing,
Dial Tone: Beeteeeeeeeeep.
even when it's dearly the wrong thing.
Remember, there are two types of
IThomas Hobbcs daimed the state of
majors: "Usefur majors and "Jeopardy" nature was, like Napoleon or a dinner
majors. Useful majors arc, as their name session at Wendy's, -nasty, brutish and
implies, useful. Being a business major short." But it's just waiting for a nice
is useful if you start a business, and young dictator to sweep it off its feet.
I John Locke, meanwhile, believed
majoring in pre-law is useful if you gct
that an infant was likc a "blank slate"
caught conducting that "business'
Having a "Jeopardy" major, on thc when born, in that both make horrific
other hand, only comes in handy in screeching sounds when you scratch
those rare situations where Alex Trebek them with your fingernails.
I Rene
greatest
Descartes'
jumps out of a dark alley, waves a stolen
handgun in the air and starts aslcing accomplishmentawas proving to himself
questions about thc causes of the Boer that he exists. "I think therefore I are
War or the use of narrative disconnect Rene stated, and pinched himself to
make sure.
in Brothers Karamazov.
ISoon after, however, David Hume
A pltilosophy major is the Sean
Connery of Jeopardy majors
full of countered. "Ah, you only think your
thinldng. Didn't think of that, did you?"
bombast but entirely useless.
A philosophy major is actually Then Hume stole Descartes' girlfriend.
I Karl Marx remains popular among
antiuseful. It hurts you in real life. It's
hard knowing everything, but really college students despite allegations from
Senator Joseph McCarthy (R-WI) that
knowing nothing.
And it's difficult to concentrate on Marx was secretly a commie.
Part of this was because Marx wrote
your Taco Bell shift when you suddenly
realize your entire existence may, the "Communist Manifesto", his most
like. just be some mushroom-fueled popular book besides "Harry Potter and
hallucination of a Gonzaga basketball thc Scepter of Class Antagonism." (Josef
Stalin's follow up to the "Communist
player in another dimension.
Also, other people are wrong a lot. Manifesto," however, called "The
It is thc philosophy major's solemn Challenge Me and I'll Have the Secret
obligation to inform people of that fact. Police Stab Your Head with an Ice Pick
This makes it easy to detect a Manifesto: was far more persuasive).
Marx's most important contribution
philosophy major. Just start tallcing.
Descartes' to the average college student was paving .
You
see, I think
the way for Che Guevera T-shirts.
constructive-Of course, I've excluded philosophers,
"Wrong!" A real philosophy major
like Nietzsche and Ayn Rand, whose
will interject
philosophies are obviously elaborate
"I was just going to say-"
pranlcs. (Nietzsche
and hilarious
"You're oversimplifying:*
had planned to jump out from behind
But I didn't even get to-The philosophy major shakes his head the door and yell "April Fools!" but died
sadly, "That kind of thinking is clearly in a tragic committing-suicide accident
the product of the dismal American before he had the chance.)
Naturally, I prefer to fight philosophy
public school education7
To be fair, because of Core 250, majors with a healthy blast of solipsism.
If you don't believe in them, they
many students have philosophical
notions of philosophy that are a bit... don't aiSt.
And that, my friend, is the greatest
unsophisticated. Oh, they know enough
to make hilarious philosophical puns, amount of good, for the greatest amount
"Sorry, I'm a Freud you Kant, you're just of people.
too Jung. To err is Hume'n, obviously,
but don't gct me Sarte'd. Now pass me -The VarnishedTruth' is a humor coiumn by Daniel
that blueberry Heger"
Waitffs. WALTERS is a SefliOf majoring in communications and history.Contact him at danietwattersci
But once they start elaborating it
wilitworthian.com.
sounds like this:
Illustrations by Megan Baler

Maintenance of scholarships
shouldn't be a '('average task

When it comes to grades, some people
have a higher standard.
So in light of the GPA requirement being
lowered to 2.0, it's safe to say that only a few
will start chucking books out of windows
and transforming the study arcas in Duvall
to massage parlors.
A lot of consideration went into the new
GPA requirement, which is meant to alleviate pressure on scholarship recipients who
have to balance work, family and extracurricular activities on top of academics.
While administrators believe student
performance won't be affected drastically
by the reduced standard, for some individuals the lowered requirement will be a
green light to start slacking:
One factor in determining the new drop
was the undue pressure placed on the Financial Aid office, which was responsible

for tracking student GPAs and informing
students below the requirement that their
scholarship would be revoked.
The fact that the Financial Aid office has
had to inform so many students that their
grades weren't sufficient so as to be burdened tells me that students aren't going to
go above and beyond 2.0 out of sheer wilL
Unfortunately, not everyone attends college because they love learning.
In 2005, high school graduates working
full time made $29,600 a year, while college
graduates earned 548,400, according to the
U.S. Department of Education.
For students here because they value
education, academic scholars. hips offer recognition of that commitment.
With a lowered GPA requirement, students who aren't as Invested will still be
rewarded.
"Having a 3.0 [requirement] encourages
academic excellence. I work as hard as I do
because I need to keep my scholarship. The
pressure is incentive to work harder: junior
Chelsea Schmitt said.
Of course, grades are not always an indi-

cation of what one's learned or retained.
What grades do indicate is how a student
has met the expectations ola course.
Turning in a one-page, double-spaced
reflection on a banal reading assignment
might not benefit your intellect, but the 20
points that boost your grade show you're
a serious student who handles even mundane assignments with respect A serious
student does not necessarily have a 4.0, but
probably more than a 2.0.
Sophomore Marcus Nobles said, "Having the requirement lowered takes away the
challenge. Students should be challenged
while they're here, and a 2.0 is not very
challenging to achieve:
The fall of my sophomore year I took 17
credits, volunteered 8 hours a week and
worlced 16 hours a week, sometimes getting home at 11 p.m. to start homework.
I did well enoug.h to keep my scholarship
(the requirement was 3.5), but I also had
a few breakdowns, involving several boxes
of Kleenex and prolonged cases of hiccups.
The following spring I decided to take it
easy. I took 13 credits, switched to working
mornings and gave up volunteering.
I got bored. The hurdle in front of me
was suddenly a lot shorter, and I couldn't
muster the interest to jump.
I slept in more than I went to dass, and
when I did go to class I just pretended that I'd
done the reading. Again, I did well enough
to keep my scholarship but just barely.
I doubt this scenario is exclusive to me.
Even students who maintain a higher GPA
because of personal standards will find it
easy to let a few assignments slide if they
know the repercussions won't be serious.
Getting a college education shouldn't be
akin to a tortuous death, but it shouldn't
be easy. Academic scholarships should
award academic conunitment; they should
demand the extra mile. Regardless of the
requirement, you have to perform at a level
you can respect.
So next time you opt to read Faulkner
on a Friday night or start that Core paper a
week not a day - before it's due, feel good
about it. Every point matters.

-

-

ROSE is a

seniam4xing

in English. Contact her at kada.

Toskawilitwonhiantorn.

The bus: Save money while you sleep
nomic incentive would be
nice, wouldn't it?
According to my rough
math, if your car gets 25
miles to the gallon, and gas

transfer is still valid when
you want to come back to
PETER
Whitworth, you're already
LABBERTON
covered (the transfers last
=LEH
for two hours, but in my excosts $3.50 a gallonboth perience, if you're dose, the
As a city, Spokane seems of these are generous esti- driver will let it slide.)
obsessed with the car (espe- matesa trip downtown
That's a SI-52 cost for the
cially the big car, but that's and back, about 7 miles bus, and between $2 and
not exac-tly my point). How each way, will cost you $330 for a car, plus all the
does one get from Vhit- $1.96 in gas money. (you other costs involved with
worth to downtown? Why, could carpool, but in my parking, owning and runhop in your car and cruise experience at least, the cost ning one.
down Division, or look is rarely taken off the ownBut the bus loolcs even
around for your favorite er's shoulders). Addition- better if you consider getfriend with a car, they'll be ally, if you are the owner of ting a month-long Student
the car, you're paying insur- Pass for $26. If you work
glad to give you a lift.
But there is a better way: ance costs, car maintenance relatively frequently, this
costs and the price of regis- could be a big savings over
Take the bus.
Admittedly, there aren't tration
driving or paying the nor(If you own a Ford F-150, mal Fare.
enough lines, and buses
should come more fre- the best-selling vehide in
Ultimately, as Spokane
America, you can expect grows and gas gets more
quently.
But the great thing about to get about 14 miles to expensive, public transit is
Spokane Transit Author- the gallon, based on esti- going to be far and away
ity is that their buses run mates for city driving in the best means of getting
on time, unlike many cities the two-wheel drive 2007 around town. But in order
where the bus schedules are model. That comes out to for STA to grow and acnothing but a rough esti- $3.50 just in gas for the trip commodate its riders, there
downtown and back, not needs to be increased demate.
This means you can time mention the fact that you mand.
your trip so that you don't would be burning a whole
So do your part! Ride the
end up sitting at the bus gallon of gas.)
bus, save your money, the
Once you get downtown, planet and enjoy my favorstop for half an hour (extra.,
you're going to need to ite part of taking the bus:
nice in the winter).
But despite the fact that park. Not to mention the the ability to read a book or
it's reliable, really not that hassle, this could cost you take a nap.
inconvenient (some simple anywhere from a few quarplanning can take care of ters to a few dollars.
any problems), and just
Now, on the bus, you'd MARTON is a sophomore maj3ring
plain better for the envi- pay a dollar for the trip in Emit Contact him at petedabronment, some sort of eco- downtown, and if your bettcnkivitimatianon.
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IN-DEPTH

OR-CAMPUS HOUSING
CU
year

Here's a guide to help you decide where to live on campus next
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whitworth.edu/housinglottery for a full description of
the various requirements.
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Apri116:
Sign the 2008-09 Housing
Contract at www.whitworth.
edu/housingcontract
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HUB Conference Rooms:
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Senior Tyler Schroeder plays
with marshmallow goo during
Prime Time In Arend Hall.
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Bring your Dorm Damage Account Balance up to at least a

$50 credit (if applicable).
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131

Is known as a very..

1-lry,ff,t;:i

attire dorm, which red-.
dents find .to be a two-

-Vtua tin lire.theri.: Men arul ivomen, fresh-

edged sword, especially:

-14yotrt:Tsiii) flóóriarki bisement; diiúbles

rBathroottas:Cortinlailt¡:::.
"Size: Housei 160.;,'

at2a.m.
like. that there's al-

'

ways stuff going im," but
it's.. an advantage and

:41iteiOthigIiii:W was 60001 ta artall
fiesturian dorritin 1985

crisadvantage::". freshman

Stewart Hall

Addinne
'4'..eatittOnity

Resklenti% in Bi said

#

-Who can live

there: Men

-layout Quad style with and women, all dasses
two two-person

enjoy. having spadous rooms and a lot or
-`' stielvii* Residents alsri said

shared common

thef.apiíredati, Brsleadership team and
Traditiatiort
,

rooms and a

room

-Bathrooms:Community
-Size: Houses 35
men and 35

women

-Interesting fact: Stewart
has the only
indoor bicycle

gorage on campus.
-

With its unique
room setup,
Stewart Hall provides a
students to have
some extra space
ting themselves
without cutoff fran
community. The hall was
1963 and is
built in
named for the Rey.
Calvin Stewart,
Whitworth president
who was
from 1890-1898.
memo may seem
small but the added
common room
bonts of the
gives students a
chance to spread
open up to more
out and
people, having
great community
themselves and their
between
quad-mates, white also
munity with the rest
havirl comof the hall, reside
nts said.
Stewart Is a unique hall,
Stewart RA Kalen
'We haya
Eshoffsald.
common rooms
which can enhance
munity, and makes
comspace for peopte to
build community
amongst their
quad-mates and to
bringing other people,
makes room for
it
more then just two
people,-Eshoffsaid.
Place for

Is well-suited for
students trying out their own
independence.
love the small community
of HI nice to have your ovm
room and I like how small it is as

timate setting

KeolaiShalom
Who can live there: Men and

Iit

wornen, upperclassmen

Layout:Single rooms
-Bathrooms:Community
Size: Houses 20 per building

opposed to a giant dorm:junior

-Interesting fact: The Village
was used as housing for visitas
of the 1974 Wodcrs fair htld In

Rebecca Davis said.

Spokane.

Kenia,

The two dorms, Shalom whkh

means 'peace in Hebrew, and

-Who can live there: Men and women, freshmen

-Layout: Single and double rooms
-Bathrooms: Community
-Size: Houses 20 per building
-Interesting fact: Akili means intelligence in Swahili, and Tiki is Chinook

for love.

whkh is Hawaiian for

life,' offer an opportunity to live
The domts also offer the at-

Village offers occupants a chance

to live in small Intentional com-

mosphere

munities. Each building houses
20 people and has a lounge and

living.

a kitchen. Residents said the

of apartment-style

They also provide easy aaess

in-

Akin and Tiki provide both single
and double rooms for a variety of living

In small communities.

Set dose to the Back 40, The

to the Back 40.

space options.
These dorms provide a similar intentional living space as Shalom and Kenia
and provide students a chance to live in
a =Miff community on campus.
Akil and Tikl have dorm lounges and
kitchens and provide dose proximity to

other dorms and the HUB.
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Junior Anna Collins-lNakemen plays at the Boppell Coffee House Nov.2, 2007.
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THINGSTO DO IN SPOKANE

S'E

International
film festival:

Buy $35 tickets foriligh School Musicarat the Information Desk In the
Ilixson Union Building. The musical will be performed at 730 p.m. on
Thunday, May I at the INB Performing Arts Center.

for more information about this event or other things
to do in Spokane this week, visit whitworthian.com.

U.S.E.

and Velella Velella rock campus

4,4

Os

Garland, SFCC to host foreign movies
between liberal activists and the Catholic
Church.
'I think Ramón was right when he said
his life belonged to him. So I didn't want
any disabled person to feel offended by the
Blair Tellers
mosie. It's not like saying to people you
Staff Writer
have to kill yourselves because you're a burden. I wanted to leave that very dear in the
Have you become tired of the endless movie; said director Alejandro Amenábar
ménage of Will Ferrell movies suspiciottsly in a recent interview with Rebecca Murray.
mimicking one after the other, disguised "It's about a personal question, and I think
under different titles and featuring the cast we show both paths to life. It would be unof ''Old Schoor in a different wardrobe?
fair to encourage disabled or old people to
Was 'Amélie" the last foreign film you die, and to force people who were insane
saw? Are your "Lord of the Rings" DVDs and depressed and to tell thcm you have to
scratched from being watched too many go on living against your will."
times by you and your roommates?
who openly opposed
The Pope
Ifso, it may be time for a breath of fresh air S.unpedro's quest for the right to end to
and a visit to The Garland Theater to catch
end his own life was again
one of the unique, Academy
equally upsct by the fact that
Award-winning/nominated
Amendbar went and made a
foreign films being shown as a
movie about it.
part of Spokane Falls Interna"The Sea Inside" has acted
tional Film Festival.
as a catalyst for further politiStarting on April 16 and
cál division of what Spanish
continuing through May 14,
historians have long referred
The Garland Theater will be
to as the two Spains:" One
playing an engaging foreign
side, liberal and anti-derical,
flick every Wednesday at 7
CHECK IT OUT
the other Catholic and antip.m. The subject matter of
SPOKANE FALLS
liberaL II-the mixed reactions
these works covers a range
INTERNATIONAL
to the film are even remotely
of thought-provoking topaccurate in their reflection
FILM FESTIVAL
ics including war, euthanasia,
of the opposing opinions,
gangs, betrayal, redemption
it doesn't look like the two
and the nature of human relaWhen: ETtfy We..nesday
Spains" will be unified any
at 7 p.m. horn AO 16 to
tionships.
time soon.
M4/14
Sponsored in part by variFollowing The Sea InWhere: The Garland Meous language clubs of Spokane
side" is a war drama set in
ater, 924W. Garland Ave.
Falls Community College, the
the midst of the Bosnian ¡star
Cost Tickets are %for
festival will provide a refreshgeneral admission, S3
in 1993. "No Alan's Land," a
ing alternative to mainstream
for senixs, faculty and
parable with a tone of ironic
cinema not only for the stustudents
bladc comedy is a story of a
dents, but for Spokane as well.
What's pla)ing:
wounded Bosniak and a Bos"I lilce [independent films]
Apti 16:lhe Sea Inside
nian Serb soldier from opposmore because they're more
Apn123:14o Man's lane
ing sides of the conflict who
Apri.leTsotsr
personal somehow. It's like
ultimately become trapped in
AAay1he rite Runner'
the difference between prose
no man's land between cncmy
May
14:lieyand
Stlence
and poetry-. Independent films
lines.
feel more like poetry; they're
Thickening the plot is a
so compact and meaningful,"
third soldier also trapped in
senior Alia Rogers saicL "There's more to
the trench.. As he regains consciousness, all
draw from them, and I don't feel like with
three of the men realize that the Bosnian
an independent film everything is just
Serbs have buried a land mine underneath
given to me. There is more of a connection him. Should he make any move, it would
somehow. It feels less like I'm buying into
be fatal.
capitalism. Not that I don't enjoy Block"No Alan's Land" received 42 awards, inbuster films, though."
duding the Golden Globe Award for Best
As stated in SFCC's mission, the college
Foreign Language Film and the Oscar for
aims to prepare students for an increasBest Foreign Language Film. The Chicago
ingly global civilization:
Tribune declared No Man's Land" to be reVisual tools, then, such as the cinema,
marIcable and ferociously intelligent
are a great way to get people's attention and
Next in the lineup is a recipient of the
spread awareness. Also accompanying each
Best Foreign Language Film 2005. Set in the
film will be an introduction from one of
Soweto slum of South Africa, "Tsotsi" takes
SFCC's professors.
viewers through six days in the violent life
No Country For Old Men" fans should
of a young Johannesburg gang leader.
be advised to not miss opening night, which
Based on a novel by Athol Fugard, thc
will be featuring "The Sea Inside (Mar Adfilm also features an incredible soundtrack
entro)" starring the intriguing Javier Barwith kwaito music performed by the popudem.
lar South African artist Zola along with the
Based on the life of paraplegic Ramón
voice of South African singer and poet Vusi
Sampedro, "The Sea Inside" is a strilcingly
Mahlasela.
accurate portrayal of the charismatic SpanKnown as David in his youth, Tsotsi runs
ish man, who, paralyzed at a very young
away from an abusive father and a mother
age from a diving accident, subsequently
who is dying of HIV.
spent the next 30 years of his life fighting
He lives with homeless children, findfor the right to assisted death.
ing refuge in a series of large concrete
Far surpassing the initial level of merely
providing entertainment, this controver- construction pipes and until eventually
becomes part of a gang. David adopts the
sial and moving film captures Sampedro's
name "Tsotsi," meaning "thug, gangster,
incredible struggle that is still galvanizing
hoodlum."
Spain.
Sampedro's ceaseless efforts have ignited
national controversy and heated debate
See FILM FESTIVAL, page 11

EVENT PREVIEW

Mae OnsullVititirotthisn

The crowd at the U.S.E. and Velella Velella concert calls for an encore performance
from USE. on Thursday, April 10 In the Hlxson Union Building.

ON LIN Ek EXCLUSIVE
Chedc out the slideshow of concert images at

whitworthian.com.
Electronica masters ofthe band U.S.E. (United State of Electrottica)
played with Seattle-based fimk-electro-pop band Velella Wlella in
the Hixson Union Building On 7hursday, April 10.

Pop Shoppe brings back
retro charm of soda shops
Sophie Sestero
Staff Writer
The Pop Shoppe first

opened in 1969 in Ontario, Canada and gained
widespread
popularity.
The store was renowned
for its high quality soda
selection. The Canadian
men were young when
they first opened the shop,
but soon their small store
grew into a $30 million
Nau Ouddlilutworthiai
empire and was selling
more than a million bottles The Pop Shoppe owner David Dominick prepares to dose
a day. Storefronts opened shop for the night Friday, April 11 at the Spokane location.
all over Canada and began
to spread into the United business. Then, with the storeowner David DominStates, according to thep- newly added competition ick said.
of grocery stores such as
opshoppe.com.
Shelves in thc 924 S.
The ()rimers value en- Albertsons and Safeway, Perry St. location are
vironmental responsibil- they went out of business packed with old-fashioned
ity as individual in their in 1983.
glass bottles filled with
1975 slogan, "You'll find
In 2002, Brian Alger Dad's root beer, Bubble
our plants all over the bought out the stores in Up, Crush, Calypso, Izze
country...never
hopes
of lime rickey, cream soda,
our Bottles;
bringing back pineapple, black cherry,
STORE
according to
some child- grape, orange, cola and
thepopshoppe.
hood memo- other brands and flavors.
PROFI LE
com. The origiries and nos- Dominick said the cusTHE POP S HOPPE
nal
owners
talgia of "the tomer favorite he's nowanted to ilold days:' The ticed so far is Frosty's Blue
location:9 24 S. Perry St.
lustrate to the
Pop Shoppe Cream soda. Second is the
Hours: Monday
public how the
had its grand huddeberry soda which
Saturday, 10 aiu.-6pin.,
used
bottles
dosed Sundays
reopening in tastes and smells just likc a
Phone: (509 )534-1895
were recyclable
C.anada
in handful of the dark berries
Web site: Ihelx)PstoPPeand could help
2004.
Sin ce themselves.
COM
the company be
.then,
stores
"Right now we have over
environmenare reopening 100 different varieties. We
tally sound.
in both Cana- had over 120, but many of
However, the owners da and the United States. them have sold out. We alsaid they did not prepare There are now locations ways maintain over 100 in
for the future or the eco- in Portland and Spokane. the store though; Dominnomic times ahead of Alger said he hopes to ex- ick said.
them. Eventually, their pand to other large cities.
Dominick said there are
The
store hit an economic wall
Spokane
Pop a number of reasons peo.
and they regretted not hir- Shoppelocation re-opened pie continue to come back
ing a CEO to work with its doors on July 7, 2007.
"'That was accidental; See SODA
them to regulate their
SHOP, page 12
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BRIEFS
lndie rock band
Barcelona to play
at Service Station

arer.-

-

r

MySpace-featured band
Barcelona is coming to
Whitworth at 7:30 p.m. on
Thursday, April 17. The
concert will take place in
the HUB and is free with
Whitworth ID (55 with-

t-4

)

1,*;*

out).
The indic rock quartet
will also be giving a free
acoustic performance at 2
p.m. at Borders and playing
at the Service Station Friday, Apri1.18 at 7 p.m.

16

Sate ChuteliSlitworthian

Rwandan musical group Hindurwa performs a song in their native tongue at their concertTuesday, April 8 In the Hixson Union Building.The group will be
touring the United States for five months before retuming to Rwanda.

Hindurwa:`Be changed'
Rwandan musical
group brings message
of change and hope

1

.

Caitlin Richmond
Staff Writer
From celebrity activists fo movies like "Hotel
Rwanda," word about torture and genocide in
Rwanda has become more widespread. But not
many people have had the chance to witness
thc culture and camaraderie of Rwanda, which
was exemplified in the Hindurwa concert last
Tu es day.
Hindurwa, which means The changed," is a

group of Rwandan men who started out singing together for fun and are now sponsored
by Africa New Life Ministry (ANLM), a nonprofit volunteer-driven group, to perform and
encourage awareness about Africa.
"The vision and mission of Africa New Life
Ministry is to help the orphaned and poor children of Rwanda by providing cducation,
cal carc, food, dothing, and hope for the future;
according to the ANLM brochure.
Each of the five men in the group has been
strongly affected by the genocide that took
place in Rwanda in 1994. They were each found
by ANLM, met at a summer camp and started
touring in April of 2006. Sincc then, they have
toured over 100 times.
As soon as the members of Hindurwa stepped
on the stage, thcy were smiling the whole time,

FILM FESTIVAL
continued from page 10
The film's Web site describes
"Tsotsi" as a "psychological thriller
in which the protagonist is compelled to confront his own brutal
nature and face the consequences
of his actions. It puts a human
facc on both the victims and the

and as thcy started drumming, the crowd start- but had to drop out after sixth grade when his
ed smiling with them.
father died and his mother couldn't afford for
They began thc conccrt by playing traditional him to go to school. He said he worked on the
African drums. They were moving around and street selling watches, and finally made 4,500
shouting to each other while thcy were playing. francs, which is nearly the equivalent to $9.
Lead singer Enric Sifa explained that they were
He took the money to a headmaster and
encouraging each other to keep playing.
asked if he could go to school. He said he didn't
Alter that they sang original songs, most of have enough money for the whole term, but
which were writtcn by Sifa. These songs talked promised that eventually he would pay the rest.
about how they were encouraged by God dur- However, he lost his job, and couldn't pay. The
ing rough times, or praised God for being there headmaster would come into the classroom
looking for people who-hadn't
for them.
paid their fees, and Bizimungu
One song, "Everlasting Fawould hide from him.
ther," was writtcn while Sifa was
CLICK IT
Eventually Bizimungu got
living on the streets. The chorus
Want to watch an audio slideshcnv
caught
and was kicked out
says "I won't be a beggar. I won't
about the Hindu nva concert? check
of school. He said he had no
be a thief, because I'm supported
it out at whitworthian.com.
money for food and went two
by a rich man:
weeks without eating. He later
Sifa said he used to hang
around nightclubs so he could make moncy met someone from ANLM, who took his picby running errands for the patrons. After he ture and got him sponsored so he could go to
became a Christian, he said he stopped living school. He is in high school right now and ultithat way, started going to church and joined the mately hopes to go to college.
Other members of Hindurwa have stories
choir.
Hindurwa sang three songs in English, with similar to Bizimungu.
After Bizimungu told his story, the group
Sifa playing guitar and Emma Twebaze playing keyboard. Their lyrics were simple, but it sang a few songs. For the last song, the Hinwas easy to sec that all of the members truly durwa members taught the audience the chobelieved what they were singing aboui Their rus and had them sing along. Sifa had everyone
smooth, fluid vocals complimented the simple- stand and told them "disorganize your bones as
you dance."
ness of their lyrics.
Before everyone left, Sifa told the audience
Sifa described their songs as "song s of hope,
songs of future, songs of love and songs of Jesus "You cannot change the world, but you can
change the world of one person:
Christ:
After they sang songs in English, one of the
Contact Caitlin Richmond at caitlin.richmembers, Brian 13izimungu, told his story.
Bizimungu always wanted to go to school, mond@whitworthian.com.

perpetrators of violent crime and
is ultimately a story of hope and a
triumph of love over rage."
Things don't get any less complicated after "Tsotsi" The following Wednesday features "The Kite
Runner," an acclaimed film from
the same director of "Monster's
Ball" and "Finding Neverlaar
"The Kite Runner" tells the story
of Amira boy from Kabul who

moves to California and graduates
college but is haunted by the guilt
of betraying his childhood friend
Hassan.
Set against the backdrop of the
fall of the monarchy in Afghanistan through the Soviet inrasion,
the story follows Amir as he returns to his homeland to save Hassan's son.
Last in the foreign film series is

"Beyond Silence; which was nominated for an Oscar in 1998.
Lara, a talented young musician,
is stranded between the world of

the hearing and the non-hearing,
as both of her parents are completely deaf. Music majors, this
one is for you.
Contact Blair Tellers at blairtellers@whitworthiatt.com.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR:TIPS FOR SUCCESS IN HOUSING LOTTERY
Mac is the best hall, except that it's haunta
ISchumacher, as of press time, still exists.

IYour lottery number is inversely proportional to the amount of money you donate to
the "Alan Jacob Fund:
IStewart will make you nostalgic for your
time in the State Penitentiary.

Mac is filled with secret passages, all of
which lead to a secret treasure trove of asbestos.
Boppell is a great dorm if you hate seeing
other people.

Duvall is dhided up into pods, or "diques" as
sociologists call them.

IThe advantage of a single: No roommate
fights. The disadvantage: No one to snuggle
with.

ISorry, you can't live in "A Tent in the Back
40,7 That spot is reserved for freshman over-

The winner of the lottery gets to sleep in Bill

flow.

morning.

For more information
contact Vi Nguyen at ex.
4551 or xnguyen09@whitworth.edu.

Whitworth Choir
to perform April
20 on South Hill
The Whitworth Choir will
perform at 3 p.m. Sunday,
April 20 at St. John's Cathedral on the South Hill.
The concert, titled "Ring
in the Thousand Years of
Peace; will feature compositions by Charles Stanford, J.S. Bach, Healey Willan, Jonathan Dove, Robert
Schumann
and
Lionel
Daunais.
Admission is free but donations will be accepted at
the door. For more information contact Joan Lad( at ex.
3280 or jlack@whitworth.
edu.

Symphony on the
Edge set for April
18 at Big Easy
The Spokane Symphony
be ghing another performance of Symphony. on
the Edge at the Big Easy on
Friday, April 18 at 7:30 p.m.
Symphony on the Edge is
a progressive program that
takes classical music out of
its normal atmosphere and
brings it to more popular
Will

performance venues.
Tickets are $19 from
ticketswest.com. For more
information call (509) 6241200 or go to spokanesymphony.org.

John Butler Trio
to play at Big
Easy on April 19
The John Butler Trio will
play at the Big Easy House
on Saturday, April 19 at
8:30 p.m.
The acoustic/folk trio
daims a variety of musical
influences induding Celtic
folk-, Indian ragas, blues
and reggae.
Tickets are $20 from
TicketsWest. Call (509)
325-SEAT for more information.

Robinson's house. Bill will make pancakes every
Compiled by Heidi Olson

40
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SCENE

fi New

RELEASES
Check out some new
music releases for
Tuesday, April 15.
JOSEPH ARTHUR

"Crazy Rain [El']"

THE KOOKS

'Konk'
LADY ANTEBELLUM
"Lady Antebellum"

MARIAH CAREY
"E=MC2"

M83
"Saturdays=Youth"
THRICE

'The Alchemy Index, Vols. III
& IV:Air & Earth'
TRISTAN

PRMYMAN

KWRS

TOP 15
7hese are the top 15 albums played on Pirate
Radio K1VRS 90.3 FM
1/lis week. For thefidl
top 30, visit kivrsfin.
R.E.M.

1

'Accelerate"

2

THE PRESIDENTS OF

THE UNITED STATES OF

AMERICA
'These Are the Good Times
People'

3

BON IVER

'For Emma, Forever Ago"

4

VARIOUS ARTISTS

'Juno: Music from the Motion

Picture'

5

AMERICAN PRINCES

'Other People*
6

VARIOUS ARTISTS

'21: Music from the Motion
Picture"

7 THE RUBY SUNS
'Sea LiOn'

8

COUNTING CROWS

'Saturday flights & Sunday

Mornings'

9 JOSEPH ARTHUR
'Could We Survive 1EIT

10

CLINIC

"Do itr
11

Student teaches in Mexico
adviser at Whitworth, List made
contacts at Instituto Laurens. She
made arrangements to make a fcw
It is the last stretch of Febru- trips down to the school prior to
ary, and with swim conference securing a teaching position there.
In a blur, List arrived in General
and dasses finally out of senior
Rebekah List's mind, two nights Mariano Escobedo International
remain before she would travel to Airport in Monterrey late at night.
List was welcomed with unfamilMexico for the next 10 weeks.
She hurriedly packed for the iar 80 degree weather. She said shc
trip while one of her roommates was excited but had no idea what
removed unnecessary items from to expect in the coming weeks.
For the first day of school, List
her luggage, failing to catch thc
dumbbell weights airport security wore a pair of navy blue dress
pants %ith a matching light-bluc
discovered in List's carry-on.
dress shirt along with thc other
NVhile other seniors at Vhitworth are finishing up their last teachers at the school attire she
semester of classes and trying to said she was not accustomed to
plan what to do after graduation. wearing in such hot weather.
List now routinely wakes up at
List has spent the last seven weeks
6:30 a.m. each morning. School
teaching in Monterrey, Mexico.
List, who is an elementary edu- doesn't start until 7:55 a.m., but she
cation major, is student teach- has to be there by 7:15 a.m. daily to
ing at Instituto
make copies and
Laurens, a priprint off work
for the day's lesvate faith-based
look and sound a little
education censon plans. Studifferent, and I occasionally,
ter focused on
dents line up in
though not too often, run into
the front foyer
bilingual learnpeople who can't handle that."
ing. The instiof the building
tute teaches preto start the day,
Rebekah List,
school through
usually wearsenior
ing uniforms of
12th-grade students and it also
white polos and
trains teachers in bilingual educa- blue shorts and skorts.
tion.
Everyday, List teaches various
Even though she is in a place students in specialized English inwhere the culture, language and struction or substitutcs during thc
people are different from what she first half of the da), and then teachnormally was surrounded with, es her regular 6h-grade group for
List said she knew she w-anted to the latter half.
teach in another country.
While her daily morning rouHaving fallen in love mrith teach- tinc might seem smooth. List said
ing at the age of 14 while spend- there have been somc road bumps
ing the summer teaching English along the way.
In Mongolia. List started to tutor
One challenge has been being a
foreign exchange studcnts in high foreigner:* List said. "The first day I
school. List said teaching is part walked into the gym. I asked a girl
of her nature. Worldng with her where I could get information, and
Yong Kim
Staff Writer

I

soda or the rush that only
a Calypso can serve up.
continued from page 10
While many soda
drinkers find it easiest to
to The Pop Shoppe.
buy a case of Coke from
One is The Pop their dosest Safeway or
Shoppe itself; the logo, gas station, Dominick
the name. It brings peo. believes there is a differpie back because of the ence in the products that
nostalgia. It brings back make his customers loyal
childhood memories and Pop Shoppe drinkers.
going to the store, bring- That difference is quality,
ing it home, bringing back Dominick said.
the bottles. It keeps them
The manufacturers of
coming back because the various bran& of soda
there is so much variety," are small and always have
Dominick said. "There are been, btit they're more
two things that make the concerned about qualstore work: quality and ity than mass-producing.
vari e ty."
Dominick said.
They
Domfhick must be right come in glass bottles and
in some respects because are made 'with pure cane
The Pop Shoppe Web site sugar instead of the high
is covered with thank you fructose corn syrup used
letters and e-mails from in the Coke and Pepsi
customers who have just products.
rediscovered this small
Prices for these novelpiece of their childhood ties start at $1.19 a bottle.
and are excited to share it They are also sold in mixnow with their children. and-match 12 packs.
Notes feature grown men
and women who are jubiContact Sophie Sestero
lated to discover the clas- at
sophie.sestero@whitsic flavors of pineapple worthian.corn.

SODA SHOP

p

Photo

Senior Rebekah List poses For a plcture with her 4th-grade students at Instituto Laurens. Ust Is a student teacher In Monterrey, Mexico.

'Today, for example, my students have a special talk about the
dangers of too much time playing
video games, given by the counselor:* List said. "Right after that they
have computer dass. Today I have
to teach many things, but I only
have an hour:*
List said the school demands a
lot from students and teachers in
general, especially since students
are expected to be able to speak,
understand, read and write fluently in English and Spanish by thc
time a student is in high school.
"My experience has been wonderful. I am blessed to havc had
this c.xperience before leaping into
full-time international teaching.
1 am so thankful to have learned
what I have before my first ycar of
teaching solo:. List said.

she just stared at me awhile and
then asked, 'Are you a gringa?'"
List, who speaks Spanish, said
many do not give her the chance
to prove herself because she has a
different physical appearance and
accent.
"I look and sound a little different, and I occasionally, though
not too often, run into people who
can't handle that:' List said.
Living situations have also been
a tough transition. After having
lived with her five best friends in
Spokane, List now only has one
roommate. List said she rarely gets
to see her, sincc her roommate
works at thc school and is also a
missionary.
The education system is also a
daily challenge for List. Only having two and a half hours to tcach
reading, writing, spelling, grammar, health and math leaves a lot
of work and little time. she said.

WhitSavers

AzIricA
10% OFF any purchase!

npa. boars

Contact Yong Kim at yong.kitn@
whitworthiars.corn.
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GAME TO WATCH

11.3

Whitworth baseball vs. lewis-Oark State
.

Monday, Apr1117;6:30 p.m., Merkel Field
Read more online in The Water Cooler at whitworthian.com.
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Men's golf to drive for fourthinstraight title
Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor
In modern Amcrica today, it is rare to hear a true ragsto-riches tale of succcss anymore.
However, a case could be made that the Whitworth men's
golf team fits that bill.
On the precipice of comGOING
pleting a fourth straight
CLUBBING
Northwest Conference title,
NWC men's golf
members of the team like
freshman Ryan Young are
Fall Classic linfieldCollege
giddy about the prospect of
putting another trophy in
Spring Classic: Pacific Unix
thc bag.
"Football's won two in
Preview Match: Whitworth
a row, but golf, we're about
to win four in a row," Young
said.
Senior Sean Thompson said completing a four-year
swing of championships would complete a phenomenal
career for him and his two fellosv scniors, Jordan Carter
and Andrew Parrott.
'Ve'd be the first (players] in all four years going to nationals," Thompson said. "It's pretty exciting."
Prior to 2004, a championship banner in the Fieldhousc,
let alone a golf program, was nowhere to be seen.
Before head coach Warren Friedrichs took over the current program, Whitworth hadn't fielded a golf team since
1983. In the team's inaugural ycar in 2004 and Friendrich's
first year, Whitworth finished second at thc NWC Tournament, nine strokes behind winner Willamette University.
Since then thc Pirates took the rcins of the conference and hav;en't looked back. Whitwortlis completion
of a fourth straight conference title would be the NWC's
longest sincc Pacific Lutheran University's string of fivc
straight championships from 1994-1998.
Friedrichs, a threetime NWC Coach of the Year for golf,
regularly guided the Whitworth men's basketball team to
the promised land of postscason play prior to his hiring as
head coach of the mcn's golf team.
Now, Thompson said the team can gct back to nationals
again this year by staying true to their fundamentals in the
WC Tournament.
We practice every day.: our short game, chipping, putting for at least nine holes," Thompson said. "We arc a little
bit more prepared (than other NWC teams]."

Nate ChuWWhiNvrthian

Whitworth golfers ((rom left) Jordan Carter, Ryan Young, Andrew Parrott and Sean Thompson practice at Esmerelda Golf
Course in Spokane on April 11.The team will attempt to win a program record fourth-straight title at the NWC Tournament.
But for the first time in 29 years, the eight participating
teams will not partake in the NWC event at an Oregon golf
course. The teams will instead face off at Apple Tree Golf
Coursc in Yakima.
"It's definitely going to be more of a challenge because
we've only played there once or twice," Parrott said.
A win at the conference tournament would be significant
in multiple.ways..lhe tcam would earn an automatic bid to
the NCAA Division III Golf thampionship at Braselton,
Ga. on May 13-16 and would earn a victory despite the
loss of 2007 NIVC Tournament individual medalist Steven
Johnson from the team.
Although distractions from their goal of a championship

abound, the team expects to be focused this weekend.
"Coach just taught us from his past experience that if
we just put our minds to something and devote the right
amount of time to it we can achieve anything," Parrott
said.
By next week, that anything could be a fourth straight
crown in five years. Not bad for a fledgling program that
garners little. notoriety for their lofty play.
"We're here, we're representing Whitworth and we're
winning titles," Young said.

Contact Derek Casanovas at derek.casanovas@whitworthian.com.

PLU dusts off baseball in four Track to send two
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer
It was rough weekend
the Pirates, as they
dropped all four games at

fo

home to Pacific Lutheran
University April 12-13.
After being swept at
George Fox University last
weekend, the Bucs hoped
this would be a turn around
weekend to *get stronger
as the seaso9.comes to a
close. PLU cime in stronger, though, holding the
Pirates to 12 runs on the
weekend.
Playing in their first full
series of the season at thcir
own Merkel Fidd. the Pirates were outmatched.
The Lutes scored a total of
54 runs and pounded 74
hits.
Gamc one was thc
strongest performance by
the home team as senior
pitcher Chad Flat pitdicd
arguably his best game of
the season. Flett went the
full nine innings, giving up
only four runs.
Flett's efforts would not
be rewarded by the Whitworth bats, though, as the
Pirates failed to score.
"They're top to bottom
probably the most balanced hittinj team," said
senior pitcher Ryan Snell.
"There's a lot of guys with

approaches.
Chad pitched really well
(and) we didn't give him
any runs."
The sccond game was
a perfect example- of how
easily baseball games can
get out of hand. Going into
the top of jhe third inning
the Pirates were leading
2-1.
But an offensive explosion from PLU scaled the
game in one inning, as the
Lutes put up a 10-spot in
the third. There was no
looking back from there as
the game ended at 23-5.
Sunday's first game saw
a solid five runs from the
home side, but the big bats
from PLU came to play
again as they put up 12 in
the game.
The series finale followed
the weekend trend with 15
runs for the Lutes and two
from Whitworth.
"I don't think you can
take anything positife
Snell said. "It was a pretty
tough weekend"
Whitvvorth will look to
end their eight game slide
with a midweek game on
April 16 in Lewiston, Idaho.
against Lewis-Clark State
College at 6:30 p.m.
The teams come right
back and play a second
game with LCSC on April
17 at Merkel Field.

to D-III nationals

really good

Dormaier,
Kintner
shine at
EWU meet
Mark Baker
Staff Writer

Nate Oustrilt/lituvrthim

Junior infielder Billy Rigsby tries to turn the double play during the opening game April 1 2 against PLU at Merkel Field.
"It's going to be really
fun to play LCSC 'again,"
Flett said. "They're one of
the best learns in the nation, and we already beat
them once."

The second game with
LCSC begins at 6:30 p.m.

Contact Colin Zalewski

at colin.zalewski@whitworthian.com.

On Friday, April 11, at
the Eastern Washington
University Pelluer Invite
in Cheney, 'Whitworth
qualified multiple athletes
for the Northwest Conference finals next weekend
at George Fox University in
Newberg, Ore.
"It was-a good meet for
our team and especially for
the athletes that made it
into *conference next weekend," junior Jamie Daroff
said. "IVe were trying to get
a lot of people qualified and
sve did Iva'
Two athletes, sophomore
Jeff Kintner and senior
Kristen Dormaier, posted
NCAA Division III provisional marks as well as numerous other athletes for
the NWC finals.
Kintner took the shot put
event- with his season-best

52'-2.5" mark. Kintner also
threw 170'4" in the hammer throw, a NIVC season
record.
Dorrnaier set a new
school record with her
36'-4" triple jump.
Freshman Nicholas Gallagher finished second in
the 5,000-meter run with
his season-best time of
15:20.18.

Seniors Paul Long and
Travis Huskisson and sophomore Collin Stessrart also
qualified for next weekend's
conference finals.
Sophomore Cody Stelzer
qualified for conference in
the long jump, triple jump
and tied for first place with
a high jump of 6'-9".
Stelzer also qualified for
conference with his 2 l'-8"
in the long jurnp and 43'4.5" in the triple jump.
Whitworth took two
first place spots home with
freshman Elizabeth Mattila's 1:03.75 in the 400-meter hurdles and sophomore
Emily Morehouse's 12:02.6
in the 3,000-meter steeplechase.
"

Contact Mark Baker at
mark.baker@whitworthian.
corn.
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Softball pummels Pioneers

apes...1St COmItIlfttl

MEN'STENNIS-;:.
NWC ALL

WHITMAN

16-0

20-9

PLU

14-2

1410

UNFIELD

10-5

10-8

WHITWORTH

10-6

13-10

:WILMETTE

8-8

8-9

UPS

7-9

7-9

L&C

3-13

4-16

GEORGE FOX

2-14

2-17

marx

1-15

1-16

"

Ali Hudak
Guest Writer

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth @ NWC Championships

April 18-19in Llama.

1111sh.

'WOMEN'S TENNIS

LLINFIELD
WHITViORTH

.

NWC

A11

16-0

16-5

14:2

16-4
,

11-7

WHITMAN

10-6

12-11

r-:,

PlU

7-9

9-10

3-13

4-16

UPS

2-14

3-15

1715

1-17

LUEORGE fOX

lAstri5

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth NWC eumpimships
Aprd 18-19 in Yatima. Wash.

SOFTBALL

¡pinup

!MC

ALL

19-1

3o-l1

16-2

27-3

.

PACIFIC

13-3 7-14-5 I

[WILLAMETTE

r

WHITWORTH

[tit

10-7

13-16

1040

13-19

4-11

8-18

UPS

]

[C-40.RIE-H/IT 7317417-34741
L&C

Softball says farewell
to five seniors, head
coach in home finale
After the final home games of head coach
Fuzzy Buckenberger and the team's five graduating seniors, the Pirates had something to celebrate.
Both doubleheaders Saturday and Sunday,
April 12-13 vere clean sweeps over the Lewis
& Clark College Pioneers.
Whitworth scored a cumulative 36 hits and
28 runs over the weekend compared to Lewis
& Clark's 23 hits and ninc runs.
"It was really good to get a sweep of all thc
games this weekend," freshman pitcher Kelsey
Ayers said. Junior catcher Rachel Anderson
said the awakening of hits keyed the wins.
We were hitting well which is something
we've struggled with, getting hits at key times,
7hormultalimonlhltitmywALin
driving people in so we don't leave thcm
stranded on base; Anderson said.
Freshman pitcherJesslca Mangis hurls the ball to a Lewis & aark batter while a Pioneer runner waits
Saturday's doubleheaders were a breeze for on second base during the second gima of a doubleheader April 12.
thc Pirates. Whitworth only played five innings
second game. Cey hit hcr first of two home and flowers, junior Sara Rylaarsdam said.
in the opener, winning by a scorc of 12-4.
They are such a 'huge dimension of the
runs.
Pirates
scored
two
was
doser,
as
the
Game
But this weekend was different than other team," Rylaarsdam said.
five runs to the Pioneers' four.
at-home weekends. The
The other players honored the seniors and
"It's a big confidence
team
said
goodbye
to
head
their
families on the field before Sunday's
booster for the team; Ayers
coach
Fuzzy
Buckenberger
games.
said.
it's going to be a big bummer to and four other graduat"(The seniors) got to play anywhere they
Sunday's success mirrored
[see the seniors leave].
ing seniors: pitcher Jessie wanted," Rylaarsdam said.
that of Saturday. The Bucs
Each adds an element to the
LaPlante, second baseman
Rylaarsdam gave up her position as first
won game one 9-0, again,
lot"
game
and
contributed
a
Morgan
Thomsen,
shortstop
baseman
and instead played right ficld.
only playing five innings.
third
Lacey
Parry,
and
basenight wound down, the Pirate
As
Sunday
Lewis & Clark stepped it
Kelsey Ayers,
softball
man
Amber
Fowler.
players
relished the last homc games of
up in the second game, keeppitcher
"It's going to be a big Buckenberger's and the senitirs careers.
ing Whitworth's run total to
bummcr (to scc the seniors
"It was the seniors' last weekend at home, so
two. But only putting onc
run on the board themselves ended the Pio- leave). Each adds an clement to the game and it was even better (to win all four) to help dose
contributed a lot," Ayers said. "It was good to out their time; Anderson said.
neers' weekend with four losses.
Whitworth will be back in action next weeklhe final home games for senior Halley Cey play with them:*
Buckenberger gave thc senior players plaques end against Willamette University on Aprilig.
were good oncs. In her first at bat in Sunday's

Sunshine greets
Omache Field

2-29

2-22

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor

Whitweethvs.Wdlamette
Saturday,

April 19 @

12 pm.

There was hardly a
sk-y on
such a momentus day for
Vhitworth intrarnurals.
"%Ve couldn't have asked
for better weather," intramurals coordinator Dave
Gerig said.
On Saturday, April 12
the datter of feet, Frisbees
and soccer balls finally
christened Omache Field,
the new site of intramural
athletics for the schooL
The 240-foot-by-400foot field was large enough
to simultaneously accommodate a game of intramural soccer and ultimate
Frisbee.
Food and spectators
crowded onto the field to
take in the action and the
70-degree heat on the day.
"I got a nice little burn
on myself; Gerig said.
Around 60 to 70 peo.
pie were consistently out
watching games on the
day, Gerig said.
Gerig said he will monitor weather conditions
to determine whether or
not cleats will be allowed,
as the new grass is fragile
enough to be uprooted by
studs in wet weather.
Games in the spring
will be split between the
Loop and Omache Field.

doud in the blue

:

Wit
LINFIELD

20-4

GEORGE FOX

19-5

tu-

;

ALL
2S-7

23-9

15-9

PACIFIC

14-10

17-15

COVELE-71-4--1-0-71]
UPS

11-13

15-16

W110V0i111 TO-187 11-23

LE

9-19

11-21

WHTEMAN

0-24

2-30

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth Lewis-Clark State

n

Wednesday,

April 16 @ 6:30 Pm-

Athlete o
THE WE K

Jeff Kintner

sophomore
Set

NCAA

provisional marks

in hammer throw, shot

put

Last fall, Gerig conducted
a survey to determine student preferences on where
to have games for ultimate
Frisbee once Omache was
ready for use.
Gerig speculated that
within a few years all ofthe
intramural garncs will be
moved to Omache Field.
The Loop atmosphefe
might die off; Gerig said.
"I hope it continues as long
asit can, but 1 think in the .
next couple years (ultimate
Frisbee) will definitely go
to Omache."
The field was used for
games all day despite the
grass being vandalized
by a vehide breaking the
previous gate's center post
and driving onto the grass.
Gerig said even though
the field still showed signs

Whitworth Faculty,

Students, and
Parents receive
EXTRA DISCOUNTS
on all purchases!

of the vandalism, the grass
has recovered well from
the incident.
Gcrig said the north
sideline of Omache Field
provided an excellent
view of the softball games
between Whitworth and
Lewis & Clark College that
afternoon.
Intramural play will
continue on the field this
week and for the rest of
spring semester.

Lube, oil, and 'filter change
Cooling system flush

Alb

Contact Derek Casanovas at derek.casanovas@
whitworthian.corn.
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Women clinch second Fourth-place

men's tennis o
to NWC tourney

Leah Motz

Assistant Copy Chief

With a 6-3 win over Lewis & Clark College the Whit-

worth women's tennis team
clinched a amber two seed
in the Northwest Conference tournament. lhe seed
earns them a first round
bye and advances them to
the tournament semifinals.
NVIritworth enters the tournament 16-4 overall and
14-2 in conference.
"NVe are so excited for
conference. We gct a byc on
Friday so we're excited about
sleeping in; freshman Rachel Burns said. "NVe're excited to gct another chance
at Linfield."
lhe team faced Lewis &

Clark without injured freshman Lexy Harrington, who
normally competes at No. 2
singles and No. 1 doubles.
Harrington returned to
compete against %Vhitman.
NVIiltworth swept doubles with Burns and senior
Taryn Smith winning 9-7
win at the No. 1 spot. Junior
Linh Avcn and freshman
ICatie Staudinger won 8-4
at No. 2 doubles and junior
Justine Hays and sophomore Angela Anegon won
at No. .3.1he Pintes split
singles matches with Lewis
& Clark. Staudinger won to
record a personal record of
18-1 at No. 3 singles. Hays
and Smith both won at No.
4 and No. 6 singles.
NVItitworth faced Whitman College Sunday in
Walla Walla. The Pirates
tooka close win 5-4 ver
Whitman.
Whitworth
struggled in doubles. Burns
-

Lindsay Darbonne
Staff Writer
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Senior Taryn Smith contorts her body to reach a shot during
action on April 11 against Lewis & aark College..

and
and
gon
and

Smith lost 8-6 at No. 1
Hays and Angela Melost 8-3 at No 3. Aven
Staudingcr won 8-2 at
No. 2 doubles.
Starting down 1-2 in doubles matches, Whitworth
came badc in singles taking
four ofsix individual games.
Aven, Staudinger, Hays and
Smith won for the Pirates.
"Taryn played the best
match she's probably played
all season; Burns said. "She
said she wondered why the
other girl wasn't that good
but it was just because
ITaryn) was that awesome."
Burns said Staudinger
and Hays recorded standout
performances. Smith also
mentioned Hays.
"(Justine) won it for us;
Smith said. "In the last three
games of her match she did
not maice one error. She was

putstandinr

Hays said she was confi-

dent about her match.
"I hada feeling it would
come chiwn to my match.
It's been that way before. I'm
now five for five in mustwin matches; Hays said.
Friday night Whitworth
will face the winner of the
first round match between
Lewis & Clark and Pacific
Lutheran University in the
semifinals.
Tournament
games will be played indoors at the Yaldma Tennis
Club.
"I think this is the first
year I've gene into conference being confident that
we have a chance to win."
Smith said. "We have such
a solid team. We defmitely
have a chance to be the top
team and win it."
Contact Leah Afotz at leak
motz@whitworthian.com.

WIN A

TheWhitworth Pirates
finished up their official
season on Sunday,-April
13 against Lewis-Clark
State College at home on
the 'Whitworth Cutter

Courts.
The team lost 8-1 in
the match, totaling their
overall record at 13-10
this season.
LCSC swept all the
single; matches as well
as two of the doubles.
The one NVIritworih
triumph was pulled off
by senior Ed Anegon and
freshman Henry Williams who won their No.
doubles match 9-7.
Despite the loss, the
men seemed in good
spirits after the match
and even shared in an
outdoor barbecue with
LCSC, enjoying the 75
degrees and sunny Sun1

day.
"It was a great first

year; Williams said. "I'm
sad to sce it all come to
an end."

Anegon,

who is bringing his career
season to an
end,
daims
the reality of
it all has
quite sunk in
yet.
"Surreal is
the best way
to describe it.

round of the tournament, which looks good
for the tearn that beat
the Bearcats twice this
season, both times by a
score of 5-4.
With a strong and
long season under their
belts, the Whitworth
men's tennis team seems
more full of what they
call "team bondingness"
than ever.
The injuries taking out
players this year included anything from a serious lower back sprain
to a sprained anide on a
tennis ball.
team
Encouraging
slogans and shout outs
ranged from

"Hollatcha

boy" to "Mark
Twain".

The trips to
matches were
either a walk
across
the

Hate Chute: Orlando
Moreylones: Orlando
Lindsay Darbonne: Atlanta
Colin Zalewski: Orlando
Derek Casanovas:Atlanta

VS.

Nate Chute:San Antonio
Morey Jones: Utah
Lindsa_y Darbonne: San Antonio
Colin Zalewski: San Antonio
Derek Casanovas:San Antonio

Hate Chute: Cleveland
MoreyJones: Detroit
Undsay Darbonne: Cleveland
Colin Zalewski: Gevdand
Derek Casanovas: Detroit

Whitworth

ONLINE

Cap4L
VS.

GAME THREE
Nate Chute: Washington
Moreylones: Philadelphia
Lindsay Darbonne: Washington
ColinZaiewski: Philaddphia
Derek Casanovas: Washington

VS.

GAME FOUR
Nate Chute:San Jose
Morey Jones: San lose
Undsay Darbonne:Sankse
Colin Zalewski: Calgary
Derek Casanovas:San lose

geigg

vs.

5e

Nate Chute: Dallas
Morey Jones: Dallas
Undsay Darbonne: Anaheim
Colin Zalewski: Anaheim
Derek Casanovas:Anaheim

Looking for

INDIANS JOB FAIR
The Spokane Indians

more sports
coverage?
Check out The

individuals to fill a variety
of game night positions.

Whitworthian's

Saturday, April 19

sports blog, The

ANYTIME BETWEEN I 0AM-1 2PM

OpenSunday-Thursdayt119:00p.m.
Aptc1FrIdayglaturdayt1110:00p.m.
1 2501 N. Hwy. 395 #6 Spokane, WA 99218 - (509) 466-4814

Date: Apn118-19
Time:TBD
Location: Yakima,Wash.

READ MORE

Baseball Club is looking for

towhitworth.edu

WILLAMETTE

GAME THREE

Fill in your name and Whitworth
eistail, bring in this ad, and you'll be entered to
will a FREE combo vneal of your choice!
Name:

from a few anticipated
matchups this week in
the NHL playoffs and
NBA regular season.

WHITWORTH VS.

campus Or an
overly heated
bus ride home
ANEGO N
on road trips
to
western
I don't think
it will really hit me until Washington or Oregon.
after conference," AneThe
environment
gon said. "I mean, I've could have been the men
been playing for 12 or 13 squirming for the final
years, the last eight on a matches to end in the
competitive team. You Scotford Tennis Bubble
just never expect these during a late night douthings to end."
bleheader or finishing
The Pirates were also their season basking in
bit by the losing bug. ear- the sunny 75-degree
lier in the weeic, falling weather.
Whitworth finished
in an exhibition match
with the Community up Northwest ConferColleges of Spokane ence play last week6-3 at Cutter Courts on end with their -contest
April 8.
against Pacific Lutheran
The Pirates now have University.
The Pirates finished
two weeks off to practice and rest as they pre- 10-6 in the NNVC, good
pare for the Northwest for fourth place.
Championships on April
18-19 in Yakima, Wash.
Contact Lindsay DarThe men will go up bonne at lindsay.darfirst against Willamette bonne@whit wo rthi an.
University in the first cont.

COMBO MEAL!!

(one entry per person, contest ends 4/22/08)

NORTHWEST
CONFERENCE
CHAMPIONSHIP

The Whitworthian
editors and writers
offer their picksfor
the following games

Avista Stadium

Water Cooler,

PLEASE EiRING..YOUR RESUME

online

=so 535..2922

whitworthian.com

VS.*
GAME FOUR
Nate Chute: Colorado
MoreyJ ones: Minnesota
Lindsay Darbonne: Colorado
Colin Zalewski: Minnesota
Derek Casanovas: Colorado
Compiled by Dentt Car ,tnuras
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Students and faculty "Shared the Aloha" during Ow 38th
uitit:l Luis in the Fiehlhouse April 12. Ihis vears participants inchufed senior Brent° Altirakarni, who has been in
the 1.11;111f01*IT (0115i1:1111Ve yearS, and freS111111111 1011411111a
.5,11, who eAperienceil her first IVItitworth L14;111.
TOP LEFT:Senior Brenta Murakami addresses the servers on

the afternoon of the lu'au, reminding them to be ready to explain the variety of dishes that will be provided that evening.
TOP RIGHT: Seniors Brent° Murakami and Andrew Inouye

put together the tomato portion of a salmon dish to be
served.
MIDDLE LEFT: Murakami motions toward the crowd near the
end of the Hawaiian cowboy dance. The dance is known as
Paniolo.

MIDDLE RIGHT:Freshman Johanna Sal dances in one of the
night's performances.
BOTTOM CENTER: Sal replenishes pineapple on tables as the

people begin pouring in for the evening of food and dance.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Murakami dances In the Paniolo dance.
l'hotes17 VkL EilionriVha.vrihr.in

OUT THESE PHOTOS ONLINE UNDER WHITPICS AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM.

1'ant to submit your photos? E-mail us at photos@whitworthian.com.
ICHECK

t UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
SPOKANE. ','JA 9r'251

MOM

Ptikxa

V111111,','ORTI

ONE-WOMAN SHOW: 'SYRINGA TREE' EXAMINES APARTHEID SOUTH AFRICA
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES SPRING MEETINGS

INSIDE
NEWS.

Construction debt authorized

PAGE 2

I

Sitting down with
new board diair

Board gives go-ahead
for bond proposal in
capital project process

Q&A: Board of Trustees
chair Walter Oliver.

OPINIONS

I

PAGE

7

Julie Wootton
News Editor

The Board of Trustees looked to the future
during the April 17 and 18 plenary sessions,

with topics such as bonds for capital projects,
Bill Robinson's presidency and the possible closure of Whitworth Drive.

Five best and worst

RESOLUTION ON BONDS

Me board unanimously passed a resolution
to authorize the administration to proceed with
the application for tax-exempt bonds, which will

aspects of Spokane
A city like Spokane has

not exceed S53 million.
This will be the largest bond sale in Whitworth's history, Benzel said.
"With this vote, we will make a significant
step forward," said
trustee Itay Lawton,
chair of the finance
MORE INSIDE
committee.
The board passed
HOPPE!! STEPS DOWN
the resolution by a
AFTER 17-YEAR TERM
writteis ballot vote
Current Board of Trustets chair
of 31-0.
Thud Poppetl moves aside
The bonds will be
after read tenure.
used to help finance
PAGE 4
the new science ccnter and East Residence I lall projects.
Ihe university will have to pay bond holders
back, plus interest, which will add to the university's debt, Belize' said.

The university will go to the Washington

I

h&c Education Facilities Authority (WI IEFA)

sometime between June and August with a proposal, said Brian Henze!, vice president for finance and administration.
Henzel said in a later interview that it will cost
about S50 million for the capital projects. There
is an estimated $3 million in bond sale costs, he
said.
"It is likc getting a mortgage," he said.
Benzel said a portion of the $3 million in sales
costs will go back to the university when the
bonds arc repaid.
Benzel said there is some risk in purchasing
bonds, but buyers likc theln because they are
generally a safe and predictable investment.
Bond holders will not have to pay income
tax on the bonds, he said. The tax-exempt staSee TRUSTEES, page 4

many pros and cons.

SCENE

PAGE

I

Muscling
to victory

9

After a season of hard work
and dedication, the Pirates are
reaping the rewards. Men's track
& field captured the Northwest
Conference title for the first time
since 2001, while the women
finished strongly in third place.

Three seniors plan
to move abroad
Seniors look across the
Atlantic for future.

SPORTS

1

PAGE 15

Pi"
IhorPui RohruottfWhstwvrthian

Sophomore Jeff Kintner heaves a shot during the Northwest Conference Championships at George Fox University April 19. Kintner placed first in the event-The men's team took first and the women third at the meet.

Baseball shut out

in two by

S

Tv'O

t"t.i'S

See the full story inside:

SPORTS, PAGE 13

LCSC

NAIA power pushes Bucs'
losing skid to 10 games.

Diversity minor approved to begin in fall

ONLINE THIS WEEK

Beau Lamb

1

Staff 1I'ritcr

Karaya, Darbonne
take Pirate Idol

A new U.S. cultural studies minor, which will be run by the English and psychology departments,
has been approved to begin in the

For full coverage of
Pirate Idol, check out
svhitworthian.com.
WORD
Quote

fall.

"The minor is applicable to any
major, and is important for the university students to prepare them for
a diverse U.S. society," professor of
English Doug Sugano said.
The minor will focus on race,
ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender
and religious diversity, according to
the proposal drafted by Sugano and
professor of psychology Jim Waller.
'Ilse minor will consist of 18 semester credits: three required onecredit classes and 15 elective credits
from an approved list, Sugano said.
"The decision came from a 1999

FOR WORD

tithe week

The students are
smarter rd never be
able to get in now, let
alone graduatef
Walt Oliver
Upcming rink of the &sad cl
Nam% co the thcrles t Whitworth since his grakeJon in 1967.

PLEASE
RECYCLE

fik
its
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SCENE

SPECIAL SECTIOU

proposal to the Hewlett Foundation, recommending that the campus have a diversity studies program and thc plans %vac finalized
last week from department chairs
and the GECCO [General
Education and

Curriculum
Committee];

Sugano said.
Along with
six
possible
new classes offered, the miSUGANO
nor calls for
service learning projects both off and on campus. Some classes that are currently
being offered, such as Prejudice
Across America, Race and Ethnicity and l'overty and 'Community
Development, can fulfill the clec-

LIFEAFTERCOLLEGE

rive requirements.
"For example, students could
Ivork on a specific project with
the Black Student Union, help put
on a program or a conference or a
workshop, get

to know the
people at BSU,
do research to
help
understand the program that they
want to put on
and then help
them organize
WALLER
Sugano
it,"
said.
The program will be run by Sugano, Waller and Esther Louie, assistant dean for Intercultural Student

"I think it's a great way to unite
people in a community among
their differences," senior Anderia
Lual said.
Sophomore Ken Valentine said
he does not see the practicality of
the new minor to everyone.
"I can see how it can be a componcnt to a business or theology major, but I don't sec it being practical
to all majors," Valentine said.
hie minor will be practical and
effective, Louie said.
"The program ¡sopes to increase

and educate about cthnic awareness and by including the service
learning projects, these students
can apply the knowledge they have
learned to benefit their communities; Louie said.

Affairs.

Sonie students said the program
will be beneficial to Whitworth.

Contact Beau Lamb at beau.
Iamb@ whit war th ian.com.

VISIT WHITWORTHIAN.COM DAILY FOR BREAKING

I

SPECIALSECTION

NEWS, SPORTS UPDATES AND NEW FEATURES.
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Comments? Let us know:
ecIto4Ntutworthan.com
or 509-777-324S
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Me Wootton

You played several

sports during your time

ball). How has your experience as an athlete affected you, and how has that aspect changed?
In terms of how it's affected me, I think athletics gave me experience of understanding
what team s about, understanding what discipline is about. It gave me opportunities. People
recognize you in different ways sometimes
when you're an athlete, so you became a little bit
more of a model or role model potentially for
people, and that influenced your ability in how
you live your life, in my opinion. So those are
things I think that were influential to me about
my athletic involvements. How that's changed,
I don't know. There's more teams now. The college is more diverse relative to its programs in
athletics, and I think that's a good thing. I think
there's probably a stronger intramural program
than there was when I vras here.

What do you hope to accomplish in your
.term as chair?
I think just to maintain thc legacy of things
such as the three issues I mentioned. If I can
preserve our mission in the relevant dtanging
environment that I'm sure will come at us in the
next several years, if I can make sure that the
financial security of the institution is carried
on, and if I can be a part of making sure that
we continuously select good leadership, (then]
I will say I have accomplished what I expected
to accomplish. That comes with all kind of challenges, and hopefully I'm able to meet those
challenges, and we as a board and an institution
will be able to meet the challenges.

Q:

Opinins Editor
Daniel Walters

Laid ratorn#.4tserthesatowe
Scow Editor
!Ara Rkhardsca

lararkiwrimmit.i.r.orifimategm,

Sports Editor
Derek Casuerias
dirreitsamonuiharrunstIviouom

Design Editor
kkerJan Baker

meraiddilere.hat.orsfavtam

Photo Editor
Nate Chute

rtn in charge of human resources and administration for a defense and aerospace cotnpany.
General Dynamics. It has 80,000 employees, it
has $30 billion in sales, and it has spread all over
the country and all over the world. I've always
had the pleasure of being able to make money
in something that I've loved to do, and that's
working with people. I think that started hereI graduated with a major in psychology, and I
expanded that into working with people. I have
a lovely wife who has supported me through everything. I have a son who is successful in his
job. We had another son who passed, but we
were fortunate enough to be blessed with a great
family. We live in McLean, Va. now and attend
McLean Bible Church. I work a lot and as I said
before it is a labor of love so I don't need to do
other things for enjoyment, but during my time
away from work I enjoy golf, exercise (pilates),
music, community involvement (social service
organizations) and time with the family.

at Whitworth (football, wrestling, base-

Assistant News Editor

Jams Span

Tell me a little bit about yourself. What do
you do as your other Job?

When did you graduate from Whitworth?
How has Whitworth changed, or how has it
maybe not changed?
I graduated in 1967. There arc some things
that haven't changed. I recognize some of the
buildings still, and I don't think the mission has
changed. Obviously the complex has changed.
Thc students are smarter. I'd never be able to get
in now, let alone graduate. But I think the thing
that I value the most from my time here is the
relational learning that took place. The fact that
you could spend time uith profcssors, and they
got to know you and you got to know thcm in a
way that was different than just being a number
in a dassroom. I think we've worked really hard
at not letting that change and keeping that as a
core value.

r

-1: 7:4,1*»:2p,...3,:

,

How do you think the chair should relate to

students?
Mar Cludditlitworthian

New Board of Trustees chair Walt Oliver speaks to
AMU at the April 16 meeting.

What do you currently believe Is the biggest
challenge fadng Whitworth?
I don't know that there's any bigger challenge
than when we were here. The continual challenge is staying relevant with the changes going
on around in the world. The issues are new, arc
different, but the fact that there are the same issues in the sense that we're still struggling with
how God is relevant and how Christ can be
explored in an open and dynamic way. I think
(despite] the fact there's different issues, the
process and thc phenomenon is prctty much
the same.

I think the chair is really focuscd on helping
to manage and deal with the board and to thc
degree that students interact with thc board in
the normal context in either committees or presentations, I would be just another board member. I don't think the chair has to interact any
differently than any other board member with
students. We should take opportunitics for interactions to take place in a number of ways for
example, as various board committees carry out
their duties thiy have a variety of student interactions, interesting that several board members
have children that have or that are presently
attending Whitworth so they have a different
viewpoint. It is always helpful for students and
board members to find ways t o understand
each other better both from their roles and as
people.

Any final comments?

is the role of the chair of the board?
Q: What
It's to facilitate the board itself, to help
with the structure of thc board and the running
of the board. The board is there for three reasons. The board is there to help maintain the
mission of thc college, to hire the CEO and to
give guidance to the financial stability of the in-

The important thing to realize is that I'm
taking over at a great time in the institution.
I'm a participant of the legacy that others have
startcd before me, and it's an honor and a privilege to carry that on.

stitution.

whit worthian.com.

Contact Morgan Feddes at morgati.feddes@
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Presbyterian freshmen on the decline
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Senior Doug Smith said one
reason he chose Whitworth was
for its strong connection with the
Presbyterian church he attended in
his hometown of Tucson, Ariz.
Smith
received
WItit-

The percentage of students
claiming to follow other Christian denominations has decreased,
while the percentage daiming to
be "Other Christian; which indudes non-denominational Christians, increased by 7.7 percentage
points.

Whitworth

a
administers
four-page
worth's $1,000
survey
s important educationally created by the
Presbyterian for
you as a student that a
Leaders ScholHigher Education
good
number are coming from Research Institute
arship based on
his application.
Presbyterian (hurdles so they of the University
"I just checiced can reflect the influence of the of California at
the box for PresLos Angeles, in all
Presbyterian church in their
byterian and I
freshman seminar
lives to other students."
think that's all I
classes every two
did to qualify for
Terry McGonigal,
years.
dean of the diapd
it," he said.
The survey asks
The number
first-year students
of first-year stuquestions about
dents entering Whitworth who their background, family hisclaim to be Presbyterian has fallen tory and high school experience,
by 8.2 percent since 2001, aciord- Whisenand said.
ing to results from thc cooperative
Whisenand said students taking
institutional research program the survey chose between 19 opfreshman survey.
tions for religion, induding nine
One reason the percentage of denominations of Christianity
Presbyterians at Whitworth has and seven religions not explicitly
been shrinking maybe that the size 'Christian.
ofthe Presbyterian church has been
Whisenand said because Whitshrinking, said Gary Whisenand, worth is affiliated with the Presdirector of Institutional Research.
byterian Church USA, admin-

it

istrators keep a dose eye on the
number of Presbyterian studcnts
enrolled and would not like to see
that decrease.
Dean of the chapel Terry
McGonigal said it's important to
NVhitworth that it maintains strong
Presbyterian enrollment.
"It is important educationally
for you as a student that a good
number are coming from Presbyterian churches so they can reflect
the influence of the Presbyterian
church in their lives to other students," he said.
McGonigal said Whitworth
keeps strong ties with the F'CUSA
by being an active member of the
Association of Presbyterian Colleges and Universities, communicating with Presbyterian churches
amund the world, offering its facilities and services to local Presbyterian churches and holding a
Presbyterian mission to be agents
of transformation in the world.
McGonigal said Whitworth is
pleased that many current students
actively volunteer with Presbyterian organizations and that there
are many graduates in the Presbyterian church.
McGonigal said NVhitworth
does specifically recruit Presbyterian students but many Presbyteri-

Percentage of incoming

freshmen daiming

Presbyterian affiliation
2001 31.5 percent

2003 24.6 percent

2005 2&8 percent

2007 23.3 percent
Worms:ion courtninf the Cooperatiw butitutiorul Rewards Prognmt Frnhyrtan Survry

an students are attracted to Whitworth because of church ties with
the institution.
Many Presbyterian students receive scholarships to attend Whitworth, he said.
According to the PCUSA Congregations and Membership table,
which was last updated in 2006,
the PCUSA has lost members each
year since 1996.
PCUSA membership has declined from about 2.6 million reported members in 1996 to about
2.3 reported members in 2006, a
See PRESBYTERIAN, page 3
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Mediation class offeredfall 2008
New course in conflict mediation
emerges out °Pan Term training
Christina Chea

"Unlike litigation, where a judge
imposes a decision, nothing is
decided in a mediation unless all
A conflict mediation course will parties agree to the terms. Mediabe offered next fall and plans to tion is a confidential process to the
offer mediation certification are extent allowable by law," according
underway.
to the center.
Ithosetta Rhodes, director of
During this past Jan Term Break,
Service Learning and
Rhodes offered conflict
Community
Engagemcdiation training that
ment, said the course
lasted for three consecuwill be taught by adjunct
tive days.
professor of political sci.
There were a total of
cncc Pamela Indahl.
28 students, staffand fac"Students will acquire
ulty members who comknowledge of the nature
pleted training in a pilot
of conflict, the history
for the mediation proof mediation, various
gram during Jan Term
RHO DES
styles and strategics of
Break, Rhodes said. The
conflict resolution, and
training focused on the
basic skills of Transformativc Me- transformative form of mediation.
diation," according to the conflict
"We have our own opinions and
mediation course syllabus for fall biases, but we're trying to be help2008.
ful for them to understand their
Sophomore Tyler Hamilton was own situation," Hamilton said.
one of the students who particiThe two trainers for the mediapated in the training.
tion training came from Pennsyl"Transformative mediation is vania where they specialize in
where the [two parties in conflict] transformative mediation, Rhodes
have the ability to fut their prob- said.
lems themselves," Hamilton said.
Rhodes said she was certified in
This form of mediation uses transformative and facilitative meparaphrasing of what is said and diation in 1998.
Students are now being given
highly discourages giving advice.
the opportunity to practice and
Hamilton said.
Mediation is a problem solving hone their mediation skills within
process that is designed to im- thc community, Rhodes said.
Whitworth's mcdiation proprove communication and build
relationships, according to infor- gram is mainly working with the
mation from the Northwest Con- Northwest Conflict Management
Center, Rhodes said.
flict Management Center.

Staff Writer

The first student to take this op- diate for have no set time, Rhodes
portunity was senior Shaina West- said.
ern, who sat in on a mediation sesThere are no national standards
sion conducted by a mediator at for mediation certification, Rhothe NCMC.
des said. "Some may just [attend
"[The mediator] used a highly the coiuse] for acquiring knowlorganiud process in transforma- edge and some may go for certifitive mediation to help the parties cation," Indahl said. "Certification
clarify things; Western said.
will be given to those who have
The plans for a center at Whit- learned the skills and have comworth are still in progress, Rhodes pleted the application and assesssaid. The design team is still decid- ment process."
ing where the center will be.
Indahl said there is a difference
The team is also planning to of- between taking the course and refer certification of transformative ceiving certification.
mediation through
"Passing
the
Whitworth and is
class will cause
still deciding what
eligibility, but that
"In everyday life, it's
should be required
does not mean cerimportant to know how
of students who
tification exactly;
to deal with conflict. It's
wish to be certiIndahl said. "Passfied, Rhodes said.
ing the course
important even if it's
In ordcr to be
means
covering
not used to practice in
certified, students
the academic asthe communityf
must pass the
pect but doesn't
Tyler Hamilton,
course, apply for
mean [the student]
sophomore
certification and
is qualified to pracbe assessed on
tice mediation."
their skills as a meStudents seekdiator.
ing certification will have to go
One of the standards for certifi- through a review process in order
cation may include having at least to be certified as conflict media24 to 40 hours of training, Rhodes tors, according to the syllabus.
said.
The design team is also planning
"Students with career inter- to offer three days of training durest in Transformative Mediation ing the summer for students, staff
will acquire sufficient knowledge, and faculty members but a date
skills, and experience to gain the has not been set yet, Rhodes said.
basic competency, enabling them
"In everyday life, it's important
to identify themselves as media- to know how to deal with conflict;
tors, and to function as such when Hamilton said. "It's important
requested by parties to assist in even if it's not used to practice in
conflict resolution; according to the community;
the syllabus.
The sessions for which the stuContact Christina Chea at dtrisdents will have to sit in on or me- ana.chea@whitworthian.com.

BirEvFS
City of Spokane

announces plans
for ombudsman
The city of Spokane announced a proposal April
9 to hire a police ombudsman.
Several policemen in
other cities are opposed to
the proposal, according to
the Spokesman-Review.
The ombudsman would
be a full-time position paid
by the city to keep an eye on
citizen complaints.
The proposal awaits ratification by the Spokane Police Guild.

Trial for Seattle

Jewish Center

shooter begins
The trial for the suspect in
a 2006 shooting at the Jew-

ish center in Seattle began
last week
Naveed Haq faces charges
for shooting six employees
at the Jewish Federation of
Greater Seattle.
One of the shootings was
fatal.
Since the shootings, the
federation has spent about
81.5 million on security improvements to the facility.

lf convicted, Haq could
face life in prison without

parole.
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Deals of the Week:
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Whitevers

bring your WhitSavers card and
enjoy these gre.at deals!

ceL&ftoJ
Cartridge World

SAVE an extra 10%
9502 N. Newport Itighway

Buy 1 day pass get
the 2nd half OFF

10% OFF Espresso
& Indv. Gelato Servings

202 W 2nd Ave.

12408 N. Division

Need a WhitSavers Card?
whitsavers
Sign Up Today!.
MM.whitsavers.c,om
N.*
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:BRUCHI'S
CheeseSteaks Subs

Tusks

II

&

r--

We would like to thank the Whitworth

community for your support by offering a
10% discount to all students and staff.
10406 N. Division
468-8518
Free WiFi!

Enter to win one of 5 free 6" subs!
Fill

Name:

in the blanks and bring it by to enter!
@whitworth.edu
E-mail:
Contest ends 4/29/08

continuedfrom page 2

Church of Christ, 1.2 percent since it became an
option on the surrey in

13.8 percent decrease, ac-

2005.
"The fact is that more

PRESBYTERIAN

and more people of the
Christian faith are moving from denominational
churches to independent
ones; McGonigal said.
The survey results reflect that idea.
The percent of students
daiming to be "Other
Christian" has risen from
32.4 percent
in 2001 to
40.1 percent
"I think the root of the
in 2007, an
breakdown is a real
increase
of
erosion of the church's 7.7 percent. .
McG onigal
understanding of the
said
he beChristian theology on
lieves many
which it's foundedf

cording to the table.
McGonigal said Whitworth.has good reason to
expect greater decline in
"Presbyterian enrollment
from the decline in Presbyterian membership.
"The reason we hold
our own is because of
connections with vibrant

Presbyteri-

an churches
on the West
Coast," he
said. "%Ve
will continue to work
hard
at
strong comChristians
munication
Terry McGonigal,
feel
their
with those
dean of the chapel
churches'
churdles:'
doctrines do
McGoninot fit their
gal said dedining membership is not needs and are attracted
to non-denominational
limited to the PCUSA.
He said numbers in churches.
"I think the root of the
many mainline denominations are decreasing breakdown is a real erobecause more people sion of the church's unare moving away from derstanding of ffie Chrischurches with denomina- tian theology on which
it's founded," he said.
tional affiliations.
Whisenand said the
Other denominations
that have seen a Whit- larger entering dasses
worth student decrease generally make for more
since 2003 indude Epis- religious diversity.
The percentage of stucopalian (0.1 percent),
Lutheran (3 percent), dents daiming to follow
-Methodist (1.4 percent) a religion besides Chrisand United Church of tianity has fallen from
7.5 percent in 2001 to 6.4
Christ (0.9 percent).
The only denomina- percent in 2007.
tions that have seen inContact Natalie Johncreases in the survey
results are Baptist, 1.6 son at natalie.johnson@
percent since 2001 and whitworthian.com.

Pope encourages
young people to
avoid materialism
Pope Benedict talked to
about 30,000 young adults
April 19 and urged them to
avoid drugs and materialism and to work to seek the

truth.
He spoke at St. Joseph's
Seminary in Yonkers, N.Y.
Singer Kelly Clarlcson
kicked off the event before
Pope Benedict took the
stage.
The event was part of
Pope Benedict's first papal
visit to the United States
from April 15-20.

Russian energy
corporation closes

nuclear reactor
A nuclear reactor in RUSsia was dosed April 19 by
Russia's nuclear energy cor-

poration.
The reactor had been
used for about 40 years to
make plutonium that could
eventually be used to make
nuclear weapons.
The plant vas reopened
during the 1940s during the
arms race between the Soviet Union and the United
States.

Sources: Spokesman-Recieu: New
York Times, MSNBC
Compiled byJulie 1Vootton
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Boppell steps down after 17-year term
Morgan Feddes
Assistant Copy Editor

Magazine names
university among
top-value schools
Whitworth was ranked
on the top 50 best ralues of
private colleges and universities. The list appeared in
the April issue of Kiplinger`s
magazine.
The school placed 30th,
up two spots from last year.
Whitworth was the top
ranked school in the Northwest.

Compiled by Julie It'ootton.

Lindaman chair
reviews research
on autism causes
Dr. Betty Williams presented research on the
causes of autism to a crowd
of over 200 people April 16
in the Robinson Teaching
Theatre.
Williams is the Edward
B. Lindaman chair and a
professor of education at
Whitworth.
Williams
previously
taught for 19 years at Csonzaga and is now in her tenth
year teaching at Whinvorth.
She has also co-authored
the book "Very Young Children with Special Needs."
Williams covered a wide
range of research within
autism including Autism
Spectrum Disorder, which
affects brain structure, genetics and serotonin evidence.

Compiled
Schrader.

Chair, chair-elect

visit the ASWU
meeting April 16

des.

&

CLARIFICATIONS
In an article and sidebar
published April 15 about
the science center and science research, Deanna
Ojennus' position was incorrectly identified. Ojennus is an associate professor
of chemistry.
(tented to patrician

the most Karate information possible. ift WharecrtiThe ititinvirth corrantmay with

a n never knowingty ptintnties inacrugies, If
you hare a uxriment or question atiart the
fairness or accuracy of a stay, send an e-mail
to ectrtor?ithrtriorthianicom.

_

Boppell.
"I'm taking over at a great time in the institution," Oliver said. "I'm a participant of the legacy that others have started before me, and it's an
honor and a privilege to carry that on."
Iloppell. vvho has been a member of the
Board since 1983, said he has two years left in
his term. At that time, he would rotate off for a
S.at ChuteWhirmitithiati
year, unless he becomes an officer of the Board
or the chair or vice-chair of a committee, Bop- Chuck Boppell addresses the Board of Trustees and administrators at the April 17 plenary session.
pell said.
He also said he has not thought about %vhethdoesn't necessarily
Iloppell said Whitworth is fundamentally lationship," Iloppell said.
er he would come back as a board member if he still the same as when he attended.
have to be ilike thati between the chair of the
rotates off
"Intellectually, it allows you to explore who Board and the president. and yet ours has been
."If my memory serves me, I haven't missed you are and what you believe, and from a spiri- as much a friendship as it has been a profesa meeting since 1983, so it's been a significant tual standpoint to come up with your own relisional relationship."
commitment." Boppell said. "But I don't look gion versus what your parents told you or %%hat
Hoppe!i said one of the biggest challenges
forward to a year of being gone,
your church told you," Hoppe!! Vhitworth faces is growth.
either, since Whitworth is a big
"How do you not lose the quality of the
said.
part of our [family's) life."
CLICK IT k
Hoppe!l also said the close Whitworth experience for the students as you
Boppell, who graduated from
(bed( out a full QS.Ii with former
relationships between students get larger?" Hoppe!! said. "At certain points, it
Whitworth in 1965, said he felt
Btned of Trusters chair Chuck Scope!t
and faculty are just as important makes a difference in the experience that a stuat whitworthian.com.
his time as chair was his most
now as they were when he went dent gets, and we don't want ti) lose that. lhat's a
satisfying experience since he
to Whitworth.
challenge that the Board is looking at and conattended the college.
During his time as chair, Bop- titules ti) look at."
it was a place tv'sherel you saw it made a differpell said he felt most proud of his relationship
ence in peoples lives," Boppell said. "You saw what with President Bill Robinson.
Contact .forgan FesIdes at morganfrddesg
it did lo students' lives %%hen they came here."
Ve have had the luxury allaying a close rewhitworthian.cons.

it

TRUSTEES:

Board discusses Robinson's retirement, I/Vhitivorth Drive project

continued front page I

President Bill Robinson and
Michael Le Ro» vice president for
Academic Affairs, explained the
case for the science center at the
October board meetings, Lassion
said.
"Whitworth's yield on prospective science students is starting to
erode," Lawton said.
Lawton said the university is
having to admit about twice as
many science students to enroll
roughly the same number.
Lawton cited other reasons for
the need for a science center such
as Whitv..orth's mission statement
and the need to remain competitive.
He said the risk

Contpiled by Morgan Fed-

The Wharmittian is

Trustee 'Walt Oliver, who has been on the
board since winter 1997, will be stepping in for

said.

President Bill Robinson,
Chuck Boppell, the retiring
chair of the Board of Trustces, and Walt Oliver, the
newest chair of the board,
attended the beginning
of the ASWU meeting on
April 16.
Boppell said he looked
forward to remaining on the
board as a regular member.
Oliver said he looks forward to being a part of the
legacy that the former chairs
of the board had left for
him.

CORRECTIONS

time

tus can only be gained thrpugh
the WIIEFA organization, not the
university, Benzel said.
Annual payments of the principal will be made, with interest paid
semi-annually, Henze! said.
The dcbt repayment schedule
will vary depending on when each
person purchases the bond, Henze!

Erios

by

After spending 17 years as chair ofthe Board
of Trustees, Chuck Boppell stepped down from
his position after the board meetings April 1613 and will serve the rest of his current term as
a regular board member.
Boppell served the longest consecutive period as board chair in Whitworth's history, according to a Islay 1, 2007, article in The Whitworthian.
"I thought I had been chair for more than
my fair share." Boppell said. "I thought it %%7as

_

of not acting
outweighs the risk of passing the
resolution. The board has generally had a conservative approach
toward debt in the past, Lawton
said.
Trustee Art Symons said the
university overspent its operating
budget in the 1970s by $2 million
and borrowed that money against
the endowment.
The money vvas not paid off for
13 years. 11e said he is hesitant
about the university going into
debt.
Lawton said one concern is how
to pay back the bonds over time,
but that he is confident in the university's debt capacity.
"I don't want to be able to sit
here in 2013 and not be able to
build another building," Lawton

said. "We will be able to move
forward unless something horrendous happens. If we llave 2 percent
increases, normal tuition increases, that capacity for debt will be
available for us to use."
Benzel said the university does
not want to use up its debt capacity. The university wants to be able
to think about futOre capital projects, such as the performing arts
building, he said.
Lawton said the biggest risk fac-

tor is enrollment.
lie said the total amount of
money that students will pay in tuition next year will be equal to the
cost of t/te new science center.
Ile said he is confident the university will be able to maintain its

have a commitment to investors
and would be obliged tti use the
funds within three years of when
the bonds are issued.
President Bill Robinson urged
the board to support the motion.
"Hie bigger risk is not going
ahead with this," Robinson said.
BILL ROBINSON'S PRESIDENCY
President Bill Robinson said

during the April 16 plenary session that he met with Chuck Boppell, current chair of the board and
Walt Oliver, chair elect, last March
to discuss his presidency and the
future.
"This is the last year on my

if

contract," Robinson said.
I
didn't sign another contract, next
(academic) year would be my last

percent growth rate.
The risk of not being able to year."
fill science classes
Robinson's contract
during the first few
entls at the cnd of the
years after the new
next academic year,
CLICK IT k
center opens is
he said.
Read the full cover age of the
minimal, he said.
Ile said it is the
Board of Trustees meetings
To a degree, if
fourth tinte he has
at whitworthi an.com.
you build it, they
come to the end of a
will come," trustee
contract.
Bill Curry said.
Ile said he has been studying
The university will sell both and praying about the situation,
variable and fixed rate bonds, Hen- including with his wife Bonnie.
ze] said. The variable rate bonds
"I realized I have to assume I'm
have the advantage of lower inter- going to be here," Robinson said.
est rates, he said.
"If not, it creeps into the %s'ay I
Some trustees expressed con- think about and deal with things."
cerns about passing thc resolution
He said he is postponing his
and asked how locked into the study and report until the fall.
bond issue the university would be
Robinson said he is 58 years old
after thc board made a decision.
and has been a college president
Benzel said the university is ask- for 22 years.
ing for the authority to move forI le said he has been thinking
ward, but would not be locked into about what Whitworth needs and
the decision right away.
how he could provide that.
"The actual lock-in point will
"It's my sense that Whitwcirth
come when we acccpt an of- would benefit from a different
fer from investors who buy our kind of presidency than I have
bonds," Benzel said.
provided," he said.
Ile said this will probably occur
Robinson said his energy and
around November.
enthusiasm for the position has
Benzel said the university would never been higher.
2

WHITWORTH DRIVE

Trustee Dave Roblee, chair of
the building and grounds committee, said the Lamar Sign Co. has
agreed to the idea of closing oil
Whitworth Drive and gifting the
latid.
ulie university will continue to
work on closing off Whitworth
Drive. Roblee said.
The idea of closing Whitworth
Drive came about several years
ago, Hemel said in a later interview. The notion is the university
will vvork to connect campus with
I lawthorne ilall, Henze! said.
"We want a pedestrian-friendly
campus," he saitl.
Spokane County svants to make
a right-turn only onto Vhitworth
Drive, he said.
Ihe County will be working
on a new freeway corridor, which
will be built in 10-15 years, Henze!
said. The university vvill work with
the state and county to construct a
new on-ramp to Interstate 395, he
said.
Ile said a lot of the approach to
campus will be determined by the
corridor.
"Getting to Whitworth will be
different," Belize! said.
Henzel said there is a need to
change the traffic patterns on
Whitworth Drive before the road
is closed down.
The university will also be 'working with Spokane County and
property owners along Whitworth
Drive, he said.
I le said there are a lot of steps in
the process and closing off 'Whitworth Drive will not happen for at
least another one and a half to two
years.
Benzel said master planning for
Whitworth Drive will begin in the
fall.

Contact Julie Wootton at julie.
wootton@whitssvrthian.com.
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EDITORIALS: IN THE LOOP

Wiiitivorth's governance
should be lvide open
In his presentation before the Board of

Tristes, trustee Dave Nleyers said, "Justice,
love and excellence require accountability."
Wre agree. But accountability without
transparency or openness is likc water without hydrogen or oxygen. Transparency isn't
just necessary for accountability, its down-

right integral.
Most students spend four years at Vhitworth and shell out up to $120.000 for the
prisilege. For that price, thcy deserve to
know how those funds arc being spent. They
deserve the right to pop open Wrhitworth's
outer case and take a look into the whirring
gears and cogs inside.
This fall, we praised the board for openness and challenged the trustees to listen to
students. In some ways, they have continued
to appear open. Thanks to ASVU President
Scott Donnell, a few trustees had lunch with
a group of students April 17.
President Bill Robinson, outgoing chair
Chuck Boppell and chaii-elect Walt Oliver
attended the April 16 ASVU meeting and
spoke about their background.
This continued movement toward openness is healthy, but educating students about
who the trustees are is only the first step.
Hearing brief biographies of Boppell
and Oliver at the ASWU meeting didn't gct
much deeper than recitation of resumes. No
questions were called for or asked and they
left right after speaking. This was helpful,
but thc next step would be staying to listen. Dialogue is always more valuable than
monologue.
Unfortunately, in other areas, students'
access is dwindling.
For example, The Wriiitworthian has repeatedly requested that thc board release
the online discussion about the changes
to the Student Handboolc, which normally
would have occurred during a public board
meeting. While the student service committee agreed to the release of the discussion it still, to our lcnowledge, has not been
released.
For thc spring board meetings, The Whitworthian was no longer allowed to attend
committee meetings, only the plenary sessions. The details essential to understanding
and reporting on the issues are often left in
committee. According to an e-mail from
an administrator, some board members felt
reluctant to speak with The 1Vhitworthian
present.
We are confident the board members
have nothing to hide. We are confident that,
the more students learn about the trustees'
discussions, the more respect they'll have
for the trustees' decisions.
Openness can be uncomfortable and
messy. But informed dialogue only makes
us stronger. One of the administrative complaints during the 8th of May protest last
year was students did not have enough information on the issues. Inaccuracy is a casualty of having to5 little information, not
of having too much.
The role of the board is to look at the long
term rather than the short term. Current
student needs and interests can easily be
discounted under that rationale.
However, students will someday become
alumni If they dislilce the institution's direction, they're unlikely to donate money when
the Phoneathon comes a-ringin:
Current students are part of the long
term. To borrow a r.liche: The children are
the future.
A connection to Wrhitworth does not end
when students receive their diplomas.
Reopen the committee meetings.
Publicly ask the student body questions.
The trustees do a great job. There's no reason to hide that fact.
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion ofthe Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.
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Atheists: An anathema in America
GRADY

LOCKLEAR

Not everybody who graduates from Wrhitworth is a
Christian. That is. something
you know., but you may be
surprised to learn this: when
a 2007 Gallup poll asked
Americans if they would vote
for a "generally well-qualified"
presidential candidate based
on a single characteristic, 53
percent responded that they
would refuse to vote for a candidate who was an atheist.
By comparison, 24 percent
would not vote for a Mormon.
11 percent would not vote for
a woman and 5 percent would
not vote for a black candidate.
Several Wrhitworth students
will graduate as non-believers,
and this is the America they
can expect to find on the other
side of graduation.
In the years after 9/11, news
stories reported acts of hatred
against Muslims. A 2003 Pew
study discovered 31 percent
of the American population
viewed Muslims "unfavorably."
Atheists, meanwhile, were
viewed "unfavorably" by 52
percent of the population.
Certainly there are reasons
Americans dislike atheists so
much. Surely Americans want
to avoid electing a non-religious president. Atheists are
destroying the moral fabric of
America, they arc dangerous,
militant and worst, aggravatingly arrogant. They write
lengthy books that call religious people dumb. They talk
loudly in mosie theaters, and
take too long to order coffee.
\Veil, not according to a few

Whitworth nonbelievers.
America, there is no reason to
In the most atheistic counI had e-mail exchanges with
single out atheists as the cause. tries, like Denmark and Swesenior Shaina Vestern and
And there are other ways to den, school shootings arc alalumnus Thomas Ruble about be destructive in America.
most unheard of.
their experiences at the univerAre atheists criminally slanYet, the discrimination and
sity and the world at large.
g crous or militant? I searc.hed bigotry in America is deep"I carne to Whitworth Mor- the databases of some major seated. Western and Ruble will
mon. &aid Western, who con- news organizations, and found graduate from Whitworth into
siders herself agnostic. "But a long list of stories in which an America that, according
seeing the hypocrisy of reli- Muslim groups issued death to a University of Minnesota
gious people here made me see thrcats to individuals who did study, distrusts atheists more
the inconsistencies in my own things some Muslims found than any other group.
supposed faith."
offensive.
Almost as an afterthought,
Western said she
Christian groups the study mentioned that
believes atheists can
have done thc same "Atheists arc also the minorbe moral people.
- death thrrats flew ity group most Americans are
Do Americans
"Atheists have a
loathe the idea of at Harry. Potter au- least willing to allow their chilspecial responsithor J.K. Rowling, dren to marry:'
bility because they being surrounded and at a man who
Western said life as an
believe that they by well-educated constructed a naked American atheist will be hard.
only have this life
people who are
statue of Jesus. Well,
svorry...that people will not
... there is no God
the statue was made want to be around me because
disindined to
or Jesus to make criminal activity? of chocolate, which I don't accept their beliefs," she
things right so we
might have been of- said
have the responsifensive.
All in all, atheists tend to be
bility to have justice here," she
At any rate, I found no ex- just like 'everybody else. lbere
said.
amples of this behavior com- are moral atheists, and there
Ruble said he was a youth ing from atheists.
are immoral atheists. There are
group leader when he arrived
According to the 2001 moral Christians, and there arc
at Whitworth. Whe$ I asked American Religious Identity immoral Christians.
him if he considers himself an Survey, atheists make up eight
"There is hardly a distinction
atheist, he said "yes-and no," to 15 percent of the American anymore between the athefollowed by a lengthy philo- population, but according to ist and the Christian," Ruble
sophical clarification. Unlike Federal Bureau of Prisons sta- said. He said moral decisions
Western, Ruble said his rejec- tistics atheists only represent are related to the culture we
tion of the faith was not be- about 0.2 percent of prisoners. are brought up in. "They both
cause of experiences at school. Of course, criminal activity don't really act like there is or
"Whitworth, though, is di- is more common among the isn't a god; they just do what
rectly responsible for my cyni- under-educated, and atheists feels right at any given time."
cal attitude toward Christian- tend to be better educated.
Hopefully things improve
ity; he said.
So I have to wonder, what
if I have a child that falls
Despite this perspective, is the problem with atheists? in love with an atheistic black
atheists have more in common Do Americans loathe the idea woman, I don't think I would
with liberal Christians than ei- of being surrounded by well- have much to be afraid of.
ther might like to admit.
educated people who arc disIn fact, I would probably
It is probably safe to say that inclined to criminal activity?
suggest trac.king down that
many atheists support abortion
lUcky Gervais, who created chocolate Jesus and having a
rights and gay rights and have "The Office", said "[Atheists] snack.
no qualms about premarital are not doing things to be resex
yet the same is true of warded in heaven; they're
many Christians.
doing things because they're lOaltAR is senior nujoring in com.
If this counts as the dcstruc- right, because they live by a nunicatons. Contact him at gracttiodiear
tion of the moral fabric of moral code."
whitworthian.tom.

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: IF YOU COULD SPEAK OUT ON ONETHING, WHAT WOULD IT

BE?

II would speak

I kind

out on loving

that the aoss-

one another.
Stop acting like a
smarty-pants."

campus domts
would connect

Stephoine Beans,

Ray Blak4

junior

Kyle Pflug,

Molli Hutton,

sophomore

senior

senior

of wish

more!

think that
the textbooks
for half ofthe
dasses are useless and a waste
of time and

"The pretentious

attitudes that
go along with
. certain majors:

money:'
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OPINIONS

lousiest things
about Spokane
PETER

LABBERTON
wows,

A

will admit I am biased. I like
massive cities, cities svith vastly
different neighborhoods dense'y packed together, butting up
against each other. Cities with
subways. interesting architecture,
I

old buildings, new buildings, people from vastly different walks of
life. Gritty, grimy, chaotic places
where the desire of so many to live
in only so much space has forced
all sorts of people to interact.
It is this bias that has caused
me to go searching for the good
parts of Spokane. I have found
some. Yet, I can't escape the parts
of the city that truly irk me. Mat
follows is a list
in no particular
order of the five worst and the
five best elements of Spolcane.

THE BAD.
1. DIVISION STREET
Division is good because you

can find just about everything you
need. But the bad far outweighs
the good, because driving down
Division presents one with image
after image of vulgar consumerism.
You may think you're finally
done after driving north a few
miles up thc massisv strip mall,
but no! You still have four more
miles of disgusting outlet storcs,
chain restaurants and mattms
vendors to go through before you
finally get a brief breath of fresh
air after crossing Hawthorne, only
to be shocked that really?!
There's a Fred Meyer up here?
And an Albertsons? Why?! What
kind of just God would allow this
sort of inhumanity?

But yes, it exists. Somehow the
cosmos has not imploded. This scourge, this sprawling
blemish, this ugly mass of neon
signs, blinky lights and of course
a Big Foot does lie at the center of
our city. If not for Division I might
be content svith this place, but every time I witness it I am shociced
such a thing exists.

And more importantly, beyond
how it makes me feel a little uncomfortable, it makes many peopie feel wholly unwelcome and
genuinely scared.
4. WEATHER

Granted, this winter was especially bad, but even last winter was
cruel and unusual to my sensitive,
spoiled California self.
To have to trudge through slush
for what seems lilce most of the
school year just isn't right.
There is a Facebook group prais-

CAR CULTURE

My last artide was about public transportation. I wrotc about
how much cheaper (and better)
it would be for many of us to take
the bus. But I am pretty sure that
regardless of any economic incentive, or ideas about how it is harmful to everyone to simply drive
your car whenever you please,
Spokane will take a long time to
change.
I have never been toa city where
the car was so necessary and having one svas such an expectation.
Most of; Division doesn't even
have a sidewalk. The thought of
wallcing, biking or riding the bus
doesn't enter the consciouness of
the average Spokanite.

ing Spokane in reaction to a negative group. Somebody wrote that
one of their favorite things about
Spolcane is the weather because,
"then girls can't dress lilce slcanlcs
all the tirne," or words to that effect. I guess that's a way to put a
positive spin on it.
5. SPRAWL
Spokane is the second largest city in Washington state, after
Seattle. But it doesn't feel this way
because nearly all of the city is suburban, and most of that suburban

INTOLERANCE

It is a miracle to me that
Dempsey's Brass Rail, a gay dub
downtown, isn't shot up by homophobic locaLs. I've heard of a
gay couple being followed through
a parking lot until they frantically
got into their car and sped off, just
for holding hands.
I am a straight, white male. I
really don't have anything to be
afraid of as far as prejudice is concerned.
But it just feels gross to live in
a place where the general culture
cares vastly more about your sexual preference, your race and your
gender, than what you are like as
a person (and that people marginalize others because of those
attributes).

9ut
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development is either tract housing, or loolcs like tract housing.
Unlike most cities, which have
a large urban center and then suburbs on the outskirts, Spolcane has
a massive suburban footprint and
a tiny dot of urban center.
All of this makes me feel like
quoting Gertrude Stein, who said
of Oaldand, Calif., "There is no
'there' there
This quote often pops into my
head in reference to Spokane,
but I don't want to sound overly
negative. The quote also gives me
hope; Oaldand is now a wonderful place, having developed greatly
since Stein wrote that line in the
1930s. Spokane is by no means
stuck where it is. The signs of interesting growth downtown make
me excited to see where it will go
in the next few decades.
.

greatest things
about Spokane
THE GOOD
INDEPENDENT BUSINESSES

They seem rare, especially on
the north side, but when you
stumble into an independent
bookstore, coffee shop or record
store, it is nearly always excellent Last semester I went to see
Sherman Alerie speak at Auntie's
Boolcstore downtown. It was a
uniquely Spolcane experience: a
local artist speaking at a locallyowned bookstore to a large crowd
oflocals.
The Rodcet Balcery is another
example of an ideal locally owned
business, an independent coffee
shop and bakery with a vibe that
no large corporation could package, mass produce and export.
ELLA'S, THE BIG EASY, THE
HUB CAFE

some of my favorites, like José
Parli, I have seen here fust.
In greater Spokane, we are even
lucicier. We have the Turman Gallery on Garland, and all the downtown galleries, like the Lorinda
1Cnight Gallery. We also have the
First Friday Art Walks, when the
galleries stay open late and host
artist receptions.
REIMAGINATION OF OLD
ARCHITECTURE

A week or two ago I was sitting
below street level off of Monroe
eating absolutely fantastic pizza.
I was in a place called Catacombs Pub. It was once the boiler room for the Montvale Hotel
(the pizza oven now sits where
the boiler once did). The room is
dimly lit and surrounded by the
original stone walls and the occasional tapestry. As a result, it
has an amazing ambiánce. Spokane's history of industry and big
utilitarian buildings lend.s itself to
great spaces like this.
Another example is Ihe Steam
Plant GrilL Once an industrial
eyesore, now a vibrant downtown
restaurant.

Seeing a good jazz combo in
a good room while eating good
food is, well, very, very good. Ella's
offers us Spolcanites the closest we
can get to a jazz dub in Chicago or
New York Granted, we don't get
many big names, but we have our
locals, and they're great to watdr.
The Big Easy, though the conPUBLIC PARKS
certs can look sparse on the calThe
South Hill's Manito Park
endar, brings some good bands to
is an excellent example of a good
town. Modest Mouse played there
last semester, and Morrissey the urban(-ish) park. One can go enjoy the grass, the trees and the sun
semester before.
on a good day and then head
And despite how the HUB Café
over
to Rockwood Bakery and
spends most of its time filled with
college students and mediocre grab a scone.
There are other great parks too:
food, it has also seen some incredRiverfront
Park, Audubon, Frankible shows. Horse Feathers, U.S.E,
Velella Velella, The Blow, YACHT lin, Minnehaha.
Even nearby Holmberg proand so many other fantastic bands
vides
one with a nice hike up the
have come to play here.
hillside and a great view once
you're there.
THE ART GALLERIES

On our own campus, we are
ludcy enough to have The Koehler
Gallery. Of the art I have been exposed to since coming to college,

gustrationsby Annette farrellAititmilian
UMBERTON is a scphomote majng in Engruh.
Contact him at petedabbeitonottitworthian.
com.

Solying that pesky college existential crisis
REBECCA

SNAPE

mow

College is one giant existential crisis.
You start fresh out of high
school idealistic, naive and
ready to change the world.
By sophomore year, the
freshman herd starts to dissolve. You become secure
enough to eat alone. You
start to think for yourself, to
really question some of the
beliefs you have held your
entire life.
You take Core 250 and
wonder, what is really real?
And then you start taking
classes about what our socicty is actually like
as opposed to what you thought
it was like after reading your
high school textbooks or
watching "lhe Hills."
Problems now have fivesyllable names and deeplyrooted histories. You find
yourself able to write a 15page paper about gentrification but you have no way to
prevent it. You reach a point
of utter helplessness.
Then all of a sudden you
are a senior and expected to

put this education to use.
ciety does not expect you to
Great.
"matter:*
While college is an excelYou don't have to have an
lent time to think about why important job.
you exist and what your exYou don't have to own a
istence means to the rest of big house or a nice car or a
sodety, it is also a means to toaster.
a job.
You don't even have to
And all this philosophical have good hygiene. Living off
thinking does not necessarily campus is a happy medium
lend itself to becoming a pro- between life as a student and
ductive member of society.
life as an adult.
So how do we transition
from this magical realm of
introspection to the world of 2. RECOGNIZE AMBIGUITY
responsibility?
IS NOT EVIL
After four years of dissecting the foundations of your
1. LIVE OFF CAMPUS.
There is nothing more worldview, you are bound to
sobering than having to have some unanswered quespay bills: rent, power, water, tions.
Or maybe all you have left
sewer, garbage, Internet. You
are thrown into a lake of fis- are unanswered questions.cal responsibility, and if you That's OK.
Embrace the beauty of undon't drown, you just might
certainty.
emerge as a grown-up.
Recognizing you don't
You'll have to buy a spatula
and a shower curtain, and as knciw everything about the
you start to notice the untidy world is a good first step to
habits of your roommates, actually learning some things
you'll discover the many, about the world.
If you can accept ambimany ways in which you are
guity, you are able to see
turning into your mother.
At least you'll understand multiple sides of an issue,
and therefore have a better
her better.
At the same time, you are understanding of that issue
whether it is a roommate
still a student, and thus not a
real person. College is one of dispute or something that is
the few times in life that so- actually important. And just

because you are no longer
in college, you don't have to
become a mindless cog in the
wheels of capitalism.
You can always lceep learning.
You can continue thinking deeply, even if you have
a job.
3. DON'T LOSE YOUR
FRESHMAN IDEALISM.

Once upon a time, you
thought that you could actually make a difference.
Though you may be feeling completely helpless now,
if anything, you are better
equipped to fight the good
fight
You have knowledge, facts,
theories, research.
You have networks and internships.
Of course the world's
problems are too big for you
to fix, but that doesn't mean
you shouldn't do your part.
And "your part" can become so much more effective.
So don't lose hope just yet.
The real world can't be that

bad, right?
SHAPE is a junior majoring in Engrish
and peace studies. Contact her at rebecca.

snapeLeglimxthian.cont

Week eight:

Omache Field
Daniel Wafters:
The reason I came to Whitworth may surprise yotc
Frisbee.
Oh, I'm no good at playing Ultimate Frisbee. I instinc-tive/y

mwer into the fetal position whenever a disc heads my way and
my throw is more of a spasm.
But sophomore year of high school, I would regularly run
through the Whitworth campus to train for cross country.
As I'd jog through Frisbee games, I'd see Whitworth students
casually and sometimes not so casualty fliddng Frisbees
badc and forth, dodging trees, diving for a discs on the grass.
It fulfilled all the right stereotypes of what I wanted to see in
college: Where co-eds play Ultimate Frisbee in the middle of
campus and play it with passion. I loved how accessible that
mix of casualness and intensity was.
Im disappoimed that ()niche Held was built, not because
I hate intramurals, but because I love them. Intramurals in the
Loop place them at the center of campus. People can see Frisbee in the Loop, they can see the average student having fun.
Omadie Reld, however, sequesters all the fun away fmm the
public eye. Intramurals should be the cer,ter of campus, not the
fringes.
Fortunately, intramurals coordinator David Gerig is still
scheduling the occasional Frisbee game in the Loop. Hopefully,
Loop games will continue.
Let Frisbees fly. But let them fly where the students can see

them.

See $700,000 worth of opinion from
Me Symposium at whitworthian.com.
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fortress defending
We don't need no gradugion the sacred art of studying
A final

THE VARNISHED TRUTH

Daniel Walters
Opinions Editor

Graduation: When we celebrate four
years of being told in class after class
how to think for ourselves, by everybody
wearing the exact same dothes and
walking the exact same way across the
exact same stage.
Graduation is supposed to be
inspirational, like one of those Chicken
Soup for the Easily-Moved by-SyrupyAnecdotes Soul boolc.s. Graduation is
supposed to be a milestone moment,
like vomiting on your shoes on your
21st birthday.
For us privileged middle-dass
students, however, graduation is just
another line in a long string of annoying
distractions from the important things
in life, like Facebook and Cinnabon.
"Aw, man! I have to graduate again?
I'm supposed to be running a 40-man
Warcraft raid on Vorpalwood Gulch
that day:'
You can detect such half-heartedness
in the announcem ents. Along with listing
the address where commencement
addresses commence, the graduation
announcements
invariably
feature some highbrow
cursive with the dear
subtext: "Dear person I
vaguely know, my parents
would be most honored to have
you attend a 3-hour recitation
CN
of names. Also, send me

Graduatidn. You get a little slip piece
of paper saying, "1.0.U. one (1) free
diploma from Whitworth Oliver-city.
Limit one per customer, while supplies
last. Void where prohibited and for
those who haven't paid their parking
tickets:" .

Anti-climactic, to say the least.
Improved Graduation Diploma: You
which,
receive not only a diploma
by the way, now has Scratch and Sniff
technology
but also a $5 Best Buy
gift-certification and, most precious of
all, one last Sodexho Contdog.
Usual Graduation Sonip The high
school band, minus the only members
any good, the seniors, performs a stirring
rendition of 'Pomp and Circumstance,
which, along with a name lilce a rejected
Jane Austen novel, has a sound that
scores a 9.4 on the James Blunt scale of
whininess.
Improved Graduation Song: The
Boston Symphony Orchestra perfonns
the "Benny Hill Theme:* which, along
with being appropriately zany, would
certainly speed the ceremony along.
Usual Graduation Walk: You strut
slightly-awkwardly across the
stage. If your parents
really 10VC you, they'll
blare an air horn the
entire way.
Improved
Graduation
Walk: You sprint across the
stage, as Turbo from TV's
'American Gladiators" throws
money:"
giant medicine balls at y-ou.
Fortunately, if you manage
The ceremony itself is a mix
to scale thc tower of Ra, piece
of borrdom and terror. You walk
together the three pieces of
across the stage, flash a cheesy
smile, but then suddenly
the Ruby Monkey, and
stop. Instead of a cheering
then zipline to the finish
before the timer runs out,
audience, you see the
you receive your diploma to the
gaping, snarling maw of real
cheers of the audience.
life
bills, mortgages, cm- payments,
Usual Commencement Speech:
9-to-5 jobs, the tick-todc metronome
of monotony fmm young age to middle
Two roads diverged in a yellow
age to old age to dead age.
wood. And I took the Robert Frost
Th e swirling chaos dears away, leaving reference most traveled."
you staring into an abyss
Improved Commencement Speech:
black as
'Two mads diverge in a yellow wood.
pitch and deep as death that screams
one all-consuming messagc despair.
And you're being chased by a bear.
Oh, and there's your mom, waving
He unlrashes a mighty mar, as the
forest trembles. For a moment, you
with a video camera. Hi. Mom!
It's supposed to end with graduation both pause to lodc eyes in a moment of
caps thrown into the air, one last mutual respect. Man vs. beast Intellect
rousing cheer, a freeze-frame and then vs. instinct. Polar opposites.
the credits roll. Unfortunately, ever
"And that's when things start to get a
since they tried serrated-graduation bit grisly. A sw-at with his MISSiVe ursine
caps in '93, throwing them is outlawed paw send you bouncing off a nearby
for liability reasons. Cheers, sadly, are pine tree. The bear bears his oh-so-sharp
considered "excessive celebration" and yellow teeth in what passes for a smile.
freeze frames are strictly pmhibited by A pinecone dislodges from the tree and
Temporal Consistency Act of 2003.
begins to skitter down thc branches.
Instead the entirety of your high
"The bear lunges for your jugular! In
school and college experiences end not what is a seamless, almost instinctual
with a bang, but with a golf-dap.
motion, you catch the pinecone
And then congratulations, bud, you midair! and shove it down the bear's
get to add a whole new line to your thmat. He screams in pain, giving you
resume.
just the window you need. You hurl a
People, like cylinders, are far more Core 350 reading packet through the
valuable when they're graduated. In your air, knocking the bear back.
next job interview, you can pmudly tell
-He's stunned just long enough for
your future employer, ml graduated from you to make a decision. If you choose
Whitworth Coll Universityr
to take the first road, a bike trail you
And he'll say, 'Where?'
hope will eventually lead back to 1-90,
"Oh, it's small Presbyterian Coll- turn to page 24. If you choose to take
University on the outskirts of Spolcane the road less traveled, overgrown with
"Where?"
nettles and thorns, winding ever deeper,
Whitworth tries to spice up their ever darker into that cursed wood, turn
ceremony by having each major tape to page 102.
some unique item to their caps that
"Choose, but choose wisely:*
represents that discipline. Business
'Because that's what life is about.
majors tape a paper-shredder to their Choosing. Maybe that bear in the story
hat, elementary ed majors tape a small is the bear of unemployment or the
child and English majors tape a welfare bear of peer pressure or the bear of
check. But fancy headgear does.not an dental plaque. And the pinecone is your
enjoyable event make.
Whitworth education. So, the moral of
Of course, one problem with The the story? Wear sunscreen."
Whitworthian Opinions section is they
To be fair, some things don't need to
just complain, complain, complain end with a celebration or a speech or a
without offering any solutions. 'Who's jolce.
the editor of that section, anyway!?
Some things just end.
So in the spirit of pmgress, I'll offer
Get it?
some suggestions to turn Graduation
liusaution by Megan BainiAllitworthian
-from vexation to recreation.
Usual Graduation Diploma: Well, 'Me Varnished
Trutris a humor obi= by Dariel
technically, you don't get a diploma at Wattets. Contact him at danielwah.ers@wtitworthlarurxn.
-
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lunanRn
cams!

Whitworth has a great
selection of places to study.
Unfortunately. all but one
of these arc busy. bustling
places, causing considerable problems for someone
who has a hard time multitasldng.
Odds are that if you've
lived on campus, you will
have exhausted every option 'Whitworth has to offer
in the way of study places.
The biggest problem for
those of us who can't filter
out noise is that there is only
one place on campus where
one can study in complete
silence: the no-talking zone
in thc library.
Anywhere else on campus, regardless of the time
of day, you're just not going
lo get the peace and quiet
you might need for studying.
You may try to study in
your room. If you live in
Ballard this will work better for you than in the other
dot-nu. It's not easy to study
for your British literature
test when your roommate
who doesn't have dass the

next day- buys the riewest you go to thc library.
The library Is like a conversion of "Guitar Hero".
Even ifyou get along with densed bundle uf studiousyour roommate great and ness, poiscd in academic
you both have similar study precision and potential
There are thc typical lischedules, the dorm room
brary
studcnts who walk
tranquil
most
the
isn't
just
around without any real
of places.
At best you have thc or- purpose, tvandering from
dinary everyday activities computer to computer tryof your hall mates buzzing ing to complete their conversation quota.
in the background.
Aside from these few,
At worst you'll have the
room next door throbbing though, in the libráiy you're
with music or booming most likely to find people
on a mission to get in, get
with laughter.
it done and get out before
NVIten your dorm room
doesn't cut it, you could midnight.
Ne.xt time you want to
try the designated study
get something done, but
MOMS.
That is, as long as you just can't do it without comfind one not already occu- plete silence, remember the
pied. Sure, these places are library'.
Enjoy the bliss that comes
set aside for studying. and
do a pretty good job of sep- from the silence of students
arating you from the rest finishing their assignments
of the world. Even in thcsc in unified desperation.
There may be few places
self-proclaimed
havens,
however, the noise of your you may study in peace, but
peers will bedcon you from before you give up consider
thc liberating feeling to
your:studies.
As you sit plodding be found in the words "no
through "Deep River; your talldng or cell phone use
friends at the Foosball table beyond this point:*
probably aren't going to stop
their clamorous fun unless
you ask them, thereby feeling like a jerk.
LIN DIORG Is a sothomore ma¡oring
If you really need to get In *mart= Contact him at jttStiL
something done, though.

Cell phones: A tragic necessity
JOHN

_

WILLIAMSON
maw

04°
Remember thc pay phone?
Once these booths littered the landscape,
pmviding wayfaring citizens the opportunity to call fmm most dtics or towns. Now,
in many places across America, pay phones
are virtually non-existent. Their demise is
one dear indicator of the new role of cell
phones for the average American.
Even homeless people have cell phones.
Mike, a man who I used to see every Saturday I./Acing by the Otis and New Madison
apartments, was constantly chatting on his
phone.
Cell phone usage on college campuses
across America has gmvm remarkably fast.
According to a 2003 survey across 100 college and university campuses by the marketresearch company Student Monitor, nearly
78 percent of students owned cell phones
and the number continues to rise.
Cell phones undeniably have a profound
effect on the life of a college campus.
Yet, as the 21st century beings, we are so
accustomed to thcir usage, we rarely notice.
Much is lost through cellular communication, although perhaps the tedmology has
become necessary in some situations.
Cell phones seriously alter communication, as do online communication tools
such as instant messaging and Facebook
Many dimensions of communicating are
lost via phone, induding non-verbal cues
and focus. Technology can also sometimes
create a pseudo-community, substituting
for face-to-face interactions.
While this is not always the case, it remains a risk to consider.
"I think one of the most powerful realities in life is the reality of human contact,"
said Ron Pyle, professor of communication
studies. When [cell phone usage] promotes
human contact, I affirm it, when it disrupts
it, I don't."
Cell phones can also directly distra,ct
from conversations. Many people know the
experience of talldng with someone, only to
get cut off when their cell phone rings.

"It perturbs me when people tu rn away
from a face-to-face conversation to answer
their phone; said junior Kyle Navis, who
does not own a cell phone. "In general, I
prefer talking to someone in person when
possible rather than via an electronic connection:*

Meetings are interrupted, conversations
are put on hold and endless chatter increases, all from these tiny devices.
Of-course, cell phones are also useful for
connecting with people, organizing events
and finding out when activities are happening.
"(Not having a cell phone) is a hindrance
because it makes me nigh-impossible to actually get a hold of on a momentary basis
unless you know where I am or who I'm
with." Navis said. "Likewise, it's a pain to call
other people's cell phones fmm a campus
phone because you have to use your longdistance calling card and such:'
Above all, cell phones are convenient and
as society gets busier, the need to communicate on the go becomes more essential.
Niany sdlools have begun offering school
and class updates through cell phones.
Rave Wireless is one company that has
devefoped several cell phonc applications
to connect students with their cunpuses,
their teachers, fellow students and campus
security.
Perhaps cell phones fall under the "can't
live with them and can't live without them"
category.
Technology is a reality in our lives,
whether we like it or not Still, healthy limits
may be in order.
Enter 'Mental Detox Week" A national
campaign fmm April 21-27, participants
are encouraged to unplug fmm the matrix:
No iPods, cell phones, laptops or any other
electronic devices.
AcCording to the Web page, "Like millions of others before you, you'll be shocked
at just how difficult
yet also how lifechanging
a week spent unplugged can
really be."
Take the dtallenge. It might be worth it

WIWAAtSON is a senior majoring In communiatIons and
theology. Contact him at john.williainsokawhitwoithian.
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THINGS TO DO IN SPOKANE
April 19-April 27 is Japan Week at the Japanese Cultural Center at 4000W.

9

Randolph Road. Japan Week will feature traditional Japanese food, art,
film, martial arts and tours ofJapanese gardent

for more Information about this event or other things
to do In Spokane this week, visit whitworthian.com.
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Photo courtay of Metan Schuev.e

Senior Lisa Wham (second from left) and fellow students wait for tickets to a performance of
°King Lear" In London during the BritiSh Culture throughTheatre and Musician Teffn study tour.

MOW NG
ABROAD
Three seniors share

their post-grad plans
Yong Kim
Staff lirriter
Some Mitworth seniors are thinking
outside the box when it comes to postgraduation plans. Literally, they are thinking outside the country
Seniors len Tracy, Lisa Gilham and Jessica Gawryn are going abroad after graduation.
FINDING LOVE IN LONDON

Political science major Jen Tracy didn't
embark on her British exchange program
with the intention of meeting her spouse,
but she met him anyway.
Tracy spent her junior year at the Univcr-

sity of Plymouth in England through Whitworth's International Student Exchange
Program (1SEP). There she attended the
university's political science program.
Just two weeks into her program, shc met
Roben Ford, her future husband.
The politics program at Plymouth svas
horrible; Tracy said. "It is nothing like
VIllitworth. If it wasn't for Rob and my
friends, I don't think I would have lasted

both semesters:*
Even though Tracy didn't have the best
experiences in her exchange program, she
said Whitworth his opened doors to make
it easy for her to study abroad.
Studying abroad is an important part of
the undergraduate experience, she said.
I hadn't attended Whitworth, I
wouldn't have met Rob or gone to Plym-

if

outh; Tracy said.
Ford met one of Tracy's housemates on a
night out svith a few of his friends and was

Photo courtay oficn Tracy

Seniorien Tracy and her future husband Robert Ford pose for a picture in Durham, England
during Spring Break 2007.

introduced to Tracy. They became friends
and eventually started dating.
Tracy moved in with Ford November of
her junior year and lived with him for the
rest of her time in England.
Having to go back to the United States at
the end of May, Tracy and Ford were separated for five months until Tracy visited him
the following winter break and Jan Term. It
was then Ford decided to propose.
Courtship culture in the United States is
very.different compared to England, Ford
said. If you want to get married, you just
ask the person and see what they want to
say, Ford said.
Ford said he asked Tracy's mother and
father for her hand in marriage before proposing.
pmposed because I love Jen, and I
want to stay with her and I want to be with
her forever; Ford said.
They are planning a small wedding cer-

emony in the sununer.of2009 in England.
"We were married legally in thc courthouse in Spokane to make immigrating
easier for me, but we plan on having a
proper wedding ceremony next summer,"
Tracy said.
Tracy is now planning to move to London for a few years to attend King's College London for a master's degree in public policy while Ford finishes school at the
University of Plymouth. They have plans
to move to the United States after both are
done with their education.
NEW ADVENTURES

Number one, breathe. Number two, lower your center. Number three, feel your feet
on the gmund. Number four, be expansive
in your thinking.

See ABROAD, page 12

Syringa Tree' examines apartheid South Africa
Elizabeth's misunderstanding of

PLAY REVIEW
Audrey Gore
Staff Writer

With only the mild accompaniment of drums and darinet and
the sole prop of a lone swing dangling from the ceiling, actress Gin
Hammond brought to the stage
vibrant stories of people in apartheid South Africa.
Hammond, winner of the Helen Hayes Award for Outstanding
Lead Actress, performed The Syringa Tree solo in Cowles Memorial Auditorium on Thesday, April
15. She used a variety of different
accents and attitudes to convey 24
different characters
The Syringa Tree" was written
by Pamela Gien and tells the complicated story of white and black
South Africa through the eyes
of a young English girl named
Elizabeth and thc people .that she
interacts with *white, black, English and Afrikaans (Dutch South
Africans).
The story is centered around

perience the truth of that story;
how the serrants in her home, Hammond said.
who seem so much like famAfter taking in the sights and
ily, can be considered so different sounds of South Africa and talkfrom her.
ing to as many people as posThe audience also sees her in- sible, Hammond found a dialect
nocent misunderstandings of the coach to assist her in learning the
rules and restrictions that apply to accents she would need for the
her bladc friends. The one-wom- story, induding British, Afrikaans
an play culminates in her realiz- and the many different African
ing the injustices
dialects including
of her country and
Zulu and Xhosa.
leaving for AmeriShe iaid she
MULTIMEDIA k
ca.
also
spent time
Want to see more WU* SyTinga
learning the Inter"It made Africa
Treer iled out the multimedia
seem that much
national Phonetic
package on the one-woman play at
Alphabet and demore complicated whitworthlan.o3m.
but also gives me
veloped the characters as individumore respect for
South Africa," Hammond said.
als to get a better grasp on how
Her dead-on accents and witty they would sound and behave.
Hammond said she wasn't sure
portrayals of all these different
people bring humor and sincerity what to expect from her visit to
to the story as it spans generations South Africa, especially being of
from the very beginning of apart- mixed race in a country that hisheid to prcsent-day South Africa. torically draws very definite lines
Hammond said she spent 11 between black and white.
However, upon her arrival she
days alone in South Africa before
she delved into the play to get a found her mixed race was not im-.
portant.
better grasp on the story.
"To really tell a story as honSCe PLAY, page 12
estly as possible, you have to ex-

Tagor Zafictilltititworthion

Actress Gin Hammond performs the one-woman plarThe Syringe Tree" in
Cowles Memorial Auditorium Tuesday, April 15.
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Slam poet to

perform in HUB
Wednesday
Anis Mojgani, a Portland poet champion, will be
performing in Lied Square
Wednesday, April 23 at 9:30
p.m. Admission is free.
Mojgani has appea.red
on HBO's "Def Poetry Jam'
and won the National Individual Poetry Slam in 2005
and 2006, one of only two
to ever win the title consecutively.
He has been writing and

performing for over ten
years and graduated from
thc Savannah College of
Art and Design.

Final lecture in
Dédsions series
set for Thursday
Thursday, April 24, Dr.
Walter Hutchens, associate
professor of business and
economics, will be presenting the fifth and final lecture of the Great Decisions
'08 Lecture series.
The presentation is called
'Chinas Economic Risc
Global Challenge and Opportunity7 The presentation svill be in Robinson
Teadiing Theatre in Weyerhaeuser Hall at 730 p.m.
.
Admission is free.

Prep school puts
on 'Footloose'
this Wednesday
The musical "Footloose"
will be performed Wednesday at 7 p.m. by Saint
Georges Sdioel, a K-12 independent college preparatory schooL Admission is
$3.
The musical is based on
the móvie of the same name
from 1984 that follows the
adventures of Ren McCormick in small town America
fighting against a rock music/dancing ban.

For more information
about the performance call
(509) 466-1639. ext. 305.

Gonzaga panel to
discuss hook-up

culture Thursday
Gonzaga University's office of sexual assault and
harm prevention will be

'

hosting a panel discussion
Thursday, April 24 at 7 p.m.
The panel, called "Hooking
Up: Liberating or Desensitizing, Empowering or
Devaluing - A Penetrating Look at Contemporary
Campus Culture; will be
held at Gonzag4 in the Jep-.
son Center at the Wolff Auditorium.
Admission is free. For
more information call (509)
323-5567 or visit the Gonzaga Web site.

Compiled by Heidi Olson

'High School
Musical' kick_

off Tuesday
Blair Tellers

Has playing Troy done arri-

Staff IVriter

thing for your popularity with

Actor, painter, singer-songwriter and soon to be surfer, John Jeffrey Martin is twice the Troy Bolton that Zac Efron is. The star of
Disney's newest Broadway musical, "High School Musical7 will be
"gett'n his head in the game" next
Thesday, April 29-Sunday, May 4
at the Spokane INB Performing
Arts Center.
For those of you who don't get
the Disney channel in your dorrn
rooms, "High School ?slusicar is
the story of Troy, the 'super-popular captain of the basketball team:
and Gabriella, the
-super-smart transfer
student and a genius
in science class:* according to bestof-

the ladies?
Generally speaking, I think it's
boosted my popularity in generaL
In reality, I'm attracting a six-yearold fan base, so it's not doing anything for my dating life. I'm just a
fling to them (laughs). Seriously,
though, I haven't mct anybody as
a direct result of this show.

4.11

Have there been any unex-

pected bumps in the road or
funny stories you have concerning
what goes on behind the stenes?
There have been on a small
scale. There is always
the hazard of losing
basketballs in thc audience. In the opening
number I dribble the
ball, but one time the
broadwayspokane.
ball just went out into
COM.
the orchestra section
and
The young her-o
of the audience, and
heroine must navigate
CHECK I T OUT
a.n older guy caught it.
the trying waters of
'HIGH SCHOOL
It was so early in the
high school and overMUSICAL'
show and we needed
come peer pressures
the ball, so I held my
from their respecWheniuesdry*el hands out and vras
tive diques in order
Sunday, kg 4
like, 'Right herer I
to score the coveted
Wiser IN8 Perfonning
just kept it alive with
leads in their school's
Arts Centet
the guy and he stayed
big show.
Cost rkim ate $20-60
connected. Also while
Martin graduated
fan tidetnvest_com ot
I was on vacation
with a degree in musi$35 ftten the Info Desk
learning to surf, one
cal theater from Syraof my understudies
cuse University and
is originally from New York. In broke his ankle and had to leave
addition to his acting, he is also a the tour.
talented painter and budding musician. Martin took some time out
You were.one of the frat boys
of a hectic touring schedule to anin "Across the Universe!What
swer some questions for The Whit- was that like?
worthian.
It was totally throwing. I got
a call from the guy shooting the
What is the average age of the movie and he asked me, Can
actors in the musical?
you go out to Yonkers and be in
We have a couple of people who this movie?" And I was like, You
are 19; the average age is 24. I'm in know I can!" I'm in the bar scene;
my 20s.
as soon as they walk into the bar I
join their group. I'm right behind
The performances must be the pool table. I got to work pretty
pretty grueling with all of the closely with Jim Sturgess and Joe
basketball dribbling, dandng, sing- Anderson. Jim is one of the coolest
ing, etc. Have you ever had to have dudes I've ever met.
an tmderstudy step in for you or do
How does 'High School Muyou think you can make it through
sicar compare to your own
the whole season?
Firstly the tour is going to dose high school experience?
in August instead of running
Well, "High School Musical is a
through 2009. It has been a really little bit too summarized in some
long road, and anyone who per- ways. I did get picked on for being
forms has to use their understudy in theater. I was into sports also,
frequently. I pride myself on nev- so there came a time when I did
er missing a show, but you never have to make a choicc do I wanna
know if physical problems will be an actor or a baseball player?
come up. The hardest part is that There were jocks and theater kids.
we have to travel a lot We did get Overall I think my e.xperience was
to go surfing today, it was my first good, but it was also very stereoday of surfing.
t¡pical. I was an artistic kid so I

140,

Photo courtesy clMzn A

HahlneYoriul as Sharpay Evans and John Jaffrey Martin as Troy Soiton parform a scene from Disney's"High School Musical" national tour.

didn't get caufht up too much in
the school itse f.
What h It like to hear aitidsms of your performances?
%Veil, I try not to read reviews
anymore because this is like my
first big starring job.
When we opened in Chicago I

thought I killed it, but the reviewer
is notorious for giving bad reviews.
I try not to hear criticism as much .
as possible, unless it's from my director.
This production is supposed to

be geared to all kinds of audiences and not Just youth. How so?
The movie itself is kind of a longdistance' music video for R&B. It
just doesn't have a story. It's kind
of like a glorified music video. Onstage, our show is the caliber of a
Broadway show. To elaborate just
a bit, for the stage they've added
a character named Jadc Scott, and
he's the announcer. So he pretty
much narrates the show. The music itself is just arranged a lot.

Do you think HMS sends a kind

of false, "Disney-fled' image

of what the high school experience

h supposed to entail?
Oh boy, yeah I mean, there Is
something about the coloration
of HMS; I don't know so much. I
guess it just amplifies the diques
that are really in place. I feel it is
unnecessary to document diques
this day and age. There's just something a bit weird about how bright
and present they arc. The show sets
up thosc stereotypes but definitely brealcs them down by the end.
They're starting from neutral and
going to a positive place.
There's a lot of basketball
dribbling In the show. Did you
have any previous experience?
I was pretty athletic growing

up. I wasn't on varsity or anything.
but I love to play balL My director threw a ball at me after I sang
in the audition and I just thought,
"Oh man, if I can only dribble a
ball I can get the gig!"
Are you up for a HMS II?

Have you seen the movie?

Originally my director and I
discussed that I shouldn't. I always
say that I'm an actor for reaL This is
my life, and if I were to book a play
on Broadway I wouldn't wanna
see someone else's performance. I
want to start from scratch.

an eadier article that
little idds love to sing along.
Does that ever throw you off?
Um, it's kind of one of the hazards of the job, but it hasn't thrown
me off.
We have a duet where Gabriella
is up on the ladder, though, and for
some reason the little kids just get
swept up by that.
I read in

We've been talking about it; they
are doing it in Atlanta. I could have
done it if I svanted to, but from start
to finish it's a little bit too much
now. I'm going to take a break so
I can go surfing when the show is
done
not for too long. I'll go
back to New York, get an apartment and get badc to auditioning.

Anything you'd like. to add before we finish?
The show has been well received
by all agc groups. It's a solid piece
of theater, and it stands on its own.
It

has been wonderfuL

Contact Blair Tillers at blaintellers@whitworthian.com.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: WHY PEOPLE ENJOY WATCHING NASCAR
Allows bitter Mid-Westerners to cling to
something besides guns, religion and "tobaccy:'

ICars going around, and around, and around
and around reminds them of their purpose-

1Like track Be field, but faster and with fewer
hurdles.

1The slim hope oían appearance by Zombie
Dale Earnhardt.

I Great spot for dentists to pass out business

It's another way to stick it to liberals, New
Yorkers and literacy.

1 Makes baseball games seem exciting by
comparison.

I Give elitists an even greater sense of smug

less lives.

Why wouldn't people like the "North
American Society for Cake and Applesauce
Recipes?"

cards.

superiority.
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Barcelona rocks Spokane gigs

New
RELEASES

MySpace-featured
band plays at Service
Sta tion, Whitworth

Check out some new
music releases for
Tuesday, April 22.

Caitlin Richmond

"A Long, Lovely List of Repairs"

AMELIA

Staff1Vriter

BLIND MELON
"For My Friends"

Not many bands are described as a
mix between Sigur R6s, an experimental
post rock band, and George Michael, a
pop singer, but that's how Seattle-based
band BarzeIona was described by Seattle
Weekly. The band played at Whitworth
Thursday, April 17 and thc Service Sta-

THE CAT EMPIRE

"So Many Nights"

ELBOW
"The Seldom Seen Kid"

tion the next day.
We don't mind it, those are bands We
like and respect; guitarist Chris Bristol

FLIGHT &THE CONCHORDS

said.

JUKEBOX THE GHOST

What they don't like, however, is being described as having a similar sound
to Coldplay and The Fray.
"Those are the bands other bands rip
off; Bristol said. You can't rip off Sigur
R6s, they're too creative."
The members of Barcelona describe
their sound as melodic piano pop rock.
Not all of their songs feature a piano, but
the songs that do have a distinct sound
different from many other bands that
could be described as pop-rock.
The band's live music sounds somewhat different from their debut CD, "Absolutes:* The band members chalk this
up to the atmosphere of the live shows.
"When you're playing live it's a lot easier to share energy," Bristol said. "It gives
you a chance to opcn up more:
Barcelona's show at Whitworth featured much of this said energy. Federal
Way-based New Heights kicked off the

"Flight of the Conchords"

"Let Live & Let Ghosts"
LYRICS BORN

'Everywhere at Once"
TOKYO POLICE CLUB
Taylor ZajictlAilitsvrthian

Brian Fennell (right) plays acoustic guitar with Chris Bristol (left) on electric guitar at the Service Station on
Friday, April 1B.The band also played at Whitworth on Thursday, April 17.

"Elephant Shell"
THE WEEPIES

"Hideaway"

progressively better as the band has
toured more, Fennell said. Barcelona recently finished their first national tour.
The band was one of MySpace's featured bands, but the group members
don't think tharhad to do a lot with their
growing popularity.
"People might have recognized our
name more, and it was helpful from a
promotional standpoint," Fennell said.
However, he thinks touring and building an audience has helped more than
show.
MySpace.
The audience sat
The group's debut
through New Heights'
CD "Absolutes" was
CLICK IT k
set and then moved
Want to hear Barcelona for yourself/ Check
released in late Sepback (he chairs and
out a sample of the band's mtrsic online at
tember. Before thcy
stood in front of the -myspace.com/wearebarcelona.
releaied it, they took
stage for Barcelona.
several of Fennell's
Barcelona
singer
songs he wrote for
Brian Fennell attended Whitworth for his solo act and remixed and changed
two years, in 2001 and 2002, but trans- them to fit what the band wanted, Fenferred to Seattle Pacific University be. nell said.
cause he wanted to be closer to home. . Band members said they are looking
While he was there he met drummcr forward to recording their next CD benett Stonelake, and Bristol, who lived cause they hope to have more flexibility.
across thc hall from each other.
This time around, thcy had a limited
During thc concert, Fennell talked budget and were cautious about time in
with the audience about thc unofficial the studio, Bristol said.
little three (catching a virgin pinecone,
"%Ve want our next recording experidropping your tray in the dining hall ence to be a lot different," Fennell said.
and ring by spring) and joked about the "%Ve want it to be peaceful and organic
band's fourth 'member, Brian Eichel- and not rushed, we want more time to
berger, who wasn't on the tour.
be creative:
Barcelona started touring in late 2005,
So far, the bcst part about touring has
and have had ninc or 10 %Vest Coast been going to shows and liming people
tours sincc then. Fennell said.
know the band's music.
"It was horrid," Bristol said of the.
"Going to towns we have never been
band's first show.
to before, where we have no lateral supThe show was at a corporate party port and having kids know songs is pretwith a martini bar, and the band played ty out of control," Stonelake said.
at 1 a.m. so everyonelvas either asleep or
drunk during their set, Bristol said.
Contact Caitlin Richmond at caitlin.
Since then their shows have gotten richmond@whitWorthian.corn.

KWRS
TOP 15

Family Force 5 adds
Barcelona to lineup
REVIEW

Singer Jeremy Gray had
a slightly whiny voice, and
his long hair and prancing
around the stage gave him

an androgynous look that
didn't help gamer attention from the audience.
Ivoryline looked and
Family Force 5 is renew- sounded siniilar to a moding people's interest in thc em day hair metal band.
'80s with thcir "Skeletour: They had the slightly ridicThe band played at .the ulous feel that most '80s
Service Station Friday, bands during that time
April 18 with
did, and their
Ivoryline and
hair added to
The Maine.
that feel.
I
pt
CLICK
Special guests
The Maine,
Want to read th e rest of
Barcelona the story? Check it otrt
emo-pop
opened for whitworth ian.com.
band
from
them.
Phoenix folThe show
lowed
Ivostarted out
ryline. They sounded
on a light poppy note, with similar to The Starting
Scattle-based band Bar- Line, due to singer John
celona playing mostly up- O'Callahan's voice and
beat songs, some featuring the tinkling sound many
piano and some featuring of their songs had. They
acoustic guitar.
played their latest song, a
Ivoryline, a screamo cover of Akon's Wanna
band from Tyler, Texas, Love You; from "Punk
performed next. They kept Goes Crunk," a compilathe audience's attention at tion CD of rap songs.
the beginning of their set,
and had the audience clapContact Caitlin Richping during some songs,
but the crowd's attention mond at caitlin.richmond@
whitworthian.corn.
petered out slowly.

Caitlin Richmond
Staff Writer

atan

i

are the top 15 albums played on Pirate
Radio KWRS 90.3 FM
this week. For thefidi
top 30, visit kwrs.fin.
'These

1FLIGHT OF THE
CONCHORDS

Tight of the Conchords*
2

COUNTING CROWS

"Saturday Nights &Sunday

Mornings"
3

NEVA DIN OVA

"You May Already Be Dreaming"

4

NO USE FOR A NAME

Ihe Feel Good Record ofthe Year'
5

TOKYO POLICE CLUB

"Elephant Shell"

6

BON IVER

"For Emma, Forever Ago"

7

VARIOUS ARTISTS

"Juno: Music from the Motion
Picture*

8 JAMIE LIDELL
"Jim"

9

SOMEONE STILL LOVES

YOU BORIS YELTSIN

"Perishing"

UPDATED DAILY

10

THE RUBY SUNS

"Sea Lion"
11

air:iline3

27 0701
www.i-choice.org

Breaking news.
Updates.
Blogs.
Features.
Sports.
Commentary. tifia----L

CLINIC

"DO

12

VARIOUS ARTISTS

"21: Musk from the Motion
Picture"
13

VARIOUS ARTISTS

"The Green Owl Comp: A

ICE

Benefit for Energy Action"

14 JAYMAY

11111111155 ERB

"Autumn Fallin'"

PREORMIEV RESOURCE CEOTER5

spokone 'spoken° vorey I cheneit

whitworthian.com

15 THE BREAKUPS
"Eat Your Heart Out [EFT
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SCENE
ABROAD:

Three seniors make plans for Europe
how much more growing up she needs to
do.
Though her plans after her six months in
England aren't absolute, Gilliam is thinking
about applying for graduate school to study
music theater.

continued from page 9

Eibott/hi:worthian

The KayIon Garden restaurant features Chinese. Korean and American cuisine with large
portions and reasonable prices.

Kaylon Garden
serves up decent
Chinese cuisine
Sophie Sestero

*

Staff Writer

Sophomorc Ryan Chute recently visited the restaurant to compare it to the
authentic food he's used to from growing
up in Hong Kong. He ordered thc sweet
and sour pork, egg flour soup and chow
mein. He says while it is not quite what
he's used to from homc, it was an acceptable attempt.
"The service was fine; we were seated
quickly and the food was served promptly as well," Chute said.
While Chute said the food was filling
and worth its value, the 20-minutc drive
was a deterrent for him. However, the
restaurant is right on the way to several

Many students say they love the makeyour-own omelets, French dip sandwiches and Swedish meatballs from Sodexho.
But students may also want to reach out
and seek different kinds of food.
While it may seem easy to turn to the
main staples of late night Ramen noodles
or Jack in the Box. satisfying a craving for
Chinese food could also be a good choice.
he crming might strike while studying
for a test late at night, or in the middle of
the day. Either Is-ay, check out thc Kaylon
Garden for affordable Chipopular Whitworth hangnese food.
outs such as the Garland
FOOD
The mammoth location is
'Theatre, making for a logilocated on Division Street.
cal pairing of dinner and a
REVIEW
While there are several other
movie.
KAYLON GA ROEN
restaurants of similar cuisine
The restaurant is a fun
on the same drive, the Kayplace to go for groups.
loation:
Ion Garden offers thc most
There are tables and booths
289 H. Dnrision St
for your money, with large
of all sizes that would hold
Hours:Monday-Thursday 11
portions, wide selection and
large groups. It is also quiet
3.111-i
pm, Fnday and
speedy senice.
for small groups hoping to
Saturday 11a m-2:30 LIM.
The Kaylon Garden saws
meet for group projects or
Sunday 12 p. MAO p.m.
Chinese, Korean and Amerjust to catch up. Plus, thcir
Type: Chinese ,orean
ican cuisine. The restaurant
Average me al cost: SB-513
price range, combined with
would be a logical draw for
the portion sizes are ideal.
hungry college students
Meals can range anywhere
with their large portions, low prices and from S8.50 to S13.00. They are also so
fast service. To add to these incentives is large in portion it makes splitting a dish a
also the fact that the restaurant is open on popular choice. The Kaylon Garden also
Friday nights until 2:30 a.m. with orders has a full bar.
to-go.
"College students come to the Kaylon
"The Kaylon Garden has been open for Garden to try thc difference in their food.
21 years," server Suk Lim said.
Ihey hear other people say it was good
Customer favorites indude the combi- and want to tri it too," Lim said. She ennation dinners which groups or couples courages people new to Asian cuisine to
can share because they come with such come try their food.
large portions, or some of the spicier Korean dishes that are unique to the restauContact Sophie Sestero at sophie.sesrant, Lim said.
tero@whitworthian.corn.

Music major Lisa Gilham was taught
these four rules for choir and for life application by professor of music Marc I iafso.
"Marc Hafso always talked about the four
things. They are some of the wisest things
BONJOUR FRANCE
I've heard," Gilliam said.
French and political science major JesGilham Is planning to move to London
sica
Gawryn %vill be spending a semester
for six months with a best friend from her
in
Aix
en Provence in southern France to
in
September.
Ore.
of
Portland,
hometo%vn
She said her plans to go abroad after study Farsi. the modern Persian language
graduation didn't require meticulous plan- that is the official language of Iran and
ning like some would, but started simply many Middle Eastern countries, according
on a whim. Instead of talking about expe- to thc CIA World Factbook.
Gawryn is interested in studying Amcririencing adventures, she decided to go on
can foreign policy in the Middle East long
one, she said.
The switch from an idea to reality can be term.
She chose to study in southern France
a scary process, Gilliam said.
because of its large Nius"Having ideas and
lim population.
dreams is relatively easy,"
"South of France is an
Gilliam said. "Actually de"Having ideas and dreams is
ideal location because
ciding to stick your foot
relatively easy. Actually dedd- there is a lot of research
out there and step onto it
ing to stidc your foot out
in the Mediterranean on
can be scary as hell."
there and step onto it
Nliddle Eastern cultures:
Gilham made the deciGawryn said.
sion to work in London
can be scary as hell!'
She studied there last
with hcr best friend last
Usa Gilham,
year and said she loves
spring. This Jan Term, she
senior
the location.
participated in the British
Gawryn has been inCulture through Theatre
volved in Whit%vorth's Political Activism
and Music study tour in England.
During her Jan Term trip, Gilliam Club and has gone to many off-campus
started to network and got connected to trips related to political science.
Despite being involved in the political
British Universities North America Club
(BUNAC), an international organization science department and having an overall
offering teaching and working resources good experience, Gawryn said, Whitworth
h:: bczn challenging.
worldwide.
"Whitworth was a hard place to be for a
Gilham said she is ready for the transition from college in the United States to long time: she said.
But Gawryn said shc was glad Whitworth
living abroad.
wasn't an easy and comfortable place to be
"A part of tne is totally ready to be done
for her because it would have mude her less
with college: shc said.
But Gilham said !caving hcr experiences inclined to study abroad for a full year.
Gawryn plans to apply to graduate school
of college, choir and friends will be hard to
next year for a political science doctorate
do.
Gilham also said her Whitworth educa- program and hopes to teach as a political
tion has taught her how much she has to science professor.
learn in life.
Qintact Yong Kiln ai yong.kitn@whitworShe said being able to attend IVIiitworth
has allowed her to grow up enough to know thin:Leon:.

Tl

PLAY
continued from pnge 9
"I was purely American,
the color of money," Ham-

mond said.
Hammond said she was
also surprised by the spectrum of different attitudes
in all the people that she
met in South AfriCa. She
said she found that all the
different attitudes helped
remind her that each character was different and that
she should play each character as a separate person,
not as a caricature of their
specific race or culture.
Sophomore Christine

Barker, who is traveling to South Africa to
study abroad in the fall,
found this play as a good
reminder of a all the different dynamics that she
would see there, and not
to judge people based on
pre-conceived ideas.
"It's a reminder that all
stories are individualistic,"
Barker said.
The one-woman play is
a unique lcind of theater
that can be both difficult
and fulfilling.
trusts the audience
and the audience's intelligence: Hammond said. "If
I do this right, you'll get it.

it

It respects the

audience:

The audience also reacted well to the emotion and
drama of the play.
"I felt that it conveyed
great depths of emotion
while maintaining aspects
of humor," senior Taryn
Clark said.
After her tour doing
-The Syringa Tree" is over.
Hammond has two other
shows lined up including a
play about Jewish cabaret
dancers during thc Holocaust, and one that she
wrote about her own fam-

SnöwTlres
Brakes:

Whitvvorth" Faculty,
Students, and

,

Parents receive
EXTRA DISCOUNTS
on all purchases!
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audremore@whitworthian.com.
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GAME TO WATCH

13

VS.

Game 7, Calgary Flames at San lose Sharks

Tonight at 4 p.m. on Versus Network
Read more online in The Water Cooler at whitwodhlan.com.
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Excellence
in the Field
Men registerfirst title since
2001, women race to third
at NWC Championships
'Thomas Robinson
Staff Photographer

The Whitworth men's track & field team won the 2008
Northwest Conference Championship on April 18-19 at
George Fox University. lhe women placed third overall.
weather wasn't optimal, but the men and women's
teams placed well despite this. Freshman Elizabeth Manila
said it was weird for it to be snowing in April but they arc
used to it since they have had two track meets in the snow.
"Coming into the meet, everybody was mentally tough
and prepared for whatever. Guys came out that were ranked
lower in thc rankings and then came out first or sécond
place; sophomore Emmanuel Bofa said. "Across the board
everyone performed likc it was their last day to compete."
Alumnus track athlete Jeff Grassley said the mcn's throwers helped carry the team through the meet.
Sophomores Jeff Kintner and Michael Nahl finished first
and second in the shot put with throws of 49-5 3/4" and
49-5 1/2", respectively. Kintner also finished first in the discus and fourth in thc Hammer throw.
Junior Joey Vanhoomisscn uncorked a throw of 59.8 meters in the javelin to place first and took fourth in thc men's
discus. Junior Kory Kemp placed second in men's javelin.
Sophomore Cody Stelzer won the high jump with a jump
o16-l0 314" feet, setting an NWC record.
The men`s distance runncrs team also made a good showing. In the 1,500-meter run, thc JeaçIers went out pretty
hard. In the third of four laps, sophomore Dusty Cascria
was struggling. Cascria was in fifth and just holding on.
In the last lap, Willamette's Kellen Peters came up to pass
Caseria. With this incentive, Cascria blew past the fourth
and third place competitors and raccd to second in the last
100 meters.
Senior Brandon Howell and Bofa finished first and second in the men's 800. Caseria said Howell deserved the win
because of his ability to overcome tough injuries in the past
fcw ycars.
Freshman Nicholas Gallagher finished third in the men's
10,000-meter run and sixth in the men's 5,000-meter run.
Freshman Courtney Hutchins scored points in five
events, including the 400-meter dash, heptathlon and the
women's 4x400-meter relay.
Manila said the relay was a huge highlight, especially
sincc the relay squad had two seniors.

e

Linfield edges
women's tennis
for NWC crown
Natalie Johnson
Staff Writer
The Whitworth women's
tennis team ended their season Saturday,April 19 when
they took second place in
the Northwest Conference
Championships in Yalcima
%vith a 5-4 loss to Linfield
College in the title match.
The team advanced to
the championships after
beating Pacific Lutheran
University 5-4 on Friday,
April 18.
The finish is their best
since 2003, when the team
took second place at the
tournament, and an improvement over last year
when it took fifth.
Junior Justine flays said
the team was disappointed
to (ose by ;o little to Lin-

Senior Ben Spaun won the 400-meter hurdles, the
110-meter high hurdles, placed second in the men's decathlon and helped lead off a win in the mcn's 4x400-meter relay. With these kinds of performances, Spaun won
the 2008 NWC Men's Outstanding Athlete.
Head coach Toby Schwarz carne up to the 4x400-meter
relay team before the race and basically told them they
were up by 11 points; they didn't even have to run the
race and they'd still win thc meet. But Schwarz told them
to go out there and win it any-way.
Schwarz was chosen as Men's Coach of thc Year.
"Toby is ahvays about the team: giving God the glory
academically, physically, spiritually and socially; he truly
lives by that," Grassley said. "He would say he was Coach
of thc Year %vith the other assistant coaches. that support
him and the team7
Senior Kristen Dormaier placed second in the long
jump, third in the triple jump and heptathlon, and fourth
in the 100-meter dash. She scored in six events total for
thc team.
"We're going to lose a lot of good seniors this year,"
Caseria said.
Bola said the meet %vas truly a team victory.
"I wouldn't want to be here right now with any other
group of guys. We've been through a lot this year; it feels
so great to come out on top' Bofa said.
Cascria said the team is already primed for a repeat.
"Next ycar we'll hopefully go for the win again," Caseria said.

,44

Contact Thomas Robinson at thomas.robinson@whitworthian.com.

JuniorioeyVanHoomissen makes the winning throw In the javelin.

TE.NNIS

NWC CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH VS. LINFIELD

SINGLES

DOUBLES

Irder.1 81N) de( Stred 61,74
Sides RN del Ha
7-5

Ederdae1e1 (UM de( Arett'aranron 8-3
Sedes,lielsen 11X) det Ikerstftar 8 5
Stxxingetheith de( Witambe/Oect (IN 54

betel MA de( Ared 6-3,64
Staudinre de( Liirson (UM 6-1,64
Hip det Ideisal (UN) 3 4 64, 1 4) (16-2)
Snit de( Cid (IX 6-&4-6, 1-0(10-4)

field, but its second place
finish was still an improvement over last year.
"I think wc all felt pretty
good about it, second is .
where we were seeded;
Hays said. "Improvement
is always good and we have
a strong group next year. I

think going into next year
with that experience will
hopefully help us7
The team lost their top
two doubles matches, while
freshman Katie Staudinger
and senior Taryn Smith
won thc No. 3 match 8-1.
The team also lost their
top three singles matches.
Staudingcr won 6-1, 6-4 at
No. 4, Junior Justine Hays
won 3-6, 6-1, 1-0 (10-2) at
No. 5 and Smith won 6-4,
4-6, 1-0 (10-4) at No. 6,
Staudinger finished the

Thorras ItdbinsonflOdtworthian

Senior Ben Spaun competes in the preliminary heat of the 110-meter hurdles. Spaun was named the 2008 Northwest Conference Men's Outstanding Athete after victories in the 110-meter hurdles, 400-meter hurdles and the 4x400-meter relay.

.

Cravlsk 0147ot il;Lrelillevortilia.

season with a 19-1 singles
record and 16-0 against
NIVC opponents.
"'We had an amazing season and everyone was happy to be part of the team,"
Staudinger said. "I thought
we played really strong doubles and Ilvas pleased with
my singles match as %well"
Head coach Jo Ann %Vagstaffsaid the team did much
better than they had hoped
for this season, considering
how young the team was,
but vere still disappointed
to make it so far to lose in
the end to Linfield for the

and everyone played their
hardest.
"Everybody played really well, we didn't lose the
match for lad: of trying,"
1Vagstaff said. "They just
played their hearts out and
they all had really good
scores7
Smith is the only senior

graduating from the team,
Wagstaff said. She and the
other players are optimistic
about next year's season.
"IVe have some incoming freshmen who will help
make it stronger; 'Wagstaff
said.
The team ends the season 17-5 record overall and
14-2 in the N\VC.

third time_
She said while the Pirates
entered the tournament
seeded second, they hoped
for an upset victory. 'Wagstaff said she believes the
team put up a good fight

Contact Natalie Johnson
nataliejohtuon@whitworthian.com.
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Poker fades in and

out ofpopularity
Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor
Chinua Achebe, you deserve a high school honors
literature class shout out:
Things fall apart.
What is deteriorating?:
Well, aside from Whitworth's parking situation,
I could make a case for the
state of professional poker
in America.
Poker has come ánd gone
like many falls in pop culture: Pokémon cards, Chia
Pets, Tamagotchis, Jesse
"The Body" Ventura the
list goes on.
And, on a side note, you
can get rid of that Flash
the Dolphin Beanie Baby.
They're not going to catch
on again.
But the sad news for fans
of the felt is that intèrest in
the sport is waning. Gone
are the days of high sdiool

Upon

Further Review.41.
irh.
,

boys spurning chapters of
calculus in favor of getting
a twenty-spot from mom
and dad to go buy into a
home game at their friend's
house with six or seven other dudes. A two-liter bottle.
of hlr. Pibb and 18 Cheetos
later, you're either up a stack
of chips from where you
started or on your way out
the door.
Now I don't throw the
greenbacks around like I
used to, but I do know such
home games aren't as prevalent as they were just a few

See POKER, page 15
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Softball whiffs against Willamette
COnitellftC1

Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor

BASEBALL.
NWC

ALL

[INFIELD

24-4

29-7

GEORGE FOX

21-7

2511

PLU

19-9

22-12-2

PACIFIC

15-13

18-18

WILLAMETTE

14-14

18-19

UPS

13-15

17-18

L&C

12-2014-23

WHITWORTH

10-18

11-25

WHITMAN

0-28

2-34

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth rs. Manua

soon

Saturday. April 26
:

I

NWC

ALL

",2122.j.

LINFIELD
PACIFIC

16-4

27-5

PLU

12-10

15-19

UPS

7-12

11-19

6E0161 FOX

3-21

3-2771

L&C

2-26

2-33

WiNt110T11

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whinvtrth vs. Pao&
Saturday, Apra 26 P Noon

MEN'S TENNIS
uuse
n re

14-2

PLU

15-11

10-6

7-9

7-11

77,77",:3-13 7: 446
GEORGE FOX

k

PA

2-14

2-17

7:1715, ; 1-16

FINISHED FIFTH AT THE
NWC CHAMPIONSHIPS

WOMEN'S TENNIS
NWC

WHITWORTH

r-

WHITMAN

18-5

14-2

17-5

10-7

14-12

UPS

8-13

7-9

riEORGE FOX

All.

17-6

kWILUMETTE
PLU

as sophomore shortstop
Lacey Kerr, LaPlante and
freshman infielder Josie
Ball each notched RBIs.
But Willamette roared
back, scoring five runs in
the bottom of the sixth on
the Pirates.
The Bearcats efforts
were aided by two fielder's
choices, a hit by pitch on
Willamette second baseman Crystal Kummerfeldt
and an error in the inning.
Kerr said a few untimely
errors hurt Whitworth's
chances at the much needed wins Saturday.

"If we would have cut
back on those (errors], we
would have been a lot closer today; Kerr said.
On Sunday, April 20, the
Bucs earned a much needed split of thc day's games.
Willamette opened up
the first game of thc day by
rocking the Pirates 14-4.
Whitworth was in the
game at 5-4 in the top of
the fifth inning on runscoring hits from senior
utility player LaCey Parry
and senior second baseman Morgan Thomsen.
However, another furlous Willamette rally In the

bottom of the inning gave
the Bearcats a 14-4 advantage and the game in the
bottom end of the frame.
In the nightcap, Whitworth outhit thc Bearcats
en route to a 10-6 win.
Kt17 said the Pirates'
win was ipurred by their
ability to stymie a Bearcat
comeback
"We got ahead Carly and
stayed ahead," Kerr said.
The Pirates were also
able to string together
some hitting against the

brought hcr in (the second
game), we had figured her
Out:* Kerr said.
Cey and Parry each wcnt
3 for 4 with 3 Rills in the
second game.
Thomsen,
freshman
catcher Caty Lieseke and
sophomore utility player
Carrie Gibson all tacked
on RBIs of their own.
Whitworth will play another four-game road series at Pacific University in
on April 26-27.

Bearcats' 17-game winner.
Nikki Franchi.
13y the time they

Contact Derek Casanovas at derek.casanovasp
whitworthian.cons.

Men's tennis ends

10-12

3-13' 4-16'1
2-14

3-15

115;,..17:177:1:
FINISHED SECOND AT THE
NWC CHAAIPIONSHIPS

Undsay Darbonne
The Whitworth men's
tennis team finished fifth
in the Northwest Conference Championships on
April 18-19 in Yakima,
Wash. They end the year
with a 10-6 NWC record
and 14-11 overall record.
The Pirates rank 13th in
the West region.
On Friday, the men suffered a disappointing loss
against Willamette University by a score of 5-4.
The match proved itself
an ironic disappointment
as the Pirates btat the
Bearcats twice during the
season by the same score.
"All of the guys fought
hard against Willamette;
senior Scott Donnell said.
Our real problem was

doublee

Ben Spann

Senior
Won NWC Men's Otntanding
Athlete on Apri119

k

year fifth in NWC
Staff tVriter

.

Sophomore shorstop Lacey Kerr hustles dovm the line to first base to try to beat the throw to first baseman Marissa Richards
during action on April 19-20 against Willamette University in Salem, Ore.

14-11

[InuAmerrE,::.84.':77F-T17
UPS

C0lt7 TaltailiVslInnett Collegian

:43-9

,;
WHITWORTH

III

Away for the last two
weekends of the season.
Whitworth had an opportunity to jump up in
the Northwest Conference
standings starting with
a handful of wins from
conference foe Willamette
University.
The first series is off to a
rock-y start.
Whitworth managed to
only take the final game of
a four-game set with the
Bcarcats in Salem, Ore.
during a weekend series on
April 19-20.
After the weekend slate
of garnes, the Pirates stand
at 14-19 overall and 11-10
in NWC play.
Willamette took the first
two games of the serieson
Saturday 17-3 and 6-4.
In the opening game,
Whitworth got rocked by
the Bearcats early and often. Willamette jumped
on senior pitcher Jessie
LaPlante and freshman
pitcher Kelsey Ayers.
Willamette racked up 17
runs in the first three innings.
Junior catcher Rachel
Anderson went 1 for 2 and
hit a two-run homer in the
fourth inning.
Senior outfielder Halley
Cey added an RBI double
in the inning.
In the tecond gamc of
the day \Vhitworth got
back on track and snatched
a 3-1 lead with runs in each
of the first three innings,

dominated No. 2 with a
6-3, 6-1 win, while Wales
took No. 5 singles 6-7 (4),
7-5, 1-0 (11-9). The two
seniors on the team took
the two singles matches in
the middle when senior Ed
Anegon won No. 3 singles
7-5, 6-0 and a still successful Donnell won at No. 3
singles 6-1, 6-2. Donnell
went on to pair with \Vales
to win No. 2 doubles.
The highlight for me
was that Ed and I got to
play our last senior match
next to each other and we
both won; Donnell said.
No. 3 doubles finished
up the sweep when sophomore Josh Steele and
freshman Colin Zalewski
daimcd victory with an
8-2 win.
The highlight of the
season for me was ma.king
a music video in the hotel
down in Oregon; Donnell
said. "It's really more about
the community and hanging out with the guys than
it is about tennis. We do
the first one really weir
Both Anegon and Donnell hope to keep playing
tennis competitively and
see it being a part of the
rest of their lives.
"It's something I love to
do; Anegon said.

Freshmen Brian Elliot
and Joe Wales and Donnell
all won singles matches
against Willamette. Elliot
swept No. 2 singles with
a win of 6-1, 6-4, while
Donnell fought for No. 4
singles winning 6-3, 6-4.
Wales brought No. 5 singles in with the third set at
4-6, 6-3, 10-3. Donnell and
Wales went on to win their
No.2 doubles match 8-4.
The team beat the University of Puget Sound 6-3
Contact Lindsay Darin the afternoon.
bonne at lindsaydarIn singles, Elliot again bonne@whitworthian.com.
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COMBO MEAL!!
Fill in your name and

Whitworth
e-ittall, bring in this ad, and you'll be entered to
will a FREE combo weal of your choice!
(ose entry per person, contest ends 4/29/08)

Name:

@whitworthiedu
Open Sunday - Thursday til 9:00p.m.

Ad Friday Saturday til

10:00p.m.

12501 N. Hwy. 395 #6 Spokane, WA 99218 - (509) 466-4814
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LCSC too rnuch for baseball

01Citiss

Colin Zaiewski
Staff Writer
The l'irates were unable to
knock off national power Lewis
& Clark State College in either of
their midweek games April 16-17
played in Lewiston, Idaho and
Spokane.
LCSC entered thc two-game series ranked second nationally in
the NAIA with a record of 35-4.
With Whitworth entering the
series on an eight game slide nothing would help dig them out of a
hole more than beating the LCSC
Warriors.
After last weekend's series with
Pacific Lutheran, senior pitcher
Chad Flat said LCSC is one of the
best teams in thc nation and said
Whitworth bcat the Warriors earlier this season.
Knowing the competition was
going to be tough, Whitworth
would have to sharpen up their
play to stay competitive.
Sophomore pitcher Collin Gibbs
explained the keys to victory.
"They're R.CSCI going to be a
lot quicker, hit the fastball, don't
hit the sliders," Gibbs said. The
Bucs had keep from shooting
themselves in thc foot defensively,
Gibbs said.
The opening game of the series
Wednesday was played in Lewiston.
Between the pitching of freshman Nathan Johnson and junior
John Haucic, they gave up a hefty
13 hits, but were able to get the job
done in some key positions to hold
the home team to fivc runs.

POKER
(optintredfrrytt page 1,3,.
years ago. Even in college
people should be putting
down money to play cards.
But aside from hearsay

about a trip to Northern
Qwcst Casino, news on the
home front is quiet Nobody's trekldng to Stewart
Hall for an underground
gambling ring.
Hey, there's solace in the
fact that the friendly Friday
night game amongst business-dass, bachelor boys
- properly adorned with
Swisher Sweets and Bud
Light, of course - is still
alive and welL But the general public's endearment
for poker has been swept
under the rug.
What buoyed poker's reemergence into a national
favorite may have undercut
its popularity as well. As
you may know, the World
Series of Poker is the largest

GAME TWO
Moreyiones:Suns
Nate Chute:Spun
Lindsay Darbonne: Spurs
Colin Zalewski: Suns
Derek Casanovas:Spurs

vs.

wtzAntr.

GAME THREE
Moreylones: Cavaliers
Nate Chute: Careen
Lindsay Darbonne: Cavalien
Moto courtesy of Whitworthian archircs

Freshman infielder Matt Manahan dives back to first base last week against PLU at Merkel Field.

Their performance would go
unrewarded.
The Warriors held Whitworth
to just three hits in thc game.
Just about the only Pirate to
have an.y success at the plate was
Nett who had two hits batting in
the five slot.
In the cnd, thc LCSC arms suffocated the bats of the visitors by
not allowing them to put a run on
the board. The game ended 54
After Wednesday's game, both
teams traveled up to Spokane for
the second leg of the series.
The game was originally scheduled to be played at thc Spolcanc In-

and most open conglomeration of pokcr tournaments
in the world. Games range
from old-standbys like five
card draw and seven-v..1rd
stud to the BMOC of the
event, $10,000 buy-in nolimit Texas Hold 'Em.
The WSOP was the layman's opening into sports
superstardom.
Anyone
could go home with the cash
prize and the 14 karat white
and ydlow gold plus diamond bracelet It was like
thc Price is Right for sports
fanatics. I had friends who
had dreams of corraling the
cash to fly down to Vegas,
stay at Harrah's Casino and
enter the tournament. They
developed elaborate plans
of fundraising and watched
the movie "Rounders" incessantly.
Chris Moneymaker became the first no-name to
win the Hold 'Em Main
Event, going from accoun7
tant to $2.5 million dollar winner in 2003. For-

against the last place and NWCwinless Whitman Missionaries.
"I think it would be good for us
to end on a good note because it's
been a rough last couple weelcs;
Gibbs said. "We've got to beat the
teams we're better than. Everyone's looking forward to finishing
strong."
thc contest 14-0.
They will play back to back
Just as in the previous game, the
pitching for LCSC was too much doubleheaders against Whitman
for the Pirate hitters. The Warriors .on Saturday and Sunday, April 26
and 27 at noon both days in Walla
earned a second straight shutout.
Whitworth remains 10-18 in Walla.
the Northwest Conference, but fell
Contact Colin Zalewski at colin.
to 11-25 overall on the season.
They will look to finish strong zdewski@whitworthian.com.
dian's Avista Field, but was moved
to Whitworth's Merkel Field.
Unfortunately for Flett and senior Jason Weatherman, their careers on Arlerkel Field did not cnd
the way thcy would have liked.
They allowed a combined 13
runs in seven innings. LCSC won

mer chiropractor Joseph ment during commercial
Hachem followed in 2005 breaks.
But poker has lost moand television producer/
talent agent Jamie Gold mentum since its rise to
won in 2006. The Ameri- prominence just a few short
can dream of middle-man years ago. A total of 6,358
rags to celebrity tour riches compctitors participated in
lived vicariously through the WSOP in 2007, down
8,772
them.
from
in 2006. The
Aspok"World Poker
er started
What buoyed poker's re- Tour" reportto churn
up more emergence into a national ed losses of $5
and more favorite may have under- million dolfans, corcut its popularity as well. Ian in 2005.

porate

America
startcd jtunping on-board
quicker than Elian Gonzalez On a plywood raft
ESPN picked up television
rights in 2002Unilever
started to sponsor "Degree All-In Nloments:' The
"Nlihvaukee's Best Light
Pocket Cam" became a way
to peep players' cards prior

to them showing what they
have on the felt The only
thing missing was a Demi
/Loore "Striptease" mo-

Free room and board for live in position

Professional
poker

stars

like Johnny Chan, Daniel
Negreanu and Allen Cunningham were reduced to

runners-up to the nobodies. All of these seem to be
harbingers of a downhill
slide for the sport.
There is little guarantee
that anything stays thesatne
in an American sports culture, where next to nothing
has staying power. Poker is
evidence of that fact.
In a day when NASCAR

and mixed-martial arts
fighting have climbed to

the modern pinnacle of national sports lore, pro baseball and hockey are struggling to keep attendees
captivated. Media ratings
are frecfalling, big business
contracts are evaporating
and nobody cares that the
Spokane Chiefs are really,
really good. Yikes.
It's dear we Americans
are a fickle bunch. We don't
always !mow whether we
want chocolate or v-anilla,
Ashley or hfary-ICate Olsen or Guitar Hero III or
Rock Band. Our interests
change.
Think twice before you
buy that pair of Crocs this
summer. The buzz surrounding the holey footwear may get up and walk
away like poker's time in
the limelight already has.

Contact Derek Casanovas at derek.casanovas@
whitworthian.corn.

Colin Zalewski: Cavaliers
Derek Casanovas: Wizards

VS.

GAME THREE
Morey/ones:Jazz
Hate aide: Jazz
Undsay Darbonne: Jazz
Colin Zalevnki: Rockets
Derek Casanovas:Rockets

oelaas
Iú

gs

VS.

GAME TWO
Morey Jones:Mavericks
Nate Chute:Hornets
Undsay Darbonne: Hornets'
Colin2alewski:Movericks
Derek Casanovas: Homets

VS.

GAME TWO
Morey Jones: Mogk
Nate Chute:Magic
Lindfay Darbonne: Magic
Colin Zalewski: Magic
Derek Casanoras:Mogic

GAME TWO
MorrI Jones:Pistons
Hate Chute:Pistons
Lindsay Darbonne: Pistons
Colin Zalevnki: Pistons
Derek Casanovas:Pistons

Looking for commentary, analysis of games,
YouTube video clips and coverage of national

Seeking a female student who can live in a beautiful south hill

.

sports? Check out The Whitworthian's new
sports blog, The Water Cooler, online at

VS.

SOFTBALL
Morey /ones: Pacific3-1
Nate Chute: Paci5c4-0
Undsay Datbonne: lithitiivrth 3-1
Colin Zalewski: Whitworth 3-1
Derek Casanoras: Pacific 4-0

home with an elderly lady. Free room, board, phone, internet
service and the run of the home in exchange for person to spend
nights, cook evening meals, set up light breakfast, etc., great for

students studying! Tithes can be arranged for time off as well.
Position is open at the end of April and would prefer a stay of at
BASEBALL

least one year. We basically need security to ensure that she is not

MoreyJones: Whiniorth 4-0
Nate Chute: Whinvorth 3-1
Lindsay Darbonne: Split 2-2
Colin Zalewski: Whitwonh 4-0
Derek Casanovas: Whinvorth 4-0

alone at home.
; Please contact James at 981-6799 for interview.

whitworthian.com.k

Compiled by Derek ra commas

and Morey Jones
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Relayfor Life, an annual
fimdraiser, runs through the night
and features many events to entertain participants. In one event this
year, male students had seven minutes to dress up in women's clothing and then compete Ivith each other by impersonating the opposite
sex. Near the end of the competition, each participant got members
of the audience to donate money by putting it into their purses.
TOP LEFf: Senior Nik Hoback applies lipstick during the Mr. Relay competition on

Apri118.
TOP RIGHT:Sophomore Josh Boyden shocks onlookers by revealing his lingerie.

MIDDLE RIGHT:Students scramble to grab women's clothing at the start of the competition.The men had seven minutes to pick out their clothing and dress themselves.
BOTTOM LEFT:Senior Brian Stevens walks dovm the*runway in front of the audience.

BOTTOM RIGHT: Nik Hoback walks past his opponents In high-heel shoes.

Arta LaNyrtorillOsitftvrthsan

ChM( OUT THE AUDIO SLIDESHOW AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM. Want lo submit your photos? E-mail us at photos@whitivorthian.com.
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Whitworth students
are not affected by the

t

national credit crunch.

:4Jt

4

EMPLOYEDI PAGE 3

Majority of alumni
to".

employed after

graduation.

Id

it'llituorthruduation :007
7howas Robiruon/Whihsvrthian

You've made it through three Core classes, countless cafeteria dinners and many late
nights. Now you're a college graduate with a diploma in hand. What next?
This four:page special section examines the transition from college to the real world.

ALUMNI

I PAGE

4

Read about the lives

of three alumni after
Whitworth.

Graduation rates above national average
Kelly MacDonald
Staff Itrriter

4-Year Graduation Rates

6-Year Graduation Rates
74%

48%

81%

65%

74%

To graduate is not a given
when it comes to higher cducation, but when the seniors
do finally accept their diplomas inside Spokane Arena

this May, they'll be continuing a steadily increasing tradition, said Gary Whisenand,
director of Institutional Rcsearch.
In fact, according to the most rcccnt
graduating cohort, 60 percent of incoming
Whitworth students graduate within four
years, 74 percent within six years.
Across the country, 47 percent of all
college students and 573 percent of all
students in private institutions graduate
within five years of entry, according a 2007
Institutional Data File on the ACT Web

Infurnution country of Go'nip-Navigator iVeb Me. Graphic fry fax+ BairditIntkvrthian

site.

student satisfaction and to discover arcas

Whitworth's own records show that the
group entering Whitworth in 1997 have
a 74.2 percent graduation rate within six
years and the percentages have grown each

for improvement.
One arca of improvement, Whisenand
said, was thc large variation in graduation
rates when it comes to gender. Of those
who enter, 65 percent of male students
graduate with a degree within six years,
compared to 80 percent of female studcnts
who do the same.
"For thc last 14 years women have graduated at a higher rate," Whisenand said.

year.

Our six year graduation rate has been
steadily moving up," Whisenand said.
Whiscnand, who is in charge of retention and graduation data, said these statistics are one of the best ways to indicate

"There's a consistent pattern for men not to
graduate. That raises questions."
Whitworth is above thc national average, but compared to comparable institutions around the region the differences are
less clear cut, Whisenand said.

Whitworth's contemporary, Gonzaga,
has a higher level of graduation in both the
four-year and six-year categories, a number
that has been increasing each ycar because
of purposeful measures taken by the uni-

MULTIMEDIA:

EXTENDED FEATURES

@whitworthian.com

Check out the audio slideshow about '07 alumnus
Beau Chavessaus, now an
independentfilm maker.

versity administration, Whiscnand sa. id.
"In onc sense it's an indirect measure
of satisfaction," Whiscnand said. We arc
ahead of somc schools, (butl Gonzaga is
ahead of us. There arc things we can learn...
we can do simile things better."
Comparcd to the University of Puget
Sound, graduation rates arc very similar.
Whisenand said Whitworth can learn
from both and it is important to coosider
all the factors, such as admissions selectiveness and access to courses before com-

paring onc school to another.
For the most part, Whisenand said, the
high graduation rate is a sign ofwhat Whitworth is doing well and any low numbers
are room for improvement.
Each ycar the statistics help Vhitworth
staff see what the university is doing well
and what they can do better in helping students achieve degrees, he said.
"Are we doing well? Yes," Whisenand
said. "Can we do better? Yes:
In order to comply with the Higher Education Act of 1965, all colleges and universities must report their graduation and student retention rates. The act is most often
called "Student Right to Know."
Data concerning these statistics can be
found on the Whitworth Web site.
Contact Kelly McDonald at kelly.mcdonald@whitworthian.corn.

PROFILE:
Former All-American tightend, Afichael Allan, '07, currently plays for the Kansas
City Chiefs.
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Life after

TIPS
BUDGETING
For those students who
haen needed tofigure out
how much money they have
to spend on a new pair of
shoes, budgeting can be a
pretty daunting task. I/mm.7, it:s often necesscnyfor
students who need to pay
for food. housing, insurance and any remaining
student loans.
Make sure cash in equals
cash out

Once you know just how
much you'll be making, figure out what bills you need
to pay off each month, such
as housing, rent and student
loans. Then plan the rest of
your expenses (food, entertaitunent, shopping, etc.)
accordingly.
Watdi out for credit
card debt
True, it's casy to charge
things on an account to pay
later. Be careful, though
the longer you wait to
pay off credit card debt,
the higher it climbs. According to an article from
TheStreet.com, thc average
interest rate on standard
credit cards is hovering between 13 and 14 percent.
That extra charge can build
up in the long term.
Compare compensation
offers from potential employers:

Be sure to add up the
salary, perks and benefits
each employer offers, Gordon Jacobson, director of
Career Services, said in an
e-mail. This will help give
a better picture of the total
amount of money you will
be =thing.

FINDING A JOB
For some students, firsc17
ing the right job can b,e
quite a struggle.
Focus your resume:

An effective resume focuses on how your skills
and experiences will meet
the needs of your potential
employer.
"You need to differentiate yourself from the mass
of college graduates by
targeting appropriate employers and focusing your
portfolio to their needs,"
Jacobson said in an e-mail.
Networking Is key:

Who you know is an
important factor in finding
jobs today.
"Career Services can assist you in building your
network through thé alumni
networidng program, informational interviews, our
employer contacts database
and reciprocal agreements
with other career office's,"
Jacobson said in an e-mail.
Be prepared:

Be aware ofthe minimum
salary you can accept, given your debts and expenses.
Prepare for interviews, and
have an up-to-date professional portfolio. If you are
unsure of how to prepare
yourself, Career Services is
a great resource, Jacobson
said in an e-mail.
-

Compiled by Aforgan
Feddes

Information criumery of Gordon Jacobson. &reapr of Career Services and
TheStreet coat

Whitworth not affected by credit crunch
Student loans
could become
hard to find
Mark Bakel
Staff Writer
Whitworth will not be directly
affected by the national credit
crunch and its affect on studcnt
loans, said Traci Stensland, associate director of financial aid.
Whitworth is somcwhat sheltered from the threat of this loan
crisis because the financial aid
office decided to participate only
in direct student loans under the
Stafford program a few years ago.,
meaning student loans are pulled
from federal money only, Stensland said.
Sixty percent of the Whitworth
population, only induding students who have stayed at 1Vhitworth and finished ail four years,
have some type of student loan
with an average four-year total of
$18,543.

'Parents will have to navigate
unfamiliar and difficult terrain
when it comes time to pay for college this year. with student loan
companies in turmoil and banks
tightening their standards and
raising rates on other types of borrowing." according to an April 12
artide in The New York Times.
Many students could potentially have trouble finding loans. At
four-year public colleges and universities, 68.6 percent of students
received financial aid. while 83.3
percent of students at four-year
private colleges and universities

received financial aid, according
to the National Association of Student Aid Administration (NASFAA).

Sdlools and students participating in thc Family Educational
Loan Program, facilitated through
the Stafford Loan Program, will be
hit the hardest because the loans
are taken by private lenders and
banks, Stensland said.
In an effort to combat this problem, the Senate has taken a recent
interest in preserving the availability of student loans in the United
States.
Sen. John Ken-y introduced a
bill, The Emergency Student Loan
Liquidity Act, to arnend the Federal Home Loan Bank Act last
week in an attempt to allow federal
home loan banks to invest their
surplus cash in student loan securities, according to NASFAA.
Federal Home Loan Banks are
the primary source of liquidity for
nearly 80 percent of the nation's
financial institutions, which could
potentially cover the gap that
many private lender banks have
crrated in the student loan market,
according to the article.
"By prcrviding this additional student loan authorization to its members, member institutions will be
able to remain active in the student

loan marketplaceand help students
pay their education; Kerry said in
the article. "This legislation is absolutely vital to securing the opportunity of higher education for all who
choose to pursue it."
The only potential problem for
the direct student loan program
could be the overwhelming arnount
of students and schools that would
shift over from the Family Educa-

STUDENTS AND FINANCIAL AID
A look at the percentage ofstudents receiving financial aid
at both public and private universities across the United States.
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Kibbey said he would be happy to
have Whitworth grads as applicants,
but that he is unsure of how many the
city has employed in the past.
Tenille Jeffries-Simmons, manager
of Recruitment/Employment Services
for Spolcane Public Schools, emphaHeidi Olson
sized that hiring is a specific. process
weighing an individual's strengths
StaffWriter
against a job's requirements.
Whitworth degrees are considered
Jeffries-Simmons said a selection
equally competitive with degrees from process would consider factors other
other schools, several local employers than where an applicant received their
said.
degree.
'I feel lilce ['Whitworth students]
'Institution' is not onc of the selecare just as prepared as students from tion criteria used by the District when
any other college:
screening applicants
said Stephanie But,
for most posted posioperations manager
tions,"
Jeffries-Simat Desautel-Hege, a
is the type and quality of mons said. "We have
public relations firm someone's experience that many principaLs who
in Spolca.ne.
makes them competitive for speak highly of WhitDesautel-Hege has
worth grads:'
a particular position:'
worked with several
She said programs

Local employers
say merit is most

important factor

lit

TenIlle Jeffries-Simmons,
like Jan Term may give
t IVhitworth
as interns and had a monogerofrecruirment/em,
students
servias for Spokane Pub& #
good experience with
an edge because of
all of them, Bast said.
the cross-cultural exShe said they would
perience gained from
definitely consider hiring students studying abroad.
from Whitworth.
is the type and quality of someGary Whisenand, director of Insti- one's experience that makes them
tutional Research, said Whitworth has competitive for a particular position;
a good reputation as a university.
Jeffries-Simmons said.
"Everything I've heard is that getting
Forty percent of employers consider
a credential from Whitworth is a great a student's major one the top priorities
thing," Whisenand said.
in making hiring decisions, according
Whitworth grads have been hired to the results of a survey released in
at big-name corporations such as Mi- March by CollegeGrad.com.
crosoft, Nike, KPMG, Boeing and the
Other top-ranlced factors by emNational Academy Foundation (NAF) ployers included the college the stuPress, Whisenand said.
dent graduated from (10 percent), the
Whitworth may have a good reputa- student's GPA (5 percent), the applition, but success after college depends cant's personal appearance (1 percent)
on the individual, the employers said.
and the applicant's computer skills (1
Glenn Kibbey, head of Spolcane's percent), according to the results.
Civil Service department, said the city's
merit-based hiring system makes it difContact Heidi Olson at heirli.olson@
. ficult to track applicants by institution.
whitworthian.com.
s

it

Four-Year Public
Colleges and

Four-Year Private
Colleges and

Universities

UnWersities

Courtesy of the National Amami on of Stu.knt Futsrmrid AIJ klmbastration

Grophk ly hleok I lolLoollinityporthlan

tional Loan Program, creating an
overload of applicants, Stensland
said.
Yet, the federal administration
has assured financial aid advisers
there will not be a monetary issue,
just strictly an overload of administrative duties, Stensland said.
feel very secure because the
Whitworth financial aid department will take care me; junior
Marta Tripp said. "The finandal
aid department took care of setting up all my loans and informing me about how everything will

Degrees equally competitive

Mitworth students

68.6%

worlc, especially where the money
was coming from, so now I just

have to worry about getting a job
when I graduate."
Sophomore Justin Adare said he
is also not worried about paying
off his loans.
'I don't buy into the doom and
F,loom that the media feeds us,
new students will find a way to go
to school just like I will find a way
to pay off my loans; Adarc said.
Contact Mark Baker at mark.
bakerewhitworthian.com.

Diet tips for after college
Morgan Feddes
Assistant Copy Editor

It's the week after graduation. You've had celebration
parties and lots oftime to reminisce, but then reality hits.
What now?
For some, graduate school 13just around the comer
Butfor those who aren t planning on continuing schooling, lift after graduation can be daunting.
In a world where work is hectic for a lot ofpeople, nutrition canfall by the wayside in favor offast, cheap and
easy meals. However, there are ways to $vhip up quick,
nutritious meals without breaking your budget.
DON'T SKIP
MEALS, ESPECIALLY BREAKFAST:

"If you skip breakfast, your
body is essentially fasting
from the time of your last
meal; Sodexho consulting
dietician Garnet Davis said
in an e-maiL That is a long
time and has a negative effect on your metabolism."
If you do need to cat on
the run, consider grabbing
a complete nutrition bar,
like a Cliff bar, with an orange and a glass of
Davis said in an e-mail.
MAKE SURE TO
HAVE HEALTHY
FOODS ON HAND:

If you're prone to
grabbing a lvinkie before
an apple, don't buy the
Twinkies.
THOSE ON A

3

BUDGET CAN
ALSO EAT WELL:

Top Ramen fans
can turn this cheap, easy

meal into a healthy one
by adding portion.s or precooked chicken and fresh
vegetables to the noodles,
Davis said in an e-mail.
PLAN AHEAD:

"Preparing meals
for yourself may
work out best and
be most budget-friendly if
you plan a week ofmenus,"
Davis said in an e-mail.
Preparing enough food
for left-overs is an option
for those who don't have
time to cook more than a
few nights a week.

5

EXERCISE:

Be active for at
least 30 minutcs a
day. Go for a bike
ride or takc a brisk walk
around the block.

Information courtesy of
Sodexho consulting dietician Garnet Davis and

AVyramid.gov.
Contact Morgan Feddes
at morganjèddes@whitworthian.com.
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OPINION:
Majority of grads
My advice for
currently employed the transition

By the
NUMBERS
A numerical snapshot of
life in and out of college.

Kelly MacDonald
Staff Writer

Employers are looking for the hard sldlls
of the dassroom, but the skills most desired
by employers are often the soft skills of
After graduation, the real world of"what's communication and teaftwork, Pyrc said.
next" begins. Whether it is entry into the
Pyrc said internships are vital to stuwork force, graduate school or something dents who want to gain the experience and
else all together, Whitworth alumni are knowledge necessary to land the job they
forced into action.
want; or to at least confirm what a student
According to the most recent data col- - doesn't want to pursue.
lected from the alumni office about last
"You get relevant hands-on experience;
year's graduating class, 68.5 percent of Pyrc said. "A number otemployers - they
students who graduated arc employed, 25 . look for interns and then they hire them [as
percent are attending graduate school and : full-time positionsr
6.5 percent are other - either looking or not
looking for work

JOHN

WILLIAMSON
minnost

The average amount that

Everyone has heard about internships and reiume
building. There must be more you can do to prepare

bachelor's degree holders
can expect to earn over a
lifetime, according to the
U.S. Census Bureau.

for life outside of college. While graduation presents a
terrifying drop-off thesefive tips can make the transition more manageable.

o

GRADUATE SCHOOL

THE WORK FORCE

The bureau of labor statistics projects
that between 2002 and 2012, 56 million
jobs will be available for firsttime workers,
14 million of them for college graduates.
So how do 'Whitworth alumni fair in
the work force? Vhile the data collection
cannot distinguish one form of employment froin another, the fact that two-thirds
of Whitworth alumni arc working is good
news, said Andrew Pyre, assistant director
of Career Services.
Pyre said Whitworth students have an
advantage over larger schools because of
one-on-one attention from staff members
who help network
He said the quality of Whitworth education is evident to employers.
"Employers have told us [Mitworth
students] are very articulate, know how to
thinlc, have effective processing skills and
for a large part have shown a way to integrate their faith into their vocation:. Pyrc
said.

A quarter of alumni have decided to continue their education by attending graduate
school, according to the data collected by
the alumni office in a non-scientific survey.

Pyrc said a lot of alumni want to get the
advanced degree done and out of the way,
and others in specific majors, such as psychology and philosophy, decide to continue
their education to achieve certain career
goals.
"Within certain disciplines, they require
advanced degrees," Pyrc said. You just realize you need to have more schooling:*

SCHEDULE WELL

Those late nights may need to change. No more
writing papers until 6 a.m., but other distractions
could easily arise.
Discipline is essential in healthy sleeping habits. You should wake up refreshed in the morning
without the use oían alarm dock and feel energetic
all day, according to sleepneicom.
Most adults need between seven to nine hours of
sleep a nighi If you start losing this, sleep debt accumulates and life can go from bad to worse in a
hurry.
KEEP UP THE EXERCISE.

THE OTHER

Whether it be staying home, looking for
work, not looking for work or taldng time
off, Pyre said 6.5 percent is a relatively low
number of students who are not actively
worldng or pursuing advanced degrees.
Contact Kelly MacDonald at kellymcdonald@whitworthian.com.

No more free gyms, yet fitness is still important,
particularly if you have a job sitting at a desk all day.
If you want to stay in shape, working out must become a more purposeful priority.
There are no more two-hour breaks between
classes. Rising early or visiting the gym after work
are the best options unless you work dose to a gym
and have a lengthy lunch break.
EAT RIGHT.

Acceptance rate high
Whitworth's
med school
applicants
above average
Beau Lamb
Staff Writer

students from
Whitworth attend graduate
school in hopes of obtaining advanced degrees.
Others such as senior
Many

Amy Schlilaty, lean toward
the health professions track.
Schlilaty, a chemistry major,
was accepted to the University of IVashington's dental
school where she will be at-

tending this fall.
'Whitworth provides a
well-rounded education for
students pursuing careers
in medical fields; Schlilaty
said. The biggest advantage Whitworth brings versus a public school is the
relationships you build with
professors as well as graduating with a liberal arts degree:
Aside from maintaining
high test scores and GPA,
Schlilaty said she has made
it a habit to stay involved
with the Spolcane community as well as the Whitworth chemistry department.
have been a youth
group leader for two years,
volunteer at a local dental office, chemistry TA all
four years, was involved
in a summer internship at

Whitworth and involved
in Habitat for Humanity,"
Schlilaty said.
This year, there were
1,300 applicants to the University of Washington dental sdiool and only 55 spots
for incoming students, according to their NVeb site.
"They're (UW) looldng
for well-rounded, passionate students with a diverse
class load, and have a long-

World Report.
These targets consist
of medical volunteering,
humanistic volunteering.
completing required and
suggested science courses,
applying to at least 15 appropriate schools and
achieving GPA and NICAT
target scores, Stevens said.
"If some students do not
reach a certain target goal,
emphasis on other goals
will
provide
students a betprovides a ter chance of

term
commitment
to
the prograrn:' "Whitworth
acceptance,"
Schlilaty said.
Mile some well-rounded educa- Stevens said.
tion for students
If this ocstudents take
CUIS,
many
pursuing careers in
a year off bestudents take
fore
going
the medical fieldf
year or two off
off to graduto support and
Amy Sch lilaty,
ate
sdiool,
sagor
supplement
Schlilaty said
their applicashc will be
tion by either
jumping right
working at a medical-relatinto the program this fall.
"Although I am start- ed job or volunteering, Steing to experience a lack of yens said.
"Liberal arts educations
motivation with graduating soon, I believe learning not only stand out from
something I want to learn other institutions, but aid
will promote my motiva- in the verbal reasoning section of the MCAT, which
tion," Schlilaty said.
1Thitworth has a 70 per- tests writing capabilities
cent acceptance rate into and your ability to critique
medical schools for students literature," Stevens said.
Along with the target
with a GPA of 3.7 or highei
and 100 percent medical goals, liberal arts educaschool acceptance rate for tion, and support from prethe past few students who med advisers, the pre-med
completed the target goals program has two classes: a
for the pre-med progmm, seminar for health professaid Karen Stevens, associ- sions and an MCAT strategy course, Stevens said.
ate professor of chemistry.
The national average for
Contact Beau Lamb at
acceptance into medical
school is 25 percent, ac- beau.lamb@whitworthian.
cording to U.S. News and com.

Learn to eat welt Sodexho is gone, for better or
worse. Poor eating habits only add on thc pounds
and increase slothfulness. Regular helpings of all
elements of the food pyramid are essential as are
vitamins and other supplements.
"Make sure to get at least five servings of fruits
and vegetables every day," says Dr. Margo Woods
of Tufts University in the article "Transition to !lile after college: enter reality, "They can be fresh,
canned, or frozen. To boost fiber intake, eat a highfiber breakfast cereal and huy canned beans to add
to soups and salads. Beans are a cheap way to get
not only fiber but also extra protein and other nuI
trients7
It is possible to eat well and affordably although it
may take some effort. Bring on the coupons.
CONTINUE COMMUNITY.

Whitworth's six-year

graduation rate, according
to the 2005-2010 strategic
plan.

Average amounfofdebt
Washington students
graduate with, according
to the Washington Student
Lobby

o

Seniors who have accepted

a job offer after graduation,
according to the National
Association of Colleges and
Employers.

I
Average yearly salary for
bachelor's degree holders,
according to About.com.

-

Finding community is one of the greatest challenges of post-graduation life.
At Whitworth, everyone WaS so accessible.
Churches, social organizations, the bar scene, all are
potential and diverse options for connecting after
college.

Average number of times

Wherever you go, make sure you are surrounded
with affirming people willing to help you continue
developing as a person.
Learn to initiate and be discerning. Cults, restrictive churches and other similar oppressive or controlling groups should be avoided at all costs.
Still, no matter what groups you connect with alter graduating, connections will likely be less.
Finding contentment with an evening alone,
whether spent reading a book or watching a good:-,
movie, is a good next step.

college students change their

S. THE FUN TIMES DON'T HAVE TO STOP.

The percentage of students
in higher education who are
between 18 and 22 years
old, arc°.rding to the U.S.
Department of Education.

Keep learning to have fim in new and varied
ways.
The weight of grades, graduating, hours in the library, balancing work and school are all gone.
Your focus will likely shift onto one job, a smallergroup of friends and a narrowed list of conunitments. This is both refreshing and frightening
some ways.
Hence, activities beyond work will be important
to foster. Rock dimbing, hiking, swimming, watching movies, playing guitar and reading famous lit:
erature are all good options. You can think of many

major, according to the U.S.
Census Bureau.

MOM.

VilLUAMSON is a seniormajoring in convmmications and theology.
Contact him at john.wiliarnson@whitwotthlan.com.

The divide between what
men and women make,
according to CreditToday.
com.
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Movie industry job temporary for alumna
Erica Schrader
Staff Writer
As the one-ycar anniversary of Kristin Andre's graduation approaches, the '07 alumna said she realizes her current job at Los Angeles Ccntcr Studios, Inc. working in the
movie industry is clearly temporary as her passion for the
underprivileged continues to grow.
"It's a great job, but it's not my passion as I think about
the kids that are 10 miles south of my office (in SouthCentral Los Angeles) and how they live and those are the kids
I want to be around," Andre said. "I want to learn from
them and be a positive influence in their lives. I can't do
that working in the movie industry:*
Andre said it has been difficult to find a job with a sociology degree. She and her husband Jordan were married last
July and shortly thereafter moved to Los Angeles, Calif.
"Los Angeles has gotten me out of my comfort zone;
Andre said. It's been good because its allowed me to learn
about people that are different than me. It's exciting and important for us to
II don't know exactly
meet new people and be immersed into a culture that's where I'm supposed to be,
completely different than
but I just want to experiour own;
ence the full spectrum"
Andre is originally from
Krsitin Andre,
the Coeur d'Alene, Ida137elitmna
ho area. She decided to
move to Los Angeles as she
recognized hcr calling to be a role model for underprivi-

leged kids.
Andre said although Coeur d'Alene has a need as v;e11,
Los Angeles is where she felt God's call.
When she moved to Los Angeles, Andre said, she had a
difficult time finding a job right away, so she settled with a
temporary agency and began doing administrative work at
Farmers Insurance.
That job ended in December and in January Andre
moved on to the movie industry and landed hcr currcnt
temporary job at a production company known as Los Angeles Center Studios, Inc., she said.
She said she enjoys her job and appreciates thc experience shc is recehing in hopes to prepare her for God's calling in the future.
She said she also recognizes thc difficulty of looking for
a job while working.
"I've been looking but its tough because I can't totally
devote myself to thc search," Andre said. "I have to have a
job; I can't spend my clays looking for that ideal job."
Because the cost of living is so high in Los Angeles, Andre said she and her husband can't afford to live on one
income.
She said it is a reality of life that she is getting closer to
finding the right job; it just takes time to find the right job
that fits your passion as it does not just fall into your lap,
Andre said.
"I've really been focusing on learning to listen to what
God is telling me and maybe that's why thc perfect job
hasn't come along," Andre said. "He's trying to show me

Photo courtay ofKristin Atkirt

Kristin Andre, who graduated In 2004, enjoys working with the underprivileged and is planning to move to Africa.

through other people at other jobs;
Although she said moving to Los Angeles has been a
great experience, she said she misses Whitworth and all
thc people who still rcmain close to her.
Andre worked closely with Nicole Boymook, assistant
director for Residence Life, as well as others who contributed in shaping her Whitworth experience.
"Those people didn't just invest in me for four years, they
still care about now, after I've left," Andre said. "It has impacted me by making me think about my relationships and
wanting to be intentional with people I meet and caring
about them beyond my job and thinking about them outside of when I'm with them;
Andre was a resident assistant for two years. Boymook
supervised her for one of those while Andre lived in Boppell hcr junior year.
She is fun-loving and has a deep cate for all people;
I3oymook said.
Andre said she feels Whitworth has given her a foundation, not only educationally, but holistically.
"I miss the wide open spaces," Andre said.
She said she and her husband spend much of their free
time at the bcach to supplement for this.
"That's part of the draw of living in Santa Monica, rather than right in the middle of the city, the never-ending
beaches; Andre said. "We love it and it makes us feel like
we're at home."

She said she would never trade her first college experience for anything.
learned a lot from that experience and I learned to
never try to recreate special times in your life; Andre
said. "I would never be able to recreate those relationships
and experiences and I wouldn't have wanted to recreate my
RA experience in BJ - it would have ruined it for me;
Andre and her husband have lived in Los Angeles now
for about nine months.
Although it has been tough being away from family, she
said she recognizes the value it has put on her marriage.
"I'm really proud of myself and of us because we're becoming stronger every day and we're really becoming our
own family," Andre said. "It's solidifying our marriage by
leaning on each other and not other people;
As for future plans, Andre said she has the desire to
move to Africa for a year or two.
She said she and her husband want to fulfill their dreams
of working with thc underprhileged and recognize the
need in Africa.
"I don't know exactly where I'm supposed to be, but I
just Ivant to experience thc full spectrum; Andre said. "I
have a passion for underprivileged kids everywhere and
Africa will allow me to experience this:*
Contact Erica Schrader at erica.schrader@whitworthian.
COM.

From Broadway to church
Kada Rose
.

Staff IVriter

"myJO is

lpg 0%0;1 got mirried atout thrre
iipce then my hitsband and I have been:
managing a semi-remete wilderness lodge In Alaska,
on the Katil Penithula (this Coming *miner will be
76nr. fourth year there). Having this. job ertibleaus to
-travel for six .nioriths of the year we wedk six itiantbs,.".
Ot_teyeativelivedisiLinAasi
Üiiïmonthsiid then traveled -.
1-7-:in Talhd
irotind Chiniand Laos for the rest ofthe
;Tin not iiire hew, ranch WhitwörthdireCtly
PrePireritifer My ardent JO, A:tee I Lam net doing,.
.`ntudithat 'aiglis te My degree Of a Fine ArLi Major (I
diatV'ditilYferinietice, and WhirieVer we live I try and :
birt I aim not making nieriey it if tir'aitYthing):
But Inditectly, the ftiends I made ditring my
there are friends for life, arid Withoet them I woiddnt'.
"
be as hiPtry is I ant- 'new. Also, the enCottragement I
reedved Intelleetually has tiellted me immeasurbly=
I'm still Undecided On heW right WhitWerth Was
.
for nie,-to be honest. Parts of it were gieat like the
educational Side and thefriendi I Made: But there
..nitic.h. More to a college exPerienCithan
r
room, and there were many thingi about the ichool
that I still have problerns with. The jud,ntent I often .
felt from other stiidenti was pretty harsh. Leaking
back, through, Unto/ think that going thmugh that
',.iort Of COristarit social pressure wis geed for My faith,:::
becailie I amiiew more thieking and critiCal of things
done in the nanie of Chriitianitythat befOre I NVeuld
have jusf accepted. Arld the education I received.was
for that":
tliazilcful
7. great, and I'll alWaYs
,
.
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In the 16 years since his entrance
into the post-Whitworth "real world;
Mark MclIraith, pastor of families,
youth and children at Whitworth
Community Presbyterian Church
has blazed quite a trail, always carrying with him some of the finer aspects garnered behind Whitworth's
pinecone curtain.
After graduating in 1992, McIlraith and four friends, including
future wife Paige, '92 alumna, asked
the question many seniors ask:
"What significance will our time at
Whitworth and our lives make now
that v,.e've graduated?"
Their answer: ice cream and lifestyle ministry.
While the ice cream shop never
quite took off, the Westminster
Houie, located in Spokane's West
Central neighborhood, did.
As thc first inhabitants of the
Westminster House, McIlraith and
his friends established an intentional
community where they connected with residents and ministered
through action, rather than word, he

said.

The 'Westminster House was
foundcd in the early 1990s, Mcllraith said.

Julie Lauterbach, '07 alumna, is a
current resident at the Westminster

tic with and that would last, and
creating a rhythm in life; McIlraith
House.
said. "Life gets so fast and can be so
-Within the West Central neigh- distracting from what's really imporborhood, Westminster House is an tant."
established program," Lauterbach
He said he occasionally thinks
said. "Kids grow up and send their back to courses he took at Whitkids to the prograni. We sec kids uf worth, such as Core 250.
the kids that Mark worked
-Was it Core 250 that
with;
talks about your entAfter living in the Westelechy? What you were
minster House, McIlraith
created for? Sometimes
moved to Manhattan, where
I come back to that and
he worked as a professional
say 'what were we reactor. Between film, Broadally created for?' That's
way and off-Broadway shows,
one of the thoughts that
he continued volunteering in
comes back to me frelocal ministry.
quently; McIlraith said.
"I WU spending more of
"What is our chief purMc I LRAITH
my time and energy doing
pose?"
things in ministry and not
Whitworthians have
doing things with acting," McIlraith gone on to find their purpose in
said.
many different inys, often giving
Realizing his passion was in min- something back to their community
istry, McIlraith applied to Piinceton in the form of service.
Seminary, graduated in 2001 and
"Follow your vocation, regardless
accepted the position at Whitworth of whether you think it's going to pay
Presbyterian in 2004.
well or not. If you do what you love,
McIlraith said he thought he then the livelihood will come; Malwould never return to Spokane, but raith said. "Think you don't know
did, recognizing the move as part of what your passion is? You're in a
his calling.
great space. Take time to explore."
"I think the biggest deal that I
came away with was creating... relaContact Karla Rose at karla.rose@
tionships that you could be authen- whitworthian.com.
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Renovations,

Top dog on campus: Get to know M);stere

parking lot
on agenda
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Freshmen from
Hawaii to transfer
Finances climate factor
into students' decisions.

OPINIONS
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Arend Hall on list
offacelift projects
for this summer

PAGE 8

Mark Baker
Staff Writer

oi

Whitworth is set to spend more
than SI million on renovations, construction and maintenance this summer, said Ed Kelly, director of Facili-

A subtly inaccurate

year-end review

ties Services.
Kelly said Facilities Services has an
internal goal of spending a minimum
of $250,000 on summer residence
hall projects. Facilities Services has
averaged around $600,000 in operat-

A sustainable column

for a sustainable year.
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Sophomore Lukas Bratcher and his black Labrador service dog. Mystere, go to Duvall Hall April 25.

Mystere, the service dog students may have
seen around campus, accompanies sopho-

more Lukas Bratcher almost everywhere, including*
classes, meals and his room in Duvall Hall. For four
years, the black Labrador has served as an extra set

Poet shares history

and culture of slam
Anis Islojgani says slam
poetry is for everyone.

SPORTS

I

MORE
INSIDE
LUKAS AND
MYSTERE

of arms and legs for Bratcher, who has amyoplasia.
Read the full story inside.

PARKING LOT
SCENE, PAGE 12
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Reported violations spike
On-campus illegalfile downloads
reported by RIAA soar in past week

Chiefs poised for
WHL diampionship

James Spung
Assistant News Editor

hockey team can win
first title in 17 years.

A night in the life

of a custodian
Check out coverage in
an audio slidcshow at
whitworthian.com.
WORDFORWORD
Quote of the week
"Women don't feel
pressure to !eyesore
but men are always
buikTing up sperm"
Nancy fullen
supentadMICEit an iaterriew
led Me Initmabis,
Read about do ¡ode lathe la-

deptk settle& pages10-11.
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the law to share copy-

right:*

Seidel would not share the
The number of illegally shared number of violations reported
and downloaded files reported to last week, but said he saw approxthe university increased by 3,000 imatcly as many complaints last
percent over the past week, net- week as he had in thc past year.
work manager Walt Seidel said
"Apparently, with the number
in an e-mail to the student body of increases we're seeing, [the
April 24.
RIAA is] either looking at WhitThe Recording Industry Asso- worth IP addresses specifically
ciation of America, a trade group or they're looldng at everything a
based in Washington, D.C, that little doscr," Seidel said.
monitors peer-to-peer file sharSeidel said the RIAA reports
ing programs for illegally shared around four to five violations to
copyright material, traces the the university each month.
downloads back to specific InterPeer-to-peer file-sharing pronet Protocol addresses and notifies grams like Gnutella, Kazaa or
the university.
Azureus allow Internet users to
Seidel then identifies the stu- share all types of media files overdents at these IP addresses and the Internet, including music and
sends their names to Studcnt Life video.
for disciplinary action.
The RIAA monitors those pro"It is a crime even on the first grams to trace files that arc copied
offense, and !the RLAA hasJ the and shared for free to othcr users,
right to sue you, even though they Seidel said.
normally don't: Seidel said. "It
"It's the sharing that makes it il-

ONLINE I THIS WEEK
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ing expenses for projects during past
summers, Kelly said.
The funding for the residence ball
renovations vtill come from the plant
fund, which is an established fund
that collects the surplus from the
Facilities Services budget as well as
some predetermined budget contributions, Kelly said.
"We always have a lot to do in the
summer and it's a lot easier when the
students are gone: said Alan Jacob,
assistant director of student housing.

legal." Seidel said.
The RIAA only reports viola-

tions for students using the Internet service provided by the university, Seidel said, adding that
while off-campus students are still
subjcct to the same laws, those violations are rarely reported.
Senior Caleb Knox was reported as being in violation of copyright laws earlier this semester.
Knox said he had been using BitTorrent, a file-sharing program,
to download copyrighted files.
Once his name was reported to
Student Life, Knox's Internet access was temporarily shut down.
Knox said he had to meet with
Alan Jacob, assistant director of
studcnt housing, and then write a
five-page essay.
"The way Whitworth does it,
it makes students write a paper,"
Kbox said. "Then [the university)
reports back and nobody ever
knows."
Knox said that after the first
violation, the university allows the
RIAA to deal with student directly.

Contact James Spung at james.
spung@ Osit worth inn.corn.

A new parking lot will be constructed to cover the 130 Spots lost
during the construction of the East
Residence Hall and the ncw science
building. Kelly said.
The proposed lot will be under the
AVISTA power lines beyond Pirate's
Cove in the Back 40 and adjacent to
Whitworth Drive, possibly allowing
entrance from Whitworth Drive and
the main campus, said Steve Thompsim, director of capital projects.
The lot will cost between $100,000
and S150,000 and will include a lighted walkway for overflow student and
teacher parking. Thompson said.
This "interim lot" will be built by
the East Residence Hall contractor
with thinner asphalt than a standard
permanent lot and will feature temporary lights to save money and allow
for easy removal, Thompson said.
AREND HALL

Arend Hall will receive a $570,000
facelift with the installation of new
triple-pane energy-efficient windows
this summer, Kelly said.
Each window will have built-in
blinds behind a piece of glass, allowing for efficient sunlight control and
reducing maintenance costs of traditional blinds, Kelly said.
Along with energy-efficient windows, Arend will receive a new
heating system that will cost about
$55,000, Kelly said.
WESTMINISTER HALL

There will be $230,000 in funds for

See
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New cameras hoped to deter crime, Hamm says
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Twelve new sumillance cameras will be installed around campus
by thc beginning of next school
year, said 1%larisha Ilamm, manager of environmental health, safety
and security.
The new cameras will be located
in the Duvall Hall parking lot, the
Baldwin-Jenkins Hall parking lot,
the Dixon Hall parking lot and at the
two entrances to campus, she said.
Ed Kelly, director of Facilities
Senices, said the project is already
in progress and some of the cameras will be installed before the cnd
of the school year.
"They're going to start installing
in about a week Kelly said.
Flamm said additional surveillance cameras were needed on
campus, especially in parking
lots, to deter crime and help identify suspects who have committed
crimcs.
"Any parking lots that mass
amounts of people park in tend
to be prey for smash and grab
crimes," Hamm said. "The video is
invaluable. Combine that with witness testimony and we can ensure.
that the authoritics can apprehend
and prosecute criminals:
There are at least six surmillance
cameras already in use on campus.
No existing cameras will be replaced. Hamm said.
The new cameras, whicli will
cost a total of $50,000 to $55,000
to purdiase and install, will have
better technology and produce
higher-quality images than the
older ones, Hamm said.
The infrared cameras will be
able to read license plates.
Some will be cameras that are
able to see license plates at night,"
Hamm said. Some will pan, tilt
and zoom... some you can control
from a computer:

Adviser
hm IkFtersen
jrnrphersampoitcheardi rtia.
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A security camera perdsed atop Shalom overlooks the parking lot next to the Village. Stewart and Duvall Halls.

The cameras that have the ability
to move and zoom will be able to ignore normal movement in a parking lot and zoom in only on suspicious movement, Hamm said.
Kelly said better-quality images
from sumillance cameras will allow the security office to give better
suspect and vehicle descriptions to
the sheriff's office and make identifying and prosecuting crime suspects easier.
Security will still have thc ability
to draw up images from surveillance cameras on their computers,'
Hamm said.
However, no one will spend extended periods of time monitoring
the feeds, shc said.
Sccurity supervisor ?stark McFall
said he is pleased that new surveillance cameras are being installed,
not only to gather evidence for security and police when needed, but

also to help prevent future crimes.
iiatnm said sccurity tapes were
used last ycar to match the identity o f a suspect in a multiple-bike
theft. An officer's description of
the suspect matched the tape, she
said.
"It provides a deterrent for those
who may be on the fence about
committing a crime," McFall said.
"If they know there's a camera taking their picture, there is a good
chance they will be detened."
McFall said the ability to monitor more areas of campus than they
can now will benefit the security
office.
"You can't be effective with all
tedmology or all manpower," he

said. "The added technology provides a good balance."
McFall said while he would
rather have officers patrolling and
making themselves visible than ex-

amining security camera feeds for
long periods of time, he is pleased
that the new system will allow his
officers to get a quick view of several arcas of campus at once if thcy
n cc&

Hamm said surveillance cameras are necessary at Whitworth, but
she said she does not believe thcir
presence will change the feel of the
campus.
"I don't think it changes who
wc are as Whitworth or makes us
more rigid," she said. -The city is
coming up and getting doscr to
us... There arc people who will take
advantage of any opportunity to
commit a crime. We want to protect ourselves a.nd our assets and
the cameras provide a passive way
.
to do that:
Contact Natalie Johnson at nataliejoltruort@whitivorthian.cont.

Enrollment in exchange programs increases
Short-term study abroad
programs seeing a jump
in popularityfor students
Julie Wootton
News Editor

Stephen Ash

strphnuukowhawnSuiptart

horrus AniituonfWlutworthian

The number of students
studying abroad in shortterm programs has inaeased both for Whitworth
and nationally.
"Nationally, short-term
progams are becoming
more and more popular:
said Sue Jackson, director of
the International Education
Center.
Of the 260 students who
participated in off-campus
study programs during the
2006-07 school year 217
participated in Jan Term
or May Term trips, 40 in
semester-long
programs
and three in year-long programs, according to data
from Jackson.
Jadcson said short-term
programs can be classified
as anything from the oneweek trip to China over
Spring Break with professor
of philosophy Forrest Baird
to Jan Term or summer exchanges.
The number of Whitworth students studying
abroad increased from 155
during the 1995-96 school

year to 260 during the
2006-07 school year, according to the data from
Jackson.

Whitworth's goal is to
have 75 percent of students participate in a study
abroad pmgram before thcy
graduate, according to the
2005-2010

programs are much more
expensive than residential

four months, there is more
time to get over the cultural
shock and dig deeper into
the culture," Taitas said.
Professor of Spanish Lindy Scott said he encourages
students to talce longer-term

ments and just as many periods of immense frustration and depression:.
Jackson said 1Vhitworth
is an ISEP member.
1SEP includes 275 colleges in 39 countries, according to the organization's
%Veb site.
The ISEP program allows
students to pay regular tuilion and room and board
at their home institution.
About 2,400 students nationally participated in ISEP
during the 2006-07 school
year, according to the ISEP

trips. .
He
said
while study-

"There was a completely
non-American worldview,
even from a Western perspective," he said.
was
good to step outside of the
U.S. and see how it is represented worldwide."
Tana said he has not
been able to take students
on the Jan Term course
"Peoples and Cultures of
thc Holy Land: Past and
Present" since 2000 duc to
a state department-issued
advisory.
"I am quite upset that W C
are not able to do this," Ta-

Web site.
Jackson said she was surprised to see that while the

nas said.
He said he first took a
group of students to the
Holy Land during Jan Tenn
in 1996. He said the course
is on the books, but that he
has not been able to take
students because the university's insurance will not
cover the trip.
The university's insurance will not cover any trip
to an area with a state department-issued advisory,
Jackson said.
Tanas.said Jan Term trips
must be planned two years
in advance and he hopes
that the advisory will be
lifted by January 2010.
He said the final decision

programs:
Professor of sociology
Raja Tanas said month-long
programs are fine, but experiencing life in another
culture for four months can
be valuable.
"If students go abroad for

strategic
plan.

About

CLICK IT k

ing abroad,
students pidc
of graduwhltworthlan.com.
up bits and
ating sepieces of livniors have
ing they w-ant
gone abroad, said Michael to
incorporate into their
Le Roy, vice president for
own lives.
Academic Affairs, in an e"Studying abniad is like
mail.
a tool which you can use to
That does not indude
sharpen your area of experWhitworth-led study pro- tise in
order to understand
grams in the United States,
and serve others better,"
Jackson said.
Scott said.
"Most of our efforts arc
Junior Katie Tremayne, a
focused on semester-long
double major in Spanish and
study abroad, by inaeasmusic, is studying abroad
ing International Exchange
this semester through ISEP
Student Program opportuat the Pontificia Universinities and also the center we
dad Cat6tica de Valparaíso
are going to establish overin Valparaíso, Chile.
seas by 2010: Le Roy said in
"Living abroad is a chalan é-maiL "On a cost-perlenge every day," 'fremayne
day basis, Jan Term prosaid in an e-mail "I have
grams and traveling study
had many =client mo50 percent

Ched out the full story on students
studyMg abroad at

it

number of students who arc
majoring in a foreign language is increasing, there
is a larger increase in the
number of students partidpating in English-speaking
programs while studying
abroad.
Seventy-eight students
are majoring within the
modem language department, according to the
Tenth Day enrollment report for spring 2008.
Senior Sean Thrush
studied abroad from July
through December through
ISEP in Australia.
He said as a biochemistry regarding the trip must be
major, he did not have time made by January 2009.
in the academic year to talce
a language class and wanted
Contact Julie Wootton at
to study in an English- julie.wootton@whitworthispeaking country.
an.corn.
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Several Hawaiian students to fransfer
Tuition and culture shock among
freshmen's reasons for leaving
Christina Chea
Staff Writer
Four or five freshman students
from I lawaii arc planning to transfer at the end of this school year.
The majority of those students
are returning to Hawaii, said senior Andrew Inouye, Hawaiian
Club president.
"It's more of a cultural shock
coming from ilawaii where it's so
culturally diverse," Inouye said.
"Whitworth has done what it
needed to do. There's the climate
change also."
Some freshmen from I lawaii arc
planning to transfer, said Nlichelle
Bess, AS%VU cultural events coordinator, at the April 16 ASWU

meeting.
She said in a later interview that
she talked to two of those students.
"I just thought it would be important for ASWU to know; Bess
said.
There wcrc 10 incoming freshmen from Hawaii in fall 2007,
compared to three during fall
2006, according to the fall 2007
Tenth Day enrollment report.
The increase in Hawaiian freshmen enrollment has no effect on
the three-year percentage decrease
of Hawaiian students, according to
a December 4, 2007 article in The
Whitworthian.
There vere 15 incoming students from Hawaii during each of

i

Class survey shows

Staff Writer
A recent racial climate
survey reveals that racc relations on campus are improving, professor of English Doug Sugano said.
"Our
(Multicultural
American Literature dass)
data hasn't been completely compiled, but we're
starting to see signs of improvement, in regards to
racial conflict and racial
tension," Sugano said.
The sttr..ey was created
four years ago by Sugano
to provide a service learning opportunity for the
students in his dass, Sugano said.
"The role of thc Multicultural American Lit dass
is to break into groups and
analyze data by comparing.
it with the last three years,"
Sugano said.
The survey monitors
race relations on campus,
Sugano said.
He said the executive
summary of the results will
not be ready for about two
weeks.
Sugano said compared
to white students, a higher

percentage of non-white
students feel that they arc
not a part of the %Vhitworth community.
Thirty-two percent of
white students versus 49
percent of non-white students feel that thcy need

state universities
cut back on hires
Some Washington state
colleges such as Eastern
Washington University and
Washington State University are cutting back on the
number of new faculty and

administrators hired due to
state budget deficits.
During the past year, there
has been an estimated $2 to
$2.5 million deficit in revenue in Washington state.
Elson Floyd, president
of Washington State University, said in an article
in the Spokesman-Review
that the university will be
cutting back on hiring for
administrative
positions.
There are generally 100 administrative positions open
throughout the year, Floyd
said in thc article.
Private universities such
as Whitworth and Gonzaga
do not rely on state funding
and have not been affected.
Nick EiliotUIVhitworthisn

Freshman Courtney Caddis performs at the Hawaiian Club lu'au Apri112.

role in helping native Hawaiian
students feel more comfortable at
%Vhitworth, Inouye said.
"We try to talk to (the students]
to make !Whitworth] feel more
like home," Inouye said. 'Spokane

&sire to impÑ

Non-white students feel
excluded from commumty
Morgan Feddes

Facing deficits,

the 2000 and 2001 school years,
according to a Nov. 21, 2006, article in The Whitworthian.
Some students said tuition
played a large role in their decisions to leave.
"I'm leaving because my mom
recently lost her job at Aloha Airlines," said freshman Courtney
Gaddis. "I used to be able to fly
here easily. Just thc cost is high."
Freshman Johanna Sai said she
receives only about $3,600 in financial aid.
"I enjoy (being at Whitworth]
but I don't enjoy it enotigh to pay
32 grand a year," Sai said.
Gaddis and Sai are roommates,
Inouye said.
"Both roommates lean a lot on
each other," Inouye said. "When
one feels homesick, the other
might too:'
Freshman Preston Lynch said he
receives a decent amount of financial aid but that his mother is the
only one paying for his tuition.
Inouye said in his class, five out
of roughly 15 Hawaiian students
stayed at %Vhitworth for all four
years.
Inouye said he himself thought
of transferring during his freshman year.
"But it's been bearable," Inouye
said.
try to kccp an opcn mind
and be positive. It is what you
make of it;
The Hawaiian Club and upperclassmen from Hawaii play a large

to change their personal
appearance in order to fit
in on campus, according to
the 2008 results.
Sugano said this year's
survey was conducted online during a two-week
period.
This year, thcrc were 253
respondents to the survey,
which is roughly 10 percent of the student body,
Sugano said. Thirty-two of
the respondents self-identified as students of color,
he said.
He said othcr schools
also have racial climate
surveys, such as Kent State
University in Kent, Ohio,
and several University of

California schools.
According to the survey results, 37.3 percent
of non-white students said
they are never discriminated against by other students.
The percentage of students who have been insulted or threatened because of their race has
decreased since 2005, Sugano taid.
More than half of the
students polled said they
believe residence halls have
not sponsored activities
featuring different racial
or ethnic groups this year,
according to the survey results.
About 58 percent of
white students said %Vhitworth is more racially

Brii4S

diverse than thcir high
schools, compared to 27
percent of non-white studcnts, according to the results.
According to last year's
executive summary of the
results, more respondents
agreed that the level of racial controversy on campus
had increased from previous years.
is dear from these
results that although there
is work to be done, there
is also a great desire for
change. It is now in the
hands of the community
to make the changes we so
dearly need," according to
the 2007 summary.
The summary said the
higher number of respondents affirming an increased level of controversy may have been linked to
a series of articles on racerelated issues that were
published last year in The

it

Whitworthian.
Senior Danielle Ansotigue, a student in Sugano's
course, noted that many of
the controversial questions
in the survey received a lot
of neutral answers, especially from white students.
Some of the neutral results among whites could
be because they don't feel
they have a dose relationship with minority students to be able to make a
judgment; Ansotigue said.
"I thought it was interesting to see how people used
neutrality to avoid controversial statements."
Twenty-one perccnt of
white students versus 48

is so different from Hawaii and
some kids handle it a whole lot differently. It all comes down to the

person to come out of their box
See HAWAIIAN, page 4

race relations

2008 Nadal aimate Survey
Percentges of non-white VSTIrtworth
students surrerd who said they are nerer
disairniruted against by other students
50%

Vtworth

CI%

40%

313%

30%

of white and
non-white

212%

students who
participated

in the suney
that said Whit-

mail is mere
racially diresse
than their high
schools were

2°%
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FEITE
percent of non-white students said gay and lesbians are never presented in
a positive manner during
campus events, according
to the 2008 survey results.
"The reason these stats
are so scary is that it's
not really just perception
when you have numbers
this high it's a fact; said
sophomore
Christine
Barker, another student in
Sugano's class.
Freshman Ben Everett
said over the years, the surveys have shown a gradual
improvement in race rela-

tions on campus.
"For the most part,
things are consistently
improving racially," Ansotigue said.
There is still a further
need to address the issues,
Everett said.
"There is definite tension

that should not be there;
Everett said. "If we're going
to address this, we're going
to have to go beyond diagnosing the problem. We
need to think of a realistic

Inforrnxion outlay ofDoug Sugarto
Graphic fyAfrpat BairdiVlitv.vrthisn

solution."
Barker said an increased
awareness in students
would help to address the
problems.
"I think a lot of Whit-

worth students don't think
there is any difference in
perceptions between them
and any other students,
but this survey shows that
there isr Barker said. "I
don't know if it's intentional, but I think that as
students, we need to think
a lot more about this than
it seems We do."
Everett said the goal of
the survey is to hopefully
reduce the tensions on
campus.
"Hopefully we can do
something to change the
feeling that something isn't
right at Whitworth," Everett said.
Beau Lamb contributed
lo this article.

Contact Morgan Feddes
at tnorgan.feddes@whitworthian.com.

Crunch on credit

affecting student
loans, Bush says
President Bush said in a
weekly radio address April
26 he will urge Congress to
increase availability of stu-

dent loans..
Some private credit agencies have cut back on the
number of loans offered to
college students due to the
national credit crunch.
Bush said in the address
that he supports the bill
introduced by Massachusetts Sen. Edward Kennedy,
which would allow the Education Department to provide more loans to college
students.
The bill would also increase the federal loan
amounts that students would
be allowed to borrow.
Kennedy's bill passed in the
House one month ago and
awaits a vote in the Senate.

Activists opposing
tvitigabe regime
arrested by police
Police in Zimbabwe arrested dozens of opposition
activists April 25 alter a raid
on the opposition party
headquarters.
A U.S. envoy for Africa
said Robert Mugabe, president of Zimbabwe, lost the
election at the end of March
and should step down from
office.

Mugabe lost the parlimentary election. The
results of the presidential
election have not come in
yet.
Mugabe has been president of Zimbabwe for 28
years.
Sources: Spokesman-Review and Washington Post.
Compiled by Julie Motton.
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Campus
BRIEFS
Pool hours, new

budget top ASWU
agenda April 23
Members chartered a
club, learned about the
scheduling process for the
Whitworth Aquatics Center, and received an unofficial budget for next year at
the April 23 meeting.
Gary Kessie, assistant
director of community programs at the Whitworth
Aquatics Center. said academic classes and the varsity swim teanis practice
times are scheduled in first.
The rest of the times are divided up by looking at the
demands of both the local
conununity as well as the
campus, Kessie said.
The Aquatics Center runs
on a zero-based budget.
Kessie said. Tilis means the
majority of the operating expenses, such as pool chemicals and staff salaries, come
from the profit of the community programs, he said.
Read more online at

whitworthian.com.
Compiled by Alorgan Feddes.

Burmese refugee
sentenced after

child-luring case
A Burmese refugee who
was arrested last summer
on charges on child luring
was sentenced to two years
of community supervision,
according to KREM.com.
Some 'Whitsvorth alumni
are connected with Ceu
I.ing through New Community Church, ASWU
President Scott Donnell
said in a campus-wide email April 25.
If the verdict is upheld.
Ling faces deportation.
Donnell said in the e-mail.
About 40 students, including members of the
International Justice Mission, %vent to Christ the Redeemer Church and then to
the Spokane County Courthouse to pray svith I.ing,
Donnell said in the e-mail.
Read more this week online at whitworthian.com.
Compiled by Julie lt'ootton.

Report: Whitworth's tax return
Academe ranked

Leah Motz
Assistant Copy Chief

Salaries: How Whitworth compares

XVIiitworth recently filed its tax
return form, said Luz Merkel, asso-

ciate vice president for finance and
administration. She said the Form
990, an 1RS-required form to maintain non-profit status, is similar to
'Whitworth's annual taxes.
lime form is submitted electronically to the IRS and reports coinpensation for the five highest-paid
college employees and contractors
among other data. lhe form also includes a breakdown of Whitwortifs
yearly expenses.
Brian Hemel, vice president for
finance and administration, said
the form holds non-profit organizations accountable to the IRS.
"It's significant in that it is the
common reporting method used by
all non-protits in the country to get
IRS appnwal," Henze! said.
FACULTY SALARIES

Several faculty members are included among the highest compensated employees on the Form 990.
Dale Soden, executive assistant

to thc president and professor of
history, is ranked third followed
by Hans Bynagle, director of the
library.. Barb Sanders, professor of
'education, is fifth on the list.
"Compensation includes any
payments for services rendered:
Merkel said.
She said the process is similar to
one used in a restaurant. When filing their tax return, a server totals
his or her salary plus tips.
Islerkel said the institution is

CHANGES:

'the averagc salaries of Whitworth professors and assistant
professors compared h) several similar institutions in tlw region.
55800
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Seattle Pacific University

$53,400
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taxed on compensation the same
wa a server is taxed on combined
salary and tips.
Henzel said data in the Form 990
is compiled to provide insight imito
costs of comparable institutions. i le
said Whitworth compares itself to
30 institutions.
"It helps us be competitive with
peer institutions," Benzel said.
Merkel said the university looks
at factors such as size, academic
programs and geographic region.
Our goal is to create superior
outcomes in the mid-range of costs
to students," I3enzel said.
Comparative sdmools include
Wheaton College in Illinois, Oregon's George lo' University and
Washington's Seattle Pacific University and Pacific Lutheran University.

Isr.lems.vs
101:rml.t:ht.ci

h

structors 15 of30 institutions.
1Ve're getting close (tu the me(1ian) but we're not there yet," I Itinm.
iston saitl.
'Ibis year, time average salary. of
Whitworth professors was 575,700,
associate professors received ami average of 561,800, average assistant
professors mate $51,(XX) and the average instructor received 512,900.
FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES
lime form 990 reports how Whit-

I

10 20

time average salaries of Vilitwortli professors 17 of
30, associate professors 17 of 30,
assistant professors 16 of 30 and in-

Dolores !Williston, director of
human resources, said revisions
are currently being tnade to faculty salaries. i Williston said faculty
contracts will be finalized for distribution by May 1. Faculty and staff
salaries will increase by 1.1 percent,
I ituninston said.
She said the human resources
department uses a ranking system
from Academe. a publication of the
American Association of University
Professors. 'I he magazine publishes
a list of institutions and their average salaries in four categories: professors, associate professors, assistant professors and instructors.
We have a strategic goal of being
at the median of our peers: I Wmiston said.
For the 2007-2008 school year,

worth spent its funds in 2(X)6. According to time Statement of Functional Expenses Whitworth's total
functional expenses totaled about
566.5 million.
Of that total. about 555 million
%vent to program services, about 59
million to management and general
expenses and about 53 million tu
fundraising expenses.
Merkel saitl time program services
category includes all instructional
activities the university provides.
Merkel said of every dollar Whitworth spends, 17 percent goes ti)
support programs and 83 percent
goes to support the Vititworth's
mission programs.
Viiitworth's mission's programs
include academic programs, student life and athletic programs,
Merkel said.
It shows that our mission, our
priority is to our programs," Bowel
said.

Contact Leah A lot: at lealt.minz&
whitmvorthian.COM.

Westminsten Shalom Comnumity Center to undergo renovations

continued from page

dance classes and large
amounts of storage space
will be made available. Jacob said. lire 5230,000 budgeted project will give both
undergraduate and grado.
ate students slightly larger
rooms timan in residence
halls and full private baths
for each room, Jacob said.

I

Vestminister hall renovations starting this summer
and through spring 2009.
Kelly said.
Kelly said renovations
will increase the current
space by 2,300 square feet.
ibis will add classroom
and office space and connect Westminster and Alder halls.

Renovations svill further
the life of the building by
20 to 25 years, Kelly said.
Offices will temporarily
move into the current Fine
Arts Building at thc beginning of the summer.
They will move back
into Westminister to allow
the science center to break
ground in the spring, said
Kelly.

POOL FILTRATION SYSTEM
'lime Aquatics Center svill
receive a new filtration sys-

tem for the pool this summer, Kelly said.
This project will allow
approximately 1 million
gallons of %vater. and the
energy saved from heating
that water, to be saved every year, Kelly said.

7horm4 P..+:nsers'Whamyr:}3..in

Silhouettes of workers fall on a sheet covering the window
area of room 101 in Arend Hall March 9.The new window Is a
model of how each window will look next fall in Arend.
SHALOM CENTER

and be open for 24 resi-

lhe Shalom Community dents next year, Jacob said.
Center, referred to as the
cornerstone property, will
be renovated this summer

The community center
could possibly be the site
where catering activities,

PINE BOWL TRACK SHED

'the track shed located in

the Pine Bowl will be expanded for intramural and
Facility Senices storage
this summer, Kelly saiti.
Brick aesthetics, much
like time soccer fiel team
rooms, will be applied to
the track shed as well to
improve the "eye sore" that
come viewers have commented on, Kelly said.
Ibis S100,000 expansion
project %vat help facilitate
the proper care of Omache
Field, Kelly said.
FIELOHOUSE RESURFACING

Kelly said the Fieldhouse
gym floor will be sanded,
painted and resurfaced this
summer. 'lime project will
cost $25,000, he said.
Contact Mark Baker at
mark.bakerVwhitworthian.
cont.

CORRECTIONS &

CLARIFICATIONS
In the In the Loop editorial published in the April '22
edition, trustee Dave Myers'
name was misspelled.
In a quote box printed
in the special section in the
same edition with an alumna profile, Kristin Andre's
first name was misspelled.
In a news brief in the
same edition about a Russian nuclear reactor, the
time period the plant was
opened was incorrect. The
plant opened in the 1960s.
The Whrtworthian is amuled to pmnding

the Whiteexth wroromity with the mcnt accurate information pmsitk. The ViMworthian never knowingty pubttshes naccuracies tf
you hare a uxisment or question about the
fines: or arcing of a story, send an e-rnaa
to ectrtorwhirwathiantociL

I

HAWAIIAN
continuedfrom page 3
and make thc most of it."
Inouye said he lives off
campus with other h lawaiian students and allows
other students to visit as
they wish.
"Students are welcome
fo come find home
there,"

We would like to thank the Whitworth

community for your support by offering a
10% discount to all students and staff.
10406 N. Division
468-8518
Free WIFI.

Enter to win one of 5 free subs!
Fill in

Name:

the blanks and bring it by to enter!
E-mail:
Contest ends 5/6108

@whitworth.edu

I

Inouye said.
lynch said there are a
variety of activities and
events put on by the h la.
waiian club.
"We would go on outings and they take us out
to dinner," lynch said.
Gaddis said a large
group of students from
Hawaii are graduating
which will mean a loss

of

time support they provided.
"This year, they were
there for us for our problems," Gaddis said.
Inouye said time climate
change is often a challenge
for students from 1 Tawaii.
lime weather had an
impact on (my decision)."
Sai said. "lhe winter was

long."

Inouye said Viritworth
has done much to help
students lit in.
"It's always a challenge
for students coming to
Whitworth but it's an awesome place for kids to
grow and mature," Inouye
said.
Contact Christina Circa
at christimucheaCe whitworthian.com.
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Are you looking forward to your next year at Whitworth?

Vote In the poll online at whltworthian.com or
e-mail your thoughts to editor@whitworthlan.com.

APRIL 29, 2008
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The deadly obstacle course of college: Oh-so-close to being finished.

hittuorthian

VOLUME 98, NUMBER 18

EDITORIALS: IN THE LOOP

Relieving the aches of
our grolving pains
Anyone who's taken a gander at a Whitworth enrollment histogram has noticed one
thing. NVe're growing.
ASIVIJ presidential candidates observed
growth as one of the biggest student concerns. Chuck Boppell, outgoing diair of the
Board of Trustees, said growth is one of the
largest challenges 'Whitworth faces today.
finally, an opportuSome are relieved
nity for Vhitworth to break free of its claustrophobic homogeneous culture. A larger
population means more options.
Others see growth as a blasphemous repudiation of all that's strong about 'Whitworth,
turning a school focused on personalized relationships into a faceless diploma factory.
But whether grim, grand or something in
between, growth is a reality. To remain prestigious NVhitworth needs to build improvements, to build improvements it needs money, to get money it needs more students.
While the Editorial Board has radically different opinions as to whether growth is good,
we're united in our concern that NVIftworth
is growing because it financially has to, and
not because it wants to. tVe agree with President Bill Robinson in the fall board meetings
when he said growth can put pressure on the
culture and academic quality at SVhitworth.
If growth is inevitable, Whitworth needs
to carefully preserve the strengths ola small
campus while maximizing the strengths of a
large one. Suel a balancing act requires a nuanced dexterity, but we think Whitworth can
pull it off. To do this, strong academic standards, dorm unity, school spirit and "common" experiences need to be developed.
IFor starters, allow or even encourage
alumni to attend the final Traditiation ceremony. Punish the hazers, not the innocent
alumni. Alumni are sital to tradition.
1Move hlodc Rock bac.k into the auditorium. If excessive audience numbers are the
problem, simply dose the door when the
capacity is reached or sell tickets to audience members. Mock Rock can be a much
more epic, defining, unifying event when the
acoustics aren't, well, unintelligible.
1Keep the occasional Frisbee game in the
Loop. As more dorms are built, Vhitworth
slowly loses its center of campus. Frisbee in
the Loop helps to combat that.
IEncourage healthy dorm rivalries instead of trying to squash them. Encourage a
healthy rivalry with Gonzaga. As long as destructive pranks are punished, rivalries can
unite a dorm or unite a school, instead of allowing it to degrade into fragmentation.
Maintain a low student-professor ratio.
Relationships with professors are an integral
part of NVhitworth's culture and can only be
maintained svith small dass sizes.
Keep a central dining experience. As
campus spreads out, those who eat together
grow together.
Market Whitworth to expand intellectual diversity, a diversity deeper than
melanin or accents, a diversity of ideas and
philosophies. If we market ourselves as a
comfortable Christian conservative school
we'll attract mainly conservative Christians.
lf, hov:ever, we sell ourselves as a university
where opposing points of view can collide,
where intellectual controversy is not just acceptable, but necessary, we'll attract a broader
student body. People who don't fit within the
Whitworth stereotype will see themselves as
an asset, rather than just a gadfly.
These suggestions may seem trivial, but as
the school grows the larger, the little things
the personal touches become vital.
We can be become Whitworth the Line
on the Resume, or Whiti,vorth the Defining
Experience. It all depends on how the little
choices are made.
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is ¡nade up offive editors.

Gutoon ly Aferot BalreWhitwathian

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHAT WAS THE HIGHLIGHT
"Doing the
whole Mock
Rock and YellOff, running

around with the

OF YOUR WHITWORTH EXPERIENCE?

"The day I
moved into
Warren. I Just
felt like I was really in college!

1 got to travel

Megan McColgin,
senior

A11110

'Al Gore never
ghing up. People
tell him he's a
loser, and he is.
But he never
gives up!

to India. That
was the best
experience:

Arend Tr's'
Curran Scott

senior

I

Meta,

Chris lozier,

soda

seniot

LI

was sexually harassed at Whitwortri
JESSICA

DAVIS

aurni

)

Out of all the news storics
have covered at Whitworth,
one story rcmains that I never
wrote.
Ml graduate this May, I decided to break the silence.
I was sexually harassed at
Whitworth.
The journalistic principle I
stand by is to give a voice to
the voiceless.
On a campus where the
majorities far outweigh the
minorities (of all kinds, not
just race), I saw more than a
fair share of wounded and silenced people.
I covered abuses of power
in student government, challenged the idea of race relations on campus, followed the
Board of Trustee's decisions on
homosexuality and covered
alternative voices in our community.
I have been trying to write a
story on sexual harassment for
the past three years. I never
was able to convince enough
sources to go on the record. It
I

never came through.
Unfortunately, this is a story
I can tell. I am only one source
on the story about sexual harassment at Whitworth.
Second semester of freshman year I met a guy whom
I befriended almost instantly.
He began sharing his life story.
I listened and told him I was
available to talk anytime. He
continued to meet with me.
A few weeks later, I was sitting at my deslc, working fran-

tically on a project. He offered
to help me and came over.
After a while he told me I
seemed stressed, and began
rubbing my back. 1 tald him
no thank you, but he kept going. I felt strange.
Then he told me he was an
expert back massager and I
should lay on thc bcd. I declined, but he was forceful
in his language. I don't know
why, but I listened and moved
to the bed.
Then I noticcd thc door had
been dosed. I had been so
focused on my homework, I
hadn't noticed.
To my surprise he sat on top
of me. He began to do things
that I will' not state in this column. I jumped up, frightened

and alarmed.
He told me to gct back on

the bed, in a tone that scared
me. I said no and moved toward the door. He stood to
block me. I darted forward,
but he was too quick-. I began
to struggle.
Fortunately, one of my
friends had just taught mc
some self-defense moves over
Jan Term. I jabbed my elbow into his side, and put my
weight against him. He stumbled backward. I sprang forward and opened the door.
Once the door was open, he
acted as if everything was fine,
like the struggle had never
happened. I pointed toward
the exit and told him to leave,
locking my door behind me.
Later that night, the girls
next door said thcy heard a
ruckus, but were too afraid to
knock on the door. They were
silent while I struggled.
He called me that night. He
told me I had flirted with him.

I had

been coming on to him.

He tried to convince me what
happened was my fault. I told
him to never talk to me again.
Some time later, I started sharing the story pieceby-piece. My friends were
shocked. Things like that don't

happen at Whitworth. I felt
what happened was my fault.
Until one evening I shared the
story with a group of friends
off campus.
A freshman student in the
corner was silent for a while
then asked mc what the guy's
name was. I shared thc name.
"Ile did the same thing to
me; she said. And shc told her
story.
It was the same.
The next day we went to the
counselors. We told our story
one after the other. We wcrc

directed to Dick Mandeville,
associate dean of students.
Dr. hfandeville listened, encouraged, supported and laid
out our options. I felt protected and safe. I asked that the
college take action to prevent
this guy from hurting other
Whitworth women. Neither of
us pressed formal charges. We
felt there were more effective
measures, and Dr. Mandeville
promised us action would be
taken.
thought all was well, until
spring of the next semester.
I heard stories of the samc
guy striking again. I was powerless. I sat back and watched,
giving warning when I could.
Over the next few years, I
continued to hear similar stories, involving othcr men and
women on campus. I encouraged these students to seek
help. They remained silent.
I watched as students did

complain and not much
changed as a result.
Sexual harassment, rape
and other forms of sexual assault are difficult to talk about
not just at Whitworth, but in
most communities.
M Whitworth, I did not feel
protected. As I heard more
stories from students, I did not
feel that thc college was scrious about sexual harassment. I
saw the abuses continue.
My healing came during my
sophomore ycar when I began
telling the entire story. Only
whcn I let every detail out of
my mouth was I able to look at
what happened and let it pass
Whitworth's process for
sexual harassment went under
revision the following year.
Even after that policy change I
saw the cycle continue.
While programs and Prime
Times have been put on about
these topics with some succcss, more needs to be done
on an institutional level.
Whitworth's
community
needs to show that it takes
these incidents seriously. Administrators need to follow up
and enforce policies. Studcnts
need to have confidence that a
policy exists to protect them.
Whitworth needs to educate
the community about its policies. A good onc is in place;
the problem is not many know
about it. Holding forums for
students could be one way.
Above all, Whitworth must
crcatc a culture where this behaVior is not tolerated.
Whitworth must stand up
for its voiceless.
DAVIS is a senior majoring injournalism

and history. Contact het at itssica.davis@

whitworthian.com.
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South Africa's history
holds poignant lessons

In defense of the English Major
KARLA

JOHN

WILLIAMSON
COUJWall

me much of the time lifted off my
shoulders.
In many ways, I was a different
person in South Africa. I found
myself feeling lighter and more

joyful.
I realized having fun is OK and
The sound when thc apart- one must keep a sense of hopc
heid walls tumbled down in 1994 even in the midst of dark situamatches the freedom I felt in my tions.
soul on that soil.
At a deeper level, I accepted the
Jan Tcrm 2008, myself-and over world as the world is even with
20 othcr Whitworth students trav- problems and pains.
eled to South Africa.
Certainly, over-acceptance can
The word "life-changing" gets be dangerous because onc should
thrown around excessively, so I never let it drift into uncaring
will refrain from using it here. complacency toward the broader
However, the trip did matter for world.
me in deep, significant ways.
However, letting the world be
The %vealth disparities splitting *thc world and giving up some of
South Africa arc phemy
world-changing
nomenal.
ideals was a step I needShanty towns lie
ed to take mentally.
In South Africa,
stretched out ' across
I needed to relax.
the landscape mere
I found a new
Being plunged into
miles from major citthe midst of social acperspective. I
ies.
how little tivism throughout my
!UV/AIDS, absen- realized
time at Whitworth
tee fathers and numer- of the world I can while growing ever
really impact
ous other social ills
more aware of thc
continue to plague the and how well the world's ills whether in
country.
world will contin- downtown Spokane or
One day, wc visited
on the Arizona-Mexico
ue without me.
an AIDS hospicc and
border had begun foswitnessed people on
tering some cynicism
the verge of death.
and underlying dcspair
Families and friends had aban- within me.
doned many of them.
The dark side of social activism
The death and poverty in South was taking over.
Africa struck many who have travIn South Africa, I found a new
eled to the country and rightly so. perspective. I realized how little of
"It was interesting to watch a the world I can really impact and
9-year-old realize he had this ill- how well the world will continuc
ness he had to deal with and re- without me.
alizing he would be a burden the
Life is just lifc, with all its ups
rest of his life and holding babies and downs, pains and triumphs.
that have HIV/AIDS and knowing
I know I will continue caring
they won't live till 5," said senior about the world, and %vorking for
Rebeccah Todd, who worked at "peace and justice" however Lean.
an orphanage in South Africa last
Since South Africa though, I
summer. "It makes you question have started approaching life with
thc basic things in your life:
a renewed attitude and a healthier

While I can sympathize with
Todd, my reaction was different
too.
No doubt, I saw the troubles
around me. I saw the hurt, thc
despair and thc unfairness of the
world in a harsh new light. Yet, in
South Africa, I also found a missing piece.
I was free in South Africa.
The pressures of lifc slowly
faded away in thc midst of travels,
lectures and extraordinary companions.
The constraints I allow to bond

motivation and minds&
This semester, I have tried to
carry my South Africa self back
over to Whitworth.
I sense a renewed joy, confidence and freedom hcre.
Still, I miss South Africa, the
people, the community, the beauty and even thc hardships we saw.
Viva la 2010 NVorld Cup in South
Africa!
WI WANSON is a senior majoring in communications and theology. Contact him at john.
wdliarnson@whitworthian.com.
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smarter than you are.
That's what runs through
English majors' heads when

you're having a conversation
with them
generally speaking.
We can't help it.
After spending our days
thinking "critically; we have
a hard time turning off our
brains. When someone mentions Wes Anderson and you
think, "Man, his movies have
good soundtracks; I think of
the 15 pages I could write
"Cinematic Imperialism of the
Psyche: Exoticization and Orientalism in Wes Anderson's
'The Darjeeling Limited.'"
NVhile the perpetual sense of
intellectual superiority is nice,
there is a downside to being an
English major.
One must constantly defend
the validity of spending S30,000
a ycar to well read.
No, actually, I don't intend to

tea&
These words, in this syntactical order, are staples in the
English major's lexicon, uttered
42.7 times a day 357.4 when
in the presence of relatives.
There's a common misconception that English majorsjust
read and occasionally write in
response to what they've read.
What we actually do is more
extensive.
The English major's experience is one of growth.
This growth cannot be avoided when we are challenged constantly, engaging with different
ideas and writing only to re-

write and then rewrite again.
This progression lends itself
to an acute sense of perceptivity. Th interaction with texts
and varying methods oflitcrary
criticism compels the individual to engage with the world, textual and literal, in new ways.
In reading and analyzing, we
come to see the world through
another's eyes, to stand in shoes
other than our own.
You might say that everyone
who receives a college education has this experience.
I say not true.
In a 300-level class, "Bob"

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: READER RESPONSES
Intemational club could
use more intemationals
When I joined the International
Club at Whitworth University
I thought that I w-as joining a
friendly group of people, a place
where I could ahvays come to find
a "shelter" from thc absolutely
new and unknown experience in a
new country
It seemed that there were all the
necessary conditions to accommodate the new international
students, support the old ones and
increase the 4wareness about thc
cultures throughout the campus
with thc help of CDAs (Cultural
Diversity Advocates) and Act Six.
The idea was perfect, almost like
communism!
I lowever, this idea did not work
out quite the way it was planned.
The week after the international
students' orientation I learned that

Cartoon try Annette Farrettitintwortinan

confidently explained that men relate to and converse with inwere naturally more intelligent dividuals from different intelthan women as evidenced by lectual backgrounds.
the fact that, historically, men
With the exception of a few
have held more power.
errant thinkers, English majors
"Bob" wasn't an English ma- make up some of the most welljor. Consequently, he was un- rounded people I've ever met.
aware of Aemilia Lanyer, Mary
We are intellectually amNVollstonecraft, Frances Harper, phibious.
Aphra Behn, Harriet Jacobs and
Of course, being an English
other women who prove that major isn't just about being elithistoric male privilege is not ist not entirely.
a sign of superior intelligence
It's about learning how to
but the systemic oppression read well and then reading the
and erasure of women.
world.
While most majors are conIt's understanding what defined to their area of specializa- pends upon a red wheelbarrow.
tion, English transcends acaIt's about recognizing that
demic boxes. English majors the campanile is a phallic symhave the advantage of studying bol, reflective of an androcenprimary sources and the socio- tric society.
historic contexts in
It's finding an opwhich they were
portunity to quote
written.
Shakespeare in evWith the excepFrom "Beowulf"
eryday conversation
to American expa- tion of a few errant
"Out, damned
thinkers, English
triate T.S. Eliot, we
spot!" and "There's
get British history.
majors make up
the rub" work weU.
In theory dosses,
It's the difference
some of the most
we get the philo- well-rounded people between everyday
sophical
frameand every day, affect
I've ever met.
works of Hegel,
and effect, desert
Kant and Marx. We are intellectually and dessert, weather
amphibious.
Any contemporary
and whether, its and
literature course
it's, conscious and
covers 20th centuconscience, there
ry issues from the Holocaust to and their, proceed and precede,
the Montgomery Bus Boycott accept and except, illusion and
From modern world and multi- allusion, lead and led, then and
cultural literature, we walk than, who's and whose, passed
away with an understanding of and past, (,) and (;).
various cultural traditions, the
It's the difference between
history of colonization, postco- you and inc and you and I.
lonialism and race relations.
Because of these interdis- ROSE is a senior majccing in Engtrsh. Contact
ciplinasy experiences, we can her at karlansegwhitworthiantorn.

Write a letter to the editor. The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to anides or issues of interest to the Whitworth
community. Send letters to editor@whitwrorthian.mm or submit or line. limit to 200 words. Visit widtworthian.com for detals.

COAS just did their paid job to
perform a skit about the Big Three

our home country and to share
our culture with the commu-

and relax during the retreat at the
beautiful camp with some new
people.
Almost none of them would
even say 'hi' to mc on the street
aftcr the orientation was over. For
the first couple of weeks I felt left
out, I did not make new friends
yet and "the old ones" turned out
to be a myth.
I thought maybe the International Club wanted to give me a
start and now it was time to explore the community on my own.
Meanwhile, we became good
friends with other international
students by our own means
outside of the iClub. The International Banquet was a great
well-planned event with lots of
performances and food "from
all over the world." I and another
international student were very
excited to cook some food from

nity. Unfortunately, very soon we
learned the budget was too small
and could not indude something
from Russia; there were funds
only for Asian food.
The feeling ofbeing left out
from the international community
did not leave me throughout the
year. It was almost impossible to
get involved with our ¡Club leadership team.
So when the time for new elections came, I decided that I should
run for thc president, to bring
some changes and not just quietly
sit and complain. I faced something unexpected again. Ninetyfive percent of all the international
students supported me for this
position.
Nevertheless, I lost by three
votes. I probably do not need to
mention that the person, running
against me, who will be a senior

next year, worked in the iClub for
two years and was a CDA during
the last year. Besides, she had
extremely strong support from the
current president.
Several times I w-as kindly asked
by the current president to reconsider running for the presidency
and apply first to be the secretary
and then to be the ViCe president
Finally,It turns out that opinion
of the international students who
observed the work of the newly
elected president for the whole
year does not count at all.
Looking through the e-mailing
list of the ¡Club members, I realized that there are a lot of "dead
souls", people who signed up for
¡Club, but do not participate.
They signed up two years ago
and the only people they knew
were the current president and
some people, who were around
at that time induding the new
president.

Looking at the new ¡Club
leadership teatn, I see that everyone except for one person (who
accidentally ended up there) is
American.
So is the International Club
created for the Americans? Is the
main purpose of it to put on your
resume that you were involved in
iClub leadership team?
Doesn't it seem like a sdlool
with an excellent number of professors, but without any students?
P.S. I hope that this note will be
useful for the new ¡Club team.
I know that new international
students will arrive here soon and
I wish that they would experience positive emotions about
NVhitworth and the United States
in general just like I did, and also
through the iClub.
%Raffia Vasylenko

freshman
bitemational business
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The Varnished Truth: Endgame
ONE MAN'S QUEST TO WRITE A COLUMN A WEEK COMES TO CLIMACTIC CLIP SHOW CONCLUSION
a Safari theme, there was some gunman breaks into the dorm,
Opinions Editor
fear we'd see "Circle of Life" from the door would beep obnoxiously
Lion King performed a hundred at him.
Date: 2015.
After the security system is intimes. Instead, the freshmen perTime:The Future.
form "I'll Make a Man out of you" stalled, there arc dozens of thefts
You flop down onto your from "Mulan" a hundred times.
on campus, which just prove how
iCouch, exhausted after a long
After about the third rendition necessary the security system is.
day at the Xenomorph nursery. of said song, the audience begins
Vandalizing vandals from VanExcited to watch somc mind- to quietly root for the Huns.
daltown remove the door to the
Koehler Gallery (vIty pick
less Thought-o4ision, you jack
There's a new Sodexho in town:
the lock when you can pick
a Neurosponder into the Alind- The regular trays are replaced
the hinges?) and replace the
Node on the back of your sk-ull, with the trays from a Barbies
powerful work of Ruben
when suddenly, the CheesePhone Minature Cafeteria Playset.
Trejo with boring wooden
rings. (Yes, in the future they have And everything
silvercarvings of bananas.
ware, furnishings, lunch
phones you can eat.)
Whitworth's
Naturally,
"Hello?" you say, taking a bite ladies is cobbled together
solution to any crisis, inout of thc earpiece.
out of eco-fricndly, biodeduding dandruff or the
"Hi, this is Xueexol, from gradable potatoes. That
collapse of thc subprime
Whitworth Community College is, of coursc, except for
mortgage industry, is to
University Technical Institute! the French fries, which
lock more doors.
I'm calling from the Whitworth are made out of Styrolocks
Whitworth
CheesePhone-a-thon. To better foam.
thc art building afour 350,000 students, and
A raging inferno
ter hours, creating a
remain a competitive institution, erupts in the science
we're raising money for a new as- building when some
nigh-impenetrable fortress preventing even thc
similation chamber:
fool, a madman who very
Whitworth. Now there is a well could have killed us all,
most dcvious art student from
name I Izaren': heard in a very long combines baking soda and vin- breaking in to work on his or her
egar.
art homework.
time.
A tidal wave of memories
Unless they, you know, climbed
sweeps away the cobwcbs. You OCTOBER
through thc unlocked window.
can see it all: the Loop, the squirKWRS announces that in three
rels, the broken hot cocoa ma- ycars radio transmissions will DECEMBER
chine. For a moment, you're back cease, grieving all of its listener.
At an off-campus house that
in the year 2007-2008, fragments
While Whitworth Radio won't need not be named, a party is
of your life flashing through thc technically be broadcast on the thrown that nobody will ever
hazy lens of memory:
"radio: in the future they svill use forget. Except, of coursc, by thc
the broadcast medium of -yelling people who attended thc party.
SEPTEMBER
really loudly," which is where the Several campus leaders attend,
Students come back to find their industry is headed anyway.
claiming that to truly understand
college, which they thought thcy
Real Men of Genius will make a the evils of underage drinking,
knew so well, had undergone an man out of you. The event draws a they had to experience it personoperation to become a university. hundred young mcn interested in ally. Such is thcir spirit of self"I'd always felt like a university on hearing mature professors - their sacrifice.
the inside; NVhitworth says in its mentors - share their wisdom on
The associate dean of students
now low husk-y voice. "I just hope what it really means to be a man. gently reminds the leadership
you'll be supportive about my
But morcso, free pizza.
that RA stands for "Resident Aslife-choice."
Presenters include Forrest sistant," not -Raging Alcoholic:
The transition is facilitated by Baird, who reveals what he really
thousands of e-mails, all of which has under his beard, Moses Pule', JANUARY
say things like Now that were a who rips apart the jaws of a lion
During Jan Term (short for
university let's make sure we re- using an old Tanzanian parlor "Jantastic Term") a large percentcycle like one!"
trick and Alan Mikkelson, who age of students decide to take a
Funny faces, masks and general presents a 117-page statistically- trip to one of those foreign (or
zaniness are outlawed in this year's verifiable research study on why, "Unamerican") countries they'd
ID pictures. Emotional masks
exactly, he's still single.
seen on TV. They travel for two
the masks we wear every day to
During a Board of Trustees reasons:
hide our pain from the judgmen- meeting, we learn Whitworth will
"A true liberal arts education
tal world around us are still al- be building, along with commu- must extend bcyond the borders
lowed, however.
nity, several new buildings, mak- of the campus:
Like the guy who asks three ing campus tour guide scripts
-It's my parent's money:
girls to the same dance and is that much harder to memorize.
Students make a number of
stunned to hear them all say yes, These include:
discoveries, including:
Whitworth runs into a bit of an
The East Residence Hall,
I In most countries, the Ameriawkward overload problem when named after former Whitworth can dollar will only buy you
a
it realizes that many of the fresh- alumnus and generous donor Ru- nickel.
man applications they'd accepted pert H. East-Residence.
IEngland is a lot like Whitwere actually serious. "WhitA New Science Center, worth, but drunker.
worth? Really? Are you sure you where New Science can be studINlexican vomit looks and
didn't mean Whitman?" they say. ied. The new building includes a smells very similar to American
Fortunately Whitsvorth Housing Center for the Creation of New vomit. But spicier.
sobtes the excess-freshmen prob- Spiderman Villains, where all the
Just to spite his archnemesis, Al
lem by "stacking them like cord- catastrophic accidents happen.
Gore, God whitewashes Spokane
wood."
Also, the science building will in snow. Everybody has their own
The pesky "Tradition" aspect is feature cadavers, and in turn, a way of dealing with
the tragedy.
removed from Traditiation, leav- whole new genre for BJ pranks.
Professor Frank Caccavo rides
ing only "IX Alumni. like Old
A moose wanders onto campus, to work via sled-dog,
Warren
Alan Ballard and the Mac Smiley, but leaves when Gonzaga offers it residents build an
igloo and
are banned from the festivities twice the salary.
slather themselves in seal
and the traditional Naked Slip 'N
From the Whitworth theatre blubber and Bill Robinson
Slide is replaced by a far less ex- department's "Adaptations ofCore begins to
regret signing
citing Clothed Game of Boggle. 250 classics" series comes "Anti- Whitworth over to
Many students are disappointed, gone; the story of a strong-willed the White Witch,
especially BJ alumni, who, with girl who defies the orders of her even if she was a
naked bodies and even nakeder ruler to defeat the Huns and save highly influencontempt, firebomb the HUB.
all of China. Written by Berthold tial donor.
For safety reasons, Mock Rock is Brecht 60 years ago, and based on
moved from the auditorium to the a Sophodes play from 450 BC, it FEBRUARY
Fieldhouse. "We want to be pre- is, dearly, about the Iraq war.
Finally catchpared, in case, like, a basketball
ing up to 1936,
game breaks out or something: NOVEMBER
The Whitworthian
Student Life explains.
In the light of recent campus produces an issue in
'Fortunately, the emcees rock shootings, (which, and you can color, showcasing the full, vibrant
the house with the hilarious line quote me on this, can never hap- palette of our mostly white cam"Fhghh Mpphh Shhigghlffim." pen here) Whitworth moves to pus.
(Fiddhouse sound system provid- make the campus more secure.
When the time comes for the
ed by Burger IGng Drive-7hru.)
First they chain the Arend picnic Annual ASWU Presidential ProWith the year's theme being, table to the ground. Next, they rig posal of an III-Conceived Pro"Hacicing Our Way Deeper Into up a complicated ID card access gram, the ASWU president dethe Mind and Heart of Darkness," system to ensure that if a crazed cides to defy tradition and give

Daniel Walters

se

an ill-conceived anti-program
proposal. I imagine the pitch
went like this:
"What if ASWU held an event
and nobody came?"
"Like I lomecoming?"
-Now, what if ASWU didn't
hold an event and everybody
didn't come, because twbody
could because it wasn't happening?"
For one "Week of Jubilee," the
proposal says, no events vould be
held, no dorm programs, no concerts, no breakfast and no DTRs.
A glitch in the card access system results in doors only opening
for "the pure of heart" and -finelooking ladies.females of Whitworth put
on their own version of "Real Men
of Genius" called "Real Women

he

of Quiet Submission and Good
I lousekeeping7

MARCH

Tartuffe! Tartuffe! Tartuffe is
on fire! Whitworth's spring play,
"Tartuffe; features a preacher
with a dark secret (Ted I laggard),
a naive religious donor (Tom
Cruisc), a vise King (King Bill)
and a harlot with a heart of gold
(Mulan). It is French, which explains thc subtitles, repeated references to soufflés, and emotions
like ennui and frontage rather
than American emotions likc

"hunger" and "iPhone envy;
The audience is shocked by
the final plot twist when Tartu&
removes his mask to reveal... he
was actually Vhitworth character actor Nik Hoback the entire
time! And he would have gotten
away with it too, if it hadn't been
for that meddling playwright!
The Men's basketball team advances to Nationals. They lose to
Wheaton College, however, when
Whitworth forward Ryan Symes,
is blinded during a crucial freethrow after a beam oflight reflects
perfectly off basketball coach Jim
ilayford's head.
RA hiring is made all the more
challenging by the addition of a
Breathalyzer to the application
proccss.
Mysterious messages appear
on the Westminster walls, with
cryptic phrases like mene, merle,
tekcl, parsin", "redrum" and
"Leonard Oakland wuz here:
In another frustrating error, the
card access system begins calling
all students "Dave" and refuses,
no matter how many times you
swipe the card, to open the pod
bay doors.
APRIL

Voters decide which AWL'
executive candidates will be criticized in future Whitworthian editorials. ASWU president candi-

date Peter Cleary campaigns on
the slogan, "Let's get down to
business; and makes a promisc that, if elected, he will
add "ASWU President- to
his resume.
His opponent, Obe
Quarless, runs on the
shrewd platform of
From far away, if
you sorta squint
your eyes, he
lcinda looks like
Barack Obama:
Kalen Eshoff is
unopposed for EVP,
after all her opponents mysteriously drop out to "spend more
time with their sudden Polonium-239 related illnesses."
In the end, however, the winners are... every person The
Whitworthian endorsed. Gee,
people, think for yourself. Don't

believe everything the liberal media tells you.
Showing that nothing saves the
environment quite like a press
release, Whitworth launches the
Sustainability Challenge. These
include such events as "No 'fray
Day" where Sodexho goes trayless, "No Food Day" where Sodexho goes foodless and "No
Pants Day." which was supposed
to encourage wearing shorts, but
thc !!en Mac... misinterpreted it.
Sodexho rejects No Mushroom Day," however, as being
"just absurd. We're a food service,
not a miracle worker."
initworth celebrates its 100th
-Whitworth Unplugged" concert
that month by having another
-Whitworth Unplugged- concert
three hours later.
It's announced that, to keep
their acadentic scholarships,
Whitworth students now have to
only either maintain a 2.0 GPA or
earn 50 Sustainability Points.
Its like the time-tested bromide
says: "If at first you don't succeed,
wait for Whitworth to lower its

standards:
MAY

lhe Week of Jubilee was supposed to be the most peaceful week
of the year, but that was until the
campus is plastered in 1Veck of
Jubilee posters, Week of Jubilee
e-mails, Week of Jubilec/Sustainability crossovers (The week of
Jubilainability) and an entirely
unexpected series of Pterodactyl
attacks. Also during that week:
I"Broadway Unbound" becomes massively successful after
they decide to reject the original
name for the program: "Prance
Prance Revolution.
I Keith Beebe claims hc's the
real Bill Robinson, and the two
engage in a life-and-death knife
fight atop the Fieldhouse to determine the rightful hcir to the
Whitworth throne. The grim result? Even more holes added to
thc Fieldhouse roof.
IToward the cnd of the Senior
Boat Cruise, "number of lifeboats
onboard" suddenly becomes a
much more important figure.
Me student body is inconvenienced when the card acccss system, having achieved sentience,
realizes the only way to truly
protect Whitworth is to dcstroy
humanity.
Ilhe Whitworthian lights a
firestorm
controversy when,
despite all senses of decency, thcy
print the wordIkIlo? Helio? Are you still

o

there?' 'Poor Phone-a-thon girl
interrupts your revelry. "Would
you be willing to donate money
to Whitworth?"
Whitworth has given you so
much. It's about time you gave
back: -Absolutely. I will donate
three dollars... and 95 cents."
"Will that be cash, check or Sustainability Tokens?"
As you hang up, a final montage of memories
mere snippets of snapshots
flicker past
your mind, swift as a coursing
river: friends, enemies, professors, Dick Alandeville's office, and
Holy crap, arc they only wearing Frisbees?
your freshman
residence hall.
Silently, you whisper to Whitworth comrades and cohorts
long-forgotten: You've been a
wonderfid audience.
Thank you, and good night.
igustratian byAmerreh,nrl
'Me Varnished Truth' was a humorcolumn by
Daniel Wafters. Contict him at danielwatters@
whitworthlaricom.
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Confessions of the senior mind
Truth, it's said, will set you free.
The accuracy of that statement, naturally, varies according to thc "statute
of limitations" laws in your arca.
Too often, we don't hear the full
story at Whitworth. Those unfortunatc enough to get ought are encouraged not to speak to the prcss, and
those still on the lam, obviously, don't
want to tempt the long arm of the law
by bragging too loudly.
No matter. Ihere's value in being
honest, there's value in 'fessing up,
and there's value in reciting the List
of Shame: The record of mischief, the
immature, the petty, the foolish and
thc downright illegal.
Ifs good for the soul.
So, from our outgoing seniors,
here's a list of confessions
some
shocking, some predictable,
and somc flagrantly
trivial. For example, nobody,
apparently, read

for the dry ice "device" in the back of
your pickup last year... but it was just
too darn fun watching you bust the
wrong people, so I'll save the apology.

)Mark, I'm sorry about all those
beers and your floor.
II failed to accomplish any of the
Little Three, but I broke all of the Big
Three (big time). Did I do anything
right?!
JOHN WILLIAMSON
I listened to Rush Limbaugh and
Michael Savage before I came to
Whitworth. I don't anymore.
11 haven't broken any Big Threes
yet, with the key word being yet. I still
have almost three

v'vecks.

I I

'

DANIEL WALTERS

II wrote the "95 theses: The goal
was for the theses to be so provocative, so patently insulting, that Gonzaga students couldn't help but retaliate, creating rivalry ex nihilo. There's

nothing quite like war for bringing
about unity, creativity and school

spirit
1Like many other Warren* rcsidcnts, I broke Into thc Warren mechanical room, a place of untold
wonder and glory, by simply moving
asidc the dcadbolt with a key. After
I was ought, the door security was
improved, but nothing a butter knife
couldn't bypass.
11 also broke into thc Art Building after hours when it was locked:
just to sec if it could be done. Answer:
Yes, it can be done. Very easily.
'My program as Warren senator,
Assassin Nation, was one of the few
ASWU programs to result in the police being called. Apparently, when
you post a poster saying The Bomb
is on your Hall: not everybody will
understand that "The Bomb" is mere'y a game-changing powerup in a
devious contest of wits, paranoia and
pure kill-or-be-killed cunning.
11 flagrantly defied No Tray Day.
I do not have a Whitworth parking pass. I have, however, parked on
the Mitworth Parking. lot. Evil, I
know.
1I have regretted every year that I
haven't lived in Warren.
secretly love "Saga:" and will
continue to call it that until the day I

die of food poisoning.
1/ stole the cookies from the cookie jar. And I'd do it again!
GRADY LOCKLEAR

High stakes, thrilling chases, wild
if that's
women and foreign places
thc story you're after, read no further.
OK, let's begin.
I have the swim team to thank for
helping instigate most of my shenanigans at Whitworth, though I would
never name confederates, like David
Dolphay. We forked a lawn (planted
several hundred plastic forks in the
grass, much to the consternation of
the residents), did that prank involving ding-wrap and popcorn and performed various experiments with dry
ice and bottles. It was a blast.
13rd West Warren rocks. Security
1, for one, would like to apologize

11

threw a gallon

of milk off a bridge
near campus once.
We almost hit a car.
11 repeatedly run
the stop signs on
campus, because I
firmly think stop
signs are mere sug-

pound:
lhese

disrupt community.

GRADY

LOCKLEAR
mown

Pl think I'll keep the Saga-ware,
thanIcs for asking.

"Shantung Comconfcssions are to show
the texture of the
college experience,
to show the Whitworth you can only
get on the black
market.
It's to show that, sometimes, the
best way to build community is to

Regrets? I have twelve

gestions.
1 Taking two ethics dasses during
my time at Whitworth
has not made me more ethicaL
II really liked a girl freshman ycar,
but I had several panic attacks and
didn't 'ask her out' until she had start-

cd dating someone else.
I'm a theology major who usually
can't stand a lot of theology anymore.
KARLA ROSE:

I've never gotten a Big Three, but
only because I was never caught.
1 I make up most oral presentations
on the spot. And still get As.
I've been in love with you for four
years. Yes, you.
II actually do like Frisbee.
11 never read One World" or
"Shantung Compound:
considered changing mi major
to history because oía crush on Dale
Soden.
I I only read the ftrst two books of
"Chronicles of Narnia: and am impartial to C.S. Lewis.
IWhen you explain to me how
you're not a racist, I think you're an
idiot
Whitworth boys who play the
guitar annoy me.
II prefer fruity alcoholic drinlcs,
like Milce's Hard and Cider.
I I got a ticket for going 45 mph
on campus and not having a parking sticker. I still don't have a parking
sticker, and I still do 45 on campus.
ERIKA PRINS

cohabitated. A lot. Mostly (but
not exclusively) with gay boys.
II didn't read *Shantung Compound" either.
I My kitten lived on campus.
II was a Christian until I took Core
250.
wrote for Eric's Fruit Stand.
II never caught a pinecone because
I w-as convinced I would die trying to
catch a pokey thing traveling at such
a high speed.
I Most of my NVhitworthian artides
have originally contained profanity,
but not one "bad word" has made it
to print. F***.
II stole soymilk from Saga twice. I
felt enormously guilty. Another time I
stole like 10 oranges. I felt enormously guilty. I felt even more guilty when
I threw most of them out
they all
went bad within a day or two.
II made a factual error in one of
my Whitworthian articles (in addition to a few very poor arguments
over the years).
II never paid a single parking ticket and they still gave me my diploma.
Cartoon by Annette Farre/Whitworthian

A dozen things I wish I'd done at 'Whitworth:
1.1 would like to have been pursued by Security on bicydes. Sure, I have hidden in
various drainpipes, shadowy nooks and passing dorms to escape their patrols, but there's
nothing like a high speed bicycle chase. It
would have been both comical and exciting.
2.1 wish I had served on ASWU in some capadty. Besidesthe fact that the experience is
a strong resume builder, I think an AS1VU
position can really help a student get plugged
in on campus. Decisions and politicking no
longer seem so highbrow and distant when
you're the one making the decisions.
3. and 4. The next two go together. I would
like to have had an actual argument with a
professor. I wish I had found a topic I and
a professor disagreed on, so we could have
verbally duked it out.
Of course, that sort of conversation could
have been sparked at a student-professor coffee meeting. I had this sort of coffee meeting
with several professors on a few occasions,
but by golly I wish I had done it more.
Fifth on my unsorted list is the tearful
wish that I had caught my virgin pinecone. Of
all the Little Three, that is the only one that
sounded remotely fun, and I must not have
spcnt enough time in the Loop.
Spealdng of the great outdoors, my most
frustrating failure at 1Vhitworth is never having hit the Campanile for a hole-in-one on
thc Warren Frisbee Golf course. Ihe throw
from the Big Ugly to the Campanile is tricky,
but I missed the target by an inch, I swear.
That failure will haunt me forever.
I now turn to academics for the seventh
thing I wish l'd done at Whitworth. I wish I
had paid less attention in Core... except 250,
since everyone needs a basic background in
the most prominent white, Western, male
philosophers.
This is my first offidal complaint against
the Core program and you know, to come
up with a single course that is supposed to
satisfy a huge range of student worldviews
is difficult Yet here we are at a liberal arts
schooL The education we seek is not supposed to be polished up, pleasantly scented
and delivered to us like a sermon.
Here comes more critidsm: I wish I had

eaten at the dining hall less. More importantly, I wish I had eaten at the dining hall
primarily on days when important people
are visiting. Lovely as it would be to give Sodexho full marks, with a pat on the back that
says "well done, you have changed brilliantly
since I was a freshman,' I would be a fibber
if I did.
I wish I had lived in a dorm other than
Warren for a year or two. Those were 16 of the
most difficult words I've ever had to type, but
despite the overflowing resplendence of both
the Warren building and its smiling, comely
denizens, I believe it would have been nice
to try living in Duvall, BJ or Boppell, just to
shake things up.
The final three should come as no surprise, because they involve no:se, music
though so often the line between those two
is blurred here at Whitworth events
and
activities involving naked people that Whitworth does not strictly approve of.
I wish my friend had driven his truck
across the Loop that night before his 2Ist
birthday. The setting was perfect
we
would have skulked furtively past the brightly lit Chapel building, a light purr emanating
from the turbo-diesel engine... undetected,
we would have scraped past overhanging
branches, benches, students. Unfortunately,
it never happened.
Of course, that is the sort of plot I wish
I had been busted for. Not once did I approach the infamous office fortress of Dick
Mandeville. Never was I reprimanded for
my violations of the Big Three, as much as I
may have deserved such reprimands.
There is one final wish, and it is melodic. Whitworth has a lot of musical opportunities, and I have seen some great choral
programs and some fine jazz performances
in my years here. Students also have opportunities to perform with their own musical
groups
that is where I wish 1 was more
involved. Sure, I sang in the Men's Chorus
one year, but I wish I had been able to perform more.
Those are a dozen things that would have
made my university experience more fulfilling, and I feel pleased that it is such a short
list Whitworth holds a lot of opportunities for the taldng. I have enjoyed my time
at Whitworth, despite its shortcomings. If I
had to make a list of the things I am glad I
did well, I sure couldn't write about it in
one story. And that is what really counts.
LOUULEAR is a senior maionng in communications. Contact him

at gratioditaksvibitworthiamm.

Vigilante leadership works
/URN

LINDBORG
caolnini

Last week, around 20 stalwart students slept outside
and begged for food, facing the unseasonably cold
weather as part of a student-

led homeless challenge.
The event challenged students to take a leap out of
their comfort vanes and experience the daily challenge
of many Spokane residents.
The best part about
the Homeless Challenge,
though, is that it was initiated by students, for students.
Whitworth needs more
people willing to step up
and take leadership into
their mvn hands. Instead of
complaining there are not
enough things to do around
campus that pique your interest, try starting something that does.
Sophomore Tyler Rauh,
one of the students who
participated in the homeless
challenge, said the challenge
is somethffig that put him
outside his comfort zone
and allowed him to expert-

ence something different
Rauh benefited from the
event because Senior Kyle
Navis, who initiated the
event, acted on his desire to
create it.
Every day ASWU sends
out half dozen or more allstudent e-mails to all the
students notifying them of
the various events around
campus.
Usually these events are
put on by clubs or by ASWU
itself.
This is a great resource,
and a lot of students take
advantage of it by attending

events and often help coordinate an event.
While these dubs are
an excellent outlet, there is
plenty of room for further
individual vigilante leadership.
A lot of students will argue they simply don't have
the resources available or
the freedom to do what they
want.
True, you can't build a
campfire in the middle of
the loop, but if you want to
do something like organize
a charitable event or even

Don't be afraid to be a
rebel and start something.
Say you know about an
opportunity to give aid to
Africa.
You don't have to be a
member of the Acting on
AIDS dub to speak out and
get people involved.
In fact, if you take a minute to dear it with the administration, they'll most
likely be receptive to your
idea and give you more resources or other events going on similar to the one you
want to start.
P-art of going to college is
learrting how to function as
an adult, and part of being
an adult is seizing opportunities and making your goals
a reality by interacting with
the society around you.
IVaiting around for a dub
or someone else to make
something you want done to
happen is not helping you or
anyone else.
Go out and be bold in
your convictions and . do
something.
No dub membership is
needed.

something fun and informal
there is nothing stopping

LI IlDBORG b a sophonore majoring

you.

kndbortffitiitmthiargorn.
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IN-DEPTH

Whether sexually active
or not, men and women
should know how to take
care of their reproductive
health. From contraceptives to routine doctor
visits, here are a few ideas
about how to stay healthy.
'

MORE INSIDE
HOOK-UP CULTURE CREATES GRAY
AREAS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

panel at Gonzaga University
Thursday, April 24 aimed to address
the hook-up culture that has become
more prevalent on college campuses.
The panel broached the subject from
?lien and women's points of vietv.
Panelists included the director of
Catholic Studies at Gonzaga, a health
professional, Gonzaga students and a.
professor of political science at GonA

zaga.
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CONTRACEPTIVE OPTIONS

DEPO-PROVERA

and sealed, preventing sperm from exiting the body.
Effectheness: Except in rare drcumstances, sterilization

Is 100 percent ef-

fective.

Here are a few ofthe more common options
for birth control. Sexually active people should
choose the most appropriate option to fit their
lifestyles, needs and health histories.

Definition: A shot Is administered by a doctor that prevents pregnancy for
14 weeks.

Effectiveness: 99 percent effective
Side effects: Irregular or no periods, headaches, depression, acne, weight
gain, growth of facial hair, hair loss, lower bone density
Benefits: Can be less expensive than birth control pills, long-term protec-

CONDOMS

tion

Definition: A condom is
a usually bait sheath that
fits around a man's erect
penis, keeping sperm from
eatering a wornant vagina.
Effectiveness: 85 percent
effective for typical use
Side effectc Can cause irritation or allergic reaction
Benefit= Ease of use,
no presaiption, protects
against some STDs

BIRTH CONTROL PILLS

SPERMIUDES
Definition: Sperniddes are foams,jellies and creams used to destroy sperm
and keep them from fertilizing an egg.
Effectiveness:70 lo 80 percent effectbv when used alone
Side effects: Can Guise Irritation or allergic reaction
Benefits: Ease of use

IUD INTRAUTERINE DEVICE
Defmition: AT-shaped copper or plastic device Is inserted into the uterus by

a doctor that prevents fertilizationby damaging or killing sperm and affects
the uterine linincg. IUDs are harder to place In women who have not given
birth and are recommended for monogamous couples. Piastk IUDs can be
left in place for five years, copper IUDs for 10 years.
Effective:16s: 98 to 99 percent effective
-Side effects: Cramping, irregular periods, may encourage perk Inflammatory disease, expulsion (uterus mets the IUD), punctures In uterus
Benefits: long-tema protection, may rdiere endometriosis, reduces risk of

KtoPk (tuba!) Pregnancb no viehlin

Defmition: Birth control pills are
a set of active and inactive pills
taken day. The active pills contain
synthetic estrogen and progestin
hormones that keep a woman from
becorning pregnant by preventing the release of an egg from the
ovary. There are a variety of pills
available with different pmmised
resutts.
Effectimess: 99 percent effective
Side effects: Nausea, weight gain, sore breasts, mood changes
Benefits: Ughter periods
ORTHO EVRA (THE BIRTH CONTROL PATCH)

Definition: Ortho Evra is a small patrn attadied to the skin on the abdomen
or bintods eada week that releases estrogen and progestinhomiones to the
bloodstream Eadtweek the patdi is repLaced, and the fourth week Is pat&
free. This Is when a woman has hes period.
Effectiveness: 99 percent
Side effects: Breast tenderness, headache, nausea, cramps
Benefits: Ease of use
STERILIZATION

Definition: Both men and women can be permanently sterilized to prevent
pregnancy. For women the options are Essure, a device that scars the fallopianlubes to closure, or tubal ligation, commonly lawn as getting your
tubes tied. For men the option is vasectomy, when the vas deferens is cut

Side effects: Soreness and recovery from surgery
Benefits: Peartanence
NUVA RING
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Effectiveness: 98 to 99 percent effective
Side Effects: Headache, weight gain, nausea, breast tenderness
Benefit= Ease of use, only has to be removed once a month
PLAN B
Definition: Plan

co
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Defmition: The Hura
Ring Is a small, Noble
ring inserted into the vagina by oneself or a doctor
that continuousiy releases
birth control hormones. It
remains in place for three
weeks. The next week is
when the woman has her
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a set of pills taken after unpmtected intercourse to
prevent fertilization and implantation.They prevent fertilization by thldening the cervical mucus to block spema and prevent an egg from Implanting
in the uterine valls.
Effectiveness: 89 percent effecdre In preventing pregnancy within 72
hours of intercourse
Side effects: Nausea, abdominal pain, tiredness, headache, menstrual
changes, vomiting
Benefrts: Works after Intercourse
B Is

Information compiled by staff writer Kdly AfacDonald.
Contact Kelly AfacDonald at kellymacdonald@whitworthian.cont.
liromen should consult with their physidans about hormonal birth control. They should not take honnonal font's
of birth control if they have a history of blood clots, heart attadc or stroke. All methods have tyceptiotu. The tnost effective way to prevent pregnancy is abstinence. All information
is courtesy ofresources on 1S'eb MD.
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IN-DEPTH
REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH

I

Breast exam:The cam consists ofcheCking the breasts for lumps or abnormalities.

APPOINTMENTS
.

linfertility: Infertility can be a sign of tes-

tiadar.
cancer.

`4.-'

'
,

IPelvic

.

Making regular visits to a
reproductive health professional are part ofstaying
healthy. Here are afew
guidelines for making appointments with the gynecologist or urologist.
FOR WOMEN:

cam: It Invohts examining

the
vulva, feeling the internal organs with a
gloved hand and looking at a vagina with
a speculum, a medical device used to open
the vagina for inspection °idle cervix.

FOR MEN:

IAbnormal prostate exam results:

UROLOGY APPOINTMENTS

order to prevent prostate cancer, men over
45 should have a prostate
eadi year.

Paired with regular checkups from their plrysidan, men should see a urologist whenever
there h concern about repmductive health,
aaording to Web MD.

.

:

,

.

,

4

bladder or kidneycancec

sexually active women, it
checks for abfiormal cells in the cervix that
could indicate disease.

IPap test: for

21:

,

urine: This may be a sign of

Prostate-Spedfic Antigen Blood Test
level dsanges: enanges in prostate-spedfic antigen levels can be a sensitive indicator
of prostate cancer. Any change would be a
reason to go to a urologist to test for prostate caner.

GYNECOLOGY APPOINTMENTS
Women 'should have a gynecologial exam
when they first engage In sexual acthity or
by the time they turrill; sexually active or
note according toWeb MD.

I Blood in

;

In

ow

Testicular pain: Any mass or pain could
be a sign of Infection, sometimes testicular
cancer. With early detection testicular canter Is one of the most treatable canars.

tlere what a gynecologkal appointment
normal/1)f indudes:

the urologist about
any problems with the reproductive system
to avoid More serious damage or fitness.
Reasons to seek an tuologist appointment
are listed below:

Information compiled by staff writer
T4yMacDonaLL Contact her at
litily.macdonaLiewfutworthiruscom

'General Physical exam: A typical physl-

lAbnonuallties in the kidney: A urolo-

cal exam invoires bask measurements, such
as height, weight and blood pftSSIre.

gist can determine whether or not masses
In X-rays are actually cancerous.

Information courtesy of The American C.ollere of
Obstetrician' and Open:begs.

It's Important to go to
The gynecologist office can be a hightenlag place if you don't !mow what to expect

mainmams,. blogurebrnd.cons,
netdoctor.cauk and mayodiniczom.
Photo illustration
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regulates your period and how that immunize against this one you
can make you miss a period. A lot of might have cross protection against
times I will prescribe contraception the second one on the branch. You'll
pills if there's a request for it. Also, be protected against eight types of
SUE LYNN
there are many benefits of being on the virus instead of four.
Sue Lynn, a nurse practitioner at thc pill for women who have painI've heard that HPV is untracethe It'hitworth Health & Counseling ful periods. The birth control pill
able in men. Is this true?
Center, discusses the physical aspects will help if a woman has irregular
periods. There are a lot of reasons - Pretty'''. fnuch;-- unless- thc12- hive-ofsexual health.
for getting on birth control.
warts. 1 don't think there are any
blood tests to detect HPV in men.
What would you consider to
What do you do here when a But they are trying to get our
be some of the biggest issues
young woman comes to you young mcn vaccinated, too. They.
fadng both men and women today with an unplanned pregnancy?
are working on a Gardasil for men.
when it comes to sexual health?
If by chance a young is'ornan They are figuring if they can imFor people that arc sexually active, does get pregnant, I don't advocate munize young men and young girls
I would say infections, unplanned
abortion at al), but we give thcm the before they get sexually active they
pregnancy, contraception and safe information so we can help them can cut down cervical cancer just
scx praxit. For women who are not make the right decision. The reason by doing that.
sexually active, there are some who we are here is to support the person.
come in, such as women who arc The effects of abortion are highly
Let's talk about herpes.
planning to get married, and a lot emotional. I think young women
There are herpes drugs,
of times they are at the age where go into abortion thinking it's going which help with the frequency of
they should have a women's health to be an easy way out, not having shedding (the warts). Unfortuexam before thcy get married. I do to deal with pregnancy and figuring nately you can shed at any time, but
like to do some teaching to women out to do with the infant and all of the medication
does help. Statistiwho haven't been sexually active to that. There are a lot of hidden emo- cally speaking, after five years ¡vith
prepare them.
tions that women will have to deal a partner who has herpes you're
with down thc road. It's not as easy most likely going to be infected.
Do you think the fact Whitas it seems. And for somc women I That doesn't mean you're going to
worth is a Christian univer- imagine, it might be a little harder have lesions, but if you do blood
sity hinders people from being open to get pregnant later on.
tests of a person who has lesions,
about sexual health?
most people have it.
I read that in the United States
On occasion we'll have someThere are two types ofherpes.The
over 6 million men and women ones that we look out for are herpes
one who became carried away and
maybe went a litde bit farther than get a Human Papilloma virus (HPV) simplex, type I and type II. Type I
they thought they should have. This infection every year. If it's so com- is from the waist up and type II is
is for both mcn and women. There mon, should we really be worried?
the genital herpes from the waist
arc all those guilt feelings because
down. You can inoculate yourself
%Veil, they found that cervical
they weren't taught, or the students ca.ncer is related to a virus, and by just touching your mouth and
around them have made them feel they've finally been able to docu- then touching the genitalia. You
like this isn't the right thing to do. ment cervical cancer: It's mostly can get type I in the genitalia area
It's hard to accept the fact that we due to HPV. There are hundreds
and then get type II in the oral area.
are human, and we have hormones. of types of the HPV virus. There If someone has it on the mouth you
God gave us feelings, and it's just are several different types of geni- can touch someone down there
what you choose to do with it You tal warts, and half of them are be- and contract it. Many times, people
have to decide if this is something nign. Usually, most warts have thcir have one outbreak and then only a
you'll be tempted to do again or own lifespan and will eventually go little bump, but then they're shedwait until you get married. What away. The other half are the higher ding and they don't realize it.
you learn from it is what counts.
risks ones and are known to cause
What can cause outbreaks and
cervical cancer.
Does the Health Center here
how do you contain them?
Gardasil [the preventive vacmake contraceptives available cine that comes in a series of three
Full outbreaks are caused by
by presaiption?
shots] does not protect against all stress, trauma or emotional upsets.
of thcsc viruses. The ones that they Some people will outbreak every
I talk to young women, especially if they have issues with their do protect you against are the high- month and then other people will
menstrual cycle. Sexuality is a part risk viruses. For the benign types, have just one outbreak. The longer
of being human, and that involves they protect you against two of the you have herpes, the less frequent
the function of thc sexual organs - viruses. What's really interesting is outbreaks are. Keeping the infected
especially for women. I do a lot of that they are also finding out that area dry is important; it will run its
teaching about their cycles and its you get somc sort of cross protec- course. There are ointments and
important that women know how tion. The way the virus lives is sort stuff some people swear by; other
their hormones function, how that of like a branch on the tree - if you people say they don't do a thing.
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Q& A WITH
NANCY FULLEN
Nancy alien, a supervisor for
iCHOICE elaborates ou . what she
sees as the emotiopal-cispects of
premarital sex. iCHO/CE is a
Christian rninistry run by bfc
Services that see.ks to provide instruction, guidance and solutions
to questions about truth, life, love
and God-ordained sexuality.
Besides pregnancy, what
kind of emotional toll can
sex take on a young person?
We see the implications of
sex before marriage every day.
What we tell the girls that come
through our doors is that premarital sex is always negative;
every single consequence is
negative. It's because they are
dying to have somebody love
them. A lot of times it's because

their father never married, or
they are fatherless.
There is a huge emotional
component to young women
having sex. They desperately
want a man to take care of them.
Women give sex to get love, and
men gire love to get sex. Sex is
supposed to be a fabulous bonding thing for marriage, and it is
degraded outside of marriage,
and then it becomes not the special thing God intended it to be.
Also, SiDs are transferable
every day of the year - herpes,
HIV, HPV and hepatitis, which
you will have for life. One
woman had contracted herpes
and she could barely walk on
her wedding day. That's just a
degrading way to enter a marriage. These relationships tend
not to be real stable in spite of
the sex; they haven't built it on
a strong friendship so it's shaky
and when they split up there is a
lot of emotional pain. So it's just
humiliating and sad.
What about the emotional
impact on a guy?
Guys are just as vulnerable to
family instability and they need
a father as ¡veil, and a lot of this
desire is to keep this girl, and

then jealousy Comes in. They
want stability as well Men do
have a much more powerful
sex drive than women. Women
don't feel Fissure to have sex
but men are always building up
sperm. But they have the same
emotional needs; they have that
componen; as well We get sOme
guys who are very broken hearted as well. They're not animals
either, but some are and can be
pretty callous as well. But most
guys care about the girl, and if
she's pregnant, it's a pregnant
experience for both the male
and the female. Strong parenting and loving married parents
are the best a child could have.
Encourage your readers to get
married and make it last
In your opinion, how big of

a difference does it make
to wait until you are married?
Does having a certificate make
that big of a difference?
Huge. NVe are in a culture
that down-plays it and says,
"It's ridiculous to be concerned
about it:' The impact is far more
devastating and very glossed
over. For people to put God
first, speak his will and make a
commitment is huge. Wait until
you are older and ready to get
married and are able to really
start focusing on whom God
is bringing into your life. It's
almost irresistible apart from
God's grace. We just crave that
intimacy, but that's why God
created the institution of marriage. I think premarital sex interferes with peoples' ability to
do well and focus in college.
think that there ate
still couples or individuals
out there who are waiting for
marriage, or is the number of

Q:

Do you

sexually active youth increasing
all the time?
We see a population that is

definitely not waiting. On the
Whitworth campus I'm sure
there are people who lie about
it, but there are definitely peuple
who are waiting.

Contact Blair Tellers at Hain
tellers@whitworthian.com.

THINGS TO DO IN SPOKANE

u

Goldfinger will play at the Big Easy at 7 p.m. on Friday, May2.
Tickets cost S1630 from ticketswestcom.

E

For more information about this event or other things
to do in Spokane this week, visit whitworthian.com.
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Service dog Mystere
goes with student in
his day-to-day life
Yong Kim
Staff Writer
Few can say they have a pct worth
$10,000, let alone a pet that went through
seven days a week of training for a year and
a half to suit the owner's individual needs.
But sophomore Lukas Bratcher has just that.
Mystcre is a 9-year-old English black
Labrador service dog. trained by Kansas
Specialty Dog Senice, based in Washington, Kan., and wa.s given to Bratcher during
his sophomore year of high schooL
Bratcher was born with arthrogryposis
mWtiplex congenita (amyoplasia).
"It means I have stiffness in my joints,
some of my muscles are not present. it affects all four limbs of my body, is present at
birth and is not genetic," Bratcher said.
The non-genetic birth defect is different from muscular dystrophy in that, while

muscular dystrophy is hereditary and
causes the muscles to progressively deteriorate, amyoplasia is non-progressive, according to emedicine.com.
Because Bratcher's birth defect leaves
him unable to freely walk, he relies on an
electric wheelchair to get around.
At first, Bratcher needed help from
other people, but Mystere now serves as
an extended set of arms and legs, allowing
Bratcher to be less dependent on others.
Bratcher said he once fell out of his chair,
and with nobody to help him badc up, sent
Mystere to bring his mother.
KSDS matches dogs with people based
on personality traits, Bratcher said. He
went through multiple phone and video interviews with KSDS.
'They're so picky where they send their
dogs: Bratcher said.
KSDS does not disdose any information

about potential dogs prior to handing them
over, he saa
When KSDS asked Bratcher, who wanted
a golden retriever, the breed of dog he preferred, a black Labrador was last on his list.
Bratchcr said he didn't like black labs
because he thought they were less dependable. When he found out seconds before he
and Mystere mct face to face, he couldn't
help but laugh.
When thcy first met, Bratchcr said it was
a strange and hard experience, especially
when Mystere would accompany him at
Mead High School.
'A lot of students came up to me and
asked me a lot of questions," Bratcher said.
"In college, it's not really an issue anymore'
In the past five ycars of knowing Mystere, Bratchcr said there are a lot of people
who, once thcy gct to know what she does,
have a lot of respect for her.
Not a lot of dogs can do what Mystere
does," Bratchcr said. "It's a stressful job for
Mystere:
Mystere gets stepped on a lot because she
is really quiet at.id people don't notice her,
Bratcher said. She usually goes home on
the weekends.
"I'm more independent (because of Mystere): Bratcher said."' don't have to worry
bcing alone and (needing) help. The fact
that I will be OK is a pretty nice thing:
Mystere, however, is not always on duty.
"There's a definite change in her when
she has her harness off. It's like when you're
in jeans and a T-shirt versus wearing an
$800 tux," Bratcher said. "She's definitely a
normal dog when off duty:
Bratcher said if he could describe Mystere using three words, it would be gentle,
kind and loving. She's also too smart for
her own good, he said.
Mystere will retire when she gets too
tired to lceep up with the daily tasks,
Bratcher said. He plans to keep her as a pet
after retirement
Contact Yong Kim at yong.kim@whitworthian.com.
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Mystert, a service dog, and sophomore Lukas Bratcher make their way back to Duvall Hall on
Friday, April 25.

Mystere's daily activities: Take a look at a day in the life of Mystere

Accompanies

Weekends
Off-dutp Mystere
goes home with

Bntdset throughout
the afternoon.

Bratcher's family in
Spokane.

Afternoon
Eady morning
Mystere gets fed.

9:30-10:40 a.m.
Goes to first class
with Lukas Bratcher.

Morning

Late morning

Evening

Mystere waits

Accompanies Bratdser
to his remaining
morning classes.

Bratchet takes Mystere

outside Duran Hall
while Butcher gets
ready.

back to Duvall.
IsOsrmation courtesy of bads Brother.
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'Hard NOX' exhibit celebrates future, nostalgia
Audrey Gore

to illustrate the frustrations of being an art student Her two pieces
titled "That's Great" and 'Blue" inAs the year winds down, a mix- corporate drawings she found in
ture of nostalgia and anticipation the art building's basement with
hovers over campus.
her own sketches centered on the
Senior Kaitlin Trott said these difficulty of malcing art. The faces
complicated emotions are il- of screaming girls standout in
lustrated in this year's senior art these pieces.
show, "The School of
"The faces show
Hard NOX: The exhow you can feel one
hibit will run through
way and look anothART EX HIBIT
May 17 at the Koeer," Trott said.
HARD110X
hler Gallery in the
Trott said even
Fine Arts Building. It
though she is excited
What Senior an exhibit
showcases the work
to graduate, she also
When: Now through May
of nine art majors, in
feels sad to be leaving
17, Hours: Mondaya variety of media,
Friday, 10 am -6 pm. and
Whitworth, especially
Saturday, 10 am.-2 p.m.
including painting,
since the art program
Where: Koehleg Gallen,
print, sculpture and
will be moving into
in the Fine Arts Building
graphic design.
the new Fine Arts
Most of the stuBuilding.
dents incorporated
Many of her mema theme of nostalgia into their ories of Whitworth are specific to
pieces for this show, displaying the current art building and
not only their memories of Whit- though it's time for a new buildworth but also of major events ing, the current one has held a lot
of importance, Trott said.
throughout their lives.
Senior Cassie Swayze, also inTrott said she has anticipated
both the senior art show and corporated themes of nostalgia
graduation and wanted her work and exhibited them in her pieces
Staff Writer

for the show. Focusing less on
her time as a student, Swayze said
she used ideas and stories from
past romantic relationships and
friendships to incorporate in her
art.
In her pieces, "We didn't have
anywhere else to sleep," "I miss
you" and You were a chain smoker," Swayze constructed collages
from old magazine clippings. She
said her art had significant meanings for her, but she wantcd peopie to develop their own stories
and interpretations based on their
experiences.
The "Hard NOX" exhibit provides a chance not only to reflect
on past experiences but also voice
feelings of anticipation for future
ones, Trott said.
Since this will be the last exhibit in the Koehler Gallery many seniors feel that though the change
will be a positive one, the art
dasses at Whitworth will never be
the same.
"It's like we're standing on
a precipice and not really sure
where to go," Swayze said.
For professor of art Carl Stejer,

Thomas Rohnsorsthlotworthin

Students filterthrough the"Hard NOX" senior art exhibit In the Koehier
Gallery Tuesday, April 22.

moving to the new building is
part of the cyde that comes with
teaching.
Teachers get attached to students and build relationships with
them and then they graduate and

move on, Stcjer said. Moving to a
new building is part of that growing up and moving on.
Contact Audrey Gore al
gore@whitworthian.com.
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Siam fits all poet says

Senior and alum
to perform mime
routine today

Caitlin Richmond
Staff Writer

in my underwear, I write poetry;
This line comes from a poem Anis Ntojgani
performed on Wednesday, April 23 in Lied
Square in the I ihcson Union Building.
the audience stared intently at Ntojgani as he
recited poems describing an immigrant from
the Middle East, his childhood and a fisherman.
He set the atmosphere in the HUB, attracting
all attention to Wm with his carefully spoken
words and colorfid images in his poems.
Instead of simply standing and reciting his
poems. Ntojgani put his whole body into it and
uscd gestures to almost illustrate the story he
was telling with his words.
Mojgani was born in New Orleans, La., and
went to school in Savannah, Ga., at thc Savannah College of Art and Design, where he got
his Bachelors of Fine Arts in Comic Books and
pursued post graduate work in Performing
Arts. He started writing poetry his senior year
of high school and he was introduced to slam
poetry the summcr before his freshman year of
1
college, he said in an interview.
..11
"Slam poems arc so much more present and
honest;
Mojgani said. "There's a different ur,j
' gcncy in slam poetry. It's really intriguing;
Slam poetry is a very flexible art, something
Ntojgani appreciates, he said.
"I love that it's bdundless. There are no rules,"
;:¡
he said. "Whatever the individual says is fine:
Ntojgani said he believes poetry comes from
the ccntcr of humanity, but it isn't just meant to
be written down.
"Poetry has its roots in being spoken out
"i loud," Ntojgani said. "It takes something written and throws it to a body of people;
Slam poetry is for everyone, Mojgani said.
People don't have to read poetry to write slam
poetry, and thcy can be employed in any occupation, he said.
"Here's an arena where ifyou wrote it you can
share it; hc said.
Slam poetry started in Chicago in the mid1980s. Marc Smith, a construction worker, sk-as
tired of how elitist thc poetry world was and
started reading poetry at a bar, Ntojgani said.
These readings turned into compctitions where
each performcr had three minutcs on stage, and
judges were picked out of the crowd to rate the
poems on a scale of onc to 10.

Whitworth senior Matt
Park and alumnus Beau
Chevassus will perform a
demonstration of mime
titled "Beyond the Glass
B oz."

The performance starts
at 7:30 p.m. today in the
Hixson Union Building.
Admission is free.
Both Park and Chevassus
are theatre majors and have
performing
experience
mime at Whitworth and
around Spokane.
For more information
contact Nlatt Park at ex.
3707 or mpark08@whitworth.edu.
Julia Lipscomb /Whitworthian

Slam poet Anis Mojganl performs on Wednesday, April 23 in the Hixson Union Building.

Smaller communitics of slam poets startcd
popping up all over the nation, Ntojgani said.
Held in 1990, the first National Poetry Slam
featured three teams; one from Chicago, one
from the host city of San Francisco and one
poet from New York, according to the Poetry
Slam, Inc. Web site. The National Poetry Slam
competition has taken place every ycar since
1990, and 75 tcams competed last year.
A recording from one of these competitions
sparked Ntojgani's interest in Slam poetry and
lead him to start performing almost 10 years
ago. le has competed in many slam poetry
competitions since thcn and is one of two storm
poets to have won thc title of National Poetry
Slam Individual Champion, and the only person who has won it back to back.
"I revisited pocms that didn't hit home as
much when I read them before, and they became hot, and tangible; Ntojgani said. "Slam
poetry is able to turn that arena to a lot of peo-

"It's sometimes difficult to maintain a body

of work when a body of people are exposed to
it; Ntojgani said. "I want to change it so people
can understand it, or do it this way or do it that
way."

ple."

Although Mojgani is glad slam poetry has
gained recognition over time, its increased
popularity has causcd it to change in ways that
are not always positive, he said.
"In the past people would do what they do
and write poems, so there was a wide array of
voices," he said. "There were journalists and
bikers and librarians, and everything was about
their individual experience."
Today, because of how well known slam poetry is, it's easier for people to write the same
kind of poem, and it is moré difficult to find
something fresh and unique, Mojgani said. If there is one thing he thinks people should
know, it's that poetry is for everyone, he said.
"It can be anything you want it to be; Mojgani said.

Writing slam poetry is hard because you have
to balance writing for yourself and writing for
an audience, Mojgani said.

Contact Caitlin Richmond at caitlinfichmond@whitworthiatt.com.

Hook-up culture creates gray areas
{times the big tkal

ABOUT SEX?
Joy Bacon
Copy Chief
A 2001 study funded by the
Independent Women's Forum reported that 40 percent of female
college students had experienced
a "hook up; Of these women, one
in 10 re. ported having hooked up
more than six times. The study is
just one part of the bigger picture
of college students' values when it
comes to sex and relationships.
A panel at Gonzaga University
April 24 aimed to address onc part
of that question: hooking up.
"It's a cultural shift in the last 20
to 30 years toward more fluid rela-

"We're seeing a breakup of the
tionships or lack of relationships,"
said Laura Brunel!, panelist and long-term relationship model,"
Gonzaga associate professor of po- student panelist Ntichael Hickey
litical science.
said.
A female student panelist made
The panel worked off thc definithe same point.
tion of hooking up
as a casual sexual
" lhere's
no
encounter, anycommitment,
so
"Hooking up puts pressure
your
thing from oral
priorities
on men to be casual about
matter more than
sex to full intersex, but they don't
the other person,"
course. It usually
always want to."
starts svith kissing
she said. "People
know it's an imand leads to some
Laura Brunel!,
sort of sexual ac- associate professor ofpolitical scknce mediate gratificaat Gonzaga University
tion and are trying
tivity, said Theresa
to find some form
Schinzel,
sexual
of love;
assault & harm
Hickey said he thought the moprevention coordinator for Gontivations for hooking up varied for
zaga, who hosted the event.
Many of the panelists reiterated each gender. He said guys hook up
that hooking up is appealing to for the status symbol that comes
college students because it doesn't along with it.
"It's that whole locker room starequire a long-term commitment
tus mentality and affirmation of
or relationship.

masculinity, it's a source of pride,"
Hickey said. "That masculinity is
even there for gay men who hook
up."

The question was also raised if
hooking up perpetuates a double
standard for women. The panel
discussed men whO hook up are
labeled as "players; while women
are given the usually negative label

1Most of the articles about the swim team.
1 Oregonians: Just

salt-water-taffy-loving

'Philosophical truths Forrest Baird doesn't
vrant you to know about.
1Exe.lusive: Whitworth student breaks up
with girlfriend of three months.

sissies?

The influential donors Whitworth secretly
hates.

1/in ode to the F-word.
1NVho's

sleeping with whom: An exposé.

Whitworth skill host its
first student film festival in

the Hixson Union Building
at 8 p.m. Friday, Nlay 2.
Students will present their
own short films, and prizes
will be awarded to those
considered the best Admission is free.
For more information
contact Janae Brewster at ex.
4555 or jbrewster08@whitworth.edu.

Indie folk group
Canoe to perform
twice Wednesday
Portland-based indie folk
group Canoe will play at
Borders (off Newport Highway) at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, April 30.
The band skill also perform at 'Whitworth at 12:30
p.m. the same day.
To hear a sample of Canoe's music, visit myspace.
com/canoecanoe.
For more information call
(509)466-2231 or e-mail deichler@bordersstores.com.

Comedian Susan

"Some girls are staxting to see sex
as guys do; a female student panelist said. "But when that happens
they're labeled as easy or loose:
Brunell said men are also caught
in the pressures of hooking up to
be more sexually active than they
might want to be.
"Not all men want to be players;
Brunell said. "Hooking up puts
pressure on men to be casual about

Rice to perform

See HOOK-UP"CULTURE, page 15

1The answers to the Core 250 test.
break into the art building (and not
get caught).
1 How to

1 Roger

Whitworth to
host student film
festival Friday

of "sluts."

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: CENSORED WHITWORTHIAN ARTICLES
Rakeable Ntuck: How much is there?

A&E
BRIEFS

Mohrlang converts to Islam.

1Steal this person's iPod (Their room is totally unlocked!)

at Btickwall Club
The Brickwall Comedy
Club, 105 E. Ntission Ave.
will host comedian Susan
Rice from Tuesday, April 29
through Saturday, May 3.
Rice has performed

stand-up

comedy

since

She has landed
spots on ABC, CBS, Comedy Central and other networks.
Admission is 86-12.
Shows are at 8 p.m. Tuesday
and Thursday and 10:15
p.m. on Friday and Saturday.
1983.

For more information on
Rice's performance, call the

Brickwall Comedy Club at
(509) 458-4149.

Compikd by Heidi Olson
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New
RELEASES

Christianity, arts
merge in worship

Check out some :Iew
music rekases for
Tuesda); April 29.
AUGUSTANA
"Can't Love, Can't Hurt'

Tim Takechi
Staff 1%W:a

DEF LEPPARD

ative:

'Songs from the Sparkle
Lounge"

'Jim'

The Shop boasts live
music, quality co ee

MADONNA
'Hard Candy"
MUDCRUTCH

'Mudcrutch'
-

Sophie Sestero

PORTISHEAD
"Third"

Staff Writcr

THE ROOTS

"Rising Love"
SANTOGOLD

'Santogold'

KWRS

TOP 15
These are the top 15 albums played on Pirate
Radio KIVRS 90.3 FM
this week. For the fidl
top 30, visit kwrs.fm.
FLIGHT OF THE
CONCHORDS

'Flight of the Conchords"
2

COUNTING CROWS

'Saturday Nights & Sunday

Mornings'
3 YESAN DAMEN
"Chronos

4

I Kairof

JAMIE LIDELL

'Jim"
5

THE ANNUALS

'Wet Zoo [EPr
6

M83

'Saturdays =Youth'

7

R.E.M.

'Accelerate"

8

VARIOUS ARTISTS

"Juno: hiusic from the Motion

Picture'
9 THE BLACK BOX
REVELATION

'Set Your Head on Fire'

10 THE PRESIDENTS OF
THE UNITED STATES OF

AMERICA
"These Are the Good Times

People'
11

ELF POWER

"In a Cave"
12 JAYMAY

'Autumn Fallir

TOKYO POLICE
"Elephant Sher
13

CLUB

14 THE MATCHES

'A Band in Hope'
15

STATIZ REVENGER

"Love Song Surprise"

iulia Lipscomb/ Whitivvrthint

The Shop features eclectic décor, a relaxed atmosphere and its own brand of coffee Anvil.

JAMIE UDELL

"Atusic reminds us of the beauty in life,"
Ankeny said. "God loves seeing us be cre-

You might not think The Shop is much from
standing outside...or the first impression of the inside. The décor and atmosphere are eclectic. Chairs,
tables, lamps, colors nothing really matches at all.
Neatness is not a word used in their facility. Mere
are witty magnets, magazine and newspaper clippings hung all over the place. There is an exposed
old garage floor and auto shcp uniforms hang from

the ceiling.
"I like the lights made from coffee cans, the French
coffee press and the quilts are awesome." sophomore
Aryn Gessel said. "I think (The Shop) is very laid
bad:. The ovcrstuffed furniture and how things
aren't arranged let me know it is very un-fussy."
The atmosphere will immediately be pushed from
your mind when you taste the coffee. A wide variety
of drinks should appeal to both coffee-drinkers and
non-coffee-drinkers alike.
The "root beer sink" is for those who don't like
hot drinks or the bitter taste of coffee. ibis sweet
drink tastes like a root bccr float aftcr the ice cream
has melted it is delicious and will leave you wanting more, so opt for the
venti.
For those who do love
FOOD
coffee, The Shop's will
REVIEW
have you smacking your
THE SHOP
lips and squinting your
eyes at first. The coffee
Location: 924 S. Perry St.
is quite strong and more
Hours: Monday-Fnday 630
bitter than the watery
art.-7 pin.; Saturday-Sunday
Thomas Hammer beva.m.-5
erages many Whitworth
Cuisine: Bakery, coffee shop
students grow accusPhone: (509) 5344647
tomed to.
Web site: theshoplz
Indic music plays
softly in the background
making The Shop a
nice place to focus and read or just chill for a while.
Games, magazines, books and newspapers are available for all, leaving encouragement for those seeking
an afternoon to relax without intcrruptions to take
advantage of the free Wi-Fi.
Live music occasionally comes to The Shop,
but because the designated Thursday nights were
sparsely populated for the last several weelcs, they've
stopped having a consistent schedule because their
profits did not cover their costs.
However, they do have a free outdoor theater in
the summer. A large screen is painted onto the side
of the next-door building where movies are projected and popcorn is sold for a dollar a box_
Saturday movies in July start at dusk and are free,
although donations are welcome, employee Nikki
Davidson said.
"People bring furniture and mats to sit on, they
dance to the music played before the movie, it is a
lot of fun," Davidson said.
The Shop used to be an auto body shop, hence
why it looks like an old garage with elevating doors.
The owners Mark Camp and Jason Williams had a
coffee cart at St. Luke's as well as Black Label Coffee
with their third partner. However, the third partner
backed out and they had an empty garage.
Camp used the garage to work on welding projects, his hobby, and finally decided to turn it into
a coffee shop. Williams went into the business with
him too. Both men now run the coffee shop and use
it to display and sell their other works. Williams sells
Brain Freeze ice cream and Camp sells his welding
projects.
lhe store also sells eel ect ic coffee items like
espresso bean bark, mocha lotion, mocha salt scrub
and soap made from The Shop's very own Anvil

11

brand coffee.
Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.sestero@whitworthian.com.

Ankeny integrates his faith and his musiCan the performing arts be seen as vorship? Can Christians genuinely talk to God cal talents by creating music that can help
through artistic mediums like music, dance people see the greatness of who God is.
""l'o me, jazz is sharing who you are with
and theater?
These are questions senior music major other people and that can bring God honor,
Alary Trotter asks herself as she practices and as you share the music with joy, it can
the piano six days a week. She wakes up ev- bless other people," Ankeny said.
Ankeny said as a Christian, he cannot
ery morning at 7 a.m. to rehearse her craft.
"I enjoy my two hours every day before separate his gifts for music with his belief
in reaching out to Christ.
the Music Building is open: Trotter said.
Now I have an obligation and responShe said her dedication to music is her
daily devotional to God, as many Chris- sibility to work at that gift, and it's a joyful
responsibility." Ankeny said.
tians do with Bible study.
Benjamin Brody, assistant professor of
"Since music is a gift, I le is glorified
through us because we are using the gifts music, said this act of serving God is what
church music is all about.
we are given: Trotter said.
"In a worship context, the important
The belief that Christians can speak to
God through the performing arts is echoed thing is that the music is serving the acts
by professor of music Richard Strauclt. Ile of worship, whether it's praise or a confessaid Christian musicians can use their tal- sion," Brody said.
Brody teaches church music, choral muents to worship God even if thcy are not in
sic and the history and theology of music at
a church setting.
"Worship is rooted in our relationship Whitworth. He said music has deep historic
with God," Strauch said.
roots in the history of Christian liturgy.
"The role of music in
Strauch said the role
worship goes back to the
of Christians in the perJewish roots of our reli"Music reminds us of the
forming arts is an issue
gion. The psalms vere all
few people in the church
beauty in life. God loves
sung," Brody said. "At the
talk about. He said he
seeing us be creative."
Last Supper. it says (Jesus
hopes performing artNathanael Ankeny,
and his disciples) sung a
ists from Whitworth can
senior
help change that.
hymn. We sec that song
Sttauch said he has
has been important to
had many conversations
church:
hlusic students at Whitworth are exposed
with students about how music, even music
without a theologically-explicit text, can be to many different styles of worship music
used to share one's faith.
crossing cultural, linguistic and chronoMusic is a wonderful form of express- logical boundaries, Brady said. Brody said
ing God's creative beauty and power, he he wants music students to see the beauty
said. When audience members listen to of how other cultures communicate their
a symphony, they can hear God speaking faith through music.
through the works of the musicians.
Vhen a student leaves Whitworth, they
Can I demonstrate faith by playing leave with an appreciation of the breadth
trombone for thc Spokane Symphony in and depth of ways that Christians can exthc back?" Strauch said. "Yes:
press themselves through music: Brody
Because God created thc world, Chris- said.
tians should use their creative talents as a
Trotter, for one, has done just that. After
tcstimony to God's creative nature, Strauch graduation, she said she aspires to continue
said.
to use hcr passion for music in the areas of
The arts are one of the most important performing. teaching and giving back to
ways we have to communicate to cach oth- God what God has blessed her with.
er," Strauch said.
"My prayer is that Ile be glorified and
Even music that is not inherently theo- that people will see ifim through the melological can speak directly to the soul, dies and harmonics, even if there aren't any
Strauch said. Ile uses Wolfgang Amadeus words," Trotter said.
Alozan's Symphony No. 4 I as an example.
And even if she is the only onc in the
"When we gct into it, we can see that room? Of course, she says.
(Mozart) says something about the truth
"When I sit down to perform at the piof ultimate beauty and what is sublime: ano, I take a momcnt to center myself and
Strauch said.
focus on remembering that I have an audiSenior music major Nathanacl Ankeny ence of one."
said music has a power. Ankeny plays alto
saxophone and just recently completed his
Contact 71m Takechi at tim.takechi@
senior jazz recital.
whitworthiars.com.
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Alumnus celebrates 100th birthday

HOOK-UP CULTURE
continuedfrom page 13
sex, but they don't always want to:'
Some panelists expressed concerns about
the emotional and physical consequences
that a culture of casual sexual encounters

promotes.
Adam Shipman, an employee of Lutheran Community Services Northwest, said
he has seen too many date rapes or sexual
assaults brushed off as hook ups, and not
dealt with as problems. Shipman works in
the Spokane community with sexual assault centers.
"We have to be careful that consent was
given, and all too often that just wasn't the
case Shipman said.
Brunel agreed.
"We can set out with one intent and
something else happens," Brunell said.
"'The drive for consent is a step forward for
feminism, but the problem comes in inter-

pretation;

Photo (curter"'

of ikity Gardner

Clifford Bromling holds up his diploma from his graduation In 1931. At that time, only
14 Whitworth students were In

Contact lay Bacon at joy.bacon@whitworthian.cotn.

the graduating glass.

Betty Gardner
Guest Writer

A lot has changed since Clifford
Bromling graduated from 1Vhitworth in 1931 at 23 years old. Back
then, a postage stamp cost 2 cents,
a gallon of gas cost 10 cents and

the average apartment rented for
818 a month. Needless to say, prices are a little higher these days.
Bromling recently turned 100
and is one of the oldest living
Brontling still holds on to
his Whitworth yearbooks and said
he has fond memories of his col'"leg.e. Yeari:.1VhitWorth at that time

s
sh

MI

Following a night in the life of
a Whitworth custodial worker

was like one bigfamily, he said. He
played on the football team, basketball team and baseball team.
He also participated in school
kadership as class vice president
in 1930 and president in 1931. In
1931, there were only 14 1Vhitworth graduales and 87 students
on the entire campus.
Clifford met his wife while attending Whitworth. 7hey both
graduated with degrees in educa110:1 before marrying in 1934. Bro:tiling went on to teach industrial
arts and coach several sports and
later became a principal in Wood
Bluff 1%'ash.

s
W

13runell said in a lot of college situations it is easy to assume that hooking up
is what's going to happen, but there is still a
lot of gray arca crcated in those situations.
Another strong theme of the panel was

the influence of alcohol and drugs in hookup culture. According to Washington state
law, a person cannot legally give consent
to sexual activity if he or she is under the
influence of drugs or alcohol, or lacks the
mental capacity at the time to understand
the nature of the consequences of the act.
Shipman also stressed the influence of
media on how the country talks about sex
and our perceptions of what is normal. In
the summer 2007 blockbuster "Superbad,"
Shipman said the main storyline of the
movie is two guys feeding alcohol to girls
in order to have sex with them.
"This is a textbook example of date rape
Shipman said.
In shows like "Gil Gone Wild," Shipman said men are given an expectation of
how women act and want to be treated that
isn't normal to the general population of
women, which can lead to sexuatassault or
a miscommunication about consent.
"We need to start defining offender behavior for what it is; Shipman said. "We
need to change the dialogue of our culture,
and that's when real justice will start to
happen."

ONLINEkEXCLUSIVE
Check out the audio slideshow about

one of Whitworth's custodial workers at

whitworthian.com.
hta Ward, a Whitworth custodial worker, has worked at Whitworth
since February 2001. She took the job here after several years at Gonzaga University. To learn more about Ward and her nights as a custodial
Ivorker, view the audio slideshow at whitworthian.conz.
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Gonzaga baseball vs. Oreg on State Beavers

VS.

29,2008

Tonight, 6 p.m. at Patterson Baseball Complex
Read more online at whitworthlan.com.
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Spokane Chiefs left winger Curtis Keiner works for the puck near the boards during the team's Western Hockey League playoff game against the Tri-City Americans on April 22 at Spokane Arena.The Chiefs hold a 3-2 lead in the best-of-seven series.

Chiefs on brink of WHL title
Spokane could win first
WHL Championship Series
since fabled 1990-91 season

4,41:4

Chute 1 Outswr thiJn

Spokane Chiefs captain Chris Bruton eyes the puck on April 22.

"Ifs great because I've been here for three years and since
thcn we've never been this close," Bosvman said. "Hopefully we can keep going."
Bowman has been playing hockey since he was 4 and
is the first Chief since the 1997-1998 scason to score 40
goals in a season. In March he was named Spokane Chiefs
"Player of the Year:
Erica Schrader
As a team, Spokane scored 107 goals, breaking the franStaff Writer
chise record of 104 set in the 1995-1996 season. The team
also tied the franchise record of 50 wins this year.
Despite strong efforts by the rival Tri-City Americans,
Second-year veteran and Chiefs goaltender Dustin
the Spokane Chiefs owned the ice on Saturday night as Tokarski has also taken the spotlight. Tokarski is now
they took the lead 3-2 in the Western Conference finals of ranked No. I goaltender in the %VIIIthe Western Hockey League best-of-seven series.
It's so great and I give a lot of recognition to the tcam as
A Nsin on Monday or tonight will advance the Chiefs to we've had good defense," he said.
thc WHL Ed Chynoweth Cup Championship series to be
Tokarski has high hopes for his future in hockey.
held in Kitchener, Ontario.
"I want to keep going and see what I can do," he said.
It's been seven years since the Chiefs have made it into "I Ns-ant to be at a high level and be the best 1 can be while
the third round and 17 years since they picked up the Me- striving for the top.
morial Cup Championship isith future NHL veterans Pat
Tokarski has been playing hockey since he was 3 and
Falloon, Jon Klemm and Ray Whitney on thc tearn.
carries on a family tradition of goaltenders as he fills the
The Chiefs lost in the first round last year and missed role after his father, two uncles and grandfather.
the playoffs the previous two.
As goaltender, Tokarski said he understands pressure
"It's a great feeling as there are only a few teams playing and finds no problem overcoming it.
at the highest levels of hockey," head coach Bill Peters said.
"As a goalie you know you face a lot of pressure and you
You know you're a great hockey team when you make it chose the position for that reason," he said. You want to be
to this point:
the guy who has the ability to change the game."
Peters is in his third season as the Chiefs' head coach.
Along %vith being the No. 1 netminder in the WHL,
Third-year veteran forward Drayson Bowman grabs Tokarski also set a franchise record for lowest goals against
hold of this rare opportunity.
average at 2.05, breaking the record of 2.58 set in the

2001-2002 season by Barry Brust.

lie also secured the bcst save percentage of .922 originally set in 2002-2003 by Jim Watt.
Because the team practices two to three hours everyday during the week and has a game or two every week,
the Chicfs players have to %vork to find a balance between
hockey and their social life.
For some, that means going to school.
The Chiefs try to make it as smooth as possible, as
some of us are in school, but other than that, you mostly
hang out with the other players," Bowman said. "It's like
we're in our own little world sometimes."
Tokarski graduated from high school last year and recognizes distance.
"You're away from family and friends but you work
around it and deal with it7 he said. "We practicc hard and
have time off afterwards."
Overall Bowman and Tokarski, along with thc Chiefs,
have enjoyed the ride.
"The regular season wcnt really well for mc, but the intensity has picked up during thc playoffs, as there are not
as many offensive chances' Bowman said.
He said his best memory of the season was when he and
the Chiefs beat the Vancouver Giants 4-2 in the second
round series of the playoffs this year.
The Giants took home the Memorial Cup last season.
"It just keeps getting better and better," Tokarski said.
See CHIEFS,

page 18
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Baseball takes two nightcaps in Whitman series
Missionaries
till) up Bucs for
first two NWC
wins of season
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer

I

I
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IVIitworth finished their 2008
campaign by splitting a fourgame series at Whitman College
April 26-27.
After struggling the last couple
weeks, the Pirates were looking
to turn things around and finish
strong. It would be the last series in a Whitworth uniform for
senior pitchers Chad Flett, Ryan
Snell, Jason Weatherman and senior infielder Jon 'Whiteside.
Game one was solid for the
Pirates through six and a half innings.

The Pirates led 4-0 on the arm

of starting pitcher Flett, but the

for Whitworth.
With the game level at 4-4 in
the top of the eighth, the Pirates
scored three to take the lead.

bottom of the seventh turned
things Whitman's way as they put
up a six spot to take
the lead.
Both teams would
OPENING
score again but the
THE SAILS
Pirates could not
outmatch the home
Weekend Leaders
team as they fell
Hits: Rd Ramsay (7)

Whitman

struck back in
the bottom of
the inning, but
the pitching and
defense
held
strong to take
8-5.
the game 7-5.
The win earned
Sunday's first
RBIs:Dan Ramsay(6)
the
Missionaries
game would see
their first win in the
Snell trot out to
Northwest ConferRuns:Jon Whiteskk Dan
the mound for
ence this season and
the final time.
Ramsay, Mitch Ramey (4)
broke a 33-game
He went the
losing streak.
distance in ' a
In the second
shortened sixgame of Saturday's double header, inning affair, giving up three
it would be Whitworth that came runs.
up with the late offensive produc"I felt I pitched pretty well this
tion to capture the victory.
year, I pitched better this year than
Matt Monahan's two-run hom- last year7 Snell said. "I'm satisfied
er in the fourth sparked a 4-0 lead with the way I played this year,

Agg,

gave it everything I had."
His efforts would be outdonc
though as he lost the pitching dual
as 'Whitman only allowed onc run
to win the game 3-1.
Trailing 2-1 in the series, NVhitworth wanted the final game to
level the series and end the season

With the season now at an cnd,
some of thc players reflected on
thc camaraderie they have developed over the year, rather than
the actual baseball aspect.
"It was a good group, it was a
fun year getting to know every-

on a winning note.
For this gamc, the team brought
their bats, scoring in all but two
innings. In the top of the sixth,
the Pirates had an offensive explosion by putting up nine runs
on the board.
Sophomore infielder Scott
Ward, junior catcher Dan Ramsay
and freshman catcher Ben George
all batted in two runs in the inning.
Whitman would,not be able to
recover from the big inning and
Whiteside finished out the final
game of his career on the mound
by holding the Missionaries scoreless to complete a 15-7 victory.

Sophomore outfield Mitch Nelson also had fond memories of
the year.
"Being together as a team for
the last time, cheering for each
other as a team, just realizing

one:* Snell said.

there are more important things
than baseball, we'll look back on
friendship," Nelson said.
Whitworth finishes its scason
at 12-20 in the Northwest Conference and 13-27 overall. The team
will lose some kcy graduating
players, but will look to reload in
2009.
Contact Colin Zalcwski at coin:.
zatewski@whitworthiati.com.
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Softball splits Boxers series
Lindsay Darbonne
Stall-1YMa
The buzz that Fuzzy is done is
true.
Whitvorth head coach Fuzzy
Buckenberger coached his last
game for the Pirates this weekend in Forest Grove, Ore., where
the team went up against secondplace Pacific University, splitting
the series and ending their season
record at 16-21 overall and 13-12
in the Northwest Conference.
"Going into the weekend we
were hoping to go out on a good
note for our seniors," sophomore
utility player Carrie Gibson said.
Saturday, the team started the
weekend with a doubleheader
against Pacific by losing the first
game 5-0.
The Boxers boast the reigning
2007 Northwest Conference Pitcher of the Year, Miranda McNealy.
Whitworth's only hit against McNealy was by junior catcher Rachel Anderson, who singled in the
fourth inning.
In the second game of the day,
the Pirates made an overwhelming
comeback, defeating Pacific 7-4.
In the top of the first, freshman infielder Josie Ball ran home
for a 1-0 lead, and Whitworth
added thrcc more in the top of thc
fourth.
The Pirates racked up their last
three runs in thc top of the seventh
on a bases-loaded triple.
"We played that second game
with lots of intensity," Gibson said.
Sunday marked the last day of

playing for pitcher Jessie LaPlante,
second baseman Morgan Thomsen, outfielder Halley Cey, shortstop Lacey Parry, and third baseman Amber Fowler, all seniors on

/001111./111

BASEBALl.
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it

UNFIELD

24-5

29-8

GEORGE FOX

22-7

26-11

FLU

20-11

23-14-2

PACIFIC

17-15

20-20

WILLAMETTE

16-15

20-20

UPS

15-16

19-19

L&C

12-20

16-24

WHITWORTH

12-20

13-27

WHITMAN

2-30

4-36

it

SOFTBALL
NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

24-2

35-3

PACIFIC

18-6

29-7

14

For additional commentary, analysis

of games, YouTube video clips and
coverage of national sports, click

on The Whitworthian's new sports

blog, The Water Cooler, online at

whitworthian.com. k

24-10

16-10

19-19

WHITWORTH

13-12

16-21

UPS

7-16

11-23

-31-274

2-26

L&C

Junior utility player Mandee Edwards dives head first into home plate during a game at Marks Field April 12 against Lewis &Clark College. Whitworth
wrappec. lup the 2008 season with a split against Pacific University.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
NWC

extraneous circumstances
caused a shakeup of players. Four Starbury players
As the 2007-2008 school undenvcnt resident assisyear draws to a close, so tant training and sophotoo do the intramural more Marcus Nobles was
sports that parallel the se- sidelined with illness.
Another player, freshman
mester.
Intramural basketball is Patrick Kenney, suffered a
one such sport that has hit dislocated knee late in the
the stretch run of the sea- season as well.
son. In both the Challenge
Despite the controversy,
and Power Leagues for Starbury jumped out to a
basketball, heated com- lead after hitting their first
petition and controversy three shots of the game.
have provided for an elec- Larkin said the electric
first half set the tone for
trifying postseason.
In first round Challenge the game.
However, Shake n' Bake
League action, upsets
across the board took the rallied in the seco-nd half
gym by storm. The .Bell to close to within a single
Ends and Shake n' Bake, possession with under 30
the top two teams during seconds to go in the conthe league's regular scason, test. Moriarty said confufell victim to lower-ranked sion ran amuc.k in the final
opponents. Whispers of team timeoui
"We couldn't really figconspiracy rose out of the
match up between Team ure out who was going to
Starbury and Shake n' take the last big 3 point
Bake, as S n' B players de- shot; Moriarty said.
The final shot rimmed
scribed Starbury's playoff
out and Starbury advanced
roster as questionable.
Freshman Marco Ro- to the second round.
Following another win
sales said Starbury used
players they did not have in the second round, Starduring Shake n' Bake's win bury prepared for a chamin a regular season clash pionship battle against
between the two teams Shawn Kemp's Legit Chilearlier in the year. Fresh- dren, a surprise contender
man Tyler Moriarty said as the eighth seed in the
the team's roster manage- Challenge League brackei
In Power League play,
ment seemed fishy.
"There's a hint of suspi- however, the abundance
cious behavior that ran of upset games was noticethrough my mind," Mori- ably abseni A team comprised of competitive and
arty said.
Team Starbury sopho- varsity basketball players,
more responded to the Hayford's Rejects, will
criticism by saying that square off against Hodge-

podge Alliance Farewell
Tour, the number one seed
in the playoffs.
Hodgepodge advanced
to the title game after an
unusually close shave in
the semifinal game. The
team trailed fifth-seeded
Here Comes Treble by
eight, the first time the
team had been behind all
season.
Senior captain Michael
Friedrichs said the team
amped up the intensity
in the second half to pull
away and nab a victory by
around 20 points.
Friedrichs tabbed nvo
players on his team as particularly important to the
team's playoff run.
"[Kyle] Snell and [Jeremy] Scroggins have been
real inspirational getting
out there and playing at
their high age; Friedrichs
said.
Friedrichs
identified
slowing down NCAA Division III All-American
Ryan Symes as being key
to winning the title and a
championship T-shirt.
"We're going to be physical," Friedrichs said. "I
don't think hc's used to the
physical-ness we're going
to show. We're not going
to foul him, but we're going to bump him:'
Both
championship
games were played last
night, April 28 in the
Fieldhouse.
Contact Derek Casanovas at derek.casatiovas@

whitworthiatt.com.
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WHITWORTH FINISHES 5" IN
NWC THIS SEASON

Photo °usury of Whitworthian Archives

Derek Casanovas
Sports Editor

Senior Ryan Curvey guards Junior Kyle Homad during a
Power League intramural basketball game April 22.

LEA- MEiTE-1-8-8

PLU

Dogfights for coveted T-shirts
emerge in intramural hoops

Nici Elliott/IVITituorthian

,

WHITWORTH FINISHES 8THIN
NC THIS SEASON

we'll always remember."

cont.

ALL

NWC

the squad.
INhitworth won the first game
2-1, due largely to LaPlante's pitching and Anderson's single, which
drove Parry and Ccy home for the
Pirates' two runs in the fifth inning.
"Jessie pitched one of the tnost
exciting games I've ever watched;
Gibson said.
I ler teammates agreed.
was really good to win the
last game I pitched," said LaPlante.
was the highlight of the season
for me:'
The l'irates lost the second game
of the day to Pacific
5-0. The players said their earlier
outing was more representative of
the team.
"When we got the win this
morning, it gave me a glance of
how we played last year," Ccy said.
"We didn't expect this many losses this scason. We're not a losing
team:'
Buckenberger finishes his threeyears as head coach leading Whitworth with a 72-41 record.
"It was a fun weekend for the
scniors that have been playing together thc last couple of years," Ccy
said. "It was a memorable weekend
Contact Lindsay Darbotme at
lindsay.darbonne@whitworthian.
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LINFIELD

17-0_ 18-S

WHITWORTH

14-2
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11:5
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_
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PLU

1

10-12

GEORGÈ

1

UPS
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1-17
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MEN'S TENNIS
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WHITMAN

16-0

22-9

PLU

14-2

15-11

UNFIELD

11-5

13-9

WHITWORTH

10-6

14-11
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9-11

7-9

7-11

3-13

4-16

2-14

2-17
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UPS
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r

L&C

"
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Athlete of
THE WEEK

Emmanuel Bofa

Sophotnore
Broke own school record in

800-meter run at Cougar Invite

7;
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Two Bucs top records at WSU
Track stars
1VIattila,

Bofa best
two records

Washington State Uniirersi

Còtigar Invitationa - April 26

Previous Record

Event

400 - Meter Das!:

NeW Record

KRIS YOUNG (1989)

LIZ MATTILA

59.14

58.98

Travis Jette

Staff ISTritcr
New recordstvere broke

EMMANUEL BOFA (2008 EMMANUEL BOFA

800 - Meter Run

1:50.74

1:51.01

at the Ninth Annual Cou-

gar Invitational Saturday,
April 26.
Whitworth participated
in the event with eight dies with her 1:02.77. I Icr
other teams. The teams previous best in the 400
hurdles was 1:02.90.
ranged from Division
Dusty
Sophomore
programs to junior college teams. Washington Caseria achieved a firstState University, Gonzaga place finish in the 1,500
University, Lewis & Clark meter run with a time of
College, Central Wash- 4:01.05.
Continuing the first
ington University and
Eastern Washington Uni- place trend, Whitworth
versity participated in the earned first in the men's
4x400-meter rela). Senior
invitational.
The records were bro- Ben Spaun, Howell, Caseken by sophomore Em- ria and Bofa finished with
manuel Bola and fresh- a time of 3:18.71.
In the womeris triple
man Liz Manila.
Bola won the 800-meter jump, senior Kristen Dorrun with a time of 1:50.74. maier finished fourth.
Bola owned the old record Her jumps consisted of
with a time of 1:51.01. Se- one foul, 10.44 meters,
nior teammate Brandon 10.31 meters, 10.57 meHowell took sixth in the ters, 10.58 meters and her
best at 10.64 meters.
800-meter run.
Freshman Erica Cox
Manila finished sixth in
the 400-meter dash with finished seventh with a
a time of 58.98. Her time throw of 41.83 meters
broke thc old record of in the women's hammer
59.14 held by Kris Young throw.
Junior Timothy Kirkin 1989.
Manila also took sec- patrick had himself a day
ond in the 400-meter hur- with a couple quality fin-

Graphic by .1forry JontsMutworthian

ishes in the 100-meter
and 200-meter dashes.
Kirkpatrick finished fifth
in the 100 with a time of
11.63 and finished fourth
in the 200 with a time of
23.03.
Senior Travis Huskisson took down sixth-place
honors in the 3,000-meter
run with a time of 9:24.43.
Huskisson also finished
second in the 3,000-meter
steeplechase with a time

of 10:04.24.
Junior Matthew Perry
took third in the 400-meter hurdles with a time of
56.75.
In the men's high
jump, Pirates sophomore
Cody Stelzer finished
fourth with a respectable
6'-8-314" height.
The men's shot put saw
Whitworthian sophomore
Jeff Kintner take third
place with a throw of 15.46
meters. Kintner also took
eighth in the mcn's discus
with a throw of 44.08 nte-

ters. Kintner was followed
by junior Joey 'anl loomissen, who finished tenth
with a throw o142.69 MCterS.

In the men's javelin
throw, Whitworth had
three finishers in the top
ten. Junior Kory Kemp
had a throw of 58.84 meters, placing him in the
fifth spot.

The other Whitworth
javelin thrower was freshman Nlichael Wemple,
who took eighth with a
throw of 53.95 meters.
Freshman
Alexander
I lymel finished tenth with
a throw of 53.53 meters.
The next meet, the

Whitworth
Combined
Event Invitational, will
be at home next week on
May -1-5. The meet was
postponed from March
6-7 by snowy conditions.
Contact Travis kite at

travisl ettcg whitwor
coin.

CHIEFS
continued from page 16
Only in his second year,
Tokarski has already picked
up a few records and it came
in time for the 2008 NI II.
Entry. Draft as he sits at
No. 11 on the list for North
American goaltenders.
Peters recognizes his
teams' success.
-They're a very hardworking, dedicated team
and we have some great
chemistry that allows us to
make it through adversity,"
he said.
As for Peters' coaching
plans, he said he's no different than the players.
"I'm happy where I am
right now and will hopefully move up when the time is
right," he said.
As for the spectators, the
Chiefs draw an average of
over 6,000 fans per game.
"It's ahvays nice to have
a big crowd as we love our
fans, but you also llave to
focus on what's at task,"
Tokarski said.
But when the Chiefs are
away they bring the fans in
spirit.
"It's a cool factor but if
the fans are not here we just
play the game,- he said.
Moving forward, Peters
knows the team's responsibility to ready players, such
as Tokarski, to reach their
future goal of the NI IL
"We try and prepare our
players to make the transition from juniors to the
professional league,- Peters
said. "It's our job.Contact Erica Schrader
at cricaschradcrgwhit waradamant:.

0 rdiroatifil

Whltevers

Playoff
PICKS
VS.

GAME FIVE
Morey iones: Celtics
Nate Unite: (c/tics
Lindsay Darbonne: Celtics
Colin Zalewski: Celtics
Derek Casanovas:Celtics

James Spung:

Celtics

GAME FIVE
Morey Jones: Cavaliers
Nate Chute: IWzards
Lindsay Darbonne: Cayalien
Colin Zalewski: Cavaliers
Derek Casanovas: Weards
lames Spung: Words

VS.

GAME THREE
Morey iones: ftnguins
Nate Chute:Rangers
Lindsay Darbonne:Penguins
Colin Zalewski:Penguins
Derek Casanovas: Rangen

James Spung: Nnguins

GAME THREE
Morey Jones: Avalanche

Nate aune:Red Wings
Lindsay Darbonne: Red Bings
Colin Zalewski: Red Wings
Derek Casanovas: RediVings
James Spung: Red Ii/ngs
C.ompsled by Derck Gmanoras

and Afarry Iona

Deals of the Week:
bring your WhilSavers card and
enjoy these great deals!

cteLatojoe's
Cartridge World

--All

Season'Tire,

sn,014 Tires*

...Brakes
Shock
- Strtits.-Aligninents

Whitworth Faculty,
Students, and
Parents receive
EXTRA DISCOUNTS

Changes
Cobling System

SAVE an extra 10%

Buy 1 day pass gc t
the 2nd half OFF

& Indv. Gelato Senings

9502 N. Nevport Highway

202 W 2nd Ave.

12403 N. Dhislon

Need a WhitSavers Card?
Sign Up Today!

10% OFF Espresso

-1.11P[51\

Whitevers

www.whitsavers.com

Free room and board for live in position

-011

FlusheS
Transmission
Services

Seeking a female student who can live in a beautiful south hill

home with an elderly lady. Free room, board, phone, internet
service and the run of the home in exchange for person to spend
nights, cook evening meals, set up light breakfast, etc., great for

students studying! Times can be arranged for time off as well.
Position is open at the end of April and would prefer a stay of at
least one year. We basically need security to ensure that she is not

000017fre:OtittA(0.001011Ve.

alone at home.

Please contact James at 981-6799 for interview.
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WHITpics

their comfort zones
through stripping themselves of many of basic necessities. Forfeiting their beds z,:d access to consistent meals werejust some
of many of the things participants gave up for the project.
Tisis past week, students stepped outside

4

a

,a.

ABOVE: Junior Alex Schilperoort sets up his sleeping arrangements for the
night at Pirate's Cove April 22.

MIDDLE LEFT:Sophomore Chris Dom lies next to Schilperoort before falling
asleep April 22.
*IN

BOTTOM LEFT: SonlorJeffrey Upton enjoys a burger he received from
senior Jesse Clark April 24. Participants In the project had a limited budget,

and often reiied on the goodwill of others for food.
BELOW RIGHT: Freshman Kyle Broeckel, armed with sleeping bag, backpack
and cardboard, prepares to head out of Pirate's Cove In search of shelter for

the night.
BOTTOM RIGHT:Sophomore Jesse Prichard reaches for food off of the
carousel in Sodexho. While participants had a limited budget for food, they

were allowed to get food through other methods.
Pharos

jb
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ICHECK

OUT THE MULTIMEDIA STORY AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM.

Want to submit your photos? E-mail us at photos@whitworthian.com.

